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Change Log

The following Change Log explains by Product Version, Heading, Page and Reason where 
changes in the ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide have been made.

 

Product
Version

Heading Page Reason

14.7.0 “Select Students” 5 Updated text and images to show expanded student in 
context area and additional functionality.

14.5.0 Entire Guide N/A Updated screen images to reflect new product 
masthead and navigation.

14.2.0 Entire Guide N/A Rewrote guide to make state independent and improve 
usability.
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Welcome to StudentInformation

StudentInformation is a database application that lets you collect, store, and manage all 
“permanent record” information about the students in your district. This includes information about 
medical alerts, custody, parent/guardian contacts, fees, lockers, homerooms, discipline, 
attendance, scheduling, assessments, graduation verification and marks. In addition, you can 
post calendars, links, and announcements for your staff. Finally, StudentInformation helps you 
comply with your state’s reporting requirements.

You can assign different levels of security to users based on their job requirements. For example, 
you decide if each role (such as administrative personnel, guidance counselors, teachers and 
secretaries) can only view data or if they can also add, change and delete data within the entire 
application or on a specific screen.

Note: For a an explanation of the graphics and functionality used throughout the 
application, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Quick Reference.

Find the Information You Need

The following sources of information are available to help you use StudentInformation:

• StudentInformation Help Documentation – On any screen, in the masthead, click .

• Knowledge Base – To access the ProgressBook Suite Knowledge Base, click 
http://kb.progressbook.com. The Knowledge Base contains the following documentation:

• StudentInformation Release Notes

• StudentInformation Product Guides

• Knowledge Base Articles

Access StudentInformation

There are two ways to access StudentInformation:

• If you are already signed in to another ProgressBook application, on the masthead, 
beside the application’s logo, click the application quick launch icon, and then click 
StudentInformation.

Click
for help.
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Welcome to StudentInformation
StudentInformation opens in a new window or tab, depending on your browser settings.

• If you are not already signed in to ProgressBook, or if your district provides stand-alone 
access to StudentInformation via a URL, you must sign in. See “Sign In to 
StudentInformation.”

Sign In to StudentInformation
Access StudentInformation by signing in from the ProgressBook CentralAdmin sign in screen.

1. In a web browser, enter the URL provided by your district.

The ProgressBook CentralAdmin sign in screen displays.

2. Select your Domain, and then enter your User Name and Password.

3. Click Sign In.

StudentInformation Logo on GradeBook Masthead Drop-Down List

ProgressBook CentralAdmin Sign In Screen
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Welcome to StudentInformation
The main StudentInformation screen displays. The working school and year you are 
viewing display in the masthead. To change the working school and/or year, see “Change 
Working School and Year.”

Sign Out of StudentInformation
To prevent unauthorized use, ProgressBook automatically signs you out after a period of 
inactivity, the length of which is defined by your system administrator. The timer calculating 
inactivity is reset each time you perform an activity anywhere in the ProgressBook suite. 

Note: Ensure that you save your changes frequently. If you are signed out due to 
inactivity, your changes are not saved!

You should manually sign out of StudentInformation if you plan to leave your computer unattended 
for any length of time where someone might have access to it. To sign out, in the masthead, 

click  and select “Sign out.”

StudentInformation Screen

Sign Out Option
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Welcome to StudentInformation
The CentralAdmin sign out screen displays, confirming that you are signed out of the 
ProgressBook suite.

Navigate StudentInformation

StudentInformation provides navigation options to help you move around in the application. There 
are several ways to find a screen, report or student. You can also change the working school and 
school year you want to view.

• To change the working school or school year, see “Change Working School and Year.”

• To select students, see “Select Students.”

• To find a screen or report, see “Search for Screens.”

Change Working School and Year
The school and school year whose information you are currently viewing display in the masthead 
on every screen. You can change the working school and/or year.

1. On any screen, in the appropriate drop-down list, select a new working school or school 
year.

Note: If you change the working school year to a year that is not typical for a 
certain screen (for example, a past or future school year on a screen typically 
used to enter current year information), a warning message displays beneath the 
breadcrumb bar.

 ProgressBook CentralAdmin Sign Out Screen

Working School and Year

Working 
School

Working 
School Year
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Welcome to StudentInformation
2. Optional: To have the working school selected by default each time you sign in to 

StudentInformation, click  and select “Save As Default School.”

Select Students
Before you can see student-specific information on any screen, you first need to select a student.

1. Search for the student using one of the following methods:

• Find Students box – Lets you search for an individual student record. 

i. Enter your search criteria. (For details on valid student search methods, see 
ProgressBook StudentInformation Quick Reference Card.)

ii. Click  or press <Enter>.

• Advanced Student Search – Lets you perform more complex searches using 
multiple criteria. You can select a group of students and scroll through their 
information one by one.

i. Click .

Save Working School as Default School

Find Students Box

Advanced Student Search
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Welcome to StudentInformation
The Advanced Student Search screen displays.

ii. Enter your search criteria on any/all of the available tabs:

• General Info – Demographic information search fields. Fields followed by a 
check box allow a wildcard search (*) if you select the check box.

• Additional Info – Additional demographic information search fields

• Miscellaneous Info – Additional search fields that vary by state

• Course Section Info – Course section search fields. Click  to browse for 
the course section.

iii. Click Search.

The Student Search Results screen displays a listing of all students matching your 
search criteria.

Advanced Student Search Screen

Student Search Results
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Welcome to StudentInformation
2. From this screen, choose one of the following options:

• To open the profile of a student in the list, beside the student’s name, click .

The student’s profile opens.

• To select a student and return to the screen from which you started the search, click 
the student’s name.

The student is now selected in the masthead, and you can navigate to another screen 
with the selected student.

Note: This is also referred to as having the student “in context.” To remove a 

student from context, click .

Student Profile

Student Selected in Masthead

Click to remove 
student from context.Student in context
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Welcome to StudentInformation
3. Optional: From any screen with the student selected, you can view the other students 
matching your search criteria using the following options:

• To scroll forward and backward through your search results, use the  buttons.

• To open a drop-down list of your search results, click , and click another student’s 
name.

4. Optional: To view a summary of the student’s profile information and a larger photo, in the 
student in context area, click the thumbnail photo.

A drop-down window opens to display the summarized profile information and larger 
photo.

View Other Students Matching Criteria

Summary Profile Information

Click to scroll 
through results.

Click to 
open list 
of results.
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Welcome to StudentInformation
5. Optional: To open the full student profile, click the student name link in either the student 
in context area or the summary profile area.

6. Optional: To view additional detailed information about the student:

a. Click .

The I Want To... menu opens.

7. Click the desired option to view details for the selected student.

Click to Open Full Student Profile

Click to Open I Want To... Menu

Click either link to open 
student’s full profile.

Click to 
open I 
Want To... 
menu.
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Welcome to StudentInformation
Search for Screens
There are several options to help you navigate to the screen or report you want to access in 
StudentInformation:

• Menu – At the top of every screen, the menu contains several options to help you 
navigate to a screen.

a. To open the menu, click . 

The menu opens, displaying additional submenu items.

Note: The menu options you can see are based on your StudentInformation 
security permissions.

Menu
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Welcome to StudentInformation
b. Click to expand the appropriate section(s) until you reach the correct screen.

• Breadcrumb Trail – A breadcrumb trail displays on every screen to help you track your 
location within StudentInformation. The breadcrumbs are clickable links. Click any 
breadcrumb to go directly to that screen.

• Go To box – When you are unsure of the path to a screen, use the Go To box on the 
right side of the breadcrumb bar to search for the screen.

a. Type in the name of the screen.

b. Click  or press <Enter>.

Menu with Submenu Items

Breadcrumb Trail

Go To Box
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Welcome to StudentInformation
A listing of all of screens and reports matching your search term displays.

c. Click a link to go directly to that screen.

• Sitemap – The sitemap lists every screen in the application to which you have access 
(per your security setup) organized by menu and submenu. 

a. On the menu, click Sitemap.

Go To Search Results

Sitemap Menu Option
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Welcome to StudentInformation
The DASL Sitemap screen displays.

b. Click a link to go directly to that screen.

Navigate ProgressBook

Use the application quick launch to navigate between ProgressBook applications that you are 
authorized to use. 

1. On the masthead, to the right of the ProgressBook logo, click  to open the application 
quick launch area.

Logos display for all of your other registered ProgressBook applications.

2. Click an application’s logo.

The application opens in another window or tab, depending on your browser’s settings.

Sitemap

Application Quick Launch
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Account Settings

You can maintain your account settings using the options on the My Account menu.

• To change your password, see “Change Your Password.”

• To set up your select schools for the Portal and EZ Query, see “Select Schools.” 

Change Your Password

Note: Your ProgressBook account credentials are the same for all applications in 
the suite. If you change your password in StudentInformation, you change it for all 
ProgressBook applications.

1. On the masthead, click  and select “Change Password.”

The CentralAdmin Change Password screen displays.

Change Password Option

Change Password
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Account Settings
2. Enter your Current Password and a New Password.

3. In the Confirm New Password field, re-enter your new password.

4. Click Change Password.

Select Schools

Navigation: StudentInformation - My Account - Select Schools

As part of your account settings, you can set one or more “select schools” that you want to see on 
the StudentInformation Portal and in EZ Query.

1. On the Select Schools screen, select the check box beside each school you want to 
designate a “select school.” To select all schools in the list, click Mark All Selected.

2. Optional: To retain these select schools each time you sign in to StudentInformation, 
select the “Save permanently” option.

3. Click Select.

Select Schools
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Common Functionality

This section explains common functionality found throughout StudentInformation.

• To maintain ad-hoc memberships, see “Maintain Ad-Hoc Memberships.”

• To reactivate records, see “Reactivate Records.”

• To run reports, see “Run Reports.”

• To run batch jobs, see “Run Batch Jobs.”

• To understand how StudentInformation standardizes and verifies addresses, see 
“Understand Address Standardization and Verification.”

Maintain Ad-Hoc Memberships

You can define students that you want to process as a single group using ad-hoc memberships. 
The reasons for grouping students include: reporting and filtering purposes, sports eligibility 
purposes, to mass update building progress tracks during the student promotion process, if your 
school is a JVS that wants to group students by home school for reporting purposes or if your 
district wants to perform school-level updates. 

• For information on setting up ad-hoc memberships, see “Set Up Ad-Hoc Memberships.”

• For information on editing ad-hoc memberships, see “Edit Ad-Hoc Memberships.”

Set Up Ad-Hoc Memberships
Navigation: StudentInformation - My Account - Ad Hoc Memberships

1. On the Ad Hoc Memberships screen, click Add New Ad-Hoc Membership.

Set Up Ad-Hoc Memberships
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Common Functionality
The screen displays in add mode.

2. Enter a name for the membership in the Membership Name field. It is recommended that 
you include the building code or name.

3. Optional: To make the membership you are creating inactive, deselect the Active check 
box.

4. Optional: To make this membership available to other uses, deselect the Make Private 
check box. 

5. Search for students to add to this ad-hoc membership:

a. Select any or all of the following Search Mode options:

• Search Criteria – Use as many fields as necessary on the General Info, 
Additional Info, Miscellaneous Info and Course Section Info tabs to find 
students.

Note: Select the check box after any field to perform a wildcard search on the 
contents of that field.

• Student IDs – Enter student ID numbers separated by a comma.

• Use Existing Memberships – Select students from one or more existing 
memberships to assign to the new membership. Move the appropriate 
memberships from the Membership multi-select list on the left to the one on the 
right, and then select one of the following Combine Using Logic options:

Ad-Hoc Memberships Screen (Add Mode)
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Common Functionality
• Use All Students Belonging to Any Selected Membership – Includes any 
student who is a member of any of the memberships listed in the multi-select 
list on the right (“or” match)

• Use Only Students Belonging to All Selected Memberships – Includes 
only those students who are members of all memberships listed in the 
multi-select list on the right (“and” match)

b. Optional: To change whether students returned in the search are initially selected for 
inclusion in the membership, select or deselect the Students Selected by Default 
check box. 

c. Click Search.

6. Review the matching students. If necessary, select the check box beside a student to 
include the student in the membership. Or deselect the check box to exclude the student.

7. To add the selected students to the membership, select Add to Membership. Or, to 
replace the existing membership group with the selected students, select Replace 
Membership.

8. Click Add Selected Students.

A confirmation displays the number of students added to the membership.

9. If this is the only membership you want to add, click Save. If you want to add another 
membership, click Save and New, and repeat the procedure.

Edit Ad-Hoc Memberships
Navigation: StudentInformation - My Account - Ad Hoc Memberships

1. On the Ad Hoc Memberships screen, in the row of the ad-hoc membership you want to 

edit, click .

Edit Add-Hoc Memberships
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Common Functionality
The screen displays in edit mode.

2. Make any of the following changes to the ad-hoc membership as needed:

• Edit the Membership Name field.

• Change the active status by selecting or deselecting the Active check box.

• Change the privacy status by selecting on deselecting the Make Private check box. 

• Remove a student by clicking  in the row of the student.

• Add a student:

i. Click [Show Search].

ii. Select either or both of the following Search Mode options:

Ad Hoc Memberships Screen (Edit Mode)
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Common Functionality
• Search Criteria – Use as many fields as necessary on the General Info, 
Additional Info, Miscellaneous Info and Course Section Info tabs to find 
students.

Note: Select the check box after any field to perform a wildcard search on the 
contents of that field.

• Student IDs – Enter student ID numbers separated by a comma.

iii. Optional: To change whether students returned in the search are initially selected 
for inclusion in the membership, select or deselect the Students Selected by 
Default check box. 

iv. Click Search.

v. Review the matching students. If necessary, select the check box beside a 
student to include the student in the membership. Or deselect the check box to 
exclude the student.

vi. To add the selected students to the membership, select Add to Membership. Or, 
to replace the existing membership group with the selected students, select 
Replace Membership.

vii. Click Add Selected Students.

A confirmation displays the number of students added to the membership.

3. Click Save.

Reactivate Records

When you delete an active record (denoted by ) in StudentInformation, it becomes inactive 

(denoted by ). You can reactivate a record in the following ways:

• Enter the same name/code on a new record.

• Edit the record, select the Is Active or Active check box and save the record, as shown 
in the following example.

Reactivate a Record

Click to 
reactivate 
the record. 
Then click 
Save.
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Common Functionality
Run Reports

1. On the Selection Criteria tab of the report, select the information on which you want to 
filter the report. Typically, the more filters you select, the narrower the search results. Note 
the following:

• You must complete all required fields ( ) to run the report. 

• For open text fields like Student Numbers, enter each piece of data separated by a 
comma.

• For any multi-select lists, select item(s) by moving them from the left side of the 
screen to the right.

• For reports with an Output option, select whether to generate a report and/or labels. 
When printing labels, note the following page settings:

For Adobe 9:

• Page Scaling = None

• Auto Rotate and Center = Unchecked

For Adobe 10:

• Size Options = Actual Size

• Orientation = Portrait

Note: If you are using Firefox, you must change a setting before printing labels. In 
Firefox, go to Options. On the Applications window under Content Type, locate 
Portable Document Format (PDF). In the Action column of that row, change the 
selection from Preview in Firefox to an Adobe option (such as Use Adobe 
Acrobat).

2. In the Delivery Method drop-down list, select how you want to receive the report:

• Pickup – Retrieve the report on the Batch/Report Management window.

• Email Notification – Receive an email with a link to the report when the report is 
ready to view.

• Email Delivery – Receive an email with the report included as a PDF attachment.

3. Optional: To make the delivery method you selected in step 2 the default selection each 
time you run reports, click Set As Default.

4. Confirm your Email Address, which defaults from your StudentInformation user profile. If 
necessary, make any changes in your profile.

5. In the Report Format drop-down list, select the output format in which you want to 
generate the report: “Adobe PDF,” “Rich text format (RTF),” “Text,” “Excel Spreadsheet” 
or “HTML.”

6. Optional: Enter a Description of the report. This text displays on the Batch/Report 
Management screen.

7. Click Submit.
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Common Functionality
Note: StudentInformation saves your selection criteria and defaults them the next 
time you run this specific report unless you specify otherwise on the Load 
Settings tab.

Selection Criteria Tab
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Common Functionality
The Batch/Report Management window opens with your report listed at the top. 

8. Click the report link in the Job Name column to open the report. (If the link does not 
display, the report is still generating. Click Refresh Display until the link displays.)

Batch/Report Management

Generated Report
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Common Functionality
9. Optional: Review the criteria you selected for this report or change the description on the 
Selection Summary tab of the report. You can also submit the report from this tab.

10. Optional: To save default selection criteria for frequently used reports, do the following:

a. On the Load Settings tab of the report, enter a Name for the current setting of your 
selection criteria.

b. If you want other users to have access to your load settings, deselect the Private 
check box.

c. Click Save.

d. In the Default Settings On Startup drop-down list, select the settings you want 
StudentInformation to use by default the next time you run the report: either “Load 
Last Parameters” or one of the settings you created, which display in the grid.

Note: If you click a hyperlinked Name in the grid, those saved settings load on the 
Selection Criteria tab.

Selection Summary Tab

Load Settings Tab
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Common Functionality
Run Batch Jobs

Batch jobs perform a specific action on a “batch” of students or records.

1. On the screen of the batch job you want to run, proceed through the tabs (using the Next 
button) to select records or options to filter the batch job. Typically, the more filters you 
select, the narrower the search results. If you do not select any filters, you run the batch 
job on all records.

Note: For any multi-select lists, select item(s) by moving them from the left side of 
the screen to the right.

Batch Job Filters
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Common Functionality
2. On the Confirmation tab, review the information and click Finish to process the batch job.

3. On the Results tab, review the updated records.

4. Optional: To start a new batch job, click Start Over, and repeat the procedure.

Batch Confirmation

Batch Results
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Common Functionality
Understand Address Standardization and Verification

If you have appropriate security access, you can enable address standardization and verification 
to ensure the accuracy of address data in StudentInformation.

If you enable address standardization, StudentInformation standardizes all addresses to fit USPS 
standards. This includes removing punctuation, checking to see if the address is within the valid 
range of house numbers for the street, and changing the zip code to the correct zip+4 code. In 
addition to the mailing benefits, this behavior provides more consistent and correctly-spelled 
address entries, allowing easier searching by address.

You can use address standardization alone or with address verification. If you enable address 
verification (which requires you to first enable address standardization), StudentInformation 
verifies that a student's address is within the district where the student is enrolled.

Note: You must first define valid district addresses on the View/Edit District 
Addresses screen. You can determine if an address is within the district on the 
Students Failing Address Verification screen. 

• To enable address standardization, see “Enable Address Standardization.”

• To enable address verification, see “Enable Address Verification.”

• To validate an address when you have standardization and verification enabled, see 
“Validate an Address.”

Enable Address Standardization
Navigation: StudentInformation - Management - School Administration - School Building 
Administration - School Demographics

1. Ensure you have the district selected as your working school.

2. On the School Demographics screen, select the Use Address Standardization check 
box. 

3. Click Save.

4. Change your working school to the building for which you want to enable address 
standardization.

5. Repeat step 2 through step 3.

StudentInformation enables address standardization for the building.

Note: You can bypass address standardization on individual addresses if needed.

Enable Address Standardization
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Common Functionality
Enable Address Verification
Navigation: StudentInformation - Management - School Administration - School Building 
Administration - School Demographics

1. Ensure you have the district selected as your working school.

2. On the School Demographics screen, ensure the Use Address Standardization check 
box is selected.

3. Select the Use Address Verification check box. 

4. Click Save.

5. Change your working school to the building for which you want to enable address 
verification.

6. Repeat step 2 through step 4.

StudentInformation enables address verification for the building.

Note: You can bypass address verification on individual addresses if needed.

Validate an Address
If you have address standardization and address standardization enabled, any time you enter a 

new address in StudentInformation, the  icon displays to alert you that you must validate the 
address.

1. Click Validate.

StudentInformation updates the fields to the correct USPS mailing address and verifies 
that the address exists in the district.

Note: Addresses are standardized according to http://www.usps.com.

Enable Address Verification

Validate an Address

Indicates you must 
validate this address. 
Click Validate.
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Common Functionality
2. Note the status of the update, which displays as  if successful or  if unsuccessful.

If standardization and/or verification is unsuccessful, a message displays indicating the 
reason.

3. Optional: If you know the address cannot be standardized or verified for some reason or if 
the standardized address contains an error, do the following:

a. Select the Bypass Address Standardization/Verification check box.

The Bypass Comments field displays.

b. Enter a reason for bypassing address standardization.

4. Click Save.

Standardization or Validation Unsuccessful

Bypass Address Standardization/Verification
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End User Requirements for Version 14.7.0 

 

End User Requirements 
The tables below are a guideline for end users. The ProgressBook Suite has been successfully tested using these product 
and version configurations. Other configurations may work without issue; however, these are the versions actively 
tested and supported. 
 

Operating System Browser Versions Adobe Reader Versions 

Apple   

Mac OS X Mountain Lion (v10.8.5) 
 

Safari 6.1.6 11.0 or later 

Mac OS X Mavericks (v10.9.1) 
 

Safari 7.0.6 11.0 or later 

Microsoft   

Windows 7 SP1 
Windows 8 & 8.1 
 

Internet Explorer 10 or 11 
Firefox 35 or later 
Google Chrome 39 or later 

11.0 or later 

Additional Configurations Supported by ParentAccess 
Operating System Browser Versions Adobe Reader Versions 

Apple   

iOS 7 & 8 
 

Safari 11.0 or later 

 
 
Pop-up Blockers 
The SpecialServices application displays the PDF documents in a pop-up window. You must disable any pop-up blocker in 
order for the SpecialServices application to function properly. Pop-up blockers vary based on operating system, browser 
version, and third party tools such as the Google Toolbar, etc. Check your system settings, and be sure to enable pop-ups 
for the SpecialServices website. 
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Alerts  Records  Misc. 

 Student has a medical alert   Delete a record   
Calendar date  and month/year 
picker 

 Student has a disability alert   Edit a record   Opens a student’s profile 

 Student has a custody alert   View a record   Critical 

 Student has outstanding fees   Locked record   Required field 

 Student has a fee credit balance   Active record    

 Student has a miscellaneous alert   Inactive record    
 
 
 

Calendar Date Picker  Month/Year Picker  Time Picker 

 or  Opens calendar date picker   or  Opens month/year picker  Click in field Opens time picker 

 
Today (current date)  

 
This (current) month/year  

 
Now 

 
Previous day   Previous Month  

 Previous minute 

 Next day  
 

Next Month  
 Next minute 

 Previous Month     
 Previous hour 

 
Next Month     

 
Next hour 

 
 

Student Search Criteria 
Search Method Enter Returns Student(s) With… 

Last name smith Last name of Smith 

Partial last name with wildcard (*) 
sm* Last name starting with “Sm” 
*sm* Letter combination “sm” anywhere in the last name 

Partial last name, comma, partial first name s,d Last name starting with “S” and first name starting with “D” 
Partial last name, comma, partial called name s,a Last name starting with “S” and called name (name used in school) starting with “A” 
Birth date in format (m)m/(d)d/(yy)yy 01/01/2003 or 1/1/03 January 1, 2003 birth date 
Social Security number in format xxx-xx-xxxx 000-00-0000 Matching Social Security number 
Student number 00000000 Matching student number 
Phone number in format xxx-xxx-xxxx 555-555-0000 Matching phone number 
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Change Log
Change Log

The following Change Log explains by Product Version, Heading, Page and Reason where 
changes in the ProgressBook StudentInformation Ad-Hoc Updates Guide have been made.

Product
Version

Heading Page Reason

14.6.7 “Bulk Update Student Profiles” 19 Updated image of Annual record tab to show new 
Distance student was transported from residence to 
school building drop-down list.

14.6.5 “Bulk Update Course College 
Credit”

30 Added section.

14.6.5 “Bulk Update Manual Course 
College Credit”

32 Added section.

14.6.0 “Bulk Update Student Profiles” 19 Updated image of Student record tab to show new 
Attendance Calendar and Admission History 
Effective Start Date fields.

Updated image of Annual record tab to show new 
Countweek Transportation Days section.

14.6.0 “Bulk Update Courses” 29 Updated topic name and text to reflect new screen 
name.

14.6.0 “Bulk Update Manual Courses” 29 Updated topic name and text to reflect new screen 
name.

14.5.0 “Bulk Update Student Profiles” 19 Updated image of FS-Standing & 
FD-Attributes-Effective Date tab to show new 
Reporting Calendar drop-down list.

14.4.3 “Bulk Update Student Profiles” 19 Updated image of FN-Attributes-No Date tab to reflect 
removal of Reporting Period drop-down list and 
addition of Attending District IRN Last October field.

14.3.0 Global N/A Converted source files to FrameMaker. 

Updated formatting/structure to match ProgressBook 
Suite.

Rewrote topics using procedural steps.

14.3.0 “Bulk Update Student Profiles” 19 Updated screen shots and added description of new 
fields on FN-Attributes-No Date tab and FN-Graduate 
tab.
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Ad-Hoc Updates Overview

Ad-hoc updates update the StudentInformation database and create a report with results for you 
to verify. You can make the following types of ad-hoc updates:

• “Copy Student Memberships” 

• “Clear Fees” 

• “Bulk Assign Counselors” 

• “Bulk Assign Homerooms” 

• “Bulk Assign Lockers” 

• “Bulk Assign Student Fees” 

• “Bulk Update Student Profiles” 

• “Bulk Update Diploma Type” 

• “Bulk Update Graduation Date” 

• “Bulk Update Courses” 

• “Bulk Update Manual Courses” 

• “Bulk Update Fall Initialization Blocks” 

Copy Student Memberships

Navigation: Home – Management – Ad-Hoc Updates – Student Membership Copy

You can copy student membership assignments from the previous year (source) to the current 
year in context (destination) for students registered in the same building both years. The start date 
of the copied assignments is the first day of school of the current year. 

Note: If a student membership assignment already exists in a student’s record for 
the current year, you cannot copy it in from the previous year. 

1. Place the correct building and destination year in context.

2. On the Student Membership Copy screen, on the Search Criteria tab, select the student 
membership assignments you wish to copy by moving items in the Membership Group 
and Membership multi-select lists from the left side of the screen to the right side. (If you 
do not select any item in a list, all items are returned in the search results.)

Note: These options function independently of each other. For example, If you 
select both Membership Group 15-15 and Membership 115004, all students in 
membership group 15-15 and all students with membership code 115004 are 
returned in the search results.

3. Optional: To include student membership assignments that have stop dates in the 
previous or current year, select the Include Student Memberships with Stop Dates 
check box.
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Ad-Hoc Updates Overview
4. Click Search. 

The search results display on the Select Student Memberships tab. The following are 
excluded from the search results:

• Students not enrolled in both source and destination school years

• Memberships that do not exist in both source and destination school years

• Students already assigned to the membership in the destination school year

5. Select the check box beside the student membership assignment(s) you want to copy from 
the previous year to the year in context.

6. Click Copy Memberships.

Student Membership Copy – Search Criteria Tab

Student Membership Copy – Select Student Memberships Tab
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Clear Fees

Navigation: Home – Management – Ad-Hoc Updates – Clear Fees 

You can use this batch process to zero out all fees with a credit balance and/or a debit balance.

Note: You can only use this batch process if your school is configured to use fee 
accounting.

1. On the Clear Fees screen, make your selections in the following fields:

• Clear Credit Fees (optional) – Zeroes out fees that have a credit balance. The 
process applies an unrefunded payment (type U) to fees with a credit balance.

• Clear Debit Fees (optional) – Zeroes out fees that have a debit balance. This is 
performed at the end of the school year in a building that does not wish to carry 
outstanding fee balances forward for the next school year. Fee payment records with 
a pay status of A (Amnesty) are posted.

• Pay reference for credit balance fees (optional) – Enter a reference description for 
any credit balance fees applied to each payment record. This field defaults to 
“Unrefunded.” 

• Pay reference for fees owed (optional) – Enter a reference description for any debit 
balance fees applied to each payment record. This field defaults to “Amnesty.” 

• Pay Date (required) – Enter the date that will be applied to each payment record. This 
field defaults to today’s date.

• Fee Types to process (required) – Choose one or more fee types to clear out. All fee 
types are selected by default.

Clear Fees
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2. Click Submit Job.

The batch process examines all fees of the types you specified for the current school, 
school year and schedule and generates a report displaying the grand total of all payments 
entered by the batch process.
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Bulk Assignments

You can use ad-hoc updates to make several types of bulk assignments in StudentInformation. 
For detailed instructions, see the appropriate topic:

• “Bulk Assign Counselors” 

• “Bulk Assign Homerooms” 

• “Bulk Assign Lockers” 

• “Bulk Assign Student Fees” 

Bulk Assign Counselors

You can assign groups of students to counselors using the following methods:

• “Assign Counselors by Homeroom” 

• “Assign Counselors Randomly” 

• “Assign Counselors Manually” 

Assign Counselors by Homeroom
Navigation: Home – Management – Ad-Hoc Updates – Counselor Bulk Assignment

This method assigns counselors to students based on the default counselor for each student’s 
homeroom. To use this method, you must select a homeroom term to use for looking up 
homeroom assignments for students.

Note: This method does not assign counselors to students who are not assigned 
to homerooms or to students assigned to homerooms that do not have a defined 
default counselor.

1. On the Counselor Bulk Assignment screen, on the Assignment Method tab, select an 
Assignment Method of “Homeroom.”
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Bulk Assignments
2. In the Homeroom Term drop-down list, select the proper homeroom term for which you 
want to assign counselors.

3. Click Next.

4. On the Options tab, for each homeroom, in the Counselor drop-down list, select the 
counselor you want to assign to the homeroom.

5. Click Next.

Assign Counselors by Homeroom

Counselor Assignment by Homeroom – Options Tab
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Bulk Assignments
6. On the Confirmation tab, confirm the following information:

• Counselor – Name of counselor to assign to the selected students

• Previously Assigned – Number of students previously assigned to the counselor

• Assignments to be Removed – Number of students to remove from the counselor

• Assignments to be Made – Number of students to add to the counselor

• Total Students to be Assigned – Total number of students to assign to this 
counselor in the current process

7. Optional: To make any changes, click Back, and modify your criteria.

8. When you are satisfied and want to confirm the counselor assignments, click Finish.

The Results tab displays the new counselor assignments.

9. Optional: To continue assigning counselors, click Start Over.

Assign Counselors Randomly
Navigation: Home – Management – Ad-Hoc Updates – Counselor Bulk Assignment

This method assigns counselors to students in a random fashion, although you may choose 
whether or not to respect grade level assignments.

1. On the Counselor Bulk Assignment screen, on the Assignment Method tab, select an 
Assignment Method of “Random.”

Counselor Bulk Assignment – Confirmation Tab

Counselor Bulk Assignment – Results Tab
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Bulk Assignments
2. Optional: If you do not want to limit the assignment of counselors to only those counselors 
assigned to the student’s grade level, deselect the Respect Grade Level Assignments 
check box.

3. Click Next.

4. On the Students tab, in the Select Students By option, choose a method of selecting the 
students to whom you want to assign counselors:

• To search using various search criteria, select “Search Criteria.” Then choose any of 
the following criteria:

• Last Name (If you enter a partial last name, select the check box to use the 
wildcard filter.)

• First Name (If you enter a partial first name, select the check box to use the 
wildcard filter.)

• Team

• Gender

• Program

• Student Status

• Grade Level

Assign Counselors Randomly
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Bulk Assignments
Counselor Bulk Assignment – Select Students by Search Criteria
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Bulk Assignments
• To select students by student ID, select “Student IDs.” Then enter the student IDs 
separated by a comma.

• To select students by ad-hoc membership, select “Ad-Hoc Membership.” Then in the 
Ad-Hoc Membership drop-down list, select the predefined membership.

Note: To find or build an ad-hoc membership, click . (For more information on 
setting up ad-hoc memberships, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting 
Started Guide.)

5. Click Next.

6. On the Options tab, select one or more counselors to randomly assign to the selected 
students by moving them from the left to the right side of the screen.

7. Optional: If you want this process to override any existing counselor assignments, in the 
Students to Include option, select “All students (override assignments).”

Counselor Bulk Assignment – Select Students by Student IDs

Counselor Bulk Assignment – Select Students by Ad-Hoc Membership
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Bulk Assignments
8. Click Next.

9. On the Confirmation tab, confirm the following information:

• Counselor – Name of counselor to assign to the selected students

• Previously Assigned – Number of students previously assigned to the counselor

• Assignments to be Removed – Number of students to remove from the counselor

• Assignments to be Made – Number of students to add to the counselor

• Total Students to be Assigned – Total number of students to assign to this 
counselor in the current process

10. Optional: To make any changes, click Back, and modify your criteria.

11. When you are satisfied and want to confirm the counselor assignments, click Finish.

The Results tab displays the new counselor assignments.

Random Counselor Assignment – Options Tab

Counselor Bulk Assignment – Confirmation Tab
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Bulk Assignments
12. Optional: To continue assigning counselors, click Start Over.

Assign Counselors Manually
Navigation: Home – Management – Ad-Hoc Updates – Counselor Bulk Assignment

This method lets you select a single counselor to assign to selected students. All students 
matching your search criteria are assigned to the counselor, regardless of grade level 
assignments.

1. On the Counselor Bulk Assignment screen, on the Assignment Method tab, select an 
Assignment Method of “Manual.”

2. Click Next.

3. On the Students tab, in the Select Students By option, choose a method of selecting the 
students to whom you want to assign the counselor:

 Counselor Bulk Assignment – Results Tab

Assign Counselors Manually
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Bulk Assignments
• To search using various search criteria, select “Search Criteria.” Then choose any of 
the following criteria:

• Last Name (To use the wildcard filter, select the check box.)

• First Name (To use the wildcard filter, select the check box.)

• Team

• Gender

• Program

• Student Status

• Grade Level

Counselor Bulk Assignment – Select Students by Search Criteria
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Bulk Assignments
• To select students by student ID, select “Student IDs.” Then enter the student IDs 
separated by a comma.

• To select students by ad-hoc membership, select “Ad-Hoc Membership.” Then in the 
Ad-Hoc Membership drop-down list, select the predefined membership.

Note: To find or build an ad-hoc membership, click . (For more information on 
setting up ad-hoc memberships, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting 
Started Guide.)

4. Click Next.

5. On the Options tab, in the Counselor drop-down list, select the counselor to assign to the 
selected students.

6. Optional: If you want this process to override any existing counselor assignments, in the 
Students to Include option, select “All students (override assignments).”

Counselor Bulk Assignment – Select Students by Student IDs

Counselor Bulk Assignment – Select Students by Ad-Hoc Membership
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Bulk Assignments
7. Click Next.

8. On the Confirmation tab, confirm that you want to assign the counselor to all of the 
selected students. If needed, deselect any individual student. (You can also select or 
deselect all students in the list using the Students selected by default check box). 

9. Click Finish.

The Results tab displays the new counselor assignments.

Manual Counselor Assignment – Options Tab

Manual Counselor Assignment – Confirmation Tab
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Bulk Assignments
10. Optional: To continue assigning counselors, click Start Over.

Bulk Assign Homerooms

Navigation: Home – Management – Ad-Hoc Updates – Homeroom Bulk Assignment

You can assign and/or mass update homerooms by grade level and/or terms using several 
different options.

For detailed information on bulk assigning homerooms, see ProgressBook StudentInformation 
Student Homeroom Guide.

Bulk Assign Lockers

Navigation: Home – Management – Ad-Hoc Updates – Locker Bulk Assignment

You can assign lockers to students and/or mass update locker assignments using several 
different options.

For detailed information on bulk assigning lockers, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Student 
Lockers Guide.

Bulk Assign Student Fees

Navigation: Home – Management – Ad-Hoc Updates – Student Fee Assignment 

This batch process generates fee entries for students based on defined general fees, course fees 
based on each student’s course schedule, membership fees for students belonging to specific 
membership groups and program fees for students enrolled in specific programs. You can select 
the fee types to assign in any combination. Fees are assigned only to students who are enrolled 
in the working school for the current school year in context.

Manual Counselor Assignment – Results Tab
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Bulk Assignments
Note: You can only run this process if the Finalize School Year process is 
complete. 

For detailed information on bulk assigning student fees, see ProgressBook StudentInformation 
Fees Guide.
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Bulk Updates

You can use ad-hoc updates to make several types of bulk updates in StudentInformation. For 
detailed instructions, see the appropriate topic:

• “Bulk Update Student Profiles” 

• “Bulk Update Diploma Type” 

• “Bulk Update Graduation Date” 

• “Bulk Update Courses” 

• “Bulk Update Manual Courses” 

• “Bulk Update Fall Initialization Blocks” 

• “Bulk Update Course College Credit” 

• “Bulk Update Manual Course College Credit” 

Bulk Update Student Profiles

Navigation: StudentInformation – Management – Ad-Hoc Updates – Student Profile Bulk 
Update

This process lets you mass update specific field values on the student profile for a collection of 
students using ad-hoc membership groups.

1. On the Student Profile Bulk Update screen, on the Select Ad-Hoc tab, in the Ad Hoc 
drop-down list, select the ad-hoc group to which your bulk updates should apply.

Note: To find or build an ad-hoc membership, click . (For more information on 
setting up ad-hoc memberships, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting 
Started Guide.)

2. Optional: To expand the available ad-hoc membership groups to include both public and 
private groups, select the Public And Private check box.

3. Click Next. 

Student Profile Bulk Update – Select Ad Hoc Tab
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Bulk Updates
4. Optional: If you need to change any fields on the Student record, Annual record, 
FS-Standing & FD-Attributes-Effective Date, FN-Attributes-No Date or FN-Graduate 
tabs, make those changes.

Note: These available/visible fields may vary based on the school year and your 
security rights.

Note: To clear a student profile field for all members of the selected ad-hoc group, 
select the check box beside the field, and ensure the field has no value selected 
in the drop-down list.

5. When you are finished making changes on each tab, click Next. 

Student Profile Bulk Update – Student Record Tab
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Bulk Updates
Student Profile Bulk Update – Annual Record Tab
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Bulk Updates
Note: Your selection in the Reporting Calendar drop-down list updates the 
Attendance Pattern.

Student Profile Bulk Update – FS-Standing & FD-Attributes-Effective Date Tab
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Bulk Updates
Note: For information on how StudentInformation updates FS and FD records, 
see “Business Rules for Student Profile Bulk Update – FS and FD Records.” 

Student Profile Bulk Update – FN-Attributes-No Date Tab
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Bulk Updates
The Review updates tab displays the changes you have selected on the previous tabs so 
you can review them before committing them to the database.

6. Optional: To return to previous tabs, click Back, and make any needed changes.

7. When you are ready to submit the changes, click Submit.

A confirmation message displays.

Student Profile Bulk Update – FN-Graduate Tab

Student Profile Bulk Update – Review Updates Tab
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Bulk Updates
Business Rules for Student Profile Bulk Update – FS and FD Records
StudentInformation processes the student profile bulk update using the following logic: 

1. Determines how to update FS and FD records for each student from the bulk update based 
on how the effective date relates to existing FS and FD records:

a. Withdrawal record with effective date immediately before the bulk update effective 
date – does not apply the bulk update

b. Nonwithdrawal record with effective date immediately before the bulk update effective 
date – inserts a new record with the bulk update effective date, applies the bulk 
updates and copies any other field values from the prior record

c. Withdrawal or nonwithdrawal record with effective date equal to the bulk update 
effective date – applies the bulk updates

d. Admission record with effective date immediately after the bulk update effective date 
– does not apply the bulk update

2. Propagates the bulk update for each student within the school year by applying the bulk 
update field values to each subsequent record (which does not change the records’ 
effective date) until the end of the school year. However, if StudentInformation finds a 
withdrawal record for the school year, it applies the bulk update values to the record and 
stops updating any following records.

3. Removes any duplicate records resulting from the updates:

a. Sequence of two or more withdrawal records that are the same except for the 
effective start date – does not change these records since they are not duplicates

b. Sequence of two or more nonwithdrawal records that are the same except for the 
effective start date – removes all but the earliest record

c. Two records back-to-back that are the same except for the effective start date and the 
second record is a withdrawal – updates the earlier record with the Withdraw Date 
and Reason (FS records) or Effective End Date (FD records) and removes the later 
record 

Note: StudentInformation updates the following FS fields when a student’s 
pre-existing field values are blank: DistrictAdmissionReason, DistrictRelationship, 
IRNDistrictofResidence, HowReceived, HowReceivedIRN, 
AttendancePercentage, TuitionType, IRNAttendingBuilding, 
IRNAssignedBuildingArea, SentToReason, and SentToReasonIRN.

Bulk Update Diploma Type

Navigation: Home – Management – Ad-Hoc Updates – Update Diploma Type

You can mass update students’ diploma type for EMIS reporting. This process updates the 
Diploma Type field on the FN-Graduate tab of the selected students’ profile. You can then modify 
the Diploma Type field for any exception students.

1. On the Bulk Update of Student Diploma Type screen, select the graduation date(s) of 
students for whom you want to update the diploma type by moving them from the All 
Graduation Dates multi-select list to the Assigned Graduation Dates list.
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Bulk Updates
2. In the Set diploma type to drop-down list, select the diploma type to assign to the 
students.

3. Optional: To only update the diploma type of those students that pass a certain 
graduation/eligibility rule, in the for students passing rule drop-down list, select the rule.

4. Optional: To use a mark type in the current year total credit calculations, in the Mark Type 
drop-down list, select the mark type.

5. Optional: If you want the update process to recalculate the student data for the 
graduation/eligibility rule you selected in step 3, select the Recalculate student rule data 
check box.

6. Optional: If you want to override any existing selected diploma types with the diploma type 
you selected in step 2, select the Override current diploma type check box.

7. Click Save.

A confirmation message displays.

Bulk Update Graduation Date

You can update selected grade 12 students (seniors) with a specific graduation date. You then 
need to modify the graduation date on any exception students that should not have this graduation 
date. 

You can select students to update using the following methods:

• To update the graduation date based on student status, see “Update Graduation Date by 
Student Status.”

• To update the graduation date based on ad-hoc membership groups, see “Update 
Graduation Date by Ad-Hoc Membership.”

Bulk Update Diploma Type
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Bulk Updates
Update Graduation Date by Student Status
Navigation: Home – Management – Ad-Hoc Updates – Update Graduation Date

1. On the Bulk Update of Student Graduation Date screen, on the Status Search tab, in 
the Select the Student Statuses to be included area, select one or more statuses of 
students to include on the bulk update by moving them from the left side of the screen to 
the right side, noting the following guidelines:

• You probably want to update your active status students, as well as some other 
statuses of students to whom you will give diplomas. 

• You probably want to include non-residents if they are coming into your district and 
will graduate from your school. 

• You probably do not want to include residents going elsewhere, because they most 
likely are not going to get a diploma from your district. (However, JVS and contract 
vocational schools must report the graduation information even though they will not 
issue the diploma. Both the home schools and the vocational schools must report the 
information.)

Note: This process includes only grade 12 students with the status(es) you select.

2. In the File Download Options area, use the drop-down lists to select a file type and a 
download method.

3. In the Graduation Date field, enter the graduation date for this year’s seniors, or select it 
from the calendar date picker.

4. Optional: If you do not want the new graduation date to override any existing graduation 
dates for the selected students, deselect the Override Existing check box. 

Bulk Update Graduation Date – Status Search Tab
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5. In the Run Type field, select either to “Verify” the list of possible updates without actually 
making the updates or to “Update” the selected students with the graduation date.

Note: Please run in “Verify” mode first. There is no un-do!

6. Click Submit.

If you selected to run in “Update” mode, a confirmation message displays, stating how 
many records updated.

7. Optional: If there are exception students in this group whose graduation date you did not 
want to update, enter the correct graduation date for these students on the FN-Graduate 
tab of their student profile.

Update Graduation Date by Ad-Hoc Membership
Navigation: Home – Management – Ad-Hoc Updates – Update Graduation Date

1. On the Bulk Update of Student Graduation Date screen, on the Ad-Hoc Membership 
tab, in the Select Ad-Hoc Membership drop-down list, select the ad-hoc group to which 
your bulk update should apply.

Note: To find or build an ad-hoc membership, click . (For more information on 
setting up ad-hoc memberships, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting 
Started Guide.)

2. In the File Download Options area, use the drop-down lists to select a file type and a 
download method.

3. In the Graduation Date field, enter the graduation date for this year’s seniors, or select it 
from the calendar date picker.

Bulk Update Graduation Date – Ad-Hoc Membership Tab
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4. Optional: If you do not want the new graduation date to override any existing graduation 
dates for the selected students, deselect the Override Existing check box. 

5. In the Run Type field, select either to “Verify” the list of possible updates without actually 
making the updates or to “Update” the selected students with the graduation date.

Note: Please run in “Verify” mode first. There is no un-do!

6. Click Submit.

If you selected to run in “Update” mode, a confirmation message displays, stating how 
many records updated.

7. Optional: If there are exception students in this group whose graduation date you did not 
want to update, enter the correct graduation date for these students on the FN-Graduate 
tab of their student profile.

Bulk Update Courses

Navigation: StudentInformation – Management – Ad-Hoc Updates – Bulk Course Update

You can bulk update selected courses with a core subject area or dual credit indicator.

For detailed information on bulk updating courses, see ProgressBook StudentInformation EMIS 
Guide.

Bulk Update Manual Courses

Navigation: StudentInformation – Management – Ad-Hoc Updates – Bulk Manual Course 
Update

You can bulk update selected manually entered courses with a core subject area or dual credit 
indicator.

For detailed information on bulk updating manual courses, see ProgressBook StudentInformation 
EMIS Guide.

Bulk Update Fall Initialization Blocks

Navigation: Home – Management – Ad-Hoc Updates – Bulk Update Fall Initialization Blocks

You can perform a bulk update to set/unset the options on the student profile to exclude FS, FD, 
and FN records from fall initialization updates.

For detailed information on bulk updating fall initialization blocks, see ProgressBook 
StudentInformation EMIS Guide.
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Bulk Update Course College Credit

Navigation: StudentInformation – Management – Ad-Hoc Updates – College Credit 
Management

This process lets you mass update the college credit value of regular (not manually entered) dual 
credit courses for students enrolled in dual credit courses during the school year in context. (To 
update manually entered course college credit, see “Bulk Update Manual Course College Credit.”)

1. Open the College Credit Management screen with the building and school year in 
context that you want to update. 

2. On the EMIS Student tab, select the dual credit Course whose college credit value you 
want to update for any student.

3. In the Course Sections drop-down list, select the appropriate course section for which 
you want to perform the update.

A list of students assigned to the selected course section displays in a grid. 

4. Select the check box in the row of each student whose college credit you want to update 
for the selected course section. (You can also select Check All to select all students.)

College Credit Management – Select Course Section

College Credit Management – Select Students
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Bulk Updates
5. Enter the college credit for the selected students using one of the following methods:

• Update selected students individually:

i. In the row of each student, in the College Credit column, enter the college credit 
the student earned in the course section.

ii. Click Save Selected.

• Bulk update selected students:

i. In the text box above the grid, enter the amount of college credit earned by all of 
the selected students.

ii. Click Bulk Assign & Save Selected.

Enter College Credit – Update Selected Students Individually
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A confirmation message displays, and the students’ college credit for the course is 
updated and included in the Period G GC transfer.

Bulk Update Manual Course College Credit

Navigation: StudentInformation – Management – Ad-Hoc Updates – College Credit 
Management

This process lets you mass update the college credit value of manually entered dual credit 
courses for students enrolled in dual credit courses during the school year in context. (To update 
regular course college credit, see “Bulk Update Course College Credit.”)

1. Open the College Credit Management screen with the building and school year in 
context that you want to update.

2. On the Manually Entered Courses tab, select the check box in the row of each student 
whose college credit you want to update for the indicated course. (You can also select 
Check All to select all students/courses.)

Enter College Credit – Bulk Update Selected Students

Confirmation of Updated College Credit
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3. Enter the college credit for the selected student(s) using one of the following methods:

• Update selected students individually:

i. In the row of each student, in the College Credit column, enter or update the 
college credit the student earned in the course.

ii. Click Save Selected.

• Bulk update selected students:

i. In the text box above the grid, enter the amount of college credit you want to 
assign to all of the selected students for each indicated course.

ii. Click Bulk Assign & Save Selected.

College Credit Management – Select Students

Enter College Credit – Update Selected Students Individually
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A confirmation message displays, and the students’ college credit for the course is 
updated and included in the Period G GC transfer.

Enter College Credit – Bulk Update Selected Students

Confirmation of Updated College Credit
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StudentInformation Portal

StudentInformation provides a portal (known in the application as the Home screen) where you 
can manage information you want to deliver to your users. This is the first screen users see when 
they sign in to the application. You can customize the content users see based on their specific 
school and/or district and their security settings.

Understand the Home Screen

You can manage content on the following areas of the Home screen:

• Quick Links – See “Manage Quick Links.”

• Enrollment Alerts – See “Manage Enrollment Alerts.”

• Headlines – See “Manage Headlines.”

• Documents – See “Manage Documents.”

• Announcements – See “Manage Announcements.”

• Upcoming Events – See “Manage Events.”

Note: You can determine the best location for the information you post. For 
example, a school bake sale could be an announcement or an upcoming event, 
while the results of the bake sale could be a headline.

StudentInformation Home Screen
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Manage Quick Links

The Quick Links section lets you enter web links to help your users perform their daily tasks.

• To add a quick link, see “Add Quick Links.”

• To edit a quick link, see “Edit Quick Links.”

• To delete a quick link, see “Delete Quick Links.”

Add Quick Links

1. In the Quick Links area of the Home screen, click .

The Manage Portal Links screen displays.

2. Click Add Link.

Quick Links Section of 
Home Screen

Add Quick Link
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The add-edit version of the screen displays.

3. In the Title field, enter a title for the link as you want it to appear in the Quick Links area.

4. In the Url field, enter the URL (website address) of the web page to which you are linking, 
using the full http:// format, such as http://www.ode.state.oh.us

Note: If you are creating a link to another StudentInformation screen, you can use 
a relative link, replacing the location of the StudentInformation application with a 
tilde (~), as shown in the following example. This ensures the link remains valid, 
even if the StudentInformation application’s location changes.

Full link:

http://dasl.noacsc.org/StudentInformation/SIS/Attendance/DailyAbsenceByHomeroom.aspx

Relative link:

~/SIS/Attendance/DailyAbsenceByHomeroom.aspx

Note: The Mobile Url field is not functional at this time.

5. Optional: To display a tool tip when you hover over the quick link, in the Description field, 
enter more detailed information about the site.

6. In the View Order field, enter a number to indicate the display order of this specific link 
relative to the other quick links.

7. In the Administrative School drop-down list, select which school building (or district) 
should have administrative rights to maintain and update the quick link.

8. In the Intended Audience drop-down lists, select which school and user group can view 
the quick link, or select the whole district and all groups. 

9. Click Add Combination.

The school/group combination displays in a table.

10. Optional: To add another school/user group combination, repeat step 8 through step 9.

11. Click Save. Or, to continue adding links, click Save and New.

Manage Portal Links Screen
ProgressBook StudentInformation Portal Guide 3
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A confirmation message displays, and the new link displays in the list.

12. Optional: To preview the link on the Home screen, click View Portal Page.

The link displays in the Quick Links area in the order you selected with a icon.

Note: The icon continues to display for three days.

Set Up New Quick Link

Confirmation of Added Link
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Edit Quick Links

1. In the Quick Links area of the Home screen, click .

The Manage Portal Links screen displays.

2. In the row of the link you want to edit, click .

The add-edit version of the screen displays.

3. Make any desired changes, and click Save.

New Quick Link

Edit Quick Link

Manage Portal Links Screen
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Note: For more information about the fields on this screen, see “Add Quick Links.”

A confirmation message displays.

4. Optional: To preview the link on the Home screen, click View Portal Page.

The updated link displays in the Quick Links area in the order you selected with a 
icon.

Note: The icon continues to display for three days.

Edit Link

Confirmation of Updated Link
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Delete Quick Links

1. In the Quick Links area of the Home screen, click .

The Manage Portal Links screen displays.

2. In the row of the link you want to delete, click .

Updated Quick Link

Delete Quick Link

Manage Portal Links Screen
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A message displays, asking if you are sure you want to delete the link.

3. Click Ok.

A confirmation message displays, and the link no longer appears in the list.

4. Optional: To see that the link no longer displays on the Home screen, click View Portal 
Page.

The link no longer displays in the Quick Links area.

Confirm Delete

Confirmation of Deleted Link

Quick Link Deleted
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Manage Enrollment Alerts

The Enrollment Alerts area of the Home screen displays any pending enrollments or 
withdrawals that require your attention.

• To handle alerts related to pending enrollments, see “Manage Pending Enrollments.”

• To handle alerts related to pending withdrawals, see “Manage Pending Withdrawals.”

Manage Pending Enrollments
Pending enrollment alerts only display for students who withdrew from another building in your 
school district and are enrolling in your building. They do not display for students transferring from 
another district. The following events trigger pending enrollment alerts:

• A student already enrolled in the district has an enrollment track assignment to attend 
your building this year.

• Another school in your district withdrew the student and set your building as the “withdraw 
to” school.

You can choose to enroll the student or remove the student from the list as follows: 

1. In the Enrollment Alerts area of the Home screen, in the row of the student you want to 

enroll or remove, click .

The Manage Portal Enrollment Alerts screen displays.

2. Review the information, and perform one of the following actions:

• To accept this pending enrollment, click Enroll. The Student Registration Wizard 
opens, and you can proceed to enroll the student. 

• To decline this pending enrollment and remove this enrollment alert, click Remove. 
(To return to the portal, click View Portal Page.)

Enrollment Alerts
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Manage Pending Withdrawals
The following events trigger pending withdrawal alerts: 

• The previous school (within your district) withdrew the student and set a future withdrawal 
date.

• A student was cross-enrolled in multiple buildings within your district for the same school 
year, and one of the other buildings withdrew the student.

• A student was enrolled in the previous school year and the current school year, and you 
(or another school) withdrew the student from the previous school year.

You can choose to withdraw the student or remove the student from the list as follows: 

1. In the Enrollment Alerts area of the Home screen, in the row of the student you want to 

withdraw or remove, click .

The Manage Portal Enrollment Alerts screen displays.

2. Review the information, and perform one of the following actions:

• To accept this pending withdrawal, click Withdraw. The Withdraw Student screen 
opens, and you can proceed to withdraw the student. 

• To decline this pending withdrawal and remove this withdrawal alert, click Remove. 
(To return to the portal, click View Portal Page.)

Manage Pending Enrollments

Withdrawal Alerts
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Manage Headlines

In the Headlines section of the Home screen, you can enter important headlines and messages 
for your users.

• To add a headline, see “Add Headlines.”

• To edit a headline, see “Edit Headlines.”

• To delete a headline, see “Delete Headlines.”

Add Headlines

1. In the Headlines area of the Home screen, click .

The Manage Portal Content screen displays.

Manage Pending Withdrawals

Headlines Section of Home Screen

Add Headline
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2. Click Add Content.

The add-edit version of the screen displays.

3. In the Desktop Html Content field, enter the text that you want to display in the headline. 
You can use plain text and/or HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) to display the headline 
in different colors and sizes. 

Note: Following are a few helpful HTML tags. To learn more about HTML, go to: 
http://www.w3schools.com/html/default.asp

Note: The Mobile Summary and Mobile Details fields are not functional at this 
time.

4. In the Administrative School drop-down list, select which school building (or district) 
should have administrative rights to maintain and update the headline.

5. In the Intended Audience drop-down lists, select which school and user group can view 
the headline, or select the whole district and all groups. 

6. Click Add Combination.

The school/group combination displays in a table.

7. Optional: To add another school/user group combination, repeat step 5 through step 6.

8. Click Save. Or, to continue adding headlines, click Save and New.

Manage Portal Content Screen

HTML Tag Purpose

<h1>your text here</h1> Heading1 – enlarges text

<br> Line break

<hr> Create horizontal line

<center>your text here</center> Center text

<style=”color:blue”> Color
12  ProgressBook StudentInformation Portal Guide
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A confirmation message displays, and the new headline displays in the list.

9. Optional: To preview the headline on the Home screen, click View Portal Page.

The headline displays in the Headlines area with a icon.

Note: The icon continues to display for three days.

Set Up New Headline

Confirmation of Added Headline
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Edit Headlines

1. In the Headlines area of the Home screen, click .

The Manage Portal Content screen displays.

2. In the row of the headline you want to edit, click .

The add-edit version of the screen displays.

3. Make any desired changes, and click Save.

Note: For more information about the fields on this screen, see “Add Headlines.”

New Headline

Edit Headline

Manage Portal Content Screen
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A confirmation message displays.

4. Optional: To preview the headline on the Home screen, click View Portal Page.

The updated headline displays in the Headlines area with a icon.

Note: The icon continues to display for three days.

Edit Headline

Confirmation of Updated Headline
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Delete Headlines

1. In the Headlines area of the Home screen, click .

The Manage Portal Content screen displays.

2. In the row of the headline you want to delete, click .

A message displays, asking if you are sure you want to delete the headline.

3. Click Ok.

Updated Headline

Edit Headline

Manage Portal Content Screen
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A confirmation message displays, and the headline no longer appears in the list.

4. Optional: To see that the headline no longer displays on the Home screen, click View 
Portal Page.

The headline no longer displays in the Headlines area.

Manage Documents

In the Documents section of the Home screen, you can upload or link documents for your users.

Confirm Delete

Confirmation of Deleted Headline

Headline Deleted
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• To add a document, see “Add Documents.”

• To edit a document, see “Edit Documents.”

• To delete a document, see “Delete Documents.”

Add Documents

1. In the Documents area of the Home screen, click .

The Manage Portal Documents screen displays.

2. Click Add Document.

Documents Section of Home Screen

Add Document
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The add-edit version of the screen displays.

3. In the Name field, enter a name for the document.

4. Optional: In the Category field, enter a category for this document. 

Note: You can use categories to separate documents by subject area, user, etc.

5. Decide whether you want to provide a link to a document on the web or physically upload 
the document to the StudentInformation website:

• To link to the web, in the URL to Browse field, enter the full URL (web address) of the 
document, including http://

• To upload a document, in the Upload to Web Server area, click Browse, and 
navigate to and select the file.

Note: For security reasons, there is a maximum document upload size for 
StudentInformation and the .NET framework. If your document exceeds that size, 
an error occurs. Your ITC can adjust this size but only after hours. This is because 
changing the size limit requires a config file change and server reboot. As a 
workaround, you can upload a small placeholder document that the ITC staff can 
replace with the larger document per the location in the DASL.config file.

Note: To remove the file, click Clear.

6. In the Administrative School drop-down list, select which school building (or district) 
should have administrative rights to maintain and update the document.

7. In the Intended Audience drop-down lists, select which school and user group can view 
the document, or select the whole district and all groups. 

8. Click Add Combination.

The school/group combination displays in a table.

9. Optional: To add another school/user group combination, repeat step 7 through step 8.

Manage Portal Documents Screen
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10. Click Save. Or, to continue adding documents, click Save and New.

A confirmation message displays, and the new document displays in the list.

11. Optional: To preview the document link on the Home screen, click View Portal Page.

The document link displays in the Documents area with a icon. Documents display 
sorted by administrative school and then by document name.

Note: The icon continues to display for three days.

Add New Document

Confirmation of Added Document
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Edit Documents

1. In the Documents area of the Home screen, click .

The Manage Portal Documents screen displays.

2. In the row of the document you want to edit, click .

New Document

Edit Document
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The add-edit version of the screen displays.

3. Make any desired changes, and click Save.

Note: For more information about the fields on this screen, see “Add Documents.”

A confirmation message displays.

4. Optional: To preview the document link on the Home screen, click View Portal Page.

Manage Portal Documents Screen

Edit Document
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The link to the updated document displays in the Documents area with a icon.

Note: The icon continues to display for three days.

Delete Documents

1. In the Documents area of the Home screen, click .

Confirmation of Updated Document

Updated Document
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The Manage Portal Documents screen displays.

2. In the row of the document you want to delete, click .

A message displays, asking if you are sure you want to delete the document.

3. Click Ok.

Delete Document

Manage Portal Documents Screen
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A confirmation message displays, and the document no longer appears in the list.

4. Optional: To see that the document no longer displays on the Home screen, click View 
Portal Page.

The document link no longer displays in the Document area.

Confirm Delete

Confirmation of Deleted Document
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Manage Announcements

In the Announcements section of the Home screen, you can post time-sensitive announcements 
for your users.

• To add an announcement, see “Add Announcements.”

• To edit an announcement, see “Edit Announcements.”

• To delete an announcement, see “Delete Announcements.”

Add Announcements

1. In the Announcements area of the Home screen, click .

Document Deleted

Announcements Section of 
Home Screen

Add Announcement
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The Manage Portal Announcements screen displays.

2. Click Add Announcement.

The add-edit version of the screen displays.

3. In the Title field, enter a title for the announcement.

4. Optional: To add a link to a corresponding web page, enter the full URL (web address) of 
the page, including http://

Note: The Read More (Mobile) option is not currently functional.

5. In the Description field, enter any details related to the announcement. 

6. In the Expires field, enter the date when the announcement should stop displaying, or 
select a date from the calendar date picker. This field defaults to eight days from the 
current date.

7. In the Administrative School drop-down list, select which school building (or district) 
should have administrative rights to maintain and update the announcement.

8. In the Intended Audience drop-down lists, select which school and user group can view 
the announcement, or select the whole district and all groups. 

9. Click Add Combination.

The school/group combination displays in a table.

10. Optional: To add another school/user group combination, repeat step 8 through step 9.

11. Click Save. Or, to continue adding announcements, click Save and New.

Manage Portal Announcements Screen
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A confirmation message displays, and the new announcement displays in the list.

12. Optional: To preview the announcement on the Home screen, click View Portal Page.

The announcement displays in the Announcements area with a icon. 
Announcements display sorted by administrative school and then by date created.

Note: The icon continues to display for three days.

Add New Announcement

Confirmation of Added Announcement
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Edit Announcements

1. In the Announcements area of the Home screen, click .

The Manage Portal Announcements screen displays.

2. In the row of the announcement you want to edit, click .

The add-edit version of the screen displays.

3. Make any desired changes, and click Save.

Note: For more information about the fields on this screen, see “Add 
Announcements.”

New Announcement

Edit Announcement

Manage Portal Announcements Screen
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A confirmation message displays.

4. Optional: To preview the announcement on the Home screen, click View Portal Page.

The updated announcement displays in the Announcements area with a icon.

Note: The icon continues to display for three days.

Edit Announcement

Confirmation of Updated Announcement

Updated Announcement
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Delete Announcements

1. In the Announcements area of the Home screen, click .

The Manage Portal Announcements screen displays.

2. In the row of the announcement you want to delete, click .

A message displays, asking if you are sure you want to delete the announcement.

3. Click Ok.

A confirmation message displays, and the announcement no longer appears in the list.

4. Optional: To see that the announcement no longer displays on the Home screen, click 
View Portal Page.

Delete Announcement

Manage Portal Announcements Screen

Confirm Delete
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The announcement no longer displays in the Announcements area.

Manage Events

In the Upcoming Events section of the Home screen, you can post information about scheduled 
events such as concerts, bake sales, meetings and sporting events.

• To add an event, see “Add Events.”

• To edit an event, see “Edit Events.”

• To delete an event, see “Delete Events.”

Add Events

1. In the Upcoming Events area of the Home screen, click .

Confirmation of Deleted Announcement

Announcement Deleted

Upcoming Events Section of 
Home Screen
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The Manage Portal Events screen displays.

2. Click Add Event.

The add-edit version of the screen displays.

3. In the Title field, enter a title for the event.

4. In the Description field, enter any details related to the event. You can use plain text 
and/or HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) to display the event in different colors and 
sizes.

Note: Following are a few helpful HTML tags. To learn more about HTML, go to: 
http://www.w3schools.com/html/default.asp

5. In the Where/When field, enter the date, time and/or location of the event.

6. In the Expires field, enter the date when the event should stop displaying, or select a date 
from the calendar date picker. This field defaults to eight days from the current date. 

7. In the Administrative School drop-down list, select which school building (or district) 
should have administrative rights to maintain and update the event.

8. In the Intended Audience drop-down lists, select which school and user group can view 
the event, or select the whole district and all groups. 

Add Event

Manage Portal Events Screen

HTML Tag Purpose

<h1>your text here</h1> Heading1 – enlarges text

<br> Line break

<hr> Create horizontal line

<center>your text here</center> Center text

<style=”color:blue”> Color
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9. Click Add Combination.

The school/group combination displays in a table.

10. Optional: To add another school/user group combination, repeat step 8 through step 9.

11. Click Save. Or, to continue adding events, click Save and New.

A confirmation message displays, and the new event displays in the list.

12. Optional: To preview the event on the Home screen, click View Portal Page.

The event displays in the Upcoming Events area with a icon. Events display sorted 
by administrative school and then by expiration date.

Note: The icon continues to display for three days.

Add New Event

Confirmation of Added Event
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Edit Events

1. In the Upcoming Events area of the Home screen, click .

The Manage Portal Events screen displays.

2. In the row of the event you want to edit, click .

The add-edit version of the screen displays.

3. Make any desired changes, and click Save.

Note: For more information about the fields on this screen, see “Add Events.”

New Event

Edit Event

Manage Portal Events Screen
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A confirmation message displays.

4. Optional: To preview the event on the Home screen, click View Portal Page.

The link to the updated event displays in the Upcoming Events area with a icon.

Note: The icon continues to display for three days.

Edit Event

Confirmation of Updated Event
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Delete Events

1. In the Upcoming Events area of the Home screen, click .

The Manage Portal Events screen displays.

2. In the row of the event you want to delete, click .

A message displays, asking if you are sure you want to delete the event.

3. Click Ok.

Updated Event

Edit Event

Manage Portal Events Screen
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A confirmation message displays, and the event no longer appears in the list.

4. Optional: To see that the event no longer displays on the Home screen, click View Portal 
Page.

The event no longer displays in the Upcoming Events area.

Confirm Delete

Confirmation of Deleted Event

Event Deleted
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Change Log 
The following Change Log explains by Product Version, Heading, Page and 
Reason where changes in the ProgressBook StudentInformation School Year 
Setup and Configuration Guide document have been made. 
 

Product 
Version Heading Page Reason 

14.7.0 Entire Guide N/A Removed/updated references to the 
retired ProgressBook 
StudentInformation General Use Guide. 

14.7.0 “Scheduling Configuration Tab” 1 Added note about the new Unfinalize 
button. 

14.7.0 “Set Up JVS Integration” 58 Updated image of JVS CourseSection 
Map screen to show new navigation 
path. 

14.6.0 “Add Master Calendar Days” 41 Updated section to reflect added EMIS 
Exception Type and EMIS Exception 
Hours fields. 

14.6.0 “School Demographics” 47 Updated images and added field 
descriptions for new JVS fields. 

14.6.0 “Set Up JVS Integration” 58 Added section. 

14.5.0 “Edit Master Calendar Days” 43 Updated section to include new EMIS 
section information. 

14.4.3 “School Year Configuration – 
DASL Options” 

1 Added note indicating the EMIS 
Options tab does not display in FY15 
and beyond. 

14.4.3 “EMIS Options Tab” 15 Added note indicating the EMIS 
Options tab does not display in FY15 
and beyond. 

14.2.0 Global N/A Updated Heading 1, 2 and 3 formats to 
match ProgressBook Suite formatting. 

Removed outline numbers to conform to 
heading format of the ProgressBook 
Suite. 

Removed icons to match ProgressBook 
Suite formatting. 

14.2.0 “School Setup Outline and Flow” N/A Removed section because the icons are 
no longer included in the guide. 

14.2.0 “School Setup & Configuration 
Documentation Key” 

N/A Removed section to match 
ProgressBook Suite formatting. 

14.2.0 “EMIS Options Tab” 15 Deleted outdated reporting period 
information. 
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14.1.0 “Building Grade Level Codes” 19 Added description of new Expected 
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section as procedural steps and 
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shot. 
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School Setup and Configuration Overview 
Before using School Setup and Configuration, make sure you have run School 
Year Initialization in the appropriate school building and school year. Please see 
the ProgressBook StudentInformation School Year Initialization Guide. 
A school year configuration is a set of properties that define the school/school 
year. A school will have one school year configuration record for each school 
year. Each school has tables, which are school year specific and in order to 
prevent the school from having to redefine these tables each year, 
StudentInformation will have a process which will create the necessary tables for 
the next school year based on the previous school year and schedule. 
This document concentrates on preparing the school scheduling year, and 
setting up and correcting the appropriate tables used in the day to day functions 
of a school.  
Various code tables are defined throughout StudentInformation for applications 
such as Attendance, Discipline, and Student Registration to name a few. Each of 
the applicable code tables will be discussed in those appropriate chapters. 
Included in this chapter are the remaining System Tables, which are applicable to 
several modules and not one module specifically. 

 

School Year Configuration – DASL Options 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – DASL Options 
The school year configuration maintenance screen must be completed for each 
building in the district. This screen has a tab for each functional area that must be 
configured. These areas include Scheduling, Marks, Fees, Attendance, Prog 
Track, INFOhio Export, and EMIS Options. 

Note: The EMIS Options tab does not display for school year 2014-2015 
and beyond. 

Scheduling Configuration Tab 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – DASL Options 
The Scheduling Configuration Tab in StudentInformation has several fields that 
must be defined or completed, as applicable to that building. 
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Uses Enroll Weight – This should be checked if the Weight designation for 
Programs (see Program Codes Maintenance Table) is being used during the 
scheduling process. The Class Master Schedule (R407) takes the Uses Enroll 
Weight value into consideration when calculating filling counts. 
Number of Digits for Student Numbers – This value is the minimum number of 
digits that will display when the student ID appears on any report or user 
interface. This can be any number from 4 to 9. If the actual student number is 
fewer digits than this minimum number of digits, the student ID will be padded 
with leading zeros. Student numbers with more digits than this minimum number 
of digits will be displayed normally.  
Example:  If DASL Options is set to 8 and a student’s ID is 1047, the ID will 
display as 00001047. If DASL Options is set to 6 and a student’s ID is 1047, the 
ID will display as 001047. 

NOTE: This does NOT determine the number of digits for auto-assigned 
student numbers. Auto-assigned student numbers are determined in a 
different way. See the StudentInformation Student and Registration Guide 
for more information. 

 – The up and down arrows allow the user to increase or decrease the number 
displayed in the textbox. The number may also be entered manually. 
Automatic Homeroom Assignment Method – If automatic homeroom 
assignment is used, by what method should the students be assigned? Options 
are: Random, Alphabetic and Student Number. Choose one option for use with 
automatic homeroom assignment. 
Automatic Homeroom Assignment Group by Grade Level – If this box is 
checked, the automatic homeroom assignment process will assign students to 
homerooms only with other students in the same grade level. If not selected, the 
process will assign students to homerooms without regard for the student’s grade 
level. 

Note: For more information on the Automatic Homeroom Assignment 
process, see the Student Registration Documentation. 
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Default Calendar (required) – Select the sub calendar to be used as the “Default 
calendar” when students are registered, if no calendar is specified. 
Default JVS IRN – The default IRN to be used with the EMIS Situation Wizard, 
when a JVS situation is selected. 
Final Schedule Result – Once the final Master Schedule is selected for the 
school year, this will show as the default. If the school year has not been 
finalized, then the available Master Schedules will be listed in the drop-down list, 
and a warning message will explain that selecting a Final Schedule Result 
cannot be undone. 

Note: If you are an ITC user with “Is Privileged” status, when a finalized 
schedule displays in this drop-down list, an Unfinalize button displays 
beside it. Click Unfinalize to unfinalize the schedule. 

Save – Will save changes made to the Scheduling Configuration information, or 
by clicking on a different tab in the School Year Configuration screen will also 
save any changes made to the Scheduling tab. 

Marks Configuration Tab 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – DASL Options 
Configuration of marks recording and averaging for a school will involve multiple 
options to control how marks are used within the school for overall GPA 
calculation and Honor Roll Inclusion. Configuration will be based on which Marks 
Type option is selected from the drop-down menu. 
For more information on Marks, see the ProgressBook StudentInformation Marks 
Guide. 
 

Marks Configuration – Alpha Marks 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – DASL Options 

 
Mark Type Used – Select Alpha Marks or Numeric Marks. 
Save – Will save changes made to the Marks Configuration information, or by 
clicking on a different tab in the School Year Configuration screen will also save 
any changes made to the Marks tab. 
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For more information on Alpha Marks reporting, see the ProgressBook 
StudentInformation Marks Guide. 

Marks Configuration – Numeric Marks 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – DASL Options 
If numeric marks are used as the primary source of grade reporting and GPA 
calculations, then numeric marks must be selected from the drop-down menu on 
the Marks Configuration Tab. 
Selecting numeric marks from the drop-down menu refreshes the screen, and 
new fields will be displayed for configuring numeric marks.   

 
Mark Type Used – Numeric Marks is selected. 
Numeric Marks Min Value (required) – Minimum value of numeric marks to be 
used. 
Numeric Marks Max Value (required) – Maximum value of numeric marks to be 
used (includes 2 decimal places). 
Save – Will save changes made to the Marks Configuration information, or by 
clicking on a different tab in the School Year Configuration screen will also save 
any changes made to the Marks tab. 
For more information on Numeric Marks reporting, see the ProgressBook 
StudentInformation Marks Guide. 
 

 

Fees Configuration Tab 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – DASL Options 
The Fees Configuration Tab defines if the school is using the fees accounting 
module of StudentInformation. 
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Uses Fees – Box should be checked if the building is using fees accounting, 
then fees will automatically be assessed as per the defined fee code tables. 
Unchecked and the fees will not be automatically assessed, but may be manually 
assigned. 
Has Fees Assigned – Box should be checked if the fees have been assigned by 
the Fees Batch Creation application.  
Reduced Fee – Fraction Reduced from Fee – Input the percentage that fees 
should be reduced for students marked with a reduced lunch status (on private 
info tab of student profile). 
Use General Fee Waivers – Box should be checked if Free/Reduced Waivers 
are used for General Fees. 
Use Course Fee Waivers – Box should be checked if Free/Reduced Waivers 
are used for Course Fees. 
Use Program Fee Waivers – Box should be checked if Free/Reduced Waivers 
are used for Program Fees. 
Use Membership Fee Waivers – Box should be checked if Free/Reduced 
Waivers are used for Membership Fees. 
Show Fees from Past School Years – Box should be checked if past fees are 
to display on all fees screens and reports. 
Show Fees from Future School Years – Box should be checked if future fees 
are to display on all fees screens and reports. 
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Show Fees from All Buildings – Box should be checked if other buildings are to 
display on all fees screens and reports. 
Save – Will save changes made to the Fees Configuration tab, or by clicking on 
a different tab in the School Year Configuration screen will also save any 
changes made to the Fees Tab. 

Attendance Configuration Tab 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – DASL Options 
The Attendance Configuration Tab will be used to define the attendance method 
as well as the default values to be used on the attendance collection screens in 
StudentInformation. 
There are two attendance methods, period and daily. The building must define 
which method is to be used for the official attendance collection. Once that has 
been defined the screen will be refreshed and appropriate fields shown to go 
along with the attendance method selected. 

 
Attendance Officer (optional) – Currently not functioning. 
Absence Cut-Off Time – – This time will determine whether an absence is 
considered a half day AM absence or a half day PM absence for period 
attendance conversion. If a student is absent 3 periods in the morning and 2 
periods in the afternoon, the period attendance conversion process will look at 
the Absence Cut-Off Time field on DASL Options and the Start and End times 
entered on the Period Maintenance screen to determine if the periods should be 
converted to a half day AM or half day PM absence. If the student has more 
absent periods before the cutoff than they do after, then that student will get an 
“AM Absence”. A tie will go to PM. 
Disable Late Option – Selecting this checkbox will remove the “Late” option 
from Teacher Daily Attendance entry. 
Allow Teacher to Override – Check this box to allow a teacher to change 
attendance records for students in their classes, even after the teacher has 
submitted those records. If you check this box, an additional field displays: 
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Max. Override Days (required) – If “Allow Teacher Override” is checked, set how 
many days teachers are permitted during which to override already-submitted 
attendance records. You can enter a number or use the up and down arrows to 
adjust this value. If zero is chosen teachers can’t change attendance once it is 
entered. If one day is chosen in the Max. Override Days field then teachers can 
update attendance for the current day. If three days is chosen, teachers can 
update attendance for the current day, previous 2 days, and 2 days in the future. 
Method (required) – There are two attendance methods, period or daily. One 
must be selected, and once selected, the screen will change to show the 
appropriate options for that method of attendance. 
The rest of the fields for the attendance tab are discussed under the applicable 
method of attendance. 
For more information on attendance collection and reporting, see the Attendance 
and Sub Calendars Documentation. 
 

Daily Attendance – Once Per Day 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – DASL Options 

 
Attendance Officer (optional) – Currently not functioning. 
Absence Cut-Off Time (optional) – – This time will determine whether an 
absence is considered a half day AM absence or a half day PM absence for 
period attendance conversion. If a student is absent 3 periods in the morning and 
2 periods in the afternoon, the period attendance conversion process will look at 
the Absence Cut-Off Time field on DASL Options and the Start and End times 
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entered on the Period Maintenance screen to determine if the periods should be 
converted to a half day AM or half day PM absence. If the student has more 
absent periods before the cutoff than they do after, then that student will get an 
“AM Absence”. A tie will go to PM. 
Disable Late Option – Selecting this checkbox will remove the “Late” option 
from Teacher Daily Attendance entry. 
Method (required) – Select Daily Attendance from drop-down menu. 
Frequency (required) – Options are Once or Twice per day. Select Once per day 
if this is how often you collect daily attendance. 
Allow Teacher to Override – Check this box to allow a teacher to change 
attendance records for students in their classes, even after the teacher has 
submitted those records. If you check this box, an additional field displays: 

 
Max. Override Days (required) – If “Allow Teacher Override” is checked, set how 
many days teachers are permitted during which to override already-submitted 
attendance records. You can enter a number or use the up and down arrows to 
adjust this value. If zero is chosen teachers can’t change attendance once it is 
entered. If one day is chosen in the Max. Override Days field then teachers can 
update attendance for the current day. If three days is chosen, teachers can 
update attendance for the current day, previous 2 days, and 2 days in the future. 
Select the Periods during which Attendance is collected (required) – For 
each rotation day (day of the week) an option must be specified from those 
available in the drop-down menus for each day. You may collect attendance in 
different periods for each day or the same period (or the Administrative 
Homeroom) every day, but each must be defined separately. 
Default Settings (required) – Default settings must be defined for Partial and 
Absence Types. The defaults specified here will then populate those fields on 
attendance collection screens. The drop-down menus will be populated with 
those Absence Type Codes that have been defined as “used for daily 
attendance” in the Absence Type Code table. See the complete Attendance 
Chapter of documentation for further details. 
Save – Will save current Attendance Configuration information or by clicking on a 
different tab in the School Year Configuration screen will also save any changes 
made to the Attendance tab. 
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Daily Attendance – Twice per Day 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – DASL Options 

 
Attendance Officer (optional) – Currently not functioning. 
Absence Cut-Off Time (optional) – – This time will determine whether an 
absence is considered a half day AM absence or a half day PM absence for 
period attendance conversion. If a student is absent 3 periods in the morning and 
2 periods in the afternoon, the period attendance conversion process will look at 
the Absence Cut-Off Time field on DASL Options and the Start and End times 
entered on the Period Maintenance screen to determine if the periods should be 
converted to a half day AM or half day PM absence. If the student has more 
absent periods before the cutoff than they do after, then that student will get an 
“AM Absence”. A tie will go to PM. 
Disable Late Option – Selecting this checkbox will remove the “Late” option 
from Teacher Daily Attendance entry. 
Method (required) – Select Daily Attendance from drop-down menu. 

Frequency (required) – Options are Once or Twice per day. Select Twice per 
day if this is how often you collect daily attendance. 
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Allow Teacher to Override – Check this box to allow a teacher to change 
attendance records for students in their classes, even after the teacher has 
submitted those records. If you check this box, an additional field displays: 

 
Max. Override Days (required) – If “Allow Teacher Override” is checked, set how 
many days teachers are permitted during which to override already-submitted 
attendance records. You can enter a number or use the up and down arrows to 
adjust this value. If zero is chosen teachers can’t change attendance once it is 
entered. If one day is chosen in the Max. Override Days field then teachers can 
update attendance for the current day. If three days is chosen, teachers can 
update attendance for the current day, previous 2 days, and 2 days in the future. 
Select the Periods during which Attendance is collected (required) – For 
each rotation day (day of the week) an option must be specified from those 
available in the drop-down menus for each day. You may collect attendance in 
different periods for each day or the same period every day, but each rotation 
day must be defined separately. 
First Collection – Define the period of the day where the first collection of 
attendance will be taken. 
Second Collection – Define the period of the day where the second collection of 
attendance will be taken. 
Default Settings (required) – Default settings must be defined for Partial and 
Absence Types. The defaults specified here will then populate those fields on 
attendance collection screens. The drop-down menus will be populated with 
those Absence Type Codes that have been defined as “used for daily 
attendance” in the Absence Type Code table. See the complete Attendance 
Chapter of documentation for further details. 
Save – Will save current Attendance Configuration information or by clicking on a 
different tab in the School Year Configuration screen will also save any changes 
made to the Attendance tab. 
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Period Attendance Configuration 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – DASL Options 

 
Attendance Officer (optional) – Currently not functioning. 
Absence Cut-Off Time (required) – This time will determine whether an absence 
is considered a half day AM absence or a half day PM absence for period 
attendance conversion. If a student is absent 3 periods in the morning and 2 
periods in the afternoon, the period attendance conversion process will look at 
the Absence Cut-Off Time field on DASL Options and the Start and End times 
entered on the Period Maintenance screen to determine if the periods should be 
converted to a half day AM or half day PM absence. If the student has more 
absent periods before the cutoff than they do after, then that student will get an 
“AM Absence”. A tie will go to PM. 
Method (required) – Select Period Attendance from drop-down menu.  
Disable Late Option – Selecting this checkbox will remove the “Late” option 
from Teacher Daily Attendance entry. 
Collect Reasons – Selecting this checkbox will add an “Absence Reason” entry 
to Teacher Attendance screens. The Absence Reason always shows on the 
Student’s School Absences (Period Attendance) and Absence Event 
Maintenance screens, regardless of whether Collect Reasons is checked or not. 
Collect Notes – Selecting this checkbox will add an “Absence Note” entry to 
Teacher Attendance screens. The Absence Note always shows on the Student’s 
School Absences (Period Attendance) and Absence Event Maintenance screens, 
regardless of whether Collect Notes is checked on or not. 
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Allow Teacher to Override – Check this box to allow a teacher to change 
attendance records for students in their classes, even after the teacher has 
submitted those records. If you check this box, an additional field displays: 

 
Max. Override Days (required) – If “Allow Teacher Override” is checked, set how 
many days teachers are permitted during which to override already-submitted 
attendance records. You can enter a number or use the up and down arrows to 
adjust this value. If zero is chosen teachers can’t change attendance once it is 
entered. If one day is chosen in the Max. Override Days field then teachers can 
update attendance for the current day. If three days is chosen, teachers can 
update attendance for the current day, previous 2 days, and 2 days in the future. 
Default Types (required) – Make a selection from each drop-down, to define 
which defaults will be used for Partial and Absence codes on the attendance 
screens used for Period Attendance. The drop-down menus will be populated 
with those Absence Type Codes that have been defined as “used for period 
attendance” in the Absence Type Code table. See the complete Attendance 
Chapter of documentation for further details. 

 – The up and down arrows allow the user to increase or decrease the number 
displayed in the textbox. The number may also be entered manually. 
Default Threshold (required) – How many periods of the day (excused and 
unexcused absences) will be used to determine if the absence is considered half-
day and how many will have to be missed to be considered a full-day absence. 
For example, if the half-day Period Threshold is set to 4, and the full-day 
threshold is set to 7, after the 4th period absence, the student will be given a half-
day absence. If the student misses 5 or 6 periods they will still be given a half 
day absence. After the 7th period absence, the student will be updated to have a 
full-day absence. 
With this example, the Unexcused Period Thresholds could be set to 3 and 5. 
When the 4th period is missed, and the system is creating a half-day absence 
record, if 3 of the 4 periods missed are unexcused, then the half-day absence 
would be unexcused, otherwise it would be excused. When the 7th period is 
missed, the system will determine if at least 5 of the period absences are 
unexcused, and set the unexcused/excused setting appropriately for the full-day 
absence. 
Period to Daily Conversions (required) – Define default values from the drop-
down list for Half-Day and Full-Day Absences, which will be used to convert 
period attendance, to daily attendance for EMIS reporting purposes (both 
excused and unexcused). 
Please see Appendix A for period to daily conversion examples. 
Default Absence Reason (optional) – define a default absence reason to be 
used when entering period attendance. 
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Default Absence Note (optional) – define a default absence note to be used 
when entering period attendance. 
Save – Will save current Attendance Configuration information or by clicking on a 
different tab in the School Year Configuration screen will also save any changes 
made to the Attendance tab. 

Prog Track Tab 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – DASL Options 

 

Default Building Progression Track – Select from the drop-down box a default 
building progression track. This field is populated by entries made into the 
Building Progression Tracks screen at the district level.  

This Progression Track will be pre-selected for any students without progression 
tracks during the Student Promotion process. If you leave this drop-down blank, 
no progression track will be pre-selected during the Student Promotion process, 
and you will have to manually select a progression track for all students who do 
not have one. Students without a Progression Track do not get promoted. 

Save – Will save current Progression Track Configuration information or by 
clicking on a different tab in the School Year Configuration screen will also save 
any changes made to the Prog Track tab. 

INFOhio Export Tab 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – DASL Options 
Homeroom Method – Select from the drop-down box a default method for 
exporting Homeroom in the INFOhio Export. Valid choices are Administrative 
Homeroom, Period Homeroom and Department Homeroom. The Default choice 
is Administrative Homeroom. 
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If “Administrative Homeroom” is selected as the Homeroom Method, the 
student’s administrative homeroom as assigned on the Student Profile Edit 
screen will be used. If a student has no administrative homeroom, the homeroom 
information will be empty on the student’s record in the export file. 

 
If “Period Homeroom” is selected as the Homeroom Method, you must select the 
Period to use as homeroom for the Export. Any course section the student is 
assigned to that meets the selected period will be used as the homeroom. The 
teacher and location from the course section will be used as the homeroom 
teacher and room in the export record. 
If the student has no course section assignments which meet the criteria for 
period, the student will have no homeroom information in the records in the 
export file. 
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If “Department Homeroom” is selected as the Homeroom Method, you must 
select the department code of the courses you wish to use as the homeroom 
period. Any course section the student is assigned to that has the selected 
department assigned to the course will be used as the homeroom. The teacher 
and location from the course matching the selected department will be used as 
homeroom teacher and room in the export record. 
If the student has no course section assignments which meet the criteria for 
department, the student will have no homeroom information in the records in the 
export file. 
Save – Will save current INFOhio Export Configuration information or by clicking 
on a different tab in the School Year Configuration screen will also save any 
changes made to the INFOhio Export tab. 

EMIS Options Tab 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – DASL Options 

Note: The EMIS Options tab does not display for school year 2014-2015 
and beyond. 

 
This tab is used to specify alternate count week Friday dates for EMIS Reporting 
Period K. During EMIS Reporting Period N, the date listed is not editable. 

Note: This screen determines the alternate count week Friday only for the 
current building. 

Reporting Period – Select the EMIS Reporting Period from the drop-down menu 
for which you wish to set a count week Friday date. 
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Reporting Date – If you select EMIS Reporting Period K, select a date to use as 
count week Friday for that EMIS Reporting Period. 
Save – Will save current EMIS Options Configuration information or by clicking 
on a different tab in the School Year Configuration screen will also save any 
changes made to the EMIS Options tab. 

 

System Table Maintenance 

Grade Level Codes 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Grade Level 
Administration – Grade Level Codes 
Grade Level Codes are defined in the Grade Level Codes Maintenance screen. 
Grade Levels may be defined at the district level only. If the user is trying to 
modify or view the grade level code table, and they have not changed their 
working school to the District, then they would receive the following error 
message when trying to access that screen. 

 
After selecting the District as the working school, the Grade Level Codes may be 
viewed, added, edited or deleted. The grade level codes defined in this table 
would then be available to all buildings in the district for use with their Building 
Grade Level Code Table. 
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This screen has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. 
Records on this screen are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For 
information on reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation 
Getting Started Guide. 
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Code, Name, EMIS, Description, Sort 
Order, Active) in ascending or descending order by clicking on the column 
header. 
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 – Active Grade Level Code – can be used on new Student Records. 

 – Inactive Grade Level Code – cannot be used on new Student Records. 

Add/Edit Grade Level Codes 

 
Code (required) – Enter up to 4 alphanumeric characters for Grade Level Code. 
If you try to use an existing inactive Grade Level Code, you will be prompted to 
reactivate this inactive Code if you wish. 
Grade Level Codes must be defined at the district level per the chart below. The 
Grade Level Code table is only visible at district level as well. But the grade 
levels display in drop-downs throughout the StudentInformation application. 

 Visibility and Use Editable 
Global Level District District 

District Level District District 

School Level District District 

 
Name (required) – Name of the Grade Level. 
EMIS Code (required) – EMIS applicable grade level code to be mapped to the 
grade level code for correct EMIS reporting purposes. This is mapped to FN 080 
Grade Level Next Year. Choose from drop-down menu. 
Description (optional) – Description of Grade Level Code. 
Sort Order (required) – sort order number used to determine in what order the 
Grade Level Codes will appear in drop-down menus. 
Is Active – Yes or No; Grade Level Code must be Active to use on new Student 
Records and is active by default. 
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Building Grade Level Codes 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Grade Level 
Administration – Building Grade Levels 
You can define building grade level codes at the building level only. If you do not 
have a building selected as the working school, you cannot modify or view the 
building grade level codes. Active codes are the only codes you can use on new 
student records. 

 

Add Building Grade Levels 
1. On the Building Grade Levels Maintenance screen, click Add Grade 

Level. 
The screen displays in add mode. 
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Add Building Grade Levels 

2. Enter information in the following fields. 

• Grade Level – Select the appropriate grade level to add to the building 
grade level codes. The options listed in the drop-down list are defined 
in the District Grade Level Code table. 

• Grade Specific Registration Default Data (optional fields) – The 
values in these fields are automatically populated when you register a 
student into this grade level using the Registration Wizard: 

o Counselor – Select a default counselor for students registering 
in this grade level. 

o Scheduling Priority – Select a default scheduling priority for 
students registering in this grade level. 

o Include in Honor Roll – Select “Yes” or “No” to indicate 
whether the Include in Honor Roll check box should be 
selected by default for students registering in this grade level. 

o Include in Ranking – Select “Yes” or “No” to indicate whether 
the Include in Ranking check box should be selected by 
default for students registering in this grade level. 

o Include in GPA – Select “Yes” or “No” to indicate whether the 
Include in GPA check box should be selected by default for 
students registering in this grade level. 

o Pri. Graduation Rule – Select a primary graduation rule to 
apply to new students; used in the graduation/eligibility module. 

o Alt. Graduation Rule – Select a secondary graduation rule to 
apply to new students; used in the graduation/eligibility module. 
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o Expected Graduation Date – Enter or select the date on which 
students in this grade level are expected to graduate. 

3. Click Save to save the record or Save and New to save and continue 
adding records.  

Edit Building Grade Levels 
Note: You cannot modify the Code field of an existing grade level, as the 
codes come from the district-defined Grade Level Codes table. 

1. On the Building Grade Levels Maintenance screen, in the row of the 
building grade level you want to edit, click . 
The screen displays in edit mode. 

 
Edit Building Grade Levels 

2. Edit any information in the following fields: 

• Counselor – Default counselor for students registering in this grade 
level 

• Scheduling Priority – Default scheduling priority for students 
registering in this grade level 

• Include in Honor Roll – Indicates whether the Include in Honor Roll 
check box should be selected by default for students registering in this 
grade level 

• Include in Ranking – Indicates whether the Include in Ranking 
check box should be selected by default for students registering in this 
grade level 
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• Include in GPA – Indicates whether the Include in GPA check box 
should be selected by default for students registering in this grade level 

• Pri. Graduation Rule – Primary graduation rule to apply to new 
students; used in the graduation/eligibility module 

• Alt. Graduation Rule – Secondary graduation rule to apply to new 
students; used in the graduation/eligibility module 

• Expected Graduation Date – Date on which students in this grade 
level are expected to graduate 

3. Click Save.  

Grade Level Progression Table 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Grade Level 
Administration – Grade Level Progressions 
Grade Level Progressions are defined in the Grade Level Progressions 
Maintenance screen. Grade Level Progressions must be defined at the district 
level only. If the user is trying to modify or view the grade level progressions 
table, and they have not changed their working school to the District, then they 
would receive the following error message when trying to access that screen. 

 
After selecting the District as the working school, the Grade Level Progressions 
may be viewed, added, edited or deleted. The grade level progressions defined 
in this table are used to determine the next logical grade for students. 
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This screen has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls.  
Records on this screen are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For 
information on reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation 
Getting Started Guide. 
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Current Grade, Forecasted Grade) in 
ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header. 

Note: School districts may have multiple grade level progressions for a 
single grade level. Example: PS may progress to PS, PS may progress to 
KG, etc. 

The StudentInformation system cannot distinguish which is the appropriate 
progression. To solve this problem additional grade levels may need to be added 
to the Grade Level Codes and the Grade Level Progressions. For example: 

PS0 (Preschool 0-1 years) may progress to PS1 (Preschool 1-2 years) 
PS1 (Preschool 1-2 years) may progress to PS2 (Preschool 2-3 years) 
PS2 (Preschool 2-3 years) may progress to PS3 (Preschool 3-4 years) 
PS3 (Preschool 3-4 years) may progress to PS4 (Preschool 4-5 years) 
PS4 (Preschool 4-5 years) may progress to KG 

Add/Edit Grade Level Progressions 

 
Current Grade Drop-down List (required) – Select Current Student Grade level 
from valid grade levels listed. 
Forecasted Grade Drop-down List (required) – Selected the forecasted grade 
level to which students would normally advance from the Current Grade Level. 
Grade Level Progressions may only be defined at the district level as per the 
chart below. 

 Visibility and Use Editable 
Global Level District District 

District Level District District 

School Level District District 
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Note: School districts may have multiple grade level progressions for a 
single grade level. Example: PS may progress to PS. PS may progress to 
KG, etc. 

The StudentInformation system cannot distinguish which is the appropriate 
progression. To solve this problem additional grade levels may need to be added 
to the Grade Level Codes and the Grade Level Progressions. For example: 

PS0 (Preschool 0-1 years) may progress to PS1 (Preschool 1-2 years) 
PS1 (Preschool 1-2 years) may progress to PS2 (Preschool 2-3 years) 
PS2 (Preschool 2-3 years) may progress to PS3 (Preschool 3-4 years) 
PS3 (Preschool 3-4 years) may progress to PS4 (Preschool 4-5 years) 
PS4 (Preschool 4-5 years) may progress to KG 

Room/Location Table 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – School 
Building Administration – Rooms/Location 
The Rooms/Location table allows the building to define all locations within the 
school building where a course could potentially be scheduled. In addition to the 
physical rooms, this table may include locations where discipline incidents may 
take place such as a bus, restrooms, etc. Rooms/Locations are building-specific, 
but are NOT school year specific. If you change Rooms/Locations in one school 
year, it changes Room/Locations in all school years. 

 
This screen has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. 
Records on this screen are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For 
information on reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation 
Getting Started Guide.  
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Code, Name, Description, Location 
Type, Capacity, Schedulable, Homeroom, Active) in ascending or descending 
order by clicking on the column header. 
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 – This Room/Location Code has been entered at the Global Level or District 
Level and cannot be changed at the Building Level. 

 – Active Room/Location Code – can be used on Student Records. 

 – Inactive Room/Location Code – cannot be used on Student Records. 

Add/Edit Room/Location 

 
Code (required) – Enter up to 5 characters – alphanumeric – to define the 
Room/Location Code. If you try to use an existing inactive Code, you will be 
prompted to reactivate this inactive Code if you wish. 
Room/Location Codes may be defined globally (by the DA Site), at the district 
level, or at the school level per the chart below. 

 Visibility and Use Editable 
Global Level DA Site, District, School DA Site 

District Level DA Site, District, School DA Site, District 

School Level DA Site, District, School DA Site, District, School 

 

Name (required) – Enter Name of Room/Location. 
Description (optional) – Enter Description of Room/Location Code. 
Location Type (required) Predefined list of location types, such as “regular 
classroom, auditorium, art room, etc.”. Location type will be used for scheduling 
purposes. 
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Capacity (required) – Enter total capacity of Room/Location. Capacity will be 
used for scheduling and homeroom. 
Is Schedulable – Yes or No; must be marked as schedulable for use with 
scheduling courses and students.  
Is Homeroom – Yes or No; must be marked as a homeroom to be used as a 
homeroom and appear in the applicable drop-down menus.  
Is Active – Yes or No; must be Active to use on Student Records or for 
scheduling purposes. 

District Addresses 
Navigation:  Home – SIS – School – Address Verification – District 
Addresses 
Address Verification determines whether students live within the district bounds 
or not. This process uses this screen to define which addresses are within the 
district, and these addresses must be defined at the district level only. If the user 
is trying to modify or view district addresses, and they have not changed their 
working school to the District, then they would receive the following error 
message when trying to access that screen. 

 
After selecting the District as the working school, the District Addresses may be 
viewed, added, edited or deleted. 

 
The top section of this screen has several fields which act as search criteria for 
the Local Search and State Search buttons. 
Start Number (optional) – Enter a starting address number for searching. 
Stop Number (optional) – Enter an ending address number for searching. 

Pattern (optional) – Select from the drop-down list: Every, Even, Odd, or Other. If 
you select Other, an additional field will display: 
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Every (optional) – Enter a number for a non-standard address pattern (such as 
Every 4), or use the arrows to change the pattern number. 
Pre-Direction (optional) – Select a street direction (N, S, E, W, NE, NW, SE or 
SW). Only results with this street direction will be displayed (e.g. N Main St). 
Street Name (optional) – Enter a street name. Only results with this street name 
will be displayed. 
Post-Direction (optional) – Select a street direction (N, S, E, W, NE, NW, SE or 
SW). Only results with this street direction will be displayed (e.g. Portage River 
Road SW). 
Zip Code (required) – Enter a zip code. Only results with this zip code will be 
displayed. You must enter a zip code to search, and you can only enter one at a 
time. 
Street Type (optional) – Select a street type (Ave, Blvd, Cir, Ct, Cv, Dr, Hwy, Ln, 
Loop, Pike, Pkwy, Pl, Rd, St, Sta, Trl, Way and Xing). Only results with this street 
type will be displayed. 
Voting Area/Place (optional) – Select a Voting Area/Place from the drop-down 
list. Only results with this Voting Area/Place will be displayed. 
Progression Track (optional) – Select a Progression Track from the drop-down 
list. Only results with this Progression Track will be displayed. 
Local Search – Once the desired search criteria are entered, click this button to 
display all addresses entered in the local database that match those criteria. 
State Search – Once the desired search criteria are entered, click this button to 
display all non-local addresses in the database that match those criteria. 
Once you enter search criteria and click a Search button, the screen also 
displays a list of addresses that match those criteria, along with several buttons 
to control those addresses. 

Note: If over 5000 records are returned when searching, a message will 
display that advises the user to use additional search criteria to narrow 
down the results. 
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Add New Address Range – Click to add a range of addresses to the district. 
Once entered, these will be saved as separate single addresses. 
Add New Single Address – Click to add an address to the district. 

 – Check this box to select all displayed addresses. 

 – View and Edit Information about this Address entry (this does not allow you 
to edit the Address entry itself). 

 – Delete this Address entry. 
Show Active Only – If checked, will show only active Address entries; if not 
checked, will show both active and inactive Address entries. 

Edit Selected – View and Edit this Address entry (unlike the  icon, this does 
allow you to edit the Address entry itself). 
Delete Selected – Delete this Address entry. Deleted entries are not actually 
deleted – they are made Inactive as notated by the “dim” Active code. Show both 
Active and Inactive Address entries by un-checking the Show Active Only 
checkbox. 
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Add District Address 
Navigation: Home – SIS – School – Address Verification – District 
Addresses 

 
Enter search criteria, click a Search button, and then click Add New Single 
Address to enter an address into the database. 

 
Street Number (optional) – Enter the address number. 
Street Pre-Direction (optional) – Select a street direction (N, S, E, W, NE, NW, 
SE or SW) printed before the street name (e.g. N Main Street). 
Street Name (required) – Enter the street name. 
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Street Type (optional) – Select a street type (Ave, Blvd, Cir, Ct, Cv, Dr, Hwy, Ln, 
Loop, Pike, Pkwy, Pl, Rd, St, Sta, Trl, Way and Xing). Only results with this street 
type will be displayed. 
Street Post-Direction (optional) – Select a street direction (N, S, E, W, NE, NW, 
SE or SW) printed after the street name (e.g. Portage River Road SW). 
City (required) – Enter the city name. 
State (optional) – Select a state from the drop-down list. 
Zip Code (required) – Enter a zip code. Only results with this zip code will be 
displayed. You must enter a zip code to search, and you can only enter one at a 
time. 
Building Progression Track (optional) – Select a Progression Track from the 
drop-down list. This progression track will be associated with this address. 
Voting Area/Place (optional) – Select a Voting Area/Place from the drop-down 
list. This voting area/place will be associated with this address. 
Date Added to District (optional) – Enter the date this address was added to the 
district, or type T to select today’s date. 
Date Removed from District (optional) – Enter the date this address was 
removed from the district, or type T to select today’s date. 
Comments (optional) – Enter any comments associated with this address. 

Add Address Range: 

You can also click Add New Address Range to enter a set of addresses into the 
database. Once entered, all addresses in this Address Range will be saved as 
separate single addresses. 
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Start Number (optional) – Enter the starting address number to add. 
Stop Number (optional) – Enter the ending address number to add. 
Pattern (optional) – Select from the drop-down: Every, Even, Odd, or Other. If 
you select Other, an additional field will display. 
Street Pre-Direction – Select a street direction from the drop-down list (i.e. N, 
NE, NW etc.). 
Street Name – Enter a street name for your range. 
Street Type – Select a street type from the drop-down list (i.e. Ave, Rd, etc.). 
Street Post-Direction – Select a direction from the drop-down list (i.e. N, NE, 
NW). 
City - Enter a city for your range. 
State – Select a state for your range from the drop-down list. 

Zip Code – Enter a zip code for your range. 

Building Progression Track – Select a district track from the drop-down list for 
your range. 
Voting Area/Place – Select a voting area or designated place from the drop-
down list. 
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Date Added to District – Select the date added for your range from the calendar 
picker. 
Date Removed from District – Select the date removed for your range from the 
calendar picker. 
Comments – Enter comments regarding your range as necessary. 
Every (optional) – Enter a number for a non-standard address pattern (such as 
Every 4), or use the arrows to change the pattern number. 
Save – Will save current Address or Address Range and return to View/Edit 
District Addresses, where you will see the updated information. 
Save and New – Will save current Address or Address Range and return to 
View/Edit District Addresses – Add or Add Range. 
Cancel – Will clear out data already entered.  

View/Edit District Address Information 
Navigation: Home – SIS – School – Address Verification – District 
Addresses 

 
Click  to View and Edit Information about this Address entry. 
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The address will display at the top, and cannot be edited from this screen. To edit 
an address, you must use the address checkbox and the Edit Selected button 
(see section 2E-3. Edit District Address). 
Building Progression Track (optional) – Select a Progression Track from the 
drop-down list. This progression track will be associated with this address. 
Voting Area/Place (optional) – Select a Voting Area/Place from the drop-down 
list. This voting area/place will be associated with this address. 
Date Added to District (optional) – Enter the date this address was added to the 
district, or type T to select today’s date. 
Date Removed from District (optional) – Enter the date this address was 
removed from the district, or type T to select today’s date. 
Comments (optional) – Enter any comments associated with this address. 
Save – Will save current Address Information and return to View/Edit District 
Addresses. 
Cancel – Will clear out data already entered. 
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Edit District Address 
Navigation: Home – SIS – School – Address Verification – District 
Addresses 

 
Use the checkboxes to select one or more addresses, then click the Edit 
Selected button to Edit the address entry or entries (note that this is not the same 
as using the  icon to View/Edit Address Information, though using this button 
also allows you to edit anything that icon would allow you to edit). 
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Number of Records Affected – This shows how many address records are 
being edited. If you have multiple addresses selected, any fields which are 
different between addresses will display as “Multiple” and not be editable. 

 
Street Number (optional) – Enter the address number. 
Street Pre-Direction (optional) – Select a street direction (N, S, E, W, NE, NW, 
SE or SW) printed before the street name (e.g. N Main Street). 
Street Name (required) – Enter the street name. 
Street Type (optional) – Select a street type (Ave, Blvd, Cir, Ct, Cv, Dr, Hwy, Ln, 
Loop, Pike, Pkwy, Pl, Rd, St, Sta, Trl, Way and Xing). Only results with this street 
type will be displayed. 
Street Post-Direction (optional) – Select a street direction (N, S, E, W, NE, NW, 
SE or SW) printed after the street name (e.g. Portage River Road SW). 
City (required) – Enter the city name. 
State (optional) – Select a state from the drop-down list. 
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Zip Code (required) – Enter a zip code. Only results with this zip code will be 
displayed. You must enter a zip code to search, and you can only enter one at a 
time. 
Building Progression Track (optional) – Select a Progression Track from the 
drop-down list. This progression track will be associated with this address. 
Voting Area/Place (optional) – Select a Voting Area/Place from the drop-down 
list. This voting area/place will be associated with this address. 
Date Added to District (optional) – Enter the date this address was added to the 
district, or type T to select today’s date. 
Date Removed from District (optional) – Enter the date this address was 
removed from the district, or type T to select today’s date. 
Comments (optional) – Enter any comments associated with this address. 
Save – Will save current Address or set of Addresses and return to View/Edit 
District Addresses, where you will see the updated information. 
Cancel – Will clear out data already entered. 

Delete District Address 
Navigation:  Home – SIS – School – Address Verification – District 
Addresses 

 
Click  to Delete an Address entry, or check one or more entries and click the 
Delete Selected button. 
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Date for Deletion – Enter the date this address will be deleted from the district, 
or type T for today’s date. 
Ok – Delete the selected address or addresses and return to the View/Edit 
District Addresses screen. 
Cancel – Do not delete the address or addresses. 

Note: A District Address is not actually deleted – it is made Inactive as 
notated by the “dim” Active code. Show both Active and Inactive District 
Addresses by un-checking the Show Active Only checkbox. 

 

Master Calendar 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Master Calendar 
The Master Calendar details each day a school is in session or not in session. 
The Master Calendar is created when Calendar Wizard is run at the building 
level. If a district has five buildings, each building can have its own unique Master 
Calendar. Master Calendars are defined and viewed at the school building level 
only.  
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Code (required) – This can be alphanumeric – to define Master Calendar Code. 
Name (required) – Displays the Name of the Master Calendar. 
Start Date – Displays the first day or start date of the current Master Calendar. 
Stop Date – Displays the last day or stop date of the current Master Calendar.   
If the schedule has been finalized for the year in context, Start Date and Stop 
Date will not be editable, and an ellipsis button will display beside Stop Date. 

 

 – By clicking on the ellipse button beside the stop date, the last day or stop 
date may be extended if needed (due to calamity days, etc.). 
Planned Days (required) – The total number of Planned days that were defined 
in the master calendar. 
Actual Days (required) – The total number of Actual days that were defined in 
the master calendar. 
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Non-Attending Days – Non-attending days are when schools are not in session. 
Any day students aren’t physically in the building is considered a non-attending 
day. 
Default Calendar – Displays the sub calendar that is the default calendar to be 
used when enrolling students for attendance purposes. 
Default Job Parameter Set – Displays the Job Parameter Set that has been 
defined as the Default Job Parameter Set used for scheduling purposes. (See 
scheduling documentation for further details on this item).  
Final Schedule Result Set – Displays the final Schedule Result Set (Master 
Schedule) that has been designated as the final schedule to be used in 
scheduling. (See scheduling documentation for further details on this item). 
View Calendars – By clicking on this link, the user may view a screen listing all 
sub calendars. 
View Schedule Job Parameter Sets – By clicking on this link, the user may 
view a screen listing all Schedule Job Parameter Sets. 
View Schedule Result Sets – By clicking on this link, the user may view a 
screen listing all Schedule Results Sets. 
Master Calendar Days – Listing of all the days defined for the Master Calendar. 
The information displayed for each day is Date, Planned Day Type, Actual Day 
Type, Planned Rotation Day and Actual Rotation Day. 
The default information shown is for the current month. User may choose a 
different month or may choose all months to display from the drop-down menu. 

Create Master Calendar – Calendar Wizard 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School 
Building Administration – Calendar Wizard 
The Master Calendar defines the start and end dates of a school/school year 
calendar and is building specific. A school can have only one Master Calendar 
per school, per school year. The master calendar can, and most likely will have 
many sub-calendars. A sub-calendar is specific to the attendance module and is 
further defined in the Attendance Documentation. 
To create the master calendar, there is a Calendar Wizard that will walk the user 
through the entire setup of the Master Calendar. This wizard can only be used 
before the school year has been finalized. For more information, and a detailed 
step-by-step walkthrough of the Calendar Wizard, see the ProgressBook 
StudentInformation School Year Initialization Guide documentation. 
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Master Calendar Summary 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Master Calendar Summary 

 
This is a view-only screen listing Master Calendar information for significant days 
on the calendar (end of grading periods, Holidays, etc.), Reporting Terms 
summary, Calamity Days summary and Teacher Days summary. 
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Add Master Calendar Days 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Master Calendar 

If Schedule is Not Yet Finalized: 

 

Click  to Change the calendar stop date (add day/days to the end of the 
master calendar). This just adds days on to the end of the school year. 

If Schedule is Finalized: 

 

Click  to Change the calendar stop date (add day/days to the end of the 
master calendar). 

Note: Changes made to the Master Calendar days affect ALL students in 
the building, regardless of which sub-calendar the student has been 
assigned. 

 
New Stop Date – Type in the new stop date for the master calendar.   
Go – Click the Go button after inputting new stop date. 
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All additional calendar days will then be displayed for configuration. 

 
Calendar Date – The date of the new calendar day. 
Rotation Day Type – Select the appropriate rotation day type from the drop-
down menu to be used with the new date. 
School Day Type (required) – Displays the School Day Type for which the 
additional day is to be marked. Each day type has an attendance day count 
associated with that type. For instance, a School Day Type has an attendance 
day count of 1.00 associated and a Snow Day has an attendance day count of 
0.00 associated. 
EMIS Exception Type – Select the appropriate exception type for this day for 
EMIS reporting purposes. 
EMIS Exception Hours – If you selected an EMIS Exception Type, indicate the 
number of hours that apply to this exception type.  
Student Attendance Day Count (required) – Displays the attendance day count 
for students for the actual date being added. This will be auto populated with 
default values after the School Day Type is selected, but may be changed.  
Staff Attendance Day Count (required) – Displays the attendance day count for 
staff for the actual date being added. This will be auto populated with default 
values after the School Day Type is selected, but may be changed. 
Save – Will save the information for the newly added calendar days. 
Cancel – Will clear out data already entered and cancel the application. 
Once the information has been saved, the Master Calendar will display these 
additional days as Actual days, not Planned days. 
If the Calendar days that are added fall between Schedule Terms, then the 
application will add the day using these rules: 

• First add the day to the schedule term with the fewest number of days. 

• If the two schedule terms have equal number of days, the new day will be 
added to the earlier term. 

• If the new day falls within a schedule terms, the day will be added to that 
schedule term. 
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• Users will be able to change the Start and End Date of Reporting Terms 
by editing the Master Calendar Days. 

• If already past the start or stop date, then the field will not be editable. 

Edit Master Calendar Days 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Master Calendar 

 
Click  to edit a specific day of the Master Calendar. 

Note: Changes made to the Master Calendar days affect ALL students in 
the building, regardless of which sub-calendar the student has been 
assigned. 
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General Section 

 
Date (non-modifiable) – The date selected for editing purposes. 
Planned School Day Type (required) – Displays the School Day Type for which 
the original planned day was selected. Each day type has an attendance day 
count associated with that type. For instance, a School Day Type has an 
attendance day count of 1.00 associated and a Snow Day has an attendance day 
count of 0.00 associated. 

Note: If you already had pre-entered absences (examples include field 
trips, vacations, and students on medical leave) for a school day that is 
changed to a non-attending day (i.e. snow day), you will need to delete the 
student absences on the Daily Absence List. 

Planned Rotation Day (required) – Displays the planned rotation day (from 
Rotation Days table) associated with the date being edited. 
Planned Student Attendance Day Count (required) – Displays the attendance 
day count for students for the planned date being edited. 
Planned Staff Attendance Day Count (required) – Displays the attendance day 
count for staff for the planned date being edited.   
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Actual School Day Type (required) – Displays the Actual School Day Type for 
which the original planned day is being edited. Please Note:  Only the total 
number of days the students are physically in the building get reported to EMIS 
when the ATTUPEMIS program is run. Actual days and day types aren’t reported 
to EMIS. 
Actual Rotation Day (required) – Displays the actual rotation day (from Rotation 
Days table) associated with the date being edited. (Note – the blank option for 
Rotation Day is only valid if the Actual Student Attendance Day Count is 0). 
Actual Student Attendance Day Count (required) – Displays the actual 
attendance day count for students for the date being edited. 
Actual Staff Attendance Day Count (required) – Displays the actual attendance 
day count for staff for the date being edited. 
Is Fixed (optional) – Ignore and leave unchecked; this checkbox is not functional 
at this time. 
If Actual Rotation Day is changed or updated, then the Rotation Day tumbling 
section will become visible. 

 

Tumble Rotation Day Duration: 

None – Select this option if no change in rotation days is to be made after the 
day being modified. This is marked by default. 
End Of School year – Select this option to modify all school days (rotation) after 
the date being modified, through the end of the school year. 
End of Current Reporting Period Term – Select this option to modify all the 
school days (rotation) that are after the date being modified, through the end of 
the current reporting period. 
Specific Date – Select this option and define a date, then all the days after the 
date being modified through to the specified date will be changed. 
Override Fixed Days – When modifying rotation days, there may be days 
marked as fixed on the calendar. These will only be updated if this box has been 
checked. 
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Add Additional Day To: 

Current Reporting Term – This option will modify the current reporting term and 
the next reporting term, so that the current reporting term “takes over” the first 
day of the next reporting term. 
Add Additional Day to Final – This will allow the user to extend the school year. 
The user will be prompted for the new End Date for the school year, and the user 
can configure all of the new school days created. 
Save – Will save changes made to the Master Calendar Day and Master 
Calendar Days listing where you will see the updated information. 
Cancel – Will clear out data already entered.  

EMIS Section 

 
Add New – Add a new EMIS exception type. 

 

 
Exception Types – Select the EMIS-defined exception type category. 
Hours – Indicate the number of hours attributed to the exception on the indicated 
day. 
Add – Saves the EMIS exception type. 
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School Demographics 
Navigation:  StudentInformation – Management – School Administration – 
School Building Administration – School Demographics 
This screen displays information about the current school building or district and 
allows you to edit some information. The school demographics information is not 
school year specific, so if you change it in one school year, you change it in all 
school years. 

 
School Demographics Screen – District Level 
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School Demographics Screen – Building Level 

School Code (un-modifiable or required) – This is a view-only field (editable by 
ITC personnel) that displays the current school building’s School Code.   

Note: The DASL Load process requires exactly matching school codes, 
so do not change this code prior to a school going live on 
StudentInformation. 

School Name (un-modifiable or required) – This is a view-only field (editable by 
ITC personnel) that displays the current school building’s School Name. 
School Type (un-modifiable or required) – This is a view-only field (selectable by 
ITC personnel) that displays the current school building’s School Type (School, 
District, and ITC). 
School Subtype (un-modifiable or optional) – This is a view-only field (selectable 
by ITC personnel) that displays the current school building’s School Subtype 
(JVS, ESC, and Community). 
IRN (un-modifiable or optional) – This is a view-only field (editable by ITC 
personnel) that displays the current school building’s IRN. The  icon links to 
the Ohio Department of Education’s Organization Search screen. 
Superintendent (optional) – The name of the current district superintendent 
(only available when the district is in context) 
Principal (optional) – The name of the current school building’s principal (only 
available when the building is in context) 
Website URL (optional) – The web address of the current school building’s 
website. 
ThinkGate School Type (required for ThinkGate extract) – Select the type of 
school (Elementary, Middle, High School, Multi-Types or Other). 
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District (un-modifiable) – This is a view-only field that displays the current school 
building’s associated school district. 
Use Address Standardization – This checkbox turns Address Standardization 
on or off for the entire Building. See the ProgressBook StudentInformation 
Getting Started Guide for details. 
Use Address Verification – This checkbox turns Address Verification on or off 
for the entire Building. See District Addresses, and the ProgressBook 
StudentInformation School Setup and Configuration Guide for details. You must 
have Address Standardization turned on to be able to use Address Verification, 
and if you turn Address Standardization off, this check-box will turn off and 
become non-modifiable. 
Telephone (optional) – The current school building’s telephone number. 
Fax (optional) – The current school building’s fax number. 
Address (optional) – The current school building’s street address; see Zip, 
below. 
City (optional) – The current school building’s city; see Zip, below. 
State (optional) – The current school building’s state; see Zip, below. 
Zip (optional) – The current school building’s zip code. Note that the address 
fields on this screen are informational fields only, so Address Standardization is 
not performed on these fields. 

Note: The school address information from this screen will appear on 
report cards, transcripts, and any other report that prints the school's 
address. 

Feedback Email (optional) – Entering an email address here will enable schools 
and districts to receive carbon copies of the emails sent by StudentInformation 
Users via the Feedback link. 
Comment (optional) – Any additional information can be entered here. 
Progress Book On (optional) – As of Release 9.0.1, StudentInformation still 
processes Progress Book extracts as district-level extracts, but the user now has 
the ability to specify which buildings to include. When the flag is checked, all data 
from that school will be extracted. When the flag is unchecked, all data from that 
school will be excluded from the Progress Book extraction. 
JVS Integration On – Select this check box with a JVS in context to turn on 
integration with a satellite building. (See “Set Up JVS Integration.”) 
Select JVS Satellite School – Select the satellite building integrated with the 
JVS. (See “Set Up JVS Integration.”) 
EZ Query Display Options (optional) – Three options are available; Hide 
Absence Reasons, Hide Absence Notes and Hide Absence Comments. By 
checking any of these EZ Query Display Options controls what is displayed in EZ 
Query – Tools – Absence List.  
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District Student Number Seed (optional) – This is only available on the School 
Demographics screen when the District is in context. This is the number to begin 
with when creating new student numbers using Auto-Assign. 
Maximum Increment from Seed (optional) – This is only available on the 
School Demographics screen when the District is in context. This is the 
maximum number the Student Number Auto-Assign will use when incrementing 
to find an unused student number. It is essentially a range for the Student 
Number Auto-Assign to use when searching for the next unused student number. 
Note on Auto-Assign Student Numbers:  If District Student Number Seed (as 
defined above) is not used, StudentInformation will start from the largest student 
number currently in the district when auto-assigning student numbers. If the 
Maximum Increment from Seed (as defined above) is not set, StudentInformation 
will increment by 1 to find the next unused student number. If the maximum 
student number allowable has been used, StudentInformation will begin 
searching for unused student numbers beginning with the smallest student 
number in the district. 
District EMIS Seed (optional) – This is only available on the School 
Demographics screen when the District is in context. This is the number to begin 
with when automatically creating EMIS ID numbers for newly registered students 
not already having one specified on the Student Registration Wizard or Student 
Registration screens. Automatically created EMIS IDs, unique to the district, are 
independent of the student’s social security number. Enter a nine digit 
alphanumeric in this field. The first digit can be any alphabetic character A 
through Z, upper or lower case or numerals 0 through 9. The following eight 
digits must be numerals 0 through 9. If left blank, a randomly-generated nine-digit 
numeral value is assigned. 
Previous EMISId – This is only available on the School Demographics screen 
when the District is in context. The first time the District EMIS Seed value is 
assigned (manually or automatically), the District EMIS Seed and Previous 
EMISId fields contain the same value. After that, the most recently generated 
EMIS ID is displayed in this field. 
EMIS Maximum Increment from Seed (optional) – This is only available on the 
School Demographics screen when the District is in context. This is the 
maximum number the EMIS ID auto-generation feature will use when 
incrementing to find an unused EMIS ID number. Enter a value of 1 through 9. If 
left blank, a value of 1 is assigned. 
Reset Emis Seed – Clears values from the District EMIS Seed, Previous EMISId 
and EMIS Maximum Increment from Seed fields. 
Note on Automatically Generated EMIS IDs: An EMIS ID is generated by 
adding the EMIS Maximum Increment from Seed value to the Previous EMISId 
value and checking the resulting EMIS ID for uniqueness within the district. If 
unique, the EMIS ID is assigned to the student and can be seen in the EMIS ID 
field on the FS-Standing tab on the Edit Student Profile screen. If not unique, the 
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EMIS ID auto-generation feature continues adding the EMIS Maximum Increment 
from Seed value to the non-unique EMIS ID and checking for uniqueness until a 
unique EMIS ID is found. 
Save – Saves any changes and displays a message describing whether the 
saving process was successful: 

 
Cancel – Discards any changes and returns to the School Building 
Administration screen. 

 

Registration Defaults 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School 
Building Administration – Registration Defaults 
On this screen, you can set default registration information for new students 
being registered at the current building. You can also set default registration 
information for new students being registered at the current district, which will be 
used for any field that does not have a building-specific registration default. 
Example: EX Example District has district-level Ethnicity codes. EX defines "W" 
as the Registration Default for Ethnicity. Middle school building EXMS leaves the 
Ethnicity field blank for their Registration Defaults. High school building EXHS 
specifies "M" as the Registration Default for Ethnicity. New students registered at 
EXMS will have "W" as their ethnicity code unless changed, and new students 
registered at EXHS will have "M" as their ethnicity code unless changed. 
In FY09 (08-09) starting with DASL v9.0, Registration Defaults are required for 
Student Registration and the Registration Wizard. These defaults are also used 
by bulk student transfer to determine default values when enrolling students in 
bulk. 

District Registration Defaults 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School 
Building Administration – Registration Defaults 
Please make sure your district is in context when setting District Registration 
Defaults. 
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Note: The Ethnicity, Admission Code and Student Status fields will only 
have values if those codes are defined at the district level. You can leave 
these fields blank, and the fields will remain blank for newly-registered 
students unless selected each time a student is registered. 

Note:  For explanations on the fields below, see “2C. Student Profile” in 
the ProgressBook StudentInformation Student and Registration Guide or 
the latest ODE EMIS Manual. 

Hispanic/Latino (required) – This drop-down list is populated with values from 
EMIS field GI580. From 2010-2011 onwards, only the Y and N options are 
shown. 
Local Ethnicity Category (optional) – This is the 2009-2010 Ethnicity field 
renamed to avoid confusion. Changing the value of this field in 2010-2011 no 
longer sets the EMIS Ethnicity. 
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Racial Group(s) (required) – These fields are enabled if the user selects Y or N 
in the Hispanic/Latino field. 
Citizenship – Specify default Citizenship for newly-registered students. 
Admission Code – Specify default Admission Code for newly-registered 
students. This field is populated from the Admission Code Maintenance screen. 
Native Language – Specify default Native Language for newly-registered 
students. This is the language spoke at the onset of speech. 
Home Language – Specify default Home Language for newly-registered 
students. This is the language spoken at home. 
Student Status – Specify default Student Status for newly-registered students. 
This field is populated from the Student Status Codes Maintenance screen. 
Free/Reduced Lunch Status – Specify default Free/Reduced Lunch Status for 
newly-registered students. 
Building Prog Track – Specify default Building Progression Track for  
newly-registered students. This field is populated from the Building Progression 
Tracks screen. 
Grade – Specify default Grade for newly-registered students. This field is 
populated from the Grade Level Codes Maintenance screen. 
City – Specify default City for newly-registered students. 
State – Specify default State for newly-registered students. This field defaults to 

“OH.” 

Zip – Specify default Zip Code for newly-registered students. 
Flags – Specify default values for the five Data Flag fields for newly-registered 
students. 
Country of Origin – Specify default Country of Origin for newly-registered 
students. 
EMIS Situation – Specify default EMIS Situation for newly-registered students, 
or click the  button to use the EMIS Situation Wizard to select a Situation. A 
default EMIS Situation must be set at the district or building level before students 
can be registered. 
Admission Reason – Specify default Admission Reason for newly-registered 
students. A default Admission Reason must be set at the district or building level 
before students before students can be registered. 
District Relationship – Specify default District Relationship for newly-registered 
students. SMART logic will be invoked to help determine the correct value. 
District of Residence – Specify default District of Residence for  

newly-registered students. Click   to open the ODE IRN Search screen. 
SMART logic will be invoked to help determine the correct value. 
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How Received – Specify default How Received for newly-registered students. 
SMART logic will be invoked to help determine the correct value. 
How Received IRN - Specify default How Received IRN for newly-registered 

students. Click   to open the ODE IRN Search screen. SMART logic will be 
invoked to help determine the correct value. 
Percent of Time – Specify default Percent of Time for newly-registered students. 
Tuition Type – Specify default Tuition Type for newly-registered students. 
SMART logic will be invoked to help determine the correct value. 
Attending Building IRN – Specify default Attending Building IRN for  
newly-registered students. 
County of Residence – Select the default county of residence for  
newly- registered students. 
Assigned Building IRN – Specify default Assigned Building IRN for  
newly-registered students. 
Sent To 1 and 2: 

Reason – Specify default Sent To Reason for newly-registered students. 
SMART logic will be invoked to help determine the correct value. 

IRN – Specify default Sent To IRN for newly-registered students. Click   
to open the ODE IRN Search screen. SMART logic will be invoked to help 
determine the correct value. 
Percent of Time – Specify default Sent To Percent of Time for  
newly-registered students. 

Family Group Defaults: Matching Criteria – Specify default search criteria to 
use when searching for family groups on the Family Group tab of the Student 
Registration Wizard screen. 
Save – Save these Registration Default values. You receive this message: 

 
Cancel – Clear changes made to the Registration Default values and return to 
the School Building Administration screen. 

Building Registration Defaults 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School 
Building Administration – Registration Defaults 
Please make sure your building is in context when setting Building 
Registration Defaults. 
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Note: Any registration defaults entered on this screen will override the 
District Defaults listed to the right side of the screen for the fields selected 
on this screen only. Example: A building can leave one field blank and 
use the district default for that field, but specify a different field and use 
their own default instead of the district default for the second field. 

Note: For explanations on the following fields, see “2C. Student Profile” in 
the ProgressBook StudentInformation Student and Registration Guide or 
the latest ODE EMIS Manual. 

Hispanic/Latino (required) – This drop-down list is populated with values from 
EMIS field GI580. From 2010-2011 onwards, only the Y and N options are 
shown. 
Local Ethnicity Category (optional) – This is the 2009-2010 Ethnicity field 
renamed to avoid confusion. Changing the value of this field in 2010-2011 no 
longer sets the EMIS Ethnicity. 
Racial Group(s) (required) – These fields are enabled if the user selects Y or N 
in the Hispanic/Latino field. 
Citizenship – Specify default Citizenship for newly-registered students. 
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Admission Code – Specify default Admission Code for newly-registered 
students. This field is populated from the Admission Code Maintenance screen. 
Native Language – Specify default Native Language for newly-registered 
students. This is the language spoke at the onset of speech. 
Home Language – Specify default Home Language for newly-registered 
students. This is the language spoken at home. 
Student Status – Specify default Student Status for newly-registered students. 
This field is populated from the Student Status Codes Maintenance screen. 
Free/Reduced Lunch Status – Specify default Free/Reduced Lunch Status for 
newly-registered students. 
Building Prog Track – Specify default Building Progression Track for newly-
registered students. This field is populated from the Building Progression Tracks 
screen. 
Grade – Specify default Grade for newly-registered students. This field is 
populated from the Grade Level Codes Maintenance screen. 
City – Specify default City for newly-registered students. 
State – Specify default State for newly-registered students. This field defaults to 
“OH.” 
Zip – Specify default Zip Code for newly-registered students. 
Flags – Specify default values for the five Data Flag fields for newly-registered 
students. 
Country of Origin – Specify default Country of Origin for newly-registered 
students. 
EMIS Situation – Specify default EMIS Situation for newly-registered students, 
or click the  button to use the EMIS Situation Wizard to select a Situation. 
Admission Reason – Specify default Admission Reason for newly-registered 
students. 
District Relationship – Specify default District Relationship for newly-registered 
students. SMART logic will be invoked to help determine the correct value. 
District of Residence – Specify default District of Residence for newly-

registered students. Click   to open the ODE IRN Search screen. SMART logic 
will be invoked to help determine the correct value. 
How Received – Specify default How Received for newly-registered students. 
SMART logic will be invoked to help determine the correct value. 
How Received IRN - Specify default How Received IRN for newly-registered 

students. Click   to open the ODE IRN Search screen. SMART logic will be 
invoked to help determine the correct value. 
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Percent of Time – Specify default Percent of Time for newly-registered students. 
Tuition Type – Specify default Tuition Type for newly-registered students. 
SMART logic will be invoked to help determine the correct value. 
Attending Building IRN – Specify default Attending Building IRN for  
newly-registered students. 
County of Residence – Select the default county of residence for  
newly-registered students. 
Assigned Building IRN – Specify default Assigned Building IRN for  
newly-registered students. 
Sent To 1 and 2: 

Reason – Specify default Sent To Reason for newly-registered students. 
SMART logic will be invoked to help determine the correct value. 

IRN – Specify default Sent To IRN for newly-registered students. Click   
to open the ODE IRN Search screen. SMART logic will be invoked to help 
determine the correct value. 
Percent of Time – Specify default Sent To Percent of Time for  
newly-registered students. 

Family Group Defaults: Matching Criteria – Specify default search criteria to 
use when searching for family groups on the Family Group tab of the Student 
Registration Wizard screen. 
Save – Save these Registration Default values. You receive this message: 

 
Cancel – Clear changes made to the Registration Default values and return to 
the School Building Administration screen. 
Use District Defaults – Clear all building-level registration defaults and use 
district-level defaults instead. 
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Set Up JVS Integration 
This section explains how to set up integration between a joint vocational school 
(JVS) and a home school where students are taking JVS satellite courses (such 
as a traditional high school). For purposes of this procedure, these buildings in 
StudentInformation are defined as: 

• Home school – Outside building where the JVS satellite course is taught 
(such as a traditional high school) 

• JVS satellite building – “Building” created in StudentInformation to 
contain the JVS satellite courses taught at the home school and to report 
student information to EMIS 

Setting up this integration gives the JVS the following additional capabilities: 

• Track and report attendance in the JVS satellite classes taught at the 
home school building 

• Update student demographic information for students in the JVS satellite 
classes  

• Auto-generate course section assignments in the JVS satellite building 
Prerequisites 
In order for the integration to work, the following prerequisites must be met: 
1. Contact the StudentInformation State Support Team (SSST) to create a JVS 

satellite building in StudentInformation for each home school that offers JVS 
satellite courses: 

Note: A one-to-one (1:1) relationship is required. (For example, if both the 
middle school and high school within a district offer JVS satellite courses, 
you need to create a separate satellite building for each.) 

2. Perform the setup shown on the following screens: 

• Calendar Wizard – Run at the JVS satellite building with the same master 
calendar start and stop dates and reporting term start and stop dates as 
the home school. Also create at least one period to tie to the course 
section meeting times. 

• Courses – Manually enter (they do not have to match the course code at 
the home school), or ask the SSST DBA to copy the course catalog from 
the home school to the JVS satellite building. 

• View Staff Members – Manually enter teachers teaching JVS satellite 
courses at the home school into the JVS satellite building. 

• Course Sections – Create course sections that correspond to the course 
sections in which the students are enrolled at the home school. 

• Rooms/Location Maintenance – Create a room to be used on all of the 
satellite course section meeting times. 
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• Building Grade Levels Maintenance – Add applicable grade levels for 
the JVS satellite building. 

• Ethnicity Codes Maintenance – Manually enter local ethnicity codes that 
mirror the home school, or ask the SSST DBA to copy the home school’s 
local ethnicity codes to the JVS satellite building. 

• Course Terms Maintenance – Create course terms for the corresponding 
satellite sections. 

• Sub-Calendar Maintenance – Create a sub-calendar. 

• Student Status Codes Maintenance – Create student status code(s). 

• Master Schedule Maintenance and Schedule Result Set  
Maintenance – Add a master schedule and result set. 

• Period Attendance by Course Section – Create period attendance 
absence types for unexcused, excused, non-absence, and partial 
absence. 

• DASL Options (Scheduling tab)– Select a Default Calendar and Final 
Schedule Result. 

• Registration Defaults – Configure registration defaults at the JVS 
Satellite building. 
Note: For information on these screens and procedures, refer to the 
appropriate StudentInformation guide. 

3. The home school must transfer the students to the JVS satellite building. 
(Students will be simultaneously enrolled at the home school and JVS 
satellite building.) 

In addition, the following prerequisites must be met for each applicable student: 

• Must be enrolled in both the JVS satellite building and the home school 

• State Student ID (SSID) must be the same for both schools 

• Home School IRN (JVS satellite building) must match the Attending 
Building IRN (home school) 

Process 
There are several components to setting up the integration. Complete each step 
in order, noting which building must be in context for each step: 

1. Turn on integration (JVS satellite building in context): 

a. On the School Demographics screen, select the JVS Integration On 
check box. 
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b. In the Select JVS Satellite School drop-down list, select the home 
school where students will be taking JVS satellite classes. (This is the 
school from which the JVS satellite building will be accepting 
demographic changes and course section assignments.) 

c. Click Save. 

 
2. Set attendance options (JVS satellite building in context):  

a. On the DASL Options screen Attendance tab, in the Method  
drop-down list, select “Period Attendance.”  

b. Select the second “Default Thresholds” option (percentage-based 
system). 

c. Set up your desired Period Threshold and Unexcused Period 
Threshold with both a Half-Day Absence Percentage and a Full-Day 
Absence Percentage. This is to indicate what percentage of JVS 
satellite courses in a day the student must miss in order to be marked 
as a half-day or full-day absence. (See examples.) 

Note: For fractions of a course, the system rounds down, and the 
minimum threshold is 1 course. (The system does not round down  
below 1.)  

d. Click Save. 
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Example 1 – Student with even number of JVS satellite courses 

• Full-Day Absence Percentage set at 75% 

• Student has 4 JVS satellite courses in a day  

• Full-day absence threshold: 
.75 x 4 = 3 courses  

• If student is absent for 3 courses, student is marked as full-day 
absence 

Example 2 – Student with odd number of JVS satellite courses 
• Full-Day Absence set at 75% 

• Student has 5 JVS satellite courses in a day  

• Full-day absence threshold: 
.75 x 5 = 3.75 courses  

• System rounds down to 3 courses 

• If student is absent for 3 courses, student is marked as full-day 
absence 
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3. (Optional): Check a student’s scheduled courses in both buildings: 

a. (Home school building in context) On the Course Section 
Assignments screen, note any JVS satellite courses. 

 
b. (JVS satellite building in context) On the Course Section 

Assignments screen, note the student’s scheduled courses before the 
integration is run. 

 
4. Map JVS courses in the JVS satellite building to the home school satellite 

course (JVS satellite building in context): 

a. On the JVS CourseSection Map screen, review the course 
information for JVS satellite courses being offered at the JVS satellite 
building (which displays in all columns except the Satellite School 
Course Section column). 
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b. For each satellite course at the home school, in the Satellite School 
Course Section column, select the appropriate Teacher, Course and 
Section of the satellite building course that you want to map to the 
JVS satellite course. 

 
5. Contact your technology center to create a JAMS job to run the 

SoftwareAnswers.JVSIntegration console application. (This application is 
deployed with the ProgressBook Suite. You can find it in the folder with 
the other deployed StudentInformation applications.) 

Note: You can set the job to run once nightly or at any other time interval 
you choose. 

6. Optional: To turn off the ethnicity sync (Hispanic/Latino, Racial Group(s) 
and Summative Race values), pass an optional command argument as 
shown below: 

a. Open a command prompt. 

b. Enter the following: 
“C:\JVS\SoftwareAnswers.JVSIntegration.exe –SKIPETHNICITYUPDATE” 
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Note: The folder “JVS” represents the root folder of the JVS Integration 
program. In production, this is probably located on the DASL APP 
server where the rest of the console applications that are deployed 
with StudentInformation are located. 

 

Note: When the system skips the ethnicity update, the message “Skipping 
Ethnicity Update…” displays near the top of the console window: 

 

After the integration job runs, the following occurs: 

• Satellite courses the student is taking at the home school display 
on the JVS satellite building’s Course Section Assignments 
screen for the student. 

 

• Course additions, drops and removals in the home school display 
automatically in the JVS satellite building. 
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Note: For transfers, you must manually drop the old course and add the 
new one (issue the transfer manually). 

• JVS teachers can take attendance at the JVS satellite building. 

• Changes to any of the following demographic information in the 
home school update in the JVS satellite building: 

o First Name 
o Middle Name 
o Last Name 
o Gender 
o Birthdate 
o Local Ethnic Category 
o Hispanic/Latino (unless you have set the integration job to 

skip the ethnicity update) 
o Racial Group(s) (unless you have set the integration job to 

skip the ethnicity update) 
o Summative Race (unless you have set the integration job to 

skip the ethnicity update) 
o Native Language 
o Home Language 
o Address of Residence 
o Mailing Address 
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System Maintenance Reference 
The following system tables need to be populated and reviewed before using 
StudentInformation.   

Code Table or Maintenance Screen 
Batch/Report Management 

Queues 

Batch Settings 

Batch Management 

Management - Security 

Users 

Groups 

Roles 

Staff Members 

Staff Member Associations 

Management - School Administration - Grade Level Administration 

Grade Level Codes 

Grade Level progressions 

Building Grade Levels 

Management - School Administration - Attendance Administration 

Absence Notes 

Absence Reasons 

Absence Types 

Management – School Administration – Scheduling Administration – 

Initialization 

Daily Pattern Rules 

Periods of the Day 

Rotation Days 

Reporting Terms Maintenance 

Master Calendar Periods 
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Code Table or Maintenance Screen 
Schedule Terms 

Course Terms 

Homeroom Terms 

Master Schedule 

Management - School Administration - DASL Options 

Scheduling tab 

Marks tab 

Fees tab 

Attendance tab 

Prog Track tab 

INFOhio Export tab 

EMIS Options tab 

Management – School Administration – Student Codes Administration 

Admission Codes 

Birthdate Verification Codes 

Contact Type Codes 

Custody Types Codes 

Ethnicity Codes 

Program Codes 

Student Status Codes 

Team Codes 

Withdraw Codes 

Management – School Administration – Scheduling Administration – Course 

Maintenance 

Course Rank Weight 

Course Department 

Course Language 

Course Difficulty 

Course Area of Study 
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Code Table or Maintenance Screen 
Course Subject Area 

Courses 

Course Sections 

Course Groups 

If using Attendance Letters….  

Management - School Administration - Attendance Administration 

Attendance Letter Rules 

If using Daily Attendance Lunch Counts…. 

Management - School Administration - Attendance Administration 

Lunch Type 

If using the Discipline module….  

Management - School Administration - Discipline Administration 

Action Codes 

Infraction Codes 

Policy Codes 

Type of Contact Maintenance 

If using the Fees module….  

Management - School Administration - Fees Administration 

Accounting Codes 

Prorated Fee Schedules 

Course Fees 

General Fees  

Program Fees  

Membership Fees 

Miscellaneous Fees 

If using the Graduation / Eligibility module…  

Management - School Administration - Graduation / Eligibility 

Miscellaneous Items 

Rules Maintenance 
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Code Table or Maintenance Screen 
If using the Medical module…  

Management - School Administration - Medical Office Administration 

Care Type Codes  

Common Medications  

Common Immunizations Code Table  

Disposition Codes  

Health Log Reason Codes  

If using Miscellaneous Data Groups…  

Management - School Administration -  Miscellaneous Data Groups 

Miscellaneous Data Groups 

Miscellaneous Data Definitions 

If using the Public Administration module for Student Course Requests…. 

Management - School Administration - Public Administration 

Application Configuration 
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Appendix A: 

 
The only time a student will receive an unexcused daily absence is if all periods 
the student missed were unexcused.  
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11 unexcused Full day 
unexcused 

n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
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The only time a student will receive an unexcused daily absence is if all periods 
the student missed were unexcused. 
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2 Corrected Calendar Wizard step to 
show it should be run at the building 
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School Year Initialization Overview 
The School Year Initialization (SYI) process is typically performed in January or 
February in order to configure the following school year. 
Please refer to the School Year Initialization Step by Step Checklist for a detailed 
outline of the SYI process. 

 

Understanding the School Year Initialization Module 
The School Year Initialization (SYI) Tasks must be executed by the ITC, by the 
District, and by the Building in that order. Initialization tasks are dependent on 
each other and you will not be able to proceed if the dependencies are not met. 
Some ITCs wish to initialize all of their buildings. Other ITCs allow their districts 
to run the SYI tasks at the district and building level. Please consult your ITC to 
determine how initializations are handled. 
Job History allows you to view the School Year Initialization Tasks processes and 
view details and errors. 
The Follow-up Checklist gives descriptions and instructions for School Year 
Initialization Tasks not yet completed.  

Note: The SYI process does not add students to the new school year. 
Consult the Student Promotion End User Guide and the Student 
Promotion Step by Checklist for more information on student promotion. 
SYI tasks must be completed at all three levels (ITC, district, building) 
before students can be promoted and bulk enrolled into the new school 
year. 

Note:  Initialization is processed in a three-part procedure:  Initialize the 
ITC level (once); Initialize the District level (once per district); and Initialize 
the Building level (once per building). In other words, if a district has 10 
buildings, SYI will need to be completed once at the district level and at 
each of the 10 buildings. 
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Note: The following items are not school year specific. This means that 
changing them in one school year will change them in all school years. 

• Rooms/Locations (Management – School Administration – School 
Building Administration – Rooms/Locations 

• School Demographics (Management – School Administration – 
School Building Administration – School Demographics) 

• Student Demographics – i.e. student address (SIS – Student – Edit 
Profile) 

• Student Pictures (upload process via ITC and displayed on the 
Student Profile) 

• Prorated Fee Schedule Maintenance (Management – School 
Administration – Fees Administration – Prorated Fee Schedules) 

 

School Year Initialization Outline and Flow 
1. School Year Initialization Tasks (ITC Level) 

 
a. Manage School Status – Activate School Year 
b. Execute Tasks – Module Task List 
c. Execute Tasks – Required Information 
d. Execute Tasks – Confirmation 
e. Execute Tasks – Results 

 
2. School Year Initialization Tasks (District Level) 

 
a. Execute Tasks – Module Task List 
b. Execute Tasks – Required Information 
c. Execute Tasks – Confirmation 
d. Execute Tasks – Results 

 
3. Calendar Wizard (Building Level) 

 
a. Execute Tasks – General 
b. Execute Tasks – Reporting Terms 
c. Execute Tasks – Virtual Terms 
d. Execute Tasks – Non-Attending Days 
e. Execute Tasks – Periods 
f. Execute Tasks – Calendar Type 
g. Execute Tasks – Projected Calendar 
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4. Complete Initialization Follow-up Checklist 
 

5. School Year Initialization Tasks (Building Level – First Pass) 
 

a. Execute Tasks – Module Task List 
b. Execute Tasks – Required Information 
c. Execute Tasks – Confirmation 
d. Execute Tasks – Results 

 
6. Review Job History 

 
7. Complete Initialization Follow-up Checklist 

 
8. School Year Initialization Tasks (Building Level – Second Pass) 

 
a. Execute Tasks – Module Task List 
b. Execute Tasks – Required Information 
c. Execute Tasks – Confirmation 
d. Execute Tasks – Results 

 
9. Review Job History 

 
10. Complete Initialization Follow-up Checklist 

 
11. School Year Initialization Tasks (Building Level – Third Pass) 

 
a. Execute Tasks – Module Task List 
b. Execute Tasks – Required Information 
c. Execute Tasks – Confirmation 
d. Execute Tasks – Results 

 
12. Review Job History 

 
13. Complete Initialization Follow-up Checklist 

 
14. Create Default Schedule Results 
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School Year Initialization Tasks (ITC Level) 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – School Year 
Initialization – Execute Tasks 
The Execute School Year Initialization Tasks screens contain various tasks that 
are necessary for setting up a new school year. Before Initialization tasks are 
completed by any district or building, they must first be completed at the ITC level 
because many tasks are dependent upon the data setup when completing the 
tasks at the ITC level. You will only need to run the ITC level tasks once for the 
entire ITC. 
Important: Change your current working school to the ITC and select the 
year you wish to initialize. Only ITC personnel have the security 
permissions to initialize at the ITC level. 

Manage School Status – Activate School Year 
Navigation:  Home – ITC – Manage School Status 

 
Manage School Status Screen 

A script will insert the new school year to the tblSchoolYear table. Once the new 
school year exists in this table, ITCs can use the Manage School Status screen 
to activate/deactivate the school year for each building, a district or the entire 
ITC. The new school year needs to be activated before School Year Initialization 
can proceed. 
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Execute Tasks – Module Task List Tab 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School Year 
Initialization – Execute Tasks – Module Task List Tab 

 
Module Task List (ITC Level) Tab 

Do Not Execute – Temporarily skip this task. 
Skip – Skip the task entirely. 
Execute Now – Perform this task now. 
Important: Please see the School Year Initialization Step by Step Checklist 
for the order in which to execute ITC level tasks. 
Completed – If the task has already been completed at this level, the Completed 
checkbox will automatically be filled in with a red checkmark. 
Student: Profile – This task will copy the code values used by the student 
profile. No student specific data is copied.  
Student: Admission – This task will copy code values for Student Admission 
and create Sub Calendar Entries.  
Student: Memberships – This task will copy special education services, 
memberships, and membership groups. 
Discipline – This task will copy code values for Discipline.  
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Fees – This task will copy basic fee configuration, excluding Course and Course 
Section fees.  
Attendance: Absence Events – This task will copy configuration and code 
values used by attendance.  
Attendance: Absence Letters – This task will copy configuration used to 
generate absence letters.  
Scheduling: Course Configuration – This task will copy setup tables used by 
the course catalog.  
Marks: Mark Configuration – This task will copy configuration to support Marks.  
Course History – This task will copy code values for Transfer Status.  
Click Next> to proceed to the Required Information Tab.  

Execute Tasks – Required Information Tab 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School Year 
Initialization – Execute Tasks – Required Information Tab 

 
Required Information Tab (ITC Level) on the  

Execute School Year Initialization Tasks Screen 

Source School Year – Select the school year you wish to copy values from - for 
use in the new school year. 
Click <Back to return to the Module Task List tab.  
Click Next> to proceed to the Confirmation tab. 
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Execute Tasks – Confirmation Tab 

Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School Year 
Initialization – Execute Tasks – Confirmation Tab 

 
Confirmation Tab (ITC Level) on the Execute School Year Initialization Tasks Screen 

Module Name – Displays the name of the tasks to be performed. 
Module Description – Displays a brief description of the module to be 
performed.  
Status – Displays the current status of each specific module: Pending, a 
processing icon, Complete or Failed. 
If any of the tasks Failed, report them to StudentInformation State Support in a 
Help Desk ticket and discontinue SYI until you hear back from 
StudentInformation State Support. 
Click <Back to return to the Required Information Screen.  
Click Execute to perform the specified tasks and proceed to the Results tab.  
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Execute Tasks – Results Tab 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School Year 
Initialization – Execute Tasks – Results Tab 

 
Results Tab (ITC Level) on the Execute School Year Initialization Tasks 

Module Name – Displays the name of the tasks to be performed.  
Module Description – Displays a brief description of the module to be 
performed.  
Status – Displays the results status of each specific module (Completed or 
Failed). 
Click View Log to see a more detailed listing of errors on the Initialization Job 
History (View Details) screen. If you have set up any ITC level codes, you’ll want 
to View Log and view any informational messages to make sure the codes 
copied properly. If all the tasks completed and you don’t have any codes set up 
at the ITC level, you can skip View Log. 
Click Execute More Tasks to return to the Module Task List Tab and perform 
additional tasks. Once all ITC SYI tasks are complete, you can proceed to District 
Level SYI. 
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School Year Initialization Tasks (District Level) 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School Year 
Initialization – Execute Tasks 
The Execute School Year Initialization Tasks screens contain various tasks that 
are necessary for setting up a new school year. Before Initialization tasks are 
completed by building, they must first be completed at the ITC level and the 
District level because many tasks are dependent upon the data setup when 
completing the tasks at the District Level. 
Important: Change your current working school to the District and select 
the year you wish to initialize. 

Execute Tasks – Module Task List Tab 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School Year 
Initialization – Execute Tasks – Module Task List Tab 

 
Module Task List Table (District Level) on the  

Execute School Year Initialization Tasks Screen 

Do Not Execute – Temporarily skip this task. 
Skip – Skip the task entirely. 
Execute Now – Perform this task now. 
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Important: Please see the School Year Initialization Step by Step Checklist 
for the order in which to execute ITC level tasks. 
Completed – If the task has already been completed at this level, the Completed 
checkbox will automatically be filled in with a red checkmark. 
School: Configuration – This task will copy basic school configuration including 
registration defaults. 
School: Staff Members – This task will copy staff record configuration, including 
teacher and counselors.  
Student: Profile – This task will copy the code values used by the student 
profile. No student specific data is copied.  
Student: Admission – This task will copy code values for Student Admission 
and create Sub Calendar Entries.  
Student: Memberships – This task will copy special education services, 
memberships, and membership groups. 
Discipline – This task will copy code values for Discipline.  
Fees – This task will copy basic fee configuration, excluding Course and Course 
Section fees.  
Attendance: Absence Events – This task will copy configuration and code 
values used by attendance.  
Attendance: Absence Letters – This task will copy configuration used to 
generate absence letters. 
Scheduling: Course Configuration – This task will copy setup tables used by 
the course catalog. You cannot select to execute this task until the Marks: Mark 
Configuration task has been completed. 
Marks: Mark Configuration – This task will copy configuration to support Marks. 
This task must be executed before you can select to execute the Scheduling: 
Course Configuration task.  
Course History – This task will copy code values for Transfer Status.  
Click Next> to proceed to the Required Information Tab. 
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Execute Tasks – Required Information Tab 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School Year 
Initialization – Execute Tasks – Required Information Tab 

 
Required Information Tab (District Level) on the  
Execute School Year Initialization Tasks Screen 

Source School Year – Select the school year you wish to copy values from - for 
use in the new school year. 
New Locker Combination Series (optional) – Enter a new locker combination 
series to be defined at the District level. Leave blank if you plan to define a new 
series at the Building level or retain any combination series from prior years. 
Click <Back to return to the Module Task List tab.  
Click Next> to proceed to the Confirmation tab. 

Execute Tasks – Confirmation Tab 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School Year 
Initialization – Execute Tasks – Confirmation Tab 
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Confirmation Tab (District Level) on the Execute School Year Initialization Tasks Screen 

Module Name – Displays the name of the tasks to be performed. 
Module Description – Displays a brief description of the module to be 
performed. 
Status – Displays the current status of each specific module: Pending, a 
processing icon, Completed or Failed.  

Note: The Student: Memberships Task may take a long period of time. 

If any of the tasks Failed, submit a Help Desk Ticket. Discontinue with SYI until 
you’ve heard back from your ITC or StudentInformation State Support. 
Click <Back to return to the Required Information tab.  
Click Execute to perform the specified tasks and proceed to the Results tab.  
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Execute Tasks – Results Tab 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School Year 
Initialization – Execute Tasks – Results Tab 

 
Results Tab (District Level) on the Execute School Year Initialization Tasks Screen 

Module Name – Displays the name of the tasks to be performed.  
Module Description – Displays a brief description of the module to be 
performed.  
Status – Displays the results status of each specific module (Completed or 
Failed). 
Click View Log to see a more detailed listing of errors on the Initialization Job 
History (View Details) screen.  
Click Execute More Tasks to return to the Module Task List Tab and perform 
additional tasks. Once all District SYI tasks are complete, you can proceed to 
Building Level SYI. If any codes have been set up at the district level, you will 
want to complete the appropriate follow-up checklist tasks. See Section 7. 
Complete Initialization Checklist tasks for more information. 
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Calendar Wizard (Building Level) 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School Building 
Administration – Calendar Wizard 
Before completing initialization tasks at the Building level, you must first process 
the Calendar Wizard for each building. The Calendar Wizard creates the school 
building’s master calendar, course terms, periods of the day, rotation days and 
reporting terms. You must process the Calendar Wizard before the first day of 
the Master Schedule and before a final Schedule Result is chosen. If you need to 
run the Calendar Wizard again after you have run Building-Level Initialization 
tasks, you will need to re-initialize at the Building Level, since the Calendar 
Wizard resets many initialization tasks at the Building level. 
Before running the Calendar Wizard, you will need the following information 
available for entry: 

• Starting and Ending Dates of the School Year 

• Starting and Ending Dates of each Reporting Period (Semester, Quarter, 
Trimester, etc.) 

• All Course Lengths your school intends to use (9 week, 3 week, 36 week, 
etc.) 

• Date of each School Holiday 

• Date of each Parent-Teacher Conference Day 

• Date of each Teacher In-Service Day or Teacher Work Day 

• Date of any other day school will not be in session 

• Total number of planned attendance days 
IMPORTANT! 
Effective for the 08/09 school year, schools are no longer required to have 
definitive reporting term start and stop dates, non-attending days or even 
the first or last day of school before running Calendar Wizard. New 
functionality allows schools the ability to start scheduling before a 
district’s school calendar has been approved. However, it is still preferred 
to have the district’s calendar in hand when you do SYI. If fictitious dates 
are used to complete the Calendar Wizard, there will be additional steps to 
correct the dates. Please see the Calendar Step by Step Checklist. 
WARNING WHEN RE-RUNNING CALENDAR WIZARD! Use extreme caution 
when re-running Calendar Wizard. Rerunning Calendar Wizard wipes out course 
section assignments – this cannot be restored. One of the tasks undone by 
rerunning Calendar Wizard is Student: Admission. All admission history and 
annual records will be deleted. Student Promotion/Bulk Enrollment will need to 
be rerun. Students will be searchable after Student Promotion/Bulk Enrollment is 
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rerun. Please refer to the School Year Initialization Step by Step Checklist – 
Appendix section for more information on rerunning Cal Wizard. 
When the Calendar Wizard loads, if it has been run before, the following 
message will appear: 

 
Calendar Wizard Confirmation Message 

If you hit Cancel, the following message will appear: 

 
Calendar Wizard Cancellation Message 

The Calendar Wizard cannot be re-run once the schedule has been finalized. 

 
Finalized Calendar Message 

In certain unique cases, when the Calendar Wizard is re-run for the same school 
and school year AND course sections associated with a particular calendar 
master are tied to terms or schedules that belong to a different calendar master, 
the Calendar Wizard will error. The following message displays: 

'Some Course Sections for Courses for the current Calendar 
Master are tied to Terms or Schedules that belong to other 
Calendar Masters. The Calendar Wizard cannot be run until the 
bad data has been cleaned up. Please contact StudentInformation 
State Support to report the problem.” 
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Calendar Wizard – General Tab 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School 
Building Administration – Calendar Wizard – General Tab 

 
General Tab on the Calendar Wizard Screen 

Master Calendar Code (required) – The code for the building’s Master Calendar. 
It is recommended that you keep the code as Master. 
Master Calendar Name (required) – The name for the building’s Master 
Calendar. It is recommended that you keep the name as Master. 
Start Date (required) – Enter the starting date of the next school year. Make sure 
you have the correct year. 
End Date (required) – Enter the ending date of the next school year. Make sure 
you have the correct year. 
If the school isn’t sure when school will start or end, you can guess and enter 
fictitious dates. These dates can be changed at a later time with new functionality 
built into StudentInformation for the 08/09 school year. Do not use Saturday or 
Sunday for the start or end date, unless Saturday or Sunday are legitimate 
school days. 
Instructional Weeks on which to base Calendar – Enter the number of weeks 
to include in your calendar. This field defaults to 36, and can be adjusted up and 
down with the  arrow buttons. It is recommended that this number not be 
changed and must be between 36 and 42. 
Attending Days – Check the boxes of those days of the week school is in 
session. Monday through Friday are checked by default, and Saturday and 
Sunday are un-checked by default. This will be the default state of each day of 
the week in the Calendar result. 
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Next> – Proceed to the next tab, Reporting Terms. 

Cancel – Exit the Calendar Wizard and discard changes. 

Calendar Wizard – Reporting Terms Tab 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School 
Building Administration – Calendar Wizard – Reporting Terms Tab 

 
Reporting Terms Tab on the Calendar Wizard Screen 

Report Card Frequency (required) – Select your report card frequency from the 
pull-down menu. This will determine how many reporting periods the Calendar 
Result will have. Options are: 1 Full-Year Term (36 weeks), 2 Semesters (18 
weeks each), 3 Trimesters (12 weeks each), 4 Quarters (9 weeks each), 6 
Heximesters (6 weeks each), or 8 Octimesters (4.5 weeks each). 
Select Course Lengths Used (required) – Add all Course Lengths you will be 
using in the forthcoming year to the selected box. Only course lengths that have 
a common factor with the Reporting Term length greater than 1 are shown. The 
smallest fraction of a week allowed for a Reporting Term is .5. For instance, if 
most of your courses are 9 week courses, but you have a few 3 week courses, 
and one 4.5 week course, add 9 weeks, 3 weeks and 4.5 weeks to the select 
box. These are used to generate your Schedule Terms. For more information on 
Schedule Terms, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Scheduling Guide. 
Once you have selected a Report Card Frequency, more options will display 
below the Course Lengths dual-select box. Each Reporting Period (of the 
number you selected from the pull-down menu) will have three fields. 
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Options That Display When You Select Report Card Frequency 

Code (required) – Enter a code, up to four characters, for each reporting term. If 
you want the Initialization Tasks to automatically update between years, you will 
need to use the exact same Code for each Reporting Term (you can also 
manually map between different codes). 
Name (required) – Enter a name, up to thirty characters, for each reporting term. 
Stop Date (required) – The final Reporting Term will have this filled in by default 
as the Ending Date of the school year. 
<Back – Return to the previous tab, General. 
Next> – Proceed to the next tab, Non-Attending Days. 
Cancel – Exit the Calendar Wizard and discard changes. 

Calendar Wizard – Virtual Terms Tab 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School 
Building Administration – Calendar Wizard – Virtual Terms Tab 
On this tab, choose the Virtual Reporting Terms you would like to copy over from 
a previous year. You can also manually add Virtual Reporting Terms. 

 
Virtual Terms Tab on the Calendar Wizard Screen 

Add Virtual Term − Click this button to add a virtual term manually. 
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Adding Virtual Terms 

Code – Enter a code for the new Virtual Reporting Term. 
Name – Enter a name for the new Virtual Reporting Term. 
Start Date – Displays the Start Date determined on the General tab. 
Stop Date – Displays the Stop Date determined on the Reporting Terms tab. 
Sort Order – Displays the order the Virtual Terms are sorted. 

 - Click the appropriate up/down arrow to rearrange the order of reporting 
terms. 

- Click here to delete the appropriate virtual term. 
Copy Virtual Terms From:  – Select a school year to copy Virtual Terms from 
the drop down list and click the Go button. 

 
Copying Virtual Terms 

The terms for the selected school year will appear and will follow Start and Stop 
Dates predetermined on the General and Reporting Terms tabs. 
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Calendar Wizard – Non-Attending Days Tab 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School 
Building Administration – Calendar Wizard – Non-Attending Days Tab 
On this tab, enter any Holidays, Parent-Teacher Days, Teacher In-Service Days, 
Teacher Work Days and any other days school will not be in session. 

 
Non-Attending Days Tab on the Calendar Wizard Screen 

Date (required) – Enter the date of the Non-Attending Day. 
Thru (optional) – Use this field to enter a range of Non-Attending Days (such as 
a Winter Break, or Thanksgiving). 
Day Type (required) – Select the Day Type for the Non-Attending Day from the 
pull-down menu. 
Note (optional) – Enter any note you wish to add for the Non-Attending Day, up 
to thirty characters. 
Add – Add the Non-Attending Day to the grid. The grid will automatically sort by 
date. 

 – Remove the Non-Attending Day. 
<Back – Return to the previous tab, Reporting Terms. 
Next> – Proceed to the next tab, Reporting Terms. 

Cancel – Exit the Calendar Wizard and discard changes. 
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Calendar Wizard – Periods Tab 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School 
Building Administration – Calendar Wizard – Periods Tab 

 
Periods Tab on the Calendar Wizard Screen 

Generate Periods – Enter a number, or adjust with the  arrow buttons, to 
display an automatically-generated Period grid. 
Go – Automatically generate a Period grid using the number of periods entered 
in the Periods field. 
Copy Periods From – Select another school year to copy the Periods, Period 
Codes and Period Names from that school year. 
Go – Generate a Period grid using the data from the selected school year. 
Add Period – Add a period to the Grid. 

 
Adding Periods 

Code (required) – Enter a code, up to four characters, for the Period. If you want 
the Initialization Tasks to automatically update between years, you will need to 
use the exact same Code for each Period (you can also manually map between 
different codes). 
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Name (required) – Enter a name for the Period, up to thirty characters. 
 – Remove this Period. 
 /  – Shift this Period up or down in the list of Periods. 

<Back – Return to the previous tab, Non-Attending Days. 
Next> – Proceed to the next tab, Calendar Type. 
Cancel – Exit the Calendar Wizard and discard changes. 

Calendar Wizard – Calendar Type Tab 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School 
Building Administration – Calendar Wizard – Calendar Type Tab 
Calendar Type (required) – Select the type of Calendar you wish to use: Fixed 
Day (all school days have the same schedule), Fixed Rotation Days (repeating 
sequence of days by week or weeks), or Alternating Rotation Days (repeating 
sequence of days, regardless of day of the week). 

Fixed Day Calendar Type 
Fixed Day is a standard calendar, with every day’s schedule being the same. For 
instance, a class that meets the same time each day, Monday through Friday. 

 
Fixed Day Calendar Type 

Code (required) – Enter a code, up to four characters, for this Day. If you want 
the Initialization Tasks to automatically update between years, you will need to 
use the exact same Code for each Day (you can also manually map between 
different codes). 
Name (required) – Enter a name for this Day, up to thirty characters. 

 – Edit the individual Periods of this day. 
<Back – Return to the previous tab, Periods. 
Next> – Proceed to the next tab, Projected Calendar. 
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Cancel – Exit the Calendar Wizard and discard changes. 

Fixed Rotation Days Calendar Type 
Fixed Rotation Days is a calendar with a repeating sequence of days with 
different schedules, arranged by week or weeks. For instance, a class that meets 
only Monday, Wednesday and Friday. You can also create rotations for more 
than one week, such as classes that meet Monday, Wednesday and Friday one 
week, then Tuesday and Thursday the next week. 

 
Fixed Rotation Days Calendar Type 

# of Rotation Weeks (required) – Select the number of Rotation Weeks from the 
pull-down menu. Options are 1 Week, 2 Weeks or 3 Weeks. 
Go – Automatically generate a Rotation Days grid using the number of weeks 
selected in the # of Rotation Weeks field. 
Code (required) – Enter a code, up to four characters, for this Day. If you want 
the Initialization Tasks to automatically update between years, you will need to 
use the exact same Code for each Day (you can also manually map between 
different codes). 
Name (required) – Enter a name for this Day, up to thirty characters. 

 – Edit the individual Periods of this day. 
<Back – Return to the previous tab, Periods. 

Next> – Proceed to the next tab, Projected Calendar. 

Cancel – Exit the Calendar Wizard and discard changes. 
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Alternating Rotation Days Calendar Type 
Alternating Rotation Days is a calendar with a repeating sequence of days, 
independent of the days of the week. For instance, you could have Blue Days 
and Gold Days, alternating each attending day, regardless of week length or the 
day of the week. 

 
Alternating Rotation Days Calendar Type 

# of Alternating Days (required) – Enter a number, or adjust with the  arrow 
buttons, to display an automatically-generated Rotation Days grid. 
Go – Automatically generate a Rotation Days grid using the number of days 
entered in the # of Alternating Days field. 
Code (required) – Enter a code, up to four characters, for this Day. If you want 
the Initialization Tasks to automatically update between years, you will need to 
use the exact same Code for each Day (you can also manually map between 
different codes). 
Name (required) – Enter a name for this Day, up to thirty characters. 

 – Edit the individual Periods of this day. 
<Back – Return to the previous tab, Periods. 
Next> – Proceed to the next tab, Projected Calendar. 
Cancel – Exit the Calendar Wizard and discard changes. 
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Calendar Wizard – Calendar Type Tab – Edit Periods 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School 
Building Administration – Calendar Wizard – Calendar Type Tab – Edit 
Record icon ( ) 
On this sub-screen, you can edit the Periods of each individual Rotation Day.  

 
Editing Periods of Each Rotation Day 

Include – If this box is checked, this Period will be included in this Rotation Day. 
Uncheck to create Partial days. 
Start Time – If a given Rotation Day has different times for Periods, enter the 
changed Start Time in this box. 
End Time – If a given Rotation Day has different times for Periods, enter the 
changed End Time in this box. 
Save – Save changes to the Periods of this Rotation Day and return to the 
standard Calendar Type tab. 
Cancel– Discard changes to the Periods of this Rotation Day and return to the 
standard Calendar Type tab. 
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Calendar Wizard – Projected Calendar Tab 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School 
Building Administration – Calendar Wizard – Projected Calendar Tab 
This tab displays the Calendar that your options in the previous tabs will create. 

 
Projected Calendar Tab on the Calendar Wizard Screen 

Non-Attending/Attending (view-only) – This column lists total days for each 
Reporting Term and for the School Year (listed to the right of the Start Date of 
each Reporting Term and the School Year). The number before the slash is total 
Non-Attending Days, and the number after the slash is total Attending Days. 
The number of days students attend school may differ from the Attending Days 
total, since Attending Days includes Parent-Teacher Days, Teacher In-Service 
Days and Teacher Work Days. 
<Back – Return to the previous tab, Calendar Type. 
Finish – Complete the Calendar Wizard and create a Master Calendar. 
Cancel – Exit the Calendar Wizard and discard changes. 
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Complete Initialization Follow-up Checklist 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School Year 
Initialization – Follow-up Checklist 
After running tasks at each Building Level of Initialization, navigate to “Review 
Initialization Follow-up Checklist” for a list of tasks yet to be completed. 

 
Review Initialization Follow-up Checklist 

Incomplete Tasks Only – Select to display only incomplete tasks or uncheck it 
to show all tasks, regardless of completion status. 
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Initialization Task – Displays the name of the task. 
Follow-up Task – Displays the name of the task that is yet to be completed. 
Description – Displays a brief explanation of the follow-up task.  
Instructions – Displays instructions on how to complete follow-up tasks.  
Run By/On – Displays the name, date, and time of when the initialization task 
was run. 
Completed – Displays a checkbox that displays if the task has been completed 
or not.  
“Go to” Link – Provides a link to the relevant page to complete the follow-up 
task. 

Note: Not all tasks will apply to all levels of context. 

 

School Year Initialization Tasks (Building Level – First 
Pass) 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School Year 
Initialization – Execute Tasks 
The Execute School Year Initialization Tasks screens contain various tasks that 
are necessary for setting up a new school year. Before Initialization tasks are 
completed by building, they must first be completed at the ITC level and the 
District level because many tasks are dependent upon the data setup when 
completing the tasks at the Building Level. In your first pass on Building-Level 
Initialization, only run the specified Initialization Tasks. Building-level initialization 
tasks also require the Calendar Wizard to have been run. 
Important: Change your current working school to the Building and select 
the year you wish to initialize. 
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Execute Tasks – Module Task List Tab 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School Year 
Initialization – Execute Tasks – Module Task List Tab 

 
Module Task List Tab (Building Level) on the 

Execute School Year Initialization Tasks Screen 

In the first pass, only run the following tasks: School: Configuration, School: Staff 
Members, Student: Profile, Student: Admission, Student: Homerooms, Student: 
Memberships, Discipline, Fees, Fee Proration, Attendance: Absence Events, 
Attendance: Absence Letters and Marks: Mark Configuration. 
Do Not Execute – Temporarily skip this task. 
Skip – Skip the task entirely. 
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Execute Now – Perform this task now. 
Completed – If the task has already been completed at this level, the Completed 
checkbox will automatically be filled in. 
School: Configuration – This task will copy basic school configuration including 
registration defaults. 
School: Staff Members – This task will copy staff record configuration, including 
teacher and counselors. 
Student: Profile – This task will copy the code values used by the student 
profile. No student specific data is copied. 
Student: Admission – This task will copy code values for Student Admission 
and create Sub Calendar Entries. 
Student: Homerooms – This task will copy Homeroom Configuration. 
Student: Memberships – This task will copy special education services, 
memberships, and membership groups. 
Discipline – This task will copy code values for Discipline. 
Fees – This task will copy basic fee configuration, excluding Course and Course 
Section fees. 
Fee Proration – This task will copy fee prorations and proration details. 
Attendance: Absence Events – This task will copy configuration and code 
values used by attendance. 
Attendance: Absence Letters – This task will copy configuration used to 
generate absence letters. 
Marks: Mark Configuration – This task will copy configuration to support Marks. 
For information on the remainder of the Module Names, see sections 8. School 
Year Initialization Tasks (Building Level – Second Pass) and 11. School Year 
Initialization Tasks (Building Level – Third Pass). 
Click Next> to proceed to the Required Information Tab. 
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Execute Tasks – Required Information Tab 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School Year 
Initialization – Execute Tasks – Required Information Tab 

 
Required Information Tab (Building Level) on the 
Execute School Year Initialization Tasks Screen 

Source School Year – Select the school year you wish to copy values from for 
the new school year. 
New Locker Combination Series (optional) – Enter a new locker combination 
series to be defined at the District level. Leave blank if you plan to define a new 
series at the Building level or retain any combination series from prior years. 
Click <Back to return to the Module Task List tab.  
Click Next> to proceed to the Confirmation tab.  
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Execute Tasks – Confirmation Tab 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School Year 
Initialization – Execute Tasks – Confirmation Tab 

 
Confirmation Tab (Building Level) on the Execute School Year Initialization Tasks Screen 

Module Name – Displays the name of the tasks to be performed.  
Module Description – Displays a brief description of the module to be 
performed.  
Status – Displays the current status of each specific module: Pending, a 
processing icon, or Completed.  

Note: The Student: Memberships Task may take a long period of time. 

Click <Back to return to the Required Information tab.  
Click Execute to perform the specified tasks and proceed to the Results tab. 
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Execute Tasks – Results Tab 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School Year 
Initialization – Execute Tasks – Results Tab 

 
Results Tab (Building Level) on the Execute School Year Initialization Tasks Screen 

Module Name – Displays the name of the tasks to be performed.  
Module Description – Displays a brief description of the module to be 
performed. 
Status – Displays the results status of each specific module (Completed or 
Failed). 
Click View Log to see a more detailed listing of errors on the Initialization Job 
History (View Details) screen.  
Click Execute More Tasks to return to the Module Task List Tab and perform 
additional tasks.  
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Review Job History 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School Year 
Initialization – Job History 
Use the Initialization Job History screen to review the School Year Initialization 
job details and error messages.  
Important: This Job History information, and that on the View Details page, 
is different for each Level of Initialization. 

 
Initialization Job History Screen 

Date Run – Displays the date the job was submitted on.  
Run By – Displays the name of the user who submitted the job in “Lastname, 
Firstname” format. 
Tasks Completed – Displays the total of all tasks successfully completed.  
Tasks Skipped – Displays the total of all tasks skipped for the specified job.  
Tasks Incomplete – Displays the total of all tasks yet to be completed for the 
specified job.  
Tasks Failed – Displays the total of all tasks that failed to complete successfully 
for the specified job.  

Click  to view the Initialization Job History Details page for the specific job. 

 
Job History Details 
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Include Message Types – Check the appropriate box to display Fatal Errors, 
Non-Fatal Errors and/or Informational Messages. 
Fatal Errors are represented when an entire record is not inserted because not 
all required elements were available. For example, when a schedule is copied 
and course sections are created, if a course section could not be matched to an 
existing course, that record would not be inserted. 
Non-Fatal Errors occur when an optional field within a record could not be 
“translated.” The example with Fees and Memberships, given above, could 
generate these types of errors. The new fee record could still be inserted without 
the membership filter value populated. 

 
Non-Fatal Errors in the Job History Details 

Informational Messages are simply that: messages providing optional 
information, such as how many codes were copied, which database tables were 
affected, and so on. 

 
Informational Messages in the Job History Details 

Follow-Up Actions – Each task may have one or more Follow-Up Actions listed 
at the lower-left of the task detail. 
Important: These actions are vital to School Year Initialization, but must be 
done manually for each Level of Initialization. For more information on 
Follow-Up Actions, see section 7. Complete Initialization Follow-up 
Checklist. 
Click Refresh to update the information on the screen. Use this option if you 
have changed the “Include Message Types” options. 
Click View Jobs to return to the main Job History summary page.  
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Complete Initialization Follow-up Checklist 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School Year 
Initialization – Follow-up Checklist 
After running tasks at each Building Level of Initialization, navigate to “Review 
Initialization Follow-up Checklist” for a list of tasks yet to be completed. 

 
Review Initialization Follow-up Checklist 

Incomplete Tasks Only – Select to display only incomplete tasks or uncheck it 
to show all tasks, regardless of completion status. 
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Initialization Task – Displays the name of the task. 
Follow-up Task – Displays the name of the task that is yet to be completed. 
Description – Displays a brief explanation of the follow-up task. 
Instructions – Displays instructions on how to complete follow-up tasks.  
Run By/On – Displays the name, date, and time of when the initialization task 
was run. 
Completed – Displays a checkbox that displays if the task has been completed 
or not.  
“Go to” Link – Provides a link to the relevant page to complete the follow-up 
task. 

Note: Not all tasks will apply to all levels of context. 

 

School Year Initialization Tasks (Building Level – Second 
Pass) 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School Year 
Initialization – Execute Tasks 
The Execute School Year Initialization Tasks screens contain various tasks that 
are necessary for setting up a new school year. Before initialization tasks are 
completed by building, they must first be completed at the ITC level and the 
District level because many tasks are dependent upon the data setup when 
completing the tasks at the Building Level. Building-level initialization tasks also 
require the Calendar Wizard to have been run. 
Important: Change your current working school to the Building and select 
the year you wish to initialize. 
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Execute Tasks – Module Task List Tab 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School Year 
Initialization – Execute Tasks – Module Task List Tab 

 
Module Task List Tab (Second Pass) on the 

Execute School Year Initialization Tasks Screen 

In the second pass, only run the following tasks: Scheduling: Course 
Configuration and Scheduling: Courses. 
Do Not Execute – Temporarily skip this task. 
Skip – Skip the task entirely. 
Execute Now – Perform this task now. 
Completed – If the task has already been completed at this level, the Completed 
checkbox will automatically be filled in. 
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Scheduling: Course Configuration – This task will copy setup tables used by 
the course catalog. 
Scheduling: Courses – This task will copy the course catalog, Credit Flex 
values and related fees. 
For information on the remainder of the Module Names, see sections 5. School 
Year Initialization Tasks (Building Level – First Pass) and 11. School Year 
Initialization Tasks (Building Level – Third Pass). 
Click Next> to proceed to the Required Information Tab.  

Execute Tasks – Required Information Tab 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School Year 
Initialization – Execute Tasks – Required Information Tab 

 
Required Information Tab (Second Pass) on the 

Execute School Year Initialization Tasks Screen (Top) 
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Required Information Tab (Second Pass) on the 

Execute School Year Initialization Tasks Screen (Bottom) 

Source School Year – Select the school year you wish to copy values from for 
the new school year. 
Source Report Terms – Each Target Report Term will have a Source Report 
Term assigned to it if the Reporting Term codes match exactly. Otherwise, select 
the appropriate Source Reporting Term or select “-- DO NOT LOAD --” for each 
Reporting Term. 
Source Course Term – Each Target Course Term will have a Source Course 
Term assigned to it if the Course Term codes match exactly. Otherwise, select 
the appropriate Source Course Term or select “-- DO NOT LOAD --” for each 
Course Term. 
Source Period – Each Target Period for each school day will have a Source 
Period assigned to it if the Period codes, Day Type and School Day Codes all 
match exactly. Otherwise, select the appropriate Source Period or select “-- DO 
NOT LOAD --” for each period of each day. 
Click <Back to return to the Module Task List tab.  
Click Next> to proceed to the Confirmation tab.  
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Execute Tasks – Confirmation Tab 

Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School Year 
Initialization – Execute Tasks – Confirmation Tab 

 
Confirmation Tab (Second Pass) on the Execute School Year Initialization Tasks Screen 

Module Name – Displays the name of the tasks to be performed.  
Module Description – Displays a brief description of the module to be 
performed.  
Status – Displays the current status of each specific module: Pending, a 
processing icon, or Completed. 

Note: The Scheduling: Schedule Task will take a long period of time. 

Click <Back to return to the Required Information tab.  
Click Execute to perform the specified tasks and proceed to the Results tab.  
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Execute Tasks – Results Tab 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School Year 
Initialization – Execute Tasks – Results Tab 

 
Results Tab (Second Pass) on the Execute School Year Initialization Tasks Screen 

Module Name – Displays the name of the tasks to be performed. 
Module Description – Displays a brief description of the module to be 
performed. 
Status – Displays the results status of each specific module (Completed or 
Failed). 
Click View Log to see a more detailed listing of errors on the Initialization Job 
History (View Details) screen.  
Click Execute More Tasks to return to the Module Task List Tab and perform 
additional tasks.  

Review Job History 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School Year 
Initialization – Job History 
Use the Initialization Job History screen to review the School Year Initialization 
job details and error messages.  
Important: This Job History information, and that on the View Details page, 
is different for each Level of Initialization. 
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Initialization Job History Screen 

Date Run – Displays the date the job was submitted on.  
Run By – Displays the name of the user who submitted the job in “Lastname, 
Firstname” format. 
Tasks Completed – Displays the total of all tasks successfully completed.  
Tasks Skipped – Displays the total of all tasks skipped for the specified job.  
Tasks Incomplete – Displays the total of all tasks yet to be completed for the 
specified job.  
Tasks Failed – Displays the total of all tasks that failed to complete successfully 
for the specified job.  

Click  to view the Initialization Job History Details page for the specific job. 

 
Initialization Job History 

Include Message Types – Check the appropriate box to display Fatal Errors, 
Non-Fatal Errors and/or Informational Messages.  
Fatal Errors are represented when an entire record is not inserted because not 
all required elements were available. For example, when a schedule is copied 
and course sections are created, if a course section could not be matched to an 
existing course, that record would not be inserted. 
Non-Fatal Errors occur when an optional field within a record could not be 
“translated.” The example with Fees and Memberships, given above, could 
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generate these types of errors. The new fee record could still be inserted without 
the membership filter value populated. 

 
Non-Fatal Errors in the Initialization Job History 

Informational Messages are simply that: messages providing optional 
information, such as how many codes were copied, which database tables were 
affected, and so on. 

 
Information Messages in the Initialization Job History 

Follow-Up Actions – Each task may have one or more Follow-Up Actions listed 
at the lower-left of the task detail. 
Important: These actions are vital to School Year Initialization, but must be 
done manually for each Level of Initialization. For more information on 
Follow-Up Actions, see section 10. Complete Initialization Follow-up 
Checklist. 
Click Refresh to update the information on the screen. Use this option if you 
have changed the “Include Message Types” options. 
Click View Jobs to return to the main Job History summary page. 
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Complete Initialization Follow-up Checklist 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School Year 
Initialization – Follow-up Checklist 
After running tasks at each Building Level of Initialization, navigate to “Review 
Initialization Follow-up Checklist” for a list of tasks yet to be completed. 

 
Review Initialization Follow-up Check List Screen 

Incomplete Tasks Only – Select the checkbox to display only incomplete tasks 
or uncheck it to show all tasks, regardless of completion status. 
Initialization Task – Displays the name of the task. 
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Follow-up Task – Displays the name of the task that is yet to be completed. 
Description – Displays a brief explanation of the follow-up task.  
Instructions – Displays instructions on how to complete follow-up tasks.  
Run By/On – Displays the name, date, and time of when the initialization task 
was run. 
Completed – Displays a checkbox that displays if the task has been completed 
or not.  
“Go to” Link – Provides a link to the relevant page to complete the follow-up 
task 

Note: Not all tasks will apply to all levels of context. 

 

School Year Initialization Tasks (Building Level – Third 
Pass) 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School Year 
Initialization – Execute Tasks 
The Execute School Year Initialization Tasks screens contain various tasks that 
are necessary for setting up a new school year. Before the remaining tasks are 
completed by building, they must first be completed at the ITC level and the 
District level because many tasks are dependent upon the data setup when 
completing the tasks at the Building Level. Building-level initialization tasks also 
require the Calendar Wizard to have been run. 
Important: Change your current working school to the Building and select 
the year you wish to initialize. 

Execute Tasks – Module Task List Tab 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School Year 
Initialization – Execute Tasks – Module Task List Tab 
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Modula Task List Tab (Third Pass) on the Execute School Year Initialization Tasks Screen 

In the third pass, only run the following tasks: Scheduling: Schedule, Marks: 
Marking Patterns, Marks: GPAs, Marks: Honor Rolls and Course History. 
Do Not Execute – Temporarily skip this task. 
Skip – Skip the task entirely. 
Execute Now – Perform this task now. 
Completed – If the task has already been completed at this level, the Completed 
checkbox will automatically be filled in. 
Scheduling: Schedule – This task will copy course sections and the related fees 
from an existing schedule into a new schedule. StudentInformation copies course 
information, such as course section ID, staff ID, teacher name, location, start 
date and end date periods. The initial Teacher History records in the new school 
year are created from the Meeting Time records of the current school year. 
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Marks: Marking Patterns – This task will copy code values for Marking Patterns. 
Marks: GPAs – This task will copy configuration used to calculate GPA’s.  
Marks: Honor Rolls – This task will copy configuration used to support Honor 
Roll. 
Course History – This task will copy code values for Transfer Status.  
For information on the remainder of the Module Names, see sections 5. School 
Year Initialization Tasks (Building Level – First Pass) and 8. School Year 
Initialization Tasks (Building Level – Second Pass). 
Click Next> to proceed to the Required Information Tab.  

Execute Tasks – Required Information Tab 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School Year 
Initialization – Execute Tasks – Required Information Tab 

 
Required Information Tab (Third Pass) on the  

Execute School Year Initialization Tasks Screen (Top) 
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Required Information Tab (Third Pass) on the  

Execute School Year Initialization Tasks Screen (Bottom) 

Source School Year – Select the school year you wish to copy values from for 
the new school year. 
Source Report Terms – Each Target Report Term will have a Source Report 
Term assigned to it if the Reporting Term codes match exactly. Otherwise, select 
the appropriate Source Reporting Term or select “-- DO NOT LOAD --” for each 
Reporting Term. 
Source Course Term – Each Target Course Term will have a Source Course 
Term assigned to it if the Course Term codes match exactly. Otherwise, select 
the appropriate Source Course Term or select “-- DO NOT LOAD --” for each 
Course Term. 
Source Period – Each Target Period for each school day will have a Source 
Period assigned to it if the Period codes, Day Type and School Day Codes all 
match exactly. Otherwise, select the appropriate Source Period or select “-- DO 
NOT LOAD --” for each period of each day. 
Click <Back to return to the Module Task List tab.  
Click Next> to proceed to the Confirmation tab.  

Execute Tasks – Confirmation Tab 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School Year 
Initialization – Execute Tasks – Confirmation Tab 
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Confirmation Tab (Third Pass) on the Execute School Year Initialization Screen 

Module Name – Displays the name of the tasks to be performed. 
Module Description – Displays a brief description of the module to be 
performed. 
Status – Displays the current status of each specific module: Pending, a 
processing icon, or Completed.  

Note: The Scheduling: Schedule Task will take a long period of time. 

Click <Back to return to the Required Information tab.  
Click Execute to perform the specified tasks and proceed to the Results tab. 

Execute Tasks – Results Tab 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School Year 
Initialization – Execute Tasks – Results Tab 
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Results Tab (Third Pass) on the Execute School Year Initialization Tasks Screen 

Module Name – Displays the name of the tasks to be performed. 
Module Description – Displays a brief description of the module to be 
performed. 
Status – Displays the results status of each specific module (Completed or 
Failed). 
Click View Log to see a more detailed listing of errors on the Initialization Job 
History (View Details) screen.  
Click Execute More Tasks to return to the Module Task List Tab and perform 
additional tasks.  

Review Job History 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School Year 
Initialization – Job History 
Use the Initialization Job History screen to review the School Year Initialization 
job details and error messages. 
Important: This Job History information, and that on the View Details page, 
is different for each Level of Initialization. 

 
Initialization Job History Screen 
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Date Run – Displays the date the job was submitted on. 
Run By – Displays the name of the user who submitted the job in “Lastname, 
Firstname” format. 
Tasks Completed – Displays the total of all tasks successfully completed. 
Tasks Skipped – Displays the total of all tasks skipped for the specified job. 
Tasks Incomplete – Displays the total of all tasks yet to be completed for the 
specified job. 
Tasks Failed – Displays the total of all tasks that failed to complete successfully 
for the specified job. 

Click  to view the Initialization Job History Details page for the specific job. 

 
Initialization Job History Details 

Include Message Types – Check the appropriate box to display Fatal Errors, 
Non-Fatal Errors and/or Informational Messages. 
Fatal Errors are represented when an entire record is not inserted because not 
all required elements were available. For example, when a schedule is copied 
and course sections are created, if a course section could not be matched to an 
existing course, that record would not be inserted. 
Non-Fatal Errors occur when an optional field within a record could not be 
“translated.” The example with Fees and Memberships, given above, could 
generate these types of errors. The new fee record could still be inserted without 
the membership filter value populated. 

 
Non-Fatal Errors in the Initialization Job History 
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Informational Messages are simply that: messages providing optional 
information, such as how many codes were copied, which database tables were 
affected, and so on. 

 
Information Messages in the Initialization Job History 

Follow-Up Actions – Each task may have one or more Follow-Up Actions listed 
at the lower-left of the task detail. 
Important: These actions are vital to School Year Initialization, but must be 
done manually for each Level of Initialization. For more information on 
Follow-Up Actions, see section 13. Complete Initialization Follow-up 
Checklist. 
Click Refresh to update the information on the screen. Use this option if you 
have changed the “Include Message Types” options. 
Click View Jobs to return to the main Job History summary page. 
 

 

Complete Initialization Follow-up Checklist 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – School Year 
Initialization – Follow-up Checklist 
After running tasks at each Building Level of Initialization, navigate to “Review 
Initialization Follow-up Checklist” for a list of tasks yet to be completed. 
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Review Initialization Follow-up Checklist 

Incomplete Tasks Only – Check the checkbox to display only incomplete tasks 
or uncheck it to show all tasks, regardless of completion status. 
Initialization Task – Displays the name of the task. 
Follow-up Task – Displays the name of the task that is yet to be completed. 
Description – Displays a brief explanation of the follow-up task. 
Instructions – Displays instructions on how to complete follow-up tasks.  
Run By/On – Displays the name, date, and time of when the initialization task 
was run. 
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Completed – Displays a checkbox that displays if the task has been completed 
or not. 
“Go to” Link – Provides a link to the relevant page to complete the follow-up 
task. 

Note: Not all tasks will apply to all levels of context. 

 

Create Default Schedule Results (Building Level) 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Scheduler – Schedule Result Sets 
Create a schedule result set using the name Default Schedule Result. Refer to 
the ProgressBook StudentInformation Scheduling Guide for more information. 
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Change Log 
The following Change Log explains by Product Version, Heading, Page and 
Reason where changes in the ProgressBook StudentInformation Security Guide 
have been made. 
Product 
Version Heading Page Reason 

14.7.0 Entire Guide N/A Removed/updated references to the 
retired ProgressBook 
StudentInformation General Use Guide. 

14.5.0 “SIS-Student-Edit Profile Node” 17 Updated section and image to show 
new Edit Profile FY15 node. 

14.0.0 “Create Users” 32 Updated description of Employee 
Number field to indicate the field only 
accepts numeric characters. 

14.0.0 “Edit Users” 34 Updated description of Employee 
Number field to indicate the field only 
accepts numeric characters. 
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Security Overview 
Security defines access to the various features in the StudentInformation system. 
The security administration pages use a number of concepts similar to modern 
network operating systems. This section focuses on concepts and background 
information needed to understand and use the Security system. 

Base Concepts 
Determining the Access. Roles are used or created to define access to specific 
nodes or branches of the site map. This is covered in more detail in the Site Map 
Hierarchy section below. 
Giving Users Access. Users are given access to StudentInformation by being 
granted one or more role/school combinations. The role defines the access while 
school defines where that access is given. These role/school combinations can 
be assigned directly to the user account or can be applied to the user account 
through their membership in one or more groups with direct or inherited 
role/school assignments. 
Open – Shut – Clear. Each node access (i.e. Create, Read, Update, Delete) in 
StudentInformation can have one of the following settings: Open, Shut, Clear. 
Open means the user is granted access. Shut means the user is denied access. 
Clear means neither an Open or Shut has been assigned to the menu item. 
When one school/role assigns an Open to the menu item and a second 
school/role assigns a Shut to that menu item, the shut will take precedence. A 
Shut always takes precedence over an Open. Each node defined in the role has 
the security options of Create, Read, Update, and Delete though for several 
items. 

Group Hierarchy 
Groups can be members of other groups thus making a hierarchy of groups. 
While this is a very powerful feature, it should be used sparingly and only in 
situations where this is determined to be time saving or the complexity lends 
itself to solve the security configuration need. 
In a group hierarchy, any security applied to the parent group is inherited by the 
members of that group and also members of any child (or grandchild, great-
grandchild, etc.) groups. Note that security applied to a child group does not flow 
up to the members of the parent group. 

School Hierarchy 
Access in StudentInformation is specified on a school basis. Schools within 
StudentInformation are organized in a hierarchical fashion. For instance, District 
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A has elementary school buildings E, F, G, and H; middle school buildings M and 
N; and high school building Z. The following hierarchy could be setup in 
StudentInformation to represent these buildings.  
District A 
 + Elementary Buildings 
  + Building E 
  + Building F 
  + Building G 
  + Building H 
 + Middle School Buildings 
  + Building M 
  + Building N 
 + Building Z (high school) 
Assume that a user needs access to the Student List menu item for all schools in 
the district. While you could grant this user access to Student List for buildings E, 
F, G, H, M, N and Z; the easier approach would be to grant access to Student 
List for District A. Granting access at to District A rather than each individual 
building would give the user access to building I if it was added to the district at a 
later time. Likewise, access for the district wide elementary curriculum director 
could be added to the “Elementary Buildings” entry rather than each of the 
elementary buildings separately. 

Site Map Hierarchy 
Navigation and security in StudentInformation is based on the hierarchical site 
map. In looking at the sample site map clip-it shown below, the menu item 
“Contact” is available by selecting “SIS” from the main menu then selecting 
“Student”. Security is configured by either adding or denying access to any of the 
nodes on the site map. Access is propagated down the site map. For instance, if 
access is granted to Student, then the user would have access to the Student 
node as well as each of the nodes below it (i.e. Contact, Medical, Misc. Data, and 
Notes). Also, in order to get to the Student node, access to the SIS node is 
implied. 
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SIS 
 + Student 
  + Contact 
  + Medical 
  + Misc. Data 
  + Notes 
 + School 
  + Counselors 
  + Free Lockers 
 + Registration 
Denying access to a particular node takes precedence over granting access to it. 
Assume access was denied to school and access was granted to “Free 
Lockers.” The denying of access to school blocks access to the School node 
and each of the nodes below it (including Free Lockers). 

 

Understanding the Security Module 
This section focuses on terminology used in the Security system. 

Default Domain 
The domain value is used to create and house Windows user accounts at the 
DA-Site where StudentInformation is run. All accounts are created in the default 
domain unless your district or school has established a trust between your 
Windows server and the server at the DA-Site maintaining the Windows user 
accounts. 

Domain 
A Windows user account is used to access StudentInformation. The domain 
value indicates which Windows domain the user account is located in. For 
installations with trusts to district servers, several domain values may be 
available to select from. 

Group 
A group is a collection of users and other groups. Groups can be used for 
collection purposes, assignment of job functions, and/or assignment of security 
access. 
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Job Function 
Job functions are recognized jobs in the educational environment. For example, 
the current list of job functions include: All, Teacher, Principal, Superintendent, 
Secretary, Media Specialist, EMIS Coordinator, Technology Coordinator, 
Curriculum Coordinator, Bus Driver, Cafeteria Worker, Counselor, and Nurse. 
Job functions can be applied to groups which in turn determine what the users 
that comprise that group can see in the StudentInformation Portal. Job functions 
can also be applied to the staff school assignments which determine the list of 
staff members in several drop-down lists of staff members. 

Node 
One menu item on the site map. A node includes information describing the page 
heading, the name in the navigation, what type of access the node provides, and 
the type of node. 

Operator 
The operator is the person using the StudentInformation security administration 
pages. Most likely that is you since you are reading this information. Other 
references to the person using the StudentInformation security administration 
pages include the Security Administrator or the Super User. 

Role 
A role is a collection of nodes with the corresponding security permissions. Roles 
are usually associated with a specific task, set of tasks, or type of position in the 
school. For example, one role, “Take Attendance”, would allow users assigned 
the role to access the page used to enter attendance information. Another role, 
“Run Reports” would allow the users to run the various reports in the 
StudentInformation application. Yet another role, “Guidance Counselor” would 
define all the areas of StudentInformation that the guidance counselor for this 
school should have access to. 
Permissions on the nodes within a role are Open, Shut, or Clear. Each of these 
permissions can be set for Create, Read, Update, and Delete access. Open 
means the role allows that action to be taken. Shut indicates that the role does 
not allow any of the assigned users access to that option. Clear means that the 
role does not define whether access is granted or denied. 
Roles are either pre-defined roles (included as part of the StudentInformation 
software package – StudentInformation State Support recommends they not be 
used) or local roles. While both roles are available for use in StudentInformation, 
only the local roles can be created, modified, and removed. 
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Role Scope 
Role scope is the schools assigned to be able to use this role. When a school is 
assigned to a role, the role scope includes the assigned schools and any of their 
children. The role scope also includes the administrative school but does not 
include any children of the administrative school unless those schools are 
assigned. 

School 
A school is any educational entity referenced in StudentInformation. Schools are 
organized into a hierarchy. 
In StudentInformation, the following additional references to schools are made: 

• Administrative School –The administrative school defines the 
recognized owner of the item which the administrative school is being 
applied. For instance, in the portal administration pages, the administrative 
school of an announcement indicates what school a user must have 
access to in order to edit or remove that announcement. Items such as 
users, groups, and roles also have administrative schools associated with 
them. 

• Context School – Used in the maintenance of groups. The context school 
of a group indicates the school to which the group’s job functions apply. 

• Default School – The default school is the school that is designated as 
the working school when the user logs into StudentInformation. Default 
school can be set or changed when changing your working school. 

• Selected Schools – The list of schools the user has selected to be the 
currently active schools. The selected school determines what schools 
appear in the EZ Query portion of the application and also what content is 
displayed in the portal. Selected schools can either be saved for the 
current session or can be saved permanently. 

• Working School – The working school is the current school that the user 
is working in. The working school name is listed in the upper right hand 
corner of StudentInformation. 

Site Map 
The site map is a hierarchical listing of nodes. The site map is the basis for the 
StudentInformation navigational system. 
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Staff Impersonation 
Staff impersonation is the ability in StudentInformation for a user to be able to do 
tasks as if they were the staff member that they are impersonating. For each staff 
member that a user impersonates, zero or more staff user permissions can be 
applied. Users can also impersonate all staff members in the school if so 
specified. This option is mostly used by administrative staff. 

Staff Member 
A staff member represents one district employee. A user can be assigned to one 
staff member per district.  

Staff User Permission 
A staff user permission is a designation of what the user impersonating a staff 
member can do. For example, the current list of staff user permissions include: 
Full, Fee Collect, EZ Query, Attendance, and Marks. 

User 
A user represents one login account to the StudentInformation system. Users 
have an administrative school which indicates which school can manage the 
user. 

Vendor 
If your district uses ProgressBook VendorLink, a vendor is set up in 
StudentInformation as a user. You must assign the roles and schools to define 
the information the vendor application can access in StudentInformation. 

Special Note concerning Security, EZ Query, and the Teacher 
Menu 
The EZ Query and Teacher Menu modules have specialized security functionality 
based on Staff Member settings and job functions. See ProgressBook 
StudentInformation EZ Query Guide and ProgressBook StudentInformation 
Teacher Menu Guide for additional information. 
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Security Maintenance 

Moving Accounts from DSL to StudentInformation 
Navigation: Home – Management – Security – DSL TO DASL 
Please contact your ITC for more information about DSL to DASL. 

Role Maintenance 
Navigation: Home – Management – Security – View Roles 
Roles are used to define which of the StudentInformation features a user can 
access. Role management is the process of creating, changing, and removing 
roles as well as defining the access the role will have to each of the nodes on the 
site map. Role assignment involves assigning users to a role/school combination. 

Note: A user may be assigned multiple roles. If two roles conflict 
regarding a node, any role that denies access to that node takes 
precedence over a role that grants access to that node. Denial of access 
to a node also takes precedence over default access (neither granted nor 
denied) to that node. 

 

Find Roles 
Navigation: Home – Management – Security – View Roles 

 
View Roles Screen 

Click Add New Role to add a new role. 

School – Choose the school of the group(s) to filter from the drop-down list. This 
will limit your search based on the administrative school of the role. 
Role Name – The name of the role(s) to filter. See “Find Users” for an 
explanation and examples of the use of wildcards in filters. 
Click Search to list the roles that match the criteria selected to which you have 
access. 
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In addition to matching the search filters, users must have an administrative 
school that you as the operator have security access to for the page where the 
search takes place. 

 
Adding New Roles 

School – Administrative school of role. 
Role Name – Descriptive name of role. 

– View/edit Details about a specific role. 
 – Delete role 
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Remove Roles 
Navigation:  Home – Management – Security – View Roles 

Note: As of the 8.1.0 release, deleting a role now also removes that role 
from any user who was assigned that role. 

 
Removing a Role on View Roles Screen 

Click  to delete the school name/role. 

 
Deletion Confirmation Message 

Ok – Delete the specified role. 
Cancel – Do not delete the specified role. 
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Create/Update Roles 
Navigation: Home – Management – Security – View Roles – Add/Edit Roles 
Click Add New Role to add a new role. 

 
Adding a New Role 

Role Name (required) – Enter the name of the new role (be as descriptive as 
possible). 
Administrative School (required) – Choose the administrative school from the 
drop-down list. This designates what schools can edit the role. 

Note: The role/administrative school combination must be unique (no 
other role can have the same combination). 

Available – The available buildings and districts that can be assigned to be 
within the scope of this role. 
Assigned – The schools assigned to be able to use this role. 
Save – Save new role and proceed with setting Sitemap Access. 
Save and New – Save new role and return to this page to enter another new 
role. 

 
Edit Sitemap Access – Set sitemap access for this role (see “Sitemap Access”). 
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Sitemap Access 
Navigation: Home – Management – Security – View Roles – Add New Role 
button or View Details icon – Sitemap Access button 
This screen is accessed by first selecting or creating a role, then clicking the 
Sitemap Access button on that role’s maintenance screen. 

 
View Roles Screen 

Click  to view details of this role, or click Add New Role to create a role. 
Click Edit Sitemap Access to view and set sitemap access for this role. 
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Edit Site Map Access 

The Sitemap Access brings up the StudentInformation sitemap with the four 
access settings (Display, Add, Change, Delete) in front of each node. The 
sitemap is displayed hierarchically. Access for a node can be toggled between 
Open, Shut, and Clear by clicking on the space or icon to the right of each 
access setting name.  

Open  – The user with this role can use the option in 
StudentInformation. 
Shut  – The user with the role is denied access to this option in 
StudentInformation. 
Clear (blank) – Access is neither allowed nor restricted to this node. 

The nodes can be expanded and collapsed using the  and  buttons to the left 
of the folders. 
Save Access – Save the Sitemap Access for this role. 
Cancel – Do not save the Sitemap Access for this role. 
In the following example, this role has Display access to all of SIS, except they 
do not have Delete access to SIS-Registration and SIS-Student. They also are 
denied all access to SIS-Attendance – except they have Display, Add, Change, 
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and Delete access to the Daily Attendance Completion List, if they can reach it 
from some other path (such as through a direct Portal Link). 

 
Defining Security Role Access 

 

Extra System Permissions 

Of particular note is the “Extra System Permissions” Sitemap Node.  

 
Extra System Permissions Sitemap Node 

This node allows the Security Administrator to set specific permissions for 
individual actions, rather than pages, for certain elements of StudentInformation. 
Update past on calendar dates wizard – Opening the Display access of this 
Extra Permission setting allows the role to edit past dates using the Calendar 
Dates Wizard. This is needed for any user not marked as “Is Privileged” who will 
edit past dates using the Calendar Dates Wizard. 
Course History Default Settings – Opening the Display access of this Extra 
Permission setting allows the role to set the default Course History display 
settings for the Building. 
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Extra System Permissions - Portal 

 
Extra System Permissions - Portal 

Portal – Document – Opening this Extra Permission setting allows the role to 
Display, Add, Change or Delete items from the Portal page Documents section. If 
you want a user to have access to the Portal or Home page, you must assign the 
user at least Display access to the Portal. 
Portal – Link – Opening this Extra Permission setting allows the role to View, 
Display, Change or Delete items from the Portal page Quick Links section. 
Portal – Html Document – Opening this Extra Permission setting allows the role 
to Display, Add, Change or Delete items from the Portal page Headlines! section. 
Portal – Event – Opening this Extra Permission setting allows the role to 
Display, Add, Change or Delete items from the Portal page Upcoming Events 
section. 
Portal – Announcement – Opening this Extra Permission setting allows the role 
to Display, Add, Change or Delete items from the Portal page Announcements 
section. 

Extra System Permissions - EMIS 
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EMIS – Free and Reduced Lunch Status – Opening the Display access of this 
Extra Permission setting allows the role to view and edit the Free and 
Reduced/Lunch Status on the Student Profile – FD-Attributes tab. It also allows 
the role to view and edit the Free/Reduced Lunch Status on the Student Profile 
Bulk Update – FS-Standing & FD-Attributes-Effective Date tab. It also displays 
the Free/Reduced Lunch Status when using the Student Registration Wizard. 

Note: If you grant a user access to view the Free/Reduced Lunch Status, 
the user can also edit the status. The Free/Reduced Lunch Status security 
options provide all or nothing access for the user. 

EMIS – Override “Closed” on Situation History – Opening the Display access 
of this Extra Permission setting allows the role to update EMIS Situation History 
in closed EMIS Reporting Periods. Please note that EMIS Situation History is 
only used before FY09 (08-09). 
EMIS – View/Update State Student ID – Opening the Display access of this 
Extra Permission setting allows the role to view or update the State Student ID 
(SSID) on the Private tab of the Student Profile (editing the Private tab also 
requires the Edit Student Profile/SIS Student Search extra permission). Access 
must be given to this Extra Permission Setting to access the State Student ID on 
the following screens: 

• EZ  Query – Reports – SIS Student Search 

• EZ Query – EZ Students – Shared Student Data (JVS/Home) 

• EZ Query – EZ Students – EMIS Demographic 

• EZ Query – Reports – Download Class List 
EMIS – Edit Student Profile/SIS Student Search – In the 08-09 school year 
and after, opening the Display access of this Extra Permission setting allows the 
role to view or update information on the FS-Student Standing, FS-Student 
Attendance, FD-Attributes-Effective Date, FN-Attributes-No Date, or Private tabs. 
In school years prior to 08-09, this setting allows the role to view or update 
information on the EMIS 1, EMIS 2, EMIS 3, Preschool, or Private tabs (the 
Custom tab also requires an additional permission, described below). This Extra 
System Permission is also required to access the Field Selection - EMIS sub-tab 
on the SIS Student Search. 

Note: If you grant a user access to view the EMIS tabs on the Student 
Profile screen, the user can also edit the EMIS tabs on the Student Profile 
screen. These security options provide all or nothing access for the user. 
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Extra System Permissions - SIS 

 
Extra System Permissions - SIS 

SIS – Daily Attendance Extended Permissions – Opening this Extra 
Permission setting allows the role to display, add, change, or delete existing 
Absence Records through the Teacher Menu’s Daily Attendance entry screen. 
SIS – Period Attendance Extended Permissions – This Extra Permission is 
not used by StudentInformation and will be removed in a future release. 
SIS – Custom Profile Data – Opening this Extra Permission setting allows the 
role to display, add, change, or delete information on the Custom tab of the 
Student Profile. 
SIS – Enrollment Alerts – Opening this Extra Permission setting allows the role 
to display, add, change, and delete Enrollment Alerts from the Portal page. 
SIS – Assign Course Conflicts – Opening this Extra Permission setting allows 
the role to assign courses for a student that cause conflicts with that student’s 
schedule. 
SIS – Overfill Course Sections – Opening this Extra Permission setting allows 
the role to add assignments to Course Sections that would create an overfill. 
SIS – Marks Cutoff Date – Opening this Extra Permission setting allows the role 
to edit or update the Student Exception Credit screen and the Marks Cutoff Date 
on the Reporting Terms Maintenance screen. 
SIS – Delete All Family Groups – Opening this Extra Permission setting allows 
the role to display the Remove existing groups in the district check box on the 
General tab of the Family Groups Wizard. 
SIS – Reassign Student Number – Opening this Extra Permission setting 
allows the role to reassign the student number on the General tab of the Student 
Profile and use the Auto-Assign Student Number check box on the Student 
Profile. 
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SIS – School – District Contact Code Mapping – Opening this Extra 
Permission setting allows the role to display the District Codes column on the 
Contact Type Codes Maintenance  screen. 
SIS – Add User – As Vendor – Opening this Extra Permission setting allows the 
role to display the Is Vendor check box on the Security – User screen. 

SIS-Student-Edit Profile Node 

In Security-View Roles-Edit Sitemap Access, the following Edit Profile nodes 
display under SIS-Student – Edit Profile FY09, Edit Profile FY08, Edit Profile 
FY15 and Edit Student Profile. If you have any roles with special security on Edit 
Profile (such as green dot or red X), you need to ensure all instances of the Edit 
Profile node are updated accordingly. 
The Edit Profile Router controls access to all variations of the profile, so if you 
deny access to the Edit Profile Router, the user is not able to access any profile 
screen. You can set security on these nodes separately if needed. 

 
Edit Student Profile Sitemap Node 

VendorLink Permissions 

The VendorLink node contains permissions to the methods a vendor application 
needs to access information in StudentInformation. The only available access 
setting you can define is Execute.  
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To enable access to a method for this role, click the space to the right of the 
Execute access setting until the Allow Access icon displays. To deny access to a 
method, click the space again until the Deny Access icon displays. 

Note: If you allow or deny access to the parent folder for a group of 
methods, the permission is applied to all of the methods unless you deny 
or allow access to a specific method. For example, in the following figure, 
the role allows access to all of the methods in the Students folder except 
GetStudentPersonal(s) – Medical Alerts and GetStudentSchoolEnrollment. 

 
VendorLink Permissions on the Sitemap Access Screen 

Display Role Access 
Navigation: Home – Management – Security – Display Role Access 
The Display Role Access screen is a read-only screen that displays the Sitemap 
access (see “Sitemap Access”) for a selected role. 

 
Display Role Access Screen 

School – Select the appropriate school from the drop-down list. 

Role – Select the role for which you want to display the sitemap access from the 
drop-down list. 
Show Selected Role – Select this radio button to only show access for the role 
selected from the previous drop-down lists. 

Deny Access Icon 

Allow Access Icon 
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Show All Fixed Roles – (only available to ITC users with the “Is Privileged” 
check box marked on their user record) Select this radio button to show access 
for all fixed roles. 

 
Viewing the Role on the Display Role Access Screen 

Nodes will only display items which have defined access settings. Open ( ) 
indicates that the user of the role can use the option in StudentInformation. Shut 
( ) indicates that the user of the role is denied access to this option in 
StudentInformation. Clear (blank) or not listed indicates that access is neither 
allowed nor restricted to this node. 

Assign Roles 
Navigation: Home – Management – Security – Assign Role to Users 
The Assign Role to Users option allows the operator to assign a role/school 
combination to one or more users at a time. 

 
Assign Role To Users Screen 

School (required) – Select the school to which you want to assign the user(s). 
Role (required) – Select the role to which you want to assign the user(s). 
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Last Name – The Last Name of the StudentInformation user(s) to filter. 
First Name – The First Name of the StudentInformation user(s) to filter. 
Email Address – The Email Address of the StudentInformation user(s) to filter. 
Username – The username of the StudentInformation user(s) to filter. 
Domain – Choose the Domain of the StudentInformation user(s) to filter from the 
drop-down list. 
Administrative School – Choose the administrative school of the 
StudentInformation user(s) to filter from the drop-down list. 
Default School – Choose the default school of the StudentInformation user(s) to 
filter from the drop-down list. 
Click Search to list the StudentInformation users that match the criteria selected 
and that you have access to. See “Find Roles” for all of the filter and wildcard 
options. 

 
Assigning Roles To Users 

Available – Users available based on the filter criteria. 
Assigned – Move selected user(s) from Available to Assigned. The Assigned 
user(s) will be assigned the school/role defined at the top of the screen. 
Save Assigned Users – Save the Assigned user(s) to the specified school/role. 

 
The “Users Assigned Role at a Higher Level” grid shows what users have 
already been assigned this role at a higher level. For example, user SmithN is 
assigned role “Truant Reports” for Anytown Local Schools. When the operator 
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pulls up Anytown High School (part of Anytown Local Schools) and role “Truant 
Reports,” they will see user SmithN in the “Users Assigned Role at a Higher 
Level” grid. 

Group Maintenance 
Navigation: Home – Management – Security – View Groups 
A group is a collection of users. Groups can be used for collection purposes, 
assignment of job functions, and/or assignment of security access. This section 
of the manual discusses how to find existing groups and make alterations to 
them or how to add new groups to StudentInformation. 

Note: Although StudentInformation does allow sub-groups (groups within 
groups) please note that this functionality has not been thoroughly tested 
and is very seldom used. We do not recommend using this functionality 
unless you have done thorough testing. Also, please note that the Copy 
Security portion of the go-live process does NOT support sub-groups. If 
any district (in Live or Play) uses sub-groups, it will cause any subsequent 
use of Copy Security on future go-lives to fail. Sub-groups should NOT be 
used until all districts have been converted to StudentInformation and then 
only with detailed testing. 

Find Groups 
Navigation: Home – Management – Security – View Groups 

 
View Groups Screen 

Add New Group – Add a new group. 
School – Choose the school of the group(s) to filter from the drop-down list. This 
will limit your search based on the administrative school of the group. 
Group Name – The Name of the group(s) to filter. See “Find Users” for an 
explanation and examples of the use of wildcards in filters. 
Click Search to list the groups that match the criteria selected and that you have 
access to. 
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In addition to matching the search filters, users must have an administrative 
school that you as the operator have security access to for the page where the 
search takes place. 

Group Name – Descriptive Name of group 
School – Administrative school of group 

 – View/Edit Details about a specific group 
 – Delete group 

Remove Groups 
Navigation: Home – Management – Security – View Groups 

 
Removing a Group 

Click  to delete a specific group. 
Ok – Delete the specified group. 
Cancel – Do not delete the specified group. 
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Create/Update Groups 
Navigation: Home – Management – Security – View Groups – Group tab 

 
Adding a New Group 

Click Add New Group to add a new group. 
This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. 
Records on this page are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information 
on reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started 
Guide. 

Add/Edit Groups 

 
Adding or Editing a Group 
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Group Name (required) – Enter the name of the new group (be as descriptive as 
possible). 
Administrative School (required) – Choose the administrative school from the 
drop-down list. 
Context School (required) – Choose the context school from the drop-down list. 
Job Functions (optional) – Check the appropriate Job Function(s) from the 
check boxes. Job Functions are optional and do not need to be specified. 
The context school drop-down list and Job Function check boxes work together. 
The job functions indicate what job functions this group of users represent and 
the context school indicates the school to which those job functions apply. Job 
Function and context school determine what items on the Portal screen are 
visible to this group. Portal items have defined “Intended Audience” school and 
Job Function fields, and only roles with the appropriate context school and Job 
Function will see those items on their Portal page. 

 
Manage Portal Links Screen 

Save Group – Save new group and apply additional settings to the new group. 
The group/administrative school combination must be unique (no other group can 
have the same combination) for the save to be successful. 
Save and New – Save new group and return to this page to enter another new 
group. 
Return To View Groups Page – Return to Management – Security – View 
Groups. 
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Assigning School/Roles 
Navigation: Home – Management – Security – View Groups – Group Roles 
tab 

 
Click Edit Icon to edit the group. 

Click   to view/edit a specific group. 
Click Group Roles. 

 
Group Roles Tab on the Security Group - Screen 

School (required) – Choose the administrative school from the drop-down list. 
Role (required) – Choose the role from the drop-down list. These will be both 
pre-defined roles that are a part of StudentInformation and roles that have been 
added by your school. 
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Add – Add this school/role combination to this group. School/role combinations 
must be unique – you will receive a “not successful” message if you try to re-add 
a school/role combination. 

 
In the grid at the bottom of the tab is a listing of school/role combinations that 
have been assigned to this user. Click on  to delete a specific school/role 
combination from this group. 
Return To View Groups Page – Return to Management – Security – View 
Groups 

Assign Groups 
Navigation: Home – Management – Security – View Groups – Group 
Assigned Groups tab 
Groups can be members of other groups forming a group hierarchy. 

 

Click   to view/edit a specific group. 
Click on the Group Assigned Groups tab. 
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Group Assigned Groups Tab on the Security - Group Screen 

Filter List of Available Groups 

Choose the school or group that you wish to filter by. Click Search to execute the 
filter and populate the Available box in the Save Assigned Groups section. 

Save Assigned Groups 

Groups that have already been assigned to this group will be in the Assigned 
box. Groups that are available but have not been assigned to this group will be in 
the Available box. Move groups from the Available to the Assigned box (and vice 
versa) as needed. 
Click Save to Save Assigned Groups. Once assigned, this group is now a 
member of the Assigned Groups. 
Return To View Groups Page – Return to Management – Security – View 

Groups 
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View Group Members 
Navigation: Home – Management – Security – View Groups – Group 
Members tab 

 
Click   to view/edit a specific group. 
Click on the Group Members tab. 

 
Group Members on the Security - Group Screen 

Lists the users and/or groups who are members of the selected group.  
Type – User or group 
Group Name – If group, name of group. 
Last and First Name – If user, last name and first name of user. 
School – Administrative school of user or group. 
Username – User Name 
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Domain – Domain of user or group 
Return To View Groups Page – Return to Management – Security – View 
Groups. 

View Group Members Of 
Navigation:  Home – Management – Security – View Groups – Member Of 
tab 

 
View Groups Screen 

Click   to view/edit a specific group. 

Click on the Member Of tab. 

 
Member Of Tab on the Security - Group Screen 

Lists the groups of which the selected group is a member. 
Name – Name of group 
School – Administrative school of group 
Return To View Groups Page – Return to Management – Security – View 
Groups 
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User Maintenance 
A user account is necessary for users to access StudentInformation. The 
following sections describe how to create new and modify existing users in 
StudentInformation. StudentInformation user accounts must link to a 
CentralAdmin user account. 
You can add new and edit existing users from the View Users screen located in 
the following path: Home > Management > Security > View Users. 

Find Users 
Several places in the Security module, a user needs to be searched for and 
selected. Most notably is the View Users option on the Security menu. Users can 
be found using any combination of the provided filters. 

 
Add New User – Add a new StudentInformation user. 
Last Name – The Last Name of the StudentInformation user(s) to filter. 
First Name – The First Name of the StudentInformation user(s) to filter. 
Email Address – The Email Address of the StudentInformation user(s) to filter. 
Username – The Username of the StudentInformation user(s) to filter. 
Domain – Choose the Domain of the StudentInformation user(s) to filter from the 
drop-down list. 
Administrative School – Choose the administrative school of the 
StudentInformation user(s) to filter from the drop-down list. 
Default School – Choose the default school of the StudentInformation user(s) to 
filter from the drop-down list. 
Click Search to list the StudentInformation users that match the criteria selected 
and to which you have access. 
The filters find any matches that contain the filter string unless you place a 
wildcard in the value to be filtered. For instance, searching for chris is the same 
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as searching for *chris*. The * means that anything (including nothing) can come 
before chris and anything (including nothing) can come after chris. The search is 
not case sensitive. Here are some matches for the search string chris. 

Chris, Christopher, mcchristopher, HS_Christoff, OttoChris 
Searching for chris* means the matching entries must start with chris and end 
with anything (including nothing). The following are matches from the first 
example. 

Chris, Christopher 
If the search string is *chris, then the matching entries must end with chris. The 
following are matches from the first example. 

Chris, OttoChris 
Using a combination of several filters will further refine your search and more 
narrowly limit the number of users returned. 
In addition to matching the search filters, users must have an administrative 
school that you as the operator have security access to for the page where the 
search takes place. 

 
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Domain, Username, First Name, Last 
Name, Email, Administrative School, Default School) in ascending or descending 
order by clicking on the column header. 

 – View Details about a specific StudentInformation user. 
This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls.  
Records on this page are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information 
on reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started 
Guide. 
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Create Users 
1. On the View Users screen, click Add New User. 

The Add/Edit User screen displays. 

 
Adding a New User 

2. In the Username field, enter the user name you want to assign to the 
user. This is the name the user enters to log in to StudentInformation. 

3. If you want to assign the user additional security permissions, select the Is 
Privileged check box. 
Note: The Is Privileged check box only displays for users with this check 
box selected in their own user account. Only assign this privilege to 
technology center personnel. 

4. In the First Name field, enter the user’s first name. 
5. In the Last Name field, enter the user’s last name. 
6. In the Employee Number field, enter the user’s employee number 

(numeric characters only). 
7. In the Domain drop-down list, select the domain in which the user’s 

account exists.  
Note: Once the user record is saved, you cannot change the user’s 
domain. If you need to change the user’s domain at a later time, contact 
your technology center. 

8. In the Email Address field, enter the user’s email address. 
Note: Ensure you enter the correct and unique email address for the user 
as this is the account to which his/her StudentInformation password is 
emailed. 

9. Ensure the Is Active check box is selected to create an active 
StudentInformation account. If this option is not selected, the user account 
is not active, and the user is unable to log in to StudentInformation. 
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Note: This option is selected by default when you create a new user. 

10. In the Administrative School drop-down list, select the user’s 
administrative school. 

11. In the Default School drop-down list, select the school or school district 
that is in context by default when the user logs in to StudentInformation. 

12. In the Account Selection drop-down list, select one of the following 
options: 

• Search By Username – Enables you to link the StudentInformation 
user account to an existing CentralAdmin user account. This option is 
only available if the Staff: Link to Staff resource activity is assigned to 
your CentralAdmin user account. 

• Create New Central User – Enables you to create a new 
CentralAdmin user. This option is only available if the Staff: Create 
Account & Profile resource activity is assigned to your CentralAdmin 
user account. 

Note: The Account Selection drop-down list does not display for users 
not assigned the Staff: Link to Staff or Staff: Create Account & Profile 
resource activity in CentralAdmin. 

Note: In the DASL.config, if you set BypassActiveDirectory to True, 
StudentInformation does not create a user in Active Directory or in 
CentralAdmin. You must create the user directly in ActiveDirectory, then 
within CentralAdmin, and then use StudentInformation to link a new staff 
member to the one you created in CentralAdmin. 

13. If you selected Search By Username in the Account Selection drop-down 
list, perform the following steps. Otherwise, proceed to step 14. 

a. In the Search (by Username) field, enter the user’s CentralAdmin 
user name, and then click Go.  
The CentralAdmin user account that matches the user name you 
entered displays in a grid below the Search (by Username) field. 

 
Selecting the CentralAdmin User Account 

b. Select the check box in the row of the CentralAdmin user account 
you want to link to the StudentInformation user. 

c. Click Save User. 
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The user is linked to the selected CentralAdmin user account. 
Information about the linked CentralAdmin user account displays on 
the Add/Edit User screen. 

 
Linked CentralAdmin User Account Information on the Add/Edit User Screen 

14. If you selected Create New Central User, click Save User. To save the 
current StudentInformation user and create a new user, click Save and 
New. 
The following message displays: “The selected User was successfully 
updated.” 
If your user account is assigned the appropriate access in CentralAdmin, 
both the StudentInformation and CentralAdmin user accounts are created, 
and the CentralAdmin account is linked to the StudentInformation account. 
Otherwise, only the StudentInformation user account is created. 

Edit Users 
1. On the View Users screen, enter the search criteria to locate the user you 

want to edit, and then click Search. 
The users who match the criteria you entered display in the grid. 

 
Searching for a User on the View Users Screen 

 

2. Click the edit icon in the row of the user you want to edit. 

Edit Icon 
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The Add/Edit User screen displays with the information for the selected 
user. 

 
Editing a User 

3. You can you perform any of the following tasks: 

• Modify whether or not the user has special privileges by selecting or 
deselecting the Is Privileged check box. 

Note: The Is Privileged check box only displays for users with this check 
box selected in their own user account. Only assign this privilege to 
technology center personnel. 

• Modify the user’s first name in the First Name field 

• Modify the user’s last name in the Last Name field 

• Modify the user’s employee number in the Employee Number field 
(numeric characters only) 

• Modify the user’s email address in the Email Address field 

• Modify whether or not the user’s account is active by selecting or 
deselecting the Is Active check box 

• Modify the user’s administrative school in the Administrative School 
drop-down list 

• Modify the user’s default school in the Default School drop-down list 

• Modify the CentralAdmin user account linked to this 
StudentInformation user account by clicking the edit icon next to the 
linked CentralAdmin user account information. See step 13 in “Create 
Users.” 

Note: The edit icon does not display in the linked CentralAdmin user 
account information area for users not assigned the Staff: Link to Staff 
resource activity in CentralAdmin. 
 

4. Click Save. 
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The following message displays: “The selected User was successfully 
updated.” 
The StudentInformation user account is updated. 

Assign Roles 
You can assign the roles and schools to which you want a user to have access 
on the User Roles tab on the Add/Edit User screen located in the following path: 
Home > Management > Security > View Users > User Roles Tab. 

Note: To assign role/school combinations to a large number of users, use 
the Assign Role to User option on the Security menu. 

1. On the View Users screen, locate the user to which you want to assign 
roles. See “Find Users.” 

The users who match the entered search criteria display in the grid at the 
bottom of the View Users screen. 

 
Edit Icon on the View Users Screen 

2. Click the edit icon in the row of the user to which you want to assign 
roles. 
The Add/Edit User screen displays with the information for the selected 
user. 

 
User Information on the Add/Edit User Screen 

Edit Icon 
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3. Click the User Roles tab. 
4. In the School drop-down list, select the school or district to which you 

want to assign access. 
5. In the Role drop-down list, select the role you want to assign to the user, 

and then click Add. 
The role assignment displays in the grid. 
Note: If you try to add a role/school combination that already exists, a 
message displays indicating that adding the role was not successful. 

 
Assigning Roles to Users 

6. To add additional roles, repeat step 4 and step 5. 
7. When you are done assigning roles, click Return To View Users Page to 

return to the blank View Users screen. 
 

Staff Member Impersonations 
Navigation:  Home – Management – Security – View Users – Staff Member 
Impersonations tab 

 
Searching for Users 

Click the edit icon to view/edit a specific user. 

Edit Icon 
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Click the Staff Member Impersonations tab to view and edit Staff Member 
Impersonations for this StudentInformation user. Staff impersonation is the ability 
in StudentInformation for a user to be able to do tasks as if they were the staff 
member that they are impersonating. Users can also impersonate all staff 
members in the school if so specified. 

 
In the grid at the bottom of the tab is a listing of school/school year/staff 
combinations that have been assigned to this user. Click  to remove a specific 
Staff Member Impersonation assignment. 
Click Add to add staff impersonation entries for the selected user. 

 
The school and school year is pre-selected based on the current working school 
and school year. The school will be a district if a district is in context. District 
impersonations trickle down to the buildings and enable building impersonations 
for the school year, staff, and permissions selected. The list of staff members is 
based on the school district associated with the pre-selected school. Select any 
of the staff permissions that you wish to set for this school/school year/staff 
combination. If you try to add a combination that already exists, you will receive a 
message that indicates that the Add was not successful. 
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Available Permissions include: Full (all permissions), Fee Collect, EZ Query, 
Attendance, Marks, and Medical. 

 
Fee Collect – Users with Fee Collect impersonations may collect full fee 
payments using the Teacher Menu. 
EZ Query – Users with EZ Query impersonations may view students in EZ 
Query. 
Attendance – Users with Attendance impersonation may take attendance using 
the Teacher Menu. 
Marks – Users with Marks impersonations may enter marks using the Teacher 
Menu. 
Medical – Users with Medical impersonations may view private medical 
information using the Teacher Menu. 
Click Save to save the selected Staff Member – Selected Permissions 
combination. It will appear on the grid as shown in the previous screen shot. 
Impersonations are school year-specific. To change the selected school/school 
year, use the Change Working School page that is accessed by clicking on the 
working school in the upper right hand corner of the StudentInformation screen.  
IMPORTANT:  As of DASL v10.2.0, Staff Member Impersonations are now 
copied from year to year as part of the School Year Initialization process. Once 
Staff Member Impersonations are entered for a user, they will be carried on to 
following years as part of School Year Initialization. 
Return To View Users Page – Return to Management – Security – View Users 
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Assign User Groups 
Navigation: Home – Management – Security – View Users – User Groups 
tab 

 
Searching for a User 

Click the edit icon to view/edit a specific user.  
Click the User Groups tab to view and edit User Groups for this 
StudentInformation user. 

 
User Groups Tab on the Security - User Screen 

Filter List of Available Groups 

Choose the school or group that you wish to filter by. Click Search to execute the 
filter and populate the Available box in the Save Assigned Groups section. 

Edit Icon 
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Save Assigned Groups 

Groups that have already been assigned to this user will be in the Assigned box. 
Groups that are available but have not been assigned to this user will be in the 
Available box. Move groups from the Available to the Assigned box (and vice 
versa) as needed. 
Click Save to Save Assigned Groups. Once assigned, this user is now a member 
of this group. 
Return To View Users Page – Return to Management – Security – View Users 
 

View Group Memberships 
Navigation:  Home – Management – Security – View Users – View Group 
Memberships tab 

 
Searching for a User 

Click edit icon to view/edit a specific user. 
Click on the Group Memberships tab. 

 
Group Memberships Tab on the Security - User Screen 

The Group Memberships tab lists all the groups of which this user is a direct or 
indirect member. 
Name/School – Name of the group/school combination that this user is a 
member of. 

Edit Icon 
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Return To View Users Page – Return to Management – Security – View Users. 
 

Reset Password 
Navigation:  Home – Management – Security – View Users – Reset 
Password tab 
The Reset Password option gives the operator the ability to reset the password 
of the selected user. 

 
Searching for a User 

Click the edit icon to view/edit a specific user. 
Click the Reset Password tab. 

 
Reset Password Tab on the Security - User Screen 

Click Reset Password to reset the displayed user’s password. You will receive a 
message “The User Password was successfully reset.” The new password is 
reset and will be immediately emailed to the email address on the 
StudentInformation user’s account. 
If the user’s domain is not the same as the default domain, the following 
message is displayed and the Reset Password button is not available. 

 
This indicates that the user account is on a server local to the user and the user 
should use the local password change or reset mechanisms for this account. 

Edit Icon 
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System administrators can set a variable in the Web.config file to enable or 
disable the ability of users to reset their password. With Forms Authentication 
enabled, setting ScreenAccessibility to true allows the Reset Password button to 
be displayed and allows passwords to be reset. Setting ScreenAccessibility to 
false prevents the Reset Password button from being displayed, disabling the 
ability to reset passwords.  
For schools that want to have specific people in their buildings or district to be 
able to reset passwords but not alter the user accounts in any other way, they 
can grant access to only the Reset Password node. This will only make the 
Reset Password tab available to the person they wish to assist in resetting 
passwords. 
Return To View Users Page – Do not reset password and return to View Users 
Page. 

 

StudentInformation (and DSL) passwords expire after 120 days, and must 
have a minimum of 4 characters. After the expiration time, you must 
change your StudentInformation password. StudentInformation does not 
retain a history of previous passwords, nor does StudentInformation 
require “complex” passwords consisting of at least 1 number, at least one 
capital letter, and at least one lower-case letter, though these types of 
passwords are more secure, and should be chosen by users. 

Delete Users 
1. On the View Users screen, locate the user you want to delete. See “Find 

Users.” 
The View Users screen displays with the users who match your search 
criteria. 

 
Deleting a User 

2. Click the delete icon in the row of the vendor you want to delete. 
The following message displays, “Are you sure you want to delete the 
following User? [User’s First and Last Name] – [User Name]?” 

Delete Icon 
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3. Click OK on the deletion confirmation message. 
The user is deleted. 

Vendor Maintenance 
To enable vendors to access information in StudentInformation, the vendor must 
exist in StudentInformation as a user and link to a vendor in CentralAdmin. Some 
vendors are loaded into StudentInformation by default. You must assign the 
VendorLink roles to the school to which you want the vendor to have access. 
You can create, find, and modify vendors from the View Users screen located in 
the following path: Home > Management > Security > View Users. 

Create Vendors 
When you create a vendor in StudentInformation, you must create a 
corresponding vendor in CentralAdmin. Only users assigned the Vendor Admin 
role in CentralAdmin can create vendors in CentralAdmin. 

1. On the View Users screen, click Add New User. 
2. On the Add/Edit User screen, select the Is Vendor check box. 

Note: The Is Vendor check box only displays if your role has security 
access to add a user as a vendor. See “Extra System Permissions - SIS.” 

The Add/Edit User screen displays the Vendor and Vendor Roles tabs, 
which contain fields for vendor information. 
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Selecting the Is Vendor Check Box 

3. In the Vendor Name field, enter the vendor’s name. 
4. Ensure the Is Active check box is selected to create an active 

StudentInformation vendor. If this option is not selected, the vendor is not 
active, and the vendor is unable to access information in 
StudentInformation. 
Note: This option is selected by default when you create a new vendor. 

5. To link the vendor to a vendor in CentralAdmin, select the Link to Central 
check box. 

6. Click Save. 
If you selected the Link to Central check box, and your user account in 
CentralAdmin is assigned the Vendor Admin role in CentralAdmin, the 
Create Vendor screen in CentralAdmin displays. On the Create Vendor 
screen, you can create the vendor in CentralAdmin. For more information, 
see ProgressBook CentralAdmin User Guide. 
The following message displays to indicate that the vendor is successfully 
added to StudentInformation: “The new User was successfully added.” If 
the vendor is linked to CentralAdmin, the Security – Vendor screen 
displays. 
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Vendor Successfully Saved and Linked to CentralAdmin 

7. Proceed to “Assign Roles to Vendor” to assign roles to the vendor. 

Find Vendors 
To find a vendor, on the View Users screen, enter all or part of the vendor’s 
name in the Last Name or User Name field, and then click Search. You can also 
use a wild card search (*). Both vendors and users that match your entered 
search criteria display. 

 
View Users Screen with Vendors in the Search Results 

Edit Vendors 
1. On the View Users screen, enter the search criteria to locate the vendor 

you want to edit, and then click Search. Refer to “Find Vendors.” 
The vendors and users that match your entered criteria display. 
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Editing a Vendor 

2. Click the edit icon in the row of the vendor you want to edit. 
The Add/Edit User screen displays with the information for the selected 
vendor. 

 
Selected Vendor on the Security - Vendor Screen 

3. You can assign roles to the vendor. See “Assign Roles to Vendor.” 

Assign Roles to Vendor 
Roles define the information to which a vendor has access. By default, 
StudentInformation contains a role for each of the currently approved vendors. 
You can create a new or edit an existing role for a vendor if you want to modify 
the information a vendor can access. For more information about defining roles 
for VendorLink, see “VendorLink Permissions.” 
You must assign the appropriate role and school to the default vendors and the 
vendors you manually create in StudentInformation.  

Edit Icon 
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1. Access the existing vendor, as described in “Edit Vendors,” or create a 
new vendor, as described in “Create Vendors.” 
The Add/Edit User screen displays with the information for the selected 
vendor. 

 
Vendor Tab on the Add/Edit User Screen 

2. On the Vendor tab on the Add/Edit User screen, click the Vendor Roles 
tab. 

3. In the School drop-down list, select the school to which you want to 
assign the vendor access. 

4. In the Role drop-down list, select the appropriate role for the vendor, and 
then click Add. 
The role assignment displays in the grid at the bottom of the tab. 

 
New Role Added on the Vendor Roles Tab 

5. To assign additional roles to the vendor, repeat step 3 and step 4. 
6. When you are done assigning roles, click Return To View Users Page to 

return to the blank View Users screen. 
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Remove Roles from Vendor 
1. Access the existing vendor, as described in “Edit Vendors.” 
2. On the Vendor tab on the Add/Edit User screen, click the Vendor Roles 

tab. 

 
Removing a Role Assignment on the Vendor Roles Tab 

3. Click the delete icon in the row of the role assignment you want to delete. 
The selected role assignment is removed. 

Delete Vendors 
1. On the View Users screen, locate the vendor you want to delete. See 

“Find Vendors.” 
The View Users screen displays with the vendors and users that match 
the search criteria. 

 
2. Click the delete icon in the row of the vendor you want to delete. 

The following message displays, “Are you sure you want to delete the 
following User? [Name of Vendor] – [Name of Vendor]?” 

 

Delete Icon 

Delete Icon 
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3. Click OK on the deletion confirmation message. 
The vendor is deleted. 

Staff Member Maintenance 
Navigation: Home – Management – Security – View Staff Members 
Staff Members are an important part of the StudentInformation system. They 
provide a reference to the district employees and are used in the security 
management portion of StudentInformation as well as their relationships to such 
things as students and courses. This section of the StudentInformation Security 
manual describes the management of Staff Members. 

Find Staff Members 
Navigation: Home – Management – Security – View Staff Members 

 
View Staff Members Screen 

Add Staff Member To: (required) – Will default to the District associated with the 
working school. 
Go – Add New Staff Member. 
When searching for a staff member, you can filter the resulting list using either a 
staff member name, the username assigned to the staff member, or a 
combination of the two filters. Also, the results displayed are only from the district 
associated with the working school. 
Staff Member Name (optional) – Allows you to filter on last name, first name, or 
both. To filter on last name, type in the string on which you wish to filter. To filter 
on first name, type in a comma, then type in the string on which you wish to filter. 
See “User Maintenance.” 
A user account is necessary for users to access StudentInformation. The 
following sections describe how to create new and modify existing users in 
StudentInformation. StudentInformation user accounts must link to a 
CentralAdmin user account. 
You can add new and edit existing users from the View Users screen located in 
the following path: Home > Management > Security > View Users. 
See “Find Users” for an explanation and examples of the use of wildcards in 
filters. 
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Assigned Username (optional) – The Assigned Username filter takes the 
provided string and returns only entries where the assigned username matches 
the filter string. The assigned username filter is a little different than the other 
filters. An assigned username is optional for a staff member whereas most of the 
other filters used in StudentInformation filter on fields that are required – not 
optional. As a result, if you specify an assigned username filter and there is no 
assigned username for the staff record, then that record with no username 
assignment will not be returned. Furthermore, if you specify an asterisk (*) for the 
value to filter on, this will return any staff member that has a username assigned 
to it. 
Show Active Only – Yes or No; if this check box is checked, only active staff 
members will be displayed. If this check box is unchecked, all staff members will 
display, regardless of their active/inactive status. 
Please Note: If you don’t find any results, you may not have access to staff 
members. This access requires that you have access to this page at the district 
level. 
Search – Execute the search based on the filters selected. 

 
View Staff Members Screen with Search Results 

 – Delete this Staff Member. 

 - View/Edit this Staff Member. 

 – Active Staff Member. 

 – Inactive Staff Member; this Staff Member will not be available to be selected 
in drop-down menus in StudentInformation. 
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Create and Update Staff Members 
Navigation: Home – Management – Security – View Staff Members – Staff 
Members tab 

 
Search for staff member on the View Staff Members screen. 

Add Staff Member To: (required) – Will default to the District associated with the 
working school. 
Click Go to add a new Staff Member. 

 
Security - Staff Member Screen 

Staff Code (required) – A four character code that uniquely identifies this staff 
member. Although optional, it is required for scheduling and marks purposes. 
State Staff ID (optional, but see below) –A unique nine character, state-
generated ID for this staff member. This state ID can be up to nine numbers (or 
two letters followed by seven numbers) in length. A value of nine 9s can be used 
to indicate a post-secondary enrollment teacher. If this field is filled in, this state 
ID value is used in place of the staff member’s social security number. This is 
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also known as the Credential ID and is used by the Pre-Ident, Student Subject 
records, Program records for contracted staff, and for the D3A2 project. 
Social Security Number (optional, but see below) – Enter the Social Security 
Number of the staff member. 
A new Staff Member must have either a State Staff ID or a Social Security 
Number entered. If neither field is filled, the user will see an error message: 

 
Name Prefix (optional) – Choose from Mr., Mrs., Ms., Dr. 
First Name (required) – Enter the First Name of the staff member. This will 
appear on various scheduling and marks reports. 
Middle Name (optional) – Enter the Middle Name of the staff member. 
Last Name (required) – Enter the Last Name of the staff member. This will 
appear on various scheduling and marks reports. 
Last Name Suffix (optional) – Enter the Last Name suffix (i.e. Jr., Sr., III) of the 
staff member. 
Address (optional) – Enter the home Address of the staff member. 
Address 2 (optional) – Enter the 2nd line of the home Address of the staff 
member. 
City (optional) – Enter the home City of the staff member. 
State (optional) – Enter the home State of the staff member. 
Zip (optional) – Enter the home Zip code of the staff member. Once a zip code is 
entered, Address Verification will run. For more information about Address 
Verification, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide. 
Email Address (optional) – Enter the home Email Address of the staff member. 
Please note that the school email address is entered under the Username. 
Telephone (optional) – Enter the home Telephone of the staff member. 
Telephone is Unlisted (optional) – Check if the home Telephone is unlisted. 
Uncheck if the home Telephone is not unlisted. 
Start Date (optional) – Enter the Start Date of the staff member in this district. 
Stop Date (optional) – Enter the Stop Date of the staff member in this district. 

Primary School ID (optional) – Choose the primary school ID from the drop-
down list based upon the District ID chosen previously. 
Is Active (optional) – Check (default) if the staff member is active and can be 
used on scheduling records. Uncheck if the staff member is no longer active in 
this district and cannot be used on scheduling records. 
Comments (optional) – Enter any additional comments about this staff member. 
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Save – Save this Staff Member. You will receive a message “The new Staff 
Member was successfully saved” and be returned to the Update Staff Member 
screen to make any additional changes to this Staff Member.  
Save and New – Save this Staff Member and return to this screen to additional 
Staff Members. 
Bypass Address Standardization – If this check box is selected, this staff 
member’s address will not use Address Standardization. 
Return To View Staff Members Page – Return to Management – Security – 
View Staff Members. 
If you attempt to add a staff member with matching information to an inactive 
Staff Member, you will get the following message when you attempt to save the 
staff member. 

 
To make an inactive staff member active again, uncheck the Show Active Only 

check box, click Search, click the inactive staff member’s  icon, check the Is 
Active check box, and click Save. 

Remove Staff Members 
Navigation: Home – Management – Security – View Staff Members –Staff 
Members tab 

 
Click the delete icon to remove a staff member. 

Click  to delete a Staff Member. 
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Staff Member Deletion Confirmation Message 

Ok – Delete Staff Member. Please note that the Staff Member is not actually 
deleted, but rather made inactive. To re-activate a Staff Member, see “Create 
and Update Staff Members.” 
Cancel – Do Not Delete Staff Member. You will receive the following 
confirmation message: 

 

View/Edit Staff Member Schools 
Navigation: Home – Management – Security – View Staff Members – Staff 
Member Schools tab 
The View/Edit Staff Member Schools defines what assignments this staff 
member has for the various school and school years. 
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Adding School to Staff Member Security 

Click  to view/edit details of a specific Staff Member. 
Click the Staff Member Schools tab. 

Click  to delete (inactivate) a current school/school year/job function record. 

Click   to edit a staff member’s a specific school/school year/job function 
record. 
Click Add to add a new staff member’s school/school year/job function record. 
You will receive the screen below. 
School (required) – Choose the school from the drop-down list. 
School Year (required) – Choose the school year from the drop-down list. 
Allow Staff Member to view all Students in EZ Query (optional) - 
IMPORTANT! Currently this check box only affects student access when using 
EZ Query SIS Student Search and Upcoming Birthdays. Eventually other EZ 
Query pages will use this check box functionality. 

• If checked, the user will have access to all students in EZ Query SIS 
Student Search and Upcoming Birthdays in the school and school year 
selected, with or without Impersonations, regardless of their Job Function.   
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• If unchecked and there is no Job Function or a Job Function other than 
Teacher or Counselor, the user will have access to all students in EZ 
Query SIS Student Search and Upcoming Birthdays in the school and 
school year selected, with or without Impersonations.  

• If unchecked and the Job Function = Teacher, the user will only have 
access to students in EZ Query SIS Student Search and Upcoming 
Birthdays in the school and school year selected that are assigned to 
course sections that the user teaches. If Impersonations are used, then 
the user will also inherit the Impersonation access. 

• If unchecked and the Job Function = Counselor, the user will only have 
access to students in EZ Query SIS Student Search and Upcoming 
Birthdays  in the school and school year selected that are assigned to the 
user in a counselor role. If Impersonations are used, then the user will also 
inherit the Impersonation access. 

Is Active (optional) – Check if this school/school year combination is Active. 
Selected Job Functions – Select the Job Function(s) that apply to this Staff 
Member by moving them from the Available Job Functions side of the dual select 
box to the Selected Job Functions side. Job Functions control how a staff 
member functions in StudentInformation. Three Job Functions currently have 
special functionality in StudentInformation. 

• Counselor - A staff member must have a job function of Counselor before 
they will appear in the Counselor Maintenance or Counselor drop-down 
lists. 

• Teacher - A staff member must have a job function of Teacher before the 
will appear in the Teacher drop-down lists for that specific school. 

• Superintendent – A staff member must have a job function of 
Superintendent before they will appear on the custom transcript or custom 
report cards (with the proper keyword) as the Superintendent of the 
district. 

IMPORTANT! Job Functions also play a role in ProgressBook. 
StudentInformation Staff Members with job functions of All, Teacher, 
Principal, Secretary, Cafeteria Worker, and/or Counselor will be added to 
the ProgressBook Staff table for the specified school. 
Save − Saves the current job role selections. 

Cancel – Cancel the current selection. 
Return To View Staff Members Page – Return to Management – Security – 
View Staff Members. 
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View/Edit Staff Member Associations 
Navigation: Home – Management – Security – View/Edit Staff Member 
Associations 
Each district should create one staff member record for each member of their 
staff. Most schools and districts will also provide each of their staff members with 
a user account to access StudentInformation. The intent of the View/Edit Staff 
Member Associations page is to associate a user account with a Staff Member. 
Once such an association is created, the user account will have access to 
perform any task as that staff member that they have been given access to on 
the site map. 
Staff Member Associations tie a login account (username) to a staff record (to 
which the school then attaches their course sections and those course sections’ 
students. When a user is deleted, Staff Member Associations are removed for 
that user. 

Note: A user will only see students that they have access to when using 
certain functions in EZ Query and the Teacher Menu. Access to a student 
is accomplished through Staff Member Associations or Impersonations 
(see “Staff Member Impersonations”). 

 
View/Edit Staff Member Associations Screen 

1. Use the filters to find the specific Staff Member. See “Find Staff Members” 
for more information on the filter criteria. Click Search to execute the filter. 

 
View Staff Member Associations Screen with Search Results 

2. Click  to select the Staff Member you wish to associate. 
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Search for staff member to association 

on the View/Edit Staff Members Associations screen. 

If the Staff Member is already associated with a user, you will receive the 
message below. Click Remove Staff Member Association to remove the 
existing association. After confirmation, you will be returned to the 
View/Edit Staff Member Associations Screen. 

 
Removing Existing Staff Member Association. 

3. Use the filters to find the specific user. See “User Maintenance.” 
A user account is necessary for users to access StudentInformation. The 
following sections describe how to create new and modify existing users in 
StudentInformation. StudentInformation user accounts must link to a 
CentralAdmin user account. 
You can add new and edit existing users from the View Users screen 
located in the following path: Home > Management > Security > View 
Users. 
See “Find Users” for more information on the filter criteria. 

4. .Click Search to execute the filters and search for a user. 
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View/Edit Staff Member Associations Screen with Search Results 

5. Click  to assign the user to the Staff Member Selected. 

 
Assign Staff Member Association Confirmation Message 

6. Click Ok to assign the specified user to the Staff Member.  
The following confirmation message displays. 

 
Successful Assignment of User to Staff Member Message 
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Security Reports 

Staff Listing (STAFF) 
The Staff Listing (STAFF) report will allow you to display and sort staff members 
by job function and staff code. 

 
Staff Listing Report Parameters Screen 

Note: Running this report at the district level, will only display staff 
members who have district access. It will not display all staff members at 
the district. Running this report at the building level will only display staff 
members for that specific building. Staff members with no job function, will 
display on the STAFF report with a job function of “Not Specified.” 

Job Function (option) – Choose one or more job functions – which are defined 
for each staff member. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation 
for further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile). 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management 
screen.  
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Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. 
Please see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

 
Staff Listing Report 

 

Implementing StudentInformation Security 

Suggested Practices 
The following items are suggested practices for using the StudentInformation 
Security system. 

Step 1 – Determine Type Security Management 

Determine what type of security management your district wants to utilize:  
centralized, decentralized, or a combination. 

ITC Controlled - All security administration is done at the ITC level by ITC 
staff. 
Centralized – All security administration is done at the district level by a 
centralized and usually small number of people. 
Decentralized – Moves the security administration to the building level. 
Combination – Some of the security administration takes place at the 
district level (centralized) while certain other tasks take place at the 
building level (decentralized). 

Step 2 – Determine Type of Staff Members and Access 

Determine what types of staff members you have, and the type of access you 
want them to have in StudentInformation. This information will help you 
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determine what roles to use/create and what groups to create and configure. 
Some questions to assist you this area include: 

1. Will teachers (substitute also secretary, principal, guidance counselor) at 
all the buildings in the district have the same access to StudentInformation 
or will access vary by building? 

2. Will each of these groups of people have the same access in all buildings 
(whether they teach in that building or not) or only in the building(s) in 
which they work? 

3. What special supplemental jobs or tasks do staff members have that will 
require additional access in StudentInformation? 

Step 3 – Review and Create Roles 

At this point, you should review the list of pre-defined roles and determine which 
of these roles you intend to use and for which population of users. More 
information on predefined roles is available in the next section of the manual. Are 
the pre-defined roles sufficient to provide the necessary access to 
StudentInformation or are there gaps that will require you to create your own 
roles for specific types of staff members or additional staff tasks? 
With this information, you can create the roles that you will need for your school 
and/or district. As you create these roles, use names that define the access you 
are granting. If in a centralized model, define the administrative school as the 
district and do not set any working schools. In a decentralized model, each 
building would create their own roles using their building as the administrative 
school. In a combination model, the district staff would create some roles for use 
by district staff only, while other roles where the working school includes the 
buildings that will be assigning this role. 

Step 4 – Create Groups (as needed) 

Step 5 – Assign Role/School Combinations to Groups (as needed) 

and/or 

Step 6 – Assign Role/School Combinations to Users (as needed) 

There are two ways to proceed from this point. You can begin assigning 
role/school combinations to users or you can create a group of users then assign 
the role/school combinations to the group of users. Assigning role/school 
combinations to users works well if you have a lot of staff members with different 
needs, thus not allowing for more than one user per group. Creating a group and 
assigning the role/school combinations to the group works much better if you 
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have many users that need the same access. For example, if you are in a small 
school where there is only one guidance counselor and 20 teachers, you may 
want to assign the needed roles directly to the guidance counselor’s account 
while creating a group for the teachers and assigning the role/school combination 
to the group for the teachers. 

Step 7 – Create User Accounts 

Step 8 – Put Users in Groups (as needed) 

Once you have your group access configured and user created, the final step is 
to put the users into the appropriate groups. 

ESC StudentInformation Account Management 
ESC staff members frequently serve multiple schools. Here are some options on 
setting up ESC staff members in StudentInformation. 

If the ESC and the served schools are both on StudentInformation: 

This method gives the ESC staff member a single StudentInformation user 
account with access to multiple school districts and buildings. 

• The ESC staff member is set up in StudentInformation at the ESC with a 
StudentInformation user name and password. 

• The served school who wants the ESC staff member to have access to 
their StudentInformation data sets up a specific group/role with the 
privileges that will give the ESC staff member the access they need to 
specific StudentInformation screens and specific buildings in that served 
school district. 

• ITC StudentInformation support can then be notified of the name of the 
applicable group/role and ITC StudentInformation support can go to the 
served school and assign the ESC staff member to that group/role. The 
served school cannot do this because normally they won’t have access to 
that ESC staff member in StudentInformation. 

If the ESC is not on StudentInformation, but the served schools are on 
StudentInformation: 

This method gives the ESC staff member a StudentInformation account for each 
school they serve. However, it works around the need for unique email 
addresses for each StudentInformation user account. 
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• The ESC staff member is set up in StudentInformation at each served 
school and will have a separate StudentInformation user name for each 
served school. 

• The ESC staff member’s email address can be used when creating the 
first StudentInformation user account. 

• When creating subsequent StudentInformation user accounts, a unique 
email address will be required. To work around this issue, a “+1”, “+2”, etc. 
can be added to the email address before the domain name. For example, 
chris+1@noacsc.org and chris+2@noacsc.org will both be sent to 
chris@noacsc.org . 

Pre-Defined Roles 
StudentInformation State Support recommends Pre-Defined Roles not be used at 
this time. 

 
Display Role Access Screen 
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Change Log

The following Change Log explains by Product Version, Heading, Page and Reason where 
changes in the ProgressBook StudentInformation Student Promotion Guide have been made.

Product
Version

Heading Page Reason

14.5.0 “Bulk Enroll Students” 14 Updated procedure and image of Bulk Enroll tab to 
reflect new Attendance Pattern information.

14.4.0 Global N/A Converted source files to FrameMaker. 

Updated formatting/structure to match ProgressBook 
Suite.

Rewrote topics using procedural steps.
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Overview

This guide explains student promotion in StudentInformation. Student promotion is the process of 
creating admission records for students in the next school year. To do this, you first promote 
students in the current school/school year and then bulk enroll them in the next school/school 
year. StudentInformation includes building progression tracks to which you can assign students to 
indicate their expected path through schools within a district (for example, from an elementary 
school to a specific middle school and then high school).

Refer to the appropriate section as follows:

• For information on creating and maintaining building progression tracks and assigning 
them to students, see “Set Building Progression Tracks.”

• For information on the student promotion process, see “Run Student Promotion.”
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Set Building Progression Tracks

Building progression tracks indicate students’ expected path through schools within a district (for 
example, from an elementary school to a specific middle school and then high school). You can 
create different tracks and select a default track. You then assign students to a track.

• To create and maintain tracks, see “Maintain Building Progression Tracks.”

• To set a default track, see, “Select Default Building Progression Track.”

• To assign students to a track, see “Bulk Assign Students to Building Progression Tracks.”

Maintain Building Progression Tracks

You can maintain building progression tracks at the district level only. Refer to the appropriate 
section as follows:

• “Add Building Progression Tracks.”

• “Edit Building Progression Tracks.”

• “Delete Building Progression Tracks.”

Note: For more information on setting up district and building grade level codes 
and grade level progressions, see ProgressBook StudentInformation School Year 
Setup and Configuration Guide.

Add Building Progression Tracks
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Student Promotion – Building 
Progression Tracks

You can create as many building progression tracks as needed to account for all of the building 
progressions that can occur in your district. You should create at least one progression track for 
each elementary school in the district.

1. With the district in context on the Building Progression Tracks screen, click Add 
Building Progress Track.

The add-edit version of the screen displays.

2. Enter a Code and Name for this track.

3. Optional: Enter a Description of this track.

Add Building Progression Tracks
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Set Building Progression Tracks
4. Optional: If you do not want this track to be currently active, deselect the Is Active check 
box.

Note: You cannot assign students to inactive tracks.

5. In the row of each grade level, in the Building/School drop-down list, select the school 
that students attend at the grade level. (For example, if you are creating a track for 
students starting at a particular elementary school, in the rows of the elementary grades, 
select that school. Then in the rows of the higher grades, select the schools that students 
from that elementary school will attend in those grades.)

6. Click Save. Or, to continue adding building progression tracks, click Save and New.

Add Building Progression Track
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Set Building Progression Tracks
The newly created building progression track displays.

Note: Inactive tracks only display if you deselect the Show Active Only check 
box.

Edit Building Progression Tracks
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Student Promotion – Building 
Progression Tracks

1. With the district in context on the Building Progression Tracks screen, in the row of the 

building progression track you want to edit, click .

The add-edit version of the screen displays.

2. Make any desired changes, and click Save.

Note: For more information about the fields on this screen, see “Add Building 
Progression Tracks.”

Building Progression Track Added

Edit Building Progression Tracks
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Set Building Progression Tracks
A confirmation message displays, and the edited building progression track displays in the 
list.

Edit Building Progression Track
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Delete Building Progression Tracks
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Student Promotion – Building 
Progression Tracks

1. With the district in context on the Building Progression Tracks screen, in the row of the 

building progression track you want to delete, click .

A message displays, asking if you are sure you want to delete the building progression 
track.

2. Optional: If students are currently assigned to the track you are deleting (as indicated by 
the “Students Assigned = ” line) and your district has another track to which you want to 
assign the students, in the Assign Students To Track drop-down list, select the track. 

3. Click Ok.

Confirmation of Edited Building Progression Track

Delete Building Progression Tracks
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Set Building Progression Tracks
A confirmation message displays, and the building progression track no longer displays.

Select Default Building Progression Track

Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – DASL Options

You can select a default building progression track at the building level. This is the track to which 
you want to assign new students at registration.

Note: If your district has several building progression tracks, it is recommended 
that you not set a default track.

1. With the building in context on the DASL Options screen, click the Prog Track tab.

2. In the Default Building Progression Track drop-down list, select the default track to use 
when registering new students.

3. Click Save.

Confirm Delete

Confirmation of Deleted Building Progression Track

Select Default Building Progression Track
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A confirmation message displays, and the selected track now defaults when you register 
new students.

Bulk Assign Students to Building Progression Tracks

Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Student Promotion – Bulk 
Assign Building Progression Track

At the building level, you can assign many students to a building progression track at once based 
on an ad-hoc membership.

Note: You can also set building progression tracks during the student promotion 
process. For details, see “Run Student Promotion.”

1. With the building in context on the Bulk Assign Building Progression Track screen, 
select the Ad-Hoc Membership that includes the students you want to bulk assign to a 
building progression track. 

Note: To find or build an ad-hoc membership, click . (For more information on 
setting up ad-hoc memberships, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting 
Started Guide.)

2. Select the Building Progression Track to which you want to assign students in the 
selected ad-hoc membership.

3. Optional: If you want to override any previous building progression track assignments for 
these students, select the Override Existing Tracks check box. (If you leave this check 
box deselected, StudentInformation only assigns to this building progression track any 
students in the ad-hoc membership who are not currently assigned to a track.)

4. Click Assign.

Confirmation of Default Building Progression Track
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Set Building Progression Tracks
A confirmation message displays, indicating that StudentInformation has assigned the 
students in the ad-hoc membership to the selected building progression track.

StudentInformation also updates the students’ building progression track on the student 
profile.

Bulk Assign Students to Building Progression Track

Students Assigned to Building Progression Track

Building Progression Track on Student Profile
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Run Student Promotion

Student promotion is the process of creating admission records for students in the next school 
year. To do this, you first promote students in the current school/school year and then bulk enroll 
them in the next school/school year. 

Refer to the appropriate topic as follows:

• “Promote Students” 

• “Bulk Enroll Students” 

Promote Students

Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Student Promotion – Student 
Promotion

Each year you must promote all students who pass their grade to the next grade level. This 
process uses the students’ grade level next year and their building progression track to determine 
and set the school the student will attend during the upcoming school year. You can run this 
process many times while preparing for the new school year (up until the day the new school year 
begins).

Note: You should complete the student promotion process in all buildings in the 
same order in which the buildings appear on building progression tracks (typically 
elementary schools first, then middle schools and then high schools).

1. With the current school and school year in context on the Student Promotion screen, 
review the Students needing next grade level tab to determine if any students display, 
which indicates their next grade level is not set.

2. Optional: If students needs their grade level set, in the Next Grade Level drop-down list 
of each student, select the student’s correct next grade level.

3. Click Next.

4. Review the Students needing building progression track set tab to determine if any 
students display, which indicates their building progression track is not set.

Student Promotion – Students Needing Next Grade Level
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5. Optional: If students needs their building progression track set, in the Building 
Progression Track drop-down list of each student, select the student’s correct building 
progression track.

6. Click Next.

7. Review the Students without primary building tab to determine if any students display, 
which indicates their primary building is set to the district.

Note: There are very limited EMIS situations that allow you to set a student’s 
primary building to the district. However, if the primary building is set to the district, 
StudentInformation does not promote the student.

8. Optional: If you need to promote students who have their primary building set to the 
district, you must correct the primary building for these students on the student profile 
(Additional tab). Then return to the Student Promotion screen.

9. Click Next.

10. On the Promote Students tab, review the list of students and the details related to their 
promotion.

Student Promotion – Students Needing Building Progression Track Set

Student Promotion – Students Without Primary Building
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Note: The student promotion and bulk enrollment processes populate the New 
School and Enrolled Next Year fields. If you are running student promotion for 
the first time this year, these fields are typically blank. However, the New School 
field could contain data for a student if you previously set this value for the student 
on the student profile or as part of a student profile bulk update. In this case, the 
student promotion process resets any previously set values. If you want to return 
to the original values, after you run student promotion, go back and reenter these 
values on the student profile or through the student profile bulk update.

The list of students displays based on the following criteria:

• Students have an enrollment in the school/school year in context (student annual 
record).

• Enrollment in the current school/school year is the students’ primary building 
enrollment (as set on the student profile).

• Students are active (not withdrawn) on an attendance calendar.

• Students’ progression track forecasted grade level is not “GR.”

11. Click Promote.

A confirmation message displays, and StudentInformation promotes the students based 
on their grade level and progression track, determining which school they will attend in the 
upcoming year. (This value now displays in the New School field of both the Promote 
Students tab and the student profile Additional tab.)

Student Promotion – Promote Students
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Bulk Enroll Students

Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Student Promotion – Student 
Bulk Enrollment

Note: Before running this process, you must first promote students from the 
current school year. (See “Promote Students.”) You must also run the school year 
initialization process on the upcoming school year. (For more information, see 
ProgressBook StudentInformation School Year Initialization Guide.)

After promoting students, you need to bulk enroll the students in the next school year. This 
process creates a new student admission record for these students. You can run this process 
many times while preparing for the new school year (up until the day the new school year begins).

Note: You should complete the bulk enrollment process in all buildings in the 
same order in which you promote students (typically elementary schools first, then 
middle schools and then high schools).

1. With the future school and school year in context on the Student Bulk Enrollment screen, 
review the Currently enrolled here and set to go elsewhere tab to determine if any 
students display, which indicates the students are enrolled in this building but should not 
be because they have a different building set as their next school. 

Note: This can occur if someone mistakenly sets the students’ new school values 
and processes bulk enrollment during the new school year setup. In that case, 
even though in the prior year the students had a different building set as their next 
school, they are incorrectly enrolled in this building.

2. Optional: If there are students in this list, you may remove them from the current building 
for the new school year. To do this, select the Remove check box for the student(s) you 
want to remove (or Select all), and then click Remove Selected Student Enrollments.

Note: This step completely removes the students’ records from the school/school 
year in context, including course history, absences, alerts, discipline, fees and 
grades. It also deletes EMIS records if the school is the last enrollment in the 
district for the school year.

3. Click Next.
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4. Review the Currently enrolled elsewhere and set to go here tab to determine if any 
students display, which indicates they have this building set as their next school but are 
enrolled elsewhere in the district for the upcoming school year.

Note: You cannot include these students in the bulk enrollment into this building 
until the other school removes their enrollment.

5. Contact the other school to resolve this issue. (You can run bulk enrollment again once it 
is resolved.)

6. Click Next.

7. Review the Students to Enroll tab to view a list of students set to be enrolled at this 
building in the upcoming school year who do not have an enrollment in another building in 
the district and school year in context. Students display in this list based on the following 
criteria:

• They have the school in context set as the New School on their student profile in the 
prior year.

• They have an active calendar admission in the prior school year (that is, not 
withdrawn) as of the date you run this bulk enrollment.

• They are not enrolled in another building in the district in the upcoming school year.

8. Optional: To filter the list by prior school, in the Show Only Students In Prior School 
drop-down list, select the prior school.

Student Bulk Enrollment – Currently Enrolled Here and Set to Go Elsewhere

Student Bulk Enrollment – Currently Enrolled Elsewhere and Set to Go Here
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9. Optional: To filter the list by prior grade level, in the Show Only Students In Prior Grade 
Level drop-down list, select the prior grade level.

10. Select the check box for the student(s) you want to enroll (or Select All).

11. Click Next.

12. On the Bulk Enroll tab, in the Enrollment Options section, indicate which of the following 
options you want to apply to this bulk enrollment by selecting the related check box:

• Copy Locker Assignments – Copies the students’ locker assignments to the next 
school/school year (only if previous and next schools are identical)

• Copy Free Lunch Status Assignments – Copies the students’ free lunch status 
assignments to the next school/school year (only if previous and next schools are 
identical)

• Copy Counselor Assignments – Copies the students’ counselor assignments to the 
next school/school year (only if previous and next schools are identical)

• Clear All Data Flags – Clears (does not carry forward) all data values on the student 
profile to the new school year student record

• Clear Homerooms – Clears (does not carry forward) student homeroom 
assignments to the next school/school year (If deselected, only copies homerooms if 
previous and next schools are identical)

13. In the Map Sub-Calendars section, in the Current Calendar list, review the attendance 
calendars to which students being promoted are currently assigned and the number of 
students assigned to each.

14. For each Current Calendar, in the Calendar to Assign drop-down list, select the 
attendance calendar to assign to all students included in this bulk enrollment. (If you do 
not want to promote students with a specific Current Calendar, select “-- DO NOT 
ENROLL --.”) 

Note: In most cases, you map students to the same calendar. An example of an 
exception would be mapping current Kindergarten students from a half day 
calendar to a default (full day) calendar for the next year as 1st grade students.

Student Bulk Enrollment – Students to Enroll
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Your selection in each Calendar to Assign drop-down list causes the associated 
Attendance Pattern to display. (It is also used on the student’s profile as both the 
Attendance Calendar on the General tab and the Reporting Calendar on the 
FD-Attributes tab.)

15. In the Map Student Statuses section, in the Current Status list, review the current 
statuses of all students being promoted and the number of students with each status.

16. For each Current Status, in the Status to Assign drop-down list, select the student status 
to assign to all students included in this bulk enrollment. (If you do not want to promote 
students with a specific Current Status, such as Withdrawn or Deleted, select “-- DO NOT 
ENROLL --.”) 

Note: In most cases, you map students to the same status.

17. Click Process Bulk Enrollment.

A confirmation message displays, and StudentInformation processes the student bulk 
enrollment.

Student Bulk Enrollment – Bulk Enroll

Student Bulk Enrollment Submitted
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18. Optional: Check the status of the bulk enrollment on the Batch/Report Management 
screen. 

Note: When you promote students, any student alerts with an empty stop date go 
forward into the next school year. However, memberships are school year specific 
and do not copy to the next year.

The student bulk enrollment process creates the following student EMIS records:

• FS Student Standing record for new school year with effective date of July 1

• FD Attributes Effective Date record for new school year with effective date of 
July 1

• FN Attributes No Date record for new school year

Batch/Report Management
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Change Log

The following Change Log explains by Product Version, Heading, Page and Reason where 
changes in the ProgressBook StudentInformation Teacher Menu Guide have been made.

Product
Version

Heading Page Reason

14.5.0 “Manage Discipline Referrals” 36  Added section.

14.4.0 Global N/A Converted source files to FrameMaker. 

Updated formatting/structure to match ProgressBook 
Suite.

Rewrote topics using procedural steps.
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Teacher Menu

If your district gives you access to the appropriate options on the Teacher Menu in 
StudentInformation, you can use this menu to view a list of your courses and take attendance, 
enter marks and comments, post fee collection payments and view medical information for 
students in your course sections.

Note: If you have the job function of teacher in StudentInformation, you can only 
see information on the Teacher Menu for students in your assigned course 
sections. If your job function is other than teacher or you need access to additional 
students, you need to have staff member impersonations set up. For more 
information, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Security Guide.

Refer to the appropriate section as follows:

• “View Course List” 

• “Take Attendance” 

• “Maintain Marks” 

• “Maintain Comments” 

• “Post Fee Payments” 

• “View Student Medical Information” 

• “Manage Discipline Referrals” 

View Course List

Navigation: Home – Teacher Menu – Teacher Course List

You can view a list of your courses or (with the proper impersonations set up) those of another 
teacher for the current reporting period or all reporting periods.

1. On the Teacher Course List screen, select the Teacher whose course list you want to 
view.

2. Optional: To view all course sections (not limited to the current reporting period), deselect 
the Course Sections In Progress check box.

The selected teacher’s courses display, including a count of the students in each course 
(Filling Count) and the course period and meeting place of the course (Meeting).
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Take Attendance

Depending on your setup, you can take daily and/or period attendance. You can also adjust the 
attendance information on your students’ report cards. Refer to the appropriate section as follows:

• “Take Daily Attendance” 

• “Take Period Attendance” 

• “Override Attendance on Report Cards” 

Take Daily Attendance
Navigation: Home – Teacher Menu – Daily Attendance

Depending on your setup, you can take daily attendance by homeroom or classroom. You may 
also be able to take lunch counts.

1. On the Daily Attendance by Classroom screen, in the Date field, confirm that the date 
that displays (which defaults to the current date) is the date for which you want to take 
attendance. If needed, enter or select a different date.

Note: If your school setup only allows you to take attendance for the current date, 
that date defaults, and you cannot change it. In that case, skip this step.

2. Click Go.

View Course List

Daily Attendance
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3. Depending on your setup, confirm either the Period and Course Section or the 
Homeroom for which you want to take attendance. If needed, you can make different 
selections.

4. Click Go.

The screen refreshes to display a listing of students in the classroom or homeroom.

5. Optional: If your setup displays lunch options, enter the number of students choosing each 
option for the date on which you are taking attendance.

6. For each student who is not present, in the Absence Type column, select “Late” or 
“Absent,” as appropriate.

Note: Any student who is already marked late by the office displays in yellow, and 
any student marked absent by the office displays in orange. A second grid may 
display students marked absent for the day (for instance, if parents notified the 
office of the absence and the office marked the students absent prior to you taking 
homeroom attendance). You can only remove students from the second grid if 
you have the proper security permissions.

7. Optional: If you wish to add a comment related to an absence or tardy, enter it in the 
Comments column.

8. Click Submit Attendance.

Take Daily Attendance by Classroom
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A confirmation message displays, and StudentInformation submits the attendance and 
lunch counts to the office. In addition, the Daily Attendance by Classroom screen now 
displays any late students in yellow and any absent students in orange. 

9. Optional: If you need to make additional changes to the attendance or lunch counts, make 
the changes, and then click Submit Attendance again.

Take Daily Attendance by Homeroom
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Take Period Attendance
Navigation: Home – Teacher Menu – Period Attendance

If your school is set up for period attendance, you can take attendance by period/course section.

1. On the Period Attendance by Course Section screen, select the Teacher and Date.

2. Click Go.

If the selected teacher has only one period/course section, the system defaults these 
students in the grid. If the teacher has more than one period/course section, these 
populate the Period drop-down list.

3. Optional: If the Period drop-down list displays, select the period/course section for which 
you want to take attendance.

Daily Attendance Submitted

Period Attendance
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A grid displays the students in the selected period/course section. Students marked 
absent for the day by the office display in orange (as already marked absent).

4. For each student who is not present, in the Absence Type column, select “Late” or 
“Absent,” as appropriate.

Note: Depending on your school’s setup, “Late” might not be an available option.

5. Optional: If your setup includes the Absence Reason and Absence Note columns and 
you wish to indicate these, select the appropriate options. 

6. Optional: If you wish to add a comment related to an absence or tardy, enter it in the 
Comments column.

7. Click Save.

A confirmation message displays, and StudentInformation submits the attendance to the 
office.

8. Optional: To display the attendance for this period/course section, reselect the appropriate 
Period.

The Period Attendance by Course Section screen now displays the grid again with any 
late students in yellow and any absent students in orange.

Take Period Attendance

Period Attendance Submitted
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Override Attendance on Report Cards
Navigation: Home – Teacher Menu – Report Card Attendance

You can override the number of period absences and tardies that appear on a student’s report 
card.

1. Access the Period Attendance for Report Cards screen using the navigation path shown 
above. Or, to access this screen from the Teacher Course List screen:

a. Select the Teacher whose course list you want to view.

b. Optional: To view all course sections (not limited to the current reporting period), 
deselect the Course Sections In Progress check box.

The selected teacher’s courses display.

c. In the drop-down list in the row of the course, select “Report Card Attendance.”

2. On the Period Attendance for Report Cards screen, select the Reporting Term and 
Course Section for which you want to override report card period attendance values.

3. Review the number of calculated period absences and tardies for each student.

Period Attendance by Period/Course Section

Access Period Attendance for Report Cards from Teacher Course List
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4. In the Number of Absences and/or Number of Tardies columns of any student whose 
attendance information you want to override, enter the revised number of absences and 
tardies, respectively, that you want to display on the student’s report card. You can also 
use the up and down arrows to adjust the number.

5. Click Save.

A confirmation message displays, and StudentInformation overrides the attendance 
records of each student as needed with the appropriate period absence and tardy values. 
These overridden values will appear on each the student’s report card.

Override Period Attendance on Report Cards

Override Student’s Attendance

Report Card Attendance Overridden
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Maintain Marks

You can maintain marks for a course section in a variety of ways. Refer to the appropriate section 
as follows:

• “View All Student Marks” 

• “View Students with Missing Marks” 

• “Enter Marks” 

• “Edit Marks” 

• “Bulk Update Marks” 

• “Enter Exception Credits” 

Note: For more information on how StudentInformation calculates marks, see 
ProgressBook StudentInformation Marks Guide.

View All Student Marks
You can view the marks of all students enrolled in a specific course section on the read-only 
Student Mark List screen.

1. Navigate to Home – Teacher Menu – Teacher Course List.

2. On the Teacher Course List screen, select the Teacher whose course list you want to 
view.

3. Optional: To view all course sections (not limited to the current reporting period), deselect 
the Course Sections In Progress check box.

The selected teacher’s courses display.

4. In the drop-down list in the row of the course whose marks you want to view, select 
“Course Section Student Mark List.”

5. Select the Reporting Term and Mark Type of the marks you want to view.

6. Click Go.

7. Review the marks.

Access Student Mark List from Teacher Course List
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8. Optional: To view a list that includes students who were previously enrolled in this course 
section, deselect the Show Current Students Only check box.

View Students with Missing Marks
You can view a list of students with missing marks so you can enter these marks before the marks 
cutoff date. For more information about marks cutoff dates, see ProgressBook StudentInformation 
Marks Guide.

1. Navigate to Home – Teacher Menu – Teacher Course List.

2. On the Teacher Course List screen, select the Teacher whose course list you want to 
view.

3. Optional: To view all course sections (not limited to the current reporting period), deselect 
the Course Sections In Progress check box.

The selected teacher’s courses display.

4. In the drop-down list in the row of the course whose marks you want to view, select 
“Course Section Mark Summary.”

The Course Section Mark Summary screen displays.

Student Mark List

Access Course Section Mark Summary from Teacher Course List
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5. Optional: To limit the summary to a particular Reporting Term and/or Mark Type, select 
these in the drop-down lists, and then click Go.

6. In the Students Missing Mark Value column, review the students missing marks for each 
mark type.

7. Optional: To enter the missing marks:

a. In the Mark column, click the mark term for which you want to enter missing marks.

b. On the Course Section Mark Entry screen, enter the missing marks. (See “Enter 
Marks.”)

Enter Marks
Navigation: Home – Teacher Menu – Course Section Mark Entry

You can enter marks for students in your course sections or (with the proper impersonations set 
up) those of another teacher up to the marks cutoff date. For more information about marks cutoff 
dates, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Marks Guide.

1. Access the Course Section Mark Entry screen using the navigation path shown above. 
Or, to access this screen from the Teacher Course List screen:

a. Select the Teacher whose course list you want to view.

b. Optional: To view all course sections (not limited to the current reporting period), 
deselect the Course Sections In Progress check box.

The selected teacher’s courses display.

 Course Section Mark Summary
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c. In the drop-down list in the row of the course, select “Course Section Mark Entry.”

2. On the Course Section Mark Entry screen, select the Teacher and Section for which 
you want to enter marks.

3. Optional: To view course sections that are not currently in progress, deselect the Only 
sections in progress check box.

4. Click Go.

Display options for the course display on screen.

Note: If during your current StudentInformation session you have already 
selected display options for the marking pattern that applies to this course section, 
these options load automatically from memory, and you do not see this screen.

5. Select the marking patterns and type of mark comments you want to enter for this course 
section.

6. Click Apply and View Marks.

Access Course Section Mark Entry from Teacher Course List

Select Course Section
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The selected display options display in a grid.

7. In the Value field for each student, enter the student’s mark for this course.

As you enter marks, valid values display in green; invalid entries display in red.

Select Display Options

Marks Grid
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8. Optional: To view a list of valid values, click Show Marks List.

9. Once all entries display in green (indicating they are valid), click Save Changes.

The newly saved entries display highlighted in yellow.

10. Optional: To enter comment codes for a student, in the General fields, enter one or more 
comment codes supported by your school.

As you enter comments, valid values display in green; invalid entries display in red.

11. Optional: To view a list of valid values, click Show Comments List.

12. Once all entries display in green (indicating they are valid), click Save Changes.

The newly saved entries display highlighted in yellow.

13. Optional: To change the view to enter marks for a single student (for example, in the case 
of a missing mark that you need to enter at a later time for a specific student):

a. Click View Single Student.

b. In the drop-down list at the top of the grid, select the student. You can move from one 
student to the next by clicking the  and  icons.

Enter Marks

Enter Comments
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c. Enter any marks and comments.

d. When you are finished entering marks and comments for one or more students 
individually, click Save Changes.

Edit Marks
Navigation: Home – Teacher Menu – Course Section Mark Entry

You can edit marks for students in your course sections or (with the proper impersonations set up) 
those of another teacher up to the marks cutoff date. For more information about marks cutoff 
dates, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Marks Guide.

Note: To update the marks or comments for a group of students, see “Bulk 
Update Marks.”

1. Access the Course Section Mark Entry screen using the navigation path shown above. 
Or, to access this screen from the Teacher Course List screen:

a. Select the Teacher whose course list you want to view.

b. Optional: To view all course sections (not limited to the current reporting period), 
deselect the Course Sections In Progress check box.

The selected teacher’s courses display.

c. In the drop-down list in the row of the course, select “Course Section Mark Entry.”

Single Student View

Access Course Section Mark Entry from Teacher Course List
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2. On the Course Section Mark Entry screen, select the Teacher and Section for which 
you want to edit marks.

3. Optional: To view course sections that are not currently in progress, deselect the Only 
sections in progress check box.

4. Click Go.

Display options for the course display on screen.

Note: If during your current StudentInformation session you have already 
selected display options for the marking pattern that applies to this course section, 
these options load automatically from memory, and you do not see this screen.

5. Select the marking patterns and type of mark comments you want to enter for this course 
section.

6. Click Apply and View Marks.

The selected display options display in a grid.

Select Course Section

Select Display Options
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7. In the Value field for each student, update any student marks for this course as needed.

As you enter marks, valid values display in green; invalid entries display in red.

8. Optional: To view a list of valid values, click Show Marks List.

9. Once all entries display in green (indicating they are valid), click Save Changes.

The newly saved entries display highlighted in yellow.

10. Optional: To enter or edit comment codes for a student, in the General fields, enter one or 
more comment codes supported by your school.

 As you enter comments, valid values display in green; invalid entries display in red.

11. Optional: To view a list of valid values, click Show Comments List.

12. Once all entries display in green (indicating they are valid), click Save Changes.

Marks Grid

Enter Marks
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The newly saved entries display highlighted in yellow.

13. Optional: To change the view to edit marks for a single student:

a. Click View Single Student.

b. In the drop-down list at the top of the grid, select the student. You can move from one 
student to the next by clicking the  and  icons.

c. Edit any marks and comments as needed.

d. When you are finished editing marks and comments for one or more students 
individually, click Save Changes.

Bulk Update Marks
Navigation: Home – Teacher Menu – Course Section Mark Entry

You can update marks or comments for a group of students up to the marks cutoff date. For more 
information about marks cutoff dates, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Marks Guide.

Note: To update the marks or comments for individual students, see “Edit Marks.”

Enter Comments

Single Student View
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1. Access the Course Section Mark Entry screen using the navigation path shown above. 
Or, to access this screen from the Teacher Course List screen:

a. Select the Teacher whose course list you want to view.

b. Optional: To view all course sections (not limited to the current reporting period), 
deselect the Course Sections In Progress check box.

The selected teacher’s courses display.

c. In the drop-down list in the row of the course, select “Course Section Mark Entry.”

2. On the Course Section Mark Entry screen, select the Teacher and Section for which 
you want to bulk update marks.

3. Optional: To view course sections that are not currently in progress, deselect the Only 
sections in progress check box.

4. Click Go.

Display options for the course display on screen.

Note: If during your current StudentInformation session you have already 
selected display options for the marking pattern that applies to this course section, 
these options load automatically from memory, and you do not see this screen.

5. Select the marking patterns and type of mark comments you want to bulk update for this 
course section.

6. Click Apply and View Marks.

Access Course Section Mark Entry from Teacher Course List

Select Course Section
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The selected display options display in a grid.

7. Click Show Bulk Update.

8. In the Marks drop-down list, select the marking pattern rule you want to bulk update.

9. Select the types of bulk updates you want to make as follows:

• To bulk update marks, select the Value check box, and enter the new mark.

• To bulk update comments, select the General check box, and enter one or more new 
comments.

10. Select the check box beside each student to include in the bulk update. To include all 
students, select the check box at the top of the column.

11. Click Update Selected Students.

12. Optional: Make any adjustments to individual student marks and/or comments as needed.

13. Click Save Changes.

Select Display Options

Marks Grid
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Enter Exception Credits
You can establish a credit exception for individual students in a course section or all students in 
the course section. StudentInformation applies the exception credit amount you specify as the 
attempted credit value when calculating GPA and reporting course history for each student.

1. Navigate to Home – Teacher Menu – Teacher Course List.

2. On the Teacher Course List screen, select the Teacher whose course list you want to 
view.

3. Optional: To view all course sections (not limited to the current reporting period), deselect 
the Course Sections In Progress check box.

The selected teacher’s courses display.

4. In the drop-down list in the row of the course whose marks you want to view, select 
“Exception Credits.”

The Course Section Exception Credits screen displays.

5. Use one of the following methods to indicate the exception credit you want to apply:

Bulk Update Marks

Access Course Section Exception Credits from Teacher Course List
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Note: If you specify exception credits for both an entire course section and an 
individual student, the individual student value takes precedence for that student.

• To apply the credit to the whole course section:

i. Above the grid, select the Apply Exception Credit check box.

ii. Enter the amount of the exception credit in the text box.

• To apply the credit to one or more students individually:

i. In the row of each student to whom you want to apply the credit, select the Apply 
Exception Credit check box.

ii. In the Exception Credit field, enter the amount of the exception credit.

6. Click Save.

A confirmation message displays.

7. Optional: To delete exception credits for one or more students, deselect the Apply 
Exception Credit check box in the row of each student, and then click Save.

8. Optional: To delete exception credits for the entire course section, deselect the Apply 
Exception Credit check box above the grid, and then click Save. 

Course Section Exception Credits

Exception Credit Confirmation
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Maintain Comments

You can maintain comments related to student performance in a variety of ways. You can also 
choose whether or not to include these comments on interims and report cards. Refer to the 
appropriate section as follows:

• “View Comments” 

• “Add Comments” 

• “Edit Comments” 

• “Delete Comments” 

View Comments
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Marks – Teacher Comment or
Navigation: Home – Teacher Menu – Teacher Comments

1. With a student in context on the Teacher Comment screen, select the Teacher and 
Course Section in which you want to view comments for the selected student.

2. Click Filter.

The comments related to the selected course section for this student display in a grid.

Note: Cancelled comments (indicated with  icons at the beginning of the row 

and a  icon in the Cancelled column) display only if you deselect the Show 
Active Only check box.

Teacher Comment Screen

View Comments
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Add Comments
You can add comments about a student’s performance using either standard comments defined 
by your school or freeform comments. Refer to the appropriate section as follows:

• “Add Standard Comments” 

• “Add Freeform Comments” 

Add Standard Comments

Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Marks – Teacher Comment or
Navigation: Home – Teacher Menu – Teacher Comments

1. With a student in context on the Teacher Comment screen, click Add Standard 
Comment.

The add-edit version of the screen displays.

2. Select the Teacher and Course Section in which you want to add a comment for the 
selected student. 

3. Select the Comment Type (“General Mark,” “Effort” or “Work Habit”).

4. Select the school-defined Standard Comment that you want to add for this student.

5. Optional: If you want the comment to display in a particular order relative to this student’s 
other comments, in the Sort Order field, enter the place order in which it should display. 
You can also increase or decrease the order using the up and down arrows.

6. Select the Marking Pattern Rule (reporting period) to which this comment applies.

7. Optional: If you want the comment to display on interim and/or regular report cards, select 
the Include On Interim Report Card and/or Include On Report Card check boxes.

8. Click Save. Or, to continue adding comments for this student, click Save and New.

Add Standard Comments
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A confirmation message displays, and the new comment displays in the list.

Add Freeform Comments

Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Marks – Teacher Comment or
Navigation: Home – Teacher Menu – Teacher Comments

1. With a student in context on the Teacher Comment screen, click Add Freeform 
Comment.

Add Standard Comment

Standard Comment Added

Add Freeform Comments
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The add-edit version of the screen displays.

2. Select the Teacher and Course Section in which you want to add a comment for the 
selected student. 

3. Select the Comment Type (“General Mark,” “Effort” or “Work Habit”).

4. In the Comment field, enter a freeform comment for this student.

5. Optional: If you want the comment to display in a particular order relative to this student’s 
other comments, in the Sort Order field, enter the place order in which it should display. 
You can also increase or decrease the order using the up and down arrows.

6. Select the Marking Pattern Rule (reporting period) to which this comment applies.

7. Optional: If you want the comment to display on interim and/or regular report cards, select 
the Include On Interim Report Card and/or Include On Report Card check boxes.

8. Click Save. Or, to continue adding comments for this student, click Save and New.

A confirmation message displays, and the new comment displays in the list.

Add Freeform Comment

Freeform Comment Added
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Edit Comments
You can edit standard and freeform comments using the same procedure.

Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Marks – Teacher Comment or
Navigation: Home – Teacher Menu – Teacher Comments

1. With a student in context on the Teacher Comment screen, select the Teacher and 
Course Section in which you want to edit a comment for the selected student.

2. Click Filter.

The comments related to the selected course section for this student display in a grid.

3. In the row of the comment you want to edit, click . 

The add-edit version of the screen displays.

4. Make any desired changes, and click Save.

Note: For more information about the fields on this screen, see “Add Comments.”

Teacher Comment Screen

Edit Comments
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A confirmation message displays, and the edited comment displays in the list.

Delete Comments
You can delete standard and freeform comments using the same procedure.

Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Marks – Teacher Comment or
Navigation: Home – Teacher Menu – Teacher Comments

1. With a student in context on the Teacher Comment screen, select the Teacher and 
Course Section in which you want to delete a comment for the selected student.

2. Click Filter.

Edit Comment

Confirmation of Edited Comment
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The comments related to the selected course section for this student display in a grid.

3. In the row of the comment you want to delete, click . 

A message displays, asking if you are sure you want to delete (cancel) the comment.

4. Click Ok.

A confirmation message displays, and the comment no longer displays in the list.

Teacher Comment Screen

Delete Comments

Confirm Delete
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Note: To view deleted (cancelled) comments again, deselect the Show Active 
Only check box.

Post Fee Payments

You can collect fees from students in your homeroom and post the payments.

Navigation: Home – Teacher Menu – Homeroom Fee Collection

Note: You can only accept the full amount of fees due. If a student is making a 
partial payment or presenting a payment in excess of the total fees due, you 
cannot collect the fees in the classroom. Instead, the student must pay the fees 
with the payment clerk or in the office, as appropriate for your school.

1. On the Homeroom Fee Collection screen, verify the Collection Date, or enter or select 
a new date.

2. In the Select a homeroom for which to collect fees drop-down list, verify that your 
homeroom is selected, or select a new homeroom.

3. If you changed the defaulted collection date and/or homeroom, click Go.

A list of students in the homeroom displays, along with any outstanding fee information.

Note: The Payment Reference column shows “No Outstanding Fees” for 
students with a $0.00 balance. It shows “Must Pay in Office” if the student has any 
unusual circumstances, such as a credit balance, refund due, dropped classes, 
etc.

4. For each student who is paying fees, in the Payment Reference field, enter any relevant 
details (such as check number, etc.).

5. Select the Paid in Full check box.

6. Click Submit.

Confirmation of Deleted Comment
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A confirmation message displays, and the student’s fee balance now shows $0.00.

Homeroom Fee Collection Screen

Confirmation of Fees Paid
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In addition, the fees now show as paid on the Student Fee Details screen for this student.

View Student Medical Information

You can view important medical information about your students. Refer to the appropriate section 
as follows:

• “View Student Medical Alerts” 

• “View Student Medications” 

View Student Medical Alerts
Navigation: Home – Teacher Menu – Medical Alerts

You can view the medical alerts of all students enrolled in a specific course section on the 
read-only Medical Alert Class List screen.

1. Access the Medical Alert Class List screen using the navigation path shown above. Or, 
to access this screen from the Teacher Course List screen:

a. Select the Teacher whose course list you want to view.

Student Fee Details
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b. Optional: To view all course sections (not limited to the current reporting period), 
deselect the Course Sections In Progress check box.

The selected teacher’s courses display.

c. In the drop-down list in the row of the course, select “Medical Alert Class List.”

2. On the Medical Alert Class List screen, select the Teacher and Course Section for 
which you want to view medical alerts.

The screen displays a list of all students in the class. For any student with a medical alert, 
information regarding the alert displays, along with the student’s medical contact 
information.

3. Optional: To display only the students with alerts, select “Only Students with Alerts.”

Access Medical Alert Class List from Teacher Course List

Medical Alert Class List Screen
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View Student Medications
Navigation: Home – Teacher Menu – Medications

You can view the prescription medications taken by all students enrolled in a specific course 
section on the read-only Medications Class List screen.

1. Access the Medications Class List screen using the navigation path shown above. Or, 
to access this screen from the Teacher Course List screen:

a. Select the Teacher whose course list you want to view.

b. Optional: To view all course sections (not limited to the current reporting period), 
deselect the Course Sections In Progress check box.

The selected teacher’s courses display.

c. In the drop-down list in the row of the course, select “Medication Class List.”

List of Medical Alerts
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2. On the Medications Class List screen, select the Teacher and Course Section for which 
you want to view students’ prescription medications.

The screen displays a list of any students taking prescription medications, along with the 
details of the medications (such as dosage, timing, etc.).

Access Medications Class List from Teacher Course List

Medications Class List Screen

List of Medications
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Manage Discipline Referrals

You can enter discipline referrals for your students and view a list of referrals that you have 
submitted. Refer to the appropriate section as follows:

• “Add Discipline Referrals” 

• “View List of Submitted Referrals” 

Add Discipline Referrals
Navigation: Home – Teacher Menu – Discipline Referral

1. On the Discipline Referral screen, enter or select the following information:

• Name you want to assign to the incident

• Date, time and time frame during which the incident occurred (defaults to current 
date, current time and “During school hours”)

• Description of the incident

• (Optional): General and specific location where the incident occurred (defaults to “On 
School Property”)

2. Optional: To add an offender to the referral:

a. In the search box, search for the offender as follows:

i. Enter the first couple letters of the offender’s first or last name.

ii. In the search results that display beneath the field, select the correct offender.

b. Click Add Offender.

Add Discipline Referral
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The offender’s information displays.

Note: To delete an offender, click .

3. Optional: To document the district policy that the student violated and/or the infraction that 
occurred:

a. In the Policy / Infractions section, click .

b. Select the appropriate policy and/or infraction.

Note: To document additional policies/infractions, click . To delete a 

policy/infraction, click .

4. Click Submit.

Add Offender

Document Policy/Infraction
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StudentInformation creates the referral, and it now displays on the Incident List screen. 
(See “View List of Submitted Referrals.”)

View List of Submitted Referrals
Navigation: Home – Teacher Menu – Discipline Referral List

Note: Using this procedure, you can only view your own referrals. You cannot 
view referrals submitted by any other teacher or administrator.

1. On the Incident List screen, review the list of discipline referrals you have submitted. 

2. Optional: To create a new referral, click New Discipline Incident.

Referral Submitted

View List of Your Submitted Referrals
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The Discipline Referral screen displays, and you can create a new referral. (For more 
information, see “Add Discipline Referrals.”)

Discipline Referral Screen
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Overview

The following information is described in this section:

• “Assessment Overview” 

• “Understanding the Assessment Module” 

• “Assessment Outline and Flow” 

Assessment Overview

Districts need the ability to add, update, delete, view, and track all of the students' testing results. 
Those tests currently include Ohio Graduation Test (OGT) and a variety of grade level 
Achievement tests. These testing requirements may change from year to year, depending on the 
state requirements. Achievement testing is likely to change from year to year. StudentInformation 
not only addresses testing concerns for the current school year, but also accommodates changes 
and additions to future testing requirements. StudentInformation is the primary repository for all 
testing results for the buildings/districts. All testing data maintenance is done in 
StudentInformation and then moved to EMIS for EMIS reporting requirements.

StudentInformation gives the district the ability to create electronic files for the testing company for 
producing pre-identification labels used during the student testing. StudentInformation allows 
districts to import test results from testing companies and then copy that same data from 
StudentInformation to EMIS for your EMIS reporting requirements. StudentInformation provides 
optional reports that can be processed to validate the data as well as reports to inquire which 
students still need to fulfill their testing requirements (refer to “Who Needs It” ). DSL & REPO 
reports used in the past are incorporated into the various reports within StudentInformation. 
Achievement test results can then be integrated on the report cards and transcripts for school use 
if desired. District personnel also have the ability to view testing data by grade level, building, 
courses, teacher, etc. and use that data to analyze results and needs of the students and district.

Understanding the Assessment Module

The Assessment module is a set of tools to maintain the assessment data, reports to provide the 
details on the assessment records and an assessment import managing system to assist the user 
in loading results returned from assessment vendors as well as tools to determine who needs to 
sit for a particular part of a test. 
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Overview
Assessment Outline and Flow

1. Assessment - General

a. Who Needs It – View students who have not passed a specific test type and test part 
that is required for graduation.

b. Standards – View the assessment standards used to determine scaled score 
standards.

c. Assessment Imports – Import OGT, OTELA, CTE and Standardized Assessment 
results into StudentInformation.

d. Assessment Import Management – View a listing of assessment records that 
contain errors and could not be automatically associated to a student. These records 
need to be fixed, deleted, or associated with a specific student.

e. Assessment Import History – View the job run history of Assessment Import loads.

f. Accelerated List – View a listing of assessment students with accelerated tests.

g. WebXam Assessment Coordinator Records – Allows each CTE Program of 
Concentration to be assigned to a default Assessment Coordinator in each district. 
These records are then used to create records for the WebXam Export.

2. Student Assessment Menu

a. Student Proficiency – View and change a specific student's proficiency test records.

b. OGT – View and change a specific student's OGT (Ohio Graduation Test) test 
records.

c. Accelerated Student – View and change a specific student's accelerated records 
prior to Pre-Ident for OAA.

Note: These accelerated records are only used by the Pre-Ident process and are 
not reported to EMIS.

d. Student Achievement – View, edit, and add a specific student's achievement 
records.

e. ACT – View and change a specific student's ACT records.

f. AP Exams – View and change a specific student's AP exam records.

g. CTE Industry Assessment – View and change a specific student's CTE industry 
assessment record.

h. CTE Student Assessment (OCTCA) – View or change a specific student's CTE 
student assessment (OCTCA) record.

i. KRA-L – View and change a specific student's KRA-L record. 

j. OTELA – View and change a specific student's OTELA record.

k. PLAN (pre-ACT) – View and change a specific student's PLAN test records.

l. Preschool ASQ/SE – View and change a specific student's preschool ASQ/SE 
record.

m. Preschool ECO – View and change a specific student's preschool ECO record.
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n. Preschool GGG – View and change a specific student's preschool GGG record.

o. PSAT/NMSQT – View and change a specific student's PSAT/NMSQT test records.

p. SAT Reasoning Test – View and change a specific student's SAT reasoning test 
records.

q. SAT Subject Tests – View and change a specific student's SAT subject test records.

r. Student Assessment List – View and change all student assessment records.

3. Assessment Reports

a. Achievement Detail – This report lists students' detailed 3rd through 8th grade 
achievement information.

b. ASQ/SE – This report lists student's detailed preschool ASQ/SE information.

c. ECO – This report lists student's detailed preschool ECO (Early Childhood Outcome) 
information.

d. KRAL – This report lists student's detailed KRA-L (Kindergarten Readiness 
Assessment - Literacy) information.

e. Misc to AAT Conversion – This process will convert existing assessment data on 
the Misc screens to the assessment test screens.

f. OGT – This report lists student's detailed OGT (Ohio Graduation Test) information.

g. OTELA – This report lists student's detailed OTELA (Ohio Test of English Acquisition) 
information.

h. Preschool – This report lists student's detailed Preschool GGG assessment 
information.

i. PROH – This report lists student's proficiency test records.

j. Standardized Test Detail – This report lists student's Standardized Test Detail (ACT, 
SAT, etc.) information.
ProgressBook StudentInformation Assessment Guide 3
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Assessment - General

The following information in described in this topic:

• “Who Needs It” 

• “Standards” 

• “Assessment Imports” 

• “Assessment Import Management” 

• “Assessment Import History” 

• “Accelerated List” 

• “WebXam Assessment Coordinator Records” 

Who Needs It 

Navigation: Home - SIS - Assessment - Who Needs It

The Who Needs It screen gives districts the ability to quickly determine how many students will 
need to pass a specific Ohio Achievement Assessment (OAA) or the Ohio Graduation Test (OGT). 
The Who Needs It screen lists all students who have not passed the selected test type and part 
and are eligible to be tested. Detailed results can be viewed through filters (students passing, 
students not passing and students missing) and exported to a txt file.

Example - 3rd Through 8th Grade Achievement

Who Needs It Screen (3rd Grade Achievement Test Selected)
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Test Type (required) – Choose from 3rd through 8th Grade Achievement or the Ohio Graduation 
Test (OGT).

Test Part (optional) – If no Test Parts are selected, the display returns all test parts specific to the 
test type chosen. You may also filter your results by selecting one or more test parts.

Return only these students (comma separated student numbers) (optional) – To return on 
specific students, enter student numbers separated by commas. If no student numbers are 
selected, all students matching the other filters are returned.

Counselor (optional) – To filter students assigned to a specific counselor, pick the counselor from 
the drop-down list. Only students assigned to the specified counselor in the school and school 
year in context are returned to the screen. To show students assigned to all counselors, choose 
Show All.

Example - Ohio Graduation Test (OGT)

In addition to the filters described above for achievement tests, the Who Needs It screen for OGT 
tasks has two additional filters.

Include the following grades (optional) – Choose one or more grades that you wish to filter on. 
If no grades are selected, all grade levels (10-13) are returned.

Who Needs It Screen (Ohio Graduation Test Selected)
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Include the following students (optional) – Choose one or more student types that you wish to 
filter on. If no student types are selected, no students represented by the student types are 
returned. When “Include only required students” is checked, the Passed column and the “Show 
students passing” check box do not appear on the results screen.

Click View to display the Who Needs It summary results on the screen.

Test Type/Test Part Summary

Click Show Filter to show the filters specified for this summary. This menu option toggles between 
Show Filter and Hide Filter.

Each test type and test part selected is listed in a summary.

• Passed – The number of students selected whose maximum score on the test type/test 
part is passing.

• Not Passed – The number of students selected whose maximum score on the test 
type/test part is failing.

• Missing – The number of students selected that do not have an assessment record for 
the specified test type/test part.

• Total – The total number of students selected for this specific test type/test part. (Passed 
+ Not Passed + Missing)

 – Click on the magnifying glass icon to view the list of students that make up the total number 
of students for a specific test type/test part. Check the appropriate check boxes to control the 
students returned in the Student Details Grid (refer to “Student Details Grid” ). To refresh your 
student details grid, simply click on the magnifying glass after making your student selections.

Who Needs It Screen (Summary)

Who Needs It Screen (Assessment Details Filter Options)
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Student Details Grid

Sorting – You may sort the student details grid by any column (Student Number, First (name), 
Last (name), Grade, Gender, Ethnicity, Situation, Missing, Passing, Date, Test Grade, Scaled 
Score, Required Score) in ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header. The 
default sort is by Student Number. 

The student details grid lists the following for each student:

• Student Number – The student ID number 

• First/Last – The name of the student from the student profile

• Grade – The current grade of the student from the student profile

• Gender – The gender of the student (M or F) from the student profile

• Ethnicity – The ethnicity of the student from the student profile

• Situation – The EMIS situation of the student from the student profile

• Test – The selected test type

• Part – The selected test part

• Missing – Will be checked if the student is missing this specific test type/test part

• Passing – Will be checked if the student has passed this specific test type/test part

• Date – The date when this student took the last occurrence of the specified test type/test 
part

• Test Grade – The grade of this student when taking the last occurrence of the specified 
test type/test part

• Scaled Score – The scaled score of this student when taking the last occurrence of the 
specific test type/test part

• Required Score – The required score of this student when taking the last occurrence of 
the required test type/test part. This may be different depending on whether the student 
has taken an ALT (alternate) test or a STR (standard) test.

Who Needs It Screen (Assessment Details Grid)
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Export All Option
Click Export All to export the selected students to a Fixed Format file. Check the appropriate 
check boxes to control the students returned in the export file.

Save – Save this file to your hard drive or network drive

The file is fixed width, left justified, with spaces for padding. The file layout is as follows with the 
starting point of that field and the length.

• State student ID SSID – 1, 9

• Student ID – 10, 9

• Student name (First Name, Middle Initial, Last Name) – 19, 100

• Current grade – 119, 2

• Gender – 223, 1

• Ethnicity description – 224, 30

• EMIS situation ID and description – 254

• Test type (ex 10 for OGT) – 304, 2 

• Test part code – 306, 1

• Missing – 307, 1 (0 = not missing, 1 = missing)

• Passing – 308, 1 (0 = not passing, 1 = passing)

• Test date – 309, 8

• Test grade – 318, 2

• Best scaled score – 320, 3

• Required score – 323, 3

Who Needs It Screen (Assessment Details Filter Options)

File DownLoad Screen (Export All Option)
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Sample Output
The following figure shows part of an example Export All file.

Standards

Navigation: Home - SIS - Assessment - Standards

The Assessment Standards screen is a view-only table maintained by StudentInformation State 
Support Team for all ITCs. The determination of what is passing or not is set by ODE and is 
defined in the Assessment Standards screen. This screen translates the raw scores into Scaled 
Score Standards. This screen is changed and modified by StudentInformation State Support 
Team as per ODE standards.

Choose Assessment – Use the drop-down list to limit the assessment test type displayed. If left 
blank, then all test types display.

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Fiscal Year, Test Type, Test Part, Scaled Score Standard, 
Alternate, Min Score, Max Score, Passing, Transcript Desc, Report Card Desc) in ascending or 
descending order by clicking on the column header.

Fiscal Year – The test year to which this standard applies.

Sample Export All Output

Assessment Standards Screen
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Test Type – The test type to which this standard applies (4th Prof, 6th Prof, 9th Prof, 3rd Ach, 
OGT, etc. for example). 

Test Part – Citizenship, Math, Reading, Science or Writing

Scaled Score Standard – Description of this standard.

Alternate – A check indicates this is an Alternate Assessment Standard.

Min Score – The minimum score for this standard.

Max Score – The maximum score for this standard.

Passing – A check indicates this is a passing score when calculating passing percentages.

Transcript Desc – Description of this standard to be printed on transcripts. Only passing test 
results and scores are printed on transcripts.

Report Card Desc – Description of this standard to be printed on report cards.

Show All Years – If checked, standards for all years are displayed. If not checked, only the 
current year's standards are displayed.

Assessment Imports

Navigation: StudentInformation - SIS - Assessment - Assessment Imports

This feature imports achievement assessment results into StudentInformation from vendor files.

Note: This screen is available only at the district level.

Assessment Type – Use the drop-down list to select the type of assessment being imported. 

Test Date (required) – The date the assessment was administered. This field is available for 
OCTCA imports only.

Browse – Browse to the vendor file. This file can contain assessment results for a single building, 
single district or entire ITC.

Assessment Imports Screen (Type Selection)
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Upload – Upload the selected vendor file into StudentInformation. Uploading the file may take a 
few minutes depending on the number of student records in the import file. Once the upload is 
complete, a message details how many records were successfully uploaded and requests student 
records be verified by clicking View Import Management.

View Import Management – Proceed to the Assessment Import Management screen to view the 
results of the file import. Refer to “Assessment Import Management”  for details.

View Import History – Proceed to the Assessment Import History screen to view detailed 
information on each assessment import. Refer to “Assessment Import History”  for details.

Assessment Import tries to match the students in StudentInformation with the results from the 
import file. Assessment Imports uses the following criteria to match students. In all matching sets, 
the search must include a single student or StudentInformation will not assign the record to a 
student. To import OAA, OAA alternate, OGT, OGT alternate and OTELA records, one of the 
following sets of data is required to match to a student:

• SSID and Birthdate and district

• SSID and LastName and district

• StudentNumber and Birthdate and district

• StudentNumber and LastName and district

• FirstName and LastName and Birthdate and district (NEW in 9.0.2)

Note: If the student is not found according to the criteria listed above, then the 
testing records are displayed in the Assessment Import Management - 
Unmatched Records tab. The district user can use this Assessment Import 
Management tab to search for a student in the district and then assign a student 
to the unassigned record. Refer to “Assessment Import Management”  for 
additional details.

To import ACT assessment records, the following data must match to a student:

• Social Security Number (optional)

• Legal Last Name and First Name (Student Last Name and First Name will be used if legal 
names do not match)

• Gender

• Birthdate

Assessment Imports Screen (Upload Completed)
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ACT assessment records are updated according to the following rules:

• If the student has no previous ACT record for the test date, a test record is created and all 
scores are imported.

• If the student has a previous ACT record for the test date:

• Existing scores are updated with scores from the import file.

• New scores are added.

• Existing scores not found in the import file are not updated.

To import OCTCA assessment records, the following data must match to a student:

• EMIS ID AND District ID

          OR

• District ID AND Legal Last, First and Middle (if available) Names. Student Last, First and 
Middle (if available) Names are used if no legal name match is found.

OCTCA assessment records are updated with scores from the import file. 

To import PLAN assessment records, the following data must match to a student:

• Legal Last Name and First Name (Student Last Name and First Name will be used if legal 
names do not match)

• Gender

• Birthdate

PLAN assessment records are updated according to the following rules:

• If the student has no previous PLAN record for the test date, a test record is created and 
all scores are imported.

• If the student has a previous PLAN record for the test date:

• Existing scores are updated with scores from the import file.

• New scores are added.

• Existing scores not found in the import file are not updated.

Note: The Assessment Import feature cannot handle records provided by testing 
companies that contain incorrect district IRNs.

Note: For FY11 and beyond, checks for Composite Performance Level and 
Comprehensive Domain Score were removed from the OTELA Import.

Note: OGT records cannot be imported into JVS school districts.

To import SAT assessment records, the following data must match to a student:

• District IRN in context (student must be in that district)

• Last name or legal last name

• First name or legal first name

• Gender

• Birth date
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To import KRA assessment records, the following data must match to a student:

• State Student ID 

• EMIS ID 

• School IRN

• District IRN

Assessment Import Management

Navigation: StudentInformation - SIS - Assessment - Assessment Import Management

The Assessment Import Management screen shows the results of each Assessment Import in 
three separate tabs:

• Unmatched Records – Records imported but not yet assigned to a student

• Matched Records – Records imported and assigned to a student

• Errors – Records that were not imported because of stated errors.

If the appropriate import file does not display in the Import field, click Import Another File to return 
to the Assessment Imports screen to import the desired file.

Note: If the school in context is a district, then errors for students in all buildings 
within the district in context display for all imports. If the school in context is an 
ITC, then errors for students in all buildings in the ITC will only be displayed for 
imports performed in StudentInformation versions 11.3 or earlier.

Unmatched Records Tab
This tab shows assessment records from the testing company that could not be automatically 
associated to a student. These unassigned records may have occurred because there was a 
mismatch of data. Refer to “Assessment Imports”  for the matching criteria. 

Assessment Import Management Screen
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Note: The column headings and data input fields shown on this tab depend on the 
type of assessment selected in the Input field.

Assigning records

The unassigned records displayed on this tab can be assigned to the appropriate students without 
having to retype the proficiency data. The majority of load errors are caused by mismatches in 

ID/SSN/name. Click  beside the student you are working on to view details of this unassigned 
record and to manually assign the record to a student in StudentInformation.

Match student from file to a student in StudentInformation (Search Criteria)

It is recommended that you first search using the defaults to locate a student match. If necessary, 

Assessment Import Management Screen (Unmatched Records Tab)

Assessment Import Management Screen (Unmatched Records Tab - Record 
Details)
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change or enhance the search criteria to locate the correct student.

Partial name searches can be used by checking the Wild Card Search box after the First Name, 
Called Name, Middle Name, and/or Last Name.

Cancel – Do not execute the Search.

Search – Search for a student match. Matching students in the district are displayed at the bottom 
of the screen. The search is performed by district as OGT and achievement records are a district 
file. A student may have taken the test in one building, but by the time the results are received and 
loaded, the student may be at another building in the district. This is especially true of summer 
testing. Please note, as of 9.0.2 searching for the StudentInformation student to which a record 
belongs is school year independent.

 – Assign the testing data to this student. Click this icon if the results should be loaded into 
this student’s assessment record. You will receive a confirmation message (Import Record 
Successfully Assigned to a StudentInformation Student). The record is moved from the 
Unmatched Records tab to the Matched Records tab.

Caution: All other testing records can be manually corrected or added for new 
students coming in to the districts. This is covered in “Student Assessment Menu”  
of this document.

Deleting Unassigned Records

If there are unassigned records that should not be loaded, particularly records from previous 
years, they can be deleted from the Assessment Import Management – Unmatched Records tab.

 – Delete the unassigned record for this student.

Assessment Import Management Screen (Unmatched Records Tab - Search Results)

Assessment Import Management Screen (Unmatched Records Tab)
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Click OK to continue with the delete. Click Cancel to not delete this record. 

Matched Records tab
This tab shows assessment records from the import file that were successfully matched to a 
student in StudentInformation.

Note: The column headings shown on this tab depend on the type of assessment 
selected in the Input field.

Line No – Line number of the record in the import file.

Column headings containing the word File list data obtained from the import file. Columns with 
headings containing the word Matched list data from the student's record that matched data in the 
import file.

Records – Total number of assessment records matched.

Errors tab
Any assessment import errors are displayed on the Assessment Import Management – Errors tab.

Note: The column headings shown on this tab depend on the type of assessment 
selected in the Input field.

Assessment Import Management Screen (Unmatched Records Tab - Delete 
Record)

Assessment Import Management Screen (Matched Records Tab)
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Line No – Line number of the record in the import file.

Message – Error message. These will typically be field error messages (the Testing Date field is 
not a valid date or the English Score is missing, for example).

Assessment Import History

Navigation: StudentInformation - SIS - Assessment - Assessment Import History

This screen is only viewable with the appropriate permissions. This screen displays summary and 
detailed information on each Assessment Import.

User (optional) – Use the drop-down list to limit the assessment import history to a specified user.

Filter – Filter and return assessment import history only for the user specified.

Assessment Type – Type of assessment uploaded via Assessment Imports.

File Name – The name of the file uploaded via Assessment Imports.

Total Test Records – Total number of test records in the vendor assessment file.

Unmatched Test Records – Total number of test records not yet assigned to a student. These 
records will need reviewed on the Assessment Import Management – Unmatched Records tab.

Matched Test Records – Total number of test records matched to a student and imported into 
StudentInformation. These records can be reviewed on the Assessment Import Management – 
Matched Records tab.

Errors – Total number of test records with errors. These records will need reviewed in the 
Assessment Import Management – Errors tab.

Assessment Import Management Screen (Errors Tab)

Assessment Import History Screen
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User – The user who submitted this Assessment Import.

Date – The date that this Assessment Import was executed.

Assessment Import View Details

 – Click this icon to view details of the specified Assessment Import. Details of the specified 
assessment import are displayed and record counts are displayed by Building IRN, School, Test, 
Part, Records, Imported, Not yet assigned to Student and Errors.

Back – Return to the Assessment Import History screen.

Assessment Import Delete

 – Delete the specified assessment import from the assessment import history.

Ok – Delete the assessment import history. You will receive a confirmation message (The 
Assessment Import Was Successfully Deleted).

Note: Deleting the assessment import history also deletes this assessment import 
information from Assessment Import Management.

Cancel – Do not process the delete.

Assessment Import History Screen (Details)

Assessment Import History Screen (Delete Assessment)
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Accelerated List

Navigation: Home - SIS - Assessment- Accelerated List

The Accelerated List screen shows a list of all students with accelerated records used in the 
Pre-Identification process for the filtered test and test part.

Note: The accelerated records used for the Pre-Identification process are not 
reported to EMIS.

Test – You can filter by a particular test or leave blank to not filter on test.

Part – You can filter by a particular test part (you must select a test before you can select a part) 
or leave blank to not filter on part.

Click Search to display the list of students matching the chosen test and part filters.

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Student Name, Student Grade Level, Test, Part) in 
ascending or descending order by clicking the column header.

Click the student's name to go to that specific accelerated record.

Accelerated List Screen

Accelerated Student Screen
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WebXam Assessment Coordinator Records

Navigation: Home - SIS - Assessment- WebXam Assessment Coordinator Records

The WebXam Assessment Coordinator Records screen allows for each CTE program of 
concentration to be assigned to a default assessment coordinator in each district. These records 
are then used to create records for the WebXam Export. 

The WebXam Assessment Coordinator Records screen is only available for districts. You will 
receive the message below if you do not have a district in context.

This screen has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls.

Add WebXam Assessment Coordinator Records

CTE Program Area (required) – Choose a program area for the CTE Program of Concentration 

Context Message on WebExam Assessment Coordinator Records Screen

WebExam Assessment Coordinator Records Screen

WebXam Assessment Coordinator Records Screen (Add Record)
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element.

CTE Program of Concentration (required) – Choose an element that designates the program of 
concentration for a CTE concentrator. The list of available values in the CTE Program of 
Concentration drop-down list is dependent on the value selected for the CTE Program Area field.

Assessment Coordinator (required) – Choose from the list of staff.   

Save – Saves the current WebXam assessment coordinator record and returns to the WebXam 
Assessment Coordinator Records screen where you will see the updated information.

Save and New – Saves the current WebXam assessment coordinator record and displays a new 
blank record to enter subsequent records. A message displays stating that the record was 
successfully saved. 

Cancel – Will clear out data already entered. 

Edit WebXam Assessment Coordinator Records

When editing a WebXam assessment coordinator record, the CTE Program Area and CTE 
Program of Concentration fields are not available. Only the Assessment Coordinator field is 
editable. If the CTE Program Area and CTE Program of Concentration fields need edited, delete 
the record (click the red X) and add a new record.

Assessment Coordinator (required) – Choose a different person from the list of staff.   

Save – Saves the current WebXam assessment coordinator record and returns to WebXam 
Assessment Coordinator Records screen where you will see the updated information.

Cancel – Clears out data already entered. 

Note: The WebXam Export is located under the Import/Export menu in following 
path: Management > Import/Export. Refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation 
Import Export Guide for further information.

WebXam Assessment Coordinator Records Screen (Edit Record)
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The following information in described in this topic:

• “Student Proficiency” 

• “OGT (Ohio Graduation Test)” 

• “Accelerated Student” 

• “Student Achievement” 

• “ACT” 

• “AP Exams” 

• “KRA” 

• “KRA-L” 

• “OTELA” 

• “PLAN (Pre-ACT)” 

• “Preschool GGG” 

• “Preschool ASQ/SE” 

• “Preschool ECO” 

• “Preschool ELA” 

• “PSAT/NMSQT” 

• “SAT Reasoning Test” 

• “SAT Subject Tests” 

• “Student Assessment List” 

• “CTE Industry Assessment” 

• “CTE Industry Credential” 

• “CTE Student Assessment (OCTCA)” 

• “International Baccalaureate (IB)” 
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Student Proficiency

Navigation: Home - SIS - Student - Assessment - Student Proficiency

To view a student's proficiency data, select a student and then select Student Proficiency under 
Assessment.

Proficiency Test (required) – Choose to show all proficiency test results or just the results for 4th, 
6th, 9th or 12th grades. 

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Test, Part, Test Date, Req Test Type, Grade, Accomm, 
Scaled Score, Reason Test Not Taken, Attempts, Grad Req, Mar Admin IRN) in ascending or 
descending order by clicking on the column header.

View Student Proficiency Test Details

Test – Grade level proficiency test.

Part – Social Science/Citizenship, Math, Reading, Science or Writing.

Required Test Type – Format of the proficiency the student took.

Student Proficiency Screen

Student Proficiency Screen (Details)
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Test Date (required) – Month and year the test was administered or should have been 
administered (mm/yyyy).

Grade at Time of Test – Grade level of the student at the time this particular test was 
administered. 

Accommodations – Any accommodations taken with the STR test format.

Scaled Score – Scaled score achieved on this test subject.

 

Reason Test Not Taken – Reason the subject test was not taken.

Attempts – Number of test attempts (including the current attempt) for the subject test reported.

Required for Graduation – If the student is required to meet the passing standard of this subject 
test in order to graduate.

March Administration Building IRN – Building IRN where the student was enrolled during the 
test administration.

OGT (Ohio Graduation Test)

Navigation: Home - SIS - Student - Assessment - OGT

All portions of the OGT (Ohio Graduation Test) will be administered to all 10th grade students in 
Ohio schools starting in the 2005-2006 school year. Each 10th grade student whom your district 
is responsible for testing needs an OGT record for each of the five subject areas. The OGT data 
is loaded by districts (or ITCs) from the appropriate files received from the testing company as per 
the district's instruction. To view a student's OGT data, select a student and then select OGT 
under Assessment.

** Not applicable

NO No accommodations

Y1 Yes, 504

Y2 Yes, IEP

Y3 Yes, IEP (only valid during March administration)

** Student did not take the test

0 – 499 Scaled test score – regular test

OGT Assessment Screen
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This screen has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. 

Note: In FY10 and going forward, this screen loads records by the fiscal year in 
context, and not by test date.

Add/Edit Ohio Graduation Test

Building IRN - Spring Test Administration (required) – Enter the building IRN where the student 
was enrolled during the test administration. Will default to the IRN of your current working school.

Grade at Time of Test (required) – Enter the grade level of the student at the time this particular 
test was administered.

Test Date (required) – Enter the month and year the test was administered or should have been 
administered (mm/yyyy).

Test Type (required) – Enter the format of the subject test the student is required to take.

Part (required) – Choose from C = Citizenship/Social Studies, M = Math, R = Reading, S = 
Science, W = Writing.

Score Not Reported (required) – Enter the reason that the subject test was not reported. Refer 
to ODE EMIS Guide for a list of valid values.

Scaled Score (optional) – Raw scores will be reported in the “subject” raw score element in 
FY2004. The actual scaled score achieved on the test will be reported after that time. The scaled 
score will default to *** when test type is set to ALT – Alternate and the scaled score was 
previously blank. If the scaled score previously contained a value, the value will not change when 
the test type is set to ALT.

Raw Score (optional) – Enter the number of points assigned to student's performance on test 
subject.

Accommodations (required) – Enter any accommodations taken with the STR test format.

OGT Assessment Details Screen
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Required for Graduation (required) – Enter if the student is required to meet the passing 
standard of this subject test in order to graduate.

Re-report Time Period (optional) – The OGT EMIS transfer includes any records marked for 
re-reporting for the fiscal year in Period G.

Transferred From IRN (optional) – The Building IRN of the school at which the OGT test 
generating this record was taken. This field is read-only for transferred student but is editable for 
manually entered OGT test results.

Accelerated Student

Navigation: Home - SIS - Student - Assessment - Accelerated

An accelerated record must be added for each test part in which the student is accelerated. To 
add a record for a student, search for the student for which you wish to add a record and then 
select Accelerated Student under Assessment. In order for the Pre-Identification file to include a 
student testing at an accelerated level, a record needs to be added for each test part in which the 
student is testing as accelerated.

Note: The accelerated records added on this screen are only used for the 
purpose of creating the Pre-Identification labels for accelerated students taking 
parts of the Ohio Achievement Assessment only. The information entered on this 
screen is not reported to EMIS.

This screen has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls.

Accelerated Student Screen
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Add/Edit Accelerated

Test (required) – The drop-down list contains any available tests which are for grade levels higher 
than the current grade level. An accelerated test record may only be entered for a grade level test 
greater than the student's current grade level.

Part (required) – The drop-down list contains those parts which are available for a student to take 
for the selected test.

Caution: It is possible that a student will be reported to EMIS for an accelerated 
test part for a test that does not exist (i.e. 9th grade Math). Since no test materials 
will be ordered for this student, these records do not need to be on the Pre-Ident 
file. These types of records should be added directly to the Achievement Test 
records screen for the appropriate grade level test and part. Refer to 
ProgressBook StudentInformation EMIS Guide for guidelines on how to report 
these types of test records.

Student Achievement

Navigation: Home - SIS - Student - Assessment - Student Achievement

Student Achievement is a single screen to view, edit, and delete all student achievement records 
(currently 3rd-8th grade). The Student Achievement screen includes grade of the student when 
the test was taken as well as the test grade level (i.e. 3rd-8th grade achievement) allowing 
accelerated student achievement results to be entered.

This screen has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. 

Accelerated Student Screen (Details)

Student Achievement Screen
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Sorting – You may sort by any column (Grade, Test Date, IRN, Reqd Test Type, Test, Part, Score 
Not Reported, Accomm, Raw Score, Scaled Score, Standard, Passing and Accel) in ascending 
or descending order by clicking on the column header. The records are initially sorted in the 
following order: student grade (desc), reporting period/school year (desc), reporting period sort 
order (desc), test date (desc), test (desc), test part (desc).

Student Grade – Choose the default [Show All] or select a specific student grade for filtering. 
Student grade ranges from KG – 8 to accommodate accelerated student test results (if a 1st 
grader takes the 3rd grade achievement for example).

Achievement Test – Choose the default [Show All] or select a specific achievement test for 
filtering. Achievement test ranges from 3rd – 12th to accommodate accelerated student test 
results. An example would be if an 8th grader does not take the 8th grade achievement because 
he would have taken the 10th grade achievement (which does not exist).

Passing – This field is checked when a student’s test score falls on or after the passing test score 
for the subject area. 

Accel – This field is checked when a student tests at a higher grade level OAA than the student’s 
current grade level. For example, StudentInformation will check the Accel field for a 6th grade 
student who takes a 7th grade Achievement test.

View – Click to view student achievement records matching the above filter criteria. The 
achievement grid for the student in context will be populated.

Add/Edit Student Achievement
Add Achievement – Click to add new achievement records for this student.

Building IRN - Spring Test Administration (optional) – Formerly the March Building 
Administration IRN, this field indicates the IRN of the building within the district that the student 
was enrolled during the spring test administration of the math test, with exceptions for accelerated 
students. The IRN must be a valid IRN within the district. If the student was not enrolled in the 
district at the time of the spring math testing, the value ****** is reported. This field defaults to the 
current context building IRN.

Student Achievement Screen (Add/Edit Data)
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Test Grade/Type (required) – The achievement test/type taken by the student (8th Ach for 
example). Range is 3rd – 12th to accommodate for accelerated student achievement results. The 
test grade/type must be selected before the part can be selected.

Part (required) – The achievement test part taken by the student (Math, Reading, Writing, Science 
or Social Studies). The test grade/type must be selected before the part can be selected.

Test Date (required) – The date (mm/yyyy) when the student took this administration of the 
achievement test.

Grade at Time of Test (required) – The grade level of the student at the time the test was 
administered for the test score report.

Accommodations (optional) – Identifies accommodations the student received while taking the 
standard format of the test.   

Score Not Reported (optional) – Identifies the reason the student did not take a required test. 
This field defaults to *. Refer to ODE EMIS Guide for a list of valid values.

Scaled Score (optional) – The scaled score achieved by the student for the test being reported. 
The Scaled Score field is always displayed. When test type is set to Alternate, the scale scored 
must be entered as ***.

Raw Score (optional) – The raw score achieved by the student for the test being reported.

ACT

Navigation: Home - SIS - Student - Assessment - ACT

To view a student's ACT data, select the student and then select ACT under Assessment.

Add Attempt – Add a new ACT Attempt record. Multiple test occurrences can be added, but they 
must have different testing dates.

ACT Scores Screen
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Add/Edit ACT Scores

Testing Date (required) – Enter the date the test was administered in the mm/yyyy format or use 
the calendar to select the date.

ACT Scores and Sub Scores (optional) – Enter the ACT scores and sub scores received for each 
test part for this student. All scores are optional.

Essay Comments (optional) – Choose the essay comments applicable to this ACT test.

AP Exams

Navigation: Home - SIS - Student - Assessment - AP Exams

To view a student's AP Exam data, select the student and then select AP Exams under 
Assessment.

ACT Scores Screen (Details)

AP Exam Scores Screen
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This screen has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls.

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Testing Date, Subject, Score) in ascending or descending 
order by clicking on the column header

Add – Add a new AP Exam record. Multiple test occurrences can be added, but they must have 
different testing dates.

Add/Edit AP Exam Scores

Subject (required) – Select the AP Exams subject from the drop-down list.

Testing Date (required) – Enter the date that the test was administered in the mm/dd/yyyy format 
or use the calendar to select the date.

Score (required) – Enter the AP Exam score for this student.

KRA

You can view and maintain a student's KRA (Kindergarten Readiness Assessment) data. Refer 
to the appropriate topic:

• “View KRA Scores” 

• “Add KRA Scores” 

View KRA Scores
Navigation: StudentInformation - SIS - Student - Assessment - KRA

You can view and maintain a student's KRA (Kindergarten Readiness Assessment) data when 
you have the student in context on the KRA screen.

Note: To delete a record, in the row of the assessment date, click . To edit an 
existing record, click  and make the needed changes. (For field descriptions, 
see “Add KRA Scores.”)

AP Exam Scores Screen (Add/Edit Scores)
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Add KRA Scores
Navigation: StudentInformation - SIS - Student - Assessment - KRA

You can add KRA records for a student.

Note: You can add multiple test occurrences, but they must have different testing 
dates.

1. With a student in context on the KRA screen, click Add Assessment.

View KRA Scores

 KRA – Add Assessment
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An entry window opens.

2. In the Assessment Date field, enter or select the date the test was administered in 
mm/yyyy format.

3. For each test part, complete the following information:

a. In the Accommodations drop-down list, if the student received accommodations 
during administration of the test, select the type of accommodations.

Note: If the student did not take the test or took the test without accommodations, 
select “** - Not Applicable - student did not test or accommodations not reported.”

b. In the Score Not Reported drop-down list, if the student did not take the test, select 
the reason.

Note: If the student took the test, leave the default value of “* - Option Not 
Applicable, Student took Test.”

c. If the student took the test, in the Score field, enter the student’s score.

4. Click Create.

 Add KRA Scores
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A confirmation message displays, and the added scores display.

KRA-L

Navigation: Home - SIS - Student - Assessment - KRA-L

To view a student's KRA-L (Kindergarten Readiness Assessment - Literacy) data, select the 
student and then select KRA-L under Assessment.

This screen has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. 

Add KRA-L Record – Add a new KRA-L record. Multiple test occurrences can be added, but they 
must have different testing dates.

 KRA Scores Added

Kindergarten Readiness Assessment - Literacy Record Screen
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Add/Edit KRA-L Exam Scores

Test Date – Date test taken by student in mm/yyyy format or use the calendar to select the date.

Accommodations – List of accommodation choices for students.

Score Not Reported – List of possible reasons for not taking the test. Refer to ODE EMIS Guide 
for a list of the valid values.

Total Score – Total score for the assessment. Refer to ODE EMIS Guide for a list of the valid 
values.

OTELA

Navigation: Home - SIS - Student - Assessment - OTELA

To view a student's OTELA data, select the student and then select OTELA under Assessment.

This screen has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls.

Add OTELA Record – Add a new OTELA record. Multiple test occurrences can be added, but 
they must have different testing dates.

Kindergarten Readiness Assessment - Literacy Record Screen (Details)

Ohio Test of English Language Acquisition Screen
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Add/Edit OTELA Exam Scores

Test Date (required) - Enter the date the test was administered in the mm/yyyy format or use the 
calendar to select the date.

Grade Level at Time of Test (required) – Current grade level of student at time of test.

Accommodations (required) – Type of accommodations provided to student during this test 
administration. 

Score Not Reported – Applicable reasons for a student not taking the test. If there is a Reason 
Test Not Taken value, scores are not required. Refer to ODE EMIS Guide for a list of valid values.

Score – The student’s scaled score for the Reading, Writing, Listening, or Speaking test parts. 
The valid values are 000-999 or *** if not applicable.

Comprehension Scaled Score – The scaled score for the assessment. Refer to ODE EMIS 
Guide for further information. The valid values are 000-999, INV, or *** if not applicable.

Ohio Test of English Language Acquisition Screen (Details)
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Some scaled score concerns unique to OTELA are:

• OTELA exam scores are saved successfully when a Score Not Reported value other 
than * is entered for the Reading, Writing, Listening or Speaking test, and the score for 
that test is set to ***. Each of the test parts—Reading, Writing, Listening, and 
Speaking—must have values for the Score Not Reported and Score fields to save the 
OTELA record.

• An error is generated when OTELA exam scores are saved if a Score Not Reported value 
other than * is entered and all scaled scores are set to a valid number.

Production Performance Level – The calculated level based on the relationship between the 
student’s Speaking and Writing performance level scores. The valid values are 1-5 or * if not 
applicable.

Production Scaled Score – The student’s Scaled Score value returned in the results from the 
vendor. The valid values are 000-999.

Composite Performance Level – Composite performance level score. The valid values are 1-5, 
I, or * if not applicable.

After you click Save, the following banner message displays:

 

The Transfer – Student Assessment (FA) feature generates one record for each entered scaled 
score. Records generated for valid scaled scores contain the score and a Score Not Reported 
value of *. Records generated for *** scaled scores contain the scaled score of *** and a Score 
Not Reported value other than *.

PLAN (Pre-ACT)

Navigation: Home - SIS - Student - Assessment - PLAN

To view a student's PLAN (pre-ACT) data, select the student and then select PLAN under 
Assessment.

PLAN (pre-ACT) Scores Screen
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Add Attempt – Add a new PLAN record. Multiple test occurrences can be added, but they must 
have different testing dates.

Add/Edit PLAN (Pre-ACT) Exam Scores

Testing Date (required) – Enter the date the test was administered in the mm/dd/yyyy format or 
use the calendar to select the date.

PLAN Scores and Sub Scores (optional) – Enter the PLAN scores and sub scores for this 
student. All scores are optional.

Valid scores:

Main Score = 1 – 36
Subset Scores = 1 – 18

Preschool GGG

Navigation: Home - SIS - Student - Assessment - Preschool GGG

To view a student's Preschool GGG data, select the student and then select Preschool GGG 
under Assessment.

PLAN (pre-ACT) Scores Screen (Details)
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This screen has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls.

Add Preschool GGG Record – Add a new Preschool GGG record. Multiple tests occurrences 
can be added, but they must have different testing dates.

Add/Edit Preschool GGG Scores

Test Date – Enter the date the test was administered in the mm/yyyy format or use the calendar 
to select the date. 

For each testing area, complete the following fields:

Accommodations – Select whether or not the student received accommodations for the test. If 
you select one of the values in the Score Not Reported field, the Accommodations field value 
changes to “** - Not Applicable, student did not take or accommodations not reported.”

Preschool GGG Assessment Record Screen

Preschool GGG Assessment Record Screen (Details)
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Score Not Reported – Reason for a student not taking the test, if applicable. If you select
U – Unable to answer sample items, and you enter a value in the Picture Naming Score, Rhyming 
Score or Alliterative Score fields, StudentInformation only creates a GB record with a reason of U 
for the score with the value of ***. Refer to ODE EMIS Guide for a list of valid values.

Score – Enter the student’s score for the test using the following valid scores:

• Picture Naming – A value from 000 to 096.

• Rhyming – A value from 000 to 048. 

• Alliterative – A value from 000 to 040. 

If the score is not applicable because the student did not take the test, enter ***. When you select 
a reason in the Score Not Reported field for a test, the Score field for that test defaults to ***.

Preschool ASQ/SE

Navigation: Home - SIS - Student - Assessment - Preschool ASQ/SE

To view a student's Preschool ASQ/SE data, select the student and then Preschool ASQ/SE 
under Assessment.

This screen has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. 

Add Preschool ASQ/SE Assessment Record – Add a new Preschool ASQ/SE record. Multiple 
test occurrences can be added, but they must have different testing dates.

Add/Edit Preschool ASQ/SE Scores

Preschool ASQ/SE Assessment Record Screen

Preschool ASQ/SE Assessment Record Screen (Details)
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Test Date – Enter the date the test was administered in the mm/dd/yyyy format or use the 
calendar to select the date.

Test Level – Level of test given to student.

Score Not Reported – Any reason a student may not have taken a test part. Refer to ODE EMIS 
Guide for a list of valid values.

Score – A value from 000 to 495. If the score is not applicable because the student did not take 
the test, enter ***.

Preschool ECO

Navigation: Home - SIS - Student - Assessment - Preschool ECO

To view a student's Preschool ECO (Early Childhood Outcome) data, select the student and select 
Preschool ECO under Assessment.

This screen has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls.

Add Preschool ECO Record – Add a new Preschool ECO record. Multiple test occurrences can 
be added, but they must have different testing dates.

Add/Edit Preschool ECO Assessment Records

Preschool ECO Assessment Record Screen

Preschool ECO Assessment Record Screen (Details)
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Building IRN (required) – Choose the building IRN where the student was enrolled during the test 
administration. The field will default to the student's primary building IRN. 

Test Date (required) – Enter the date the test was administered in the mm/dd/yyyy format or use 
the calendar to select the date.

Test Part (required) – Choose one of the three ECO test parts.

Score Not Reported – Any reason a student may not have taken the test part. Refer to ODE 
EMIS Guide for a list of valid values.

Score – Level of age appropriate functioning exhibited by the child. 

Progress – Whether the child has shown any new skills or behaviors since the last outcomes 
summary.

Preschool ELA

You can view and maintain a student's Preschool ELA assessment data. Refer to the appropriate 
topic:

• “View Preschool ELA Scores” 

• “Add Preschool ELA Scores” 

View Preschool ELA Scores
Navigation: StudentInformation - SIS - Student - Assessment - Preschool ELA

You can view and maintain a student's Preschool ELA assessment data when you have the 
student in context on the Preschool ELA screen.

Note: To delete a record, in the row of the assessment date, click . To edit an 
existing record, click  and make the needed changes. (For field descriptions, 
see “Add Preschool ELA Scores.”)
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Add Preschool ELA Scores
Navigation: StudentInformation - SIS - Student - Assessment - Preschool ELA

You can add Preschool ELA records for a student.

Note: You can add multiple test occurrences, but they must have different testing 
dates.

1. With a student in context on the Preschool ELA screen, click Add Assessment.

View Preschool ELA Scores

 Preschool ELA – Add Assessment
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An entry window opens.

2. In the Assessment Date field, enter or select the date the test was administered in 
mm/yyyy format.

3. For each test part, complete the following information:

d. In the Accommodations drop-down list, if the student received accommodations 
during administration of the test, select the type of accommodations.

Note: If the student did not take the test or took the test without accommodations, 
select “** - Not Applicable - student did not test or accommodations not reported.”

e. In the Score Not Reported drop-down list, if the student did not take the test, select 
the reason.

Note: If the student took the test, leave the default value of “* - Option Not 
Applicable, Student took Test.”

f. If the student took the test, in the Score field, enter the student’s score.

4. Click Create.

 Add Preschool ELA Scores
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A confirmation message displays, and the added scores display.

PSAT/NMSQT

Navigation: Home - SIS - Student - Assessment - PSAT/NMSQT

To view a student's PSAT/NMSQT data, select the student and then select PSAT/NMSQT under 
Assessment.

 Preschool ELA Scores Added

Preliminary SAT/National Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test Screen
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Add Attempt – Add a new PSAT/NMSQT record. Multiple test occurrences can be added, but 
they must have different testing dates.

Add/Edit PSAT/NMSQT

Testing Date (required) – Enter the date that the test was administered in the mm/dd/yyyy format 
or use the calendar to select the date.

Grade at Time of Test (required) – Select grade from drop-down list.

PSAT/NMSQT Scores, Percentiles, and Index (optional) – Enter the PSAT/NMSQT scores, 
percentiles and index for this student. All entries are optional.

SAT Reasoning Test

Navigation: Home - SIS - Student - Assessment - SAT Reasoning Test

To view a student's SAT Reasoning Test data, select the student and then select SAT Reasoning 
Test under Assessment.

Preliminary SAT/National Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test Screen (Details)
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Add/Edit SAT Reasoning Test Scores

Testing Date (required) – Enter the date the test was administered in the mm/dd/yyyy format or 
use the calendar to select the date.

Grade at Time of Test (required) – Select grade from drop-down list.

SAT Reasoning Test Scores and Sub Scores (optional) – Enter the SAT Reasoning Test scores 
and sub scores for this student. All scores are optional.

SAT Subject Tests

Navigation: Home - SIS - Student - Assessment - SAT Subject Tests

To view a student's SAT Subject Test data, select the student and then select SAT Subject Tests 
under Assessment.

SAT Reasoning Test Scores Screen

SAT Reasoning Test Scores Screen (Details)
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The SAT Subject Tests Scores screen should only be used by a school after that school has 
converted from using fixed transcript formats to custom transcript formats. The original fixed 
transcript formats only use assessment data from the MISC module, and will not import any data 
from the following screens.

This screen has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. 

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Testing Date, Grade at Test Time, Subject Test, Score) 
in ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header

Add – Add a new SAT Subject Test record. Multiple test occurrences can be added, but they must 
have different testing dates.

Add/Edit SAT Subject Test Scores

Subject Test (required) – Select the SAT Subject Test from the drop-down list.

Testing Date (required) – Enter the date the test was administered in the mm/dd/yyyy format or 
use the calendar to select the date.

Grade at Time of Test (required) – Select grade from drop-down list.

Score (required) – Enter the SAT Subject Test score for this student.

SAT Subject Test Scores Screen

SAT Reasoning Test Scores Screen (Details)
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Student Assessment List

Navigation: Home - SIS - Student - Assessment - Student Assessment List

The Student Assessment List screen allows users to view, edit, add and delete all student 
assessment records. Users can filter by test type or view all test types.

This screen has standard edit and delete record controls.

Hide Filter – Hide the Test Type filter; Toggles between Hide Filter and Show Filter.

Test Type – Select -Show All- to display all assessment types student or select a specific 
assessment type in the drop-down list to filter the list.

The Student Assessment List grid shows the following information:

• Building IRN – The building IRN on the assessment record

• Test Type – STD (standard) or ALT (alternate)

• Test – Test taken

• Part – Test part taken

• Testing Date – The date the test was taken

• Raw Score – The raw score on the assessment record

• Scaled Score – The scaled score on the assessment record

• Reported Score – The reported score on the assessment record

• Passing – Will be checked if the student passed the specified assessment

Student Assessment List Screen
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When filtering on a specific test type, the Add button appears for the filtered test type. Click the 
Add button (in this case Add OGT) to go to the appropriate assessment maintenance screen 
where you can add a new assessment record for the filtered test type.

Enter the assessment information as needed. 

Save and Return – Save the new assessment record and return to the Student Assessment List 
screen.

Save and New – Save the new assessment record and bring up the maintenance screen again 
so another new record can be added.

Return – Return to the Student Assessment List screen without saving a new assessment record. 
Same as cancel.

Student Assessment List Screen (OGT Test Type)

Student Assessment List Screen (OGT Details)
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CTE Industry Assessment

Navigation: Home - SIS - Student - Assessment - CTE Industry Assessment

To view a student's CTE Industry Assessment data, select the student and then select CTE 
Industry Assessment under Assessment.

Industry assessments are technical assessments developed by industry associations or state 
licensing agencies. A CTE Industry Assessment Record (GU) is to be reported for all students who 
have been reported as a CTE Concentrator and who took an industry assessment that is listed as 
an option for the Industry Assessment Element. All CTE Industry Assessment records transferred 
using the Transfer – Student Assessment (FA) feature are given a test date of January 1. Refer 
to ODE EMIS Manual for additional details.

Add CTE Industry Assessment – Add a new CTE Industry Assessment record for this student.

Add/Edit CTE Industry Assessment

Testing Date (required) – Enter the date the test was administered in the mm/yyyy format or use 
the calendar to select the date.

CTE Industry Assessment Code (required) – Indicates the CTE Industry Assessment the 
student took. The drop-down list is populated from EMIS code table GU060 options that are 
reported in Period N.

CTE Industry Assessment Results (required) – Indicates whether the student passed or did not 
pass the CTE Industry Assessment. The drop-down list is populated from EMIS code table 
GU070.

CTE Industry Assessment Screen

CTE Industry Assessment Screen (Add/Edit Data)
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Note: If the student was required to take the test but did not take the test, in the 
CTE Industry Assessment Results drop-down list, select “***”. Then in the CTE 
Industry Assessment Score Not Reported Value drop-down list, select either 
“V – CTE student was not given a Technical or Industry Assessment” or “T – CTE 
student is taking an industry assessment, to be reported in March (D).”

CTE Industry Assessment Score Not Reported Value – Indicates the reason the student does 
not have a score to report for this assessment.

CTE Industry Credential

Navigation: StudentInformation - SIS - Student - Assessment - CTE Industry Credential

This screen displays a student's CTE Industry Credential data. You must report the CTE Industry 
Credential (GW) record to EMIS. Refer to ODE EMIS Manual for additional details.

Add CTE Industry Credential – Add a new CTE Industry Credential record for this student.

Add/Edit CTE Industry Credential

Testing Date (required) – Enter or select the date the student took the test.

Assessment Area (required) – Select the CTE Industry Credential area in which the student was 
assessed. The drop-down list is populated from EMIS data and is school year dependent.

Score (required) – Indicate the student’s score in the assessed area.

CTE Industry Credential Screen

CTE Industry Credential Screen (Add/Edit Data)
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CTE Student Assessment (OCTCA)

Navigation: Home - SIS - Student - Assessment - CTE Student Assessment (OCTCA)

To view a student's CTE Student Assessment data, select the student and then select CTE 
Student Assessment (OCTCA) under Assessment.

The State Board of Education has approved career-technical performance measures that require 
school districts to assess students in workforce development programs with a CTE Technical 
Assessment. One record per student should be reported for each student who takes the CTE 
Technical Assessment Test or Career Paths for the Teaching Professions Portfolio Assessment. 
CTE Assessment Records (GY) are reported during the Yearend Reporting Period (N). All CTE 
Student Assessment records transferred using the Transfer – Student Assessment (FA) feature 
are given a test date of January 1. Refer to ODE EMIS Manual for additional details.

The CTE Student Assessment (OCTCA) screen contains the CTE Technical Score and CTE 
Portfolio Score tabs.

This screen has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls.

Add the CTE Technical Score
The CTE Technical Score tab on the CTE Student Assessment (OCTCA) screen enables you 
to enter the CTE technical score for the student.

1. On the CTE Technical Score tab on the CTE Student Assessment (OCTCA) screen, 
click Add CTE Technical Assessment.

The tab displays the fields for entering the technical assessment score.

CTE Student Assessment (OCTCA) Screen
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2. In the Test Date field, enter the date the student took the CTE technical assessment.

3. In the CTE Student Assessment Code drop-down list, select the type of CTE technical 
assessment the student took.

Note: The values in the drop-down list are populated from EMIS code table 
GY760.

4. Optional: If the student does not have a score to report, in the CTE Technical 
Assessment Score Not Reported Value drop-down list, select the reason.

5. In the CTE Technical Score field, enter the score assigned to a student's performance on 
the CTE technical assessment.

Note: The valid values are 000-100, “I” for a student participating in the 
assessment who has not completed enough modules for a valid score and “***” 
for a student whose CTE Technical Assessment Score Not Reported Value is 
“V – CTE student was not given a Technical or Industry Assessment.” 

6. Click Save to save the record and return to viewing the technical scores on the CTE 
Technical Score tab, or click Save and New to enter the score for another CTE technical 
assessment.

The following message displays: “The achievement record was successfully saved.”

Edit the CTE Technical Score

1. On the CTE Technical Score tab on the CTE Student Assessment (OCTCA) screen, 
click the edit icon in the row of the assessment you want to modify.

The tab displays the fields for entering the technical test score.

2. You can perform any of the following tasks:

• Modify the date the student took the CTE technical assessment in the Test Date field.

• Modify the type of CTE Student Assessment Code in the CTE Student Assessment 
Code drop-down list.

• Modify the score assigned to the student’s performance in the CTE Technical Score 
field.

CTE Technical Score Tab on the CTE Student Assessment (OCTCA) Screen
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3. Click Save.

The following message displays: “The achievement record was successfully saved.”

Add the CTE Portfolio Score
The CTE Portfolio Score tab on the CTE Student Assessment (OCTCA) screen enables you 
to enter the score for students enrolled in the 090011 Career Paths for the Teaching Professions 
course.

1. On the CTE Student Assessment (OCTCA) screen, click the CTE Portfolio Score tab.

2. Click Add CTE Portfolio Assessment.

The tab displays the fields for entering the CTE portfolio assessment score.

3. In the Test Date field, enter the date the student took the CTE Teaching Professions 
Portfolio assessment.

Note: For the CTE portfolio score, the CTE Student Assessment Code 
drop-down list is always 14TP - Teaching Professions Portfolio Score. This 
drop-down list contains no other options.

4. Optional: If the student does not have a score to report, in the Reason Portfolio Score 
Not Reported drop-down list, select the reason.

5. In the CTE Teaching Professions Portfolio Score field, enter the portfolio score for the 
student.

Note: The valid values are 000-100 (or “I” if the student is participating in the 
assessment but has not completed enough modules for a valid score). If the 
student was required to take the test, but did not take the test, select a valid 
reason in the Reason Portfolio Score Not Reported drop-down list, and then in 
the CTE Teaching Professions Portfolio Score field, enter ***. If the student 
was not required to take the test, then no CTE Portfolio Score is required.

CTE Portfolio Score Tab on the CTE Student Assessment (OCTCA) Screen 
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6. Click Save to save the record and return to viewing the portfolio scores on the CTE 
Portfolio Score tab, or click Save and New to enter the score for another CTE portfolio 
assessment.

The following message displays: “The achievement record was successfully saved.”

Edit the CTE Portfolio Score

1. On the CTE Portfolio Score tab on the CTE Student Assessment (OCTCA) screen, 
click the edit icon in the row of the assessment you want to modify.

The tab displays the fields for entering the CTE portfolio score.

2. You can perform any of the following tasks:

• Modify the date the student took the CTE portfolio assessment in the Test Date field.

• Modify the reason the CTE portfolio score was not reported for the assessment in the 
Reason Portfolio Score Not Reported drop-down list.

• Modify the actual score assigned to the student’s performance in the CTE Teaching 
Professions Portfolio Score field.

3. Click Save.

The following message displays: “The achievement record was successfully saved.”

International Baccalaureate (IB)

You can maintain student scores on the International Baccalaureate (IB) assessment. Refer to the 
appropriate section as follows:

• “View IB Scores” 

• “Add IB Scores” 

• “Edit IB Scores” 

• “Delete IB Scores” 

View IB Scores
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Assessment – International Baccalaureate (IB)

With a student in context on the International Baccalaureate (IB) screen, review the student's 
International Baccalaureate assessment data.

View IB Scores
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Add IB Scores
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Assessment – International Baccalaureate (IB)

1. On the International Baccalaureate (IB) screen, click Add International Baccalaureate 
(IB).

The add-edit version of the screen displays.

2. In the Testing Date field, enter or select the date the student took the assessment. (Valid 
testing dates are in November and May.)

3. In the Assessment Area Code drop-down list, select the test or subject area covered by 
the assessment.

4. In the Assessment Result field, enter the student’s score on the assessment. (Valid 
scores are 1-7.)

5. Click Save. Or, to continue adding IB scores, click Save and New.

Add IB Scores

Add IB Score
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A confirmation message displays, and the new IB score displays in the list.

Edit IB Scores
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Assessment – International Baccalaureate (IB)

1. On the International Baccalaureate (IB) screen, in the row of the IB score you want to 

edit, click .

The add-edit version of the screen displays.

2. Make any desired changes, and click Save.

Note: For more information about the fields on this screen, see “Add IB Scores.”

Confirmation of Added IB Score

Edit IB Scores
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A confirmation message displays, and the edited IB score displays in the list.

Delete IB Scores
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Assessment – International Baccalaureate (IB)

1. On the International Baccalaureate (IB) screen, in the row of the IB score you want to 

delete, click .

Edit IB Score

Confirmation of Edited IB Score

Delete IB Scores
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A message displays, asking if you are sure you want to delete the IB score.

2. Click Ok.

A confirmation message displays, and the IB score no longer displays in the list.

Confirm Delete

Confirmation of Deleted IB Score
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3. Additional Assessment Tests

The following information in described in this topic:

• “3A. ACT” 

• “3B. AP Exams” 

• “3C. KRA-L” 

• “3D. OTELA” 

• “3E. PLAN (Pre-ACT)” 

• “3F. Preschool GGG” 

• “3G. Preschool ASQ/SE” 

• “3H. Preschool ECO” 

• “3I. PSAT/NMSQT” 

• “3J. SAT Reasoning Test” 

• “3K. SAT Subject Tests” 

• “3L. Student Assessment List” 

• “3M. CTE Industry Assessment” 

• “3N. CTE Student Assessment (OCTCA)” 
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3A. ACT 

Navigation: Home - SIS - Student - Assessment - ACT

To view a student's ACT data, select the student and then select ACT under Assessment.

  – Add a new ACT Attempt record. Multiple test occurrences can be added, but 
they must have different testing dates.

ACT Scores Screen
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Add/Edit ACT Scores

Testing Date (required) – Enter the date the test was administered in the mm/yyyy format or use 
the calendar to select the date.

ACT Scores and Sub Scores (optional) – Enter the ACT scores and sub scores received for each 
test part for this student. All scores are optional.

Essay Comments (optional) – Choose the essay comments applicable to this ACT test.

ACT Scores Screen (Details)
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3B. AP Exams 

Navigation: Home - SIS - Student - Assessment - AP Exams

To view a student's AP Exam data, select the student and then select AP Exams under 
Assessment.

This screen has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. 

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Testing Date, Subject, Score) in ascending or descending 
order by clicking on the column header

 – Add a new AP Exam record. Multiple test occurrences can be added, but they must 
have different testing dates.

Add/Edit AP Exam Scores

Subject (required) – Select the AP Exams subject from the drop-down list.

Testing Date (required) – Enter the date that the test was administered in the mm/dd/yyyy format 
or use the calendar to select the date.

Score (required) – Enter the AP Exam score for this student.

AP Exam Scores Screen

AP Exam Scores Screen (Add/Edit Scores)
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3C. KRA-L 

Navigation: Home - SIS - Student - Assessment - KRA-L

To view a student's KRA-L (Kindergarten Readiness Assessment - Literacy) data, select the 
student and then select KRA-L under Assessment.

This screen has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls.

 – Add a new KRA-L record. Multiple test occurrences can be added, but they 
must have different testing dates.

Add/Edit KRA-L Exam Scores

Test Date – Date test taken by student in mm/yyyy format or use the calendar to select the date.

Accommodations – List of accommodation choices for students.

Score Not Reported – List of possible reasons for not taking the test as defined in Ohio EMIS.

Total Score – Total score for the assessment.

Kindergarten Readiness Assessment - Literacy Record Screen

Kindergarten Readiness Assessment - Literacy Record Screen (Details)
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3D. OTELA 

Navigation: Home - SIS - Student - Assessment - OTELA

To view a student's OTELA data, select the student and then select OTELA under Assessment.

This screen has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. 

 – Add a new OTELA record. Multiple test occurrences can be added, but they 
must have different testing dates.

Note: As of 11.1.0.10050, the Comprehension Scaled Score and Composite 
Performance Level fields no longer display on the Add/Edit screen when new 
records are added and when existing records are modified for FY11 and beyond.

Add/Edit OTELA Exam Scores

Test Date (required) - Enter the date the test was administered in the mm/yyyy format or use the 
calendar to select the date.

Grade Level at Time of Test (required) – Current grade level of student at time of test.

Accommodations (required) – Type of accommodations provided to student during this test 

Ohio Test of English Language Acquisition Screen

Ohio Test of English Language Acquisition Screen (Details)
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administration. 

Score Not Reported – Applicable reasons for a student not taking the test. If there is a Reason 
Test Not Taken value, scores are not required.

Reading Scaled Score, Writing Scaled Score, Listening Scaled Score, Speaking Scaled 
Score and Comprehension Scaled Score – Scaled score for the assessment.

Some scaled score concerns unique to OTELA are:

• OTELA exam scores are saved successfully when a score not reported value is entered 
and one or all scaled scores are set to ***.

• An error is generated when OTELA exam scores are saved if a score not reported value 
is entered and all scaled scores are set to a valid number.

Composite Performance Level – Composite performance level score.

Note: Student OTELA Assessment Records in 07/08 and after will show the new 
Composite Performance Level field as above. Student OTELA Assessment 
Records in previous years will show the “old” Composite Scaled Score field.

After clicking , the following banner message appears:

 

The Transfer – Student Assessment (FA) feature generates one record for each entered scaled 
score. Records generated for valid scaled scores contain the score and a Score Not Reported 
value of **. Records generated for *** scaled scores contain the scaled score of *** and Score Not 
Reported value of C.
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3E. PLAN (Pre-ACT) 

Navigation: Home - SIS - Student - Assessment - PLAN

To view a student's PLAN (pre-ACT) data, select the student and then select PLAN under 
Assessment.

 – Add a new PLAN record. Multiple test occurrences can be added, but they must 
have different testing dates.

PLAN (pre-ACT) Scores Screen
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Add/Edit PLAN (Pre-ACT) Exam Scores

Testing Date (required) – Enter the date the test was administered in the mm/dd/yyyy format or 
use the calendar to select the date.

PLAN Scores and Sub Scores (optional) – Enter the PLAN scores and sub scores for this 
student. All scores are optional.

Valid scores:

Main Score = 1 – 36
Subset Scores = 1 – 18

3F. Preschool GGG 

Navigation: Home - SIS - Student - Assessment - Preschool GGG

To view a student's Preschool GGG data, select the student and then select Preschool GGG 
under Assessment.

PLAN (pre-ACT) Scores Screen (Details)

Preschool GGG Assessment Record Screen
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This screen has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls.

 – Add a new Preschool GGG record. Multiple tests occurrences can 
be added, but they must have different testing dates.

Add/Edit Preschool GGG Scores

Test Date – Enter the date the test was administered in the mm/yyyy format or use the calendar 
to select the date. 

Accommodations – Type of accommodation given to student, if applicable.

Score Not Reported – Reason for a student not taking the test, if applicable. If you select “U – 
Unable to answer sample items”, and you enter a value in the Picture Naming Score, Rhyming 
Score or Alliterative Score fields, StudentInformation only creates a GB record with a reason of 
“U” for the score with the value of “***”.

Picture Naming Score – A value from 000 to 096. If the score is not applicable because the 
student did not take the test, enter “***”. “

Rhyming Score – A value from 000 to 048. If the score is not applicable because the student did 
not take the test, enter “***”.

Alliterative Score – A value from 000 to 040. If the score is not applicable because the student 
did not take the test, enter “***”.

Preschool GGG Assessment Record Screen (Details)
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3G. Preschool ASQ/SE 

Navigation: Home - SIS - Student - Assessment - Preschool ASQ/SE

To view a student's Preschool ASQ/SE data, select the student and then Preschool ASQ/SE 
under Assessment.

This screen has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. 

 – Add a new Preschool ASQ/SE record. Multiple test 
occurrences can be added, but they must have different testing dates.

Add/Edit Preschool ASQ/SE Scores

Test Date – Enter the date the test was administered in the mm/dd/yyyy format or use the 
calendar to select the date.

Test Level – Level of test given to student.

Score Not Reported – Any reason a student may not have taken a test part. 

Score – A value from 000 to 495. If the score is not applicable because the student did not take 
the test, enter “***”.

Preschool ASQ/SE Assessment Record Screen

Preschool ASQ/SE Assessment Record Screen (Details)
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3H. Preschool ECO 

Navigation: Home - SIS - Student - Assessment - Preschool ECO

To view a student's Preschool ECO (Early Childhood Outcome) data, select the student and select 
Preschool ECO under Assessment.

This screen has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. 

 – Add a new Preschool ECO record. Multiple test occurrences can 
be added, but they must have different testing dates.

Add/Edit Preschool ECO Assessment Records

Building IRN (required) – Choose the building IRN where the student was enrolled during the test 
administration. The field will default to the student's primary building IRN. 

Test Date (required) – Enter the date the test was administered in the mm/dd/yyyy format or use 
the calendar to select the date.

Test Part (required) – Choose one of the three ECO test parts.

Score Not Reported – Any reason a student may not have taken the test part.

Preschool ECO Assessment Record Screen

Preschool ECO Assessment Record Screen (Details)
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Score – Level of age appropriate functioning exhibited by the child. 

Progress – Whether the child has shown any new skills or behaviors since the last outcomes 
summary.

3I. PSAT/NMSQT 

Navigation: Home - SIS - Student - Assessment - PSAT/NMSQT

To view a student's PSAT/NMSQT data, select the student and then select PSAT/NMSQT under 
Assessment.

 – Add a new PSAT/NMSQT record. Multiple test occurrences can be added, but they 
must have different testing dates.

Preliminary SAT/National Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test Screen
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Add/Edit PSAT/NMSQT

Testing Date (required) – Enter the date that the test was administered in the mm/dd/yyyy format 
or use the calendar to select the date.

Grade at Time of Test (required) – Select grade from drop-down list.

PSAT/NMSQT Scores, Percentiles, and Index (optional) – Enter the PSAT/NMSQT scores, 
percentiles, and index for this student. All entries are optional.

3J. SAT Reasoning Test 

Navigation: Home - SIS - Student - Assessment - SAT Reasoning Test

To view a student's SAT Reasoning Test data, select the student and then select SAT Reasoning 
Test under Assessment.

Preliminary SAT/National Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test Screen (Details)

SAT Reasoning Test Scores Screen
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Add/Edit SAT Reasoning Test Scores

Testing Date (required) – Enter the date the test was administered in the mm/dd/yyyy format or 
use the calendar to select the date.

Grade at Time of Test (required) – Select grade from drop-down list.

SAT Reasoning Test Scores and Sub Scores (optional) – Enter the SAT Reasoning Test scores 
and sub scores for this student. All scores are optional.

3K. SAT Subject Tests 

Navigation: Home - SIS - Student - Assessment - SAT Subject Tests

To view a student's SAT Subject Test data, select the student and then select SAT Subject Tests 
under Assessment.

The SAT Subject Tests Scores screen should only be used by a school after that school has 
converted from using fixed transcript formats to custom transcript formats. The original fixed 
transcript formats only use assessment data from the MISC module, and will not import any data 
from the following screens.

This screen has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls.

SAT Reasoning Test Scores Screen (Details)

SAT Subject Test Scores Screen
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Sorting – You may sort by any column (Testing Date, Grade at Test Time, Subject Test, Score) 
in ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header

 – Add a new SAT Subject Test record. Multiple test occurrences can be added, but they 
must have different testing dates.

Add/Edit SAT Subject Test Scores

Subject Test (required) – Select the SAT Subject Test from the drop-down list.

Testing Date (required) – Enter the date the test was administered in the mm/dd/yyyy format or 
use the calendar to select the date.

Grade at Time of Test (required) – Select grade from drop-down list.

Score (required) – Enter the SAT Subject Test score for this student.

SAT Reasoning Test Scores Screen (Details)
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3L. Student Assessment List 

Navigation: Home - SIS - Student - Assessment - Student Assessment List

The Student Assessment List screen allows users to view, edit, add and delete all student 
assessment records. Users can filter by test type or view all test types.

This screen has standard edit and delete record controls. 

 – Hide the Test Type filter; Toggles between  and .

Test Type – Select -Show All- to display all assessment types student or select a specific 
assessment type in the drop-down list to filter the list.

Student Assessment List Screen
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The Student Assessment List grid shows the following information:

• Building IRN – The building IRN on the assessment record

• Test Type – STD (standard) or ALT (alternate)

• Test – Test taken

• Part – Test part taken

• Testing Date – The date the test was taken

• Raw Score – The raw score on the assessment record

• Scaled Score – The scaled score on the assessment record

• Reported Score – The reported score on the assessment record

• Passing – Will be checked if the student passed the specified assessment

When filtering on a specific test type, the Add button appears for the filtered test type. Click the 

Add button (in this case ) to go to the appropriate assessment maintenance screen 
where you can add a new assessment record for the filtered test type.

Student Assessment List Screen (OGT Test Type)

Student Assessment List Screen (OGT Details)
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Enter the assessment information as needed. 

 – Save the new assessment record and return to the Student Assessment List 
screen.

 – Save the new assessment record and bring up the maintenance screen again 
so another new record can be added.

 – Return to the Student Assessment List screen without saving a new assessment 
record. Same as cancel.

3M. CTE Industry Assessment 

Navigation: Home - SIS - Student - Assessment - CTE Industry Assessment

To view a student's CTE Industry Assessment data, select the student and then select CTE 
Industry Assessment under Assessment.

Industry assessments are technical assessments developed by industry associations or state 
licensing agencies. A CTE Industry Assessment Record (GU) is to be reported for all students who 
have been reported as a CTE Concentrator and who took an industry assessment that is listed as 
an option for the Industry Assessment Element. All CTE Industry Assessment records transferred 
using the Transfer – Student Assessment (FA) feature are given a test date of January 1. Refer 
to the ODE EMIS Manual for additional details.

This screen has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. 

 – Add a new CTE Industry Assessment record for this student.

CTE Industry Assessment Screen
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Add/Edit CTE Industry Assessment

Testing Date (required) – Enter the date the test was administered in the mm/yyyy format or use 
the calendar to select the date.

CTE Industry Assessment Code (required) – Indicates the CTE Industry Assessment the 
student took. The drop-down list is populated from EMIS code table GU060 options that are 
reported in Period N.

CTE Industry Assessment Results (required) – Indicates whether the student passed or did not 
pass the CTE Industry Assessment. The drop-down list is populated from EMIS code table 
GU070.

3N. CTE Student Assessment (OCTCA) 

Navigation: Home - SIS - Student - Assessment - CTE Student Assessment (OCTCA)

To view a student's CTE Student Assessment data, select the student and then select CTE 
Student Assessment (OCTCA) under Assessment.

The State Board of Education has approved career-technical performance measures that require 
school districts to assess students in workforce development programs with a CTE Technical 
Assessment. One record per student should be reported for each student who takes the CTE 
Technical Assessment Test or Career Paths for the Teaching Professions Portfolio Assessment. 
CTE Assessment Records (GY) are reported during the Yearend Reporting Period (N). All CTE 
Student Assessment records transferred using the Transfer – Student Assessment (FA) feature 
are given a test date of January 1. Refer to the ODE EMIS Manual for additional details.

CTE Industry Assessment Screen (Add/Edit Data)

CTE Student Assessment (OCTCA) Screen
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This screen has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. 

 – Add a new CTE Student Assessment (OCTCA) record for this 
student.

Add/Edit CTE Student Assessment (OCTCA)

CTE Student Assessment Code (required) – Indicates the type of Career-Technical assessment 
the student took. The drop-down list is populated from EMIS code table GY760.

CTE Technical Score (required) – The actual score assigned to a student's performance on the 
CTE Technical Assessment being reported. Valid values from EMIS code table GY770 are 000 to 
100. If the student did not take the CTE Technical Assessment being reported, enter “***”.

Reason Portfolio Score Not Reported (required) – The reason the CTE Teaching Professions 
Portfolio score was not reported for the assessment.

 

CTE Teaching Professions Portfolio Score (required) – The score for students enrolled in the 
090011 Career Paths for the Teaching Professions course. A value from 000 to 100. If the score 
is not applicable because the student is not required to complete the portfolio assessment, enter 
“***”.

CTE Student Assessment (OCTCA) Screen (Add/Edit Data)

* Option not applicable, Student did not take the test

F Other (reason not listed)
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Assessment Reports

The Assessment Reports module displays the details of the assessment records for the selected 
students. Each student that matches the student filter criteria is returned in the report. Each 
assessment record that matches the assessment filter criteria is returned in the report.

It is possible that a student does not have any assessment records. If the option to include 
students with no assessment records is chosen, these students are returned on the report so that 
users can see that a student is missing an assessment record.

The assessment detail report can be run for a single school or for all schools in the district. 
Students returned are those with an annual record for the school and school year in context. When 
a district is in context, students with an annual record in any of the district's selected schools are 
returned.

Please refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide for more detailed 
information about running and viewing reports.

The following information in described in this topic:

• “Achievement Detail Report” 

• “ASQ/SE (Preschool) Report” 

• “ECO (Preschool Early Childhood Outcome) Report” 

• “KRAL (Kindergarten Readiness Assessment - Literacy) Report” 

• “Misc to AAT Conversion” 

• “Ohio Graduation Test (OGT) Report” 

• “OTELA (Ohio Test of English Language Acquisition) Report” 

• “Preschool Report” 

• “PROH Report” 

• “Standardized Test Detail Report” 
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Achievement Detail Report

Navigation: Home - SIS - Assessment - Assessment Reports - Achievement Detail

Achievement Detail Screen
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School (required) – You can filter by selecting specific Schools for your report. At least one school 
must be selected.

Student Status (optional) – If no student statuses are selected, the report returns all students 
regardless of status. You can also filter by selecting specific student statuses for your report.

Grade (optional) - If no grades are selected, the report returns all students regardless of grade. 
You can also filter by selecting specific grades for your report.

Counselor (optional) – If no counselors are selected, the report s returns all students regardless 
of assigned counselor. You can also filter by selecting specific counselors for your report.

Return Only Students With Achievements (optional) – When checked, only students that have 
at least one achievement record that matches the achievement filter criteria are returned in the 
report.

Accelerated students (optional) – Choose whether to display accelerated students on the report. 
Options are Both (default), Accelerated students only, or Non-accelerated students only.

Student Assessment Criteria (required) – Select the criteria for displaying students on the report 
based on the selected Test Parts. Choose from the following:

• Students With Any Test Part

• Students Passing All Test Parts

• Students Passing Any Test Part

• Students Failing/Missing All Test Parts

• Students Failing/Missing Any Test 

This works in conjunction with the test part filter (refer to the following description). If the user 
selects three of the test parts in the test part filter and “Students passing All Test parts” in the 
Student Assessment Criteria, then only students that have a passing score in the three selected 
test parts are returned on the report.

Assessment Testing Date (optional) – Enter in a beginning and ending date to select 
achievement tests taken during that date range.

Assessment Test (required) – Select the specific achievement test that you wish to filter and 
display on the report.

Test Part (optional) – If no test parts are selected, the report will select all test parts. You can also 
filter by selecting specific test parts for your report. The Test Part dual select box is populated 
based on the assessment test (in this case achievement test) selected.

Display Student Disability Condition (optional) – If checked, the student's disability condition 
(from the student profile) is displayed in the report.

Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 

Delivery Method (required) – Refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide 
for further details.

Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile).

Report Format (required) – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output.

Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 

Submit – Submits this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Refer to 
ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide for further details.
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Sample Output
The following figure shows part of an example Achievement Detail report file.

Sample Achievement Detail Report
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Assessment Reports
ASQ/SE (Preschool) Report

Navigation: Home - SIS - Assessment - Assessment Reports - ASQ/SE

School (required) – You can filter by selecting specific Schools for your report. At least one school 
must be selected.

Student Status (optional) – If no student statuses are selected, the report selects all student 
statuses.You can also filter by selecting specific student statuses for your report.

Grade (optional) – If no grades are selected, the report selects all grades. You can also filter by 
selecting specific grades for your report.

Counselor (optional) – If no counselors are selected, the report selects all counselors. You can 
also filter by selecting specific counselors for your report.

Return Only Students With ASQ/SE Records (optional) – When checked, only students that 
have at least one ASQ/SE record that matches the ASQ/SE filter criteria are returned in the report.

Assessment Testing Date (optional) – Enter in a beginning and ending date to select ASQ/SE 
assessments taken during that date range.

ASQ/SE Screen
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Display Student Disability Condition (optional) – If checked, the student's disability condition 
(from the student profile) is displayed in the report.

Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 

Delivery Method (required) – Refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide 
for further details.

Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile).

Report Format (required) – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output.

Description (optional) - If entered, the description is displayed on the Batch/Report Management 
screen. 

Submit – Submits this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Refer to 
ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide for further details.

Sample Output
The following figure shows part of an example ASQ/SE report file.

Sample ASQ/SE Report
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ECO (Preschool Early Childhood Outcome) Report

Navigation: Home - SIS - Assessment - Assessment Reports - ECO

School (required) – You can filter by selecting specific Schools for your report. At least one school 
must be selected.

Student Status (optional) – If no student statuses are selected, the report selects all student 
statuses. You can also filter by selecting specific student statuses for your report.

Grade (optional) – If no grades are selected, the report selects all grades. You can also filter by 
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selecting specific grades for your report.

Counselor (optional) – If no counselors are selected, the report selects all counselors. You can 
also filter by selecting specific counselors for your report.

Return Only Students With ECO Records (optional) – When checked, only students that have 
at least one ECO record that matches the ECO filter criteria are returned in the report.

Assessment Testing Date (optional) – Enter in a beginning and ending date to select ECO 
assessments taken during that date range.

Test Part (optional) – If no test parts are selected, the report will select all test parts for the ECO. 
You can also filter by selecting specific ECO test parts for your report. 

Display Student Disability Condition (optional) – If checked, the student's disability condition 
(from the student profile) is displayed in the report.

Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 

Delivery Method (required) – Refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide 
for further details.

Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile).

Report Format (required) – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output.

Description (optional) – If entered, the description is displayed on the Batch/Report Management 
screen. 

Submit – Submits this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Refer to 
ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide for further details.

Sample Output
The following figure shows part of an example ECO report file.

Sample ECO Report
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KRAL (Kindergarten Readiness Assessment - Literacy) 
Report

Navigation: Home - SIS - Assessment - Assessment Reports - KRAL

School (required) – You can filter by selecting specific schools for your report. At least one school 
must be selected.

Student Status (optional) – If no student statuses are selected, the report selects all student 
statuses. You can also filter by selecting specific student statuses for your report.

Grade (optional) – If no grades are selected, the report selects all grades. You can also filter by 
selecting specific grades for your report.

Counselor (optional) – If no counselors are selected, the report selects all counselors. You can 
also filter by selecting specific counselors for your report.

Return Only Students With KRAL Records (optional) – When checked, only students that have 
at least one KRAL record that matches the KRAL filter criteria are returned in the report.

Assessment Testing Date (optional) – Enter in a beginning and ending date to select KRAL 
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assessments taken during that date range.

Display Student Disability Condition (optional) – If checked, the student's disability condition 
(from the student profile) is displayed in the report.

Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 

Delivery Method (required) – Refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide 
for further details.

Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile).

Report Format (required) – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output.

Description (optional) – If entered, the description is displayed on the Batch/Report Management 
screen. 

Submit – Submits this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Refer to 
ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide for further details.

Sample Output
The following figure shows part of an example KRAL report file.

Misc to AAT Conversion

Navigation: Home - SIS - Assessment - Assessment Reports - Misc to AAT Conversion

IMPORTANT! NON-SUPPORTED FUNCTIONALITY: The MISC to AAT Conversion is no longer 
supported by StudentInformation State Support and Development. The MISC to AAT Conversion 
is still available in StudentInformation and can be used as is. However, no changes or corrections 
will be made should there be any issues.

Please refer to the Assessment - Misc to AAT Conversion Procedural Checklist for details on this 
process.

Sample KRAL Report
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Ohio Graduation Test (OGT) Report

Navigation: Home - SIS - Assessment - Assessment Reports - Ohio Graduation Test (OGT)

School (required) – You can filter by selecting specific schools for your report. At least one school 
must be selected.

Student Status (optional) – If no student statuses are selected, the report will select all student 
statuses. You can also filter by selecting specific student statuses for your report.

Grade (optional) – If no grades are selected, the report selects all grades. You can also filter by 
selecting specific grades for your report.

Counselor (optional) – If no counselors are selected, the report selects all counselors. You can 
also filter by selecting specific counselors for your report.

Ohio Graduation Test (OGT) Screen
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Return Only Students With OGT Records (optional) – When checked, only students that have 
at least one OGT record that matches the OGT filter criteria are returned in the report.

Student Assessment Criteria (required) – Select the criteria for displaying students on the report 
based on the selected test parts. Choose from the following:

• Students With Any Test Part

• Students Passing All Test Parts

• Students Passing Any Test Part

• Students Failing/Missing All Test Parts

• Students Failing/Missing Any Test 

This works in conjunction with the Test Part filter (refer to the following description). If the user 
selects three of the test parts in the Test Part filter and “Students passing All Test parts” in the 
Student Assessment Criteria, then only students that have a passing score in the three selected 
test parts are returned on the report.

Assessment Testing Date (optional) – Enter in a beginning and ending date to select OGT 
assessments taken during that date range.

Test Part (optional) – If no test parts are selected, the report selects all test parts for the OGT. 
You can also filter by selecting specific OGT test parts for your report. 

Display Student Disability Condition (optional) – If checked, the student's disability condition 
(from the student profile) is displayed in the report.

Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 

Delivery Method (required) – Refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide 
for further details.

Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile).

Report Format (required) – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output.

Description (optional) – If entered, the description is displayed on the Batch/Report Management 
screen.

Submit – Submits this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Refer to 
ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide for further details.
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Sample Output
The following figure shows part of an example OGT report file.

Sample OGT Report
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OTELA (Ohio Test of English Language Acquisition) Report

Navigation: Home - SIS - Assessment - Assessment Reports - OTELA

School (required) – You can filter by selecting specific schools for your report. At least one school 
must be selected.

Student Status (optional) – If no student statuses are selected, the report selects all student 
statuses. You can also filter by selecting specific student statuses for your report.

Grade (optional) – If no grades are selected, the report selects all grades. You can also filter by 
selecting specific grades for your report.

Counselor (optional) – If no counselors are selected, the report selects all counselors. You can 
also filter by selecting specific counselors for your report.

Return Only Students With OTELA Records (optional) – When checked, only students that 
have at least one OTELA record that matches the OTELA filter criteria are returned in the report.

OTELA Screen
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Assessment Testing Date (optional) – Enter in a beginning and ending date to select OTELA 
assessments taken during that date range.

Test Part (optional) – If no test parts are selected, the report selects all test parts for OTELA. You 
can also filter by selecting specific OTELA test parts for your report. 

Display Student Disability Condition (optional) – If checked, the student's disability condition 
(from the student profile) will display on the report.

Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 

Delivery Method (required) – Refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide 
for further details.

Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile).

Report Format (required) – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output.

Description (optional) – If entered, the description is displayed on the Batch/Report Management 
screen. 

Submit – Submits this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Refer to 
ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide for further details.

Sample Output
The following figure shows part of an example OTELA report file.

Sample OTELA Report
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Preschool Report

Navigation: Home - SIS - Assessment - Assessment Reports - Preschool

School (required) – You can filter by selecting specific schools for your report. At least one school 
must be selected.

Student Status (optional) – If no student statuses are selected, the report selects all student 
statuses. You can also filter by selecting specific student statuses for your report.

Grade (optional) – If no grades are selected, the report selects all grades. You can also filter by 
selecting specific grades for your report.

Counselor (optional) – If no counselors are selected, the report selects all counselors. You can 
also filter by selecting specific counselors for your report.

Return Only Students With Preschool Records (optional) – When checked, only students that 
have at least one Preschool record that matches the Preschool filter criteria are returned in the 
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report.

Assessment Testing Date (optional) – Enter in a beginning and ending date to select Preschool 
assessments taken during that date range.

Test Part (optional) – If no test parts are selected, the report selects all test parts for the Preschool 
assessment. You can also filter by selecting specific Preschool test parts for your report. 

Display Student Disability Condition (optional) – If checked, the student's disability condition 
(from the student profile) is displayed on the report.

Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 

Delivery Method (required) – Refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide 
for further details.

Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile).

Report Format (required) – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output.

Description (optional) – If entered, the description is displayed on the Batch/Report Management 
screen. 

Submit – Submits this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Refer to 
ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide for further details.

Sample Output
The following figure shows part of an example Preschool report file.

Sample Preschool Report
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PROH Report

Navigation: Home - SIS - Assessment - Assessment Reports - PROHl

This report lists the students' proficiency test records.

Ad-Hoc Membership (optional) – Specify an Ad-Hoc membership group to limit the report to the 
students in this group. All other selection criteria are ignored. Select the Public And Private check 
box to see memberships created by other users in your drop-down list.

Test Grade (optional) – If no test grades are selected, the report selects all test grades. You can 
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also filter by selecting specific test grades for your report.

Test Part (optional) – If no test parts are selected, the report selects all test parts. You can also 
filter by selecting specific test parts for your report.

Student Status (optional) – If no student statuses are selected, the report selects all student 
statuses. You can also filter by selecting specific student statuses for your report.

Exempt Status (optional) – If no exempt statuses are selected, the report selects all exempt 
statuses. You can also filter by selecting specific exempt statuses for your report.

Grade (optional) – If no grades are selected, the report selects all grades. You can also filter by 
selecting specific grades for your report.

Program (optional) – If no programs are selected, the report selects all programs. You can also 
filter by selecting specific programs for your report.

Membership Group (optional) – If no membership groups are selected, the report selects all 
membership groups. You can also filter by selecting specific membership groups for your report.

Membership (optional) – If no memberships are selected, the report selects all memberships. 
You can also filter by selecting specific memberships for your report.

Pass/Fail (optional) – Choose all (blank), Pass, or Fail to limit results.

Gender (optional) – Choose all (blank), Male, or Female to limit results.

Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 

Delivery Method (required) – Refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide 
for further details.

Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile).

Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, Excel 
Spreadsheet or HTML output.

Description (optional) – If entered, the description is displayed on the Batch/Report Management 
screen. 

Submit – Submits this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Refer to 
ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide for further details.

Sample Output
The following figure shows part of an example PROH report file.

Sample PROH Report
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Standardized Test Detail Report

Navigation: Home - SIS - Assessment - Assessment Reports - Standardized Test Detail

Note: The Standardized Test Detail report shows the information on the ACT, AP, 
PLAN, PSAT, SAT and SAT2 tests. The report uses the records in the 
Assessment module, not from the Miscellaneous (MISC) Data module. MISC 
Data will not print on this report. Only Assessment data will print on this report.

School (required) – You can filter by selecting specific schools for your report. At least one school 
must be selected.

Student Status (optional) – If no student statuses are selected, the report selects all student 
statuses. You can also filter by selecting specific student statuses for your report.

Grade (optional) – If no grades are selected, the report selects all grades. You can also filter by 
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selecting specific grades for your report.

Counselor (optional) – If no counselors are selected, the report selects all counselors. You can 
also filter by selecting specific counselors for your report.

Return Only Students With Standardized Records (optional) – When checked, only students 
that have at least one Standardized record that matches the Standardized filter criteria are 
returned in the report.

Assessment Test (required) – Select the specific Standardized Test that you wish to filter and 
display on the report. Options include: ACT, AP, PLAN, PSAT, SAT and SAT2.

Test Part (optional) – If no test parts are selected, the report selects all test parts. You can also 
filter by selecting specific test parts for your report. The Test Part dual select box is populated 
based on the Assessment Test (in this case Standardized Test) selected.

Display Student Disability Condition (optional) – If checked, the student's disability condition 
(from the student profile) is displayed in the report.

Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 

Delivery Method (required) – Refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide 
for further details.

Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile).

Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, Excel 
Spreadsheet or HTML output.

Description (optional) – If entered, the description is displayed on the Batch/Report Management 
screen. 

Submit – Submits this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Refer to 
ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide for further details.

Sample Output
The following figure shows part of an example Standardized Test Detail report file.

Sample Standardized Test Detail Report
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The following Change Log explains by Product Version, Heading, Page and Reason 
where changes in the ProgressBook StudentInformation Attendance and Calendar 
Guide document have been made. 

Product 
Version Heading Page Reason 

14.7.0 Entire Guide N/A Removed/updated references to the 
retired ProgressBook 
StudentInformation General Use Guide. 

14.6.7 “2A. Sub-Calendars” 18 Added field description of new Include 
in Attendance Calculation option on 
add/edit version of Sub-Calendar 
Maintenance screen and updated 
image. 

14.6.4 “2A. Sub-Calendars” 18 Updated Add/Edit Sub-Calendar 
section to show newly updateable 
Calendar Start Date and Calendar 
End Date fields. 

14.6.0 “3. Calendar Dates Wizard” 31 Updated procedure and images to 
reflect new EMIS reporting fields on 
Configure and Confirm Boundary 
Changes and Non-Attending Days 
tabs. 

14.5.0 “2A. Sub-Calendars” 18 Updated add-edit section image and 
text to describe new Attendance 
Pattern, All Grade Levels - ** and 
Grade Levels fields and new exception 
days sections. 

14.5.0 “2B. Sub-Calendar Days” 24 Updated section to show new EMIS 
section for adding/editing exception 
days. 

14.4.0 “2A. Sub-Calendars” 18 Updated add/edit section image and text 
to reflect new EMIS section. 
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Attendance and Calendar Overview 
 

There are two methods for reporting attendance, daily and period attendance. 
StudentInformation will collect two types of attendance input, teacher attendance and 
office attendance. Teacher attendance will allow the teacher to track a student’s 
absence from class for each period of the day (period attendance) but may also be used 
as the basis for reporting office attendance (daily). For EMIS reporting purposes, 
absences must be accumulated into a total for full days absent with the smallest 
increment being half a day, regardless of how it is collected. Each of these collection 
processes will be explained later. 
To begin taking attendance in StudentInformation the school/district must first have 
several code tables set up or converted from SIS, to have the capability to report 
attendance accurately. There must also be a “default calendar” as well as sub calendars 
defined for attendance purposes. This chapter will walk you through setup of those code 
tables that may be required, with an explanation of each of those applicable tables. 
There will also be an explanation of the calendars, how they are defined and the use of 
each type of calendar. 
There are several reports that school personnel may create for their attendance 
reporting needs. Those will be listed at the end of the chapter with an explanation of 
each. There is also the option of producing absence letters to notify parents of their 
children’s absences and/or tardies. If this application is used, there are two additional 
tables that would need to be defined.  

Understanding the Attendance & Calendar Module 
 

The StudentInformation Attendance module will be used for the purpose of collecting 
student attendance to retain a history of the student’s absences, tardies, early dismissal 
and late arrivals. The attendance application is an “exception” system, meaning that it 
keeps track of the times the student was not present and the duration of the absence, 
rather than the days the student was present. Days present are assumed and are 
calculated based on the days the student was enrolled minus any reported absences.  
When absences are entered for a student, the date for each day is verified against a 
school calendar. Each school has a main or Master Calendar that defines the days that 
school is in session as well as sub-calendars for students that may not be marked as 
attending all day/every day. When reporting students as absent on any given day, the 
student must have a calendar that lists that day as an “attendance day” or he/she 
cannot be counted absent. 
There are two main ways of taking attendance in StudentInformation – Daily Attendance 
and Period Attendance. 
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Daily Attendance 

Daily Attendance is taken once per day, or possibly twice per day as a school desires. 
The student is either present or absent for the entire day or half of the day. Presently, 
this is the most common method of recording attendance information. This is also the 
method of attendance that must be reported to the state for EMIS reporting 
requirements. 
The Daily Attendance may be input in the office only, in the student’s homeroom, or in a 
class period room by the classroom teacher. In addition to inputting the absence, other 
fields may also be entered – including an absence reason, absence notes, how the 
school was notified, and if the absence occurred in the morning, afternoon, or all day. 
These additional (optional) items are entered by office personnel on the official 
attendance record. 
Daily Attendance is most commonly collected during the homeroom period if the 
students meet in their respective homerooms each day. Or it may be collected during a 
designated course period during the day. For instance, the high school may take 
attendance during the first period class each day and report that as the daily attendance 
for students. So if the student is not present during the designated time, the student will 
be marked as absent and the record (if left unchanged) will indicate that the student was 
absent for the entire day. 
Daily Attendance only retains one set of database records, the official office attendance 
records. Once an absence record exists for a student, the record cannot be edited 
through the Teacher Menu's Daily Attendance screen unless the role of the teacher has 
the "Daily Attendance Extended Permissions" node in the sitemap active. 

Period Attendance 

Period Attendance requires that teachers take attendance each class period. Those 
attendance records will then be sent to the office to become the office attendance. 
Changes to the official attendance may be resubmitted by the teacher each period of 
the day and once the office receives notification of the change, they can decide whether 
to accept or reject the changes. 
Schools configured to collect period attendance must also set configuration options to 
indicate the number of period absences that equate to half and full day absences. 
Period attendance must be translated to whole and half day absences for the required 
state reporting of attendance data via EMIS. When configuring Period Attendance, 
thresholds are used to convert period attendance to daily attendance. If the half-day 
Period Threshold is set to 4, and the full-day threshold is set to 7, the student will be 
given a half-day absence following their fourth period absence. The absence will be 
updated to a full day absence following their seventh period absence. With this 
example, the Unexcused Period Thresholds could be set to 3 and 5. When the fourth 
period is missed, and the system is creating a half-day absence record, if three of the 
four periods missed are unexcused, then the half-day absence would be unexcused, 
otherwise it would be excused. When the 7th period is missed, the system will 
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determine if at least 5 of the period absences are unexcused, and set the 
unexcused/excused setting appropriately for the full-day absence. 
Teachers have the capability to keep period attendance in StudentInformation even if 
the school is configured for daily attendance. If a course period is designated as the 
course period for taking the daily attendance, and the teacher wished to maintain his 
own period attendance records, the teacher will be required to take the daily attendance 
and his/her own attendance separately due to the school’s desire for daily attendance 
and the teacher choosing to maintain period attendance separately. 
There are 2 sets of period attendance database records: Teacher and Office. Only 
teachers are able to see and update the teacher records, and teachers are not allowed 
to modify office records. 
When a teacher first loads the Period Attendance screen and submits attendance, any 
students marked as tardy or absent will have 2 records created: one for the teacher and 
one for the office. 
If an office record (tardy or absent) already exists for a student, but no teacher record 
exists, the “Present” option will be disabled on the Teacher Menu Period Attendance 
Entry screen. This is because the office has marked the student as not present and the 
teacher cannot override this. The teacher can select the student as either “Tardy” or 
“Absent”. When the teacher saves the attendance, a teacher record will be created for 
this student's absence -- this is now separate from the office record for the student. 
If a teacher record (tardy or absent) already exists for a student, regardless of whether 
or not an office record exists, all three choices will be available on the Teacher Menu 
Period Attendance Entry screen: “Present”, “Tardy” & “Absent”: 

• If Tardy or Absent is selected, the teacher record will be updated. If an office 
record exists for this student, it will not be modified. If there was no office record, 
one will be created to match the teacher record. 

• If Present is selected, the teacher record for this student will be removed. If an 
office record exists for this student, it will not be modified. The student's status 
subsequently changes to reflect the office absence record on the Period 
Attendance screen. 

When a student's absence records are updated through the office screen, teacher 
records are not modified. If a teacher marks a student as tardy or absent, and the office 
deletes the absence record, the teacher's screen will still show the student as tardy or 
absent. If the teacher changes the student to Present, and the teacher's record is then 
removed, the student will show as present because no office or teacher absence record 
exists for the student. 
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Attendance and Calendar Outline and Flow 
 

1. Attendance System Maintenance 

A. Absence Types – How the absence is characterized – i.e. Excused, Tardy, 
Unexcused, etc. 

B. Absence Reasons – The reason for a specific absence – i.e. sick, doctor 
appointment, funeral, etc. 

C. Absence Notes (optional) – Notes that can be added to each absence 
occurrence to provide further detail. 

D. Absence Letter Rules (optional) – Absence Letter Rules determine when an 
attendance letter will be created for students. 

E. Lunch Type (optional) – Lunch Type Codes will display on the Teacher Menu 
– Daily Attendance and Teacher Menu – Period Attendance screens. 

2. Sub-Calendar Maintenance 

A. Sub-Calendars – Creating Attendance Sub-Calendars that are different 
from the Master Calendar. 

B. Sub-Calendar Days – Updating Days on specific Sub-Calendars. 
C. Sub-Calendar Students – Linking students to specific Sub-Calendars. 

3. Calendar Dates Wizard 

4. Student Attendance Records  
A. Attendance Fast Entry/Update – Used to quickly add an absence for a 

student or a group of students using default absence types, reasons, and 
notes, or update existing absences. 

B. Attendance Fast Delete – Used to quickly remove one or several absence 
events. 

C. Daily Absence List – Daily Attendance – Will display a list of all students 
absent for a selected day. 

D. Daily Absence List – Period Attendance – Will display a list of all students 
absent for a selected day and period (if using period attendance). 

E. Daily Attendance Completion List – Will display whether homeroom 
teachers have submitted their daily attendance. 

F. Lunch Counts – Will display the Lunch Counts from each teacher and total 
Lunch Count for the building. 
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5. Student Attendance Menu 
A. Student’s School Absences – Daily Attendance – Will display a summary 

of a student’s absence events for a range of dates and give the ability to add, 
edit or delete daily absence events. 

B. Student’s School Absences – Period Attendance – Will display a summary 
of a student’s absence events for a range of dates and give the ability to add, 
edit or delete period absence events. 

C. External Absence – Display, add, edit or delete student absences for a 
previous school or JVS. 

D. Student Attendance Letter History – Display information about attendance 
letters sent for a specific student. 

6. Teacher Menu 

A. Daily Attendance – Gives teachers the ability to enter daily attendance for 
their homeroom class. 

B. Period Attendance – Gives teachers the ability to enter period attendance 
for their classes. 

7. Attendance Reports – General 
A. Perfect Attendance Report (PERF) – This report displays students who 

meet the specified selection criteria and have had zero (0) total absences 
during the specified date range. The user may specify that partial absences 
do not disqualify students from perfect attendance. 

B. Student Absence Search Summary (R309-B) –This report will generate a 
list of selected students and show the total of their absences for the date 
range selected. 

C. Student Absence Search Detail (R309-A) – This report will generate a list of 
selected students and show the detail of their absences for the date range 
selected.  

D. Homeroom Attendance Register Detail (R310-A) – This report shows 
student attendance detail grouped by homeroom and month. 

E. Homeroom Attendance Register Summary (R310-B) – This report shows 
student attendance summary grouped by homeroom and month. 

F. Student Absence Statistics Report (R311) – This report will show student 
absence statistics by Type/Reason and by Type for a given date range.  

G. Student ADM/ADA for ABSE Detail (R322-A) – This report is used to 
analyze student absence data by pulling data stored in ABSE – Student 
Absence.  

H. Student ADM/ADA for ABSE Summary (R322-B) – This report is used to 
analyze student absence data (totals by grade) by pulling data stored in 
ABSE – Student Absence. 
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I. Attendance by Calendar Report (R330) – This report shows attendance 
data for each attendance calendar. 

J. Homeroom Attendance Report (R331) – This report is used to generate a 
bi-weekly attendance report by homeroom based on student absence records 
within the Attendance substructure. Students are displayed within their 
homeroom with any absence records corresponding to the two week period 
specific. 

K. District-wide Membership Report (R500) – The report shows Attendance 
information by Membership (programs) and/or grade level. 

8. Attendance Reports – Daily 
A. Half/Full Day Absence Office (R320Off) – This report will print Half and Full 

Day Absence Letters for office use. 
B. Daily Office – Student Absences (R307) – This report is used to generate a 

list of students absent on a specified date grouped by Absence Type and 
Grade. 

C. Half/Full Day Absence Letter (R320) – This report generates Half and Full 
Day Absence Letters based on Absence Letter Templates and Absence 
Letter Rules. 

9. Attendance Reports – Period 
A. Period Absence Office (R317Off) – This report is used to generate an office 

search report to identify students who have an attendance problem. 
B. Daily – Student Period Absences (R315) – This report is used to generate a 

list of all students absent on a specified date for at least one period. 
C. Cumulative Student Period Absence (R316) – This report is used to 

generate a report listing the cumulative number of periods a student has been 
absent and/or late within a specified date range. 

D. Period Absence Letter (R317) – This report is used to generate absence 
letters to parents of students who have met specified absence criteria. 
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Attendance and Calendar Documentation Key 
 

   Defined at the Building level 

  Defined at the Teacher level 

   Defined at the Student level 

  Important Information 

   Report 

1. Attendance System Maintenance 
 

 

1A. Absence Types 
 

Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Attendance 
Administration – Absence Types\ 
An Absence Type indicates how the absence is characterized. Examples could be “E” 
for “excused”, “T” for “tardy” or “N” for “not absent but not in attendance” – i.e. a field 
trip. Absence Types are school and school year specific. 

 
This screen has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. 
Records on this screen are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information on 
reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide.  
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Sorting – You may sort by any column (Code, Name, Description, Modifier, Is Excused, 
Use for Daily Attendance, Use for Period Attendance, Report to EMIS, Active) in 
ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header 

Add/Edit Absence Type 

 
Code (required) – Enter up to 4 characters alphanumeric Absence Type Code. If you try 
to use an existing inactive Absence Type Code, you will be prompted to reactivate this 
inactive Absence Type Code if you wish.  
Name (required) – Enter Name of Absence Type (30 characters) 
Description (optional) – Enter Description of Absence Type (200 characters) 
Qualifier (required) – Indicate whether the Absence Type is considered Late/Tardy, 
Absent or a Non-Absence  
Is Excused (optional) – A check indicates that the Absence Type is considered 
excused. 
Use for Daily Attendance (optional) – A check indicates that the Absence Type is valid 
for daily attendance reporting and calculations 
Use for Period Attendance (optional) – A check indicates that the Absence Type is 
valid for period attendance reporting and calculations  
Report to EMIS (optional) – A check indicates that the Absence Type will be reported to 
EMIS 
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1B. Absence Reasons Maintenance 
 

Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Attendance 
Administration – Absence Reasons 
Absence Reasons are used to define the reason that the absence has taken place. 
Absence reasons are school and school year specific. 

 
This screen has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. 
Records on this screen are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information on 
reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide. 
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Code, Name, Description, Use for daily 
attendance, Use for period attendance, Active) in ascending or descending order by 
clicking on the column header 
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Add/Edit Absence Reason 

 
Code (required) – Enter up to 4 characters alphanumeric Absence Reasons Code. If 
you try to use an existing inactive Absence Reasons Code, you will be prompted to 
reactivate this inactive Absence Reasons Code if you wish.  
Name (required) – Enter Name of Absence Reason (30 characters) 
Description (optional) – Enter Description of Absence Reason (200 characters) 
Use for daily attendance (optional) – Yes or No; This Absence Reason will be 
available for Daily Attendance. 
Use for period attendance (optional) – Yes or No; This Absence Reason will be 
available for Period Attendance. 

1C. Absence Notes 
 

Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Attendance 
Administration – Absence Notes 
Absence Notes are optional but may be used to give even more detail to an absence 
event. Absence Notes are school and school year specific.  
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This screen has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. 
Records on this screen are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information on 
reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide. 
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Code, Name, Description, Use for daily 
attendance, Use for period attendance, Active) in ascending or descending order by 
clicking on the column header. 

Add/Edit Absence Note 

 
Code (required) – Enter up to 4 characters alphanumeric Absence Note Code. If you try 
to use an existing inactive Absence Note Code, you will be prompted to reactivate this 
inactive Absence Note Code if you wish.  
Name (required) – Enter Name of Absence Note (30 characters). 
Description (optional) – Enter Description of Absence Note (200 characters). 
Use for daily attendance (optional) – Yes or No; This Absence Note will be available 
for Daily Attendance. 
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Use for period attendance (optional) – Yes or No; This Absence Note will be available 
for Period Attendance. 

1D. Absence Letter Rules 
 

Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Attendance 
Administration – Absence Letter Rules 
Schools regularly send absence letters through the mail to notify parents of their 
children’s absences and/or late arrival to school. StudentInformation will give the 
schools the ability to generate absence letters for students meeting specified criteria. 
Absence letters will be generated when students have a number of absences that break 
a threshold level defined by the building administrators. The application will also record 
each absence letter that the student receives. To perform the creation of attendance 
letters, the school must first set up various maintenance screens that will define rules to 
be used in the creation of those letters – Absence Letter Templates and Absence Letter 
Rules – and to determine when the letters are produced and to whom they will be sent. 

 
This screen has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. 
Records on this screen are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information on 
reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide.  
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Code, Name, Description, Type, Is Active) in 
ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header 

 – View Rule Criteria 
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Add/Edit Absence Letter Rule 

 
Code (required) – Enter up to 4 characters alphanumeric Absence Letter Rule Code. If 
you try to use an existing inactive Action Code, you will be prompted to reactivate this 
inactive Action Code if you wish.  
Name (required) – Enter Name of Absence Letter Rule (30 characters) 
Description (optional) – Enter Description of Absence Letter Rule (200 characters) 
Rule Type (required) – Choose Daily Interval, Daily Cumulative, Period Interval or 
Period Cumulative.  

Rule Type Description 

Daily Interval A specified minimum number of daily absences 

(threshold) within a specified number of days (interval) 

Daily Cumulative A specified minimum number of daily absences 

(threshold) over the entire date range (cumulative) 

Period Interval A specified minimum number of period absences 

(threshold) within a specified number of days (interval) 

Period Cumulative A specified minimum number of period absences 

(threshold) over the entire date range (cumulative) 
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1D-1. Absence Letter Rule Criteria 
 

Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Attendance 
Administration – Absence Letter Rules 
Each Absence Letter Rule has one or more Absence Letter Rule Criteria. The criteria 
define how the specific Absence Letter Rule will function and when it will print out 
Absence Letters. 

 
Click  to View the Criteria of a specific Absence Letter Rule.  

 
This screen has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls.  
Records on this screen are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information on 
reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide.  
Sorting – You may sort by the Threshold, Interval, Period Type or Is Active columns in 
ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header. 
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Add/Edit Absence Letter Rule Criterion 

 
Absence Types (required) – Move the Absence Types for this rule from the Available 
column to the Selected column using the arrows.  
Absence types in available list: Excused/Unexcused – If Excused is checked, you 
will see Excused Absence Types in Available list. If Unexcused is checked, you will see 
Unexcused Absence Types in Available list. If both are checked you will see all 
Absence Types in Available list. 
Threshold (required) – The minimum number of occurrences of the specified Absence 
Types that will cause an Absence Letter to be created. This value increments by .5. 
Interval (optional for Period Interval Rules and Daily Interval Rules only) – Enter the 
number of days over which to evaluate whether a student has reached the threshold. 
Period Type (required for Period Cumulative Rules and Period Interval Rules only) – 
choose whether to count the Threshold or Interval based on Calendar Periods or 
Course Section Meeting Times (which may span multiple periods). 
Suppress Multiple Letters (optional) – If checked, this rule will suppress multiple 
absence letters for the same student if the student meets more than one criterion. If not 
checked, a specific student could get multiple letters depending on the criteria met. 
Precedence is used to determine which criterion counts. 
Precedence (required) – If a student meets multiple criteria for a rule, the student may 
get multiple letters. If Suppress Multiple Letters is checked, the student will only get a 
letter for the criterion with the lowest Precedence value. So, for example, if a student is 
absent 10 days, and the 5-day criterion is Precedence 2, and the 10-day criterion is 
Precedence 1, the student will only receive a letter for the 10-day criterion. 
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1E. Lunch Type 
 

Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Attendance 
Administration – Lunch Type 
Lunch Type Codes will display on the Teacher Menu – Daily Attendance and Teacher 
Menu – Period Attendance screens and are used by the Teacher to collect lunch count 
and send to the office. The Lunch Type Codes can be customized by building. 

 
This screen has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. 
Records on this screen are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information on 
reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide. 
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Code, Name, Field Length, Sort Order, Active) 
in ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header. 

Add/Edit Lunch Type 

 
Code (required) – Enter up to 4 characters alphanumeric Lunch Type Code. If you try to 
use an existing inactive Lunch Type Code, you will be prompted to reactivate this 
inactive Lunch Type Code if you wish. 
Name (required) – Enter Name of Lunch Type Code. Do not use the hyphen or dash 
character in Lunch Type names. If any names are not displaying on the Teacher Menu 
– Daily Attendance screen, shorten names as much as possible. 
Field Length (required) – Field Length must be between 1 and 50 
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Sort Order (required) – Enter the order (between 1 and 100) that the Lunch Type will 
be shown on the screen. The lowest sort order will start on the left and will proceed to 
the right with the next highest sort order. 
 

2. Sub-Calendar Maintenance 
 

A special sub-calendar is automatically created during the Master Calendar creation 
process. This sub-calendar will apply (by default) to all students registering in that 
school unless the student is manually assigned a different sub-calendar. The primary 
sub-calendar must be created initially because students are never directly assigned to 
the master calendar; they are only assigned to the sub-calendars. All changes that need 
to be made to the Master Calendar would then affect all sub-calendars. The Master 
Calendar and Sub-Calendars then determine what days of attendance the student will 
be present or absent for their expected attendance pattern.  
Some examples of special attendance patterns requiring separate sub-calendars are: 
part-time or part-week Kindergarten; students that attend JVS part-time; students that 
attend classes at other schools in the district; or students that attend other institutions. 
Additionally, a sub-calendar may be defined that designates alternate beginning and 
ending days of the school year – i.e. Kindergarten classes that start later in the fall or an 
early end date for High School seniors. 
Each school may define as many sub-calendars as are needed to meet all the students’ 
reporting needs. The majority of students will be assigned to the default sub-calendar, 
which can be any sub-calendar that the school designates as the default. If no default 
has been designated, then the sub-calendar created by the Master Calendar process 
will become the default for all students. 
Set up and creation of the Master Calendar is explained in detail in the School Setup 
and Initialization documentation. The sub-calendars are created for attendance 
purposes and are described in this documentation. 
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2A. Sub-Calendars 
 

Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Sub-Calendars 
Attendance sub-calendars are defined by indicating the day and the periods that 
students assigned to the sub-calendar are expected to be in attendance. Each 
attendance sub-calendar will be defined by a code, name and description. 
Each sub-calendar is a subset of the school’s master calendar. Each sub-calendar 
defines additional non-attending days that are not present in the Master calendar for the 
group of students assigned to that particular sub-calendar. Each sub-calendar may also 
designate specific periods of the day that the student is not expected to be in 
attendance at the school, for example kindergarten students may only have sub-
calendars specifying morning or afternoon, for half day kindergarten classes. 
Sub-calendars only define attendance exceptions to the Master Calendar. If the Master 
Calendar is altered to add or remove a day, that day extends to all students regardless 
of their sub-calendar assignment. For example, if the Master Calendar is altered to 
indicate a day as a non-attending due to a calamity circumstance (snow day), all 
students in the school are expected to not be in attendance that day without regard to 
their sub-calendar. Likewise if a day is added to the Master Calendar, all students in the 
school are expected to be in attendance that day unless the sub-calendar to which the 
student is assigned is modified to indicate an attendance exception for the newly added.  
This configuration works very well for the following example: 

• School has a two hour delay due to bad weather and morning KG classes are 
cancelled. This day is a regular attendance day for all students, but the morning 
KG attendance calendar can be modified to show this as a non-attending day for 
this group of students. Now their attendance will not include this day for this 
group of students. Now their attendance will not include this day in attendance 
calculations, but will include the day for all other students. 

Each sub-calendar day is related to a Master Calendar day that shares the common 
date, and each sub-calendar day will designate if the non-attendance exception day is 
for the entire day or only for a portion of the day. If the exception day is only for a 
portion of the day, the sub-calendar day will indicate the periods of the day that the 
students assigned to that particular sub-calendar are expected to be in attendance. The 
arrival and departure time properties may be used in lieu of designating specific periods 
of the day for the schools where each day has an identical number of physical periods 
defined. Students on that sub-calendar (denoting arrival and departure times) are then 
expected to be in attendance the first full period of the day beginning after the arrival 
times specified. Each sub-calendar day must also indicate the attendance level to be 
counted (full or partial day of attendance) and the maximum absence that may be 
reported for absences for students on that day. 

Note: Sub-Calendar 1 (default calendar) is created automatically from the Master 
Calendar and cannot be deleted. 
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School Year Initialization and Sub-Calendars – Sub-Calendars are copied from the 
current school year to the new school year as part of the School Year Initialization 
process. However, the Code, Name and Max Absence Level copy – the actual 
exceptions do not copy. 
Non-Attending Days – Non-attending days are days when school is not in session. 
Any day students aren’t physically in the building is considered a non-attending day. 
Summary – What are sub-calendars and why are they needed? 

• Sub-calendars are for students whose attendance differs from the Master 
Calendar. 

• Kindergarten students who attend only in the morning would need a sub-calendar 
created since the Master Calendar is typically set up for full days. 

• Sub-calendars ensure accurate attendance is calculated for students who attend 
part-time or not at all. 

• Each school will have at least two calendars, the default and non-attending. 
• The sub-calendars from the prior year were copied up in School Year 

Initializations. Before school starts, each sub-calendar will need to be edited and 
the exceptions to the Master Calendar entered. 

• If a new attendance situation arises that doesn’t fit into the current sub-calendars, 
a new sub-calendar will need created. 

 
This screen will be used to display and edit data pertaining to the attendance Sub-
Calendars. The screen will display all active attendance Sub-Calendars defined for the 
school.  
This screen has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. 
Records on this screen are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information on 
reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide. 
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Code, Name, Max Absence Level, Apply 
Percent of Time to Days Attended, Apply Percent of Time to Absences, Active) in 
ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header 

 – Cannot delete or edit this sub-calendar as this is the default calendar and is 
controlled by the Master Calendar. Additional sub-calendars that you create will not 
have locks. 
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 – View Sub-Calendar Days - see Section 2B. Sub-Calendar Days 

 – View Sub-Calendar Students – see Section 2C. Sub-Calendar Students 
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Add/Edit Sub-Calendar 
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General Section: 
Code (required) – Enter up to 4 characters alphanumeric Sub-Calendar Code that 
makes sense to you and your school. If you try to use an existing inactive Sub-Calendar 
Code, you will be prompted to reactivate this inactive Sub-Calendar Code if you wish.  
Name (required) – Enter the name of the sub-calendar that makes sense to you and 
your school. 
Max Absence Level (required) – Enter maximum Absence Level – Full Absence, Half 
Day Absence or Non-Attending. Half Day Absence is used for students on half-day 
calendars, so that they can be marked with a "Full Absence" that only counts towards .5 
days for attendance totaling for EMIS reporting purposes. Non-Attending is used for 
non-attending calendars, so that any erroneous attendance records are not recorded as 
absence for this student. 
Apply Percent of Time to Days Attendance (optional) – If this is checked, the 
student’s FTE will be used in the attendance calculation. If not checked, then 
attendance will be reported as calculated based on the calendar and max absence level 
assigned to the calendar. This check box was formerly on the ATTUPDEMIS 
submission screen. 
Apply Percent of Time to Absences (optional) - If this is checked, the student’s FTE 
will be used in the attendance calculation. If not checked, then attendance will be 
reported as calculated based on the calendar and max absence level assigned to the 
calendar. This check box was formerly on the ATTUPDEMIS submission screen. 

Note: The Apply Percent of Time to Absences boxes should be checked for 
every sub-calendar except: 

A. Sub-calendars that have a mixture of full and half days.  
Example: KG students who go all day on Monday and Wednesday and a half day 
on Friday. The school would need to set up a sub-calendar with a Max Absence 
Level of 1 for these KG students. Exceptions would need created to make all 
Tuesdays and Thursdays non-attending days and each Friday a school half day. 
For this type of calendar both of the Apply % of Time boxes would be unchecked.  
B. Sub-calendars for students who are 50% of time but go three full days. 
Example: KG students who are 50% of time but go three full days - all day on 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday. For this type of calendar both of the Apply % of 
Time boxes would be unchecked. 
C. Sub-calendars for preschool itinerant students who attend one day.  
Example: PS students who are 50% of time but attend one day per week. For 
this type of calendar both of the Apply % of Time boxes would be unchecked. 

Override Default Period Attendance Settings (optional) – This option only appears 
for period attendance schools. If this option is checked, it opens up the Default Period 
Attendance Settings which are originally entered on the DASL Options – Attendance 
tab. For this sub-calendar only, you can then override the default period attendance 
settings. For a detailed explanation of these fields, see the ProgressBook 
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StudentInformation School Setup and Configuration Guide, section “1D-3. DASL 
Options, Period Attendance Configuration.” 

 
EMIS Section (only visible when the year in context is 2014-2015 or later): 
Calendar Start Date – By default, this field displays the first school day of the master 
calendar. You can update the date for this sub-calendar.  
Calendar End Date – By default, this field displays the last school day of the master 
calendar. You can update the date for this sub-calendar. 
Attendance Pattern – Select the attendance pattern of students tied to this  
sub-calendar. If all students on this sub-calendar attend the same days, leave the 
default selection of “** - Not Applicable.” 
All Grade Levels - ** – If this sub-calendar applies to all grade levels, select this check 
box. This value is then reported to EMIS as “**.” 
Grade Levels – If this sub-calendar applies only to specific grade levels, select the 
grade levels by moving them from the multi-select list on the left to the list on the right. 
To Be Reported – Indicate if you are reporting calendar information by “Days” (default) 
or “Hours.” Districts that have a continuing contract defining the school year in days may 
use the “Days” option; all others should report “Hours.” (For more information, see 
ODE’s EMIS Manual). 
Hours Per Day – Indicate the number of hours in your school day.  
Include in Attendance Calculation – Indicate if you want to include this sub-calendar 
in attendance calculations. 
Date of Spring Administration – Math Test – Enter or select the date on which you 
will administer the spring OAA math test. (To report the date as “00000000,” leave this 
field blank.) 
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Not expected to be in attendance between the first and last day of school on 
every: section – Select the check box beside any recurring weekday(s) on which 
students following this sub-calendar do not attend school (for example, Kindergarteners 
who do not attend on Fridays). 

Note: You still need to create exceptions on the sub-calendars. 

Expected to be in attendance between the first and last day of school on every: 
section – Select the check box beside any recurring weekend day(s) on which students 
following this sub-calendar attend school (for example, schools whose students attend 
every Saturday or Sunday of the school year). 
Report to EMIS – If you need to report this sub-calendar information to EMIS as part of 
calendar reporting period “C,” keep this check box selected (which is the default 
setting). 

2B. Sub-Calendar Days 
 

Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Sub-Calendars 

 

Click  to view Sub-Calendar Days. 
OR  
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Sub-Calendar Days 
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This screen has standard edit record and delete record controls. 
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Date, Rotation Day, Time, Day Type) in 
ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header. 
Create Exception(s)– Add exceptions to Master Calendar day on this specific Sub-
Calendar. 
View Sub-Calendars – Go back to Sub-Calendar Maintenance list. 

 – Cannot edit or delete this Sub-Calendar Day as it is controlled by the Master 
Calendar. Each day marked with a lock is the same day type as the Master Calendar. 
The lock means the sub-calendar day was not disassociated from the Master Calendar. 
Since the sub-calendar day wasn’t disassociated, anytime you change a day on the 
Master Calendar, it automatically changes the day on the sub-calendar. 
Include Master Calendar Days – If checked, will include Master Calendar Days on this 
specific Sub-Calendar listing. 

Add Sub-Calendar Exception Days 
Click Create Exception(s) to Create Exceptions to the calendar and add a Sub-
Calendar Exception Day. Exceptions are days that differ from what was set up originally 
when the Calendar Wizard was run during School Year Initialization. 
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Single Day 
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Recurring Pattern 
 

 
General Section: 
Arrival Time (optional) – The expected Arrival Time designated for students that day. 
Departure Time (optional) – The expected Departure Time designated for students that 
day. 
Periods of the Day (optional) – The physical Periods of the Day the student is 
expected to be in attendance. For AM only – choose the first 4 or 5 Periods of the Day. 
For PM only – choose the last 4 or 5 Periods of the Day. For Full Day, click all Periods. 
Please note that StudentInformation requires you to put in either an Arrival 
Time/Departure Time or mark Periods of the Day. 

Note: Either the arrival and departure time must be specified or the periods of 
the day must be specified. 

Day Type (optional) – Choose a Day Type from the drop-down list. If no selection is 
made, the Day Type will default to Use Master Calendar Actual Day Type. 
Single Day/Recurring Pattern (required) – Choose either Single Day or Recurring 
Pattern. 
Date (required – Single Day) – Choose the date that you wish to add to this specific 
Sub-Calendar. Must be a Master Calendar date. 
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If Recurring Pattern is chosen 
Using the Recurring Pattern option requires that Actual Rotation Day be set on the 
Master Calendar Day in order to be updated. If you plan on updating a day without a 
Rotation Day, such as a Master Calendar Day that is a holiday, you must first set an 
Actual Rotation Day on the Master Calendar Day. 
Begin/Until (required – Recurring Pattern) – Choose the date range that you wish to 
add to this specific Sub-Calendar. The Until date must be later than the Begin date. 
Days of the Week (required – Recurring Pattern) – Choose the days of the week that 
you wish added to this specific Sub-Calendar within the date range specified. 
Replace Existing Days (required – Recurring Pattern) – If checked, this recurring 
pattern will replace any existing days on this specific Sub-Calendar. Replace Existing 
Days should be checked if you would like the Master Calendar Days removed from a 
specific Sub-Calendar. 
Click Save or Save and New to save this Sub-Calendar Exception day.  
A confirmation message displays and asks if you want to add EMIS exception types. 
Click Yes to enable the EMIS section. 

 

EMIS Section: 

 
Add New – Add a new EMIS exception type. 
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Exception Types – Select the EMIS-defined exception type category. 
Hours – Indicate the number of hours attributed to the exception on the indicated day. 
Add – Saves the EMIS exception type. 

Note: The Sub-Calendar Date can now be deleted and edited from the Sub-
Calendar as notated below. The Sub-Calendars days without locks are now 
disassociated from the Master Calendar. If the Master Calendar day type for this 
date is updated, it will not affect disassociated dates on Sub-Calendars. 
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Edit Sub-Calendar Exception Days 

 
Date – Displays the date selected for editing. 
Master Calendar Actual Day Type – Displays the day type that the master calendar 
has selected for the displayed date. 
(Other fields as described under “Add Sub-Calendar Exception Days.”) 
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2C. Sub-Calendar Students 
 

Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Sub-Calendars 

 
Click  to view Sub-Calendar Students 
OR 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Sub-Calendar Students 

 
Effective Date (required) – Enter date view Sub-Calendar Students, then click "Go" to 
refresh the list of students. 
View Sub-Calendars – Go back to Sub-Calendar Maintenance list. 

 – Delete Student from this specific Sub-Calendar. 
Name – Name of Student on this Sub-Calendar. 
Student Number – Student Number of Student on this Sub-Calendar. 
Grade Level – Grade Level of Student on this Sub-Calendar. 

3. Calendar Dates Wizard 
 

Navigation: StudentInformation – Management – School Administration – School 
Building Administration – Calendar Dates Wizard 
The Calendar Dates Wizard enables you to modify the start and/or end dates for the 
school year and the stop dates for the schedule terms.  
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Modify School Year Start and End Dates 
When you modify the start and/or end dates for the school calendar, StudentInformation 
also updates the course terms and teacher history on the course sections where the 
start or end dates match the modified calendar start or end date. 
To modify the school year start and end dates: 

1. On the Calendar Boundaries tab on the Calendar Dates Wizard screen, enter 
a new start date in the Start Date field to change the start date for the 
calendar. 
Note: The Change in start date is planned check box is currently 
nonfunctional. 

2. Enter or select a new end date in the End Date field to change the end date 
for the calendar. 
Note: The Change in end date is planned check box is currently 
nonfunctional. 

3. Click Next. 
If school days are deleted from the calendar as a result of the change in the 
start or end date, the following message displays on the Configure and 
Confirm Boundary Changes tab. 
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4. If school days are added to the calendar as a result of the change in the start 
or end date, perform the following steps for each date added: 
a. In the Rotation Day Type drop-down list, select the rotation day you want 

to apply to the date. 
b. In the School Day Type drop-down list, select the school day type. 

The Student Att. Day Count and Staff Att. Day Count fields display the 
default attendance value for the school day type you selected. 

c. Optional: To override the default student attendance value for the school 
day, modify the value in the Student Att. Day Count field. 

d. Optional: To override the default staff attendance value for the school day, 
modify the value in the Staff Att. Day Count field. 

e. In the EMIS Exception Type drop-down list, select the exception type 
required for EMIS reporting purposes to report this day. 

f. In the EMIS Exception Hours field, enter the number of hours that apply 
to this exception type. 

 

 
5. Click Next. 

If you are adding school days, StudentInformation adds the defined days to 
the calendar.  

6. If you need to modify any of the schedule term stop dates as a result of the 
change in the school calendar, proceed to “Modify Schedule Term Dates”. 

7. If you do not need to modify the schedule term stop dates, click Next on the 
Schedule Term Dates tab without changing any of the stop dates. 
The Non-Attending Days tab displays listing the days in the school calendar 
that are set as days in which school is not in session. 
Note: The Change in Non attending dates are Planned check box is currently 
nonfunctional. 
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8. Optional: To change the EMIS required reporting information for a specific 
non-attending date: 
a. In the Date and Thru fields, enter the date whose EMIS information you 

want to report. 
b. In the Day Type drop-down list, select the non-attending day type. 
c. In the EMIS Exception Type drop-down list, select the exception type 

required for EMIS reporting purposes to report this non-attending day. 
d. In the Hours field, enter the number of hours that apply to this exception 

type. 
e. Click Save. 

 
9. When you are finished viewing the non-attending days, click Next. 

The Master Calendar Review tab displays listing the adjusted master 
schedule with the new start and end dates for the school calendar. 
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10. When you are finished viewing the master schedule, click Finish. 

Modify Schedule Term Dates 
When you modify the schedule term dates, StudentInformation also updates the course 
terms and teacher history on the course sections where the end dates match the 
modified schedule term stop date.  
Additionally, when the stop date is modified for a term, the start date for the next 
sequential term is also adjusted in the teacher history for the course. For example, if the 
stop date for the second 9-week reporting period is 1/18/20xx and you set it to 
1/20/20xx, then the start date for the next 9-week reporting period will be set to 
1/23/20xx (the next school day after the stop date of the previous period). 
To modify the schedule term dates: 

1. On the Calendar Boundaries tab on the Calendar Dates Wizard screen, click 
Next without modifying the dates in the Start or End Dates fields. 
The Schedule Term Dates tab displays with a grid that lists the reporting 
terms, the corresponding course terms and the term stop dates for the 
building in context. 
Note: If you modified the school calendar start and/or end dates, the 
Schedule Terms tab displays after you click Next on the Configure and 
Confirm Boundary Changes tab. 
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2. Enter or select the new stop date in the Stop Date field for the schedule term 

you want to change. 
Note: The Change to Stop Dates are Planned check box is currently 
nonfunctional. 

3. When you are finished modifying the stop dates for all of the terms you want 
to change, click Next. 
The Non-Attending Days tab displays listing days in the school calendar that 
are set as days in which school is not in session. 
Note: The Change in Non attending dates are Planned check box is currently 
nonfunctional. 
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4. When you are finished viewing the non-attending days, click Next. 

The Master Calendar Review tab displays listing the adjusted master 
schedule, which includes the new stop date for the term you changed and the 
new start date for the following term. 

 
5. When you are finished viewing the master schedule, click Finish. 
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4. Student Attendance Records 
 

There are several methods that may be used to enter attendance records for students. 
When an attendance record is entered for a student, the date is checked against the 
calendar specified for the student to ensure that it is a valid date on the calendar. If it is 
not a valid date, the attendance record may not be entered. If the date on the calendar 
is defined as a half-day, then only a half-day of absence may be entered with the proper 
AM/PM designation. 

4A. Attendance Fast Entry/Update 
 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Attendance – Attendance Fast Entry/Update 
The Attendance Fast Entry screen can be used to quickly add an absence for a student 
or a group of students using default absence types, reasons and notes. This method 
can be used by the office personnel when parents call in to report a student’s absence 
before school starts in the morning. This can also be used for adding absences for a 
group of students who would have the same absence type, reason, and note – i.e. a 
field trip. 

 
Hide Event Details/Show Event Details – Toggles between hiding and showing event 
details (top half of screen). 
Hide Student Criteria/Show Student Criteria – Toggles between hiding and showing 
student search criteria (bottom half of screen) 
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Event Details 

 

 
Absence Event Type (required) – Choose Period or Daily. The screen will refresh and 
present only the fields that need to be entered based on the Absence Event Type. This 
field will be disabled if the School is using a Daily Attendance configuration. 
Date (required) – Enter the date of the absence event. Will default to today’s date if an 
attendance day or the most recent attendance day per the calendar. 
Absence Type Code (required) – Choose the correct Absence Type Code from the 
drop down list – defined in Attendance Administration 
Absence Level (required, Daily only) – Select Full Absence, AM Absence, PM 
Absence, or Non-Absence. 
Absence Reason (optional) – Select an Absence Reason from the drop-down box. This 
list is populated with items specified on the Absence Reason Maintenance screen. 
Important: If Period is selected as the Absence Event Type, this field will only 
display if the “Collect Reasons” check-box is checked in the DASL Options 
screen, Attendance Tab, Period Attendance option. 
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Absence Note (optional) – Select an Absence Note from the drop-down box. This list is 
populated with items specified on the Absence Note Maintenance screen. 
Important: If Period is selected as the Absence Event Type, this field will only 
display if the “Collect Notes” check-box is checked in the DASL Options screen, 
Attendance Tab, Period Attendance option. 
Time In (optional, Daily only) – Enter the time that the student arrived. 
Time Out (optional, Daily only) – Enter the time that the student left. 
Periods Present / Periods Absent (required, Period only) – Choose the Periods of the 
absence event by clicking on a period in the Periods Present box to highlight, then 
clicking the right single arrow between the Periods Present / Periods Absent boxes to 
move the period to the Periods Absent box. Highlighting a period in the Periods Absent 
box and clicking the left single arrow will return the period to the Periods Present box. 
Clicking the double arrows will move all items to the appropriate Period box.  
Comment (optional) – Enter a comment concerning this Absence Event 
Retain Values – Check this box to keep entered values for all Event Details fields 
(except Reason and Note for Period events). These values will be retained for the 
remainder of your current StudentInformation session. 
Show Defaults – Erase any data entered in this section and replace with default 
values. 

Search Mode – Enter Student IDs 

 
Student ID (required) – Enter student Ids separated by commas. 

Search Mode – Search for Students 

 
Grade (optional) – Search for students in a specific Grade – choose from drop-down 
list. 
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Teacher (optional) – Search for students that have a specific Teacher – choose from 
drop-down list. 
Membership Group (optional) – Search for students in a specific Membership Group – 
choose from drop-down list. 
Membership (optional) – Search for students in a specific Membership – choose from 
drop-down list. 
Homeroom (optional) – Search for students in a specific Homeroom – choose from 
drop-down list 
Course Section (optional) – Search for students in a specific Course Section (click the 

 icon to open the Course Selection Wizard). 
District of Residence IRN (optional) – Search for students living in a specific District. 
The  icon links to the Ohio Department of Education’s IRN Search screen. 
Attending/Home IRN  (optional) – Search for students with a particular Attending/Home 
school. The  icon links to the Ohio Department of Education’s IRN Search screen. 
Include students with absences – Check this box to include students who already 
have absence events in the list. This can be used to update student absences. This will 
also display existing absence types and levels in the list. 

 – When this check box is selected, you can enter a 
separate Absence Type for each student. Each student’s Absence Type will default to 
the Absence Type selected in the Event Details. If this is not checked, all students will 
default to the Absence Type selected in the Event Details. 
Preview Students – View students that match the current search criteria. 

 
 /  – toggle between hiding and showing the 

students selected by the search criteria. 
 – If checked, will add this Absence Event to the student records selected. Uncheck 

any student who should not have this Absence Event added. Checking the check box to 
the left of the Student Name column header will check all individual students’ check 
boxes. 
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Save – Update the student records with these Absence Events. 
If you did not have Vary Absence Types by Student checked, the Student Preview will 
look like this instead: 

 
In either case, you will receive a confirmation message when the Absence Entries have 
been recorded. 

 
If "Include students with absences" was checked, existing events will be displayed. 

 
 – View Details of this Absence Event 
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4B. Attendance Fast Delete 
 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Attendance – Attendance Fast Delete 
The Attendance Fast Delete screen can be used to quickly remove absences for a 
student or a group of students.  
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Hide Student Criteria/Show Student Criteria– Toggle between hiding and showing 
student search criteria. 
Search Mode (required) – Choose “Search for students” or "Enter student Ids". 
Displayed criteria fields will be different depending which mode is selected. The fields 
listed below display for "Search for students" mode unless noted otherwise. 
Student ID (required, "Enter student Ids" search mode only) – Enter student IDs 
separated by commas. 
Grade (optional) – Search for Absence Events for students in a specific Grade – choose 
from drop-down list. 
Teacher (optional) – Search for Absence Events for students that have a specific 
Teacher – choose from drop-down list. 
Membership Group (optional) – Search for Absence Events for students in a specific 
Membership Group – choose from drop-down list. 
Membership (optional) – Search for Absence Events for students in a specific 
Membership – choose from drop-down list. 
Course Section (optional) – Search for Absence Events for students in a specific 
Course Section – search using . 
Homeroom (optional) – Search for Absence Events for students in a specific 
Homeroom – choose from drop-down list. 
District of Residence IRN (optional) – Search for Absence Events for students living in 
a specific District. The  links to the Ohio Department of Education’s IRN Search 
screen. 
Attending/Home IRN (optional) – Search for Absence Events for students with a 
particular Attending/Home school. The  links to the Ohio Department of Education’s 
IRN Search screen. 
Fields Displayed for Both Search Modes: 
Absence Event Type – Select Daily or Period from the drop-down menu to view/delete 
Absence Events of that type. This field will be disabled if the School is using a Daily 
Attendance configuration. 
Date (required) – Enter a date for the Absence Events to view/delete.  
Absence Type Code (optional) – Select an absence type code to only view/delete 
Absence Events of that type. 
Absence Level (optional) – Select an absence level (Full Absence, Non-Absence) to 
only view/delete Absence Events of that level. 
Absence Interval (optional) – Select an absence interval (AM, PM) to only view/delete 
Absence Events in that interval. 
Absence Reason (optional) – Select an absence reason to only view/delete Absence 
Events with that reason. 
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Absence Note (optional) – Select an absence note to only view/delete Absence Events 
with that note. 

 
Hide Student Preview/Show Student Preview – toggle between hiding and showing 
the students selected by the search criteria. 
Delete Event  – If checked, will delete this Absence Event from the student records. 
Checking the box at the top of the column checks all boxes in the column for all 
Absence Events listed. 
Delete – Delete the selected Absence Events. You will see a confirmation screen. 

Note: You cannot undo this process once confirmed. 

 
Ok – Process the absence event deletion. 

Note: You cannot undo this process once confirmed. 

Cancel – Do not process the absence event deletion. 

Once deleted, you will return to the Attendance Fast Delete screen, and see a 
confirmation message and the student preview missing the events you deleted. 
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4C. Daily Absence List – Daily Attendance 
 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Attendance – Daily Absence List – Daily Attendance tab 
The Daily Absence List (Daily Attendance tab) will display a list of all students absent for 
a selected day. 

 
From Date / To Date (required) – Enter the date or range of dates for which to display 
absence records. Both fields will default to today’s date. 
Include Absences Outside of Admission Dates – Check if you would like the grid to 
contain student absences outside of student admission dates. 
Go – View the Daily Absence List. 
Show Home School – Check this box to include the Home School in the display grid.  
Show Attendance Statistics/Hide Attendance Statistics – Toggle the display of 
Attendance Statistics for the selected date or date range. Attendance statistics include 
totals by absence level, absence type, grade level, absence reason and absence note. 

 

 – Displays how many total records are included, and allows 
you to select how many records display per screen. Use the controls on the left side of 
the screen to navigate between screens of records. The default is set to All Rows. 
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Sorting – You may sort by several columns (Name, ID, Absence, Date, HR, GR, Type, 
Reason and Note) in ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header 
Name – Name of student who was absent or tardy on selected date. 
ID – Student Number of student who was absent or tardy on selected date. 
Absence – Specifies Full Day, AM Absence, PM Absence, or Non-Absence. 
Date – Specifies the date of the absence event. 
HR – Student’s Homeroom on selected date. 
GR – Grade Level of student.  
Type – Absence Type of student’s absence on selected date. 
Reason – Absence Reasons of student’s absence on selected date. 
Note – Note of student’s absence on selected date. 
Comments – Displays any absence comments entered during absence entry for this 
student's absence. 
Time In – Displays time of arrival for partial day absences. 
Time Out – Displays time of departure for partial day absences. 
Home Phone – Displays Phone Number on file for student. 

 – Edit this Absence record (see section 4A. Student's School Absences – Daily for 
more information on editing absence records). 

 – Check these boxes beside any records you wish to remove (or check the box at the 
top of the column to check all), and then click the Delete Selected button to remove 
those absence records. 

4D. Daily Absence List – Period Attendance 
 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Attendance – Daily Absence List – Period Attendance 
tab 
The Daily Absence List (Period Attendance tab) will display a list of all students absent 
for a selected day and period. This option is only available for use with schools 
configured to do period attendance. 
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From Date/To Date (required) – Enter a date or range of dates for which to view 
absence records. This defaults to today’s date. 
Select a Period – Choose the Period for which you wish to view the Daily Absence List. 
– View the Daily Absence List  
Show Home School – Check this box to include the Home School in the display grid.  
Show Attendance Statistics/Hide Attendance Statistics – Toggle the display of 
Attendance Statistics for the selected date or date range. Attendance statistics include 
total students listed, total absence events, and totals by absence type. 

 

 – Displays how many total records are included, and allows 
you to select how many records display per screen. Use the controls on the left side of 
the screen to navigate between screens of records. The default is set to All Rows. 
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Include Absences Outside of Admission Dates – Check if you would like the grid to 
contain student absences outside of student admission dates 
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Name, ID, Teacher, CRSE/SEC, Date, GR, 
Type, Comment) in ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header. 
Name – Name of student. 
ID – Student Number of student. 
Teacher – Teacher of course section student attends at the selected period. 
CRSE/SEC – Course section student attends at the selected period. 
Date – Date of absence event. 
GR – Student's grade level. 
Type – Absence Type of absence event. 
Comment – Comments related to period absence for student. 

 – Edit this Absence record (see section 4B. Student's School Absences – Period for 
more information on editing absence records). 

 – Check these boxes beside any records you wish to remove (or check the box at the 
top of the column to check all), then click the Delete Selected button to remove those 
absence records. 

4E. Daily Attendance Completion List 
 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Attendance – Daily Attendance Completion List 
The Daily Attendance Completion List will display whether homeroom teachers have 
submitted their daily attendance. This screen is typically used in the morning by the 
attendance secretary. 
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Date – Date to view Daily Completion Attendance Completion List – will default to 
today’s date. 
Collection – Displays the type of Daily Attendance Collection. 
Teacher – Displays the homeroom teacher. 
Location – Displays the room or location of the homeroom teacher. 
Course – Displays the Course ID. 
Submitted – Has Attendance been submitted – Yes or No. Notice that Submitted – Yes 
will be displayed in white and at the end of the list. Submitted – No will be displayed in 
red and at the top of the list. 

4F. Period Attendance Completion List 
 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Attendance – Period Attendance Completion List 
The Period Attendance Completion List will display whether homeroom teachers have 
submitted their period attendance. This screen is typically used by the attendance 
secretary. 
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Date – Date to view Period Completion Attendance Completion List – will default to 
today’s date. 
Period – Displays the period that the Period Attendance was collected. 
Teacher – Displays the homeroom teacher. 
Location – Displays the room or location of the homeroom teacher. 
Course Section – Displays the course section. 
Submitted – Has Attendance been submitted – Yes or No. Notice that Submitted – Yes 
will be displayed in white and at the end of the list. Submitted – No will be displayed in 
red and at the top of the list. 

 
Note: If the School is using a Daily Attendance configuration, the following 
message will display upon accessing this screen: 

 

4G. Lunch Counts 
 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Attendance – Lunch Counts 
The Lunch Counts screen will display each teacher’s lunch count and a total lunch 
count by building. This screen is typically used in the morning by the attendance 
secretary or by cafeteria personnel.  
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Date – Date to view Daily Lunch Counts – will default to today’s date. 
Staff Name – Staff submitting their Lunch Count through Daily Attendance or Period 
Attendance. 
Course – Staff’s Course Number for which Lunch Count was taken. 
Tray, Salad, Salad Names – Lunch Type columns defined by building. See 1F Lunch 
Type for more information defining Lunch Types. These values are entered by the Staff 
using Daily Attendance or Period Attendance. 
Totals – Numeric values entered in the Lunch Type columns will be totaled. 

4H. Attendance Letter History 
 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Attendance – Letter History 
The Attendance Letter History screen displays a list of all attendance letters generated 
within a specified range of dates that meet the selected criteria. From this screen, you 
can also hide letters (which will cause the student to receive another letter for the same 
absence dates, if the student still matches the criteria for a letter). 
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Start Date / End Date (required) – Enter a range of dates to view all letters that meet 
the other filter criteria that were generated within the date range. 
Rule Type (optional) – Select a Rule Type (Daily Interval, Daily Cumulative, Period 
Interval, Period Cumulative) to only view letters for students violating that Rule Type. 
Letter Rule (optional) – Select a Letter Rule to only view letters for students violating 
that Rule. 
Grade Level (optional) – Select a Grade Level to only view letters for students in that 
grade level. 
Search – Refresh the letter list after changing date range or filter criteria. 

 – Check this box (or check the box at the top of the column to check all boxes), and 
then click the Hide/Unhide Selected Records button to hide the selected letters. If a 
student has a hidden letter, they will receive another letter for the same violation if 
absence letters are later run again. If viewing Inactive (hidden) Records, check this box 
and click the button to un-hide the selected letters, making the student no longer able to 
receive additional letters for the same violation. 
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Student, Student Number, Grade, Date 
Generated, Rule Code, Threshold Broken, Violation Date, Active) in ascending or 
descending order by clicking on the column header. 
Threshold Broken – This indicates which Rule Criterion the student broke to receive 
the letter. Note that if a student broke multiple thresholds, only the threshold with the 
highest Priority will display. 
Violation Date – This indicates the date on which the student received the absence 
event that broke the Threshold. 

 – Un-check this box to view inactive/hidden attendance letters. You 
must uncheck this box if you wish to unhide letters. 
Hiding letters will result in a confirmation screen: 
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You will need to uncheck the Show Active Only check box to view and/or un-Hide 
inactive letters. 
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5. Student Attendance Menu 
 

 

5A. Student’s School Absences – Daily 
 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Attendance – School Absences 
The Student Absence screen will display a summary of a student’s absence events for a 
range of dates. You can then Add, Edit, or Delete a specific Student Absence. You must 
have a student selected in the Student Context area to view Student Absences.  

 
Start Date / End Date (required) – Enter a range of dates for which to view absence 
records for the student. 
Go – Refresh the screen with absence data using the new date range entered. 

Note: The Period Attendance tab will be disabled if the School is using a Daily 
Attendance configuration. 

Show Full Year Attendance Statistics/Hide Full Year Attendance Statistics – 
Toggle the display of attendance statistics for the entire year for this student. 
Attendance statistics include totals by absence level and absence type. 
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This screen has standard add record and edit record controls. 
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Date, Calendar, Absence Level, Absence Type, 
Reason, Note, Time In, Time Out, Comment) in ascending or descending order by 
clicking on the column header. 

 – Check these boxes beside any records you wish to remove (or check the box at the 
top of the column to check all), then click the Delete Selected Absences button to 
remove those absence records. 

 – Edit this Student Absence  
Include Absences Outside of Admission Dates – Check this box to display all 
absence records for the student, even if they were entered (or imported) with an 
incorrect date outside of the range of dates the student was enrolled. 

Add/Edit Daily Absence Event 

 
Absence Event Type (required; display-only if editing) – Choose Daily or Period 
(defaults to Daily if on Daily tab and to Period if on Period tab). 
Date (required) – Enter Date of Student Absence (defaults to today’s date). 
Absence Type Code (required) – Choose an Absence Type Code that you defined for 
your school in System Maintenance. 
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Absence Level (required) – Choose an Absence Level (defaults to Full Day). Options 
are dependent on the Max Absence Level setting on the student's Calendar for the 
selected date. 
Collection Period (required) – Choose a Collection Period when the school is 
configured for daily attendance at a frequency of twice per day (on Attendance tab of 
StudentInformation Options screen) and a non-absence level, Absence Type Code is 
selected. 
Absence Reason (optional) – Choose an Absence Reason that you defined for your 
school in System Maintenance. 
Absence Note (optional) – Choose an Absence Note that you defined for your school in 
System Maintenance. 
Time In (optional) – Enter time of arrival for partial day absences. 
Time Out (optional) – Enter time of departure for partial day absences. 
Comment (optional) – Enter a comment related to this absence. 
Retain Values – If you check this box, when you click "Save and New", the new 
absence event entry screen will keep the same values you entered for all fields except 
Absence Level. These values will only be retained for the current user and only for the 
duration of the current active session. 
Show Defaults – Clear and restore all fields to the default data. 

5B. Student’s School Absences – Period 
 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Attendance – School Absences 
The Student Absence screen will display a summary of a student’s absence events for a 
range of dates. You can then Add, Edit, or Delete a specific Student Absence. You must 
have a student selected in the Student Context area to view Student Absences.  
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Start Date / End Date (required) – Enter a range of dates for which to view absence 
records for the student. 
Go – Refresh the screen with absence data using the new date range entered. 
Show Full Year Attendance Statistics/Hide Full Year Attendance Statistics – 
Toggle the display of attendance statistics for the entire year for this student. 
Attendance statistics include total period events and totals by absence type and by 
period. 
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This screen has standard add record and edit record controls. 
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Date, Period, Absence Type, Absence Reason, 
Absence Note, Comment) in ascending or descending order by clicking on the column 
header. 
Note that, when Date is selected for Sorting, the screen also has a secondary sort by 
Period, ascending. 
View All Periods – Select a period by which to filter the list of student period absences, 
or leave "-- View All Periods --" selected to view all period absence events. 

 
 – Check these boxes beside any records you wish to remove (or check the box at the 

top of the column to check all), then click the Delete Selected Absences button to 
remove those absence records. 

 – Edit this Student Absence  
Include Absences Outside of Admission Dates – Check this box to display all 
absence records for the student, even if they were entered (or imported) with an 
incorrect date outside of the range of dates the student was enrolled. 
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Add/Edit Period Absence Event 

 
Absence Event Type (required; display-only if editing) – Choose Daily or Period 
(defaults to Period if on Period tab and to Daily if on Daily tab). 
Date (required) – Enter Date of Student Absence (defaults to today’s date). 
Absence Type Code (required) – Choose an Absence Type Code that you defined for 
your school in System Maintenance. 
Period (required) – This dual-select box shows periods of the selected day on the left 
side. Pull those periods to the right side during which the student was absent. 
Include Periods with Absences – Check this box to include periods during which the 
student already has a Period Absence in the Period dual-select box. 
Absence Reason (optional) – Choose an Absence Reason that you defined for your 
school in System Maintenance.  
Absence Note (optional) – Choose an Absence Note that you defined for your school in 
System Maintenance.  
Comment (optional) – Enter a comment related to this absence. 
Retain Values – If you check this box, when you click "Save and New", the new 
absence event entry screen will keep the same values you entered for all fields except 
Period (which also requires you to change the date to refresh it).  
Important: These values will only be retained for the current user and only for the 
duration of the current active session. 
Show Defaults– Clear and restore all fields to the default data. 
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5C. External Absence 
 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Attendance – External Absences 
Students that attend a school part-time such as JVS students or students that transfer 
from other schools where complete attendance records may not be available, must 
have their attendance information exported from the JVS (Management > Import/Export  
Home School Export) and then imported into the home or new school (Management > 
Import/Export > Home School Import). This allows both the external and home school 
absences to be printed on the student’s transcript. External absences are not used by 
the Student Attendance (ATTUPEMIS) process when calculating attendance. 

 
This screen has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. 
Sorting – You may sort by any column (School Year, School, Days Attended, Absent 
Excused, Absent Unexcused, Days Tardy) in ascending or descending order by clicking 
on the column header. 

Note: ABHI records from years a student attended a school while it was on SIS 
will also show up as External Absences. For some imported records, Days 
Attended may be 0. These records need Days Present added, as the 
StudentInformation Load or Import process which created these records was 
unable to calculate Days Present (which StudentInformation normally performs 
by subtracting Days Absent Excused and Days Absent Unexcused from total 
possible days). Contact your ITC personnel for more information. 

 – This record is from a previous school year and is locked. Change context to the 
previous school year to edit absence values in this record. 
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Add/Edit External Absence 

 
School IRN (required) – Enter a valid 6 digit School IRN code. The School Name will be 
retrieved using the School IRN. Use the  icon to access ODE's IRN Search screen. 
Other School Name – This field will display the name of the school with the entered 
IRN. If you enter 999999 for School IRN, this field displays "POST SECONDARY/OUT 
OF STATE" and becomes editable and required. 
Days Attended (required) – Enter the number of days attended at this particular school. 
Can be entered manually or incremented/decremented by .5 with the arrow buttons. 
Days Absent Excused (required) – Enter the number of days Absent (Excused) at this 
particular school. Can be entered manually or incremented/decremented by .5 with the 
arrow buttons. 
Days Absent Unexcused (required) – Enter the number of days Absent (Unexcused) 
at this particular school. Can be entered manually or incremented/decremented by .5 
with the arrow buttons. 
Days Tardy (required) – Enter the number of days Tardy at this particular school. Can 
be entered manually or incremented/decremented by .5 with the arrow buttons. 
Comments (optional) – Enter attendance comments for this student at this particular 
school. Many StudentInformation import processes will list their names here as a 
record. 
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5D. Student Attendance Letter History 
 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Attendance – Attendance Letter History 
The Attendance Letter History screen will display a history of all attendance letters 
generated for the selected student. You must have a student selected in the Student 
Context area to view Attendance Letter History. The user will be able to view a list of 
any letters that were generated including detail information as to why the letters were 
generated. 

 
Start Date / End Date (required) – Enter a range of dates to view all letters that were 
generated within the date range. 
Search – Refresh the letter list after changing date range. 

 – Check this box (or check the box at the top of the column to check all boxes), and 
then click the Hide/Unhide Selected Records button to hide the selected letters. If a 
student has a hidden letters, they will receive another letter for the same violation if 
absence letters are later run again. If viewing Inactive (hidden) Records, check this box 
and click the button to un-hide the selected letters making the student no longer able to 
receive additional letters for the same violation. 
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Date Generated, Rule Code, Rule Name, Rule 
Type, Threshold, Interval, Violation Date, Active) in ascending or descending order by 
clicking on the column header. 
Threshold / Interval – This indicates which Rule Criterion the student broke to receive 
the letter. Note that if a student broke multiple thresholds, only the threshold with the 
highest Priority will display. 
Violation Date – This indicates the date on which the student received the absence 
event that broke the Threshold. 
Show Active Only – Un-check this box to view inactive/hidden attendance letters. You 
must uncheck this box if you wish to unhide letters. 
Hiding letters will result in a confirmation screen: 
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You will need to uncheck the Show Active Only check box to view and/or un-Hide 
inactive letters. 

 
 

6. Teacher Menu – Attendance 
 

Please see the Teacher Menu documentation for more detailed information about using 
the Daily Attendance and Period Attendance. 

6A. Teacher Menu – Daily Attendance 
 

Navigation: Home – Teacher Menu – Daily Attendance 
Please see the Teacher Menu documentation for more detailed information about using 
the Teacher Menu – Daily Attendance. 

6B. Teacher Menu – Period Attendance 
 

Navigation: Home – Teacher Menu – Period Attendance 
Please see the Teacher Menu documentation for more detailed information about using 
the Teacher Menu – Period Attendance. 
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7. Attendance Reports – General 
 

Please see the Batch/Report Management documentation for more detailed information 
about running and viewing reports. 

7A. Perfect Attendance Report (PERF) 
 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Attendance – Attendance Reports – Perfect Attendance 
Report (PERF) 
This report displays students who meet the specified selection criteria and have had 
zero (0) total absences during the specified date range. The user may specify that 
partial absences do not disqualify students from perfect attendance. The report will total 
by students and gender. 
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Ad-Hoc Membership (optional) – Select an Ad-Hoc Membership from drop-down menu 
if you wish to only include students associated with the membership for this run of the 
report. Check the Public And Private check box to see Memberships created by other 
users in your drop-down list. Selecting an Ad-Hoc Membership Group will limit the 
report to the students associated with that membership group. All other criteria will be 
ignored. 
Date Range (optional) – Specify the date ranges to look for absences. The beginning 
date will default to the first day of school for the active school for the active school year. 
The ending date will default to the current date.  
Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve students’ homeroom. 
The date will default to the current date, or the most recent valid school day for the 
active school and active school year if the current date is not a valid school day. 
Grade (optional) – If no Grades are selected, the report will select all Grades. You can 
also filter by selecting specific Grades for your report. 
Student Status (optional) – If no Student Statuses are selected, the report will select all 
Student Statuses. You can also filter by selecting specific Student Statuses for your 
report. 
Administrative Homeroom (optional) – If no Administrative Homerooms are selected, 
the report will select all Administrative Homerooms. You can also filter by selecting 
specific Administrative Homerooms for your report. 
Membership Groups (optional) – If no Membership Groups are selected, the report will 
select all Membership Groups. You can also filter by selecting specific Membership 
Groups for your report. 
Memberships (optional) – If no Memberships are selected, the report will select all 
Memberships. You can also filter by selecting specific Memberships for your report. 
Gender (optional) – Filter by gender or leave blank to not filter by gender. 
Include Partial Absences (optional) – Check if a student with partial absences can still 
be considered to have perfect attendance. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report  
Delivery Method (required) – See Batch/Report Management documentation. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, shows on Batch/Report Management screen. 
Submit – Submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please see 
the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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7B. Student Absence Search Summary (R309-B) 
 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Attendance – Attendance Reports – Student Absence 
Search Summary (R309-B) 
Formerly known as R309-B in SIS. This report will generate a list of selected students 
and show the total of their absences for the date range selected. 
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Ad-Hoc Membership (optional) – Select an Ad-Hoc Membership from drop-down menu 
if you wish to only include students associated with the membership for this run of the 
report. Check the Public And Private check box to see Memberships created by other 
users in your drop-down list. Selecting an Ad-Hoc Membership Group will limit the 
report to the students associated with that membership group. All other criteria will be 
ignored. 
Date Range (optional) – Specify the date ranges to look for absences. This will default 
to the starting date on the calendar for the Start Date and to today’s date for the End 
Date. 
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Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve students’ homeroom – 
will always default to today’s date 
Absence Type (optional) – If no Absence Types are selected, the report will select all 
Absence Types. You can also filter by selecting specific Absence Types for your report. 
Note: This filters for students that have at least one of the absence types chosen. Leave 
the filter blank (select no absence types) to return both students with and without 
absence records. Select all absence types to return every student with at least one 
absence. 
Absence Reason (optional) – If no Absence Reasons are selected, the report will 
select all Absence Reasons. You can also filter by selecting specific Absence Reasons 
for your report. 
Grade (optional) – If no Grades are selected, the report will select all Grades. You can 
also filter by selecting specific Grades for your report. 
Program (optional) – If no Programs are selected, the report will select all Programs. 
You can also filter by selecting specific Programs for your report. 
Student Status (optional) – If no Student Statuses are selected, the report will select all 
Student Statuses. You can also filter by selecting specific Student Statuses for your 
report. 
Disability Code (optional) – If no Disability Codes are selected, the report will select all 
Disability Codes. You can also filter by selecting specific Disability Codes for your 
report. 
Homeroom Code (optional) – If no Homeroom Codes are selected, the report will 
select all Homeroom Codes. You can also filter by selecting specific Homeroom Codes 
for your report. 
Home School (optional) – If no Home Schools are selected, the report will select all 
Grades. You can also filter by selecting specific Home Schools for your report. This field 
is populated based on the values entered in the Home School field on the Student 
Profile – General tab. 
Number of Days Absent (optional) – Limit the selection of students to those who have 
number of full days absent within the range specified (counting full day absences as 1.0 
and half day absences as 0.5). You may filter using decimal points, such as “1.5” to 
“3.5”. Note: In order to include students with zero days absent, you must not have any 
Absence Types selected above. 
And/Or – Select “And” to display students with the specified Number of Days Absent 
and specified Number of Partial Absences. Select “Or” to display students with the 
specified Number of Days Absent or the specified Number of Partial Absences. 
Number of Partial Absences (optional) – Limit the selection of students to those who 
have number of late/tardy absence events within the range specified. You may filter 
using decimal points, such as “1.5” to “3.5”. Note: In order to include students with zero 
days of partial absences, you must not have any Absence Types selected above. 
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And/Or – Select “And” to display students with the specified Number of Partial 
Absences and specified Number of Filtered Absence Types. Select “Or” to display 
students with the specified Number of Partial Absences or the specified Number of 
Filtered Absence Types. 
Number of Filtered Absence Types (optional) – Limit the selection of students to 
those who have a number of absences of all types selected above in the Absence 
Types filter within the range specified (counting full day absences as 1.0, half day 
absences as 0.5, late/tardy absence events as 1.0 and other non-absence absence 
events as 1.0, provided the absences or absence events have the selected Absence 
Types). You may filter using decimal points, such as “1.5” to “3.5”. Note that this filter is 
only effective if you have selected at least one Absence Type from the Absence Types 
filter. 
Hide Disability Code? (optional) – If checked, Disability Code will be hidden and not 
display on the report. 
Group report by (required) – Choose to group by Disability, Gender, Grade Level, 
Home Room, Home School, Program, Student Status. The default grouping is by Grade 
Level. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report  
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 
Submit – Submits this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please see 
the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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7C. Student Absence Search Detail (R309-A) 
 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Attendance – Attendance Reports – Student Absence 
Search Summary (R309-A) 
Formerly known as R309-A in SIS. This report will generate a list of selected students 
and show the detail of their absences for the date range selected. 
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Ad-Hoc Membership (optional) – Select an Ad-Hoc Membership from drop-down menu 
if you wish to only include students associated with the membership for this run of the 
report. Check the Public And Private check box to see Memberships created by other 
users in your drop-down list. Selecting an Ad-Hoc Membership Group will limit the 
report to the students associated with that membership group. All other criteria will be 
ignored. 
Date Range (required) – Specify the date ranges to look for absences. This will default 
to the starting date on the calendar for the Start Date and to today’s date for the End 
Date. 
Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve students’ homeroom – 
will always default to today’s date. 
Students with Absence Type (optional) – If no Absence Types are selected, the report 
will select all Absence Types. You can also filter by selecting specific Absence Types 
for your report. Note: This filters for students that have at least one of the absence types 
chosen. Leave the filter blank (select no absence types) to return both students with and 
without absence records. Select all absence types to return every student with at least 
one absence. 
Show all student absences types in the report – Select to show absences of any 
absence type for students selected by the filters, even if students are selected based on 
an absence type filter. For example, if you filter for students with Tardies and select this 
option, only students with Tardies will show but all absences for any type for those 
students will show – not just Tardies. 
Show only selected student absence types in the report – Select to show absences 
of just the selected absent type. For example, if you filter for students with Tardies and 
select this option, only students with Tardies will show and only their Tardy absences 
will show. 
Absence Reason (optional) – If no Absence Reasons are selected, the report will 
select all Absence Reasons. You can also filter by selecting specific Absence Reasons 
for your report. 
Grade (optional) – If no Grades are selected, the report will select all Grades. You can 
also filter by selecting specific Grades for your report. 
Program (optional) – If no Programs are selected, the report will select all Programs. 
You can also filter by selecting specific Programs for your report. 
Student Status (optional) – If no Student Statuses are selected, the report will select all 
Student Statuses. You can also filter by selecting specific Student Statuses for your 
report. 
Disability Code (optional) – If no Disability Codes are selected, the report will select all 
Disability Codes. You can also filter by selecting specific Disability Codes for your 
report. 
Homeroom Code (optional) – If no Homeroom Codes are selected, the report will 
select all Homeroom Codes. You can also filter by selecting specific Homeroom Codes 
for your report. 
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Home School (optional) – If no Home Schools are selected, the report will select all 
Grades. You can also filter by selecting specific Home Schools for your report. This field 
is populated based on the values entered in the Home School field on the Student 
Profile – General tab. 
Number of Days Absent (optional) – Limit the selection of students to those who have 
a number of full days absent within the range specified (counting full day absences as 
1.0 and half day absences as 0.5). You may filter using decimal points, such as “1.5” to 
“3.5”. Note: In order to include students with zero days absent, you must not have any 
Absence Types selected above. 
And/Or – Select “And” to display students with the specified Number of Days Absent 
and specified Number of Partial Absences. Select “Or” to display students with the 
specified Number of Days Absent or the specified Number of Partial Absences. 
Number of Partial Absences (optional) – Limit the selection of students to those who 
have a number of late/tardy absence events within the range specified. You may filter 
using decimal points, such as “1.5” to “3.5”. Note: In order to include students with zero 
partial absences, you must not have any Absence Types selected above. 
And/Or – Select “And” to display students with the specified Number of Partial 
Absences and specified Number of Filtered Absence Types. Select “Or” to display 
students with the specified Number of Partial Absences or the specified Number of 
Filtered Absence Types. 
Number of Filtered Absence Types (optional) – Limit the selection of students to 
those who have a number of absences of all types selected above in the Absence 
Types filter within the range specified (counting full day absences as 1.0, half day 
absences as 0.5, late/tardy absence events as 1.0 and other non-absence absence 
events as 1.0, provided the absences or absence events have the selected Absence 
Types). You may filter using decimal points, such as “1.5” to “3.5”. Note: This filter is 
only effective if you have selected at least one Absence Type from the Absence Types 
filter. 
Printing Options: (required)  

• Print no more than one student per page - will only show one student per 
page, unless the student overflows the page and has to continue to multiple 
pages (this is the same as “Break on student”). A page break will be done after 
the student’s data is complete, so that no more than one student’s data is on 
each page 

• Avoid splitting students across pages unless unavoidable - will attempt to fit 
all of the student’s data, including header and footer, on the remainder of the 
current page. If it won’t fit, it does a page break and continues at the start of the 
next page (this is the same as not checking “Break on student”).  

• Fit as much data per page as possible – will fit as much data as possible on 
each page, splitting student data whenever necessary. This results in the fewest 
pages being used for the report. 

Print Comments (optional) – If checked, will print student absence comments 
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Hide Disability Code? (optional) – If checked, Disability Code will be hidden and not 
display on the report. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Output – Select Report, Labels, or Both Report and Labels. 
If labels are chosen, use the following Adobe page settings when printing the labels to 
ensure that the labels print correctly on the page. 
For Adobe 9: 

• Page Scaling = None 

• Auto Rotate and Center = Unchecked 
For Adobe 10: 

• Size Options = Actual Size 

• Orientation = Portrait 
Note: If you are using Firefox, you must change a setting before printing labels. In 
Firefox, go to Options. On the Applications window under Content Type, locate 
Portable Document Format (PDF). In the Action column of that row, change the 
selection from Preview in Firefox to an Adobe option (such as Use Adobe Acrobat). 

Label Type – If choosing Labels, specify the size of the labels in the Label Type by 
selecting the appropriate label format from the drop-down list. 
Address – Select the address to use for labels. If you check "Use custom address text", 
the text you enter in the field will be added at the top of each label. 
Include Copied On Correspondence – Yes or No; select whether to include copies of 
the report listing addresses for contacts marked "Copied on Correspondence". 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile). 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 
Submit – Submits this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please see 
the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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7D. Homeroom Attendance Register Detail 
(R310-A) 

 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Attendance – Attendance Reports – Homeroom Att 
Register Detail (R310-A) 
Formerly known as R310-A in SIS. This report shows student attendance detail grouped 
by homeroom and month. 
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Date Range (optional) – Specify the date ranges to look for absences. This will default 
to the starting date on the calendar for the Start Date and to today’s date for the End 
Date. 
Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve students’ homeroom – 
will always default to today’s date 
Administrative Homeroom (optional) – If no Homerooms are selected, the report will 
select all Homerooms. You can also filter by selecting specific Homerooms for your 
report. 
Student Status (optional) – If no Student Statuses are selected, the report will select all 
Student Statuses. You can also filter by selecting specific Student Statuses for your 
report. 
Membership Group (optional) – If no Membership Groups are excluded, the report will 
select all Programs. You can also exclude specific Membership Groups for your report.  
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Number of Absences (optional) – Limit the selection of students to those who have 
number of absences within the range specified. 
Number of Lates (optional) – Limit the selection of students to those who have number 
of half days absent within the range specified.  
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 
Submit – Submits this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please see 
the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

Homeroom Detail 
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Report Summary 

 

7E. Homeroom Attendance Register Summary 
(R310-B) 

 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Attendance – Attendance Reports – Homeroom Att 
Register Summary (R310-B) 
Formerly known as R310-B in SIS. This report shows student attendance summary 
grouped by homeroom and month. 
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Date Range (optional) – Specify the date ranges to look for absences. This will default 
to the starting date on the calendar for the Start Date and to today’s date for the End 
Date. 
Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve students’ homeroom – 
will always default to today’s date. 
Administrative Homeroom (optional) – If no Homerooms are selected, the report will 
select all Homerooms. You can also filter by selecting specific Homerooms for your 
report. 
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Student Status (optional) – If no Student Status is selected, the report selects all 
Student Statuses. You can also filter by selecting specific Student Statuses for your 
report. 
Membership Group (optional) – If no Membership Groups are excluded, the report will 
select all Programs. You can also exclude specific Membership Groups for your report.  
Number of Absences (optional) – Limit the selection of students to those who have 
number of full days absent within the range specified. 
Number of Lates (optional) – Limit the selection of students to those who have number 
of half days absent within the range specified.  
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen  
Submit – Submits this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please see 
the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

Homeroom Summary 

 

Summary for All Homerooms 
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7F. Student Absence Statistics Report (R311) 
 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Attendance – Attendance Reports – Student Absence 
Statistics Report (R311) 
Formerly known as R311 in SIS. This report will show student absence statistics by 
Type/Reason and by Type for a given date range. 

 
Date Range (optional) – Specify the date ranges to look for absences. This will default 
to the starting date on the calendar for the Start Date and to today’s date for the End 
Date. 
Absence Type (optional) – If no Absence Types are selected, the report will select all 
Absence Types. You can also filter by selecting specific Absence Types for your report. 
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Absence Reason (optional) – If no Absence Reasons are selected, the report will 
select all Absence Reasons. You can also filter by selecting specific Absence Reasons 
for your report. 
Grade (optional) – If no Grades are selected, the report will select all Grades. You can 
also filter by selecting specific Grades for your report.  
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 
Submit – Submits this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please see 
the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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7G. Student ADM & ADA Report for ABSE Detail 
(R322-A) 

 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Attendance – Attendance Reports – Student ADM/ADA 
for ABSE Detail (R322-A) 
Formerly known as R322-A in SIS. This report is used to analyze student absence data 
by pulling data stored in ABSE – Student Absence.  
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Ad-Hoc Membership (optional) – Select an Ad-Hoc Membership from drop-down menu 
if you wish to only include students associated with the membership for this run of the 
report. Check the Public And Private check box to see Memberships created by other 
users in your drop-down list. Selecting an Ad-Hoc Membership Group will limit the 
report to the students associated with that membership group. All other criteria will be 
ignored. 
Absence Date Range (required) – Specify the date ranges to look for absences. This 
will default to the starting date on the calendar for the Start Date and to today’s date for 
the End Date. 
Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve students’ homeroom – 
will always default to today’s date. 
Grade (optional) – If no Grades are selected, the report will select all Grades. You can 
also filter by selecting specific Grades for your report. 
Student Status (optional) – If no Student Statuses are selected, the report will select all 
Student Statuses. You can also filter by selecting specific Student Statuses for your 
report. 
Administrative Homeroom (optional) – If no Administrative Homerooms are selected, 
the report will select all Administrative Homerooms. You can also filter by selecting 
specific Administrative Homerooms for your report. 
Program (optional) – If no Programs are selected, the report will select all Programs. 
You can also filter by selecting specific Programs for your report. 
Home School (optional) – If no Home Schools are selected, the report will select all 
Grades. You can also filter by selecting specific Home Schools for your report. This field 
is populated based on the values entered in the Home School field on the Student 
Profile – General tab. 
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Absence Type (optional) – If no Absence Types are selected, the report will select all 
Absence Types. You can also filter by selecting specific Absence Types for your report. 
Gender (optional) – If no Gender is selected, the report will run for both Gender types. 
You can filter by selecting a specific Gender for your report. 
Number of Absences (optional) – Limit the selection of students to those who have 
number of days absent within the range specified. Please notice the and/or logic used 
with Number of Lates. 
Number of Lates (optional) – Limit the selection of students to those who have number 
of days late within the range specified. Please notice the and/or logic used with Number 
of Absences. 
Group Totals By (optional) – You can select to group the report by District of 
Residence, Program, Homeroom, Home School, Grade Level or Gender. 
When using the “Group Totals By” functionality, you must make sure that your 
first Sorting Option is the same as your “Group Totals By” selection. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report  
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen  
Submit – Submits this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please see 
the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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7H. Student ADM & ADA Report for ABSE 
Summary (R322-B) 

 
Navigation: SIS – Attendance – Attendance Reports – Student ADM/ADA for 
ABSE Summary (R322-B) 
Formerly known as R322-B in SIS. This report is used to analyze student absence data 
(totals by grade) by pulling data stored in ABSE – Student Absence. 
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Ad-Hoc Membership (optional) – Select an Ad-Hoc Membership from drop-down menu 
if you wish to only include students associated with the membership for this run of the 
report. Check the Public And Private check box to see Memberships created by other 
users in your drop-down list. Selecting an Ad-Hoc Membership Group will limit the 
report to the students associated with that membership group. All other criteria will be 
ignored. 
Absence Date Range (required) – Specify the date ranges to look for absences. This 
will default to the starting date on the calendar for the Start Date and to today’s date for 
the End Date. 
Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve students’ homeroom – 
will always default to today’s date 
Grade (optional) – If no Grades are selected, the report will select all Grades. You can 
also filter by selecting specific Grades for your report.  
Student Status (optional) – If no Student Statuses are selected, the report will select all 
Student Statuses. You can also filter by selecting specific Student Statuses for your 
report. 
Absence Type (optional) – If no Absence Types are selected, the report will select all 
Absence Types. You can also filter by selecting specific Absence Types for your report. 
Gender (optional) – If no Gender is selected, the report will run for both Gender types. 
You can filter by selecting a specific Gender for your report. 
Number of Absences (optional) – Limit the selection of students to those who have 
number of days absent within the range specified. Please notice the and/or logic used 
with Number of Lates. 
Number of Lates (optional) – Limit the selection of students to those who have number 
of days late within the range specified. Please notice the and/or logic used with Number 
of Absences. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 
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Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 
Submit – Submits this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please see 
the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

 

7I. Homeroom Attendance Report (R331) 
 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Attendance – Attendance Reports – Homeroom 
Attendance Report (R331) 
Formerly known as R331 in SIS. This report is used to generate a bi-weekly attendance 
report by homeroom based on student absence records within the Attendance by Day 
substructure. Students are displayed within their homeroom with any absence records 
corresponding to the two week period specific. The report now groups by Homeroom, 
Week, and lastly by Student Last Name. 
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Start Date / End Date (required) – Specify the date range to use when looking for 
absences. The Start Date defaults to the first day of school and the End Date defaults to 
the last day of school on the calendar.  
Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve students’ homeroom – 
will always default to today’s date. 
Grade (optional) – If no Grades are selected, the report will select all Grades. You can 
also filter by selecting specific Grades for your report. 
Administrative Homeroom (optional) – If no Homerooms are selected, the report will 
select all Homerooms. You can also filter by selecting specific Homerooms for your 
report. 
Student Status (optional) – If no Student Statuses are selected, the report will select all 
Student Statuses. You can also filter by selecting specific Student Statuses for your 
report. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report.  
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Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 
Submit – Submits this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please see 
the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

 

7J. District-wide Membership Report (R500) 
 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Attendance – Attendance Reports – District-wide 
Membership Report (R500) 
Formerly known as R500 in SIS. This report shows Attendance information by 
Membership (programs) and/or grade level.  
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School (required) – Select the desired schools. This defaults to all in district. 
Date Range (required) – Specify the date ranges to look for attendance. Defaults to the 
range from the calendar’s starting date to today’s date. 
Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve students’ homeroom. 
Defaults to today’s date 
Grade (optional) – If no Grades are selected, the report will select all Grades. You can 
also filter by selecting specific Grades for your report.  
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Absence Type (optional) – If no Absence Types are selected, the report will select all 
Absence Types. You can also filter by selecting specific Absence Types for your report. 
Program (optional) – If no Programs are selected, the report will select all Programs. 
You can also filter by selecting specific Programs for your report. 
Student Status (optional) – If no Student Statuses are selected, the report will select all 
Student Statuses. You can also filter by selecting specific Student Statuses for your 
report. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 
Submit – Submits this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please see 
the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

Note: This report lists students on non-attending calendars (but lists them with 
zero days accumulated). No student is counted more than once. 

Note: The Percentage of Attendance on the report is Present divided by All. 

Temporary Note: Currently, the withdrawal date will print on this report if it is not 
in the future. This is scheduled to change in a future version so that the 
withdrawal date will only print on this report if it is within the selected date range. 
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8. Attendance Reports – Daily 

 
Please see the Batch/Report Management documentation for more detailed information 
about running and viewing reports. 

8A. Half/full Day Absence Office Report (R320Off) 
 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Attendance – Attendance Reports – Half/full Day 
Absence Office Report (R320Off) 
Formerly known as R320 Office in SIS. This report will print Half and Full Day Absence 
Letters for office use. 
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Ad-Hoc Membership (optional) – Select an Ad-Hoc Membership from drop-down menu 
if you wish to only include students associated with the membership for this run of the 
report. Check the Public And Private check box to see Memberships created by other 
users in your drop-down list. Selecting an Ad-Hoc Membership Group will limit the 
report to the students associated with that membership group. All other criteria will be 
ignored. 
Date Range (optional) – Specify the date range in which to look for attendance. This 
range will default to the starting date of the calendar and the current date. 
Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve students’ homeroom – 
will always default to today’s date 
Grade (optional) – If no Grades are selected, the report will select all Grades. You can 
also filter by selecting specific Grades for your report.  
Absence Letter Rule (optional) – If no Absence Letter Rules are selected, the report 
will select all Absence Letter Rules. You can also filter by selecting specific Absence 
Letter Rules for your report. 
Rotation Days (optional) – If no Rotation Days are selected, the report will select all 
Rotation Days. You can also filter by selecting specific Rotation Days for your report. 
Membership (optional) – If no Memberships are selected, the report will select all 
Memberships. You can also filter by selecting specific Memberships for your report. 
Membership Group (optional) – If no Membership Groups are selected, the report will 
select all Membership Groups. You can also filter by selecting specific Membership 
Groups for your report. 
Print Reason and Note Codes (required) – If Yes is checked, the report will print 
reason codes and note codes. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report  
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen  
Submit – Submits this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please see 
the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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8B. Daily Office – Student Absences (R307) 
 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Attendance – Attendance Reports – Daily Office-
Student Absences (R307) 
Formerly known as R307 in SIS. This report is used to generate a list of students absent 
on a specified date grouped by Absence Type and Grade. 
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Ad-Hoc Membership (optional) – Select an Ad-Hoc Membership from drop-down menu 
if you wish to only include students associated with the membership for this run of the 
report. Check the Public And Private check box to see Memberships created by other 
users in your drop-down list. Selecting an Ad-Hoc Membership Group will limit the 
report to the students associated with that membership group. All other criteria will be 
ignored. 
Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve students’ homeroom – 
will always default to today’s date 
Start Date / Stop Date (required) – Specify the date range to use when looking for 
absences. These fields both default to today's date (so the report defaults to only 
looking at the current date). Each day will print on a separate page. 
Absence Type (optional) – If no Absence Types are selected, the report will select all 
Absence Types. You can also filter by selecting specific Absence Types for your report.  
Grade (optional) – If no Grades are selected, the report will select all Grades. You can 
also filter by selecting specific Grades for your report.  
Program (optional) – If no Programs are selected, the report will select all Programs. 
You can also filter by selecting specific Programs for your report.  
Homeroom (optional) – If no Homerooms are selected, the report will select all 
Homerooms. You can also filter by selecting specific Homerooms for your report.  
Home School (optional) – If no Home Schools are selected, the report will select all 
Grades. You can also filter by selecting specific Home Schools for your report. This field 
is populated based on the values entered in the Home School field on the Student 
Profile – General tab. 
Print Phone Numbers (optional) – If Yes is checked, the report will print student phone 
numbers. 
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Print Total for Absence Types (optional) – If Yes is checked, the report will print totals 
for the various absence types. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Output – Select Report, Labels, or Both Report and Labels. 
If labels are chosen, use the following Adobe page settings when printing the labels to 
ensure that the labels print correctly on the page. 
For Adobe 9: 

• Page Scaling = None 

• Auto Rotate and Center = Unchecked 
For Adobe 10: 

• Size Options = Actual Size 

• Orientation = Portrait 
Note: If you are using Firefox, you must change a setting before printing labels. In 
Firefox, go to Options. On the Applications window under Content Type, locate 
Portable Document Format (PDF). In the Action column of that row, change the 
selection from Preview in Firefox to an Adobe option (such as Use Adobe Acrobat). 

Label Type (optional) – Choose one label type from the drop-down selection of 
commonly used (preformatted) labels, if choosing to print labels at this time. The report 
containing labels will then be formatted to match the selection. Labels for this report 
have a default sort by Grade Level, then alphabetically by Name. If a different sort is 
selected for the report, labels will sort in the same order that the report is sorted.  
Address – Select the address to use for labels. If you check "Use custom address text", 
the text you enter in the field will be added at the top of each label. 
Include Copied On Correspondence – Yes or No; select whether to include copies of 
the report listing addresses for contacts marked "Copied on Correspondence". 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 
Submit – Submits this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please see 
the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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8C. Half/full Day Absence Letter (R320) 
 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Attendance – Attendance Reports – Half/full Day 
Absence Letter (R320) 
Formerly known as R320 in SIS. This report generates Half and Full Day Absence 
Letters based on Absence Letter Templates and Absence Letter Rules. 
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Ad-Hoc Membership (optional) – Select an Ad-Hoc Membership from drop-down menu 
if you wish to only include students associated with the membership for this run of the 
report. Check the Public And Private check box to see Memberships created by other 
users in your drop-down list. Selecting an Ad-Hoc Membership Group will limit the 
report to the students associated with that membership group. All other criteria will be 
ignored. 
Date Range (optional) – Specify the date range in which to look for attendance. This 
range will default to the starting date of the calendar and the current date. 
Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve students’ homeroom – 
will always default to today’s date. 
Grade (optional) – If no Grades are selected, the report will select all Grades. You can 
also filter by selecting specific Grades for your report.  
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Absence Letter Rule (optional) – If no Absence Letter Rules are selected, the report 
will select all Absence Letter Rules. You can also filter by selecting specific Absence 
Letter Rules for your report. 
Rotation Days (optional) – If no Rotation Days are selected, the report will select all 
Rotation Days. You can also filter by selecting specific Rotation Days for your report. 
Membership (optional) – If no Memberships are selected, the report will select all 
Memberships. You can also filter by selecting specific Memberships for your report. 
Membership Group (optional) – If no Membership Groups are selected, the report will 
select all Membership Groups. You can also filter by selecting specific Membership 
Groups for your report. 
Program (optional) – If no Programs are selected, the report will select all Programs. 
You can also filter by selecting specific Programs for your report.  
Homeroom (optional) – If no Homerooms are selected, the report will select all 
Homerooms. You can also filter by selecting specific Homerooms for your report.  
Home School (optional) – If no Home Schools are selected, the report will select all 

Grades. You can also filter by selecting specific Home Schools for your report. This field 

is populated based on the values entered in the Home School field on the Student 

Profile – General tab. 

Print Absence Detail (required) – If Yes is checked, the report will print details for each 
student absence event. 
Print Student Schedule (required) – If Yes is checked, the report will print the student 
schedule. 
Print Reason and Note Codes (required) – If Yes is checked, the report will print 
reason codes and note codes for each absence event. 
Print Address on Letter (required) – If Yes is checked, the report will print the 
student’s address. 
Print School Policy (required) – If yes is checked, the report will print the 
corresponding school policy. 
Attendance Policy (optional) – The absence letter will print the verbiage entered in this 
field. 
Print Program (optional) – If yes is checked, the Program field from the Student Profile 
General tab will print. 
Print School Admin Name (required) – If yes is checked, the report will print the full 
school name. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report  
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Output – Select Report, Labels or Both Report and Labels.  
If labels are chosen, use the following Adobe page settings when printing the labels to 
ensure that the labels print correctly on the page. 
For Adobe 9: 

• Page Scaling = None 

• Auto Rotate and Center = Unchecked. 
For Adobe 10: 

• Size Options = Actual Size 

• Orientation = Portrait. 
Note: If you are using Firefox, you must change a setting before printing labels. In 
Firefox, go to Options. On the Applications window under Content Type, locate 
Portable Document Format (PDF). In the Action column of that row, change the 
selection from Preview in Firefox to an Adobe option (such as Use Adobe Acrobat). 

Label Type – If choosing Labels, specify the size of the labels in the Label Type by 
selecting the appropriate label format from the drop-down list. 
Address – Select the address to use for labels. If you check "Use custom address text", 
the text you enter in the field will be added at the top of each label. 
Include Copied On Correspondence – Yes or No; select whether to include copies of 
the report listing addresses for contacts marked "Copied on Correspondence". 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen  
Submit – Submits this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please see 
the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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9. Attendance Reports – Period 
 

Please see the Batch/Report Management documentation for more detailed information 
about running and viewing reports. 

9A. Period Absence Office Report (R317Off) 
 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Attendance – Attendance Reports – Period Absence 
Office Report (R317Off) 
Formerly known as R317 in SIS. This report is used to generate an office search report 
to identify students who have an attendance problem.  
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Ad-Hoc Membership (optional) – Select an Ad-Hoc Membership from drop-down menu 
if you wish to only include students associated with the membership for this run of the 
report. Check the Public And Private check box to see Memberships created by other 
users in your drop-down list. Selecting an Ad-Hoc Membership Group will limit the 
report to the students associated with that membership group. All other criteria will be 
ignored. 
Date From (optional) – Specify the date from to look for attendance. This will default to 
the starting date on the calendar. 
Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve students’ homeroom – 
will always default to today’s date. 
Grade (optional) – If no Grades are selected, the report will select all Grades. You can 
also filter by selecting specific Grades for your report. 
Absence Letter Rule (optional) – If no Absence Letter Rules are selected, the report 
will select all Absence Letter Rules. You can also filter by selecting specific Absence 
Letter Rules for your report. 
Rotation Days (optional) – If no Rotation Days are selected, the report will select all 
Rotation Days. You can also filter by selecting specific Rotation Days for your report. 
Period (optional) – If no Periods are selected, the report will select all Periods. You can 
also filter by selecting specific Periods for your report. 
Membership (optional) – If no Memberships are selected, the report will select all 
Memberships. You can also filter by selecting specific Memberships for your report. 
Membership Group (optional) – If no Membership Groups are selected, the report will 
select all Membership Groups. You can also filter by selecting specific Membership 
Groups for your report. 
Print Reason and Note Codes (required) – If Yes is checked, the report will print 
reason codes and note codes for each student absence event. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 
Submit – Submits this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please see 
the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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9B. Daily Report of Student Period Absences 
(R315)  

 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Attendance – Attendance Reports – Daily Report of 
Student Period Absences (R315) 
Formerly known as R315 in SIS. This report is used to generate a list of all students 
absent on a specified date. Selection based on grade level, absence type, or absence 
reason is also available.  
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Ad-Hoc Membership (optional) – Specify an Ad-Hoc Membership Group to limit the 
report to the students in this group. All other selection criteria will be ignored. Check the 
Public And Private check box to include Ad-Hoc Memberships created by others and 
marked for public use in the drop-down menu. Selecting an Ad-Hoc Membership Group 
will limit the report to the students associated with that membership group. All other 
criteria will be ignored. 
Date From (optional) – Specify the date from to look for attendance. This will default to 
the starting date on the calendar. 
Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve students’ homeroom – 
will always default to today’s date. 
Absence Type (optional) – If no Absence Types are selected, the report will select all 
Absence Types. You can also filter by selecting specific Absence Types for your report.  
Absence Reason (optional) – If no Absence Reasons are selected, the report will 
select all Absence Reasons. You can also filter by selecting specific Absence Reasons 
for your report. 
Print Periods and Teacher IDs (optional) – If checked, the report will print Periods and 
Teacher IDs. 
Print Unlisted Phone Numbers (optional) – If checked, the report will print unlisted 
student phone numbers. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 
Submit – Submits this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please see 
the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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9C. Cumulative Report of Student Period 
Absences (R316) 

 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Attendance – Attendance Reports – Cumulative Report 
of Student Period Absences (R316) 
Formerly known as R316 in SIS. This report is used to generate a report listing the 
cumulative number of periods a student has been absent and/or late within a specified 
date range. Selection based on grade range as well as number of absences is also 
provided. 
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Ad-Hoc Membership (optional) – Specify an Ad-Hoc Membership Group to limit the 
report to the students in this group. All other selection criteria will be ignored. Check the 
Public And Private check box to include Ad-Hoc Memberships created by others and 
marked for public use in the drop-down menu. Selecting an Ad-Hoc Membership Group 
will limit the report to the students associated with that membership group. All other 
criteria will be ignored. 
Date Range (optional) – Specify the dates during which to look for attendance. This will 
default to the starting date on the calendar and today's date. 
Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve students’ homeroom – 
will always default to today’s date. 
Grade (optional) – If no Grades are selected, the report will select all Grades. You can 
also filter by selecting specific Grades for your report. 
Absence Type (optional) – If no Absence Types are selected, the report will select all 
Absence Types. You can also filter by selecting specific Absence Types for your report.  
Absence Range (optional) – Limit the selection of students to those who have number 
of days absent within the range specified.  
Print Teacher IDs (optional) – If checked, the report will print Teacher IDs. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report  
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 
Submit – Submits this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please see 
the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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9D. Period Absence Letter (R317) 
 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Attendance – Attendance Reports – Period Absence 
Letter (R317) 
Formerly known as R317 in SIS. This report is used to generate absence letters to 
parents of students who have met specified absence criteria.  
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Ad-Hoc Membership (optional) – Select an Ad-Hoc Membership from drop-down menu 
if you wish to only include students associated with the membership for this run of the 
report. Check the Public And Private check box to see Memberships created by other 
users in your drop-down list. Selecting an Ad-Hoc Membership Group will limit the 
report to the students associated with that membership group. All other criteria will be 
ignored. 
Date Range (required) – Specify the date ranges to look for attendance. This will 
default to the starting date on the calendar for the Start Date and to today’s date for the 
End Date. 
Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve students’ homeroom – 
will always default to today’s date. 
Grade (optional) – If no Grades are selected, the report will select all Grades. You can 
also filter by selecting specific Grades for your report.  
Absence Letter Rule (optional) – If no Absence Letter Rules are selected, the report 
will select all Absence Letter Rules. You can also filter by selecting specific Absence 
Letter Rules for your report. 
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Rotation Days (optional) – If no Rotation Days are selected, the report will select all 
Rotation Days. You can also filter by selecting specific Rotation Days for your report. 
Period (optional) – If no Periods are selected, the report will select all Periods. You can 
also filter by selecting specific Periods for your report. 
Membership (optional) – If no Memberships are selected, the report will select all 
Memberships. You can also filter by selecting specific Memberships for your report. 
Membership Group (optional) – If no Membership Groups are selected, the report will 
select all Membership Groups. You can also filter by selecting specific Membership 
Groups for your report. 
Print Absence Detail (required) – If Yes is checked, the report will print details for each 
student absence event. 
Print Student Schedule (required) – If Yes is checked, the report will print student 
schedules on the absence letter. 
Print Reason and Note Codes (required) – If Yes is checked, the report will print 
reason codes and note codes for each student absence event. 
Print Address on Letter (required) – If Yes is checked, the report will print the 
student’s address. 
Print School Policy (required) – If yes is checked, the report will print the 
corresponding school policy. 
Attendance Policy (optional) – Enter the text of the Attendance Policy that will print on 
the report. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Output – Select Report, Labels or Both Report and Labels. 
If labels are chosen, use the following Adobe page settings when printing the labels to 
ensure that the labels print correctly on the page. 
For Adobe 9: 

• Page Scaling = None 

• Auto Rotate and Center = Unchecked. 
For Adobe 10: 

• Size Options = Actual Size 

• Orientation = Portrait. 
Note: If you are using Firefox, you must change a setting before printing labels. In 
Firefox, go to Options. On the Applications window under Content Type, locate 
Portable Document Format (PDF). In the Action column of that row, change the 
selection from Preview in Firefox to an Adobe option (such as Use Adobe Acrobat). 

Label Type – If choosing Labels, specify the size of the labels in the Label Type by 
selecting the appropriate label format from the drop-down list. 
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Address – Select the address to use for labels. If you check "Use custom address text", 
the text you enter in the field will be added at the top of each label. 
Include Copied On Correspondence – Yes or No; select whether to include copies of 
the report listing addresses for contacts marked "Copied on Correspondence". 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen  
Submit – Submits this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please see 
the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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Change Log 
The following Change Log explains by Product Version, Heading, Page and Reason 
where changes in the ProgressBook StudentInformation Course History, Class Rank 
and Transcripts Guide have been made. 
 

Product 
Version Heading Page Reason 

14.7.0 Entire Guide N/A Removed/updated references to the 
retired ProgressBook 
StudentInformation General Use Guide. 

14.6.0 “Manually Add Student Course 
History” 

22 Updated description of Counts for 
Graduation field to indicate that it is not 
currently functional. 

14.3.0 “Student Course History 
Summary” 

9 Updated image. Added “Course Is 
College Prep” and “Course Is Dual 
Credit” to Columns Available field 
description. 

14.3.0 “View Student Course History” 13 Updated image. 

14.3.0 “Custom Transcript Formats 
(R702)” 

31 Updated image and description of 
Sorting Options field to reflect that 
“Student Name (ASC)” is the only sort 
option. 

14.2.0 “Edit Student Course History” 15 Updated image of Manually Entered 
Course screen and added description 
of new Is Dual Credit and Is College 
Prep check boxes. 

14.2.0 “Manually Add Student Course 
History” 

22 Updated image of Manually Entered 
Course screen and added description 
of new Is Dual Credit and Is College 
Prep check boxes. 

14.1.0 “Custom Transcript Formats 
(R702)” 

31 Added descriptions of new GPA Sets 
fields and updated screen shot. 
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Course History, Class Ranking, and Transcripts 
Overview 
An accurate course history must be maintained for all students in order to create 
student transcripts and calculate class rank lists and student GPAs (Grade Point 
Average). 
The StudentInformation Course History module also provides the ability to share 
student course history information between “trusted” districts. Each district will 
have the option to add districts to their list of trusted districts, thus allowing 
individuals with the appropriate security, access to view only, “shared” student’s 
course history information. 
There are dynamic screens that allow the viewing of student class ranking and 
GPAs within each grade. Links from those screens list individual student’s 
detailed GPA history information. Transcripts may be produced that will list all 
course information for selected students as well as attendance and 
assessment/testing data. 

 

Understanding the Course History, Class Ranking and 
Transcripts Module 
A student scheduled into a course has a course history record dynamically 
displayed in StudentInformation. By maintaining a student’s marks, course 
history is automatically updated with new information from the student’s 
scheduled courses. 
When a student enrolls from another district it is usually necessary to manually 
add course information so that courses previously completed at another 
building/district may be included in a student’s GPA and ranking as well as 
transcript information. You may use course codes that are part of your 
StudentInformation database and thereby default fields to those values, or you 
may designate all new data for the required fields when manually entering course 
history information. Manually entered course information consists of two tabs, 
one with course detail information including whether a course is to be included in 
the GPA and Credit calculations as well as Honor Roll. The second tab is for 
recording the course marks information, which determines how the course history 
marks are used in GPA and Rank calculations. 
Updating course history information does not automatically update GPA and 
Ranking tables however. That is accomplished by processing GPA Sets. 
StudentInformation allows districts to define more than one GPA Set calculation 
and keeps a running history and details of each calculation performed for all 
applicable students. 
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Course History and Transcripts Outline and Flow 
 

1. Course History System Maintenance 
 

A. Transfer Codes – Codes used to categorize Course History 
Records. 

 
B. GPA Sets – Module where the building defines the configuration 

required for calculating GPA and Rank. Several may be defined  
 

C. Trusted Districts – A list of school districts that will be allowed to 
view transcript data for the current school district  

 
2. Course History and Class Rank Records 

 
A. Course History  

1. Student GPA and Rank Listing – By selecting the 
applicable GPA Set and Grade Level the user can view the 
GPA and Class Rank list for selected criterion. 

2. Student GPA History – Details of student’s GPA 
calculations and ranking 

 
B. Student Course History Summary – Summary of a selected 

student’s course history and marks information with the ability to 
manually add course history records from other districts. 

1. View Student Course History 
2. Edit Student Course History  
3. Manually Add Student Course History 

 
3. Reports 

 
A. Transcript Formatter (R702) – Report used for producing 

transcripts of various formats 
1. Non-Custom Transcript Formats (R702) 
2. Custom Transcript Formats (R702) 

 
B. Student GPA Ranking (R325) – Report listing students’ GPAs and 

class rank. 
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Course History System Maintenance 

Course History Transfer Codes Maintenance 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Course 
History Administration – Transfer Codes 
Transfer Codes are used to optionally categorize reasons for Manual Courses 
entered into the Student Course History records. 

 
This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls.  
Records on this page are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information 
on reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started 
Guide.  
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Code, Name, Description, Active) in 
ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header. 

 – This Transfer Code has been entered at a higher level (Global Level or 
District Level) and cannot be changed at the Building Level. 

 – Active Transfer Code – can be used on new Student Course History 
Records. 

 – Inactive Transfer Code – cannot be used on new Student Course History 

Records. 
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Add/Edit Course History Transfer Codes 

 
Code (required) – Enter up to 4 characters alphanumeric Transfer Code. If you 
try to use an existing inactive Transfer Code, you will be prompted to reactive this 
inactive Transfer code if you wish. 
Transfer Codes may be defined globally (by the DA Site), at the district level, or 
at the school level per the chart below. 

 Visibility and Use Editable 
Global Level DA Site, District, School DA Site 

District Level DA Site, District, School DA Site, District 

School Level DA Site, District, School DA Site, District, School 

Name (required) – Enter Name of Transfer Code. 
Description (optional) – Enter Description of Transfer Code. 
Is Active (optional) – Yes or No; Transfer Code must be Active to use on new 
Student Course History Records/ 

GPA Set Maintenance 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Course 
History Administration – GPA Sets 
GPA Set Maintenance screen is used to define the configuration required for 
calculating GPA and Rank. Buildings may have more than one GPA set used for 
GPA calculations. 
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Sorting – You may sort by any column (Name, Modified, Last Calculated) in 
ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header. 

 – Delete this GPA Set. 
 – Edit this GPA Set. 

 – Refresh GPA Set. 
The Refresh GPA Set process may take a few minutes to complete. The Last 
Calculated column will display the correct date and time when the process is 
finished, but this page will not automatically refresh. Refresh this page by clicking 
its name in the breadcrumb trail after a few minutes to confirm that the GPA Set 
has been refreshed, or continue working in StudentInformation prior to returning 
to this page. 
Adds GPA Set – Add a new GPA Set. 
For more information on GPA Sets see ProgressBook StudentInformation Marks 
Guide. 

 

Course History & Class Rank Records 

Course History Menu 
Navigation:  Home – SIS – Course History 
Course History menu provides links to Student GPA/Rank listing and to the 
Student Course History menu. 
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Student GPA & Rank List 
Navigation:  Home – SIS – Course History – Student GPA/Rank 
The Student GPA & Rank List is a screen where Student GPA and Rank 
information may be viewed and/or printed, by selecting the applicable GPA Set 
and Grade Level. 

 
GPA Set (required) – Make a selection from the available GPA Sets that have 
been defined for the working building. 
Grade Level (required) – Select the grade level that you wish to view GPA and 
Rank information. 
Click View to view GPA and Rank information for selected students. 

 
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Student, Grade, Rank, GPA, Base GPA, 
Add On Points, Points, Credits, Rank Value) in ascending or descending order by 
clicking on the column header. 
Rank Value – This column will display the value used to rank students relative to 
each other. 

Click the  magnifier to view student GPA details: 
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GPA Calculation Tips 

Standard GPA  
     GPA = (Sum of (Pt Val x Crd Att))/(Sum of Crd Att) 
GPA by Course Count 
     GPA = (Sum of Pt Val)/(# of Marks marked as in Cum GPA) 

Student GPA History 
Navigation:  Home – SIS – Student – Course History – GPA History 
In StudentInformation each time the GPA Sets are recalculated or new GPA Sets 
calculated, a record is created in the Student GPA History. 
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Click a GPA Set code to see the GPA Set Results for that particular student. 
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This screen displays the results of that GPA Set for this student including a 
current GPA result based on the GPA Set (displaying what this student’s GPA 
would be if the GPA Set had just been refreshed). 
The Details section displays each course used to calculate this GPA, with each 
course's line including that course's school year, course code, abbreviation, 
course term, Include in Total Credits value, Include in GPA value, Is High School 
Credit value, mark type, Mark, credit type, Is Earned value, In GPA value, Point 
Value, Credits Attempted, and Credits Earned, Credit Credited, Add On, and 
Total Points. 

Student Course History Summary 
Navigation:  Home – SIS – Student – Course History – Student Course 
History 
The Student Course History Summary screen provides the ability to view and 
document a student’s course history with respect to courses and their 
corresponding marks. 
Student Course History is composed currently of two types of maintenance 
records: Scheduled Courses (courses assigned through normal scheduling 
process) and Manual Courses (courses manually entered to represent courses 
taken at another school district). 
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District – Select the applicable school district from the drop-down list. 
Credit Type – Select the applicable credit type that you wish to view with this 
student’s Course History. All will be the default. 
Include School Years – List of available and selected School Years. The user 
may select as many school years as they wish. If no school years are selected, 
then no filter will be applied and all school years will be included. 
IMPORTANT:  The screen is no longer limited to showing course history from the 
past six years. 
Include Mark Types – List of available and selected Mark Types. The user may 
select as many mark types as they wish. If no mark types are selected, then no 
filter will be applied and all mark types will be included. 
Show Manual Courses with No Marks – Yes or No; indicates if manual course 
records with no marks should be included.  
Show Is High School Credit Courses Only - Yes or No (default); indicates if 
only manual course records for courses marked Is High School Credit (Courses – 
General tab) should be included. 
Show Include in GPA Courses Only - Yes or No (default); indicates if only 
manual course records for courses marked Include in GPA (Courses – Marks 
tab) should be included. 
Show Include in Total Credits Courses Only - Yes or No (default); indicates if 
only manual course records for courses marked Include in Total Credits (Courses 
– Marks tab) should be included. 
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Columns Available – Fields available for selection when viewing student’s 
course history information. Fields include: 

• Grade 

• Course Abbreviation 

• Course Name 

• Teacher Name 

• Course Level of Difficulty 

• Course Add-On Level 

• Course Area of Study 

• Course Subject Area 

• Course Department 

• Course CORE Subject Area 

• Course Is High School Credit 

• Course Include in GPA 

• Course Include in Total 
Credits 

• Course Is College Prep 

• Course Is Dual Credit 

• Numeric Mark 

• Mark Equivalent 

• Mark Credit Type 

• School 

• School Year 

• Reporting Term Code 

• Course Code 

• Course Short Name 

• Course Section 

• Mark 

• Mark Type 

• Attempted Credits 

• Earned Credit

Columns Selected – Fields selected for display when user views the selected 
student’s course history information. Fields must be in the Columns Selected if 
they are to display on the Student Course History Summary screen. 

 – Click arrows to move selections back and forth from the Columns 
Available and Columns Selected. 

 – Click arrows to move ALL items back and forth from the Columns 
Available and Columns Selected. 
View History – View Student Course History Summary using selected fields 
Add Manually Entered Course − Add manual course history information for the 
selected student. See “Manually Add Student Course History.” 
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I want to…. – Choose from the drop-down list below to load and save Student 
Course History Summary settings. 

 
Load my settings – This option will allow the user to reload their saved settings 
into the filter controls. If the user navigates to the Manually Entered Courses 
screen or the Student Mark Entry screen, using the buttons on the Student 
Course History Summary screen, and then returns to the Student Course History 
Summary screen using the designated buttons on the Manually Entered Courses 
screen or the Student Mark Entry screen, then the filter options selected when 
leaving the Student Course History Summary screen will be reapplied when the 
user returns to the screen, rather than the user’s saved settings.  The Load my 
settings option allows the user to reload their saved settings in this situation. 
Save my settings – Save Student Course History Summary settings. These 
settings will automatically populate every time the user brings up the Student 
Course History Summary screen. The user will receive the following message 
after saving the settings. 

 
Reset my settings – Reset Student Course History Summary settings. The 
settings will return to the default StudentInformation Student Course History 
Summary settings. The user will receive the following message after resetting the 
settings. 

 
Load school settings – Will populate the Student Course History Summary 
screen with the saved school settings. 
Save school settings – Save Student Course History Summary settings and 
make them the default for the entire school building. This can only be done if the 
user has specific security access to save school settings. Any user without their 
own saved settings will inherit the school’s default settings. The user will receive 
the following message after saving school settings. 
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Reset school settings – Reset Student Course History Summary default 
settings for the entire school building. The settings will return to the default 
StudentInformation Student Course History Summary settings. This can only be 
done if the user has specific security access to save school settings. The user 
will receive the following message after resetting school settings.  

 

View Student Course History 
Navigation:  Home – SIS – Student – Course History – Student Course 
History 
Click View History to view the Student’s Course History records, after selecting 
the applicable filters and fields for display as detailed in section “Student Course 
History Summary.” 
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The fields selected on the Columns Selected tab will be viewable in the Student 
Course History Summary. 
Show Filters/Hide Filters – Show or Hide filters used to select this Course 
History display. 
Add Manually Entered Course – Add manual course history information for the 
selected student. See “Manually Add Student Course History.” 
Total Attempted Credits – Provides the total of Attempted Credits and are 
calculated for the marks that meet the filter criteria to be shown on the screen, 
using the same credit summation rules that are used for the transcript. 
Total Earned Credits – Provides the total of Earned Credits. The Earned Credits 
are only shown for marks where the Mark Credit Type = Earned, and the Total 
Earned Credits also includes credits for marks where the Mark Credit Type = 
Earned. 
School – The Course History Summary grid shows both manually entered 
courses and standard courses. When displaying the school for a manually 
entered course, the School field in the Course History Summary grid displays the 
School Description when available; otherwise the name associated with the 
School IRN field is displayed. 
For standard courses, the School field in the Course History Summary grid 
displays the EMIS Location Description from the Course record when available; 
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otherwise the name associated with the EMIS Location IRN field from the Course 
record is displayed. If no value is present in either the EMIS Location Description 
or the EMIS Location IRN on the Course record, then the Course History 
Summary grid shows the name of the school associated with the Master 
Calendar of the Course. 
Sorting – You may sort by any column in ascending or descending order by 
clicking on the column header. The default sort order when a student is first 
displayed on the screen is School Year, Reporting Term and Course Code. Once 
a sort column is clicked on the grid, the course history records will be sorted only 
by the selected sort column. The default sort will be applied again when a new 
student is selected for display on the screen. 
When sorting by Teacher Name (by clicking on the Teacher Name column), non-
manual courses will be sorted by Teacher Last Name and manual courses will be 
sorted by the value entered for the manual course. In order for the sort to work 
correctly for students with both manual and non-manual courses, users will need 
to enter the Teacher Name in Last Name, First Name format for manual courses. 

 – Edit a Course History Record. 

 – This Course History Record is not editable; the student is currently enrolled 
in this Course or the record is from a prior year. 

Edit Student Course History 
Navigation:  Home – SIS – Student – Course History – Student Course 
History 

 
Click  to edit a specific Student Course History Record  
If this is a “scheduled” course you will be taken to the Student Mark Entry Grid for 
the appropriate course section and grading period. 
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Save Changes – Will save changes to the Student Mark Entry screen. Click the 
Return to Course History button to go back to the Student Course History 
Summary page. 
If this is a “manually” added course history record, you will be taken to the Edit 
Screen for the Manually Entered Course, as shown in the following figure. 
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School Year of Manually Entered Course (required) – defaults to the school 
year in context, but can be changed to a different school year in the drop-down 
only if the existing manual course has no marks. Once a new manual course has 
been saved with the selected school year, and marks are added to the manual 
course, the drop-down is read-only. If the school year needs to be changed, the 
existing marks need to be deleted, or the manual course itself will need to be 
deleted and a new manual course added. 
Code (required) – Indicate the Course Code to be used for the manual course 
history entry (up to 15 characters – alphanumeric) 

Note: Consider state reporting limitations when specifying course codes. 

Subject Area (optional) – Select an option from the drop-down list. This field is 
used in the graduation verification module. 
Abbreviation (required) – Indicate a Course Abbreviation to be used (up to 8 
characters). 
Area of Study (optional) – Select an option from the drop-down list. This field is 
used in the graduation verification module. 
Short Name (required) – Indicate a Course short name to be used (up to 15 
characters). 
Level of Difficulty (optional) – Select an option from the drop-down list of 
available Levels of Difficulty (see ProgressBook StudentInformation Scheduling 
Guide for details). 
Name (required) – Indicate full Course Name to be used (up to 30 characters). 
Add On Category (optional) – Select an option from the drop-down list, if 
applicable (see ProgressBook StudentInformation Scheduling Guide for details). 
Section (optional) – Indicate the section number of the course entered. 
Hours of Instruction (optional) – Indicate the number of hours of instruction 
received, per year. This is an EMIS reportable field. For more information, see 
ProgressBook StudentInformation EMIS Guide. 
Transfer Code (optional) – Select an option from the drop-down list, if applicable 
(see “Course History Transfer Codes Maintenance.”) 
Attempted Credit (required) – Indicate the number of attempted credits for this 
course history record. 
Date Completed (required) – Enter the date the course was completed (or use 
calendar date picker tool). 
Mark Bump (option) – Select the proper Mark Bump option if defined (see 
ProgressBook StudentInformation Marks End User Guide for details). 
Ratio Denominator (optional) – This allows you to set a specific ratio 
denominator (rather than the default 100) for credit ratios. 
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Rank Weight (optional) – Select the proper Rank Weight option if defined (see 
ProgressBook StudentInformation Marks End User Guide for details). 
Grade Level (non-modifiable) – The grade level of the selected student during 
the selected school year. 
Teacher Name (optional) – Indicate a teacher’s name who taught the course 
(max 50 characters). 
Course Description (optional) – Indicate a Course Description to be used (max 
1000 characters). 
EMIS Subject Code (optional) – Select the appropriate EMIS Course Subject 
Code from the drop-down list. This details the subject of the course being 
reported. There is no default for this field. For more information see 
ProgressBook StudentInformation EMIS Guide. 
EMIS Subject Area for Credit (optional) – Select the appropriate EMIS Course 
Subject Area from the drop-down list. This indicates the subject for courses 
offered in which high school credit toward graduation is applied, whether at the 
middle school or high school level. For more information see ProgressBook 
StudentInformation EMIS Guide. 
CORE Subject Area (required if Is High School Credit is checked) – Select the 
appropriate CORE Subject Area from the drop-down list. This is the subject area 
and/or CORE requirement area in which a student has earned credit/units 
towards graduation. See the latest revision of ProgressBook StudentInformation 
EMIS Guide for more information regarding this field. 
In High School Credit – Indicates if this course history record should be counted 
for credits towards high school graduation  
Include in GPA – Indicates if this course history record should be included in 
Cumulative GPA calculations 
Include in Total Credits – Indicates if this course history record should be 
included in Cumulative Credit totals (does not affect Cumulative GPA 
calculations) 
Include in Honor Roll – Indicates if this course history record should be 
included in Honor Roll calculations 
Counts for Graduation – Indicates if this course history record should be 
included in course counts for Graduation 
In Graduation / Eligibility – Indicates if this course history record should be 
included in course counts for Graduation Verification module 
Is Honors Course – Indicates if this course should be marked as an Honors 
Course 
Is Dual Credit – Indicates if this course should be marked as dual credit (for 
eTranscripts) 
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Is College Prep – Indicates if this course should be marked as college prep (for 
eTranscripts) 
School IRN (required) – Input the IRN of the school (where course was 
completed) or enter all 9s (999999). If a valid IRN number is input, then the 
school description will auto populate with that district’s/building’s name. If all 9s 
are input, the field will be populated with the words “Post Secondary/Out of State” 
but can be modified if neither applies. 
School Description (required) – Will be auto populated if a valid IRN number is 
used in the School IRN field. Otherwise use of 999999 will populate the field with 
the words “Post Secondary/Out of State” but can be modified if neither applies. 
Comments (optional) – Open text for input of additional comments regarding this 
course history record. 
Delete – Delete this Manual Course History record. A confirmation screen will 
appear as below. 

 
Save and View Course History – Will save current Manual Course History 
record on this student and return to Student Course History listing where you will 
see the updated information. If a manual course is saved with no marks, it can 
still be viewed on the Student Course History Summary screen by checking the 
Show Manual Courses with no Marks box in the filters section. 
Save and Enter Marks – Will save current Manual Course History record on this 
student and take you to the Student Marks tab to enter marks for this course 
history record.  
Cancel – Cancel changes and return to the Course History page. 
Student Marks List − A read-only grid of the marks for the manual course is 
show at the bottom of the Course Details tab. These marks can be edited on the 
Student Marks tab. 
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Student Marks Tab 

 
School Year of Manually Entered Course (display) – School Year of the 
current manually entered course history record. The field is always read-only on 
the Student Marks tab. This prevents a mark from being saved with a reporting 
term, mark type, and alpha mark for a school year that is different than the school 
year of the associated manual course. 
Course (display) – Course ID of the current manually entered course history 
record. 
Name (display) – Course Name of the current manually entered course history 
record. 
Section (display) – Section number of the current manually entered course 
history record. 
Term (required) – Select appropriate term from drop-down list. 
Mark Type (required) – Select appropriate Mark Type from drop-down list. 
Description (optional) – Input the Mark Description to be used for this record. 
Alpha Mark (required) – Select appropriate Alpha Mark (if applicable) from drop-
down list. The Earned Credit field is disregarded and earned credits are 
calculated using the alpha mark when a failing grade is entered. 
Numeric Mark (required) – Enter appropriate Numeric Mark (if applicable). 
Numeric marks are only available if your building has designated Numeric Marks 
for marks reporting in the DASL Options setup (refer to ProgressBook 
StudentInformation School Setup and Configuration Guide). Both numeric and 
alpha marks can be specified when StudentInformation is configured to use 
numeric marks. When both types of marks are specified, the Marks column 
displays the alpha mark and the alpha mark is used to calculate earned credits 
when a failing grade is entered (the Earned Credit field value is disregarded). 
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Earned Credits (optional) – Enter the number of earned credits for this course / 
term combination. 
Credit Type (required) – Select appropriate Credit Type from drop-down list. 
Credit Ratio/Percentage (required) – Indicate the Credit Ratio to be used with 
this marks record. 
Add – Add a Marks record for this Course with specified criteria. If the Earned 
Credits is greater than 3 or the Credit Ratio is less than 10, a confirmation screen 
appears as below. 

 
 

Student Marks List 

 
 – Delete this specific Marks record for this Course. 
 – Edit this specific Marks record for this Course. 

Delete – Cancel and return to Course History information. 
Previous Tab – Save information and return to the Course Details tab of the 
Manual Course History entry. 
View Course History – Save information and return to the Student Course 
History Summary page. 
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Manually Add Student Course History 
Navigation:  Home – SIS – Student – Course History – Student Course 
History – Add Manually Entered Course Button 
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School Year of Manually Entered Course (required) – Defaults to the school 
year in context, but can be changed to a different school year in the drop-down 
list. Once a new manual course has been saved with the selected school year, 
and marks are added to the manual course, the field is read-only. If the school 
year needs to be changed, the existing marks need to be deleted, or the manual 
course itself will need to be deleted and a new manual course added. 
Course (optional) – Indicate an existing course in the building course listing that 
you wish to use (with default values if desired). 

 – Activates the course search controls. The course search drop-down lists 
are populated with values for the year selected in the school year drop-down list. 
When search criteria are entered and Search is clicked, a list of courses meeting 
the criteria is shown, with a selection button next to each course. When the 
desired course is selected, the course search controls will disappear, and the 
Manually Entered Courses will be populated with the values for the selected 
course. 

 
Auto-Populate – Auto populates some of the mandatory fields with data from 
existing courses within the working building. These defaults can be used to 
minimize needed input, but can be modified if needed. Fields populated include: 

• Code 

• Subject Area 

• Abbreviation 

• Area of Study 

• Short Name 

• Level of Difficulty 

• Name 

• Add On Category 

• Mark Bump 

• Ratio Denominator 

• Rank Weight 

• Course Description 

• EMIS Subject Code 

• EMIS Subject Area for Credit 

• CORE Subject Area 

• Course checkboxes
Code (required) – Indicate the Course Code to be used for the manual course 
history entry (up to 15 characters – alphanumeric). 

Note: Consider state reporting limitations when specifying course codes. 

Subject Area (optional) – Select an option from the drop-down list. This field is 
used in the graduation verification module. 
Abbreviation (required) – Indicate a Course Abbreviation to be used (up to 8 
characters). 
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Area of Study (optional) – Select an option from the drop-down list. This field is 
used in the graduation verification module. 
Short Name (required) – Indicate a Course short name to be used (up to 15 
characters). 
Level of Difficulty (optional) – Select an option from the drop-down list of 
available Levels of Difficulty (see ProgressBook StudentInformation Scheduling 
Guide for details). 
Name (required) – Indicate full course name of the Course to be used (up to 30 
characters). 
Add On Category (optional) – Select an option from the drop-down list, if 
applicable (see ProgressBook StudentInformation Scheduling Guide for details). 
Section (optional) – Indicate the section number of the course entered. 
Hours of Instruction (optional) – Indicate the number of hours of instruction 
received, per year. This is an EMIS reportable field. For more information see 
ProgressBook StudentInformation EMIS Guide. 
Transfer Code (optional) – Select an option from the drop-down list, if applicable 
(see “Course History Transfer Codes Maintenance”). 
Attempted Credits (required) – Enter the number of attempted credits for this 
course history record. Valid values are 0 to 10 in 0.5 increments. If Attempted 
Credits is greater than 3, a confirmation screen will appear when clicking the 
Save and View Course History, Save and New or Save and Enter Marks 
buttons. This value is used in GPA calculations when the manually added course 
is included in the GPA calculations and the Use Manual Course History Course 
Credit option on the Calculations tab of the GPA Set Maintenance screen is 
selected. 
Date Completed (required) – Enter the date the course was completed (or use 
calendar date picker tool). 
Mark Bump (option) – Select the proper Mark Bump option if defined (see 
ProgressBook StudentInformation Marks User Guide for details). 
Ratio Denominator (optional) – This allows you to set a specific ratio 
denominator (rather than the default 100) for credit ratios. 
Rank Weight (option) – Select the proper Rank Weight option if defined (see 
ProgressBook StudentInformation Marks Guide for details). 
Grade Level (non-modifiable) – The grade level of the selected student during 
the selected school year. 
Teacher Name (optional) – Indicate a teacher’s name who taught the course 
(max 50 characters). 
Course Description (optional) – Indicate a Course Description to be used (max 
1000 characters). 
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Credit Flex (optional) – Indicates if the course is a Credit Flexibility Course and if 
it is used for credit recovery work. Available options are N (not Credit Flexibility 
Course, default setting), R (is Credit Flexibility Course and used for credit 
recovery work) and Y (is Credit Flexibility Course but not used for credit recovery 
work). Saving the Credit Flex set on the EMIS tab on the Courses screen causes 
it to be included when transferring a student’s course history. 
EMIS Subject Code (optional) – Details the subject of the course being reported. 
EMIS Subject Area for Credit (optional) - Indicates the subject for courses 
offered in which high school credit toward graduation is being applied, whether at 
the middle school or high school level. 
CORE Subject Area (required only when Is High School Credit is checked) – 
Indicates the subject area and/or CORE requirement area in which a student has 
earned credit/units towards graduation. 
Is High School Credit – Indicates if this course history record should be counted 
for credits towards high school graduation 
Include in GPA – Indicates if this course history record should be included in 
Cumulative GPA calculations 
Include in Total Credits – Indicates if this course history record should be 
included in Cumulative Credit totals (does not affect Cumulative GPA 
calculations.) 
Include in Honor Roll – Indicates if this course history record should be 
included in Honor Roll calculations 
Counts for Graduation – This option is not currently functional. 
In Graduation / Eligibility – Indicates if this course history record should be 
included in course counts for Graduation Verification module 
Is Honors Course – Indicates if this course history record should be included 
with Honors Courses 
Is Dual Credit – Indicates if this course should be marked as dual credit (for 
eTranscripts) 
Is College Prep – Indicates if this course should be marked as college prep (for 
eTranscripts) 
School IRN (required) – Input the IRN of the school (where course was 
completed) or enter all 9s (999999). If a valid IRN number is input, then the 
school description will auto populate with that district’s/building’s name. If all 9s 
are input, the field will be populated with the words “Post Secondary/Out of State” 
but can be modified if neither applies. The  icon links to the Ohio Department 
of Education’s Search Organization page. 
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School Description (non-modifiable) – Will be auto populated if a valid IRN 
number is used in the School IRN field. Otherwise use of 999999 will populate 
the field with the words “Post Secondary/Out of State” but can be modified if 
neither applies. 
Comments (optional) – Open text for input of additional comments regarding this 
course history record. 
Save and View Course History – Will save current Manual Course History 
record on this student and return to Student Course History listing where you will 
see the updated information. If a manual course is saved with no marks, the 
following confirmation screen will appear. 

 
If a manual course is saved with no marks, it can still be viewed on the Student 
Course History Summary screen by checking the Show Manual Courses with no 
Marks box in the filters section. 
Save and New - Saves the current Manual Course History record on this student 
and cursor will be at the Course field for you to enter another Manual Course 
History record for this student. The values in the following fields will be carried 
forward to the next manual course entry:  

• School Year drop-down 

• Date Completed 

• Grade Level 

• Hours of Instruction 

• Attempted Credits 

• Mark Bump 

• Rank Weight 

• School IRN 

• School Description 

If a manual course is saved with no marks, the following confirmation screen will 
appear. 
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If a manual course is saved with no marks, it can still be viewed on the Student 
Course History Summary screen by checking the Show Manual Courses with no 
Marks box in the filters section. 

Note: The Course Code entered in the course search control at the top of 
the screen is not cleared out, so the user can see the most recent course 
that was searched on. Do not confuse this with the Course Code on the 
manual course record. 

Save and Enter Marks – Will save current Manual Course History record on this 
student and take you to the Student Marks tab to enter marks for this course 
history record.  
Cancel − Clear all data entered and do not save the manual course history entry. 
Student Marks List 

 
The Student Marks List is a read-only grid of the marks for the manual course. 
The marks for this manual course can be edited on the Student Marks tab. 

Student Marks Tab 

 
School Year of Manually Entered Course (display) – School Year of the 
current manually entered course history record. The drop-down is always read-
only on the Student Marks tab. This prevents a mark from being saved with a 
reporting term, mark type, and alpha mark for a school year that is different than 
the school year of the associated manual course. 
Course (display) – Course ID of the current manually entered course history 
record. 
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Name (display) – Course Name of the current manually entered course history 
record. 
Section (display) – Section number of the current manually entered course 
history record. 
Term (required) – Select appropriate term from drop-down list. 
Mark Type (required) – Select appropriate Mark Type from drop-down list. 
Description (optional) – Input the Mark Description to be used for this record. 
Alpha Mark (required) – Select appropriate Alpha Mark (if applicable) from list. 
The Earned Credit field is disregarded and earned credits are calculated using 
the alpha mark when a failing grade is entered. 
Numeric Mark (required) – Enter appropriate Numeric Mark (if applicable). 
Numeric marks are only available if your building has designated Numeric Marks 
for marks reporting in the DASL Options setup (refer to ProgressBook 
StudentInformation School Setup and Configuration Guide). Both numeric and 
alpha marks can be specified when StudentInformation is configured to use 
numeric marks. When both types of marks are specified, the Marks column 
displays the alpha mark and the alpha mark is used to calculate earned credits 
when a failing grade is entered (the Earned Credit field value is disregarded). 
Earned Credits (optional) – Enter the number of earned credits for this course / 
term combination. 
Credit Type (required) – Select appropriate Credit Type from drop-down list. 
Credit Ratio/Percentage (required) – Indicate the Credit Ratio/Percentage to be 
used with this marks record. 

 
Add – Add a Marks record for this Course with specified criteria. If the Earned 
Credits is greater than 3 or the Credit Ratio is less than 10, a confirmation screen 
appears as shown in the following figure. 

Student Marks Grid 

 
 – Delete this specific Marks record for this Course. 
 – Edit this specific Marks record for this Course. 
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The value in the Attempted Credits column is used in GPA calculations when the 
manually entered course is included in the GPA calculation and the Use Manual 
Course History Mark Credit Detail option on the Calculations tab of the GPA Set 
Maintenance screen is selected. 
Previous Tab – Save information and return to the Course Details tab of the 
Manual Course History entry. 
Create New Manual Course – Save information and return to the Manually 
Entered Course page to enter a new Manual Course History record. 
View Course History – Save information and return to the Student Course 
History Summary page. 

 

Course History & Transcripts Reports 

Please see the Batch/Report Management documentation for more detailed 
information about running and viewing reports. 

Transcript Formatter (R702) 
Navigation:  Home – SIS – Marks – Marks Reports – Transcript Formatter 
(R702) 
The Student Transcript formatter determines the information to be included on a 
student transcript along with the layout of the transcript. The report is set to break 
at the end of each student’s transcript, even though a student’s transcript may 
take more than one page. Transcripts may be printed for selected students using 
their ID number or for all students matching selected criterion. 

 
Formatter Version: 

• Custom – transcripts generated with the custom Transcript Formatter 

• Non-Custom* – transcripts using fixed formats. This control and 
associated warning message only displays if the ITC has configured 
StudentInformation to allow non-custom report cards in the 
StudentInformation web.config file. 

*IMPORTANT!! Non-Custom Transcripts no longer operable. 
 As of DASL V10.1.0, non-custom transcripts are no longer operable; only the 
custom transcripts should be used. 
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State Support and/or the ITCs have the option of disabling the non-custom 
transcripts within the DASL.config file. See ProgressBook StudentInformation 
Administration Guide for more information. 
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Custom Transcript Formats (R702) 
Navigation:  Home – SIS – Marks – Marks Reports – Transcript Formatter 
(R702)  
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The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.
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Report Layout (required) – Select the appropriate format from the drop-down 
menu. These formats are created with the Custom Formatter application. 
However, the following formats come preloaded. 

Format Alpha (A),  
Numeric 
(N), Alpha 
Equiv of 
Numeric 
(AEN) 

Prints 
Total 
Credits 

Prints 
Detailed 
Credits 
for each 
year 

Prints 
GPA   

Prints 
Attend 

Prints 
OGT 

Prints 
SAT 

Prints 
ACT 

Prints 
PSAT 

Prints 
PLAN 

Prints 
Actual 
Assess 
Scores 

Prints 
MISC 

Prints 
SS# 

Prints 
Total 
Ranked 

Prints 
Cohi 
school 
name 

Prints
SSID 

Other 

Format01 A Yes No Yes Yes Yes No No No No Yes No Yes Yes No Yes   
Format01_
Numeric 

A, N Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes No Yes Yes No Yes  

Format02 A Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No  No No No No No Yes 
 

No No Yes  

Format11 A Yes No Yes Yes Yes No No No No Yes No Yes Yes No Yes  
Format12 A Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes  
Format12_
Numeric 

A, N Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes  

Format12A
ssessFrom
AATNoLimit 

A, N Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes  

Format20 A Yes No Yes Yes Yes No No No No No No Yes No Yes Yes  
Format21 A Yes No Yes Yes Yes No No No No Yes No No Yes Yes Yes Prints Homeroom 

Text – “Official 
Student Transcript” 
prints at the top 
Hard-coded grading 
scales appear at 
bottom 

Format22 A Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes  
Format32 A Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes  
FixedN1 A Yes No Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes  
FixedN2 A Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Prints Home School 

IRN & Name 
FixedN3_al
phaequival
ent 

A, AEN Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes  

 
Watermark Image (optional) – Select an image to be printed on all pages from 
the drop-down list. This is configured by ITCs. 
Watermark Alignment (optional) – Select the position for the watermark image 
from the drop-down menu. Choices are Top Left, Bottom Left, Top Right, Bottom 
Right and Center. 
Footer Location (required) – Choose whether the Transcript footer information 
is displayed directly beneath the detail section, or at the bottom of the last page 
of the transcript (if the transcript runs onto multiple pages). 
Report Orientation (required) – Select whether the transcript prints in portrait or 
landscape orientation. 
Paper Kind (required) – Select the type of paper used for the transcript. Choices 
are Custom, Letter or Legal. 
Paper Width (optional) – Only available if using Custom for Paper Kind. Enter 
the width of the paper used, in inches. If using Letter or Legal, this value is 8.5. 
Paper Height (optional) – Only available if using Custom for Paper Kind. Enter 
the height of the paper used, in inches. If using Letter or Legal, this value is 11. 
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Left Margin (optional) – Enter the left-side print margin for the transcript, in 
inches. Must be between 0 and 3, decimals can be used. 
Top Margin (optional) – Enter the top margin for the transcript, in inches. Must 
be between 0 and 3, decimals can be used. 
Right Margin (optional) – Enter the right-side print margin for the transcript, in 
inches. Must be between 0 and 3, decimals can be used. 
Bottom Margin (optional) – Enter the bottom margin for the transcript, in inches. 
Must be between 0 and 3, decimals can be used. 
Gutter (optional) – Enter the width of space between columns, in inches. Must be 
between 0 and 3, decimals can be used. 
School Year(s) for Marks (optional) – Select the appropriate school years to be 
included in the transcript Course History information. If none are selected, all will 
be used in the creation of the report. 
Mark Credit Type for Current Year (required) – Select desired Mark Credit 
Types for the current year that you wish printed on the transcript.   
Mark Credit Type for Prior Years (required) – Select desired Mark Credit Types 
for all prior years that you wish printed on the transcript.   
Course Types (optional) – Select desired Course Type(s) to print on the 
transcript from the dual-select box. If no Course Types are selected, all Course 
Types will print on the transcript. 
Show Separate Marks Subreports for Each School Year (optional) – Yes or 
No. Select Yes to display a separate Marks sub-report on the transcript for each 
separate school year displayed on the transcript. Selecting No will display all 
Marks for all school years displayed on the transcript in a single sub-report. 
Show Separate Marks Subreports for Each School (optional) – Yes or No. If a 
student has courses from two different schools in the same school year, do you 
want each school broken out into its own section? If so, answer Yes. 

Note: If the user chooses No for the option Show Separate Marks 
Subreports for Each School Year, and Yes for the option Show Separate 
Marks Subreports for Each School, the Marks subreports are sorted by the 
earliest School Year ascending for the courses in the Marks subreport, 
then School Year Type ID ascending for the courses in the Marks 
subreport, then the EMIS Location Name. If the EMIS Location Name is 
not defined for a course on the EMIS tab of the Courses screen, then the 
School Name is used for the EMIS Location Name for that course. 

Show Separate Rows in Credits Subreport for Credits from Different 
Schools in the Same Year (optional) – Yes or No. If the student was in two 
different buildings and has course history from each building, do you want each 
school broken out into its own section? If so, answer Yes. 
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Print Transcript if Student Has No Marks (optional) – Yes or No. If you would 
like to print a transcript for a student who has no current marks or course history, 
answer Yes. 
Print Regular Course That Has No Marks (optional) – Yes or No. If a student 
has courses currently in progress but the courses do not have marks yet and 
you’d like them to print on the transcripts anyway, answer Yes. 
Print Course History That Has No Marks (optional) – Yes or No. Not possible – 
you cannot enter course history without also entering mark. It does not matter if 
you answer Yes or No. 
Include Dropped Courses in Past or Current Course Terms in the Current 
Year (optional) – Yes or No. If a student has dropped courses in a completed 
course term or the current course term, do you want the courses to print on the 
transcript? If you do want the dropped courses to print, answer Yes. 
Include Dropped Courses in Future Course Terms in the Current Year 
(optional) – Yes or No. If a student drops a 2nd semester only class and you are 
running her transcript in the middle of 1st semester, do you want the dropped 1st 
semesters only class printing on her transcript? If you want future drops printing, 
answer Yes. 
Include Dropped Courses in Prior Years (optional) – Yes or No. If a student 
has dropped courses in prior years, do you want the dropped courses from prior 
years printing on the transcript? If you do want prior year’s drops printing, answer 
Yes. 
Require “Update History” Flag to be True for Course to be on Transcript 
(optional) – Yes or No. The Update History flag on the Course determines if a 
course displays on the student’s course history screen. Occasionally a school will 
unmark a course as Update History and does not want this course to print on the 
transcript. In 99% of the cases you will want to mark Yes for this prompt. 
Require “Is High School Credit” Flag to be True for Course to be on 
Transcript (optional) – Yes or No. Select whether a course must be marked as 
“Is High School Credit” = yes before it will appear on the transcript. If Yes is 
marked, the transcript will only print courses that are marked as Is High School 
Credit. If No is marked, courses from the student’s middle school and elementary 
years will print on the transcript, but the student’s current year classes that are 
not marked as Is High School Credit will not print on the transcript. 
Prior Years GPA Sets – Select the desired GPA set(s) from the dual-select box. 
If you do not select a GPA set, GPA information does not print on the transcript. 

Note: The school year that displays with the GPA sets is the starting year 
of the school year. For example, to get the final GPAs for the 2012-2013 
school year, select Final GPA 2012. 

Current Year GPA Sets – Select the desired GPA set(s) from the dual-select 
box. If you do not select a GPA set, GPA information does not print on the 
transcript.  
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Note: The school year that displays with the GPA sets is the starting year 
of the school year. For example, to get the final GPAs for the 2012-2013 
school year, select Final GPA 2012. 

Refresh GPA Set Results – Yes or No. Select the appropriate radio button 
option. 
 Note: This option refreshes only the Current Year GPA Sets. 

School Year(s) for Attendance (optional) – Select the appropriate school years 
to be included in the transcript Absence History information. If none are selected, 
all will be used in the creation of the report. 
Show External Absence In Attendance Subreport Even If Days Attended Is 
Zero (optional) – Yes or No. If the student has an external absence record, do 
you want this external absence record to appear in the Attendance subreport 
even if the Days Attended is zero for the external absence record and the student 
is on a non-attending calendar for the year of the external absence record? If so, 
answer Yes. 
Absence Cutoff Date (optional) – Specify the date after which absences are not 
counted towards the attendance information listed on the transcript. 
Show Separate Subreport for Selected 4th Prof, 6th Prof, 9th Prof and OGT 
Tests (optional) – Yes or No. If you would like test scores from each test to show 
in a separate section, answer Yes. 
Show ACT, SAT, PSAT, PLAN, SAT2, and AP Assessment Data from AAT or 
MISC (required) – Choose whether the listed assessment data is coming from 
the AAT (Additional Assessment Test pages) or from the MISC (Miscellaneous 
Data Groups). 
Assessment Test Types (optional) – Select the tests for which you wish data to 
display on the transcript (Achievement, Proficiency, OGT and Additional 
Assessment Tests). If no tests are selected, all test information will display on the 
transcript. 
Show Assessment Test Parts that are Failed and have Required for 
Graduation = No: (optional) – Yes or No. Defaults to Yes. This option is 
designed to be used for students that are NOT REQUIRED to take the 
Assessment test. Students that are required to pass the test for graduation 
(Required for Graduation = Yes) and fail will NOT show the failing test part on the 
transcript. According to the Assessment Center the word “failed” cannot be put 
on the transcript for any student required to take the test for graduation. 
If Yes is selected, a Use custom Pass/Fail description checkbox will be visible, 
with an associated textbox for the user to enter custom verbiage. If the box is 
checked, the custom verbiage entered in the textbox will be shown in the 
Assessment subreport on the Transcript for the Transcript Short or Transcript 
Lone keywords for all test parts for which Required for Graduation = No, 
regardless of whether the student passed or failed the test part. If the box is not 
checked, then the assessment standard verbiage of Passed will be shown for 
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passing test part scores, and no verbiage will be shown for failing test part 
scores. 
Show Assessment Test Parts that are Failed and have ‘Required for 
Graduation’ = Yes – Select whether or not to display on the transcript the test 
parts that the student has failed. This option applies to students who are required 
to take the OGT.  
If you select Yes, the User custom Pass/Fail description check box displays. To 
display a custom message for failed test parts, select this check box and enter a 
custom description in the text field. If you do not select this check box, the P/F 
column is blank for failed test parts in the OGT grid. 
Misc Groups (optional) – (Only if using Assessment data from MISC) – Select 
the applicable Misc Groups (i.e. ACT, SAT, PSAT and PLAN test scores) that 
you wish to print on the Transcript and move from the available (left) list box to 
the selected (second) list box. If none are selected, NONE will print on the 
transcripts. 
Go – Populates the Misc Data Definitions list box with the applicable definitions 
for the selected Misc Groups. The Data Definitions must be selected if they are to 
be printed. 
Misc Data Definitions (optional) – (Only if using Assessment data from MISC) – 
Select the Misc Data Definitions (fields) that you wish to print on the Transcript by 
moving the appropriate definitions from the available list box (third) to the 
selected list box (fourth). The Misc Data Definitions displayed are based on the 
Misc Groups selected. If no Misc Data Definitions are selected, NONE will print 
on the transcripts. 
Choose Graduation Eligibility Rule (optional) – Select a graduation eligibility 
rule to view the student’s status for that rule on the report. 
Mark Type (required if a rule is chosen in Choose Graduation Eligibility Rule  
list) – Select the mark type to use in the current year’s total. 
Recalculate Graduation Eligibility – If selected, the report recalculates the 
student’s status for the selected eligibility rule. Otherwise, the report displays the 
last calculated status. 
Student Status (optional) – If no Student Statuses are selected, the report will 
use all Student Statuses in creation of the report. You can also filter by selecting 
specific Student Statuses for your report. 
Administrative Homeroom (optional) – If no Administrative Homerooms are 
selected, the report will use all Administrative Homerooms in creation of the 
report. You can also filter by selecting specific Administrative Homerooms for 
your report. 
Program (optional) – If no Programs are selected, the report will use all 
Programs in creation of the report. You can also filter by selecting specific 
Programs for your report. 
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Home School (optional) – If no Home Schools are selected, the report will use 
all Home Schools in creation of the report. You can also filter by selecting 
specific Home Schools for your report. This field is populated based on the 
values entered in the Home School field on the Student Profile – General tab. 
Counselor (optional) – If no Counselors are selected, the report will use all 
Counselors in creation of the report. You can also filter by selecting specific 
Counselors for your report. 
Membership (optional) – If no Memberships are selected, the report will select 
all Memberships. You can also filter by selecting specific Memberships for your 
report. 
Special Education Services (optional) – Select the Special Education services 
to return the transcripts for students who are assigned those services. If no 
Special Education services are selected, the report will return students assigned 
to all services. This list box contains the 215xxx codes and refers to the records 
entered for a student on the Services tab on the Special Education screen.  

Note: The Special Education Services list only displays if FY13 and later 
is in context. In prior years, the Special Education services are entered on 
the Edit Student Memberships screen and are selected for this report in 
the Membership Code list. 

Membership Group (optional) – If no Membership Groups are selected, the 
report will use all Membership Groups for creation of the report. You can also 
filter by selecting specific Membership Groups for your report. 
Ad-Hoc Membership (optional) – You can select an Ad-Hoc Membership from 
the drop-down list. If you select an Ad-Hoc Membership, only transcripts for 
students from that Ad-Hoc Membership will be used in the report. Check the 
"Public and Private" checkbox to see Memberships created by other users in 
your drop-down list. 
Student ID(s) (optional) – If report cards are needed for individual students, the 
student IDs may be input here (separated by commas), and transcripts will only 
be produced for those individuals. 
Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve student’s 
homeroom. Defaults to today’s date. 
Omit Unlisted Phone Numbers (optional) – Check this box to remove unlisted 
phone numbers from transcripts. 
Show Building or District Admission Date (required) – If the Building option is 
chosen, then an Admission Date from the Student Admission records will be 
shown. If the District option is chosen, then a District Admission Date from the 
Student EMIS FS records will be shown. 
Show Earliest or Latest Admission Date (required) – If the Earliest option is 
chosen, then the earliest Building or District admission date will be shown for the 
student, depending on the previous option. If the Latest option is chosen, then 
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the latest Building or District admission date will be shown for the student, 
depending on the previous option. 
Show Building or District Withdrawal Date (required) – If the Building option is 
chosen, then the latest Withdrawal Date from the Student Admission records will 
be shown. If the District option is chosen, then the District Withdrawal Date from 
the latest Student EMIS FS record will be shown. 
Common Text For Transcript (optional) – Type in a common text message that 
is to appear on all transcripts. 
Grading Scale (optional) – Type in a common grading scale text message that is 
to appear on all transcripts. 
Improve Performance by Separating Report Processing by Grade  
(optional) − Choose this option for shorter execution time and lower memory 
usage when running the report for multiple grade levels. A separate interim report 
will be generated for each selected grade, and then the interim reports for all 
selected grades will be combined into one final report. When choosing this 
option, Grade will be the first sort order for the final report, in order of the grades 
selected in the Grade dual select below. 
Grade (optional) – If no Grades are selected, the report will use all Grades in the 
creation of the report. You can also filter by selecting specific Grades for your 
report. Please Note:  Grade is required if “Improve Performance by Separating 
Report Processing by Grade” is chosen. 
Sorting Options – The only sort option for this report is “Student Name (ASC).”  
Output – Select Report, Labels or Both Report and Labels. 
If labels are chosen, use the following Adobe page settings when printing the 
labels to ensure that the labels print correctly on the page. 
For Adobe 9: 

• Page Scaling = None 

• Auto Rotate and Center = Unchecked. 
For Adobe 10: 

• Size Options = Actual Size 

• Orientation = Portrait. 
Note: If you are using Firefox, you must change a setting before printing 
labels. In Firefox, go to Options. On the Applications window under Content 
Type, locate Portable Document Format (PDF). In the Action column of that 
row, change the selection from Preview in Firefox to an Adobe option (such 
as Use Adobe Acrobat). 

Label Type – If choosing Labels, specify the size of the labels in the Label Type 
by selecting the appropriate label format from the drop-down list. 
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Address – Select the address to use for labels. If you check “Use custom 
address text,” the text you enter in the field will be added at the top of each label. 
Include Copied on Correspondence – Yes or No; Selecting Yes will include 
address labels for contacts marked as “Copied on Correspondence” when 
creating labels. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation 
for further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile). 
Description (optional) – Will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. 
Please see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

Student GPA Ranking (R325) 
Navigation:  Home – SIS – Marks – Marks Reports – Student GPA Ranking  
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Grade (optional) – If no Grades are selected, the report will use all Grades in 
creation of the report. You can also filter by selecting specific Grades for your 
report. 
Student Status (optional) – If no Student Statuses are selected, the report will 
use all Student Statuses in creation of the report. You can also filter by selecting 
specific Student Statuses for your report. 
Program (optional) – If no Programs are selected, the report will use all 
Programs in creation of the report. You can also filter by selecting specific 
Programs for your report. 
GPA Set (required) – Select the appropriate GPA set for this submission of the 
report. 
Home School (optional) – If no Home Schools are selected, the report will use 
all Home Schools in creation of the report. You can also filter by selecting 
specific Home Schools for your report. This field is populated based on the 
values entered in the Home School field on the Student Profile – General tab. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation 
for further details. 
Email Address (Auto populated from your StudentInformation profile.) 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), 
Text, Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management 
screen. 
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. 
Please see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

 
The % column on the R325 shows the percentage of students below the student 
in question. Example: A student who is ranked 1 may be in the 99th percentile of 
all students. 

Note: As of 10.2.0.15301, the Rank Value column was added to the report 
output. 
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Appendix A. Example Transcript Formats 
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Change Log 
The following Change Log explains by Product Version, Heading, Page and 
Reason where changes in the ProgressBook StudentInformation Course 
Requests Guide document have been made. 
 
Product 
Version Heading Page Reason 

13.5.0 “4A. Course Request Verification 
Slip (R416)” 

62 Added note to Output field about 
printing labels for Firefox users. 

13.1.0 Cover N/A Updated cover with StudentInformation 
logo and renamed guide appropriately. 

13.1.0 Global N/A Updated DASL references to 
StudentInformation (except in 
references to the Course Requests 
application). 

13.1.0 “4A. Course Request Verification 
Slip (R416)” 

62 Updated figure for FY13 changes and 
added text describing the Special 
Education Services list. 

Also added information for Adobe 10 
when printing labels in Output field. 
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Course Requests Overview 
 

The Student Course Request application is an internet application allowing 
students to make course requests for a future school year or future school term 
on the internet or the school intranet. Course requests will be created directly in 
StudentInformation. Users of other student management systems 
(POISE/SIS/McSIS, Pentamation, eSIS, etc.), may also have their students use 
this application by loading course and student data to the StudentInformation 
application via existing StudentInformation data transfer routines. Student 
request data can be exported in a standard format from the StudentInformation 
application following the completion of student requests and loaded into third 
party applications. The existing StudentInformation student management 
software infrastructure makes it easy to manage course information, assign 
common groups of requests to students in batches, create administrative 
requests that can be locked from student changes, and view request statistics in 
real-time. 
In addition to allowing students to create their course requests online, the 
application can also be accessed by students’ parents if the school desires. 
Parents may be granted access only to view their children’s requests or may be 
granted access to make requests that cannot be altered by the student. Parental 
access to the students’ requests may also be configured to allow parents to 
confirm and approve their children’s requests online. The application will also 
provide the ability to print a request confirmation sheet to act as a receipt for the 
student or to be used to record and collect a parent’s actual signature affirming 
their agreement with the student’s course request selections. 
The student/parent application will also offer rudimentary account and user 
profile management facilities. Users, both parents and students, will be able to 
view their own demographic information, request changes to their profile, or even 
directly update their demographic contact information as determined and 
configured by each individual school. 
The Student Course Request application will run as a separate application from 
the existing StudentInformation application for security and deployment reasons. 
However, much of the Student Course Request Application schedule and course 
management functionality will be provided by existing StudentInformation 
application functionality. In addition, reporting functionality used by school 
personnel will be available exclusively through existing StudentInformation 
application functionality. The Student Course Request Application will provide 
interfaces and entry points to load the minimal data required for use of the 
Student Course Request Application for schools operating outside the 
StudentInformation application. 
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Understanding the Course Requests Module 
 

Public Administration 

Public Administration is used to initialize and manage the Public Users accounts. 
Public Administration will normally be handled by an existing StudentInformation 
user such as a Guidance Counselor or Principal. The first step is to set up the 
parameters of the Course Requests Application using the Application 
Configuration screen. After the Application Configuration is set for a specific 
building, the Account Generation process can be run. Account Generation will 
create Public User accounts for the specified students and/or guardians. Once 
Public User accounts are created, the Account Information Letter can be printed 
which contains each account’s user name and password. These Account 
Information Letters can be handed out to students and/or guardians. 
The Uncommitted Requests report will show students who have uncommitted, 
unapproved, or no course requests. The Account Usage screen shows the user 
name and last login of Public Accounts. Profile Changes allow the 
StudentInformation user to accept or refuse profile changes made in the 
StudentInformation Public application. 

Public Users 

Public Users are students and/or guardians. They will log in to the Course 
Requests Application using the user name and password created in the Account 
Generation process and printed on the Account Information Letter. Public Users 
will be able to add, delete, review and submit course requests which will then be 
reviewed and picked up by the Scheduler. 

Course Request Mass Update Groups 

The Course Request Mass Update Groups provides the user with a quick way to 
add student course requests in an initial request state en masse for selected 
groups of students. As rules are defined, a user may implement only those rules 
they select. Each rule updates independently of other rules. When a request is 
submitted, the updates will be performed on the selected results set. If no result 
set exists at the time of the update, a new result set will be created as this could 
be the initial step in the schedule process where requests are gathered. 
Processing of a mass update rule is not dependent on a specific master 
schedule. Requests added/updated by a rule are not assigned, meaning that 
they do not assign a specific section of the requested course to a user. This 
process is reserved for the batch scheduler. 
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Scheduling 

Various on-line course request screens and reports are part of the Scheduling 
module and are explained in more detail in the ProgressBook StudentInformation 
Scheduling Guide. 

Course Requests Outline and Flow 
 

1. Public Administration 
A. Application Configuration – This screen allows each building to 

edit the configuration settings of the Student Course Request 
Application. 

B. Account Generation – The Account Generation screen provides 
an interface to create new user accounts for students and 
guardians to use the Course Request Application. 

C. Account Information Letter – This report will print individual 
account information letters to be delivered to students and 
guardians. 

D. Uncommitted Requests – This screen will create a list of students 
that have unapproved, uncommitted, or no course requests. 

E. Account Usage – The Account Usage screen will display usage 
statistics for a group of Student Course Request Application users. 

a. Account Usage – Delete Account 
2. Public Users 

A. Logging In – Student and Guardian log in to the 
StudentInformation Course Request Application. 

B. My Account – Change Profile information and password. 
C. Course Requests – Student and Guardian enter Course Requests. 
D. Print – Print from the Public User screen. 

3. Scheduling – Course Requests 
A. Course Requests – Used to modify Course Requests. 
B. Student Requests – Used to modify Student Course Requests. 
C. Course Request Mass Update Groups – Used to create Course 

Requests for a group of students based on specific rules. 
4. Scheduling – Course Request Reports 

A. Course Request Verification Slip (R416) – Creates verification 
slips to pass out to students for verification of the accuracy of their 
course requests. 
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B. Student Course Request Verify (R401) – Prints out forms with 
student information and course requests for verification. Can also 
print parent signature information. 

C. Tally of Student Course Requests (R402) – This report is used to 
provide a count of the number of students, broken down by grade, 
requesting each course.  

D. Course Request Labels (R206) – Used to generate student labels 
to be affixed to course request sheets. 

Course Requests Documentation Key 
 

   Defined at the Building level 

  Defined at the Student level 

   Report 

  Important 
1. Public Administration 

 
 

1A. Application Configuration 
 

Navigation:  Management – School Administration – Public Administration 
– Application Configuration 
This screen allows each building to edit the configuration settings of the Student 
Course Request Application. These settings can be changed at any time. 
Very Important – Make sure you are in the upcoming school year! 

 
Click on the working school and change the School Year as needed. 
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Click Finished to save the proper School Year. 

 

Context Options 
School Year – Select the school year that the Public Course Request application 
will be looking to for requests. You can also turn off the application by selecting 
“Public Application off for School.” 
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Security Options 
Student Validation Method (required) – Select the student verification method 
required to access the Student Course Request application. The valid options are 
None, Student Social Security Number, or Student Number. 
Guardian Access (required) – Select the access level guardian users have to 
student course requests. The valid options are None, View Only, Modify 
Requests, or Modify and Lock Requests. 

• None – Guardians are not assigned a Username and cannot access the 
student course requests. 

• View Only – Guardians are assigned a Username and can view the 
student course requests, but cannot modify the student course requests. 
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• Modify Requests – Guardians are assigned a Username and can modify 
student course requests. If the Guardian Access is set to “modify 
requests”, the guardian can still change the requests even if Guardian 
Approval (see below) isn’t required. 

• Modify and Lock Requests – Guardians are assigned a Username and 
can modify student course requests and lock them so they cannot be 
changed by the student. If the Guardian Access is set to “modify and lock 
requests”, the guardian can still change the requests even if Guardian 
Approval (see below) isn’t required. 

Dates of Application Availability (required) – Enter the date range the 
application will be available for use by students and guardians. If a user logs in 
outside of this date range, they will see the following message. 

 

Contact Profile Editing Options 
Name (required) – Select the method used for users submitting changes to the 
user name portion of their contact profile. The valid options are None (read only), 
Queue or Direct. 

• None – Changes are not allowed to this portion of the contact profile. It is 
read only for the public user. 

• Queue – Profile Changes by public users will be stored up in a queue and 
can be reviewed at Public Administration – Profile Changes. The profile 
changes can be reviewed and accepted or refused at that time. 

• Direct – Profile changes to this portion of the contact profile can be made 
directly by the public user. 

Please note that setting these options to Queue or Direct allows a parent account 
to modify their contact record, and allows a student account to modify their profile 
information (except name). Before setting any option to "Direct", be sure you 
have considered that this will allow students direct editing of profile information, 
and allow parents direct editing of contact record information. 
Mailing Address (required) – Select the method used for users submitting 
changes to the mailing address portion of their contact profile. The valid options 
are None (read only), Queue, Direct – see above for explanation. 
Phone Number (required) – Select the method used for users submitting 
changes to the phone number portion of their contact profile. The valid options 
are None (read only), Queue, Direct – see above for explanation. 
Email Address (required) – Select the method used for users submitting 
changes to the email address portion of their contact profile. The valid options 
are None (read only), Queue, Direct – see above for explanation. 
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Course Request Options 
External course catalog address (optional) – Enter a URL for the external 
course catalog resource to be used for all courses. 
Use external course catalog (optional) – Check if an external course catalog 
URL will be used for all course descriptions. Used for non-StudentInformation 
users. 
Guardian approval required (required) – Select the level of guardian approval 
required for all course requests. The valid options are None, Electronic (logging 
into DASL Course Request), and Signature (paper copy). A short description of 
these options is listed on the screen. Defaults to None. 
Request may specify (optional) – Check if course requests may include an 
alternate course. 
Minimum credits required (required) – Enter the minimum credits required per 
student from 0 to 16 in .5 increments. 
Maximum credits allowed (required) – Enter the maximum credits allowed per 
student from 0 to 16 in .5 increments. 
Enforce Prerequisites and Corequisites (optional) – Check if course 
prerequisites and co-requisites are to be checked when course requests are 
added or removed. 
Requisite Action (required) – If Enforce Prerequisites and Corequisites is 
checked, select the action to be taken when course prerequisites or co-requisites 
are not satisfied. Course history is being checked for Prerequisites and 
Corequisites. The valid options are: 

• Warn – The student is warned, but not prevented from taking the action. 

• Prevent – The application displays an error and the request cannot be 
made. 

• Automatic (used with co-requisites only) – The application prompts the 
user and the user decides to continue and the application adds or remove 
the additional requests, or the user may cancel and no requests will be 
added or removed. 

Permit Completed Courses (optional) – Check if courses already completed by 
the active student will be displayed in the course search results table/grid. This 
allows students to repeat courses such as band, yearbook, choir, etc. 
Course Types (optional) – Check the course types to display for the students. All 
course types will be displayed by default. Un-checking any of these will prevent 
students from being able to view or request those course types. 
Excluded Courses (optional) – Type in the course number for courses to be 
excluded (such as Special Ed courses) – separated by commas. An example of a 
valid entry would be 58, 68, 100 – where courses 58, 68 and 100 will be 
excluded from the student Course Request entry. 
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Request Cut-off Date (required) – Enter the cut-off date after which requests 
can no longer be changed. This date must be the same as or earlier than the 
Application Availability end date. If a user logs in after the Request Cut-off Date, 
they will see the following message (with the appropriate date). 

 
Save – Saves the configuration settings for the Student Course Request 
Application. You will receive the message below. Any errors or missing 
information will be displayed in red at the top of the screen. 

 
Cancel – Do not save the configuration settings for the Student Course Request 
Application. 

1B. Account Generation 
 

Navigation:  Management – School Administration – Public Administration 
– Account Generation 
The Account Generation screen provides an interface to create new user 
accounts for students and guardians to use the Course Request Application. 
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Account Generation Details 
Account Type (required) – Select the Course Request Account Type to be 
generated. Valid options are Student Only, Guardian Only, or Student and 
Guardian. 
Account Lifespan (required) – Select the lifespan of the course request 
accounts generated. Valid options are Date Limited (accounts only valid during 
the specified date range) or Permanent (accounts which only need to be re-
initialized to become active each year). 
Date Range (optional) – If Account Lifespan is Date Limited, enter the starting 
and ending dates for the date range. 
Existing Accounts (required) – Select how to handle existing course request 
accounts. Valid options are: 
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• Ignore – Leave existing accounts as they are and do not change any 
account properties. 

• Reset – Replace any existing accounts with a new username and 
password. 

• Reinitialize – Reinitialize any existing accounts with the new Account 
Lifespan (keeping the same username and password). 

Student Selection 
Search Mode (required) – Select Student Search, Specify Username or Specify 
Student Number to indicate how students will be searched.    

1B-1. Account Generation – Student Search 
 

Navigation:  Management – School Administration – Public Administration 
– Account Generation – Search mode: Student Search 

Student Selection 
Search Mode (required) – Select Student Search, Specify Username or Specify 
Student Number to indicate how students will be searched. 
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Last Name (optional) – Enter any student last name for the student selection. 
Check the check box to perform a wildcard search. 
First Name (optional) – Enter any student first name for the student selection. 
Check the check box to perform a wildcard search. 
Gender (optional) – Choose one or more genders. If no gender is specified, 
students of all genders will be displayed.  
Homeroom Date (required) – Enter the date to use when determining homeroom 
assignment. Homeroom Date will default to today’s date. 
Student Status (optional) – Select the Student Statuses you wish to include or 
exclude in your search. If no Student Statuses are selected, students in all 
Student Statuses will be included. 
Exclude students with selected statuses (optional) – Check if you wish the 
selected Student Statuses to be excluded from your search. 
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Administrative Homeroom (optional) – Select the Administrative Homerooms 
you wish to include or exclude in your search. The default mode is include. If no 
Administrative Homerooms are selected, students in all Administrative 
Homerooms will be included. 
Exclude students in select homeroom(s) (optional) – Check if you wish the 
selected Administrative Homerooms to be excluded from your search. 
Grade (optional) – Select the Grades you wish to include or exclude in your 
search. The default mode is Include. If no Grades are selected, students in all 
Grades will be included. 
Exclude students in selected grade level(s) (optional) – Check if you wish the 
selected Grades to be excluded from your search. 
Membership Group (optional) – Select the Membership Groups you wish to 
include or exclude in your search. The default mode is Include. If no Membership 
Groups are selected, students in all Membership Groups will be included. 
Exclude students in selected group(s) (optional) – Check if you wish the 
selected Membership Groups to be excluded from your search. 
Membership (optional) – Select the Memberships you wish to include or exclude 
in your search. The default mode is Include. If no Memberships are selected, 
students in all Memberships will be included. 
Exclude students in selected membership(s) (optional) – Check if you wish 
the selected Memberships to be excluded from your search. 
Program (optional) – Select the Programs you wish to include or exclude in your 
search. The default mode is Include. If no Programs are selected, students in all 
Programs will be included. 
Exclude students in selected program(s) (optional) – Check if you wish the 
selected Programs to be excluded from your search. 
Preview Students – Displays a list of all students meeting the specified student 
selection criteria. 

 
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Student Name, Student Number, 
Gender, Grade, Homeroom, Existing Student Account, Existing Guardian 
Account) in ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header. 

 – Indicates the students you wish to create an account for that do not already 
have a Course Request account. This will default to checked. Uncheck any 
students for which you do not want a Course Request account created. Students 
not having a check box already have a Course Request account. 
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Student Name – Name of each student matching the criteria specified. 
Student Number – Number of student having Course Request account created. 
Gender – Gender of student having Course Request Account created. 
Grade – Grade of student having Course Request Account created. 
Homeroom – Homeroom of student on Homeroom Date specified. 
Existing Student Account – Will display any student account already assigned 
to this student. 
Existing Guardian Account – Will display any guardian account already 
assigned to this student. 
Mark All – Mark all students for creation of Course Request accounts. 
Unmark All – Unmark all students for creation of Course Request accounts. 
Create Accounts – Create Course Request accounts for student and/or 
guardians as specified. You will receive the message below. You can now print 
Account Information Letters. 

 

1B-2. Account Generation – Specify Username 
 

Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Public 
Administration – Account Generation – Search Mode: Specify Username 

Student Selection 
Search Mode (required) – Select Student Search, Specify Username or Specify 
Student Number to indicate how students will be searched. 
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Username (comma separated) (required) – Enter the Public Administration 
Username of each account. This would be used when doing a reset or reinitialize 
of existing public accounts. 
Preview Students – Displays a list of all students with the specified Usernames   

 
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Student Name, Student Number, 
Gender, Grade, Homeroom, Existing Student Account, Existing Guardian 
Account) in ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header. 

 – Indicates the students you wish to create an account for that do not already 
having a Course Request account. This will default to checked. Uncheck any 
students for which you do not want a Course Request account created. Students 
not having a check box already have a Course Request account. 
Student Name – Name of each student matching the criteria specified. 
Student Number – Number of student having Course Request account created. 
Gender – Gender of student having Course Request Account created. 
Grade – Grade of student having Course Request Account created. 

Homeroom – Homeroom of student on Homeroom Date specified. 
Existing Student Account – Will display any student account already assigned 
to this student. 
Existing Guardian Account – Will display any guardian account already 
assigned to this student. 
Mark All – Mark all students for creation of Course Request accounts. 
Unmark All – Unmark all students for creation of Course Request accounts. 
Create Accounts – Create Course Request accounts for student and/or 
guardians as specified. You will receive the message below. You can now print 
Account Information Letters. 
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1B-3. Account Generation – Specify Student 
Number 

 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Public 
Administration – Account Generation – Search Mode: Specify Student 
Number 

Student Selection 
Search Mode (required) – Select Student Search, Specify Username or Specify 
Student Number to indicate how students will be searched.  

 
Homeroom Date (optional) – Enter the date used to determine the school year 
from which to return selected students. This date defaults to the current date. 
Student Number (comma separated) (required) – Enter the student numbers 
separated by a comma. For example 00007004, 00004008, 00005004 would be 
entered in the Student Number box. 
Preview Students – Displays a list of all students with the specified Student 
Numbers. 
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Sorting – You may sort by any column (Student Name, Student Number, 
Gender, Grade, Homeroom, Existing Student Account, Existing Guardian 
Account) in ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header. 

 – Indicates the students you wish to create an account for that do not already 
having a Course Request account. This will default to checked. Uncheck any 
students for which you do not want a Course Request account created. Students 
not having a check box already have a Course Request account.  
Student Name – Name of each student matching the criteria specified. 
Student Number – Number of student having Course Request account created. 
Gender – Gender of student having Course Request Account created. 
Grade – Grade of student having Course Request Account created. 
Homeroom – Homeroom of student on Homeroom Date specified. 
Existing Student Account – Will display any student account already assigned 
to this student. 
Existing Guardian Account – Will display any guardian account already 
assigned to this student. 
Mark All – Mark all students for creation of Course Request accounts. 
Unmark All – Unmark all students for creation of Course Request accounts. 
Create Accounts – Create Course Request accounts for student and/or 
guardians as specified. You will receive the message below. You can now print 
Account Information Letters. 

 

1C. Account Information Letter 
 

Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Public 
Administration – Account Information Letter 
This report will print individual account information letters to be delivered to 
students and guardians. The individual pages will be formatted to display the 
address in a standard window envelope. The letter will be handed out to students 
in the school or mailed to each student and guardian. Each school will be able to 
customize the verbiage of the letter body. 
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Search Mode (required) – Select Student Search, Specify Username or Specify 
Student Number to indicate how students will be searched. 
Last Name (optional) – Enter any student last name for the student selection. 
Check the check box to perform a wildcard search. 
First Name (optional) – Enter any student first name for the student selection. 
Check the check box to perform a wildcard search. 
Gender (optional) – Choose one or more genders. If no specific gender is 
specified, students of all genders will be displayed.  
Administrative Homeroom (optional) – Select the Administrative Homerooms 
you wish to include or exclude in your search. The default mode is Include. If no 
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Administrative Homerooms are selected, students in all Administrative 
Homerooms will be included. 
Exclude students in selected homeroom(s) (optional) – Check if you wish the 
selected Administrative Homerooms to be excluded from your search. 
Grade (optional) – Select the Grades you wish to include or exclude in your 
search. The default mode is Include. If no Grades are selected, students in all 
Grades will be included. 
Exclude students in selected grade(s) (optional) – Check if you wish the 
selected Grades to be excluded from your search. 
Membership Groups (optional) – Select the Membership Groups you wish to 
include or exclude in your search. The default mode is Include. If no Membership 
Groups are selected, students in all Membership Groups will be included. 
Exclude students in selected membership group(s) (optional) – Check if you 
wish the selected Membership Groups to be excluded from your search. 
Membership (optional) – Select the Memberships you wish to include or exclude 
in your search. The default mode is Include. If no Memberships are selected, 
students in all Memberships will be included. 
Exclude students in selected membership(s) (optional) – Check if you wish 
the selected Memberships to be excluded from your search. 
Program (optional) – Select the Programs you wish to include or exclude in your 
search. The default mode is Include. If no Programs are selected, students in all 
Programs will be included. 
Exclude students in selected program(s) (optional) – Check if you wish the 
selected Programs to be excluded from your search. 
Homeroom Date (required) – Enter the date to use when determining homeroom 
assignment. This field’s default value is today’s date. 
Letter Types to Generate (required) – Select the type of letters to generate. 
Valid options are Student Accounts Only, Guardian Accounts Only, or Student 
and Guardian Accounts. 
Letter Verbiage (optional) – Enter the text that will print on the Account 
Information Letter. The Letter Verbiage can include up to 600 characters of text. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation 
for further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management 
screen. 
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. 
Please see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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Password and Username Note: Random passwords and Username extensions 
are only generated using the numerals 0 through 9, and the letters A, B, C, D, E 
and F. The letter O does not appear in randomly generated passwords or 
Username extensions. 

 
Sample Account Information Letter 
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1D. Uncommitted Requests 
 

Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Public 
Administration – Uncommitted Requests 

 
This screen will create a list of students that have unapproved or uncommitted 
course requests. This screen will also list students who have no course requests 
at all. 

 
Last Name (optional) – Enter any student last name for the student selection. 
Check the box to perform a wildcard search. 
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First Name (optional) – Enter any student first name for the student selection. 
Check the box to perform a wildcard search. 
Gender (optional) – Choose one or more genders. If no specific gender is 
specified, students of all genders will be displayed.  
Homeroom Date (required) – Enter the date to use when determining homeroom 
assignment. This field’s default value is today’s date. 
Student Status (optional) – Select the Student Statuses you wish to include or 
exclude in your search. The default mode is Include. If no Student Statuses are 
selected, students in all Student Statuses will be included. 
Exclude students with selected status(es) (optional) – Check if you wish the 
selected Student Statuses to be excluded from your search. 
Administrative Homeroom (optional) – Select the Administrative Homerooms 
you wish to include or exclude in your search. The default mode is Include. If no 
Administrative Homerooms are selected, students in all Administrative 
Homerooms will be included. 
Exclude students in selected homeroom(s) (optional) – Check if you wish the 
selected Administrative Homerooms to be excluded from your search. 
Grade (optional) – Select the Grades you wish to include or exclude in your 
search. The default mode is Include. If no Grades are selected, students in all 
Grades will be included. 
Exclude students in selected grade level(s) (optional) – Check if you wish the 
selected Grades to be excluded from your search. 
Membership Group (optional) – Select the Membership Group(s) you wish to 
include or exclude in your search. The default mode is Include. If no Membership 
Groups are selected, students in all Membership Groups will be included. 
Exclude students in selected group(s) (optional) – Check if you wish the 
selected Membership Groups to be excluded from your search. 
Membership (optional) – Select the Membership(s) you wish to include or 
exclude in your search. The default mode is Include. If no Memberships are 
selected, students in all Memberships will be included. 
Exclude students in selected membership(s) (optional) – Check if you wish 
the selected Memberships to be excluded from your search. 
Program (optional) – Select the Program(s) you wish to include or exclude in 
your search. The default mode is Include. If no Programs are selected, students 
in all Programs will be included. 
Exclude students in selected program(s) (optional) – Check if you wish the 
selected Programs to be excluded from your search. 
Show Students without Requests (optional) – Check if you wish to show 
students with no Student Course Requests at all. 
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Unapproved by Parent/Guardian (optional) – Check if you wish to show 
Student Course Requests that required approval but are not yet approved by 
Parent/Guardian. 
Uncommitted by Student (optional) – Check if you wish to show Course 
Requests approved but not committed by the student. If a guidance counselor or 
principal enters a request directly into the Student Request page for a student 
then that request has an approved status but uncommitted by the student. The 
reason for this is because did not go through the Student Course Request 
module to submit and commit their request. 
Search – Execute the search based on the criteria specified. 

 
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Student Name, Student Number, 
Gender, Grade, Total) in ascending or descending order by clicking on the 
column header. 
Student Name – Name of the student to whom this Course Request account is 
assigned. 
Student Number – Number of the student to whom this Course Request account 
is assigned. 
Gender – Gender of the student. 
Grade – Grade of the student. 
Total – Total number of Student Course Requests. 
Click on the hyperlinked Student Name Font, Michelle Lynn to go to the Student 
Requests page for that student. 
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Please see the ProgressBook StudentInformation Scheduling Guide for more 
information concerning the Student Requests screen. 

1E. Account Usage 
 

Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Public 
Administration – Account Usage 
The Account Usage screen will display usage statistics for a selected group of 
Public Course Request application users, or it will display usage statistics for all 
Public Course Request application users associated with the student in context. 
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Selection Criteria (no student in context): 

Specify Date Range for Search 

Date Range (required) – Enter the from and to dates to search for Course 
Request activity. 

Specify User 

User Name (optional) – Enter the Course Request User Name assigned to the 
student or guardian. 
Go – Display the Account Usage for the User Name entered. 
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Search Students 

Last Name (optional) – Enter any student last name for the student selection. 
Check the box to perform a wildcard search. 
First Name (optional) – Enter any student first name for the student selection. 
Check the box to perform a wildcard search. 
Gender (optional) – Choose one or more genders. If no specific gender is 
specified, students of all genders will be displayed. 
Student Status (optional) – Select the Student Statuses you wish to include or 
exclude in your search. The default mode is Include. If no Student Statuses are 
selected, students in all Student Statuses will be included. 
Exclude students in student status(es) (optional) – Check if you wish the 
selected Student Statuses to be excluded from your search. 
Grade (optional) – Select the Grades you wish to include or exclude in your 
search. The default mode is Include. If no Grades are selected, students in all 
Grades will be included. 
Exclude students in selected grade level(s) (optional) – Check if you wish the 
selected Grades to be excluded from your search. 
Membership Group (optional) – Select the Membership Groups you wish to 
include or exclude in your search. The default mode is Include. If no Membership 
Groups are selected, students in all Membership Groups will be included. 
Exclude students in selected membership group(s) (optional) – Check if you 
wish the selected Membership Groups to be excluded from your search. 
Membership (optional) – Select the Memberships you wish to include or exclude 
in your search. The default mode is Include. If no Memberships are selected, 
students in all Memberships will be included. 
Exclude students in selected membership(s) (optional) – Check if you wish 
the selected Memberships to be excluded from your search. 
Program (optional) – Select the Programs you wish to include or exclude in your 
search. The default mode is Include. If no Programs are selected, students in all 
Programs will be included. 
Exclude students in selected program(s) (optional) – Check if you wish the 
selected Programs to be excluded from your search. 
Search – Execute the search based on the criteria specified. 
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Associated User List (student in context): 

 

User List and Search Results: 
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Account Type, User Name, Last Login, 
Student Name, Student Number, Gender, Grade) in ascending or descending 
order by clicking on the column header. 
Account Type – Student, Guardian or Student/Guardian Course Request 
account. 
Username – User Name for this Course Request account. 
Last Login – Date and time that this user last logged into the DASL Course 
Request Application. 
Student Name – Name of the student to whom this Course Request account is 
assigned. 
Student Number – Number of the student to whom this Course Request account 
is assigned. 
Gender – Gender of the student. 
Grade – Grade of the student. 
Link – If checked, signifies that the guardian account has been linked from 
another guardian account. This would be the result of using the Link Students 
page with a guardian account. 
Active – A light bulb indicates an active account; a dim light bulb indicates an 
inactivate account. Users cannot login with an inactive account. 
Show Active Only – Check to show only active accounts; uncheck to show both 
active and inactive accounts. 
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1E-1. Account Usage – Delete Account 
 

Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Public 
Administration – Account Usage 

 
Click  to delete (deactivate) an account. 

 
Ok – Delete this account. Users cannot login with an inactive account. A delete 
confirmation will be given. 

 
Cancel – Do not delete this account. 

2. Public Users 
 

Students and Guardians are considered Public Users of the DASL Course 
Request Application. They will use a separate application to submit student 
Course Requests. 
Please see your DA-Site for the Public User URL. Go to the Public User URL to 
access the DASL Course Requests Application. 

 
DASL Home Page – Go to the DASL Public Home page. 
Course Requests – Go to the DASL Public Course Requests page. See section 
2C. Course Requests for more details. 
Log In – Go to the Login page. See section 2A. Logging In for more details. 
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Print – Print the current page. See section 2D. Print for more details. 

2A. Logging In 
 

Navigation:  Public User URL – Log In 

 
Username (required) – Enter the Course Request Application username that 
was assigned. This can be found on the Account Information Letter. 
Password (required) – Enter the Course Request Application password that was 
assigned. This can be found on the Account Information Letter. 
Log In – Log In to the DASL Course Request Application. 
Forget Password – Click to retrieve a forgotten password. 

 
Username (required) – Enter the Course Request Application username that 
was assigned. 

Note: A valid email address must be already be specified for the user 
account to retrieve the password. 

Submit – Submit the password request – the current password will be sent to the 
email address assigned to this user. 
Cancel – Cancel the password request. 
Once logged in, your account and student information is summarized in the top 
bar, and the Log In menu option changes to two others. 
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My Account – View and edit your Public Account information and profile. See 
section 2B. My Account for more details. 
Log Out – Log out from the DASL Public Application. 

2B. My Account 
 

Navigation: My Account 

 
Click My Account on the blue Menu Bar to view and edit the Public Account 
information. 

 
Update the Public Account Information as necessary. Changes to the Account 
Management information are not allowed if Contact Profile Editing Options are 
set to None for the Name, Mailing Address, Phone or Email Address. 
Title (optional or non-editable) – Select the Title from drop-down list. Valid 
options are Mr., Mrs., Ms. and Dr. 
First Name (required or non-editable) – Enter the First Name of the Course 
Request user. 
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Middle Name (optional or non-editable) – Enter the Middle Name of the Course 
Request user. 
Last Name (required or non-editable) – Enter the Last Name of the Course 
Request user. 
Last Name Suffix (optional or non-editable) – Enter the Last Name Suffix of the 
Course Request user. 
Street Address (required or non-editable) – Enter the Street Address of the 
Course Request user. 
City (required or non-editable) – Enter the City of the Course Request user. 
State (required or non-editable) – Enter the State of the Course Request user. 
Zip (required or non-editable) – Enter the Zip Code of the Course Request user. 
Home Phone (required or non-editable) – Enter the Home Phone number of the 
Course Request user. 
Work Phone (optional or non-editable) – Enter the Work Phone number of the 
Course Request user. 
Ext. (optional or non-editable) – Enter the Work Phone Extension of the Course 
Request user. 
Place of Employment (optional or non-editable) – Enter the Employer of the 
Course Request user. 
Can be contacted at work – Yes or No; Check if the Course Request user can 
be contacted at work. 
Pager Number (optional or non-editable) – Enter the Pager Number of the 
Course Request user. 
Ext. (optional or non-editable) – Enter the Pager Number Extension of the 
Course Request user. 
Email Address (optional or non-editable) – Enter the Email Address of the 
Course Request user. 
Cancel – Do not save changes to the Account Management screen. 
Submit – Submit these changes. If the Contact Profile Editing Option is set to 
Direct, the changes will take place immediately. 

 
If the Contact Profile Editing Option is set to Queue, the changes will be put into 
a Profile Changes Queue and will be updated when approved by the Public 
Administrator. 
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Change My Password – Change the Public Account password. Check “Use 
Email Address as Username” if an email address is available on the Public 
Account and the email address is to be used as the Public Account Username. 

 
Save – Save new Password. 
Cancel – Do not save new Password 

2C. Course Requests 
 

Navigation:  Course Requests 
Any course requests already entered will display on this screen, above the 
“Review Requests” button and the Course Requests Search panel. Course 

Requests preceded by  indicate that those are already Approved requests 
and cannot be edited through the Public Course Requests module. 
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Search Mode: Course Search 

Department (optional) – Select a Course Department to narrow your search. In 
the results table, the Course Department Code, rather than the Name, will be 
listed. 
Area of Study (AOS) (optional) – Select an Area of Study to narrow your search. 
In the results table, the Area of Study Code, rather than the Name, will be listed. 
Course Subject Area (CSA) (optional) – Select a Course Subject Area to 
narrow your search. In the results table, the Course Subject Area Code, rather 
than the Name, will be listed. 
Credits (optional) – Enter a number of credits or partial credits, then select “At 
least”, “Exactly” or “More than” from the pull-down menu to operate on that 
number of credits. Selecting “Any” from the pull-down menu ignores any numeric 
value in the Credits box. 
Course Groups (optional) – Select one of: “Display all courses and course 
groups”, “Display standard courses only” or “Display course groups only.” 
Honor Courses (optional) – Select one of: “Display all courses”, “Display Honors 
courses only” or “Display Non-Honors courses only.” 
Include Completed Courses – Yes or No; Checking this box will include 
courses the student has completed in the results list. 
Search – Display available courses that match the criteria entered. 

Search Mode: Specify Course Code 

 
Course Code (required) – Enter Course code numbers or Course Group code 
numbers, separated by commas. 
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Search – Display the specified course. 
To add a request: 

• Click  to add a single course. 

• OR check boxes and click Request Selected Courses. 

 
Status – Status of specific Course Requests. Valid options are Approved, 
Pending and Uncommitted. Only Approved requests are used in the 
Scheduler. 
Click  to delete a request. 
Click  to edit a request. 
After finalizing the list of requests, click Review Requests to review the 
requests. 
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Submit the requests 

1. If you are satisfied with the list of requests, click Submit Requests. 

2. Choose Print on the menu bar to print your request screen. 

3. Click Cancel to return to the “Course Requests” screen. 

Notes for Students and Guardians 

• Requests may already exist that were created by the school. 

• Requests may be locked by the school. Locked requests can’t be deleted. 

• “Submit Requests” can only be done once. After you submit your 
requests, you will no longer be able to change your requests. 

• Click a course code or course name to pop up the course detail. 

• If you already have the list of courses you want to request, click the 
“Specify Course Code” option in the search area. Enter a list of course 
codes separated by commas and click “Search”. After examining the 
search results, click “Request Selected Courses”. 

Notes for Administrators 

“Submit Requests” can only be done once by a student. After “Submit Requests”, 
a student can no longer modify his/her requests. If a student needs to modify 
requests after “Submit Requests” has been done, there are two options: 

• Edit the requests for the student using the Requests page in 
StudentInformation. 

• On the Requests page with a selected student in context, click the 
student’s requests and then submit them again. 

• Until a student submits his/her requests, the Request Status shows as 
“Student Pending” on the Requests page. 
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• Only “Approved” requests are used in the scheduler. 
• By default, requests created using Course Request Mass Update rules are 

approved and locked. 
• When a student submits his/her requests and guardian approval is turned 

off, the requests are marked as “Approved.” 
• In order to see the detailed status of a particular request, edit the request 

on the Requests page. 
• “Student Committed” is checked if student has done “Submit Requests” on 

Request Review page in DASL Public application. 

2D. Print 
 

Navigation: Print 
Use this option to print a page of the DASL Public application. 

 

Click Print on the Menu Bar to print from the Course Requests screen. 
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Use the Print Dialog Box to print to the appropriate printer. 

3. Scheduling – Course Requests 
 

 

3A. Course Requests 
 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Requests 
The Request screen serves a dual purpose in StudentInformation. When no 
student is selected, the screen can be used to view, add and/or modify request 
information for specific courses; the students that have requested the course for 
the school year. From this screen requests may be added, modified or dropped 
and the online scheduler processed. (To see the screen when a student is 
selected in context, see section 3B. Student Course Requests.) 
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Course (optional) – Type in a course ID or use the Course Selection Wizard 
(described in earlier documentation 2F). 

 – Open Course Selection Wizard for help selecting a course (see earlier 
documentation for complete details on the Course Selection Wizard 2G-1). 
Department (optional) – Select a Course Department from drop-down list, as 
search criteria (see Course Department – 2A thru 2A-3). 
Teacher (optional) – Select a Teacher from drop-down list of all available 
teachers in the building, as course search criteria. 
Area of Study (optional) – Select a Course Area of Study from drop-down list, as 
search criteria (see Course Area of Study – 2D thru 2D-3). 
Hide Search Criteria/Show Search Criteria – Click here to hide or display the 
search criteria panel. 
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Student Number, Student Name, Grade, 
Primary Request, Alternate Request, Priority, Request Status, Active) in 
ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header 
Default Schedule – Select from the drop-down menu, the Schedule to be used 
with the Scheduler (note: if the school year has been finalized/started then this 
will not be available for selection – the default must be used as shown above). 
Default Schedule Result – Select from the drop-down menu, the Schedule 
Result to be used with the Scheduler (note: if the school year has been 
finalized/started then this will not be available for selection – the default must be 
used as shown above). 
Display Assignments – Display Course Requests that have been assigned to 
course sections if desired. If unchecked (default) only those requests that have 
NOT been assigned will be displayed in the grid.  
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Search – Search for Course Requests. 
 – Delete this Course Request. 
 – Edit this Course Request. 

 – Active Course Request. 

 – Inactive Course Request – will not be used when processing online 
scheduler. 
Show Active Only – If checked, will show only active Course Requests; if not 
checked, will show both active and inactive Course Requests. 
Go to Course Section Assignments – Go to the Course Section Assignments 
screen for the selected course. 

3A-1. Edit Course Requests 
 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Requests  

 
Click  to edit a specific Course Request. 
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Student (display only) – Name of the student for which the course request is 
being modified. 
Primary Course (required) – Course ID for the primary course requested. 

 – Open Course Selection Wizard for help selecting a course for the 
appropriate selection (see Scheduling End User Documentation for more details). 
Alternate Course (optional) – Course ID for an Alternate Course that you want 
to schedule if the primary course requested cannot be scheduled. 
Priority (optional) – Indicate the Student Request priority that you wish the Batch 
Scheduler to use for this request. Default priority is one (1) which is the lowest 
and 9 is the highest priority. You can also use the  buttons to increase or 
decrease priority. Leaving this field blank will use the Course Priority as the 
Priority for this request. 

Note: Request priority will only affect student schedules if it is selected for 
all scheduling passes on the Job Parameter Set. 

Use Primary Course Priority – Replace any entered priority (or blank priority) 
with the Course Priority. 
Teacher (optional) – Select a teacher from the drop-down list of available 
teachers. If a teacher is specified then the scheduler will try to schedule this 
request with the specified teacher, if available. 
Exclude – Yes or No; if checked then the scheduler will exclude the student from 
being scheduled into a course taught by the specified teacher (above). 
Period (optional) – Select a period from the drop-down list of available periods. If 
a period is specified then the scheduler will try to schedule this request with the 
specific period, if available. 
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Exclude – Yes or No; if checked then the scheduler will exclude the student from 
being scheduled into a course during the specified period (above). 
Request Status – These check boxes display the request status. "Locked" is 
checked if the Request was entered in StudentInformation, rather than the Public 
Course Request module, and means the request cannot be modified by Public 
users. "Guardian Locked" means that the Public Course Request application 
Guardian account user has locked the request, and the request cannot by 
modified by Public Course Request application Student account users. Check 
"Approved" to approve the Course Request and allow the Batch Scheduler to 
schedule a course section assignment for the request. 
Is Active (optional) – Yes or No; Student Course Request must be Active to use 
with online or batch scheduler. Active by default. 
Save – Will save current Student Course Request and return to Student Course 
Request Maintenance listing where you will see the updated information. 
Cancel – Will clear out data already entered and return to Student Course 
Request Maintenance listing. 
<Prev Request – Will save changes to the current request and display the 
previous request for modification 
Next Request> – Will save changes to the current request and display the next 
request for modification. 

3A-2. Delete Course Requests 
 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Requests  
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Click  to delete a specific Course Request. IMPORTANT: Do NOT delete 
course requests that have already been assigned. 

 
Ok – Delete the Student Course Request. 
Cancel – Do Not Delete the Student Course Request. 

Note: A Student Course Request is not actually deleted – it is made 
Inactive as notated by the “dim” Active code. Show both Active and 
Inactive Student Course Requests by un-checking the Show Active Only 
check box. 
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To activate an Inactive Student Course Requests, see 3A-1. Edit Student Course 
Requests. 
IMPORTANT: Do NOT delete course requests that have already been 
assigned. 

3B. Student Requests 
 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Requests 
The Request screen serves a dual purpose in StudentInformation. When a 
student is selected the information added or viewed is for the selected student; 
the courses that the student has requested for the school year. From this screen 
requests may be added, modified or dropped and the online scheduler 
processed. (To see the screen when no student is in context, see section 3A. 
Course Requests.) 
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Sorting – You may sort by any column (Primary Request, Alternate Request, 
Priority, Active) in ascending or descending order by clicking on the column 
header. 
Default Schedule – Select from the drop-down menu, the Schedule to be used 
with the Scheduler (note: if the school year has been finalized/started then this 
will not be available for selection – the default must be used as shown above). 
Default Schedule Result – Select from the drop-down menu, the Schedule 
Result to be used with the Scheduler (note: if the school year has been 
finalized/started then this will not be available for selection – the default must be 
used as shown above). 
Display Assignments – Display Student Course Requests that have been 
assigned to course sections (default). If left unchecked only those requests that 
have NOT been assigned will be displayed in the grid. 
Search – Search for Student Course Requests. 
Add Request – Add a new Student Course Request. 
Drop All Requests – Drop All Student Course Request. 

 – Delete this Student Course Request. 
 – Edit this Student Course Request. 
 – Proceed to Course Section Assignment for this Request (see Scheduling 

End User Documentation for details). 

 – Active Student Course Request. 

 – Inactive Student Course Request – will not be used when processing online 
scheduler. 
Show Active Only – If checked, will show only active Student Course Requests; 
if not checked, will show both active and inactive Student Course Requests. 
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Run Scheduler – Run the Single Student Scheduler (formerly known as the 
“Online Scheduler”) to assign course sections to the initial course requests. 
Go to Course Section Assignments – Go to the Course Section Assignments 
screen for the selected student. 

3B-1. Add/Edit Student Requests 
 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Requests  

 
Click Add Request to add a new Student Course Request. 
Click  to edit a Student Course Request (Primary). 

 
Student (read-only) – This displays which student will have the request added. 
Primary Course (required) – Type in the Primary Course ID that the student is 
requesting. 
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 – Open Course Selection Wizard for help selecting a course for the 
appropriate selection (see Scheduling End User Documentation for more details). 
Alternate Course (optional) – Type in the Alternate Course ID that the student is 
requesting. If an alternate course is specified, the scheduler will use it if unable to 
add the Primary Course to the student’s schedule due to conflicts. 
Priority (optional) – Indicate the Student Request priority that you wish the Batch 
Scheduler to use for this request. Default priority is one (1) which is the lowest 
and 9 is the highest priority. You can also use the  buttons to increase or 
decrease priority. Leaving this field blank will use the Course Priority as the 
Priority for this request. 

Note: Request priority will only affect student schedules if it is selected for 
all scheduling passes on the Job Parameter Set. 

Use Primary Course Priority – Replace any entered priority (or blank priority) 
with the Course Priority. 
Teacher (optional) – Select a teacher from the drop-down list of available 
teachers. If a teacher is specified then the scheduler will try to schedule this 
request with the specified teacher, if available. 
Exclude – Yes or No; if checked then the scheduler will exclude the student from 
being scheduled into a course taught by the specified teacher (above). 
Period (optional) – Select a period from the drop-down list of available periods. If 
a period is specified then the scheduler will try to schedule this request with the 
specific period, if available. 
Exclude – Yes or No; if checked then the scheduler will exclude the student from 
being scheduled into a course during the specified period (above). 
Request Status – These check boxes display the request status. "Locked" is 
checked if the Request was entered in StudentInformation, rather than the Public 
Course Request module, and means the request cannot be modified by Public 
users. "Guardian Locked" means that the Public Course Request application 
Guardian account user has locked the request, and the request cannot by 
modified by Public Course Request application Student account users. Check 
"Approved" to approve the Course Request and allow the Batch Scheduler to 
schedule a course section assignment for the request. 
Is Active (optional) – Yes or No; Student Course Request must be Active to use 
with online or batch scheduler. Active by default. 
Save – Will save current Student Course Request and return to Student Course 
Request Maintenance listing where you will see the updated information. 
Save and New – Will save current new Student Course Request and return to 
Student Course Request – Add Request. 
Cancel – Will clear out data already entered and return to Student Course 
Request Maintenance listing. 
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<Prev Request – Will save changes to the current request and display the 
previous request for modification. 
Next Request> – Will save changes to the current request and display the next 
request for modification. 
Once a Course Section has been assigned to a student with the  button, that 
button is replaced by a standard  Edit icon, and a standard  Delete icon now 
displays to its left. In addition, the new Course Section Assignment is highlighted. 

 
Use these new buttons to edit or delete that Course Section Assignment. See the 
Scheduling End User Documentation for details on editing and deleting Course 
Section Assignments. Note that this is just another way to add, edit and delete 
Course Section Assignments, rather than completely replacing the Course 
Section Assignments screen (Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Course Section 
Assignments). 
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3B-2. Delete Student Requests 
 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Requests  

 
Click  to delete this Student Course Request (Primary Request).  
IMPORTANT: Do NOT delete a course request that has already been 
assigned. 

 
Ok – Delete the Student Course Request. 
Cancel – Do Not Delete the Student Course Request. 

Note: A Student Course Request is not actually deleted – it is made 
Inactive as notated by the “dim” Active code. Show both Active and 
Inactive Student Course Requests by un-checking the Show Active Only 
check box.  
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To activate an Inactive Student Course Requests, see 3B-2. Edit Student Course 
Requests. 
IMPORTANT: Do NOT delete a course request that has already been 
assigned. 

3B-3. Course Section Student Statuses Reference 
 

Assigned –The student has been successfully assigned by the scheduler into a 
course section for the requested course. 
UnAssigned – The student has NOT been successfully assigned by the 
scheduler into a course section for the requested course. This is the generic 
status given to a failure to find an assignment by the scheduler, when the failure 
does not fit into one of the other failure statuses. Failure statuses include all 
statuses other than Assigned or Dropped. 
All Sections for the Course conflict with other Assignments – All sections for 
the requested course are in conflict with other course sections that have already 
been assigned for the student. The already-assigned course sections for the 
student could include sections that were assigned before the scheduler was run 
and are not being reset or course sections that have already been assigned 
during the current scheduling process. 
Dropped – The course section has been dropped for the student. 
StudentInformation keeps a record of all course sections that have been dropped 
for a student, rather than deleting the student’s dropped course sections. A 
student’s dropped course sections can be shown on the Course Section 
Assignments page by checking the ‘Dropped’ Status check box. 
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All Sections for Course are filled to capacity – All course sections for the 
requested course were filled at the time the scheduler was trying to schedule the 
student into a course section for the request. 
All Sections for the Course are in locked Group Sections – The student has 
made a request for an individual course for which all sections are members of 
group sections, and all of the group sections are locked. 
Course has no Course Sections on the Master Schedule – The course 
requested does not have any course sections setup on the Master Schedule. 
Course Has No Course Sections with Meeting Times on the Master 
Schedule – None of the course sections for the requested course have been 
given meeting times. 
Group has no Group Sections on the Master Schedule – The requested 
course group does not have any group sections setup on the Master Schedule. 
Course Has No Sections In Selected Course Terms – The requested course 
does not have any course sections that meet in the course terms that have been 
selected for inclusion in the current scheduling run. 
Group Section is missing at least one Course Section – There is a missing 
course section on the master schedule for one of the group sections for the 
group of which the requested course is a member. 
Course is not Active for the master calendar – The IsActive value has been 
set to false on the Master Calendar for the requested course. 
Max Periods Per Day constraint prevented a schedule from being found – 
The student received a tentative schedule, but then the schedule was rejected 
due to a violation of the ‘Maximum Number of Periods Per Day’ constraint. A 
violation occurs if the student’s courses meet in more than the maximum number 
of periods on a day on more days in a schedule term than the number allowed by 
the ‘Maximum Days Allowed with Excessive Day Length’ value for the Schedule 
Job. However, there is no violation if the ‘Enforce Max Periods Per Day’ flag is 
False for the current Pass. 
Max Course Deviation constraint prevented a schedule from being found – 
The student received a tentative schedule, but then the schedule was rejected 
due to a violation of the ‘Maximum Variation of Courses Between Schedule 
Terms’ constraint. A violation occurs if the difference in the number of scheduled 
courses between any two schedule terms is higher than the maximum specified 
by the parameter. However, there is no violation if the ‘Enforce Number of 
Courses Between Schedule Terms’ flag is False for the current Pass. 
Max Course Weight Deviation constraint prevented a schedule from being 
found – The student received a tentative schedule, but then the schedule was 
rejected due to a violation of the ‘Maximum Variation of Course Weights Between 
Schedule Terms’ constraint. A violation occurs if the difference in total course 
weight between any two schedule terms is higher than the maximum specified by 
parameter. Course weights are defined in the course master records. The default 
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weight for a course is 10. However, there is no violation if the ‘Enforce Course 
Weights Between Schedule Terms’ flag is False for the current Pass. 
Daily Pattern Rule constraint prevented a schedule from being found – The 
student received a tentative schedule, but then the schedule was rejected due to 
a violation of a Daily Pattern Rule constraint. A violation occurs if the pattern of 
the types of the student’s assigned course requests in any schedule term 
matches a violating pattern more times than the ‘Maximum Number of Days 
Allowed with Restricted Patterns’ value for the Schedule Job. However, there is 
no violation if the ‘Enforce Daily Pattern Rules’ flag is False for the current Pass 
for the Schedule Pass Control Codes for the Schedule Job ID. 
Course Sequencing Rule constraint prevented a schedule from being found 
– The student received a tentative schedule, but then the schedule was rejected 
due to a violation of the Course Sequencing Rule constraint. The student’s 
scheduled requests are tested for violations of ‘In Earlier Terms’, ‘Not In Earlier 
Terms’, ‘In Same Terms’, and ‘Not In Same Terms’. A violation occurs if any of 
the student’s scheduled courses violates any of the rules setup in the Course 
Sequence Rules for the school, school year and master schedule. The ‘In Earlier 
Terms’ rule (Type 1) is violated if the Course 1 value from the Schedule Course 
Sequence Rule meets in any Schedule Term that is greater than or equal to the 
Min schedule term in which Course 2 meets. The ‘Not In Earlier Terms’ rule 
(Type 2) is violated if Course 1 meets in any Schedule Term that is less than the 
Max schedule term in which Course 2 meets. The ‘In Same Terms’ rule (Type 3) 
is violated if the Course 1 value from the Schedule Course Sequence Rules 
record for the rule meets in any schedule term in which Course 2 does not meet. 
The ‘Not In Same Terms’ rule (Type 4) is violated if the Course 1 value from the 
Schedule Course Sequence Rules record for the rule meets in any schedule term 
in which Course 2 also meets. Each of the student’s scheduled courses is 
examined in turn to see if it matches either Course 1 or Course 2 for any of the 
rules, and if so it is tested to see if it violates any of the rules in regard to any of 
the student’s other scheduled courses. However, there is no violation if the 
‘Course Sequencing Rules’ value is False for the current Pass, and Rigidity value 
is ‘Enforce Throughout Pass’ on the individual rule in the Course Sequencing 
Rules. If the Rigidity value is ‘Enforce Throughout Run’ for the rule that is 
violated, then the violation is recorded. 

3C. Course Request Mass Update Groups 
 

Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Request Update Groups 
The Course Request Mass Update Groups and Rules create course requests for 
a group of students based on specific rules. This replaces P502 and B114 from 
SIS. Course Requests created by Mass Update Rules are automatically marked 
as "Locked" and "Approved", so Public Course Request users cannot modify 
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these requests and the Batch Scheduler will attempt to schedule a course 
section assignment for these requests when it is next run. 
Mass updating rules allow the user to specify selection criteria for students and 
then add course requests based on these rules. Multiple rules may be added in 
each rules group. Each rule is performed before the process moves on to the 
next rule in sequence. A rule may perform an update function based on 
something that was done in a prior rule, i.e. one with an earlier sequence 
number. An example would be that if a user wants to give all students in Band a 
request for Orchestra and drop Music, the selection would be based on the 
course request Band. Band would be selected as the course to add, then in the 
next rule, for any student that had Band and Orchestra, their Music course would 
be dropped. 
Mass Update Rules can be created for Course Groups as well as individual 
Courses, and multiple groups of Mass Update Rules may be created and run. 

 
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Code, Name, Description, Active) in 
ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header. 

 – Delete this Course Request Mass Update Group. 
 – Edit this Course Request Mass Update Group. 

 – View the rules for the Course Request Mass Update Group. 

 – Active Course Request Mass Update Group – will generate course 
requests. 

 – Inactive Course Request Mass Update Group – will not generate course 
requests. 
Show Active Only – If checked, will show only active Course Request Mass 
Update Groups; if not checked, will show both active and inactive Course 
Request Mass Update Groups. 
Add Course Request Mass Update Group – Add a new Course Request Mass 
Update Group. 
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3C-1. Add Course Request Mass Update Groups 
 

Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Request Update Groups 

 
Click Add Course Request Mass Update Group to add new Course Request 
Mass Update Group. 

 
Code (required) – Enter 4 character (alphanumeric) code for the Course Request 
Mass Update Group. 
Name (required) – Enter a 50 character name for the Course Request Mass 
Update Group. 
Description (optional) – Enter a description for the Course Request Mass 
Update Group. 
Is Active (optional) – If checked, Course Request Mass Update Group is active 
and can be used for course requests. 
Save – Will save current Course Request Mass Update Group and return to 
Course Request Mass Update Group Maintenance listing where you will see the 
updated information. 
Save and New – Will save current Course Request Mass Update Group and 
return to Add Course Request Mass Update Group. 
Cancel – Do not save the data entered. 
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3C-2. Edit Course Request Mass Update Groups 
 

Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Request Update Groups 

 
Click  to edit a Course Request Mass Update Group. 

 
Code (required) – Enter 4 character (alphanumeric) code for the Course Request 
Mass Update Group. 
Name (required) – Enter a 50 character name for the Course Request Mass 
Update Group. 
Description (optional) – Enter a description for the Course Request Mass 
Update Group. 
Is Active (optional) – If checked, Course Request Mass Update Group is active 
and can be used for course requests. 
Save – Will save current Course Request Mass Update Group and return to 
Course Request Mass Update Group Maintenance listing where you will see the 
updated information. 
Cancel – Do not save the data entered. 
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3C-3. Delete Course Request Mass Update 
Groups 

 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Request Update Groups 

 
Click  to delete a Course Request Mass Update Group. 

 
Ok – Delete the Course Request Mass Update Group. 
Cancel – Do Not Delete the Course Request Mass Update Group. 
Please Note:  A Course Request Mass Update Group is not actually deleted 
– it is made Inactive as noted by the “dim” Active code. Show Active and 
Inactive Course Request Mass Update Group by un-checking the Show 
Active Only box. 

 
To activate an Inactive Course Request Mass Update Group, see 3C-2 Edit 
Course Request Mass Update Groups. 
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3C-4. View Course Request Mass Update 
Group Rules 

 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Request Update Groups – Rules 

 
Click  to view the rules for this Course Request Mass Update Group. 

 
 – Delete this Course Request Update Rule. 
 – Edit this Course Request Update Rule. 

 – Move the selected rule up or down within the Rule Group. 
Please Note: The order of the rules (from top to bottom) is the sequence 
that the rules will be executed. 

 – Active Course Request Update Rule – will be executed with Rule Group. 

 – Inactive Course Request Update Rule – will not be executed with Rule 
Group. 
Show Active Only – If checked, will show only active Course Request Update 
Rules; if not checked, will show both active and inactive Course Request Update 
Rules. 
Add Mass Update Rule – Add new Course Request Update Rule. 
Execute this Rule Group – Will execute the Rule Group and submit the 
Scheduling Batch Process to Batch/Report Management. You will receive the 
following system message. 
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Please Note: The order of the rules (from top to bottom) is the sequence 
that the rules will be executed. 
Upon completion of the Scheduling Batch Process, you will be able to view the 
generated requests in Course Requests via the menu SIS – Scheduling – 
Requests. 
Back to Groups – Return to the Course Request Mass Update Group list. 

3C-5. Add/Edit Course Request Mass Update 
Group Rules 

 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Request Update Groups – Rules 

 
Click Add Mass Update Rule to add a new Course Request Update Rule. 
Click  to edit a Course Request Update Rule. 
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Rule Name (required) – Enter the name of the Rule. 
Rule Description (required) – Enter the description of the Rule. 
Is Active (optional) – If checked, Course Request Update Rule is active and will 
be executed and applied to Course Requests. 
Student Status (optional) – Specify the Student Statuses that this rule will use to 
filter students. If no Student Statuses are selected, the rule will apply to all 
Student Statuses. 
Grade (optional) – Specify the Grades that this rule will use to filter students. If 
no Grades are selected, the rule will apply to all Grades. 
Gender (optional) – Specify the Genders that this rule will use to filter students. If 
no Genders are selected, the rule will apply to all Genders. 
Administrative Homeroom (optional) – Specify the Administrative Homeroom(s) 
that this rule will use to filter students. If no Administrative Homerooms are 
selected, the rule will apply to all Administrative Homerooms. 
Program (optional) – Specify the Programs that this rule will use to filter 
students. If no Programs are selected, the rule will apply to all Programs. 
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Team (optional) – Specify the Teams that this rule will use to filter students. If no 
Teams are selected, the rule will apply to all Teams. 
Membership Group (optional) – Specify the Membership Groups that this rule 
will use to filter students. If no Membership Groups are selected, the rule will 
apply to all Membership Groups. 
Membership (optional) – Specify the Memberships that this rule will use to filter 
students. If no Memberships are selected, the rule will apply to all Memberships. 
Ad-Hoc Membership (optional) – Specify the Ad-Hoc Membership that this rule 
will use to filter students. Public or Private memberships can be specified. 
For Number of Requests (optional) – Enter a number of requests and select an 
operator from the drop-down list: equal to (=), not equal to (<>), less than (<), 
greater than (>), less than or equal to (<=), or greater than or equal to (=>). Only 
students who have the appropriate numbers of requests will be affected by this 
Rule. For instance, if you select <= for the operator, and 5 for the number of 
requests, all students with 5 or fewer requests will be affected by the rule. If no 
number is entered, the rule will apply to students with any number of requests. 
For Course (optional) – Enter a course code (or select through the Course 
Search ( ). Only students with a request for this course will be affected by this 
Rule. If left blank, this Rule will apply to students regardless of which Courses 
they have requested. 
And For Course (optional) – Enter a course code (or select through the Course 
Search ( ). Only students with requests for both this course and the course 
listed in “For Course” will be affected by this Rule. If left blank, this Rule will apply 
to students regardless of which Courses they have requested. 
Add Course (optional) – Enter the course number for the course that you wish to 
add for the students selected with the above rule criteria, or select through the 
Course Search ( ). 
Drop Course (optional) – Enter the course number for the course that you wish 
to drop for the students selected with the above rule criteria, or select through the 
Course Search ( ). 
Save – Will save the Course Request Update Rule to the rule group; will not 
execute the rule at this time. 
Save and New – Will save the Course Request Update Rule to the rule group 
and return to Add Mass Update Rule;  Will not execute the rule at this time. 
Cancel – Do not save or execute the Course Request Update Rule. 
Execute Without Saving – Execute the Course Request Update Rule as 
entered, but do not save the Course Request Update Rule to the rule group. You 
will receive the system message below. 
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Please Note:  The order of the rules (from top to bottom) is the sequence 
that the rules will be executed. You can change the Rule order on the Rules 
Maintenance screen. 
Upon completion of the Scheduling Batch Process, you will be able to view the 
generated requests in Course Requests via the menu SIS – Scheduling – 
Requests. 
Save and Execute – Execute the Course Request Update Rule as entered and 
save the Course Request Update Rule to the rule group. You will receive the 
system message below. 

 
Please Note:  The order of the rules (from top to bottom) is the sequence 
that the rules will be executed. You can change the Rule order on the Rules 
Maintenance screen. 
Upon completion of the Scheduling Batch Process, you will be able to view the 
generated requests in Course Requests via the menu SIS – Scheduling – 
Requests. 

3C-6. Delete Course Request Mass Update 
Group Rules 

 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Request Update Groups – Rules 

 
Click  to delete this Course Request Update Rule. 

 
Ok – Delete the Course Request Update Rule. 
Cancel – Do Not Delete the Course Request Update Rule. 
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Please Note:  A Course Request Update Rule is not actually deleted – it is 
made Inactive as notated by the “dim” Active code. Show both Active and 
Inactive Course Request Update Rules by un-checking the Show Active 
Only check box. 

 
To activate an Inactive Course Request Update Rule, see 3C-5 Edit Course 
Request Update Rule. 

4. Scheduling – Course Request Reports 
 

 

4A. Course Request Verification Slip (R416) 
 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Scheduling Reports – Course 
Request Verification Slip (R416) 
The Course Request Verification Slip produces verification slips with a list of 
each student’s course requests and includes a line for Student’s signature. This 
report sorts by Course ID. 
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Hide header for paper with pre-printed letterhead (options) – Selecting this 
option will not print the header info to facilitate use with letterhead paper. 
Top Margin (option) – The number of inches to leave as the top margin of the 
report (default is 0.3). To be used to adjust for letterhead paper. 
Schedule – Select a Master Schedule for this report. 
Schedule Result – Select a Schedule Result set for this report. 
Current Course Assignment School Year (optional) – Select the appropriate 
School Year from the list of available School Years. Defaults to the Current 
working school year. 
Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve students’ 
homeroom. 
Grade (optional) – If no Grade Levels are selected, the report will select all 
Grade Levels. You can also filter by selecting specific Grade Levels for your 
report. 
Select Only Students Who Have Any Requests (optional) – Yes or No; 
Indicates if you wish for only students with at least one request to be included on 
the report. 
Print Current Courses (optional) – Yes or No; Indicates if you wish for students’ 
current courses to be included on the report. 
Reporting Term (optional) – If no Reporting Terms are selected, the report will 
select all Reporting Terms. You can also filter by selecting specific Reporting 
Terms for your report. 
Mark Type (optional) – If no Mark Types are selected, the report will select all 
Mark Types. You can also filter by selecting specific Mark Types for your report. 
Counselor (optional) – If no Counselors are selected, the report will select all 
Counselors. You can also filter by selecting specific Counselors for your report. 
Team (optional) – If no Teams are selected, the report will select all Teams. You 
can also filter by selecting specific Teams for your report. 
Student Status (optional) – If no Student Statuses are selected, the report will 
select all Student Statuses. You can also filter by selecting specific Student 
Statuses for your report. 
Special Education Services (optional) – Select the Special Education services 
to return the students on the report who are assigned those services. If no 
Special Education services are selected, the report will return students assigned 
to all services. This list box contains the 215xxx codes and refers to the records 
entered for a student on the Services tab on the Special Education screen. 

Note: The Special Education Services list only displays if FY13 and later 
is in context. 

Print Alternates Also (optional) – Yes or No; Indicates if you wish for students’ 
Alternate Course Requests to be included on the report. 
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Print Only One Student Per Page (optional) – Yes or No; Indicates if you wish 
to see only one student on each page (otherwise, the report will display as many 
students on each page as will fit). 
Common Text (optional) – Free form text to be included on the students’ Course 
Request Verification Slips. For example, this could be used as a student 
signature line or a note to return the slip to the student’s counselor, etc.). 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Output (optional) – Select one option for the intended output for this run of the 
report. Options are Report, Labels or both Report and Labels. 
If labels are chosen, use the following Adobe page settings when printing the 
labels to ensure that the labels print correctly on the page. 
For Adobe 9: 

• Page Scaling = None 

• Auto Rotate and Center = Unchecked. 
For Adobe 10: 

• Size Options = Actual Size 

• Orientation = Portrait. 
Note: If you are using Firefox, you must change a setting before printing 
labels. In Firefox, go to Options. On the Applications window under Content 
Type, locate Portable Document Format (PDF). In the Action column of that 
row, change the selection from Preview in Firefox to an Adobe option (such 
as Use Adobe Acrobat). 

Label Type (optional) – Choose one label type from the drop-down selection of 
commonly used (preformatted) labels, if choosing to print labels at this time. The 
report containing labels will then be formatted to match the selection. 
Address (optional) – Indicate which address should be used if labels are created 
in the output. Options are: Use Student Address or Use Parent Address. 
Use Custom Address Text (optional) – If you check this box, the custom text 
entered in the text field will print at the top of each address field on the report. 
Include Copied on Correspondence – Yes or No; Selecting Yes will include 
address labels for contacts marked as “Copied on Correspondence” when 
creating labels. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation 
for further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), 
Text, Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
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Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management 
screen. 
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. 
Please see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

 
 

4B. Student Course Request Verification (R401) 
 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Scheduling Reports – Student 
Course Request Verify (R401) 
This report is used to generate a list of each student’s course requests for 
verification. Additionally, it is used to edit the course requests to ensure that the 
student has met all course restrictions, i.e., prerequisites, co-requisites, gender 
restriction, grade restrictions, etc. Requests failing to meet the restrictions 
defined on the Course maintenance will be marked with edit codes. 
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Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve students’ 
homeroom. 
Grade (optional) – If no Grade Levels are selected, the report will select all 
Grade Levels. You can also filter by selecting specific Grade Levels for your 
report. 
Correct Number of Requests Start (optional) – Enter a starting number for a 
range to indicate the average number of requests which should have been 
entered for each student. An error message will be printed corresponding to each 
student falling outside this range. 
Correct Number of Requests End (optional) – Enter an Ending number for a 
range to indicate the average number of requests which should have been 
entered for each student. An error message will be printed corresponding to each 
student falling outside this range. 
Print Only Students with Error Messages (optional) – Yes or No; indicates if 
the report should only include students with error messages produced on their 
course request verification. 
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Counselor - If no Counselors are selected, the report will select all Counselors. 
You can also filter by selecting specific Counselors for your report. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation 
for further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), 
Text, Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management 
screen. 
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. 
Please see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

 
Edit Code Key:  
 ALT Alternate Course ID not valid for Group 
 INV Invalid Course ID 
 SEX Sex (gender) restriction not met 
 GRD Grade restriction not met 
 OTH Other restrictions to be checked manually 
 DUP Duplicate Course Requests 
 PRQ Prerequisites not met 
 COQ Corequisites not met 
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4C. Tally of Student Course Requests (R402) 
 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Scheduling Reports – Tally of 
Student Course Requests (R402) 
The Tally of Student Course Requests (R402) report is used to provide a count of 
the number of students, broken down by grade, requesting each course. Once 
generated, the R402 can be used as an aid in determining the number of 
sections required for each course offered. Please see the ProgressBook 
StudentInformation Scheduling Guide for more information concerning this 
report. 
This report is used to provide a count of the number of students, broken down by 
grade, requesting each course. Once generated, the R402 can be used as an aid 
in determining the number of sections required for each course offered. 
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Grade (optional) – If no Grade Levels are selected, the report will select all 
Grade Levels. You can also filter by selecting specific Grade Levels for your 
report. 
Department (optional) – If no Departments are selected, the report will select all 
Departments. You can also filter by selecting specific Departments for your 
report. 
Print Totals By Grade (optional) – Yes or No; check the box to display Totals by  
Male and Female counts by Grade for each course. A blank check box indicates 
to print only Total Male/Female counts by Grade at the end of the report. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report  
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation 
for further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), 
Text, Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management 
screen. 
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. 
Please see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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4D. Course Request Labels (R206) 
 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Scheduling Reports – Course 
Request Labels (R206) 
This report is used to generate student labels to be affixed to course request 
sheets. These labels are for the purpose of request sheets and are not address 
labels. The label format is fixed for Avery 5160 labels. 

 
Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve students’ 
homeroom. Defaults to today’s date. 
Grade (optional) – If no Grade Levels are selected, the report will select all 
Grade Levels. You can also filter by selecting specific Grade Levels for your 
report. 
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Student Status (optional) – If no Student Statuses are selected, the report will 
select all Student Statuses. You can also filter by selecting specific Student 
Statuses for your report. 
Homeroom Year (optional) – Select the appropriate homeroom year to be used 
for creation of the labels. Defaults to current working school year. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation 
for further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), 
Text, Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management 
screen. 
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. 
Please see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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Change Log

The following Change Log explains by Product Version, Heading, Page and Reason where 
changes in the ProgressBook StudentInformation Discipline Guide have been made.

 

Product
Version

Heading Page Reason

14.7.0 “Search for Incidents” 16 Removed “Date of the incident” from list of search 
criteria as this is not currently functional.

14.7.0 “View Offender’s Past Incidents” 26 Updated image to show new Offender Comments 
field.

Updated description to state that all past incidents from 
within the same school district are listed. Added note 
about how to view incidents from previous school years.

14.7.0 “Add Offenders” 35 Updated procedure and image to include new Offender 
Comments field.

14.5.0 Entire Guide N/A Rewrote guide to describe revised Discipline module 
functionality.
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Overview

StudentInformation lets you create and manage discipline referrals related to classroom 
attendance and negative behavior. You may need this information for state reporting purposes 
and/or to create reports for your own purposes.

This documentation covers the following areas within StudentInformation that are related to 
discipline:

• Creating and maintaining discipline codes – See “Discipline Codes.”

• Creating and managing discipline referrals and documenting incidents – See “Discipline 
Incidents.”

• Discipline reports – See “Reports.”
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Discipline Codes

You use discipline codes to record specific types of information on student discipline incidents, so 
it is important to set up these codes in a way that meets the needs of your school or district. Refer 
to the appropriate section as follows:

• “Understand Discipline Code Types” 

• “Maintain Discipline Codes” 

Understand Discipline Code Types

As shown in the following tables, you are required to set up action codes and infraction type codes 
in order to successfully record a discipline incident in StudentInformation. However, you may also 
want to set up some of the many available optional types of discipline codes to help you keep more 
detailed records about discipline incidents.

Required Discipline Codes

Discipline Code 
Type

Description Examples

Action Code Disciplinary action taken by your school or district in 
response to any reported discipline incident(s)

• detention

• in school suspension

• out of school suspension

• expulsion

Infraction Type Code Infraction committed by a student that resulted in a 
punishment (action)

• bullying

• assault

• fighting

• bomb threats

• possession of weapon

• vandalism

Optional Discipline Codes

Discipline Code 
Type

Description Examples

Adjudication Code Court decision applied to a discipline incident resulting 
in an arrest

• citation

• conviction

• fine

• probation

Arrest Code Decision whether or not to arrest a student involved in 
an incident and details related to any arrest

• arrest pending

• arrested for weapons violation

• arrested but not for weapons 
violation

• not arrested

Contact Type Code Type of communication made between your school and 
a student’s contact person(s)

• call to guardian

• letter to guardian
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Discipline Codes
Incident Place Codes Location where an incident occurred • on school grounds

• bus

• field trip

• school sponsored event

• playground

• athletic stadium

Incident Time Frame 
Code

Time of day when an incident occurred • before school

• during school

• after school

Injury Severity Code Seriousness of an injury sustained by any party as a 
result of an incident

• fatal injury

• major injury

• minor injury

Offender Code Classification of person who committed a disciplinary 
offense

• student

• adult visitor

• intruder

• district employee

• parent

Parent Involvement 
Code

Method of involving a parent of a student involved in a 
discipline incident for purposes of information and/or 
remediation

• telephone conference

• school conference

• written notification

• family counseling

• law enforcement/legal 
involvement

Policy Code Discipline policy specific to your school district that was 
violated in relation to a discipline incident

• unauthorized touching

• fighting

• attendance

• behavior

• bullying

Discipline Victim 
Code

Classification of a victim of an incident • student

• adult visitor

• district employee

• parent

Weapon Code Type of weapon used in an incident • knife

• firearm

• mace

Weapon Detected 
Method Code

How a weapon was detected • scanner/security

• detected by fellow student

• detected by school staff

Optional Discipline Codes

Discipline Code 
Type

Description Examples
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Discipline Codes
Maintain Discipline Codes

You can maintain all types of discipline codes in StudentInformation in the following ways:

• To enter a new discipline code, see “Add Discipline Codes.”

• To edit an existing discipline code, see “Edit Discipline Codes.”

• To delete a discipline code, see “Delete Discipline Codes.”

Note: You can create discipline codes at the ITC, district or building level. If  
icons display at the beginning of the row, this indicates the record was created at 
a higher level, and you can only edit or delete it at that higher level.

Add Discipline Codes
Navigation: StudentInformation – Management – School Administration – Discipline 
Administration – Discipline Code Types

1. On the Discipline Code Types screen, in the Discipline Code Type drop-down list, 
select the type of discipline code you want to add.

Note: This topic shows images of the action code type. However, the procedure 
for adding a discipline code is similar for all discipline code types. 

Any existing codes of the type you selected display in a grid.

2. Click Add Discipline Code.

Select Discipline Code Type
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Discipline Codes
The add-edit version of the screen displays with the type of discipline code you selected 
in the Discipline Code Type drop-down list.

3. In the Code field, enter a discipline code of up to four alphanumeric characters.

4. In the Name field, enter a name for the code.

5. Optional: In the Description field, enter a description of this discipline code.

6. Optional (For action codes and infraction type codes only): If you want to map this code to 
an EMIS reportable type of discipline, in the EMIS Type of Discipline drop-down list, 
select the type.

Note: For an explanation of EMIS action codes, see ProgressBook 
StudentInformation EMIS Guide.

7. Optional: If you do not want this discipline code to be active at this point, deselect the Is 
Active check box.

Note: You cannot use inactive discipline codes on new student discipline records.

8. Click Save. Or, to continue adding discipline codes, click Save and New.

Add Discipline Codes
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Discipline Codes
A confirmation message displays, and the new discipline code displays in the list.

Note: Inactive discipline codes (indicated with a  icon in the Active column) 
display only if you deselect the Show Active Only check box.

Add Discipline Code

Confirmation of Added Discipline Code
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Discipline Codes
Edit Discipline Codes
Navigation: StudentInformation – Management – School Administration – Discipline 
Administration – Discipline Code Types

1. On the Discipline Code Types screen, in the Discipline Code Type drop-down list, 
select the type of discipline code you want to edit.

Note: This topic shows images of the action code type. However, the procedure 
for editing a discipline code is similar for all discipline code types. 

Any existing codes of the type you selected display in a grid.

2. In the row of the discipline code you want to edit, click .

Select Discipline Code Type
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Discipline Codes
The add-edit version of the screen displays with the type of discipline code you selected 
in the Discipline Code Type drop-down list.

3. Make any desired changes, and click Save.

Note: For more information about the fields on this screen, see “Add Discipline 
Codes.”

Edit Discipline Codes

Edit Discipline Code
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Discipline Codes
A confirmation message displays, and the edited discipline code displays in the list.

Delete Discipline Codes
Navigation: StudentInformation – Management – School Administration – Discipline 
Administration – Discipline Code Types

1. On the Discipline Code Types screen, in the Discipline Code Type drop-down list, 
select the type of discipline code you want to delete.

Note: This topic shows images of the action code type. However, the procedure 
for deleting a discipline code is similar for all discipline code types. 

Confirmation of Edited Discipline Code
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Discipline Codes
Any existing codes of the type you selected display in a grid.

2. In the row of the discipline code you want to delete, click .

A message displays, asking if you are sure you want to delete the discipline code.

3. Click Ok.

Select Discipline Code Type

Delete Discipline Codes
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Discipline Codes
A confirmation message displays, and the discipline code no longer displays in the list.

Confirm Delete

Confirmation of Deleted Discipline Code
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Discipline Incidents

This section explains how to create and manage discipline referrals and how to document 
incidents. 

A “referral” is the process used to start a discipline incident. Typically, teachers create referrals; 
however, StudentInformation administrative users can also create them.

From the referral information, you create a discipline “incident” in StudentInformation. The incident 
documents the event that transpired that requires disciplinary action and includes a combination 
of the time, location, infraction(s), offender(s), victim(s), witness(es) and disciplinary action(s) 
taken. You may need to capture this data for your own trending analysis and/or to comply with 
EMIS and Civil Rights reporting.

Note: You perform all of these functions in StudentInformation at the building 
level.

Refer to the appropriate section as follows:

• To manage existing referrals and incidents, see “Manage Referral Workload.”

• To document new incidents, see “Add Incidents.”

Manage Referral Workload

You can manage the discipline referrals assigned to you and view and update existing incidents 
as follows:

• To view all incidents for the school year in context, see “View All Incidents.”

• To view a list of incidents for a specific student, see “View Student’s Discipline Incidents.”

• To search for a specific incident, see “Search for Incidents.”

• To create a view with customized filter and sort options to suit your preferences and 
responsibilities, see “Create Customized Views.”

• To view details of an existing incident, see “View Incident Details.”

• To edit details of an existing incident, see “Edit Incident Details.”

• To review an offender’s past disciplinary incidents, see “View Offender’s Past Incidents.”

• To look up an offender’s current class location, see “View Offender’s Schedule.”

• To look up an offender’s attendance records, see “View Offender’s Attendance Records.”

• To look up contact information for an offender’s parents/guardians, see “Contact 
Offender’s Parents.”

• To print a discipline letter for an offender, see “Print Discipline Letter.”
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Discipline Incidents
View All Incidents
Navigation: StudentInformation – SIS – Discipline – Discipline Incidents

1. On the Discipline Incidents screen, review the list of all incidents for the building and 
school year in context. Incident statuses are as follows:

• New – Referral created in GradeBook but not yet opened in StudentInformation

• Open – Incident opened or created in StudentInformation; in process of being 
investigated

• Complete – No further action needed; case is closed; you can reopen later

• Cancelled – Not needed (for instance, in the case of a duplicate incident); you can 
uncancel later

2. Optional: To sort the data on any column, click the column heading.

3. Optional: To view additional incidents, use the options at the bottom of the screen to page 
through incidents or change the number of incidents that display per page.

View All Incidents

View Additional Incidents

Click to page 
through incidents.

Click to change 
number of incidents 
that display per page.
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Discipline Incidents
View Student’s Discipline Incidents
Navigation: StudentInformation – SIS – Student – View Profile

1. With a student in context on the View Profile screen, in the I want to... drop-down list, 
select “View A Student’s Discipline Incidents.”

The Discipline Incidents screen displays with only those incidents in which the student 
in context is an offender.

Note: For information on the functionality of this screen, see “View Incident 
Details.”

2. Optional: To view discipline incidents for all students, click Remove student filter.

I want to... View A Student’s Discipline Incidents

View Student’s Discipline Incidents
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Discipline Incidents
Search for Incidents
Navigation: StudentInformation – SIS – Discipline – Discipline Incidents

1. On the Discipline Incidents screen, in the search box at the top of the screen, enter any 
of the following search criteria:

• Incident ID

• Status (For example, to search for referrals you have not yet viewed, enter New.)

• Title of the incident

• Student offender’s first name, last name or grade

• Violation

2. Click  or press <Enter>.

The screen updates to display only the incident(s) matching your search criterion.

3. Optional: To clear the search criterion and return to the default view, click Reset search 
and filter. 

Search for Incidents

Incidents Matching Search Criteria
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Discipline Incidents
Create Customized Views
You can create a view with customized filter and sort options to suit your preferences and 
responsibilities (for example, if you are only responsible for administering discipline to students in 
specific grades or with last names in a specific range of the alphabet). Once created, these views 
are available for you to select every time you sign in to StudentInformation.

Note: You do not need to create a custom view if you want to sort the grid but not 
filter the results. Instead, to sort on a column, click the column heading.

Refer to the appropriate section as follows:

• “Create Filters” 

• “Apply Filters” 

• “Edit Filters” 

• “Delete Filters” 

Create Filters

Navigation: StudentInformation – SIS – Discipline – Discipline Incidents

1. On the Discipline Incidents screen, in the filters area at the top of the screen, click .

2. In the drop-down list, select “Create.”

3. On the Create Filter window, in the top (name) section, enter a name for the filter.

4. Optional: If you want the customized filter/sort you are creating to default every time you 
access the Discipline Incidents screen, select the Use as default check box. 

5. In the middle (sort) section of the window, set your sort options as follows:

a. Select the field on which to sort the results.

b. Select whether the sort should be “Ascending” or “Descending.”

6. In the the lower (filter) section of the window, set your filter options as follows:

a. Select a column on which to filter the results.

b. Select the boolean operator for the filter.

c. Select the criterion.

Create Filters
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Discipline Incidents
d. Optional: To create an additional filter:

i. Click 

ii. In the and/or drop-down list that displays to the left of the filter section, select 
boolean operator “And” or “Or.”

iii. Repeat the process of entering filter criteria.

7. Click Submit. 

The Discipline Incidents screen displays the new filter in the filter area, and the screen 
view updates to display using the customized sort/filter options you selected. 

8. Optional: To clear the filter and return to the default view, click Reset search and filter.

Create Filter

Customized View

Name 
section

Sort 
section

Filter 
section
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Discipline Incidents
Apply Filters

Navigation: StudentInformation – SIS – Discipline – Discipline Incidents

1. On the Discipline Incidents screen, in the filters area at the top of the screen, select the 
filter you want to apply.

2. Click .

The Discipline Incidents screen view updates to display using the filter option you 
selected. 

3. Optional: To clear the filter and return to the default view, click Reset search and filter.

Edit Filters

Navigation: StudentInformation – SIS – Discipline – Discipline Incidents

1. On the Discipline Incidents screen, in the filters area at the top of the screen, select the 
filter you want to edit.

2. Click .

3. In the drop-down list, select “Edit.”

Apply Filter

Filter Applied
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Discipline Incidents
4. On the Edit Filter window, make any desired changes, and click Submit.

Note: For more information about the fields on this window, see “Create Filters.”

The Discipline Incidents screen view updates to display using the edited sort/filter 
options you selected.

Edit Filters

Edit Filter

Edited Filter View
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Discipline Incidents
Delete Filters

Navigation: StudentInformation – SIS – Discipline – Discipline Incidents

1. On the Discipline Incidents screen, in the filters area at the top of the screen, select the 
filter you want to delete.

2. Click .

3. In the drop-down list, select “Delete.”

A message displays, asking if you are sure you want to delete the filter.

4. Click Yes.

The filter no longer displays in the Select a filter drop-down list.

Delete Filter

Confirm Delete

Filter Deleted
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Discipline Incidents
View Incident Details
Navigation: StudentInformation – SIS – Discipline – Discipline Incidents

1. On the Discipline Incidents screen, in the row of the incident whose details you want to 

view, click .

2. In the drop-down list, select “View/Edit.”

The add-edit version of the discipline incident displays, and you can review the incident 
details.

Note: For more information about the fields on this screen, see “Add Incidents.”

View Incident Details
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Discipline Incidents
Edit Incident Details
Navigation: StudentInformation – SIS – Discipline – Discipline Incidents

1. On the Discipline Incidents screen, in the row of the incident whose details you want to 

edit, click .

2. In the drop-down list, select “View/Edit.”

Discipline Incident Details
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Discipline Incidents
The add-edit version of the discipline incident displays.

3. Make any desired changes.

Note: For more information about the fields on this screen, see “Add Incidents.”

4. Optional: To change the status of the incident:

i. At the top of the screen next to the incident number, click the status drop-down 
list.

ii. Select a new status.

5. Click Update Incident.

Edit Incident Details

Change Incident Status
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Discipline Incidents
A confirmation message displays.

Update Incident

Confirmation of Edited Incident
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Discipline Incidents
View Offender’s Past Incidents
Navigation: StudentInformation – SIS – Discipline – Discipline Incidents

You can check to see if an offender has any past disciplinary incidents within the same school 
district and view details of those events.

1. Access the list of the offender’s past incidents in one of the following ways:

• From the main grid view of the Discipline Incidents screen:

i. In the row of the incident for the offender whose past incidents you want to view, 

click .

ii. In the drop-down list, select “View Past Incidents.”

• From within the incident detail view (add-edit version of the Discipline Incidents 
screen), at the bottom of the screen on the Offenders tab, click Past Incidents.

View Past Incidents From Grid View

View Past Incidents From Incident Detail View
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Discipline Incidents
The Incidents window displays, and you can review a list of the offender’s past incidents.

2. Optional: To view details of a past incident, click the Incident ID.

Note: The link is only enabled for incidents from the school year in context. To 
open an incident from a previous school year, first put that school year in context.

The incident detail view opens, and you can review the past incident. 

List of Offender’s Past Incidents

Past Incident
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Discipline Incidents
View Offender’s Schedule
Navigation: StudentInformation – SIS – Discipline – Discipline Incidents

If you want to find the offender’s current class location (for example, in order to call him/her to your 
office), you can look up the offender’s schedule in one of the following ways:

• From the main grid view of the Discipline Incidents screen:

i. In the row of the incident for the offender whose schedule you want to view, click 

.

ii. In the drop-down list, select “View Schedule.”

• From within the incident detail view (add-edit version of the Discipline Incidents 
screen), at the bottom of the screen on the Offenders tab, click Schedule.

View Schedule From Grid View

View Schedule From Incident Detail View
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Discipline Incidents
The Schedule window displays, and you can review the offender’s schedule.

View Offender’s Attendance Records
Navigation: StudentInformation – SIS – Discipline – Discipline Incidents – Add/Edit 
Discipline Incident

1. On the add-edit version of the Discipline Incident screen, at the bottom of the screen on 
the Offenders tab, click Attendance.

Offender’s Schedule

View Offender’s Attendance Records
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Discipline Incidents
2. On the Attendance window, review the attendance records.

Contact Offender’s Parents
Navigation: StudentInformation – SIS – Discipline – Discipline Incidents

If you want to contact the offender’s parents/guardians, you can look up their contact information.

1. Access the parent contact information in one of the following ways:

• From the main grid view of the Discipline Incidents screen:

i. In the row of the incident for the offender whose contacts you want to view, click 

.

ii. In the drop-down list, select “View Contacts.”

• From within the incident detail view (add-edit version of the Discipline Incidents 
screen), at the bottom of the screen on the Offenders tab, click Contacts.

Attendance Records

View Contacts From Grid View
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The Contacts window displays, and you can review the parent contact information.

2. Optional: To email the parent directly from this window, click the email address, and 
proceed to send the email using your preferred application.

Print Discipline Letter
Navigation: StudentInformation – SIS – Discipline – Discipline Incidents – Add/Edit 
Discipline Incident

Note: To print a discipline letter for an offender, you must have at least one report 
template uploaded. (For more information, see “Manage Report Templates.” )

1. On the add-edit version of the Discipline Incident screen, at the bottom of the screen on 
the Offenders tab, click Print Letter.

View Contacts From Incident Detail View

Offender’s Parent Contact Information
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2. On the Print Letter window, select the template you want to use to generate the letter.

3. Click Run Report.

4. Open or save the report.

Print Discipline Letter

Print Letter – Run Report
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Add Incidents

Navigation: StudentInformation – SIS – Discipline – Discipline Incidents

1. On the Discipline Incidents screen, click New Incident.

Sample Discipline Letter

Add Incidents
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The add-edit version of the screen displays.

2. In the main area at the top of the screen, enter or select the following information:

• Name you want to assign to the incident

• Date, time and (optional) time frame during which the incident occurred (defaults to 
current date, current time and “During school hours”)

• Optional: Description of the incident

• Optional: For Civil Rights reporting purposes, in the Incident Category area, select 
the appropriate check box(es).

• Optional: General and specific location where the incident occurred (defaults to “On 
School Property”)

• Optional: If the incident involved physical damage to school property, select the 
Against Property check box.

• IRN/name of the school (defaults to building in context)

• Optional: Person who created the referral (can be “Staff,” “Student” or “Other”)

3. At the bottom of the screen, click Create Incident.

Add Incident
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StudentInformation creates the incident with an “Open” status, assigns it a number and 
displays a confirmation message.

4. Optional: Continue documenting the incident by adding information as follows:

• “Add Offenders” 

• “Add Victims” 

• “Add Witnesses” 

• “Add Notes” 

Add Offenders
You can add one or more offenders to each documented incident.

1. On the Offenders tab, in the drop-down list, select whether the offender is a “Student,” 
“Staff” or “Other.”

2. If you selected “Other,” enter the offender’s first and last name. If you selected “Student” 
or “Staff,” in the search box, search for the offender as follows:

a. Enter the first couple letters of the offender’s first or last name.

b. In the search results that display beneath the field, select the correct offender.

3. Click Add Offender.

Incident Added

Add Offender
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The offender’s information displays.

Note: If the offender is a student, to view his/her student profile, click the 

offender’s name. To delete an offender, click .

4. To document the district policy that was violated and the infraction that occurred:

a. In the Policies / Infractions section, select the appropriate policy and infraction.

b. If applicable, enter the number of weapons involved in the incident, as well as any 
comments about this policy violation/infraction.

Note: To document additional policies/infractions, click . To delete a 

policy/infraction, click .

5. To document disciplinary action taken in response to the incident:

a. In the Disciplinary Actions section, click .

b. Select the disciplinary action taken and the start and end dates of the action.

c. Enter the # of days covered by the disciplinary action (for example, 2 days of 
detention).

d. If applicable, enter any Demerits assigned to the offender and any comments about 
this action.

e. If any of the following situations apply as a result of this action, select the appropriate 
check box(es):

• Alt Education Assigned – Student assigned to an alternative education program

• Received Services – Student received special education services

• Served – Student completed the required disciplinary action (for example, served 
the detention or attended anger management classes)

f. If applicable, select whether the offender received a Modified Expulsion.

Note: To document additional disciplinary actions, click . To delete a 

disciplinary action, click .

6. To document your contact with the offender’s parents/guardians:

a. In the Parent Involvement section, click .

b. Select the name of the parent or guardian you contacted, the form of contact (such as 
telephone conference or written notification) and the date, as well as any additional 
comments.

Note: To document additional parental contacts, click . To delete a parental 

contact, click .
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7. To document any injuries and whether this offender requires a discipline letter:

a. In the Other section, click .

b. Select the offender type.

c. If the offender was injured as a result of the incident, select the severity of the injury.

d. If you want to include a discipline letter for this offender in the Discipline Letter 
Export, select the Needs Letter check box. (For more information, see “Discipline 
Letter Export (DISCDT).”)

e. In the Offender Comments field, enter any other notes as needed.

8. To document your contact with police related to this incident:

a. In the Law Enforcement section, click .

b. Enter the law enforcement officer’s name.

c. If applicable, select the type of arrest and adjudication that occurred for the incident.

9. To document weapons involved in the incident:

a. In the Weapon Involvement section click .

b. Select how the weapon(s) were detected, the type and any comments.

10. Click Update Incident.

11. Optional: To add another offender, repeat this procedure.
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Add Victims
You can add one or more victims to each documented incident.

1. On the Victims tab, in the drop-down list, select whether the victim is a “Student,” “Staff” 
or “Other.”

2. If you selected “Other,” enter the victim’s first and last name. If you selected “Student” or 
“Staff,” in the search box, search for the victim as follows:

a. Enter the first couple letters of the victim’s first or last name.

b. In the search results that display beneath the field, select the correct victim.

3. Click Add Victim.

Add Offenders
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The victim’s information displays.

Note: To delete a victim, click .

4. To document additional details about the victim:

a. Select a further classification (type) for the victim.

b. If the victim was injured as a result of the incident, select the severity of the injury.

c. If the injury required medical treatment, select the Medical Treatment Required 
check box.

d. If you referred the victim for non-medical assistance (such as counseling), select the 
Student Assistance Program Referral check box.

e. If applicable, enter any comments about the victim.

5. Click Update Incident.

6. Optional: To add another victim, repeat this procedure.

Add Victim
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Add Witnesses
You can add one or more witnesses to each documented incident.

1. On the Witnesses tab, in the drop-down list, select whether the witness is a “Student,” 
“Staff” or “Other.”

2. If you selected “Other,” enter the witness’s first and last name. If you selected “Student” or 
“Staff,” in the search box, search for the witness as follows:

a. Enter the first couple letters of the witness’s first or last name.

b. In the search results that display beneath the field, select the correct witness.

3. Click Add Witness.

The witness’s information displays.

Note: To delete a witness, click .

4. Enter any comments related to the witness.

5. Click Update Incident.

Add Victims

Add Witness
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6. Optional: To add another witness, repeat this procedure.

Add Notes
You can add internal notes to each documented incident. This is to capture information that should 
not be shared except with school staff who have access to discipline incidents in 
StudentInformation.

1. On the Office Notes tab, enter this internal information.

2. Click Update Incident.

Add Witnesses

Add Office Notes
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You can run many different discipline reports in StudentInformation and use report templates to 
generate customized discipline letters. Refer to the appropriate section as follows:

• “Manage Report Templates” 

• “Run Discipline Reports” 

Manage Report Templates

You can use report templates to generate discipline letters for students. Refer to the appropriate 
section as follows:

• “Upload Report Templates” 

• “Download Report Templates” 

• “Delete Report Templates” 

Upload Report Templates
Navigation: StudentInformation – Management – School Administration – Discipline 
Administration – Report Template Administration

1. On the Report Template Administration screen, click New Template.

2. On the Upload Template window, in the Select Report drop-down list, select the type of 
report (or letter) with which you want to associate a template. 

The Available Bookmarks in Report section displays the bookmarks in the selected 
report that you can select to customize your template.

3. In the Template Description field, enter the description that you want to display in 
StudentInformation to identify this template.

4. Click Browse, and navigate to and select the file you want to use as a template.

5. Click Upload.

Upload Report Templates
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The uploaded template displays in the list.

Upload Template

Report Template Added
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Download Report Templates
Navigation: StudentInformation – Management – School Administration – Discipline 
Administration – Report Template Administration

1. On the Report Template Administration screen, in the row of the template you want to 
download, click Actions and select “Download.”

2. Save the file.

Delete Report Templates
Navigation: StudentInformation – Management – School Administration – Discipline 
Administration – Report Template Administration

1. On the Report Template Administration screen, in the row of the template you want to 
delete, click Actions and select “Delete.”

2. On the confirmation window, click Yes.

Download Report Templates

Delete Report Templates
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Run Discipline Reports

StudentInformation contains numerous reports to help you manage your student discipline data. 
Some reports are student or incident-specific, while others show trending data.

Note: For information on running reports, see ProgressBook StudentInformation 
Getting Started Guide.

The following reports provide data about a specific student or discipline incident:

• “Discipline Action Report” – Discipline incidents resulting in specific action(s)

• “Discipline Action Report (Report Builder)”  – Disciplinary actions assigned to students by 
grade

• “Discipline All Report” – Detailed disciplinary data by student

• “Discipline Infraction Report” – Discipline incidents related to specific infraction(s)

• “Discipline Service List Report (Report Builder)”  – Students with discipline incidents who 
are scheduled to serve a discipline action on a particular date

• “Discipline Total Detail Report” – Detailed discipline data with totals by infraction code and 
action code

• “Discipline Total Summary Report”  – Summary of discipline data broken out by grade 
with totals by infraction code and action code

• “Discipline Letter Export (DISCDT)” – Creates an export file for students requiring 
discipline letters

The following reports help you analyze discipline data across many incidents and students using 
a larger time frame. You can use these reports to look for trends and hot spots, such as time of 
day or location in which discipline incidents frequently occur:

• “Total Incidents By Day” 

• “Total Incidents By Grade Level” 

• “Total Incidents By Infraction” 

• “Total Incidents By Location” 

• “Incidents Per Day By Month” 

• “Total Incidents By Referrer” 

• “Total Incidents By Time Frame” 

Confirm Delete
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Discipline Action Report
Navigation: StudentInformation − SIS − Discipline − Discipline Reports − Discipline Action

This report displays information on discipline incidents resulting in specific action(s).

Discipline Action Report (Report Builder)
Navigation: StudentInformation – Local – Report Builder Links – Report Builder Reports

The Discipline Action report available on the Report Builder screen displays information on 
disciplinary actions assigned to students by grade. It also includes a check box at the end of each 
row to let you manually check students on a printed report.

Note: For information on running Report Builder reports, see ProgressBook 
StudentInformation Report Builder User Guide.

Discipline Action Report

Discipline Action Report (Report Builder)
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Discipline All Report
Navigation: StudentInformation − SIS − Discipline − Discipline Reports − Discipline All

This report displays detailed disciplinary data by student.

Discipline Infraction Report
Navigation: StudentInformation − SIS − Discipline − Discipline Reports − Discipline 
Infraction

This report displays information on discipline incidents related to specific infraction(s).

Discipline Service List Report (Report Builder)
Navigation: StudentInformation – Local – Report Builder Links – Report Builder Reports

This report displays information on students with discipline incidents who are scheduled to serve 
a discipline action on a particular date.

Note: For information on running Report Builder reports, see ProgressBook 
StudentInformation Report Builder User Guide.

Discipline All Report

Discipline Infraction Report
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Discipline Total Detail Report
Navigation: StudentInformation − SIS − Discipline − Discipline Reports − Discipline Total 
Detail

This report displays information on detailed discipline data with totals by infraction code and action 
code.

Discipline Service List Report (Report Builder)

Discipline Total Detail Report
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Discipline Total Summary Report
Navigation: StudentInformation − SIS − Discipline − Discipline Reports − Discipline Total 
Summary

This report displays a summary of discipline data broken out by grade with totals by infraction code 
and action code.

Discipline Total Summary Report – Grade Totals

Discipline Total Summary Report – Grand Totals
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Discipline Letter Export (DISCDT)
Navigation: StudentInformation – Management – Import/Export – Discipline Letter Export 
(DISCDT)

This process creates an export file for students requiring discipline letters.

Note: For information on the discipline letter export process, see ProgressBook 
StudentInformation Import/Export Guide.

Total Incidents By Day
Navigation: StudentInformation – SIS – Discipline – Discipline Incidents

This report shows discipline incident trends by day of the week in both bar graph and table format.

1. On the Discipline Incidents screen, in the upper-right corner, click .

2. In the drop-down list, select “Total Incidents By Day.”

3. On the Run Report window, enter or select the From and To dates of the discipline data 
you want to analyze.

4. Click Run.

Report Selection – Total 
Incidents By Day

Select Report Dates
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The report displays.

Total Incidents By Grade Level
Navigation: StudentInformation – SIS – Discipline – Discipline Incidents

This report shows discipline incident trends by grade level in both bar graph and table format.

1. On the Discipline Incidents screen, in the upper-right corner, click .

2. In the drop-down list, select “Total Incidents By Grade Level.”

Total Incidents By Day

Report Selection – Total 
Incidents By Grade Level
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3. On the Run Report window, enter or select the From and To dates of the discipline data 
you want to analyze.

4. Click Run.

The report displays.

Total Incidents By Infraction
Navigation: StudentInformation – SIS – Discipline – Discipline Incidents

This report shows discipline incident trends by infraction in both bar graph and table format.

1. On the Discipline Incidents screen, in the upper-right corner, click .

2. In the drop-down list, select “Total Incidents By Infraction.”

Select Report Dates

Total Incidents By Grade Level
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3. On the Run Report window, enter or select the From and To dates of the discipline data 
you want to analyze.

4. Click Run.

Report Selection – Total 
Incidents By Infraction

Select Report Dates
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The report displays.

Total Incidents By Location
Navigation: StudentInformation – SIS – Discipline – Discipline Incidents

This report shows discipline incident trends by location in both bar graph and table format.

1. On the Discipline Incidents screen, in the upper-right corner, click .

2. In the drop-down list, select “Total Incidents By Location.”

Total Incidents By Infraction
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3. On the Run Report window, enter or select the From and To dates of the discipline data 
you want to analyze.

4. Click Run.

Report Selection – Total 
Incidents By Location

Select Report Dates
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The report displays.

Incidents Per Day By Month
Navigation: StudentInformation – SIS – Discipline – Discipline Incidents

This report shows discipline trends of number of incidents per day by month in both bar graph and 
table format.

1. On the Discipline Incidents screen, in the upper-right corner, click .

2. In the drop-down list, select “Total Incidents By Month.”

Total Incidents By Location

Report Selection – Total 
Incidents By Month
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3. On the Run Report window, enter or select the From and To dates of the discipline data 
you want to analyze.

4. Click Run.

The report displays.

Total Incidents By Referrer
Navigation: StudentInformation – SIS – Discipline – Discipline Incidents

This report shows discipline incident trends by the staff member who made the referral in list 
format.

1. On the Discipline Incidents screen, in the upper-right corner, click .

2. In the drop-down list, select “Total Incidents By Referrer.”

Select Report Dates

Incidents Per Day By Month
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3. On the Run Report window, enter or select the From and To dates of the discipline data 
you want to analyze.

4. Click Run.

The report displays.

Report Selection – Total 
Incidents By Referrer

Select Report Dates

Total Incidents By Referrer
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Total Incidents By Time Frame
Navigation: StudentInformation – SIS – Discipline – Discipline Incidents

This report shows discipline incident trends by time frame in both bar graph and table format.

1. On the Discipline Incidents screen, in the upper-right corner, click .

2. In the drop-down list, select “Total Incidents By Time Frame.”

3. On the Run Report window, enter or select the From and To dates of the discipline data 
you want to analyze.

4. Click Run.

Report Selection – Total 
Incidents By Time Frame

Select Report Dates
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The report displays.

Total Incidents By Time Frame
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Change Log 
The following Change Log explains by Product Version, Heading, Page and 
Reason where changes in the ProgressBook StudentInformation Fees Guide have 
been made. 

Product 
Version Heading Page Reason 

14.7.0 Entire Guide N/A Removed/updated references to the 
retired ProgressBook 
StudentInformation General Use Guide. 

14.7.0 “Fees Outline and Flow” 4 Updated Fee Reports section to reflect 
renamed Students Eligible for a 
Refund report. 

14.7.0 “Issue a Miscellaneous Credit” 46 Updated images to remove fees with a 
Max Misc Credit of $0.00. 

14.7.0 “Fee Payments by Accounting 
Code Detail” 

52 Updated text and images to show 
removal of Payment Type option. 

14.7.0 “Fee Payments by Accounting 
Code Summary” 

55 Updated text and images to show 
removal of Payment Type option. 

14.7.0 “Students Eligible for a Refund” 65 Updated section to reflect change from 
previous report title of “Student with 
Unrefunded Payments” and addition of 
Fee Balance column. 

14.7.0 “Student Fees Requiring 
Adjustment” 

68 Updated image of report to show new 
Fee Balance column and layout 
improvements. 

14.5.0 “Student Fee Assignment” 22 Added description of new “Apply All 
Waivers” option on the Assignments 
tab and updated image. 

14.5.0 “Student Open Fees” 35 Added “Issue a Misc Credit” as an 
option on the I want to… drop-down list. 

14.5.0 “Issue a Miscellaneous Credit” 46 Added section. 

14.5.0 “View Fee Details” 48 Updated information about deleting fee 
payments to reflect that these are now 
inactivated instead of deleted. 

14.5.0 “Fee Payments by Accounting 
Code Detail” 

52 Updated Activity Type field to 
Payment Type and created new image 
to show this change and the addition of 
the “Misc Credit” payment type. 

14.5.0 “Fee Payments by Accounting 
Code Summary” 

55 Updated Activity Type field to 
Payment Type and created new image 
to show this change and the addition of 
the “Misc Credit” payment type. 

14.0.0 “Outstanding Fees” 33 Added explanation that filter criteria only 
apply to the year in context. Updated 
Accounting Code field description. 
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Fees Overview 
Fees Accounting can be used to assign any number of fees to students. The 
following types of fees are available: 

• General Fees 

• Course Fees 

• Miscellaneous Fees 

• Program Fees 

• Membership Fees 
Each type of fee is explained in detail in the following documentation. Fees can be 
assigned manually to a specific student or assigned to multiple students through 
several batch processes that are available. Fees will also automatically apply when 
the appropriate condition has been met (Course Fees will automatically apply to all 
students who are scheduled for that course, Program Fees will automatically apply 
to all students in that program, etc.). Once fees are assigned, they can be paid, 
refunded, transferred, or waived for a specific student. 
The following two batch jobs are available to assist in the Fee assignments: 

• Clear Fees 

• Student Fee Assignment (for General, Course, Program, and Membership 
Fees) 

Fees can be collected in the office (by a secretary or office personnel) or by 
homeroom teacher. 
There are numerous Fee Reports. Some Fee Reports are new to 
StudentInformation while other Fee Reports are very similar to reports that were 
previously available in SIS.  
Fees Accounting works with other StudentInformation modules in the following 
ways:  

• Printing Outstanding Fees on grade cards 

• Showing a Fee symbol in the Student Context 

• Batch Jobs that Clear and Update Fees 
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Understanding the Fees Module 
Below are some key concepts to understanding the Fees Module. 

Prior Year Fees 
The StudentInformation application will not roll fees forward to subsequent school 
years. Fees from previous years may be viewed via a link on the student’s fee 
detail screen. If the fees were assessed before the production implementation of 
the StudentInformation system, the fees may only be viewed – even if any portion 
of a fee is unpaid. However, if the fee was assessed after the production 
implementation of the StudentInformation system, any outstanding fee may have a 
payment posted to it. This is required due to the way SIS has historically handled 
fees. Sis is unable to accept payments for fees assessed in previous school years, 
so unpaid fees in SIS must be rolled if the school plans to accept payments for the 
unpaid amount. StudentInformation will continue to handle fees assessed by the 
SIS application in the same manner. Any fees from a previous school year that the 
school wishes to attempt to collect in subsequent years must be rolled forward in 
SIS prior to the production implementation of the StudentInformation system. 

Student Fees for Other Schools 
Fees assessed to a student at a school previously attended may be collected if the 
school where the fee was assessed is in the same school district as the school the 
student is currently attending. This situation will most commonly arise for students 
transferring to a new school for grade promotion – such as a student moving from 
junior high to a high school. However, it may also apply to students transferring to 
another school midyear within the same district for reasons such as change of 
address. 
A student’s current school may only accept payment for fees assessed at other 
schools. The current school may not waive or otherwise adjust or cancel any fee or 
payment assessed or accepted by the original school. If any fee assessed or 
managed by the student’s previous school is to be waived, forgiven, or removed, 
the school that originally assessed the fee must make any required changes. 

Prorated Fees 
General Fee, Course Fee, and Program Fee assessments and credits may be 
prorated if a student enrolls after the beginning of the school year; withdraws 
before the end of a school year; or registers for a course after the beginning of a 
term (Course Fee); or drops a course before the end of a term (Course Fee). 
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A prorated fee schedule may be created and associated with any fee and the same 
schedule may be associated with multiple fees. A prorated fee schedule must 
contain a start and end day, and a percentage rate that will be applied to the fee. 
The start and end day values are defined based on actual school days as opposed 
to calendar days. Fees may have different prorated schedules for late enrollment 
versus early withdrawal. 
If a prorated schedule exists for a fee but the number of days elapsed since the 
beginning of the term are not defined in the schedule, the assessed fee will not be 
prorated, and will be assessed at 100%. In the event that a fee is to be credited, 
such as for dropping a course or for withdrawal of a course, the absence of a 
prorated ration will result in no credits being applied. Again the result is that the 
original fee is assessed at 100%. 
When prorating general fees for late registration, the prorated amount is based on 
the number of school days since the beginning of the year. When prorating general 
fees associated with a student withdrawal, the prorated amount is based on the 
number of school days from the first day of the school year, or the student’s 
admission date, whichever is later, to the withdraw date. If a student registers for 
the school year after it has begun, and then withdraws early, the student’s general 
fees are prorated on the number of school days between the late registration date 
and the withdrawal date. 
Course fees are always prorated based on the course registration or drop date and 
the beginning date of the term in which the course begins. If the student registered 
for the class after the beginning of the term, the course fees are prorated from the 
first day of the term in which the course began. If a student drops a course, the 
applicable course fees are prorated and credited based on the number of school 
days that have elapsed since the first day of the term in which the course began 
regardless of when the student registered for the class. 
It is important to note that when prorating fees for a course, only the number of 
school days during the terms when a course is scheduled to meet will be counted. 
This is important for courses not meeting in consecutive terms and courses not 
beginning during the first term of the school year. For example, if a student in a 
school with four (4) 45 day terms is taking a course scheduled for the first and third 
terms (not meeting during the second term), and the student drops the course on 
the second day of the third term, the number of days used to calculate the prorated 
fee amount is 47. This the number of school days the course was actually 
scheduled to meet, even though a total of 92 actual school days have transpired. 
Similarly, if the same student is registered for a course that meets the third and 
fourth terms, and the student drops the course on the second day of the third term, 
the fees will be prorated on a basis of two (2) days. Again, this is the number of 
school days elapsed during the terms the course was scheduled to meet. 
Program fees are always prorated based on the number of school days since the 
first day of the school year. This is true for students registering late for school or 
withdrawing early from school, as well as students joining or leaving a program 
anytime during the school year. 
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It is possible to configure prorated fee schedules such that a student registering 
late for school or for a course, and then withdrawing prior to the end of the school 
year or dropping a course before the end of the final course term such that the 
prorated fee amounts may cause a prorated drop payment to exceed a prorated 
admission fee assessment. The application will ensure that the prorated drop 
payment does not exceed the initial fee assessment. 
Prorated fee scheduled are configured per school. 

Fee Entry Amounts 
The valid range for fee amounts is 0.01 to 99999.99. If you have a fee for less than 
a dollar, it must be entered with the leading zero – i.e. 0.99. You will receive an 
error message if you do not enter the leading zero as the dollar amount. 
 

 

Fees Outline and Flow 
1. Fees Accounting System Maintenance 

A. DASL Options Fees Configuration tab – Specify how the Fees 
module of StudentInformation will function. 

B. Prorated Fee Schedules – Proration tables set up for use with 
General, Course and Program Fees. 

C. Accounting Codes – Codes defined for use with accounting system 
and reporting. 

D. General Fees – Fees that are assigned to a group of students, or to 
all students in the building. 

E. Course Fees – Fees that are applicable to specific courses in the 
building. 

F. Miscellaneous Fees – Fees that may be applied, but do not fit into 
any other fee type. 

G. Program Fees – Fees that are applied to specific programs for which 
students may be assigned. 

H. Membership Fees – Fees that are applied to specific student 
memberships in StudentInformation. 

2. Fee Batch Process 
A. Clear Fees – Batch process to clear student fees. 
B. Student Fee Assignment – Batch process to assign student fees. 

3. Student Fees 
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A. Students Needing Adjustment– An interactive fees screen where 
all students in the building with open fees (credit balance) are listed. 

B. Outstanding Fees – An interactive fees screen where all students in 
the building with outstanding fees (debit balance) are listed. 

C. Student Open Fees – Screen for viewing the selected students open 
fees, with drop-down menu options to apply, add, transfer, waive, 
refund, etc. 

D. Add Fees – Screen used to add fees to selected student. 
E. Apply Payment – Screen used to apply payments for selected 

student. 
F. Issue Refund– Screen used to issue a refund to the selected 

student. 
G. Transfer Payment– Screen used to transfer payments for selected 

student. 
H. Apply Waiver– Screen used to apply waivers for selected student. 
I. Fee Details– Interactive screen used to view and/or delete student 

fee detail information. 
J. Homeroom Collection – Interactive screen used for homeroom 

collection of student fees balances. 
4. Fee Reports 

A. Fee Payments By Accounting Code Detail – This report generates 
a fee payment listing by account code and prints details and 
subtotals of all fees by account code. 

B. Fee Payments By Accounting Code Summary – This report 
generates a summary fee payment listing by account code. 

C. Students Eligible for a Refund – This report generates a list of 
students who are eligible for a refund. 

D. Student Fees Requiring Adjustment – This report generates a 
detailed listing of students needing a payment adjustment for the 
selected school year. The student may or may not have a credit 
balance depending on whether the student has other outstanding fee 
amounts on his account. 

E. Student Fee Payment (R111) – This report generates a list of 
payments received from each student. 

F. Student Fee Detail (R109) – This report generates a detailed listing 
of fees assessed for each applicable student. Details may be printed 
for any combination of fees. 

G. Student Fee Summary (R110) – This report generates a summary 
by student and fee type of all fees that are currently outstanding for 
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the selected school year with a grand total for all fees at the end of 
the report. 

H. Student Fee Receipt (R108-C) – This report is used to print a list of 
fees and payments assessed to student, and will print one student 
per page to act as a receipt for fees paid. 

I. Student Fee Collection Summary (R108-B) – This report is used to 
print a list of fees assessed to students. The list will include student 
information and a summary of fee totals assessed by type. 

J. Student Fee Collection Detail (R108-A) – This report is used to 
print a detailed list of fees assessed to students. The list will include 
student information, all fees assessed and their detail information. 

 

Fees System Maintenance 

DASL Options – Fees Configuration Tab 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – DASL Options 
The Fees tab defines if the school is using the fees accounting module of 
StudentInformation. 

 
DASL Options Screen 
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Uses Fees – Should be checked if the building is using fees accounting, then fees 
will automatically be assessed as per the defined fee code tables. Unchecked and 
the fees will not be automatically assessed, but may be manually assigned. 
Has Fees Assigned – Should be checked if the fees have been assigned by the 
Fees Batch Creation application. 
Reduced Fee – Fraction Reduced from Fee (required) – Input the percentage of 
the fee that is reduced, for instance, entering .25 will reduce fees by 25% for 
students marked with a reduced lunch status (on private info tab of student profile). 
Use General Fee Waivers – Should be checked if Free/Reduced Waivers are 
used for General Fees. 
Use Course Fee Waivers – Should be checked if Free/Reduced Waivers are used 
for Course Fees. 
Use Program Fee Waivers – Should be checked if Free/Reduced Waivers are 
used for Program Fees. 
Use Membership Fee Waivers – Should be checked if Free/Reduced Waivers are 
used for Membership Fees. 
Show Fees from Past School Years – Should be checked if past fees are to 
display on all fees pages and reports. 
Show Fees from Future School Years – Should be checked if future fees are to 
display on all fees pages and reports. 
Show Fees from All Buildings – Should be checked if other buildings are to 
display on all fees pages and reports. 
Save – Will save changes made to the Fees tab, or by clicking on a different tab in 
the School Year Configuration screen will also save any changes made to the 
Fees Tab. 

Prorated Fee Schedules 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Fees 
Administration – Prorated Fee Schedules 
Prorated Fee Schedules are tables set up for use with General, Course, and 
Program fees for students who are admitted late or withdraw early and will have 
their fees prorated per a specific set of rules. See “Understanding the Fees 
Module” for additional information about prorated fees. 
The Prorated Fee Schedules list screen will display a summary of all prorated fee 
schedules for the working school for the current school year and the current 
schedule. Each Prorated Fee Schedule will be displayed in a block listing the 
schedule name and the proration period and ratio details for the schedule. 

Note: As of 11.3.0.1154, the Prorated Fee Schedules are school year 
specific to facilitate the viewing of historic data.  
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Prorated Fee Schedules Maintenance Screen 

Show Active Only – If checked, will show only active Prorated Fee Schedules; if 
not checked, will show both active and inactive Prorated Fee Schedules. Please 
note that Inactive Prorated Fee Schedules are shown in the darkened grid. 

Add/Edit Prorated Fee Schedules 

 
Add/Edit Prorated Fee Schedules Maintenance Screen 

Schedule Code (required) – Enter up to 4 character alphanumeric Prorated Fee 
Schedule Code. If you try to use an existing inactive Prorated Fee Schedule Code, 
you will be prompted to reactivate this inactive Prorated Fee Schedule if you wish.   
Schedule Name (required) – Enter the name or description of the Prorated Fee 
Schedule. 
Start Day (required) – Enter the start day for this proration schedule detail entry. 
Among multiple rows of proration detail entries, the start and end days may not 
overlap in any combination; however there is no requirement that the start and end 
day ranges be contiguous. At least one row of detail must be entered and not 
marked for deletion. 
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End Day (required) – Enter the stop day for this proration schedule detail entry. 
Among multiple rows of proration detail entries, the start and end days may not 
overlap in any combination; however there is no requirement that the start and end 
day ranges be contiguous. At least one row of detail must be entered and not 
marked for deletion. 
The following example is valid: 

Start Day End Day Proration Ratio 

1 10 100 

11 15 75 

20 30 25 

The following is an example of overlapping ranges and is not valid: 
Start Day End Day Proration Ratio 

1 15 100 

10 25 75 

25 30 25 

Proration Ratio (required) – Enter the proration ratio. If the user specifies any of 
the values in a given proration detail entry, then all three values must be supplied. 
Add Detail – Add Prorate Fee Schedule Detail Entry (another row to a Prorated 
Fee Schedule). 
Active (optional) – If checked, Prorated Fee Schedule Code is active and can be 
used on new Fee records. 
 

Accounting Codes 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Fees 
Administration – Accounting Codes 
Accounting Codes are defined to use with Accounting System and Reporting and 
can be assigned to various Fees. Accounting Codes are optional and do not have 
to be used. 
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Accounting Codes Maintenance Screen 

 
Accounting Codes Maintenance Screen 

This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. 
Records on this page are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information 
on reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started 
Guide.  
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Accounting Code, Allocation Code, Active) 
in ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header. 

 – Active Accounting Code – Can be used on new Fee Records. 

 – Inactive Accounting Code – Cannot be used on new Fee Records. 
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Add/Edit Accounting Codes 

 
Accounting Codes Maintenance Screen 

Accounting Code (required) – Enter up to 8 character alphanumeric Accounting 
Code. If you try to use an existing inactive Accounting Code, you will be prompted 
to reactivate this inactive Accounting Code if you wish. 
IMPORTANT NOTE:  If you are using the StudentInformation STUFEES Export, 
please note that the USAS STUFEES Import only accepts 6 characters for 
Accounting Code. You will need to rename your codes to fit into this 6 character 
limit if you are using the StudentInformation STUFEES Export with the USAS 
STUFEES Import. 
Allocation Code (required) – Enter the alphanumeric Allocation Code. Allocation 
codes are entered as required – you will need to enter spaces, hyphens, and/or 
other separators as necessary. There is not a specified format for the Allocation 
Code entry. 
Active (optional) – If checked, Accounting Code is active and can be used on new 
Fee records. 

General Fees 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Fees 
Administration – General Fees 
General Fees are assigned automatically by the Student Fee Assignment batch 
process. General Fees are specific to the school, school year, and student 
schedule. General Fees can be applied to all students in a school or be limited by 
gender and/or grade. An unlimited number of General Fees may be configured and 
assessed to any number of students. 
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General Fees Maintenance Screen 

This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. 
Records on this page are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information 
on reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started 
Guide. 
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Fee Code, Grade Year, Gender, Fee Text, 
Fee Amount, AD, WD, Acct Code, Active) in ascending or descending order by 
clicking on the column header. 

 – Active General Fee Code– Can be used on new Fee Records. 

 – Inactive General Fee Code – Cannot be used on new Fee Records. 
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Add/Edit General Fees 

 
General Fees Maintenance Screen 

Fee Code (required) – Enter up to 8 character alphanumeric General Fee Code. If 
you try to use an existing inactive General Fee Code, you will be prompted to 
reactivate this inactive General Fee Code if you wish. 
Grade Year (optional) – Choose the grade from the drop-down list to which this 
General Fee applies. 
Gender (optional) – Choose the gender from the drop-down list that this General 
Fee applies to. 

Note: Gender “C” is only for community schools when they do not report an 
element. 

Fee Description (required) – Enter the name or description of the General Fee. 
Fee Amount (required) – Enter the Fee amount. 
Prorated Fee Schedule (Admission) (optional) – If this fee will be adjusted and 
prorated because of late admission, choose the appropriate schedule from the 
drop-down list. 
Prorated Fee Schedule (Withdraw) (optional) – If this fee will be adjusted and 
prorated because of early withdrawal, choose the appropriate previously defined 
prorated fee schedule from the drop-down list. 
Accounting Code (optional) – Choose the appropriate previously defined 
Accounting Code from the drop-down list. 
Active (optional) – If checked, General Fee Code is active and can be used on 
new Fee records. 
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Course Fees 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Fees 
Administration – Course Fees 
Course Fees are associated with a specific academic course and are automatically 
assigned by the Student Fee Assignment batch process, the scheduling process, 
and other processes. Course Fees are specific to a Course Section or can apply to 
all sections of a specific Course. Course Fees are school specific for each school 
year and for each schedule configured for the school. 
Any number of Course Fees may be configured for a Course (and all its sections), 
or for a specific Course Section. If a course has fees that apply to all sections as 
well as fees that apply to specific sections, students will be assessed all fees 
configured for the section in which they are registered as well as all fees 
configured that apply to all sections. Only use a Section code if you intend to have 
fees of different amounts for different sections of the course, or if one section of a 
course has an additional fee amount. 

 

 
Course Fees Maintenance Screen 

This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. 
Records on this page are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information 
on reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started 
Guide. 
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Sorting – You may sort by any column (Course Code, Course Name, Course 
Section, Fee Code, Fee Text, Fee Amount, AD, WD, Acct Code, Active) in 
ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header. 

 – Active Course Fee Code– Can be used on new Fee Records. 

 – Inactive Course Fee Code – Cannot be used on new Fee Records. 

Add/Edit Course Fees 

 
Add/Edit Course Fees Maintenance Screen 

Course (required) / Section (optional) – Enter the Course number or Course and 
Section number that this fee applies to. Any number of Course Fees may be 
configured for a Course Section or a Course (all sections). Please note that Course 
Section is OPTIONAL for adding a Course Fee. If you leave the Section code field 
blank, this fee will apply to all sections of this course. 

You may use the  button to search for a specific Course or Course/Section. 
Fee Description (required) – Enter the name or description of the Course Fee. 
Fee Code (required) – Enter up to 8 character alphanumeric Course Fee Code. If 
you try to use an existing inactive Course Fee Code, you will be prompted to 
reactivate this inactive Course Fee Code if you wish. 
Fee Amount (required) – Enter the Fee Amount for this Course Fee. 
Prorated Fee Schedule (Admission) (optional) – If this fee will be adjusted and 
prorated because of late admission, choose the appropriate previously defined 
prorated fee schedule from the drop-down list. 
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Prorated Fee Schedule (Withdraw) (optional) – If this fee will be adjusted and 
prorated because of early withdrawal, choose the appropriate previously defined 
prorated fee schedule from the drop-down list. 
Accounting Code (optional) – Choose the appropriate previously defined 
Accounting Code from the drop-down list. 
Active (optional) – If checked, Course Fee Code is active and can be used on new 
Fee records. 

Miscellaneous Fees 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Fees 
Administration – Miscellaneous Fees 
Miscellaneous Fees are fees that may be applied but do not fit into any other fee 
type. Examples for Miscellaneous Fees could be fees for lost textbooks, damage to 
books or lockers, athletic fees, etc. Miscellaneous Fees are the only types of fees 
where the fee amount can be adjusted when the fee is applied to a student. The 
same Miscellaneous Fee can be assigned to the same student multiple times. 

 

 
Miscellaneous Fees Maintenance Screen 

This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. 
Records on this page are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information 
on reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started 
Guide. 
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Sorting – You may sort by any column (Fee Code, Fee Text, Fee Amount, Acct 
Code, Active) in ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header. 

 – Active Miscellaneous Fee Code– Can be used on new Fee Records. 

 – Inactive Miscellaneous Fee Code – Cannot be used on new Fee Records. 

Add/Edit Miscellaneous Fees 

 
Add/Edit Miscellaneous Fees Maintenance Screen 

Fee Code (required) – Enter up to 8 character alphanumeric Miscellaneous Fee 
Code. If you try to use an existing inactive Miscellaneous Fee Code, you will be 
prompted to reactivate this inactive Miscellaneous Fee Code if you wish. 
Fee Description (required) – Enter the name or description of the Miscellaneous 
Fee. 
Fee Amount (required) – Enter the Fee Amount. This Fee Amount will be the 
default Fee Amount when this particular Miscellaneous fee is applied to a student – 
it can be adjusted for each student as necessary. For example, if the majority of 
students paid $1.00 for a Parking Fee but a few paid $2.00, you could set up the 
default Fee Amount as $1.00 for the Miscellaneous Parking Fee and then change 
the Fee Amount to $2.00 when applying to those specific students. 
Accounting Code (optional) – Choose the appropriate previously defined 
Accounting Code from the drop-down list. 
Active (optional) – If checked, Miscellaneous Fee Code is active and can be used 
on new Fee records. 
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Program Fees 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Fees 
Administration – Program Fees 
Program Fees are generally utilized by Joint Vocational Schools (JVS) to assess 
fees to students enrolled in certain courses of study. Program Fees may be 
assessed manually or automatically by the Student Fee Assignment batch 
process. Program Fees can apply to all students in a specific program or be further 
limited by gender and/or grade. Program Fees are school specific, for each school 
year, and for each schedule configured for the school. A program may have any 
number of fees configured for it. Any student associated with a program will have 
all fees for the program assessed. 

 
Program Fees Maintenance Screen 

This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. 
Records on this page are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information 
on reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started 
Guide. 
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Fee Code, Fee Text, Program, Grade 
Year, Gender, Fee Amount, AD, WD, Acct Code, Active) in ascending or 
descending order by clicking on the column header. 

 – Active Program Fee Code– Can be used on new Fee Records. 

 – Inactive Program Fee Code – Cannot be used on new Fee Records. 
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Add/Edit Program Fees 

 
Add/Edit Program Fees Maintenance Screen 

Fee Code (required) – Enter up to 8 character alphanumeric Program Fee Code. If 
you try to use an existing inactive Program Fee Code, you will be prompted to 
reactivate this inactive Program Fee Code if you wish. 
Fee Description (required) – Enter the name or description of the Program Fee. 
Program (required) – Choose the program from the drop-down list to which this 
Program Fee applies. 
Grade Year (optional) – Choose the grade from the drop-down list to which this 
Program Fee applies. 
Gender (optional) – Choose the gender from the drop-down list that this Program 
Fee applies to. Please Note:  Gender “C” is only for community schools when they 
do not report an element. 
Fee Amount (required) – Enter the Fee amount. 
Prorated Fee Schedule (Admission) (optional) – If this fee will be adjusted and 
prorated because of late admission, choose the appropriate schedule from the 
drop-down list. 
Prorated Fee Schedule (Withdraw) (optional) – If this fee will be adjusted and 
prorated because of early withdrawal, choose the appropriate previously defined 
prorated fee schedule from the drop-down list. 
Accounting Code (optional) – Choose the appropriate previously defined 
Accounting Code from the drop-down list. 
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Active (optional) – If checked, Program Fee Code is active and can be used on 
new Fee records. 

Membership Fees 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Fees 
Administration – Membership Fees 
You can use membership fees to assign fees to a student belonging to a fixed 
membership group (such as an athletic team, club, etc.). You can assess 
membership fees manually on the Add a Student Fee screen. You can also set up 
the system to automatically assess membership fees on the Student Fee 
Assignment screen. In addition, if you have selected both the Uses Fees and Has 
Fees Assigned check boxes on the Fees tab of the DASL Options screen, the 
system assesses fees to students automatically at the time you assign them to a 
membership group. 

 
Membership Fees Maintenance Screen 

This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls 
Records on this page are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information 
on reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started 
Guide. 
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Fee Code, Fee Text, Membership, Grade, 
Gender, Fee Amount, Acct Code, Active) in ascending or descending order by 
clicking on the column header. 

 – Active Membership Fee Code – Can be used on new Fee Records. 

 – Inactive Membership Fee Code – Cannot be used on new Fee Records. 
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Add/Edit Membership Fees 

 
Add/Edit Membership Fees Maintenance Screen 

Fee Code (required) – Enter up to 8 character alphanumeric Program Fee Code. If 
you try to use an existing inactive Membership Fee Code, you will be prompted to 
reactivate this inactive Membership Fee Code if you wish. 
Fee Description (required) – Enter the name or description of the Membership 
Fee. 
Membership Group (required) – Choose the Membership Group from the drop-
down list that this Membership Fee applies to. Any number of fees may be 
configured for a Membership group. Any student associated with a membership 
will have all fees for the membership assessed. 
Membership (required) – Choose the Membership from the drop-down list to 
which this Membership Fee applies. 
Grade Year (optional) – Choose the grade from the drop-down list to which this 
Membership Fee applies. 
Gender (optional) – Choose the gender from the drop-down list that this 
Membership Fee applies to. Please Note:  Gender “C” is only for community 
schools when they do not report an element. 
Fee Amount (required) – Enter the Fee amount. 
Accounting Code (optional) – Choose the appropriate previously defined 
Accounting Code from the drop-down list. 
Active (optional) – If checked, Membership Fee Code is active and can be used 
on new Fee records. 
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Fee Batch Processes 

Clear Fees 
Navigation: Home – Management – Ad-Hoc Updates – Clear Fees  
This batch process allows you to zero all fees with a credit balance. The process 
will apply an unrefunded payment (type “U”) to fees with a credit balance. An 
additional option will allow the user to zero all outstanding fees. This will be 
performed at the end of the school year in a building that does not wish to carry 
outstanding fee balances forward for the next school year. Fee payment records 
with a pay status of “A” (Amnesty) will be posted. This batch process may only be 
used by schools using the Fees Accounting Application.  
See ProgressBook StudentInformation Ad-Hoc Updates Guide for detailed 
information about the Clear Fees Batch Process.  

Student Fee Assignment 
Navigation: Home – Management – Ad-Hoc Updates – Student Fee 
Assignment  
This batch process generates fee entries for students based on defined general 
fees; course fees based on each student’s course schedule; membership fees for 
students belonging to specific membership groups; and program fees for students 
enrolled in specific programs. The fee types to be assigned can be selected in any 
combination. Fees will be assigned only to students who are enrolled in the 
working school for the current school year as displayed in the context year. This 
process can be run only if the Finalize School Year process has been completed. 
This can be determined by checking the appropriate flag on the school record. 
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Select Students By: Search Criteria 

 
Student Fee Assignment Screen – Search by Criteria 

Select Students By (optional) – Choose selection by Search Criteria or selection 
by Ad-Hoc Membership. 
Grade Level (optional) – If no Grade Levels are selected, the assignment will 
select all Grades Levels. You can also filter by selecting specific Grade Levels for 
the assignment. 
Homeroom (optional) – If no Homerooms are selected, the assignment will select 
all Homerooms. You can also filter by selecting specific Homerooms for the 
assignment. 
Student Status (optional) – If no Student Statuses are selected, the assignment 
will select all Student Statuses. You can also filter by selecting specific Student 
Status for your assignment. 
Gender (optional) – If no Genders are selected, the assignment will select all 
Genders. You can also filter by selecting specific Genders for your assignment. 
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Select Students By: Ad-Hoc Membership 

 
Student Fee Assignment Screen - Search by Ad-Hoc Membership 

Ad-Hoc Membership (required) – Select from the pre-defined Ad-Hoc 
Memberships listed. 

 – Find/Build an Ad-Hoc Membership. For more detail on Ad-Hoc Memberships, 
please refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide. 
Cancel – Cancel out of Student Fee Assignment and return to Ad-Hoc Updates 
menu. 
Next> – Process student selection on Students tab and proceed to Assignments 
tab. 

 
Assignments Tab on the Student Fee Assignment Screen 
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Fee Date (required) – Enter the date that the fee will be assigned to this fee. This 
field will default to today’s date. 
Fee Types to Assign (optional) – Choose one or more fee types (General, 
Course, Program, Membership, Miscellaneous) to assign to the selected students. 
Please note that Course Fees can only be assigned after the schedule result set is 
finalized.  
Existing Fee Assignments (required) – Choose one from the following: 

• Skip fee assignment if assignment already exists - If a student was 
already assigned the fee they will not get a duplicate assignment of this fee. 
The fees are matched based on Fee ID plus the amount. 

• Replace fee assignments if fee definition has changed (non-Misc Fees) 
- If you changed a fee amount after fees were already assigned you could 
run the bulk assignment with this option checked. As a result, the new fee 
amount would be charged, replacing the old amount, provided the student 
has not made any payments or had any waivers applied to the fee definition 
that changed. This does not apply to Miscellaneous Fees. The fees are 
matched based on just the Fee ID, so any assignment of that fee, for 
whatever amount, counts as a duplicate. 

• Create adjustment fees/waivers if fee definition has changed (non-Misc 
Fees) – If a specific fee has already been assigned to the student and 
subsequently, the fee amount has changed, this option will create an 
adjustment or waiver fee for the difference between the old and new fee. It 
will not adjust the existing fee amount. This does not apply to Miscellaneous 
Fees. The fees are matched based on just the Fee ID, so any assignment of 
that fee, for whatever reason, counts as a duplicate. 
Example 1: The General Fee 11 increased from $35 to $49. The existing 
General Fee 11 for $35 will stay as is and an adjustment fee for $14 will be 
created. 

 
Example 2: The General Fee Tech decreased from $5 to $3. The existing 
General Fee Tech for $5 will stay as is and an automatic adjustment waiver 
for $3 will be created. 

 
• Ignore existing assignments, possibly creating duplicate assignments 

- USE THIS FEATURE WITH CAUTION! If students were already assigned 
fees and you choose to run the bulk assignment of fees with this option 
checked then the student fees will most likely double as a result. 
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• Reset Fees – Remove fee assignments and do not create new 
assignments - Use this option to delete all fees in order to start over again 
with fee assignments. 
Important: If the fee has been paid or a waiver has been applied, the 
fee cannot be deleted. 

• Clear Fee Balances – Zero fee balances with credits/debits - Provides 
the same functionality as the Home – Management – Ad-Hoc – Clear Fees 
feature. The fees will still remain on the student’s fee page (whereas Reset 
Fees deletes them) but will show the student owes zero. 

• Apply All Waivers  –  Applies all fee waivers (except for miscellaneous 
fees), including retroactively waiving fees for students with free or reduced 
lunch status 

Cancel – Cancel out of Student Fee Assignment and return to Ad-Hoc Updates 
menu. 
<Back – Do not process Assignments tab and go back to Students tab. 
Next> – Process Assignments tab and proceed to Options tab. 

 
Options Tab on the Student Fee Assignment Screen 
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The Options tab displays differently depending on which “Fee Types to Assign” 
were selected. 
If General Fees were selected: if no options are selected the assignment will 
default to General Fees. 

 
Options Tab on the Student Fee Assignment Screen – General Fees Selected 

If Course Fees were selected: 
Course Terms (optional) – If no Course Terms are selected, the assignment will 
select Courses in all Course Terms. You can also filter by selecting specific Course 
Terms for the assignment. 

 
Options Tab on the Student Fee Assignment Screen - Course Fees Selected 

If Program Fees were selected: 
Programs (optional) – If no Programs are selected, the assignment will select all 
Programs. 
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Options Tab on the Student Fee Assignment Screen – Program Fees Selected 

If Membership Fees were selected: 
Memberships (optional) – If no Memberships are selected, the assignment will 
select all Memberships. You can also filter by selecting specific Memberships for 
the assignment.  

 
Options Tab on the Student Fee Assignment Screen - Membership Fees Selected 

If Miscellaneous Fees were selected: 
Miscellaneous Fee (required) – Select the type of the Miscellaneous Fee to be 
assigned to the selected students. 
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Options Tab on the Student Fee Assignment Screen - Miscellaneous Fee Selected 

Miscellaneous Fee Amount (required) – Enter the amount of the Miscellaneous 
Fee to be assigned to the selected students. 
Set “Fees Assigned” Flag (required) – Yes or No; Setting the Fees Assigned flag 
will enable automatic fee assignments to occur when students are registered, 
added to memberships, or added to course sections. 
Cancel – Cancel out of Student Fee Assignment and return to Ad-Hoc Updates 
menu. 
<Back – Do not process Options tab and go back to Assignments tab. 
Next> – Process Options tab and proceed to Confirmation tab. 

 
Confirmation Tab on the Student Fee Assignment Screen 

Fee Date – The date that the fee will be assigned to this fee. 
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Included General Fees – Number of General Fees that will be assigned to 
students. 
Included Course Fees – Number of Course Fees that will be assigned to 
students. 
Included Miscellaneous Fees – Number of Miscellaneous Fees that will be 
assigned to students. 
Included Membership Fees – Number of Membership Fees that will be assigned 
to students. 
Students to be Processed – Number of students that will be assigned fees. 
Existing Fee Assignments – Number of existing fee assignments on students. 
Existing Fee Handling – Description of how existing fees will be handled with this 
new student fee assignment. 
Cancel – Cancel out of Student Fee Assignment and return to Ad-Hoc Updates 
menu. 
<Back – Do not process Student Fee Assignment and go back to Options tab. 
Finish – Process Student Fee Assignment and assign fees to students to selected 
students. 
The process will determine the appropriate fees for each student using the student 
record, the student’s course schedule, the student’s program, and the student’s 
memberships in conjunction with all defined fees for the current school year. If the 
student already has a particular fee assigned, the process will not assess duplicate 
fees to students. If the definition for a particular fee (identified by its fee ID) has 
changed, those changes are not written to the student’s fee records; the original 
values recorded in the fee record will remain. 
The process will examine the student record for students who are eligible for “free 
or reduced workbooks”. These students are eligible to have all fees waived for their 
full amounts, or are eligible to have all fees waived at a prorated amount. If a 
student is eligible to have all fees waived for the full amount, the processes 
assigning fees will also assign waiver payments (type “W”) for each fee assessed 
in the full amount of the fee. If a student is eligible to have all fees waived for a 
prorated amount, the processes assigning fees will look up the prorated waiver 
ratio (this is the same value for all students eligible for reduced fees within a given 
district) and calculate the waiver amount for each fee and assign a waiver payment 
(type “W”) for each fee assessed. 
The process will not prorate any fees. All applicable fees will be assigned for the 
full amount defined at the time the process is run. 
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Student Fee Assignment Results 

The user will be presented with fee assignments that could NOT be made. 
Student – Name of student who could not be assigned fee. 
Fee Type – Type of fee that could not be assigned. 
Fee Code – Code of fee that could not be assigned. 
Fee Amount – Amount of fee that could not be assigned. 
Reason for Failure – Description of fee assignment failure. 
26 Records Displayed– The total number of assignments that could NOT be 
made. 

 
The user will also be presented with fee assignments that were made and 
successfully assigned to the student. 
Student – Name of student with assigned fee. 
Grade – Grade of student with assigned fee. 
Status – Status of student with assigned fee. 
Fee Type – Type of assigned fee. 
Fee Code – Code of assigned fee. 
Fee Amount – Amount of assigned fee. 
Details – Description of fee assignment. 
26 Records Displayed – The total number of assignments that were successful. 
Start Over – Return to the Students tab and start another Student Fee Assignment 
selection. 
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Student Fees 

Students Needing Adjustment 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Fees – Students Needing Adjustment 
Students Needing Adjustment is an interactive fees screen where all students in 
the building with fees marked as needing adjustment are listed. Typically, fees 
needing adjustment are fees with a credit balance and require attention and 
possible adjustment. Payments on these fees may be refunded, zeroed, or 
transferred to other fees. 

 
Students Needing Adjustment Screen 

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Student, Grade, Homeroom, Fees 
Flagged) in ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header. 
Student – Name of student with open fees. Click on the Student and you will be 
taken to the Student Open Fees screen for this student. See “Student Open Fees” 
for more detail on Student Open Fees. 
Grade – Grade of student with open fees. 
Homeroom – Homeroom of student with open fees. 
Fees Flagged – Total amount of open unpaid fees assigned to this student. 
Total Fees: $25.00 – This page displays the total amount of outstanding fees 
needing adjustment. 
Include Prior Years – When this box is checked, all outstanding fees needing 
adjustment will be displayed. Uncheck the box to display only current year fees 
needing adjustment. 
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Outstanding Fees 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Fees – Outstanding Fees 
Outstanding Fees is an interactive fees screen where all students in the building 
with outstanding fees (credit or debit) are listed.  

 
Outstanding Fees Screen 

On this page, you can set several criteria to filter the list of students. Filter criteria 
only apply to the year in context. 
Membership Group / Membership – List students with a particular Membership 
Public and Private – If checked, will include both public and private Memberships 
in the drop-down list. If not checked, will include only user’s private memberships. 
Students Owing Fees – When this box is checked, you can also enter a 
Minimum Amount Owed for students to appear on the list. 
Course Terms – If no Course Terms are selected, the outstanding fees list will 
select fees in all Course Terms. You can also filter by selecting specific Course 
Terms for the outstanding fees list. 
Accounting Code – If no Accounting Codes are selected, the outstanding fees list 
will select all Accounting Codes. You can also filter by selecting specific 
Accounting Codes for your list. 
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General Fee Code – If no General Fee Codes are selected, the outstanding fees 
list will select all General Fees. You can also filter by selecting specific General 
Fees for the outstanding fees list. 
Membership Fee Code – If no Membership Fee Codes are selected, the 
outstanding fees list will select all Membership Fees. You can also filter by 
selecting specific Membership Fees for the outstanding fees list. 
Program Fee Code – If no Program Fee Codes are selected, the outstanding fees 
list will select all Program Fees. You can also filter by selecting specific Program 
Fees for the outstanding fees list. 
Misc Fee Code – If no Miscellaneous Fee Codes are selected, the outstanding 
fees list will select all Miscellaneous Fees. You can also filter by selecting specific 
Miscellaneous Fees for the outstanding fees list. 
Course – If no Courses are selected, the outstanding fees list will select all 
Courses. You can also filter by selecting specific Course for the outstanding fees 
list. 
Course Section – If no Course Sections are selected, the outstanding fees list will 
select all Course Sections. You can also filter by selecting specific Course 
Sections for the outstanding fees list. 
Students With Credits – When this box is checked, you can also enter a 
Minimum Credit Amount for students to appear on the list. 
If either of the two check boxes is unchecked (Students Owing Fees or Students 
With Credits), you will not be able to enter a minimum value for that criterion. 
Fee Options – Options available to limit which fee details display. 

Show Fees from Past School Years – If checked, shows fees from past school 
years. 
Show Fees from Future School Years – If checked, shows fees from future 
school years. 
Show Fees from All Buildings – If checked, shows fees from all buildings. 

Note: The Fee Options control whether fees from past years, future years, 
and other buildings will display. The defaults are set at the school level, and 
previously applied to the screen without the user being notified or having 
control over it. Although, the initial values for the check boxes are set from 
DASL Options – Fees, it is possible for users to edit these values each time 
they access the screen. 

Search – Display students that match the selected criteria. 

Clicking on a student’s name will take you to that student’s Student Open Fees 
page (Home – SIS – Student – Fees). 
Total Fees Owed: $203.01 – Displays the total fees owed by all students matching 
the selected criteria. 
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Outstanding Fees by Student 

Student Open Fees 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Fees 
This screen is the main entry to the Fees Accounting Application for student fees. 
The screen will display all fees for the selected student (from the context area) that 
are either unpaid or have a credit balance. 

 
Student Open Fees Screen 

Sorting – You may sort by any column (School Year, Grade Level, Fee Type, Fee 
Code, Date, Course, Section, Description, Amount Assessed, Amount Paid, 
Amount Owed, School Code) in ascending or descending order by clicking on the 
column header.  
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I want to… – This drop-down menu will allow you to perform fee maintenance on 
this student’s open fees. Options include “Add Fees,” “Apply a Payment,” “Issue a 
Refund,” “Transfer a Payment,” “Apply a Waiver,” “Issue a Misc Credit” and “View 
Fee Details.” 
Total Fees Assessed – The total of all fees originally assessed for this student. 
D - Drop – The total of all drop payments for this student. 
P – Payment – The total of all fee payments for this student. 
W – Waiver – The total of all waivers for this student. 

Overall Balance – The overall fee balance for this student using the calculation 
Overall Balance = Total Fees Assessed – (Drops + Payments + Waivers). 
Fee Options – Options available to limit which fee details display. 
Show Fees from Past School Years – If checked, shows fees from past school 
years. 
Show Fees from Future School Years – If checked, shows fees from future 
school years. 
Show Fees from All Buildings – If checked, shows fees from all buildings. 

Note: The Fee Options control whether fees from past years, future years, 
and other buildings will display. The defaults are set at the school level, and 
previously applied to the screen without the user being notified or having 
control over it. Although, the initial values for the check boxes are set from 
DASL Options – Fees, it is possible for users to edit these values each time 
they access the screen. 

Fee Type – The specific Fee Type – could be General Fee, Course Fee, 
Miscellaneous Fee, Program Fee, or Membership Fee. 

Note: Fees assessed at a school other than the current school will be 
displayed with a notifying icon in the Fee Type. Hovering the mouse pointer 
over this icon displays a pop-up title window that will show the name of the 
school at which the fee was assessed. If the student has outstanding fees 
that were assessed by a school other than the current school, a check box 
will be displayed below the Fees grid allowing the user to hide fees 
assessed at other schools. Selecting the check box will update the grid with 
only the fees assessed by the current school. By default, the check box is 
deselected. 

School Year – The School Year in which the fee was assigned. 
Grade Level – The Grade Level of the student when the fee was assigned. 
Fee Code – The Fee Code which is dependent up on the Fee Type. 
Date – The Date that the fee was assigned. 
Course – For Course Fees only, the Course Number assigned to this fee. 
Section – For Course Fees only, the Course Section Number assigned to this fee. 
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Description – The description of this fee specific to the Fee Code. 
Amount Assessed – The amount assessed for this specific fee. 
Amount Paid – The amount paid on this specific fee. 
Amount Owed – The amount owed on this specific fee on this date. 
School Code – The School Code where the fee was incurred. 
Show Fees for Current School Only – If checked will show Open Fees for the 
current school year only; if unchecked will show all Open Fees. 

Add Fees 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Fees  
Select “I want to….” Add Fees from the Student Open Fees screen or Student Fee 
Details screen. 
This screen allows a user to manually add a new fee to a student’s record. The 
user may manually assign general fees, course fees, miscellaneous fees, program 
fees, or membership fees. 

 
Add a Student Fee Screen 

Fee Type (required) – Select a Fee Type from the drop-down list – could be 
General Fee, Course Fee, Miscellaneous Fee, Program Fee, or Membership Fee. 
Fee (required) – Select a previously defined Fee (specific to the Fee Type 
selected) from the drop-down list. 

Note: When adding a Miscellaneous Fee, once the Fee is chosen, a Misc 
Fee Description field displays allowing the user to enter a description (free 
form text) for the Miscellaneous Fee. 

Fee Amount (required) – The Fee Amount will default from the previously defined 
Fee Maintenance table. For Miscellaneous Fees, you can change the Fee Amount 
if needed. General Fees, Course Fees, Membership Fees, and Program Fees may 
only be assessed for the configured amount of the fee. The fee amount for the 
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selected fee of these types will be displayed as a label and may not be changed. 
The Fee amount cannot be negative. 
Fee Date (optional) – Enter the date the fee was assigned. 
Submit – Add the Student Fee and return to Student Open Fees. 
Cancel – Do not add the Student Fee. 

Apply Payment 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Fees 
Select “I want to….” Apply a Payment from the Student Open Fees screen or 
Student Fee Details screen. 
This Apply a Student Payment screen allows a user to post a full or partial 
payment against the student’s unpaid fees. 

 
Apply a Student Payment Screen 

Total Payment Amount (required) – Enter the amount of the full or partial 
payment. Will default to the total fee amount owed – the user can enter any 
amount including a partial payment. The application will compare the payment 
amount entered in the total payment amount textbox at the top to the total amount 
of the outstanding fees at screen load and any time the user changes the amount 
in the textbox. If the amount is the same (full payment), the textboxes in the fee 
table will be disabled. If the amount is less (partial payment), the textboxes in the 
fee table will be enabled and the user will enter the amount of the payment to be 
applied to each fee. Overpayments can be entered, but the overpayment value 
must be fully allocated to the fees. The Payment Amount Remaining value must be 
zero before the payment can be made. 
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Payment Type (optional) – Choose a Payment Type. Options are: Blank, Cash, 
Check, Credit, Online Payment, Transfer Payment, Miscellaneous and Waiver. 
Payment Date (optional) – Enter the date the fee is paid. 
Reference Description (optional) – Enter a description of this payment. 
Fee Type – The specific Fee Type – could be General Fee, Course Fee, 
Miscellaneous Fee, Program Fee, or Membership Fee. 

Note: Fees assessed at a school other than the current school will be 
displayed with a notifying icon in the Fee Type. Hovering the mouse pointer 
over this icon displays a pop-up title window that will show the name of the 
school at which the fee was assessed. If the student has outstanding fees 
that were assessed by a school other than the current school, a check box 
will be displayed below the Fees grid allowing the user to hide fees 
assessed at other schools. Selecting the check box will update the grid with 
only the fees assessed by the current school. By default, the check box 
state will match the state of the same check box on the Student Open Fees 
screen if that screen directly preceded the Student Open Fees – Apply 
Payment screen. 

Fee Code – The Fee Code which is dependent upon the Fee Type. 
Date – The Date that the fee was assigned. 
Course – For Course Fees only, the Course Number assigned to this fee. 
Section – For Course Fees only, the Course Section Number assigned to this fee. 
Description – The description of this fee specific to the Fee Code. This reference 
description is applied to each student payment record. 
Amount – The amount of this specific fee incurred on this date. 

 – Enter the amount of the payment you are making on this specific fee. 
This fee payment amount only becomes active if the Total Payment amount is 
changed to an amount less than the total fee amount owed (partial payment). 
Payment Amount Remaining – Payment Amount Remaining will automatically be 
calculated as you enter in payment amounts for specific fees. 
Make Payments – Apply the payments entered to the student fee record. A 
standard payment (type “P”) will be used for each student payment record. After 
processing, you will return to the Apply Payments screen. 
When the user selects the Make Payments button, if the user has allocated 
payments manually (partial payment) the application will total the amounts 
manually allocated by the user. If the total amount allocated differs from the 
amount of total payment amount entered at the top of the page the application will 
notify the user that the total amount allocated to the individual fees does not match 
the total payment amount entered, and require the user to correct this before 
continuing. If you wish to allocate a partial payment, you must allocate the entire 
amount of the partial payment. 
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Cancel – Do not apply the Student Payment. 
Show Receipt – If checked, will display the Student Fee Details screen when the 
Make Payments button is clicked. The Student Fee Details screen will show 
payments made and the open fee balance. If not checked, the payment will be 
made and the Student Open Fees screen will be displayed. 

 
Student Fee Details Screen 
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Issue a Refund 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Fees 
Select “I want to….” Issue a Refund from the Student Open Fees screen or 
Student Fee Details screen. 
This screen allows a user to issue a refund for student fees. All fees with a credit 
balance will be listed in a table for the chosen student. 

 
Issue a Student Refund Screen 

Total Refund Amount (required) – Enter the amount of the refund. This field will 
default to the total amount of credit balances. The user cannot apply a refund to an 
individual fee greater than the amount of the fee, nor can the user indicate a total 
refund amount greater than the sum of the credit balances on all fees. 
Refund Date (optional) – Enter the date of the fee refund. 
Reference Description (optional) – Enter a description of this payment. 
Fee Type – The specific Fee Type – could be General Fee, Course Fee, 
Miscellaneous Fee, Program Fee, or Membership Fee. 
Fee Code – The Fee Code which is dependent up on the Fee Type. 
Date – The Date that the fee was assigned. 
Course – For Course Fees only, the Course Number assigned to this fee. 
Section – For Course Fees only, the Course Section Number assigned to this fee. 
Description – The description of this fee specific to the Fee Code. This reference 
description is applied to each student payment record. 
Amount – The amount of this specific fee incurred on this date. 
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 – Enter the amount of the refund you are making on this specific fee. 
This fee payment amount only becomes active if the Total Refund amount is 
changed to an amount less than the total fee credit amount. 
Refund Amount Remaining – Refund Amount Remaining will automatically be 
calculated as you enter in payment amounts for specific fees. 
Standard Refund Payment or Unrefunded Payment (required) – Standard 
Refund Payment indicates that this refund will be disbursed to the student. 
Unrefunded Payment indicates that the refund will be applied but not disbursed to 
the student. The default is Standard Refund Payment. 
Submit – Apply the refunds entered to the student fee record. A Refund (type “R”) 
will be used for each student activity record. 
Cancel – Do not apply the Refund. 

 
Drawing Fee with Refund Applied 

The detail screen shows the drawing fee and the refund once applied. 

Transfer a Payment 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Fees 
Select “I want to….” Transfer a Payment from the Student Open Fees screen or 
Student Fee Details screen. 
This screen allows the user to transfer payments from fees with credit balances to 
any unpaid fees. 
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Transfer a Student Payment Screen 

Total Transfer Amount (required) – Enter the amount of the transfer. Will default 
to the total credit amount available to be transferred or to the total amount of 
outstanding fees – whichever is lower – as this is the maximum amount that can be 
transferred. If the value in the Total Transfer Amount equals the total credit 
balance of the fees with credit balances, the textboxes in the table of fees with 
credit balances will be disabled; otherwise these textboxes will be enabled. If the 
value in the Total Transfer Amount equals the sum of the outstanding balances for 
the outstanding fees, the textboxes in the table of outstanding feels will be 
disabled; otherwise these textboxes will be enabled. Any time the value entered in 
the Total Transfer Amount changes, the application will examine the amount 
entered against the total fees with credit balances and the total outstanding fees 
and enable/disable the textboxes in the tables as described above. The user 
cannot enter a transfer amount in excess of the total amount of fees with credits or 
the total outstanding fees – whichever is lower. 
Transfer Date (optional) – Enter the date of the transfer. 
Reference Description (optional) – Enter a description of this transfer. 
Fee Type – The specific Fee Type – could be General Fee, Course Fee, 
Miscellaneous Fee, Program Fee, or Membership Fee. 
Fee Code – The Fee Code which is dependent upon the Fee Type 
Date – The Date that the fee was assigned. 
Course – For Course Fees only, the Course Number assigned to this fee. 
Section – For Course Fees only, the Course Section Number assigned to this fee. 
Description – The description of this fee specific to the Fee Code. This reference 
description is applied to each student payment record. 
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Amount – The amount of this specific fee incurred on this date. Credits are 
showed in the Fees with Credit Balances grid and amounts due are shown in the 
Outstanding Fees grid. 

 – Enter the amount of the transfer you are making on this specific fee. 
This fee payment amount only becomes active if the Total Transfer Amount is 
changed to an amount less than the total of the Outstanding Fees. 
Refund Amount Remaining – Refund Amount Remaining will automatically be 
calculated as you enter transfer amounts for specific fees. 
Payment Amount Remaining – Payment Amount Remaining will automatically be 
calculated as you enter transfer amounts for specific fees. 
Process Transfer – Apply the transfers entered to the student fee record. A 
negative transfer payment (type “T”) will be applied to each of the fees with a credit 
balance and transfer amount; and a positive transfer payment (type “T”) will be 
applied to each of the outstanding fees with a transfer amount. After processing, 
you will return to the Student Open Fees screen. 
When the user selects the Process Transfer button, the application will verify that 
the total transfer amount indicated at the top of the screen matches the total 
transfer payments allocated to the fees with credit balances and matches the total 
transfer payments allocated to outstanding fees. If the total amount of the fees with 
credit balances allocated to transfer matches the total transfer payments allocated 
to outstanding fees, and this amount does not match the total transfer amount 
indicated in the total transfer amount textbox at the top of the screen, the transfer 
operation can still continue, but the user will be notified and must confirm. The 
application will not permit the user to continue if the total amount of the fees with 
credit balances allocated to transfer does not equal the total transfer payments 
allocated to outstanding fees. 
Cancel – Do not apply the Transfer Payment. 

Apply a Waiver 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Fees 
Select “I want to….” Apply a Waiver from the Student Open Fees screen or 
Student Fee Details screen 
The Apply a Waiver screen is used to apply fee waivers (payment no longer 
required) for the selected student. 
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Apply a Student Waiver Screen 

Total Waiver Amount (required) – Enter the total amount of the waiver- will 
default to the total fee amount owed. All outstanding fees for the student will be 
displayed in the Fee grid. 
Waiver Date (required) – Enter the date the waiver is issued. 
Reference Description (optional) – Enter a description of this waiver. 
Fee Type – The specific Fee Type – could be General Fee, Course Fee, 
Miscellaneous Fee, Program Fee, or Membership Fee. 
Fee Code – The Fee Code which is dependent up on the Fee Type. 
Date – The Date that the fee was assigned. 
Course – For Course Fees only, the Course Number assigned to this fee. 
Section – For Course Fees only, the Course Section Number assigned to this fee. 
Description – The description of this fee specific to the Fee Code. 
Amount – The amount of this specific fee incurred on this date. 

 – Enter the amount of the waiver you are making on this specific fee. 
This fee waiver amount only becomes active if the Total Waiver amount is changed 
to an amount less than the total fee amount owed. 
Waiver Amount Remaining – Waiver Amount Remaining will automatically be 
calculated as waiver amounts are entered for specific fees. 
Apply Waivers – Apply the Waivers entered to the student fee record with a 
payment type “W” and return to Student Open Fees. 
Cancel – Do not apply the Student Waivers. 
If a waiver cannot be applied, you will receive the following message. 
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No Outstanding Fees Message 

Issue a Miscellaneous Credit 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Fees 
You can issue a miscellaneous credit to a student as a refund or waiver even if the 
student has no outstanding fee balance (for example: a student who paid for a trip 
but now cannot attend). 

1. On the Student Open Fees screen, in the I want to… drop-down list, select 
“Issue a Misc Credit.” 

 
I want to… Issue a Misc Credit 

On the Issue a Misc Credit screen, the student’s fees, waivers and credit 
information display in a grid. 

2. In the Total Misc Credit Amount field, enter the total amount of the credit. 

3. In the Credit Date field, enter or select the date on which you are issuing 
the credit. 

4. Optional: In the Reference Description field, enter a description of this 
credit. 

5. Click Go. 
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Issue a Misc Credit Screen 

The screen updates to show the amount you entered as the Credit Amount 
Remaining. 

6. In the final column, enter the amount(s) to assign to the appropriate fee 
type(s) until the Credit Amount Remaining is “0.00.” 

7. Click Issue Misc Credit. 

 
Assign Miscellaneous Credit 
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The Student Fee Details screen displays the applied miscellaneous credit. 

 
Miscellaneous Credit Applied 

View Fee Details 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Fees 
Select “I want to….” View Fee Details from the Student Open Fees screen or 
Student Fee Details screen. 
This screen will display all fees and any associated payments for the student. This 
screen can be used to delete fees and payments. 
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Accessing Fee Details from the Student Fee Details Screen 

I want to… – This drop-down menu will allow you to perform Fee maintenance on 
this student’s open fees. 
School Year Enrolled – Choose the School Year from the drop-down list. The 
drop-down list will contain all school years for which the student has a registration 
record for the current school. 
Fee Status – Choose the Fee Status (-- All --, Open, Paid, Credit Due, Balance 
Due) from the drop-down list. 
Filter By Payment Date – All of the student’s fee activity displays based on the 
School Year Enrolled and Fee Status chosen. If you wish to limit the display of the 
student’s fee activity by a specific Payment Date, choose a date to filter the display 
based on a specific payment date and then click the Filter button. If you do choose 
to filter on a specific payment date and click the Filter button, then a Remove Filter 
button displays. You can then click the Remove Filter button to display all the 
student’s fee details. 
Fee Options – Options available to limit which fee details display. 
Show Fees from Past School Years – If checked, shows fees from past school 
years. 
Show Fees from Future Years – If checked, shows fees from future school years. 

Show Fees from All Buildings – If checked, shows fees from all buildings. 
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Note: The Fee Options control whether fees from past years, future years, 
and other buildings will display. The defaults are set at the school level, and 
previously applied to the screen without the user being notified or having 
control over it. Although, the initial values for the check boxes are set from 
DASL Options – Fees, it is possible for users to edit these values each time 
they access the screen. 

Total Balance – Total fee balance 
Total Assessed – Total of fees assessed. 
Total Waived – Total of fees waived. 
Total Dropped – Total of fees dropped. 
Total Paid - Total of fees paid. 
Display Active Fees – If checked, only active fees will display. If unchecked, only 
deleted/inactive fees will display. As of 11.3.0.1154, deleted fees are set to Inactive 
and not hard deleted. With the Display Active Fees option unchecked, you can 
view inactivated fees for historical reasons. 

 

Example of an Open Course Fee 

 
Example of an Open General Fee 

 
Example of a Paid General Fee with a Waiver 

 
Example of a Paid General Fee with Payment 

Click  to delete a Fee. Fees may only be removed if no payment is applied to the 
fee. If the fee has associated payments, then the delete icon will not be visible. It is 
possible to delete a fee with payments if all associated payments are first removed. 
Student fee records created prior to the implementation of StudentInformation 
cannot be removed. Fees for school years prior to the school’s current year also 
cannot be removed. 
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Click  to inactivate a payment. You can only inactivate payment types Payment 
(P), Refund (R), Unrefunded (U) and Waiver (W). You cannot inactivate payment 
records created prior to the implementation of StudentInformation or payments for 
school years prior to the school’s current year. 

 
Deletion Confirmation Message 

Ok – Delete the Fee. You will be returned to the Student Fee Details screen where 
the Total Balance will be adjusted reflecting the deleted fee, payment, refund or 
waiver. 
Cancel – Do Not Delete the Fee. 

 
Successful Deletion Message 

Homeroom Fee Collection 
Navigation: Home – Teacher Menu – Homeroom Fee Collection 
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The Homeroom Fee Collection facilitates the collection of student fees in the 
student’s homeroom. The teacher may accept only the full amount of fees due 
through this function. If the student is making a partial payment or the student is 
presenting a payment in excess of the total fees to be collected for the individual 
student, then the fees cannot be collected in the classroom; the student must pay 
their fees with the payment clerk or in the office as appropriate for the individual 
school.   
See ProgressBook StudentInformation Teacher Menu Guide for detailed 
information about Homeroom Fee Collection. 
 

 

 

Fee Reports 

Fee Payments by Accounting Code Detail 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Fees – Fee Reports – Fee Payments by Accounting 
Code Detail 
This report generates a fee payment listing by account code and prints details and 
subtotals of all fees by accounting code. The report breaks on the combination of 
accounting code and allocation code, and prints both on the group header. This is 
necessary since different schools or years can assign different combinations of 
accounting codes and allocation codes. 
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Fee Payments By Accounting Code Detail Report Parameters Screen 

Fee Options – Options available to limit which fee details display. 
Show Fees from Past School Years –If checked, shows fees from past school 
years. 
Show Fees from Future School Years – If checked, shows fees from future 
school years. 
Show Fees from All Buildings – If checked, shows fees from all buildings 
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Note: The Fee Options control whether fees from past years, future years, 
and other buildings will show on the report. The defaults are set at the 
school level, and previously applied to the report without the user being 
notified or having control over it. Although, the initial values for the check 
boxes are set from DASL Options – Fees, when the report settings are 
saved, the values selected will be saved. So it is possible for users to work 
with a custom set of values. However, each report that shows these check 
boxes saves the values separately, so different reports can use different 
sets of settings. 

Payment Date Range (required) – Specify the date range in which to look for fee 
payments. Both the “From” and “To” fields will default to today’s date. 
Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve student’s 
homeroom. This field will default to today’s date. 
Payment Method (optional) – If no Payment Methods are selected, the report will 
select all Payment Methods. You can also filter by selecting specific Payment 
Methods for your report. 
Accounting Code (optional) – If no Accounting Codes are selected, the report will 
select all Accounting Codes. You can also filter by selecting specific Accounting 
Codes for your report. Because some fees do not have accounting codes, the 
accounting code selection now includes the option of “(none) – (none)”, which 
means that no accounting code was assigned. The accounting codes and 
allocation codes are shown together for selection. All codes for all buildings for 
past and future years will be shown that are associated with students enrolled in 
the school for this year. In other words, all codes associated with all fees, past and 
future, for the current year’s students will be showing for selection. This allows the 
user to isolate any subset of fees that may have had activity during the relevant 
time period. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation 
for further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 
Report Format - Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), 
Text, Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management 
screen. 
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. See 
the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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Fee Payments By Accounting Code Detail Screen 

Fee Payments by Accounting Code Summary 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Fees – Fee Reports – Fee Payments by Accounting 
Code Summary 
This report generates a summary fee payment listing by Accounting Code. The 
report breaks on the combination of accounting code and allocation code, and 
prints both on the group header. This is necessary since different schools or years 
can assign different combinations of accounting codes and allocation codes. 
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Fee Payments By Accounting Code Summary Report Parameters Screen 

Fee Options – Options available to limit which fee details display. 
Show Fees from Past School Years – If checked, shows fees from past school 
years. 
Show Fees from Future School Years – If checked, shows fees from future 
school years. 
Show Fees from All Buildings – If checked, shows fees from all buildings 
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Note: The Fee Options control whether fees from past years, future years, 
and other buildings will show on the report. The defaults are set at the 
school level, and previously applied to the report without the user being 
notified or having control over it. Although, the initial values for the check 
boxes are set from DASL Options – Fees, when the report settings are 
saved, the values selected will be saved. So it is possible for users to work 
with a custom set of values. However, each report that shows these check 
boxes saves the values separately, so different reports can use different 
sets of settings. 

Payment Date Range (required) – Specify the date range in which to look for fee 
payments. Both the “From” and “To” fields will default to today’s date. 
Payment Method (optional) – If no Payment Methods are selected, the report will 
select all Payment Methods. You can also filter by selecting specific Payment 
Methods for your report. 
Accounting Code (optional) – If no Accounting Codes are selected, the report will 
select all Accounting Codes. You can also filter by selecting specific Accounting 
Codes for your report. Because some fees do not have accounting codes, the 
accounting code selection now includes the option of “(none) – (none)”, which 
means that no accounting code was assigned. The accounting codes and 
allocation codes are shown together for selection. All codes for all buildings for 
past and future years will be shown that are associated with students enrolled in 
the school for this year. In other words, all codes associated with all fees, past and 
future, for the current year’s students will be showing for selection. This allows the 
user to isolate any subset of fees that may have had activity during the relevant 
time period. 
Primary Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more primary (accounting 
code) sort options for your report. 
Secondary Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more secondary 
(payment) sort options for your report. 

Note: The separate sets of sorting options is to avoid the garbled formatting 
that would arise if a report was sorted by payment date and then subtotaled 
by allocation code. 

Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation 

for further details. 

Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 
Report Format - Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), 
Text, Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management 
screen. 
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. See 
the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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Fee Payments By Accounting Code Summary Report 

Outstanding Fee Balances by Account Code (Report Builder) 
Navigation: Home − Local − Report Builder Links − Report Builder Reports 
The Outstanding Fee Balances by Account Code Report Builder report lists the 
outstanding fees for students by account code. 

 
Outstanding Fee Balances by Account Code Report on the Report Builder Reports Screen 

Run Icon 
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1. With the school or district for which you want to run the report in context, on 
the Report Builder screen, click the run icon in the View Report column for 
the Outstanding Fee Balances by Account Code report. 
The StudentInformation Report Viewer screen displays. 

 
Outstanding Fee Balances by Account Code Report on the Report Viewer Screen 

2. In the Report Header field, modify the heading you want to display at the top 
of the report, if desired. 

3. In the Select Required Parameters area, select one of the following Show 
Past Years options: 

• Yes – Include outstanding fees for students from past school years. 

• No – Do not include outstanding fees for students from past school years. 
4. Select one of the following Show Future Years options: 

• Yes – Include outstanding fees for students from a future school year. 

• No – Do not include outstanding fees for students from a future school 
year. 

5. Select one of the following Show All Buildings options: 

• Yes – Include outstanding fees for students from all of the buildings in the 
district. 

• No – Do not include the outstanding fees for students from all of the 
buildings in the district. 

Note: The Show All Buildings option only applies when the report is run with 
a building in context. If a district is in context, the report will always return 
the outstanding fees for the student from all of the buildings in the district. 
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6. In the Fee Type field, select the fee type(s) you want to display on the report.  
7. If you would like to apply an additional filter to the report results, in the Set 

Optional Filters area, perform the following steps: 
a. In the Field Name drop-down list, select the field on which you want to 

filter the report. 
b. In the Operation drop-down list, select the operation you want to apply to 

the filter. The available options may vary depending on the field you 
selected in the Field Name drop-down list. For more information about the 
filter operations, refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation Report Builder 
User Guide. 

c. Enter or select the appropriate value in the Value field, if applicable. 
Note: The available options and acceptable values vary depending on the 
option you selected in the Field Name drop-down list. You may be able to 
enter only alphabetical or only numeric characters depending on the option 
you selected in the Field Name drop-down list. If you selected an option in 
the Field Name drop-down list that requires a date, a calendar becomes 
available in the Value field. If you selected Has a Value or Does Not Have a 
Value in the Operation drop-down list, then the Value field is unavailable. 

d. To add an additional filter, repeat step 7(a) through step 7(c) in the line 
below the previous filter. 

8. Click View Report. 
The report displays at the bottom of the window. 

 
Generated Outstanding Fee Balances by Account Code Report Code 

9. To save the report with your selected parameters and filters, perform the 
following steps: 
a. Click Save Setup As. 
b. Enter a unique report name in the New report name field. 
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c. Enter a description of the report in the New description field. 
d. Click Save. 

The following message displays at the bottom of the screen: “Report setup 
saved successfully.” 
The report is saved. You can now run it directly from the User Reports 
area on the Report Builder Reports screen. 

10. Click the close button to close the StudentInformation Report Viewer screen 
and return to the Report Builder Reports screen. 

Course Fee Analysis Report (Report Builder) 
Navigation: Home − Local − Report Builder Links − Report Builder Reports 
The Course Fee Analysis report lists the unpaid course fees for students. You can 
select to display past and future unpaid course fees in addition to the course fees 
for the current year. 

 
Course Fee Analysis Report on the Report Builder Reports Screen 

1. With the school or district for which you want to run the report in context, on the 
Report Builder screen, click the run icon in the View Report column for the 
Course Fee Analysis report. 
The StudentInformation Report Viewer screen displays. 

Run Icon 
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Course Fee Analysis Report on the Report Viewer Screen 

2. In the Report Header field, modify the heading as you want it to display at the 
top of the report, if desired. 
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3. In the Select Required Parameters area, for the Show Past Years options, 
select one of the following: 

• Yes – Include unpaid course fees from past school years. 

• No – Do not include unpaid course fees from past school years. 
4. For the Show Future Years options, select one of the following: 

• Yes – Include unpaid course fees in future school years. 

• No – Do not include unpaid course fees in future school years. 
5. For the Show All Buildings options, select one of the following: 

• Yes – Include unpaid course fees for students from all of the buildings in the 
district. 

• No – Do not include the unpaid course fees for students from all of the 
buildings in the district. 
Note: The Show All Buildings option only applies when the report is run with 
a building in context. If a district is in context, the report will always return 
the unpaid course fees for the student from all of the buildings in the district. 
 

6. For the Expand All Details options, select one of the following: 

• Yes – Displays the unpaid course fees for each course by student in the 
report by default. 

• No – Displays the total amount of unpaid course fees for each course in the 
report by default. 
Note: You can expand and collapse the details in the generated report as 
desired by clicking the plus and minus signs next to the user. This option 
sets the default state of the report when it is run. 

6. If you would like to apply an additional filter to the report results, in the Set 
Optional Filters area, perform the following steps: 
a. In the Field Name drop-down list, select the field on which you want to 

filter the report. 
b. In the Operation drop-down list, select the operation you want to apply to 

the filter. The available options may vary depending on the field you 
selected in the Field Name drop-down list. For more information about the 
filter operations, refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation Report Builder 
User Guide. 

c. In the Value field, enter or select the appropriate value, if applicable. 
Note: The available options and acceptable values vary depending on the 
option you selected in the Field Name drop-down list. If you selected an 
option that requires a date, a calendar is available in the Value field. If you 
selected Has a Value or Does Not Have a Value in the Operation drop-
down list, then the Value field is unavailable. 
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d. To add an additional filter, repeat step 7(a) through step 7(c) in the line 
below the previous filter. 

7. Click View Report. 
The report displays at the bottom of the window. 

 
Course Fees Analysis Report with Details Expanded 

8. To save the report with your selected parameters and filters, perform the 
following steps: 

a. Click Save Setup As. 
b. In the New report name field, enter a unique report name. 
c. In the New description field, enter a description of the report. 
d. Click Save. 

The following message displays at the bottom of the screen: “Report setup 
saved successfully.” 
The report is saved. You can now run it directly from the User Reports 
area on the Report Builder Reports screen. 
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9. To close the StudentInformation Report Viewer screen and return to the 
Report Builder Reports screen, click the close button. 

Students Eligible for a Refund 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Fees – Fee Reports – Students Eligible for a 
Refund 
This report generates a list of students who are eligible for a refund. An unrefunded 
fee is generated in any of the following circumstances: 

• A student pays an assessed fee and then drops the course for which the 
fee was assessed. 

• A miscellaneous credit is issued. 

• An overpayment of a fee has occurred. 
These scenarios result in a credit balance. The building can choose to either 
refund the money or apply the amount to another fee for the selected student. 
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Students Eligible for a Refund Report Parameters Screen 
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Ad-Hoc Membership (optional) – Specify an Ad-Hoc Membership Group to limit 
the report to the students in this group. All other selection criteria will be ignored. 
Check the Public And Private check box to view Memberships created by other 
users in your drop-down list. 
Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve student’s 
homeroom. This field will default to today’s date. 
Fee Options – Options available to limit which fee details display. The defaults for 
these options are set at the school level on the DASL Options screen Fees tab. 
However, you can change the report settings here, and your selected values will 
be saved. 

Show Fees from Past School Years – If selected, shows fees from past 
school years. 
Show Fees from Future School Years – If selected, shows fees from 
future school years. 
Show Fees from All Buildings – If selected, shows fees from all buildings. 

Grade (optional) – If no Grades are selected, the report will select all Grades. You 
can also filter by selecting specific Grades for your report. 
Student Status (optional) – If no Student Statuses are selected, the report will 
select all Student Status. You can also filter by selecting specific Student Statuses 
for your report. 
Program (optional) – If no Programs are selected, the report will select all 
Programs. You can also filter by selecting specific Programs for your report. 
Fee Type (optional) – If no Fee Types are selected, the report will select all Fee 
Types. You can also filter by selecting specific Fee Types for your report. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation 
for further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 
Report Format - Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), 
Text, Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management 
screen. 
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. See 
the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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Students Eligible for a Refund Report 

 

Student Fees Requiring Adjustment 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Fees – Fee Reports – Student Fees Requiring 
Adjustment 
This report generates a detailed listing of students needing a payment adjustment 
for the selected school year. Payment adjustments are needed when a student has 
paid their fees in full and then has a schedule change where a portion or the entire 
fee amount originally charted to the student is dropped or credit to the student’s 
account causing the school to owe the student money. The student may or may 
not have a credit balance depending on whether the student has other outstanding 
fee amounts on this account. This report can only be generated if the school is 
using Fee Accounting. Records will be selected only for the school year displayed 
in the context area. 
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Student Fees Requiring Adjustment Report Parameters Screen 

Ad-Hoc Membership (optional) – Specify an Ad-Hoc Membership Group to limit 
the report to the students in this group. All other selection criteria will be ignored. 
Check the "Public And Private" check box to view Memberships created by other 
users in your drop-down list. 
Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve student’s 
homeroom. This field will default to today’s date. 
Grade (optional) – If no Grades are selected, the report will select all Grades. You 
can also filter by selecting specific Grades for your report. 
Student Status (optional) – If no Student Statuses are selected, the report will 
select all Student Status. You can also filter by selecting specific Student Statuses 
for your report. 
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Program (optional) – If no Programs are selected, the report will select all 
Programs. You can also filter by selecting specific Programs for your report. 
Fee Type (optional) – If no Fee Types are selected, the report will select all Fee 
Types. You can also filter by selecting specific Fee Types for your report. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation 
for further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 
Report Format - Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), 
Text, Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management 
screen. 
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. 

 
Student Fees Requiring Adjustment Report 

See the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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Student Fee Payment (R111) 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Fees – Fee Reports – Student Fee Payment (R111) 
This report generates a listing of payment received from each student. This report 
can only be generated if the school is using Fee Accounting. 
The user will have the option to exclude students with no fees for the fee type 
selected. If the user chooses not to exclude students with no fees from the report, 
any student with no fees will have a message printed indicating that the student 
has no fees. 
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Student fees will be validated against the list of valid fees. Any student with fees 
assessed that do not have corresponding valid fee IDs for the school year being 
reporting on will be printed at the top of the report listing the student’s ID, the fee 
code, and a message “No Matching Fee Record Found – Record Bypassed.” 

 
Student Fee Payment (R111) Report Parameters Screen (First Half) 
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Student Fee Payment (R111) Report Parameters Screen (Second Half) 

Ad-Hoc Membership (optional) – Specify an Ad-Hoc Membership Group to limit 
the report to the students in this group. All other selection criteria will be ignored. 
Check the "Public And Private" check box to view Memberships created by other 
users in your drop-down list. 
Student Numbers (optional) – If fee detail is needed for individual students, the 
student Numbers may be input here, separated by a comma, and fee details will 
only be produced for those individuals. 

Note: The Student Number list and the Ad Hoc Membership selection are 
mutually exclusive: you can only use one at a time. 

Fee Options – Options available to limit which fee details display. 
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Show Fees from Past School Years – If checked, shows fees from past school 
years. 
Show Fees from Future School Years – If checked, shows fees from future 
school years. 
Show Fees from All Buildings – If checked, shows fees from all buildings. 

Note: The Fee Options control whether fees from past years, future years, 
and other buildings will show on the report. The defaults are set at the 
school level, and previously applied to the report without the user being 
notified or having control over it. Although, the initial values for the check 
boxes are set from DASL Options – Fees, when the report settings are 
saved, the values selected will be saved. So it is possible for users to work 
with a custom set of values. However, each report that shows these check 
boxes saves the values separately, so different reports can use different 
sets of settings. 

Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve student’s 
homeroom. This field will default to today’s date. 
Payment Date Range (required) – Specify the date range to look for fee 
payments. This will default to the range from the school year’s start to today’s date. 
Grade (optional) – If no Grades are selected, the report will select all Grades. You 
can also filter by selecting specific Grades for your report. 
Student Status (optional) – If no Student Statuses are selected, the report will 
select all Student Statuses. You can also filter by selecting specific Student 
Statuses for your report. 
Administrative Homeroom (optional) – If no Administrative Homerooms are 
selected, the report will select all Administrative Homerooms. You can also filter by 
selecting specific Administrative Homerooms for your report. 
Program (optional) – If no Programs are selected, the report will select all 
Programs. You can also filter by selecting specific Programs for your report. 
Fee Type (optional) – If no Fee Types are selected, the report will select all Fee 
Types. You can also filter by selecting specific Fee Types for your report. 
Payment Method (optional) – If no Payment Methods are selected, the report will 
select all Payment Methods. You can also filter by selecting specific Payment 
Methods for your report. 
Payment Type (optional) – If no Payment Types are selected, the report will select 
all Payment Types. You can also filter by selecting specific Payment Types for 
your report. 
Home School (optional) – If no Home Schools are selected, the report will select 
all Home Schools. You can also filter by selecting specific Home Schools for your 
report. This field is populated based on the values entered in the Home School 
field on the Student Profile – General tab. 
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Include students with a zero balance (optional) – If checked, will show all 
students in building. If unchecked, will not show students that have a zero fee 
balance. 
Print only one student per page (optional) – If checked, will page break after 
each student. If unchecked, no page breaks between students. 
Student Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more student sort options for 
your report. 
Fee Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more fee sort options for your 
report. 

Note: The separate sets of sorting options is to avoid the garbled formatting 
that would arise if a report was sorted by Fee Code and then subtotaled by 
Student. 

Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation 
for further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 
Report Format - Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), 
Text, Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management 
screen. 
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. See 
the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

 
Student Fee Payment (R111) Report 
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Student Fee Detail (R109) 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Fees – Fee Reports – Student Fee Detail (R109) 
This report generates a detailed listing of the fees assessed for each applicable 
student. Details may be printed for each and any combination of fees. This report 
can only be generated if the school is using Fee Accounting. 
The user will have the option to exclude students with no fees for the fee type 
selected. If the user chooses not to exclude students with no fees from the report, 
any student with no fees will have a message printed indicating that the student 
has no fees. 
The report will include all students. It is not limited to students currently enrolled so 
students with fees that were recently withdrawn will also display on the report. 

 
Student Fee Detail (R109) Report Parameters Screen (First Half) 
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Student Fee Detail (R109) Report Parameters Screen (Second Half) 

Ad-Hoc Membership (optional) – Specify an Ad-Hoc Membership Group to limit 
the report to the students in this group. All other selection criteria will be ignored. 
Check the "Public And Private" check box to view Memberships created by other 
users in your drop-down list. 
Student Numbers (optional) – If fee detail is needed for individual students, the 
student Numbers may be input here, separated by a comma, and fee details will 
only be produced for those individuals. 

Note: The Student Number list and the Ad Hoc Membership selection are 
mutually exclusive: you can only use one at a time. 

Fee Options – Options available to limit which fee details display. 
Show Fees from Past School Years – If checked, shows fees from past school 
years. 
Show Fees from Future School Years – If checked, shows fees from future 
school years. 
Show Fees from All Buildings – If checked, shows fees from all buildings. 
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Note: The Fee Options control whether fees from past years, future years, 
and other buildings will show on the report. The defaults are set at the 
school level, and previously applied to the report without the user being 
notified or having control over it. Although, the initial values for the check 
boxes are set from DASL Options – Fees, when the report settings are 
saved, the values selected will be saved. So it is possible for users to work 
with a custom set of values. However, each report that shows these check 
boxes saves the values separately, so different reports can use different 
sets of settings. 

Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve student’s 
homeroom. This field will default to today’s date. 
Grade (optional) – If no Grades are selected, the report will select all Grades. You 
can also filter by selecting specific Grades for your report. 
Student Status (optional) – If no Student Statuses are selected, the report will 
select all Student Statuses. You can also filter by selecting specific Student 
Statuses for your report. 
Administrative Homeroom (optional) – If no Administrative Homerooms are 
selected, the report will select all Administrative Homerooms. You can also filter by 
selecting specific Administrative Homerooms for your report. 
Program (optional) – If no Programs are selected, the report will select all 
Programs. You can also filter by selecting specific Programs for your report. 
Fee Type (optional) – If no Fee Types are selected, the report will select all Fee 
Types. You can also filter by selecting specific Fee Types for your report. 
Home School (optional) – If no Home Schools are selected, the report will select 
all Home Schools. You can also filter by selecting specific Home Schools for your 
report. This field is populated based on the values entered in the Home School 
field on the Student Profile – General tab. 
Display Payment Information (optional) – If checked, will show student payment 
information. If unchecked, will not show student payment information. 
Display Students with Zero Balance (optional) – If checked, will show all 
students in building. If unchecked, will not show students that have a zero fee 
balance. 
Display Only Students with Outstanding Fees (optional) – If checked, will show 
only students with an outstanding fee balance. If unchecked, will show all students 
in building. 
Print only one student per page (optional) – If checked, will page break after 
each student. If unchecked, no page breaks between students. 
Student Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more student sort options for 
your report.  
Fee Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more fee sort options for your 
report. 
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Note: The separate sets of sorting options is to avoid the garbled formatting 
that would arise if a report was sorted by Fee Code and then subtotaled by 
Student.  

Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation 
for further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 
Report Format - Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), 
Text, Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management 
screen. 
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. See 
the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

 
Student Fee Detail Report 
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Student Fees Summary (R110) 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Fees – Fee Reports – Student Fee Summary (R110) 
This report generates a summary by student and fee type of all fees that are 
currently outstanding for a selected school year. The report will display a grand 
total for all fee types at the end of the report. This report can only be generated if 
the school is using Fee Accounting. 

 
Student Fees Summary (R110) Report Parameters Screen (First Half) 
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Student Fees Summary (R110) Report Parameters Screen (Second Half) 

Ad-Hoc Membership (optional) – Specify an Ad-Hoc Membership Group to limit 
the report to the students in this group. All other selection criteria will be ignored. 
Check the "Public And Private" check box to view Memberships created by other 
users in your drop-down list. 
Student Numbers (optional) – If fee detail is needed for individual students, the 
student Numbers may be input here, separated by a comma, and fee details will 
only be produced for those individuals. 

Note: The Student Number list and the Ad Hoc Membership selection are 
mutually exclusive: you can only use one at a time. 

Fee Options – Options available to limit which fee details display. 
Show Fees from Past School Years – If checked, shows fees from past school 
years. 
Show Fees from Future School Years – If checked, shows fees from future 
school years. 
Show Fees from All Buildings – If checked, shows fees from all buildings 
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Note: The Fee Options control whether fees from past years, future years, 
and other buildings will show on the report. The defaults are set at the 
school level, and previously applied to the report without the user being 
notified or having control over it. Although, the initial values for the check 
boxes are set from DASL Options – Fees, when the report settings are 
saved, the values selected will be saved. So it is possible for users to work 
with a custom set of values. However, each report that shows these check 
boxes saves the values separately, so different reports can use different 
sets of settings. 

Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve student’s 
homeroom. This field will default to today’s date. 
Grade (optional) – If no Grades are selected, the report will select all Grades. You 
can also filter by selecting specific Grades for your report. 
Student Status (optional) – If no Student Statuses are selected, the report will 
select all Student Statuses. You can also filter by selecting specific Student 
Statuses for your report. 
Administrative Homeroom (optional) – If no Administrative Homerooms are 
selected, the report will select all Administrative Homerooms. You can also filter by 
selecting specific Administrative Homerooms for your report. 
Program (optional) – If no Programs are selected, the report will select all 
Programs. You can also filter by selecting specific Programs for your report. 
Fee Type (optional) – If no Fee Types are selected, the report will select all Fee 
Types. You can also filter by selecting specific Fee Types for your report. 
Home School (optional) – If no Home Schools are selected, the report will select 
all Home Schools. You can also filter by selecting specific Home Schools for your 
report. This field is populated based on the values entered in the Home School 
field on the Student Profile – General tab. 
Include Students that have Outstanding Fee Balances (optional) – If checked, 
will show students with an outstanding fee balance. If unchecked, will not show 
students that have an outstanding fee balance. 
Include Students that have Zero Fee Balances (optional) – If checked, will show 
all students in building. If unchecked, will not show students that have a zero fee 
balance. 

Note: At least one of the Include options must be checked to submit the 
report. 

Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation 
for further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 
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Report Format - Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), 
Text, Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management 
screen. 
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. See 
the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

 
Student Fee Summary Report 

Student Fee Invoice (R108-C) 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Fees – Fee Reports – Student Fee Invoice (R108-C) 
This report is used to print a list of fees assessed to students. This report will 
commonly be used as an aid in collecting fees. The list will include student 
information and a summary of fees assessed and payments by type. The report is 
structured so that only one student is printed per page and the report can act as a 
receipt for fees paid. 
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Student Fee Invoice (R108-C) Report Parameters Screen (First Half) 
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Student Fee Invoice (R108-C) Report Parameters Screen (Second Half) 

Ad-Hoc Membership (optional) – Specify an Ad-Hoc Membership Group to limit 
the report to the students in this group. All other selection criteria will be ignored. 
Check the "Public And Private" check box to view Memberships created by other 
users in your drop-down list. 
Student Numbers (optional) – If fee detail is needed for individual students, the 
student Numbers may be input here, separated by a comma, and fee details will 
only be produced for those individuals. 

Note: The Student Number list and the Ad Hoc Membership selection are 
mutually exclusive; you can only use one at a time. 

Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve student’s 
homeroom. This field will default to today’s date. 
Fee Options – Options available to limit which fee details display. 
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Show Fees from Past School Years – If checked, shows fees from past school 
years. 
Show Fees from Future School Years – If checked, shows fees from future 
school years. 
Show Fees from All Buildings – If checked, shows fees from all buildings. 

Note: The Fee Options control whether fees from past years, future years, 
and other buildings will show on the report. The defaults are set at the 
school level, and previously applied to the report without the user being 
notified or having control over it. Although, the initial values for the check 
boxes are set from DASL Options – Fees, when the report settings are 
saved, the values selected will be saved. So it is possible for users to work 
with a custom set of values. However, each report that shows these check 
boxes saves the values separately, so different reports can use different 
sets of settings. 

Grade (optional) – If no Grades are selected, the report will select all Grades. You 
can also filter by selecting specific Grades for your report. 
Student Status (optional) – If no Student Statuses are selected, the report will 
select all Student Statuses. You can also filter by selecting specific Student 
Statuses for your report. 
Course Term (optional) – If no Course Terms are selected, the report will select all 
Course Terms. You can also filter by selecting specific Course Terms for your 
report. 
Administrative Homeroom (optional) – If no Administrative Homerooms are 
selected, the report will select all Administrative Homerooms. You can also filter by 
selecting specific Administrative Homerooms for your report. 
Fee Type (optional) – If no Fee Types are selected, the report will select all Fee 
Types. You can also filter by selecting specific Fee Types for your report. 
Home School (optional) – If no Home Schools are selected, the report will select 
all Home Schools. You can also filter by selecting specific Home Schools for your 
report. This field is populated based on the values entered in the Home School 
field on the Student Profile – General tab. 
Free-Form Text (optional) – Enter any text that you would like to display on each 
page of the report. Currently, there is no limit to the number of characters allowed 
in the Free-Form Text box. 
Include Students that have Outstanding Fee Balances (optional) – If checked, 
will show students with an outstanding fee balance. If unchecked, will not show 
students that have an outstanding fee balance. 
Include Students that have Negative Fee Balances (optional) – If checked, will 
show students with a negative fee balance. If unchecked, will not show students 
that have a negative fee balance. 
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Include Students that have Zero Fee Balances (optional) – If checked, will show 
all students in building. If unchecked, will not show students that have a zero fee 
balance. 
Student Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more student sort options for 
your report. 
Fee Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more fee sort options for your 
report. 

Note: The separate sets of sorting options is to avoid the garbled formatting 
that would arise if a report was sorted by Fee Code and then subtotaled by 
Student.  

Output (required) – Choose Report, Labels, or Both Report and Labels.  
If labels are chosen, use the following Adobe page settings when printing the 
labels to ensure that the labels print correctly on the page. 
For Adobe 9: 

• Page Scaling = None 

• Auto Rotate and Center = Unchecked. 
For Adobe 10: 

• Size Options = Actual Size 

• Orientation = Portrait. 
Note: If you are using Firefox, you must change a setting before printing labels. 
In Firefox, go to Options. On the Applications window under Content Type, 
locate Portable Document Format (PDF). In the Action column of that row, 
change the selection from Preview in Firefox to an Adobe option (such as Use 
Adobe Acrobat). 

Label Type (required if using Labels) – Choose the correct label type and size. 
Address (required) – Choose Student Address or Parent Address. 
Include Copied on Correspondence – Yes or No; Selecting Yes will include 
address labels for contacts marked as “Copied on Correspondence” when creating 
labels. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation 
for further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 
Report Format - Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), 
Text, Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management 
screen. 
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. See 
the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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Student Fee Invoice Report 

Student Fee Collection Summary (R108-B) 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Fees – Fee Reports – Student Fee Collection 
Summary (R108-B) 
This report is used to print a list of fees assessed to students. This report will 
commonly be used as an aid in collecting fees. The list will include student 
information, all fees assessed, and their detail information – fee code, fee type, fee 
description, and fee amount. 
This report may be used by schools not using the Fees Accounting Application to 
specifically track fees and corresponding payments. The source of the data for the 
reports will differ if a school that has not been configured to use the Fees 
Accounting application uses the report. If the school is configured for Fees 
Accounting, fees are determined from the student fee records. If Fees Accounting 
is not being used then the fees are projected from the fee definitions and student 
profile information. 
Records will be selected only for the school year displayed in the context area. 
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Student Fee Collection List Summary (R108-B) Report Parameters Screen 
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Ad-Hoc Membership (optional) – Specify an Ad-Hoc Membership Group to limit 
the report to the students in this group. All other selection criteria will be ignored. 
Check the "Public And Private" check box to view Memberships created by other 
users in your drop-down list. 
Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve student’s 
homeroom. This field will default to today’s date. 
Fee Options − Options available to limit which fee details display. 
Show Fees from Past School Years – If checked, shows fees from past school 
years. 
Show Fees from Future School Years – If checked, shows fees from future 
school years. 
Show Fees from All Buildings – If checked, shows fees from all buildings. 

Note: The Fee Options control whether fees from past years, future years, 
and other buildings will show on the report. The defaults are set at the 
school level, and previously applied to the report without the user being 
notified or having control over it. Although, the initial values for the check 
boxes are set from DASL Options – Fees, when the report settings are 
saved, the values selected will be saved. So it is possible for users to work 
with a custom set of values. However, each report that shows these check 
boxes saves the values separately, so different reports can use different 
sets of settings. 

Grade (optional) – If no Grades are selected, the report will select all Grades. You 
can also filter by selecting specific Grades for your report. 
Student Status (optional) – If no Student Statuses are selected, the report will 
select all Student Statuses. You can also filter by selecting specific Student 
Statuses for your report. 
Administrative Homeroom (optional) – If no Administrative Homerooms are 
selected, the report will select all Administrative Homerooms. You can also filter by 
selecting specific Administrative Homerooms for your report. 
Program (optional) – If no Programs are selected, the report will select all 
Programs. You can also filter by selecting specific Programs for your report. 
Fee Type (optional) – If no Fee Types are selected, the report will select all Fee 
Types. You can also filter by selecting specific Fee Types for your report. 
Home School (optional) – If no Home Schools are selected, the report will select 
all Home Schools. You can also filter by selecting specific Home Schools for your 
report. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation 
for further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 
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Report Format - Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), 
Text, Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management 
screen. 
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. See 
the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

 
Student Fee Collection List Summary (R108-B) Report 

Student Fee Collection List Detail (R108-A) 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Fees – Fee Reports – Student Fee Collection Detail 
(R108-A) 
This report is used to print a list of fees assessed to students. This report will 
commonly be used as an aid in collecting fees. The list will include student 
information, all fees assessed, and their detail information – fee code, fee type, fee 
description, and fee amount. 
This report may be used by schools not using the Fees Accounting Application to 
specifically track fees and corresponding payments. The source of the data for the 
reports will differ if a school that has not been configured to use the Fees 
Accounting application uses the report. If the school is configured for Fees 
Accounting, fees are determined from the student fee records. If Fees Accounting 
is not being used then the fees are projected from the fee definitions and student 
profile information. 
Records will be selected only for the school year displayed in the context area. 
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Student Fee Collection List Detail (R108-A) Report Parameters Screen 
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Ad-Hoc Membership (optional) – Specify an Ad-Hoc Membership Group to limit 
the report to the students in this group. All other selection criteria will be ignored. 
Check the "Public And Private" check box to view Memberships created by other 
users in your drop-down list. 
Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve student’s 
homeroom. This field will default to today’s date. 
Fee Options – Options available to limit which fee details display. 
Show Fees from Past School Years – If checked, shows fees from past school 
years. 
Show Fees from Future School Years – If checked, shows fees from future 
school years. 
Show Fees from All Buildings – If checked, shows fees from all buildings. 

Note: The Fee Options control whether fees from past years, future years, 
and other buildings will show on the report. The defaults are set at the 
school level, and previously applied to the report without the user being 
notified or having control over it. Although, the initial values for the check 
boxes are set from DASL Options – Fees, when the report settings are 
saved, the values selected will be saved. So it is possible for users to work 
with a custom set of values. However, each report that shows these check 
boxes saves the values separately, so different reports can use different 
sets of settings. 

Grade (optional) – If no Grades are selected, the report will select all Grades. You 
can also filter by selecting specific Grades for your report. 
Student Status (optional) – If no Student Statuses are selected, the report will 
select all Student Statuses. You can also filter by selecting specific Student 
Statuses for your report. 
Administrative Homeroom (optional) – If no Administrative Homerooms are 
selected, the report will select all Administrative Homerooms. You can also filter by 
selecting specific Administrative Homerooms for your report. 
Program (optional) – If no Programs are selected, the report will select all 
Programs. You can also filter by selecting specific Programs for your report. 
Fee Type (optional) – If no Fee Types are selected, the report will select all Fee 
Types. You can also filter by selecting specific Fee Types for your report. 
Home School (optional) – If no Home Schools are selected, the report will select 
all Home Schools. You can also filter by selecting specific Home Schools for your 
report. 
Student Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more student sort options for 
your report. 
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Fee Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more fee sort options for your 
report. 

Note: The separate sets of sorting options is to avoid the garbled formatting 
that would arise if a report was sorted by Fee Code and then subtotaled by 
Student.  

Output (required) – Choose Report, Labels, or Both Report and Labels.  
If labels are chosen, use the following Adobe page settings when printing the 
labels to ensure that the labels print correctly on the page. 
For Adobe 9: 

• Page Scaling = None 

• Auto Rotate and Center = Unchecked. 
For Adobe 10: 

• Size Options = Actual Size 

• Orientation = Portrait. 
Note: If you are using Firefox, you must change a setting before printing labels. 
In Firefox, go to Options. On the Applications window under Content Type, 
locate Portable Document Format (PDF). In the Action column of that row, 
change the selection from Preview in Firefox to an Adobe option (such as Use 
Adobe Acrobat). 

Label Type (required if using Labels) – Choose the correct label type and size. 
Address (required) – Choose Student Address or Parent Address. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation 
for further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 
Report Format - Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), 
Text, Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management 
screen. 
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. See 
the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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Payments Posted by User Report (Report Builder) 
Navigation: Home − Local − Report Builder Links − Report Builder Reports 
The Payments Posted by User report lists the payments made on a specified day 
by the users who posted the payments. 

 
Payments Posted by User Report on the Report Builder Reports Screen 

1. With the school or district for which you want to run the report in context, on the 
Report Builder screen, click the run icon in the View Report column for the 
Payments Posted by User report. 
The StudentInformation Report Viewer screen displays. 

 
Payments Posted by User Report on the Report Viewer Screen 

Run Icon 
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2. In the Report Header field, modify the heading as you want it to display at the 
top of the report, if desired. 

3. In the Select Required Parameters area, in the Fee Type drop-down list, 
select the fee type(s) you want to display in the report. 

4. In the Date field, enter the date for which you want to view the posted fees in 
the report. 

Note: You can also click the date picker in the Date field to select a date 
from a calendar. 

5. For the Expand All Details options, select one of the following: 

• Yes – Displays the details of each payment posted by user in the generated 
report by default. 

• No – Displays the total amount posted by each user in the generated report 
by default. 
Note: You can expand and collapse the details in the generated report as 
desired by clicking the plus and minus signs next to the user. This option 
sets the default state of the report when it is run. 

7. If you would like to apply an additional filter to the report results, in the Set 
Optional Filters area, perform the following steps: 
a. In the Field Name drop-down list, select the field on which you want to 

filter the report. 
b. In the Operation drop-down list, select the operation you want to apply to 

the filter. The available options may vary depending on the field you 
selected in the Field Name drop-down list. For more information about the 
filter operations, refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation Report Builder 
User Guide. 

c. In the Value field, enter or select the appropriate value, if applicable. 
Note: The available options and acceptable values vary depending on the 
option you selected in the Field Name drop-down list. If you selected an 
option that requires a date, a calendar is available in the Value field. If you 
selected Has a Value or Does Not Have a Value in the Operation drop-
down list, then the Value field is unavailable. 

d. To add an additional filter, repeat step 6(a) through step 6(c) in the line 
below the previous filter. 

10. Click View Report. 
The report displays at the bottom of the window. 
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Payments Posted by User Report with Details Expanded 
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11. To save the report with your selected parameters and filters, perform the 
following steps: 

a. Click Save Setup As. 
b. In the New report name field, enter a unique report name. 
c. In the New description field, enter a description of the report. 
d. Click Save. 

The following message displays at the bottom of the screen: “Report setup 
saved successfully.” 
The report is saved. You can now run it directly from the User Reports 
area on the Report Builder Reports screen. 

12. To close the StudentInformation Report Viewer screen and return to the 
Report Builder Reports screen, click the close button. 
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Change Log 
The following Change Log explains by Product Version, Heading, Page and 
Reason where changes in the ProgressBook StudentInformation 
Graduation/Eligibility Guide have been made. 
Product 
Version Heading Page Reason 

14.7.0 Entire Guide N/A Removed/updated references to the 
retired ProgressBook 
StudentInformation General Use Guide. 
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Graduation/Eligibility Overview 
Graduation/Eligibility is used as a method of checking if students have met all the 
requirements for graduation eligibility. Graduation/Eligibility Rules include one or 
more line items, and students are assigned Rules. Students can have up to two (2) 
rules, one primary and one secondary. For example, a student might have one rule 
for basic graduation requirements, while having a second rule that will qualify them 
as an honors graduate. 

 

Understanding the Graduation/Eligibility Module 
Rules are defined for a school, and then assigned to any number of students in 
that school as either the student’s primary rule or secondary rule. 
A user with appropriate security access can run an Eligibility Report on a set of 
students, based on criteria, which will validate the students to a selected rule, or to 
each student's Primary Rule, Secondary Rule, or both. A user may also check on 
individual students' status for their selected Rules, or for a different Rule. 
Some R700 report card formats print the student’s graduation rule name and 
whether or not they are on track to graduate. The R702 transcript prints a credit 
summary box detailing how many credits the student earned for each line item in 
the specified graduation rule. 
Miscellaneous Items are those items that cannot be defined in other areas of 
StudentInformation. These are defined by users with appropriate security access, 
and values for each Miscellaneous Item can be entered for each student. 
Miscellaneous Items may be included in a Rule's setup once created. 

 

Graduation/Eligibility Outline and Flow 
1. Graduation/Eligibility Maintenance 

A. Miscellaneous Item Maintenance – Manage specific criteria not covered 
by the standard categories 
 

B. Rule Maintenance – Manage Graduation Eligibility Rules 
1. Add/Edit Rule 
2. Setup Rule Details – Manage Line Item Elements within each Rule and 

Line Item 
3. Copy Rule 
4. Delete Rule 

2. Graduation/Eligibility 
A. Assigning Graduation/Eligibility Rules 

1. Eligibility Rule Assignments – Assign eligibility rules to many students 
at once 
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2. Student Profile Bulk Update  - Assign eligibility rules to ad-hoc 
memberships 

3. Student Profile Additional tab – Assign eligibility rules to a single 
student 

B. Student Graduation/Eligibility 
1. Miscellaneous Values – View/edit student values for Miscellaneous 

Items 
2. Student Eligibility Detail – View single student eligibility and underlying 

details 
C. Eligibility Report (R208) – Generate report of selected students for a 

particular rule 
 

D. Eligibility Letters – Generate eligibility letters for selected students for a 
particular rule. 
 

 

 

Graduation/Eligibility Maintenance 
 

Miscellaneous Item Maintenance 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – 
Graduation/Eligibility – Miscellaneous Items 
Graduation/Eligibility Rule Line Items can include several different types of pre-
defined elements, or they can include any miscellaneous items. You can create 
and maintain those Miscellaneous Items from this screen. 

 
Graduation/Eligibility Miscellaneous Items Maintenance Screen 

This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls.  
Records on this page are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information 
on reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started 
Guide. 
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Code, Name, Description, Data Type, 
Active) in ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header. 
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 – This Miscellaneous Item was created at a higher level, and cannot be edited or 
deleted at this level. 

Add/Edit Graduation / Eligibility Miscellaneous Items 

 
Add/Edit Graduation/Eligibility Miscellaneous Items Screen 

Code (required) – Enter a code (up to eight characters) for this Miscellaneous 
Item. 
Name (required) – Enter a name for this Miscellaneous Item. 
Description (optional) – Enter a description for this Miscellaneous Item. 
Data Type (required) – Select Numeric or True/False. Numeric Items will require 
an integer value entered if used as a Line Item criterion. 

 

CORE Overflow Maintenance 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – 
Graduation/Eligibility – CORE Overflow 

Note: The CORE Overflow Maintenance screen only works with the Total 
CORE Credits line item. See “Add/Edit Total CORE Credits.” 

The CORE overflow feature defines the CORE subject area to which 
StudentInformation counts the excess course credits a student earns over the 
required credits for a CORE subject area. The CORE Overflow screen enables you 
to create new and modify existing CORE overflow rules. 
In order to use a CORE overflow rule, you must set up the following in the 
Graduation/Eligibility Rule: 
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• Select the CORE overflow rule on the Total CORE Credits Line Item Options 
tab. See “Add CORE Overflow Rule to the Graduation/Eligibility Rule.” 

• Set up the Total CORE Credits line item element. See “Add/Edit Total CORE 
Credits.” 

Create CORE Overflow Rules 
1. On the CORE Overflow screen, click Add New Overflow. 

A grid displays on the right side of the screen listing the CORE subject areas 
and the required values for the current year by default. 

2. In the Overflow Name field, enter a name for the new CORE overflow rule. 

 
Adding a New Overflow Rule 

3. In the CORE Required Value field in the row of a CORE subject area for which 
you want to define the core overflow, modify the required value, if desired. 
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4. In the Subject Area Overflow drop-down list in the row of the same CORE 
subject area, select the CORE subject area to which you want 
StudentInformation to count excess credits. 

5. Repeat step 3 and step 4 for each CORE subject area for which you want to 
define the core overflow rule. 

6. Click Save. 
The new rule displays in the grid on the CORE Overflow screen. 

 
New CORE Overflow Rule on the CORE Overflow Screen 

 

Rule Maintenance 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – 
Graduation/Eligibility – Rule Maintenance 
Graduation/Eligibility Rules contain line items that are checked to see if a student 
passes or fails the rule. A single rule can contain many line items, if necessary.   

 
Graduation/Eligibility Rule Maintenance Screen 

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Code, Name, Description, Is Active) in 
ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header. 

 – Delete this Graduation/Eligibility Rule. 
 – Edit this Graduation/Eligibility Rule. 
 – Setup Details for this Graduation/Eligibility Rule. 
 – Copy this Graduation/Eligibility Rule. 
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 – This Rule was created at a higher level (district or ITC), and cannot be edited, 
deleted, or have its details changed at this level. 

 – Active Graduation/Eligibility Rule – can be used on new Student Records. 

 – Inactive Graduation/Eligibility Rule – cannot be used on new Student Records. 
Show Active Only – If checked, will show only active Graduation/Eligibility Rules; 
if not checked, will show both active and inactive Graduation/Eligibility Rules. 
Add Rule – Adds a Graduation/Eligibility Rule. 

Add/Edit Rule 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Graduation / 
Eligibility – Rule Maintenance 
This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. 
Records on this page are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information 
on reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started 
Guide. 

 
Graduation/Eligibility Rule Maintenance Screen 

Click the appropriate button to Add or Edit a Graduation/Eligibility Rule.  
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Add/Edit Graduation/Eligibility Rule Maintenance Screen 

Code (required) – Code for this Graduation/Eligibility Rule; up to eight characters. 
Name (required) – Name for this Graduation/Eligibility Rule. 
Description (optional) – Description of this Graduation/Eligibility Rule. 
Meets requirements text (optional) – This text will be used by report cards when 
the student meets the requirements for this Graduation/Eligibility Rule. 
Does not meet requirements text (optional) – This text will be used by report 
cards when the student fails to meet the requirements for this Graduation/Eligibility 
Rule. 
Is Active – Yes or No; Graduation/Eligibility Rules must be Active to use on new 
Student Records. This box is checked by default. 
Save – Will save current Graduation/Eligibility Rule and return to 
Graduation/Eligibility Rule Maintenance listing where you will see the updated 
information. 
Cancel – Will clear out data already entered and return to the Graduation/Eligibility 
Rule Maintenance listing. 
Go to setup – Save and go to Setup Details for this Graduation/Eligibility Rule. 
See “Line Item Element Setup.” 
Maximum Credit Groups – Currently, this tab is not functional. 
Total CORE Credits Line Item Options – Click this tab to view or edit the CORE 
overflow settings for this Graduation/Eligibility Rule. This tab only applies to Total 
CORE Credit line items. For more information, see “Add CORE Overflow Rule to 
the Graduation/Eligibility Rule.” 
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Add CORE Overflow Rule to the Graduation/Eligibility Rule 
The Total CORE Credit Line Item Options tab defines the CORE overflow rule to 
apply to the Graduation/Eligibility Rule. For more information about CORE overflow 
rules, see “

 

CORE Overflow Maintenance.” 

Note: The CORE overflow rules only work with the Total CORE Credits line 
item. See “Add/Edit Total CORE Credits.” 

 
Total CORE CORE Credits Line Item Options Tab on the  
Add/Edit Graduation/Eligibility Rule Maintenance Screen 

CORE Overflow Rule (required) – Select the CORE overflow rule you want to 
apply to this Graduation/Eligibility Rule.  
Include Current Courses – Select to include in the CORE overflow count credits 
for courses the student is currently taking. 
Missing Marks Handling – Select how you want StudentInformation to count 
current courses for which the marks are missing.  

• Project Pass – The credits for a course with missing marks are included in the 
CORE credits calculation as though the student has passed the course. 

• Project Fail – The credits for a course with missing marks are not included in 
the CORE credits calculation as though the student has failed the course. 

Include Current Requests – Select to include credits from the student’s active 
course requests in the core overflow calculation. 
High school credit only – Select to include only courses in which the Is High 
School Credit check box is selected. 
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Setup Rule Details 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Graduation / 
Eligibility – Rule Maintenance 

 
Graduation/Eligibility Rule Maintenance Screen 

Click  to setup details for a specific Graduation/Eligibility Rule, or click Go to 
Setup from a Rule's Add/Edit page. 

 
Editing a Line Item 

Add Line Item – Adds Line Item. 
Back to Rules – Returns to the Graduation/Eligibility Rules page. 

 – Edits Line Item. 
 – Deletes Line Item. 
 – Setup Line Item Elements. 

There may be a slight delay when displaying the right side of the screen (after 
clicking anything on the left side). In this case, a Loading message will display on 
the right: 

 
Loading Line Item Elements Message 
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Add/Edit Line Item 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Graduation / 
Eligibility – Rule Maintenance – Rule Setup 
This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls.  

 
Graduation/Eligibility Rule Setup Maintenance Screen 

Click the appropriate button to Add or Edit a new Line Item. 

 
Adding and Editing a Line Item 

Description (required) – Description of this Line Item. 
Sort Order (required) – The order in which this Line Item displays. When adding a 
new Line Item, Sort Order defaults to 1 greater than the highest existing Line Item. 
If you enter a Sort Order that an existing Line Item has, that Line Item and any Line 
Items with higher Sort Order numbers will each increase by 1. Example: Line 
Items with Sort Orders of 1, 2 and 3 already exist. Enter 2 for the new Line Item's 
Sort Order. The original Line Item with Sort Order 2 moves to Sort Order 3, and the 
original Line Item with Sort Order 3 moves to Sort Order 4. 
Save – Save this Line Item. The right side box will display the following 
confirmation message: 

 
Save and Details – Save this Line Item and open Setup Line Item Elements for 
this Line Item. 
Cancel– Clear data entered and close the Add Line Item box. 

Delete Line Item 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Graduation / 
Eligibility – Rule Maintenance – Rule Setup 
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Graduation/Eligibility Rule Setup Maintenance Screen 

Click the  icon to delete a Line Item. The Delete Line Item box appears on the 
right side of the screen. 

 
Deleting a Line Item 

Continue – Delete the Line Item. 
Cancel – Do Not Delete the Line Item. 
This process will change the right-side box to a processing message followed by a 
confirmation message: 

 
Deleted Line Items are removed completely rather than deactivated, so if you 
delete a Line Item by accident, you will need to re-create the Line Item and 
any Elements it included. 
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Line Item Element Setup 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Graduation / 
Eligibility – Rule Maintenance – Rule Setup 

 
Graduation/Eligibility Rule Setup Maintenance Screen 

Click the  icon to set up elements for a Line Item. The Setup Line Item Elements 
box appears on the right side of the screen. 

 
Adding Elements to a Line Item 

Select type to add/Add Element – Select an Element Type from the drop-down 
menu, then click this button to add a new Line Item Element. 
Close – Closes the Line Item Element box. 

 – Edits this Line Item Element. 
 – Deletes this Line Item Element. 

 - Move this Line Item Element up or down to easily reorder the line item 
elements. 

 – Outdent or Indent this Line Item Element. Indentation works with the 
Operators at the start of each line after the first line, and each set of indented 
elements, taken together, is equivalent to one single element with the operator at 
the start of the indented section. 
Split Group/Start New Group- Split Group operator. It is only available for lines 
that are part of a group and are not the first line in the group. By clicking this icon, 
you cause the group to be split into two groups. To achieve a rule line item with 
conditions in the form (a OR b OR c) AND (d OR e OR f), use the user interface to 
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set up a rule in the form (a OR b OR c AND d OR e OR f). Then, click on the )( 
Split Group option by the line with the AND operator. This will split the group into 
two groups of ORed conditions, joined by the AND operator. There is not “undo 
split” operator, but you can outdent the first line of the group that has been split, 
and then indent it again. The groups below and above the line you are working on 
will join back onto one group. 

How to Read and Set up Indentation 

If the requirement has multiple options, use a parenthesis to separate each 
requirement within a line item. The following sections provide example scenarios 
for correctly setting up the line items for specific graduation requirements. 

Example 1 

Students are required to take the following courses to fulfill a health/physical 
education requirement: 
1. Health 
2. Freshmen Girls PE or Freshmen Boys PE 
3. Sophomore Girls PE or Sophomore Boys PE 
4. 1 credit in courses where the Area of Study is Physical Education or Health 
The following figure shows the correct setup for this requirement. 

 
Example 1 - Physical Education Requirements 

1 

3 

2 

4 
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Example 2 

Students are required to take the following courses to fulfill a science requirement: 
1. Physical Science or Physical Science Investigation or Chemistry 
2. Biology I or AP Biology 
3. 3 credits in courses where the Area of Study is Science 
The following figure shows correct setup for this requirement. 

 
Example 2 - Science Requirements 

Example 3 

Students are required to take the following courses to fulfill an English requirement: 
1. English 9 or Advanced English 9 
2. English 10 or Advanced English 10 
3. English 11 or Advanced English 11 
4. English 12 or Advanced Comp/Brit Lit or AP English or Success 
5. 4 credits in courses where the Area of Study is English. 
The following figure shows the correct setup for this requirement. 

1 

2 

3 
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Example 3 - English Requirements 

Example 4 

Students are required to take .5 credits in a course where the Subject Area is art, 
music, or business to fulfill an elective requirement. 
The following figure shows correct setup for this requirement. 

 
Example 4 - Elective Requirement 

1
 

2
 

3
 

4
 

5
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Example 5 

Students are required to take the following courses to fulfill part of the school’s 
graduation requirements: 

1. Government 
2. Keyboarding 
3. HS Health 
4. HS American History or US History or American History DI 

The following figure shows correct setup for this requirement. 

 
Example 5 - School's Graduation Requirements 

Example 6 

Students are required to take the following courses to fulfill a social studies 
requirement: 
1. World History 
2. American History 
3. Government & Economics 
The following figure shows the correct setup for this requirement. 

1
 2
 3
 

4
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Example 6 - Social Studies Requirement 

Example 7 

Students are required to take the following courses to fulfill a science requirement: 
1. Physical Science 
2. Biology I 
3. Biology II or Zoology or Anatomy or Chemistry or Physics or 

Geology/Astronomy 
The following figure shows the correct setup for this requirement. 

 
Example 7 - Science Requirements 

1
 2
 3
 

1
 2
 

3
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Example 8 

Students are required to take the following courses to fulfill an English requirement: 
1. English 9 
2. English 10 
3. English 11C (college prep) or English 11 
4. English 12C (college prep) or AP English 12 or English 12 
The following figure shows the correct setup for this requirement. 

 
Example 8 - English Requirements 

Example 9 

Students are required to take the following courses to fulfill a foreign language 
requirement: 
1. Spanish I and Spanish II and Spanish III 

OR 
2. French I and French II and French III 

OR 
3. 4 credits in courses where the Area of Study is Foreign Language (FLR) or 

Language (LAN) 
The following figure shows the correct setup for this requirement. 

1
 2
 

3
 

4
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Example 9 - Foreign Language Requirements 

Example 10 

Students are required to take the following courses to fulfill a senior studies 
requirement: 
1. AP U.S. Government 

OR 
2. U.S. Government and American Politics 

OR 
3. American Foreign Policy 

OR 
4. Economics 

OR 
5. International Diplomacy 
The following figure shows the correct setup for this requirement. 

1
 

2
 

3
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Example 10 - Senior Social Studies Requirement 

Example 11 

Students are required to take the following courses to fulfill a science requirement: 
1. 2 credits in courses where the Subject Area is BSC and 1 credit in a course 

where the Subject Area is PSC 
OR 

2. 1 credit in courses where the Subject Area is BSC and 2 credits in courses 
where the Subject Area is PSC 

The following figure shows the correct setup for this requirement. 

 
Example 11 - Science Requirements 

1
 

2
 

3
 4
 5
 

1
 

2
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Example 12 

Students in 9th grade are required to take the following: 
1. English 
2. Algebra I 
3. Biology I 
4. Biology II 
5. Boys Health 9 or Girls Health 9 
6. Boys Physical Education 9 or Girls Physical Education 9 
7. Social Studies I 
The following figure shows the correct setup for this requirement. 

 
Example 12 - 9th Grade Requirements 

Add/Edit Line Item Element 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Graduation / 
Eligibility – Rule Maintenance 
Graduation/Eligibility Rules contain line items that are checked to see if a student 
passes or fails the rule. A single rule can contain many line items, if necessary, 
and each line item may contain multiple line item elements. 

1
 2
 3
 4
 

5
 

6
 

7
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Adding and Editing Line Item Elements 

This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. 
Select an Element type (Assessment, Community Service, Course, Exemption, 
GPA, Miscellaneous or Total Credits) and click the appropriate button to Add or 
Edit a Line Item Element. 

Common Features to Adding/Editing All Element Types 

All Add Line Item Elements panes have certain common features: 
Operator (required) – Select And or Or, to determine how this Line Item Element 
interacts with the previously entered Line Item Element. For more information on 
operators and indenting/outdenting, see “Line Item Element Setup.” 
Save – Save this Line Item Element. A confirmation message will replace the 
Add/Edit Line Item Element pane: 

 
Cancel – Clears all data entered and close the Add/Edit Line Item Element pane. 

Add/Edit Assessment Element 

 
Adding and Editing an Assessment Element 

Type (required) – Select type of test (8th Achievement, OGT, etc.). 
Part (required or not applicable) – On multi-part tests, select part of test from the 
drop-down menu; this menu changes for each test. 
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Minimum Score (optional) – Specify minimum score to override the assessment 
part default minimum score. You can leave this blank, and it will use the default 
minimum score for that assessment part. 

Add/Edit Community Service Element 

 
Adding and Editing a Community Service Element 

Community Service >= (required) – Enter a minimum number of Community 
Service hours required to pass this Line Item Element, or use the arrows to change 
the number up and down. 

Add/Edit Course Element 

 
Adding and Editing a Course Element 

Code (required) – Enter a course code. 

 – Open the Course Selection Wizard (for more information on the Course 
Selection Wizard, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Scheduling Guide). 
Include Current Courses – Yes or No; check this box to count courses currently 
in progress for passing this Line Item Element. Will be notated as IC in the Line 
Item Element. When looking at current courses, StudentInformation will look at the 
latest mark of the Mark Type chosen and if the student has a passing mark, they 
will pass the line item. If no marks have been entered yet StudentInformation 
assumes the student will pass the line item. 
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Include Current Requests – Yes or No; check this box to count active course 
requests for passing this Line Item Element. Will be notated as IR in the Line Item 
Element. 

Add/Edit Exemption Element 

 
Adding and Editing an Exemption Element 

Exemption (required) – Enter an exemption code. Available options are 
Exemption From PE, Exemption From Fine Arts and Exemption From 
Econ/Financial Literacy. 

Add/Edit GPA Element 

 
Adding and Editing a GPA Element 

GPA Set (required) – Select a GPA Set from the drop-down menu. 
GPA >= (required) – Enter a minimum GPA required to pass this Line Item 
Element. 
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Add/Edit Miscellaneous Element 

 
Adding and Editing a Miscellaneous Element – Senior Profile 

Miscellaneous Item (required) – Select a Miscellaneous Item from the drop-down 
menu; these are defined on the Miscellaneous Items Maintenance screen (see “ 
Miscellaneous Item Maintenance”). 
Value (required) – Select True or False. If True, this Miscellaneous Item is required 
to pass this Line Item Element. If False, this Line Item Element passes unless this 
Miscellaneous Item has been checked for the student. 
Handle missing values (required) – Select Treat missing as True or Treat missing 
as False. If the student has no value for the miscellaneous item, use this value for 
that student. 

 
Adding and Editing a Miscellaneous Element – Meet with Counselor 
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Miscellaneous Item (required) – Select a Miscellaneous Item from the drop-down 
menu; these are defined on the Miscellaneous Items Maintenance screen (see “ 
Miscellaneous Item Maintenance”). 
Value (required) – Enter a minimum integer value for this Miscellaneous item to 
pass this Line Item Element. 
Handle missing values (required) – Enter a value to be used if the student has no 
value for the miscellaneous item. 

Add/Edit Total Credits Element 

 
Adding and Editing Total Credits Element 

Total Credits >= (required) – Enter a minimum number of credits required to pass 
this Line Item Element. 
Include Current Courses – Yes or No; check this box to count courses currently 
in progress for passing this Line Item Element. Will be notated as IC in the Line 
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Item Element. When looking at current courses, StudentInformation will look at the 
latest mark of the Mark Type chosen and if the student has a passing mark, they 
will pass the line item. If no marks have been entered yet StudentInformation 
assumes the student will pass the line item. 
Missing Marks Handling – This option determines how marks missing from the 
included current courses (previous option) are interpreted. Project Pass means 
that it is assumed that the student will pass the course. Project Fail means that it is 
assumed that the student will fail the course. 
Include Current Requests – Yes or No; check this box to count active course 
requests for passing this Line Item Element. Will be notated as IR in the Line Item 
Element. 
High school credit only – Yes or No; check this box to include only courses that 
have been marked as “In High School Credit” for passing this Line Item Element. 
Will be notated as HS in the Line Item Element. This allows the eligibility module to 
be used by elementary and middle schools if needed. 
Areas of Study (optional) – If you wish to limit this Line Item Element to particular 
Areas of Study, move the Area of Study codes to be included to the right box. 
Credit will be counted only for courses in the indicated Areas of Study. No 
selection in the right box causes all courses to be used. Will be notated as Std in 
the Line Item Element. 
Subject Areas (optional) – If you wish to limit this Line Item Element to particular 
Subject Areas, move the Subject Area codes to be included to the right box. Credit 
will be counted only for courses in the indicated Subject Areas. No selection in the 
right box causes all courses to be used. Will be notated as Sub in the Line Item 
Element. 
Departments (optional) – If you wish to limit this Line Item Element to particular 
Departments, move the Departments to be included to the right box. Credit will be 
counted only for courses in the indicated Departments. No selection in the right 
box causes all courses to be used. Will be notated as Dept in the Line Item 
Element. 

Note:  Manual courses do not have a Department field and cannot be 
included in the total credits when Department is used. 

CORE Subject Area (optional) – If you wish to limit this Line Item Element to 
particular CORE subject areas, move the CORE subject area to the right box. 
Credit will be counted only for courses in the indicated CORE subject areas. No 
selection in the right box causes courses to be used. The selections available for 
this option are identical to those listed in the EMIS Subject Area For Credit field on 
the Manually Entered Course screen. 

Add/Edit Total CORE Credits Element 
The Total CORE Credits line item element defines how StudentInformation 
calculates the overflow credits for the CORE subject area(s). To use this line item 
element, you must assign a CORE overflow rule to this Graduation/Eligibility Rule. 
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For more information, see “Add CORE Overflow Rule to the Graduation/Eligibility 
Rule.” 

 
Total CORE Credits Line Item Element 

Total CORE Credits > = – Enter the total number of credits required for the 
selected CORE subject area(s). Once a student has earned more credits than 
entered, the extra credits are counted in the CORE subject area selected in the 
Subject Area Overflow drop-down list on the CORE Overflow Maintenance 
screen. For more information, see “CORE Overflow Maintenance.” 

CORE Subject Area – Select the CORE subject area(s) to which the line item 
element applies. 

Delete Line Item Element 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Graduation / 
Eligibility – Rule Maintenance 
Graduation/Eligibility Rules contain line items that are checked to see if a student 
passes or fails the rule. A single rule can contain many line items, if necessary, 
and each line item may contain multiple line item elements. 

 
Graduation/Eligibility Rule Setup Screen 

Click the  icon to delete a Line Item Element. The Delete Line Item Element pane 
appears below the Line Item Elements list pane. 
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Delete Line Item Element Confirmation Message 

Continue – Delete this Line Item Element. 
Cancel – Do Not Delete this Line Item Element. 
Deleting a Line Item Element will reload the Line Item Elements list pane and 
display a confirmation message in place of the Delete Line Item Element pane. 

 
Reloading Line Items Message 

 

Copy Rule 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Graduation / 
Eligibility – Rule Maintenance 
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Click  to copy a specific Graduation/Eligibility Rule. 

 
Copying a Rule 

Code (required) – Code for this Graduation/Eligibility Rule; up to eight characters 
Name (required) – Name for this Graduation/Eligibility Rule; defaults to “Copy of” 
followed by the name of the rule being copied. 
Description (optional) – Description of this Graduation/Eligibility Rule 
Meets requirements text (optional) – This text will be used by report cards when 
the student meets the requirements for this Graduation/Eligibility Rule 
Does not meet requirements text (optional) – This text will be used by report 
cards when the student fails to meet the requirements for this Graduation/Eligibility 
Rule. 
Is Active – Yes or No; Graduation/Eligibility Rules must be Active to use on new 
Student Records. This box is checked by default. 
Save – Will save current Graduation/Eligibility Rule and return to 
Graduation/Eligibility Rule Maintenance listing where you will see the updated 
information. 
Cancel – Will clear out data already entered and return to the Graduation/Eligibility 
Rule Maintenance listing. 
Go to setup – Save and go to Setup Details for this Graduation/Eligibility Rule. 
See “Line Item Element Setup.” 
Maximum Credit Groups – Currently, this option is not functional. 
Total CORE Credits Line Item Options ̶  See “Add CORE Overflow Rule to the 
Graduation/Eligibility Rule.” 
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Delete Rule 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Graduation / 
Eligibility – Rule Maintenance 

 
Graduation/Eligibility Rule Maintenance Screen 

Click  to delete (deactivate) a specific Graduation/Eligibility Rule. 

 
Delete Rule Confirmation Message 

Ok – Delete this Graduation/Eligibility Rule. 
Cancel – Do Not Delete this Graduation/Eligibility Rule. 

 
Successful Deletion of Role Message 

Note:  A Graduation/Eligibility Rule is not actually deleted – it is made 
Inactive as notated by the gray grid area. Show both Active and Inactive 
Graduation/Eligibility Rules by un-deselecting the Show Active Only check 
box. To re-activate an Inactive Graduation/Eligibility Rule, see “Add/Edit 
Rule.” 
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Assigning Graduation/Eligibility Rules 
Once Graduation/Eligibility Rules exist, you can assign them to students either by 
the Eligibility Rule Assignment page, via the Student Profile Bulk Update, or 
individually on the Student Profile – Additional tab. You can change 
Graduation/Eligibility Rules for a student at any time during the school year. 

Eligibility Rule Assignments 
Navigation:  Home – SIS – Graduation / Eligibility – Eligibility Rule 
Assignments 
The Eligibility Rule Assignments page can be used to search for students missing 
primary and/or secondary rules, or with a specified rule or grade level. Selected 
students can then be bulk assigned primary or secondary rules with a choice of 
overriding existing rules. 

 
Eligibility Rule Assignments Search Criteria 

Student Search Criteria 
Ad-Hoc Membership (optional) – Search on an Ad-Hoc Membership selected 
from the drop-down menu, or click the  button to view the Ad-Hoc Membership 
Maintenance page and create or view existing Ad-Hoc Memberships. 
Public and Private – Yes or No; Check this box to include public Memberships 
from other users in the selections for the Ad-Hoc Membership drop-down menu. 
Grade Level (optional) – Search on a specific grade level; leave blank to search 
on all grade levels in the drop-down list 
Active Students Only - Check this box to search on active students only; deselect 
this box to search both active and inactive students. 
Primary Rule (optional) – Search for students with the specified Primary Rule. 
Secondary Rule (optional) – Search for students with the specified Secondary 
Rule. 
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Search – Search for students using the selected criteria. 

 
Eligibility Rule Assignments Screen 

The Mass Update Options appear and the students returned by the search criteria 
are displayed in the Search Results grid. 
New Search – Go back to the search criteria screen and start over. 

Mass Update Options 
Primary Rule (optional) – Select a Graduation Rule from the drop-down to assign 
to all select student’s Primary Rule. If you leave the Primary Rule blank, existing 
Primary Rule assignments will not be cleared unless the Override current 
primary rule check box is checked. 
Secondary Rule (optional) – Select a Graduation Rule from the drop-down to 
assign to all select student’s Secondary Rule. If you leave the Secondary Rule 
blank, existing Secondary Rule assignments will not be cleared unless the 
Override current secondary rule check box is checked. 
Override current primary rule – Check this box to override the selected students’ 
current primary rule (including blanking existing primary rule assignments if the 
Primary Rule is left blank). If unchecked, students with an existing Primary Rule 
will not be updated with a new or blank Primary Rule. 
Override current secondary rule – Check this box to override the selected 
students’ current secondary rule (including blanking existing secondary rule 
assignments if the Secondary Rule field is left blank). If unchecked, students with 
an existing Secondary Rule will not be updated with a new or blank Secondary 
Rule. 
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Search Result 
The following information is displayed Search Results grid for each student that 
matched the search criteria 

• Number – Student Number from the Student Profile 

• Student – Student Name 

• Grade Level – Current grade level from the Student Profile 

• Primary Rule – Current primary rule from the Student Profile 

• Secondary Rule – Current secondary rule from the Student Profile 
Number − Check this box to select all students in the Search Results grid. All 
students can be de-selected by unchecking this box. 

 − Check this box next to a specific’s Student Number to select a single 
student in the Search Results grid. Single students can be deselected by 
unchecking this box. 
Update Selected – Update selected (checked) students with the selected Primary 
Rule and Secondary Rule and respecting the two Override check boxes. The 
Search Results grid will refresh and show the updated information. 

 
Search Results on the Eligibility Assignments Screen 

Student Profile Bulk Update 
Navigation:  Home – Management – Ad-Hoc Updates – Student Profile Bulk 
Update 
You can update the Primary Graduation Rule or Alternate Graduation Rule of 
selected students via the Student Profile Bulk Update. 
See the Student Profile Bulk Update Procedural Checklist for the details 
regarding the use of the Student Profile Bulk Update page. 
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Graduation Rule Fields on the Student Profile Bulk Update Screen 

Student Profile – Additional Tab 
Navigation:  Home – SIS – Student – Edit Profile 
You can manually select or change Graduation/Eligibility Rules for a student on the 
Additional tab of the student's Profile. 
See ProgressBook StudentInformation Student and Registration Guide for 
the details regarding the use of the Student Profile page. 

 
Graduation Rule Fields on the Edit Student Profile Screen 

Pri. Graduation Rule – Select the Graduation/Eligibility Rule to use as this 
student's Primary Rule. 
Alt. Graduation Rule – Select the Graduation/Eligibility Rule to use as this 
student's Secondary Rule. 
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Student Graduation/Eligibility 

Miscellaneous Values 
Navigation:  Home – SIS – Student – Graduation / Eligibility – Miscellaneous 
Values 
This page is used to define the values for each student for any Miscellaneous 
Items. If a Miscellaneous Item is not needed for the student's Graduation/Eligibility 
Rules, it can be left blank. 

 
Graduation/Eligibility Miscellaneous Values Screen 

 – Clear the value field for this Miscellaneous Item. This clearing process will not 
actually take place in the student's data until you save changes with the Save 
button. 
Value – Select True or False for True/False Miscellaneous Items, or enter a 
numeric value for Numeric Miscellaneous Items. Any items entered will not be 
saved until you save changes with the Save button. 
Save – Save changes made to student Miscellaneous Values. 

Student Eligibility Details 
Navigation:  Home – SIS – Student – Graduation / Eligibility – Student 
Eligibility Details 
This screen allows users to run Eligibility Rules “on the fly” and to view the details 
behind the eligibility rules for a selected student. 
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Student Eligibility Rule Details Screen 

There are three parts to the Student Eligibility Details screen: 
1 - Legend 

 
Legend on the Student Eligibility Rule Details Screen 

Close Legend – Will close the Legend. 
Show Legend – Will show the Legend (default). 
2 – Menu 

 
Menu on the Student Eligibility Rule Details Screen 

Close Menu – Closes the menu. 
Show Menu – Shows the Menu (default). 
3 – Student Details 
The student details is based on the menu item that is chosen – Eligibility, 
Assessments, Assignments, Community, Course History, GPA History, 
Miscellaneous Eligibility, Requests. 
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Eligibility 
Displays the current status of any Eligibility Rule for this student. Click on 
Eligibility on the Menu. 

 
Eligibility Menu on the Student Eligibility Details Screen 

Rule (required) – Choose the eligibility rule to run. 
Mark Type (required) – Choose the mark type to use for current year credits. 

Note: Grad Ver only looks at earned manually entered course history. 

Recalculate (optional) – Check recalculate to refresh the student’s values. 
Show Details (optional) – Check to show the line item criteria results in the 
display. 
View Eligibility − View this student’s selected eligibility information  

 
Viewing the Selected Eligibility Information for the Student 

 Line Items in green indicate that the student has Met that Line Item criteria. 

Assessments 
Displays the Assessment information for this student. Click on Assessments on 
the Menu. 

 
Assessments Menu on the Student Eligibility Details Screen 

Test Type (required) – Choose All or a specific Test Type to view 
View Assessments − View this student’s selected Assessment information 
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Viewing Selected Assessment Information for the Student 

Assignments 
Displays the Course Section Assignments and credit information for this student. 
Click on Assignments on the Menu 

 
Assignments Menu on the Student Eligibility Details Screen 

Area of Study (optional) – Choose –Show All- or a specified course Area of Study 
on which to filter. 
Subject Area (optional) – Choose –Show All- or a specified course Subject Area 
on which to filter. 
Department (optional) – Choose –Show All- or a specified course Department on 
which to filter. 
Show assignments with these statuses (optional) – Check Assigned, Dropped 
and/or Removed to filter on those specified course section assignment statuses. 
Show assignments with these attributes (optional) – Check In Crs Hist Only, HS 
Cred Only and/or In Grad/Elig Only to filter on those specified attributes. 
View Assignments – View this student’s selected Course Section Assignments 
information. 
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Viewing Selected Assignments for the Student 

Community Service 
Displays the Community Service Hours for this student. Click on Community on 
the Menu. 

 
Community Menu on the Student Eligibility Details Screen 

Refresh Community Service − Refresh the community service grid and display 
the latest information. 

Course History 
Displays the Course History and credit information for this student. Click on Crs. 
History on the Menu. 

 
Course History Menu on the Student Eligibility Details Screen 

Area of Study (optional) – Choose –Show All- or a specified course Area of Study 
on which to filter. 
Subject Area (optional) – Choose –Show All- or a specified course Subject Area 
on which to filter. 
Department (optional) – Choose –Show All- or a specified course Department on 
which to filter. 
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Credit Type (required) – Choose –All- or a specified Credit Type on which to filter. 
In Crs Hist Only (optional) – Check to filter on course history for courses that are 
flagged Is In Update History. 
HS Credit Only (optional) – Check to filter on course history for courses that are 
flagged Is High School Credit. 
In Grad/Elig Only (optional) – Check to filter on course history for courses that are 
flagged In Graduation / Eligibility. 
View Course History – View this student’s selected Course History information. 

 
Viewing Selected Course History for the Student 

GPA History 
Displays the GPA History information for this student. Click on GPA History on the 
Menu. 

 
GPA History Menu on the Student Eligibility Details Screen 

GPA Set (required) – Choose the specific school year and GPA Set on which to 
filter. 
View GPA History – View this student’s selected GPA History information. 
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Viewing Selected GPA Set for the Student 

Miscellaneous Eligibility 
Displays the Miscellaneous Eligibility rules and values for this student. Click on 
Misc. Elig on the Menu. 

 
Miscellaneous Eligibility Menu on the Student Eligibility Details Screen 

Refresh Miscellaneous Eligibility Data – Refresh the miscellaneous eligibility 
data and display the latest information. 

Requests 
Displays the Course Requests and credit information for this student. Click on 
Requests in the Menu. 

 
Requests Menu on the Student Eligibility Details Screen 
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Area of Study (optional) – Choose –Show All- or a specified course Area of Study 
to filter on. 
Subject Area (optional) – Choose –Show All- or a specified course Subject Area 
to filter on. 
Department (optional) – Choose –Show All- or a specified course Department to 
filter on. 
Include Current Year (optional) – Check to include requests from the current year. 
Include Future Years (optional) – Check to include requests from future years. 
View Requests – View this student’s selected Course Requests information. 

 
Viewing Selected Course Requests for the Student 
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Eligibility Report (R208) 
Navigation:  Home – SIS – Graduation / Eligibility – Eligibility Report (R208) 

 
Eligibility Report Parameters Screen 
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Ad-Hoc Membership (optional) – Select an Ad-Hoc Membership from drop-down 
menu if you wish to only include students associated with the membership for this 
run of the report. Check the “Public And Private” check box to see Memberships 
created by other users in your drop-down list. Selecting an Ad-Hoc Membership 
Group will limit the report to the students associated with that membership group. 
All other criteria will be ignored. 
Student Ids (optional) – Enter specific student IDs if you wish to run the report for 
only a specific set of students. Multiple student IDs are comma separated. 
Graduation Years (optional) – Enter any Graduation Years you wish to specifically 
include in the report, separated by commas. Leaving this blank will include all 
graduation year. This refers to the Graduation Year on the Student Profile - 
Additional tab. If the Graduation Year on the Student Profile is not used or not kept 
updated, you will want to leave the Graduate Years filter blank. 
Eligibility (required) – Choose students who are eligible, ineligible, or both for the 
selected eligibility rules. 
Home School IRN (optional) – Enter an IRN if you wish to filter by the student’s 
Home School IRN (on the Student Profile – General tab. Click on the magnifying 
glass to go to open the ODE IRN Search Page. 
Counselor (optional) – If no Counselors are selected, the report will select all 
Counselors. You can also filter by selecting specific Counselors for your report. 
Program (optional) – If no Programs are selected, the report will select all 
Programs. You can also filter by selecting specific Programs for your report. 
Student Status (optional) – If no Student Statuses are selected, the report will 
select all Student Statuses. You can also filter by selecting specific Student 
Statuses for your report. 
Current Grade (optional) – If no Current Grades are selected, the report will select 
all Current Grades. You can also filter by selecting specific Current Grades for your 
report. 
Team (optional) – If no Teams are selected, the report will select all Teams. You 
can also filter by selecting specific Teams for your report. 
Membership Group (optional) – If no Membership Groups are selected, the report 
will select all Membership Groups. You can also filter by selecting specific 
Membership Groups for your report. 
Membership (optional) – If no Memberships are selected, the report will select all 
Memberships. You can also filter by selecting specific Memberships for your 
report. 
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Special Education Services (optional) – Select the Special Education services to 
return the students on the report who are assigned those services. If no Special 
Education services are selected, the report will return students assigned to all 
services. This list box contains the 215xxx codes and refers to the records entered 
for a student on the Services tab on the Special Education screen. 

Note: The Special Education Services list only displays if FY13 and later is 
in context. In prior years, the Special Education services are entered on the 
Edit Student Memberships screen and are selected for this report in the 
Membership Code list. 

Disability Condition (optional) – If no Disability Conditions are selected, the report 
will select all Disability Conditions. You can also filter by selecting specific 
Disability Conditions for your report. 
Rule Options – Check the boxes next to Primary Rule or Secondary Rule to run 
the report for the primary and/or secondary Rules for the included students, and/or 
check the box next to Choose Rule to select a Rule (see Chosen Rule). 
Chosen Rule – If you check “Choose Rule” in the Rule Options, select a Rule from 
the drop-down menu. The report will run for the selected Rule for all included 
students. 
Schedule Result (required) – Choose this school year’s schedule result set to be 
used in total credit and required course determination. Past school years will use 
the finalized schedule result set. 
Recalculate (optional) – Check recalculate to refresh the student’s values (slower) 
or uncheck Recalculate to view the student’s cached values (faster). 
Show Details (optional) – Check to show the line item criteria results in the report. 
Uncheck to view only line item results. 
Mark Type (required) – Choose the mark type to use in the current year’s total 
credits calculation. 
Show Counselor (optional) – Check to show the student’s counselor on the 
report. Uncheck to now show the student’s counselor on the report. 
Show GPA (optional) – Check to show student GPAs on the report. If you check 
this box, you must select a GPA Set from the drop-down menu beside this option. 
Show Class Rank – Check to show student class rank on the report (only 
available if “Show GPA” is checked and a GPA Set is selected from the drop-down 
list). 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation 
for further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management 
screen. 
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Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. 
Please see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

 
Eligibility Report 

 
Eligibility Report – Summary Section 
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Eligibility Letters 
Navigation:  Home – SIS – Graduation / Eligibility – Eligibility Letters 

 
Eligibility Letters Parameters Screen 
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Ad-Hoc Membership (optional) – Select an Ad-Hoc Membership from drop-down 
menu if you wish to only include students associated with the membership for this 
run of the report. Check the “Public And Private” check box to see Memberships 
created by other users in your drop-down list. Selecting an Ad-Hoc Membership 
Group will limit the report to the students associated with that membership group. 
All other criteria will be ignored. 
Rule Options – Check the boxes next to Primary Rule or Secondary Rule to run 
the report for the primary and/or secondary Rules for the included students, and/or 
check the box next to Choose Rule to select a Rule (see Chosen Rule). 
Chosen Rule – If you check “Choose Rule” in the Rule Options, select a Rule from 
the drop-down menu. The report will run for the selected Rule for all included 
students. 
Schedule Result (required) – Choose this school year’s schedule result set to be 
used in total credit and required course determination. Past school years will use 
the finalized schedule result set. 
Recalculate (optional) – Check recalculate to refresh the student’s values (slower) 
or uncheck Recalculate to view the student’s cached values (faster). 
Mark Type (required) – Choose the mark type to use in the current year’s total 
credits calculation. 
Student Ids (optional) – Enter specific student IDs if you wish to run the report for 
only a specific set of students. Multiple student IDs are comma-separated. 
Graduation Years (optional) – Enter any Graduation Years you wish to specifically 
include in the report, separated by commas. Leaving this blank will include all 
graduation year. This refers to the Graduation Year on the Student Profile - 
Additional tab. If the Graduation Year on the Student Profile is not used or not kept 
updated, you will want to leave the Graduate Years filter blank. 
Counselor (optional) – If no Counselors are selected, the report will select all 
Counselors. You can also filter by selecting specific Counselors for your report. 
Current Grade (optional) – If no Current Grades are selected, the report will select 
all Current Grades. You can also filter by selecting specific Current Grades for your 
report. 
Student Status (optional) – If no Student Statuses are selected, the report will 
select all Student Statuses. You can also filter by selecting specific Student 
Statuses for your report. 
Homeroom (optional) – If no Homerooms are selected, the report will select all 
Homerooms. You can also filter by selecting specific Homerooms for your report. 
Homeroom Date (optional) – Specify the date to use to retrieve student’s 
homeroom.  
Eligibility (required) – Choose students who are eligible, ineligible, or both for the 
selected eligibility rules. 
Print School Address on Letter (required) – Select Yes to print school address 
on Eligibility Letter. 
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Print Address on Letter (required) – Select Yes to print student address on 
Eligibility Letter. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Output (optional) – Select one option for the intended output for this run of the 
report. Options are Report, Labels or both Report and Labels. 
If labels are chosen, use the following Adobe page settings when printing the 
labels to ensure that the labels print correctly on the page. 
For Adobe 9: 

• Page Scaling = None 

• Auto Rotate and Center = Unchecked. 
For Adobe 10: 

• Size Options = Actual Size 

• Orientation = Portrait. 
Note: If you are using Firefox, you must change a setting before printing labels. 
In Firefox, go to Options. On the Applications window under Content Type, 
locate Portable Document Format (PDF). In the Action column of that row, 
change the selection from Preview in Firefox to an Adobe option (such as Use 
Adobe Acrobat). 

Label Type (optional) – Choose one label type from the drop-down selection of 
commonly used (preformatted) labels, if choosing to print labels at this time. The 
report containing labels will then be formatted to match the selection. 
Address (optional) – Indicate which address should be used if labels are created 
in the output. Options are: Use Student Address or Use Parent Address. 
Use Custom Address Text (optional) – If you check this box, the custom text 
entered in the text field will print at the top of each address field on the report. 
Include Copied on Correspondence – Yes or No; Selecting Yes will include 
address labels for contacts marked as “Copied on Correspondence” when creating 
labels. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation 
for further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management 
screen. 
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. See 
the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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Eligibility Letters 
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Change Log 

The following Change Log explains by Product Version, Heading, Page and Reason 
where changes in the ProgressBook StudentInformation Marks Guide have been made. 

Product 
Version 

Heading Page Reason 

14.3.0 Global N/A Updated Heading 1, 2 and 3 formats to 
match ProgressBook Suite formatting. 

Removed outline numbers to conform to 
heading format of the ProgressBook 
Suite. 

Removed icons to match ProgressBook 
Suite formatting. 

Removed references to archived 
General Use Guide. 

14.3.0 “Marks Documentation Key” N/A Removed section because the icons are 
no longer included in the guide. 

14.3.0 “Class List Formatter” 101 Updated image and added description 
of new Suppress Drops option. 

14.3.0 “Non-Custom Report Card 
Formats (R700) 

N/A Removed section. 

14.3.0 “Report – Report Card Formatter 
(R700)” 

109 Removed some references to non-
custom formats. 

13.5.0 “Report – Honor Roll (R303)” 81 Added note to Output field about 
printing labels for Firefox users. 

13.5.0 “Report – Student with Specified 
Marks by Student (R302A)” 

87 Added note to Output field about 
printing labels for Firefox users. 

13.5.0 “Report – Student with Specified 
Marks By Teacher (R302B)” 

92 Added note to Output field about 
printing labels for Firefox users. 

13.5.0 “Report – Class List Formatter 
(R703)” 

101 Added note to Output field about 
printing labels for Firefox users. 

13.5.0 “Non-Custom Report Card 
Formats (R700) 

N/A Added note to Output field about 
printing labels for Firefox users. 

13.5.0 “Custom Report Card Formats 
(R700)” 

110 Added note to Output field about 
printing labels for Firefox users. 

13.5.0 “Permanent Record Labels 
(R700)” 

123 Added note to Output field about 
printing labels for Firefox users. 
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Marks Overview 

Marks are commonly referred to as grades. So as to avoid confusion with other entities 
referred to as grades (a student’s grade level) Marks will be used as the common 
reference throughout the StudentInformation application. 

A Mark is a measure of performance for a student in a specific course section. Marks 
are defined by multiple types, such as average, exam, final, etc. Mark types then define 
how the mark will behave (calculated or not in GPA, weight, etc.) in various mark 
reporting scenarios. 

 

Understanding the Marks Module 

The Marks module has four distinct parts – Marks System Maintenance, Student Marks 
Records, Teacher Marks screens and Marks Reports. Teacher Marks Screens will be 
discussed in a separate document titled Teacher Menu Documentation. 

Marks System Maintenance is composed of several tables that must be defined and 
maintained. Code tables include: Mark Type, Marks, Marking Pattern, Marking Pattern 
Rules, Combined Mark Groups, Combined Marks, Course Difficulty, Level of Difficulty 
Point Scale, Add-On Level Codes, GPA Add-On Points, GPA Sets, Grade Level Credit 
Multiplier, Automatic Marks, Honor Rolls and Honor Roll Rules and Memberships. All of 
these tables may not be required for Marks reporting but will enable the building to 
define various ways to collect marks and create reports and GPA calculations. These 
tables and codes can be modified, changed and deleted as necessary. 

Student Marks Records will be where individual student information can be viewed or 
maintained for specific students. These screens include the ability to view student 
marks, stipulate exception credit for students as well as input and view counselor and 
teacher comments (standard and freeform). 

Marks Reports are available in numerous formats to show Marks data in both detail and 
summary form. The data on each report can be filtered, sorted, and grouped with 
various date ranges and sorting options. 

 

Marks System Maintenance 

Reporting Terms Maintenance 

Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Initialization – Reporting Terms Maintenance 

Reporting terms are used to break out a school year in segments for marks reporting. 
There are two types of reporting terms, virtual and non-virtual reporting terms. 
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A Non-Virtual Reporting Term represents a time span or collection of days making up 
a grading period. 

A Virtual Reporting Term is used to create a placeholder for a mark, such as 
Semester 1 Average, or Exam. There are no calendar days associated with a virtual 
reporting term. 

Non-Virtual Reporting Terms are created when the Master Calendar is created. For 
more information on the initial creation of reporting terms see the School Setup & 
Configuration documentation. 

 

Sorting – Sorting on this screen is accomplished by using the  and  arrows to move 
the Reporting Terms up or down in the grid (changes to sort order are not saved until 
you click the Save Changes button). Click Cancel Changes to clear changes. 

Note: Date ranges for virtual reporting terms are considered identical to the next 
previous real reporting term. This means, if you use virtual reporting terms for 
Interims, you will have to have each Interim after the main reporting term, such 
as: Qtr1, Int1, Qtr2, Int2, 1Ex, 1Avg, Qtr3, Int3, Qtr4, Int4, 2Ex, 2Avg, Fin. This 
will not change the sort order in your Marking Pattern Rules (the marking pattern 
rules maintenance screen will appear out of order, but the report card will print 
correctly if you have the correct Sequence on the Marking Pattern Rules screen, 
with the order Int1, Qtr1, Int2, Qtr2, and so on). 

 – This indicates a Non-Virtual Reporting Term that cannot be deleted. 
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Add/Edit Virtual Reporting Term 

 

Code (required) – Enter up to 4 characters, alphanumeric, for the new Virtual Reporting 
Term Code.  

Export Code (optional) – If you will be exporting attendance for a Home School on SIS 
(using the Home School Export), you will want to enter an Export Code in Reporting 
Terms Maintenance. If you will not be exporting attendance for a Home School on SIS, 
you can leave this field blank. 

Enter the SIS term/reporting period combination that corresponds to each 
StudentInformation Reporting Term. For example, for Reporting Term QTR1, type in 
101 for the Export Code. This will correctly translate into SIS as term 1 reporting period 
01. When you run Home School Export for attendance, you will be given an option to 
use Report Term or Report Term Export Code for the export file. 

Name (required) – Enter Name of Virtual Reporting Term. 

Description (optional) – Enter a description of the Virtual Reporting Term. 

Marks Start Date – Enter a date to indicate the first date teachers may enter marks. 
The date specified is inclusive. If the date entered falls after the marks cut-off date, this 
would result in zero (0) days when marks could be calculated, completely locking out 
marks entry. If Marks Start Date is empty, marks may be entered at any time up to the 
Marks cut-off date. 

Note: If the Marks Start Date is greater than the Marks Cutoff Date, this will 
result in zero days and the fields on the Marks Entry pages will be grayed out 
and not available for entry. 

Marks Cutoff Date (optional) – Enter a Marks Cutoff Date. This Virtual Reporting Term 
will become locked for Marks Entry by teachers after this date. An empty marks cut-off 
date means that teachers may change marks until the end of the term, starting 
with the Marks Entry Start Date. 
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Edit Non-Virtual Reporting Term 

 

Code (required) – Enter up to 4 alphanumeric characters for the Reporting Term Code. 

Name (required) – Enter Name of Reporting Term. 

Description (optional) – Enter a description of the Virtual Reporting Term. 

Start Date (non-modifiable) – Start date for the Reporting Term is displayed. 

End Date (non-modifiable if in past) – End date for the Reporting Term is displayed, or 
enter end date for the Reporting Term. If you change the End Date of the Reporting 
Term, this will change the End Date of the Schedule Term that ends on the same date 
as this Reporting Term's original End Date. This will also change the Start Date of the 
next Schedule Term and Reporting Term to the first attending day after the newly-
entered End Date. 

Note: If reporting term dates need changed, use the calendar date wizard to 
modify reporting term start and end dates (See School Setup and Configuration 
Chapter). 

Planned Days (non-modifiable) – Number of planned attendance days as defined on 
the Master Calendar for the selected Reporting Term. 

Actual Days (non-modifiable) – Number of actual attendance days as defined on the 
Master Calendar for the selected Reporting Term. 

Marks Start Date – Enter a date to indicate the first date teachers may enter marks. 
The date specified is inclusive (See Add/Edit Virtual Reporting Term for more details). 

Marks Cut-Off Date – Enter a Marks Cut-Off Date. This Virtual Reporting Term will 
become locked for Marks Entry by teachers after this date. 
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Mark Type Codes Maintenance 

Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Marks 
Administration Menu – Mark Types 

Mark Types are used to categorize marks given to a student in a course section. They 
also specify a default weight for the Mark Type for mark averaging and GPA 
calculations. 

 

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Code, Name, Description, Default Weight, 
Active) in ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header. 

 – This Code has been entered at the Global Level or District Level and cannot be 
changed at the Building Level. 

Add/Edit Mark Type 
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Code (required) – Enter up to 4 characters (alphanumeric) Mark Type Code. If you try 
to use an existing inactive Mark Type Code, you will be prompted to reactivate this 
inactive Mark Type Code if you wish. 

Name (required) – Enter Name of Mark Type Code (up to 30 characters). 

Description (optional) – Enter Description of Mark Type Code (up to 200 characters). 

Default Weight (required) – Enter a default weight to be used when a mark is 
designated with this Mark Type. 

Marks Maintenance 

Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Marks 
Administration Menu – Marks 

Marks are also commonly referred to as grades and may be defined by alpha or 
numeric values. 

 

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Mark, Mark Name, Description, Point Value, 
Average Point Threshold, Min Numeric Mark, Max Numeric Mark, Credit Multiplier, Is Alt 
Mark, Is Credit Earned, Is Included in GPA, Is Dq Mark, Active) in ascending or 
descending order by clicking on the column header. 

The above example shows an alpha marks school. The following is an example of a 
Marks table for a numeric marks school: 
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Add/Edit Mark 

 

Mark (required) – Enter up to 4 characters to define the new Mark. If you try to use an 
existing inactive Mark, you will be prompted to reactivate this inactive Mark if you wish. 

Name (required) – Enter up to 30 characters to define the Name of the Mark. 

Description (optional) – Enter up to 200 characters as a Description of the Mark. 

Point Value (required) – Define the point value of the new Mark. May use the up and 
down arrows to increase or decrease the number by 0.10 with each click, or may 
manually type number formatted 0.00. Value can be 0-10. 

Average Point Threshold (optional) – Average point value assigned to the new Mark. 
Used for grade average – determines the midpoint between two marks. This point value 
is used for Automatic Marks. 
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Min Numeric Mark (required for numeric schools) – Minimum numeric mark value to 
correspond with this alpha mark. This value may be blank if the school is not configured 
for numeric marks. Valid range is set by the DASL Options page (Home -> Management 
-> School Administration -> DASL Options), and can fall into the range 0-999. There 
should be no gaps between each grade’s maximum and the next higher grade’s 
minimum, and there should be no overlaps. 

Max Numeric Mark (required for numeric schools) – Maximum numeric mark value to 
correspond with this alpha mark. This value may be blank if the school is not configured 
for numeric marks. Valid range is set by the DASL Options page (Home -> Management 
-> School Administration -> DASL Options), and can fall into the range 0-999. There 
should be no gaps between each grade’s maximum and the next higher grade’s 
minimum, and there should be no overlap. 

Credit Multiplier (required) – Credit multiplier for this mark formatted as 0.00. Valid 
range is 0-5. 

Is Alternate Mark (optional) – Yes or No; when using Numeric Marks, this check-box 
must be checked if this Mark will be available as an Alternative Mark. 

Is Credit Earned (optional) – Yes or No; must be checked if this mark, when used, is to 
have earned credit. 

Is Included in GPA (optional) – Yes or No; must be checked if this mark is to be 
included in GPA calculations. 

Is Disqualified Mark (optional) – Yes or No; if this is checked, any student receiving 
this mark for any class will receive a 0 GPA, regardless of other marks earned in this or 
any other class. 
 

Marking Pattern Maintenance 

Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Marks 
Administration Menu – Marking Pattern 

Marking patterns define specific mark types that are required to be created for specific 
course terms for each reporting period. 

Note:  Once marks have been entered in a slot in the marking pattern – marking 
patterns cannot be changed for that period. Marks will become disassociated. 
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Sorting – You may sort by most columns (Code, Name, Description and Active) in 
ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header. 

Marking Pattern Rules – View Marking Pattern Rules. 

Marking Pattern Courses – View a list of courses in the linked Course Term(s). 

 – Default Marking Pattern. 

All Course Terms – Select a specific Course Term from the dropdown list to view 
Marking Patterns for that term only instead of all Course Terms. 

Add/Edit Marking Pattern 

 

Code (required) – Enter up to 4 characters (alphanumeric) for Marking Pattern Code. If 
you try to use an existing inactive Marking Pattern Code, you will be prompted to 
reactivate this inactive Marking Pattern if you wish. 

Name (required) – Enter Name of Marking Pattern Code. 

Description (optional) – Enter Description of Marking Pattern Code. 
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Pattern Type (optional) – The default value of this drop-down is Percentage, which will 
cause the marking pattern and marking pattern rules to function as normal, with the 
credit ratio being a percentage value (value/100). Selecting the second option, Ratio, 
will add a new field beside the Pattern Type field: Ratio Denominator. This allows you to 
set a specific ratio denominator (rather than the default 100) for credit ratios. 

 

 

Check the appropriate box on the left to determine which Course Terms include this 
Marking Pattern. Check the appropriate box on the right if this Marking Pattern is the 
default for each Course Term. NOTE: Only one Course Term can be linked to a Marking 
Pattern. 

Example: Do not link 1st Semester, 2nd Semester and All Year Course Term to the All 
Year Marking Pattern. Only the All Year Course Term should be linked to the All Year 
Marking Pattern. 

Return to Marking Patterns – Will return to Marking Patterns grid without adding the 
new Marking Pattern. 

View Pattern Rules – Link to Marking Pattern Rules maintenance screen (Edit only). 

View Pattern Courses – Link to Courses with this Marking Pattern where additions or 
deletions can be made (Edit only). 
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Marking Pattern Rules Maintenance 

Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Marks 
Administration Menu – Marking Patterns – Marking Pattern Rules 

Marking Pattern Rules are defined for the Marking Patterns to determine how specific 
marking patterns behave including if they are included on GPA. The Marking Pattern 
Rules can be accessed only from the Marking Pattern Screen, as it is a “nested screen.” 

Note: Currently, a marking pattern rule may not contain any two Significance 
Types in the same Reporting Term other than 1 Progress Level and 1 “Not Used” 
type. An error will occur if multiples are assigned to a reporting term within the 
same pattern. 

 

Click Marking Pattern Rules to view, add or modify specific Marking Pattern Rules for 
the selected Marking Pattern. 

Click Marking Pattern Courses to view a list of courses in the linked Course Term(s) 

 – Default Marking Pattern. 

 

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Name, Mark Type, Sequence Number, 
Reporting Term, Significance, Credit Percentage) in ascending or descending order by 
clicking on the column header. 
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Add/Edit Marking Pattern Rule 

 

Name (required) – Enter Name for the Marking Pattern Rule. 

Mark Type (required) – Select from the dropdown menu of available Marking Types. 
For more information on the options in the dropdown see also section 1C. Mark Type 
Codes Maintenance. 

Sequence (required) – Type in a number to determine in what order this Marking 
Pattern Rule will apply within the Marking pattern. Please Note: Date ranges for virtual 
reporting terms are considered identical to the next previous real reporting term. This 
means that, for those using virtual reporting terms for Interims, quarter terms will display 
above interim terms. However, if you set the sequence correctly (Qtr1 as sequence 2, 
Int1 as sequence 1, Qtr2 as sequence 4, Int2 as sequence 3, and so on), the report 
card will print correctly. 

Reporting Term (required) – Select from the dropdown list, which reporting term this 
required rule will display. As of DASL V10.0.1, if the Reporting Term is changed, the 
marks will still remain associated with this marking pattern rule. 

Significance (required) – Select the significance factor of this rule. Valid options are 
Not Used, Progress 1, Progress 2 and Earned. This is called “Credit Type” in other 
modules. The possible options and their common uses are: 

Not Used – This could reference a mark which is not intended to be included in 
credit calculations, such as an interim or exam mark. 

Progress 1 – This could reference a reporting period grade, such as a 9 weeks 
grade. This Mark Credit Type is a partial credit. If you wish this Mark Credit Type 
to be included in the GPA calculation, then select this option. 

Progress 2 – This could reference a grade type other than final or grading period, 
such as a semester average grade. This Mark Credit Type is a partial credit. If you 
wish this Mark Credit Type to be included in the GPA calculation, then select this 
option. 
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Progress 3 – This can be used to reference an additional grade type, such as a 
temporary Credit Type to produce a 7-semester GPA. This Mark Credit Type is a 
partial credit. If you wish this Mark Credit Type to be included in the GPA 
calculation, then select this option. 

Progress 4 – This can be used to reference an additional grade type. This Mark 
Credit Type is a partial credit. If you wish this Mark Credit Type to be included in 
the GPA calculation, then select this option. 

Earned – This Mark Credit Type is a full credit type, such as a final grade. If you 
wish to use final grades in the GPA calculation then this Mark Credit Type should 
be checked. 

Credit % (required) – Input a percent amount from 0-100. This signifies the ratio of the 
affected courses’ attempted credit that will be granted based upon the mark value. Each 
Significance factor should total to 100 for a given Marking Pattern. 

Marks Start Date – Select a start date for the marking pattern rule. 

Marks Cutoff Date – Select an end date for the marking pattern rule. 

Course Marking Pattern Maintenance 

Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Marks 
Administration Menu – Marking Patterns – Course Marking Pattern  

Course Marking Patterns are used to view, delete and add course sections as members 
of a marking pattern. If a course section is added to a pattern, it is automatically 
disassociated with the default pattern. 

 

Click Marking Pattern Courses to view, add or modify specific Course Marking Pattern 
for the selected Marking Pattern. 
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Sorting – You may sort by any column (Course Code, Course Name, Department, 
Honor Course) in ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header. 

 – Delete this Course from the selected Marking Pattern. 

Search – Search for a Course(s) that match the Search Criterion and display those 
results in the Search Results list box. 

Cancel – Will cancel the any selection or action and return user to the Marking Pattern 
Screen. 

Add – Add the Course Section(s) to the selected Marking Pattern. 

 

The Course Code (circled in example above) is a link to the Course Maintenance page. 
Course Maintenance is discussed in the Scheduling Documentation. 
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Add Course to Marking Pattern 

 

Search Criteria – Make selections from the listed options, to search and create a list of 
courses, from which you may make selections to add to the Marking Pattern. Valid 
search options are: Course Code, Department, Area of Study, Subject Area and Grade 
Level. 

Include Honors – Check this box if you wish to only include courses marked as Honors 
in the search results. 

Hide Course Search/Show Course Search – Clicking this link will hide the search 
criteria from view as shown below, or re-display the criteria. 

After making selections from the appropriate dropdown search options, click the Search 
button to produce a list of courses that match the criteria. 
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Now you may choose a course or courses by selecting those from the Search Results 
list box as shown below. (See getting started documentation for instructions on 
selecting single, range, etc. items from a list box). 

 

Click Add to add the selected (highlighted) courses to the Marking Pattern. 

 

You will receive a confirmation that the course section(s) has successfully been 
associated with the selected marking pattern. The newly added course section will be 
included in the list. 

Adding a Course to a Marking Pattern removes it from other Marking Patterns. 

Continue adding course sections as needed. When finished adding click the Cancel 
button to return to the Marking Pattern maintenance screen. 
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Combined Mark Group Maintenance 

Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Marks 
Administration Menu – Combined Mark Group 

Combined Mark Group is used to group like grades together for reporting and GPA and 
honor roll purposes. Marks entered in the group can then be totaled together in reports. 

 

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Code, Name, Description, Point Value, Active) 
in ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header. 

 – View Combined Marks that make up this Combined Mark Group. 

Add/Edit Combined Mark Group 

 

Code (required) – Enter up to 4 characters – alphanumeric for the Combined Mark 
Group code. If you try to use an existing inactive Combined Mark Group code, you will 
be prompted to reactivate this inactive Combined Mark Group code if you wish. 

Name (required) – Enter Name of Combined Mark Group code. 

Description (optional) – Enter Description of Combined Mark Group code. 
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Point Value (required) – Enter point value amount that this Combined Mark Group will 
be worth for GPA calculations. Valid range is 0-10. 

Combined Mark Maintenance 

Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Marks 
Administration Menu – Combined Marks 

Combined Marks make up the combined marks group. The combined marks 
maintenance screen is “nested” in the Combined Mark Group maintenance screen, so 
to view, add or modify the combined marks; you must first select the Combined Mark 
Group. 

 

Click  to view, add or modify the Combined Marks that make up this Combined Mark 
Group. 

 

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Mark, Mark Name) in ascending or descending 
order by clicking on the column header. 

Mark – Select a Mark to add to the Combined Marks Group, and click the Add Mark 
button to add the Mark to the Combined Marks Group. 

Back to Mark Groups – Return to the Combined Mark Groups list. 
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Course Difficulty Maintenance 

Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Course Maintenance – Course Difficulty 

Course Difficulty codes are used to denote courses of elevated or possibly remedial 
stature. A school may elect to award alternate points for marks earned in specific 
courses based on the level of difficulty assigned for the course. A Course Difficulty 
Code is a “wrapper” for a Difficulty Point Scale. 

 

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Code, Name, Description, Active) in ascending 
or descending order by clicking on the column header. 

Add/Edit Course Difficulty Code 

 

Code (required) – Enter up to 4 character alphanumeric Course Difficulty Code. If you 
try to use an existing inactive Course Difficulty Code, you will be prompted to reactivate 
this inactive code if you wish. 

Name (required) – Enter Name of Course Difficulty Code (up to 30 characters). 

Description (optional) – Enter Description of Course Difficulty Code (up to 200 
characters). 

Difficulty Point Scale Maintenance 

Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Marks 
Administration Menu – Difficulty Point Scale 
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Difficulty Point Scale defines an alternate point value for individual marks, for courses 
defined with a specific Course Difficulty Code (see 1G thru 1G-3). 

 

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Level of Difficulty, Mark, Combined Mark 
Group, Point Value) in ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header. 

Add/Edit Difficulty Point Value 

 

Level of Difficulty (required) – Select a level of Difficulty (Course Difficulty Codes) 
which this value is being added. 

Point Value (required) – Type in the point value to be associated with this Difficulty 
Point Value. This can be a decimal value between 0 and 1000 with a decimal precision 
of two (i.e. 3.55). 

Mark – Either a Mark or Combined Mark Group must be selected from the appropriate 
dropdown menu, but not both. 

Combined Mark Group – Either a Mark or Combined Mark Group must be selected 
from the appropriate dropdown menu, but not both. 

Add-On Level Code Maintenance 

Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Marks 
Administration Menu – Add-On Level Codes 

An Add-On Level Code is used as a course property. Add-On Level along with GPA 
Add-On Points will determine if a student may be awarded additional points to his/her 
final GPA for a specific course based on the mark received for the course. 
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Sorting – You may sort by some columns (Code, Name, Active) in ascending or 
descending order by clicking on the column header. 

Add/Edit Add-On Level Code 

 

Code (required) – Enter up to 4 character alphanumeric Add-On Level Code. If you try 
to use an existing inactive Add-On Level Code, you will be prompted to reactivate this 
inactive Add-On Level if you wish. 

Name (required) – Enter Name of Add-On Level Code (up to 30 characters). 

Use Credit Percentage (optional) – This is used for FNDLY Findlay Method Custom 
GPA Formula. When the flag is checked, it multiples the add-on point value times the 
credit percentage as defined on the Marking Pattern Rule. 

GPA Add-On Points Maintenance 

Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Marks 
Administration Menu – Add-On GPA 

GPA add on points are awarded only for specified marks and optionally may be 
awarded based on a student’s grade level as well. GPA Add-On Points may be 
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assigned to individual marks or to a combined mark group. GPA Add-on Points are 
added to the resulting GPA. 

 

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Add-On Level, Mark, Combined Mark Group, 
Student Grade Level, Additional GPA Point Value) in ascending or descending order by 
clicking on the column header. 

Add/Edit Add-On GPA 

 

Add On Level (required) – Select the appropriate Add-On Level (see 1J thru 1J-3.) 
from the dropdown list of available Add-On Levels. 

Mark – Either a Mark or Combined Mark Group must be selected from the appropriate 
dropdown menu, but not both. 

Combined Mark Group – Either a Mark or Combined Mark Group must be selected 
from the appropriate dropdown menu, but not both. 

Student Grade Level (optional) – Select a grade level from the dropdown list, if the 
Add-On GPA is to be awarded ONLY if the student’s Grade level is the selected grade 
level. 

Additional GPA Point Value (required) – Input an Additional GPA point value between 
0 and 10, inclusive with decimal precision of three (i.e. 0.345). This is the points that will 
be given for this Add-On GPA. 

Student Exception Credit Maintenance 

Navigation:  Home – SIS – Student – Marks – Student Exception Credit 
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A credit exception may be established for an individual student in a specific course 
section. The specified exception credit amount will be applied as the attempted credit 
value for calculation of GPA and reporting course history for the student. 

Note: Student Exception Credit values are dominant where an Exception Credit 
is specified for an individual student in a course section that ALSO has a course 
section exception credit specified. 

 

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Course Code, Course Name, Section, Teacher, 
Course Credit, Exception Credit) in ascending or descending order by clicking on the 
column header. 

Add/Edit Student Exception Credit 

 

Course Section – Choose a course section from the dropdown list of the selected 
student’s courses. After selecting a course section from the dropdown list, the Course 
Credit and Teacher fields will be auto populated with the applicable information, as 
shown below. 
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Course Credit (auto assigned) – Default course credit that has been defined for this 
course section. 

Teacher (auto assigned) – Name of the teacher who has been assigned to teach this 
course section. 

Exception Credit (required) – Enter the Exception Credit amount to be used for this 
student for this course section. 

Teacher Menu – Marks Tasks 

Navigation:  Home – Teacher Menu 

From the Teacher Menu, teachers can perform two Marks-related tasks. Course Section 
Exception Credits (navigate to the Course Section Exception Credits page from the 
Teacher Course List), and Course Section Mark Entry. 

 

For more information on Course Section Exception Credits and Course Section Mark 
Entry, see the ProgressBook StudentInformation Teacher Menu Guide. 

Course Section Exception Credit 

Navigation:  Home – Teacher Menu – Teacher Course List – Course Section 
Exception Credits 
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A teacher may establish a credit exception for individual students in a specific course 
section, or for all students in a specific course section. The specified exception credit 
amount will be applied as the attempted credit value for calculation of GPA and 
reporting course history for the student. 

Course Section Mark Entry 

Navigation:  Home – Teacher Menu – Course Section Mark Entry 

The Teacher and any other authorized user can use the Course Section Mark entry 
page to enter and edit marks for students in a specific course section. 

GPA Set Maintenance 

Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Course History 
Administration – GPA Sets 

GPA Set Maintenance screen is where the building defines the configuration required 
for calculating GPA and Rank.  

 

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Name, Modified, Last Calculated) in ascending 
or descending order by clicking on the column header. 

Modified – The date that the GPA Set parameters were last modified through GPA Set 
Maintenance. 

Last Calculated – The date that the GPA Set was last calculated either through GPA 
Set Maintenance or Report Card Formatting (R700). 

 – Refresh GPA Set. Recalculates the GPAs based on latest marks. 

Note: The Refresh GPA Set process may take a few minutes to complete. The 
Last Calculated column will display the correct date and time when the process is 
finished, but this page will not automatically refresh. Refresh this page by clicking 
its name in the breadcrumb trail after a few minutes to confirm that the GPA Set 
has been refreshed, or continue working in StudentInformation prior to returning 
to this page. 
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GPA Set Maintenance – General Tab 

Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Course History 
Administration – GPA Sets – General Tab 

Add/Edit GPA Set – General Tab 

 

Code (required) – Enter up to 4 characters, alphanumeric to designate this GPA Set 
Code.  

Name (required) – Enter Name of GPA Set Code (up to 30 characters). 

Description (optional) – Enter Description of GPA Set Code (up to 200 characters). 

Mark Credit Types (required) –This determines which mark credit types will be 
included in the GPA Set. Check each credit type to be included in the GPA Calculation 
for the current year. (For more information on Mark Credit Types, see the "Significance" 
field definition in Marking Pattern Rules Maintenance section above.) 

Previous Years (optional) – This determines which mark credit types from course 
history will be included in the GPA Set. Check each credit type to be included in the 
GPA Calculation from course history. (For more information on Mark Credit Types, see 
the "Significance" field definition in Marking Pattern Rules Maintenance section above.) 

Grade Levels (required) – Check the boxes for each grade level of students to be 
included in this GPA Set. Other students will not receive a GPA from this GPA Set. 
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Reporting Terms (required) – Select appropriate reporting terms from the left list box to 
be included in this GPA calculation for the current year, and move to the right. Only 
selected Reporting Terms with the appropriate Mark Credit Type will be included for the 
current year, even if you include Reporting Terms with Mark Credit Types that are not 
marked.  

Note: This field does not filter previous years' course history marks. 

Mark Type (required) – Select appropriate mark types from the left list box to be 
included in this GPA calculation for the current year, and move to the right. Only marks 
of the selected Mark Types with the appropriate Mark Credit Type will be included for 
the current year, even if you include Mark Types for Mark Credit Types that are not 
marked. NOTE: This field does not filter previous years' course history marks. 

Note: The above filters for Mark Credit Types, Reporting Terms and Mark Type 
are all additive filters for current year marks. ONLY marks which are one of the 
selected mark types, with a selected mark credit type, and in a selected reporting 
term, will be included in the GPA Calculation. MAKE SURE you select mark 
types, mark credit types and reporting terms that can be used together (if you 
select mark types, mark credit types and reporting terms, which do not match 
and cannot match, your GPA calculations will error). 

Ad-Hoc Membership (optional) – If you select an Ad-Hoc Membership from the drop-
down list, only the students in that Ad-Hoc Membership in the selected grade levels will 
receive a GPA from this GPA Set. Check the "Public And Private" checkbox to see 
Memberships created by other users in your drop-down list. 

Next> – Proceed to the Calculations tab. 

GPA Set Maintenance – Calculations Tab 

Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Course History 
Administration – GPA Sets – Calculations Tab 

Add/Edit GPA Set – Calculations Tab 

 

<Back – Return to the General tab. 

Next>– Proceed to the Rank tab. 
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Formula (required) – Choose a formula from the dropdown menu. The available options 
are determined by your DASL Options Marks type: Alpha or Numeric. Selecting certain 
formula options will display additional options on this tab. The CRCT, RAWN, STDA and 
STDN formulas are intended for general use, while the other formulas are custom GPA 
formulas, and may not be useful outside their specific districts. 

Precision (required) – Number of decimal places for the GPA Calculation. 

Note:  If GPA results are different between StudentInformation and SIS, it may 
be a rounding difference; StudentInformation is more accurate when rounding 
GPA values than SIS. 

GPA Set Formula Options for Alpha Schools 
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GPA Set Formula Options for Numeric Schools 

 

GPA Set Maintenance – CRCT GPA by Course Count Formula 

Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Course History 
Administration – GPA Sets – Calculations Tab – Formula = CRCT GPA by Course 
Count 

This formula uses any course flagged as “In GPA” with a mark that is also set “in GPA”. 
This is the simplest of all GPA calculations and the credit value is not taken into 
account. This calculation is ideal for middle schools and elementary schools that do not 
use credit amounts on their courses. 

CRCT GPA Calculation = The total of all points awarded based on point grading scale 
for each course divided by the total number of courses included in the GPA. 
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Precision (required) - Designate to what precision the GPA calculation shall be 
calculated (how many decimal points).  

Missing Marks Handling (required) - Define how missing marks will be handled in the 
GPA calculation for this GPA Set:  

 Ignore Mark – Mark will be excluded from the GPA calculation for the individual 
student. 

 Ignore Student – Student will not be included in the Rank and GPA calculations.  

 Use 0 – The Missing Mark will be included with a point value of zero (0). Only 
marks associated with one of the following three circumstances will be included:  
1) Automatic Marks Calculation Date has passed; 2) Course Term has passed; 
or 3) Reporting Term has passed. 

Use Difficulty Points (optional) – Check this box to use this method of adjusting grade 
points. (See the Difficulty Point Scale and Course Difficulty sections earlier in this 
document.) 

Include Other Schools (optional) – Includes courses taken at different schools within 
the same district in the GPA calculations reported on student transcripts (R702). 

Use Add-on Points (optional) – Check this box to use this method of adjusting grade 
points. (See the Add-on Level Code section earlier in this document.) 

Use Period Weighting: This option will apply only to the Course Count GPA 
calculation. The points earned for a mark in a reporting period will be multiplied by the 
maximum number of calendar periods the course section meets on any day in the 
finalized schedule. This weighted value is included in the GPA calculation numerator as 
normal; the mark count for the individual course section used in the denominator 
remains one (1). 
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Ignore Dropped Course Selections (optional) - When the option is checked the GPA 
calculation will include marks and credit in course sections only if the student completed 
the course, or if the student is presently enrolled. Any marks a student receives in 
classes the student has dropped will not be used in the GPA calculation. 

Multipliers: This option will apply only to the existing Course Count GPA type. The 
multiplier value can be in the range of 0.00 to 10.00. The multiplier value will be applied 
to both the point value for the mark earned as well as the value to be included in the 
denominator (i.e. 1• [specified value]). If a school includes exam type marks at one half 
(0.5) the value as other marks, the multiplier value will be set to 0.5; for example, the 
point value for the mark earned will be one half the value defined in the school’s marks 
configuration, and the mark will be included in the denominator as only 0.5 instead of 1. 

GPA Set Maintenance – STDA Standard GPA Calculation (Alpha) Formula 

Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Course History 
Administration – GPA Sets – Calculations Tab – Formula = STDA Standard GPA 
Calculation (Alpha) 

The STDA is the standard GPA calculation using full or partial (prorated) credit. It is the 
most commonly used GPA calculation and can be used by any school which has credit 
values on courses. STDA (Alpha) can be used by Alpha or Numeric schools and will 
yield GPAs on a 4.00 scale (i.e. 3.69, 4.00, etc.) It uses the point value of the mark 
instead of the numeric value. 

STDA GPA Calculation − (Sum of the point value of each mark multiplied by the 
attempted credit amount of the course) divided by the sum of the attempted credits for 
all courses in the GPA calculation. 

 

Precision (required) - Designate to what precision the GPA calculation shall be 
calculated (how many decimal points).  
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Missing Marks Handling (required) - Define how missing marks will be handled in the 
GPA calculation for this GPA Set: 

 Ignore Mark – Mark will be excluded from the GPA calculation for the individual 
student 

 Ignore Student – Student will not be included in the Rank and GPA calculations.  

 Use 0 – The Missing Mark will be included with a point value of zero (0). Only 
marks associated with one of the following three circumstances will be included:  
1) Automatic Marks Calculation Date has passed; 2) Course Term has passed; 
or 3) Reporting Term has passed. 

Use Difficulty Points (optional) – Check this box to use this method of adjusting grade 
points. (See the Difficulty Point Scale and Course Difficulty sections earlier in this 
document.) 

Include Other Schools (optional) – Includes courses taken at different schools within 
the same district in the GPA calculations reported on student transcripts (R702). 

Use Add-on Points (optional) – Check this box to use this method of adjusting grade 
points. (See the Add-on Level Code section earlier in this document.) 

Use Prorated Credit (optional) – Applies credits based on the Mark Credit Ratio 
configured for the associated Marking Pattern Rule. This option uses the credit percent 
or credit ratio, depending which is set up. If using percentages, the numeric mark value 
is multiplied by credit percentage for a resulting point value. If using ratio, the mark is 
divided by the ratio. For instance, if a trimester school had a ratio of 1:3, it would use 
one-third of the credit value, times the numeric value of the mark, for one-third of the 
mark to be included in the calculation. Calculated credits are figured by taking total 
credit times the percentage or ratio, whichever is set up. Total prorated credits would be 
used as the divisor in the calculation. 

Prorated Credit should only be used when granting credit prior to a Final mark, and is 
equivalent to the “Divided by Terms” qualifier from SIS. Note that if you want to 
duplicate the old STDP and NUMP calculations, you should use STDA or STDN, and 
check this checkbox. If you want to duplicate the old STDF and NUMF calculations, use 
STDA or STDN and do not check this checkbox. 

The Use Manual Course History Mark Credit Detail and Use Manual Course History 
Course Credit options are available when the Use Prorated Credit option is deselected. 
Selecting the Use Manual Course History Mark Credit Detail option causes the 
attempted credit value on the Students tab on the Manually Entered Course screen to 
be used for manually entered courses being included in the GPA calculation. Selecting 
the Use Manual Course History Course Credit option causes the attempted credit value 
on the Course Details tab of the Manually Entered Course screen to be used for 
manually entered courses being included in the GPA calculation. 

Ignore Dropped Course Selections (optional) - When the option is checked the GPA 
calculation will include marks and credit in course sections only if the student completed 
the course, or if the student is presently enrolled. Any marks a student receives in 
classes the student has dropped will not be used in the GPA calculation. 
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GPA Set Maintenance – RAWN Raw Numeric GPA Calculation Formula 

Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Course History 
Administration – GPA Sets – Calculations Tab – Formula = RAWN Raw Numeric 
GPA Calculation 

This formula uses the numeric point value of a mark instead of the standard point value 
(the 4.00 scale). Any alpha marks are excluded. Instead of credit ratio or credit 
percentage, this formula uses 100% of the credit value for every mark included. For 
instance, if you are including two reporting term marks for the same course in the 
calculation, the full credit is used for each of those marks. Each numeric mark is 
multiplied by the credit amount, and then the resulting points are totaled for all courses 
and divided by the total number of credits for all courses included to find the resulting 
GPA. 

 

Precision (required) - Designate to what precision the GPA calculation shall be 
calculated (how many decimal points). 

Missing Marks Handling (required) - Define how missing marks will be handled in the 
GPA calculation for this GPA Set:  

 Ignore Mark – Mark will be excluded from the GPA calculation for the individual 
student. 

 Ignore Student – Student will not be included in the Rank and GPA calculations.  

 Use 0 – The Missing Mark will be included with a point value of zero (0). Only 
marks associated with one of the following three circumstances will be included:  
1) Automatic Marks Calculation Date has passed; 2) Course Term has passed; 
or 3) Reporting Term has passed. 

Include Other Schools (optional) – Includes courses taken at different schools within 
the same district in the GPA calculations reported on student transcripts (R702). 
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Ignore Dropped Course Selections (optional) - When the option is checked the GPA 
calculation will include marks and credit in course sections only if the student completed 
the course, or if the student is presently enrolled. Any marks a student receives in 
classes the student has dropped will not be used in the GPA calculation. 

GPA Set Maintenance – STDN Standard GPA Calculation (Numeric) Formula 

Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Course History 
Administration – GPA Sets – Calculations Tab – Formula = STDN Standard GPA 
Calculation (Numeric) 

Standard GPA Calculation (Numeric) 

The STDA is the standard GPA calculation using full or partial (prorated) credit. It is the 
most commonly used GPA calculation and can be used by any school which has credit 
values on courses. STDA (Numeric) can only be used by Numeric schools and will yield 
GPAs of 98.63, 78.63, etc. This formula should be used when the school is using 
numeric marks (100 point scale). It uses the numeric value of the mark instead of the 
point value.   

STDA GPA Calculation − (Sum of the point value of each mark multiplied by the 
attempted credit amount of the course) divided by the sum of the attempted credits for 
all courses in the GPA calculation. 

 

Precision (required) - Designate to what precision the GPA calculation shall be 
calculated (how many decimal points).  

Missing Marks Handling (required) - Define how missing marks will be handled in the 
GPA calculation for this GPA Set:  
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 Ignore Mark – Mark will be excluded from the GPA calculation for the individual 
student. 

 Ignore Student – Student will not be included in the Rank and GPA calculations.  

 Use 0 – The Missing Mark will be included with a point value of zero (0). Only 
marks associated with one of the following three circumstances will be included:  
1) Automatic Marks Calculation Date has passed; 2) Course Term has passed; 
or 3) Reporting Term has passed. 

Use Difficulty Points (optional) – Check this box to use this method of adjusting grade 
points. (See the Difficulty Point Scale and Course Difficulty sections earlier in this 
document.) 

Include Other Schools (optional) – Includes courses taken at different schools within 
the same district in the GPA calculations reported on student transcripts (R702). 

Use Add-on Points (optional) – Check this box to use this method of adjusting grade 
points. (See the Add-on Level Code section earlier in this document.) 

Use Prorated Credit (optional) – Applies credits based on the Mark Credit Ratio 
configured for the associated Marking Pattern Rule. This option uses the credit percent 
or credit ratio, depending which is set up. If using percentages, the numeric mark value 
is multiplied by credit percentage for a resulting point value. If using ratio, the mark is 
divided by the ratio. For instance, if a trimester school had a ratio of 1:3, it would use 
one-third of the credit value, times the numeric value of the mark, for one-third of the 
mark to be included in the calculation. Calculated credits are figured by taking total 
credit times the percentage or ratio, whichever is set up. Total prorated credits would be 
used as the divisor in the calculation. 

Prorated Credit should only be used when granting credit prior to a Final mark, and is 
equivalent to the “Divided by Terms” qualifier from SIS. Note that if you want to 
duplicate the old STDP and NUMP calculations, you should use STDA or STDN, and 
check this checkbox. If you want to duplicate the old STDF and NUMF calculations, use 
STDA or STDN and do not check this checkbox. 

The Use Manual Course History Mark Credit Detail and Use Manual Course History 
Course Credit options are available when the Use Prorated Credit option is deselected. 
Selecting the Use Manual Course History Mark Credit Detail option causes the 
attempted credit value on the Students tab on the Manually Entered Course screen to 
be used for manually entered courses being included in the GPA calculation. Selecting 
the Use Manual Course History Course Credit option causes the attempted credit value 
on the Course Details tab of the Manually Entered Course screen to be used for 
manually entered courses being included in the GPA calculation. 

Ignore Dropped Course Selections (optional) - When the option is checked the GPA 
calculation will include marks and credit in course sections only if the student completed 
the course, or if the student is presently enrolled. Any marks a student receives in 
classes the student has dropped will not be used in the GPA calculation. 
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GPA Set Maintenance – FNDLY Findlay Method Formula 

Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Course History 
Administration – GPA Sets – Calculations Tab – Formula = FNDLY Findlay Method 

Findlay Method 

This method was created for Findlay High School (NOACSC), but can be used by 
anyone. The Findlay Method rewards students taking honors level courses by adding 
points to the ranking value. Students receive a specified number of add-on points to 
their GPA value relative to the grade received in the course. In addition, students can 
earn an additional add-on value based on the number of credits earned in excess of a 
specified number of credits (Honors Base Credit Value). The excess credits are divided 
by a specified value (Honors Credit Divisor) to determine the final add-on point value. 

Findlay Method GPA Calculation 

Standard GPA is calculated using prorated credit. If student has taken an Honors 
course (Is Honors Course checked), they will receive the specified add-on amount for 
each course if they receive a grade of O, A, or B. This GPA is then used at Semester 
time. At the end of the year, the GPA is calculated again using the STDA formula using 
prorated credit. If the student has taken at least one honors course, regardless of their 
grade, they receive another add-on based on the number of credits that exceeds the 
Honors Base Credit Value divided by the Honors Credit Divisor. 

Required Setup Items 

 Add-On Levels should be set up in the current year and all prior years (Add-On 
Level Codes Maintenance and Add-On GPA Set Maintenance) 

 Courses and Course History should be marked as Is Honors and have an add-on 
level selected if they receive the extra point value. (Manually Entered Courses 
and Courses-Marks tab) 
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Precision (required) - Designate to what precision the GPA calculation shall be 
calculated (how many decimal points). 

Missing Marks Handling (required) - Define how missing marks will be handled in the 
GPA calculation for this GPA Set:  

 Ignore Mark – Mark will be excluded from the GPA calculation for the individual 
student. 

 Ignore Student – Student will not be included in the Rank and GPA calculations.  

 Use 0 – The Missing Mark will be included with a point value of zero (0). Only 
marks associated with one of the following three circumstances will be included:  
1) Automatic Marks Calculation Date has passed; 2) Course Term has passed; 
or 3) Reporting Term has passed. 

Use Difficulty Points (optional) – Check this box to use this method of adjusting grade 
points. (See the Difficulty Point Scale and Course Difficulty sections earlier in this 
document.) 

Include Other Schools (optional) – Includes courses taken at different schools within 
the same district in the GPA calculations reported on student transcripts (R702). 

Use Add-on Points (optional) – Check this box to use this method of adjusting grade 
points. (See the Add-on Level Code section earlier in this document.) 
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Please Note:  If the “Use Credit Percentage” on the Add-On Level Codes Maintenance 
is checked, the Add-On Point Value is multiplied times the credit percentage as defined 
on the Marking Pattern Rule. This is specific to the FNDLY Findlay Method. 

Use Prorated Credit (optional) – Applies credits based on the Mark Credit Ratio 
configured for the associated Marking Pattern Rule. This option uses the credit percent 
or credit ratio, depending which is set up. If using percentages, the numeric mark value 
is multiplied by credit percentage for a resulting point value. If using ratio, the mark is 
divided by the ratio. For instance, if a trimester school had a ratio of 1:3, it would use 
one-third of the credit value, times the numeric value of the mark, for one-third of the 
mark to be included in the calculation. Calculated credits are figured by taking total 
credit times the percentage or ratio, whichever is set up. Total prorated credits would be 
used as the divisor in the calculation. 

Prorated Credit should only be used when granting credit prior to a Final mark, and is 
equivalent to the “Divided by Terms” qualifier from SIS. Note that if you want to 
duplicate the old STDP and NUMP calculations, you should use STDA or STDN, and 
check this checkbox. If you want to duplicate the old STDF and NUMF calculations, use 
STDA or STDN and do not check this checkbox. 

The Use Manual Course History Mark Credit Detail and Use Manual Course History 
Course Credit options are available when the Use Prorated Credit option is deselected. 
Selecting the Use Manual Course History Mark Credit Detail option causes the 
attempted credit value on the Students tab on the Manually Entered Course screen to 
be used for manually entered courses being included in the GPA calculation. Selecting 
the Use Manual Course History Course Credit option causes the attempted credit value 
on the Course Details tab of the Manually Entered Course screen to be used for 
manually entered courses being included in the GPA calculation. 

Ignore Dropped Course Selections (optional) – When the option is checked the GPA 
calculation will include marks and credit in course sections only if the student completed 
the course, or if the student is presently enrolled. Any marks a student receives in 
classes the student has dropped will not be used in the GPA calculation. 

Honors Base Credit Value (optional) – The number of credits the student must exceed 
AND have at least on Honors course to qualify for an extra add-on bonus at the end of 
the year. 

Honors Credit Divisor (optional) – The number divided into the number of credits 
which exceeds the Honors Base Credit Value – used to calculate the extra add-on 
bonus at the end of the year. 

Example: 

 Honors Base Credit Value = 20 

 Honors Credit Divisor = 40 

 Student Credits Earned = 29 (at least one of the credits is a honors course) 

 Extra Add-On Bonus = (29 – 20) / 40 = .225 
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GPA Set Maintenance – HNRS Honors GPA Formula 

Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Course History 
Administration – GPA Sets – Calculations Tab – Formula = HNRS Honors GPA 

HNRS Honors GPA  

The Honor Grade Point Average (HGPA) is used by LACA school districts. The HGPA 
is designed to compensate for the inequity that exists in districts that offer Advanced 
Placement or Honors classes where students can earn higher than normal points for the 
grade they receive. The GPA for students taking honors course can be harmed when 
the student takes additional non-honors courses. Honors courses will be determined by 
using the “Is Honors Course” flag on the Marks tab of the Course Maintenance screen 
and will be averaged separately. 

HNRS Honors GPA Calculation 

([(Weighting Factor) * (STD GPA w/out Honor Courses included)] + [Sum of (Each 
Honor Credit * Each Honor Point)]) /   (Weighting Factor + Total Number of Honor 
Credits)  

Required Setup Items 

 Difficulty Point Scales need set up in the current year and prior years (Difficulty 
Point Scale Maintenance). 

 Difficulty point scales need linked to all course history (Manually Entered 
Courses). Simply creating a difficulty scale in a prior year and linking the difficulty 
scale to the course will not automatically link the scale to the course history. A 
mass update will need to be performed to link the new difficulty scale to the 
course history. 

 Configure Honor GPA Weighting Factor table. The Honor GPA Grade Level 
Weighting Factor can only be reached thru the GPA Set Calculation tab when the 
Honors formula is chosen. The Weighting Factor is the minimum number of 
credits (by grade level) a student should have. 

 Courses should be marked as Is Honors as necessary. (Courses-Marks tab) 
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Precision (required) – Designate to what precision the GPA calculation shall be 
calculated (how many decimal points). 

Missing Marks Handling (required) – Define how missing marks will be handled in the 
GPA calculation for this GPA Set:  

 Ignore Mark – Mark will be excluded from the GPA calculation for the individual 
student. 

 Ignore Student – Student will not be included in the Rank and GPA calculations.  

 Use 0 – The Missing Mark will be included with a point value of zero (0). Only 
marks associated with one of the following three circumstances will be included:  
1) Automatic Marks Calculation Date has passed; 2) Course Term has passed; 
or 3) Reporting Term has passed. 

Use Difficulty Points (optional) – Check this box to use this method of adjusting grade 
points. (See the Difficulty Point Scale and Course Difficulty sections earlier in this 
document.) 

Include Other Schools (optional) – Includes courses taken at different schools within 
the same district in the GPA calculations reported on student transcripts (R702). 

Use Add-on Points (optional) – Check this box to use this method of adjusting grade 
points. (See the Add-on Level Code section earlier in this document.) 
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Use Prorated Credit (optional) – Applies credits based on the Mark Credit Ratio 
configured for the associated Marking Pattern Rule. This option uses the credit percent 
or credit ratio, depending which is set up. If using percentages, the numeric mark value 
is multiplied by credit percentage for a resulting point value. If using ratio, the mark is 
divided by the ratio. For instance, if a trimester school had a ratio of 1:3, it would use 
one-third of the credit value, times the numeric value of the mark, for one-third of the 
mark to be included in the calculation. Calculated credits are figured by taking total 
credit times the percentage or ratio, whichever is set up. Total prorated credits would be 
used as the divisor in the calculation. 

Prorated Credit should only be used when granting credit prior to a Final mark, and is 
equivalent to the “Divided by Terms” qualifier from SIS. Note that if you want to 
duplicate the old STDP and NUMP calculations, you should use STDA or STDN, and 
check this checkbox. If you want to duplicate the old STDF and NUMF calculations, use 
STDA or STDN and do not check this checkbox. 

The Use Manual Course History Mark Credit Detail and Use Manual Course History 
Course Credit options are available when the Use Prorated Credit option is deselected. 
Selecting the Use Manual Course History Mark Credit Detail option causes the 
attempted credit value on the Students tab on the Manually Entered Course screen to 
be used for manually entered courses being included in the GPA calculation. Selecting 
the Use Manual Course History Course Credit option causes the attempted credit value 
on the Course Details tab of the Manually Entered Course screen to be used for 
manually entered courses being included in the GPA calculation. 

Ignore Dropped Course Selections (optional) - When the option is checked the GPA 
calculation will include marks and credit in course sections only if the student completed 
the course, or if the student is presently enrolled. Any marks a student receives in 
classes the student has dropped will not be used in the GPA calculation. 

Honor GPA Weighting Factor 
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Grade Level – Select a grade level from this drop-down, enter a Weight Factor, which 
can range from 0.00 to 50.00 (or increment/decrement the Weight Factor by 1 per click 

of the arrow buttons), and click the  button to add a Weighting Factor for the selected 
grade. Note that Weighting Factors are intended for use with the HNRS GPA formula, 
and should represent the expected number of credits a student should have earned at 
each grade level. 

 – Remove this grade level's Weighting Factor. 

Return to GPA Set Maintenance – Return to the GPA Set Maintenance page 
Calculations tab for the GPA Set you were editing. 

GPA Set Maintenance – JKSN Jackson Method Formula 

Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Course History 
Administration – GPA Sets – Calculations Tab – Formula = JKSN Jackson Method 

This is a custom GPA formula, and is the only formula which uses Mark Substitution 
and Mark Bumps. 

 

Precision (required) - Designate to what precision the GPA calculation shall be 
calculated (how many decimal points).  
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Missing Marks Handling (required) - Define how missing marks will be handled in the 
GPA calculation for this GPA Set:  

 Ignore Mark – Mark will be excluded from the GPA calculation for the individual 
student. 

 Ignore Student – Student will not be included in the Rank and GPA calculations.  

 Use 0 – The Missing Mark will be included with a point value of zero (0). Only 
marks associated with one of the following three circumstances will be included:  
1) Automatic Marks Calculation Date has passed; 2) Course Term has passed; 
or 3) Reporting Term has passed. 

Use Difficulty Points (optional) – Check this box to use this method of adjusting grade 
points. (See the Difficulty Point Scale and Course Difficulty sections earlier in this 
document.) 

Include Other Schools (optional) – Includes courses taken at different schools within 
the same district in the GPA calculations reported on student transcripts (R702). 

Use Add-on Points (optional) – Check this box to use this method of adjusting grade 
points. (See the Add-on Level Code section earlier in this document.) 

Use Prorated Credit (optional) – Applies credits based on the Mark Credit Ratio 
configured for the associated Marking Pattern Rule. This option uses the credit percent 
or credit ratio, depending which is set up. If using percentages, the numeric mark value 
is multiplied by credit percentage for a resulting point value. If using ratio, the mark is 
divided by the ratio. For instance, if a trimester school had a ratio of 1:3, it would use 
one-third of the credit value, times the numeric value of the mark, for one-third of the 
mark to be included in the calculation. Calculated credits are figured by taking total 
credit times the percentage or ratio, whichever is set up. Total prorated credits would be 
used as the divisor in the calculation. 

Prorated Credit should only be used when granting credit prior to a Final mark, and is 
equivalent to the “Divided by Terms” qualifier from SIS. Note that if you want to 
duplicate the old STDP and NUMP calculations, you should use STDA or STDN, and 
check this checkbox. If you want to duplicate the old STDF and NUMF calculations, use 
STDA or STDN and do not check this checkbox. 

The Use Manual Course History Mark Credit Detail and Use Manual Course History 
Course Credit options are available when the Use Prorated Credit option is deselected. 
Selecting the Use Manual Course History Mark Credit Detail option causes the 
attempted credit value on the Students tab on the Manually Entered Course screen to 
be used for manually entered courses being included in the GPA calculation. Selecting 
the Use Manual Course History Course Credit option causes the attempted credit value 
on the Course Details tab of the Manually Entered Course screen to be used for 
manually entered courses being included in the GPA calculation. 

Ignore Dropped Course Selections (optional) - When the option is checked the GPA 
calculation will include marks and credit in course sections only if the student completed 
the course, or if the student is presently enrolled. Any marks a student receives in 
classes the student has dropped will not be used in the GPA calculation. 
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GPA Set Maintenance – MTV Mount Vernon Method Formula 

Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Course History 
Administration – GPA Sets – Calculations Tab – Formula = MTV Mount Vernon 
Method 

This is a custom GPA Formula. 

MTV Mount Vernon GPA Calculation 

(Sum of [(points awarded based on point grade scale for each course + .05) * (GPA 
Credits – Minimum Credits)] divided by Sum of GPA Credits) + Any applicable Add-On 
Points 

In the above formula, if Minimum Credits has not been set, the formula will resort to 
GPA Credits. 

Also, the above formula has the potential to give a negative result, in such cases the 
GPA will be set to 0. 

 

Precision (required) - Designate to what precision the GPA calculation shall be 
calculated (how many decimal points). 
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Missing Marks Handling (required) - Define how missing marks will be handled in the 
GPA calculation for this GPA Set:  

 Ignore Mark – Mark will be excluded from the GPA calculation for the individual 
student. 

 Ignore Student – Student will not be included in the Rank and GPA calculations.  

 Use 0 – The Missing Mark will be included with a point value of zero (0). Only 
marks associated with one of the following three circumstances will be included:  
1) Automatic Marks Calculation Date has passed; 2) Course Term has passed; 
or 3) Reporting Term has passed. 

Use Difficulty Points (optional) – Check this box to use this method of adjusting grade 
points. (See the Difficulty Point Scale and Course Difficulty sections earlier in this 
document.) 

Include Other Schools (optional) – Includes courses taken at different schools within 
the same district in the GPA calculations reported on student transcripts (R702). 

Use Add-on Points (optional) – Check this box to use this method of adjusting grade 
points. (See the Add-on Level Code section earlier in this document.) 

Use Prorated Credit (optional) – Applies credits based on the Mark Credit Ratio 
configured for the associated Marking Pattern Rule. This option uses the credit percent 
or credit ratio, depending which is set up. If using percentages, the numeric mark value 
is multiplied by credit percentage for a resulting point value. If using ratio, the mark is 
divided by the ratio. For instance, if a trimester school had a ratio of 1:3, it would use 
one-third of the credit value, times the numeric value of the mark, for one-third of the 
mark to be included in the calculation. Calculated credits are figured by taking total 
credit times the percentage or ratio, whichever is set up. Total prorated credits would be 
used as the divisor in the calculation. 

Prorated Credit should only be used when granting credit prior to a Final mark, and is 
equivalent to the “Divided by Terms” qualifier from SIS. Note that if you want to 
duplicate the old STDP and NUMP calculations, you should use STDA or STDN, and 
check this checkbox. If you want to duplicate the old STDF and NUMF calculations, use 
STDA or STDN and do not check this checkbox. 

The Use Manual Course History Mark Credit Detail and Use Manual Course History 
Course Credit options are available when the Use Prorated Credit option is deselected. 
Selecting the Use Manual Course History Mark Credit Detail option causes the 
attempted credit value on the Students tab on the Manually Entered Course screen to 
be used for manually entered courses being included in the GPA calculation. Selecting 
the Use Manual Course History Course Credit option causes the attempted credit value 
on the Course Details tab of the Manually Entered Course screen to be used for 
manually entered courses being included in the GPA calculation. 

Ignore Dropped Course Selections (optional) - When the option is checked the GPA 
calculation will include marks and credit in course sections only if the student completed 
the course, or if the student is presently enrolled. Any marks a student receives in 
classes the student has dropped will not be used in the GPA calculation. 
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GPA Set Maintenance – QP Quality Points Formula 

Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Course History 
Administration – GPA Sets – Calculations Tab – Formula = QP Quality Points 

This is a custom GPA formula. 

 

Precision (required) - Designate to what precision the GPA calculation shall be 
calculated (how many decimal points). 

Missing Marks Handling (required) - Define how missing marks will be handled in the 
GPA calculation for this GPA Set:  

 Ignore Mark – Mark will be excluded from the GPA calculation for the individual 
student. 

 Ignore Student – Student will not be included in the Rank and GPA calculations.  

 Use 0 – The Missing Mark will be included with a point value of zero (0). Only 
marks associated with one of the following three circumstances will be included:  
1) Automatic Marks Calculation Date has passed; 2) Course Term has passed; 
or 3) Reporting Term has passed. 

Use Difficulty Points (optional) – Check this box to use this method of adjusting grade 
points. (See the Difficulty Point Scale and Course Difficulty sections earlier in this 
document.) 

Include Other Schools (optional) – Includes courses taken at different schools within 
the same district in the GPA calculations reported on student transcripts (R702). 

Use Add-on Points (optional) – Check this box to use this method of adjusting grade 
points. (See the Add-on Level Code section earlier in this document.) 
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Use Prorated Credit (optional) – Applies credits based on the Mark Credit Ratio 
configured for the associated Marking Pattern Rule. This option uses the credit percent 
or credit ratio, depending which is set up. If using percentages, the numeric mark value 
is multiplied by credit percentage for a resulting point value. If using ratio, the mark is 
divided by the ratio. For instance, if a trimester school had a ratio of 1:3, it would use 
one-third of the credit value, times the numeric value of the mark, for one-third of the 
mark to be included in the calculation. Calculated credits are figured by taking total 
credit times the percentage or ratio, whichever is set up. Total prorated credits would be 
used as the divisor in the calculation. 

Prorated Credit should only be used when granting credit prior to a Final mark, and is 
equivalent to the “Divided by Terms” qualifier from SIS. Note that if you want to 
duplicate the old STDP and NUMP calculations, you should use STDA or STDN, and 
check this checkbox. If you want to duplicate the old STDF and NUMF calculations, use 
STDA or STDN and do not check this checkbox. 

The Use Manual Course History Mark Credit Detail and Use Manual Course History 
Course Credit options are available when the Use Prorated Credit option is deselected. 
Selecting the Use Manual Course History Mark Credit Detail option causes the 
attempted credit value on the Students tab on the Manually Entered Course screen to 
be used for manually entered courses being included in the GPA calculation. Selecting 
the Use Manual Course History Course Credit option causes the attempted credit value 
on the Course Details tab of the Manually Entered Course screen to be used for 
manually entered courses being included in the GPA calculation. 

Ignore Dropped Course Selections (optional) - When the option is checked the GPA 
calculation will include marks and credit in course sections only if the student completed 
the course, or if the student is presently enrolled. Any marks a student receives in 
classes the student has dropped will not be used in the GPA calculation. 

GPA Set Maintenance – WAPK Wapak Method Formula 

Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Course History 
Administration – GPA Sets – Calculations Tab – Formula = WAPK – Wapak 
Method 

This custom formula performs the standard GPA calculation and then uses that GPA 
value in the following formula to calculate the final GPA value: 

WAPK Wapak Method Calculation − (StandardGPA * [0.5/4]) + (HonorsCourses * 
[0.25/15]) + (MaxACTCompositeScore * [0.15/36]) + (GPACredits * [0.1/28]). 
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Precision (required) - Designate to what precision the GPA calculation shall be 
calculated (how many decimal points). 

Missing Marks Handling (required) - Define how missing marks will be handled in the 
GPA calculation for this GPA Set:  

 Ignore Mark – Mark will be excluded from the GPA calculation for the individual 
student. 

 Ignore Student – Student will not be included in the Rank and GPA calculations.  

 Use 0 – The Missing Mark will be included with a point value of zero (0). Only 
marks associated with one of the following three circumstances will be included:  
1) Automatic Marks Calculation Date has passed; 2) Course Term has passed; 
or 3) Reporting Term has passed. 

Use Difficulty Points (optional) – Check this box to use this method of adjusting grade 
points. (See the Difficulty Point Scale and Course Difficulty sections earlier in this 
document.) 

Include Other Schools (optional) – Includes courses taken at different schools within 
the same district in the GPA calculations reported on student transcripts (R702). 

Use Add-on Points (optional) – Check this box to use this method of adjusting grade 
points. (See the Add-on Level Code section earlier in this document.) 
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Use Prorated Credit (optional) – Applies credits based on the Mark Credit Ratio 
configured for the associated Marking Pattern Rule. This option uses the credit percent 
or credit ratio, depending which is set up. If using percentages, the numeric mark value 
is multiplied by credit percentage for a resulting point value. If using ratio, the mark is 
divided by the ratio. For instance, if a trimester school had a ratio of 1:3, it would use 
one-third of the credit value, times the numeric value of the mark, for one-third of the 
mark to be included in the calculation. Calculated credits are figured by taking total 
credit times the percentage or ratio, whichever is set up. Total prorated credits would be 
used as the divisor in the calculation. 

Prorated Credit should only be used when granting credit prior to a Final mark and is 
equivalent to the “Divided by Terms” qualifier from SIS. 

The Use Manual Course History Mark Credit Detail and Use Manual Course History 
Course Credit options are available when the Use Prorated Credit option is deselected. 
Selecting the Use Manual Course History Mark Credit Detail option causes the 
attempted credit value on the Students tab on the Manually Entered Course screen to 
be used for manually entered courses being included in the GPA calculation. Selecting 
the Use Manual Course History Course Credit option causes the attempted credit value 
on the Course Details tab of the Manually Entered Course screen to be used for 
manually entered courses being included in the GPA calculation. 

Ignore Dropped Course Selections (optional) – When the option is checked, the GPA 
calculation will include marks and credit in course sections only if the student completed 
the course or if the student is presently enrolled. Any marks a student receives in 
classes the student has dropped will not be used in the GPA calculation. 

GPA Set Maintenance – Rank Tab 

Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Course History 
Administration – GPA Sets – Rank Tab 

Add/Edit GPA Set – Rank Tab 

 

<Back – Return to the Calculations tab. 

Source (required) – Select a value that will be used as the source for rank. Options are 
GPA (default), Credits, Points and the custom methods: Lake Method, Mansfield 
Method and Quality Points. 
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GPA – This default rank method orders students by GPA, students with the 
highest GPA first. 

Credits – this rank method orders student by total credits earned, students with 
the highest credits earned value first. 

Points – This rank method order students by total grade points earned (prior to 
averaging into a GPA), students with the highest total grade points earned value 
first. 

Lake Method – The Lake method of ranking multiples the GPA by a fixed value 
and then adds the number of earned credits. However, the number of earned 
credits used in the calculation may be limited to a specified value. The GPA 
multiplier and the maximum number of credits that can be earned will be 
specified in the rank section of the GPA set configuration as shown below. The 
multiplier value and the maximum credits value will be copied forward with the 
GPA Set during the School Year Initialization process. 

 

Mansfield Method – This is a custom rank formula. The Mansfield Method 
generates the ranking value in the same manner as the student GPA, but point 
values of individual marks are multiplied by a Course Rank Weight. See the 
Scheduling End User Guide for details on Course Rank Weight Maintenance. 

 

Quality Points – This is a custom rank formula. The Quality Points rank method 
determines the rank value by adding the point values for all marks earned in the 
reporting periods specified in the GPA Set configuration. The Quality Points rank 
method will also include the Course Rank Weight multiplier as described above 
in the Mansfield Method. 
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WAPAK Method – This is a custom rank formula. The GPA is first calculated 
using the standard calculation. This is then used for the final GPA 
calculation/ranking. 

Final GPA = (0.5 / 4 * GPA) + (0.25 / 15 * HonorsCourses) + (0.15 / 36 * 
MaxACTComposite) + (0.1 / 28 * GPACredits) 

 

Ties (required) – Two options are available for the method that will be used to calculate 
rank position when ties occur. Select one of the following options: 

Count All Students as the Same (this method allows ties, so it would rank 
students with the same GPA as the same rank: for example, if the first four 
students all had GPA 4.0, and the ranking is using GPA, all four students would 
be Rank 1, with the next student being Rank 5 (or tied for Rank 5), and so on.) 

Count Each Student Separately (this method does not allow ties, and will rank 
each student separately) 

Include inactive students – Yes or No; check if inactively coded students are to be 
included in the ranking and GPA calculations. 

Include students with no marks – Yes or No; check if students without marks are to 
be included in the ranking and GPA calculations. 

Standard Marks Comments Maintenance 

Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Marks 
Administration Menu – Standard Comments Maintenance 
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The StudentInformation application will provide the ability for Standard and free form 
comments to be added to the student mark records for individual reporting periods for 
historical purposes and to be printed on report cards. Free Form Comments are 
discussed in the Teacher Menu documentation. This section addresses Standard 
Comments. 

 

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Code, Type, Text, Active) in ascending or 
descending order by clicking on the column header. 

Add/Edit Standard Comment 

 

Code (required) – Enter up to 4 characters alphanumeric Standard Comment Code. If 
you try to use an existing inactive Comment Code, you will be prompted to reactivate 
this inactive Comment Code if you wish. 

Text (required) – Input the Comment Text; up to 80 characters. 

Type (required) – Select the applicable comment type. Valid options are General Mark, 
Effort or Work Habit. 

Note: If a standard comment definition is changed, all students using that 
comment will have their comments reflect the change. This allows for typos in 
standard comments to be corrected and reflected on report cards without having 
to edit each student’s comments. 
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Grade Level Credit Multiplier Maintenance 

Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Marks 
Administration Menu – Grade Level Credit Multiplier 

The Grade Level Credit Multiplier allows credits to be applied to a student by a ratio 
based on the student’s grade level. This feature works like the Credit Multiplier feature 
of SIS. USE THIS FEATURE ONLY IF NEEDED. It increases ALL Credits in GPA and 
ALL Course Credits for ALL students in a Grade Level. 

 

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Code, Name, Description, Grade Level, 
Multiplier) in ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header. 

Add/Edit Grade Level Credit Multiplier 

 

Code (required) – Enter up to 4 characters, alphanumeric, to define the Grade Level 
Credit Multiplier Code. 

Name (required) – Enter Name of Grade Level Credit Multiplier (up to 30 characters). 

Description (optional) – Enter Description of Grade Level Credit Multiplier (up to 200 
characters). 

Grade Level (required) – Select the applicable grade level from the dropdown menu. 

Multiplier (required) – Input value from 0-10 (inclusive) with decimal precision of two. 
(i.e. 0.34) This is the multiplier that will be used for calculations. 
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Honor Roll Maintenance 

Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Marks 
Administration Menu – Honor Rolls 

A school may define multiple Honor Rolls and each Honor Roll may be defined with 
different criteria. These Honor Rolls may be point based, GPA based and Mark based. 

Honor Rolls are sub-sets of GPA Sets. Honor Rolls work in conjunction to GPA sets. 
Actual Honor Roll records are created for each student qualifying for an Honor Roll. 
When GPA sets are recalculated, corresponding Honor Roll sets are rebuilt as well. 

 

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Code, Name, Type, Description, Min. Courses, 
Min. Marks, GPA Required, Precedence, Ignore Precedence or Honor Message) in 
ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header. 

Exclusion Marks – View Honor Roll Exclusion Marks (see the following Honor Roll 
Mark Inclusion/Exclusion Rule section). 

Memberships – View Honor Roll Memberships (see the following Honor Roll 
Memberships section). 
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Add/Edit Honor Roll 

 

Code (required) – Enter up to 4 characters alphanumeric Honor Roll Code.  

Name (required) – Enter Name of Honor Roll (up to 30 characters). 

Type (required) – The type of Honor Roll being defined, valid responses are; Point 
Based, GPA Based and Mark Based. 

Description (optional) – Enter Description of Honor Roll (up to 200 characters). 

Min Number of Courses (required) – Minimum number of courses that the student 
must have taken for the reporting period to qualify for this honor roll. Valid range of 0-20 
may be used, with zero (0) indicating that no minimum is required. 

Min Number of Marks (required) – Minimum number of marks that the student must 
have earned for the reporting period to qualify for this honor roll. Valid range of 0-50 
may be used, with zero (0) indicating that no minimum is required. 

Minimum GPA (optional) – GPA required to qualify for this Honor Roll, with decimal 
values from 0-100 being used with a precision of two decimal places.  

GPA Set (required) – Determines the GPA set to be used to determine student GPA. 
Select valid option from the dropdown menu of previously defined GPA Sets.  
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Note: If you adjust the GPA Set, you will only get accurate Honor Roll 
information on a report card if you select the correct GPA Set and Honor Roll. 

Precedence (required) – The precedence of the Honor Roll within Honor Rolls of the 
same type. The student may qualify for more than one honor roll, and Precedence 
determines which honor roll the student receives. The honor roll with the lowest 
precedence value will be selected for a given student. 

Ignore Precedence (required) – Yes or No; flag indicating that the precedence rule will 
be ignored for this Honor Roll. A student with all “A” Marks would appear on both an “All 
A Honor Roll” and an “A/B Honor Roll” if Precedence is ignored. 

Max Number of Missing Marks (required) – The Maximum number of missing marks 
allowed by marking pattern rules the student may have for the reporting period to qualify 
for this honor roll. Valid options are 1-100. 

Min Number of Credits (required) – The minimum number of points the student must 
have attempted for the reporting period to qualify for the honor roll. Valid range of 0-100 
may be used, allowing for decimal points in increments of 0.1. A zero (0) indicates that 
no minimum is required. 

Include Primary Building Students Only – Functionality of this checkbox is not ready 
yet. Be sure to check this box, as any R303 run for this Honor Roll will be blank 
otherwise. 

Honor Message (optional) – Text message that will be printed on report card and 
various screens to indicate the student qualified for the specified Honor Roll. (A 
congratulatory Message – up to 200 characters, for example). 

Honor Roll Mark Inclusion/Exclusion Rule 

Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Marks 
Administration Menu – Honor Rolls – Honor Roll Inclusion/Exclusion Rules 

Honor Roll Mark Inclusion/Exclusion allows the school to define specific marks that may 
include/exclude a student from an Honor Roll. An example is that a student may qualify 
for an Honor Roll based on his/her GPA, but may have earned a “C” mark that is listed 
as an exclusion mark for that honor roll. Therefore the student would not qualify for that 
specific honor roll. 

Note: The Honor Roll Mark Inclusion/Exclusion is nested within the Honor Roll to 
which it applies. To add or delete Rules for Honor Roll Mark Inclusion/Exclusion, 
you must first select the appropriate Honor Roll. 
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Select Exclusion Marks to view, add or delete Honor Roll Mark Inclusion/Exclusion 
rules. 

 

Mark – Either a Mark or Combined Mark Group must be selected from the appropriate 
dropdown menu, but not both. 

(Combined) Mark Group – Either a Mark or Combined Mark Group must be selected 
from the appropriate dropdown menu, but not both. 

Number Allowed – Enter the number of selected Marks (or Mark Groups) that may be 
permitted for this rule:  

 0 – None of the specified Marks or Mark Groups. 

 1 – Only one of the specific Mark or Mark Groups is allowed for the inclusion or 
exclusion rule. 

 2 or more – More than 1 (as specified) of the specific Mark or Mark Groups are 
allowed for the inclusion or exclusion rule. 

Include/Exclude – Select whether this mark or mark group should have a certain 
number of instances permitted (include) or not be allowed at all (exclude). 

Add Mark – Add a new Honor Roll Mark Inclusion/Exclusion after entering its values. 

Cancel – Cancel and return to the Honor Roll Maintenance screen. 

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Mark, Combined Mark Group, Number Allowed, 
Rule Type) in ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header. 

 – Delete this Honor Roll Mark Inclusion/Exclusion Rule. 

Click Add Mark to add each new Honor Roll Mark Inclusion/Exclusion Rule for the 
selected Honor Roll. 
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For example, the rule above excludes all (number allowed – 0) of mark groups C, D, F 
and mark I. If the Mark Group C had Number Allowed =1 with Rule Type – Include, then 
a student could have 1 C to be on the A-B Honor Roll. When all rules have been added, 
click Cancel to return to the Honor Roll Maintenance Screen. 

Honor Roll Memberships 

Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Marks 
Administration Menu – Honor Rolls – Honor Roll Memberships 

A student may be excluded or included in a specific Honor Roll by virtue of belonging to 
a particular Membership Group (for more information on Membership Groups see the 
Student Registration Documentation 1K thru 1L-3). 

The Honor Roll Memberships is nested in the Honor Roll to which it applies. To add or 
delete Memberships for Honor Roll Membership, you must first select the appropriate 
Honor Roll. 

 

Click on the second Memberships icon as shown above to view, delete or add Honor 
Roll Memberships. 

 

Membership Group – Select the Membership Group that the Membership belongs to, 
from the dropdown menu. 

Membership – Select applicable Membership that you wish to add to the Honor Roll as 
Inclusion or Exclusion for the selected Honor Roll. 

Include/Exclude – Select whether this membership is to include or exclude students 
from the selected Honor Roll. 

Add Membership – Add the Honor Roll Membership for the selected Honor Roll. 

Cancel – Cancel and return to the Honor Roll Maintenance screen. 

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Membership, Membership Group, Rule Type) in 
ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header. 
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 – Delete this Honor Roll Membership. 

Click Add Membership to add each new Membership Rule for the selected Honor Roll. 

 

When all rules have been added, click Cancel to return to the Honor Roll Maintenance 
Screen. 

Mark Bump Code 

Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Marks 
Administration Menu – Mark Bump Codes Maintenance 

Mark Substitution is another method for increasing a student’s GPA. Unlike Add-on 
GPA (which adds a value directly to the student’s GPA), Mark Substitution allows a 
specific mark in one course (such as an A in an AP class) to increase a lower mark in 
another course to an improved mark for the purpose of GPA calculation only (student 
report cards and course history will continue to display the original mark value). A 
common supplement to Mark Substitution is to also set an Add-On GPA to the “All A’s” 
Combined Mark Group, to slightly increase GPA if no Marks are low enough to be 
increased in this fashion. 

 

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Code, Name, Description, Active) in ascending 
or descending order by clicking on the column header. 

 – View/Edit Mark Bump Mapping for this Mark Bump Code (see 1U-2. Mark Bump 
Mapping). 
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Add/Edit Mark Bump Code 

 

 

Code (required) – Enter up to 4 characters alphanumeric Mark Bump Code. If you try to 
use an existing inactive Mark Bump Code, you will be prompted to reactivate this 
inactive Mark Bump Code if you wish. 

Name (required) – Enter Mark Bump Code name (up to 30 characters). 

Description (optional) – Enter a description of the Mark Bump Code. 

Substitution Cancels Addon (optional) – Checked by default; if this checkbox is 
checked, this Mark Bump Code will override Add-On GPA. 

Substitution Cancels Difficulty (optional) – Checked by default; if this checkbox is 
checked, this Mark Bump Code will override Difficulty Level. 

View Mark Bump Map 

 

Return to Mark Bump Codes Maintenance – Return to the Mark Bump Codes 
Maintenance screen. 
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Add/Edit Mark Bump Mapping 

 

Choose the Mark or Combined Mark Group that must be Earned (required) – Select 
a Mark or Combined Mark Group (but not both) that must be earned in the Course with 
the Mark Bump assigned to it. 

Choose the Mark or Combined Mark Group that will be substituted for (required) – 
Select a Mark or Combined Mark Group (but not both) that will be replaced by the Mark 
Bump. 

Choose the Mark that will be used for substitution (required) – Select a Mark that 
will replace the Mark or Combined Mark Group chosen in the second set of fields. This 
GPA Calculation process does not change the student’s Mark for report card or course 
history purposes. 

Automatic Mark Maintenance 

Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Marks 
Administration Menu – Automatic Mark Maintenance 

Automatic Marks represent predefined mark average calculations based on required 
Marking Patterns. Automatic Mark values calculate on the last day of the reporting term 
and incorporate changes to the underlying marks immediately and automatically; no 
user or administrator intervention will be required. However it is possible to override the 
value of a calculated Automatic Mark, if needed. Any manually-entered or teacher-
entered Marks will override Automatic Marks for those Course Sections. Automatic 
marks will not calculate for a student if the student does not have grades for every 
physical reporting term. 
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Note: If a mark flows into StudentInformation from ProgressBook after automatic 
marks have been kicked off, the user will need to kick off the job again to update 
automatic marks. 

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Code, Name, Description, Marking Pattern 
Rule) in ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header. 

Add Automatic Mark 

 

Code (required) – Enter 4 character alphanumeric Automatic Mark Code. 

Name (required) – Enter Name of Automatic Mark Code. 

Description (optional) – Enter Description of Automatic Mark Code. 

Marking Pattern Rule (required) – Select from the dropdown menu the Marking Pattern 
Rule that this Automatic Mark is to use. 

Missing Marks Handling (required) – How will the missing marks be handled? Select 
appropriate option from dropdown menu. Valid responses are:  

 Ignore Mark – missing mark is excluded from the calculation for individual 
student. 

 Ignore Student – do not provide an automatic mark for the student. 

 Use 0 – the missing mark is included with a zero (0) point value. Only marks 
associated with one of the following three circumstances will be included:  1) 
Automatic Marks Calculation Date has passed; 2) Course Term has passed; or 
3) Reporting Term has passed. 
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Save and Enter Details – Will save new Automatic Mark Code and return to the 
Automatic Mark Codes Maintenance – Add New Automatic Mark with the option of 
adding Members to the new code (as shown in the following example). 

Delete Automatic Mark 

When deleting an Automatic Mark, it will also delete all Members of the Automatic Mark. 

Automatic Mark Members 

 

Automatic Mark Members represent marking pattern marks that are used in the 
calculation of the associated Automatic Mark. Each Automatic Mark may define any 
number of marks (Members) to be included in its calculation. 

Add Automatic Mark Member 

 

Marking Pattern Rule (required) – Select the appropriate Marking Pattern Rule to be 
used for this Automatic Marks Member. 

Weight (required) – Enter the weight to apply to this member for calculating the final 
mark value. 

Once saved, you will see this Member on the Automatic Marks page. 
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 – Delete this Member from the Specified Automatic Mark Code/ 

Automatic Mark Calculation Dates 

Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Marks 
Administration Menu – Automatic Mark Calculation Dates 

Automatic Mark Calculation Dates is used to set up Automatic Marks to calculate before 
the last day of the Reporting Term. Each physical or locked reporting term will show on 
the page. Some examples of when to use Automatic Mark Calculation Date: 

 A school wants the 1st Semester Average to calculate early for the entire school 

 An elementary school wants to hand out report cards to the students on the last 
day. This means the report cards must be printed and ready to go on the last day 
of school. Since Automatic Marks do not calculate until the last day the school 
can setup the Automatic Mark Calculation Dates to make the marks calculate 
early. 

 A school wants to calculate the final grades of the graduating seniors before the 
end of school for the other grade levels. 
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Add Automatic Mark Calculation Date 

To add a calculation date: Select a reporting term, a grade level, a calculation date and 
click Add. 

 

You will receive a confirmation message as shown in the following figure. 

 

The new Automatic Mark Calculation Date will display in the Automatic Mark Calculation 
Dates grid. If the Reporting Terms associated with the Automatic Mark Members have 
completed or the Early Calculation Date has passed, the mark will be calculated for the 
Grade Level specified. 
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Delete Automatic Mark Calculation Date 

To delete a calculation date: Click  next to the date you would like to remove. 

 

You will be asked to confirm your delete. 

 

After clicking OK to process the delete, you will receive the following confirmation 
message. 

 

Edit Automatic Mark Calculation Date 

To edit a calculation date: Select the reporting term and grade level to edit. Choose a 
new date and click Add. 
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You will be asked to confirm your edit. 

 

After clicking OK to process the edit, you will receive a confirmation message. 

 

 

Student Marks Records 

Student Marks 

Navigation:  Home – SIS – Student – Marks – Student Marks 
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The Student Marks screen displays marks for a selected student for each course the 
student has participated in throughout the year. 

Courses are grouped and displayed by Marking Pattern. All courses are displayed by 
default.  

Show Completed Courses Only – If checked will list only completed courses. All 
courses are shown by default. 

Color Coding 

 Dropped courses from the current year are highlighted in yellow. 

 Withdrawn courses (assuming student is currently withdrawn) from the current 
year are highlighted in red. 

Marking Pattern – Marking Pattern for listed courses. Courses with like Marking 
Patterns will be grouped together in separate Marking Pattern Grids. 

Course – Course Abbreviation with link to Course Section Mark Summary where 
grades may be entered. 

Section – Section Number of Course with link to Course Section Mark Summary where 
grades may be entered. 

Teacher – Name of the Teacher teaching the course section. If the course section has 
multiple teachers, each will be listed. 
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Course Section Mark – Each of the columns with the student’s required mark listed 
has a heading describing which marking pattern and marking pattern rule is associated 
to that particular Mark. By hovering over the column heading you can see the full name 
assigned to the Marking Pattern and Marking Pattern rule for this required Mark. 

Each Mark displayed in the grid will act as a link to the Course Section Mark Entry 
page. To make changes to a grade: 

 Click on a specific mark and you will be able to modify that particular grade from 
the Student Mark Entry Screen as shown below. For more information on this 
screen see the ProgressBook StudentInformation Teacher Menu Guide. 

 

 Student’s grade may be changed from this screen and saved. 

Counselor Comments 

Navigation:  Home – SIS – Student – Marks – Counselor Comment 

Counselor Comment screen is used to view Counselor Comments for the selected 
student. All users with access to the Counselor Comments can add and delete student 
comments. Counselor comments are only used on custom report cards (not used on 
non-custom report cards). 

Note: If a standard comment definition is changed, all students using that 
comment will have their comments reflect the change. This allows for typos in 
standard comments to be corrected and reflected on report cards without having 
to edit each student’s comments. 
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Sorting – You may sort by any column (Reporting Term, Comment Type, Text, Sort 
Order, Canceled, Cancel Date, Counselor) in ascending or descending order by clicking 
on the column header. 

 – Comment has been canceled and will not be added to the student’s marks record 
and will not display on Interim or Report Cards. 

Counselor – Name of Counselor used to filter Comment list. 

Filter – Select a Counselor from dropdown list for use in filtering the list of Counselor 
Comments. 

Add Standard Comment – Add a new Standard Counselor Comment. 

Add FreeForm Comment – Add a new Freeform Counselor Comment. 

Add Standard Counselor Comment 
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Counselor (optional) – Select the counselor from the drop-down menu, or this value 
may read your associated staff member already. 

Type (required) – Type of Comment; valid choices are General Mark, Effort and Work 
Habit. 

Standard Comment (required) – Choose from the list of Standard Comments 
(populated after Type has been selected) by Comment Type. 

Sort Order (required) – Specify the sort order of the comments to control how they will 
be shown. An update will soon be made to Report Cards so that comments with sort 
order of 1 and 2 will always be displayed on the Report Card. 

Reporting Term (required) – Select the appropriate Reporting Period where this 
comment is to appear. 

Mark Type – Select the reporting term that this comment will apply to. 

Include On Interim Report Card (optional) – Yes or No; check if this comment is to be 
included on the Interim Report Card. 

Include On Report Card (optional) – Yes or No; check if this comment is to be included 
on the Report Card. 

Is Canceled (optional) – check if you wish to cancel this comment (make it inactive). A 
Cancel Date will then display on the main grid. See information below under Delete 
Counselor Comment. 
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Add Freeform Counselor Comment 

 

Counselor (optional) – Select the counselor from the drop-down menu, or this value 
may read your associated staff member already. 

Type (required) – Type of Comment; valid choices are General Mark, Effort and Work 
Habit. 

Comment (required) – Open text area for typing in any freeform comment; up to 200 
characters. 

Sort Order (required) – Specify the sort order of the comments to control how they will 
be shown. An update will soon be made to Report Cards so that comments with sort 
order of 1 and 2 will always be displayed on the Report Card. 

Reporting Term (required) – Select the appropriate Reporting Period where this 
comment is to appear. 

Mark Type – Select the reporting term to which this comment applies. 

Include On Interim Report Card (optional) – Yes or No; check if this comment is to be 
included on the Interim Report Card 

Include On Report Card (optional) – Yes or No; check if this comment is to be included 
on the Report Card. 
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Is Canceled (optional) – check if you wish to cancel this comment (make it inactive). A 
Cancel Date will then display on the main grid. See information below under Delete 
Counselor Comment. 

Delete Counselor Comment 

Comments applied to a student’s marks record cannot be removed once added, 
however the comments may be canceled and the cancel date recorded as well as the 
user canceling the comment. Show both Active and Inactive/Canceled Counselor 
Comments by un-checking the Show Active Only checkbox. 

 

Teacher Comment 

Navigation:  Home – SIS – Student – Marks – Teacher Comment 

The Teacher Comment page allows users to view all comments for a selected student, 
or filter by Teacher and/or Course Section. All users with access to the Teacher 
Comments can add and delete student comments. 

Note: If a standard comment definition is changed, all students using that 
comment will have their comments reflect the change. This allows for typos in 
standard comments to be corrected and reflected on report cards without having 
to edit each student’s comments. 
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Teacher – Name of Teacher used to filter Comment list. The Teacher dropdown only 
shows teachers who teach the student this school year and that the current user has 
access to work with.  

Course Section – Name of Course Section used to filter Comment list. The course 
section dropdown only shows course sections the student is in this school year (or has 
withdrawn from). 

Filter – Select a Teacher and Course Section from the drop-down lists for use in 
filtering the list of Teacher Comments 

 

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Course Name, Course Section, Term, 
Comment Type, Comment, Sort Order, Cancel Date, Teacher, Active) in ascending or 
descending order by clicking on the column header. 

 – Comment has been canceled and will not be added to the student’s marks record 
or display on Interim or Report Cards. 

Add Standard Comment – Add a new Standard Teacher Comment. 

Add Freeform Comment – Add a new Freeform Teacher Comment. 
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Add Standard Teacher Comment 

 

Teacher (optional) – Select the teacher from the drop-down menu, or this value may 
read your associated staff member already. 

Course Section (required) – Select the course section for this comment from the drop-
down menu. 

Type (required) – Type of Comment; valid choices are General Mark, Effort and Work 
Habit. 

Standard Comment (required) – Choose from the list of Standard Comments 
(populated after Type has been selected) by Comment Type. 

Sort Order (required) – Specify the sort order of the comments to control how they will 
be shown. An update will soon be made to Report Cards so that comments with sort 
order of 1 and 2 will always be displayed on the Report Card. 

Reporting Term (required) – Select the appropriate Reporting Period where this 
comment is to appear. 

Include On Interim Report Card (optional) – Yes or No; check if this comment is to be 
included on the Interim Report Card. 

Include On Report Card (optional) – Yes or No; check if this comment is to be included 
on the Report Card. 
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Add Freeform Teacher Comment 

 

Teacher (optional) – Select the teacher from the drop-down menu, or this value may 
read your associated staff member already. 

Course Section (required) – Select the course section for this comment from the drop-
down menu. 

Type (required) – Type of Comment; valid choices are General Mark, Effort and Work 
Habit. 

Comment (required) – Open text area for typing in any freeform comment; up to 200 
characters. 

Sort Order (required) – Specify the sort order of the comments to control how they will 
be shown. An update will soon be made to Report Cards so that comments with sort 
order of 1 and 2 will always be displayed on the Report Card. 

Reporting Term (required) – Select the appropriate Reporting Period where this 
comment is to appear. 

Mark Type – Select the reporting term to which this comment applies.  

Include On Interim Report Card (optional) – Yes or No; check if this comment is to be 
included on the Interim Report Card. 

Include On Report Card (optional) – Yes or No; check if this comment is to be included 
on the Report Card. 
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Delete Teacher Comment 

Comments applied to a student’s marks record cannot be removed once added, 
however the comments may be canceled and the cancel date recorded as well as the 
user canceling the comment. Show both Active and Inactive/Canceled Counselor 
Comments by un-checking the Show Active Only checkbox. 

 

Marks Reports 

Please see the Batch/Report Management documentation for more detailed information 
about running and viewing reports. 

Report – Marks Analysis (R301) 

Navigation:  Home – SIS – Marks – Marks Reports – Marks Analysis 

The Marks Analysis Report is a distribution list of grades assigned for each 
teacher/course. 
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Marks or Mark Group (required) – Specify if Marks or Mark Groups will be used in the 
creation of the report. 

Reporting Term (optional) –If no Reporting Terms are selected, the report will use all 
Reporting Terms for the report. You can also filter by selecting specific Reporting Terms 
for your report. 

Mark Type (optional) – If no Mark Types are selected, the report will use all Mark Types 
in creation of the report. You can also filter by selecting specific Mark Types for your 
report. 

Teacher (optional) – If no Teachers are selected, the report will use all Teachers in 
creation of the report. You can also filter by selecting specific Teachers for your report. 

Department (optional) – If no Departments are selected, the report will use all 
Departments in creation of the report. You can also filter by selecting specific 
Departments for your report. 

Course (optional) – If no Courses are selected, the report will use all Courses in 
creation of the report. You can also filter by selecting specific Courses for your report. 

Marks (optional) – If no Marks are selected, the report will use all Marks in creation of 
the report. You can also filter by selecting specific Marks for your report. 

Student Grade Level (optional) – Choose one or more Student Grade Levels you wish 
to include in the report. If no student grade levels are selected, all student grade levels 
will be included in the report. 

Display Mark Counts (optional) – Defaults to checked. Check if you wish to show the 
mark count for each mark in each course section, as well as a subtotal of the count 
under each mark column for each course or teacher group, a subtotal for each reporting 
term and mark type combination for reporting terms for which there is more than one 
mark type, and a subtotal for each reporting term. 

Display Mark Percentages (optional) – Defaults to unchecked. Check if you wish to 
show the mark percentage for each mark in each course section, as well as a subtotal 
of the percentage under each mark column for each course or teacher group, a subtotal 
for each reporting term and mark type combination for reporting terms for which there is 
more than one mark type, and a subtotal for each reporting term. 

If both the Display Mark Counts and Display Mark Percentages options are checked, 
then the percentages will be shown underneath the counts for each mark column. The 
report will continue to show the total mark count and average point value for each detail 
row on the right side of the report, and a subtotal of the total mark count and average 
point value for all the detail rows for each course and teacher group. 

Also, a grand total section has been added at the end of the report that lists the total 
count and percentage of each mark below each mark column, and the total mark count 
and average point value for all the detail rows in the report. 
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If the users choose to show multiple reporting terms and/or mark types, then the highest 
level grouping in the report will be by reporting term and mark type combination (i.e. a 
complete separate set of marks information for each reporting term and mark type 
combination). 

Print Totals Only (optional) – Check if you wish to only print total Marks and not 
detailed information. 

Suppress Mark Point Values In Heading (optional) – Check if you wish to Suppress 
Mark Point Values.  

Display Numeric Mark Ranges In Heading (optional) – Check if you wish to show 
numeric mark ranges as the Marks headers instead of alpha marks. 

Also, the Marks columns have been enhanced to have a secondary sort of “Average 
Point Threshold”, which has been added to the already –existing primary sort of “Point 
Value”. This will handle the case where the school has for example the “A” and “A+” 
marks both with a point value of 4.0, in which case the “A” column was previously 
shown to the left of the “A+” column. If the school has entered Average Point Threshold 
values for their marks, in which case the “A+” most likely has a higher Average Point 
Threshold value than the “A”, then the “A+” column will be correctly shown to the left of 
the “A” column. 

Group By – You can choose to group and sort by Course or by Teacher. If Course is 
chosen, the data will be grouped and sorted by Course Code, and the sections within 
each course will be sorted by the Section Number. A separate group will display for 
each course, with each course grouping containing the following: 

 A group header that shows the course code and name. 

 A detail section with a row for each of the teacher and section combinations for 
that course. The sorting of the course sections within each course group will be 
by section number. If a course section has multiple teachers, they will be shown 
in a comma delimited list.  

 A group footer that shows the marks subtotals across all the course section detail 
rows for the course. 

If Teacher is chosen, the data will be grouped and sorted by Teacher Code, and the 
courses for each teacher will be sorted by the Course Code then Section Number. A 
separate group will display for each teacher, with each teacher grouping containing the 
following: 

 A group header that shows the teacher name and code. 

 A detail section with a row for each of the course and section combinations for 
that teacher. The sorting within each teacher group will be by course first, and 
then course section. 

 A group footer that shows the marks subtotals across all the course and section 
detail rows for the teacher. 
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Note: In the detail section for each course or teacher group, the sorting was 
previously alphabetic for the course sections within a course group, so that a 
course has sections of 10 or above, they were incorrectly sorted ahead of 
sections 2, 3, etc. The sorting of course sections within each course or teacher 
group have been changed to be done numerically. 

Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 

Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 

Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 

Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 

Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 

Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

 

Report – Honor Roll (R303) 

Navigation:  Home – SIS – Marks – Marks Reports – Honor Roll 

The Honor Roll Report will list students who have met the selected criterion for the 
selected Honor Roll. If Marks have changed since the last time this report was run, first 
Refresh GPA Sets as described in section 1O-4. Refresh GPA Sets. 
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Ad-Hoc Membership (optional) – Select an Ad-Hoc Membership from dropdown menu 
if you wish to only include students associated with the membership for this run of the 
report. Check the "Public And Private" checkbox to see Memberships created by other 
users in your drop-down list. Selecting an Ad-Hoc Membership Group will limit the 
report to students associate with that membership group. All other criteria will be 
ignored. 

Grade (optional) – If no Grades are selected, the report will use all Grades in creation of 
the report. You can also filter by selecting specific Grades for your report. 

GPA Set (required) – At least one GPA Set must be selected for reporting filtering. 

Honor Roll (optional) - If no Honor Roll is selected, the report will use all Honor Rolls in 
creation of the report. You can also filter by selecting specific Honor Rolls for your 
report. 

Home School (optional) – If no Home schools are selected, the report will use all Home 
Schools in creation of the report. You can also filter by selecting specific Home Schools 
for your report. This field is populated based on the values entered in the Home School 
field on the Student Profile – General tab. 

Student Status (optional) - If no Student Statuses are selected, the report will select all 
Student Statuses. You can also filter by selecting specific Student Statuses for your 
report. 

Ethnicity (optional) - If no Ethnicity is selected, the report will select all Ethnicities. You 
can also filter by selecting a specific Ethnicity for your report. 

Membership Group (optional) – If no Membership Groups are selected, the report will 
use all Membership Groups for creation of the report. You can also filter by selecting 
specific Membership Groups for your report. 

Membership (optional) – If no Memberships are selected, the report will select all 
Memberships. You can also filter by selecting specific Memberships for your report. 
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Special Education Services (optional) – Select the Special Education services to 
return the students on the report who are assigned those services. If no Special 
Education services are selected, the report will return students assigned to all services. 
This list box contains the 215xxx codes and refers to the records entered for a student 
on the Services tab on the Special Education screen. 

Note: The Special Education Services list only displays if FY13 and later is in 
context. In prior years, the Special Education services are entered on the Edit 
Student Memberships screen and are selected for this report in the Membership 
Code list. 

Team (optional) – If no Teams are selected, the report will use all Teams in creation of 
the report. You can also filter by selecting specific Teams for your report. 

Homeroom Date (required) – the appropriate date from the dropdown calendar. It will 
default to the current date. 

Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 

Page Break on First Sort Item: (optional) – Yes or No; If this check-box is checked, 
each separate value for the first item chosen on Sorting Options will cause a new page 
to be printed in the report. (For instance, a JVS printing this report sorted first on IRN 
Attending would check this box to have a separate page or pages for each Home 
School.) 

Newspaper format: (optional) – Yes or No; If this check-box is checked, then no 
header or footer information will be shown on the report output, except for the GPA Set 
and Honor Roll names. Also, only the student name and grade will be shown for each 
student, in the list of students who have achieved each honor roll. 

Include Student Middle Name (Report Only) – (optional) - Yes or No; if this check-box 
is checked, then the student’s middle name will display on the report. 

Reporting Term for Comments: (optional) – If a Reporting Term is chosen, then the 
Course Code, Course Name, Course Section, and Teacher Comment are shown for 
each comment that the student has received in the selected Reporting Term, if the 
selected Reporting Term is associated with the GPA for which the student has an honor 
roll. If a Reporting is not chosen, then no comments are shown on the report. 

Group By – You can choose to group and sort by GPA Set or by Student. If GPA Set is 
chosen, the data will be grouped by GPA Set Name then Honor Roll Name, and the 
students within each honor roll will be sorted based on the selected Sorting Options. 

If Student is chosen, the data will be grouped by Student, and then sorted based on the 
selected Sorting Options. Each student group will contain the following:  

 A group header which contains all the student demographic information. 

 A detail section which contains one row for each GPA in which the student 
qualifies for an honor roll. 

Note: Newspaper Format is not available if Student is selected. 

Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
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Output – Select Report, Labels, or Both Report and Labels. 

If labels are chosen, use the following Adobe page settings when printing the labels to 
ensure that the labels print correctly on the page. 

For Adobe 9: 

 Page Scaling = None 

 Auto Rotate and Center = Unchecked. 

For Adobe 10: 

 Size Options = Actual Size 

 Orientation = Portrait. 

Note: If you are using Firefox, you must change a setting before printing labels. In 
Firefox, go to Options. On the Applications window under Content Type, locate 
Portable Document Format (PDF). In the Action column of that row, change the 
selection from Preview in Firefox to an Adobe option (such as Use Adobe Acrobat). 

Label Type – If choosing Labels, specify the size of the labels in the Label Type by 
selecting the appropriate label format from the dropdown list. 

Address – Select the address to use for labels. If you check "Use custom address text", 
the text you enter in the field will be added at the top of each label. 

Include Copied On Correspondence – Yes or No; select whether to include copies of 
the report listing addresses for contacts marked “Copied on Correspondence.” 

Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 

Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 

Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 

Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 

Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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With Reporting Term Comments 

 

Newspaper Format 
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Report – Student with Specified Marks by Student (R302A) 

Navigation:  Home – SIS – Marks – Marks Reports – Specified Marks by Student 
(R302A) 

The Student with Specified Marks by Student lists students with the selected marks and 
the courses they received those marks in. This report is very useful in generating lists of 
students with incomplete grades, missing marks or F’s. The report will group by student. 
Each student group will contain the following: 

 A group header which contains all the student demographic info. 

 A detail section which contains one row for each mark that qualifies to appear on 
the report for the student. 

This condenses the report and shows one line per mark per student. All fields in the 
group header and detail sections wrap to a second line if the value is too big to fit in the 
allotted width for the field. 

If using automatic marks, the dates which trigger automatic marks to be calculated are 
the following: 

 The automatic mark calculation date for the latest reporting term associated with 
the marking pattern rules for the members of the automatic mark. 

 The stop date for the latest reporting term associated with the marking pattern 
rules for the members of the automatic mark. 

 The course term stop date for the course section. 
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Marks to show:  

 All Completed Marks – Shows only completed marks as selected. 

 All Completed Marks – Include Missing Marks – Shows only completed marks 
as selected and also show student missing marks. 

 Only Missing Marks – Shows only student missing marks. 

Marks or Mark Group (required) – Specify if Marks or Mark Groups will be used in the 
creation of the report. 

Reporting Term (optional) – If no Reporting Terms are selected, the report will use all 
Reporting Terms for creation of the report. You can also filter by selecting specific 
Reporting Terms for your report. 

Mark Type (optional) – If no Mark Types are selected, the report will select all Mark 
Types. You can also filter by selecting specific Mark Types for your report. 

Marks (optional) – You can filter by selecting specific Marks for your report. If “Include 
Missing Marks” is not checked, and you do not select any Marks, the report will select 
all Marks. If “Include Missing Marks” is checked, only the Marks you select will display, 
and if you do not select any Marks, the report will not include any Marks. 

Course Term (optional) – If no Course Terms are selected, the report will select all 
Course Terms. You can also filter by selecting specific Course Terms for your report. 

Membership Group (optional) – If no Membership Groups are selected, the report will 
use all Membership Groups for creation of the report. You can also filter by selecting 
specific Membership Groups for your report. 

Membership (optional) – If no Memberships are selected, the report will select all 
Memberships. You can also filter by selecting specific Memberships for your report. 
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Team (optional) – If no Teams are selected, the report will use all Teams in creation of 
the report. You can also filter by selecting specific Teams for your report. 

Student Status (optional) – If no Student Statuses are selected, the report will select all 
Student Statuses. You can also filter by selecting specific Student Statuses for your 
report. 

Teacher (optional) – If no Teachers are selected, the report will select all Teachers. You 
can also filter by selecting specific Teachers for your report. 

Home School (optional) – If no Home Schools are selected, the report will select all 
Home Schools. You can also filter by selecting specific Home Schools for your report. 

This field is populated based on the values entered in the Home School field on the 
Student Profile – General tab. 

Only include courses marked ‘Include in GPA’ (optional) – If checked, will only 
include courses that are checked as “Include in GPA” on the on the Courses – Marks 
tab. 

Include Dropped Courses (optional) – If checked, will include dropped courses.  

Homeroom Date (required) – Select the appropriate date from the dropdown calendar.  

Improve Performance by Separating Report Processing by Grade (optional) – 
Check this option for shorter execution time and lower memory usage when running the 
report for multiple grade levels. A separate interim report will be generated for each 
selected grade, and then the interim reports for all selected grades will be combined into 
one final report. When choosing this option, “Grade” will be the first sort order for the 
final report, in order of the grades selected in the “Grade” dual select box below. 

Grade (optional) – If no Grades are selected, the report will use all Grades in creation of 
the report. You can also filter by selecting specific Grades for your report. The “Grade” 
dual select is only required if the “Improve Performance by Separating Processing by 
Grade” option is chosen above. 

Student Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
These sort options control the student sort within the report. 

Marks Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
The marks records within a student group will be sorted by the user-selected Marks 
Sorting Option.  

Output – Select Report, Labels, or Both Report and Labels. 

If labels are chosen, use the following Adobe page settings when printing the labels to 
ensure that the labels print correctly on the page: 

For Adobe 9: 

 Page Scaling = None 

 Auto Rotate and Center = Unchecked. 
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For Adobe 10: 

 Sizing Options = Actual Size 

 Orientation = Portrait. 

Note: If you are using Firefox, you must change a setting before printing labels. In 
Firefox, go to Options. On the Applications window under Content Type, locate 
Portable Document Format (PDF). In the Action column of that row, change the 
selection from Preview in Firefox to an Adobe option (such as Use Adobe Acrobat). 

Label Type – If choosing Labels, specify the size of the labels in the Label Type by 
selecting the appropriate label format from the dropdown list. 

Address – Select the address to use for labels. If you check “Use custom address text,” 
the text you enter in the field will be added at the top of each label. 

Include Copied On Correspondence – Yes or No; select whether to include copies of 
the report listing addresses for contacts marked “Copied on Correspondence” 

Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 

Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 

Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 

Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 

Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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Report – Student with Specified Marks By Teacher (R302B)  

Navigation:  Home – SIS – Marks – Marks Reports – Students with Specified 
Marks By Teacher (R302B) 
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The Student with Specified Marks By Teacher lists students with the selected marks 
and the courses they received those marks in. This report is very useful in generating 
lists of students with incomplete grades, missing marks or F’s. The report will group by 
teacher, then course, then student.   

Each teacher, course, student group will contain the following: 

 A group header which contains all the student demographic info. 

 A detail section which contains one row for each mark that qualifies to appear on 
the report for the student. 

This condenses the report and shows one line per mark per student. All fields in the 
group header and detail sections wrap to a second line if the value is too big to fit in the 
allotted width for the field. 

If using automatic marks, the dates which trigger automatic marks to be calculated are 
the following: 

 The automatic mark calculation date for the latest reporting term associated with 
the marking pattern rules for the members of the automatic mark. 

 The stop date for the latest reporting term associated with the marking pattern 
rules for the members of the automatic mark. 

 The course term stop date for the course section. 
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Marks to show:  

 All Completed Marks – Shows only completed marks as selected. 

 All Completed Marks – Include Missing Marks – Shows completed marks as 
selected and also show student missing marks. 

 Only Missing Marks – Will only show student missing marks. 
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Marks or Mark Group (required) – Specify if Marks or Mark Groups will be used in the 
creation of the report. 

Reporting Term (optional) – If no Reporting Terms are selected, the report will use all 
Reporting Terms for creation of the report. You can also filter by selecting specific 
Reporting Terms for your report. 

Mark Type (optional) – If no Mark Types are selected, the report will select all Mark 
Types. You can also filter by selecting specific Mark Types for your report. 

Marks (optional) – You can filter by selecting specific Marks for your report. If “Include 
Missing Marks” is not checked, and you do not select any Marks, the report will select 
all Marks. If “Include Missing Marks” is checked, only the Marks you select will display, 
and if you do not select any Marks, the report will not include any Marks. 

Course Term (optional) – If no Course Terms are selected, the report will select all 
Course Terms. You can also filter by selecting specific Course Terms for your report. 

Membership Group (optional) – If no Membership Groups are selected, the report will 
use all Membership Groups for creation of the report. You can also filter by selecting 
specific Membership Groups for your report.   

Membership (optional) – If no Memberships are selected, the report will select all 
Memberships. You can also filter by selecting specific Memberships for your report. 

Team (optional) – If no Teams are selected, the report will use all Teams in creation of 
the report. You can also filter by selecting specific Teams for your report. 

Student Status (optional) – If no Student Statuses are selected, the report will select all 
Student Statuses. You can also filter by selecting specific Student Statuses for your 
report. 

Teacher (optional) – If no Teachers are selected, the report will select all Teachers. You 
can also filter by selecting specific Teachers for your report. 

Home School (optional) – If no Home Schools are selected, the report will select all 
Home Schools. You can also filter by selecting specific Home Schools for your report. 

This field is populated based on the values entered in the Home School field on the 
Student Profile – General tab. 

Only include courses marked ‘Include in GPA’ (optional) – if checked, will only 
include courses that are checked as “Include in GPA” on the on the Courses – Marks 
tab. 

Include Dropped Courses (optional) – if checked, will include dropped courses.  

Homeroom Date (required) – Select the appropriate date from the dropdown calendar.  

Grade (optional) – If no Grades are selected, the report will use all Grades in creation of 
the report. You can also filter by selecting specific Grades for your report.   

Teacher Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
These sort options control the teacher sort within the report. 
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Marks Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
The marks records within a teacher, course or student group will be sorted by the user-
selected Marks Sorting Option.  

Output – Select Report, Labels, or Both Report and Labels. 

If labels are chosen, use the following Adobe page settings when printing the labels to 
ensure that the labels print correctly on the page. 

For Adobe 9: 

 Page Scaling = None 

 Auto Rotate and Center = Unchecked. 

For Adobe 10: 

 Size Options = Actual Size 

 Orientation = Portrait. 

Note: If you are using Firefox, you must change a setting before printing labels. In 
Firefox, go to Options. On the Applications window under Content Type, locate 
Portable Document Format (PDF). In the Action column of that row, change the 
selection from Preview in Firefox to an Adobe option (such as Use Adobe Acrobat). 

Label Type – If choosing Labels, specify the size of the labels in the Label Type by 
selecting the appropriate label format from the dropdown list. 

Address – Select the address to use for labels. If you check “Use custom address text,” 
the text you enter in the field will be added at the top of each label. 

Include Copied On Correspondence – Yes or No; select whether to include copies of 
the report listing addresses for contacts marked “Copied on Correspondence.” 

Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 

Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 

Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 

Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 

Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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Report – Student Composite (R112) 

Navigation:  Home – SIS – Marks – Marks Reports – Student Composite (R112) 

The Student Composite report generates a condensed version of the Report Card 
Formatter report, without comments. 
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Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve students’ homeroom. 
Defaults to today’s date. 

Include Term (optional) – Yes or No; Check appropriate terms that you wish to be 
included on this report. 

Reporting Term – Reporting Term Name displayed. 

GPA Set (optional) – Select the GPA set that you wish to use with each applicable 
reporting term. 

Refresh GPA Set Results (optional) – Yes or No; Check appropriate radio button 
option. 

Print GPA’s (required) – Yes or No; Check appropriate radio button option. 

Mark Type (optional) – If no Mark Types are selected, the report will select all Mark 
Types to be used in the report creation. You can also filter by selecting specific Mark 
Types for your report. 

Grade (optional) – If no Grades are selected, the report will use all Grades in creation of 
the report. You can also filter by selecting specific Grades for your report. 
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Student Status (optional) – If no Student Statuses are selected, the report will use all 
Student Statuses in creation of the report. You can also filter by selecting specific 
Student Statuses for your report. 

Membership (optional) – If no Memberships are selected, the report will select all 
Memberships. You can also filter by selecting specific Memberships for your report. 

Membership Group (optional) – If no Membership Groups are selected, the report will 
use all Membership Groups for creation of the report. You can also filter by selecting 
specific Membership Groups for your report. 

Homeroom (optional) – If no Homerooms are selected, the report will select all 
Homerooms. You can also filter by selecting specific Homerooms for your report. 

Program (optional) – If no Programs are selected, the report will select all Programs. 
You can also filter by selecting specific Programs for your report. 

Home School (optional) – If no Home Schools are selected, the report will select all 
Home Schools. You can also filter by selecting specific Home Schools for your report. 
This field is populated based on the values entered in the Home School field on the 
Student Profile – General tab. 

Print Days Absent (optional) – Yes or No; Check appropriate radio button option. 

Absence Types for Full Days Absent (optional) – Select appropriate Absence Types 
for the Full/Half Day absences to be printed on the report. If no Absence Types are 
selected, the report will use all Absence Types. 

Print Times Late (optional) – Yes or No; Check appropriate radio button option. 

Absence Types for Lates/Tardies (optional) – Select the appropriate Absence Type to 
be used for Lates/Tardies. If no Absence Types are selected, the report will use all 
Absence Types.   

Omit Unlisted Phone Numbers (optional) – Yes or No; Check if you wish to omit 
unlisted phone numbers on this report. 

Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 

Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 

Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 

Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 

Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 

Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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Report – Class List Formatter (R703) 

Navigation:  Home – SIS – Marks – Marks Reports – Class List Formatter (R703) 
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Class List Formatter can be used to create a variety of reports. One of those reports 
could be a grade verification list to pass out to teachers so that they can verify student 
marks before the grade cards are printed. 
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Schedule (optional) – Select the Schedule that you wish to run this class list with. It is 
important to pick the correct Schedule/Schedule Result combination when running the 
batch scheduler. This field defaults to the Default Schedule, and is not selectable once 
a final schedule result has been selected. 

Schedule Result (required) – Select the Schedule Result that you wish to run this class 
with. It is important to pick the correct Schedule/Schedule Result combination when 
running the batch scheduler. This field defaults to the Default Schedule, and is not 
selectable once a final schedule result has been selected. 

Report Layout (required) – Select the appropriate format from the dropdown menu. All 
formats for this report print in portrait orientation. 

Formats are as follows: 

 Format 1 – Course Mark and Comment Verification Sheet; Landscape 

 Student #, Student Name, Homeroom, Program, Home School, Marks, Comments 

 Format 2 – Class Lists (no Artificial Courses); Portrait 

 Student #, Student Name, Grade, Disability Condition, Gender, Homeroom, Program, Home 

School 

 Format 3 – Attendance Collection Sheets; Landscape 

 Student #, Student Name, Homeroom, Program, Home School 

 Format 4 – Marks Collection Sheet for Manual Entry of Grades; Landscape 

 Student #, Student Name, Homeroom, Program, Home School, Disability Condition, Marks, 
Comments 

 Format 6 – Class Lists for Courses and Artificial Courses; Portrait 

 Student #, Student Name, Grade, Gender, Homeroom, Program, Home School, 
Counselor, Locker 

 Format 8 – Class Lists for only Artificial Courses; Portrait 

 Student #, Student Name, Grade, Gender, Homeroom, Program, Home School 

 Format 10 – Class List; Landscape 

 Student #, Student Name, Address, Phone #, Primary Contact, Birth Date, 
Gender, Disability Condition, Homeroom, Counselor, Locker 

 Format 11 – Lists of Students in each class and provides slots for Excused 
Absences, Unexcused Absences, And Total Days Present for each student; 
Portrait 

 Format 12 – Shows student totals rather than individual student information; 
Portrait 

 Format 13 – Based on Format 10, but has Counselor and Locker removed and 
Home School added. 

Course Term – Select the appropriate Course Term from the dropdown menu. 
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Reporting Term – Select appropriate Reporting Term from dropdown menu. Once 
reporting term has been selected screen refreshes and only valid Course Section and 
Course information for the selected Reporting Term will be displayed in each of those 
list boxes. 

Mark Type – If no Mark Types are selected, the report will use all Mark Types in 
creation of the report. You can also filter by selecting specific Mark Types for your 
report. 

Staff – If no Staff Members are selected, the report will use all Staff in creation of the 
report. You can also filter by selecting specific Staff for your report. 

Course – If no Courses are selected, the report will use all Courses in creation of the 
report. You can also filter by selecting specific Courses for your report. 

Course Section – If no specific Course Sections are selected, the report will use all 
Course Sections in creation of the report. You can also filter by selecting specific 
Course Sections for your report. 

Period – If no Periods are selected, the report will use all Periods in creation of the 
report. You can also filter by selecting specific Periods for your report. 

Course Types – Select Course Types to be used in the creation of the report. If none 
are selected, all will be used, if applicable in the Report Layout. 

Special Education Services (optional) – Select the Special Education services to 
return the students on the report who are assigned those services. If no Special 
Education services are selected, the report will return students assigned to all services. 
This list box contains the 215xxx codes and refers to the records entered for a student 
on the Services tab on the Special Education screen.  

Note: The Special Education Services list only displays if FY13 and later is in 
context.  

Program - Select Programs to be used in the creation of the report. If none are 
selected, all will be used, if applicable in the Report Layout. 

Homeroom – Select Homerooms to be used in the creation of the report. If none are 
selected, all will be used, if applicable in the Report Layout. 

Home School - Select Homerooms to be used in the creation of the report. If none are 
selected, all will be used, if applicable in the Report Layout. This field is populated 
based on the values entered in the Home School field on the Student Profile – General 
tab. 

Homeroom Date – Select the appropriate date from the dropdown calendar. 

Suppress Withdrawals – Select this option to leave out student withdrawals. Please 
note that course section assignments that were dropped on a future date will show on 
the R703, even if the Suppress Withdrawals option is set to “Yes”. 

Suppress Drops – Select this option to choose whether or not to exclude students who 
have dropped a class, even if the drop date has not passed. 
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Suppress Disability Condition – Select this option to choose whether or not to 
suppress the display of student Disability Condition. 

Suppress Program - Select this option to choose whether or not to suppress the 
display of student Program. This option only appears when the Report Layout selected 
is 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 or 8 which are the formats on which the Program is displayed. 

Print Student with Future Assignment for Course from a Current Course Term – 
Select this option to choose whether or not to show future assignments in a current 
course term. Students with assignments in future course terms will always be shown if 
the future course term is selected in the Course Terms dual select. 

Common Text for Class List – Type in any text that can be included for all students on 
the list. 

Student Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
These sort options control the student sort within each Class List. 

Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. These 
sort options control the Class List sort. 

Output – Select from the following options: Report, Labels or Both. 

If labels are chosen, use the following Adobe page settings when printing the labels to 
ensure that the labels print correctly on the page. 

For Adobe 9: 

 Page Scaling = None 

 Auto Rotate and Center = Unchecked. 

For Adobe 10: 

 Size Options = Actual Size 

 Orientation = Portrait. 

Note: If you are using Firefox, you must change a setting before printing labels. In 
Firefox, go to Options. On the Applications window under Content Type, locate 
Portable Document Format (PDF). In the Action column of that row, change the 
selection from Preview in Firefox to an Adobe option (such as Use Adobe Acrobat). 

Label Type – Select the type of labels you wish to print if output selected was labels. 

Address - Select the student or parent address format. 

Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 

Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 

Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 

Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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Report Layout – Class List Format 1 – Course Mark and  
Comment Verification Sheet 

 

Report Layout – Class List Format 2 – Class Lists (no Artificial Courses) 

 

Report Layout – Class List Format 3 – Attendance Collection Sheets 

 

Report Layout – Class List Format 4 – Marks Collection Sheet  
for Manual Entry of Grades 
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Report Layout – Class List Format 6 – Class Lists for Courses 
 and Artificial Courses 

 

Report Layout – Class List Format 8 – Class Lists for only Artificial Courses 

 

Report Layout – Class List Format 10 – Class List 
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Class List Format 11 – Lists of Students in each class and  
provides slots for Excused Absences, Unexcused Absences 

And Total Days Present for each student 

 

Class List Format 12 – Shows student totals rather  
than individual student information 

 

Class List Format 13 – Based on Format 10, with Counselor 
and Locker removed and Home School added 

Report – Report Card Formatter (R700) 

Navigation:  Home – SIS – Marks – Marks Reports – Report Card Formatter (R700) 

The Report Card Formatter is used to create report cards, interim reports and 
permanent record labels for the building, along with the layout of the report card. 
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Formatter Version  

 Custom – report cards generated with the custom Report Card formatter 

 Permanent Record Labels – permanent record labels using fixed formats 

 Non-Custom – no longer supported; to remove from submission screen, contact 
your ITC 

Note: Support discontinued for non-custom Report Cards/Transcripts 

At this time, the StudentInformation screens still allow for the submission of non-custom 
report cards and transcripts. Schools can still execute non-custom report 
cards/transcripts if desired – however issues encountered with non-custom report 
cards/transcripts will no longer be supported. All existing non-custom report cards and 
transcripts have been replicated as custom formats and many issues have been 
addressed within those custom formats.  

Custom Report Card Formats (R700) 

Navigation:  Home – SIS – Marks – Marks Reports – Report Card Formatter (R700) 
– Custom Formatter Version 
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Report Layout (required) – Select the appropriate format from the dropdown menu. 
These formats are created with the Custom Formatter application. However, 
StudentInformation does come with the following preloaded custom formats. 
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Fixed 
H1 

Portrait Alpha Yes No No No Yes Yes, “To the 
Parents” and 
building’s phone # is 
hardcoded in the 
text box 

Yes Yes No No -Prints 
attendance 
entered on the 
Teacher Menu-
Report Card 
Attendance 
screen 
 
-“Report of 
Student’s 
Progress” is 
hardcoded at 
the top 

Fixed 
N2 

Portrait Alpha No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes No Yes -Prints 
Principal’s 
name & school 
phone # 
 
-Prints 
individual 
course 
attempted& 
earned credit 
amounts 

Fixed 
N4 

Portrait Alpha No Yes Yes  No Yes Yes No No No Yes  

Fixed 
SP1 

Portrait Alpha No Yes No No Yes Yes, “Message” is 
hardcoded in text 
box 

Yes Yes  Yes Yes* 
(*student’s 
ID# shows 
in window 
also) 

-“Report Card” 
is hardcoded at 
the top 

Fixed 
SW1 

Portrait Alpha No Yes No No Yes Yes No Yes No Yes -Prints 
Principal’s 
name & school 
phone # 
 

Fixed 
L1 

Landscape
* 
  

Alpha No No No No Yes Yes No, 
grading 
scale is 
hardcod
ed 

No No No -*uses legal 
sized paper 
 
-Can be used 
as a foldable 
mailer 
 
-“Grade Report” 
is hardcoded at 
the top 

Fixed 
L2 

Landscape Alpha Yes No No No No Yes No No No No -“Interim 
Progress 
Report” 
hardcoded at 
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the top 
 
-Prints meeting 
time in 
comments 
section 

All 
Year2 

Landscape
* 
  

Alpha No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Yes No No -*uses legal 
sized paper 
 
-Rhino image is 
hardcoded 
 
-Prints separate 
totals for 
excused and 
unexcused 
absences 
 
-“Grade Report” 
is hardcoded at 
the top 
 

Fixed 
N1 

Landscape
* 
  

Alpha 
Numeric 
& Alpha 
equiv. 

Yes Yes No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No *uses legal 
sized paper 
 
-“Grade Report” 
is hardcoded at 
the top 

Fixed 
N3 

Landscape Alpha Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes No No  

Fixed 
SW2 

Landscape Numeric 
& Alpha 
equiv. 

Yes No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No  

Fixed 
SW3 

Landscape Alpha No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No No No No -“Report Cards” 
is hardcoded at 
the top 
 

Format
01 

Landscape Alpha Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes No   

Format
02 

Landscape Numeric Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes  Yes No   

Format
03 

Portrait Numeric 
& Alpha 
equiv. 

No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No  

Format
04 

Landscape Numeric 
& Alpha 
equiv.  

Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No  

Format
11 

Portrait Alpha Yes No No No Yes Yes No No Yes No Interim report 
card with hard-
coded letter 
verbiage. 

Format
12 

Portrait Numeric 
& Alpha 
equiv. 

Yes No No No Yes Yes No No Yes No Interim report 
card with hard-
coded letter 
verbiage.  

Format
15 

Portrait Alpha Yes No No No No Yes No No Yes No Interim report 
card with hard-
coded letter 
verbiage. 

Format
16 

Portrait Numeric 
& Alpha 
equiv. 

Yes No No No No Yes No No Yes No Interim report 
card with hard-
coded letter 
verbiage. 

Format 
20 

Portrait Alpha No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes   

Format 
21 

Portrait Alpha No Yes No No Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Prints 
Promoted, 
Retained, & 
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Please see examples of formats in Appendix A. 

Watermark Image (optional) – Select an image to be printed on all pages from the 
drop-down list. This is configured by ITCs. 

Watermark Alignment (optional) – Select the position for the watermark image from 
the drop-down menu. Choices are Top Left, Bottom Left, Top Right, Bottom Right and 
Center. 

Footer Location (required) – Choose whether the footer information is displayed 
directly beneath the detail section, or at the bottom of the last page of the report card (if 
the report card runs onto multiple pages). 

Report Orientation (required) – Select whether the report card prints in portrait or 
landscape orientation. 

Paper Kind (required) – Select the type of paper used for the report card. Choices are 
Letter, Legal or Custom. 

Paper Width (optional) – Only available if using Custom for Paper Kind. Enter the width 
of the paper used, in inches. If using Letter or Legal, this value is 8.5. 

Paper Height (optional) – Only available if using Custom for Paper Kind. Enter the 
height of the paper used, in inches. If using Letter or Legal, this value is 11. 

Left Margin (optional) – Enter the left-side print margin for the report card, in inches. 

Right Margin (optional) – Enter the right-side print margin for the report card, in inches. 

Top Margin (optional) – Enter the top margin for the report card, in inches. 

Bottom Margin (optional) – Enter the bottom margin for the report card, in inches. 

Gutter (optional) – Enter the width of space between columns, in inches. 

Transferred 
checkboxes 
that can be 
manually 
marked 
 
 

Format 
30 

Landscape Numeric 
& Alpha 
equiv. 

No Yes Yes No Yes No No Yes Yes No  

Format 
31 

Landscape Alpha  No Yes Yes No Yes No No Yes Yes No  

Format
40 

Portrait Alpha No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes  

Format 
41 

Portrait Alpha No No Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes  

Format
50 

Portrait Alpha No  No No No Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Prints 
Promoted, 
Retained, & 
Transferred 
checkboxes 
that can be 
manually 
marked 
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School Years For Credits (optional) – If no School Years are selected, the report will 
use all School Years to calculate Credits on the report card. You can also filter by 
selecting specific School Years to calculate Credits on your report card. 

Interim Report Card (optional) – Yes or No; check this box if this is an Interim Report 
Card. 

Reporting Term For Which To Show Comments (optional) – If no Reporting Terms 
are selected, the report will use all Reporting Terms for listing Comments on the report. 
You can also filter Comments by selecting specific Reporting Terms for your report. 

Mark Type For Which To Show Comments (optional) – If no Mark Types are 
selected, the report will use Comments of all Mark Types in creation of the report. You 
can also filter by selecting specific Mark Types for your report. 

Reporting Term For Which To Show Marks (optional) – If no Reporting Terms are 
selected, the report will use all Reporting Terms for listing Marks on the report. You can 
also filter Marks by selecting specific Reporting Terms for your report. 

Mark Type For Which To Show Marks (optional) – If no Mark Types are selected, the 
report will use Marks of all Mark Types in creation of the report. You can also filter by 
selecting specific Mark Types for your report. 

Course Types (optional) – If no Course Types are selected, the report will use all 
Course Types in the creation of the report. You can also filter by selecting specific 
Course Types for your report. 

Mark Credit Type (optional) – Select desired Mark Credit Types for this report card. 
Valid options are: All, Progress 1 or greater, Progress 2 or greater, Progress 3 or 
greater, Progress 4 or greater, Not Used only, Progress 1 only, Progress 2 only, 
Progress 3 only, Progress 4 only, or Earned only. 

Show Required Marks Only (optional) – Yes or No;  If a student has manual course 
history and is also taking classes that appear on the Student Mark screen, would you 
like only courses listed on the Student Marks screen to print on the report card? If you 
do, answer Yes. If you want manual course history to print also, answer No. 

Print Report Card If Student Has No Marks Or Comments (optional) – Yes or No; If a 
student does not have any marks or comments entered would you like a blank report 
card to print for this student? If you do, answer Yes. 

Print Regular Course From Prior Course Term That Has No Marks Or Comments 
(optional) – Yes or No; Allows the user to determine whether a regular course from a 
prior course term appears on the report card when a student has no marks or 
comments for the course in the Reporting Terms chose on the report submission screen 
for marks and comments. 

Print Regular Course From Current Course Term That Has No Marks or 
Comments (optional) – Yes or No; Allows the user to determine whether a regular 
course from the current course term appears on the report card when a student has no 
marks or comments for the course in the Reporting Terms chose on the report 
submission screen for marks and comments. 
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Print Regular Course From Future Course Term That Has No Marks or Comments 
(optional) – Yes or No; Allows the user to determine whether a regular course from a 
future course term appears on the report card when a student has no marks or 
comments for the course in the Reporting Terms chose on the report submission screen 
for marks and comments. 

Print Course History That Has No Marks (optional) – Yes or No; Not possible – you 
cannot enter course history without also entering mark. It does not matter if you answer 
Yes or No. 

Include Dropped Courses in Past Or Current Course Terms In Current Year 
(optional) – Yes or No; If a student has dropped courses in a completed course term or 
the current course term, do you want the courses to print on the report card? If you do 
want the dropped courses to print, answer Yes. 

Include Dropped Courses in Future Course Terms In Current Year (optional) – Yes 
or No;  If a student drops a 2nd semester only class and you are running her report card 
in the middle of 1st semester, do you want the dropped 1st semester only class printing 
on her report card? If you do want future drops printing, answer Yes. 

Include Dropped Courses in Prior Years (for Credit totals) (optional) - Yes or No;  If 
a student has dropped classes in prior years, do you want the dropped courses being 
included in the credit amounts that print on selected report card formats? If you do want 
the drops included, answer Yes. 

Show Separate Marks Subreports For Each Marking Pattern (optional) – Yes or No; 
If you would like the report to be broken down into separate sections for 1st semester 
only classes, 2nd semester only classes, and all year classes, answer Yes. 

Show Separate Rows in Credits Subreport for Credits from Different Schools in 
the Same Year (optional) – Yes or No; If the student was in two different buildings and 
has course history from each building, do you want each school broken out into its own 
section? If so, answer Yes. 

Require “Update History” Flag to be True for Course to be on Report Cards 
(optional) – The Update History flag on the Course determines if a course displays on 
the student’s course history screen. Occasionally a school will unmark a course as 
Update History and does not want this course to print on the report card. In 99% of the 
cases you will want to mark Yes for this prompt. (NOTE: You can also uncheck the flag 
on the course titled Print on Report Card.) 

Required “Is High School Credit” Flag to be True for Course to be on Report 
Cards (optional) - If set to Yes, courses will be excluded from the report card if they are 
not checked as “Is High School Credit”. This would mainly be used when high school 
courses are taken at a middle school or junior high. 
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Marks Alignment in Marks Subreports (optional) – Select how you want Marks to 
display in Marks subreports. Choices are “Align Equivalent Marks Columns in Marks 
Subreports for All Marking Patterns”, which will keep all equivalent Marks columns 
aligned (such as Semester 1 Final on a full-page-width All-Year Marking Pattern lining 
up with Semester 1 Final on a half-page-width 1st-Semester Marking Pattern), or 
“Stretch Marks Columns to Fill Width of Marks Shape Within the Marks Subreport for 
Each Marking Pattern”, which will use the full width available in the Marks subreport, 
regardless of how many Marks are in the Marking Pattern (the All-Year and 1st-
Semester Marking Patterns in the example above would instead each take up the full 
page width, without their columns being aligned together). 

GPA Sets (required) – Select desired GPA Set(s) from the dual-select box. If no GPA 
Sets are selected, GPA information will not print on the report card. 

Honor Roll GPA Sets (optional) – If no Honor Roll GPA Sets are selected, the report 
will use all Honor Roll GPA Sets for creation of the report. You can also filter by 
selecting specific Honor Roll GPA Sets for your report. 

Refresh GPA Set and Honor Roll Results (optional) – Yes or No; Select whether GPA 
Set and Honor Roll Results will be refreshed. 

Reporting Term For Which To Show Attendance (optional) – If no Reporting Terms 
are selected, the report will use all Reporting Terms for listing Attendance on the report. 
You can also filter Attendance by selecting specific Reporting Terms for your report. 

Absence Type (optional) – If no Absence Types are selected, the report will use all 
Absence Types in creation of the report. You can also filter by selecting specific 
Absence Types for your report. 

Show Days Present and Days Absent Totals based on Total Days or Occurrences 
(required) – If “Total Days” is chose, then the Days Present will be calculated as the 
sum of the Actual Days value for each calendar day for the student. (Note: If the Actual 
Days value on any calendar day exceeds the Max Absence Level for the student’s 
calendar, then the Max Absence Level is used for that day in the Days Present sum.) 
The Days Absent will be calculated as the sum of the following: the Absence Level for 
each daily absence record, multiplied by the Actual Days (or Max Absence Level) for 
the calendar day on which the absence occurred. 

If “Occurrences” is chosen, then the Days Present will be calculated as the sum of the 
Days Counted value for each calendar day for the student. The Days Absence will be 
calculated as the sum of the following: the Absence Level for each daily absence 
record, multiplied by the Days Counted for the calendar day on which the absence 
occurred. The Days Counted for a calendar day is determined from the Calendar Day 
Type of the calendar day. For a Calendar Day Type of “School Day”, the Days Counted 
is 1, for “Calamity Make-up Day”, the Days Counted is 1, and for “School Half-Day” the 
Days Counted is 0.5. 

Absence Cutoff Date (optional) – Specify the date after which absences are not 
counted towards the attendance information listed on the report card. 

Use Period Attendance (optional) – Yes or No; select ‘Yes’ to use Period Attendance 
values. 
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Period (optional) – If no Periods are selected, the report will use all Periods in creation 
of the report. You can also filter by selecting specific Periods for your report. 

Student Status (optional) – If no Student Statuses are selected, the report will use all 
Student Statuses in creation of the report. You can also filter by selecting specific 
Student Statuses for your report. 

Administrative Homeroom (optional) – If no Administrative Homerooms are selected, 
the report use all Administrative Homerooms in creation of the report. You can also filter 
by selecting specific Administrative Homerooms for your report. 

Programs (optional) – If no Programs are selected, the report will use all Programs in 
creation of the report. You can also filter by selecting specific Programs for your report. 

Home School (optional) – If no Home Schools are selected, the report use all Home 
Schools in the creation of the report. You can also filter by selecting specific Home 
Schools for your report. This field is populated based on the values entered in the Home 
School field on the Student Profile – General tab. 

Counselor (optional) – If no Counselors are selected, the report will use all Counselors 
in creation of the report. You can also filter by selecting specific Counselors for your 
report. 

Membership (optional) – If no Memberships are selected, the report will select all 
Memberships. You can also filter by selecting specific Memberships for your report. 

Special Education Services (optional) – Select the Special Education services to 
return the report cards for students who are assigned those services. If no Special 
Education services are selected, the report will return students assigned to all services. 
This list box contains the 215xxx codes and refers to the records entered for a student 
on the Services tab on the Special Education screen.  

Note: The Special Education Services list only displays if FY13 and later is in 
context. In prior years, the Special Education services are entered on the Edit 
Student Memberships screen and are selected for this report in the Membership 
Code list. 

Membership Group (optional) – If no Membership Groups are selected, the report will 
use all Membership Groups for creation of the report. You can also filter by selecting 
specific Membership Groups for your report. 

Ad-Hoc Membership (optional) – You can select an Ad-Hoc Membership from the 
drop-down list. If you select an Ad-Hoc Membership, only report cards for students from 
that Ad-Hoc Membership will be used in the report. Check the "Public And Private" 
checkbox to see Memberships created by other users in your drop-down list. 

Student ID(s) (optional) – If report cards are needed for individual students, the student 
ID(s) may be input here, separated by a comma, and report cards will only be produced 
for those individuals. 

Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve students’ homeroom. 
Defaults to today’s date. 
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Common Text For Report Cards (optional) – Type in a common text message that is 
to appear on report cards. 

Grading Scale (optional) – Type in a common grading scale text message that is to 
appear on all transcripts. 

Print Blank Report Card for Student with Unpaid Fees (optional) – Yes or No; 
choose if you wish to print blank report cards (no course information or marks) for 
students still owing fees. A message will appear stating the amount of fees they still 
owe.  

Omit Unlisted Phone Numbers (optional) – Yes or No; check if you wish to omit 
unlisted phone numbers on this report. 

Student Graduation Eligibility Rule (optional) – Check the appropriate boxes if you 
want to view the students' primary and/or secondary Graduation/Eligibility rule status on 
the report. 

Choose Graduation Eligibility Rule (optional) – Select a Graduation/Eligibility Rule 
from the drop-down list if you want to view the students' status for that rule on the 
report. 

Mark Type (required if selecting rule) – Choose the Mark Type to use in current year’s 
total. The Mark Type is only required if Primary, Secondary, and/or a specific 
Graduation Eligibility Rule are chosen. 

Recalculate Graduation Eligibility (optional) – Check this box if you want to 
recalculate (slower) the student's status for the selected Graduation/Eligibility Rule(s). 
Otherwise, the report will use cached (faster) values if they exist. 

Improve Performance by Separating Report Processing by Grade (optional) – 
Choose this option for shorter execution time and lower memory usage when running 
the report for multiple grade levels. A separate interim report will be generated for each 
selected grade, and then the interim reports for all selected grades will be combined into 
one final report. When choosing this option, 'Grade' will be the first sort order for the 
final report, in order of the grades selected in the 'Grade' dual select below. 

Grade (optional) – If no Grades are selected, the report will use all Grades in creation of 
the report. You can also filter by selecting specific Grades for your report. The “Grade” 
dual select box is only Required if the “Improve Performance by Separating Report 
Processing by Grade” option is chosen above. 

Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. If the 
“Improve Performance by Separating Report Processing by Grade” option is chosen 
above, then the sort order of grades is determined by the order of the grades in the 
“Grade” dual select above. In that case the “Grade” option does not have to be selected 
in the Sorting Options dual select, since the grade will automatically be the first sort 
criteria. 
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Note: If the Zip Code is selected as the primary sort and ‘Include Copied on 
Correspondence’ is set to ‘Yes’, then a student  may have multiple report card 
copies, and each of those copies may have a different zip code, since the 
student’s zip code may differ from one or more of the contact zip codes. In this 
case, the report card will group all of a student’s report card copies together in 
the final set of report cards. This is accomplished by using one zip code per 
student as the zip code by which all of the copies are sorted. The following rules 
determine which zip code is used for each student when sorting the report cards: 

 If “Use Student Address” is chosen, the zip code used for each student will be 
the student’s mailing zip code. 

 If “Use Parent Address” is chosen, the zip code used for each student will be the 
primary contact’s zip code. 

Print Report In Permanent Record Label Format (optional) – (optional) – Yes or No; 
if marked Yes only courses marked as Include on Permanent  Record on the Marks of 
Course will print. 

Output – Select Report, Labels, or Both Report and Labels. 

If labels are chosen, use the following Adobe page settings when printing the labels to 
ensure that the labels print correctly on the page. 

For Adobe 9: 

 Page Scaling = None 

 Auto Rotate and Center = Unchecked. 

For Adobe 10: 

 Size Options = Actual Size 

 Orientation = Portrait. 

Note: If you are using Firefox, you must change a setting before printing labels. In 
Firefox, go to Options. On the Applications window under Content Type, locate 
Portable Document Format (PDF). In the Action column of that row, change the 
selection from Preview in Firefox to an Adobe option (such as Use Adobe Acrobat). 

Label Type – If choosing Labels, specify the size of the labels in the Label Type by 
selecting the appropriate label format from the dropdown list. 

Address – Select the address to use for labels. If you check “Use custom address text," 
the text you enter in the field will be added at the top of each label and address field. 

Include Copied On Correspondence – Yes or No; select whether to include copies of 
the report listing addresses for contacts marked “Copied on Correspondence.” 

Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 

Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 

Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 
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Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
 

Permanent Record Labels (R700) 

Navigation:  Home – SIS – Marks – Marks Reports – Report Card Formatter (R700) 
– Permanent Record Labels Formatter Version 
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Report Layout (required) – Select the appropriate permanent record label format from 
the dropdown menu. 

Note: All formats for this report print initially in portrait orientation (unless noted), 
but variations in reader and printer software, printers, printer drivers, available 
paper, printer settings and reporting terms may allow for different print 
orientations. Please print a sample page of your selected format before running 
this report for multiple students, or before using actual labels. Active permanent 
record label formats are as follows: 

Format 22 – 2”x4” or 3-1/3”x4” 

Format 23 – 3-1/3”x4” 
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Format 24 – 3-1/3”x4” 

Format 32 – 2”x4” or 3-1/3”x4”; will include previous year credits earned and 
print a cumulative credit 

Format 33 – 3-1/3”x4”; will include previous year credits earned and print a 
cumulative credit 

Format 34 – 3-1/3”x4”; will include previous year credits earned and print a 
cumulative credit 

Format 42 – 2”x4” or 3-1/3”x4”; will print marks on right side and will not print 
student GPA or student ranking 

Format 43 – 3-1/3”x4”; will print marks below student header and will print 
student GPA but no student ranking 

Format 44 – 3-1/3”x4”; will print marks below student header and will not print 
student GPA or student ranking 

Format 54 – same as Format 34, with slight layout alterations 

Format 62 – same as Format 42 with the addition of the Home School Name 
field (if Home School IRN field is filled out on the Student Profile – General tab) 

Format 63 – same as Format 43 with the addition of the Home School Name 
field (if Home School IRN field is filled out on the Student Profile – General tab) 

Format 64 – same as Format 44 with the addition of the Home School Name 
field (if Home School IRN field is filled out on the Student Profile – General tab) 

Format 82 – 2”x4” or 3-1/3”x4”; will include previous year credits earned and 
print a cumulative credit; uses Numeric Marks 

Format 83 –3-1/3”x4”; will print marks below student header and will print 
student GPA but no student ranking; uses Numeric Marks 

Format 84 –3-1/3”x4”; uses Numeric Marks 

All permanent record label formats will show external absences for a student in the 
attendance subreport section of the permanent record labels. If a student has both daily 
and external attendance in the selected school year, then two rows will be shown in the 
attendance subreport. A School Code column will show on all permanent record label 
formats except 54, due to space limitations, and that column will allow the user to more 
easily distinguish between the daily and external attendance rows. If the student has 
more than one record in the attendance subreport on the permanent record label, the 
Attendance subreport will sort by School Code ascending. 

Label Hints 

2”x4” Labels: Use Avery Label #8163. The bottom right hand label will be blank (the 
next student prints correctly on the next page) with some margins. Recommended Font 
Size: 5. Label Height: 2. Recommended Top Margin: 1. Recommended Left Margin: .25. 
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3-1/3”x4” Labels: Use Avery Label #8164. For most labels of this format, 
Recommended Font Size: 5. Label Height: 3.33. Recommended Top Margin: 1. 
Recommended Left Margin: .4. 

Format 24: (3-1/3” labels) Recommended Font Size: 5. Label Height: 3.33. 
Recommended Top Margin: .65. Recommended Left Margin: .3. 

Format 44: (3-1/3” labels) Recommended Font Size: 5. Label Height: 3.33. 
Recommended Top Margin: .8. Recommended Left Margin: .4. 

All Label formats may require adjustment of the Margins. Make sure to print test 
copies first. 

Additional formats may be listed, but they are not active at this time. Please see 
examples of these various formats at the end of this chapter. 

Note: TO HOME SCHOOLS PRINTING PERMANENT RECORD LABELS FOR 
THEIR VOCATIONAL STUDENTS:  Since the calendar in each building is for the 
home school, and the vocational students follow the vocational school calendar, 
days present would not print correctly on your labels. Days absent and times 
tardy will print correctly. 

Reporting Term (optional) – If no Reporting Terms are selected, the report will use all 
Reporting Terms for creation of the report. You can also filter by selecting specific 
Reporting Terms for your report. 

Mark Type (optional) – If no Mark Types are selected, the report will use all Mark Types 
in creation of the report. You can also filter by selecting specific Mark Types for your 
report. 

Period (optional) – If no Periods are selected, the report will use all Periods in creation 
of the report. You can also filter by selecting specific Periods for your report. 

Membership (optional) – If no Memberships are selected, the report will select all 
Memberships. You can also filter by selecting specific Memberships for your report. 

Special Education Services (optional) – Select the Special Education services to 
return the permanent record labels for students who are assigned those services. If no 
Special Education services are selected, the report will return students assigned to all 
services.This list box contains the 215xxx codes and refers to the records entered for a 
student on the Services tab on the Special Education screen.  

Note: The Special Education Services list only displays if FY13 and later is in 
context. In prior years, the Special Education services are entered on the Edit 
Student Memberships screen and are selected for this report in the Membership 
Code list. 

Membership Group (optional) – If no Membership Groups are selected, the report will 
use all Membership Groups for creation of the report. You can also filter by selecting 
specific Membership Groups for your report. 
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Ad-Hoc Membership (optional) – Select an Ad-Hoc Membership from the drop-down 
list to only include students in that Membership in your report. Check the "Public And 
Private" checkbox to view Ad-Hoc Memberships created by other users in your drop-
down list. 

Student Status (optional) – If no Student Statuses are selected, the report will use all 
Student Statuses in creation of the report. You can also filter by selecting specific 
Student Statuses for your report. 

Home School (optional) – If no Home Schools are selected, the report will use all 
Home Schools in creation of the report. You can also filter by selecting specific Home 
Schools for your report. 

GPA Sets (required) – If no GPA Sets are selected, the report will use all GPA Sets for 
creation of the report. You can also filter by selecting specific GPA Sets for your report. 

Honor Roll GPA Sets (required) – If no Honor Roll GPA Sets are selected, the report 
will use all Honor Roll GPA Sets for creation of the report. You can also filter by 
selecting specific Honor Roll GPA Sets for your report. 

Refresh GPA Set and Honor Roll Results (required) – Select whether GPA Set and 
Honor Roll Results will be refreshed. 

Student ID(s) (optional) – If report cards are needed for individual students, the student 
ID(s) may be input here, separated by a comma, and report cards will only be produced 
for those individuals. 

Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve students’ homeroom. 
Defaults to today’s date. 

Absence Date (optional) – If the Absence Date is within the term, then only the days up 
to the Absence Date will be considered for Present, Absent, and Tardy figures. Specify 
an Absence Date to limit attendance to the end of the appropriate term. If you do not 
specify an Absence Date, all days will be considered for Present, Absent, and Tardy 
figures. 

Common Text For Report Cards (optional) – Type in a common text message that is 
to appear on report cards. 

Print Blank Report Card for Student with Unpaid Fees (optional) – Yes or No; 
choose if you wish to print blank report cards (no course information or marks) for 
students still owing fees. A message will appear stating the amount of fees they still 
owe. 

Suppress Withdrawals (optional) – Yes or No; choose if you wish to suppress the 
printing of report cards for students who have withdrawn. 

Student Graduation Eligibility Rule (optional) – Check the appropriate boxes if you 
want to view the students' primary and/or secondary Graduation/Eligibility rule status on 
the report. 

Choose Graduation Eligibility Rule (optional) – Select a Graduation/Eligibility Rule 
from the drop-down list if you want to view the students' status for that rule on the 
report. 
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Mark Type (required if selecting rule) – Choose the Mark Type to use in current year’s 
total. The Mark Type is only required if Primary, Secondary, and/or a specific 
Graduation Eligibility Rule are chosen. 

Recalculate Graduation Eligibility (optional) – Check this box if you want to 
recalculate (slower) the student's status for the selected Graduation/Eligibility Rule(s). 
Otherwise, the report will use cached values if they exist (faster). 

Omit Unlisted Phone Numbers (optional) – Yes or No; check if you wish to omit 
unlisted phone numbers on this report. 

Print Report In Permanent Record Label Format (optional) – Yes or No; if marked 
Yes only courses marked as Include on Permanent Record on the Marks of Course will 
print. 

Permanent Record Label Font Size (optional) – Enter the font size, in points, you wish 
to use on Permanent Record Labels, if that format is selected. Most Labels use the 
value 5. 

Permanent Record Label Height (optional) – Enter the height of each Permanent 
Record Label, in inches. The list of formats above states which label heights work for 
which label formats. 

Top Margin (optional) – Enter the value for the top margin in inches. 0.2 is a suggested 
starting point. The margin settings may need to be adjusted for different printers. 

Bottom Margin (optional) – Enter the value for the bottom margin in inches. 0.2 is a 
suggested starting point. The margin settings may need to be adjusted for different 
printers. 

Left Margin (optional) – Enter the value for the left margin in inches. 0.2 is a suggested 
starting point. The margin settings may need to be adjusted for different printers. 

Right Margin (optional) – Enter the value for the right margin in inches. 0.0 is a 
suggested starting point. The margin settings may need to be adjusted for different 
printers. 

Gutter (optional) – Enter the value for the gutter in inches. The gutter is the extra empty 
space to the left of the report’s left margins. 0.2 is a suggested starting point. The 
margin settings may need to be adjusted for different printers. 

School Year(s) for Credits (optional) – Choose the school year(s) that determines 
which school years’ credits will be counted toward the total credits. Only the current 
year should be selected if running a label that only shows the current year’s credit. 

Require “Update History” Flag to be True for Course to be on Report Card – The 
Update History flag on the Course determines if a course displays on the student’s 
course history screen. Occasionally a school will unmark a course as Update History 
and does not want this course to print on the report card. In 99% of cases you will want 
to mark Yes for this prompt. (NOTE: You can also uncheck the flag on the course title 
Print on Report Card). This can be used with Permanent Record Label formats. 
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Require “Is High School Credit” Flag to be True for Course to be on Report Card – 
Choose Yes to include courses only if the “Is High School Credit” flag is set to yes. This 
can be used with Permanent Record Label formats. 

Improve Performance by Separating Report Processing by Grade – Choose this 
option for shorter execution time and lower memory usage when running the report for 
all multiple grade levels. A separate interim report will be generated for each selected 
grade, and then the interim reports for all selected grades will be combined into one 
final report. When choosing this option, “Grade” will be the first sort order for the final 
report, in order of the grades selected in the “Grade” dual select pictured below this 
option. 

Grade – This dual select is only required if the “Improve Performance by Separating 
Report Processing by Grade” option is chosen. 

Sorting Options (optional) – If the “Improve Performance by Separating Report 
Processing by Grade” option is chosen, then the sort order of grades is determined by 
the order of the grades in the “Grade” dual select above. In that case the “Grade” option 
does not have to be selected in the Sorting Options dual select, since the grade will 
automatically be the first sort criteria. 

Note: If the Zip Code is selected as the primary sort and ‘Include Copied on 
Correspondence’ is set to ‘Yes’, then a student  may have multiple report card 
copies, and each of those copies may have a different zip code, since the 
student’s zip code may differ from one or more of the contact zip codes. In this 
case, the report card will group all of a student’s report card copies together in 
the final set of report cards. This is accomplished by using one zip code per 
student as the zip code by which all of the copies are sorted. The following rules 
determine which zip code is used for each student when sorting the report cards: 

 If ‘Use Student Address’ is chosen, the zip code used for each student will be the 
student’s mailing zip code. 

 If ‘Use Parent Address’ is chosen, the zip code used for each student will be the 
primary contact’s zip code. 

Output – Select Report, Labels, or Both Report and Labels. 

If labels are chosen, use the following Adobe page settings when printing the labels to 
ensure that the labels print correctly on the page. 

For Adobe 9: 

 Page Scaling = None 

 Auto Rotate and Center = Unchecked. 

For Adobe 10: 

 Size Options = Actual Size 

 Orientation = Portrait. 
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Note: If you are using Firefox, you must change a setting before printing labels. In 
Firefox, go to Options. On the Applications window under Content Type, locate 
Portable Document Format (PDF). In the Action column of that row, change the 
selection from Preview in Firefox to an Adobe option (such as Use Adobe Acrobat). 

Label Type – If choosing Labels, specify the size of the labels in the Label Type by 
selecting the appropriate label format from the dropdown list. 

Address – Select the address to use for labels. If you check "Use custom address text", 
the text you enter in the field will be added at the top of each label. 

Include Copied On Correspondence – Yes or No; select whether to include copies of 
the report listing addresses for contacts marked "Copied on Correspondence". 

Print Teacher Code/Last Name on Label – Select Show Teacher Code to display the 
code of the teacher in the TEAC column on the permanent student labels. Select Show 
Teacher Last Name to display the first 3 characters of the teacher’s last name, a 
comma and then the teacher’s first name initial (XXX, Y). 

Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 

Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 

Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 

Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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Report Layout – Permanent Record Label Format 22 
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Report Layout – Permanent Record Label Format 23 
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Report Layout – Permanent Record Label Format 24 
(84 is identical, but uses Numeric Marks) 
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Report Layout – Permanent Record Label Format 32 
(82 is identical, but uses Numeric Marks) 
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Report Layout – Permanent Record Label Format 33 
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Report Layout – Permanent Record Label Format 34 
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Report Layout – Permanent Record Label Format 42 
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Report Layout – Permanent Record Label Format 43 
(83 is identical, but uses Numeric Marks) 
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Report Layout – Permanent Record Label Format 44 

 

Report Layout – Permanent Record Label Format 62 
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Report Layout – Permanent Record Label Format 63 

 

Report Layout – Permanent Record Label Format 64 
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Appendix A. R700 Format Example 
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Change Log 
The following Change Log explains by Product Version, Heading, Page and Reason 
where changes in the ProgressBook StudentInformation Scheduling Guide have been 
made. 
 

Product 
Version Heading Page Reason 

14.7.0 Entire Guide N/A Removed/updated references to the 
retired ProgressBook 
StudentInformation General Use Guide. 

14.6.4 “Course Section – EMIS 
Override Tab” 

60 Updated image and added description 
of new Dual Credit check box. 

14.6.4 “Student Request Assignments” 121 
Changed reference to supported 
browser information to ProgressBook 
End User Requirements.  

14.4.3 “Create a List of Students Tab” 111 Updated images of “Search for 
Students” option to reflect removal of 
Reporting Period drop-down list. 

14.3.0 “Course – Miscellaneous Tab” 39 Added note that Location Types 
Available and Location Types 
Selected multi-select lists are currently 
nonfunctional. 

14.3.0 “Course Section Assignments” 99 Added note that the screen is read-only 
at the district level. 

14.3.0 “Create a List of Students Tab” 111 Updated images and added description 
of “Search by Ad Hoc Membership” 
option. 

14.3.0 “Course Curriculum (CRSE)” 135 Updated image and added “Is College 
Prep” and “Is Dual Credit” to Fields To 
Display field description. 

14.3.0 “Add/Drop Audit Report (R209)” 217 Added description of new 
“Add/Drop/Remove Date” and “Modified 
Date” options and updated image. 

14.2.0 “Add/Edit Course” 31 Updated image of add/edit course 
screen to show new College Prep and 
Dual Credit check boxes. 

14.2.0 “Course – General Tab” 33 Updated image of course screen 
General tab and added descriptions of 
new College Prep and Dual Credit 
check boxes. 
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Scheduling Overview 
The purpose of this document is to define the initialization process necessary to begin a 
new scheduling year, maintenance of courses, group courses and Master Schedules, 
the batch and online scheduling process and reports available to help with each of 
these processes. 
The Master calendar is a core item which scheduling is based on. The creation of the 
master calendar also defines scheduling terms and base reporting terms. For more 
information on the master calendar see the school setup and initialization 
documentation. 
The code tables discussed in this document are all school and school year specific as 
they assist in defining the Master Schedule for the applicable school year.  
StudentInformation allows the creation of more than one Master Schedule if desired. 
This might be useful if passage of a school levy might determine what type of Master 
Schedule will be needed for the new school year. Or it might be helpful in determining 
the best possible Master Schedule needed to utilize the staff and rooms, and give the 
students the best possible schedules for their requests. 

 

Understanding the Scheduling Module 
The Batch Scheduler is used to schedule one, multiple or all students at once. The 
Scheduler is given course requests for all students who are to be scheduled, it cycles 
through the student’s one at a time to try to schedule as many of each student’s 
requests as possible. 
The parameters used to execute the scheduler will be saved by name as a set of 
scheduling parameters. The user will be able to execute the scheduler by selecting any 
valid Master Schedule and any valid scheduling parameter set. The results of the 
scheduler will be stored with a schedule job name into a user selected set of schedule 
results, with statistics, a reference to the Master Schedule and the scheduling 
parameters used to create the schedule result set.  
Scheduling Reports are available in numerous formats to show Scheduling data in both 
detail and summary form. The data on each report can be filtered, sorted, and grouped 
with various date ranges and sorting options. 
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Scheduling Outline and Flow 
1. Scheduling System Maintenance 

A. Initialization – Initialization consists of several code tables that must be verified 
and/or defined to create a course master and student schedules. 
1. Daily Pattern Rules – Used to define daily patterns which are to be permitted 

or prevented in all student schedules. 
2. Master Calendar Periods – A period of time that course sections can meet 

during a master calendar. 
3. Periods of the Day – Set of periods that occur during the day. 
4. Rotation Day – The days the courses are scheduled to meet. 
5. Verifying Report Terms – Two types of reporting terms exist: Standard and 

virtual. Standard reporting terms represent a collection of days that will be 
reported on. Standard reporting terms are made up of scheduling terms. 
Virtual reporting terms are used to create a placeholder for marks (Interims, 
Exam, Averages, etc.). 

6. Schedule Terms – Shortest amount of time that a course meets during the 
current master calendar schedule. 

7. Course Terms – Represents an individual start and end date or a group of 
start and end dates that a course section can be assigned to meet. 

8. Homeroom Terms – Terms defined for homerooms which allow students to 
have more than one homeroom per year. 

9. Master Schedule – Course Master Schedule 

2. Course Maintenance – Tables need to be defined for use when creating courses 
and courses need to be updated or added as needed for student scheduling needs. 
A. Course Department – Departments help to categorize courses into more 

generalized areas. 
B. Course Language – Used to define what language may be used to teach a 

course. 
C. Course Difficulty – Ability to maintain difficulty levels for marks reporting. 
D. Course Area of Study – Used in conjunction with Graduation Verification 

module. 
E. Course Subject Area – Used in conjunction with Graduation Verification 

module. 
F. Course Rank Weight – Used in conjunction with Mansfield Method custom Rank 

method. 
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G. Courses – A complete course record defines all of the properties of a course. 
1. Course Selection Wizard – Tool for selecting courses 
2. Course – General Tab 
3. Course – Marks Tab 
4. Course – Miscellaneous Tab 
5. Course – EMIS Tab 
6. Course – Pre/Co-requisites Tab 

H. Course Sections  
1. Course Sections - General Tab 
2. Course Sections – Meeting Times Tab 
3. Course Sections – Membership Tab 
4. Course Sections – Attendance Tab 
5. Course Sections – EMIS Override Tab 

I. Course Groups – Provides the ability to define a grouping of courses where 
students can be grouped and scheduled together. 
1. Course Group – Groups Tab 
2. Course Group – Courses/Sections Tab 

3. Scheduler – The scheduler consists of wizards and parameters that guide you 
through the batch or online scheduling process. 
A. Job Parameter Set (Schedule Job Wizard) – A collection of parameters that 

are used to run the batch scheduler engine. 
1. Run Level Parameters 
2. Pass Level Parameters 
3. Pass Control 
4. Course Sequencing Rules 
5. Teacher Link Groups 
6. Submit (Add) 
7. Submit (Execute) 

B. Study Hall Wizard – Tool to walk you through the addition of study halls to 
student schedules 
1. Study Hall Parameters 
2. Execute Job 

C. Schedule Job History – History of all schedule jobs that have been processed 
1. View Job Statistics 
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2. View Job Parameters 
D. Schedule Result Sets – A “container” for a set of schedule results from the run 

of the batch scheduler. Allows the user to save results of different runs then 
choose the best result to finalize schedules. 

4. Scheduling Screens – Screens used to create and/or view student schedules and 
requests as well as information for course sections. 
A. Student Course Section Assignments – Screen used to add/edit/drop student 

course section assignments or course section assignments 
1. Student Course Section Assignments 
2. Course Section Assignments 
3. Drop/Remove/Transfer Course Section Assignments 

 
B. Bulk Course Section Assignment – Screen used to assign multiple students to 

one or more course sections at the same time. 
C. Bulk Course Section Transfer – Screen used to drop, remove or transfer 

multiple students from a course section at the same time. 
D. Student Schedules 

1. View Schedule – View-only screen displaying student’s schedule. 
2. Student Requests & Assignments – All-in-one scheduling screen to add or 

edit requests and/or assignments, manually assign course sections to 
requests, and view a schedule graph. 

E. CTE Management – Screen used to update the CTE Program of Concentration 
field on selected students in specific course sections. 

5. Course Request Reports 
A. Course Curriculum (CRSE) – This report allows you to print out a customized 

list of all courses that have been entered. 
B. Students With No Requests (NORQ) – The Students with No Requests report 

will display all students who do not have course requests for the selected Master 
Schedules. 

C. Student Course Requests (REQU) – This report lists the disposition of course 
requests made by students for a specific schedule result set. 

D. Student Requested Specific Course (R404) – Produces a report of students 
requesting a specific course. The list may be helpful if a course is changed or 
dropped from the Master Schedule. 

E. Students Requesting Specific Course Pair (R405) – Generates a list of 
students requesting specific course pairs. 

F. Potential Course Conflicts (R406) – Alternate to R403. Report produces a list 
of potential conflicts in table format. 
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G. Potential Course Conflicts Matrix (R403) – Alternate to R406. Lists each 
course against every other course in a matrix form. Used to determine the 
number of conflicts that would result if 2 courses were offered only one time in 
the same period of the day. 

6. Scheduling Reports 
A. Student Scheduling Analysis (R426) – Similar to R420 but more condensed. 

Report for latest Scheduling simulation. A=Available, S=Scheduled, F=Full 
B. Student Scheduled with Free Time (R415A) – Report used to determine when 

students have free time and assist in setting up study halls. 
C. Student Scheduled with Free Time by Period (R415B) – Report used to 

determine when students have free time and assist in setting up study halls; 
sorted by period. 

D. Students Scheduled in Two Assigned Course Sections (R425) – Produces a 
report of students assigned to one course/section and any one or more of up to 7 
other courses. 

E. Student Scheduled in Course Section Not Another (R424) – Generates a list 
of students who are scheduled into only one of a pair of courses. Up to 7 course 
pairs may be specified. 

F. Teacher Block Schedule (R427) – This report prints out the teacher’s schedules 
in block format. 

G. Class Arena Card (R418) – Creates class arena cards for arena scheduling. 
H. Student Arena Card (R417) – Creates Student Arena Cards used with Arena 

scheduling. 
I. Students Scheduled with Alternate Courses (R413) – Lists students who have 

been scheduled with an alternate course request versus a primary request. 
J. Section Summary by Report Period (R807) – Generates a summary by section 

of all courses indicating the current filling counts with options to print only closed, 
only open or both. 

K. Teacher Schedule (R411) – Used during the initial scheduling process will help 
to identify any teacher conflicts. Can later be used to provide each teacher with a 
copy of his/her schedule for verification. 

L. Location Schedule (R409) – List of all locations and scheduled classes. Used to 
verify that the Master Schedule does not contain any room/location conflicts. 

M. Singleton List Report (R813-A) – Provides a list of singleton courses by period 
and a list of students who have requested 2 or more singletons offered during the 
same period. 

N. Singleton List Conflict Report (R813-B) – Provides a list of singleton courses 
by period and a list of students who have requested 2 or more singletons offered 
during the same period. 
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O. Class Master Schedule (R407) – Lists course, sections, terms, days, period, 
teachers, rooms, class capacity, filling counts and demand for all courses. 

P. Schedule Card Formatter (R701) – Student Schedule Cards 
Q. Add/Drop Audit Report (R209) – Generates a list of all course assignments and 

requests records which have been added or dropped within a specific date 
range. 

R. Course Section Summary Report – Generates an on-line list of courses and 
course information. 

 

Scheduling System Maintenance 

Initialization 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Initialization  
Initialization steps include items such as setting up Master calendar periods, rotation 
days, reporting terms, etc. Once initialization steps have been completed, course and 
Master Schedule information can be added and/or modified as needed to begin the 
scheduling process. 

Daily Pattern Rules 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Initialization – Daily Pattern Rules 
Daily Pattern Rules are used to define daily patterns for courses and artificial courses 
which are to be permitted or prevented in all student schedules. These patterns are only 
enforced if a value is entered in the Scheduler for the "Maximum Number of Days with 
Restricted Patterns" value on the Pass Level Parameters tab. 

 
Daily Pattern Rules Screen 

Max Consecutive Courses – Maximum number of consecutive courses you wish for 
students to receive when scheduler is processed. 
Max Consecutive Artificial Courses – Maximum number of consecutive artificial 
courses you wish for students to receive when scheduler is processed. 
Save – Save the Daily Pattern Rules. 
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Cancel – Will cancel any changes made to the Daily Pattern Rules. 
 

Master Calendar Period Maintenance 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Initialization – Master Calendar Periods  
Master Calendar Periods are set up during the creation of the Master Calendar. For 
more details on setting up the Master Calendar see ProgressBook StudentInformation 
School Setup and Configuration Guide. Master Calendar Periods are periods of the day 
when classes are scheduled to meet and/or attendance is taken. 

 
Master Calendar Period Maintenance 

Sorting – Sorting on this screen is accomplished by using the  and  arrows to move 
the Master Calendar Period up or down in the grid. 
This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls.  
Records on this page are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information on 
reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide.  

 /  – Move this Master Calendar Period up or down in the sort order listing. 
Save Changes – Save changes to Master Calendar Period sort order. 
Cancel Changes – Cancel changes to Master Calendar Period sort order. 
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Add/Edit Master Calendar Period 

 
Add/Edit Master Calendar Period Maintenance Screen 

Code (required) – Enter up to 4 characters, alphanumeric, for the Master Calendar 
Period Code. If you try to use an existing inactive Master Calendar Period Code, you 
will be prompted to reactivate this inactive Master Calendar Period if you wish.  
Name (required) – Enter the name of the new Master Calendar Period. 

Periods of the Day Maintenance 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Initialization – Periods of the Day 
Periods of the Day are either rotation day specific and will vary from day to day or fixed 
and will be standard from day to day. Periods of the Day are based on the Master 
Calendar Periods that were set up during creation of the Master Calendar. For more 
details on setting up the Master Calendar see ProgressBook StudentInformation School 
Setup and Configuration Guide. 

 
Periods of the Day Maintenance Screen 

To view/modify/delete Periods of the Day, you must first select the appropriate Rotation 
Day from the drop-down list of valid calendar Rotation Days. 
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Periods Listed on the Periods of the Day Maintenance Screen 

This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls.  
Records on this page are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information on 
reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide. 
Sorting – Sorting on this screen is accomplished by using the  and  arrows to move 
the Rotation Days up or down in the grid. 

 /  – Move this Period of the Day up or down in the sort order listing. 
Save Changes – Save changes to Period of the Day sort order. 
Cancel Changes – Cancel changes to Period of the Day sort order. 

Add Period of the Day 

 
Adding a Period of the Day 

Rotation Day (non-modifiable) – Description of the selected Rotation Day. 
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Master Calendar Period (required) – Master Calendar Period associated with the 
Period of the Day being modified. Only Master Calendar Periods which have not yet 
been defined for the selected Rotation Day will display in this drop-down menu. 
Start Time (required) – Enter start time for this period. 
End Time (required) – Enter end time for this period. 

Edit Period of the Day 

 
Editing a Period of the Day 

Is Rotation Day Active (non-modifiable) – Yes or No; this has been designated under 
Rotation Days maintenance (see “Add/Edit/Copy Rotation Day”). 
Is Master Calendar Period Active (non-modifiable) – Yes or No; this has been 
designated under Master Calendar Period maintenance (see Add/Edit Master Calendar 
Period”). 
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Delete Period of the Day 

If there are Course Sections associated to the Rotation Day Period you are trying to 
delete, you will not be able to delete it. You will see a listing of associated courses and 
an error message. 

 
Deleting a Period of the Day 

Rotation Days Maintenance  
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Initialization – Rotation Days 
The Rotation Days Code table defines the days that classes are scheduled to meet. 
Each day is defined as a separate record. If a school has a normal five day school 
week, they would define each of those five days as shown in the following example. 

 
Rotation Days Maintenance Screen – Standard Periods 

StudentInformation allows schools to have up to 10 days defined for Rotation Days. An 
example of when this might be needed is when a school offers different classes each 
week. One week might be designated as the blue week, and the student will attend 
different classes on that week. An example of this type of Rotation Days is shown in the 
following figure. 
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Rotation Days Maintenance Screen – Rotation Days 

If your school uses a Fixed Day calendar, you do not need to define Rotation Days. 
Your periods of the day are automatically created under a Standard day type. 
This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls.  
Records on this page are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information on 
reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide.  
Sorting – Sorting on this screen is accomplished by using the  and  arrows to move 
the Rotation Days up or down in the grid. 

 – Copy Rotation Day 
 /  – Move this Rotation Day up or down in the sort order listing. 

Save Changes – Save changes to Rotation Day sort order. 
Cancel Changes – Cancel changes to Rotation Day sort order. 
Clicking on the blue link listing the Rotation Day Periods for a given Rotation Day will 
take you to the Periods of the Day screen with that Rotation Day already selected. 
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Click to navigate to the Periods of the Day screen for that period. 

Add/Edit/Copy Rotation Day 

 
Add/Edit Rotation Day Screen 

Code (required) – Enter up to 4 characters, alphanumeric, for the new Rotation Day 
Code. If you try to use an existing inactive Rotation Day Code, you will be prompted to 
reactivate this inactive Rotation Day if you wish.  
Name (required) – Enter Name of Rotation Day. 
Display Color (optional) – Designate a color for the display of this rotation day (this 
field will be used in a future enhancement). 
Copying a Rotation Day will also copy Periods of the Day for that Rotation Day. Adding 
a new Rotation Day leaves Periods of the Day blank, requiring you to add them on the 
Periods of the Day screen. 
 

Schedule Terms  
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Initialization – Schedule Terms 
A Schedule Term is created from the shortest amount of time that can combine into all 
amounts of time that a course meets during the current Master Calendar Schedule. 
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Scheduling Terms are the foundation elements that build reporting terms and course 
terms. 
Scheduling Terms are created when the Master Calendar is created with the Calendar 
Wizard. For more information on the initial creation of scheduling terms see 
ProgressBook StudentInformation School Year Initialization Guide documentation. 
The Schedule Terms screen is a view-only screen with a summary of information 
pertaining to the building’s Schedule Terms. You cannot edit Schedule Term Start 
Dates and End Dates (though you can adjust these dates by changing Reporting Term 
End Dates on the Reporting Terms maintenance screen). 

 
Schedule Terms Screen 

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Name, Start Date, End Date, Planned Days, 
Actual Days) in ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header. 
 

Verify Reporting Terms  
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Initialization – Reporting Terms Maintenance 
A Non-Virtual Reporting Term is a time frame that represents a collection of days that 
will be reported on, and are made up of Scheduling Terms. A Virtual Reporting Term is 
used to create a placeholder for a mark, such as Semester 1 Average, or Exam. 
Standard Reporting Terms are created when the Master Calendar is created. For more 
information on the initial creation of reporting terms see ProgressBook 
StudentInformation School Setup and Configuration Guide. 
For more information on Reporting Terms Maintenance, see ProgressBook 
StudentInformation Marks Guide. 

Course Terms Maintenance 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Initialization – Course Terms  
A Course Term represents an individual start and end date, or a group of start and end 
dates, that a course section can be assigned to meet. Examples of Course terms are 1st 
Semester or 1st Quarter, etc. The system will auto-generate a base set of course terms 
based on the reporting terms that have been configured. See “Verify Reporting Terms.” 
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Once students have been assigned to course sections, you cannot change 
course terms, even if the schedule is not yet finalized. 

 
Course Terms Maintenance Screen 

This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls.  
Records on this page are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information on 
reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide. 
Sorting – Sorting on this screen is accomplished by using the  and  arrows to move 
the Course Terms up or down in the grid. 

 /  – Move this Course Term up or down in the sort order listing. The Sort Order of 
Course Terms determines the order courses will display on the student’s schedule, 
when a student has multiple course section assignments for a given period of the day. 

 – View Courses for this Course Term. This icon will take you to Course Sections 
Maintenance with this Course Term already selected and filtered. 
Save Changes – Save changes to Course Terms sort order  
Cancel Changes – Cancel changes to Course Terms sort order  
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Add/Edit Course Term 

 
Add/Edit Course Terms Maintenance Screen 

Code (required) – Enter up to 4 characters, alphanumeric, for the Course Term Code. If 
you try to use an existing inactive Course Term Code, you will be prompted to reactivate 
this inactive Course Term if you wish.  
Name (required) – Enter name of Course Term. 
Description (optional) – Enter a description for the new Course Term. 
EMIS Semester Code (required) – Select the appropriate EMIS Semester Code from 
the drop-down menu. For more details on the EMIS Semester Code, please see 
ProgressBook StudentInformation EMIS Guide. 
Schedule Terms (required) – Check all applicable schedule terms (1 or more) for the 
new Course Term. IMPORTANT: All Course Terms MUST have at least one Schedule 
Term associated. 
A warning message will appear when deleting schedule terms from course terms. 
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Deleting Schedule Terms from Course Terms 

Homeroom Term Maintenance  
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Initialization – Homeroom Terms  
Homeroom Terms closely follow the Scheduling terms and allow buildings to specify 
homerooms assignments based on terms. This means that students may be assigned 
to different homerooms for different terms throughout the year. For more information on 
homerooms see ProgressBook StudentInformation Student Homeroom Guide. 

 
Homeroom Terms Maintenance Screen 

This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls.  
Records on this page are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information on 
reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide.  
Sorting – Sorting on this screen is accomplished by using the  and  arrows to move 
the Homeroom Terms up or down in the grid. 

 – Remove all student homeroom assignments for this term. This button has a 
confirmation screen.  

 /  – Move this Homeroom Term up or down in the sort order listing. 
Save Changes – Save changes to Homeroom Terms sort order. 
Cancel Changes – Cancel changes to Homeroom Terms sort order. 
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Add/Edit Homeroom Term 

 
Add/Edit Homeroom Terms Maintenance Screen 

Code (required) – Enter up to 8 characters, alphanumeric, for the Homeroom Term 
Code. If you try to use an existing inactive Homeroom Term Code, you will be prompted 
to reactivate this inactive Homeroom Term if you wish.  
Name (required) – Enter the name of Homeroom Term. 
Description (optional) – Enter a description for the new Homeroom Term. 
Schedule Terms (required) – Check all applicable schedule terms (1 or more) for the 
new Homeroom Term. This will indicate when this homeroom term meets. 

Master Schedule Maintenance 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Initialization – Master Schedule 
The Master Schedule contains all class meeting information that corresponds to each 
course and course group that is offered for the selected school and school year. To 
define courses and course groups and their associated sections see “Course 
Maintenance Screens.”  
In StudentInformation a building may have multiple Master Schedules defined for a 
single school year and each of those Master Schedules will be listed in a grid like that 
shown in the following figure. But, only one Master Schedule will be selected as the 
Finalized Schedule for the school year and used in the final student schedule creation. 
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Master Schedule Maintenance Screen 

This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls.  
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Name, Description, Modified Date) in 
ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header. 

 – Copy this Master Schedule to a new Master Schedule. 
Course Sections – View Course Sections for this Master Schedule. This will take you 
to Course Sections Maintenance. 
Course Groups – View Course Groups and Course Group Sections for this Master 
Schedule. This will take you to Course Groups Maintenance. 
Courses – View Courses for this Master Schedule. This will take you to Course 
Maintenance. 

Add Master Schedule 

 
Adding a Master Schedule 

Name (required) – Enter name of the new Master Schedule. 
Description (optional) – Enter a description for the new Master Schedule. 
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Edit Master Schedule 

 
Editing a Master Schedule 

Study Hall Parameters – Will take you to the Study Hall Wizard for set up of study hall 
parameters to be used with this Master Schedule. For details on setting up those 
parameters, see “Study Hall Wizard.” 

Copy Master Schedule 

 
Copying a Master Schedule 

Copy Result Set (optional) – Designate which result set to copy, if desired. Result Sets 
are the container for groups of student course section assignments. A schedule may 
have many schedule result sets. One single result set will be chosen for the master 
calendar. 
Copy Options (optional) – Check applicable copy options. The options are: 
Course Sections – Check if you would like for ALL Course Sections from the selected 
Master Schedule to be copied to this copy of the Master Schedule. 
Course Group Sections – Check if you would like for ALL Course Group Sections from 
the selected Master Schedule to be copied to this copy of the Master Schedule. 
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Delete Master Schedule 

 Please Note! Deleting a Master Schedule CANNOT BE UNDONE. Only do this if 
you are absolutely certain that you want to remove this Master Schedule and any 
Schedule Result Sets linked to it. 

 
Master Schedule Deletion Confirmation Message 

 

Course Maintenance Screens 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Course Maintenance 
Courses are defined by many properties. Those properties are maintained by Code 
Tables and Maintenance Screens listed in the Course Maintenance Menu. Those 
tables/screens include: Course Department, Course Language, Course Difficulty, 
Course Area of Study, Course Subject Area, Courses, Course Groups and Course 
Sections. 
Course maintenance is comprised of several tabs that define all aspects of the course; 
general information, marks related info, EMIS reporting requirements and pre/co 
requisites. Once the courses have been defined sections are created with the 
associated meeting time information detailed in course section maintenance. Group 
courses are handled in the same way. 
Course codes may be defined globally (by the ITC), at the district level, or at the school 
level per the following chart. 

 Visibility and Use Editable 
Global Level ITC, District, School ITC 

District Level ITC, District, School ITC, District 

School Level ITC, District, School ITC, District, School 
 

Course Department Maintenance 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Course Maintenance – Course Department 
Course Departments are used to group courses together according to the content of the 
area of study and can be used for filtering in reports.  
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Course Department Maintenance Screen 

This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls.  
Records on this page are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information on 
reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide.  
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Code, Name, Description, Active) in ascending 
or descending order by clicking on the column header. 

 – Code defined at higher level (note these codes may only be deleted or modified at 
the level where they are created). 
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Add/Edit Course Department 

 
Add/Edit Course Department Maintenance Screen 

Code (required) – Enter up to 4 characters – alphanumeric – for Course Department 
Code. If you try to use an existing inactive Course Department Code, you will be 
prompted to reactivate this inactive Course Department if you wish. 
Name (required) – Enter name of Course Department Code (up to 30 characters). 
Description (optional) – Enter description of Course Department Code (up to 200 
characters). 

Course Language Maintenance 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Course Maintenance – Course Language 
Course Language codes are used to define the languages that different courses within 
the school, are taught in. 

 
Course Language Maintenance Screen 

This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls.  
Records on this page are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information on 
reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide.  
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Code, Name, Description, Active) in ascending 
or descending order by clicking on the column header. 

 – Code defined at higher level (note these codes may only be deleted or modified at 
the level where they are created). 
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Add/Edit Course Language 

 
Add/Edit Course Language Maintenance Screen 

Code (required) – Enter up to 4 characters – alphanumeric – for Course Language 
Code. If you try to use an existing inactive Course Language Code, you will be 
prompted to reactivate this inactive Course Language if you wish.  
Name (required) – Enter name of Course Language Code (up to 30 characters). 
Description (optional) – Enter description of Course Language Code (up to 200 
characters). 

Course Difficulty Maintenance  
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Course Maintenance – Course Difficulty 
Course Difficulty codes are used to denote courses of elevated or possibly remedial 
stature. A school may elect to award alternate points for marks earned in specific 
courses based on the level of difficulty assigned for the course. 

 
Course Difficulty Maintenance Screen 

Course Difficulty has been detailed in ProgressBook StudentInformation Marks Guide. 
Please see that document for complete details on how to add/modify/delete Course 
Difficulty codes. 
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Course Area of Study Maintenance 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Course Maintenance – Course Area of Study 
Course Area of Study Codes are used in conjunction with the Graduation Verification 
module. Areas of Study are topics for a course intended to be more specific than 
Course Subject Areas (see “Course Subject Area Maintenance.”) For example, the FA 
(Fine Arts) Subject Area could contain the ART (Art) and MUS (Music) Areas of Study. 
Credits awarded for courses which have this field defined will be counted towards 
credits earned in the Course Area of Study specified to verify graduation requirements. 

 
Course Area Of Student Maintenance Screen 

This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. 
Records on this page are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information on 
reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide.  
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Code, Name, Description, Active) in ascending 
or descending order by clicking on the column header. 

 – Code defined at higher level (note these codes may only be deleted or modified at 
the level where they created). 
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Add/Edit Course Area of Study 

 
Add/Edit Course Area of Study Screen 

Code (required) – Enter up to 4 characters – alphanumeric – for Course Area of Study 
Code. If you try to use an existing inactive Course Area of Study Code, you will be 
prompted to reactivate this inactive Course Area of Study if you wish.  
Name (required) – Enter Name of Course Area of Study Code (up to 30 characters)  
Description (optional) – Enter description of Course Area of Study Code (up to 200 
characters). 

Course Subject Area Maintenance 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Course Maintenance – Course Subject Area  
Course Subject Area codes are used in conjunction with the Graduation Verification 
module. Subject Areas are general top-level subjects (often used as course 
abbreviations: ENG 101 and so on). Credits awarded for courses which have this field 
defined will be counted towards credits earned in the Course Subject Area specified to 
verify graduation requirements. 
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Course Subject Area Maintenance Screen 

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Code, Name, Description, Active) in ascending 
or descending order by clicking on the column header. 

 – Code defined at higher level (note these codes may only be deleted or modified at 
the level where they are created). 

Add/Edit Course Subject Area 

 
Add/Edit Course Subject Area Maintenance Screen 

Code (required) – Enter up to 4 characters – alphanumeric – for Course Subject Area 
Code. If you try to use an existing inactive Course Subject Area Code, you will be 
prompted to reactivate this inactive Course Subject Area if you wish.  
Name (required) – Enter name of Course Subject Area Code (up to 30 characters). 
Description (optional) – Enter description of Course Subject Area Code (up to 200 
characters). 
 

Course Rank Weight Maintenance 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Course Maintenance – Course Rank Weight 
Course Rank Weight codes are used in conjunction with the “Mansfield Method” and 
“Quality Points” custom GPA Rank methods. This value is multiplied to each mark 
gained in a course with this Course Rank Weight selected when ranking students by 
these methods. Any number of Course Rank Weight values may be created in a single 
school/school year. A Course Rank Weight value may be associated with any number 
of courses. Course Rank Weights will be copied forward during the School Year 
Initialization process. 
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Course Rank Weight Maintenance Screen 

This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls.  
Records on this page are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information on 
reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide.  
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Code, Name, Description, Active) in ascending 
or descending order by clicking on the column header. 

 – Code defined at higher level (note these codes may only be deleted or modified at 
the level where they are created). 

Add/Edit Course Rank Weight 

 
Add/Edit Course Rank Weight Maintenance Screen 

Code (required) – Enter up to 4 characters – alphanumeric – for Course Rank Weight 
Code. If you try to use an existing inactive Course Rank Weight Code, you will be 
prompted to reactivate this inactive Course Rank Weight Code if you wish.  
Name (required) – Enter name of Course Rank Weight Code (up to 30 characters). 
Description (optional) – Enter description of Course Rank Weight Code (up to 200 
characters). 
Multiplier (required) – A decimal value indicating the value that mark point values will 
be multiplied by. The value will have two decimal places. Valid range is 0.00 (not 
counted) to 9.99. 
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Courses 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Course Maintenance – Courses  
Courses are listing of all of the classes that are offered in the working school, along with 
all the properties of those courses. Course Groups are not included in this list. Courses 
are school and school year specific but may be rolled from one year to the next. 

 
Searching for Courses 

Courses can be viewed by specifying a filter from one or more of the fields listed as 
shown in the following example, or by searching without any specified criteria, which 
would list ALL courses in the working building. Fields that may be used for search 
criteria include: Course Grade Level, Course Department, Course Area of Study, 
Course Subject Area, Course Type and EMIS Subject Code. The default sort on the 
Courses data grid is Course Code in ascending order. 

 
Courses Screen 

Courses may also be viewed by typing the course code (if known) in the Course field 
and hit the <Enter> key or click Search. 
This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls.  
Records on this page are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information on 
reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide. 
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Code, Name, Area of Study, Subject Area, 
EMIS Subject Code, Is Active) in ascending or descending order. 

 – View Course Requests. 
Search – Search for Course using selected criterion. 
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 – Open Course Selection Wizard (see “Course Selection Wizard”) for help selecting 
a course. 

Add/Edit Course 
The Course Maintenance screen has several tabs, which are addressed in the following 
sections, tab by tab. When adding or editing a course, changing tabs will save all 
information entered on the previous tab. 

  
Add/Edit Course Maintenance Screen 

Delete Course 
You cannot delete a Course that has Course Sections created or that is a member of 
any Course Groups. You will see a screen informing you of these dependencies and the 
Ok (Delete) button will be disabled. 
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Course Deletion Confirmation Screen 

Course Selection Wizard 
On multiple screens (such as Course Maintenance and Course Section Maintenance), 
you can select a Course using the Course Selection Wizard (  button). This invokes a 
separate window, which you can use to find a specific Course and populate your 
original screen with that Course’s information. 

 
Course Selection Wizard 

Non-Groups or Groups − Search only for individual Courses (non-groups) or search 
only for Course Groups. 
Fields that may be used for search criteria include: Course Code (ID), Course Name, 
Course Type, Course Department, Course EMIS Subject Code, Course Area of Study, 
Course Subject Area or Teacher. 
Honors Only – Search only for Courses marked as Honors Courses. 
Rotation Day – Selecting one or more Rotation Days will search for those courses 
which meet only on the selected Rotation Days and no other days. For example: 
Checking Monday would display courses which meet only on Monday. 
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Period of the Day – Selecting a Period from the drop-down menu will search for those 
courses which meet during the selected Period (if a course meets across multiple 
periods, it will be included in the search as long as it also meets during the selected 
period). 
Search – Search for Course using selected criteria from the Course Selection Wizard. 
Clear – Clear all search criteria to begin a new search using the Course Selection 
Wizard. 
Cancel – Cancel the Course Selection Wizard application and return to the Course 
Maintenance listing. (Note – you may also close the Course Selection Wizard screen at 
any time, without making a selection.) 
After defining search criteria (Department – Art used in following example) click Search 
to perform a search for courses matching the specified criteria. 

 
Searching for Courses on the Course Selection Wizard Screen 

 – Select this course from the Course Selection Wizard and that course will be listed 
in the Course field of the Course Maintenance Screen, as search criteria. If you 
accessed the Course Selection Wizard from another screen, this icon will list the Course 
information in the appropriate field(s) on the appropriate screen.  

Course – General Tab 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Course Maintenance – Courses 
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General Tab on the Add/Edit Course Maintenance Screen 

Note: To go to the General tab for next course, click Next. (The button includes 
the next Course Code.) To go back to the General tab for the previous course, 
click Prev. (The button includes the previous Course Code.) 

Code (required) – Up to 15 alphanumeric characters can be entered as a new Course 
Code. However, 10 characters or less should be used if the CTRMEMIS process is to 
be run in this system. The CTRMEMIS process uses the School Code (4 characters), 
Course Code (truncated to 10 characters) and Course Section Code to create a Local 
Classroom Code. If you try to use an existing inactive Course Code, you will be 
prompted to reactivate this inactive Course, if you wish.  

Note: Consider state reporting limitations when specifying course codes. 

Abbreviation (required) – Enter up to 8 characters that define the course abbreviation. 
Name (required) – Enter up to 30 characters to define the Course Name. 
Short Name (required) – Enter up to 15 characters to define the Course Short Name. 
Description (optional) – Enter up to 1,000 characters for a description of the Course. 
Hours of Instruction (required) – Enter a number to indicate the number of hours per 
year, the average student spends in instruction for this course (EMIS reportable field). 
Scheduling Priority (required) – Enter a number (1-9) to define the scheduling priority 
of this course in the scheduling process, 1 being the lowest and 9 being the highest. 
This Priority is used as the default Request Priority for all course requests for this 
course. A request with a higher priority will be attempted to be scheduled before a 
request with a lower priority.  
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Note: Once a request is entered, changing this value on the course record does 
not change existing request priority values. Also, request priority only affects the 
student’s schedule when it is selected for all passes on the Job Parameter Set. 

Display on Public Module – Determines if a course is available on the Public Course 
Requests Module for students to request. A course group may be requestable while all 
courses contained in the same course group are not requestable (locked). This can 
force a request for the course group only. See the Display Courses Individually and 
Display on Public Module check boxes on the Course Groups – Group tab for more 
information. 
Is High School Credit – Indicates whether this course credit is earned towards total 
credits for graduation. Used for EMIS reporting to determine if subject area for credit is 
to be reported for a course that may be taken in the middle school but counts for credit 
towards graduation. This field does not affect whether the course displays on transcripts 
or not. See ProgressBook StudentInformation EMIS Guide for more information. 
See Flag Settings in “Course – Marks Tab” to understand how Is High School Credit 
works with In cum Credit and In cum GPA. 
Roll course to next year – Indicates if the course is to roll to the next year – checked 
by default. If unchecked, course and ALL sections of the course will NOT be copied to 
the next school year during the new school year initialization process. 
Is Active – Course Code must be Active to use on new Course Records and for adding 
course sections to the Master schedule. 
Is In Update History – Indicates if the information for this course is listed in course 
history or transcripts. 
Core Course – Please Note:  As of FY09 Period K, the Core Course check box on the 
Courses – General tab is no longer being used by StudentInformation. The Core 
Course on the Subject Code table (defined at the ITC level) is now used to determine 
HQT values. However, the Core Course check box on the Courses – General tab is 
still being passed to ProgressBook. 
College Prep (optional) – Indicates if this course should be marked as college prep (for 
eTranscripts) 
Dual Credit – Select this option when the course can earn credits for both high school 
and transcripted college credit. 

Course – Marks Tab  
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Course Maintenance – Courses  
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Marks Tab on the Add/Edit Course Maintenance Screen 

Note: To go to the Marks tab for the next course, click Next (the button includes 
the next Course Code). To go back to the Marks tab for the previous course, click 
Prev. (The button includes the previous Course Code.) 

Course Weight (optional) – Enter a numeric value (up to 99) indicating the course 
weight to be used for scheduling purposes (not credit purposes). Default course weight 
is 10. This field can be used to balance the difficulty of schedules by giving more difficult 
courses higher weights.  
Level of Difficulty (optional) – Indicate if course is to use a Course Difficulty level 
selected from drop-down menu. See ProgressBook StudentInformation Marks Guide for 
more information. 
GPA Add-on Level (optional) – Indicate if course is to use an Add-On GPA level 
selected from drop-down menu. See ProgressBook StudentInformation Marks Guide for 
more information. 
Credit Units (optional) – If the course has associated Credit, the numeric Credit amount 
must be entered.  
Mark Bump (optional) – Indicate if the course uses the Mark Substitution Module. For 
more information, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Marks Guide. 
Rank Weight (optional) – Indicate if the course uses a Rank Weight for the “Mansfield 
Method” or “Quality Points” GPA Ranking method. 
In Graduation Count (optional) – This check box is not functional. See the In 
Graduation / Eligibility check box on the Courses – Miscellaneous tab. 
Is Honors Course (optional) – Yes or No; Indicates that the course is to be marked as 
an Honors Course. Default is no. 
Include in Total Credits (optional) – Yes or No; indicates if this course history record 
should be included in Cumulative Credit totals. Default value is Yes. (The Include in 
Total Credits check box does not affect Cumulative GPA calculations.) 
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See Flag Settings in “Course – Marks Tab” to understand how Is High School Credit 
works with Include in Total Credits and Include in GPA. 
Include on Permanent Record (optional) – Yes or No; Indicates that the course is to 
be included on the student’s Permanent Record. Default is yes. 
Include in GPA (optional) – Yes or No; Indicates that the course is to be included in the 
Cumulative GPA calculations. Note:  This box must be checked for this course’s marks 
to be included in any GPA calculation. 
See Flag Settings in “Course – Marks Tab” to understand how Is High School Credit 
works with Include in Total Credits and Include in GPA. 
Print on Report Card (optional) – Yes or No. Indicates that the course is to be included 
on the printed report card. Default is yes. 
In Honor Roll (optional) – Yes or No; Indicates that the course is to be included in any 
honor roll calculations. Default is yes. 
 

II. Flag Settings on Course-General Tab and Course-Marks Tab 

Scenario:  
Course-General tab 

 
Course-Marks tab 

 
Course-Marks tab 

Outcome: 
 

 
High School 
course marked as: 

 
 

Yes 

 
 

Yes 

 
 

Yes 

Course will be 
included in total HS 
credits and will be 
included in the HS 
GPA. 

 
High School 
course marked as: 

 
Yes 

 
Yes 

 
No 

Course will be 
included in total HS 
credits but not the HS 
GPA. 

 
High School 
course marked as: 

 
Yes 

 
No 

 
Yes 

Course will be 
included in HS GPA 
but not total HS 
credits. 

 
High School 
course marked as: 

 
 

Yes 

 
 

No 

 
 

No 

Course will not be 
included in either the 
HS GPA or total HS 
credits. 

 
High School 
course marked as:  

 
 

No 

 
 

Yes 

 
 

Yes 

Course will not be 
included in either the 
HS GPA or total HS 
credits. 

 
High School 
course marked as: 

 
No 

 
No 

 
No 

Course will not be 
included in either the 
HS GPA or total HS 
credits. 
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Scenario:  
Course-General tab 

 
Course-Marks tab 

 
Course-Marks tab 

Outcome: 
 

 
Middle School 
course marked as: 

 
 

Yes 

 
 

Yes 

 
 

Yes 

Course will be 
included in the 
student’s MS total 
credits and HS total 
credits, as well as MS 
and HS GPA 

 
 
Middle School 
course marked as: 

 
 
 

Yes 

 
 
 

Yes 

 
 
 

No 

Course will be 
included in the 
student’s MS and HS 
total credits, but not 
included in either the 
MS or HS GPA. 

 
 
Middle School 
course marked as: 

 
 

Yes 

 
 

No 

 
 

Yes 

Course will not be 
included in the 
student’s MS or HS 
total credit, but the 
course will be 
included in the MS 
and HS GPA. 

 
 
Middle School 
course marked as: 

 
 
 

No 

 
 
 

Yes 

 
 
 

Yes 

Course will only be 
included in the 
student’s MS total 
credits and MS GPA, 
not the student’s HS 
GPA or credits. 

 
 
Middle School 
course marked as: 

 
 

No 

 
 

No 

 
 

Yes 

Course will only be 
included in the 
student’s MS GPA, 
not in the student’s 
MS total credit, HS 
total credit or HS 
GPA. 

 
 
Middle School 
course marked as:  

 
 
 

No 

 
 
 

Yes 

 
 
 

No 

Course will only be 
included in the 
student’s MS total 
credit, not in the 
student’s MS GPA, 
HS GPA, or HS total 
credits. 

 
Middle School 
course marked as: 

 
 

No 

 
 

No 

 
 

No 

Course will not be 
included in MS or HS 
credit nor in the MS or 
HS GPA. 
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Course – Miscellaneous Tab 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Course Maintenance – Courses  

 
Miscellaneous Tab on the Add/Edit Course Maintenance Screen 

Note: To go to the Miscellaneous tab for the next course, click Next. (The button 
includes the next Course Code.) To go back to the Miscellaneous tab for the 
previous course, click Prev. (The button includes the previous Course Code.) 

Department (optional) – Select applicable Course Department from drop-down menu. 
For more information on course department, see “Course Department Maintenance.” 

Course Type (required) – Course Types are predefined and determines where a 
course appears. If Course Type = Class, ESC Course, Satellite Course, Post-
Secondary Course, or Vocational, the course will show on the Student Marks page. If a 
course is marked as Type = Study Hall when the Study Hall Wizard is run, open time 
periods on the student’s schedules will be filled in with courses that have a Course Type 
= Study Hall. If a course is marked as Type = Case Management, the course will not 
show on the student View Schedule page. 
Area of Study (optional) – Select applicable Course Area of Study from the drop-down 
list. For more information on course Area of Study, see “Course.” 
Language Code (optional) – Select applicable Course Language Code from the drop-
down list. For more information on course Language Code, see “Course Language 
Maintenance.” 

Subject Area (optional) – Select applicable Course Subject Area from the drop-down 
list. For more information on course Subject Area, see “Course Subject Area 
Maintenance.” 
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In Graduation / Eligibility (optional) – Yes or No; Indicates if the course is to be 
included in course counts for Graduation / Eligibility purposes. 
Gender Directive (optional) – The Gender Direct field has four options: 

• None (default) 

• Balance Males across Sections, and Balance Females across Sections 

• Restrict to Females 

• Restrict to Males 
The Batch Scheduler will enforce this gender restriction. Selecting the “Balance Males 
across Sections, and Balance Females across Sections option in the Gender Directive 
drop-down will only affect the batch and single student schedulers. The schedulers will 
attempt to balance the filling percentage in the course’s sections for each gender 
separately. Please note that R401 Student Course Request Verification will correctly 
flag the error for a student with a request for a course restricted to the opposite gender. 
Grade Levels Available – List of available grade levels in the building for which the 
course may be defined.  
Grade Levels Selected (required) – Select the appropriate grade levels that you wish 
to limit the course to.  

Note: The Location Types Available and Location Types Selected  
multi-select lists are currently nonfunctional. 

Course – EMIS Tab 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Course Maintenance – Courses 
The information on the EMIS tab will be used for EMIS reportable fields associated with 
the course. The drop-down lists on this screen are all validated against the EMIS files 
received from ODE. 
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EMIS Tab on the Add/Edit Course Maintenance Screen 

Note: To go to the EMIS tab for the next course, click Next. (The button includes 
the next Course Code). To go back to the EMIS tab for the previous course, click 
Prev. (The button includes the previous Course Code.) 

For more information about the values for the following fields, refer to ProgressBook 
StudentInformation EMIS Guide. 
EMIS Location IRN (optional) – 6 digits indicating the IRN number of the building where 
the course is held. This is only required if this is an exception to the current Building 
IRN. For course types of PSEO, the IRN must be that of a post-secondary institution or 
999999.  

Note: This Location IRN is ONLY intended for use in EMIS reporting. This does 
not determine location of course for any other part of StudentInformation. 

EMIS Location Description (optional) – This field is the description of the EMIS 
Location IRN. It is only enabled if the value in the EMIS Location IRN field is 999999, in 
which case the user is allowed to enter their own value for the EMIS Location 
Description. If the value in the EMIS Location IRN textbox is not 999999, this field is 
disabled and is populated with the name from the EMIS IRN table that is associated 
with the EMIS Location IRN.  
EMIS Staff Provider IRN (required) – IRN number of the entity other than the working 
district, employing the staff member of this course. Valid IRNs are those for an ESC. 
****** must be entered if there is no EMIS Staff Provider IRN.  
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 – Opens the OEDS-R Search Organization screen to assist you in completing the 
EMIS Staff Provider IRN or Highly Qualified Teacher IRN fields. 
EMIS Course Level (required if Report to EMIS is checked) – Select the appropriate 
EMIS Course Level from the drop-down list. This designates the level of the course. 
This provides distinctions between courses that are taken in a series or have 
prerequisites as French I and French II. The default will be *. 
EMIS Subject Code (optional) – Select the appropriate EMIS Course Subject Code 
from the drop-down list. This details the subject of the course being reported. There is 
no default for this field.  
EMIS Subject Area for Credit (required if Report to EMIS is checked) – Select the 
appropriate EMIS Course Subject Area from the drop-down list. This indicates the 
subject for courses offered in which high school credit toward graduation is applied, 
whether at the middle school or high school level. If Report to EMIS is yes, the EMIS 
Subject code will determine the default for this field. 
EMIS Language Used (required if Report to EMIS is checked – Select the appropriate 
EMIS Language from the drop-down list. This is the language used by the teacher when 
presenting this course to the students. Valid options are E-English, B-Both or N-Native. 
The default for this field is E. 
CORE Subject Area (optional) – Select the appropriate CORE Subject Area from the 
drop-down list. This is the subject area and/or CORE requirement area in which a 
student has earned credit/units towards graduation. 
CTE College Credit (optional) – Choose yes or no; indicates if a career-technical 
course provides an opportunity for students to earn college credit. 
Curriculum (optional) – The field of the curriculum source/model/program for a specific 
course.  
Delivery Method (optional) - This field identifies the means by which instructions is 
provided/communicated to the student(s) in the course. 
Educational Option (optional) – This field identifies the Educational Option status for a 
course per Ohio Administrative Code 3301-35-06(G). 
Student Population (optional) - This field identifies the attributes of the group of 
students for which the course is intended. 
Highly Qualified Teacher IRN (optional) – IRN used to group courses for the 
calculation of the percent of core courses taught by highly qualified staff and the percent 
of core courses taught by properly certified staff. Valid options include a 6 digit IRN, 
999999 or ******. 
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Credit Flex – Indicates if the course is a Credit Flexibility Course and if it is used for 
credit recovery work. Available options are N (not Credit Flexibility Course, default 
setting), R (is Credit Flexibility Course and used for credit recovery work) and F (is 
Credit Flexibility Course but not used for credit recovery work). After saving, this value is 
part of the student’s course history and is included when the student’s course history is 
transferred or exported and imported. The Course Details tab on the Manually Entered 
Course screen displays this value. This value is also displayed on the Student Staff 
Classroom screen after the Course and Class list (CLISEMIS/CTRMEMIS) verify/update 
process is run. 
Report to EMIS – Yes or No; Indicates if the course is reported to EMIS. This is 
checked (yes) by default. For example, Homerooms for Elementary Scheduling would 
not have Report to EMIS checked. 

Course – Pre/Co-requisites Tab 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Course Maintenance – Courses 
Course prerequisites and corequisites records provide the school the ability to define 
courses to be used as pre/corequisites in the course request module. Use of 
prerequisites and/or corequisites is optional. 

 
Pre-Co-requisites Tab on the Add/Edit Course Maintenance Screen 

Note: To go to the Pre/Co-requisites tab for the next course, click Next. (The 
button includes the next Course Code.) To go back to the Pre/Co-requisites tab 
for the previous course, click Prev. (The button includes the previous Course 
Code.) 

Individual Requisite records on this page are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. 
For information on reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting 
Started Guide. 

 – Delete this Course Pre/Co-Requisite. 
 – Edit this Course Pre/Co-Requisite. 
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New requisite – Add a new Requisite for this course. 
Note:  Additional lines of requisites act as Or operators; a student only needs to 
meet one line of requisites in order to be permitted to request the course. 

Add/Edit Requisite 

 
Add/Edit Pre/Co-requisite Screen 

Pre-requisites (required) – Enter Course Code defined for the first prerequisite. Must 
be an active Course Code from the current school/school year for which the course is 
being added or edited. 
Operator (required if co-requisite if specified) – Select a valid operator from the drop-
down list. This operator determines the logical relationship between the prerequisites 
entered and the corequisites entered, if any. Valid options are: And or Or. 
Co-requisites (optional) – Enter Course Code defined as a Co-requisite. Must be an 
active Course Code from the current school/school year for which the course is being 
added or edited. 
Save requisite – Save this Requisite for this course. 
 
 

Requisites Examples 

• 1 Pre: A course requires one other single course (Eng 11 requires Eng 10). Enter 
only that course as a prerequisite, do not select an Operator or enter any 
corequisites. (3711: Eng 10) 
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Example: A course that requires one prerequisite. 

• Alt Pre: A course requires any one of multiple courses (Eng 11 requires Eng 10, 
Eng 10 Honors or Alt Eng 10). Enter only one course in Pre-requisite box 1, do 
not select an Operator, and do not enter any corequisites; save and repeat with a 
new Requisite entry for each possible prerequisite course. (3711: Eng 10, 3611: 
Eng 10 Honors, 3811: Alt Eng 10) 

 
Example: A course that requires any one of multiple courses. 

• 2 Pre: A course requires all of multiple courses (Eng 11 requires both Eng 10 and 
Eng 9). Enter each of those courses in a Pre-requisite box in the same Requisite 
entry, do not select an Operator and do not enter any Co-requisites. (3711: Eng 
10, 3710: Eng 9) 

 
Example: A course that requires 2 prerequisites. 
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• Pre + Co: A course requires both a pre-requisite course and a corequisite course 
(Bio I requires Phys Sci and co-requires Bio Lab). Enter the prerequisites as 
above, select And as the Operator, and enter any appropriate corequisites. 
(1100: Phys Sci, 1220L: Bio Lab) 

 
Example: A course that requires one prerequisite and one corequisite. 

• Pre or Co: A course requires a single course as either a prerequisite or a 
corequisite (AP Calculus requires Physics be taken before or at the same time). 
Enter the prerequisite course, select Or as the Operator, and enter the same 
course in the corequisite box. (1400: Physics) 

 
Example: A course that requires one prerequisite or one corequisite. 

 

• 2 Pre or 1 Co: A course requires either prerequisite courses or a corequisite 
course (Anatomy requires Biology and Chemistry or co-requires AP Biology). 
Enter the prerequisite courses, select Or as the Operator, and enter the 
corequisite course. (1220: Biology, 1300: Chemistry, 1250: AP Biology) 
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Example: A course that requires 2 prerequisites or 1 corequisite. 

• Complex Example: As previous example, except that any two of three courses 
are prerequisites, and either of two courses is an alternate corequisite (Anatomy 
requires any two of Biology, Chemistry and, or co-requires AP Biology or AP 
Chemistry). Enter the prerequisite courses, select Or as the Operator, and enter 
the corequisite course, for each possible combination of courses in this setup; 
each requisite line is one possible method to qualify. (1220: Biology, 1300: 
Chemistry, 1224: Advanced Biology, 1250: AP Biology, 1350: AP Chemistry) 

 
Example: A course that requires any 2 of 3 prerequisites 

and either of two courses is an alternate corequisite. 

Course Sections  
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Course Maintenance – Course Sections 

Note: When navigating to this screen before a final schedule result has been 
selected, you will have to select a Schedule and Schedule Result from the drop-
down lists and click Reload Screen. 
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Select the Working Schedule and Result on the Course Sections screen. 

A course section is the terms, periods, teachers and locations of a course meeting. A 
course can have several course sections and each section may contain more than one 
term, teacher, period and/or location. 

 
Searching for a Course Section 

To view or edit course section information, specify a filter from one or more of the fields 
listed on the Course Sections Maintenance screen (as shown in the following example) 
or search without any specified criteria, which will list ALL sections of all courses in the 
working building. Course group sections are not included in this list. 

 
Course Sections Maintenance Screen with Search Results for Teacher 

This screen has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls.  
Records on this screen are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information on 
reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide.  
Course sections may also be viewed by typing the course code (if known) in the Course 
field and hit the <Enter> key or click Search. 
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Course Sections Maintenance Screen with Search Results for Course 

Fields that may be used for search criteria include: Course Code (ID), Course Grade 
Level, Course Department, Course Type, Teacher, Reporting Term and Room/Location. 
Search – Search for course sections using selected criteria. 

 – View course section assignments for this course section (see “Student Course 
Section Assignments”) 
Details – The course details field contains a brief overview of the course. The details 
fields are Capacity, Filling, Male, Female, Teacher (s) and Meeting Time Description. 
Capacity lists the specified maximum of students for this course section. Filling 
describes the total number of students assigned to this course section and is a total of 
the Male and Female fields. Teacher lists the full name of the course section’s teacher. 
Meeting Time Description lists the Meeting Times by Period, with location in 
parentheses, or lists any Custom Meeting Time Description the course section has set. 

Note: If the rotation and meeting time of the course section is too complex to 
display during your initial conversion process you may see a meeting time 
description of “-- See Schedule –”. The actual meeting time is defined in the 
database but if the user needs to edit the course section, select the Custom 
check box and enter free form text a brief description to display the actual 
meeting time, location, teacher and period. 

 – Open Course Selection Wizard for help selecting courses (see Course Selection 
Wizard.”) 
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Add Course Section 
When adding a course section, you will be presented with the General tab of the Course 
Sections Maintenance screen. If you had filtered by a course already, the Section 
Number will already be filled in with the next highest section number for that course, and 
the capacity will be filled in with the course’s default capacity. 

 
Add/Edit Course Section Maintenance Screen 

You can add only the general information for the course section, save the information, 
and add other course sections OR you can move from tab to tab, adding all relevant 
information for the course section on all appropriate tabs. Information is saved as you 
go to each Course Section tab. 
<Prev: [Course] #[Section]– When editing, save changes made to this course section 
and go to the previous course section. 
Next: [Course] #[Section]> – When editing, save changes made to this course section 
and go to the next course section. 

Delete Course Section 
You cannot delete a course section that has course section assignments created. You 
will see a screen informing you of these assignments, with no Ok (delete) button 
displayed. 

 
Course Section Deletion Confirmation Message 
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Course Section – General Tab  
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Course Maintenance – Course Sections – General Tab 

 
General Tab on the Add/Edit Course Section Maintenance Screen 

Course (required) – Indicates course code of the selected course for which you are 
adding a section. Click  to access the Course Selection Wizard (see “Course 
Selection Wizard”) if you need to search for a course code. 
Default Section & Capacity – Once you enter a course ID, click this button to auto-
populate Section Number and Capacity. 
Section Number (required or populated by the Default button) – Enter a Section 
number. Sections do not have to be numbered sequentially. If you click Default Section 
& Capacity, this field will automatically be set to the next higher section number than 
the highest existing section number. (For example, if a course already had sections 1, 2 
and 3, the Default Section & Capacity button would make this field 4.) 
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Capacity (required or populated by the Default Section & Capacity button) – Indicates 
the maximum number of students to be scheduled into this course section. If you click 
Default Section & Capacity, this field will automatically be set to the default value of 
30. Use the up and down buttons to increase or decrease increments by one or type a 
numeric value into the field. 
If the school uses enrollment weighting (weight flag set to true on DASL Options 
Scheduling tab) then the student’s program weight is used to increment the 
count. If school does not use enrollment weighting, each student will increment 
the count by 1. 
Course Term (required) – Indicates the term in which the course will be taught during 
the master calendar. Select an active course term from the drop-down list. NOTE: If you 
change a course term, you will receive a standard confirmation screen. 
You can freely change course term of a course section if there are no students assigned 
to that course section. However, if there are any assignments to the course section, and 
you change course term for that course section, you will see the following screen: 

 
Message Users Receive When the Course Section Has Assignments 

Cancel – Return to the course section. 
Bulk Course Assignment – Go to the Bulk Course Section Management screen to 
transfer assignments from this section. 

 – Go to the Bulk Course Section Management screen without this course section in 
context. 
Is Active (optional) – Select this box to make this course section active. 
Roll Section to Next Year (optional) – Select this box to have this course section 
loaded by the school year initialization process in the next school year. 
Meeting Time Description (non-modifiable or optional) – Lists the course section 
Meeting time description. If Custom is selected, you can enter your own course section 
Meeting time description. 
Custom – Select this box to use the Meeting Time Description field (particularly of use 
with advanced meeting times). 

Note: We recommend you DO NOT use a custom meeting time description for 
basic or intermediate meeting times. If you use a custom meeting time, and then 
later change the period, location or days of a Basic or Intermediate meeting time, 
the Custom Meeting Time description will NOT update with the new period, 
location or days. 
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Using a Custom Meeting Time 

Course Section – Meeting Times Tab 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Course Maintenance – Course Sections – Meeting Times Tab 
The Meeting Times tab can display in one of three ways, as explained in the help text 
on the right side of the tab. 

• Basic Meeting Times – Course section must have a single teacher and a single 
location and have the same periods for the entire schedule. 
Example:  Math101 meets MWF with Mrs. Smith 2nd period in room 101 
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• Intermediate Meeting Times – Course section must have the same teachers, 
locations, and periods for the entire schedule, but the teachers, locations, and 
periods may differ over rotation days. 
Example:  Math 101 meets MWF with Mrs. Smith 2nd period in room 101 and TR 
with Mr. Brown 3rd period in room 34. 

• Advanced Meeting Times - Course section may have different teachers, 
locations, periods and rotation days across the schedule. 
Example:  Math101 meets MWF with Mrs. Smith 2nd period in room 101 for 1st 
and 2nd quarter; and then meets TR with Mr. Brown 3rd period in room 34 for 3rd 
and 4th quarters. 

Basic\Intermediate\Advanced – Select meeting time type. If you enter a meeting time 
that cannot be represented by a lower type of meeting time, the meeting time types that 
cannot be used are greyed out. If you edit a meeting time so that it is more complex 
than it had previously been, it will automatically convert into the necessary meeting time 
type. If you edit a meeting time so that it is less complex than it had previously been, it 
will automatically convert into the least complex meeting time type. 

Basic Meeting Times 

 
Setting Up Basic Meeting Times for a Course Section 

Basic/Intermediate/Advanced – Select Basic. 
Teacher (required) – Indicates the teachers that will be teaching this course section. 
Select from the drop-down list of all available teachers. 

Note: This teacher is automatically selected as teacher of record (for EMIS 
reporting). 

Location (required) – Select the location (from the drop-down list) which will be used for 
this course section meeting time. 
Periods (required) – Check the appropriate periods of the day that this course section 
will meet. Sections can meet any number of periods during the day (consecutive and 
non-consecutive). Refer to “Course Section – Attendance Tab” to determine which of 
those periods is used to collect period attendance. 
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Intermediate Meeting Times 

 
Setting Up Intermediate Meeting Times for a Course Section 

Basic/Intermediate/Advanced – Select Intermediate. 
Add Meeting Time – Enter a new Intermediate meeting time entry. 

 – Remove this meeting time entry from the course section. 
 – Modify this meeting time entry. 

 
Adding an Intermediate Meeting Time Entry 

<Prev: [Course] #[Section]/Next: [Course] #[Section]> − Click these buttons to go to 
the previous or next course. 
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Teacher (required) – Indicates the teachers that will be teaching this course section. 
Select from the drop-down list of all available teachers. 
Location (required) – Select the location from the drop-down list, which will be used for 
this course section meeting time. 
Teacher of record (optional) – Check if the selected teacher is to be listed as a teacher 
of record (for EMIS reporting purposes). 
Periods (required) – Check the appropriate periods of the day that this course section 
will meet for each rotation day listed. Sections can meet any number of periods during 
the day, consecutive and non-consecutive, on any rotation days listed (see “Course 
Section – Attendance Tab” to determine which of those periods is used to collect Period 
Attendance). 
Save Meeting Time – Save designated meeting time information as specified and 
remain in the Meeting Times entry mode for additional input if needed. You must use 
this button to save the meeting times before you go to another tab or return to the 
course section list. 
Cancel Changes – Cancel changes, do not save meeting time information, and return 
to the Meeting Times tab. 

Advanced Meeting Times 

 
Setting Up Advanced Meeting Times 

Basic/Intermediate/Advanced – Select Advanced. 
Add Meeting Time – Enter a new Advanced meeting time entry. 

 – Remove this meeting time entry from the course section. 
 – Modify this meeting time entry. 
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Adding an Advanced Meeting Time Entry 

<Prev: [Course] #[Section]/Next: [Course] #[Section]> − Click these buttons to go to 
the previous or next course. 
Teacher (required) – Indicates the teachers that will be teaching this course section. 
Select from the drop-down list of all available teachers. 
Location (required) – Select the location from the drop-down list, which will be used for 
this course section meeting time. 
Schedule Term (required) – Select the Schedule Term from the drop-down list. 
Advanced meeting times can have different teachers, locations, teachers of record, and 
periods across different schedule terms during the course term. 
Teacher of record (optional) – Select this option if the selected teacher is to be listed 
as a teacher of record (for EMIS reporting purposes). 
Periods (required) – Check the appropriate periods of the day that this course section 
will meet for each rotation day listed. Sections can meet any number of periods during 
the day, consecutive and non-consecutive, on any rotation days listed (see “Course 
Section – Attendance Tab” to determine which of those periods is used to collect Period 
Attendance). 
Save Meeting Time – Save designated meeting time information as specified and 
remain in the meeting times entry mode for additional input if needed. You must use this 
button to save the meeting times before you go to another tab or return to the course 
section list. 
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Cancel Changes – Cancel changes, do not save meeting time information, and return 
to the Meeting Times tab. 

Course Section – Memberships Tab 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Course Maintenance – Course Sections – Memberships Tab 

 
Memberships Tab on the Add/Edit Course Sections Maintenance Screen 

This is a view only tab, and if the course is a member of a group, the membership will 
be listed as shown in the following figure. 

 
Course Group on the Memberships Tab 

Course Group (display only) – Name of the course group in which this course section 
is a member. 
Group Section (display only) – Course group section number for which this course is a 
member. 

Course Section – Attendance Tab  
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Course Maintenance – Course Sections – Attendance Tab 
The Attendance tab is only used for period attendance, for course sections that meet 
over multiple periods each rotation day it meets. If a course section only meets in one 
period on each rotation day it meets, all boxes will be grayed out. 
If a course section meets over multiple periods, those periods will be selectable. 
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Attendance Tab on the Add/Edit Course Section Maintenance Screen 

Schedule Term (required) – Select the schedule term from the drop-down list. Course 
sections can collect period attendance in different periods across different schedule 
terms during the course term. 
Periods (optional) – Select the boxes for the periods in which attendance will be 
collected. 
 

Course Section – Teacher History Tab 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Course Maintenance – Course Sections – Teacher History Tab 
The Teacher History tab lists the teachers of this course section. Also listed are the 
dates the teacher began and ended teaching this course section and the teacher’s role. 
The Teacher History tab is not automatically updated with the information from the 
Meeting Times tab. When adding a course section, users must update the information 
on the Teacher History tab and on the Meeting Times tab. 

 
Teacher History Tab on the Add/Edit Course Sections Maintenance Screen 

Add New – Add a new teacher to this course section. 

 – Remove this teacher from the course section. 
 – Modify this teacher entry. 
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Add Teacher 

Click Add New to add a teacher to this course section. 

 
Add Teacher History on the Add/Edit Course Sections Maintenance Screen 

Teacher (required) – Select the teacher being added from the drop-down list. 
Role Code (optional) – Select the teacher’s role from the drop-down list. Lead teacher 
is used when one and only one teacher of record is assigned to this course section. 
When multiple teachers of record are assigned to this course section, they all must be 
designated as co-teachers. 
Start Date (optional) – Select the date the teacher started teaching this course section. 
End Date (optional) – Select the date the teacher stopped teaching this course section. 
Teacher of Record –For EMIS reporting purposes, at least one teacher must be 
designated as a teacher of record for this course section. All teachers of record are 
reported to EMIS. 

Course Section – EMIS Override Tab 
StudentInformation – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Course Maintenance – Course Sections 
The EMIS Override tab enables you to override the information reported to EMIS for 
courses in which an individual section varies from the information defined in the course. 
If a value exists in any of the fields for the course section, StudentInformation uses the 
values in the course section instead of those defined in the course when performing 
various processes. 
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EMIS Override Tab on the Add/Edit Course Sections Maintenance Screen 

You can override the following information in the course section. For more information 
about the codes, refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation EMIS Guide. 
EMIS Staff Provider IRN – IRN number of the entity other than the working district 
employing the staff member of this course. Valid IRNs are those for an ESC. ****** must 
be entered if there is no EMIS Staff Provider IRN.  
EMIS Subject Code – Lists the valid EMIS Course Subjects.  
Curriculum  – Lists the valid curriculum source/model/program for the course.  
Delivery Method − Identifies the means by which instruction is provided/communicated 
to the student(s) in the course. 
Student Population − Identifies the attributes of the student group for which the course 
is intended.  
Highly Qualified Teacher IRN – IRN used to group courses for the calculation of the 
percent of core courses taught by highly qualified staff and the percent of core courses 
taught by properly certified staff. Valid options include a 6 digit IRN, 999999 or ******. 

 – Opens the OEDS-R Search Organization screen to assist you in completing the 
EMIS Staff Provider IRN or Highly Qualified Teacher IRN fields. 
Dual Credit – Select this option when the course is not marked as dual credit, but the 
course section can earn credits for both high school and transcripted college credit. 

Course Groups  
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Course Maintenance – Course Groups 
If you navigate to this page before the schedule is finalized, you will need to select a 
Working Schedule from the drop-down list and then click Reload Screen. At any time, 
you may select a different schedule from the drop-down and click Reload Screen to 
change which Schedule you are working with. 
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Select the Working Schedule on the Course Groups Maintenance Screen 

Course Groups are used as a way to mass schedule students into a group of courses, 
the result being that a group of students stay together for all courses that are defined in 
the group. Course Groups can have many courses and many sections. 
From a course/schedule request point of view, students will only need a request for the 
course group and not all the individual courses within the course group. From a 
scheduling point of view the students will be assigned to the specific course sections 
within the course group, therefore class lists and grades can be generated for each 
student on the class list of each course in the group. 

 
Searching for Course Groups 

Course Groups can be viewed by specifying a filter from one or more of the fields listed 
as shown in the following example, or by searching without any specified criteria, which 
would list ALL Course Groups in the working building. Alternately, the Course Selection 
Wizard may be used by clicking the ellipse button ( ). For more information on using 
the Course Selection Wizard see “Course Selection Wizard.” 

 
Search Results on the Course Groups Maintenance Screen 

 – Open the Course Selection Wizard. 
Search – Search for Course Groups using the selection criterion. 
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This screen has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls.  
Records on this page are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information on 
reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide. 
Sorting – You may sort by most columns (Code, Name, Capacity and Is Active) in 
ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header. 
Courses – This column lists the Course IDs of member Courses of this Course Group 
When adding a Course Group, after entering information on the Group tab, switching to 
the Courses / Sections tab will save the Course Group. When editing a Course Group, 
switching to the Courses / Sections tab will save any changes made to information on 
the Group tab. 
<Prev: [Course] – When editing, save changes made to this Course Group and go to 
the previous Course Group. 
Next: [Course]> – When editing, save changes made to this Course Group and go to 
the next Course Group. 

Course Group – Groups Tab 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Course Maintenance – Course Groups 

 
Add/Edit Course Groups Maintenance Screen 

Code (required) – Enter up to 15 characters – alphanumeric – for the Course Group. If 
you try to use an existing inactive Course Group Code, you will be prompted to 
reactivate this inactive Group if you wish. Course Groups are defined at the building 
level only. 
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Abbreviation (optional) – Enter an abbreviation to be used for the Course Group (up to 
8 characters). 
Name (required) – Enter name of Course Group (up to 30 characters). 
Short Name (optional) – Enter a short version of the Name for the Course Group (up to 
15 characters). 
Description (optional) – Enter description of the new Course Group (up to 200 
characters). 
Capacity (optional) – Enter a value to indicate the capacity to be used for this group, or 
adjust up and down with the arrow buttons. 
Scheduling Priority (required) – Choose a scheduling priority from 1 to 9 (1 being the 
lowers and 9 being the highest) for this Course Group, with a default value of 5. Any 
student request created for this Course Group will have the request priority set to the 
Course Group’s scheduling priority. A request with a higher priority will be attempted to 
be scheduled before a request with a lower priority. NOTE: Once a request is entered, 
changing this value on the Course Group record does not change existing request 
priority values. Also, request priority only affects the student’s schedule when it is 
selected for all passes on the Job Parameter Set. 
Is Locked (optional) – (this function is currently not functional; see the Is Locked check 
box for each course group section, the following topic). 
Display Courses Individually – Yes or No. Indicates whether Courses that are 
members of this Course Group may be searched for and requested by students in the 
Public Course Requests Module. If Courses that are in this Course Group should not 
show individually in the Public Course Requests Module, then the Display Courses 
Individually check box should be unchecked. This overrides the Course – General tab – 
Display on Public Module check box for the Courses within this Course group. 
Display on Public Module – Yes or No. If checked, this course group is requestable by 
students as part of the Public Course Requests Module. 
Is Active – Yes or No. If checked, this is an active course group that can be used in 
course requests and scheduling. 
Clicking on the Courses/Sections tab saves changes made to the Course Group. 

Course Group – Courses / Sections Tab  
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Course Maintenance – Course Groups 
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Course/Sections Tab on the Add/Edit Course Groups Maintenance Screen 

Course Group – This information box lists the Course Group Code, Course Group 
Name, and Course Group Capacity. 

 – Enter a Course ID in the box, or use the Course Selection 
Wizard ( ) to select a Course ID, then click Add Course to add that Course to the 
Course Group. All Courses added to the Course Group will be displayed in the grid 
above. 

 
Member Course Grid on Course/Sections Tab 

 – Remove this member Course from the Course Group. NOTE: This does NOT 
currently remove course sections assigned to any course group sections. 
Memberships –This column lists all Course Groups of which this Course is a member. 
Course Is Active – This column shows whether a Course is marked as active or not, 
regardless of its inclusion in the Course Group. A yellow light bulb indicates an Active 
Course, while a dim light bulb (and gray shading on the Course) indicates an Inactive 
Course. 

 
Active and Inactive Courses in the Member Course Grid 
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Add Section – Add a new Course Group Section to the following grid. This adds a new 
Course Group Section with a Section number by default one higher than the number of 
Course Group Sections already listed in the grid. No member Courses will have Course 
Sections assigned yet. 

 
Adding a Course Section 

Lines shaded in yellow are active Course Group Sections. Member Courses are listed 
below each Course Group Section. 
Course Group Section records on this page are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. 
For information on reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting 
Started Guide. 
Section (Course Group Section) (required) – This is the Course Group Section 
number. You can enter a different section number (section numbers do not have to be 
sequential), or adjust with the arrow buttons. 
Section (Member Course Section) (required) – For each member Course, select the 
Course Section that should be assigned to this Course Group Section. 
Capacity (required) – Enter capacity to be used in filling this Course Group Section. 
 

Note: Course Group Section Capacity takes precedence over Course Section 
Capacity when using the Scheduler. Therefore, the student may not get 
scheduled into a Course Group Section if any one of the Course Sections has 
reached the Course Group Section Capacity, even if other Courses within the 
Course Group Section have not yet reached Capacity, or the Course Section has 
a higher Capacity. (For example, if a Course Section with a Capacity of 30 is 
assigned to a Course Group Section with a Capacity of 25, students beyond 25 
will not get scheduled into the Course Group Section, even though the Course 
Section has not reached its own Capacity.) 
Is Locked (optional) – Yes or No; If a Course Group Section is Locked, a student with a 
request for an individual Course that is a member of this Course Group will not be 
scheduled into the Course Section that is a member of this Course Group Section by 
the Batch Scheduler (as long as “Honor Course Group Locks” was selected in the 
Scheduler run). 
Clicking on the Group tab will save changes made to the Course Group. 
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Scheduler 

Job Parameter Sets (Schedule Job Wizard) 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Scheduler – Job Parameter Sets 
A Job Parameter Set is a collection of parameters that can be used in a run of the Batch 
Schedule Engine or Online Scheduler. A Job Parameter Set allows the school 
personnel to maintain a set of parameters for reuse, rather than resetting all parameters 
for each Schedule Job run. As shown in the following figure, the building may have 
several Job Parameter Sets defined for use, with one being designated as the default 
set which will be used in all runs of the Batch and Online Scheduler unless otherwise 
specified. 

 
Job Parameter Set Maintenance Screen 

 – Delete this Job Parameter Set. 

 – This Job Parameter Set cannot be deleted (this Job Parameter Set has been set as 
Default for the Batch Scheduler or has been set to be used with the Single Student 
Scheduler). 

 – Edit this Job Parameter Set (this button opens the Schedule Job Wizard at the Run 
Level Parameters tab, and displays only controls to Save, set defaults, or Clear values 
on the Submit tab). 

 – Execute this Job Parameter Set and Update the existing Schedule Result (this 
button opens the Schedule Job Wizard at the Submit tab, and only displays controls to 
run and update on the Submit tab; changes made to other tabs will be saved when the 
job is run). 

Note: When updating an existing Schedule Result, all previous Schedule Result 
records will be deleted, even those with a non-assigned status. 

 – Execute this Job Parameter Set and Create a new Schedule Result (this button 
opens the Schedule Job Wizard at the Submit tab, and only displays controls to run and 
create on the Submit tab; changes made to other tabs will be saved when the job is run) 
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Default Batch – This box is checked if this Job Parameter Set is used as the default 
Job Parameter Set for the Batch Scheduler. (This Job Parameter Set will have the 
Delete button locked.) 

Note: Once a Default Batch Job Parameter Set is selected, its selections 
become the default values when adding a new Job Parameter Set. 

Single Student – This box is checked if this Job Parameter Set is used for the Single 
Student Scheduler. (This Job Parameter Set will have the Delete button locked.) 
Add Job Parameter Set – Add a new Job Parameter Set. There are six screens/tabs to 
be completed with the last one used to save the defined parameters, run the scheduler, 
or both save the sets and run the scheduler at the same time. 
NOTE: If you try to use the Schedule Job Wizard or add a Job Parameter Set to 

the current school year, the warning message StudentInformation provides will 
be very large. We strongly recommend AGAINST running the Scheduler in the 
current school year. 

 
Schedule Job Wizard 

Add/Edit/Execute Job Parameter Set 

On each tab, the <Back and Next> buttons have different functions depending whether 
you are adding/editing a Job Parameter Set, or executing a Job Parameter Set. In both 
cases, they will go back to the previous tab or advance to the next tab, respectively. 
Changes made to a Job Parameter Set will only be saved if you are Adding or Editing 
the Job Parameter Set (not Executing), and only after clicking the Save Schedule 
Parameters button on the Submit tab. Changes made to a Job Parameter Set while 
Executing will only be saved as part of the parameters for the current Schedule Job 
run. The original Job Parameter Set being executed will not change. 
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On all tabs, the Cancel button will cancel changes and return to the Job Parameter Sets 
Maintenance Screen. 
 

Run Level Parameters Tab 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Scheduler – Schedule Job Wizard 
The first tab of the Schedule Job Wizard is used to define Run Parameters. Run 
parameters are various selection and sort criterion to be used by the online or batch 
scheduler when this particular Job Parameter Set is used. 

 
Run Level Parameters Tab on the Schedule Job Wizard 

Grade Levels to Schedule (required) – Select at least one grade level to be scheduled 
for this Job Parameter Set. By default, all grade levels are selected. 
Course Terms to Schedule (required) – Select at least one course term to be 
scheduled for this Job Parameter Set. By default, all course terms are selected. 
Sort Criteria for Students who are being Scheduled (required) – Select the sort 
parameters that you wish to use and in what order those parameters are to be used in 
the scheduling run. If no Default Batch Job Parameter Set exists, the default sort order 
is “Grade Level ASC, Student Schedule Priority, Student Requesting Group, Student 
Random.” Do not select both ASC (ascending) and DESC (descending) versions of the 
same type of sort (such as both Student Number ASC and Student Number DESC).  
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Options are: 

• Grade Level ASC (ascending) or DESC (descending) 

• Student Last Name ASC (ascending) or DESC (descending) 

• Student Number ASC (ascending) or DESC (descending) 

• Student Schedule Priority – Sorts by “Student Scheduling Priority” from Profile 

• Student Requesting Group – Schedules students with Requests for course 
groups before scheduling students without a Request for any course groups. 

• Student Random – This sort option should always be the last option unless it is 
the only sort option being used. 

At least one sort parameter must be selected. If you click on an item in the right-side 
box, you can move that item up or down in the Sort Order using the  and  buttons. 
NOTE: Only students with a Student Status Code with overall status of Active will 
be scheduled by the Scheduler. 
Section Overfilled Percent (optional) – If overfilling of course sections is allowed a 
value/percentage must be defined in this field. This value will be used as the percentage 
of the capacity a section may be overfilled. Please note that the scheduler will attempt 
to balance the number of students per section before overfilling will occur. You can 
enter a specific number, or increase or decrease this value by one point using the  
buttons. If this value is 0% (zero) then the capacity setting will be enforced. NOTE: this 
value will only be enforced on Scheduler passes for which the Allow Section Overfilling 
box is checked on the Pass Control Tab. 
Course Group Locking – Define the method to be used for Course Group Locking.  
Options are: 

• Lock No Course Groups – Students may be scheduled into course sections 
within a Course Group without regard to whether the Course Group Sections 
have been defined as locked. 

• Honor Course Group Locks – Do not allow students to be scheduled into 
course sections for Course Group Sections that have been defined as locked. 

• Lock All Course Groups – Students will NOT be scheduled into any course 
sections within a Course Group regardless if they have defined as locked or not. 

Balance by Ethnicity – If ethnic balancing is to be used during the scheduling run, 
select the majority or primary ethnicity from the drop-down menu of all available 
ethnicities. All other ethnicities will be grouped together as the minority. The default 
value will be “no ethnic balancing.” 
Time Limit Per Student – The Time Limit Per Student value determines the maximum 
number of seconds that the scheduler will try to schedule each student. 
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Pass Level Parameters Tab  
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Scheduler – Schedule Job Wizard 
Pass Level parameters define processing logic and number of passes to be completed 
with this run of the scheduler. Any number of passes, from 1-10 may be defined. Note 
that the Online Scheduler uses one pass regardless of the number listed here. Once the 
school year and scheduling process have been finalized, the default Job Parameter run 
should be designated with one pass, which will then be used by the online scheduler for 
new students admitted to the building. 

 
Pass Level Parameters Tab on the Schedule Job Wizard 

 – Adjust this value up or down by one. 
Maximum Number of Passes (required) – Input the number of passes to be performed 
by the scheduler, using the various options defined for each pass (under Pass Control 
tab). Valid options are 1-10. This number determines the number of columns that will be 
available on the Pass Control Tab, and defaults to 3. Note: Regardless of the number of 
passes listed here, the Single Student Scheduler only uses one pass.  

Note: multiple passes with the exact same options selected on the Pass Control 
tab will not improve your final schedule. For a Pass to have any effect on your 
schedule, each pass should have different options selected on the Pass Control 
tab. 
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The following three features only function for those passes for which the appropriate 
boxes are checked on the Pass Control Tab. For instance, if Enforce Maximum Number 
of Periods Per Day is checked for all passes, the number entered in the Maximum 
Number of Periods per Day field will be enforced for all passes. 
Maximum Number of Periods per Day (optional) – Enter up to two digits to indicate 
the maximum number of periods on any given day into which a student may be 
scheduled. This field defaults to your total number of periods per day. (Pass Control: 
Enforce Maximum Number of Periods Per Day) 
Maximum Variation of Courses Between Schedule Terms (optional) – Enter one 
digit to indicate the maximum difference in the number of courses a student may be 
scheduled into in between any two schedule terms. This field is used to ensure that 
each student’s course load is spread evenly across all schedule terms. By default, this 
field is blank. (Pass Control: Enforce Number of Courses Between Schedule Terms) 
Maximum Variation In Course Weights Between Schedule Terms (optional) – Enter 
up to two digits to indicate the maximum variation in course weights between any two 
schedule terms. This field is used to ensure that each student’s course load is spread 
evenly across all schedule terms. By default, this field is blank. (Pass Control: Enforce 
Course Weights Between Schedule Terms) 
Maximum Number of Days Allowed With Restricted Patterns (optional) – Enter a 
number from 0 to 10 to indicate the max number of cycle/rotation days a student’s 
schedule may be in conflict with the daily pattern rules in a schedule term. By default, 
this field is blank. (See “Daily Pattern Rules.”) 
Example: If the max number of days allowed with restricted patterns is 2, and the 
student has a schedule that violates a daily pattern rule on only Monday, then the 
student’s schedule is accepted. But if the student’s schedule violates a pattern on 
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, then the schedule is rejected. 
Maximum Number of Days Allowed With Excessive Periods (optional) – Enter a 
number from 0 to 10 to indicate the max number of cycle days a student’s schedule may 
be in conflict with the Maximum number of Periods Per Day rule. By default, this field is 
blank. 

Pass Control Tab 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Scheduler – Schedule Job Wizard 
The Pass Control Tab defines properties to be used by each pass during the batch 
schedule run. The number of columns listed will be determined by the number of passes 
defined on the previous tab. The following example is for one (1) pass of the scheduler. 
This might be an example of how this screen would be defined for the online scheduler 
to process. (Allow Partial Schedules should only ever be checked for ONE pass.) 
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Pass Control Tab on the Schedule Job Wizard 

 

 
Example: Using 4 Pass Levels 
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When more than one pass has been designated, you should make the first pass the 
most restrictive and with each consecutive pass, remove various constraints, with the 
final pass being the least restrictive (Allow Partial Schedules should only ever be 
checked for the FINAL pass). This will enable students to possibly be at least partially 
scheduled during the final pass of the Batch Scheduler. Multiple passes with the exact 
same options selected will not improve your final schedule. For a Pass to have any 
effect on your schedule, each pass should have different options selected. 
Enforce Course Sequencing Rules (optional) – Set each subsequent pass to Yes or 
No to determine whether to enforce Course Sequencing Rule if defined on the Course 
Sequencing Rules tab. 
Enforce Daily Pattern Rules (optional) – Set each subsequent pass to Yes or No to 
determine whether to enforce Daily Pattern Rules. To use Daily Pattern Rules, they 
must have been defined in StudentInformation (see “Daily Pattern Rules”). 
Enforce Teacher Link Groups (optional) – Set each subsequent pass to Yes or No to 
determine whether to enforce Teacher Link Groups that have been defined on the 
Teacher Link Groups Tab. 
Enforce Maximum Number of Periods per Day (optional) – Set each subsequent 
pass to Yes or No to determine whether to enforce the Maximum Number of Periods per 
Day value defined on the Pass Level Parameters Tab. 
Enforce Number of Courses Between Schedule Terms (optional) – Set each 
subsequent pass to Yes or No to determine whether to enforce the Maximum Variation 
of Courses Between Schedule Terms value defined on the Pass Level Parameters Tab. 
Enforce Course Weights Between Schedule Terms (optional) – Set each subsequent 
pass to Yes or No to determine whether to enforce the Maximum Variation in Course 
Weights Between Schedule Terms value defined on the Pass Level Parameters Tab. 
Allow Section Overfilling (optional) – Set each subsequent pass to Yes or No to 
determine whether to enforce Section Capacity. If Yes is entered, capacities will be 
incremented by the percentage defined on the Run Level Parameters Tab. 
Try Alternates (optional) – Set each subsequent pass to Yes or No to determine 
whether to allow alternates to be attempted in the corresponding pass, if one or more of 
the primary requests cannot be scheduled. Note that this should not be checked in the 
first pass of the scheduler if more than one pass has been defined. 
Allow Partial Schedules (optional) – Set each subsequent pass to Yes or No to 
determine whether to allow partial schedules if a student cannot be fully scheduled. 
Partial schedules are allowed in any pass. The student’s best partial schedule from all 
passes, with allowed partial schedules, will be the student’s final schedule if a full 
schedule cannot be found. NOTE: This should only be checked for the FINAL pass. 
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Order Requests by Priority (optional) – Set each subsequent pass to Yes or No to 
determine whether to enforce the scheduling of High priority course requests before 
Low priority course requests. IMPORTANT: If you do not check this box for each run, 
course requests will be assigned during the unchecked run without regard to request 
priority, which may result in electives being scheduled before core classes. NOTE: This 
refers to request priority (which defaults to course Scheduling Priority when a request is 
entered), not to student Schedule Priority (See the Run Level Parameters tab above). 
If you choose to schedule by Course Priority when running the StudentInformation 
Batch Scheduler it will only order courses by Course Priority - it does not guarantee a 
student will receive higher priority courses over lower priority courses. If 
StudentInformation can give a student a fuller schedule by scheduling a lower priority 
course instead of a higher priority course, the Batch Scheduler will assign the lower 
priority course. The SIS Batch Scheduler had the same functionality. 
Enforce Requests With Assigned Teacher or Period (optional) – Set each 
subsequent pass to Yes or No to determine whether a base request with an assigned 
teacher or period must receive a section with the chosen teacher or period. If not 
enforced, a student may be assigned another section if none for the chosen teacher or 
period are available. 
 

Course Sequencing Rules Tab 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Scheduler – Schedule Job Wizard 
Course Sequencing Rules are used to define the order course sections can be assigned 
in a student’s schedule by the online or batch scheduler engine. Course sequencing 
rules function by placing one course against another course with a preset rule that 
specifies when the first course must be taken in relation to the second course. 
NOTE: These are not pre-requisites or co-requisites. These only determine 

course ordering in the year being scheduled, and only if a student has requested 
both courses. 

 
Course Sequencing Rules Tab on the Schedule Job Wizard 
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 – Delete this Course Sequencing Rule. 

 – Edit this Course Sequencing Rule. 
Note: Course Sequencing Rules now copy up to the new school year when 
running School Year Initialization. 

 

Add/Edit Course Sequencing Rule 

 
Add Course Sequencing Rule 

 
Edit Course Sequencing Rule 

Note: Unlike most screens, to add a Course Sequencing Rule, you need to enter 
the necessary fields before clicking Add. 

Primary Course – Type in a course ID or use the Course Selection Wizard ( ) to 
designate the first/primary course, for this Course Sequencing Rule. 
Rule – Select the applicable rule from the drop-down menu. Valid options are: In Earlier 
Schedule Term, Not in Earlier Schedule Term, In Same Schedule Term, and Not in 
Same Schedule Term. 

Secondary Course – Type in the course ID or use the Course Selection Wizard ( ) to 
designate the secondary course, for this Course Sequencing Rule. 
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Is Rigid – Yes or No; check if this rule is to be enforced throughout the schedule run 
process, regardless of pass Control parameters. 
Add – After entering values on the tab, click this button to create a new Course 
Sequencing Rule. 
Save – Save changes to this Course Sequencing Rule. 
Cancel – Discard changes to this Course Sequencing Rule. 

Teacher Link Groups Tab 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Scheduler – Schedule Job Wizard 
The batch schedule process includes a mechanism to link a teacher and a group of 
courses that the teacher will instruct in progression, so students will be scheduled with 
the same instructor. Most often this is handled through Course Groups but can also be 
accomplished using the Teacher Link Group. By setting up courses as a Teacher 
Linked Group, the batch scheduler will ensure that students are assigned a course 
section with the same teacher for all courses that are defined in that Teacher Link 
Group. 
IMPORTANT NOTE:  The maximum number of Teacher Link Group Sections for a 
Teacher Link Group with two courses is defaulted to 100. This will allow a maximum of 
ten course sections in each course in the Teacher Link Group to have the same 
teacher. If this limit is exceeded, the batch scheduler will not process correctly.   
There is an ITC-level parameter that can be used to increase the maximum number of 
course sections in each course in a Teacher Link Group that have the same teacher. 
The parameter is called 
BatchScheduler.TeacherLinkGroup.MaxSectionsPerCourseWithSameTeacher, and 
must be a whole number. The desired setting must be added to the appSettings section 
of the MCOECN.DASL.Windows.BatchScheduler.exe.config file in the folder where the 
StudentInformation binaries are located on the ITC’s app server. 

 
Teacher Link Groups Tab on the Schedule Job Wizard 
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 – Delete this Teacher Link Group. 
 – Edit this Teacher Link Group. 

Edit Teacher Link Group 

 
Editing a Teacher Link Group 

Teacher Link Group Name (required) – Define a Teacher Link Group name of up to 30 
characters. All courses to be linked together must have the same teacher link group 
name. 
Teacher Link Group Description (optional) – Enter up to 200 characters to describe 
the group. 
Courses (required) – Select courses from the left list box that are to be included in this 
Teacher Link Group, and move to the right list box. 
Save – Save changes to this Teacher Link Group. 
Cancel – Discard changes to this Teacher Link Group. 

Add Teacher Link Group 

Unlike most screens, to add a Teacher Link Group, you need to enter the necessary 
fields before clicking Add. 
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Adding a Teacher Link Group 

Add – After entering values on the tab, click this button to create a new Teacher Link 
Group. 

Submit Tab (Add/Edit) 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Scheduler – Schedule Job Wizard 
When Adding or Editing a Job Parameter Set, the Submit tab allows you to set the 
properties of the Schedule Job and then save the Job Parameter Set (without running 
the Scheduler). 
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Submit Tab on the Schedule Job Wizard 

Is Active (optional) – Check if this Scheduling Job Parameter is active and can be used 
for scheduling purposes. 
Job Parameter Set Name (required) – Enter a name for the Job Parameter Set (up to 
20 characters). 
Job Parameter Set Description (optional) – Enter a Description for this Job Parameter 
Set (up to 200 characters). 
Set this Parameter Set as the Default Batch Parameter Set – Yes or No; check this 
box if this Parameter Set is to be designated as the default parameter set to be used by 
the Batch Scheduler. (If you are adding a first Job Parameter Set, this will be checked 
by default and not be editable.) 
Set this Parameter Set as the Single Student Parameter Set – Yes or No; check this 
box if this Parameter Set is to be designated for use by the Single Student Scheduler. 
Clear Schedule Results Created By Scheduler – Yes or No; check if student 
schedule result with a status of Assigned and a type of Batch or Online should be 
changed to a status of UnAssigned (initial request) at the beginning of the scheduling 
run. Selecting this option will un-schedule all previously scheduled course requests for a 
student that were scheduled using the scheduler (batch or online). 
Clear Schedule Results Created Manually – Yes or No; check if schedule result with 
a status of Assigned and a type of Manual should be changed to a status of 
UnAssigned (initial request) at the beginning of the scheduling run. Selecting this option 
will un-schedule any course requests which were previously scheduled manually for the 
student. 
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Schedule Results with a non-Assigned status are always cleared. 
Save Schedule Parameters – Will save the current Job Parameter Set and return to 
the Job Parameter Sets listing. 

Submit Tab (Execute) 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Scheduler – Schedule Job Wizard 

When Executing a Job Parameter Set (using either the  or  buttons from the Job 
Parameter Set listing page), the Submit tab allows you to set the properties of the 
Schedule Job and then run the Scheduler (note that this will not affect the original Job 
Parameter Set). 

Execute Job and Update Existing Schedule Result 

 
Executing Job and Updating an Existing Schedule Result 

Master Schedule (required) – Select the applicable Master Schedule from the drop-
down. This Master Schedule will be used in this run of the Scheduler. Note: The building 
may have several Master Schedules listed when working on the schedule for the 
upcoming school year, so be sure to select the appropriate Master Schedule. 
Schedule Result (required) – Select the applicable Schedule Result to update from the 
drop-down. This Schedule Result will be updated in this run of the Scheduler. Note: The 
building is likely to have several Schedule Results for each Master Schedule listed 
when working on the schedule for the upcoming school year, so be sure to select the 
appropriate Schedule Result. 
Schedule Job Name (required) – Enter a name for this Schedule Job (up to 30 
characters). This name will be displayed on the Schedule Job History screen, so you 
should make it descriptive of what this Schedule Job Run represents ("third run" might 
not be useful, while something like "09-11, OF 10%, partials" might be more useful). 
Job Queue (required) – Select a predefined Job Queue from the drop-down list. Job 
queues may be set up to run at specific times of the day or night.  
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Clear Schedule Results Created By Scheduler – Yes or No; check if student 
schedule result with a status of Assigned and a type of Batch or Online should be 
changed to a status of UnAssigned (initial request) at the beginning of the scheduling 
run. Selecting this option will un-schedule all previously scheduled course requests for a 
student that were scheduled using the scheduler (batch or online). 
Clear Schedule Results Created Manually – Yes or No; check if schedule result with 
a status of Assigned and a type of Manual should be changed to a status of 
UnAssigned (initial request) at the beginning of the scheduling run. Selecting this option 
will unschedule any course requests which were previously scheduled manually for the 
student. 
Schedule Results with a non-Assigned status are always cleared. 
Execute Schedule Job – Will run the Scheduler (saving these parameters to the 
Schedule Job History only) and go to the Schedule Job History screen. 

Execute Job and Create New Schedule Result 

 
Executing Job and Creating a New Schedule Result 

For fields not listed here, see “Execute Job and Update Existing Schedule Result.” 
New Schedule Result Name (required) – Enter a name for the Schedule Results that 
will be obtained when this job has processed (up to 30 characters) 
New Schedule Result Description (optional) – Enter a description to more clearly 
define these Schedule Results obtained when this job has processed (up to 200 
characters). 
Copy from existing Schedule Result set (optional) – Select a different Schedule 
Result set in the drop-down menu to copy assignments from that Schedule Result. 
Check the boxes below the drop-down to determine which assignments are copied. If 
you are creating a brand new schedule result with this Scheduler run, you can leave this 
drop-down (and all three Copy Schedule Results check boxes below) blank. 
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Copy Schedule Results Created Manually – Yes or No; check if any manual results 
are to be copied from an existing Schedule Result (selected in the drop-down above 
these check boxes). 
Copy Schedule Results Created by the Batch Scheduler – Yes or No; check if any 
batch results are to be copied from an existing Schedule Result (selected in the drop-
down above these check boxes). 
Copy Schedule Results Created by the Online Scheduler – Yes or No; check if any 
Single Student results (formerly called Online Scheduler results) are to be copied from 
an existing Schedule Result (selected in the drop-down above these check boxes). 
Execute Schedule Job – Will run the Scheduler (saving these parameters to the 
Schedule Job History only) and go to the Schedule Job History screen. 

Study Hall Wizard 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Scheduler – Study Hall Wizard 
The Study Hall Wizard is used to define parameters used when scheduling study halls 
for students via the batch or online schedule engines. 
NOTE: If you try to use the Study Hall Wizard in the current school year, the 

warning message StudentInformation provides will be very large. We strongly 
recommend AGAINST running the Study Hall Wizard in the current school year. 

 
Student Hall Wizard 

Study Hall Parameters 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Scheduler – Study Hall Wizard 
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Student Hall Parameters Tab on the Study Hall Wizard Screen 

Max Consecutive Study Halls (required) – Enter up to two digits to indicate the 
maximum consecutive study halls on any given day into which a student may be 
scheduled. Value of 0 (zero) means that no study halls can be scheduled. 
Section Overfill Percent (optional) – If overfilling of course sections is allowed, this 
value represents a percentage of the capacity a study hall may be overfilled. 
Sort Params Sort Order (required) – Select the sort parameters that you wish to use 
and in what order those parameters are to be used in the study hall assignment run. By 
default, none are selected, so you must select at least one. Do not select both ASC 
(ascending) and DESC (descending) versions of the same type of sort (such as both 
Student Number ASC and Student Number DESC). Options are: 

• Grade Level ASC (ascending) or DESC (descending) 

• Student Last Name ASC (ascending) or DESC (descending) 

• Student Number ASC (ascending) or DESC (descending) 

• Student Schedule Priority – Sorts by Student Scheduling Priority from Profile. 

• Student Random – This sort option should always be the last option unless it is 
the only sort option being used. 

If you click on an item in the right-side box, you can move that item up or down in the 
Sort Order using the  and  buttons. 

Note: Only students with a Student Status Code with overall status of Active will 
be scheduled by the Study Hall Wizard. 

Enforce Study Hall Grade Levels (optional) – Indicates whether the study hall 
assignment will be performed only for the grade levels that are set up on the course 
master for each study hall. The grade level for a study hall must also be selected in the 
set of Grades Levels to Schedule list box. 
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Grade Levels to Schedule (optional) – Select the grades from the available list box 
(left) that are to be included in the assignment of study halls when batch or online 
schedule engine is run. By default all grade levels will be selected (right list box). 
Permit First Period Study Hall (optional) – Yes or No; check this box if you wish to 
allow study halls to be added first period to student schedules on any rotation day, if an 
opening exists.  
Permit Last Period Study Hall (optional) – Yes or No; check this box if you wish to 
allow study halls to be added last period to student schedules on any rotation day, if an 
opening exists. 
Permit Study Hall Before Lunch (optional) – Yes or No; check this box if you wish to 
allow study halls to be added to student schedules on any rotation day, before a 
scheduled lunch, if an opening exists. 
Permit Study Hall After Lunch (optional) – Yes or No; check this box if you wish to 
allow study halls to be added to student schedules after a scheduled lunch on any 
rotation day, if an opening exists. 
Save – Save current Study Hall Scheduling parameters without executing the Study 
Hall scheduling job. 
Cancel– Clear out any data entered. 
Next>  – Save Study Hall Scheduling parameters and go to the Execute Job tab. 
 

Note: The Study Hall Wizard tries to balance study hall sections, first by trying to 
schedule a study hall with the greatest number of meeting times per rotation 
period (e.g. if a student has period 3 open all week, the Study Hall Scheduler will 
first try to schedule a MTWRF study hall before it tries a MWF study hall), and 
after that, it schedules study halls in ascending order by filling percentage. This 
means that, if you have three study hall sections with Capacity 30, and have 61 
students to schedule into this study hall, the StudentInformation Study Hall 
Wizard will eventually try to schedule these study halls to 21, 20 and 20 Filling, 
respectively. (SIS/POISE would have scheduled these study halls to 30, 30 and 
1, respectively.) 

Execute Job 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Scheduler – Study Hall Wizard 
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Execute Job Tab on the Study Hall Wizard Screen 

Schedule (optional) – Select a schedule from the drop-down list that is to be used 
during this submission of the Study Hall schedule job. The schedule marked as the 
default, will auto populate this field. If the schedule has been finalized, this field will not 
be selectable. 
Schedule Result (required) – Select the schedule result to be used during this 
submission of the study hall schedule job. If the schedule has been finalized, this field 
will not be selectable. 
Schedule Job Name (required) – Enter a name for this Schedule Job (up to 30 
characters). 
Job Queue (required) – Select a predefined Job Queue from the drop-down list of 
available queues. 
Submit – Submit the Schedule Job with the job specifications as defined. 
<Back – Save changes to this tab and go to the Study Hall Parameters tab. 
 

Schedule Job History 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Scheduler – Schedule Job History 
A Schedule Job contains data regarding a single run of the batch schedule engine 
including the Scheduling Job Parameters used, date and time of execution and statistics 
related to the schedule job run. Schedule job records are not restricted to batch 
schedule jobs but may also include Online (single student) jobs and special runs such 
as study hall jobs. 
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Schedule Job History 

Result Set – Specify Result Set from the drop-down menu. All is the default. 
Job Types – Specify from the drop-down menu options, which result sets are to be 
selected. Batch is the default. Valid options are All, Batch, Online, Study Hall Batch and 
Study Hall Online. 
Job Status – Specify from the drop-down menu options, which result sets are to be 
used. All is the default. Valid options are All, Job Schedule Error, Error, Submitted, 
Pending, Active and Complete. 
Refresh Display – Click this button to refresh results.  
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Job Name, Schedule Result Set, Run Time, 
Duration (min), Job Type, Status, Username or ReferenceId) in ascending or 
descending order by clicking on the column header. 
Stats – View job statistics. 
Job Params – View and/or Save Job Parameters used for the Schedule Job (invokes 
the Schedule Job Wizard, see “Add/Edit/Execute Job Parameter Set” or “Study Hall 
Wizard”). 
Rerun Job – Execute Job and Update Existing Schedule Result (invokes the Schedule 
Job Wizard, see “Submit Tab (Execute)” or the “Study Hall Wizard”). 
Add Schedule Job – Add a new Schedule Job (invokes the Schedule Job Wizard, see 
“Job Parameter Sets (Schedule Job Wizard).”) 

Note: If your Schedule Job ends in an error, and you wish to troubleshoot the 
error, ITC personnel will need to submit a Help Desk ticket to StudentInformation 
State Support. If the ITC personnel working on troubleshooting have the Batch 
Scheduler Utility, they can use the Batch Scheduler Troubleshooter Action within 
the Batch Scheduler Utility to acquire Schedule Job Data and Schedule Job 
Details to attach to the Help Desk ticket. For more information on the Batch 
Scheduler Utility and the latest version of the Utility, ITC personnel may contact 
StudentInformation State Support. 
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Note: If you view the Schedule Job Statistics page in the current school year, the 
warning message StudentInformation provides will be very large. We strongly 
recommend AGAINST running the Scheduler in the current school year using 
any links on this page. 

 
Schedule Job History 

View Job Statistics 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Scheduler – Schedule Job History 

 
View Job Statistics 

Click Stats to view Job Statistics (if available). 
You can also reach this screen from the Schedule Result Set Maintenance screen: 
 

Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Scheduler – Schedule Result Sets 
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Schedule Result Set Maintenance Screen 

Click  to View Job Statistics (if available). 
There are two possible formats for Schedule Result Statistics Sets. Statistics 

saved prior to DASL version 1.33 (released early March, 2006) will display with 
different tab titles and a few slightly different tab functions. 

 
Schedule Result Statistics Screen 

Note that there is no Back, Next or Cancel buttons. You must click on a tab to 
navigate to that tab, and you must click your web browser’s Back button to return 
to a previous page (or select another page from the [Go To] search box, the 
breadcrumb trail, the side navigation menu or the main menu). 
 

Students Scheduled Summary Tab 

Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Scheduler – Schedule Job History 
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Statistics prior to 10.4.0 
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Statistics 10.4.0 and After 

Note: These statistics ONLY include those students processed by the scheduler. 
For instance, if a student is already fully scheduled and Clear Results Created by 
Scheduler was not selected, they will NOT be included in these statistics. 

Number of Students 
Scheduled By Pass and 
Grade: 

 

Number of Students fully 
scheduled (For Each Pass and 
Grade) 

The number of students for whom a course section was assigned for 
all of their base request courses (i.e. those with an I status) by the 
scheduler engine 

A separate value is stored for each Grade being scheduled, in each 
Pass being scheduled 

Number of Students fully 
scheduled with request errors 
(For Each Pass and Grade) 

The number of students for whom a course section was assigned for 
all of their base request courses by the scheduler engine, except for 
any requests for courses with course status errors (e.g. if a student 
had all their requests filled except for a request for a course which has 
no course sections, that student would be considered fully scheduled 
with request errors) 

A separate value is stored for each Grade being scheduled, in each 
Pass being scheduled 
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Number of Students 
Scheduled By Pass and 
Grade: 

 

Number of Students partially 
scheduled (For Each Pass and 
Grade) 

The number of students for whom a course section was assigned for 
at least one but not all of their base request courses by the scheduler 
engine 

A separate value is stored for each Grade being scheduled, in each 
Pass being scheduled 

Number of Students not 
scheduled (For Each Pass and 
Grade) 

The number of students for whom no course section was assigned for 
any of their base request courses by the scheduler engine 

A separate value is stored for each Grade being scheduled, in each 
Pass being scheduled 

Number of Students not 
scheduled due to time limit 
(For Each Pass and Grade) 

The number of students who were not scheduled because the 
scheduler reached the specified limit on single-student processing 
(some students drastically increase the amount of time taken while 
scheduling due to the number and combination of their requests). 

A separate value is stored for each Grade being scheduled, in each 
Pass being scheduled 

Total Students (For Each 
Grade, for all passes, for each 
resolution type) 

The total number of students processed by the scheduler engine for 
the run (fully, partially or not scheduled). 

A separate value is stored for each Grade being scheduled, which is a 
total for all passes being scheduled, and for each of the types of 
scheduling resolutions above. 

Percent of Students fully 
scheduled (For Each Grade, 
for all passes) 

The percentages of students, of those processed by the scheduler 
engine, which were fully scheduled as listed above. 

A separate value is stored for each Grade being scheduled, which is a 
total for all passes being scheduled 

Percent of Students fully 
scheduled with request errors 
(For Each Grade, for all 
passes) 

The percentages of students, of those processed by the scheduler 
engine, which were fully scheduled except for request errors as listed 
above. 

A separate value is stored for each Grade being scheduled, which is a 
total for all passes being scheduled 

Percent of Students partially 
scheduled (For Each Grade, 
for all passes) 

The percentages of students, of those processed by the scheduler 
engine, which were partially scheduled as listed above. 

A separate value is stored for each Grade being scheduled, which is a 
total for all passes being scheduled 

Percent of Students not 
scheduled (For Each Grade, 
for all passes) 

The percentages of students, of those processed by the scheduler 
engine, which were not scheduled as listed above. 

A separate value is stored for each Grade being scheduled, which is a 
total for all passes being scheduled 
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Number of Students 
Scheduled By Pass and 
Grade: 

 

Percent of Students not 
scheduled due to time limit 
(For Each Grade, for all 
passes) 

The percentage of students, of those processed by the scheduler 
engine, who were not scheduled due to the scheduler reaching the 
time limit for single-student processing as listed above. 

A separate value is stored for each Grade being scheduled, which is a 
total for all passes being scheduled 

Students Scheduled Detail Tab 

Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Scheduler – Schedule Job History 

 

 
Student Scheduled Detail Tab on the Schedule Result Statistics Screen 

Student Number, Name and Grade are listed for all categories. 
Fully Scheduled – This section lists those students who were processed by the 
Scheduler engine and for whom a course section was assigned for all of their base 
request courses. 
Fully Scheduled with Request Error – This section lists those students who were 
processed by the Scheduler engine and for whom a course section was assigned for all 
of their base request courses except those requests for courses with course status 
errors (such as a request for a course with no course sections on the master schedule). 
Partially Scheduled – This section lists those students who were processed by the 
Scheduler engine and for whom a course section was assigned for at least one but not 
all of their base request courses. 
Not Scheduled – This section lists those students who were processed by the 
Scheduler engine and for whom no course section was assigned for any of their base 
request courses. 
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Not Scheduled Due To Time Limit – This section lists those students who were 
processed by the Scheduler engine and whose number and combination of requests 
caused the scheduler to reach the single-student processing time limit for them. 

Course Status Messages Tab 

Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Scheduler – Schedule Job History 

 
Course Status Messages Tab on the Schedule Result Statistics Screen 

Possible Course Status Messages: 

• Course has no Course Sections on the master schedule 

• Course Has No Course Sections with Meeting Times on the Master Schedule 

• Group has no Group Sections on the Master Schedule 

• Course Has No Sections In Selected Course Terms 

• Group Section is missing at least one Course Section 

• Course is not Active for the master calendar 
 

Request Status Messages Tab 

Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Scheduler – Schedule Job History 

 
Request Status Messages Tab on the Schedule Result Statistics Screen 
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Possible Request Status Messages: 
• Student has multiple requests for the same course 

• Student has one or more requests that are not Approved 

Requests Exceeding Course Capacity Tab 

Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Scheduler – Schedule Job History 

 
Requests Exceeding Course Capacity Tab on the Schedule Result Statistics Screen 

Course – Displays the course number for any course for which the number of requests 
exceeds course capacity.  
Requests Count – Displays the total number of requests for the course (this number 
will be greater than the Capacity field). 
Capacity – Displays the capacity value for the corresponding course.  
If section capacities are being enforced for the scheduler run, then these stats will be 
accumulated before the scheduler run, showing those courses for which the total 
number of student requests was in excess of the total capacity of all sections for the 
course. For a course group, this statistic will show any group where the total capacity of 
the group sections for the group is exceeded by the number of total requests for the 
group. The total capacity of course sections and group sections will be incremented by 
the Section Overfilled Percent from the scheduling parameters for the schedule job. The 
fields stored for each qualifying course will be: Course, Requests Count and Capacity. 

Constraint Test Failures Tab 

Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Scheduler – Schedule Job History 

 
Constraint Test Failures Tab on the Schedule Result Statistics Screen 
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The following are the violations that are stored for Pass Control rules that can be 
enforced/allowed on the Schedule Job Wizard’s Pass Control tab for the passes being 
scheduled. The flags are set on an individual student basis, i.e. each time a candidate 
schedule for a student is rejected due to one of these Pass Control rules, the student ID 
is stored with the rule that was violated. 
The flag is only set for a student if the rule violation prevents the student from receiving 
a full schedule for the run. For example, if a student received a candidate full schedule 
in an earlier pass but violated a Course Sequencing Rule in that pass, and then 
received a full schedule in a later pass, the rule violation is not stored with the final run 
statistics. However, if a student received a candidate full schedule in an earlier pass but 
violated a Course Sequencing Rule, and then received no full schedule in any 
subsequent pass, then the rule violation for the student is stored with the final run 
statistics. 
Course Sequencing Rule – Flag is set for a student if a full schedule violates one of 
the course sequencing rules for the master schedule Daily Pattern Rules Flag  
Daily Pattern Rule – Flag is set for a student if a full schedule violates one of the daily 
pattern rules for the master schedule Daily Pattern Rules Flag  
Max Periods Per Day – Flag is set for a student if a full schedule has been setup with 
course sections that meet in more periods per day in any schedule term than the max 
number allowed by the Max Periods Per Day value in the scheduling parameters 
Max Course Weight Deviation – Flag is set for a student if a full schedule has been 
setup with course sections such that the total course weight of courses that meet one 
schedule term exceeds the total course weight of courses that meet in any other 
schedule term by the Course Weights between Schedule Terms value in the scheduling 
parameters. 
Max Course Deviation – Flag is set for a student if a full schedule has been setup with 
course sections such that the number of courses that meet one schedule term exceeds 
the number that meet in any other schedule term by the Number of Courses between 
Schedule Terms value in the scheduling parameters. 
 

View Job Parameters 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Scheduler – Schedule Job History 
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Viewing Job Parameters from the Schedule Job History Screen 

Click Job Params to view Job Parameters that were used for the selected batch/online 
Job. This will open up the Schedule Job Wizard Parameters or Study Hall Wizard 
Parameters used for the selected job. See “Job Parameter Sets (Schedule Job Wizard)” 
for more details on the Schedule Job Wizard.  

 
Job Parameters Used in the Selected Job 

 

Schedule Result Sets 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Scheduler – Schedule Result Sets 
A Schedule Result Set is a container for a set of schedule results (student course 
section assignments). A schedule result set allows the user to create distinct sets of 
student course section assignments for a specified Master Schedule. The user can then 
choose the best schedule result set to use when finalizing the master calendar schedule 
(class lists). 
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Schedule Result Set Maintenance Screen 

This screen has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls.  
Filter By Schedule – Select a Schedule for which to view Schedule Result Sets. 

 – View Statistics for the most recent Schedule Job which saved or updated this 
Schedule Result. See “View Job Statistics.” If you try to view statistics for a Schedule 
Result Set that has no associated Schedule Jobs (such as one created by the Add 
Schedule Result button), you will see an error message. 

 

Add/Edit Schedule Result Set 

 
Add/Edit Schedule Result Set Maintenance Screen 

Name (required) – Enter the name of this Schedule Result Set. 
Description (optional) – Enter a description for this Schedule Result Set. 

Delete Schedule Result Set 
Please note that deleting a Schedule Result set deletes ALL schedule results 
associated with that Schedule Result Set. Only do this if you are certain you no longer 
need any of those schedule results. You will see a confirmation message stating that 
the Schedule Result Set and all associated schedule results were deleted. 

 
Successful Deletion Message 
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Scheduling Screens  
Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling 
There are three major screens for defining individual student schedules or for viewing 
course requests and assignments. The Request and Course Section Assignment 
screens serve dual purposes. When a student is selected the screens are applicable to 
that student’s information (student requests or student course section assignments). If 
no student is selected the screens are for specific course information (requests and 
course section assignments). For more information about the Course Request screen, 
see ProgressBook StudentInformation Course Request Guide. In addition, there is a 
Bulk Course Section Assignment screen, and a Bulk Course Section Transfer screen. 
Once students have been assigned specific course sections, their schedules can be 
viewed from a link provided on the selected student’s profile. 

Course Section Assignments 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Course Section Assignments  
The Course Section Assignments screen serves a dual purpose in 
StudentInformation. When you select a student, the information that you can add or 
view is for the selected student – the courses that you have assigned to the student for 
the school year. From this screen, you can add or drop course section assignments and 
process the online Study Hall scheduler. 

Note: If you access this screen at the district level, the information is read-only. 
To make changes, you must first switch to the building level. 

 
Course Section Assignments Screen with Student in Context 

If you don’t select a student, the information on the Course Section Assignment 
screen is pertinent to a specific course.  
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Course Section Assignments Screen without a Student in Context 

For information on these two functions, see “Student Course Section Assignments” and 
“Course Section Assignments.” 

Student Course Section Assignments 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Course Section Assignments  
In addition to the Menu or the Go To search, you can access this screen by selecting 
View/Edit Full schedule from the I want to… drop-down menu on the Student Profile 
screen. 

 
Student Course Section Assignments from the I want to... Menu 

To use the Course Section Assignments screen for a specific student’s course listing for 
the working school year, you must select a student. 
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Course Section Assignments for a Student 

This screen has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. The drop 
controls are described in “Drop/Remove/Transfer Course Section Assignment.” 
Schedule (required) – Select from the drop-down list if available, the Schedule to be 
used when viewing the Course Section Assignment information. (Note: if the school 
year has been finalized then this will not be available for selection – the final schedule 
must be used as shown in the previous figure.) 
Schedule Result (required) – Select from the drop-down menu if available, the 
Schedule Results to be used when viewing the Course Section Assignment information. 

Note: if the school year has been finalized then this will not be available for 
selection – the final schedule result must be used as shown in the previous 
figure. 

Status (required) – Display Student Course Section assignments that have been 
assigned, dropped and/or removed. Only Assigned is checked by default. After 
checking the applicable options, click Search to refresh the screen and list results. 
Course (optional) – Type in a Course ID and/or section number (second box) for 
viewing or modifying Course Section Assignments or use the Course Selection Wizard 
to identify the course 

 – Open Course Selection Wizard for help selecting courses (refer to “Course 
Selection Wizard”). 
Course Term (optional) – Select a Course Term from drop-down list to view only 
courses offered for a specific Course Term. If none is selected, all will be shown by 
default. 
Date (optional) – Indicate a date for which you wish to view Course Section 
Assignments and/or Dropped Assignments. By default the current date will populate this 
field. If you wish to view the information for the entire year, remove a date from this field 
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Teacher (optional) – Select a Teacher from drop-down list of all available teachers in 
the building, as course search criteria. 
Search – Search for Student Course Section Assignments using selected criteria. 
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Course, Course Name, Section, Meeting, 
Teacher, Term, Type, Status, Start Date, End Date) in ascending or descending order 
by clicking on the column header 
Drop All Assignments – Drop All Student Course Assignments (see 
“Drop/Remove/Transfer Course Section Assignment”).  – This Course Section 
Assignment cannot be modified. 
Schedule Study Halls – Run Online Study Hall Scheduler to assign study hall sections 
to the student’s schedule where openings occur. Note: Study Hall Scheduler only works 
from the Course Section Assignment page when a student is selected. 
IMPORTANT: If you make any changes on this screen (including adding, editing 
or deleting course section assignments), you must click the Save Changes button 
in order to save those changes. 
Save Changes– Save changes made to the Student’s Course Section Assignments. 
Cancel Changes– Cancel all changes made to the Student’s Course Section 
Assignments. 

Add/Edit Student Course Section Assignment 

 
Add/Edit Student Course Section Assignments Screen 

Schedule Result Set – Auto populated with the Schedule Result Set that was used for 
the Course Section Assignment. 
Student – Displayed name of the student for which the course section assignment is 
being modified. 
Course/Section (required) – Input the Course ID and Section number (second box) for 
the course that is to be assigned to the student or use the Course Selection Wizard. 

 – Open Course Selection Wizard for help selecting a course(s) (see “Course 
Selection Wizard”). 
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Assignment Start Date (required) – Indicates the date that the student began/was 
assigned this course/section. Defaults to current date but may be changed. Note that, if 
this date is after the first day of school, the student will not be included in filling counts 
or attendance lists prior to the start of the school year. 
Assignment Stop Date (optional) – Indicates the last day the student was in or will be 
in this course/section. If this date is in the future, you can enter data for the student and 
this course/section normally until the day after this date. 

 
Courses Marked To Be Saved on the Course Section Assignments Screen 

Important: Be sure to click the Save Changes button to commit your changes to 
the database or all changes will be lost! 

Student Assignments Created from Course Groups 

Student assignments created from course groups have 2 additional columns display, 
Group and Group Section. With the addition of these 2 columns, it is easy to distinguish 
regular course assignments and course group assignments. If a student has a 
combination of assignments from courses and course groups, the Group and Group 
Section columns will only be populated for assignments from course groups. For regular 
course assignments, these columns will be blank. 
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Course Sections Successfully Saved Message 

Course Section Assignments 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Course Section Assignments  
When no student is selected on this screen, course section assignments for all students 
in the selected course section will be displayed and the Add Course Assignment, Drop 
Course Assignment, Schedule Study Hall, Save Changes and Cancel Changes buttons 
are not available.  

 
Course Section Assignments Screen 

This screen has standard edit record controls. This page has no add record control. The 
“drop” controls are described in “Drop/Remove/Transfer Course Section Assignment.” 
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Schedule (required) – Select from the drop-down menu if available, the Schedule to be 
used when viewing the Course Section Assignment information. (Note: if the school 
year has been finalized then this will not be available for selection – the default must be 
used as shown above.) 
Schedule Result (required) – Select from the drop-down menu if available, the 
Schedule Results to be used when viewing the Course Section Assignment information. 
(Note: If the school year has been finalized then this will not be available for selection – 
the default must be used as shown in the previous figure.) 
Status (required) – Display Student Course Section assignments that have been 
assigned, dropped and/or removed. Only Assigned is checked by default. After 
checking the applicable options, click Search to refresh the screen and list results. 
Course (optional) – Enter a Course ID and/or section number (second box) for viewing 
or modifying Course Section Assignments, or use the Course Selection Wizard to select 
a Course. If only the course ID (and not section) is input, all sections of the requested 
course will be displayed. If section number is entered, only information for that section 
of the specified course will be listed. 

 – Open Course Selection Wizard for help selecting a course(s) (see “Course 
Selection Wizard”). 
Course Term (optional) – Select a Course Term from drop-down list to view only 
courses offered for a specific Course Term. If none is selected, all will be shown by 
default. 
Date (optional) – Indicate a date for which you wish to view Course Section 
Assignments and/or Dropped Assignments. By default the current date will populate this 
field. If you wish to view the information for the entire year, remove a date from this field. 
Teacher (optional) – Select a Teacher from drop-down list of all available teachers in 
the building, as course search criteria. 
Search – Search for Student Course Section Assignments using selected criteria. 
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Course Code, Section, Teacher, Meeting, 
Student Number, Student, Filling Count, Type, Status, Start Date, End Date) in 
ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header. The screen will 
preserve your previous sorting choice within your new sorting choice (for instance, 
selecting Student, then selecting Course Code, would result in a list sorted first by 
Course Code, then within each Course Code by Student Name.) 

 – This Course Section Assignment cannot be modified. 

Font, Michelle Lynn – Clicking on a student’s name will put that student in context and 
convert this screen to the Student Course Section Assignment screen detailed in 
section 4A-1. Student Course Section Assignment above. 
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Edit Course Section Assignment  

 
Editing Course Section Assignments 

Schedule Result Set – Auto populated with the Schedule Result Set that was used for 
the Course Section Assignment. 
Student – Displayed name of the student for which the course section assignment is 
being modified. 
The header includes Request information when an assignment is linked to a request. 
Course/Section – Auto-populated with the Course ID and Section number for the 
assigned course. 
Assignment Start Date (required) – Indicates the date that the student began/was 
assigned this course/section. Defaults to current date but may be changed. Note that, if 
this date is after the first day of school, the student will not be included in filling counts 
or attendance lists prior to the start of the school year. 
Assignment Stop Date (optional) – Indicates the last day the student was in or will be 
in this course/section. If this date is in the future, you can enter data for the student and 
this course/section normally until the day after this date. 
Course Term – This box displays which Course Term this Course Section is assigned 
to, and lists the date range of that Course Term. 
Unlike Student Course Section Assignments, all changes made on this screen (edit, 
delete) take effect immediately after you click Save (you do not have to click Save 
Changes on the Course Section Assignments listing). 

 
 

 

Drop/Remove/Transfer Course Section Assignment 
On the Course Section Assignments screen, you can drop, remove and transfer 
course sections. 
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Drop Course Section 

You can only drop a course section after the start of the school year. Choose this option 
only if the student has attended the class. 

 
Drop Course Section 

1. On the Course Section Assignments screen, in the row of the course section 
assignment you want to drop, click . 

2. Verify that the Drop radio button is selected. 
3. In the Stop Date field, enter the last date the student was in or will be in this 

course section, which must be between the course’s scheduled start date and 
stop date. 

4. Click Save. 
The course section assignment no longer displays on the Course Section 
Assignments screen. 

5. Click Save Changes. 
All marks, mark comments, exception credits and period attendance for this 
student and this class are retained. The student appears on class and 
attendance lists until the stop date. 
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Delete Course Section 

Before the schedule is finalized, you can delete a course section assignment.  

 
Delete Course Section 

1. On the Course Section Assignments screen, in the row of the course section 
assignment you want to delete, click . 

2. Select the Remove / Delete radio button. 
3. Click Save. 
4. On the Course Section Assignments screen, click Save Changes. 

The course section assignment is deleted, and no record of the course remains 
on the student’s schedule or on the Course Section Assignments screen. 
Note: Any fees associated with dropped course section assignments follow the 
fee proration tables.  

Remove Course Section 

After the schedule is finalized, you can remove a course section assignment if the 
student either did not attend the class or should not have attended the class.  

Note: You cannot remove vocational courses after they are reported in period K. 
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Remove Course Section 

1. On the Course Section Assignments screen, in the row of the course section 
assignment you want to remove, click . 

2. Select the Remove / Delete radio button. 
3. Click Save. 
4. On the Course Section Assignments screen, click Save Changes. 

The course section assignment is removed. The student is removed from class 
and attendance lists, but a locked record of the assignment remains on the 
student’s Course Section Assignments screen. 
Note: For removed course section assignments, the associated fees are also 
removed. 

Transfer Course Section 

You can transfer a course section assignment if a student has attended one class but 
should have been in another. 
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Transfer Course Section 

1. On the Course Section Assignments screen, in the row of the course section 
assignment you want to transfer, click . 

2. Select the Transfer radio button. 

3. Click . 
The Course Selection Wizard opens. 

4. Search for and select the course and course section to which to transfer the 
student. 
Note: The new assignment must have the same course type and course term as 
the original assignment. 

The course and course section information populate the fields in the Transfer 
section of the Course Section Assignments screen. 

5. Choose one of the following options: 

• Drop – Allows you to set the stop date of the original course. The start date of 
the new course is set to the next available school day following the stop date. 
The original (dropped) course is still reported on the Student Subject Record. 
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• Remove – Sets the stop date of the original course and start date of the new 
course to the first day of the term. The original (removed) course is not 
reported on the Student Subject Record. 
Note: You cannot remove vocational courses after they are reported in period 
K. 

6. If you selected Drop in step 5, in the Stop Date field, enter the last date the 
student was in or will be in this course section. 

7. Click Save. 
The Course Section Assignments screen displays the new course section 
assignment. 

8. Click Save Changes. 
Note: Any fees associated with dropped course section assignments follow the 
fee proration tables. For removed course section assignments, the associated 
fees are also removed. 

Bulk Course Section Assignment 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Bulk Assign 
This process is sometimes called “Arena Scheduling,” and is used to assign many 
students to a single course section or list of course sections. Elementary Scheduling 
procedures also use Bulk Assignment, usually to homeroom-based course groups. 
Working Schedule/Result – Select a Schedule and/or Schedule Result to which to 
apply changes. This drop-down only appears if the Schedule has not yet been finalized. 
Reload Screen– Reload the screen using data from the selected Schedule and Result. 
<Back Next> – Navigate between tabs on this screen. 

Create a List of Students Tab 
This tab determines which students will have the course section or sections added. 
Select students using the Search Mode of your choice – either “Search for Students,” 
“Enter Student Ids” or “Search by Ad Hoc Membership.” 

• “Search for Students” option – Enter information in as many fields as you 
wish, and click Create New List or Add to List. Only students who fit all 
search criteria you enter are included in the list.  
Note: To perform a wildcard search on a name field, select the check box 
beside the field. 
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Search for Students Option on the Create a List of Students Tab 

• “Enter Student Ids” option – Enter a list of student IDs, separated by commas, 
and click Create New List or Add to List. If you select the same student ID 
number multiple times, this bulk course section assignment process only 
processes the student once and removes all duplicate student IDs. 

 
Enter Student IDs Option on the Create a List of Students Tab 

• “Search by Ad Hoc Membership” option – Select a membership in the Ad 
Hoc Membership drop-down list, and click Create New List or Add to List. 
You can repeat this process to add additional memberships to the list. 

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.
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Search by Ad Hoc Membership Option on the Create a List of Students Tab 

For all search methods, the students matching your criteria appear in a list at the bottom 
of the screen. To remove a student from the list, click . 

 
List of Students on the Create a List of Students Tab 
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Create a List of Course Sections Tab 

 
Create a List of Course Sections Tab 

Group/course section – Enter a Course or Course Group ID in the first box and a 
Course Section or Course Group Section number in the second box. Once you enter 
these, you will need to use the Add Section button to add the section to the list. 

 – Open Course Selection Wizard for help selecting a course(s). See “Course 
Selection Wizard.”) 
Add Section – Add the entered section to the list of sections to assign. 
Clear Selections – Clear the list of sections to assign. 

 
Course Sections List on the Create a List of Course Sections Tab 

 – Remove this section from the list. 
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Assign Students Tab 

 
Assign Students Tab on the Bulk Course Section Assignment Screen 

Assignment date (required) – Enter the date you wish the assignment to start. Defaults 
to today’s date. The assignment’s Start Date will default to the first day of the course 
term if the Assignment Date is before the first day of class. 
Assign – Assign the selected course sections to the selected students. 
The following message is displayed when bulk course section assignment is successful 
(no conflicts found).  

 
If scheduling conflicts are detected the following table is displayed. Select the students 
you wish to schedule (conflicts are saved) and click OK. Click Return to resolve the 
conflicts. 

 
Scheduling Conflicts 
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Bulk Course Section Management 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Bulk Course Section Management 
Working Schedule/Result – Select a Schedule and/or Schedule Result to which to 
apply changes. This drop-down only appears if the Schedule has not yet been finalized. 
Reload Screen – Reload the screen using data from the selected Schedule and Result. 
<Back / Next> – Navigate between tabs on this screen. 

Choose Section Tab 
On the first tab, select a course section to manage. Students in this section will be 
dropped, removed or transferred as selected on the next tab. You can remove students 
from the list to be affected, if those students should be left in the selected section. 

 
Choose Section Tab on the Bulk Course Section Management Screen 

Course/Section – Enter a Course ID and Section number from which to transfer 
students (click the  icon to open the Course Selection Wizard to help select a course 
section). 
View – See a list of students currently assigned to the entered Course Section. 

 
List of Students on the Choose Section Tab 
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 – Remove this student from the list. 

Choose Action Tab 
On the Choose Action tab, select what action to perform for the students and course 
section selected on the Choose Section tab. The Choose Action tab functions just like 
the Drop/Remove/Transfer screen described in section “Drop/Remove/Transfer Course 
Section Assignment”. 

 
Choose Action Tab on the Bulk Course Section Management Screen 

View Conflicts Tab 
The View Conflicts tab is only used with the Transfer option from the Choose Action 
tab, and it displays any conflicts students would have after the transfer with a  icon. It 
also shows any students currently assigned to the target course section, and if any of 
those students are in the list to be transferred, their names will be highlighted. If the 
target course section will be overfilled, a message displays listing the new total number 
of students. 
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View Conflicts Tab on the Bulk Course Section Management Screen 

 – Remove this student from the transfer list. 

Summary Tab 
The fourth tab shows the list of students you selected on the first tab, for final 
confirmation. 

 
Summary Tab on the Bulk Course Section Management Screen 

Submit – Process the bulk drop, remove or transfer as selected on the second tab. A 
confirmation message will display and the screen will return to the first tab. 
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Transfer was Successful Message 

The confirmation message includes the chosen Action: 

 

 
 

Student Schedules 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Student Schedule 
After the Master Schedule and student schedules have been finalized, the student’s 
schedule can be viewed from the SIS – Student – Student Schedule menu. 

 
Student Schedule Menu 

The Student Request Assignments screen is a convenient, all-inclusive screen for 
managing a student’s schedule, requests and assignments on a single screen. This 
screen duplicates (but does not replace) the functions covered by other screens. See 
ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide for more information about 
browsers supported by this screen and similar screens. 
 

View Schedule 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Student Schedule – View Schedule 
You can also access this read-only page by selecting View Today’s Schedule from the 
I want to… drop-down menu on the Student profile page. 
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Viewing a Student’s Schedule 

 
View Schedule Screen 

Date – Indicates the date for which the schedule is to be viewed. The schedule 
information will only display classes that are active on the specified date. (Defaults to 
current date). If the Date selected is before the first day of the calendar master, then the 
first day of the calendar master is used. If the Date selected is after the last day of the 
calendar master, then the last day of the calendar master is used. If the Date selected is 
not an attending day, then the next attending day is used. 
Sorting - The View Schedule screen sorts by Meeting Time, Period, Course Name and 
Section Number.   
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Course Code, Course Name, Course Section -   The View Schedule screen does not 
show courses that have a Course Type (Courses – Miscellaneous tab) equal to Case 
Management.” 
Teacher, Location - Only Teachers and Locations that are assigned to the course 
section on the rotation day in the schedule term that’s active on the Date selected will 
display. For a particular course section, if there is more than one teacher assigned in 
the same period in the schedule term that is active on the selected Date, then for that 
period those Teachers and/or Locations are shown in alphabetical order, comma 
delimited. 
Rotation Days – The screen shows all Rotation Days in which a course section meets 
in the period associated with the row in the data grid, for the schedule term that’s active 
on the selected Date. If a course section is assigned to more than one teacher or 
location in a period for the schedule term that’s active on the selected date, and the 
course section meets with one teacher or location for a certain set of rotation days and 
another teacher or location for another set of rotation days, the rotation days shown will 
be the union of all rotations days on which the course section meets for those teachers 
or locations in that period. For example if the course section meets in period 3 with 
Teacher A on Monday and Wednesday, and with Teacher B on Tuesday and Thursday, 
then the Rotation Days column for period 3 will be M, T, W, R. 
Click Go after changing the date to view the student’s schedule for the newly selected 
date. 
View Student Profile – Return to the Student Profile screen. 

Student Request Assignments 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Student Schedule – Request Assignments 

Note: When navigating to this page before a final schedule result has been 
selected, you will have to select a Schedule and Schedule Result from the drop-
down menus and click Reload Screen. 

 
Select a Working Schedule and Result on the Student Requests & Assignments Screen 

The Request Assignments screen has multiple sections, which can change dynamically 
through use of a set of web techniques called Ajax. If your web browser does not 
support Ajax, you should use the standard Course Requests, Course Section 
Assignment and Student Schedule pages to perform the tasks you can perform on this 
page. For more information on supported browsers, see ProgressBook End User 
Requirements. 
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Student Requests & Assignments Screen 

You must have a student in context to use this page, and the student’s name displays in 
the page’s title. The options at the upper right determine how the page displays. 
Close Assignments/View Assignments  – Close or display the 
Requests/Assignments pane (upper left) of the screen. The Requests/Assignments 
pane can be used to add course requests, directly add course section assignments, 
delete course requests, drop course section assignments or assign a course section to 
a request. Each of these actions will open a control pane to the right of this pane. 
View Schedule Graph/Close Schedule Graph – Display or close the Schedule Graph 
display pane (bottom) of the screen. The Schedule Graph display pane is a view-only 
graphical representation of the student’s schedule. 
View Display Options/Close Display Options – Display or close the Display Options 
pane (upper right) of the screen. The Display Options pane will be replaced by any Add 
Request, Delete Request, Add Assignment, Assign Request or Drop Assignment pane 
(all performed in the Requests/Assignments pane). 

NOTE: There might be a slight delay when displaying or saving a pane. In this 
case, a Loading or Saving message will display in that pane. 

 
Loading Schedule Message 

Common Controls 

Save– Save changes made to this pane and close it. 

Cancel– Cancel changes made to this pane and close it. 

 – Close confirmation message. 

Display Options 

The Display Options pane will be replaced by any Add Request, Delete Request, Add 
Assignment, Assign Request or Drop Assignment control pane (displayed by actions 
performed in the Requests/Assignments pane). 
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Display Options on the Student Requests & Assignments Screen 

Display Requests – Check this box to show the Requests columns on the 
Requests/Assignments pane. 
Display Inactive Requests/Assignments – Check this box to display Inactive Course 
Requests and Section Assignments in the Requests/Assignments pane. This is the 
same as unchecking the Show Active Only check box in the Requests/Assignments 
pane. 
Course Terms – A check box displays for each Course Term (defined elsewhere in 
StudentInformation). Check the boxes for any Course Terms for which you want to 
display Course Requests, Course Section Assignments and Courses on the Student 
Schedule. 
Rotation Days – A check box displays for each Rotation Day (defined elsewhere in 
StudentInformation). Check the boxes for any Rotation Days you want to display on the 
Student Schedule. 
 

Requests/Assignments Pane 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Student Schedule – Request Assignments 
You must have a student in context to use this page. If this pane is not visible, click 
View Assignments to display the pane in the upper left of the screen. The 
Requests/Assignments pane can be used to add course requests, directly add course 
section assignments, delete course requests, drop course section assignments or 
assign a course section to a request. Each of these actions will open a control pane to 
the right of this pane. 
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Requests/Assignments Pane on the Student Requests & Assignments Screen 

 (request) – Click to edit the Course Request. 
 (assignment) – Click to edit the Course Section Assignment. 
 – Click to drop, remove or transfer the Course Section Assignment. 

414 – Click on a Course ID or Course Section Number to view details for that Course 
Section in the right-hand pane. 
Show Active Only – If checked, will show only active Course Requests and Course 
Section Assignments; if not checked, will show both active and inactive Course 
Requests and Course Section Assignments. 
Add Request– Click to display the Add Course Request pane. 
Add Assignment – Click to display the Add Course Section Assignment pane. 
When changing a Request or Assignment, or adjusting Display Options, the pane will 
display an animated Loading icon at the lower-right. This icon will no longer display 
once the pane is finished reloading. 

 
In addition, when adding or changing a Request or Assignment, the Request or 
Assignment added or changed will be highlighted. 
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Highlighted Change 

Note:  On this page, hitting the <Enter> key while any add or edit pane is open 
will save the data on that pane. Hitting the <Tab> key moves to the next field in 
the pane. 

Add/Edit Request 

 
Editing a Request 

Primary Course (required) – Type in the Primary Course ID that the student is 
requesting (use the  button to open the Course Selection Wizard). 
Alternate Course (optional) – Type in the Alternate Course ID that the student is 
requesting. If an alternate course is specified, the scheduler will use it if unable to add 
the Primary Course to the student’s schedule due to conflicts (use the  button to open 
the Course Selection Wizard). 
Priority (optional) – Indicate the Student Request priority that you wish to be used for 
this request. Default priority is one (1) which is the lowest and 9 is the highest priority. 
You can also use the  buttons to increase or decrease priority. If you leave Priority 
blank, the Primary Course’s Priority will be used. 
Teacher (optional) – Select a teacher from the drop-down list of available teachers. If a 
teacher is specified then the scheduler will try to schedule this request with the specified 
teacher, if available. Check Exclude if you wish to request the student be assigned to a 
course that does not have the specified teacher. 
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Period (optional) – Select a period from the drop-down list of available periods. If a 
period is specified then the scheduler will try to schedule this request with the specific 
period, if available. Check Exclude if you wish to request the student be assigned to a 
course that does not meet in the specified period. 
Request Status – These check boxes display the request status. Most status types are 
display only, but three are selectable: If the StudentInformation user checks the Locked 
check box, the request status cannot be changed by Public Application users. If the 
Public DASL Guardian account user checks the Guardian Locked check box, the 
request status cannot be changed by the student account user. If the Approved check 
box is checked, the request’s status becomes Approved, and the request will be 
included in the next Scheduler run. 
Is Active (optional) – Yes or No; Student Course Request must be Active to use with 
online or batch scheduler, or for any assignments linked to the request to be shown on 
student schedules. Active by default. 
Delete Request (only available when editing) – Remove this Course Request. If no 
Course Section has been Assigned to this Request, this button will completely remove 
the Request. If a Course Section has been Assigned to this Request, this button will 
make the Request Inactive, and highlight the Request in red. Removing the Course 
Section Assignment, then Deleting the Course Request, will also retain the Request as 
Inactive. 

 
Deleting a Request 
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Add Assignment 

 
Adding an Assignment 

Note: The Add Assignment button creates a manual assignment with no 
associated request. 

Choose Course or Course Section (required) – Enter a Course ID or a Course ID and 
Course Section ID to assign to this student. Leaving Section ID blank allows you to view 
a list of Course Sections for the Course ID entered. Entering a Course ID and hitting the 
Tab key will display all Course Sections in this pane, below the entry fields (use the  
button to open the Course Selection Wizard). 

 
Searching for an Assignment to Add 
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Assign– Assign this Course Section and proceed to Course Section Assignment 
details. 

 – Clicking on this icon displays the Course Section Details (see the following figure). 
 – This icon indicates that assigning this course section would create a scheduling 

conflict with an existing Course Section Assignment. 

 – This icon indicates that this course section has already been filled. You can only 
assign a Course Section Assignment to a filled course section if you have the 
appropriate permissions. 
If you are attempting to add a Course Section Assignment for a Course ID that the 
student already has an assignment for, the Assign button for the Course Section 
already been assigned will be replaced by a  icon. Click this to edit the Course 
Section Assignment details (see “Edit Assignment”). 
Once you select a Course Section to assign, you will need to enter Course Section 
Assignment details. 

 
Entering the Course Section Assignment Details 

Course/Section (view-only) – Displays the Course ID and Course Section ID for this 
Assignment. Click the  icon to view Course Section Details (see the following figure) 
for this Course Section. 
Assignment Start Date (required) – Indicates the date that the student began/was 
assigned this course/section. This dates defaults to the 1st day of the Course Term of 
the selected Course Section. 
Assignment Stop Date (optional) – Indicates the last day the student was in or will be 
in this course/section. If this date is in the future, you can enter data for the student and 
this course/section normally until the day after this date. 
Term – This box displays the Course Term for the Course Section being assigned, as 
well as that Course Term’s start and stop dates. Entering dates outside this range will 
result in those dates being changed to the closest date possible inside the Course Term 
(For example, entering a start date of 8/10, when the Course Term starts 8/30, will 
result in a start date of 8/30). 
Save Assignment– Will save the Course Section Assignment. 
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Note: If you attempt to save an Assignment that would create a conflict, you will 
see a warning message similar to the following. You can override the warning 
and create the conflict by clicking Save Assignment again. 

 
<Back– Return to the list of Course Sections. 

Note: When a user chooses to assign a group section, the user can view the 
details of the group section. The course/group section selection wizard does 
show the constituent course sections of a group section as of 10.2.0. Users that 
would like to see constituent course section information may click the 
course/group section selection wizard that is already on the Request Assignment 
screen to see the desired information. 

Edit Assignment 

 
Editing an Assignment 

(for all field values, see “Add Assignment” above) 
Advanced Drop – Drop, remove or transfer this course section assignment (this is the 
same action that the  icon on the assignments pane performs). 
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Drop/Remove/Transfer Assignment 

 
Dropping, Removing, or Transferring an Assignment 

Refer to “Drop/Remove/Transfer Course Section Assignment” for more information on 
the options on this screen. 
Delete Request (optional) – Yes or No. Check this box if you would like to remove the 
Course Request in addition to dropping the Course Section Assignment. This check box 
only appears if you are dropping a Course Section Assignment that has a related 
Course Request. 
Save – Process the drop, remove or transfer. 

View Course Section Details 
Click on a Course ID or Course Section ID. This opens the Course Section details pane 
to the right. You can also access this screen by clicking on the  icon when adding a 
Course Section Assignment. 
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View Course Section Details 

This pane displays Course ID, Course Section ID, Course Term, Course Capacity, 
Course Name, Course Filling Counts, Course Program Builder Code, Course Special 
Population Code, Course Meeting Time Description and a detailed Course Meeting 
Time display. 
Close – Closes the Course Section details pane. If this pane was accessed from a 
Course Section Assignment add or edit pane, that pane is restored. 
 

Schedule Graph Pane 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Student Schedule – Request Assignments 
You must have a student in context to use this page. If this pane is not visible, click 

View Schedule Graph to display the pane at the bottom of the screen. 

The Schedule Graph display pane is a view-only graphical representation of the 
student’s schedule. If a student’s schedule is different on different Rotation Days, a 
separate schedule graph will display for each different set of Rotation Days. You can 
also uncheck some Rotation Days in the Display Options pane, and those days will not 
display on the Schedule Graph. 
Each Graph is laid out with Schedule Terms across the top, and Periods of the Day 
down the side. This should graphically show the student’s schedule over the entire year. 
Course conflicts will be highlighted in red, and display both courses. 
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Schedule Graph Pane 

 

CTE Management 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – CTE Management 
The CTE Program of Concentration field can be mass updated for vocational students. 
The CTE Management screen will allow users to view student vocational course section 
assignments based on the teacher of the vocational course and update the CTE 
Program of Concentration field for selected students in that course section assignment. 
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CTE Management Screen 

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Student Number, First Name, Last Name, CTE 
Program of Concentration) in ascending or descending order by clicking on the column 
header. 
Teacher (required) – Choose a teacher from the drop-down list. The drop-down list 
displays only those teachers assigned to a course or course section in the current 
school year where the value in the Curriculum field begins with a “V.” 
Section (required) – Choose a course section from the drop-down list. The drop-down 
list displays only those course sections assigned to the selected teacher where the 
value in the Curriculum field for the course section or course begins with a “V.” The 
student grid will populate with actively enrolled students (as of today’s date) in the 
selected course section. 
CTE Program Area (required) – Choose a Program area for the CTE Program of 
Concentration element. 
CTE Program of Concentration (required) – Choose an element that designates the 
program of concentration for a CTE concentrator. The list of available values in the CTE 
Program of Concentration drop-down is dependent on the value selected for the CTE 
Program Area. 
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Student Grid 

 
Student Grid 

Clicking Check All will check/uncheck all students in the student grid. 

Individual students can be checked or unchecked by clicking on the  next to their 
student number. 
Student Number, First Name, Last Name – The identifying information for each 
student in the selected course section. 
CTE Program of Concentration – The current value of the CTE Program of 
Concentration for the student in the selected course section assignment.   
Update − Click Update to apply the value in the CTE drop-down list to all students that 
are checked in the student grid. 

The following banner message will display:   
The student grid will display the updated CTE Program of Concentration values for each 
student. 

 
Search Results on the CTE Management Screen 

 

 

 

Course Request Reports 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Scheduling Reports 
See the Batch/Report Management documentation for more detailed information about 
running and viewing reports. 
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Scheduling Reports Menu 

Course Curriculum (CRSE)  
Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Scheduling Reports – Course Curriculum 
This report lets you print out a customized list of all entered courses. You can organize 
courses by any combination of Course Type, Grade, Department, Subject Area, Course 
Area of Study, EMIS Subject Area, Difficulty Level and Add On Level. You can also 
select customized fields to include on the report (Course Name, Code, Description, 
Credits, etc.). 
Courses are printed once (not once per grade) with the grades displayed as a comma 
delimited list showing all grades in which the course is offered. 
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Course Curriculum Report Parameters Screen 
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Course Type (optional) – Select one or more Course Types to filter report results by. If 
no Course Types are selected, the report will select all Course Types. Selecting a 
Course Type will filter report results by the specified item but the field will only be 
displayed on the report output if the Course Type field is selected in the Fields to 
Display box. 
Grade (optional) – Select one or more Grades to filter report results by. If no Grade 
Levels are selected, the report will select all Grade Levels. You can also filter by 
selecting specific Grade Levels for your report.  
Department (optional) – If no Departments are selected, the report will select all 
Departments. Selecting a Department will filter report results by the specified item but 
the field will only be displayed on the report output if the Department field is selected in 
the Fields to Display box. 
Subject Area (optional) – If no Subject Areas are selected, the report will select all 
Subject Areas. Selecting a Subject Area will filter report results by the specified item but 
the field will only be displayed on the report output if the Subject Area field is selected in 
the Fields to Display box. 
Course Area of Study (optional) – If no Course Area of Study fields are selected, the 
report will select all Course Area of Study fields. Selecting a Course Area of Study will 
filter report results by the specified item but the field will only be displayed on the report 
output if the Area of Study field is selected in the Fields to Display box. 
EMIS Subject Area (optional) – If no EMIS Subject Area fields are selected, the report 
will select all EMIS Subject Area fields. Selecting an EMIS Subject Area will filter report 
results by the specified item but the field will only be displayed on the report output if the 
EMIS Subject Area field is selected in the Fields to Display box. 
Difficulty Level (optional) – If no Difficulty Levels are selected, the report will select all 
Difficulty Levels. Selecting a Difficulty Level will filter report results by the specified item 
but the field will not be displayed on the report output. 
Add On Level (optional) – If no Add On Levels are selected, the report will select all 
Add On Levels. Selecting an Add On Level will filter report results by the specified item 
but the field will not be displayed on the report output. 
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Fields to Display (optional) – Select up to ten fields to display as columns on the report 
output. These fields do not filter report results. Depending on the year in context, the 
available options can include: 
 

• Abbreviation 

• Area of Study 

• CORE Subject Area 

• Course Add On Level 

• Course Type 

• Course Weight 

• Credit Flex 

• Credit Units 

• CTE College Credit 

• Curriculum 

• Delivery Method 

• Demand Count 

• Department 

• Description 

• Educational Option 

• EMIS Course Level 

• EMIS Course Type 

• EMIS Language Used 

• EMIS Location IRN 

• EMIS Subject Area for Credit 

• EMIS Subject Code 

• Gender Directive 

• Highly Qualified Teacher IRN 

• Hours of Instruction 

• Include in Total Credits 

• Include in GPA 

• In Graduation Count (use “Include in 

Grad. Verification”) 

• In Honor Roll 

• Include in Grad. Verification (now titled 

“In Graduation/Eligibility” on the Course 

– Misc tab) 

• Include on Permanent Record 

• Is Active 

• Is College Prep 

• Is Dual Credit 

• Is High School Credit 

• Is Honors Course 

• Is In Update History 

• Is Requestable (please note that this is 

the same as “Display on Public Module”) 

• Language Code 

• Level of Difficulty 

• Print on Report Card 

• Report to EMIS 

• Rank Weight 

• Roll Course to Next Year 

• Scheduling Priority 

• Short Name 

• Student Population 

• Subject Area 

Only include courses with requests (optional) – Check this option to only show 
courses that have at least one course request. If unchecked, all courses will show even 
if they have no course requests. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile.) 
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Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. See the 
Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

 
Course Curriculum Report 

Students With No Requests or Assignments (NORQ)  
Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Scheduling Reports – Students With No 
Requests/Assignments (NORQ) 
The Students with No Requests report will display all students who do not have course 
requests for the selected Master Schedule(s). This screen expects you to be working in 
a Future School Year – you will be warned if you are working in the Current School 
Year. 

Note:  As of 8.3.0, this report has been renamed from “Students with No 
Request” to “Students with No Request or Assignments” and includes additional 
options. This report can now be used to find students with no schedule. 
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Students with No Requests or Assignments Parameters Screen 

Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve student’s homeroom. 
The date will default to the current date, or the most recent valid school day for the 
active school and active school year if the current date is not a valid school day. 
Schedule (required) – Select the appropriate schedule from the list of existing 
schedules. Defaults to the Default Schedule. 
Schedule Result (required) – Select the appropriate Schedule Result from the 
available list, which you wish to base the report results on. 
Run Type (required) – Choose from three options. 
No Requests - Show students with no requests regardless of whether they have 
assignments or not. 

• No Assignments - show students with no assignments regardless of whether they 
have requests or not 

• Neither Requests nor Assignments – show students only if they have no requests 
and no assignments 
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Grade (optional) – If no Grade Levels are selected, the report will select all Grade 
Levels. You can also filter by selecting specific Grade Levels for your report. 
Student Status (optional) – If no Student Status is selected, the report will select all 
Student Status codes. You can also filter by selecting specific Student Status codes for 
your report. 
Administrative Homeroom (optional) – If no Administrative Homerooms are selected, 
the report will select all Administrative Homerooms. You can also filter by selecting 
specific Administrative Homeroom for your report. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (Auto populated from your StudentInformation profile.) 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen  
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

 
Students With No Requests or Assignments Report 

 

Students Course Requests (REQU) 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Scheduling Report – Students Course 
Requests (REQU) 
The Student Course Requests (REQU) report lists the disposition of course requests 
made by students for a specific scheduled result set. The user may select any course 
request disposition to view in order to view just requests successfully scheduled, to view 
only conflicts, etc. 
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Student Course Requests Parameters Screen 

Schedule (optional) – Select the appropriate schedule from the list of existing 
schedules. Defaults to the Default Schedule. 
Schedule Result (required) – Select the appropriate Schedule Results from the 
available list, which you wish to base the report results on. 
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Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve student’s homeroom. 
Will default to the current date or the most recent valid school day for the active school 
and active school year if the current date is not a valid school day. 
Grade (optional) – If no Grade Levels are selected, the report will select all Grade 
Levels. You can also filter by selecting specific Grade Levels for your report. 
Student Status (optional) – If no Student Status is selected, the report will select all 
Student Status codes. You can also filter by selecting specific Student Status codes for 
your report. 
Administrative Homeroom (optional) – If no Administrative Homerooms are selected, 
the report will select all Administrative Homerooms. You can also filter by selecting 
specific Administrative Homeroom for your report. 
Counselor (optional) – If no Counselor is selected, the report will select all Counselors. 
You can also filter by selecting specific Counselors for your report. 
Membership Group (optional) – If no Membership Groups are selected, the report will 
select all Membership Groups. You can also filter by selecting specific Membership 
Groups for your report. 
Membership (optional) – If no Membership Codes are selected, the report will select all 
Membership Codes. You can also filter by selecting specific Membership Codes for your 
report. 
Special Education Services (optional) – Select the Special Education services to 
return the students on the report who are assigned those services. If no Special 
Education services are selected, the report will return students assigned to all services. 
This list box contains the 215xxx codes and refers to the records entered for a student 
on the Services tab on the Special Education screen. 

Note: The Special Education Services list only displays if FY13 and later is in 
context. In prior years, the Special Education services are entered on the Edit 
Student Memberships screen and are selected for this report in the Membership 
Code list. 

Ad-Hoc Membership (optional) – Select an Ad-Hoc Membership from drop-down menu 
if you wish to only include students associated with the membership for this run of the 
report. Check the Public And Private check box to see Memberships created by other 
users in your drop-down list. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (Auto populated from your StudentInformation profile.) 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 
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Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

 
Student Course Requests Report 

Student Request Specific Course (R404) 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Scheduling Reports – Student Request 
Specific Course (R404) 
This report allows the user to get a list of all of the students that have requested a 
specific course. The report lists alternate course, students ID, name, grade, gender, 
homeroom, previous school, program, counselor, team and telephone number. The 
user can also have the report list the courses that have less than a specified number of 
students requesting the course. 
Course groups are included on this report and treated the same as any other course 
request. Students who select the course group will be shown under the course group. 
Students who request the course (only) will show up under the course. 
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Students Who Requested A Specific Course Report Parameters Screen 

Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve student’s homeroom. 
Courses (optional) – Indicate course ID/IDs to be used to produce a list of requests 
made for the specified course/courses. Type in the Course ID or use the Course 
Selection Wizard ( ) to assist and then click Add to add the course ID for inclusion in 
the report. The Course Selection Wizard will return both courses and course groups. 
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Selected Courses 

Less Than Students (optional) – Enter a maximum number to be used in creating the 
report. Only requests that have fewer than this number will be included in the report 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. All sorts 
are secondary to the course sort. All sorts are secondary to the course sort. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile) 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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Students Who Requested a Specific Course Report 

Students Requesting A Specific Course Pair (R405)  
Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Scheduling Reports – Students 
Requesting Specific Course Pair (R405) 
This report produces a list of all of the students that have a pair of requested courses. A 
student must have requested both courses in the pair in order for the student to show 
up on the report. The report will list the Alternate course pair, student’s ID, name, grade, 
gender, homeroom, previous school, program and telephone number.  

 
Students Requesting A Specific Course Pair Report Parameters Screen 

Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve student’s homeroom. 
Course 1 (required) – Indicate course ID for the first course that must be requested. 
Type in the Course ID or use the Course Selection Wizard ( ) to assist and then click 
Add to add the course ID for inclusion in the report. 
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Course 2 (required) – Indicate course ID for the second course that must be requested. 
Type in the Course ID or use the Course Selection Wizard ( ) to assist and then click 
Add to add the course ID for inclusion in the report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (Auto-populated from your StudentInformation profile.) 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. See the 
Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

 
Students Requesting A Specific Course Pair Report 

Potential Course Conflicts (R406) 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Scheduling Reports – Potential Course 
Conflicts (R406) 
This Report is used to generate a table listing each course ID against all other course 
Ids that have been jointly requested by one or more students, in order to determine the 
number of conflicts that would result if two courses were offered only one time 
(singleton) within the same block/period. Optionally, this report can be based on only 
those courses where the number of students requesting the course is less than or equal 
to the number specified on the requesting screen. 
Course groups will be show on this report and will display Course Group number and 
number of requests. 
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Potential Course Conflicts Report Parameters Screen 

Include Courses (optional) – Indicate course ID/IDs to be included in the list of 
requests. Type in the Course ID or use the Course Selection Wizard ( ) to assist and 
then click Add to add the course ID for inclusion in the report. 

 
Including Courses 
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 – Remove this course from the list of included courses. 
Excluded Courses (optional) – Indicate course ID/IDs to be used to exclude from the 
list of requests made for the specified course/courses. Type in the Course ID or use the 
Course Selection Wizard ( ) to assist and then click Add to add the course ID for 
exclusion from the report. 

 
Excluding Courses 

 – Remove this course from the list of excluded courses. 
Course Types (optional) – If no Course Types are selected, the report will select all 
Course Types. You can also filter by selecting specific Course Type(s) for your report. 
Courses and artificial courses without a department will be shown on the report if their 
course type is selected to be shown. 
Course Groups (optional) – If no Course Groups are selected, the report will select all 
Course Groups. You can also filter by selecting specific Course Group(s) for your 
report.  
Course Grades (optional) – If no Course Grades are selected, the report will select all 
Grades. You can also filter by selecting specific Course Grades for your report. 

Note: If you filter by Course Grade Level, course groups will not be included on 
the report (since they have no Course Grade). 

Course Department (optional) – If no Course Departments are selected, the report will 
select all Course Departments. You can also filter by selecting specific Course 
Departments for your report. 

Note: If you filter by Course Department, course groups will not be included on 
the report (since they have no Course Department). 

Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. If sort by 
Course Grade Level ASC is selected, the sort will use the lowest grade level for the 
course (since courses can have multiple grade levels). If sort by Course Grade level 
DESC is selected, the sort will use the highest grade level for the course. 

Only show courses / groups with fewer than  requests (optional) –
enter a number if you wish to select only courses where the number of students 
requesting the course is less than the number indicated. Leave this field blank to select 
all courses regardless of the number of corresponding requests. 
Exclude course groups from the report (optional) – If checked, course groups will be 
excluded from the report. If unchecked, course groups will be included in the report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
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Email Address (Auto-populated from your StudentInformation profile.) 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

 
Potential Course Conflicts Report 

 

Potential Course Conflicts Matrix (R403) 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Scheduling Reports – Potential Course 
Conflicts Matrix (R403) 
This report is used to generate a matrix listing each course ID against all other course 
ID’s, in order to determine the number of conflicts that would result if two courses were 
offered only 1 time (singleton) within the same block/period of the day. The forecasted 
number of conflicts will be printed at the intersection point on the matrix corresponding 
to each pair of courses.  
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Potential Course Conflicts Matrix Report Parameters Screen 

Department (optional) – If no Departments are selected, the report will select all 
Departments. You can also filter by selecting specific Departments for your report. 
NOTE: If you filter by Department, course groups will not be included on the report 
(since they have no Department). 
Courses (optional) – Indicate course ID/IDs to be used to produce a list of requests 
made for the specified course/courses. Type in the Course ID or use the Course 
Selection Wizard ( ) to assist and then click Add to add the course ID for inclusion in 
the report. 
Only Return Courses with Conflicts (optional) – Allows you to display only those 
courses that have conflicts pertaining to prerequisites, scheduling times, etc. 
Display courses that have requests – Allows you to select whether to display courses 
that have requests that are “greater than or equal to (>=)” or “less than or equal to (<=) 
“a particular number of your choice. The default selection is “not selected.” 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (Auto-populated from your StudentInformation profile.) 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 
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Submit– Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

Note: The page numbers of this report allow the report to be used in a grid 
shape. The first number is the row where the page should be placed, and the 
second number is the column where the page should be placed. For instance, for 
a four-page report consisting of pages “Page 1.1 of 2,” “Page 1.2 of 2,” “Page 2.1 
of 2,” and "Page 2.2 of 2,” Page 1.1 is in the upper left. Page 1.2 is to the right of 
Page 1.1. Page 2.1 is below Page 1.1, and Page 2.2 is to the lower right. 

 
Potential Course Conflicts Matrix Screen 

 

 

Scheduling Reports 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Scheduling Reports 
Please see the Batch/Report Management documentation for more detailed information 
about running and viewing reports. 

 
Scheduling Reports Menu 
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Student Scheduling Analysis (R426) 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Scheduling Reports – Student Scheduling 
Analysis (R426) 
The Student Scheduling Analysis is a condensed report with student scheduling results 
listed. The report will only display each course once, with the status from the last 
attempt to schedule the course. 

 
Student Scheduling Analysis Parameters Screen (First Half of Screen) 
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Student Scheduling Analysis Parameters Screen (Second Half of Screen) 

Schedule (optional/required) – Select the appropriate schedule from the list of existing 
schedules. Defaults to the default schedule. If the schedule has been finalized, this field 
is not selectable. 
Schedule Result (required) – Select the appropriate Schedule Results from the 
available list on which you wish to base the report results. You must select a Schedule 
to see possible Schedule Results in this drop-down menu. If the schedule has been 
finalized, this field is not selectable. 
Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve student’s homeroom. 
Grade (optional) – If no Grade Levels are selected, the report will select all Grade 
Levels. You can also filter by selecting specific Grade Levels for your report. 
Course Type, (optional) – If no Course Types are selected, the report will select all 
Course Types. You can also filter by selecting specific Course Types for your report. 
Administrative Homeroom (optional) – If no Administrative Homerooms are selected, 
the report will select all Administrative Homerooms. You can also filter by selecting 
specific Administrative Homeroom for your report. 
Course Term (optional) – If no Course Terms are selected, the report will select all 
Course Terms. You can also filter by selecting specific Course Terms for your report. 
Counselor (optional) – If no Counselors are selected, the report will select all 
Counselors. You can also filter by selecting specific Counselors for your report. 
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Team (optional) – If no Teams are selected, the report will select all Teams. You can 
also filter by selecting specific Teams for your report. 
Membership Group (optional) – If no Membership Groups are selected, the report will 
select all Membership Groups. You can also filter by selecting specific Membership 
Groups for your report. 
Membership (optional) – If no Membership Codes are selected, the report will select all 
Membership Codes. You can also filter by selecting specific Membership Codes for your 
report. 
Ad-Hoc Membership (optional) – Select an Ad-Hoc Membership from drop-down menu 
if you wish to only include students associated with the membership for this run of the 
report. Check the Public And Private check box to see Memberships created by other 
users in your drop-down list. 
Only Show Students with Number of Non-Assigned Requests >= (optional) – 
Indicate the minimum number of non-assigned requests to be used in creation of this 
report. If a number is specified then only students with at least that number of non-
assigned requests will be included on the report. If none is specified then all students 
with non-assigned requests will be included. 
Print Phone Number (optional) – Yes or No; Indicates if you wish for student phone 
numbers to be printed on the report. 
Compress Assigned Course Information (optional) – If this box is checked, the 
specific non-assigned requests for each student will not be show. Instead one line for 
each student will be shown with the number of non-assigned requests. This gives more 
of a summary affect for each student. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (Auto-populated from your StudentInformation profile.) 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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Student Scheduling Analysis Report 

Note: The Non-Assigned column in the student section will count any record that 
has a status other than Assigned or Removed. Course section assignments for 
each student are printed in period order using the Sort Order for the Period. 

Students Scheduled with Free Time (R415A) 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Scheduling Reports – Students 
Scheduled With Free Time (R415A) 
This report generates a list of students or only totals of students with free time available. 
This enables the school to determine how many study halls may be needed to 
accommodate student’s free time. 
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Student Scheduled With Free Time Report Parameters Screen 
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Schedule (optional) – Select the appropriate schedule from the list of existing 
schedules. Defaults to the default schedule. If the schedule has been finalized, this field 
is not selectable. 
Schedule Result (required) – Select the appropriate Schedule Results from the 
available list which you wish to base the report results on. If the schedule has been 
finalized, this field is not selectable. 
Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve student’s homeroom 
Grade (optional) – If no Grade Levels are selected, the report will select all Grade 
Levels. You can also filter by selecting specific Grade Levels for your report. 
Student Status (optional) – If no Student Status is selected, the report will select all 
Student Status codes. You can also filter by selecting specific Student Status codes for 
your report. 
Schedule Term (optional) – If no Schedule Terms are selected, the report will select all 
Schedule Terms. You can also filter by selecting specific Schedule Terms for your 
report. 
Period (optional) – If no Periods are selected, the report will select all Periods. You can 
also filter by selecting specific Periods for your report. 
Membership (optional) – If no Memberships are selected, the report will select all 
Memberships. You can also filter by selecting specific Memberships for your report. 
Membership Groups (optional) – If no Membership Groups are selected, the report will 
select all Membership Groups. You can also filter by selecting specific Membership 
Groups for your report. 
Ad-Hoc Membership (optional) – Select an Ad-Hoc Membership from drop-down menu 
if you wish to only include students associated with the membership for this run of the 
report. Check the Public And Private check box to see Memberships created by other 
users in your drop-down list. 
Minimum Free Periods in a Schedule Term for Student to Appear on Report 
(optional) – If a number of Minimum Free Periods is not entered, the report will select all 
students with a free period. You can also filter by entering a minimum number of free 
periods for your report. 
Print Only totals (optional) – Yes or No; indicates if you wish to print only total number 
of students with free time during the various periods of the day, versus printing detailed 
summary info. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (Auto-populated from your StudentInformation profile.) 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
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Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

 
Students Scheduled With Free Time Report 

Students Scheduled with Free Time by Period (R415B) 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Scheduling Reports – Students 
Scheduled With Free Time by Period (R415B) 
This report generates a list of students or only totals of students with free time available, 
sorted by period. This enables the school to determine how many study halls may be 
needed to accommodate student’s free time. 
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Students Schedule With Free Time by Period Report Parameters Screen 
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Schedule (optional) – Select the appropriate schedule from the list of existing 
schedules. Defaults to the default schedule. If the schedule has been finalized, this field 
is not selectable. 
Schedule Result (required) – Select the appropriate Schedule Results from the 
available list which you wish to base the report results on. If the schedule has been 
finalized, this field is not selectable. 
Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve student’s homeroom. 
Grade (optional) – If no Grade Levels are selected, the report will select all Grade 
Levels. You can also filter by selecting specific Grade Levels for your report. 
Student Status (optional) – If no Student Status is selected, the report will select all 
Student Status codes. You can also filter by selecting specific Student Status codes for 
your report. 
Schedule Term (optional) – If no Schedule Terms are selected, the report will select all 
Schedule Terms. You can also filter by selecting specific Schedule Terms for your 
report. 
Period (optional) – If no Periods are selected, the report will select all Periods. You can 
also filter by selecting specific Periods for your report. 
Membership (optional) – If no Memberships are selected, the report will select all 
Memberships. You can also filter by selecting specific Memberships for your report. 
Membership Groups (optional) – If no Membership Groups are selected, the report will 
select all Membership Groups. You can also filter by selecting specific Membership 
Groups for your report. 
Ad-Hoc Membership (optional) – Select an Ad-Hoc Membership from drop-down menu 
if you wish to only include students associated with the membership for this run of the 
report. Check the Public And Private check box to see Memberships created by other 
users in your drop-down list. 
Minimum Free Periods in a Schedule Term for Student to Appear on Report 
(optional) – If a number of Minimum Free Periods is not entered, the report will select all 
students with a free period. You can also filter by entering a minimum number of free 
periods for your report. 
Print Only totals (optional) – Yes or No; indicates if you wish to print only total number 
of students with free time during the various periods of the day, versus printing detailed 
summary info. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (Auto-populated from your StudentInformation profile.) 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 
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Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

 
Students Scheduled With Free Time by Period Report 

 

Student Scheduled In Two Assigned Courses/Sections (R425) 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Scheduling Reports – Student Scheduled 
In Two Assigned Course/Sec (R425)  
This report generates a list of students who are assigned to a specific course and then 
also have been assigned to any one or more of additional selected courses. 
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Students Scheduled Into Two Assigned Course/Section Report Parameters Screen 

Schedule (optional) – Select the appropriate schedule from the list of existing 
schedules. Defaults to the default schedule. If the schedule has been finalized, this field 
is not selectable. 
Schedule Result (required) – Select the appropriate Schedule Results from the 
available list which you wish to base the report results on. If the schedule has been 
finalized, this field is not selectable. 
Primary Course (required) – Select the primary course that students are assigned a 
section for comparison to the secondary course. 
Secondary Course (optional) – Select the secondary course(s) to be used in 
conjunction with the primary course, to find students assigned both courses 
Print only totals (optional) – Yes or No; Indicates if you wish to print only total number 
of students scheduled into the specified courses. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (Auto-populated from your StudentInformation profile.) 
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Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

 
Students Scheduled Into Two Assigned Course/Section Report 

 

Student Scheduled In Course/Section and Not Another (R424) 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Scheduling Reports – Student Scheduled 
In Course/Sec Not Another (R424) 
This Report generates a list of students who are scheduled into only one course for a 
specified pair of courses. 

 
Students Scheduled Into One Course/Section and Not Another Report Parameters Screen 
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Schedule (optional) – Select the schedule from the drop-down for which you wish to run 
this report. This is only modifiable until the schedule is finalized. 
Schedule Result (required) – Select the Schedule Result from the drop-down for which 
you wish to run this report. This is only modifiable until the schedule is finalized. 
Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve student’s homeroom. 
Defaults to today’s date. 
Course Scheduled (optional) – Indicate the course into which the students have been 
scheduled. May type in Course and section or use Course Selection Wizard to find the 
course. 
Course Not Scheduled (optional) – Indicate the course into which the students have 
NOT been scheduled. May type in Course and section or use Course Selection Wizard 
to find the course. 
Click Add Course Pair to add the selected course pairs to the report. Continue to add 
as many course pairs as needed for this run of the report. 

 
Add a Course Pair 

Print Student Phone Number (optional) – Yes or No; Indicates if you wish for student 
phone numbers to be printed on the report. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (Auto-populated from your StudentInformation profile.) 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. See the 
Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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Students Scheduled Into One Course/Section and Not Another Report 

 

Teacher Block Schedule (R427) 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Scheduling Reports – Teacher Block 
Schedule (R427) 
This report is used to generate a block schedule for a single teacher, or all teachers. It 
indicates the courses that they are scheduled to teach within a specified time period. 
Teacher block schedules are formatted so that a copy could be mailed to each teacher 
showing his/her schedule before school starts. 
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Teacher Block Schedule Report Parameters Screen 

Schedule (required) – Select the appropriate schedule from the list of existing 
schedules. Defaults to the default schedule. 
Schedule Result (required) – Select a Schedule Result to which to limit the results. 
Only Display Free Teacher Meeting Times (optional) – Yes or No; indicates whether 
to only include teachers with free time on the report. Those with full schedules would not 
be included if checked. 
Print One Teacher Per Page (optional) – Yes or No; indicates whether schedules are 
to be printed on separate pages for distribution to each teacher. 
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Staff (optional) – If no Staff members are selected, the report will select all Staff. You 
can also filter by selecting specific Staff members for your report. 
Course Term (optional) – If no Course Terms are selected, the report will select all 
Course Terms. You can also filter by selecting specific Course Terms for your report. 
Period (optional) – If no Periods are selected, the report will select all Periods. You can 
also filter by selecting specific Periods for your report. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Output (optional) – Select one option for the intended output for this run of the report. 
Options are Report, Labels or both Report and Labels.  
If labels are chosen, use the following Adobe page settings when printing the labels to 
ensure that the labels print correctly on the page. 
For Adobe 9: 

• Page Scaling = None 

• Auto Rotate and Center = Unchecked. 
For Adobe 10: 

• Size Options = Actual Size 

• Orientation = Portrait. 
Note: If you are using Firefox, you must change a setting before printing labels. 
In Firefox, go to Options. On the Applications window under Content Type, locate 
Portable Document Format (PDF). In the Action column of that row, change the 
selection from Preview in Firefox to an Adobe option (such as Use Adobe 
Acrobat). 
Note: Since this report is used for teachers, to print labels for mailing purposes, 
the teacher’s address information must be available on the teacher’s 
maintenance screen. 

Label Type (optional) – Choose one label type from the drop-down selection of 
commonly used (preformatted) labels, if choosing to print labels at this time. The report 
containing labels will then be formatted to match the selection. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (Auto-populated from your StudentInformation profile.) 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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Teacher Block Schedule Report 

Timetable Grid (R422) 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Scheduling Reports – Timetable Grid 
(R422) 
The R422 will show a grid (similar to R427 Teacher Block Schedule) of courses and 
when they meet by period. The R422 can be run by Teacher or Course (the filters 
change depending on the option chosen. 
The R422 handles all possible course section meeting time scenarios including the 
following: 
Basic Meeting Times: Course section meeting times must have the same teacher and 
location on all rotation days defined for the school. R422 handles the following basic 
meeting time scenarios: 

• One period 

• Multiple periods contiguous 

• Multiple periods non-contiguous 
Intermediate Meeting Times: Course section meeting times must be the same for all 
schedule terms, but the course section can have multiple teachers and/or locations, 
different periods for different rotation days. R422 handles the following intermediate 
meeting time scenarios: 

• One period on all rotation days 

• One period on each rotation day but not the same period on all days 

• Multiple periods contiguous and the same set of periods on all days 

• Multiple periods contiguous but not the same contiguous periods on all days 
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• Multiple periods non-contiguous and the same set of periods on all days 

• Multiple periods non-contiguous but not the same non-contiguous periods on all 
days 

• Same teacher and location in all periods on all days 

• Same teacher in all periods on all days but not the same location in all periods on 
all days 

• Same location in all periods on all days but not the same teacher in all periods on 
all days 

• Not the same location in all periods on all days and not the same teacher in all 
periods on all days 

Advanced meeting times: Meeting times can be different for each schedule term; 
otherwise, the same variations are possible as with intermediate meeting time. R422 
handles the following advanced meeting time scenarios: 

• Multiple periods but not the same periods in all schedule terms 

• Same teacher in all periods in all schedule terms, but not the same location in all 
periods in all schedule terms 

• Same location in all periods in all schedule terms, but not the same teacher in all 
periods in all schedule terms 
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Timetable Grid (By Teachers) Report Parameters Screen 
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Timetable Grid (By Courses) Report Parameters Screen 
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Schedule (required) – Select the appropriate schedule from the list of existing 
schedules. Defaults to the default schedule. 
Schedule Result (optional) – Select a Schedule Result to which to limit the results. 
Show Grid by Teachers or Courses (required) 
If Teachers is chosen, then a separate grid is shown for each selected teacher with a 
column for each period for the school. The report filter criteria available in Teacher 
mode are Staff, Course Terms and Periods. 
If Courses is chosen, then a separate grid is shown for each selected course with a 
column for each period for the school. The report filter criteria available in Courses 
mode are Courses, Course Terms or Schedule Terms, Periods, Departments, Course 
Grades, Subject Areas, Areas of Study, Course Types. 
Show Grid by Course Terms or Schedule Terms (required) – If Course Terms is 
chose, then a separate row is shown for each course term in which the teacher/course 
has course sections. If the Schedule Terms option is chosen, then a separate row is 
shown for each schedule term in which a teacher/course has course sections. 
Course Section Start and Stop Dates (required if Course Terms is selected) – If the 
Course Term option is selected above, then an additional set of Course Section Start 
and Stop Dates options is displayed. Most course sections last for the entire duration of 
the course term to which they belong, so the start and stop date information for the 
course section would be redundant. However, for course sections that only meet for part 
of the course term, the start and top date information is useful. The user can choose 
from the following options regarding Course Section Start and Stop Dates: 

• Show Dates only for Course Sections with Advanced Meeting Times 

• Show Dates for all Course Sections 

• Don’t Show Dates for any Course Sections 
Staff (optional – Teacher option only) – If no Staff members are selected, the report will 
select all Staff. You can also filter by selecting specific Staff members for your report. 
Course (optional – Courses option only) – If no Courses are selected, the report will 
select all Courses. You can also filter by selecting specific Courses for your report.  
Course Term (optional) – If no Course Terms are selected, the report will select all 
Course Terms. You can also filter by selecting specific Course Terms for your report.  
Period (optional) – If no Periods are selected, the report will select all Periods. You can 
also filter by selecting specific Periods for your report. 
Department (optional – Courses option only) – If no Departments are selected, the 
report will select all Departments. You can also filter by selecting specific Departments 
for your report. 
Grade (optional – Courses option only) – If no Grades are selected, the report will 
select all Grades. You can also filter by selecting specific Grades for your report. This 
refers to the Grade on the Course Master. 
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Subject Area (optional – Courses option only) – If no Subject Areas are selected, the 
report will select all Subject Areas. You can also filter by selecting specific Subject 
Areas for your report. This refers to the Subject Area on the Course Master. 
Course Area of Study (optional – Courses option only) – If no Course Area of Study 
are selected, the report will select all Course Area of Studies. You can also filter by 
selecting specific Course Area of Studies for your report. This refers to the Course Area 
of Study on the Course Master. 
Course Type (optional – Courses option only) – If no Course Type are selected, the 
report will select all Course Type. You can also filter by selecting specific Course Types 
for your report.  
Additional Fields to Display (optional) – Choose to display Departments, Course 
Grades, Subject Areas, Areas of Study and/or Course Types. 
Print One Teacher/Course Per Page (optional) – If this option is selected, then each 
teacher/course starts on a new page. If the option is not selected, then as many 
teachers/courses as possible are put onto each report page. 
Paper Kind (required) – Choose whether the report width is formatted for Letter or 
Legal size paper. This option is mainly for those schools that have a large number of 
periods, such that the width of the column for each period would not be wide enough 
when shown on Letter size paper. The default is Letter. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. The sort 
options in Teacher mode are Teacher Name and Teacher Code. The sort options in 
Courses mode are Course Code, Course Short Name, Department, Course Grade, 
Subject Area, Areas of Study and Course Type. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (Auto-populated from your StudentInformation profile.) 

Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen  
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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Teacher Mode - Course Term Mode 

 
Teacher Mode - Schedule Term Mode 

 
Course Mode - Course Term Mode 
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Course Mode - Schedule Term Mode 

 
Course Mode - Schedule Term Mode 

 

 

Class Arena Card (R418A) – SIS 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Scheduling Reports – Class Arena Card 
(R418A) - SIS 
This report is used to create Class Arena Cards used in Arena Scheduling. 
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Class Arena Card Report Parameters Screen 

Schedule (optional) – Select the appropriate schedule from the list of existing 
schedules. Defaults to the default schedule. 
Course Type (optional) – If no Course Types are selected, the report will select all 
Course Types. You can also filter by selecting specific Course Types for your report. 
Course (optional) – If no Courses are selected, the report will select all Courses. You 
can also filter by selecting specific Courses for your report. 
Course Section (optional) – If no Course Sections are selected, the report will select all 
Course Sections. You can also filter by selecting specific Course Sections for your 
report. 
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Course Term (optional) – If no Course Terms are selected, the report will select all 
Course Terms. You can also filter by selecting specific Course Terms for your report. 
Print Number of Cards Per Remaining Capacity Plus Extra Cards Percent Of Total 
Capacity (optional) – Indicate a percentage of cards OVER the available seating 
capacity of courses that you wish to be created by the report. If left blank no additional 
cards will be created, only enough for the specified capacity. 
Include Artificial Courses (optional) – Yes or No; Indicates if you wish include artificial 
course types in the report. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (Auto-populated from your StudentInformation profile.) 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

 
Class Arena Report 
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Class Arena Card (R418B) 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Scheduling Reports – Class Arena Card 
(R418B) 
This report is used to create Class Arena Cards used in Arena Scheduling. 

 
Class Arena Card Parameters Screen 

Schedule (optional) – Select the appropriate schedule from the list of existing 
schedules. Defaults to the default schedule. 
Course Type (optional) – If no Course Types are selected, the report will select all 
Course Types. You can also filter by selecting specific Course Types for your report. 
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Course (optional) – If no Courses are selected, the report will select all Courses. You 
can also filter by selecting specific Courses for your report. 
Course Section (optional) – If no Course Sections are selected, the report will select all 
Course Sections. You can also filter by selecting specific Course Sections for your 
report. 
Course Term (optional) – If no Course Terms are selected, the report will select all 
Course Terms. You can also filter by selecting specific Course Terms for your report. 
Print Number of Cards Per Remaining Capacity Plus Extra Cards Percent Of Total 
Capacity (optional) – Indicate a percentage of cards OVER the available seating 
capacity of courses that you wish to be created by the report. If left blank no additional 
cards will be created, only enough for the specified capacity. 
Include Artificial Courses (optional) – Yes or No; Indicates if you wish include artificial 
course types in the report. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (Auto-populated from your StudentInformation profile.) 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 
Submit − Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

 
Class Arena Card 
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Student Arena Card (R417)  
Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Scheduling Reports – Student Arena Card 
(R417) 
This Report will create course request cards for students for use in Arena Scheduling. 

 
Student Arena Card Parameters Screen 

Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve student’s homeroom. 
Defaults to today’s date. 
Calendar Date (optional) – Specify the date to use to retrieve student’s calendar.  
Grade (optional) – If no Grade Levels are selected, the report will select all Grade 
Levels. You can also filter by selecting specific Grade Levels for your report. 
Select Only Students Who Have Any Requests (optional) – Yes or No; Indicates if 
you want only students with at least one request to be included in the report. 
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Number of Cards Printed for Selected Students (optional) – Indicate the number of 
cards to be printed for each student, included in the report. If left blank no additional 
cards will be created 
Print the Requested Course on Each Card (optional) – Yes or No. Indicates if you 
wish to include the name of the requested course on each card printed. 
Number of Cards Printed in Addition to Above Cards (optional) – Indicate the 
number of additional cards to be printed ABOVE the amount specified earlier if left blank 
no additional cards will be created. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (Auto-populated from your StudentInformation profile.) 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
 

 
Student Arena Card 
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Students Scheduled with Alt. Courses (R413) 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Scheduling Reports – Students 
Scheduled with Alternate Courses (R413) 
This report creates a list of students who have been scheduled with an alternate course 
request versus a primary request. 

 
Students Scheduled with Alternate Courses Report Parameters Screen 

Schedule (optional) – Select the appropriate schedule from the list of existing 
schedules. Defaults to the default schedule. If the schedule has been finalized, this field 
is not selectable. 
Schedule Result (required) – Select the appropriate Schedule Results from the 
available list which you wish to base the report results on. If the schedule has been 
finalized, this field is not selectable. 
Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve student’s homeroom. 
Grade (optional) – If no Grade Levels are selected, the report will select all Grade 
Levels. You can also filter by selecting specific Grade Levels for your report. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
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Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (Auto-populated from your StudentInformation profile.) 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

Section Summary by Report Period (R807)  
Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Scheduling Reports – Section Summary 
by Report Period (R807) 
This report lists out the courses along with the count of students in the course. It also 
has a count of the student capacity for each course. If the total number of students 
meets or exceeds the capacity count then the message **CLOSED** will print out at the 
end of the record. Course section, title, term, periods, teacher and room are also 
printed. The user has the choice of listing out only the closed classes, open classes, or 
both on the report. 

 
Section Summary by Report Period Report Parameters Screen (First Half) 
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Section Summary by Report Period Report Parameters Screen (Second Half) 

Schedule (optional) – Select the appropriate schedule from the list of existing 
schedules. Defaults to the default schedule. If the schedule has been finalized, this field 
is not selectable. 
Schedule Result (required) – Select the appropriate Schedule Results from the 
available list which you wish to base the report results on. If the schedule has been 
finalized, this field is not selectable. 
Grade (optional) – If no Grade Levels are selected, the report will select all Grade 
Levels. You can also filter by selecting specific Grade Levels for your report. 
Course (optional) – If no Courses are selected, the report will select all Courses. You 
can also filter by selecting specific Courses for your report. 
Course Section (optional) – If no Course Sections are selected, the report will select all 
Course Sections. You can also filter by selecting specific Course Sections for your 
report. 
Reporting Term (optional) – If no Reporting Terms are selected, the report will select 
all Reporting Terms. You can also filter by selecting specific Reporting Terms for your 
report. 
Print Courses Options (required) – Choose one of the following: 

• Print Only Open Courses – Indicates if you wish for the report to only include 
those courses which still have openings (not filled to capacity). 

• Print Only Closed Courses – Indicates if you wish for the report to only include 
those courses which have NO openings (filled to capacity). 

• Print All Courses – Indicates if you wish for the report to include all courses 
regardless of the availability of seats. 

Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (Auto-populated from your StudentInformation profile.) 
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Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. See the 

Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

 
Section Summary by Report Period Report 

Teacher Schedule (R411) 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Scheduling Reports – Teacher Schedule 
(R411) 
This report is used to generate a schedule for one or all teachers, indicating the courses 
which they are scheduled to teach within a specified time period. Additionally, it is used 
to confirm that the master schedule does not contain any teacher conflicts.   
Course group information is not printed on this report. 
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Teacher Schedule Report Parameters Screen 

Schedule (required) – Select the appropriate schedule from the list of existing 
schedules. Defaults to the default schedule. 
Schedule Result (optional) – Select a Schedule Result to which to limit the results. 
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Course Type (optional) – If no Course Types are selected, the report will select all 
Course Types. You can also filter by selecting specific Course Types for your report. 
Staff Member (optional) – If no Staff Members are selected, the report will select all 
Staff Members. You can also filter by selecting specific Staff Members for your report. 
Schedule Term (optional) – If no Schedule Terms are selected, the report will select all 
Schedule Terms. You can also filter by selecting specific Schedule Terms for your 
report. 
Period (optional) – If no Periods are selected, the report will select all Periods. You can 
also filter by selecting specific Periods for your report. 
Only Display Free Teacher Meeting Times (optional) – Yes or No; indicates whether 
to only include teachers with free time on the report. Those with full schedules would not 
be included if checked. 
Suppress Number Of Students Assigned To Courses (optional) – Yes or No; this will 
indicate whether the number of students enrolled in each course is to be suppressed 
from printing. 
Print One Teacher Per Page (optional) – Yes or No; indicates whether schedules are 
to be printed on separate pages for distribution to each teacher. 
Include Conflict Messages (optional) – Yes or No; indicates whether conflict 
messages are included in the report or not. 
Only Display Schedules For Teachers With Conflicts (optional) – Yes or No; if 
checked, only those teachers who have conflict messages will be included. 
Common Text (optional) – This common text will appear at the bottom of each 
teacher’s schedule. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. If no 
Sorting Option is selected, the sort will default to Teacher Name in ascending order. If 
only Teacher Zip Code is selected as a Sorting Option, the secondary sort will default to 
Teacher Name in ascending order. 
Output (optional) – Select one option for the intended output for this run of the report. 
Options are Report, Labels or both Report and Labels. 
If labels are chosen, use the following Adobe page settings when printing the labels to 
ensure that the labels print correctly on the page. 
For Adobe 9: 

• Page Scaling = None 

• Auto Rotate and Center = Unchecked. 
For Adobe 10: 

• Size Options = Actual Size 

• Orientation = Portrait. 
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Note: If you are using Firefox, you must change a setting before printing labels. 
In Firefox, go to Options. On the Applications window under Content Type, locate 
Portable Document Format (PDF). In the Action column of that row, change the 
selection from Preview in Firefox to an Adobe option (such as Use Adobe 
Acrobat). 

Note: Since this report is used for teachers, to print labels for mailing purposes, 
the teacher’s address information must be available on the teacher’s 
maintenance screen.   

Label Type (optional) – Choose one label type from the drop-down selection of 
commonly used (preformatted) labels, if choosing to print labels at this time. The report 
containing labels will then be formatted to match the selection. Please note that there is 
a Zip Code sort that can be used when printing labels. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Email Address (Auto-populated from your StudentInformation profile.) 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

 
Teacher Schedule Report 
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Location Schedule (R409) 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Scheduling Reports – Location Schedule 
(R409) 
This report is used to generate a schedule for one or all Locations/Rooms, indicating the 
courses which are scheduled within a specified time period in that location (each 
location will print on a separate page). Additionally, it is used to confirm that the master 
schedule does not contain any location/room conflicts. The report can be filtered to 
show results for free only, conflicts only, or all. If all results are chose, the conflicts will 
appear in red. 

 
Location Schedule Report Parameters Screen 
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Schedule (optional) – Select the appropriate schedule from the list of existing 
schedules. Defaults to the default schedule. If the schedule has been finalized, this 
option will not be available. 
Schedule Result (required) – Select the appropriate Scheduler Result from the 
available list for which you wish to base the report results on. If the schedule has been 
finalized, this option will not be available. 
Location (optional) – If no Locations are selected, the report will select all Locations. 
You can also filter by selecting specific Locations for your report. 
Schedule Term (optional) – If no Schedule Terms are selected, the report will select all 
Schedule Terms. You can also filter by selecting specific Schedule Terms for your 
report. 
Period (optional) – If no Periods are selected, the report will select all Periods. You can 
also filter by selecting specific Periods for your report. 
Only Display Free Locations (optional) – Yes or No; indicates whether to only include 
free (empty) rooms/locations on the report. 
Print One Location Per Page (optional) – Yes or No; indicates whether to print each 
location on a separate page. 
Display (required) – Choose from All, Free Only or Conflict Only. If All is chosen, the 
conflicts will display on the report in red. 
Group By (required) – Choose to group the report by Location (default) or Period. The 
chosen Group By will also be the primary sort. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. The 
chosen Group By will be the primary sort. Secondary sort(s) can be specified by 
choosing one or more Sorting Options. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (Auto-populated from your StudentInformation profile.) 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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Location Schedule Report 

Singleton List Report (R813-A) 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Scheduling Reports – Singleton List 
Report (R813-A) 
This report lists out courses that only exist in one period during the day. This allows the 
user to see what course will be in conflict with each other. The periods are listed as 
column headings across the top of the page and the course ID’s are listed under the 
period column that corresponds to the period the course is offered. 
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Singleton List Report Parameters Screen 

Schedule (optional) – Select the appropriate schedule from the list of existing 
schedules. Defaults to the default schedule. 
Course Term (optional) – If no Course Terms are selected, the report will select all 
Course Terms. You can also filter by selecting specific Course Terms for your report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (Auto-populated from your StudentInformation profile.) 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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Singleton List Report 

 

Singleton List Conflict Report (R813-B) 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Scheduling Reports – Singleton List 
Report (R813-B) 
This report lists out courses that a student has in conflict. Any student that has two or 
more courses that are scheduled for the same time will be listed on this report along 
with the course and period information. The report orders the information by class and 
term. 
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Singleton List Conflict Report Parameters Screen 

Schedule (optional) – Select the appropriate schedule from the list of existing 
schedules. Defaults to the default schedule. 
Course Term (optional) – If no Course Terms are selected, the report will select all 
Course Terms. You can also filter by selecting specific Course Terms for your report. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (Auto-populated from your StudentInformation profile.) 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. See the 

Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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Singleton List Conflict Report 

Class Master Schedule (R407) 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Scheduling Reports – Master Schedule 
(R407) 
This report generates a complete listing of the master schedule for a given school year. 
In addition, schedule balancing information is printed for each term at the end of the 
report. 
This report is divided into various sections: 

• Course Groups (displaying all course sections within the course group with 
course section capacity and course group capacity) 

• Courses 

• Class Master Scheduling Balancing 

• Demand Detail (Course and Group) 
Filling counts will only include students who are enrolled in the course section on the 
date that the report is run. The report will check the course section assignment 
start/stop dates. 
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Class Master Schedule Report Parameters Screen 

Schedule (required) – Select the appropriate schedule from the list of existing 
schedules. Defaults to the default schedule. If the schedule has been finalized, this field 
is not selectable. 
Schedule Result (optional) – Select the appropriate Schedule Results from the 
available list, on which you wish to base the report results. If the schedule has been 
finalized, this field is not selectable.   
Filling Count Date (required) – Enter the date to use for the filling count calculation and 
for Period filtering. 
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Course Term (optional) – If no Course Terms are selected, the report will select all 
Course Terms. You can also filter by selecting specific Course Terms for your report. 
Course Grade Level (optional) – If no Course Grade Levels are selected, the report will 
select all Course Grade Levels. You can also filter by selecting specific Course Grade 
Levels for your report. 
Department (optional) – If no Departments are selected, the report will select all 
Departments. You can also filter by selecting specific Departments for your report. 
Period (optional) – If no Periods are selected, the report will select all Periods. You can 
also filter by selecting specific Periods for your report. The Period filtering will be based 
on the date entered for the Filling Count Date. 
Print Only Totals (optional) – Check to print only totals on the report; Uncheck to print 
class meetings details on the report. 
Print Course Groups Only (optional) – Check to print only course groups. Uncheck to 
print courses and course groups. 
Show Active Only (optional) – Check to show only active course sections and course 
group sections. Uncheck to include inactive course sections and course group sections. 
Display Demand Detail (optional) – Check to show the Demand Detail section of the 
report. The demand for each course will be listed. 
Show only courses/groups with demand greater than 0 (optional) – Check to show 
only courses and course groups with demand greater than 0; Uncheck to show courses 
and course groups even if their demand is zero. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (Auto-populated from your StudentInformation profile.) 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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Class Master Schedule Report 

 

 
Balancing on the Class Master Schedule Report 
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Course Master Schedule - Demand Detail 

Class Master Schedule with Disabilities (R407) Report 
The Class Master Schedule with Disabilities (R407) report lists the master schedule for 
the selected school year, staff and term with a count of the number of male, female and 
students with disabilities enrolled in each course. 
The Class Master Schedule with Disabilities Report is located in the following path: 
Home > Local > Report Builder Links > Report Builder Reports. 

 
Class Master Schedule Report on the Report Builder Reports Screen 

1. With the school for which you want to run the report in context, on the Report 
Builder screen, click the run icon in the View Report column for the Class Master 
Schedule with Disabilities (R407) report. 
The StudentInformation Report Viewer screen displays. 

Run Icon 
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Class Master Schedule with Disabilities Report on the Report Viewer Screen 

2. In the School Year drop-down list in the Select Required Parameters area, 
select the school year for which you want to view the master schedule.  

3. In the Course Term drop-down list, select the course term(s) for which you want 
to view the master schedule. 

4. In the Staff Name drop-down list, select the name of the staff member(s) for 
whom you want to view the master schedule.. 

5. If you would like to apply an additional filter to the report results, in the Set 
Optional Filters area, perform the following steps: 
a. In the Field Name drop-down list, select the field on which you want to filter 

the report. 
b. In the Operation drop-down list, select the operation you want to apply to the 

filter. The available options may vary depending on the field you selected in 
the Field Name list. For more information about the filter operations, refer to 
ProgressBook StudentInformation Report Builder User Guide. 

c. Enter or select the appropriate value in the Value field, if applicable. 
Note: The available options and acceptable values vary depending on the option 
you selected in the Field Name drop-down list. You may be able to enter only 
alphabetical or only numeric characters depending on the option you selected in 
the Field Name drop-down list. If you selected an option in the Field Name  
drop-down list that requires a date, a calendar becomes available in the Value 
field. If you selected Has a Value or Does Not Have a Value in the Operation 
drop-down list, then the Value field is unavailable. 

d. To add an additional filter, repeat step 5(a) through step 5(c) in the line below 
the previous filter. 
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6. Click View Report. 
The report displays at the bottom of the window. 

 
Class Master Schedule with Disabilities (R407) Report 

7. To save the report with your selected parameters and filters, perform the 
following steps: 
a. Click Save Setup As. 
b. Enter a unique report name in the New report name field. 
c. Enter a description of the report in the New description field. 
d. Click Save. 

The following message displays at the bottom of the screen: “Report setup 
saved successfully.” 
The report is saved. You can now run it directly from the User Reports area 
on the Report Builder Reports screen. 

8. Click the close button to close the StudentInformation Report Viewer screen and 
return to the Report Builder Reports screen. 

Schedule Card Formatter (R701) 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Scheduling Reports – Schedule Card 
Formatter (R701) 
The schedule card formatter determines the information to be included on student’s 
schedule cards and the layout of the schedule cards. 
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Several versions of schedule cards have been set up for use at each school. The report 
headings, demographic info, class sequence and selection controls, student selection 
and sequence controls, and totaling information are set up with the formatters.  
These changes have taken place as of DASL v8.3.0: 

• Course section assignments that are associated with an inactive request 
previously did not appear on the report. Those assignments now appear on the 
report, as long as they qualify to appear on the report based on the other chosen 
report criteria. 

• Requests that have not been scheduled yet by the scheduler now show the 
request status, for example Approved or Pending. Course section assignments 
will continue to show the course section assignment status, for example 
Assigned or Conflict. The Request or Course Section Assignment status is only 
shown on formats 1, 11 and 21. 

 
Schedule Card Formatter Report Parameters Screen (First Part of Screen) 
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\ 
Schedule Card Formatter Report Parameters Screen (Second Part of Screen) 
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Report Layout (required) – Select the appropriate format from the drop-down menu. All 
formats for this report include Grade, Birthdate, Gender, Homeroom, Locker and Phone 
unless otherwise noted. Formats are as follows: 

 Orientation Print 
Request 
Status? 

Print Locker 
or Combo? 

Print 
Fees? 

Notes 

1 Landscape Yes Yes –no 

combo 

No - Only format to print request status 
- When printing, choose Page Scaling = 
Fit to Printable Area 

2 Portrait No Yes –no 

combo 

No  

3 Portrait No Yes (both) No - Very similar to format 2; smaller print 
- Prints student number 

4 Landscape No Yes –no 

combo 

No - 2 schedule cards for the same student 
per page 
- Prints student SSN 

5 Landscape No Yes –no 

combo 

No - 2 schedule cards for the same student 
per page 
- Very similar to format 4 except for 
placement of several small items 

6 Landscape No Yes (both) Yes - Can project fees if fees have not been 
assigned 
- Prints program 

11     Same as format 1 

12 Portrait No Yes (both) No - Similar to format 2 
- Prints program 
- Does not print gender or homeroom 

13     Same as format 3 

14     Same as format 4 

15     Same as format 5 

16 Landscape No Yes (both) Yes - Can project fees if fees have not been 
assigned 
- Very similar to format 6 
- Prints student SSN 

21     Same as format 1 

22     Same as format 2 

23     Same as format 3 

24     Same as format 4 

25     Same as format 5 

26     Same as format 6 

27     Similar to format 13 
- Footer contains school’s return address 
and parent’s mailing address for use with 
self-sealing paper (mailer). 
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*Note on Format 6:    Font size is 8.5 and will accommodate 17 assignments on a single page with 
default margins of 0.4. For students with 17 assignments (or more), the common text will print on the 2nd 
page. A single page can accommodate more assignments by reducing the top and bottom margins or 
using the Adobe Page Scaling setting of Fit to Printable Area or Shrink to Printable Area. 

Schedule (required) – Select the appropriate schedule from the list of existing 
schedules. Defaults to the default schedule. This field is not selectable once a final 
schedule result has been selected. 
Schedule Result (required) – Select the appropriate Schedule Results from the 
available list which you wish to base the report results on. This field is not selectable 
once a final schedule result has been selected. 
Left, Right, Top, Bottom Margin (optional) –The user can set the appropriate margins 
(in inches) for the report output. The default margin for all R701 formats is 0.4 inches if 
no value is specified in the options on the screen. Note that if the margins are too large 
for a particular format, parts of the report output may get cut off. 
Course Term (optional) – If no Course Terms are selected, the report will select all 
Course Terms. You can also filter by selecting specific Course Terms for your report. 
Course Types (optional) – If no Course Types are selected, the report will select all 
Course Types. You can also filter by selecting specific Course Types for your report. 
Period (optional) – If no Periods are selected, the report will select all Periods. You can 
also filter by selecting specific Periods for your report. 
Grade (optional) – If no Grades are selected, the report will select all Grades. You can 
also filter by selecting specific Grades for your report. 
Program (optional) – If no Programs are selected, the report will select all Programs. 
You can also filter by selecting specific Programs for your report. 
Homeroom (optional) – If no Homerooms are selected, the report will select all 
Homerooms. You can also filter by selecting specific Homerooms for your report. 
Home School (optional) – If no Home Schools are selected, the report will select all 
Home Schools. You can also filter by selecting specific Home Schools for your report. 
The Home School filter is controlled by the Home School on the Student  
Profile – General tab. 
Counselor – If no Counselors are selected, the report will select all Counselors. You 
can also filter by selecting specific Counselors for your report. 
Membership (optional) – If no Membership Codes are selected, the report will select all 
Membership Codes. You can also filter by selecting specific Membership Codes for your 
report. 
Membership Group (optional) – If no Membership Groups are selected, the report will 
select all Membership Groups. You can also filter by selecting specific Membership 
Groups for your report. 
Special Education Services (optional) – Select the Special Education services to 
return the students on the report who are assigned those services. If no Special 
Education services are selected, the report will return students assigned to all services. 
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This list box contains the 215xxx codes and refers to the records entered for a student 
on the Services tab on the Special Education screen. 

Note: The Special Education Services list only displays if FY13 and later is in 
context. In prior years, the Special Education services are entered on the Edit 
Student Memberships screen and are selected for this report in the Membership 
Code list. 

Ad-Hoc Membership (optional) – You can select an Ad-Hoc Membership from the 
drop-down list. If you select an Ad-Hoc Membership, only schedules for students from 
that Ad-Hoc Membership will be used in the report. Check the Public and Private check 
box to see Memberships created by other users in your drop-down list. 
Student Status (optional) – If no Student Status Codes are selected, the report will 
select all Student Status Codes. You can also filter by selecting specific Student Status 
Codes for your report. 
Student Numbers (optional) – If you wish to run the report for individual students 
(versus entire group/grade) indicate the students for which the report is to be processed 
by typing in their student ID numbers separated by commas. 
Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve student’s homeroom. 
Defaults to today’s date. 
Common Text for Schedule Cards (optional) – Multi-line text box in which to enter a 
comment that will appear on all students’ schedule cards. 
Common Text for Schedules with Results that have No Assignment (optional) – 
Multi-line text box in which to enter a comment that appears on all students’ schedule 
cards which have at least one course with an Unassigned Course Section Student 
Status. 
Suppress Requests That Have No Matching Assignment (optional) – Yes or No; 
Indicates if printing of courses with a request that has no matching Course Section 
assignment should be suppressed on the schedules. 
Position For Requests That Have No Matching Assignment (optional) – Indicate by 
selection from the drop-down menu if course requests that have not been assigned a 
section be displayed before, after or in any location in proximity to the assigned 
courses. 
Suppress Results That Have No Assignment (optional) – Yes or No; Indicates if 
printing of unassigned courses should be suppressed on the schedules. 
Position For Results That Have No Assignment (optional) – Indicate by selection 
from the drop-down menu if unassigned courses should be displayed before, after or in 
any location in proximity to the assigned courses. 
Print Only Schedules With Results That Have No Assignment (optional) – Yes or 
No; Indicates if printing of courses with a request that has no matching Course Section 
assignment should be suppressed on the schedules. 
The above three settings can be confusing. Here are a few examples of their use: 
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These settings could be used to print Schedule Cards to hand out to students. They will 
include only requests that were assigned, and will include schedule cards for all 
students that meet the selection criteria. 

 
These settings could be used to print Schedule Cards that include both requests that 
were assigned and requests the scheduler attempted to schedule, but could not find a 
valid assignment (for instance, due to conflicts or all sections filled), for all students that 
meet the selection criteria. 

 
These settings could be used to print Schedule Cards for all students that meet the 
selection criteria, to see students with unapproved requests. 

 
These settings could be used to print Schedule Cards only for those students who meet 
the selection criteria and still have unfilled requests (whether the scheduler has been 
run or not). 
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Print Schedules Changed After Date – Will only print schedules printed after the date 
you indicate with the date picker. 
Print Blank Schedule Card for Student With Unpaid Fees (optional) – If checked, 
students who have not paid their fees will get a blank schedule card. If unchecked, 
students who have not paid their fees will get a normal schedule card like all other 
students. 
Show Meeting Time By Description or Periods/Days/Locations (required) – Choose 
one of the following: 

• Meeting Time Description – Show the meeting time description. 

• Periods, Days, and Locations – Show the period(s), day(s) and location(s) in 
separate columns on the report, instead of showing the meeting time description. 
If a course section meets in multiple periods, they are shown in a comma 
delimited list, and likewise for the days and locations. However, if a course 
section has advanced meeting times, this option will not always give the 
complete meeting time info for a course section – for example, if it meets in 
different periods on different days and/or schedule terms, with different teachers 
and/or in different locations. 

Omit Unlisted Phone Numbers (optional) – If checked, the student unlisted Phone 
Numbers will not print on the schedule cards. If unchecked, the student unlisted Phone 
Numbers will print on the schedule cards. 
Omit Locker Information (optional) – If checked, the student Locker Information will 
not print on the schedule cards. If unchecked, the student Locker information will print 
on the schedule cards. 
Omit Credit Information (optional) – If checked, the Credit information will not print on 
the schedule cards. If unchecked, the Credit information will print on the schedule cards. 
Omit Credit Total Information (optional) - For formats 6, 16 and 26, the credits total 
displays beneath the list of courses for the student. If the user checks the Omit Credit 
Total Information box on the report submission screen, the credits total does not 
appear. The Omit Credit Total Information box only appears on the report submission 
screen if formats 6, 16 or 26 are selected in the Report Layout drop-down. The Omit 
Credit Total Information check box is checked by default on formats 6, 16 and 26. 
Omit All Phone Information (optional) – If checked, the student Phone information will 
not print on the schedule cards. If unchecked, the student Phone information will print 
on the schedule cards. 
Omit Social Security Number (optional) – If checked, the student SSN will not print on 
the schedule cards. If unchecked, the student SSN will print on the schedule cards. 
Print Two Students Per Page (optional) –This option is only available for formats that 
are set up in Portrait orientation – formats 2, 3, 12, 13, 22 and 23. The report output pdf 
file will have dimensions of 8.5 by 5.5 inches per page instead of the usual 8.5 by 11 
inches. The report footer will be hidden if there is no Common Text entered by the user 
– to allow more students to fit on a single 8.5 by 5.5 pdf page. The user can then use 
Adobe print settings to print two pages of the pdf per 8.5 by 11 inch sheet of paper. 
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Omit Teacher Information (optional) – If checked, the Teacher information will not print 
on the schedule cards. If unchecked, the Teacher information will print on the schedule 
cards. 
Omit Counselor Information (optional) – If checked, the Counselor information will not 
print on the schedule cards. If unchecked, the Counselor information will print on the 
schedule cards. 
Omit Team Information (optional) – If checked, the Team information will not print on 
the schedule cards. If unchecked, the Team information will print on the schedule cards. 
Omit Homeroom Info (optional) – If checked, the Homeroom information will not print 
on the schedule cards. If unchecked, the Homeroom information will print on the 
schedule cards. 
Omit Course And Section Info (optional) – If checked, the course code, course name, 
and section number will not display for the requests / assignments. If unchecked, the 
course code, course name and section number will display for the requests / 
assignments. 
Omit Home School Information (optional) – If checked, the Home School information 
will not print on the schedule cards. If unchecked, the Home School information will print 
on the schedule cards. 
Omit Program Info (optional) – If checked, the Program information will not print on the 
schedule cards. If unchecked, the Program information will print on the schedule cards. 
Student Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more student sort options for your 
report.  
Course Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more course sort options (within 
student sort) for the courses included in your report. 
Sort Students by Course Section they’re in during Period: (optional) – You can 
select by Rotation Day or Calendar Periods from the corresponding drop-down list.  
Output (optional) – Select one option for the intended output for this run of the report. 
Options are Report, Labels or both Report and Labels. 
If labels are chosen, use the following Adobe page settings when printing the labels to 
ensure that the labels print correctly on the page. 
For Adobe 9: 

• Page Scaling = None 

• Auto Rotate and Center = Unchecked. 
For Adobe 10: 

• Size Options = Actual Size 

• Orientation = Portrait. 
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Note: If you are using Firefox, you must change a setting before printing labels. In 
Firefox, go to Options. On the Applications window under Content Type, locate 
Portable Document Format (PDF). In the Action column of that row, change the 
selection from Preview in Firefox to an Adobe option (such as Use Adobe Acrobat). 

Label Type (optional) – Choose one label type from the drop-down selection of 
commonly used (preformatted) labels, if choosing to print labels at this time. The report 
containing labels will then be formatted to match the selection. 
Address (optional) – Indicate which address should be used if labels are created in the 
output. Options are: Use Student Address or Use Parent Address. 
Use Custom Address Text (optional) – If you check this box, the custom text entered 
in the text field will print at the top of each address field on the report. 
Include Copied on Correspondence – Yes or No; Selecting Yes will include address 
labels for contacts marked as Copied on Correspondence when creating labels. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (Auto-populated from your StudentInformation profile.) 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 

Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. See the 

Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
Note: R701 Schedule Card sorts by period first. Then it looks at all periods that a 
course section may meet in. Of two course sections start in the same period but 
one lasts for a single period and the other for two periods, then the single period 
course will be sorted first. 

 
Schedule Format 1 
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Schedule Format 2 

 
Schedule Format 3 
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Schedule Format 4 

 
Schedule Format 5 
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Schedule Format 6 

Student fees will be projected onto the student card (format 6), based upon General 
Fees and Course Fees, if fees have not been assigned to a student as long as the Has 
Fees Assigned flag on the DASL Options – Fees tab has not been checked. 
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Schedule Format 12 

 
Schedule Format 16 
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Add/Drop Audit Report (R209) 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Scheduling – Scheduling Reports – Add/Drop Audit 
Report (R209) 
This report is a listing of course section scheduling activity for students enrolling and 
withdrawing from course sections. The report lists the following fields: Date, Course 
Code, Teacher ID, Period, Course Term, Student Number, Action Type, Teacher Name, 
Program, Administrative Homeroom. 

 
Add/Drop Audit Report Parameters Screen 
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Ad-Hoc Membership (optional) – Select the appropriate Ad-Hoc Membership from the 
drop-down list. Note selecting an Ad-Hoc Membership will limit the report to only include 
students associated with the selected Membership. 
Schedule (required) – Select the Schedule for which you wish to run this report. This is 
only modifiable until the Schedule is finalized. 
Schedule Result (required) – Select the Schedule Result for which you wish to run this 
report. This is only modifiable until the Schedule is finalized. 
Date Range (optional) – Specify a date range in each of the date boxes to designate 
the scheduling activity you want to report (from and to dates). Leave blank to select the 
entire year. Select the basis of the date range as follows: 

• Add/Drop/Remove Date – Runs based on the effective date the student added, 
dropped or was removed from the course 

• Modified Date – Runs based on the date you performed the add/drop/remove 
transaction 

Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve student’s homeroom. 
Defaults to today’s date. 
Course ID (optional) – If no Courses are selected, the report will select all Courses. You 
can also filter by selecting specific Courses for your report. 
Course Section (optional) – If no Course Sections are selected, the report will select all 
Course Sections. You can also filter by selecting specific Course Sections for your 
report. 
Course Term (optional) – If no Course Terms are selected, the report will select all 
Course Terms. You can also filter by selecting specific Course Terms for your report. 
Action Type (required) –Indicate the Action Type(s) to be displayed on the report. 
Check one or more of the following: Add, Drop, Remove. At least one Action Type must 
be selected. 
Page Break on First Sort Term? (optional) – If checked, the report will skip to a new 
page based on the first Sorting Option selected. For example, if Teacher Code is 
selected as the first Sorting Option and Page Break on First Sort Term? is selected, 
then the report will sort by Teacher Code and skip to a new page when a new Teacher 
Code is encountered. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (Auto-populated from your StudentInformation profile.) 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen  
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Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

Course Section Summary Report 
Navigation: Home – SIS – School – Course Section Summary Report 
This on-line report shows course information for the selected criteria. 

 
Course Section Summary Report Search Criteria 

Term (required) – Select the Course Term from the drop-down list. Course Terms are 
defined by building. 
Period (required) – Select the period of the day. Periods of the day are defined by 
building and course/sections are assigned to specific periods of the day. 
Course/Section (optional) – Enter the Course number or the Course/Section 
combination. 

 – Invoke the Course Selection Wizard for additional course selection criteria. 

 
Course Section Summary Report Screen 

Selection Criteria – Enter the criteria to narrow down your course selection using the 
various drop-down lists. 
Search – Search for the courses that match the selected criteria. 
Clear – Clear the search criteria.  
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Cancel – Cancel and close the Course Selection Wizard and return to the Course 
Section Summary Report. 
 

 – Select this course and return to the Course Section Summary Report where this 
selection will be entered into the Course field. 
Section Status (required) – Choose All, Open Only or Closed Only. The Section Status 
will be displayed on the screen. 
Show Results – Show the courses that match the selected criteria. 

 
Search Results on the Course Section Summary Report Screen 

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Course, Section, Title, Term, Teacher, Room, 
Capacity, Status) in ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header. 
Course – Course Number 
Section – Course Section Number 
Title – Title of the Course. 
Term – Course Term which are defined by building. 
Teacher – Teacher assigned to the course section. 
Room – Room assigned to the course section. 
Capacity – Maximum number of students that can be enrolled in this course section. 
Enrolled – Number of students currently enrolled in this course section. 
Status – If the status of the course section is Open, the status will show blank. If the 
status of the course section is Closed, the word **Closed** will appear. 
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Change Log 
The following Change Log explains by Product Version, Heading, Page and Reason 
where changes in the ProgressBook StudentInformation Student and Registration 
Guide have been made. 
 

Product 
Version Heading Page Reason 

14.9.0 “Civil Rights Reporting” 245 Updated section to reflect revised Civil 
Rights reporting requirements. 

14.7.0 Entire Guide N/A Removed/updated references to the 
retired ProgressBook 
StudentInformation General Use Guide. 

14.7.0 “Show Inactive Family Groups” N/A Section removed. Inactive family groups 
no longer display. 

14.7.0 “Add/Edit Contact Type Code” 17 Updated image to show new 
“Authorized to Pickup” option. 

14.7.0 “Student Contact Information” 130 Added description of new “Authorized to 
Pickup” option and updated images. 

14.7.0 “Add Contact” 131 Added description of new Legal District 
of Residence Change Date field. 
Updated image and reordered field 
descriptions to show reordering of some 
fields on the window. 

14.7.0 “Edit Contact” 134 Updated image to show new Legal 
District of Residence Change Date 
field and reordering of some other fields. 

14.7.0 “Family Groups” 152 Updated section to show new Number 
of Family Groups Per Page option on 
Family Groups screen. 

14.7.0 “Create a Family Group” 154 Updated procedure and images to show 
removal of Is Active check box on 
Group tab and Save button on 
Students tab. 

14.7.0 “Modify a Family Group” 157 Deleted step referencing removed Is 
Active check box.  

14.7.0 “Add Contacts to a Family Group” 158 Added initial steps to search for and 
access the correct family group. 

Added “Authorized to Pickup” option to 
note. 
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Product 
Version Heading Page Reason 

14.7.0 “Delete a Family Group” 161 Removed reference to viewing inactive 
family groups. 

14.7.0 “Set District Courier Policy” 162 Updated image to show new Grade 
multi-select list. Added optional step of 
excluding students in certain grade 
levels from being assigned as courier.  

14.7.0 “Set Page Level Security for 
Family Groups Contacts” 

163 Updated image to show new Grade 
multi-select list. 

14.7.0 “Create Family Groups with the 
Family Groups Wizard” 

164 Updated image to show new Family 
Group Name field and new Number of 
Family Groups Per Page option on 
Display Groups tab. 

14.7.0 “Modify Groups in Family Groups 
Wizard” 

167 Update images to show removal of 
Contacts tab. Removed text referring to 
the removed Is Active check box on the 
Group tab. 

14.6.7 “Student Profile – FS-Attendance 
Tab” 

79 Updated field names/descriptions and 
image to reflect ODE change from days 
to hours reporting for attendance. 

14.6.7 “Edit FS Student Attendance 
Records” 

80 Split information on editing FS Student 
Attendance records into its own topic. 

14.6.7 “Student Profile – Transportation 
Tab” 

96 Added description of new Distance 
student was transported from 
residence to school building  
drop-down list and updated image. 

14.6.4 “Student Profile – FN-Attributes 
Tab” 

91 Updated image and field description to 
show Updated December 1st IEP 
Outcome field renamed to Oct 
Childcount IEP Outcome. 

14.6.0 “Student Profile – FN-Attributes 
Tab” 

91 Updated description of Attending 
Building IRN Next Year field to 
describe newly registered students. 

14.5.0 “Student Profile – FD-Attributes 
Tab” 

82 Added description of new Reporting 
Calendar field and updated associated 
images. 

14.4.3 “Student Profile – FN-Attributes 
Tab” 

91 Removed reporting period information, 
added Attending District IRN Last 
October field description and updated 
image. 

14.4.3 “Student Profile – Transportation 
Tab” 

96 Added description of Countweek 
Transportation Days section and 
updated image. 
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Product 
Version Heading Page Reason 

14.4.3 “Create Family Groups with the 
Family Groups Wizard” 

164 Added note about setting the correct 
default school year before running the 
Family Groups Wizard. 

14.4.0 “Student Profile – FN-Attributes 
Tab” 

91 Added option of EX (Exempt from 
Diagnostic Assessment) to description 
of Third Grade Reading Guarantee  

14.3.0 “Contact Type Codes 
Maintenance” 

15 Updated district level image to show 
new NCES Contact Type column. 

14.3.0 “Add/Edit Contact Type Code” 17 Added description of new NCES 
Contact Type Code drop-down list and 
updated image. 

14.3.0 “Map District Contact Type Codes 
to Professional Contact Codes” 

18 Updated image to show new NCES 
Contact Type column. 

14.3.0 “Student Photographs” 186 Moved section from the ProgressBook 
StudentInformation Getting Started 
Guide to this guide. 

14.1.0 “Custody Type Codes” 13 Added description of new Custody 
check box, rewrote add/edit section as 
procedural steps and updated screen 
shots. 

14.1.0 “Student Profile – General Tab” 58 Added note about changing the 
Address of Residence of a student 
with contacts sharing the same address. 

14.1.0 “Student Profile – FN-Attributes 
Tab” 

91 Added description of new Admission to 
Current High School Date field and 
updated screen shot. 

14.1.0 “Student Profile – FN-Graduate 
Tab” 

94 Added description of new CORE 
Graduation Requirement Exemption 
Date, CORE Graduation Requirement 
Met and Expected Graduation Date 
fields and updated screen shot. 

14.1.0 “Edit Contact” 134 Updated screen shot to show address 
fields disabled because Same As 
Student Address check box is 
selected. 

14.1.0 “Student Roster Detail (R101-A)” 215 Added description of new Use Family 
Group Couriers option and updated 
screen shot. 

14.0.0 “Contact Type Codes 
Maintenance” 

15 Updated screen shots and added 
procedure for mapping district codes to 
professional codes. 
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Student and Registration Overview 
The ProgressBook StudentInformation Student and Student Registration program will 
be used by school personnel to enter all types of information on new and existing 
students. This data will be used by the district as well as for EMIS reporting needs. 
The Student program is made up of several elements which are defined by code tables. 
These tables work in combination with the various student screens, as validation for 
fields within the applications. This helps to maintain the integrity of data entered. Once 
these code tables have been defined, the user can begin adding records for students. 
Staff members will also have the capability to modify, change, and delete various 
student records as needed. The “StudentInformation modules”, such as Miscellaneous 
Data, Memberships, Alerts and Contact Information, help to meet the reporting needs of 
the school and/or district.  

 

Understanding Student and Student Registration 
The Student “master” or Profile Record as it is called in SIS has many properties. Some 
properties are specific to the student at the school building level, while others properties 
are specific to the student at the district level. And EMIS reporting requirements 
necessitate the addition of still other properties. Each will be outlined and explained in 
this chapter. 
The Student and Student Registration encompass several collection and reporting 
capabilities as well. Those areas include: 

• Registration of new students and updating of existing students’ demographic 
information. 

• Admission and withdrawal history for all students. 

• Ability to define Disability, Medical, Custody and Miscellaneous alerts for 
individual students. 

• Collection and reporting of all EMIS student demographic requirements. 

• Create Contact information for students with the ability to view and edit same. 

• Define student memberships with beginning and ending dates. 

• Capability to set up Miscellaneous screens for collection of other/miscellaneous 
data. 
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Student Registration Outline and Flow 
1. Student Codes Maintenance 

Student Status Codes – Codes used to define the enrollment status of a 
student, indicating if they are actively enrolled, inactive, expelled, etc.  

Team Codes – Available to group students together according to academic 
levels for the purpose of scheduling students as a common group to 
common course sections. 

Ethnicity Codes – Codes used to describe a student’s ethnic background. 
Program Codes – Defines a collective course of study and typically used to 

group students in a common education program. 
Custody Type Codes –Codes used to describe parental or guardianship 

custody of a student. 
Contact Type Codes – Defines the type of contact or relationship of a 

contact to the associated student. Some Contact codes will require that 
the custody code be included as well. 

Admission Codes – Codes used to describe the reason a student is being 
admitted to a school, such as new resident, from non-public school, first 
school attended, etc. 

Withdrawal Codes – Codes used to describe the reason a student is leaving 
the school, such as moving, drop out, etc. 

Birthdate Verification Codes – Codes that signify permitted methods of birth 
date verification. 

Membership Group Codes – Used to group related memberships together, 
such as fall sports teams, academic clubs, etc. 

Membership Codes – Used to group related students to indicate a common 
affiliation or activity. 

Miscellaneous Data Groups Maintenance – Defines the valid 
miscellaneous groups with field definitions, for entry of additional student 
data not currently stored in any other area. 

Miscellaneous Data Definitions Maintenance – Used to define the field 
definitions for the Miscellaneous Group. 

2. Registering Students 
A. Registration Wizard – Initial screen used to register students in the 

working school. 
1. Registration Pre-requisites tab 
2. Possible Matches tab 
3. Complete Registration tab 
4. EMIS tab 

B. Student Profile – Series of tabs used for input of student information. 
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1. General tab – Detailed student demographic information. 
2. Additional tab – Additional demographic info and some scheduling 

information. 
3. Custom tab – Miscellaneous data definitions. 
4. Private tab – Private student information. 
5. FS-Standing tab – EMIS FS Student Standing records. 
6. EMIS Situation Wizard 
7. FS-Attendance tab – EMIS FS Student Attendance records. 
8. FD-Attributes tab – EMIS FD Attributes records. 
9. FN-Attributes tab – EMIS FN Attributes records. 

10. FN-Graduate tab – EMIS FN Graduate record. 
11. Transportation tab – Student transportation info. 

3. Student Information 
A. Admission/Calendar History – Displays admission and withdrawal 

history as well as calendar changes for the selected student. 
B. View Calendar History – Displays calendar history for the selected 

student. 
C. View Admission History – Displays admission and withdrawal history for 

the selected student. 
D. Edit History Details – Displays and allows editing and deletion of the 

selected student’s admission events. 
E. Withdraw Student – Screen used to withdraw students from the district. 
F. Student Transfers – Screen used to track transfer students. 
G. Student Community Service Hours – Screen used to track Community 

Service Hours for each student. 
H. Student Contact Information – Viewable information for all contacts 

designated for the selected student. 
I. Student Memberships and Membership Staff Members 

1. View Student Memberships – View only of the selected student’s 
associated memberships. 

2. Membership Staff Members – View of student’s memberships and 
the staff member (if applicable) assigned to that code. 

3. Memberships Members – Screen used for adding students in 
bulk, to a specific membership. 

4. View Memberships 
5. Add Students to Membership 
6. Delete Students from Membership 
7. Bulk Addition of Students 
8. Copy Ad-Hoc Membership to Membership – Copy students in a 

selected ad-hoc membership to a “regular” membership. 
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9. Copy Membership from Year to Year – Copy selected student’s 
membership from the previous year to the current year in context. 

J. Family Groups – Enables you to create a group of students who are 
living in the same household so that when the district or school needs to 
notify the parents of an event, such as by phone or mail, only one 
notification is set per household. 

K. Student Alerts 
1. Custody Alert – Used to display and remove existing custody 

alerts for a student. 
2. Disability Alert – Used to display and remove existing disability 

alerts for a student. 
3. Miscellaneous Alert – Used to display and remove existing 

miscellaneous alerts for a student. 
4. Medical Alert – Used to display and remove existing medical alerts 

for a student. See ProgressBook StudentInformation Student 
Medical Guide. 

L. Student Note – This page provides the ability to maintain the properties of 
a student note or to create a new student note. 

M. Student Miscellaneous Data – Provides the ability to define the valid 
miscellaneous groups with field definitions, for entry of additional student 
data not currently stored in any other area. 

N. Student Counselor Assignment – View students assigned to a specific 
counselor. 

4. View-Only Student Profile – Basic demographic information for selected 
student, including picture of student if available. Page has links to other areas of 
the student’s records. 

A. View Student Profile 
B. Student Context Information 
C. I Want To…drop-down list 
D. View Buttons 

5. Student Reports 
A. Student Lunch Free/Reduced (LUNCH) – Will list students on the 

free/reduced lunch program. 
B. Student Alerts (STD_ALERT) – The student alerts report displays all 

student alerts for students meeting the specified criteria and having the 
selected alerts. 

C. Student With No SSID (SSID) – Will list all students meeting the specified 
criteria with no State Student ID (SSID) recorded in their demographic 
record. The report can also display a listing of students meeting the 
specified criteria and the SSID record in their demographic record. 

D. Student With No SSNO (SSNO) – Will list students meeting the specified 
criteria with no Social Security Number (SSN) record in their demographic 
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record. The report can also display a listing of students meeting the 
specified criteria and the SSN recorded in their demographic record. 

E. Student Contact List (CONT) – Displays contact information for contact 
of specified types and students meeting specified criteria. 

F. Student Locker Allocation (LOCK) – Will display all lockers of specified 
type and status when assigned to students meeting the user specified 
student selection criteria. Additional options permit printing of unassigned 
lockers as well, and locker combinations may be optionally displayed on 
the report. 

G. Withdrawal List (WITH) – Displays all students who have withdrawn 
within a specified date range.  

H. Student Status/Attendance Code (STAT) – The report displays 
students’ EMIS situations. The students reported can be limited by EMIS 
handicap situation and other student properties. 

I. Admission/Withdrawals (AWEX) – Displays school admission and 
withdrawal events for specified date ranges and specified admission and 
withdrawal types. 

J. Ethnicity Summary Report – Will display students by ethnical origin 
classification. The report will display ethnicity code specific to the schools 
context as well as EMIS standard ethnicity codes. 

K. Student Roster Detail (R101-A) – This report is used to generate a 
detailed listing of all students, as well as create address labels. This report 
can be used to generate student rosters for specific groups of students by 
grade, age, program, previous school, etc. 

L. Student Roster Summary (R101-B) – This report is used to generate a 
summary listing of all students attending the school, as well as creates 
address labels. 

M. Student Roster Summary (R101-B By Home School) – This report 
generates a summary listing of all students attending a selected group of 
schools by grade, gender, and home school. Similar to the Student Roster 
Summary (R101-B). 

N. Student Roster Summary (R101-B By Homeroom) − This report 
generates a summary listing of all students attending a selected group of 
schools by grade, gender, and homeroom. 

O. Student Roster Summary (R101-B By Program) – This report generates 
a summary listing of all students attending a selected group of schools by 
grade, gender, and program. 

P. Administrative Homeroom Summary (R201-B) – Will print summary of 
student information by homeroom. 

Q. Administrative Homeroom Detail (R201-A) – Will print detailed student 
information by homeroom. 
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R. Student Roster by Membership (R102) – This report is used to generate 
a list of students that all belong to a group/membership. The group is 
some factor that is similar to all the students in the group. 

S. Principals Report of Enrollment (R305) – This report shows enrollment 
by grade, age and gender. 

T. Year-End Enrollment Summary (R306B) – This interactive report shows 
enrollment by grade and admission/withdrawal codes. 

 

Student Codes Maintenance 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Student Codes 
Administration – Student Status Codes 
Most Student Codes may be defined globally (by the ITC), at the district level, or at the 
school level per the chart below. 

 Visibility and Use Editable 
Global Level ITC, District, School ITC 
District Level ITC, District, School ITC, District 
School Level ITC, District, School ITC, District, School 

 
 – Codes with the Lock icon in place of the Delete and Edit icons have been defined 

at a higher level, as described above. You can only delete or edit codes at the same 
level they were defined. 

Student Status Codes 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Student Codes 
Administration – Student Status Codes 
Student Status Codes are used to define the enrollment status of a student, indicating if 
they are actively enrolled, inactive, expelled, etc. 
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Student Status Codes Maintenance Screen 

This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls.  
Records on this page are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information on 
reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide. 
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Code, Name, Overall Student Status, 
Description, Active) in ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header. 

Add/Edit Student Status Code 

 
Add/Edit Student Status Code Screen 

Code (required) – Enter up to 4 characters – alphanumeric –for Status Code. If you try 
to use an existing inactive Status Code, you will be prompted to reactivate this inactive 
Status Code if you wish.  
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Name (required) – Enter Name of Status Code. 
Overall Student Status (required) – Is this New Student Status code to be considered 
with an overall status of Deleted, Inactive or Active. 
Description (optional) – Enter a description for the status code. 

Team Codes Maintenance 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Student Codes 
Administration – Team Codes 
Team codes are used to group students together according to academic levels for 
purposes of scheduling students as a common group to common course sections.  

 
Team Codes Maintenance Screen 

This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls.  
Records on this page are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information on 
reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide. 
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Code, Name, Description, Active) in ascending 
or descending order by clicking on the column header. 
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Add/Edit Team Code 

 
Add/Edit Team Codes Maintenance Screen 

Code (required) – Enter up to 4 characters – alphanumeric – for Team Code. If you try 
to use an existing inactive Team Code, you will be prompted to reactivate this inactive 
Team if you wish.  
Name (required) – Enter the name of Team Code. 
Description (optional) – Enter a description of the Team Code. 
 

Ethnicity Codes Maintenance 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Student Codes 
Administration – Ethnicity Codes 
The Ethnicity Codes describe a student’s ethnic background. The Ethnicity values 
located in Ethnicity Codes Maintenance are utilized in the Local Ethnic Category field 
located on the General tab on the Student Profile screen.. StudentInformation uses 
these values in many reports that include values for ethnicity. Ethnicity is also reported 
to EMIS; however, the values reported to EMIS are reported from the Summative Race 
field, which is also located on the General tab on the Student Profile screen. 
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Ethnicity Codes Maintenance Screen 

 
Local Ethnic Category and Summative Race Fields on the Edit Student Profile Screen 

The Ethnicity Code Maintenance screen has standard add, edit, and delete record 
controls.  

Reported to EMIS. 

Not reported to EMIS. 
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Records on this page are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information on 
reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide. 
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Code, Name, EMIS Code, Description, Active) 
in ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header. 

Add/Edit Ethnicity Code 

 
Add/Edit Ethnicity Codes Maintenance Screen 

Code (required) – Enter up to 4 characters – alphanumeric – for Ethnicity Code. If you 
try to use an existing inactive Ethnicity Code, you will be prompted to reactivate this 
inactive Ethnicity if you wish.  
Name (required) – Enter Name of Ethnicity Code. 
Description (optional) – Enter a description of the new Ethnicity Code. 

Student Program Codes 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Student Codes 
Administration – Program Codes 
Student program codes give the school the ability to define special programs, groups or 
activities that students may participate in. Programs are typically used by Joint 
Vocational Schools to indicate the area of study a student has enrolled in. Each 
program code may contain a weight indicator to be used when calculating course filling 
counts. 
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Program Code Maintenance Screen 

This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. 
Records on this page are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information on 
reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide. 
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Code, Name, Description, Weight, Active) in 
ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header. 

Add/Edit Program Code 

 
Add/Edit Program Code Maintenance 

Code (required) – Enter up to 4 characters – alphanumeric –for Program Code. If you 
try to use an existing inactive Program Code, you will be prompted to reactivate this 
inactive Program Code if you wish.  
Name (required) – Enter the name of the Program Code. 
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Description (optional) – Enter a description of the Program Code. 
Weight (optional) – numeric value used as a multiplier for calculating course fillings. 
Example 1.5 may be used and any student with that particular program would count as 
1.5 students when filling courses during scheduling process. 
 

Custody Type Codes 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Student Codes 
Administration – Custody Type Codes 
Use custody type codes to define types of custody arrangements that you can assign to 
a student’s contact. 

 
Custody Type Code Maintenance Screen 

Add Custody Type Codes 
1. On the Custody Type Code Maintenance screen, click Add Custody Type. 

The screen displays in add mode. 

 
Add Custody Type Codes 

2. Enter information in the following fields: 
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• Code – Up to 4 alphanumeric characters  

• Name – Enter a name for this custody type code. 

• Description (optional) –Enter a description of this custody type code. 

• Custody – If a person assigned this custody type does not have any type of 
custody, deselect this check box. 

• Is Active – To inactivate the custody type, deselect this check box. 
3. Click Save to save the record or Save and New to save and continuing adding 

records.  

Edit Custody Type Codes 
1. On the Custody Type Code Maintenance screen, in the row of the custody type 

code you want to edit, click . 
The screen displays in edit mode. 

 
Edit Custody Type Codes 

2. Edit any information in the following fields: 

• Code – Up to 4 alphanumeric characters  

• Name – Name of this custody type code 

• Description (optional) – Description of this custody type code 

• Custody – If selected, indicates that a person assigned this custody type has 
some type of custody. 

• Is Active – Indicates if the custody type record is active or inactive.  
3. Click Save.  
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Contact Type Codes Maintenance 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Student Codes 
Administration – Contact Type Codes 
Use contact type codes to define the relationship of a student contact to the student, 
such as Mother, Father, Grandparent, Aunt, etc. 
If you maintain contact type codes at the district level, you can map your building-level 
codes to them. (See “Map Building Contact Type Codes to District Contact Type 
Codes.”) You can also map district-level contact type codes to professional codes. (See 
“Map District Contact Type Codes to Professional Contact Codes.”) 

 
Contact Type Codes Maintenance Screen – District Level 
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Contact Type Codes Maintenance Screen – Building Level 

This page contains standard add record, edit record and delete record controls.  
Records on this page are not deleted but are inactivated instead. For information on 
reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide. 
Sorting – Click any column header to sort by that column in ascending or descending 
order. 
Count – Displays the number of student contact records using the contact type. 

Professional Contact – The  icon indicates the contact is a professional contact, 
such as a day care center, doctor, dentist, parole officer, etc. and displays for preloaded 
professional contacts when you have a district in context. Students can share this type 
of contact. 

Note: The Professional Contact column is blank at the building level. 
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Add/Edit Contact Type Code 

 
Add/Edit Contact Type Codes Maintenance Screen 

Code (required) – Enter up to four alphanumeric characters for the contact type code. If 
you try to use an existing inactive contact type code, you are prompted to reactivate this 
inactive contact type code, if desired.  
Name (required) – Enter a name for the contact type code. 
Description (optional) – Enter a description of the contact type code. 
Default Settings for Contacts of this type – Select the applicable check boxes for 
default settings that you want to use the next time you use this contact type when 
adding student contacts. These values are only initial settings. If you change them in a 
contact type code, this does not affect existing contacts of this type. For more 
information on these settings, see “Student Contact Information.” 

NCES Contact Type Code (optional) – Select the appropriate eTranscript-identified 
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) contact type for this contact type code. 

Map Building Contact Type Codes to District Contact Type Codes 
1. On the Contact Type Codes Maintenance screen, with the building in context, 

in the District Codes drop-down list in the row of the code you want to map to a 
district code, select the district-level contact type code. 

2. Click Map Contact Codes. 
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Map Building Contact Type Code to District Contact Type Code 

StudentInformation maps the building-level contact type code to the selected  
district-level contact type code. 

 

Building Contact Type Code Mapped to District Contact Type Code 

Map District Contact Type Codes to Professional Contact Codes 
1. On the Contact Type Codes Maintenance screen, with the district in context, in 

the District Codes drop-down list in the row of the code you want to map to a 
professional contact code, select the professional code. 

2. Click Map Professional Contact Codes. 
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Map District Contact Type Code to Professional Contact Code 

StudentInformation maps the district-level contact type code to the selected 
professional contact code. 

 

District Contact Type Code Mapped to Professional Contact Code 
 

Admission Codes Maintenance 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Student Codes 
Administration – Admission Codes 
Admission codes are used to define the reason a student is being admitted to a school, 
such as new resident, from non-public school, first school attended, etc.  
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Admission Codes Maintenance Screen 

This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls.  
Records on this page are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information on 
reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide. 
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Code, Name, Description, Active) in ascending 
or descending order by clicking on the column header. 
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Add/Edit Admission Code 

 
Add/Edit Admission Codes Maintenance Screen 

Code (required) – Enter up to 4 characters – alphanumeric – for Admission Code. If you 
try to use an existing inactive Admission Code, you will be prompted to reactivate this 
inactive Admission Code if you wish.  
Name (required) – Enter the name of the Admission Code. 
Description (optional) – Enter a description of the Admission Code. 

Withdrawal Codes Maintenance 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Student Codes 
Administration – Withdraw Codes 
Withdrawal Codes are used to describe the reason a student is leaving school such as 
moving, dropout, etc. Withdrawal codes are also reported to EMIS so Withdrawal Codes 
that need to be reported to EMIS must be mapped to a valid EMIS withdrawal code.  
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Withdraw Codes Maintenance Screen 

This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls.  
Records on this page are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information on 
reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide. 
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Code, EMIS Code, Name, Description, Active) 
in ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header. 

Add/Edit Withdraw Code 

 
Withdraw Codes Maintenance Screen 
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Code (required) – Enter up to 4 characters – alphanumeric – for Withdrawal Code. If 
you try to use an existing inactive Withdrawal Code, you will be prompted to reactivate 
this inactive Infraction if you wish.  
Name (required) – Enter Name of Withdrawal Code (50 character limit). 
EMIS Code (required) – Select the appropriate EMIS code that the new Withdrawal 
Code should be “mapped” to for EMIS reporting purposes (withdrawal codes must have 
an EMIS withdrawal code, and some withdrawal codes loaded from SIS may not have 
an EMIS code currently assigned). 
Description (optional) – Enter a description of the new Withdrawal Code. 

Birthdate Verification Codes 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Student Codes 
Administration – Birthdate Verification Codes 
Birthdate Verification Codes signify permitted methods used for verification of student 
birth dates. 

 
Birthdate Verification Codes Maintenance Screen 

This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls.  
Records on this page are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information on 
reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide. 
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Code, Name, Description, Active) in ascending 
or descending order by clicking on the column header. 
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Add/Edit Birthdate Verification Code 

 
Add/Edit Birthdate Verification Codes Maintenance Screen 

Code (required) – Enter up to 4 characters – alphanumeric –for Birthdate Verification 
Code. If you try to use an existing inactive Birthdate Verification Code, you will be 
prompted to reactivate this inactive Birthdate Verification Code if you wish.  
Name (required) – Enter name of Birthdate Verification Code. 
Description (optional) – Enter a description of the Birthdate Verification Code. 

Membership Group Codes 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Membership Groups 
A Membership Group Code is used to define a group that can be used to then group 
related membership codes together.  
Memberships Codes are used to group related students to indicate a common affiliation 
or activity, such as athletic team members, band members, special education program, 
etc.  
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Membership Group Maintenance Screen 

This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls.  
Records on this page are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information on 
reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide. 
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Code, Name, Description, Active) in ascending 
or descending order by clicking on the column header. 

 – The lock icon either means that this Membership Group Code has been entered at 
the Global Level or District Level and cannot be changed at the Building Level, or it is a 
pre-defined group (such as AD-HOC). 
Interscholastic Athletics – If you click on the blue name of a Membership Group, you 
will be taken to the Memberships Maintenance page for the members of that Group (see 
“Add/Edit Membership Group”). 
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Add/Edit Membership Group 

 
Add/Edit Membership Group Maintenance Screen 

Code (required) – Enter up to 4 characters – alphanumeric – for Membership Group 
Code. If you try to use an existing inactive Membership Group Code, you will be 
prompted to reactivate this inactive Membership Group if you wish.  
Name (required) – Enter the name of the Membership Group Code. 
Description (optional) – Enter a description of the Membership Group Code. 

Membership Codes Maintenance 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Membership Groups  
Membership Codes are used to group related students together to indicate a common 
affiliation or activity, such as athletic team members, band members, etc. Each 
membership must belong to one and only one Membership Group.  
To see what Membership Codes belong to which Membership Group, or to add, update 
or delete Membership Codes, first access the Membership Groups Maintenance page, 
and click on the blue Group name to view Memberships. 
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Membership Maintenance Codes 

This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls.  
Records on this page are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information on 
reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide. 
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Code, EMIS Program Code, Name, 
Description, Active) in ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header. 
Back to Groups – Go Back to Membership Groups Maintenance Table. 
Educational travel – If you click on a blue Membership Name, you will be taken to the 
Membership Members screen, with this membership pre-selected. This allows you to 
see a list of all students listed as active members of that membership. This page is 
detailed in “Membership Members Screen.” 
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Add/Edit Membership 

 
Add/Edit Membership Maintenance Screen 

Code (required) – Enter up to 6 characters – alphanumeric – for Membership Code. If 
you try to use an existing inactive Membership Code, you will be prompted to reactivate 
this inactive Membership if you wish. 
EMIS Program Code (optional) – If the new Membership Code you are adding is to be 
reported to EMIS, then select an EMIS Program Code from the drop-down list. 
Require Staff Member – Yes or No; check if the Membership Code requires a staff 
member to be reported (for EMIS) as well. 
Require Dates – Yes or No; must be checked for effective start and end dates to be 
reported for a program. 
Default Staff Member (optional) – Select a staff member from drop-down list to be 
shown as default staff member when Membership Code requires a Staff Member (as 
per the Require Staff Member field). If more than one staff member provides the 
service, specify one staff member as a default and then select the appropriate staff 
member who is providing the service on the individual student membership record. 
Default Program Provider IRN (required) – Enter an IRN to use as the default 
Program Provider for students in this membership. If not applicable, ****** must be 
entered. Click  to go to the Ohio Department of Education Search Organization Web 
page. 
Name (required) – Enter the name of the Membership Code. 
Description (optional) – Enter a description of the Membership Code. 
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Miscellaneous Data Groups 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Miscellaneous Data 
Groups 
Miscellaneous Data Groups will be used to group related miscellaneous data items 
together. Miscellaneous Data groups may be defined at the ITC level, district level or 
building level.  
Miscellaneous Data provides a facility to store additional information for a student to 
support special requirements not already provided in the StudentInformation application. 
Miscellaneous Data Groups must be established and then data definitions for each Data 
Group defined. Once defined students can then be added to the group. 

 
Miscellaneous Data Groups Maintenance Screen 

This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls.  
Records on this page are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information on 
reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide. 
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Code, Name, Description, # Fields, Data 
Definitions, Active, Read Only) in ascending or descending order by clicking on the 
column header. 
View Definitions – View Miscellaneous Data Definitions for this Group (see “Add 
Miscellaneous Data Group”). 

 – Read-Only Miscellaneous Data Group Code – cannot be used on new Student 
Records but can view existing information. 

 – Non Read-Only Miscellaneous Data Group Code – can be used on new Student 
Records. 
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Add Miscellaneous Data Group 

 
Add/Edit Miscellaneous Data Groups Maintenance Screen 

Code (required) – Enter up to 4 characters – alphanumeric – for Miscellaneous Data 
Group Code. If you try to use an existing inactive Miscellaneous Data Group Code, you 
will be prompted to reactivate this inactive Miscellaneous Data Group if you wish.  
Name (required) – Enter the name of the Miscellaneous Data Group Code. 
Description (optional) – Enter a description of the Miscellaneous Data Group Code. 
Is Read-Only (optional) – Yes or No. If Miscellaneous Data Group is listed as Read-
Only, no new members may be added, but information will be available for view (for 
instance, Miscellaneous Data Groups with testing data that has been converted using 
the Misc To AAT procedure becomes read-only). The Miscellaneous Data Group 
records marked as Read-Only may not be modified.  

Note: If marked Read Only the Miscellaneous Data Group will display with an  
icon in the Read-Only column as shown in the following figure. 

 
Read Only Code on Miscellaneous Data Groups Maintenance Screen 

Once the Miscellaneous Data Group has been added, Miscellaneous Data Definitions 
must be defined for the Miscellaneous Data Group. For more information, refer to 
“Miscellaneous Data Definitions.” 
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Miscellaneous Data Definitions 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Miscellaneous Data 
Groups – Miscellaneous Data Definitions 
Miscellaneous Data Definitions are used to define what values are valid for each field in 
the Miscellaneous Group. A Miscellaneous Group may have up to 14 fields or data 
elements defined. The user can define the item name, data type from a predefined list 
of available types, maximum length, and can specify the appropriate values via a 
regular expression pattern. Pure numeric data types and date/time items may also 
specify a display format. 
Each miscellaneous data item will be associated with one and only one miscellaneous 
data group. 

 
View Definitions Link on Miscellaneous Data Groups Maintenance Screen 

Once the Miscellaneous Group has been established, the Data Definitions for that group 
must be defined. To view or define Miscellaneous Data Definitions, click on the “View 
Definitions” link, as shown above. 

 
Miscellaneous Data Definitions Maintenance Screen 

This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. 
Records on this page are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For information on 
reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide. 
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Field Title, Field Type, Data Type, Used By, 
Field Length, Value Expression, Sort Order, Searchable, On Profile, Active, And Read 
Only) in ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header 
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 – Read-Only Miscellaneous Data Definition – cannot be used on new Student 
Records but can view existing information 

 – Non Read-Only Miscellaneous Data Definition – can be used on new Student 
Records 
Back to Groups – Go Back to Miscellaneous Data Groups Maintenance Table 
Used By – This column shows how many students have data in this Definition. Clicking 
on the blue number will show a list of students with data, as well as their data value for 
this field. 

 
Students Using Miscellaneous Data Screen 

This page shows up to ten records. Check the “Show All” box to view all records (the 
number of records will be listed). 
Banana, Hannah  – Click on a blue student name to view that student's View Profile 
page. 
Back to Definitions – Go back to the Miscellaneous Data Definitions table. 
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Add/Edit Miscellaneous Data Definition 

 
Add/Edit Miscellaneous Data Definitions Maintenance Screen 

Field Title (required) – Enter a title for the field that will be displayed for this item in 
labels and this application. 
Field Type (required) – Select Textbox, Pre-Defined List or Check box for the type of 
field. Each Field Type has different values and fields, as described below. 
Sort Order (required) – Enter Sort order for this item to appear in the list of Data 
Definitions. 
On Student Profile (optional) – Yes or No. If checked, this field will display on the 
Student Profile – Custom tab. These fields will be sorted by the sort order of the data 
definition first, and then by the definition field title, each in ascending order. Only active 
data definitions will be included on the Student Profile – Custom tab. 
Is Searchable (optional) – Please Note: This field has no functionality at this time. 
Is Read-Only (optional) – Yes or No; If Miscellaneous Data Definition is listed as Read-
Only, no new members may be added, but information will be available for view. The 
Miscellaneous Data Definitions marked as Read-Only may not be modified. 

Field Type: Textbox 

 
The Textbox Field Type is a field in which a user needs to enter a value. 
Data Type (required) – Select a type of Data from the following list: Alpha Numeric, 
Whole Number, Decimal, Currency, Date, Phone Number, Email Address, Web 
Address, and Time. Each of these Data Types has a different default Field Length 
value. 
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Field Length (required) – The field length indicates the number of characters allowed 
for data input for the field. Defaults are 10 for Whole Number, Decimal and Date, 8 for 
Currency and Time, 14 for Phone Number, and 100 for Email Address and Web 
Address. These default values (except for Phone Number) may be edited once the Data 
Type is selected. 

 
The Alpha Numeric Data Type opens an additional optional field. 
Regular Expression (optional) – Enter a regular expression for the field. 

Field Type: Pre-Defined List 

 
The Pre-Defined List Field Type is a field where the user needs to select an option from 
a list defined on this screen. 
List Type (required) – Select either Radio Buttons or drop-down list. 
View Pre-Defined List – Click this button to define values for the radio buttons or drop-
down list options. (You must enter a Field Title and Sort Order for the Miscellaneous 
Data Definition before clicking this button.) 

 
Miscellaneous Data Definitions Option List Screen 

Add Option – Add an option to the list. 
 – Delete an option from the list (this gives a standard confirmation screen, and 

completely removes the option if confirmed). 
 – Edit an option in the list. 

Adding a List Option is very similar to adding other types of records. 
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Add/Edit Miscellaneous Data Definitions Option List Screen 

Option Value (required) – Indicate the option(s) that you wish to appear in the pre-
defined list. 
Sort Order (required) – Enter Sort order for this item to appear in the Pre-Defined list. 

Field Type: Check box 

 
The Check box Field Type is a simple “yes/no” check box, and requires no additional 
options selected or values set. 
 

 

Registering Students 
The student is the primary entity of the StudentInformation application. A student is 
described by many properties. Some properties are specific to the student at the district 
level; others are specific to the student at the school level. EMIS reporting requirements 
necessitate additional properties for the student as well. 
A student must have a master record before any additional elements can be defined for 
the student. A Master record or Student Profile will include all required fields such as 
Name, birthdate, gender, etc. Instructions on creating a student profile or master record 
will be described later in this chapter. There will be one district record for a student, but 
a student may have information in several buildings within the district. 
To begin entering data for any student, they must first be registered in the building for 
which you wish to report that student’s information. 
As part of EMIS Reporting Period G requirements, the following rules now apply when 
using Student Registration or Registration Wizard. 
If a student is not newly enrolled in the district (i.e. was previously enrolled), then do not 
update the graduate fields. 
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If a student is newly enrolled in the district then initialize the graduate fields as shown in 
the table below. 

Field Default 
CORE Economics and Financial Literacy Requirement Met N 
CORE Fine Arts Requirement Met N 
CORE Graduation Requirement Exception * 
Exempted from Physical Education Graduation Requirement N 
Graduation Date Blank (null) 
Diploma Type * 
OGT Graduation Alternative 0 
Military Compact Graduation Alternative 0 

Registration Wizard 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Registration Wizard 
The Student Registration Wizard is used for registering or re-enrolling students. Users 
can use the Registration Wizard to create a new student record or enroll a new or 
previously attending student to the school. 
Students must first be registered in the working building, before data can be collected 
for EMIS reporting, attendance, grades, etc. Student Registration will automatically 
create new FS, FN and FD records for the student with the proper effective dates where 
applicable. 
The “Exclude from Fall Initialization” flags will be set to false when: 

• A student is newly enrolled or re-enrolls in the district. 

• A student is promoted/bulk enrolled into a new school year. 

• A student transfers into a new school district. 
Three specific situations must now be identified when registering a student: 

1. The student is new to the district or is re-enrolling after previously withdrawing 
from the district. This situation requires the EMIS data to be updated to reflect 
that the student is now enrolled in the district. The Effective Start date will be 
equal to the Admission Date. 

2. The student is currently registered in the district at another building and this 
registration will change the primary building / EMIS attending building. This 
situation requires the EMIS data to be updated to reflect that the student’s EMIS 
attending building has changed. The Effective Start date will be equal to the 
Admission Date. 

3. The student is currently registered in the district at another building and this 
registration will not change the primary building / EMIS attending building. EMIS 
data does not have to be updated in this situation. 
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To use the Registration screen, specific Registration Defaults must be entered at either 
the district or building level. If the proper defaults are not entered, you will receive the 
message shown below.  

 
Click Registration Defaults Page to go to the Registration Defaults. 
Registration Defaults can be entered at the district or building level to pre-populate 
registration fields. The Registration Defaults page can be found at Home – Management 
– School Administration – School Building Administration – Registration Defaults. Refer 
to ProgressBook StudentInformation School Setup and Configuration Guide for more 
information on Registration Defaults. 

Registration Wizard – Registration Pre-requisites Tab 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Registration Wizard – Registration Pre-requisites Tab 
Fill out all required fields, and any additional fields desired, and click “Next”. This will 
check to see if a record already exists for this student after entering only the minimum 
required information for the verification process. If no student record exists that is a 
possible match, the Wizard will proceed to the “Complete Registration” tab and you can 
skip the next several steps in this checklist. 

 
First Name (required) – Legal First Name of student, up to 50 characters. 
Middle Name (optional) – Legal Middle Name of student, up to 50 characters. 
Last Name (required) – Legal Last Name of student, up to 100 characters. 
Last Name Suffix (optional) – Suffix if applicable. Example Jr. or III 
Called Name (optional) – Student’s called name. Example – Becky for Rebecca, or TJ, 
etc. 
Social Security (optional) – Student’s Social Security number. 
EMIS ID (optional) – The EMIS ID number may be manually entered here (a 
combination of your school code and a random number) or automatic assignment of 
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EMIS ID numbers must be configured on the School Demographics screen for the 
district (refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation School Setup and Configuration 
Guide for more details). 
Student Number (optional) – If you do not enter a specific number in this field, 
StudentInformation will automatically create a student number for this student. 
Note on Auto-Assign Student Numbers: Auto-Assign will use the District Student 
Number Seed (as defined on the district School Demographics screen) to begin with 
when creating new student numbers using Auto-Assign. The Maximum Increment from 
Seed (as defined on the district School Demographics page) is the maximum number 
the Student Number Auto-Assign will use when incrementing to find an unused student 
number. 
If District Student Number Seed (as defined on the district School Demographics 
screen) is not used, StudentInformation will start from the largest student number 
currently in the district when auto-assigning student numbers. If the Maximum 
Increment from Seed (as defined on the district School Demographics screen) is not 
set, StudentInformation will increment by 1 to find the next unused student number. If 
the maximum student number allowable has been used, StudentInformation will begin 
searching for unused student numbers beginning with the smallest student number in 
the district. Refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation School Setup and Configuration 
Guide for more information on the School Demographics screen. 
Birthdate (required) – Enter student’s birthdate. 
Age – This field will calculate the student’s age automatically from the student’s 
birthdate field. 
Gender (required) – Enter the student’s gender. 
Grade (required) – Select appropriate option from drop-down menu. 
Next> – Takes the user to the next appropriate tab in the Registration Wizard. If there 
are no possible matches, the next button will skip the Possible Matches tab and take the 
user to the Complete Registration tab. 
 

Registration Wizard – Possible Matches Tab 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Registration Wizard – Possible Matches Tab 
If certain parts of a student’s required information (on the Registration Pre-requisites 
tab) matches any existing student’s information, this tab will display. 
StudentInformation will find a Strict Match if the Social Security Number or EMIS ID 
match an existing student in the district or the school building. StudentInformation will 
find a Non-Strict Match if the first initial of the student's First Name, as well as the 
student's Last Name, Birthdate and Gender all match an existing student in the district 
or the school building. 
These possible matches fall into four categories: Strict Match, Same School; Strict 
Match, Different School; Non-Strict Match, Same School; and Non-Strict Match, 
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Different School. Depending on the Possible Match category, follow the steps below to 
continue to the Complete Registration tab of the Student Registration Wizard. 

Strict Match 

If the social security number or EMIS ID number for a student being registered matches 
an existing student, StudentInformation will not permit registration of a new student. 
This is an effort to prevent duplication of students. 

 
Strict Match of Student on the Student Registration Wizard Screen 

Select a matching student and click Next> to edit that student’s profile instead of 
registering a new student. 
<Back – Return to the Registration Pre-requisites tab and edit the entered information. 

Note: StudentInformation does not automatically update the student’s 
Progression Track when a Strict Match is found and used for Student 
Registration. The student’s Progression Track will need to be manually updated. 

Non-Strict Match 

If a student's First Name's first initial, Last Name, Gender and Birthdate all match an 
existing student or students in the school, StudentInformation will warn the user of a 
Non-Strict possible match. You may either continue registering the new student as a 
brand new student (not using any information from any matching student's record), edit 
a matching student's profile (if the student is found in the current building and year), or 
enroll a matching student to the current building and year (if the student is found, but not 
in the current building and year). A Non-Strict match may contain multiple students from 
the same or different schools. 
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Non-strict Match of Student on the Student Registration Wizard Screen 

Select a matching student and click Next> to edit that student's profile instead of 
registering a new student. 
Select the Register New Student option and click Next> to register the new student (not 
using any information from the matching record or records). 
<Back – Return to the Registration Pre-requisites tab and edit the entered information. 
Select a matching student and click Next> to register this matching student by 
continuing on to the Complete Registration tab. 
If a strict or non-strict match is found for the student in another building, the user will be 
asked to indicate whether this is or is not a change of the student’s primary 
building/EMIS attending building. 

 
Change Primary/EMIS Attending Building Message 

If yes is chosen, the primary/EMIS attending building will be changed to the new 
building. If No is chosen, the primary/EMIS attending building will remain as it is and will 
not change. 
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Registration Wizard – Complete Registration Tab 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Registration Wizard – Complete Registration Tab 
Fill out all required fields and any optional fields on the Registration page. A student 
must have a master record before any additional elements can be defined for the 
student. Any Registration Defaults defined previously (refer to ProgressBook 
StudentInformation School Setup & Configuration Guide) will already be filled in on this 
screen. 

 
Complete Registration Tab on the Student Registration Wizard Screen 

Hispanic/Latino (required) – This drop-down is populated with values from EMIS field 
GI580. Note: If the student must be coded with the new Race/Ethnicity options then only 
the Y and N options are shown. 
Local Ethnic Category – This is the 2009-2010 Ethnicity field renamed to avoid 
confusion. Changing the value of this field no longer sets the EMIS Ethnicity. Although 
this field is not required, we recommend that you update this field as it is used by most 
of the SIS StudentInformation reports. 
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Racial Group(s) (required) – These fields are enabled if the user selects Y or N in the 
Hispanic/Latino field or if the student must be coded with the new Race/Ethnicity coding. 
These fields will be disabled if the user chooses “*” in the Hispanic/Latino field. 
Summative Race (required) – This drop-down is populated with values from EMIS field 
GI090. This is the old EMIS Ethnicity field. It will be disabled if the user selects Y or N in 
the Hispanic/Latino field or if the student must be coded with the new Race/Ethnicity 
coding. This field will be enabled if the user chooses “*” in the Hispanic/Latino field. 
Citizenship (optional) – Select appropriate option from drop-down menu. 
Native Language (optional) – Select appropriate option from drop-down menu. The 
Native Language field is the language spoken at the onset of speech. 
Birthplace City (optional) – Enter student’s city of birth. 
Birthdate Verified (optional) – Select appropriate option from drop-down menu to 
indicate the method used to verify the student’s birthdate. 
Admission Date (required) – Enter student’s admission date; field defaults to the 
current date. 
Home Language (optional) – Select appropriate option from drop-down menu. The 
Home Language field is the language spoken at home. 
Student Status (required) – Select appropriate option from drop-down menu. 
Building ProgTrack (optional) – Building Progression Tracks describe a path a student 
can take through schools within a district. Select the appropriate option from drop-down 
menu. 
Admission Code (optional) – Select appropriate option from drop-down menu 
Attendance Calendar (required) – Select the appropriate attendance calendar from the 
drop-down menu. Direct any questions concerning which calendar to use to your 
building’s designated EMIS person. Defaults to the calendar selection in DASL Options. 
Mother’s Maiden Name (optional) – Enter the student’s mother’s maiden name (for 
security purposes). 
Program (optional) – Select appropriate option from drop-down menu. 
Locker Assignment – Click Assign Primary Locker to open a popup window allowing 
the user to quickly find and select a locker for the student – the Locker Selection 
Wizard. If desired, you can also change the combination series of the locker to be 
assigned as part of the assignment process. Refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation 
Student Lockers Guide for more information about using the Assign Primary Locker 
button. 
Free/Reduced Lunch Status (required) – Select the appropriate option from the drop-
down list. Note that selecting Free or Reduced will set the student's Disadvantagement 
to 1 – Economically Disadvantaged. 
Last Name Suffix (optional) – Enter suffix if applicable. Example Jr. or III 
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Homeroom (optional) – Click Assign Homeroom to assign the student to a homeroom, 
or select a homeroom from the drop-down menu, or click the Homeroom title to go to 
Student Homeroom Assignment. For more details, refer to ProgressBook 
StudentInformation Student Homeroom Guide. 
Include in Ranking (optional) – Un-check if the student should have no bearing on 
GPA calculations and ranks; defaults to the value selected for the student’s building 
grade level. 
Include in Honor Roll (optional) – Check/Un-check to determine if the student should 
be included/excluded from the honor roll; defaults to the value selected for the student’s 
building grade level. 
Include in GPA (optional) – Check/Un-check to determine if the student should be 
included/excluded from GPA calculations; defaults to the value selected for the 
student’s building grade level. 
Counselor (optional) – Select student’s counselor from drop-down menu; defaults to 
value selected for Building Grade Level. 
Scheduling Priority (optional) – Select priority level, from 1-9 in drop-down menu, to 
set the priority of this student’s scheduling in the scheduling process. Defaults to the 
value selected for Building Grade Level.  
Primary Grad. Rule (optional) – Select the student’s primary graduation rule used for 
Graduation Verification. 
Home School IRN (optional) – Used with JVS students. Refers to the IRN of the 
sending or home building. The magnifying glass will assist with the search for the 
building IRN by accessing the ODE IRN Search. Please note that this is the building 
IRN and not the district IRN. 
Secondary Grad. Rule (optional) – Select the student’s secondary graduation rule 
used for Graduation Verification. 
Flags (optional) – These flags were converted from SIS, and can be used for marking 
students with various letters or numbers, as determined by the school, for use with 
reports and grouping like students together 
Country of Origin (optional) – Select student’s country of origin from drop-down menu. 
Grade (required) – Grade is automatically populated from the Pre-requisites tab. 
Graduation Year (optional) – Enter the school year in which the student will graduate. 
When registering a student that has been transferred to the district or school in context, 
the student’s graduation year from the previous district or school is displayed here. 
Address of Residence (required) – Enter the Street Address, City, State and Zip Code 
where the student lives in these fields (the second address line is optional). Once you 
enter a zip code, Address Standardization and Verification will run on this address. 
Refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide for more information 
on Address Standardization and Verification. 
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Bypass Address Standardization/Verification – Yes or no; check this box to leave 
the Address of Residence as entered, and not run Address Standardization or Address 
Verification on the address. Use this check box only if you are certain that the address 
is accurate. 
NOTE: If you check the “Bypass” box for either Address, a new field will display. 

 
Address Standardization/Verification Fields 

Use Address of Residence – Yes or no; check this box to duplicate the Address of 
Residence data in the Mailing Address fields. 
Bypass Comments (required) – If bypassing standardization or verification, you must 
enter a reason why you are doing so in this field. 
Mailing Address (required or optional) – Enter the Street Address, City, State and Zip 
Code where the student receives mail in these fields (the second address line is 
optional). Once you enter a zip code, Address Standardization will run on this address. 
Refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide for more information 
on Address Standardization. 
Bypass Address Standardization – Yes or no; check this box to leave the Mailing 
Address as entered, and not run Address Standardization on the address. Use this 
check box only if you are certain that the address is accurate. 
Phone Number (optional) – Enter student’s phone number with area code. 
Unlisted (optional) – Yes or No; if checked, student phone number will not print or be 
displayed on various screens/reports for privacy purposes. 
Email (optional) – Enter student’s Email address. When registering a student that has 
been transferred to the district or school in context, the student’s Email address from the 
previous district or school is displayed here.  
Transfer Options (required) – Choose to transfer this student’s course history (not 
available for ITC to ITC student transfers), attendance, assessments (not available for 
ITC to ITC student transfers) or any combination of these options when transferring this 
student between ITCs or districts. The Course History, Attendance and Assessment tab 
headings are visible when transferring a student. These tabs are available and used 
when the appropriate transfer options are selected. These options are not available 
when transferring a student between buildings within the same district.  
Admission Reason (required) – Select reason this student entered the district. 
Admitted From IRN (required) – Enter the IRN of the district from which the student 

was admitted in this field. Click  to go to the Ohio Department of Education Search 
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Organization Web page. This field is enabled and required for students newly enrolled 
after July 1 with an admission reason 3, 6 or 7. Joint Vocational School Districts 
(JVSDs) and Education Service Centers (ESCs) are required to report ****** in this field. 
This field is defaulted to ****** and disabled when re-registering a student into a building 
in the same district as the building from which the student was withdrawn. This field is 
disabled and given a value of ****** when the school or district in context is a Joint 
Vocational School District (JVSD) or Educational Service Center (ESC). 
County of Residence (required) – Select the county in which the student resides. 
Edit Profile – Option to continue adding information for this particular student. 
<Back – Takes user back to Registration Pre-requisites tab. 
Next> – Continue on to the Family Group tab for this student. 
Finish – Finish registration for this student and continue to register new students. 
If you are attempting to register a student with the same Student Number as another 
student, the screen will display the following error message. 

 
Student Number Already In Use Message 

 

Registration Wizard – Family Group Tab 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Registration Wizard – Family Group Tab 
Add the student you are registering to an existing family group. 
1. To search for an existing family group to which to add the student, in the Family 

Group Search area, select either to Search By Family Group Name or Search By 
Family Group Criteria. 

2. If you are searching by name, in the Family Group Name field, enter the family 
group name. If you are searching by criteria, in the Matching Criteria section, select 
your search criteria. 

3. Click Search. 
The family groups (if any) that match your search criteria display in a grid. 
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Family Group Tab on the Student Registration Wizard Screen 

 
4. Select the check box in the row of the correct family group. 
5. To proceed to the EMIS tab, click Next >. To finish registration for this student, click 

Finish. 

Registration Wizard – EMIS Tab  
Navigation: Home – SIS – Registration Wizard – EMIS Tab 
Fill out all required fields and any optional fields on the Registration page. A student 
must have a master record before any additional elements can be defined for the 
student. 
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EMIS Tab on the Student Registration Wizard Screen 

EMIS Situation (required) – Select student’s EMIS situation from drop-down menu 
validated against EMIS situation codes. 
… – Open the EMIS Situation Wizard to assist with selecting the appropriate EMIS 
situation. This will set several of the following fields according to EMIS Situation. 
District Relationship (optional) – Select the appropriate educational relationship 
between the student and the district. 
District of Residence (optional) – Enter the district of the student’s legal residence. 

Click  to go to the Ohio Department of Education Search Organization Web page. 
SMART logic will be invoked to help determine the correct value. 
How Received (optional) – Select how the student arrived at the district. 
How Received IRN (optional) - Enter the district from which a student is received. Click 

 to go to the Ohio Department of Education Search Organization Web page. SMART 
logic will be invoked to help determine the correct value. 
Percent of Time (optional) – Enter the average percent of time, for the week, that the 
student participates in any instruction provided by a certified/licensed employee. 
Tuition Type (optional) – Select the appropriate manner in which the student is paying 
tuition to the reporting district. 
Attending Building IRN (optional) – Enter the IRN of the building within the district that 
the student attends between the effective dates inclusive of the record being reported. 

Click  to go to the Ohio Department of Education Search Organization Web page. 
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SMART logic will be invoked to help determine the correct value. The Attending Building 
IRN can be a District IRN only when the value of “How Received” is one of the following: 
6 – Non-Public (Services Only) 
F – Career Assessment Only 
I – Non-instructional, Supplementary, or Related Services 
P – Court Placed Students, Excluding foster Care 
T – Students Placed in Institutions, Non-Court Ordered 
V – Pre-school, Evaluated Only, Found Ineligible 

Assigned Building IRN (optional) – Enter the IRN of the building the student would 

normally attend according to the standard district attendance policy. Click  to go to 
the Ohio Department of Education Search Organization Web page. SMART logic will be 
invoked to help determine the correct value. 
Sent To Reason 1 (optional) – Select the reason a student is sent to another district. 
Sent To Reason 2 (optional) – Select the reasons the student is sent to another district 
if the student is sent to a second district. 

Sent To IRN 1 (optional) – Enter the district to which a student is sent. Click  to go to 
the Ohio Department of Education Search Organization Web page. SMART logic will be 
invoked to help determine the correct value. 
Sent To IRN 2 (optional) – Enter the district to which a student is sent if the student is 

simultaneously being sent to a second district. Click  to go to the Ohio Department of 
Education Search Organization Web page. SMART logic will be invoked to help 
determine the correct value. 
Sent to Percent of Time 1 (optional) – Enter the average percent of time for the week 
that the student participates in any instruction provided by an employee at a non-EMIS 
reporting entity. 
Sent to Percent of Time 2 (optional) – Enter the average percent of time for the week 
that the student participates in any instruction provided by an employee at a non-EMIS 
reporting entity.  
Legal First Name (optional) – Enter if different from name on Pre-requisites tab. 
Legal Middle Name (optional) – Must be * if student has no middle name. 
Legal Last Name (optional) – Enter if different from name on Pre-requisites tab. 
State Student ID (SSID) (optional) – Enter the student’s 9-digit alphanumeric ID code 
unique to each public school student in Ohio; this code may be hidden through Security 
settings. See ProgressBook StudentInformation Security Guide for details. 
Disability Condition (optional) – Indicate the student’s primary handicap code. 
Changing to ** will update prior Disability. 
Edit Profile – Option to continue adding information for this particular student. 
<Back – Takes user back to Family Group tab. 
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Next> – Continue on to the Course History tab for this student if marks are being 
transferred.  
Finish – Finish registration for this student and continue to register new students. 

Registration Wizard – Course History Tab 
The Course History tab is available when registering a pending transfer student (already 
transferred from another school or district within the same ITC) and then selecting the 
Transfer Course History transfer option on the Complete Registration tab. Only marks of 
high school credit courses are transferred. Fill out all required fields and any optional 
fields on this screen. A student must have a master record before any additional 
elements can be defined for the student. 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Registration Wizard – Course History Tab 

 
Course History Tab on the Student Registration Wizard Screen 

Sending School – The schools from which marks can be transferred. 
Marks Available to Transfer From School Year –The school year from which to 
transfer marks.  
Mapping Status – The current status of the mapping for this sending school, receiving 
school and school year combination. A No Mapping status means no mapping for this 
combination has been saved or it is currently inactive. A Default Mapping status means 
that a mapping for this combination is already active in the system and is being used.  
A Temporary Mapping status means that the mapping for this combination has been 

created or activated using the  icon for this combination.  
Select the years of course history you wish to transfer. All years of course history do not 
need to be transferred; however, this is the only opportunity to transfer a student’s 
course history. 

Clicking the  icon causes StudentInformation to retrieve the marking pattern and 
marking pattern rule information for the selected school and school year and display a 
table similar to the following. This table determines which marks are transferred. 
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Marking Pattern and Marking Pattern Rule Information on Course History Tab 

Receiving Marking Pattern (required) – The marking pattern of the receiving school 
that corresponds to the marking pattern and reporting term combination of the sending 
school for the marks to be transferred.  
Receiving Reporting Term (required) – The appropriate reporting term of the sending 
marking pattern of the receiving school for the marks to be transferred. 
Use Alpha Marks (required) – Transfer alpha marks from the sending school to the 
receiving school. A table similar to the following is displayed. Select the receiving school 
alpha mark that corresponds to each sending school alpha mark. 
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Transferring Alpha Marks 

Use Numeric Marks (Both Sending and Receiving School must be Numeric Marks) 
(required) – Transfer numeric marks from the sending school to the receiving school. A 
table similar to the following is displayed. This table lists the numeric scale of the 
sending and receiving schools. Select the receiving school alpha mark that corresponds 
to each sending school alpha mark listed.  
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Transferring Numeric Marks 

Add – Compiles the marks information for this student and creates a temporary 
mapping that is stored in memory for use by this registration of this student only. You 
are returned to the initial Course History tab grid. 
<Back – Return to the EMIS tab. 
Next> – Continue on to the Attendance tab for this student if attendance is being 
transferred.  
Finish – Finish registration for this student and continue to register new students. If all 
school years for the student have not been mapped, a message states that and asks if 
you want to continue transferring the marks. 
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Registration Wizard –Attendance Tab 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Registration Wizard – Attendance Tab 
The Attendance tab is available when registering a transfer pending student (already 
transferred from another school or district) and selecting the Attendance option on the 
Complete Registration tab. Select the years of attendance to be transferred. Not all 
years of attendance need to be transferred; however, this is the only opportunity to 
transfer a student’s attendance. A student must have a master record before any 
additional elements can be defined for the student. 

 
Attendance Tab on the Student Registration Wizard Screen 

<Back – Takes user back to Course History or EMIS tab. 
Next> – Continue on to the Assessment tab for this student if assessments are being 
transferred.  
Finish – Finish registration for this student and continue to register new students. If all 
course history has not been mapped or all attendance school years have not been 
selected, a message states that and asks if you want to continue transferring. 

Registration Wizard – Assessment Tab 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Registration Wizard – Assessment Tab 
The Assessment tab is available when registering a transfer pending student (already 
transferred from another school or district within the same ITC) and selecting the 
Assessment option on the Complete Registration tab. Select the high school 
assessments (ACT, PSAT, SAT, OGT and PLAN) to transfer. A student must have a 
master record before any additional elements can be defined for the student. 
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Assessment Tab on the Student Registration Wizard Screen 

<Back – Takes user back to Attendance, Course History or EMIS tabs. 
Finish – Finish registration for this student and continue to register new students. If all 
course history has not been mapped, all attendance school years have not been 
selected or all assessments have not been selected, a message states that and asks if 
you want to continue transferring. 

Student Profile 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Edit Student Profile 
Once a student is registered, you may edit the student’s profile as shown in the 
following figure  
As of 08-09, the student profile tabs are now configured to capture EMIS data according 
to the record it is to be reported on. The new tabs as presented in this section are only 
available from 2008-2009 on. Previous year’s student profiles show the old format.  
As of 08-09, there is no longer a LIVE record for the Student Profile. Instead FN – EMIS 
Time period records will be created specifically for each time period. 

StudentInformation/ProgressBook Integration Note 
If specific students are not being extracted properly from StudentInformation into 
ProgressBook, please check the following: 

• Student Profile – Additional tab: Make sure the Primary Building is the actual 
building the student is in and not the district. 

• Student Profile: Make sure the student has an FS record with an Effective Start 
Date that is not in the future. 

• Student Profile: Make sure the student has an FD record with an Effective Start 
Date that is not in the future. 
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Edit Student Profile Screen 

This profile contains the following tabs, for inputting information for the selected student: 

• General – Basic information such as Name, birthdate, gender, address, etc. 

• Additional – Homeroom, building, graduation, etc. 

• Custom – This tab lists Miscellaneous Data Definitions that have been specified 
to be included on the student profile. Active Miscellaneous Definitions will be 
displayed in their Sort Order, grouped by Miscellaneous Data Group. 

• Private – Private information such as SSN, SSID, Birthplace city, Mother’s 
maiden name, etc. 

• FS-Standing – EMIS FS Student Standing data which describes the standing of 
the student within the district reporting the student. 
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• FS-Attendance – EMIS FS Student Attendance totals for the October Count 
Week, February Count Weeks and the School Year. 

• FD-Attributes – EMIS FD Attributes data for a student that change over time and 
the date of change can have a financial or other impact. 

• FN-Attributes – EMIS FN Student Attributes data for a student have only a 
single value and that need to be reported for the student each reporting period or 
at year end. 

• FN-Graduate – This is data for reporting in Period G. These fields are not school 
or reporting period specific and are only reported once in the Period G when the 
student graduates. 

• Transportation – Information related to the student’s transportation to and from 
school. 
Note: Users must have proper security access in order to view and/or update the 
FS-Standing, FS-Attendance, FD-Attributes, FN-Attributes and Custom tab. 
These profile tabs are controlled by Extra System Permissions. In the EMIS Extra 
System Permissions folder, "Edit Student Profile" controls the EMIS and Private 
tabs. In the SIS Extra System Permissions folder, "Custom Profile Data" controls 
the Custom tab. 

Common Profile Controls 

– This shows the date, time 
and user of this student’s profile most recent update. This Last Modified information 
applies only to updates made through the Student Profile and updates made through 
the Student Profile Bulk Update will not affect the Last Modified information. Please note 
that the Last Modified date/time/name is not tab specific, as it reflects the last time any 
data on the Student record (tblStudent) was updated. 
Save – Saves current Student Profile and returns to Student Profile listing where you 
will see the updated information. 
Cancel – Clears data already entered. 
If your search for a student yielded multiple results, the following four buttons display in 
the menu bar to enable you to navigate between records. The last profile tab you were 
viewing displays for the next record. 

 − Navigates to the first student in the search results. 

 − Navigates to the last student in the search results. 

 − Navigates to the previous student in the search results.  

 − Navigates to the next student in the search results.  
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The Edit Student Profile screen will warn the user if they make changes on a tab, but 
then they select another tab without saving the changes on the previous tab. If the 
changes on the previous tab are valid, the user will be given the option to Save the 
changes and proceed to the chosen tab, or Cancel changes and proceed to the chosen 
tab. If the changes on the previous tab are not valid, the user will be given the option to 
return to the previous tab to re-enter the changes or Cancel changes and proceed to the 
chosen tab. 
You may also edit the student profile by selecting that option from the navigational side 
menu or by selecting that option from the I want to… drop-down list, as shown in the 
following screen shot. 

 
Edit This Student's Profile Option on the View Profile Screen 
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Student Profile – General Tab 

 
General Tab on the Edit Student Profile Screen 

Information entered during initial registration will populate many fields on this screen, 
but may be modified at this time if needed. Please note that Student Demographics 
information and student pictures are NOT school year specific. If you change student 
demographic information or re-load student pictures in one school year, the information 
changes it in all school years. 
Student Number (required) – May manually modify the student number here, or have 
the system automatically re-assign a number. 
Auto-Assign – Check this box if you want the system to reassign the student number. 
The Auto-Assign check box will be grayed out if the user does not have the extra 
system permissions for reassigning student numbers in security settings. 
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Note on Auto-Assign Student Numbers: Auto-Assign will use the District Student 
Number Seed (as defined on the District School Demographics page) to begin with 
when creating new student numbers using Auto-Assign. The Maximum Increment from 
Seed (as defined on the District School Demographics page) is the maximum number 
the Student Number Auto-Assign will use when incrementing to find an unused student 
number. 
If District Student Number Seed (as defined on the District School Demographics page) 
is not used, StudentInformation will start from the largest student number currently in 
the district when auto-assigning student numbers. If the Maximum Increment from Seed 
(as defined on the District School Demographics page) is not set, StudentInformation 
will increment by 1 to find the next unused student number. If the maximum student 
number allowable has been used, StudentInformation will begin searching for unused 
student numbers beginning with the smallest student number in the district. See 
ProgressBook StudentInformation School Setup and Configuration Guide for more 
information on the School Demographics page. 
Student Status (required) – May choose different option from the drop-down menu. 
This status is not EMIS related, but refers to the student’s status in the building. 
First Name (required) – First Name of student, up to 50 characters. 
Middle Name (optional) – Middle Name of student, up to 50 characters. 
Last Name (required) – Last Name of student, up to 100 characters. 
Called Name (optional) – Student’s called name. Example – Becky, TJ, etc. 
Last Name Suffix (optional) – Suffix if applicable. Example Jr. or III. 
Gender (required) – Select appropriate option from drop-down menu. 
Birthdate (required) – Student’s birthdate in mm/dd/yyyy format. 
Age (automatic) – Once a birthdate is entered, the student’s current age automatically 
displays in this field. 
Local Ethnicity Category (optional) – Select appropriate option from drop-down menu. 
This field is not associated with ethnicity for EMIS purposes. 
Verified With (optional) – Select appropriate option from drop-down menu. 
Hispanic/Latino (required) – Yes or No; this field displays values from EMIS field 
GI580.  
Birthplace City (required for SSID assignment) – Place/Name for the location where 
the student was born as it appears on the birth certificate (see ProgressBook 
StudentInformation EMIS Guide for more details on reporting this element). 
Racial Group(s) (required) – Select the racial groups to which the student is a member. 
Hovering over a racial group displays an explanation of that group. 
Summative Race (view only) – This read-only field is calculated based on the values 
set in the Hispanic/Latino and Racial Group(s) fields when the screen in saved. If the 
Hispanic/Latino field is set to Y, Summative Race will display “H – Hispanic/Latino”. If 
the Hispanic/Latino field is set to N and only one racial group is selected, Summative 
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Race will display the selected group (“A – Asian” for example). If the Hispanic/Layout 
field is set to N and multiple racial groups are selected, Summative Race will display  
“M – Multiracial”. Values from EMIS field GI090 are used to populate this field. 
Native Language (optional) – May select from drop-down list validated against 
predefined code table. The Native Language is the language spoken at the onset of 
speech. 
Home Language (optional) - May select from drop-down list validated against 
predefined code table. The Home Language is the language spoken at home. 
Address of Residence (required) – Enter the Street Address, City, State and Zip Code 
where the student lives in these fields (the second address line is optional). Once you 
enter a zip code, Address Standardization and Verification will run on this address. See 
ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide for more information on 
Address Standardization and Verification. 

Note: If you change the student’s address and the student has any contacts with 
the Same As Student Address check box selected in the contact record, a grid 
displays these contacts and allows you to select or deselect which contacts’ 
address you want to update along with the student’s address. 

Bypass Address Standardization/Verification – Yes or no; check this box to leave 
the Address of Residence as entered, and not run Address Standardization or Address 
Verification on the address. Use this check box only if you are certain that the address 
is accurate. 

Note: If you check the “Bypass” box for either Address, a new field will display. 

 
Address Standardization/Verification Fields 

Bypass Comments (required) – If bypassing standardization or verification, you must 
enter a reason why you are doing so in this field. Click View Log to see a log of all 
comments used to bypass standardization and/or verification, including Username. 

 
Address Verification Bypass Log 
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If the student's address was previously bypassed, the Bypass Comments field will still 
be present, but it will not be required. 
Use Address of Residence – Yes or no; check this box to duplicate the Address of 
Residence data in the Mailing Address fields. 
Mailing Address (required or optional) – Enter the Street Address, City, State and Zip 
Code where the student receives mail in these fields (the second address line is 
optional). Once you enter a zip code, Address Standardization will run on this address. 
See ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide for more information on 
Address Standardization. 
Bypass Address Standardization – Yes or no. Check this box to leave the Mailing 
Address as entered, and not run Address Standardization on the address. Use this 
check box only if you are certain that the address is accurate. 
Phone Number (optional) – Student’s phone number with area code. 
Unlisted (optional) – Yes or No; if checked, student phone number will not print or be 
displayed on various screens/reports for privacy purposes. 
Email (Optional) – Input student’s email address if desired. 
Building Grade (required) – Grade Level that the student is currently enrolled in at this 
building. Please note that changing the Building Grade does not change the EMIS 
Grade. Please see the FD-Attributes tab to change the EMIS Grade. 
Grade Next Year (optional) – Grade Level that the student will be in next year. Please 
note that changing the Grade Next Year does not change the EMIS Grade Next Year. 
See the FN-Attributes tab to change the EMIS Grade Next Year. Whenever you edit a 
student’s General tab and save, the Grade Next Year is auto-populated based on the 
Building Progression Track, unless it is overridden manually. 
EMIS Grade (view only) – The EMIS Grade from the FD-Attributes tab. 
EMIS Grade Next Year (view only) – The EMIS Grade Next Year from the FN-
Attributes tab. 
Program (optional) – Select appropriate program from drop-down menu if applicable. 
Home School IRN (optional) – Used with JVS students. Refers to the IRN of the 
sending or home building. The magnifying glass will assist with the search for the 
building IRN by accessing the ODE IRN Search. Please note that this is the building 
IRN and not the district IRN. In some cases (i.e. community schools), the district and 
building IRN are the same. Please Note: If a student is direct enrolled to the JVS, the 
home school field should be left blank. 
Home School (view only) – The Home School name will display based on the Home 
School IRN entered. 
Attendance Calendar – Select appropriate attendance calendar from drop-down menu 
if student should not be assigned to the default Attendance Calendar. For more 
information on the attendance Calendar, see ProgressBook StudentInformation 
Attendance and Calendar Guide. 
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Report to EMIS – If this box is checked, this student will be reported to EMIS. You can 
only un-check or check this box from the EMIS tabs. 
Save – Will save current Information on this student. 
The Edit Student Profile screen will warn the user if they make changes on a tab, but 
then they select another tab without saving the changes on the previous tab. If the 
changes on the previous tab are valid, the user will be given the option to Save the 
changes and proceed to the chosen tab, or Cancel changes and proceed to the chosen 
tab. If the changes on the previous tab are not valid, the user will be given the option to 
return to the previous tab to re-enter the changes or Cancel changes and proceed to the 
chosen tab. 

 
Changes Have Not Been Saved Warning Message 

Cancel – Will clear out data already entered.  

Student Profile – Additional Tab 

 
Additional Tab on the Edit Student Profile Screen 

Primary Building (optional) – The drop-down will be populated with all the schools that 
a student is involved with this year. Will default to the working building in which the 
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student record was added. If a student is enrolled in more than one building in the 
district this should reflect the Primary or “reporting” building for the student (for EMIS 
reporting purposes). Please note that if this value contains a district (and not a building), 
the student will be in the in the DASL/ProgressBook StudentPersonal.xml extract file but 
will not be in the DASL/ProgressBook SchoolEnrollment.xml extract file. This could 
cause the student not to display properly in ProgressBook. 
Special Ed (optional) – Optional field for inputting information pertaining to special 
education. As of 9.0, this field is no longer used and can be updated to a zero or blank 
value. 
Country of Origin (optional) – May select from drop-down list validated against 
predefined code table. 
Citizenship (optional) – May select from drop-down list validated against predefined 
code table. 
Building Progression Track – Building Progression Tracks describe a path a student 
can take through schools within a district. Select the appropriate option from drop-down 
menu. 
Graduation Year (optional) – Student’s graduation year. This displays in the student 
context area in parentheses between the school name and school year. 
New School (optional) – The school for next year based on the progression track and 
the grade next year. This is populated by the Student Promotion process. If you choose 
to set a separate New School, you should remove any Building Progression Track 
assigned, or the New School setting will be overwritten and replaced by the Student 
Promotion process. 
Pri. Graduation Rule (optional) – The primary graduation rule applied to selected 
student and used with the graduation verification package. 
Alt. Graduation Rule (optional) – The alternate graduation rule applied to selected 
student and used with the graduation verification package. 
Counselor (optional) – select appropriate counselor from drop-down menu. Teacher 
must have been defined (in security) as a counselor job function (explained in detail in 
security documentation). 
Scheduling Priority (optional) – Select a student scheduling priority from drop-down 
list. Valid options are 1-9 with 9 being the highest priority. 
Show grade appropriate counselors only – If checked, only counselors listed with the 
selected student’s grade level assignment will be displayed in the drop-down list. 
Locker Assignments – Click on the Locker Assignments hyperlink to display the 
Student Locker Assignment screen. See ProgressBook StudentInformation Student 
Lockers Guide for more information about using the Locker Assignment functionality. 
Assign Primary Locker – This button will open a popup window allowing the user to 
quickly fund and select a locker for the student – the Locker Selection Wizard. If 
desired, you can also change the combination series of the locker to be assigned as 
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part of the assignment process. See ProgressBook StudentInformation Student Lockers 
Guide for more information about using the Locker Assignment functionality. 

Note: If accessing the Locker Assignment or Assign Primary Locker page, user 
must first click the Save button to save any modifications made to fields on 
Additional Tab or information will be lost. 

Team (optional) – Select from drop-down list that has been defined in the Team code 
Maintenance table. Used in the scheduling process. 
Homeroom – Choose from drop-down list or click the Auto Assign button to randomly 
assign an available grade-level appropriate homeroom to the student. 

Note: If accessing the Homeroom Assignment Page, user must first click the 
Save button to save any modifications made to fields on Additional Tab or 
information will be lost. 

Include in Honor Roll (optional) – Check if this student is to be included in Honor Roll 
calculations. The registration process looks at the “Include in Honor Roll” values for the 
grade level selected and fills in the values according to the grade level defaults set up. If 
no grade level default values are defined, “Include in Honor Roll” will be checked by 
default on registration. 
Flags (optional) – These flags were converted from SIS, and can be used for marking 
students with various letters or numbers, as determined by the school, for use with 
reports and grouping like students together. 

 
Include in Ranking (optional) – Check if this student is to be included in class ranking 
calculations. When a class ranking is calculated, only students marked as “Include in 
Ranking” will be considered in the calculation, and only these students will be shown on 
any ranking report. Students not included in ranking will have no bearing on the ranking 
reports and calculations. Students who are marked to be excluded from ranking will still 
be included in the GPA set and have a GPA calculated. “Include in Ranking” is checked 
by default. 
The registration process looks at the “Include in Ranking” values for the grade level 
selected and fills in the values according to the grade level defaults set up. If no grade 
level default values are defined, “Include in Ranking” will be checked by default on 
registration. 
Include in GPA (optional) – Check if this student is to be included in GPA calculations. 
The registration process looks at the “Include in GPA” values for the grade level 
selected and fills in the values according to the grade level defaults set up. If no grade 
level default values are defined, “Include in GPA” will be checked by default on 
registration. 
Save – Will save current Information on this student. 
The Edit Student Profile screen will warn the user if they make changes on a tab, but 
then they select another tab without saving the changes on the previous tab. If the 
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changes on the previous tab are valid, the user will be given the option to Save the 
changes and proceed to the chosen tab, or Cancel changes and proceed to the chosen 
tab. If the changes on the previous tab are not valid, the user will be given the option to 
return to the previous tab to re-enter the changes or Cancel changes and proceed to the 
chosen tab. 

 
Changes Have Not Been Saved Warning Message 

Cancel – Will clear out data already entered. 

Student Profile – Custom Tab 

 
Custom Tab on the Edit Student Profile Screen 

The Custom tab will list all of the miscellaneous data definitions that have been 
specified to be included on the student profile. These fields will be sorted by the sort 
order of the data definition first, and then by the definition field title, each in ascending 
order. Only active data definitions will be included on the screen. 
Users must have proper security access in order to view and/or update the data on the 
Custom profile tab. A new security node has been added under the “Extra System 
Permissions” area, specifically for “Custom Profile Data”. If the user does not have 
access to this node, the Custom tab will be disabled. If the user has read access to this 
node, the Custom tab will be enabled, but if the user does not have update access to 
this node, all fields will be disabled. 
Save – Will save current Custom information. 
The Edit Student Profile screen will warn the user if they make changes on a tab, but 
then they select another tab without saving the changes on the previous tab. If the 
changes on the previous tab are valid, the user will be given the option to Save the 
changes and proceed to the chosen tab, or Cancel changes and proceed to the chosen 
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tab. If the changes on the previous tab are not valid, the user will be given the option to 
return to the previous tab to re-enter the changes or Cancel changes and proceed to the 
chosen tab. 

 
Changes Have Not Been Saved Warning Message 

Cancel – Will clear out data already entered. 

Student Profile – Private Tab 
This tab is available for reporting Private information for the selected student. Note that 
reported names are only needed IF different from the Demographic Names located on 
the General Tab. 

 
Private Tab on the Edit Student Profile Screen 

Legal First Name (optional) – Legal first name of student (used for SSID assignment 
purposes). Only necessary if different from name on General tab. 
Legal Middle Name – Legal middle name of student (used for SSID assignment 
purposes). Enter * if the student has no middle name. 
Legal Last Name (optional) – Legal last name of student (used for SSID assignment 
purposes). Only necessary if different from name on General tab. 
Mother’s Maiden Name (optional for SSID assignment) – Maiden name of the 
student’s mother. 
Social Security – Social Security Number of the student. 
Save – Will save current student Private information. 
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The Edit Student Profile screen will warn the user if they make changes on a tab, but 
then they select another tab without saving the changes on the previous tab. If the 
changes on the previous tab are valid, the user will be given the option to Save the 
changes and proceed to the chosen tab, or Cancel changes and proceed to the chosen 
tab. If the changes on the previous tab are not valid, the user will be given the option to 
return to the previous tab to re-enter the changes or Cancel changes and proceed to the 
chosen tab. 

 
Changes Have Not Been Saved Warning Message 

Cancel – Will clear out data already entered. 

Student Profile – FS-Standing Tab 
This tab is used to view and enter the data describing the standing of a student in the 
district reporting that student. It also permits the entry of data describing situations in 
which the reporting district receives a student from another district and/or in which the 
reporting district sends a student to another district. 
The tasks that can be performed on this tab are:  

• View the Student Standing History and individual record details. 

• Add a new Student Standing record. 

• Correct a previously entered Student Standing record. 

• Adjust the effective start of a previously entered Student Standing record. 

• Delete a Student Standing record. 
The functionality to select the proper EMIS situation or to launch the EMIS Situation 
Wizard to aid in correctly entering some of the required student standing data along with 
the appropriate data validation is also included on this tab. The new EMIS Situation 
table selection and EMIS Situation Wizard will assist the user in coding the following 
fields: 
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• District Relationship 

• How Received 

• How Received IRN 

• Sent Reason 

• Sent To IRN 

• Tuition Type 

• Percent of Time. 
Smart Logic has been built into the page to perform checks on field values based on the 
selected EMIS Situation. The Smart Logic guides the user in coding the student 
correctly the first time. 
IMPORTANT: Because the FS Student Standing record is a date effective record 
that captures the change events for data related to the student, it is very 
important to understand the difference between a change and a correction. 

• Change – Means a change to the value of the element for the student. This will 
require a new FS Student Standing record to be created. See “Student Profile – 
Create New FS-Standing Record.” 

• Correction – Means correcting a value on an existing record because it is 
wrong–not because it has changed. This will require editing an existing FS 
Student Standing record. See “Student Profile – Edit FS-Standing Record.” 
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FS-Standing Tab on the Edit Student Profile Screen 

The top of the screen contains a history list showing a summary of the FS Student 
Standing records. The bottom of the screen contains a detail area where FS Student 
Standing details are viewed or modified. When the FS-Standing tab is initially displayed, 
the most recent record will be displayed in the detail area. When a record is displayed in 
the detail area, the corresponding row in the history list will be highlighted.  
EMIS ID (required) – ID assigned during initial registration used for EMIS reporting 
purposes (this is for local use only; ODE does not receive this information). 
State Student ID (SSID) – State Student Identifier. The nine digit alphanumeric 
identification code that is unique to this student. Refer to ProgressBook 
StudentInformation EMIS Guide for more details on reporting this element. This field 
may be hidden by the Security settings. 
Effective Start Date (required) – The Effective Start Date of this FS Standing record. It 
is recommended by StudentInformation State Support to use July 1 as the Effective 
Start Date for students who are promoted. For new students who are registered in the 
summer, it is recommended to use August 1. Using a date before the first day of school 
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also ensures that ProgressBook extracts on the first day of school will pick up these 
students. 
District Admission Date (required) – Indicates the date of the student’s most recent 
admission to the district. Refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation EMIS Guide for 
more details on reporting this element. 
Admission Reason (required) – Select from pull-down menu. This field should be used 
if the student needs an SSID assigned via SSID Import or Export. 
Admitted From IRN – IRN of the district from which the student was admitted. This field 
is enabled and required when the district admission date is July 1 or later of the current 

school year AND admission reason 3, 6 or 7 is selected. Click  to go to the Ohio 
Department of Education Search Organization Web page. The default value is ******. 
Joint Vocational School Districts (JVSDs) and Education Service Centers (ESCs) are 
required to report ****** in this field. This field is disabled and given a value of ****** 
when the school or district in context is a Joint Vocational School District (JVSD) or 
Educational Service Center (ESC). 
District Withdraw Date – Indicates the most recent date a student withdrew from the 
district. Refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation EMIS Guide for more details on 
reporting this element. 
Withdrawn To IRN – IRN of the school to which the student was withdrawn. This field is 

enabled and required when withdraw reason 41, 42 or 45 is selected. Click  to go to 
the Ohio Department of Education Search Organization Web page. The default value is 
******. This field is disabled and given a value of ****** when the school or district in 
context is a Joint Vocational School District (JVSD) or Educational Service Center 
(ESC). 
Withdraw Reason (optional) – Choose the reason for withdrawal from the drop-down 
list. 
EMIS Situation (required) – Choose from a drop-down list (or use the EMIS situation 
Wizard) validated against EMIS options file of all valid EMIS situations. Both the EMIS 
Situation number and description are displayed. Refer to ProgressBook 
StudentInformation EMIS Guide for more details on reporting this element.  
District Relationship (optional) – Select the appropriate educational relationship 
between the student and the district. 
District of Residence (optional) – Enter the district of the student’s legal residence. 

Click  to go to the Ohio Department of Education Search Organization Web page. 
SMART logic will be invoked to help determine the correct value. 
How Received (optional) – Select how the student arrived at the district. SMART 
validation requires that How Received be selected. 
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How Received IRN (optional) - Enter the district from which a student is received. Click 

 to go to the Ohio Department of Education Search Organization Web page. SMART 
logic will be invoked to help determine the correct value. 
Percent of Time (optional) – Enter the average percent of time, for the week, that the 
student participates in any instruction provided by a certified/licensed employee. 
Tuition Type (optional) – Select the appropriate manner in which the student is paying 
tuition to the reporting district. 
Attending Building IRN (optional) – Enter the IRN of the building within the district that 
the student attends between the effective dates inclusive of the record being reported. 

Click  to go to the Ohio Department of Education Search Organization Web page. 
SMART logic will be invoked to help determine the correct value. The Attending Building 
IRN can be a District IRN only when the value of “How Received” is one of the following: 

6 – Non-Public (Services Only) 
F – Career Assessment Only 
I – Non-instructional, Supplementary, or Related Services 
P – Court Placed Students, Excluding foster Care 
T – Students Placed in Institutions, Non-Court Ordered 
V – Pre-school, Evaluated Only, Found Ineligible 

County of Residence (required) – Select the county in which the student resides. 
Assigned Building IRN (optional) – Enter the IRN of the building the student would 

normally attend according to the standard district attendance policy. Click  to go to 
the Ohio Department of Education Search Organization Web page. SMART logic will be 
invoked to help determine the correct value. 
The value in the Assigned Building IRN field should only be an IRN if the student is 
attending a building other than the building the student would normally attend. If the 
student is attending the building to which a student would normally be assigned, the 
value in this field must remain “******”. 
Sent To Reason 1 (optional) – Select the reason a student is sent to another district. 
Sent To Reason 2 (optional) – Select the reason the student is sent to another district if 
the student is sent to a second district. 

Sent To IRN 1 (optional) – Enter the district to which a student is sent. Click  to go to 
the Ohio Department of Education Search Organization Web page. SMART logic will be 
invoked to help determine the correct value. 
Sent To IRN 2 (optional) – Enter the district to which a student is sent if the student is 

simultaneously being sent to a second district. Click  to go to the Ohio Department of 
Education Search Organization Web page. SMART logic will be invoked to help 
determine the correct value. 
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Sent to Percent of Time 1 (optional) – Enter the average percent of time for the week 
that the student participates in any instruction provided by an employee at a non-EMIS 
reporting entity. 
Sent to Percent of Time 2 (optional) – Enter the average percent of time for the week 
that the student participates in any instruction provided by an employee at a non-EMIS 
reporting entity.  
Exclude FS Record from Fall Initialization Updates − If checked will exclude student 
from Fall Initialization. By default, it is unchecked. There is only one flag that applies to 
all FS records. 
The “Exclude from Fall Initialization” flags will be set to false when: 

• A student is newly enrolled or re-enrolls in the district. 

• A student is promoted/bulk enrolled into a new school year. 

• A student transfers into a new school district. 
Ignore EMIS Situation Errors – If checked will ignore certain required EMIS fields for 
this session only, so that the user may continue working with student information or 
another StudentInformation module. 

Note: See the following sections for creating, editing and deleting a FS Student 
Standing Record. 

FS Student Standing History List 

 
FS Student Standing History List 

The history list displays the FS Student Standing records for the student in context. By 
default, only current fiscal year records are displayed. Uncheck Show Current Year 
Only to show all FS Student Standing records. 
The history list is sorted in descending order by Effective Start Date. 
When a detail record is displayed in the FS-Standing tab, the corresponding history 
record will be highlighted. 
The first student standing record in a school year cannot be deleted. 
Hover help is available in the history list moving and holding your cursor over the 
individual fields in the history list. 
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Hoover Help 

 

Student Profile – Create New FS-Standing Record 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Edit Student Profile – FS-Standing tab 
You can insert a record with an Effective Start Date that falls between the Effective Start 
Dates of two existing FS records if the information in the new record meets the following 
criteria: 

• At least one value in the inserted record is different than the values in the existing 
records. 

• The inserted record does not have the same Effective Start Date as another 
record. 

• The Effective Start Date in the inserted record must be greater than the earliest 
Effective Start Date for this school. 

• The District Admission Date is greater than or equal to the current District 
Admission Date. 

To add a new FS Student Standing record for the student in context: 
1. Click New Student Standing. 
2. The detail section (bottom part of the screen) of the FS-Standing tab will be filled 

in with the values of the most recent FS Student Standing record for this student 
with the exception of the Effective Start Date field. 

3. Enter an Effective Start Date for this FS Student Standing record and modify 
fields as needed in the detail section for the new FS Student Standing record.  
Note: It is recommended by StudentInformation State Support to use July 1 as 
the Effective Start Date for students who are promoted. For new students who 
are registered in the summer, it is recommended to use August 1. Using a date 
before the first day of school also ensures that ProgressBook extracts on the first 
day of school will pick up these students. 

4. Click Save. This will save the new FS Student Standing record in the history 
section (top part of the screen) of the FS-Standing tab. If there any data errors 
preventing this new FS Student Standing record from saving correctly, they will 
display on the screen. You must correct any errors before saving the new FS 
Student Standing record. 
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5. You will receive the following message, when your save is successful: 

 
6. The new FS Student Standing record will then appear in the history section. The 

history list is sorted descending by Effective Start Date. 

 
New FS Student Standing Record 

Note: When the most recent FS Student Standing record indicates a withdrawal 
(i.e. the record has a Withdraw Date and Withdraw Reason is not “**”), then a 
new FS Student Standing record will not be able to be created. The student must 
be re-registered or the Withdraw Date and Reason must be removed. 
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Student Profile – Edit FS-Standing Record 

 
Editing an FS Student Standing Record 

To edit an FS Student Standing record for the student in context: 

1. Click the  on the row in the FS-Standing history list (top of the screen) that 
you wish to edit. 

2. The FS-Standing tab will now display the data from the selected record in the 
detail section (bottom part of the screen). 

3. Modify the FS Student Standing fields as needed in the detail section of the FS-
Standing tab. It is recommended by StudentInformation State Support to use July 
1 as the Effective Start Date for students who are promoted. For new students 
who are registered in the summer, it is recommended to use August 1. Using a 
date before the first day of school also ensures that ProgressBook extracts on 
the first day of school will pick up these students. 

4. Click Save. This will save the new FS-Standing record in the history section (top 
part of the screen) of the FS-Standing tab. If there any data errors preventing this 
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new FS-Standing record from saving correctly, they will display on the screen. 
You must correct any errors before saving the updated FS-Standing record. 

5. You will receive this message, when your save is successful. 

 
6. The updated FS Student Standing record will then appear in the history list. 

 

Student Profile – Delete an FS-Standing Record 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Edit Student Profile – FS-Standing tab 

 
Deleting an FS Student Standing Record 

To delete an FS Student Standing record for the student in context: 

1. Click the  on the row in the FS-Standing history list that you wish to delete. 
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You will receive a confirmation message. Click OK to continue with the delete or 
cancel to not continue with the delete. 

 
Deletion Confirmation Message 

2. After clicking OK, you will receive the follow successful delete message 

 
3. The FS-Standing history grid will no longer show this record. 
4. Please note that the first FS Student Standing record in a school year is “locked” 

 and cannot be deleted. 

EMIS Situation Wizard 

Click on the ellipse button beside any EMIS Situation drop-down to access the EMIS 
Situation Wizard, which will walk you through selecting the appropriate EMIS situation. 
This Wizard will open a new window. If you do not see this window, you may need to 
disable your popup blocker, or authorize pop-ups from your StudentInformation site. 

 
EMIS Situation Wizard – Standard School Screen 

Continue selecting the appropriate options from each screen. 
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EMIS Situation Wizard - Resident Screen 

 
EMIS Situation Wizard - Attends Elsewhere Full-Time Screen 

 
EMIS Situation Wizard - Review Selections Screen 

Submit – Will submit the EMIS situation that you have stepped through using the 
wizard and modify specific EMIS fields on the EMIS tabs of the Student Profile. 
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Cancel – Will cancel the situation wizard and return user to the Student Profile. 
After submitting the results of the EMIS situation wizard, various fields on the EMIS tabs 
of the Student Profile will be populated with the results indicated by the wizard selection 
if applicable. (EMIS situation, EMIS status, Percent of time, district of residence, 
attending/home IRN Indicator.) 
Once this screen has been completed and the save button clicked, the user will be 
notified if some of the EMIS fields do not have valid data, as per the EMIS situation.  
To continue to save without correcting the errors, you must check the Ignore EMIS 
Situation Errors check box to continue. The next time this screen is accessed the user 
will receive the error again, until the correction has been made. 

Note: The box at the bottom of the EMIS tab is used to ignore EMIS situation 
errors – The fields to which the Ignore EMIS situation Errors check box applies 
are EMIS Situation number, EMIS Status, Percent of time, district of residence 
and attending/home IRN Indicator. If the box is checked, then you may leave the 
screen if there are errors in any of these fields. If it’s in another field, then you 
must make the correction before leaving the screen. 

Student Profile – FS-Attendance Tab 
Use this tab to view and enter student attendance absence totals for the school year. 

Note: You cannot add new FS records on this tab. You can only add new FS 
records on the FS-Standing tab. (For more information about editing an FS 
Student Standing record, see “Student Profile – Edit FS-Standing Record.”) 

 
FS-Attendance Tab on the Edit Student Profile Screen 
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The top of the screen contains a historical list showing a summary of the attendance 
records. The bottom of the screen contains a detail area where you can view or modify 
details of the most recent attendance record.  
Effective Start Date – From the FS-Standing tab 
District Withdraw Date – From the FS-Standing tab 
Current Entity – Reports attendance information for the student at the current school 

Note: The value in the Hours fields is reported to EMIS. These fields are 
automatically updated by the verify attendance process (ATTUPEMIS). After 
running the verify process, you can manually update these fields as needed to 
correct attendance values. The Days fields contain calculated values for 
reference purposes only. 

Other Entity – Reports attendance information for the student at any other school the 
student attended 

Note: The value in the Hours fields is reported to EMIS. You must enter these 
values manually. The Days fields contain calculated values for reference 
purposes only. 

Attendance – Number of Hours and Days the student was in attendance 
Excused Absence – Number of Hours and Days the student was absent for excused 
reasons 
Unexcused Absence – Number of Hours and Days the student was absent for any 
reasons not listed as excused, including truancy 
 

Edit FS Student Attendance Records 

The FS Student Attendance history list displays the student’s historical FS Student 
Attendance records. By default, only the attendance records for the school year in 
context display in the list. To display the records for the school year in context and all 
prior years, deselect the Show Current Year Only check box. 

 

 
FS Student Attendance History List 
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Note: When a record displays in the detail area, the corresponding row in the 
history list is highlighted. 

To edit the current record, make any needed changes in the detail section at the bottom 
of the screen.  
To edit a previous year’s record: 

1. In the row of the record you want to edit, click . 

 
Edited FS Student Attendance Record 

2. Make any needed changes in the detail section at the bottom of the screen. 
3. Click Save. 

 
Save Edited FS Student Attendance Record 
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A confirmation message displays, and the updated FS Student Attendance 
record displays in the history list. 

 
Confirmation of Edited FS Student Attendance Record 

Student Profile – FD-Attributes Tab 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Edit Student Profile – FD-Attributes tab 
The FD-Student Attributes tab is used to view and enter the data attributes for a student 
that change over time and the date of change can have a financial or other impact. 
The tasks that can be performed on this tab are: 

• View the Student Attributes history and individual record details 

• Add a new Student Attributes record 

• Correct a previously entered Student Attributes record 

• Adjust the effective start date of a previously entered Student Attributes record 

• Delete a Student Attributes record. 
IMPORTANT: Because the FD Attributes record is a date effective record that 
captures the change events for data related to the student, it is very important to 
understand the difference between a change and a correction. 

• Change – Means a change to the value of the element for the student. This will 
require a new FD Attributes record to be created. See “Student Profile – Create 
New FD-Attributes Records.” 

• Correction – Means correcting a value on an existing record because it is wrong 
– not because it has changed. This will require editing an existing FD Attributes 
record. See “Student Profile – Edit FD-Attributes Record.” 
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FD-Attributes Tab on the Edit Student Profile Screen 

The top of the screen contains a history list showing a summary of the FD Attributes 
records. The bottom of the screen contains a detail area where FD Attributes details are 
viewed or modified. When the FD-Attributes tab is initially displayed, the most recent 
record will display in the detail area. When a record is displayed in the detail area, the 
corresponding row in the history list will be highlighted. 
Effective Start Date (required) – The Effective Start Date of this FD Attributes Effective 
Date record. It is recommended by StudentInformation State Support to use July 1 as 
the Effective Start Date for students who are promoted. For new students who are 
registered in the summer, it is recommended to use August 1. Using a date before the 
first day of school also ensures that ProgressBook extracts on the first day of school will 
pick up these students. 
District Withdraw Date – Displayed from the FS-Standing tab. 
Withdraw Reason – Displayed from the FS-Standing tab. 
State Equivalent Grade – The grade level in which the student will be included for 
ODE reporting purposes. NOTE: Changing the State Equivalent Grade does not change 
the Building Grade. The General tab can be used to change the Building Grade. 
Disability Condition – Indicates a student’s primary handicap code, if applicable. Refer 
to ProgressBook StudentInformation EMIS Guide for more details on reporting this 
element. Selecting ** will update prior Disability condition. 
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Section 504 Plan – Yes or No; indicates if the student is identified with a disability 
under Section 504 Code. Refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation EMIS Guide for 
more details on reporting this element. 
Disadvantagement – This element indicates if the student meets the definition of 
economically or academic disadvantaged. Refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation 
EMIS Guide for more details on reporting this element). Note that selecting Free or 
Reduced for Free/Reduced Lunch Status will set this field to 1 - Economically 
Disadvantaged. 
Free/Reduced Lunch Status – Select free or reduced (or default of none if not 
applicable) to indicate if the student is known to be eligible to receive the free or 
reduced-price lunch (a program through the National School Lunch and Child Nutrition 
Programs). Note that selecting Free or Reduced for this field will update the 
Disadvantagement field to 1 - Economically Disadvantaged.  

Note: The Free/Reduced Lunch Status will only display if the user has been 
granted Display access to Extra System Permissions – EMIS – Free And 
Reduced Lunch Status. 

Limited English Proficiency (required) – Indicates a student with Limited English 
Proficiency. Refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation EMIS Guide for more details on 
reporting this element. 
LEP Reclass Date – Reported only during yearend (N) reporting, indicates when the 
student was reclassified as no longer LEP. Refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation 
EMIS Guide for more details on reporting this element. 
Homeless Status – Indicates a student who lacks a fixed regular and adequate night-
time residence and whose residence is one of the options available in the drop-down 
list. Refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation EMIS Guide for more details on 
reporting this element. 
Homeless Unaccompanied Youth – Yes or No; indicates a homeless student not in 
the physical custody of a parent or guardian. Refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation 
EMIS Guide for more details on reporting this element. 
Migrant Status – Yes or No; indicates that the student or his/her parents or guardian is 
a migratory agricultural worker. Refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation EMIS Guide 
for more details on reporting this element. 
Immigrant Status – Yes or No. A student meeting all of the following criteria is 
considered an immigrant: 
Age three through 21. 
Not born in the United States of America (any of the 50 states, District of Columbia, 
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, United States Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa 
and Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands). 
Has not attended any school or schools in the United States of America for more than 
three full academic years. 
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Foreign Exchange Graduation Plan – The foreign exchange status of a student as it 
relates to the student’s graduation plans. 
Attendance Pattern – Designates the student’s attendance pattern which will be used 
to calculate attendance. (This field populates based on your Reporting Calendar 
selection.) Refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation EMIS Guide for more details on 
reporting this element. 
Reporting Calendar – Select the student’s reporting calendar. (Your selection in this 
field determines the associated Attendance Pattern.) 
Preschool Poverty Level – Indicates poverty level of the student’s family. Refer to 
ProgressBook StudentInformation EMIS Guide for more details on reporting this 
element. 
Exclude FD Records from Fall Initialization Updates − If checked will exclude 
student from Fall Initialization. By default, it is unchecked. There is only one flag that 
applies to all FD records. 
The “Exclude from Fall Initialization” flags will be set to false when: 

• A student is newly enrolled or re-enrolls in the district. 
• A student is promoted/bulk enrolled into a new school year. 
• A student transfers into a new school district. 

Note: See the following sections for creating, editing, and deleting a FD 
Attributes record. 

FD Attributes History List 

 
FD Attributes History List 

The history list displays the FD Attribute records for the student in context. By default, 
only current fiscal year records are displayed. Uncheck Show Currently Year Only to 
show all FD Attributes records. 
The history list is sorted in descending order by Effective Start Date. 
When a detail record is displayed in the FD Attributes history list, the corresponding 
history record will be highlighted. 
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Student Profile – Create New FD-Attributes Record 

 
Creating a New FD Attributes Record 

You can insert a record with an Effective Start Date that falls between the Effective Start 
Dates of two existing FD records if the information in the new record meets the following 
criteria: 

• At least one value in the inserted record is different than the values in the existing 
records. 

• The inserted record does not have the same Effective Start Date as another 
record. 

• The Effective Start Date in the inserted record must be greater than the earliest 
Effective Start Date for this school. 
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To add a new FD Attributes record for the student in context: 
1. Click New Student Attributes. 
2. The detail section (bottom part of the screen) of the FD-Attributes tab will be filled 

in with the values of the most recent FD Attributes record for this student – with 
the exception of the Effective Start Date. 

3. Enter an Effective Start Date for this FD Attributes record and modify fields as 
needed in the detail section for the new FD Attributes record. 
Note: It is recommended by StudentInformation State Support to use July 1 as 
the Effective Start Date for students who are promoted. For new students who 
are registered in the summer, it is recommended to use August 1. Using a date 
before the first day of school also ensures that ProgressBook extracts on the first 
day of school will pick up these students. 

4. Click Save. This will save the new FD Attributes record in the history section (top 
part of the screen) of the FD-Attributes tab. If there any data errors preventing 
this new FD Attributes record from saving correctly, they will display on the 
screen. You must correct any errors before saving the new FD Attributes record. 

You will receive this message, when your save is successful.  

 
5. The new FD Attributes record will then appear in the history section. The history 

list is sorted descending by effective start date. 
 

 
FD Attributes History List 
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Student Profile – Edit FD-Attributes Record 

 
Editing FD Attributes Record 

To edit an FD-Attributes record for the student in context: 

1. Click the  on the row in the FD Attributes history list (top of the screen) that 
you wish to edit. 

2. The FD-Attributes tab will now display the data from the selected record in the 
detail section (bottom part of the screen). 

3. Modify the FD-Attributes fields as needed in the detail section of the FD-
Attributes tab. It is recommended by StudentInformation State Support to use 
July 1 as the Effective Start Date for students who are promoted. For new 
students who are registered in the summer, it is recommended to use August 1. 
Using a date before the first day of school also ensures that ProgressBook 
extracts on the first day of school will pick up these students. 
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4. Click Save. This will save the new FD-Attributes record in the history section (top 
part of the screen) of the FD-Attributes tab. If there any data errors preventing 
this new FD Attributes record from saving correctly, they will display on the 
screen. You must correct any errors before saving the updated FD-Attributes 
record. 

5. You will receive this message, when your save is successful. 

 
6. The updated FD Student Attributes record will then appear in the history list. 

Student Profile – Delete FD-Attribute Record 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Edit Student Profile – FD-Attributes tab 

 
Deleting an FD Attribute Record 
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To delete an FD Attributes record for the student in context: 

1. Click the  on the row in the FD Attributes history list that you wish to delete. 
2. You will receive a confirmation message. Click OK to continue with the delete or 

cancel to not continue with the delete. 

 
3. After clicking OK, you will receive the follow successful delete message. 

 
4. The FD-Attributes history grid will no longer show this record. 

5. Please note that the first FD Attributes record in a school year is “locked”  
and cannot be deleted. 
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Student Profile – FN-Attributes Tab 
Navigation: StudentInformation – SIS – Student – Edit Student Profile – FN-
Attributes tab 
The FN-Attributes tab is used to enter the data for a student that have only a single 
value that needs to be reported for the student. 

 
FN-Attributes Tab on the Edit Student Profile Screen 

EMIS Grade Next Year – Indicates the grade level to which a student will be promoted, 
or the grade level to which they will be retained. Refer to ProgressBook 
StudentInformation EMIS Guide for more details on reporting this element. 

Note: Changing the EMIS Grade Next Year does not change the District Grade 
Next Year. The General tab can be used to change the District Grade Next Year. 

Retained Status – Element indicates whether a student who was retained at the end of 
the school year will advance to the next grade level as a result of the summer school 
experience. Refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation EMIS Guide for more details on 
reporting this element. 
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Oct Childcount IEP Outcome – This field designates the LRE outcome as of the 
October count week for a student whose IEP currently on file with ODE does not reflect 
the current LRE for a student with a disability. Refer to ProgressBook 
StudentInformation EMIS Guide for more details on reporting this element. 
Fiscal Year Began 9th – Report the fiscal year that the student began the 9th grade. 
Must be reported for all students grades 09-12. Refer to ProgressBook 
StudentInformation EMIS Guide for more details on reporting this element. 

CTE Program Area – Choose a Program area for the CTE Program of Concentration 
element.  
CTE Program of Concentration – Choose an element that designates the program of 
concentration for a CTE concentrator. The list of available values in the CTE Program of 
Concentration drop-down is dependent on the value selected for the CTE Program 
Area. 
Tech Prep Completer – Indicates if a student completed a Tech Prep program.  
Majority of Attendance IRN – Indicates the building IRN within the district (or district 
IRN) where the student was enrolled for at least 120 consecutive days. Refer to 
ProgressBook StudentInformation EMIS Guide for more details on reporting this 
element. 
Accountability IRN – Used only if district determines that another building within the 
district (other than the building designated in the Majority of Attendance IRN field) 
should be accountable for testing results. Must be filled in with ****** if there is no 
Accountability IRN. Refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation EMIS Guide for more 
details on reporting this element. 
Attending Building IRN Next Year – This field is only visible for FY13 and future 
years. This element indicates the building within the school district the student will 
attend next year. The drop-down list includes the available IRNs and school names 
within the district in context. Asterisks (******) indicate that the student is withdrawn, 
graduating in the current year or newly registered. When Promotion/Bulk Enrollment is 
run to move students to the next school year, the process updates the Attending 
Building IRN Next Year field on the FN tab in the current school year. Students who will 
be switching buildings in the upcoming year will have their field updated with the new 
value. Newly registered students in the current year (who have a default value of ******) 
will have the value updated to correspond with the building they will attend in the next 
school year. Refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation EMIS Guide for more details on 
reporting this element. 
Admission to Current High School Date – Date the student was admitted to the 
current high school the student attends.  
Attending District IRN Last October – This field is only visible for FY15 and future 
years. This element indicates the district the student attended as of the past October. If 
you leave this field blank, the transfer reports this element as asterisks (******) indicating 
“not reported.” 
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Third Grade Reading Guarantee – This field is only visible for FY13 and future years. 
This element indicates the student’s math, reading and writing diagnostic result codes 
using values of ** (Not Required), AO (Assessed, On Track), NO (Assessed, Not On 
Track), RN (Required, Not Completed) and (for the Reading Diagnostic Result Code 
only) EX (Exempt from Diagnostic Assessment). Refer to ProgressBook 
StudentInformation EMIS Guide for more details on reporting this element. 
Report to EMIS – This is checked by default, indicating that this student will be reported 
to EMIS.  
Exclude FN Records from Fall Initialization Updates − If checked will exclude 
student from Fall Initialization. By default, it is unchecked. There is only one flag that 
applies to all FN records.  
The “Exclude from Fall Initialization” flags will be set to false when: 

• A student is newly enrolled or re-enrolls in the district. 
• A student is promoted/bulk enrolled into a new school year. 
• A student transfers into a new school district. 

Save – Will save the current FN Attributes record for this student.  
The Edit Student Profile screen will warn the user if they make changes on a tab, but 
then they select another tab without saving the changes on the previous tab. If the 
changes on the previous tab are valid, the user will be given the option to Save the 
changes and proceed to the chosen tab, or Cancel changes and proceed to the chosen 
tab. If the changes on the previous tab are not valid, the user will be given the option to 
return to the previous tab to re-enter the changes or Cancel changes and proceed to the 
chosen tab. 

 
Changes Have Not Been Saved Warning Message 

Cancel – Will clear out data already entered. 
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Student Profile – FN-Graduate Tab 
This tab is available for reporting graduation information for the selected student. 

 
FN-Graduate Tab on the Edit Student Profile Screen 

CORE Economics and Financial Literacy Requirement Met – Indicates if a student 
has met the CORE Economics and Financial Literacy Requirement. Refer to the ODE 
EMIS Manual for more details on reporting this element. 
CORE Fine Arts Requirement Met – Indicates if a student has met the CORE Fine 
Arts Requirement. Refer to the ODE EMIS Manual for more details on reporting this 
element. 
CORE Graduation Requirement Exemption – Indicates if a student qualifies for the 
CORE Graduation Requirement Exemption. Refer to the ODE EMIS Manual for more 
details on reporting this element. 
CORE Graduation Requirement Exemption Date – Effective date of the CORE 
graduation requirement exemption 
CORE Graduation Requirement Met – If selected, indicates the student has met the 
CORE graduation requirement. 
Exempted from Physical Education Graduation Requirement – Indicates that the 
district has adopted a policy to exempt certain students from the Physical Education 
graduation credit requirement and that the student has met the policy’s requirements. 
Refer to the ODE EMIS Manual for more details on reporting this element. 
Expected Graduation Date – Date a student at this grade level is expected to 
graduate. Leave blank to accept the default value shown. You set the default values for 
each grade on the Building Grade Levels Maintenance screen. 
Graduation Date – The date the student received his/her diploma. Refer to the ODE 
EMIS Manual for more details on reporting this element. 
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Diploma Type – The type of diploma received by the graduating student. Refer to the 
ODE EMIS Manual for more details on reporting this element. 
OGT Graduation Alternative – Identifies that passage on one graduation test was met 
using the alternative criteria. Refer to the ODE EMIS Manual for more details on 
reporting this element. 
Military Compact Graduation Alternative – Indicates that the student is using the 
Military Compact Graduation Alternative criteria or the number of Ohio graduation 
assessments the student is not required to pass. Refer to the ODE EMIS Manual for 
more details on reporting this element. 
Save – Will save current student FN-Graduate information. 
The Edit Student Profile screen will warn the user if they make changes on a tab, but 
then they select another tab without saving the changes on the previous tab. If the 
changes on the previous tab are valid, the user will be given the option to Save the 
changes and proceed to the chosen tab, or Cancel changes and proceed to the chosen 
tab. If the changes on the previous tab are not valid, the user will be given the option to 
return to the previous tab to re-enter the changes or Cancel changes and proceed to the 
chosen tab. 

 
Changes Have Not Been Saved Warning Message 

Cancel – Will clear out data already entered. 
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Student Profile – Transportation Tab 
This tab is available for reporting transportation information for the selected student. 

 
Transportation Tab on the Edit Student Profile Screen 

Parking Permit (optional) – Up to 4 characters to designate the student’s parking 
permit number. 
Assigned Space (optional) – Up to 30 characters to designate the student’s assigned 
parking space. 
Vehicle Description (optional) – Up to 65 characters to describe the student’s vehicle. 
License Plate (optional) – Up to 12 characters to designate the student’s License Plate 
number. 
Driver’s License Number (optional) – Open text for student’s driver’s license number. 
State – Choose state of student’s driver’s license from drop-down list. 
Bus Number 1 (optional) – Open text for typing in bus number. 
Bus Number 2 (optional) – Open text for typing in additional bus number. 
Comments (optional) – Up to 200 characters for any additional comments needed for 
student transportation. 
Distance To School (optional) – Open text for typing number of miles a student lives 
from school. 
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Transportation – Check all applicable boxes. Options are Student Drives, Student is 
Bussed and Student Walks. 
Distance student was transported from residence to school building (community 
schools only) – Select the distance the student is transported during the selected days 
in the Countweek Transportation Days section. 
Countweek Transportation Days (community schools only) – Select the check box for 
each day of count week in which the student uses school-provided transportation. 
Save – Will save current student Transportation information. 
The Edit Student Profile screen will warn the user if they make changes on a tab, but 
then they select another tab without saving the changes on the previous tab. If the 
changes on the previous tab are valid, the user will be given the option to Save the 
changes and proceed to the chosen tab, or Cancel changes and proceed to the chosen 
tab. If the changes on the previous tab are not valid, the user will be given the option to 
return to the previous tab to re-enter the changes or Cancel changes and proceed to the 
chosen tab. 

 
Changes Have Not Been Saved Warning Message 

Cancel – Will clear out data already entered. 
 

Students Failing Address Verification 
Navigation: Home – SIS – School – Address Verification – Failing Students 
This screen displays a listing of all students whose addresses have failed Address 
Verification. If a student is listed on this screen and should not be, you should enter that 
student’s address in the District Addresses screen (Home – SIS – School – Address 
Verification – District Addresses) while the District is in context. 

 
Students Failing Address Verification Message 
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Ignore Bypassed Addresses – If this box is checked, any addresses which used the 
“Bypass Residence Address Verification” check box will not display on this list. Un-
checking it will display all addresses which fail Verification, whether bypassed or not. 
Board, Nicholas Lee – Clicking on a student’s name will take you to their Edit Profile 
screen, General tab, so you can edit their Residence Address. 

 

Student Information 

Admission/Calendar History 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Admission History  
The Admission/Calendar History page displays admission and withdrawal history as 
well as calendar changes for the selected student. 

 
Admission/Calendar History Screen 

Each admission and withdrawal per building as well as calendar changes will be listed 
in chronological order. The most recent information will be at the bottom of the screen. 
Admission Date – Most recent admission date to the building/district. 
Admission Code – Admission code to describe the reason a student is being admitted 
to school. 
School Code – The school building code for the admission record; these are the 4 
character building codes that were used in SIS. 
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School Name – Name of the school. 
Withdraw Date – Withdrawal date if applicable. 
Withdraw Code – Withdrawal Code to describe the reason a student is leaving school if 
applicable. Otherwise all asterisks (**) will be displayed. 
Comments – The additional comments entered when the student withdrawal occurred. 
Calendar Name – The attendance Calendar the student was assigned during this 
admission history record. 
School Year – School year applicable to this admission history record. 
Dates – Dates enrolled during the school year. 
 

View Calendar History 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Admission History – View Calendar History  
The View Calendar History page displays calendar history for the selected student. 

 
Calendar History Summary Screen 

The calendar history will be listed in chronological order with the most recent 
information at the bottom of the screen. 
School Year – School year applicable to this calendar history record. School Year 2004 
designates the 2004-2005 school year. 
School Name – Name of the school. 
Calendar Name – The attendance Calendar the student was assigned during this 
calendar history record. 
Dates – Dates that the student was assigned to a particular Calendar. 
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View Admission History 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Admission History – View Admission History  
The View Admission History screen displays the admission and withdrawal history for 
the selected student. 

 
Admission History Summary Screen 

The admission history will be listed in chronological order with the most recent 
information at the bottom of the screen. 
School District – Name of the school district that the student was admitted to. 
School Name – Name of the school building that the student was admitted to. 
Dates – Dates that the student was assigned to a particular school building.  
Description – Description of Withdrawal Code. 
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Edit History Details 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Admission History – Edit History Details  
The Edit History Details screen allows the user to edit and delete the selected student’s 
admission events. 

 
Admission/Calendar History Details Screen 

The admission history will be listed in date order with the most recent information at the 
bottom of the screen. 
Please Note: The initial admission into the district generates both a District 
Admission event and a Building Admission event. A District Admission event will 
be shaded in pale orange. The withdrawal from the district generates both a 
District Withdraw event and a Building Withdraw event. A District Withdraw event 
will be shaded in orange. 
School Year Type – Choose from Regular or Summer School; will filter admission 
events. 
Year – School Year of the admission event.  
Date – Date that admission event took place. Dates are not applicable admission 
events generated by Progression Tracks. 
Event – Type of admission event. Examples are: District Admission, Building 
Admission, Intrabuilding Progression, Summer Withdraw, Building Withdraw and District 
Withdraw. 
School – School Name where the admission event took place. 
Calendar – Attendance calendar for this admission event. 
Code – Description of admission event. 

 – Delete admission event. Only the latest admission or withdrawal event in each 
school year can be deleted.  
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Important: Deleting the first admission event for a school year for a student 
completely removes the student’s record from StudentInformation for the 
selected school year only, and archives all student records. If a student is 
completely removed by accident, all student data will have to be re-entered 
manually. As a safety feature, only delete/edit buttons display for those records 
where the school building and school year match the school building and school 
year in the current context to prevent a student accidentally getting whacked. 

 – Edit admission event. Only building admission events can be edited. When editing 
a building withdrawal, only withdrawal codes that are linked to the EMIS withdrawal 
code of ** will display in the withdrawal code drop-down list.  

Delete Admission Event 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Admission History – Edit History Details  
The Edit History Details screen allows the user to edit and delete the selected student’s 
admission events. IMPORTANT! Make sure you have the correct building and year in 
context. If you are completely removing a student from a building in a particular school 
year, you must have that building and school year in context. As a safety feature, only 
delete/edit buttons display for those records where the school building and school year 
match the school building and school year in the current context to prevent a student 
accidentally getting whacked. 

 
Deleting an Admission Event 

Click  to delete a specific admission event. Only the last building admission or 
withdrawal event in each year can be deleted.  
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Admission Event Deletion Confirmation Message 

Ok – Delete the admission event. Returns to Edit History Details and you will receive 
the message below. 

 
Cancel – Will not delete the admission event and will return to Edit History Details. 
IMPORTANT: If you delete the first admission event for a school year for a 
student, this action will completely remove the student’s record from 
StudentInformation, and archive all student records. If a student is completely 
removed by accident, all student data will have to be re-entered manually. 
Students can only be completely removed from a selected school year when the 
building the student is being removed from is also the building in context. 
As a safety feature, only delete/edit buttons display for those records where the school 
building and school year match the school building and school year in the current 
context to prevent a student accidentally getting whacked. 

 
Admission/Calendar History Details Deletion Warning Message 
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Edit Admission Event 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Admission History – Edit History Details  
The Edit History Details screen allows the user to edit and delete the selected student’s 
admission events. 

 
Editing an Admission Event 

Click  to edit a specific admission event. Only the last building admission or 
withdrawal event in each school year can be edited. 

 
Editing History Details Screen 

School year – School year of admission. 
Event – Type of admission. 
School – School name where admission event occurred. 
Admission Date – Enter the date for the admission event. 
Admission Code – Choose the code from the drop-down list for the admission event. 
Calendar – Choose the attendance calendar for this admission event from drop-down 
list. 
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Withdraw comments display on the following pages: 

 
Editing Withdraw Comments on the Edit History Details Screen 

 
Admission and Withdraw History 

School Year – School Year of withdrawal event. 
Event – Type of withdrawal event. 
School – School Name where the withdrawal event took place. 
Withdrawal Date – Enter the date for the admission or withdrawal event. 
Withdrawal Code – Choose the code for the withdrawal event from the drop-down list. 
When editing a building withdrawal, only withdrawal codes that are linked to the EMIS 
withdrawal code of ** will display in the withdrawal code drop-down list. When editing a 
district withdrawal, only withdrawal codes that are linked to EMIS district withdrawal 
codes display in the withdrawal code drop-down list. 
Withdrawal to School Comments – Enter an additional comment concerning the 
withdrawal. 
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Save – Will save current updates to admission event and return to Edit History Details. 
A confirmation message will appear along with a reminder to manually change the 
student’s FS record. 

 
Cancel – Will not save updates to admission event and will return to Edit History 
Details. 
 

Withdraw Student  
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Withdraw Student 
The Withdraw Student screen is used to withdraw the student from the building or 
district. 
The Withdraw Student process functions as follows: 

• Updates latest FS record with effective end date and withdraw code on district 
withdrawals. 

• Sets effective end date on FD record. 

• Deletes any FS or FD records in the current year with an effective start date after 
the withdrawal date. 

• Updates Grade Level Next Year on FN record effective as of the withdraw date. 

• Building withdrawal leaves current open date records alone until student is 
admitted into new building within district. 

• Removes assigned course sections that not yet started (sets stop date equal to 
start date). 

• Whack the student functionality will delete FS, FD, and FN records only when: 

• Student admission date on current FS record is in current fiscal year. 

• EMIS attending building IRN on the record is the same as school in 
context. 

• Only current fiscal year FS, FD and FN records are deleted. 
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Withdraw Student Screen 

Withdraw the student from the building or entire district by selecting the Building or 
District (default) tab respectively.  
Note for students enrolled in multiple buildings: If a student is enrolled in two buildings, 
the District tab will be disabled. You must building withdraw the student from one 
building. Then once the student is only actively enrolled in one building in the district 
you can then district withdraw them, thus completing the district withdraw for the 
student. 
Admission Date (non-modifiable) – Most recent date that the student was admitted to 
school. 
Withdraw Date (required) – Date that the selected student is withdrawing from the 
school or district. If you set this date in the future, it will create a Pending Withdrawal 
Enrollment Alert for that date, allowing users to continue entering data for this student 
until that Withdrawal is processed. For more information, refer to ProgressBook 
StudentInformation Portal Guide. 

Withdraw Reason (required) – Select the withdraw reason from the drop-down menu 
that describes why the student is withdrawing from school. If the District tab is chosen, 
the withdraw reason of ** will not appear in the drop-down – only district withdraw 
reasons will appear. If the Building tab is chosen, only withdraw reasons mapped to the 
EMIS withdrawal code of ** will appear in the drop-down. Additional building withdrawal 
codes can be set up and linked to the EMIS withdrawal code of ** if desired. 
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Withdraw to School/District IRN (optional) – IRN of the school that the withdrawing 
student will be attending. Clicking the  will take you to the Ohio Department of 
Education’s Search Organization page. This field is required when withdraw reason 41, 
42 or 45 is selected. This field is disabled and given a value of ****** when the school or 
district in context is a Joint Vocational School District (JVSD) or Educational Service 
Center (ESC). 
Withdraw to School/District Comments (optional) – Open text for additional 
comments regarding the student’s withdrawal from school. This field only displays for a 
building withdraw. 
Student Status (required) – Select the student’s new student status at the current 
school from the pull-down menu. 
Remove Locker Assignment – Yes or No; check this box if you want to remove the 
student’s current locker assignment, leaving the locker free. Defaults to checked. 
Remove Homeroom Assignment – Yes or No; check this box if you want to remove 
the student’s current homeroom assignment. Defaults to checked. 
Submit – Will save current student withdrawal information and display the student’s 
Admission/Calendar History screen. 
Cancel – Will clear out data already entered and return user to their previous screen. 
Note: When a student is withdrawn, their Grade Level Next Year assignment is 

set to ** in the student’s General and EMIS profile information, unless they are 
withdrawn with a Withdrawal Code of 71-75 (in which case their Grade Level Next 
Year is set to “DR”) or 99 (in which case their Grade Level Next Year is set to 
“GR”). 
Note: When a student is withdrawn, StudentInformation will not prevent them 

from receiving Marks through an Import process. See ProgressBook 
StudentInformation Import Export Guide for more detail. 
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Student Transfers 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Student Transfer 
The Transfer Student screens are used to move student profile data from the current 
school building to another school building or district. The data included in this process 
updates at the time of enrollment in the destination school. The fields updated are: 
General tab: 

• First Name 
• Middle Name 
• Last Name 
• Called Name 
• Last Name Suffix 
• Gender 
• Birthdate 
• Age 
• Native Language 
• Home Language 
• Birthplace City 
• Residence Address 
• Mailing Address 
• Phone Number 
• EMIS Ethnicity Value logic for school year 2010-2011 and beyond 

o If the EMIS ethnicity values (Hispanic/Latino, Summative Race and 
Racial Groups) have not been collected, the user will be forced to 
provide the EMIS ethnicity values at the time of the student 
transfer. 

o If the EMIS ethnicity values (Hispanic/Latino, Summative Race and 
Racial Groups) have been collected and a student is transferred, 
the EMIS ethnicity values will be moved with the student when 
using Student Transfer. 

Additional tab: 
• Country of Origin 

Private tab: 
• Legal First Name 
• Legal Middle Name 
• Legal Last Name 
• Mother’s Maiden Name 
• Social Security 

FS-Standing tab: 
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• EMIS ID 
• SSID 
• If the receiving school is a JVS school, the following rules apply: 

o EMIS situation at JVS should be “Regular student attending JVS F/T or 
P/T.” 

o EMIS status at JVS should be “0 – Resident Student.” 
o District of Residence IRN at JVS should be initialized to the sending 

district’s IRN. 
o Attending/Home IRN at JVS should be initialized to the sending district’s 

IRN. 
o Attending/Home IRN Indicator at JVS should be “0 – Resident District of 

Student.” 
FN-Attributes tab: 

• Accountability IRN will be set to a default of ****** during registration. 
Transportation tab: 

• Vehicle Description 
• License Plate 
• Driver’s License Number 
• Driver’s License State 

The “Exclude from Fall Initialization” flags will be set to false when: 
o A student is newly enrolled or re-enrolls in the district. 
o A student is promoted/bulk enrolled into a new school year. 
o A student transfers into a new school district. 

Student Transfer 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Transfer Student 
This screen requires a student in context, and is used to move the profile data for the 
student in context from the current school building in context to the selected school 
building or district.  
If the student is moving within the district then the Graduate data fields should not be 
changed and should move along with the student. 
If the student is moving between districts then the Graduate data should not move with 
the student. 

Note: This screen is used by the school or district sending the student. 
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Student Transfer Screen 

To Building – Displays the name of the school building, if any, the student is being 
transferred to for all previous and pending transfers. 
To District – Displays the name of the school district the student is being transferred to 
for all previous and pending transfers. 
JVS – Yes or No: Displays whether the destination school is a JVS for all previous and 
pending transfers. 
Transfer Date – Displays the date the Transfer was processed for all previous and 
pending transfers. 
Status – Displays the status (Pending, Accepted or Rejected) of all previous and 
pending transfers. 
Make students available in (required) – Select the school year in which the transferred 
student will be enrolled. 
Search for District (required) – Enter the appropriate search text until the school 
district to receive the student is listed and then select that school district. 
Building (optional) – Select the school building to receive the student. If you do not 
select a building, all buildings in the selected district will see the pending transfer until 
one of them accepts it. 
Transfer – Process the student transfer. 
Cancel – Do not process the student transfer and reset the drop-down menus. 
Once you click Transfer, the Transfer displays in a data grid and the screen allows you 
to continue entering additional transfers if necessary. 
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Transferred Information on the Student Transfer Screen 

View Pending Transfers 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Student Transfer – 
Pending Students 
From this screen, a school district or building can view any incoming transfers, enroll all 
(or selected) pending students, or view an individual student’s details and enroll or 
reject those students.  

Note: This screen is used by the school or district receiving the student. 

 
View Pending Students Screen 

The fields in the search box act as search criteria, limiting the results displayed to the 
selected criteria. 
Transfer Job ID – Enter a job ID to only display transfers matching that job ID. 
Transfer Date Range – Select a start date and an end date to only display transfers 
processed during that range of dates. 
Transferred From – Enter the appropriate search text until the school or district 
sending the student is listed and then select that school or district. 
Search – Display student transfers matching the selected criteria. The search results 
can be sorted by clicking the appropriate column heading. 

Note: The message REMOTE SERVICE ERROR in the Student column 
indicates the Remote Transfer Service of the ITC sending that student is not 
active or malfunctioning. 
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View Pending Students Screen 

Hide Building List and Hide District List − Click to not show the building and/or 
district transfers list. 
Show Building List and Show District List − Click to show the building and/or district 
transfers list. 
Building transfers are transfers of students between buildings in the same district 
(determined by the building or district in context). 
District transfers are transfers of students from outside the district (determined by the 
building or district in context). 
Bulk Enroll Building Transfers – Enroll all (or selected) students awaiting building 
transfers using the same Grade, Student Status, Admission Date and Attendance 
Calendar. You can also use the same Admission Code, Building Prog Track or 
Program, if desired. See “Bulk Enroll Pending Students” for additional details. 
Delete Selected Transfers – Delete the selected building or district student transfers. 
Bulk Enroll District Transfers − Enroll all (or selected) students awaiting districts 
transfers using the same Grade, Student Status, Admission Date and Attendance 
Calendar. You can also use the same Admission Code, Building Prog Track, Program 
or additional EMIS fields. See “Bulk Enroll Pending Students” for additional details. 

 – Indicates that one or more years of course history cannot be transferred because 
a mapping for those specific combinations of sending school, receiving school and 
school year have not yet been saved or are inactive. 

 – Indicates that mappings for all available years of course history have been saved 
and are active. 
Detail − Display a detail page for this student transfer. See “Pending Student Detail” for 
additional details. 
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Pending Student Detail 

Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Student Transfer – 
Pending Students 

Note: This screen is used by the school or district receiving the student. 

 
Pending Students Screen 

Click the Detail link to display a detail page for the building or district transfer of this 
student. 

 
Pending Student Detail Screen – Building Transfer 
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Pending Student Detail Screen - District Transfer 

Transfer Job ID – ID number assigned to transfers made between districts or schools 
within the same ITC. 
If at least one year of course history cannot be transferred because a mapping for that 
specific combination of sending school, receiving school and school year has not yet 
been saved, a warning is displayed. Providing these mappings is not required for years 
of course history that are not being transferred. To provide these mappings: 
1. Select the Click Here link to open the Marking Mapping Summary screen.  

 
Marking Pattern Summary Screen 
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This screen lists all the years of course history that can be transferred and indicates 
the status of the mapping for each sending school, receiving school and school year 

combination.  indicates that this combination has not yet been mapped and 

saved or is inactive.  indicates that this combination has been mapped and 
saved and is active. 

2. Click  for the combination that needs mapped and saved.  
3. Complete and save the mapping in the Marking Pattern Mapping Detail screen. You 

will be returned to the Marking Pattern Summary screen. Refer to “Registration 
Wizard – Course History Tab” for more detailed information about mapping marks. 

 – Register the student into the building in context; this button takes you to the 
Registration Pre-requisites tab on the Student Registration Wizard screen from which 
steps you through the process of registering a student. If this student was transferred to 
a district, other schools in the district will no longer see this student on their Pending 
Students screen. 

 – Reject the student transfer, returning the student to the sending school or district; 
you will receive no confirmation. 
 

Bulk Enroll Pending Students 

Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Student Transfer – 
Pending Students 

Note: This screen is used by the school or district receiving the student. 

 
Bulk Enroll Pending Students 
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The “Exclude from Fall Initialization” flags will be unchecked: 

• A student is newly enrolled or re-enrolls in the district. 

• A student is promoted/bulk enrolled into a new school year. 

• A student transfers into a new school district. 

Bulk Enroll Building Transfers 
Note: This screen is used by the school or district receiving the student. 

1. On the View Pending Students screen, select the students you want to enroll in 
the Building List area, or click the check box in the header for the check box 
column to select all of the students. 

2. Click Bulk Enroll Building Transfers to enroll the selected students awaiting 
building transfers. 
The Bulk Enroll Pending Students screen building transfers displays. The 
students you selected on the View Pending Students screen display in the grid. 

 
Bulk Enroll Pending Student - Building Transfer 

Student Status (required) – Select the Student Status with which to enroll all selected 
students. 
Admission Date (required) – Enter the date all selected students were enrolled. 
Admission Code (optional) – Select an Admission Code for all selected students. This 
is an optional field, so you can set different Codes later for individual students. 
Attendance Calendar (required) – Select an Attendance Calendar for all selected 
students. 
Program (optional) – Select a Program for all selected students. This is an optional 
field, so you can set different Programs later for individual students. 
Building Prog Track (optional) – Select a Building Progression Track for all selected 
students. This is an optional field, so you can set different Building Progression Tracks 
later for individual students. 
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Change Primary / EMIS Attending Building? (optional) – Check Yes if the Primary 
Building on the Student Profile – Additional tab and the EMIS Attending Building on the 
Student Profile – FS-Standing tab should be updated. 
To Grade (required) – Enter the Grade level in which to enroll each student. If the 
school year in context is equal or prior to the current school year, this field will default to 
the grade shown in the From Grade field for this student. If the school year in context is 
newer than the current school year, this field will default to the next valid grade level of 
the school in context based on the configured Grade Level Projections. 
View Pending Students – Return to the View Pending Students screen. 
Building Register Selected Students – Register the listed students in the specified 
building. You will see the following confirmation screen. 

 
Bulk Enroll Pending Students Confirmation Screen 

Cancel – Cancel the transfer and return to the View Pending Students screen. 
Continue with Registration– Process the transfer and register selected students. 

 
If a student was already enrolled in the destination school, you will see a warning page, 
listing the students that were not enrolled, and why: 
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Duplicate Student Found Message 

Bulk Enroll District Transfers 
Note: This screen is used by the school or district receiving the student. 

1. On the View Pending Students screen, select the students you want to enroll in 
the Building List area, or click the check box in the header for the check box 
column to select all of the students. 

2. Click Bulk Enroll District Transfers to enroll the selected students awaiting 
district transfers.  
The Bulk Enroll Pending Students screen for district transfers displays. The 
students you selected on the View Pending Students screen display in the grid. 
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Bulk Enroll Pending Students – District Transfer 

Student Status (required) – Select the Student Status with which to enroll all selected 
students. 
Admission Date (required) – Enter the date all selected students were enrolled. 
Admission Code (optional) – Select an Admission Code for all selected students. This 
is an optional field, so you can set different Codes later for individual students. 
Attendance Calendar (required) – Select an Attendance Calendar for all selected 
students. 
Program (optional) – Select a Program for all selected students. This is an optional 
field, so you can set different Programs later for individual students. 
Building Prog Track (optional) – Select a Building Progression Track for all selected 
students. This is an optional field, so you can set different Building Progression Tracks 
later for individual students.\ 
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EMIS Situation (required) – Choose from a drop-down list (or use the EMIS Situation 
Wizard) validated against EMIS options file of all valid EMIS situations. Refer to 
ProgressBook StudentInformation EMIS Guide for more details on reporting this 
element. 
Admission Reason (required) – Select from drop-down list of valid Admission 
Reasons. 
District Relationship (optional) – Select the appropriate educational relationship 
between the student and the district. 
District of Residence (optional) – Enter the district of the student’s legal residence. 
Click  to go to the Ohio Department of Education Search Organization Web page. 
How Received (optional) – Select how the student arrived at the district. 
How Received IRN (optional) – Enter the district from which a student is received. Click 

 to go to the Ohio Department of Education Search Organization Web page. 
Percent of Time (optional) – Enter the average percent of time, for the week, that the 
student participates in any instruction provided by a certified/licensed employee. 
Tuition Type (optional) – Select the appropriate manner in which the student is paying 
tuition to the reporting district. 
Attending Building IRN (optional) – Enter the IRN of the building within the district that 
the student attends. Click  to go to the Ohio Department of Education Search 
Organization Web page. The Attending Building IRN can be a District IRN only when 
the value of “How Received” is one of the following: 

6 – Non-Public (Services Only) 
F – Career Assessment Only 
I – Non-instructional, Supplementary, or Related Services 
P – Court Placed Students, Excluding foster Care 
T – Students Placed in Institutions, Non-Court Ordered 
V – Pre-school, Evaluated Only, Found Ineligible 

Assigned Building IRN (optional) – Enter the IRN of the building the student would 
normally attend according to the standard district attendance policy. Click  to go to 
the Ohio Department of Education Search Organization Web page. 
Sent to Reason 1 (optional) – Select the reason a student is sent to another district. 
Sent to Reason 2 (optional) – Select the reason the student is sent to another district if 
the student is sent to a second district. 

Sent to IRN 1 (optional) – Enter the district to which a student is sent. Click  to go to 
the Ohio Department of Education Search Organization Web page. 
Sent to IRN 2 (optional) – Enter the district to which a student is sent if the student is 
simultaneously being sent to a second district. Click  to go to the Ohio Department of 
Education Search Organization Web page. 
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Percent of Time 1 (optional) – Enter the average percent of time, for the week that the 
student participates in any instruction provided by an employee at a non-EMIS reporting 
entity. 
Percent of Time 2 (optional) – Enter the average percent of time, for the week that the 
student participates in any instruction provided by an employee at a non-EMIS reporting 
entity. 
Transfer Attendance (optional) – Select this option to transfer student attendance 
when enrolling students in bulk. 
Transfer Assessments (optional) – Select this option to transfer student assessments 
when enrolling students in bulk. The assessments currently available for ITC to ITC 
transfers are ACT, OGT, PLAN, PSAT and SAT Reasoning.  
Transfer Course History (optional) – Select this option to transfer student course 
history when enrolling students in bulk. This option is currently not available for ITC to 
ITC transfers. 
Status – Displays the following information about the student you have selected to 
transfer: 

 Indicates that the marking pattern mapping is set up between the sending 
and receiving school. 

 
Indicates that additional marking patterns need to be set up between the 
sending and receiving school. 

 
Indicates that the student has transferred from a school in another ITC and 
no course history can be transferred. 

To Grade (required) – Enter the Grade level in which to the student. If the school year 
in context is equal or prior to the current school year, this field will default to the grade 
shown in the From Grade field for this student. If the school year in context is newer 
than the current school year, this field will default to the next valid grade level of the 
school in context based on the configured Grade Level Projections. 
View Pending Students – Return to the View Pending Students screen. 
District Register Selected Students – Register the listed students in the specified 
district. You will see the following confirmation screen. 
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Bulk Enroll Pending Students Confirmation Screen 

Cancel – Cancel the transfer and return to the View Pending Students screen. 
Continue with Registration – Process the transfer and register selected students. 

 
If a student was already enrolled in the destination school, you will see a warning page, 
listing the students that were not enrolled, and why they were not enrolled.  

 
Duplicate Student Found Message 
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Transfer History 

StudentInformation provides two screens for viewing the transfer history for students 
who have transferred into or out of the building in context: 

• Transfer In History – Displays the information for students who have transferred 
into the building from another building or district. 

• Transfer Out History  ̶  Displays the information for students who have transferred 
from the building to another building or district. 

Transfer In History 

Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Student Transfer – 
Transfer In History 
From the Transfer In History screen, you can view the history of all students who 
transferred into the building in context. 

 
Search Fields on Transfer In History Screen 

Enter a range of dates for the transfer history, and click Search. Clicking Search without 
entering any dates will display all transfer records. 
Select This School Year Only to view all of the transfers that have occurred within the 
current school year. StudentInformation will automatically complete the Transfer Date 
Range fields with the start and end dates for the current fiscal year 
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Transfer In History Screen 

Click the Detail link to view the attendance, course history and assessments that have 
been transferred into StudentInformation for the student from the sending school district.  

 
Accessing Transfer In History Detail Screen 
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Transfer Out History 

Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Student Transfer – 
Transfer Out History 
From the Transfer Out History screen, you can view the history of all students who 
transferred out of the building in context. 

 
Search Fields on the Transfer Out History Screen 

Enter a range of dates for the transfer history and click Search. Clicking Search without 
entering any dates will display all transfer records. 

 
Transfer Out History Screen 

Bulk Student Transfer 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Student Transfer – 
Bulk Student Transfer 
This screen is used to move the profile data for all students in an Ad-Hoc Membership 
from the current school building in context to the selected school building or district.  
If the student is moving within the district then the Graduate data fields should not be 
changed and should move along with the student. 
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If the student is moving between districts then the Graduate data should not move with 
the student. 
During the transfer of students from a regular school into a JVS, the following EMIS 
fields now hold onto their values coming from the sending school: 

- How Received 
- District of Residence 
- How Received IRN 

Note: This screen is used by the school or district sending the students. 

 
Bulk Student Transfer 

Ad-Hoc Membership (required) – Select an Ad-Hoc Membership from the drop-down 
menu, or click the … button to view the Ad-Hoc Membership Maintenance page and 
create or view existing Ad-Hoc Memberships. Click Public and Private to display both 
public and private ad-hoc memberships. 
Make students available in (required) – Select the school year in which the transferred 
students will be enrolled. 
District (required) – Select the school district to receive the students. 
Building (optional) – Select the school building to receive the students. If you do not 
select a building, all buildings in the selected district will see the pending transfers until 
one of them accepts each one, or processes a Bulk Enroll. 
Bulk Transfer – Process the bulk student transfer. You will see the following 
confirmation message: 

 
Cancel – Do not process the bulk student transfer and reset the drop-down menus. 
View Transfer History – Go to the Home – Management – School Administration – 
Student Transfer – Transfer History screen. 
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WebService Administration 
Navigation: Home – ITC – WebService Administration 
This screen is used to check the status of ITCs connected to this ITC by a Web service 
called Remote Transfer Service. This service handles ITC to ITC student transfers. If 
you are experiencing ITC to ITC student transfer problems, consult your ITC for 
assistance.  

 
WebService Administration Screen 

Click  to verify the connection to an individual ITC site. Click Refresh All to verify 
the connection to all ITC sites. A green status indicates an active connection while a red 
status indicates a broken or inactive connection. 

Student Community Service Hours 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Community Service 
Community Service Hours may be entered for individual students as needed. This 
functionality can be used in conjunction with Graduation Eligibility. 

 
Student Community Services Hours 

 – Delete this Community Service Hours record. 

 – Edit this Community Service Hours record. 
Add Hours – Add a Community Service record. 
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Add/Edit/Delete Community Service Hours 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Community Service 

 
Editing Student Community Services Hours 

Do one of the following:  

• Click Add Hours to add a new Community Service record. 

• Click  to edit a specific Community Service record. 

• Click  to delete a specific Community Service record. 

 
Add/Edit Student Community Service Hours Screen 

Date Served (required) – Date the Community Service task was performed.  
Hours (required) – Time spent on the Community Service task. The value defaults to 1. 
Using the spin-box, this value can be from .25 to 999.00 hours. The spin-box interval is 
.25 (1/4) hours. 
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Include in Graduation/Eligibility (optional) – The Community Service task may be 
marked to be included/counted towards Graduation Eligibility requirements.  
Description (required) – Open text area for a description of the Community Service 
task.  
Save – Will save Community Service record and return to Community Service listing 
where you will see the updated information. 
Save and New – Will save new Community Service record and return to Student 
Community Service Hours - Add New Community Service task. 
Cancel – Will clear out data already entered and return to Community Service listing. 
Ok – Delete the Community Service record. 
Cancel – Do Not Delete the Community Service record.  

Student Contact Information 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Contacts Summary 
Add personal and professional contacts to students on the Student Contacts 
Summary screen. A student can have only one primary contact. The primary contact is 
listed first and displays the  icon. 

 
Student Contacts Summary Screen 

Note: You can also access this screen by selecting “View Contacts” in the I 
want to… drop-down list on either the View Profile screen or in the student in 
context area of the masthead. 
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View Student Contacts from the View Profile Screen 

 

 
View Student Contacts from Masthead 

Add Contact 
Note: This procedure adds a contact to an individual student. To add a contact to 
a family group, see “Add Contacts to a Family Group.” 

You can add personal and professional contacts, such as a day care provider, doctor or 
dentist, to a student in one of the following ways: 

• To search for a professional contact that already exists in the system for another 
student: 

a. With a student in context, on the Student Contacts Summary screen, in the 
Search Professional Contacts area, enter all or part of an existing contact’s 
name. (Do not press Enter.) 

If a contact record is found, it displays in a drop-down list. 
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b. In the drop-down list, click the contact’s name. 

c. Click Add. 

The contact is added to the student. 

• To add a new personal or professional contact: 

a. With a student in context, on the Student Contacts Summary screen, click 
Add Contact.  
The Add Student Contact window displays.  

 
Add Student Contact Window 

b. Complete the required contact information in the following fields.  

Note: The fields that display vary based on the contact type you select at the 
top of the window. 

• Contact type – Drop-down list populated by the Contact Type Code table 

• Title – Salutation title, such as Mr., Mrs., Ms. or Dr. 

• First Name – First name of this contact 

• Middle Name – Middle name of this contact 

• Last Name (required) – Last name of this contact 

• Suffix – Any suffix, such as Jr. or III 
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• Phone Number section – Phone number information for the contact, 
including the type of phone number (home, work, cell, pager, etc.), the 
number and any extension 

o Unlisted – Mark the number as unlisted for privacy purposes.  
o Available start time and end time fields – Time period during which 

the contact can be reached at this phone number  
Note: To add another phone number, click the plus icon. To delete a 
phone number, click the x icon. 

• Address section – Address information for the contact, including the type 
of address (mailing, other home, employer, etc.) 
Note: If you choose to enter an address, you must enter it completely, 
including street, city, state and zip code. The system does not let you save 
a partial address. 

o Same As Student Address – Automatically populate a home 
address from the student’s home address on record. 

Note: To add another address, click the plus icon. To delete an address, 
click the x icon. 

Note: You can designate only one primary “Home” address, but you can 
add additional homes as “Other home.” 

• Email Address section – Email address information for the contact, 
including the type of email address (primary, work, home, etc.)  
Note: To add another email address, click the plus icon. To delete an 
email address, click the x icon. 

• Place of Employment – Contact’s place of employment 

• Occupation – Occupation of this contact 
• Custody Code – Drop-down list populated by the Custody Code type 

table 

• Language – Language spoken by the contact 

• Legal District of Residence Change Date (community schools only) –
Effective date when a legal guardian’s district of residence changed 

• Contact Comments – Additional comments for this contact, such as work 
schedule or any other comments that would be helpful when trying to 
contact this person 

• Relationship Comments – Additional comments related to this contact’s 
relationship with the student 

• Contact Flags – Check box categories that display based on the contact 
type 
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o Legal Guardian – If you select this option, the contact displays on the 
Student’s View-Only Profile. 

o Emergency Contact – Informational only 
o Living with Student – Informational only 
o Copied on Correspondence – If you select this option and also select 

the Include Copied on Correspondence check box on student 
reports and labels (including report cards), extra copies are printed 
specifically for this contact. 

o Willing to Volunteer – Informational only 
o Medical Contact – If you select this option, the contact’s information 

also appears as the student’s medical contact on the Medical 
Contacts screen. 

o Available at Work – Informational only 
o Migrant Worker – Informational only 
o Authorized to Pickup – Informational only 

c. Click Save. 

The new contact appears on the Student Contact Summary screen. 
Note: The first contact you enter for a student becomes the student’s primary 
contact. To change the primary contact, see “Change Primary Contact.” 

Edit Contact 
1. On the contact you want to edit, click . 

The Edit Student Contact window displays. 

 
Edit Student Contact Window 
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2. Edit the contact information. For field descriptions, see “Add Contact.” 

Note: The fields that display vary based on the contact type you select at the top 
of the window. 

3. Click Save. 
The updated contact appears on the Student Contact Summary screen. 

Change Primary Contact 
To make a different contact the student’s primary contact, click the  icon to change it 
to . 

 
Change Primary Contact 

 
New Primary Contact 

Note: You can also drag and drop a contact to the top position to make it the 
primary contact. See “Reorder Contacts” for details. 
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Reorder Contacts 
Drag and drop contacts to reorder how they display on screen.  

 
Reorder Student Contacts 

Note: The primary contact (denoted by ) is always listed first. If you drag and 
drop a contact to the top of the list, it becomes the new primary contact. 
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Delete Contact 

1. On the contact you want to delete, click . 

2. On the Delete Student Contact confirmation window, click Yes. 

 
Delete Student Contact Confirmation 

The contact is inactivated and no longer appears on the Student Contacts 
Summary screen. 

Records on this page are not deleted but are inactivated. For information on reactivating 
records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide. 
 

Student Memberships 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Maintenance – School – Student Memberships 
Student Memberships Codes are used to designate that a student is part of common 
affiliation or activity, such as athletic team members, band members, special education 
program, etc. 
Membership codes may be associated with a state defined Program code for EMIS 
reporting purposes, but not all Membership Codes are required to be EMIS reportable.  
A student’s inclusion in a membership will be tracked by date so that inclusion in a 
membership can be determined at any point during the school year. 
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View Student Memberships 
Navigation: SIS – Student – Student Memberships 

 
Viewing Student's Memberships from the View Profile Screen 

Selected student’s Memberships may be viewed by clicking on the “View this student’s 
memberships” link in the “I want to…” drop-down menu, or selecting Student 
Memberships from the navigation bar or SIS – Student menu. 
Either link will take you to the following Student Memberships screen to view the 
selected student’s current memberships. 
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Student Memberships 

Click Back to Student Profile to go back to the Student Profile page.  

Edit Student Memberships 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Edit Memberships 
To view Membership details for a student, use the Edit Memberships link on the Student 
menu. This screen lists memberships that have been associated with the selected 
student. 
For FY09 and beyond, the start and ending dates on Student Memberships will be used 
to determine which student memberships to report to EMIS. The EMIS reporting period 
on the membership definitions will give MEMBEMIS control over which membership 
codes to transfer to EMIS. 
As of FY13, Special Education services (215xxx codes) are no longer assigned as 
memberships on the Edit Student Memberships screen. You must enter any Special 
Education services assigned to this student on the Services tab on the Special 
Education screen. For more information about the Special Education screen, refer to 
ProgressBook StudentInformation EMIS Guide. 
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Edit Student Memberships Screen 

 – Remove this student from this membership. 
 – Edit this student’s membership details. 

Add Membership − Add membership to the student in context. 
Back to Student Profile – Return to the Student Profile page. 

Delete Student Membership 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Edit Memberships 

 
Deleting a Student Memberships 

Click  to remove the student in context from the membership. 

 
End Membership or Remove Membership Options 

End Membership as of – The current date will be listed, and can be changed. 
Selecting this option will enter the listed date as the Stop Date for the student’s 
association with this membership. 
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Completely Remove Student’s Membership – Selecting this option will delete the 
student’s association with this membership completely, removing all records relating to 
the association. 
Ok – Remove the Membership from the student’s record using the method selected. 
Cancel – Cancels the removal of the Membership from the student’s record and returns 
you to the Edit Student Memberships page. 

Edit Student Membership Details 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Edit Memberships 

 
Editing Student Memberships 

Click  to edit the membership details for the student in context. 

 
Edit Student Memberships Screen 

Membership Name (non-modifiable) – Lists the name of the membership. 
Start Date (required) – The date the student became associated with the membership. 
Stop Date (optional) – The date the student stopped being associated with the 
membership. 
Staff Member (optional) – Select a staff member to be associated with this 
membership, if applicable. 
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Program Provider IRN – Used by EMIS processing. Clicking the  will take you to the 
Ohio Department of Education’s Organization Search page. 
Save – Save changes and return to the Edit Student Memberships page. You will 
receive the following message: 

 
Cancel – Do not save changes, and return to the Edit Student Memberships page. 

Add Student Membership 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Edit Memberships 

 
Adding Student Memberships 

Click Add Membership to add a Student Membership. 

 
Entering Student Memberships on Edit Student Memberships Screen 

Membership Group (required) – Select the Membership Group. 
Membership (required) – Select the Membership. This drop-down will populate based 
on the Membership Group selected. 
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Note: When FY13 and after is in context, you must enter Special Education 
services (215xxx codes) on the Services tab on the Special Education screen. 
For more information, refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation EMIS Guide. 

Start Date (required) – The date the student became associated with the membership. 
Stop Date (optional) – The date the student stopped being associated with the 
membership. 
Staff Member (optional) – Select a staff member to be associated with this 
membership, if applicable. 

Program Provider IRN – Used by EMIS processing. Clicking the  will take you to the 
Ohio Department of Education’s Organization Search page. 
Save – Save changes and return to the Edit Student Memberships page. You will 
receive the following message: 

 
Your newly added student membership will now appear on the student membership 
grid. 
Cancel – Do not save changes, and return to the Edit Student Memberships page. 

Membership Members Screen 
Navigation: Home – SIS – School – Membership Members 
The Membership Members screen is used to display all students associated with a 
specific membership code. It is also used to add to memberships either by searching by 
various criterion, or typing student ID and Bulk adding the students to the selected 
membership. 

 
Membership Members Screen 

Show Active Members – This option displays students who are currently associated 
with the selected membership (have no Stop Date). 
Show Members From – This option displays students who were associated with the 
selected membership for the entire duration between the two dates selected. 
Go – Refresh the List of students. 

View Membership Members 

Navigation: Home – SIS – School – Membership Members 
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To view members of a Membership, first select a Membership Group from the drop-
down list. This will populate the Membership drop-down with applicable membership 
codes, from which a selection may be made. 

 
Viewing Membership Members 

Sorting – You may sort by any column (ID, Name, Homeroom, Staff Member, Start, 
End, Grade) in ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header. 
By clicking on the student name, you can view the individual student’s associated 
memberships. 
Add Students to Membership – Search for individual students and add to (or remove 
from) a selected membership code. 
Bulk Addition of Students – Bulk addition of several students by Student ID. 

 – Delete this student from the Membership. 
Green, Forest – Clicking on a student’s name takes you to that student’s View Student 
Memberships page. 

Add Students to Membership 

Navigation: Home – SIS – School – Membership Members 

 
Add Students to Membership on Membership Members Screen 

Click Add Students to Membership to search for students and add to selected 
membership code. 
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Add/Edit Membership Members Screen 

Membership Group (non-modifiable) – Membership Group Name. 
Membership (non-modifiable) – Membership Name. 
First Name – Input first name to use as search criterion or input part of first name and 
check box to perform a wild card search. 
Last Name – Input last name to use as search criterion or input part of last name and 
check box to perform a wild card search. 
Grade Level – Select grade level from drop-down for search criterion. 
Last Initial – Select an initial from the drop-down list to search by first initial of students’ 
last name. 
Search – After making selection criterion for search, click button to perform a search. 
Available Students Found – Results of search will be listed in this list box. Select from 
the list the students you wish to be added to the Membership and click the single arrow 
button to move them to the Students to Add to Membership box. 
Students to Add to Membership – Students selected from Available Students found, 
that will be given the membership code. 
Effective Start Date (required) – Start date that the membership should be added to 
the students’ records. 
Effective End Date (optional) – End date that the membership will be removed from 
students’ record. Only include if the membership has a specific ending date. 
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Staff Member (optional) – Select a staff member to be associated with this 
membership, if applicable. 
Title I Public School Choice IRN (Transfer from IRN) (optional) – This field is only 
available prior to FY09 (08-09). Select a school IRN from the drop-down list. This 
designates the IRN that this student membership is transferring from. This field can be 
selected here, or later selected separately for each student. 

Program Provider IRN (optional) – Used by EMIS processing. Clicking the  will take 
you to the Ohio Department of Education’s Organization Search page. This field can be 
selected here, or later selected separately for each student. 
Add Students to Membership – Will add the selected students to the Membership. 
Cancel – Will cancel the membership assignment for the selected students. 

Delete Students from Membership 

Navigation: Home – SIS – School – Membership Members 

 
Deleting a Membership Member 

Click  to delete a student from the selected membership code. 

 
End Membership and Remove Membership Options 

End Membership as of – The current date will be listed, and can be changed. 
Selecting this option will enter the listed date as the Stop Date for the student’s 
association with this membership. 
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Completely Remove Student’s Membership – Selecting this option will delete the 
student’s association with this membership completely, removing all records relating to 
the association. 
Ok – Remove the Membership from the student’s record using the method selected. 
Cancel – Cancels the removal of the Membership from the student’s record and returns 
you to the Membership Members page. 
If you selected “End Membership as of” and entered a Stop Date, you will see this date 
reflected on the Membership Members page. 

 
End Student Membership 

If you selected “Completely Remove Student’s Membership,” the student will no longer 
appear on the Membership list at all. 

 
Student Removed from Membership 

Bulk Addition of Students 

Navigation: Home – SIS – School – Membership Members 
Several students may be added at once to a Membership code using the Bulk Addition 
of Students option. You must know Student IDs for all students to be added to the 
membership. 
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Bulk Addition of Students on Membership Members Screen 

Click Bulk Addition of Students to add several students at once to the selected 
membership code. 

 
Bulk Addition of Students Screen 

Student ID (required) – Input Student ID numbers separated by commas for all 
students that you wish to add to the selected membership code. 
Effective Date (required) – Start date that the membership should be added to the 
students’ records. 
End Date (optional) – End date that the membership will be removed from students’ 
record. Only include if the membership has a specific ending date. 
Staff Member (optional) – Select a staff member to be associated with this 
membership. 
Title I Public School Choice IRN (Transfer from IRN) (optional) – This field is only 
available prior to FY09 (08-09). Select a school IRN from the drop-down list. This 
designates the IRN that this student membership is transferring from. This field can be 
selected here, or later selected separately for each student. 
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Program Provider IRN (optional) – Used by EMIS processing. Clicking the  will take 
you to the Ohio Department of Education’s Organization Search page. This field can be 
selected here, or later selected separately for each student. 
View Students – Will display a in a new popup window, a list of students’ names that 
will be added (or removed) from the membership code. If invalid student ID’s have been 
used, those will display as well.  

 
Students on Bulk Addition of Students Screen 

Save – Will save Students with the selected membership code, or remove the 
membership code from selected students, as per the selected options and give the user 
the following confirmation message. 

 
If any listed student IDs are invalid, you will receive the following error message when 
you try to click Save. 

 
Cancel – Will cancel the membership assignment for the selected students and return 
to the Membership Members screen. 
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Copy Ad-Hoc Membership to Membership 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – School Building 
Administration – Ad Hoc Copy 
This page allows you to copy students who are in an ad-hoc membership to a “regular” 
membership within a membership group. 

Select Ad Hoc Membership Tab 

 
Copy Ad-Hoc Membership to Membership Screen 

Ad-Hoc Membership (required) – Choose an ad-hoc membership from the drop-down 
list. By default, the Ad-Hoc Membership drop-down list is populated with private ad-hoc 
memberships assigned to the logged in user. Click Public and Private to display both 
public (assigned to others and marked as public) and private (assigned to the user) ad-
hoc memberships in the Ad-Hoc Membership drop-down list. 
Click … to find or build an ad-hoc membership. See ProgressBook StudentInformation 
Getting Started Guide for details on creating or editing an ad-hoc membership. 
After selecting an Ad-Hoc Membership from the drop-down list, click Next to proceed to 
the Copy tab. 
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Copy Tab 

 
Copy Ad-Hoc Membership to Membership Screen 

Membership Name (required) – The ad hoc membership that you selected and are 
using to copy students from is displayed. 
Start Date (optional) – Enter the start date for new memberships that are created. Date 
must be within current School Year. This field will be available in FY09 (08-09) and 
beyond. 
End Date (optional) – Enter the end date for new memberships that are created. Date 
must be within current School Year. This field will be available in FY09 (08-09) and 
beyond. 
Staff Member (optional) – Choose the Staff Member associated with this membership. 
This field will be available in FY09 (08-09) and beyond. 

Program Provider IRN (optional) – Used by EMIS processing. Clicking the  will take 
you to the Ohio Department of Education’s Organization Search page. This field will be 
available in FY09 (08-09) and beyond. 
Membership Group (required) – Choosing a membership group will populate the 
membership drop-down list with memberships belonging to the chosen group. 
Membership (required) – Choose the membership that you are copying students to. 
School Year (required) – Will default to the school year in context. 
Click Back to return to the Select Ad Hoc Membership tab. 
Click Copy to copy these students from the selected ad hoc membership to the 
selected “regular” membership. This banner will display for a successful ad hoc copy. 
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This banner will display for an unsuccessful ad hoc copy – where students being copied 
are already in the chosen membership. 

 
 

Family Groups 
Navigation: StudentInformation – Management – District Administration – Family 
Groups 
The Family Groups screen lets you select students who reside in the same household 
so that when the district or school needs to notify the parents of an event, such as by 
phone or mail, only one notification is sent per household. You can set up family groups 
by school or district.  
You can designate one of the students in the family group as the courier. The courier is 
the student through whom all correspondence from the school or district is sent. On the 
Family Groups screen, a blue check displays next to the student selected as the 
courier. 

  
Family Courier on Family Groups Screen 

  

Indicates that the 
student is the courier 
for the family group. 
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You can also access this screen by selecting “View a Student’s Family Group” in the  
I want to… drop-down list on either the View Profile screen or in the student in context 
area of the masthead. 

 
View a Student's Family Group from the View Profile Screen 

 

 
View a Student's Family Group from the Masthead 
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Once a student has been assigned to a family group, it displays on the student’s profile. 

 
Family Group on Student Profile 

Create a Family Group 
1. On the Family Groups screen, click Add Family Group. 

The add/edit screen displays. 

2. On the Group tab, in the Name field, enter a short description for the group. 

3. Optional: In the Description field, enter a long description for the group. 

4. Click Save. 
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Defining the Group on Add/Edit Family Groups Maintenance Screen 

A confirmation message displays. 

5. Click the Students tab. 

6. Search for a student you want to add to this group by entering any of the following 
values, and then click Search: 

• In the Student Name field , enter all of the student’s last name. If you want to 
search using part of the student’s name, type “*” to indicate a wildcard search. 
For example, to return all the students with a last name that starts with s, type 
s*. 

• In the Phone Number field , enter the student’s phone number. You must 
type all 10 digits (dashes and parentheses are not required). 

• In the Street Address field , enter all or part of the student’s street address. 
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The search results display at the bottom of the screen. 

 
Search Results on Students Tab 

7. Select the check box in the row of the student(s) you want to add to the family group. 
To select all of the students, select the check box in the heading row of the grid 

8. When you have selected all of the applicable students, click Add Selected 
Students. 

The students you selected display in the grid on the Students tab. 

Note: Your changes on the Students tab are saved automatically. 

 
Selected Students on Students Tab 

9. To assign a student as the courier for the family, click the check box in the Is 
Courier column next to the student. 

The check icon becomes blue to indicate that the student is selected. 

Note: Only one student can be selected as the courier at a time. When you click 
the check icon in the Is Courier column for another student, the previous student 
is deselected as the courier. 
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Assigning a Student as Courier 

10. Optional: To add contacts to a family group, see “Add Contacts to a Family Group.” 

Modify a Family Group 
1. On the Family Groups screen, in the Family Group Name field, search for the 

family group you want to modify by entering all or part of the family group name, and 
then click Search. 
The family groups meeting the search criteria you entered display in the grid at the 
bottom of the screen. 

  
Search Results on Family Groups Maintenance Screen 

2. Click the edit icon in the row of the family group you want to modify. 
The Students tab on the Family Groups maintenance screen displays. 

  

Edit Icon 
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3. Perform one of the following actions to change the students assigned to the family 
group: 

• Click  in the row of a student to remove that student from the family group. 

• Click in the row of a student to assign or remove that student as the courier 
for the family group. The check box for the student who is assigned as the 
courier displays blue. 

• To add a student to the group, refer to steps 6 through 8 in “Create a Family 
Group.” 

4. Click the Group tab, and then perform one of the following actions to change the 
basic information for the family group: 

• In the Name field , change the short name for the family group. 

• In the Description field , change the long description for the family group. 
5. When you are done modifying the family group, click Save. 

Add Contacts to a Family Group 
You can add personal and professional contacts, such as a day care provider, doctor or 
dentist, to more than one student in a family group. Your system administrator 
determines whether or not you have access to update contacts for students in the family 
group who are outside the building in context. See “Set Page Level Security for Family 
Groups Contacts.” 

1. With a building in context, on the Family Groups screen, in the Family Group 
Name field, search for the family group to which you want to add contacts by 
entering all or part of the family group name, and then click Search. 
The family groups meeting the search criteria you entered display in the grid at the 
bottom of the screen. 
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Search Results on Family Groups Maintenance Screen 

2. Click the edit icon in the row of the family group. 
The Students tab on the Family Groups maintenance screen displays. 

3. Click the Contacts tab.  

 

 
Add Contact to Family Group 

Edit Icon 
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4. Add a contact in one of the following ways: 

• To search for a professional contact that already exists in the system for another 
student: 

a. In the Search Professional Contacts area, enter all or part of an existing 
contact’s name. (Do not press <Enter>.) 

If a contact record is found, it displays in a drop-down list. 

b. In the drop-down list, click the contact’s name. 

c. Click Add To Group. 

The contact is added to all students in the family group who are within the 
building in context. 

• To add a new personal or professional contact: 

a. Click  . 

The Add Student Contact window displays. 

b. Add the contact. For information on adding contacts, see “Add Contact.”  

The contact is added to all students in the family group for whom you have 
access to add contacts (based on your security). See “Set Page Level 
Security for Family Groups Contacts.” 

  
Contact Added on Contacts Tab 
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Note: The following fields on the contact record are tied to the contact itself. 
Therefore, they apply to all students having this contact: 

• Phone Number 

• Address 

• Email Address 

• Contact Comments 

• Available at Work 

• Migrant Worker  

• Authorized to Pickup 

The following fields on the contact record are tied to the student. Therefore, if 
more than one student has this contact, you need to set these field values 
individually for each student: 

• Relationship Comments 

• Legal Guardian 

• Emergency Contact 

• Living with Student 

• Copied on Correspondence 

• Willing to Volunteer 

• Medical Contact 

5. Optional: To remove the contact from a specific student who is within the building in 
context, in the row of the contact, deselect the check box for the student.  

Note: Your changes are saved automatically. You can safely navigate away from 
this screen. 

Delete a Family Group 
When you delete a family group, it no longer displays. 
1. On the Family Groups screen, search for the family group you want to delete by 

entering all or part of the family group name in the Family Group Name field, and 
then click Search. 

2. Click the delete icon in the row of the family group you want to delete. 
A confirmation message displays, and the family group is deleted. 
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Set District Courier Policy 
StudentInformation − Management − District Administration – District Options 
The District Options screen lets you set the courier policy at the district level. The 
Student Registration Wizard uses this policy to assign family couriers. If you withdraw 
a student who is assigned to be a family courier, StudentInformation assigns a new 
courier to the family group based on the district policy. 
1. In the Select a method to assign a Family Courier section, select one of the 

following options:  

• No Family Courier assignment – Does not assign a family courier to the family 
group. 

• Assign Family Courier to youngest family member – Assigns the youngest 
student in the family group as the family courier. 

• Assign Family Courier to oldest family member – Assigns the oldest student 
in the family group as the family courier. 

  
Set District Courier Policy on District Options Screen 

2. Optional: To exclude students in certain grade levels (for example, preschool) from 
being selected as the courier for family groups, in the Grade multiselect list, select 
the grade(s) to exclude by moving them from the left side to the right side. 

3. Click Save. 
Note: To reassign couriers based on your updated district policy, see “Set Page 
Level Security for Family Groups Contacts.” 
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Set Page Level Security for Family Groups Contacts 
StudentInformation − Management − District Administration – District Options 
The District Options screen lets you control page level security on the Family Groups 
Contacts tab. 
1. In the Select a method to edit Family Group Contacts section, select one of the 

following options:  

• Allow edits per school – Users can only add or remove contacts for students in 
in the family group who are within the building in context. Contacts check boxes 
for students in other buildings are disabled. 

• Allow edits per district – All contacts check boxes are enabled, and users can 
add or edit contacts for all students in the family group in the district. 

2. Click Save.  

  
Set Page Level Security on for Family Groups Contacts 
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Family Groups Wizard 
Home − Management − District Administration − Family Groups Wizard 
The Family Groups Wizard guides you through the process of creating all of the family 
groups for a school or district at once. You can create family groups by matching on 
address, city, state, zip code, contact last name, contact first name and/or phone 
number.  

Create Family Groups with the Family Groups Wizard 
Note: In order for the Family Groups Wizard to recognize new students, the 
default school year must be the year in which the new students will start. (For 
example, if you are registering new Kindergarten students with an admission 
date of 8/1/14, the default school year must be 2014-2015 when you run the 
Family Groups Wizard.) 

1. On the Family Groups Wizard screen, in the Matching Criteria area, select the 
criteria by which you want StudentInformation to match the students to create a 
family group. 

 

2. Select one of the following options: 

• Build groups with single and multiple students – Creates a family group for a 
single student if StudentInformation does not find another with matching 
information. 

• Build only groups with multiple students – Creates only groups where two or 
more students have matching information. 

• Add Students to existing groups – Searches existing family groups based on 
your chosen criteria and attempts to match students who are not yet included in 
the group. 

• Reassign Courier based on Family Courier District Policy – Reassigns the 
courier in all family groups based on the school district’s courier policy. See “Set 
District Courier Policy.” 

3. If you want to delete all of the existing groups in the district, select Remove 
existing groups in the district. 

Note: This option is only available for users with delete access to this screen. 

IMPORTANT: If you select this option, all of the currently existing family groups 
in the district are deleted. Ensure that you do not have any existing family groups 
that you want to keep before selecting this option. 
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Selecting Matching Criteria 

4. Click Next. 

 
Selection Summary on the Family Groups Wizard 

5. On the Selection Summary tab, review the criteria you selected, and then click 
Next. 
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StudentInformation matches students based on the criteria you selected and 
creates the family groups. Once the process is complete, the created family groups 
display on the Display Groups tab. 

 

 
Created Family Groups on the Family Groups Wizard 

6. From the Display Groups tab, you can perform the following tasks: 

• Delete a family group by clicking . 
• Edit a family group as described in “Modify Groups in Family Groups Wizard.” 

7. Save the family group(s) you want to keep: 

• To save one or more of the family groups, click the check box next to the family 
group(s) you want to save, and then click Save. 

• To save all of the family groups on the current page, click the check box in the 
table heading to select all of the family groups, and then click Save. 
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Modify Groups in Family Groups Wizard 

1. On the Family Groups Wizard screen, click  next to the family group you want to 
modify. 
On the Family Groups maintenance screen, the Students tab displays. 

 

 
Editing a Family Group 

2. Perform one of the following actions to change the students assigned to the family 
group: 

• Click  in the row of a student to remove that student from the family group. 

• Click in the row of a student to assign or remove that student as the courier 
for the family group. The check box for the student who is assigned as the 
courier displays blue. 

3. To add additional students to the group: 

a. Search for a student you want to add to this group by entering any of the 
following values, and then click Search: 

• Enter all of the student’s last name in the Student Name field. If you want to 
search using part of the student’s name, type “*” to indicate a wildcard 
search. For example, to return all the students with a last name that starts 
with s, type s*. 

• Enter the student’s phone number in the Phone Number field. You must 
type all 10 digits (dashes and parentheses are not required). 

• Enter all or part of the student’s street address in the Street Address field. 
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The search results display at the bottom of the screen. 

 

 
Search Results on the Family Groups Screen 

b. Click the check box in the row of the student(s) you want to add to the family 
group, or click the box in the heading row of the grid to select all of the students. 

c. When you have selected all of the applicable students, click Add Selected 
Students. 
The students you selected display in the grid on the Students tab. 

 

 
Selected Student on the Family Groups Screen 
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4. To change the name of the family group, click the Group tab, and then perform one 
of the following actions to change the basic information for the family group: 

• Change the short name for the family group in the Name field. 

• Change the long description for the family group in the Description field. 
5. When you are done modifying the family group, click Save. 

The Family Groups Wizard screen displays with the changes you made to the 
family group. 

Student Alert Screens 
StudentInformation has several Alert capabilities that allow the appropriate school 
personnel to view at a glance if there is a “situation” that they need to be alerted to, for 
the selected student. When alerts have been added for the selected student, an 
applicable icon will display in the context area as shown below. 

 
Student Alert Icons 

Available Alerts in StudentInformation include: 
 – Custody  – Medical  – Disability 
 – Miscellaneous  – Outstanding Fees 

 
Student Alerts and Student Promotion/Bulk Enrollment 
Custody, Medical, Disability and Miscellaneous Alerts will copy to the new school year 
as part of Student Promotion and Bulk Enrollment shown in the following table. 

Alert No Ending Date End Date in prev school yr End Date in future school 
year 

Custody Yes, will copy Yes, will copy Yes, will copy 
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Disability Yes, will copy Yes, will copy Yes, will copy 

Medical Yes, will copy Yes, will copy Yes, will copy 

Miscellaneous Yes, will copy No, does not copy Yes, will copy 

 

Custody Alert 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Custody Alert 
Custody Alerts may be designated for individual students as needed. 

 
Sorting – You may sort by any column (Date, Alert Description, Priority, Starting Date, 
Ending Date, Author, Critical, Active) in ascending or descending order by clicking on 
the column header 

 – Delete this Custody Alert. 

 – Edit this Custody Alert. 

 – This identifies the Custody Alert as a critical alert. 

 – Active Custody Alert.  

 – Inactive Custody Alert. 
Show Active Only – If checked, will show only active Custody Alerts; if not checked, 
will show both active and inactive Custody Alerts. 
Add Custody Alert – Add a new Custody Alert. 
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Add/Edit/Delete Custody Alert 

Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Custody Alert 

 
Editing a Custody Alert 

Do one of the following:  
• Click Add Custody Alert to add a new Custody Alert. 

• Click  to edit a specific Custody Alert. 

• Click  to delete a specific Custody Alert. 

 
Add/Edit Custody Alert Screen 

Date – Non-modifiable current date will be used. 
Priority (required) – Priority will be used when more than one alert exists. Highest 
priority will be listed first on the screen. Valid range of 1-10 with 10 being the highest 
priority. 
Starting Date (optional) – Date this custody alert will begin. 
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Ending Date (optional) – Date alert will end if applicable. 
Custody Alert Description (required) – Open text area for a description of the custody 
alert. 
Critical (optional) – Custody may be marked as critical so that the applicable icon is 
displayed. 
Is Active – By default custody alerts are set to active. If ending dates are specified, 
alerts become inactive when that date passes. 
Save– Will save Custody Alert information and return to Custody Alert listing where you 
will see the updated information. 
Save and New – Will save new Custody Alert information and return to Custody Alert 
Maintenance – Add New Custody Alert. 
Cancel– Will clear out data already entered and return to Custody Alert listing. 
Ok – Delete the Custody Alert. 
Cancel – Do Not Delete the Custody Alert. 
Please Note: A Custody Alert is not actually deleted – it is made Inactive as notated by 
the “dim” Active code. Show both Active and Inactive Custody Alert by using Show 
Active Only. 
To activate an Inactive Custody Alert, see “  
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Add/Edit/Delete Custody Alert.” 

Disability Alert  
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Disability Alert 
Disability Alerts may be designated for individual students as needed. 

 
Disability Alert Screen 

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Date, Alert Description, Priority, Starting Date, 
Ending Date, Author, Active) in ascending or descending order by clicking on the 
column header. 
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 – Delete this Disability Alert. 

 – Active Disability Alert. 

 – Edit this Disability Alert. 

 – Inactive Disability Alert. 
Show Active Only – If checked, will show only active Disability Alerts; if not checked, 
will show both active and inactive Disability Alerts. 
Add Disability Alert – Add a new Disability Alert. 

Add/Edit/Delete Disability Alert  

Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Disability Alert 

 
Editing a Disability Alert 

Do one of the following:  
• Click Add Disability Alert to add a new Disability Alert  

• Click  to edit a specific Disability Alert. 

• Click  to delete a specific Disability Alert.  
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Add/Edit Disability Alert Screen 

Date – Non-modifiable current date will be used. 
Priority (required) – Priority will be used when more than one alert exists. Highest 
priority will be listed first on the screen. Valid range of 1-10 with 10 being the highest 
priority. 
Starting Date (optional) – Date this Disability alert will begin. 
Ending Date (optional) – Date the Disability alert will end if applicable. 
Disability Alert Description (required) – Open text area for description of the alert. 
Is Active – By default alerts are set to active. If ending dates are specified, alerts 
become inactive when that date passes. 
Save – Will save Disability Alert information and return to Disability Alert listing where 
you will see the updated information. 
Save and New – Will save new Disability Alert information and return to Disability Alert 
Maintenance – Add New Disability Alert. 
Cancel – Will clear out data already entered and return to Disability Alert listing. 
Please Note: A Disability Alert is not actually deleted – it is made Inactive as notated by 
the “dim” Active code. Show both Active and Inactive Disability alerts by using Show 
Active Only. 
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Miscellaneous Alert 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Miscellaneous Alert 
Miscellaneous Alerts may be designated for individual students as needed. 

 
Miscellaneous Alerts 

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Date, Alert Description, Priority, Starting Date, 
Ending Date, Author, Active) in ascending or descending order by clicking on the 
column header. 

 – Delete this Miscellaneous Alert  – Edit this Miscellaneous Alert  

 – Active Miscellaneous Alert  – Inactive Miscellaneous Alert 
 
Show Active Only– If checked, will show only active Miscellaneous Alerts; if not 
checked, will show both active and inactive Miscellaneous Alerts. 
Add Miscellaneous Alert – Add a new Miscellaneous Alert. 

Add/Edit/Delete Miscellaneous Alert  

Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Miscellaneous Alert 

 
Miscellaneous Alerts Maintenance Screen 

Do one of the following:  

• Click Add Miscellaneous Alert to add a new Miscellaneous Alert. 

• Click  to edit a specific Miscellaneous Alert. 

• Click  to delete a specific Miscellaneous Alert. 
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Add/Edit Miscellaneous Alerts Screen 

Date – Non-modifiable current date will be used. 
Priority (required) – Priority will be used when more than one alert exists. Highest 
priority will be listed first on the screen. Valid range of 1-10 with 10 being the highest 
priority. 
Starting Date (optional) – Date this Miscellaneous Alert will begin. 
Ending Date (optional) – Date the Miscellaneous Alert will end if applicable. 
Miscellaneous Alert Description (required) – Open text area for description of the 
alert. 
Is Active – By default alerts are set to active. If ending dates are specified, alert 
becomes inactive when those dates pass. 
Save – Will save new Miscellaneous Alert information and return to Miscellaneous Alert 
listing where you will see the updated information. 
Save and New – Will save new Miscellaneous Alert information and return to 
Miscellaneous Alert Maintenance – Add New Miscellaneous Alert. 
Cancel – Will clear out data already entered and return to Miscellaneous Alert listing. 

Note: A Miscellaneous Alert is not actually deleted – it is made Inactive as 
notated by the “dim” Active code. Show both Active and Inactive Miscellaneous 
Alerts by using Show Active Only. 

To activate an Inactive Miscellaneous Alert, see “Add/Edit/Delete Miscellaneous Alert.” 
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Medical Alert 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Medical – Medical Alert 
Medical Alerts may be designated for individual students as needed. 

 
Medical Alerts 

Note: See ProgressBook StudentInformation Student Medical Guide for details 
on setting up a medical alert. 
 

Outstanding Fees Alert 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Fees 

 
Outstanding Fees Alerts 

Clicking the  icon will take the user to the Student Open Fees Screen.  
You can also access this screen by selecting “View/apply fees” in the “I want to…” 
drop-down list on either the View Profile screen or in the student in context area of the 
masthead. 
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View a Student's Fees from the View Profile Screen 

 
View a Student's Fees from the Masthead 

Note: For more information about Student Open Fees, see ProgressBook 
StudentInformation Fees Guide. 
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Student Note Maintenance 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Notes 
Student Notes screen will be used to add modify or delete notes pertaining to an 
individual student. 
Student Alerts and Student Promotion/Bulk Enrollment 
Student Notes will copy to the new school year as part of Student Promotion and Bulk 
Enrollment. 

 
Student Notes Maintenance Screen 

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Date, Author, Note, Private) in ascending or 
descending order by clicking on the column header. 

 – Delete this Student Note. 
 – Edit this Student Note. 

Add Student Note – Add a new Student Note. 

Add/Edit/Delete Student Note  

Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Notes 

 
Do one of the following: 

• Click Add Student Note to add a new Student Note. 

• Click  to edit a specific Student Note. 

• Click  to delete a specific Student Note. 
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Note (required) – Up to 1,000 characters of open text may be entered for a Student 
Note. 
Private (optional) – Yes or No; Check box if you wish the note to be viewable only by 
the author of the note. 
Save – Will save new note and return to Student Note listing where you will see the 
updated information. 
Save and New – Will save the new student note and return to Notes Maintenance – 
Add New Note. 
Cancel – Will clear out data already entered. 
 

Student Miscellaneous Data  
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Misc. Data 
Miscellaneous data is used to track any other ad hoc student miscellaneous data. It can 
be configured as needed. 

Filter by Group  
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Misc. Data 
Filter By Group – Select a Miscellaneous Group from the drop-down menu. 
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Student Miscellaneous Data Screen 

The screen for the selected Miscellaneous Group with all the Miscellaneous Data 
Definitions will then display for input. See the following example. 

 
Display Selected Student Miscellaneous Data 
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Filter By Groups – Select the Miscellaneous group from the drop-down list that you 
wish to add information to, for the selected student. 
Save – Will save current Miscellaneous Data and return to Student Miscellaneous Data 
filter by group screen. 
Cancel – Will clear out data already entered and return to Student Miscellaneous Data 
filter by group screen. 

Add/Edit Student Miscellaneous Data  
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Misc. Data 
Select a Miscellaneous Group from drop-down menu, to add student Miscellaneous 
Data. 

 
Select to the Group to Display on the Student Miscellaneous Data Screen 

The screen for the selected Miscellaneous Group with all the Miscellaneous Data 
Definitions will then display for input. See example below. 
Input the applicable data into each field. 
Filter By Groups – Select the Miscellaneous group from the drop-down list that you 
wish to add information to, for the selected student. 
Save – Will save current Miscellaneous Data and return to same Student Miscellaneous 
Data filter by group screen where you may select another group if desired. 
Cancel – Will clear out data already entered and return to Student Miscellaneous Data 
filter by group screen. 
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Student Counselor Assignment  
Navigation: Home – SIS – School – Counselors 
The Student Counselor Assignment screen will display students assigned to the 
selected counselor. 

 
Student Counselor Assignment Screen 

Filter by Counselor (required) – Choose a counselor from the drop-down list. 
Counselors are identified with Job Function “counselor” on their Staff Member Schools 
record. Management – Security – View Staff Members – View/Edit Staff Member 
Schools tab. Job functions are School/School Year specific. 

 
Students Assigned to Selected Counselor 

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Student ID, Student Name, Student Status, 
Grade, Gender, Homeroom, Phone Number, Program, Age) in ascending or descending 
order by clicking on the column header. 
Student Name – You may click on the hyperlinked student name to go to the Student 
Profile. 

 

View-Only Student Profile  
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – View Profile 
The view-only student profile displays basic student information and a photo (if 
available) of the selected student. From this screen there are several links to other 
areas within the StudentInformation application such as the student’s schedule, contact 
information, etc. 
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View Profile Screen 
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Student Photographs  
You can load student pictures into StudentInformation. Contact your ITC for more 
information. Use the following guidelines to determine the optimal photograph size for 
your application:  

• The standard U.S. passport size photograph works well with StudentInformation.  

• The second best photograph size is 200x200 pixels with a file size of 10 kilobytes 
or less. If you require rectangular photographs, the first dimension (width) can be 
less than the second (height).  

• The maximum photograph size should not exceed 225x225 pixels with a 
maximum file size of 10 kilobytes.  

• The minimum useful photograph size is 128x165 pixels with a file size of about 6 
kilobytes. 

View Student Profile  
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – View Profile 
To get to the view-only student profile a student must first be selected. How to search 
for a student and select a student is explained in detail in the ProgressBook 
StudentInformation Getting Started Guide. 
If you have performed a search and you have several students listed as shown in the 
example below, you need only click on the  icon to take you to that student’s profile. 

 
Student Search Results 

Or if you already have a selected student in the context area of your StudentInformation 
screen, click on the student’s name as shown below. 
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Student Name Link in the Context Area 

Either link will take you to the student’s view-only profile. 

Student Context Information 
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student 
The Context Area is the area in the StudentInformation header that will display when 
you have a student selected and you are on a student specific page, such as Student 
Attendance, Student Memberships, Student Profile, etc. 

 
Context Area in the StudentInformation Header – Newly Selected Student 

The context area will display the student’s name as a link, which can be clicked on to 
access that student’s view-only profile. Other information such as gender, grade, 
homeroom, and any Alerts that the student may have been given, will all show in the 
context area.  
When a NEW student is selected, the text in the context area will display as red text, as 
shown in the previous figure. If you continue accessing screens for the same student 
the text displays as black text, as shown in the following figure. 

 
Context Area in the StudentInformation Header – After Accessing Screens for Student 

If there are alert icons in the context area the detailed information may be accessed by 
clicking on the appropriate icon. Each of these alerts has been explained earlier in this 
documentation. See the applicable section for each. 
At any time, if you wish to clear the context area of any student data you may click the 

 icon. All information will be cleared from context area and the message “No Student 
is Currently Selected” will replace the student information. See the following image. 

 
No Student in Context 
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I want to… Drop-down List  
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – View Profile 

 
I want to... Drop-Down List on View Student Profile Screen 

The student view-only profile has a drop-down list titled I want to… On this drop-down 
list, you can select several options. Each of these options is explained in the appropriate 
documentation for that particular StudentInformation application. 

 

Student Reports 
Please see the Batch/Report Management documentation for more detailed information 
about running and viewing reports. 

Student Lunch Free/Reduced (LUNCH)  
Navigation: Home – SIS – School – Student Reports – Student Lunch 
Free/Reduced (LUNCH) 
The Student Lunch Free/Reduced (LUNCH) report lists students and total students on 
the free and reduced lunch program. 
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Student Lunch Free/Reduced Report Parameters Screen 

Homeroom Date (required) – Enter the date for which the report will use to select the 
proper homeroom for the student. Defaults to today’s date. 
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Effective Date (required) – Enter the date for which the report will use to select 
students with free lunches as of the effective date selected. Defaults to today’s date. 
School (required) – Select which Schools you wish to include in the report. Defaults to 
all available schools.  
Lunch Status (required) – Select which Lunch Statuses you wish to include in the 
report. At least one Lunch Status must be selected. 
Grade (optional) – Choose one or more Grades you wish to include in the report. If no 
Grades are selected, all Grades will be included in the report. 
Student Status (optional) – Choose one or more Student Statuses you wish to include 
in the report. If no Student Statuses are selected, all Student Statuses will be included 
in the report. 
Gender (optional) – Choose one or more Genders you wish to include in the report. If 
no Genders are selected, all Genders will be included in the report. 
Group By (required) – Choose a Group By option. The default is grade. The selected 
Group By option will be the secondary sort. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Output – Select Report, Labels or Both Report and Labels.  
If labels are chosen, use the following Adobe page settings when printing the labels to 
ensure that the labels print correctly on the page. 
For Adobe 9: 

• Page Scaling = None 

• Auto Rotate and Center = Unchecked. 
For Adobe 10: 

• Size Options = Actual Size 

• Orientation = Portrait. 
Note: If you are using Firefox, you must change a setting before printing labels. In 
Firefox, go to Options. On the Applications window under Content Type, locate 
Portable Document Format (PDF). In the Action column of that row, change the 
selection from Preview in Firefox to an Adobe option (such as Use Adobe Acrobat). 

Label Type (optional) – Choose one label type from the drop-down selection of 
commonly used (preformatted) labels, if choosing to print labels at this time. The report 
containing labels will then be formatted to match the selection. Labels for this report 
have a default sort by Grade Level, then alphabetically by Name. If a different sort is 
selected for the report, labels will sort in the same order that the report is sorted. 
Address – Select the address to use for labels. If you check “Use custom address text,” 
the text you enter in the field will be added at the top of each label. 
Include Copied On Correspondence – Yes or No; Select whether to include copies of 
the report listing addresses for contacts marked “Copied on Correspondence.” 
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Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile). 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen.  
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

 
Student Lunch Free/Reduced Report 

Student Alerts (STD_ALRT)  
Navigation: Home – SIS – School – Student Reports – Student Alerts (STD_ALRT) 
The Student Alerts (STD_ALRT) report displays all student alerts for students meeting 
the specified criteria and having the selected alerts – medical, custody, miscellaneous, 
disability, fees, pending enrollment, and/or pending withdraw alerts. 
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Student Alerts Report Parameters Screen 
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Ad Hoc Membership (optional) – Select an Ad-Hoc Membership from drop-down menu 
if you wish to only include students associated with the membership for this run of the 
report. Check “Public and Private” if you want to list both public ad-hoc memberships 
created by others in addition to your own ad-hoc memberships. Selecting an Ad-Hoc 
Membership Group will limit the report to the students associated with that ad-hoc 
memberships group. All other criteria will be ignored. 
Date Range (required) – Specify the date range to use to retrieve date specific alerts. 
The beginning date will default to the first day of school for the active school for the 
active school year. The ending date will default to the first day of school for the active 
school for the active school year. 
Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve students’ homeroom. 
This field will default to the current date or the most recent valid school day for the 
active school and active school year if the current date is not a valid school day. 
Alert Type (required) – Choose one or more alert types for this report. 
Grade (optional) – Choose one or more Grades you wish to include in the report. If no 
grades are selected, all grades will be included in the report. 
Student Status (optional) – Choose one or more Student Statuses you wish to include 
in the report. If no student statuses are selected, all student statuses will be included in 
the report. 
Administrative Homeroom (optional) – Choose one or more Administrative 
Homerooms which you wish to include in the report. If no administrative homerooms are 
selected, all administrative homerooms will be included in the report. 
Membership Group (optional) – Choose one or more Membership Groups which you 
wish to include in the report. If no membership groups are selected, all membership 
groups will be included in the report. 
Membership (optional) – Choose one or more Memberships you wish to include in the 
report. If no memberships are selected, all memberships are included in the report. 
Special Education Services (optional) – Select the Special Education services to 
return the students on the report who are assigned those services. If no Special 
Education services are selected, the report will return students assigned to all services. 
This list box contains the 215xxx codes and refers to the records entered for a student 
on the Services tab on the Special Education screen. 

Note: The Special Education Services list only displays if FY13 and later is in 
context. In prior years, the Special Education services are entered on the Edit 
Student Memberships screen and are selected for this report in the Membership 
Code list. 

Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile). 
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Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

 
Student Alerts Report 

Student with No SSID (SSID)  
Navigation: Home – SIS – School – Student Reports – Student With No SSID 
(SSID) 
The Student with No SSID (SSID) report lists all students meeting the specified criteria 
with no State Student ID (SSID) recorded in their FS record. The report can also display 
a listing of students meeting the specified criteria and the SSID record in their FS 
record. 
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Student With No SSID Report Parameters Screen 

Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve students’ homeroom. 
The date will default to the current date, or the most recent valid school day for the 
active school and active school year if the current date is not a valid school day. 
Grade (optional) – Choose one or more Grades you wish to include in the report. If no 
grades are selected, all grades will be included in the report. 
Student Status (optional) – Choose one or more Student Statuses you wish to include 
in the report. If no student statuses are selected, all student statuses will be included in 
the report. 
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Administrative Homeroom (optional) – Choose one or more Administrative 
Homerooms which you wish to include in the report. If no administrative homerooms are 
selected, all administrative homerooms will be included in the report. 
Only show students missing the SSID on one or more of their FS records 
(optional) – If checked, the report will display only those students without a SSID on one 
or more of their FS records. If not checked, the report will display students with an 
SSID. Defaults to checked. 
Group By (required) – Choose to group by grade, homeroom or counselor. Defaults to 
Grade. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report.  
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile). 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen.  
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

 
Students With No SSID Report 
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Student with No SSNO (SSNO)  
Navigation: Home – SIS – School – Student Reports – Student With No SSNO 
(SSNO) 
The Student With No SSNO (SSNO) report lists students meeting the specified criteria 
with no Social Security Number (SSN) record in their demographic record. The report 
can also display a listing of students meeting the specified criteria and the SSN 
recorded in their demographic record. 

 
Student With No SSNO Report Parameters Screen 

Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve students’ homeroom. 
The date will default to the current date, or the most recent valid school day for the 
active school and active school year if the current date is not a valid school day. 
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Grade (optional) – Choose one or more Grades you wish to include in the report. If no 
grades are selected, all grades will be included in the report. 
Student Status (optional) – Choose one or more Student Statuses you wish to include 
in the report. If no student statuses are selected, all student statuses will be included in 
the report. 
Administrative Homeroom (optional) – Choose one or more Administrative 
Homerooms which you wish to include in the report. If no administrative homerooms are 
selected, all administrative homerooms will be included in the report. 
Show Students With No Social Security Number Only (optional) – If checked, the 
report will display only those students without a SSN. If not checked, the report will also 
display students with an SSN. Defaults to checked. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report.  
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile). 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen  
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

 
Students With No SSNO Report 

 

Student Contact List (CONT) 
Navigation: Home – SIS – School – Student Reports – Student Contact List 
(CONT) 
The Student Contact List (CONT) report displays contact information for contact of 
specified types and students meeting specified criteria. 
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Student Contact List Report Parameters Screen 
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Ad Hoc Membership (optional) – Select an Ad-Hoc Membership from drop-down menu 
if you wish to only include students associated with the membership for this run of the 
report. Check “Public and Private” if you want to list both public ad-hoc memberships 
created by others in addition to your own ad-hoc memberships. Selecting an Ad-Hoc 
Membership Group will limit the report to the students associated with that ad-hoc 
memberships group. All other criteria will be ignored. 
Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve students’ homeroom. 
The date will default to the current date or to the most recent valid school day for the 
active school and active school year if the current date is not a valid school day. 
Contact Type (optional) – Choose one or more Contact Types you wish to include in 
the report. If no contact types are selected, all contact types will be included in the 
report. 
Grade (optional) – Choose one or more Grades you wish to include in the report. If no 
grades are selected, all grades will be included in the report. 
Student Status (optional) – Choose one or more Student Statuses you wish to include 
in the report. If no student statuses are selected, all student statuses will be included in 
the report. 
Administrative Homeroom (optional) – Choose one or more Administrative 
Homerooms which you wish to include in the report. If no administrative homerooms are 
selected, all administrative homerooms will be included in the report. 
Membership Group (optional) – Choose one or more Membership Groups which you 
wish to include in the report. If no membership groups are selected, all membership 
groups will be included in the report. 
Membership (optional) – Choose one or more Memberships you wish to include in the 
report. If no memberships are selected, all memberships are included in the report. 
Special Education Services (optional) – Select the Special Education services to 
return the students on the report who are assigned those services. If no Special 
Education services are selected, the report will return students assigned to all services. 
This list box contains the 215xxx codes and refers to the records entered for a student 
on the Services tab on the Special Education screen. 

Note: The Special Education Services list only displays if FY13 and later is in 
context. In prior years, the Special Education services are entered on the Edit 
Student Memberships screen and are selected for this report in the Membership 
Code list. 

Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report.  
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile). 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
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Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

 
Student Contact List Report 

Student Locker Allocation (LOCK) 
 

Navigation: Home – SIS – School – Student Reports – Student Locker Allocation 
(LOCK) 
The Student Locker Allocation (LOCK) report displays all lockers of specified type and 
status when assigned to students meeting the user specified student selection criteria. 
Additional options permit printing of unassigned lockers as well, and locker 
combinations may be optionally displayed on the report. 
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Student Locker Allocation Parameters Report 

Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve students’ homeroom. 
The date will default to the current date, or the most recent valid school day for the 
active school and active school year if the current date is not a valid school day. 
Locker Status (optional) – Choose one or more Locker Statuses you wish to include in 
the report. If no locker statuses are selected, all locker statuses will be included in the 
report. 
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Locker Grade Level (optional) – Choose one or more Locker Grade Levels you wish to 
include in the report. If no locker grade levels are selected, all locker grade levels will be 
included in the report. 
Student Status (optional) – Choose one or more Student Statuses you wish to include 
in the report. If no student statuses are selected, all student statuses will be included in 
the report. 
Student Grade Level (optional) – Choose one or more Student Grade Levels you wish 
to include in the report. If no student grade levels are selected, all student grade levels 
will be included in the report. 
Administrative Homeroom (optional) – Choose one or more Administrative 
Homerooms which you wish to include in the report. If no administrative homerooms are 
selected, all administrative homerooms will be included in the report. 
Academic Locker Only (optional) – If checked, report will only show academic lockers. 
If unchecked, report will show all locker types. Defaults to checked. 
Include Unassigned Lockers (optional) – If checked, report will show lockers not 
assigned to students. If unchecked, the report will not display unassigned lockers. 
Defaults to checked. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile). 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen.  
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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Student Locker Allocation Report 

Student Location Report (Report Builder) 
Navigation: Home – Local – Report Builder Links – Report Builder Reports 
The Student Location report lists the rooms in which students are located each period of the day 
based on their scheduled classes. This report also includes the students’ homeroom, gender, 
ethnicity, and status. 

 
Student Location Report on the Report Builder Reports Screen 

Run Icon 
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1. With the school or district for which you want to run the report in context, on the 
Report Builder screen, click the run icon in the View Report column for the 
Student Location report. 

The StudentInformation Report Viewer screen displays. 

 
Student Location Report on the Report Viewer Screen 

2. In the Report Header field, modify the heading as you want it to display at the top 
of the report, if desired. 

3. In the Select Required Parameters area , in the Grade drop-down list, select the 
grade(s) you want to display on report. 

4. In the Student Status drop-down list, select the status(es) of the students you 
want to display on the report. 

5. For the Expand All Details options, select one of the following: 

• Yes – Displays the details for each student by grade level in the generated 
report by default. 

• No – Displays only the grade level in the generated report by default. 
Note: You can expand and collapse the details in the generated report as 
desired by clicking the plus and minus signs next to the grade level. This option 
sets the default state of the report when it is run. 

6. If you would like to apply an additional filter to the report results, in the Set 
Optional Filters area, perform the following steps: 
a. In the Field Name drop-down list, select the field on which you want to filter the 

report. 
b. In the Operation drop-down list, select the operation you want to apply to the 

filter. The available options may vary depending on the field you selected in the 
Field Name drop-down list. For more information about the filter operations, 
refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation Report Builder User Guide. 
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c. In the Value field, enter or select the appropriate value, if applicable. 
Note: The available options and acceptable values vary depending on the option 
you selected in the Field Name drop-down list. If you selected an option that 
requires a date, a calendar is available in the Value field. If you selected Has a 
Value or Does Not Have a Value in the Operation drop-down list, then the Value 
field is unavailable. 

d. To add an additional filter, repeat step 6(a) through step 6(c) in the line below 
the previous filter. 

7. Click View Report. 
The report displays at the bottom of the window. 

 
Student Location Report 

8. To save the report with your selected parameters and filters, perform the following 
steps: 
a. Click Save Setup As. 
b. Enter a unique report name in the New report name field. 
c. Enter a description of the report in the New description field. 
d. Click Save. 

The following message displays at the bottom of the screen: “Report setup saved 
successfully.” 
The report is saved. You can now run it directly from the User Reports area on 
the Report Builder Reports screen. 

9. To close the StudentInformation Report Viewer screen and return to the Report 
Builder Reports screen, click the close button. 
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Withdrawal List (WITH) 
Navigation: Home – SIS – School – Student Reports – Withdrawal List (WITH) 
The Withdrawal List (WITH) report displays all students who have withdrawn within a 
specified date range. 

 
Withdrawal List Report Parameters Screen 

Withdrawal Date Range (required) – Specify the date range to use to retrieve student 
withdrawals. The beginning date will default to the first day of school for the active 
school for the active school year. The ending date will default to the last day of school 
for the active school for the active school year. 
Student Status (optional) – Choose one or more Student Statuses you wish to include 
in the report. If no student statuses are selected, all student statuses will be included in 
the report. 
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Grade (optional) – Choose one or more Grades you wish to include in the report. If no 
grades are selected, all grades will be included in the report. 
Withdrawal Code (optional) – Choose one or more Withdrawal Codes which you wish 
to include in the report. If no withdrawal codes are selected, all withdrawal codes will be 
included in the report. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report.  
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile). 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen.  
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 

see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

 
Withdrawal List Report 

 

Student Status/Attendance Code (STAT) 
Navigation: Home – SIS – School – Student Reports – Student Status / 
Attendance Code (STAT) 
The Student Status/Attendance Code (STAT) report displays students’ EMIS situations. 
The students reported can be limited by EMIS handicap situation and other student 
properties. 
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Student Status/Attendance Code Report Parameters Screen 

Grade (optional) – Choose one or more Grades you wish to include in the report. If no 
grades are selected, all grades will be included in the report. 
Student Status (optional) – Choose one or more Student Statuses you wish to include 
in the report. If no student statuses are selected, all student statuses will be included in 
the report. 
Disability Condition (optional) – Choose one or more EMIS Disability Conditions which 
you wish to include in the report. If no disability conditions are selected, all disability 
conditions will be included in the report. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report.  
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile). 
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Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen.  
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

 
Student Status/Attendance Code Report 

Admission/Withdrawals (AWEX) 
Navigation: Home – SIS – School – Student Reports – Admission/Withdrawals 
(AWEX) 
This report displays school admission and withdrawal events for specified date ranges 
and specified admission and withdrawal types. 
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Admission/Withdrawals Report Parameters Screen 
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Ad Hoc Membership (optional) – Select an Ad-Hoc Membership from drop-down menu 
if you wish to only include students associated with the membership for this run of the 
report. Check “Public and Private” if you want to list both public ad-hoc memberships 
created by others in addition to your own ad-hoc memberships. Selecting an Ad-Hoc 
Membership Group will limit the report to the students associated with that ad-hoc 
memberships group. All other criteria will be ignored. 
Date Match Method (required) – Choose And or Or.  
The And option indicates that the report will display only admission records with an 
admission date within the Admission Date Range specified AND a withdrawal date 
within the Withdrawal Date Range specified.  
The Or option indicates that the report will display admission records with an admission 
date within the Admission Date Range specified OR a withdrawal date within the 
Withdrawal Date Range specified. 
Admission Date Range (required) – Specify the date range to use to retrieve student 
admission records. The beginning date will default to the first day for the active school 
for the active school year. The ending date will default to the first day of school for the 
active school for the active school year. 
Withdrawal Date Range (required) – Specify the date range to use to retrieve student 
withdrawal records. The beginning date will default to the first day for the active school 
for the active school year. The ending date will default to the first day of school for the 
active school for the active school year. 
Admission Code (optional) – Choose one or more Admission Codes you wish to 
include in the report. If no admission codes are selected, all admission codes will be 
included in the report. 
Withdrawal Code (optional) – Choose one or more Withdrawal Codes you wish to 
include in the report. If no withdrawal codes are selected, all withdrawal codes will be 
included in the report. 
Grade (optional) – Choose one or more Grades you wish to include in the report. If no 
grades are selected, all grades will be included in the report. 
Student Status (optional) – Choose one or more Student Statuses you wish to include 
in the report. If no student statuses are selected, all student statuses will be included in 
the report. 
Membership Group (optional) – Choose one or more Membership Groups which you 
wish to include in the report. If no membership groups are selected, all membership 
groups will be included in the report. 
Membership (optional) – Choose one or more Memberships you wish to include in the 
report. If no memberships are selected, all memberships are included in the report. 
Special Education Services (optional) – Select the Special Education services to 
return the students on the report who are assigned those services. If no Special 
Education services are selected, the report will return students assigned to all services. 
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This list box contains the 215xxx codes and refers to the records entered for a student 
on the Services tab on the Special Education screen. 

Note: The Special Education Services list only displays if FY13 and later is in 
context. In prior years, the Special Education services are entered on the Edit 
Student Memberships screen and are selected for this report in the Membership 
Code list. 

Show Building or District Admission Date (required) – Choose the admission date 
types (building or district) to include in this report. 
Show Earliest or Latest Admission Date (required) – Choose to include the earliest or 
latest admission date when multiple dates exist within the date range. 
Show Building or District Withdrawal Date (required) – Choose the withdrawal date 
types (building or district) to include in the report. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report.  
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile). 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen  
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

 
Admission/Withdrawals Report 

Ethnicity Summary Report 
Navigation: Home – SIS – School – Student Reports – Ethnicity Summary Report 
This screen will display students by ethnical origin classification. The report will display 
ethnicity code specific to the schools context as well as EMIS standard ethnicity codes. 
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Ethnicity Summary Report - Report Type Selection 

Report Type (required) – Specify which Ethnicity Summary Report type you wish to 
generate – Detail, Summary or District. 
Active Only – If checked, will show only active students; if unchecked, will show both 
active and inactive students. 
Show Results – Submit report using the selected type and show results on screen. 

 
Ethnicity Summary Report - Detail Report 

 
Ethnicity Summary Report - Summary Report 

 
Ethnicity Summary Report - District Report 
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Student Roster Detail (R101-A) 
Navigation: Home – SIS – School – Student Reports – Student Roster Detail 
The Student Roster Detail (R101-A) report is used to generate a detailed listing of all 
students, as well as create address labels if desired. This report can be used to 
generate student rosters for specific groups of students by grade, age, program, 
previous school, etc.  
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Student Roster Detail Report Parameters Screen 

Ad Hoc Membership (optional) – Select an Ad-Hoc Membership from drop-down menu 
if you wish to only include students associated with the membership for this run of the 
report. Check “Public and Private” if you want to list both public ad-hoc memberships 
created by others in addition to your own ad-hoc memberships. Selecting an Ad-Hoc 
Membership Group will limit the report to the students associated with that ad-hoc 
memberships group. All other criteria will be ignored. 
Student Numbers (optional) – If the R101-A is needed for specific students, the 
Student Numbers may be input here (separated by a comma) and the R101-A will run 
only for these specified students. Inputting Student Numbers will limit the report to these 
students and all other criteria will be ignored. 
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Use Family Group Couriers – Select this check box if you want to print address labels 
by family courier. If you select this option, labels only print for family groups that have an 
assigned courier. 
School (required) – Select which school(s) you wish to include in the report. Defaults to 
all available schools.  
Grade (optional) – Choose one or more Grades you wish to include in the report. 
Student Status (optional) – Choose one or more Student Statuses you wish to include 
in the report. 
Disability Condition (optional) – Choose one or more Disability Conditions you wish to 
include in the report. 
Program (optional) – Choose one or more Programs which you wish to include in the 
report. 
Home School (optional) – Choose one or more Home Schools which you wish to 
include in the report. The Home School filter is controlled by the Home School on the 
Student Profile – General tab. 
Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve students’ homeroom. 
Please note that this does not determine anything else on this report; all students 
included in the report will display with current information, not information as of the date 
selected. 
Age Range (optional) – Specify an age range that you wish to include in the report. 
Gender (optional) – Specify a gender that you wish to include in the report. 
Print Each School Separately (optional) – If checked, each school on the report will 
print separately. If unchecked, the report will sort all students according to the sort 
options and not subtotal or break by school.  
Include Middle Names (optional) – If checked, middle names will appear as part of the 
student name. If unchecked, the middle name will not appear. Labels will continue to be 
printed without the middle name. 
Include Demographic Data – Yes or No; Check if you wish to include demographic 
data (mailing address) on the report. Choosing demographic data will also print the 
Parent/Guardian name from the Primary Contact on the Student Contact Record. 
Include SSN In Demographic Data (optional) – This option only takes effect if “Include 
Demographic Data” is checked. If demographic data is included, checking this option 
will cause the SSN to display. If demographic data is included, unchecking this option 
will cause the SSN not to display. 
Use Unlisted Phone Numbers – Yes or No; Check if you wish to include unlisted 
phone numbers on the report. 
Print Copied On Correspondence Contacts on Report (optional) – If checked, the 
report will print the name and address of the contacts for which “Copied on 
Correspondence” is checked.  
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Include Summary Counts – Yes or No; Check if you wish to include summary counts 
on the report. 
Page Break on First Sort – If checked, the report will insert a page break based on 
each unique value of the first sorting option selected. 
Print Names Only on Labels – If checked, labels printed with this option will have the 
student name and no other text. To use this option, you must request the labels with 
“Use Student Address” checked and “Include Copied on Correspondence” unchecked. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Output – Select Report, Labels or Both Report and Labels. If labels are chosen, use the 
following Adobe page settings when printing the labels to ensure that the labels print 
correctly on the page. 
For Adobe 9: 

• Page Scaling = None 

• Auto Rotate and Center = Unchecked. 
For Adobe 10: 

• Size Options = Actual Size 

• Orientation = Portrait. 
Note: If you are using Firefox, you must change a setting before printing labels. In 
Firefox, go to Options. On the Applications window under Content Type, locate 
Portable Document Format (PDF). In the Action column of that row, change the 
selection from Preview in Firefox to an Adobe option (such as Use Adobe Acrobat). 

Label Type (optional) – Choose one label type from the drop-down selection of 
commonly used (preformatted) labels, if choosing to print labels at this time. The report 
containing labels will then be formatted to match the selection. Labels for this report 
have a default sort by Grade Level, then alphabetically by Name. If a different sort is 
selected for the report, labels will sort in the same order that the report is sorted. 
Address – Select the address to use for labels. If you check “Use custom address text,” 
the text you enter in the field will be added at the top of each label. 
Include Copied On Correspondence – Yes or No; Select whether to include copies of 
the report listing addresses for contacts marked “Copied on Correspondence.” 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile). 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen.  
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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Without Demographics 

 
Student Roster Detail Report without Demographics 

With Demographics 

 
Student Roster Detail Report with Demographics 
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Student Roster Summary (R101-B) 
Navigation: Home – SIS – School – Student Reports – Student Roster Summary 
The Student Roster Summary report is used to generate a summary listing of 
information about all students attending the school for the criterion selected. The report 
can also produce address labels if desired.  

 
Student Roster Summary Report Parameters Screen 
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Ad Hoc Membership (optional) – Select an Ad-Hoc Membership from drop-down menu 
if you wish to only include students associated with the membership for this run of the 
report. Check “Public and Private” if you want to list both public ad-hoc memberships 
created by others in addition to your own ad-hoc memberships. Selecting an Ad-Hoc 
Membership Group will limit the report to the students associated with that ad-hoc 
memberships group. All other criteria will be ignored. 
School (required) – Select which school(s) you wish to include in the report. Defaults to 
all available schools.  
Grade (optional) – Choose one or more Grades you wish to include in the report. 
Student Status (optional) – Choose one or more Student Statuses you wish to include 
in the report. 
Disability Condition (optional) – Choose one or more Disability Conditions to be 
included in the report. 
Program (optional) – Choose one or more Programs which you wish to include in the 
report. 
Homeroom (optional) – Choose one or more student Homerooms which you wish to 
include in the report. 
Home School (optional) – Choose one or more Home Schools you wish to include in 
the report. The Home School filter is controlled by the Home School on the Student 
Profile – General tab. 
Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve students’ homeroom 
Age Range (optional) – Specify an age range that you wish to include in the report. 
Gender (optional) – Specify an gender that you wish to include in the report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile). 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen.  
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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Student Roster Summary Report by School 

 
Student Roster Summary Report by School District 

Student Roster Summary by Home School (R101-B By Home School) 
Navigation: Home – SIS – School – Student Reports – Student Roster Summary 
by Home School 
The Student Roster Summary by Home School (R101-B By Home School) report is 
similar to the Student Roster Summary (R101-B), but for each school selected, this 
report breaks out students by grade, gender and home school. Summary section breaks 
out students by grade, gender and home school across all selected schools. 
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Student Roster Summary by Home School Report Parameters Screen 

Ad Hoc Membership (optional) – Select an Ad-Hoc Membership from drop-down menu 
if you wish to only include students associated with the membership for this run of the 
report. Check “Public and Private” if you want to list both public ad-hoc memberships 
created by others in addition to your own ad-hoc memberships. Selecting an Ad-Hoc 
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Membership Group will limit the report to the students associated with that ad-hoc 
memberships group. All other criteria will be ignored. 
School (required) – Select which school(s) you wish to include in the report. Defaults to 
all available schools.  
Grade (optional) – Choose one or more Grades you wish to include in the report. 
Student Status (optional) – Choose one or more Student Statuses you wish to include 
in the report. 
Disability Condition (optional) – Choose one or more Disability Conditions to be 
included in the report. 
Program (optional) – Choose one or more Programs which you wish to include in the 
report. 
Homeroom (optional) – Choose one or more student Homerooms which you wish to 
include in the report. 
Home School (optional) – Choose one or more Home Schools you wish to include in 
the report. The Home School filter is controlled by the Home School on the Student 
Profile – General tab. 
Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve students’ homeroom. 
Age Range (optional) – Specify an age range that you wish to include in the report 
Gender (optional) – Specify a gender that you wish to include in the report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile). 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen.  
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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Student Roster Summary by Home School Report 

 

Student Roster Summary by Homeroom (R101-B By Homeroom) 
Navigation: Home – SIS – School – Student Reports – Student Roster Summary 
by Homeroom 
This report is similar to the Student Roster Summary (R101-B), but for each school, 
breaks out students by grade, gender, and homeroom. Also has summary section that 
breaks out students from all schools by grade, gender and homeroom. 
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Student Roster Summary by Homeroom Report Parameters Screen 

Ad Hoc Membership (optional) – Select an Ad-Hoc Membership from drop-down menu 
if you wish to only include students associated with the membership for this run of the 
report. Check “Public and Private” if you want to list both public ad-hoc memberships 
created by others in addition to your own ad-hoc memberships. Selecting an Ad-Hoc 
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Membership Group will limit the report to the students associated with that ad-hoc 
memberships group. All other criteria will be ignored. 
School (required) – Select which school(s) you wish to include in the report. Defaults to 
all available schools.  
Grade (optional) – Choose one or more Grades you wish to include in the report. 
Student Status (optional) – Choose one or more Student Statuses you wish to include 
in the report. 
Disability Condition (optional) – Choose one or more Disability Conditions to be 
included in the report. 
Program (optional) – Choose one or more Programs which you wish to include in the 
report. 
Homeroom (optional) – Choose one or more student Homerooms which you wish to 
include in the report. 
Home School (optional) – Choose one or more Home Schools which you wish to 
include in the report. The Home School filter is controlled by the Home School on the 
Student Profile – General tab. 
Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve students’ homeroom. 
Age Range (optional) – Specify an age range that you wish to include in the report. 
Gender (optional) – Specify a gender that you wish to include in the report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile). 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen.  
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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Student Roster Summary by Homeroom Report 

Student Roster Summary by Program (R101-B By Program) 
Navigation: Home – SIS – School – Student Reports – Student Roster Summary 
by Program 
This report is similar to the Student Roster Summary (R101-B By Program), but for each 
school, breaks out grades and genders by program. Also has summary section that 
breaks out grade and gender by program for all schools on report. 
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Student Roster Summary by Program Report Parameters Screen 

Ad Hoc Membership (optional) – Select an Ad-Hoc Membership from drop-down menu 
if you wish to only include students associated with the membership for this run of the 
report. Check “Public and Private” if you want to list both public ad-hoc memberships 
created by others in addition to your own ad-hoc memberships. Selecting an Ad-Hoc 
Membership Group will limit the report to the students associated with that ad-hoc 
memberships group. All other criteria will be ignored. 
School (required) – Select which school(s) you wish to include in the report. Defaults to 
all available schools.  
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Grade (optional) – Choose one or more Grades you wish to include in the report. 
Student Status (optional) – Choose one or more Student Statuses you wish to include 
in the report. 
Disability Condition (optional) – Choose one or more Disability Conditions to be 
included in the report. 
Program (optional) – Choose one or more Programs which you wish to include in the 
report. 
Homeroom (optional) – Choose one or more student Homerooms which you wish to 
include in the report. 
Home School (optional) – Choose one or more Home Schools which you wish to 
include in the report. The Home School filter is controlled by the Home School on the 
Student Profile – General tab. 
Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve students’ homeroom. 
Age Range (optional) – Specify an age range that you wish to include in the report. 
Gender (optional) – Specify the gender that you wish to include in the report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile). 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen.  
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 
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Student Roster Summary by Program Report 

Administrative Homeroom List Summary (R201B) 
Navigation: Home – SIS – School – Student Reports – Administrative Homeroom 
List Summary (R201-B) 
This report will show student summary information by homeroom. 
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Administrative Homeroom List Summary Report Parameters Screen 

Homeroom Term (optional) – Choose the Homeroom Term from the drop-down list. 
Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve students’ homeroom. 
Defaults to today’s date 
Student Status (optional) – Choose one or more Student Statuses you wish to include 
in the report. If no Student Statuses are selected, all Student Statuses will be included 
in the report. 
Administrative Homeroom (optional) – Choose one or more Administrative 
Homerooms which you wish to include in the report. If no Administrative Homerooms 
are selected, all Administrative Homerooms will be included in the report. 
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Grade Level (optional) – Choose on or more Grade Levels which you wish to include in 
the report. If no Grade Levels are selected, all Grade Levels will be included in the 
report. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report.  
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile). 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen.  
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

 
Administrative Homeroom List Summary Screen 

Administrative Homeroom List Detail (R201-A) 
Navigation: Home – SIS – School – Student Reports – Administrative Homeroom 
List Detail (R201-A) 
The Administrative Homeroom List Detail (R201-A) report will display selected student 
details by homeroom. 
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Administrative Homeroom List Detail Report Parameters Screen 

Homeroom Term (optional) – Choose the Homeroom Term from the drop-down list. 
Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve students’ homeroom. 
Defaults to the current date. 
Student Status (optional) – Choose one or more Student Statuses you wish to include 
in the report. If no Student Statuses are selected, all Student Statuses will be included 
in the report. 
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Administrative Homeroom (optional) – Choose one or more Administrative 
Homerooms which you wish to include in the report. If no Administrative Homerooms 
are selected, all Administrative Homerooms will be included in the report. 
Grade Level (optional) – Choose one or more Grade Levels which you wish to include 
in the report. If no Grade Levels are selected, all Grade Levels will be included in the 
report. 
Printable Columns (required) – Choose one or more fields to print for each student by 
homeroom. Must choose at least one field. 
Omit Unlisted Phone Numbers (optional) – If checked, unlisted phone numbers will 
not be printed. If unchecked, unlisted phone numbers will be printed. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report.  
Output – Select Report, Labels or Both Report and Labels. 
If labels are chosen, use the following Adobe page settings when printing the labels to 
ensure that the labels print correctly on the page. 
For Adobe 9: 

• Page Scaling = None 

• Auto Rotate and Center = Unchecked. 
For Adobe 10: 

• Size Options = Actual Size 

• Orientation = Portrait. 
Note: If you are using Firefox, you must change a setting before printing labels. In 
Firefox, go to Options. On the Applications window under Content Type, locate 
Portable Document Format (PDF). In the Action column of that row, change the 
selection from Preview in Firefox to an Adobe option (such as Use Adobe Acrobat). 

Label Type – If choosing Labels, specify the size of the labels in the Label Type by 
selecting the appropriate label format from the drop-down list. 
Address – If you have selected to print labels, choose an option to print Student 
Address, Parent Address or a custom address on the labels. If you check “Use custom 
address text,” the text you enter in the field will be added at the top of each label. 
Include Copied On Correspondence – Yes or No; select whether to include copies of 
the report listing addresses for contacts marked “Copied on Correspondence.” 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile). 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 

Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 

Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen. 
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Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

 
Administrative Homeroom List Detail Report 

 

Student Roster by Membership (R102) 
Navigation: Home – SIS – School – Student Reports – Student Roster by 
Membership (R102) 
The Student Roster by Membership report is used to generate a list of students that all 
belong to the selected group/groups or membership/memberships. 
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Student Roster by Membership Report Parameters Screen 

Note: For selection criterion, if optional and no criterion are selected from the 
available options, all is assumed. 

Membership Date Range (optional) – Specify from/to Membership Date Range to 
include on report. If a Date Range is specified, then students with a membership with 
Start and Stop Dates that fall within that Date Range will display. If the Date Range is 
left blank, then all students with a membership will display based on the other filters.  
Membership Group (optional) – Choose one or more Membership Groups you wish to 
include in the report. 
Membership (optional) – Choose one or more Memberships you wish to include in the 
report. 
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Special Education Services (optional) – Select the Special Education services to 
return the students on the report who are assigned those services. If no Special 
Education services are selected, the report will return students assigned to all services. 
This list box contains the 215xxx codes and refers to the records entered for a student 
on the Services tab on the Special Education screen. 

Note: The Special Education Services list only displays if FY13 and later is in 
context. In prior years, the Special Education services are entered on the Edit 
Student Memberships screen and are selected for this report in the Membership 
Code list. 

Grade (optional) – Choose one or more Grades you wish to include in the report. 
Student Status (optional) – Choose one or more Student Statuses you wish to include 
in the report. 
Homeroom Date (required) – Specify the date to use to retrieve students’ homeroom. 
Defaults to the current date. 
Display Address In Report (optional) – If checked, the student address will be 
displayed on the report output. If unchecked, the student address will not be displayed 
on the report output. 
Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report.  
Output – Select Report, Labels or Both Report and Labels. 
If labels are chosen, use the following Adobe page settings when printing the labels to 
ensure that the labels print correctly on the page. 
For Adobe 9: 

• Page Scaling = None 

• Auto Rotate and Center = Unchecked. 
For Adobe 10: 

• Size Options = Actual Size 

• Orientation = Portrait. 
Note: If you are using Firefox, you must change a setting before printing labels. In 
Firefox, go to Options. On the Applications window under Content Type, locate 
Portable Document Format (PDF). In the Action column of that row, change the 
selection from Preview in Firefox to an Adobe option (such as Use Adobe Acrobat). 

Label Type – If choosing Labels, specify the size of the labels in the Label Type by 
selecting the appropriate label format from the drop-down list. 
Address – Select the address to use for labels. If you check “Use custom address text,” 
the text you enter in the field will be added at the top of each label. 
Include Copied On Correspondence – Yes or No; Select whether to include copies of 
the report listing addresses for contacts marked “Copied on Correspondence.” 
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Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile). 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen.  
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

With Address 

 
Student Roster by Membership Report with Addresses 
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Without Address 

 
Student Roster by Membership Report without Addresses 

Principals Report of Enrollment (R305) 
Navigation: Home – SIS – School – Year End Reports – Principals Report of 
Enrollment (R305) 
This report will show student enrollment by age, grade, and gender and show totals by 
grade level and gender. 
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Principal’s Report of Enrollment Report Parameters Screen 

Date for Age Calculation (required) – Enter the date to be used when calculating 
student ages. Defaults to the current date. 
Student Status (optional) – Choose one or more Student Statuses you wish to include 
in the report. If no Student Statuses are chosen, all Student Statuses will be selected. 
Grade (optional) – Choose one or more Grades you wish to include in the report. If no 
Grades are chosen, all Grades will be selected. 
Gender (optional) – Choose one or more Genders you wish to include in the report. If 
no Genders are chosen, all Genders will be selected. 
Ethnicity (optional) – Choose one or more Ethnicities you wish to include in the report. 
If no Ethnicities are chosen, all Ethnicities will be selected. 
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Sorting Options (optional) – Choose one or more sort options for your report. 
Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for 
further details. 
Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile). 
Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, 
Excel Spreadsheet or HTML output. 
Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen.  
Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please 
see the Batch/Report Management documentation for further details. 

 
Principal's Report of Enrollment Report 

Year-End Enrollment Summary (R306-B) 
Navigation: Home – SIS – School – Year-End Enrollment Summary (R306B) 
This interactive report will show student enrollment by grade and admission/withdrawal 
code. 
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Year-End Enrollment Summary Report Parameters Screen 

Date From/Date To (required) – Enter the date range for student enrollment. 
Grade (optional) – Select one or more student grades. If no grade is selected, all 
grades will be used for the report. 
Gender (optional) – Select one or more genders. If no gender is selected, all genders 
will be used for the report. 
Ethnicity (optional) – Select one or more ethnicities. If no ethnicity is selected, all 
ethnicities will be used for the report. 
Student Status (optional) – Choose one or more Student Statuses you wish to include 
in the report. 
Show Results – Show the enrollment summary report on-line. 
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Year-End Enrollment Summary Report 

Grade and Beginning Enrollment Grid 
Shows the enrollment by grade and gender on the beginning date selected. 

Admission Grid 
Admission Code – Shows grade enrollment by Admission Code (including blank 
Admission Code). You may click on any Admission Code to see the students included. 
Admission Code Name – Description of Admission Code. You may click on any 
Admission Code Name to see the students included. 
Grade Levels – Shows the enrollment by gender and admission code for each grade 
level including Total Admissions by Grade. You may click on any grade level to see the 
students included in that Admission Code/Grade Level – OR – click on any gender total 
to see the students included. 
Show All Admissions – You may click on the Show All Admissions link to view all 
admissions.  
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Withdrawal Grid 
Withdrawal Code – Shows grade enrollment by Withdrawal Code (including blank 
Withdrawal Code). Click on any Withdrawal Code to see the students included. 
Withdrawal Code Name – Description of Withdrawal Code. You may click on any 
Withdrawal Code Name to see the students included in that Withdrawal Code. 
Grade Levels – Shows the enrollment by gender and withdrawal code for each grade 
level including Total Withdrawals by Grade. You may click on any grade level to see the 
students included in that Withdrawal Code/Grade Level – OR – click on any gender total 
to see the students included. 
Show All Withdrawals – You may click on the Show All Withdrawals link to view all 
withdrawals.  
Grade and End Enrollment Grid 
Shows the enrollment by grade and gender on the end date selected. 

 

Civil Rights Reporting 
The U.S. Department of Education’s Office for Civil Rights (OCR) requires public 
schools to complete a Civil Rights Data Collection (CRDC) survey every other year. The 
survey collects data at the building level about student enrollment; school 
characteristics; and education programs, services and outcomes disaggregated by 
race/ethnicity, sex, limited English proficiency and disability. The survey is organized 
into two parts: 

• Part 1 School Form – Fall Snapshot Data (enrollment and placement data) 

• Part 2 School Form – Cumulative and End-of-Year Data 
Note: For additional information about the CRDC survey and for definitions and 
rules concerning student calculations and ethnicity determination, see 
https://crdc.grads360.org. 

Following is the process for gathering data to complete the survey: 
1. Complete the information on the Additional Civil Rights Data Collection 

screen. (See “Complete Civil Rights Data Collection.”) 
2. Run the Civil Rights Report (part 1). (See “Run Civil Rights Report – Part 1.”) 
3. Run the Civil Rights Report (part 2). (See “Run Civil Rights Report – Part 2.”) 

The part 1 and part 2 reports calculate based on: 

• Data in StudentInformation, including student profiles, courses, course 
sections, etc. 

• Additional information you entered on the Additional Civil Rights Data 
Collection screen 

4. Use the part 1 and part 2 reports to complete the CRDC survey. 

https://crdc.grads360.org/
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Understand Civil Rights Report Calculations 
This section explains how students are included in the Civil Rights Report for both part 1 
and part 2. 

Student Calculations 
For all survey items, students are counted at their attending school. This is the school 
where the student actually for more than 50% of the school day. If a student attends two 
schools, each for exactly 50% of the day, the student is counted in the school 
designated as his or her primary building. Students attending elsewhere full time for any 
reason are excluded from the counts. 
All counts are calculated as of the end of the school year.  
Counts by race/ethnicity by gender are unduplicated counts, meaning a student is 
counted only one time in the race/ethnicity columns. Counts in the columns for 
Students With Disabilities (IDEA), Section 504 Only and LEP status students are 
unduplicated within the column, but are duplicate counts with other columns, except that 
a student cannot be counted under both Students With Disabilities (IDEA) and 
Section 504 Only. In the rare situation where a student in StudentInformation has both 
a non “**” value specified for his or her disability condition and has a value of “Y” for 
Section 504 Plan on the FD record in effect for the time period selected, the student is 
counted under the counts for Students With Disabilities (IDEA) and not under the 
Section 504 Plan counts. A student who is LEP and is a student with disabilities (IDEA) 
is counted three times: once under race/ethnicity by gender, once under Students with 
Disabilities (IDEA), and once under LEP. 
Grade level for each student is determined based on the value of the student’s State 
Equivalent Grade specified on the FD record in effect as of the last day of student 
enrollment or last day of school. Students in grade level 13 with percent equal to 0% are 
excluded from the calculations. Grade level 23 students are only included if their 
percent of time is greater than 0% and they are 21 years of age or younger. Any student 
over 21 is excluded. 
Attending Building IRN for each student is determined by using the value of the 
Attending Building IRN on the FS record in effect for the last record for the student in 
the school year.  

Ethnicity Determination 
While StudentInformation classifies ethnicity into seven categories, not all students have 
been re-evaluated and assigned to an ethnicity under the seven category method. For 
the purposes of this report, the elements Hispanic/Latino, Racial Groups and 
Summative race are used to determine under which ethnic group a student is included 
as described in the following bullet points:  
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• If Hispanic/Latino is equal to “Y,” the student is counted under the Hispanic or 
Latino of any Race ethnic group. 

• If Hispanic/Latino is equal to “N,” and the student has one racial group checked, 
the student is counted under the CRDC ethnic group that corresponds to the 
racial group checked on the student profile. 

• If Hispanic/Latino is equal to “N,” and the student has more than one racial 
group checked, the student is counted in the Two or More Races category. 

Unduplicated counts are provided based on male and female students by ethnicity for 
each section of the report where required. 

Complete Civil Rights Data Collection 
Navigation: StudentInformation – SIS – School – Civil Rights Reporting – 
Additional Civil Rights Data Collection 
Use this screen to enter data required for the CRDC survey that cannot be calculated 
from other areas in StudentInformation. 

1. On the Additional Civil Rights Data Collection screen, in the Select a school 
drop-down list, select the school for which you want to complete information for 
civil rights reporting. 
Note: If you access this screen at the building level, the school is already 
selected. 

 
Select School for Civil Rights Data Collection 

2. Expanding or collapsing each section of the screen as necessary, select or enter 
a response to each question on the screen. 

3. Click Save. 
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Additional Data Collection – Civil Rights Part 1 Section 
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Additional Data Collection – Civil Rights Part 2 Non-Demographics Section 
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Additional Data Collection – Civil Rights Part 2 Demographics Section 
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Run Civil Rights Report – Part 1 
Navigation: StudentInformation – SIS – School – Civil Rights Reporting – Civil 
Rights Report 

1. On the Civil Rights Report screen, in the Select a Civil Rights Report drop-
down list, select “Civil Rights Report Part 1.”  

2. In the Include Buildings section, select the school(s) to include in the report.  
Note: If you select multiple schools, the data for each building prints separately. 

3. For each building you selected, if the building’s master schedule uses block 
scheduling, select the check box under Is Block Scheduling used on Master 
Schedule? 

4. In the Effective Date field, enter or select a single date (between September 27 
and December 31) for which you want to run the part 1 report. 

5. If any building you selected uses block scheduling, in the If Block Scheduling, 
Specify Single date for Second Block Before March 1st field, enter or select a 
second semester effective date (between December 2 and March 1) to use as 
the second block enrollment calculation date. 

6. In the remaining fields, select your desired report output options. 
Note: If you plan to upload your survey data, select a Report Format of “Adobe 
PDF & CSV.”)The remaining options are common to all reports. (For details, see 
ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide). 

7. Click Submit. 
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Civil Rights Report Part 1 

The report contains a series of tables or subreports you can use to complete the 
Part 1 School Form of the survey. Students are included in the part 1 report based 
on the following criteria: 

• Enrolled with the following percent of time on the FS record in effect for the 
specified effective date: 

o Preschool or kindergarten – any percent of time 
o Other than preschool or kindergarten – percent of time greater than 50%  

Note: For additional criteria specific to each of the following sections, see the 
bullet points following the screen. 

Additional notes: 
o If no value exists for the EMIS Subject Code field on the EMIS Override 

tab for course section, StudentInformation uses the value in the EMIS 
Subject Code field on the EMIS tab for the corresponding course. 

o If block scheduling is not used, only students in course sections based on 
the effective date specified are counted. Student course section 
assignments for classes that start in a future course term are excluded. 
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o If block scheduling is used, the following two dates are used for the 
counts: 

o Effective date specified (between September 27 and December 31) 
o Second semester block scheduling effective date 

 
 

 
o State Equivalent Grade 

 
 

 
o State Equivalent Grade of “PS - Preschool (Ages 3-5)” 
o Age calculated based on Birthdate 
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o From Additional Civil Rights Data Collection screen 

 
 

 
o From Additional Civil Rights Data Collection screen 

 
 

 

o From Additional Civil Rights Data Collection screen 
 
 

 
o From Additional Civil Rights Data Collection screen 
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o State Equivalent Grade of “PS - Preschool (Ages 3-5)” or “IN - Infant/Toddler 
(Ages 0-2)” 
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o Students with at least one Student Memberships record with a Start Date 

within the current school year where the EMIS Program Code = 235012 or 
235013 
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o Derived from information in the Students Enrolled in gifted and talented 

Programs table 

 
 

 

o Served field on Student Gifted Record in the current school year 
Note: In order for this sub-report to return the correct data, you must run the 
Gifted Mass Update prior to running the Civil Rights Report. The Gifted Mass 
Update creates a default gifted record for each student who does not already 
have one. 

 
 

 

o Derived from information in the Middle School Student Enrollment in 
Algebra I and High School Student Enrollment in Algebra I tables 
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o State Equivalent Grade of “07 - Seventh Grade” or “08 - Eighth Grade” 
o Course section record (EMIS Override tab) values of: 

o Curriculum not “AP - Advanced Placement” 
o EMIS Subject Code = “110301 - Algebra I” 
o Delivery Method other than “IS - Independent Study” 

 
 

 

• Derived from information in the Student enrollment in Geometry table 
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o State Equivalent Grade of “09 - Ninth Grade,” “10 - Tenth Grade,” “11 - 
Eleventh Grade” or “12 - Twelfth Grade” 

o EMIS Subject Code = “111200 - Geometry” or “110490 - Applied Geometry or 
Applied Mathematics II” 

o Delivery Method other than “IS - Independent Study” 
 
 

 

o State Equivalent Grade of “09 - Ninth Grade,” “10 - Tenth Grade,” “11 - 
Eleventh Grade” or “12 - Twelfth Grade” 

o EMIS Subject Code = “110301 - Algebra I” 
o Delivery Method other than “IS - Independent Study” 
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o Derived from information in the Student Enrollment in Mathematics Courses 
in High School table 

 
 

 

o State Equivalent Grade of “09 - Ninth Grade,” “10 - Tenth Grade,” “11 - 
Eleventh Grade” or “12 - Twelfth Grade” 

o EMIS Subject Code of: 
o 119999 - Other Mathematics Course 

or 
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o Curriculum not “AP - Advanced Placement” and EMIS Subject Code of: 
o 110302 - Algebra II 
o 110020 - Mathematics II 
o 110030 - Mathematics III 
o 110040 - Mathematics IV (Pre-calculus) 
o 110099 - Advanced Mathematics (Pre-Calculus) 
o 111300 - Discrete Mathematics 
o 111500 - Probability and Statistics 
o 111600 - Trigonometry 
o 111850 - Transition to College Mathematics 
o 110600 - Calculus 

o Delivery Method other than “IS - Independent Study” 
 
 

 

• Derived from information in the Student Enrollment in Science Courses table 
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• State Equivalent Grade of “09 - Ninth Grade,” “10 - Tenth Grade,” “11 - 
Eleventh Grade” or “12 - Twelfth Grade” 

• Course section record (EMIS Override tab) values of: 
o EMIS Subject Code of: 

o 132330 - Advanced Biology 
o 132326 - Advanced Chemistry 
o 132325 - Advanced Physics 

or 
o Curriculum not “AP - Advanced Placement” and EMIS Subject Code of: 

o 132230 - Biological Sciences 
o 130301 - Chemistry 
o 130302 - Physics 

o Delivery Method other than “IS - Independent Study” 
 
 

 

• Derived from information in the Student Enrollment in International 
Baccalaureate (IB) Diploma Program table 
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• State Equivalent Grade of “09 - Ninth Grade,” “10 - Tenth Grade,” “11 - 
Eleventh Grade” or “12 - Twelfth Grade” 

• Course section record (EMIS Override tab) values of: 
o EMIS Subject Code of: 

o 320050 - IB Mathematics 
o 320150 - IB Mathematical Studies 
o 320200 - IB First Language 
o 320250 - IB Second Language - Arabic 
o 320300 - IB Second Language - Chinese 
o 320350 - IB Second Language - Czech 
o 320400 - IB Second Language - French 
o 320450 - IB Second Language - German 
o 320500 - IB Second Language - Hebrew 
o 320550 - IB Second Language - Italian 
o 320600 - IB Second Language - Japanese 
o 320650 - IB Second Language - Polish 
o 320700 - IB Second Language - Russian 
o 320750 - IB Second Language - Swahili 
o 320800 - IB Second Language - Spanish 
o 320850 - IB Classical Languages (Latin or Classical Greek) 
o 320900 - IB Business and Management 
o 320950 - IB Economics 
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o 321000 - IB Geography 
o 321050 - IB History 
o 321100 - IB Islamic History 
o 321150 - IB Information Technology in a Global Society (ITGS) 
o 321200 - IB Philosophy 
o 321250 - IB Psychology 
o 321300 - IB Social and Cultural Anthropology 
o 321350 - IB Biology 
o 321400 - IB Chemistry 
o 321450 - IB Physics 
o 321500 - IB Design Technology 
o 321550 - IB Environmental Systems 
o 321600 - IB Computer Science 
o 321650 - IB Visual Arts 
o 321700 - IB Music 
o 321750 - IB Theatre Arts 
o 321775 - IB Theory of Knowledge 

 
 

 

• Derived from information in the Advanced Placement Student Enrollment 
table 

 
 

 

• Each course counted separately; course sections not counted 

• Courses in which one or more students enrolled in the corresponding course 
sections (See Advanced Placement Student Enrollment table.) 
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• From Additional Civil Rights Data Collection screen 
 
 

 

• Derived from information in the Student Enrollment in Advanced Placement 
(AP) Mathematics, Student Enrollment in Advanced Placement (AP) 
Science, and Student Enrollment in Other Advanced Placement (AP) 
Subjects tables 

 
 

 

• Derived from information in the Student Enrollment in Advanced Placement 
(AP) Mathematics table 
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• Curriculum value of “AP - Advanced Placement” and EMIS Subject Code of: 
o 119930 - Calculus AB 
o 119960 - Calculus BC 
o 119550 - Statistics 

 
 

 

• Derived from information in the Student Enrollment in Advanced Placement 
(AP) Science table 
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• Curriculum value of “AP - Advanced Placement” and EMIS Subject Code of: 
o 139903 - Biology 
o 139906 - Chemistry 
o 139930 - Environmental Science 
o 139940 - Physics C - Electricity & Magnetism 
o 139950 - Physics C - Mechanics 

 
 

 

• Derived from information in the Student Enrollment in Other Advanced 
Placement (AP) Subjects table 
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• Curriculum value of “AP - Advanced Placement” and EMIS Subject Code of: 
o 029130 - Art History 
o 029100 - Studio Art - Drawing 
o 029110 - Studio Art - 2D Design 
o 029120 - Studio Art - 3D Design 
o 059920 - English Language & Composition 
o 059930 - English Literature & Composition 
o 129926 - Music Theory 
o 152500 - Psychology 
o 152700 - World History 
o 152810 - European History 
o 152600 - U.S. History 
o 152820 - Human Geography 
o 159930 - Macroeconomics 
o 159940 - Microeconomics 
o 159950 - Government & Politics (United States) 
o 159960 - Government & Politics (Comparative) 
o 290310 - Computer Science A 

 
 

 

• From Additional Civil Rights Data Collection screen 
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• Derived from information in the Single-Sex Academic Classes in the School 
table 

 
 

 

Note: Please make sure the Gender Directive field is correct for all courses 
before running the report. 

• Include: 
o Course records with Gender Directive value (Miscellaneous tab) of 

“Restrict to Females” or “Restrict to Males” 
o Course sections with the following EMIS subject codes: 

Category EMIS Subject Code 
Algebra or Geometry 110301, 110302, 110480, 110490, 111200 
Other Mathematics 110010, 110020, 110030, 110040, 110099, 

110500, 110600, 111300, 111500, 111600, 
111850, 119550, 119930, 110060, 119999 

Science All 13xxxx EXCEPT 132110, 132120, 132130 
English/Reading/Language 
Arts 

050014, 050119, 050160, 050170, 050180, 
050190, 050220, 050300, 050400, 050403, 
050500, 050545, 051905, 059999 

Other Academic Subjects All 06xxxx 
All 15xxxx 
All 29xxxx 
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• Exclude: 
o Physical education classes 
o Independent student classes 
o Course sections with Curriculum value (EMIS Override tab) of: 

 IS - International Baccalaureate Standard Level 
 IA - International Baccalaureate AB INITO 
 IH - International Baccalaureate Higher Level 
 OC - Expert Contracted from Outside Company/Org for Credit Flex 
 PI - Postsecondary Instructor, not PSEO funding 
 PS - Postsecondary Enrollment Options (PSEO) 

Run Civil Rights Report – Part 2 
Navigation: StudentInformation – SIS – School – Civil Rights Reporting – Civil 
Rights Report 

1. On the Civil Rights Report screen, in the Select a Civil Rights Report drop-
down list, select “Civil Rights Report Part 2.” 

2. In the Include Buildings section, select the school(s) to include in the report.  
Note: If you select multiple schools, the data for each building prints separately. 

3. For each building you selected, if the building’s master schedule uses block 
scheduling, select the check box under Is Block Scheduling used on Master 
Schedule? 

4. In the remaining fields, select your desired report output options. 
Note: If you plan to upload your survey data, select a Report Format of “Adobe 
PDF & CSV.” The remaining options are common to all reports. (For details, see 
ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide). 

5. Click Submit. 
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Civil Rights Report Part 2 

 
The report contains a series of tables or subreports you can use to complete the 
Part 2 School Form of the survey. Students are included in the part 2 report based 
on the following criteria: 

• Enrolled with the following percent of time on the FS record in effect for the 
specified effective date:  
o Preschool or kindergarten – any percent of time 
o Other than preschool or kindergarten – percent of time greater than 50%  

• Effective date is the last day of the school year 

• Students count only once in total counts regardless of whether they took a 
class multiple times and received a passing final mark. 

• Final mark received in course section must have Is Credit Earned selected on 
Marks Maintenance.  
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• Final reporting terms are determined by the reporting period in the marking 
pattern assigned to the course section.  
o Reporting period with a significance value of “Earned” determines the final 

reporting period for a marking pattern.  
o In the case where a marking pattern has multiple reporting terms included 

where significance is “Earned,” a passing mark must be received in at 
least one of the final reporting terms. 

Note: For additional criteria specific to each of the following sections, see the 
bullet points following the screen. 

 

 

• State Equivalent Grade of “07 - Seventh Grade” or “08 - Eighth Grade” 

• EMIS Subject Code = “110301 -  Algebra I” 

• Delivery Method other than “IS - Independent Study” 
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• State Equivalent Grade of “09 - Ninth Grade,” “10 - Tenth Grade,” “11 - 
Eleventh Grade” or “12 - Twelfth Grade” 

• EMIS Subject Code = “110301 -  Algebra I” 

• Delivery Method other than “IS - Independent Study” 
 
 

 

• From Additional Civil Rights Data Collection screen 
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• State Equivalent Grade of “09 - Ninth Grade,” “10 - Tenth Grade,” “11 - 
Eleventh Grade” or “12 - Twelfth Grade” 

• ACT or SAT results for test dates between 7/1 and 6/30 for the school year in 
context 

• Students counted only once regardless of whether they took the ACT or SAT 
and if they took the test multiple times during the school year 

• Totals by gender and race are unduplicated. 

• Totals for IDEA and LEP are duplicated. 
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• Course sections with the following EMIS subject codes: 
 

Category EMIS Subject Code EMIS Subject Code where 
Curriculum is “AP” 

Mathematics 119550 119930, 119960 
Science 139905, 139940, 139950 132230, 130301, 132350 
Other AP Courses 029100, 029110, 029120, 

059920, 059930, 152810, 
159930, 159940, 159950, 
159960, 290310 

020101, 120300, 150890, 
150810, 151121, 150700 
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• Score of 3 or higher 
 
 

 

• Total of all absence fields on FS-Attendance tab of profile ≥ 15 school days 
during the school year 
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• Derived from information in the Retention of Students K-5, Retention of 
Students 6-8, and Retention of Students 9-12 tables 
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• State Equivalent Grade of “KG - Kindergarten,” “01 - First Grade,” “02 - 
Second Grade,” “03 - Third Grade,” “04 - Fourth Grade,” or “05 - Fifth Grade” 

• Reported at the end of the school year as retained in their current grade level 
and remain retained at the start of the next school year as follows: 
o EMIS Grade Next Year on FN record in prior school year = State 

Equivalent Grade value on latest FD record in current school year 
o Retained Status value for FN record = “1 - Student was retained at end of 

the previous school year, still retained” 
Note: Student may or may not be in the same building in the current school year 
as in the prior school year. 
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• State Equivalent Grade of “06 - Sixth Grade” “07 - Seventh Grade,” or “08 - 
Eighth Grade” 

• Reported at the end of the school year as retained in their current grade level 
and remain retained at the start of the next school year as follows: 
o EMIS Grade Next Year on FN record in prior school year = State 

Equivalent Grade value on latest FD record in current school year 
o Retained Status value for FN record = “1 - Student was retained at end of 

the previous school year, still retained” 
Note: Student may or may not be in the same building in the current school year 
as in the prior school year. 
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• State Equivalent Grade of “09 - Ninth Grade,” “10 - Tenth Grade,” “11 - 
Eleventh Grade” or “12 - Twelfth Grade” 

• Reported at the end of the school year as retained in their current grade level 
and remain retained at the start of the next school year as follows: 
o EMIS Grade Next Year on FN record in prior school year = State 

Equivalent Grade value on latest FD record in current school year 
o Retained Status value for FN record = “1 - Student was retained at end of 

the previous school year, still retained” 
Note: Student may or may not be in the same building in the current school year 
as in the prior school year. 

 
 

 

• Derived from third line in the Single-Sex interscholastic Athletics Sports, 
Teams and Participants table 
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• First line – from Student Memberships (with start date between 7/1 and 6/30 
of the current school year) 

• Second line – from Additional Civil Rights Data Collection screen 

• Third line – from Student Memberships (with start date between 7/1 and 6/30 
of the current school year) 

• State Equivalent Grade of “09 - Ninth Grade,” “10 - Tenth Grade,” “11 - 
Eleventh Grade” or “12 - Twelfth Grade” 
Note: StudentInformation does not track whether student memberships are 
single-sexed memberships but does provide male and female counts in each 
program. It is up to the district to decide whether or not the counts in each team 
or sport are considered gender exclusive.  

 
 

 

• State Equivalent Grade of “PS - Preschool (Ages 3-5)” on latest FD record for 
the current school year 

• Received a disciplinary action of “Expulsion” or “Out of School Suspension”  
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• From Additional Civil Rights Data Collection screen 

 

 

• Received a disciplinary action of “Expulsion,” “Out of School Suspension,” or “In 
School Suspension” 

• Disability Condition = “** - Not Applicable” on latest FD record for the current 
school year 

• Section 504 Plan = “N” 

• If Alt Education Assigned = “Y - Yes,” student is counted in the row of 
“Students without disabilities who received an expulsion with educational 
services” 
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• From Additional Civil Rights Data Collection screen 
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• Received a disciplinary action of “Expulsion,” “Out of School Suspension,” or “In 
School Suspension” 

• Disability Condition is other than “** - Not Applicable” on latest FD record for 
the current school year 

• If Alt Education Assigned = “Y - Yes,” student is counted in the row of 
“Students with disabilities who received an expulsion with educational services” 
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• From Additional Civil Rights Data Collection screen 

 
 

 

• From Additional Civil Rights Data Collection screen 
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• From Additional Civil Rights Data Collection screen 

 
 

 

• From Additional Civil Rights Data Collection screen 
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• From Additional Civil Rights Data Collection screen 

 
 

 

• From Additional Civil Rights Data Collection screen 
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• From Additional Civil Rights Data Collection screen 

 
 

 

• From Additional Civil Rights Data Collection screen 

 
 

 

• From Additional Civil Rights Data Collection screen 

 
 

 

• From Additional Civil Rights Data Collection screen 
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View Archived Student Data 
Navigation: Home – SIS – School – Student Archive 
The View Archived Student Data screen displays student’s deleted enrollment data by 
building. Additional details can be accessed for each student. 

 
View Archived Student Data Screen 

All student withdrawals for the school year and school in context are displayed.  
Student – Name of the student withdrawn.  
Type - Indicates either Summer Withdraw, Withdraw, or Bulk Enroll Withdraw. 
By – The name of the user who processed the withdrawal in StudentInformation. 
Date – The date and time of the withdrawal process in StudentInformation. 

 - Click the magnifying glass to view the student details. The type of details will vary 
by student as they depend on when the student was withdrawn, what type of activity the 
student had at the time of withdrawal and the type of withdrawal. 
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Archived Student Details – Student Profile Tab 

 
Archived Student Details on the Student Profile Tab 

The Archived Student Details – Student Profile tab shows the Student Annual, Student 
Admission and Homeroom Assignment information for the student at the time of their 
withdrawal. 

Archived Student Details – Scheduling Tab 

 
Archived Student Details on the Scheduling Tab 

The Archived Student Details – Scheduling tab shows the Course Section Assignment 
and Course Request information for the student at the time of their withdrawal. 
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Archived Student Details – Marks Tab 

 
Archived Student Details on the Marks Tab 

The Archived Student Details – Marks tab shows the GPA Set information for the 
student at the time of their withdrawal. 

Archived Student Details – Fees Tab 

 
Archived Student Details on the Fees Tab 

The Archived Student Details – Fees tab shows the Student Fees information for the 
student at the time of their withdrawal. 

 

Marking Pattern Mapping 
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Marks Administration 
Mapping – Marking Pattern Mapping 
The Marking Pattern Mapping screen is used to create and save the mappings of 
marking patterns from one school to another school for a specific year. These mappings 
can be defined at any time and will be used when transferring student course history 
between schools in the same ITC (available in StudentInformation version 12.3.0) and 
between ITCs (available in a future StudentInformation release). 
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Marking Pattern Mapping Screen 

With the receiving school district in context, enter search criteria, or click Search to 
display a listing of the previously defined mappings for the district.  
Sending District (optional) – School district sending the course history.  
Sending School (optional) – School sending the course history. 
Receiving School (optional) – School receiving the course history. 
School Year (optional) – School year to which the mapping applies. 
Is Active (optional) – Yes or No. 

 
Marking Patterns on the Marking Pattern Mapping Screen 
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Add Marking Pattern Mapping 
Click Add Marking Pattern Mapping to add a new mapping. 

 
Add/Edit Marking Pattern Mapping Detail Screen 

Sending District (required) – School district sending the course history.  
Sending School (required) – School sending the course history. 
Receiving School (required) – School receiving the course history. 
Marks Available to Transfer From School Year (required) – School year to which this 
mapping applies. 
Active (optional) – Yes or No. 
When the required fields are completed, several grids are displayed. Select the 
appropriate receiving marking pattern and receiving reporting term for each sending 
marking pattern listed in the first grid. Also, select the appropriate receiving school alpha 
or numeric grades in the remaining grids. Refer to “Registration Wizard – Course 
History Tab” for more detailed information about mapping marks. 

 
Defining Marking Pattern Mapping 
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Edit Marking Pattern Mapping 
Click  next to an existing mapping to edit that mapping. 

 

Editing a Marking Pattern Mapping Definition 

Refer to “Registration Wizard – Course History Tab” in this guide for more detailed 
information about mapping marks. 

Deactivate Marking Pattern Mapping 
Click  next to an existing mapping to delete that mapping. 
Click OK when asked if you want to deactivate this mapping.  
Deactivated marking pattern mappings can be found (deselect the Is Active search 
option) and reactivated at any time. Trying to create a mapping that already exists but is 
currently deactivated causes the deactivated mapping to be displayed. Edit as required 
and reactivate the mapping. 
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Change Log

The following Change Log explains by Product Version, Heading, Page and Reason where 
changes in the ProgressBook StudentInformation Student Homeroom Guide have been made.

Product
Version

Heading Page Reason

14.4.0 Global N/A Converted source files to FrameMaker. 

Updated formatting/structure to match ProgressBook 
Suite.

Rewrote topics using procedural steps.
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Overview

Homerooms provide a consistent assigned meeting point for students and a way to group students 
for purposes of distributing school information and report cards, taking attendance and other 
functions. You can use homerooms in StudentInformation to select students to include on reports 
and to sort the reports.

Refer to the appropriate section as follows:

• For information on setting up homerooms in StudentInformation, see “Set Up 
Homerooms.”

• For information on assigning students to homerooms, see “Assign Homerooms.”

• For information on homeroom-related reports, see “Reports.”
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Set Up Homerooms

You can maintain homerooms in StudentInformation in the following ways:

• To set up a new homeroom, see “Add Homerooms.”

• To edit an existing homeroom, see “Edit Homerooms.”

• To delete a homeroom, see “Delete Homerooms.”

• To view homerooms for a specific term, see “Filter Homerooms by Term.”

Add Homerooms

Note: You can only set up homerooms at the building level.

Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – School Building 
Administration – Homerooms

1. On the Homeroom Maintenance screen, click Add Homeroom.

The add-edit version of the screen displays.

2. In the Homeroom Term drop-down list, select the term for this homeroom (full year, fall, 
spring, etc.)

3. In the Code field, enter a homeroom code of up to five alphanumeric characters.

4. In the Name field, enter a name for the new homeroom.

5. In the Location drop-down list, select the room/location of the homeroom.

6. In the Teacher drop-down list, select the teacher for this homeroom.

7. In the Capacity drop-down list, enter the number of students this homeroom can 
accommodate.

Add Homerooms
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Set Up Homerooms
8. Optional: In the Counselor drop-down list, select the counselor you want to assign to the 
students in this homeroom.

9. Optional: If you want to define which grade levels are valid for the new homeroom, in the 
Grade Levels option, select the grades by moving them from the Available list on the left 
to the Selected list on the right.

10. Optional: If you do not want this homeroom to be active at this point, deselect the Is Active 
check box.

Note: You cannot use inactive homerooms on new student homeroom records.

11. Click Save. Or, to continue adding homerooms, click Save and New.

A confirmation message displays, and the new homeroom displays in the list.

Add Homeroom
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Set Up Homerooms
Note: Inactive homerooms (indicated with a  icon in the Active column) display 
only if you deselect the Show Active Only check box.

Edit Homerooms

Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – School Building 
Administration – Homerooms

1. On the Homeroom Maintenance screen, in the row of the homeroom you want to edit, 

click .

The add-edit version of the screen displays.

Confirmation of Added Homeroom

Edit Homerooms
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Set Up Homerooms
2. Make any desired changes, and click Save.

Note: For more information about the fields on this screen, see “Add 
Homerooms.”

Delete Homerooms

Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – School Building 
Administration – Homerooms

1. On the Homeroom Maintenance screen, in the row of the link you want to delete, click .

Edit Homeroom
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Set Up Homerooms
A message displays, asking if you are sure you want to delete the homeroom.

2. Click Ok.

A confirmation message displays, and the homeroom no longer appears in the list.

Delete Homerooms

Confirm Delete

Confirmation of Deleted Homeroom
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Set Up Homerooms
Filter Homerooms by Term

Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – School Building 
Administration – Homerooms

When you created your homerooms (see “Add Homerooms.”), you defined a term for each 
homeroom based on the school’s scheduling terms. In some cases, this allows students to have 
more than one homeroom per year.

To view homerooms for a specific term, on the Homeroom Maintenance screen, in the Filter by 
HR Term drop-down list, select the term.

 The screen refreshes to display only the homerooms for the selected term.

Filter Homerooms by Term

Homerooms Filtered by Term
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Assign Homerooms

You can assign students to homerooms in the following ways:

• To assign one student to a homeroom, see “Assign Individual Students to Homerooms.”

• To bulk assign students to homerooms, see “Bulk Assign Students to Homerooms.”

• To delete homeroom assignments, see “Delete Homeroom Assignments.”

Assign Individual Students to Homerooms

You can assign individual students to homerooms in the following ways:

• To assign a student to a homeroom for the whole school year, see “Assign Students to 
Homerooms by Year.”

• To assign a student to a homeroom for a particular term, see “Assign Students to 
Homerooms by Term.”

Assign Students to Homerooms by Year
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Homeroom Assignment

Note: You can also perform this procedure on the Additional tab of the student 
profile.

1. On the Student Homeroom Assignments screen, choose a homeroom to which to 
assign this student as follows:

• To select a particular homeroom:

i. Optional: If you do not want to limit your selection to homerooms that are 
grade-appropriate for the student, deselect the Display grade appropriate 
homerooms only check box. 

ii. In the drop-down list, select the homeroom.

• To have StudentInformation assign the homeroom randomly based on grade level and 
available capacity, click Auto-Assign.

2. Click Save.

Assign Student to Homeroom for Full School Year
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Assign Homerooms
A confirmation message displays, and the student’s homeroom displays in the student 
context area of the banner.

3. Optional: To open the student’s profile in edit mode, click Edit Student Profile.

Assign Students to Homerooms by Term
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Homeroom Assignment

Note: To assign students to homeroom by term, you must have homerooms set 
up by term. For information on setting up homerooms by term, see ProgressBook 
StudentInformation Scheduling Guide.

Note: You can also perform this procedure on the Additional tab of the student 
profile by clicking View/Assign Homeroom.

1. Optional: If you do not want to limit your selection to homerooms that are 
grade-appropriate for the student, on the Student Homeroom Assignments screen, 
deselect the Display grade appropriate homerooms only check box. 

2. In the row of the term for which you want to assign the student to a homeroom, in the 
drop-down list, select the homeroom.

3. Click Save.

Student Homeroom Assignment Added
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Assign Homerooms
A confirmation message displays, and the student’s homeroom displays in the student 
context area of the banner.

4. Optional: To open the student’s profile in edit mode, click Edit Student Profile.

Bulk Assign Students to Homerooms

You can assign several students to homerooms at once (bulk assign) in the following ways:

• To bulk assign students to the same homeroom, see “Bulk Assign Students to Single 
Homeroom.”

• To bulk assign students to different homerooms, see “Bulk Assign Students to Multiple 
Homerooms.”

Assign Student to Homeroom for by Term

Student Homeroom Assignment Added
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Assign Homerooms
Bulk Assign Students to Single Homeroom
Navigation: Home – Management – Ad-Hoc Updates – Homeroom Bulk Assignment – 
Single Homeroom tab

1. Optional: If you do not want to limit your selection to homerooms that are 
grade-appropriate for the student, on the Single Homeroom tab of the Homeroom Bulk 
Assignment screen, deselect the Enforce Homeroom Grade Level check box.

2. In the appropriate drop-down lists, select a Homeroom Term and Homeroom to assign 
to a group of students.

The screen expands to include a student search area.

3. Search for students to include in this bulk assignment by selecting any or all of the 
following Select Students By options:

• Search Criteria – Use as many fields as necessary to find students.

Note: Select the check box after the Last Name and/or First Name fields to 
perform a wildcard search on the contents of those fields. For example, enter “sa” 
in the First Name field and select the check box to find “sam,” “sally,” and 
“samantha.” If you do not select the check box, StudentInformation only performs 
a strict match and does not find these names based on the partial information you 
entered.

• Student IDs – Enter student ID numbers separated by a comma.

• Homeroom – In the Homeroom Assignment drop-down list, select all students 
assigned to an existing homeroom. 

Note: You can use the select students by homeroom method to move students 
from one homeroom to another in the same term or to assign a second homeroom 
for a different term.

4. In the Sort Students By drop-down list, select the sort order for your search results – 
“Alphabetical,” by “Student Number” or “Random.” 

5. Optional: If you do not want your search results to display grouped by grade level, deselect 
the Group Students By Grade Level check box.

6. Optional: To change whether students returned in the search are initially selected for 
inclusion in the homeroom bulk assignment, select or deselect the Students Selected by 
Default check box. 

Homeroom Bulk Assignment – Single Homeroom
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Assign Homerooms
7. Click Preview Students.

A list of students matching your search criteria displays.

8. Review the matching students. If necessary, select the check box beside a student to 
include the student in the bulk homeroom assignment. Or deselect the check box to 
exclude the student. When selecting students for this homeroom, refer to the capacity 
information that displays above the search results.

9. Click Assign Students.

Student Search – Single Homeroom
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Assign Homerooms
If the bulk assignment is successful, a confirmation message displays.

Note: If you attempt to overfill a homeroom by assigning enough students to 
surpass the homeroom’s capacity, a warning message displays. If you truly do 
want to overfill the homeroom, click Ok. Otherwise, click Cancel, modify your 
search criteria and try again.

Student Matches

Bulk Assignment Successful
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Assign Homerooms
Note: If there are homeroom conflicts, a message displays on the Results tab 
indicating the affected student(s).

Bulk Assign Students to Multiple Homerooms
Navigation: Home – Management – Ad-Hoc Updates – Homeroom Bulk Assignment – 
Multiple Homeroom tab

1. On the Multiple Homerooms tab of the Homeroom Bulk Assignment screen, select the 
Homeroom Term for which you want to assign a group of students to homerooms.

2. Select the homerooms to which you want to assign students by moving them from the 
Available Homerooms multiselect list on the left to the Selected Homerooms list on the 
right.

3. Search for students to include in this bulk assignment by selecting any or all of the 
following Select Students By options:

• Search Criteria – Use as many fields as necessary to find students.

Note: Select the check box after the Last Name and/or First Name fields to 
perform a wildcard search on the contents of those fields. For example, enter “sa” 
in the First Name field and select the check box to find “sam,” “sally,” and 
“samantha.” If you do not select the check box, StudentInformation only performs 
a strict match and does not find these names based on the partial information you 
entered.

Overfill Warning

Conflict Message
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Assign Homerooms
• Student IDs – Enter student ID numbers separated by a comma.

• Class Period – To find students in particular course sections/class periods, in the 
appropriate drop-down lists, select the Course Term, Rotation Day and Period.

4. In the Sort Students By drop-down list, select the sort order for your search results – 
“Alphabetical,” by “Student Number” or “Random.” 

5. Optional: If you do not want your search results to display grouped by grade level, deselect 
the Group Students By Grade Level check box.

6. Click Assign Students.

Note: You cannot preview the students you are assigning to multiple homerooms. 
Once you click Assign Students, all students meeting your criteria are assigned 
to homerooms up to their capacity.

The Results tab displays a confirmation message listing the newly assigned students and 
any conflicts.

Homeroom Bulk Assignment – Multiple Homeroom
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Assign Homerooms
Delete Homeroom Assignments

You can delete students from homerooms in the following ways:

• To remove all students from a homeroom, see “Remove All Students from a Homeroom.”

• To remove some students from a homeroom, see “Remove Individual Students from a 
Homeroom.”

Remove All Students from a Homeroom
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – School Building 
Administration – Homerooms

1. On the Homeroom Maintenance screen, in the row of the homeroom from which you 

want to delete all students, click .

Bulk Assignment Results
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Assign Homerooms
A message displays, asking if you are sure you want to remove the students from this 
homeroom.

2. Click Ok.

A confirmation message displays, and the homeroom’s spaces Remaining now equal its   
Capacity.

Remove All Students from a Homeroom

Confirm Remove Students

Confirmation of Deleted Homeroom
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Assign Homerooms
Remove Individual Students from a Homeroom
Navigation: Home – Management – Ad-Hoc Updates – Homeroom Bulk Assignment

1. Optional: If you do not want to limit your selection to homerooms that are 
grade-appropriate for the student, on the Single Homeroom tab of the Homeroom Bulk 
Assignment screen, deselect the Enforce Homeroom Grade Level check box.

2. In the appropriate drop-down lists, select the Homeroom Term and Homeroom from 
which you want to delete a student.

The screen expands to list the students currently assigned to the homeroom.

3. In the row of the student you want to remove from the homeroom, click . (To remove all 
students in the list, click Remove All Students.)

Remove Student from a Homeroom
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Assign Homerooms
StudentInformation removes the student from the homeroom. The student no longer 
displays in the list, and the room capacity numbers reflect one less student in the 
homeroom.

Remove Student
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Student Removed
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Reports

The following reports are available in StudentInformation to help you manage your student 
homeroom assignments:

• “Run Administrative Homeroom Detail Report (R201-A)” 

• “Run Administrative Homeroom Summary Report (R201-B)” 

For information on running reports, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide.

Run Administrative Homeroom Detail Report (R201-A)

Navigation: Home – SIS – School – Student Reports – Administrative Homeroom Detail 
(R201-A)

This report generates a detailed listing of students in each homeroom. You can run this report for 
a single homeroom, multiple homerooms or all homerooms in a school. You choose which 
information to include, such as name, address, phone number, birth date and other student data. 
You can also print address labels using the data in this report.

Administrative Homeroom Detail Report (R201-A)
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Reports
Run Administrative Homeroom Summary Report (R201-B)

Navigation: Home – SIS – School – Student Reports – Administrative Homeroom Summary 
(R201-B)

This is a summary report that indicates the number of students in each homeroom and lists the 
teacher and grade level. You can run this report for a single homeroom, multiple homerooms or 
all homerooms in a school. You can also print address labels using the data in this report.

Administrative Homeroom Summary Report (R201-B)
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Change Log

The following Change Log explains by Product Version, Heading, Page and Reason where 
changes in the ProgressBook StudentInformation Student Lockers Guide have been made.

Product
Version

Heading Page Reason

14.7.0 Entire Guide N/A Removed/updated references to the retired ProgressBook 
StudentInformation General Use Guide.

14.1.0 “Maintain Lockers” 12 Rewrote procedures in active voice and using procedural 
steps.

Added description of new Save and Next button and 
replaced affected images.

Incorporated Locker Combinations topics into these 
topics. 
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Student Lockers Guide Overview

Student Lockers Overview

Lockers are defined at the school level to be assigned to students. Multiple students may be 
assigned to the same locker. In addition, a student may be assigned multiple lockers. The 
student’s locker/lockers will display on their profile for easy viewing, but locker details may be 
viewed by clicking a button located on the profile.

Lockers may be designated as Academic lockers. Other lockers may be used for sports or band 
purposes, and then would not be defined as academic, but could still be assigned to students and 
viewed. Lockers may also be designated as specific to a location and/or grade level for easier 
student assignment.

Lockers have built in locks in many instances. Typically each locker of this type will have multiple 
possible combinations supplied by the manufacturer. This series is referred to as the combination 
series and can be set individually for each locker. It is common that a school will use the same 
combination series for every locker simultaneously to ease maintenance and preparation for the 
school year.

Lockers may be assigned in multiple fashions. Lockers may be assigned manually by viewing the 
locker detail and assigning a student to the locker. It is possible to assign a student to multiple 
lockers from this view as well, while designating which locker will be used as the primary locker. 
The Locker Selection Wizard can also be used to assign lockers to students via the Edit Student 
Profile.

Understanding the Student Lockers Module

The Locker module has two distinct parts – Locker Maintenance and Assigning Student Lockers.

Locker Maintenance consists of a maintenance table where each locker is added/updated or 
deleted before lockers are assigned to students. There is also a code table for defining locker size, 
if desired. 

Lockers may also be assigned to a specific grade level for assignment as well as specific locations 
in the building. All these items are done through a series of locker maintenance screens.

After all locker maintenance has been handled, the lockers may then be assigned to students for 
their use.

Note: The Locker Number field is an alpha-numeric field. The Locker Number 
column on the Locker Maintenance page is sorted numerically, however, Locker 
Location Assignment is done according to alpha characters. Recommendation: 
Use leading zeros on locker numbers.
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Student Lockers Guide Overview
Student Lockers Outline and Flow

1. Locker Maintenance — Defines valid lockers and their combinations, condition, size, etc.

a. Locker Size Codes

b. Locker Location Assignment

i. Add Locker Range

ii. Delete Locker Range

c. Locker Grade Level Assignments

i. Add Locker Range

ii. Delete Locker Range

d. View Lockers – View list of lockers and their assignments.

e. Add/Edit/Delete Locker – Add new lockers.

f. Locker Combinations

i. Add Locker Combination

ii. Delete Locker Combination

2. Student Locker Information

a. View Free Lockers – Displays the lockers in the school that are available to be 
assigned for the current school year.

b. Student Profile – View locker information on the student profile.

c. Student Locker Assignment – Current view of student’s locker information.

i. Add Student Locker

ii. Delete Student Locker

iii. Change Primary Locker

d. Locker Selection Wizard – Allows for quick selection of a primary locker for the 
selected student.

e. Locker Bulk Assignment – Allows lockers to be assigned to multiple students at once.

i. Students tab

ii. Assignment Method tab

iii. Options tab

iv. Confirmation tab

v. Results tab
2  ProgressBook StudentInformation Student Lockers Guide



Locker Maintenance

Navigation: Home - Management - School Administration - School Building Administration 
- Locker Administration

Lockers are defined at the school level to be assigned to students. Lockers may be designated by 
specific location and grade level as well.

Locker Size Codes Maintenance

Navigation: Home - Management - School Administration - School Building Administration 
- Locker Administration - Locker Size Codes

Locker Size codes are codes used to describe the size of a locker, but are optional to the locker 
maintenance program.

This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls.

Note: Records on this page are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. For 
information on reactivating records, see ProgressBook StudentInformation 
Getting Started Guide. 

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Code, Name, Active) in ascending or descending order 
by clicking on the column header

 – Indicates an active locker size code. This can be used on new Student Locker Records.

 – Indicates an inactive locker size code. This can not be used on new Student Locker Records.

Locker Size Maintenance Screen
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Locker Maintenance
Add/Edit Locker Size Code

Code (required) – Enter up to four alphanumeric characters to define the Locker Size. If you try 
to use an existing inactive Locker Size Code, you will be prompted to reactivate this inactive 
Locker Size Code if you wish.

Locker Size Codes must be defined at the school level only, as per the chart below.

Name (required) – Enter Name of Locker Size Code.

Is Active (optional) – Yes or No. The Locker Size Code must be Active to use on new Student 
Locker Records

Locker Location Assignment

Navigation: Home - Management - School Administration - School Building Administration 
- Locker Administration - Locker Location Assignment

Locker Location is a defined location in the school used to reference the locker’s location and may 
be used for automatic assignment of lockers, or for ease in viewing and manually assigning 
lockers to individual students.

Add/Edit Locker Size Maintenance Screen

Visibility and Use Editable
Global Level School School
District Level School School
School Level School School
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Locker Maintenance
From the Locker Location Assignment screen, you must first filter by location, from the available 
drop-down list.

By default, the filter will only list academic lockers, but if you wish to view all lockers (those 
specified as academic as well as those NOT marked as academic lockers) uncheck the box 
Academic Lockers and all lockers will be listed.

From this screen you can view the lockers already assigned to a location, assign additional 
lockers or ranges of lockers to the location, or delete lockers or ranges of lockers from the location. 
See the following example of the Locker Location Maintenance screen.

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Starting Locker, Ending Locker, Available Lockers, 
Capacity) in ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header.

Filter by Location (required) – Make a location selection form the drop-down list.

Academic Lockers – If you wish to view only academic lockers, leave this box checked. If you 
wish to view all lockers, then uncheck.

Delete Icon – Delete this Locker or Locker Range Location Assignment.

Locker Location Assignment Screen

Lockers Displayed for a Location on
the Locker Location Assignment Screen
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Locker Maintenance
Physical Capacity – Total Physical Capacity (actual lockers) for this locker location.

Total Capacity – Total Capacity for this locker location (dependent on capacity of the individual 
lockers)

Starting Locker (required) – Enter a locker number or the starting locker number in a range of 
lockers, to be added to the selected location.

Ending Locker (optional) – If a range of lockers is being added, then the last locker in the range 
must be specified in this field.

Add Range – Add a new locker range for the specified location.

Add Locker Location Range 
Navigation: Home - Management - School Administration - School Building Administration 
- Locker Administration - Locker Location Assignment

Input a starting locker and an ending locker number to add a range of lockers to the selected 
location. If only one locker is to be added to this location, no ending locker number is needed.

Click Add Range to add this locker range to the selected location.

Starting Locker (required) – Enter a locker number or the starting locker number in a range of 
lockers, to be added to the selected location.

Adding Locker Location Range

Defining Starting Locker and Ending Locker
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Locker Maintenance
Ending Locker (optional) – If a range of lockers is being added, then the last locker in the range 
must be specified in this field.

Add Range – Will add the current Locker or Locker Range to the selected location.

Delete Locker Location Range
Navigation: Home - Management - School Administration - School Building Administration 
- Locker Administration - Locker Location Assignment

Locker Ranges on Locker Location Assignment Screen

Deleting Locker Location Ranges
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Locker Maintenance
Click the delete icon to delete a specific Locker Location Range. 

OK – Delete the Locker Location Range.

Cancel – Do Not Delete the Locker Location Range.

You will receive a confirmation that the Locker Location Range has been deleted successfully.

Locker Grade Level Assignment

Navigation: Home - Management - School Administration - School Building Administration 
- Locker Administration - Locker Grade Level Assignment

Locker Grade Level is a defined grade level in the school used to reference the locker’s grade 
level and may be used for automatic assignment of lockers, or for ease in viewing and manually 
assigning lockers to individual students.

Deletion Confirmation Message

Successful Deletion Message
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Locker Maintenance
By selecting a grade level from the Filter drop-down menu you may view lockers that have been 
designated for assignment to a specific grade level, if applicable.

By default, the filter will only list academic lockers, but if you wish to view all lockers (those 
specified as academic as well as those NOT marked as academic lockers) uncheck the box 
Academic Lockers and all lockers will be listed.

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Starting Locker, Ending Locker, Available Lockers, 
Capacity) in ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header.

Filter by Grade Level (required) – Make a grade level selection form the drop-down list.

Academic Lockers – if you wish to view only academic lockers, leave this box checked. If you 
wish to view all lockers, then uncheck.

Delete Icon – Delete this Locker or Locker Range Grade Level Assignment.

Physical Capacity – Total Physical Capacity (actual lockers) for this locker grade level.

Total Capacity – Total Capacity for this locker grade level (dependent on capacity of the individual 
lockers).

Starting Locker (required) – Enter a locker number or the starting locker number in a range of 
lockers, to be added to the selected grade level. 

Locker Grade Level Assignment Screen

Lockers Displayed for Grade Level on 
the Locker Grade Level Assignment Screen
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Locker Maintenance
Ending Locker (optional) – If a range of lockers is being added, then the last locker in the range 
must be specified in this field.

Add Range – Add a new locker range for the specified grade level.

Add Locker Grade Level Range 
Navigation: Home - Management - School Administration - School Building Administration 
- Locker Administration - Locker Grade Level Assignment

On the Locker Grade Level Assignment screen, make a Grade Level selection from the drop-
down menu. If there are any lockers assigned to that grade level, they will then display on the 
Locker Grade Level Assignment page as shown below.

Click Add Range to add a locker or locker range to the specified Grade Level.

Starting Locker (required) – Enter a locker number or the starting locker number in a range of 
lockers, to be added to the selected grade level. 

Ending Locker (optional) – If a range of lockers is being added, then the last locker in the range 
must be specified in this field.

Available Lockers – Number of actual lockers available for this locker range. 

Capacity – Total capacity of all lockers in this locker range.

Physical Capacity – Total Physical Capacity (actual lockers) for this locker location.

Total Capacity – Total Capacity for this locker location (dependent on capacity of the individual 
lockers).

Adding a Locker Range for the Grade Level
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Locker Maintenance
Add Range – Will add the current Locker or Locker Range to the selected grade level.

Delete Locker Grade Level Range 
Navigation: Home - Management - School Administration - School Building Administration 
- Locker Administration - Locker Grade Level Assignment

Click the delete icon to delete a specific locker or locker range from the grade level. 

Successfully Saved Message

Deleting Locker Range from Grade Level

Deletion Confirmation Message

Delete Icon
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Locker Maintenance
OK – Delete the Policy Code.

Cancel – Do Not Delete the Policy Code.

You will receive a confirmation message that the Grade Level Range has been successfully 
deleted.

Maintain Lockers

• To view locker information, see “View Lockers.”

• To add a new locker record, see “Add Locker.”

• To edit an existing locker record, see “Edit Locker.”

• To delete a locker record, see “Delete Locker.” 

View Lockers
Navigation: Home - Management - School Administration - School Building Administration 
- Locker Administration - Locker Maintenance

1. Navigate to the Locker Maintenance screen.

A list of locker records displays. By default, the list shows only academic-type lockers with 
an active status. Locker information is grade level-specific.

2. Optional: To sort the list on any column, click the column header.

3. Optional: To see a list of locker residents (students assigned to the locker):

a. Click the Locker Number.

The Locker Resident screen displays the student(s) assigned to the locker.

Locker Maintenance Screen
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Locker Maintenance
b. Click Back to Locker to return to the Locker Maintenance screen.

4. Optional: Filter the list of lockers in the following ways:

• To display all lockers (including nonacademic-type lockers), deselect the Academic 
Only check box. 

• To view only those lockers with a different status, select the status in the Filter drop-
down list.

Add Locker
Navigation: Home - Management - School Administration - School Building Administration 
- Locker Administration - Locker Maintenance

Note: Locker information is school year-specific, so any changes you make to 
lockers in one school year do not affect other school years.

1. On the Locker Maintenance screen, click Add Locker.

The Locker Maintenance screen displays in add mode.

Locker Resident Screen

Add Locker
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Locker Maintenance
2. Enter the Locker Number (up to eight alphanumeric characters).

3. Select a Locker Status of “Active,” “Repair” or “Unavailable.”

4. Select a Capacity (how many students you can assign to this locker).

5. Optional: Complete any of steps as needed:

• If you are adding a nonacademic locker, deselect the Academic Locker check box.

• Enter a Description of the locker.

• Select a Size. Only sizes defined in the Locker Size Code table are present in the 
drop-down list.

• In the Current Series drop-down list, select a combination series to use with this 
locker. Only defined series are present in the drop-down list.

• In the Reference Location drop-down list, select the room/location of the locker. 
Only rooms/locations defined in the Rooms/Locations table are present in the drop-
down list. If you do not select anything, the Reference Location is “Not Specified,” 
which is not the same as “None.”

Note: If you want to Bulk Assign Lockers by class period, you must specify a 
Reference Location for those lockers.

• To assign this locker to a specific grade level, select the Grade.

• If you are creating a locker that you do not want to be active at this time, deselect the 
Is Active check box.

• To add a combination series, do the following:

i. Select the applicable Series.

ii. Enter the Combination to use with the series.

Locker Maintenance Screen (Add Mode)
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Locker Maintenance
iii. Click Add Combination.

iv. To add another series/combination, repeat these steps. 

Note: StudentInformation allows up to nine locker combination series.

6. If this is the only locker you want to add, click Save. If you want to add another locker, click 
Save and New, and repeat the procedure.

Edit Locker
Navigation: Home - Management - School Administration - School Building Administration 
- Locker Administration - Locker Maintenance

Note: Locker information is school year-specific, so any changes you make to 
lockers in one school year do not affect other school years.

1. On the Locker Maintenance screen, in the row of the locker you want to edit, click .

The Locker Maintenance screen displays in edit mode.

Edit Locker
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Locker Maintenance
2. Make any needed changes. For details on this screen’s fields, see “Add Locker.”

3. If this is the only locker you want to edit, click Save. If you want to edit another locker, click 
Save and Next, and repeat the procedure.

Delete Locker
Navigation: Home - Management - School Administration - School Building Administration 
- Locker Administration - Locker Maintenance

Note: Locker information is school year-specific, so any changes you make to 
lockers in one school year do not affect other school years.

On the Locker Maintenance screen, in the row of the locker you want to delete, click .

A confirmation message displays indicating the locker is deleted.

Locker Maintenance Screen (Edit Mode)

Delete Locker
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Locker Maintenance
Successful Deletion Message
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Locker Maintenance
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Student Locker Information
Student Locker Information

View Free Lockers

Navigation: Home - SIS - School - Free Lockers

The Free Lockers screen displays the lockers in the school that are available to be assigned for 
the current school year. You must have a student in context to view Free Lockers.

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Locker Number, Status, Description, Available Capacity, 
Residents, Size, Reference Location, Grade) in ascending or descending order by clicking on the 
column header.

Academic Lockers – If checked, only free lockers designated as Academic will be shown. If not 
checked, all free lockers will be shown.

Locker Number – With a student in the context, you can click on the Locker Number to assign a 
free locker to a student.

Free Lockers Screen
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Student Locker Information
Add locker as primary – Designate this locker as the student’s primary locker. The primary locker 
will print on the student schedule.

OK – Assign the specified locker to the student in context. The Locker Information will be updated 
on the Student Profile – Additional tab. You will receive the message below.

Cancel – Do not assign the locker to the student.

Student Profile

Navigation: Home - SIS - Student - View Profile

Student Locker information can be viewed and assigned in a variety of ways.

Once a student has been assigned a locker it will display on the selected student’s profile or home 
page as shown below.

Locker Assignment Confirmation Message
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Student Locker Information
By selecting View Lockers from the I want to… menu, more locker details may be viewed. In this 
example, the student has two lockers and you can see from the details, as shown in the following 
figure, which one is the primary as well as additional information such as description and 
combination, if available.

View Student Profile – Click this button to return to the student’s profile page.

View Lockers from the View Student Profile Screen

Student Locker Screen
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Student Locker Information
Student Locker Assignment

Navigation: Home - SIS - Student - Locker Assignment

– OR –

Navigation: Home - SIS - Student - Edit Profile - Additional Tab - Locker Assignment link

To assign locker or lockers for a selected student, you must do so through the Locker Assignment 
screen or on the Addition tab on the Edit Student Profile screen.

If the student has already been assigned locker/lockers, they will be listed on this screen. There 
are several ways to assign lockers from this screen.

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Locker Number, Description, Capacity, Size, 
Combination, Reference Location) in ascending or descending order by clicking on the column 
header.

View Free Lockers – Click to go to SIS – School – Free Lockers (see “View Free Lockers” ).

Academic Lockers – If checked, only student’s academic lockers are displayed. If unchecked, 
all of student’s lockers are displayed.

Delete Icon – Delete this Locker Assignment.

Locker Icon – If the icon is highlighted, the locker is the primary locker. The primary locker will 
print on the student schedule.

View Free Lockers – Allows you to view available lockers and then assign locker from that 
screen.

Enter a Locker: – Type in the locker number you wish to assign to the student.

OR Select a Locker – Select a locker from drop-down list (for grade appropriate or all lockers).

Show grade appropriate lockers only – If checked, only the available lockers that match the 
student’s grade level will be shown. If unchecked, will show all available lockers (no matter what 

Student Locker Assignment Screen

Locker Icon
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Student Locker Information
grade level).

OR Select a Location – Select a location from this drop-down and a locker will automatically be 
assigned by location.

Add locker as primary – Make this locker the Primary Locker. Only the primary locker will print 
on the student schedule. This check box defaults to checked.

Assign Locker – Click to assign locker selected.

Edit Student Profile – Return to Student Profile – General tab.

If the locker assignment is successful, you will receive this message.

If the locker selected (through “Enter a Locker” is not available, you will receive this message.

Add Student Locker
Navigation: Home - SIS - Student - Locker Assignment

You can also reach this screen by clicking Locker Assignments on the student’s Edit Profile – 
Additional tab page.

There are several options from the Student Locker Assignment screen for assigning the selected 
student a locker.

Locker Assignments Button the Edit Student Profile Screen
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Student Locker Information
Click View Free Lockers to view lockers available for assignment.

Click on the appropriate locker number to assign that locker number to the selected student.

Student Locker Assignment

Selecting a Locker
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Student Locker Information
You will receive a message asking if you wish to assign the locker to the student.

By selecting Add locker as primary you may designate this locker as the primary locker. Only 
the primary locker will print on the student's schedule.

Another option for assigning a locker is to type the locker number in the Enter a Locker field, as 
shown in the following figure.

Then click the Assign Locker button to assign the locker. 

If the student already has one locker assignment and you wish for this new locker to be the primary 
locker, make sure to select Add locker as primary. Only the primary locker will print on the 
student schedule.

You may also assign a locker by choosing one from the drop-down list in the OR Select a Locker 
field.

If you wish to only view Grade Appropriate lockers in this drop-down, then leave the Show grade 
appropriate lockers only checked (default). If you wish to view all available lockers in the drop-
down list, deselect the box.

Assign Locker Confirmation Screen

Entering a Number in the Enter a Locker Field
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Student Locker Information
After selecting a locker from the drop-down list, click Assign Locker to assign the locker. If you 
wish this new locker to be designated as the primary locker, select Add locker as primary before 
clicking Assign Locker. Only the primary locker will print on the student schedule.

One last way to assign a locker to the selected student is to automatically assign the locker, based 
on the location.

From the OR Select a Location field drop-down list, select a location and click Assign Locker and 
a locker will automatically be assigned based on the selected location (lockers must have been 
defined for locations, or no locations will be listed in the drop-down list).

Student Locker Assignment Screen

Select a Location
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Student Locker Information
Delete Student Locker
Navigation: Home - SIS - Student - Locker Assignment

Click the delete icon to delete a specific Student Locker assignment.

OK – Delete the Locker from the student’s record.

Cancel – Do Not Delete the Locker from the student’s record.

Student Locker Assignment

Deletion Confirmation Message

Delete Icon
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Student Locker Information
You will receive a confirmation message that the locker has been successfully deleted from the 
student’s record.

Change Primary Locker
Navigation: Home - SIS - Student - Locker Assignment

Note: Only the primary locker will print on the student schedule.

On the Student Locker Assignment screen, click the locker icon to change a locker to the primary 
locker.

Successful Deletion Message

Changing Primary Locker Assignment

Locker Icon
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Student Locker Information
Locker Selection Wizard

Navigation: Home - SIS - Student - Edit Profile - Additional Tab - Assign Primary Locker 
Button

The Locker Selection Wizard allows for the quick selection of a primary locker for the selected 
student. The Assign Primary Locker button on the Edit Student Profile – Additional tab will open 
a popup window allowing the user to quickly find and select a locker for the student. If desired, the 
user can also change the combination series of the locker to be assigned as part of the 
assignment process.

Locker Assignments – Click this to go to the Student Locker Assignment screen (see to “Student 
Locker Assignment” ).

Assign Primary Locker – Click this button to invoke the Locker Selection Wizard.

Assign Primary Locker Button
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Student Locker Information
Grade Level – Choose the Grade Level of the open lockers you wish to filter on. The default is 
Any Grade Level.

Location – Choose the Location of the open lockers you wish to filter on. The default is Any 
Location.

Availability – Choose the Availability (greater than zero) of the open lockers you wish to filter on. 
The default is 1.

Auto Select – Check this box to have the system automatically select a locker number for this 
student. After checking the box, you must then click on the Filter button. The locker number will 
be assigned and you will be taken back to the Edit Student Profile – Additional tab. Be sure and 
click Save on the Additional tab to save this new locker information.

Filter – Show open lockers based up the criteria selected.

Locker Number link – Click on the locker number link to select this locker and assign it to the 
selected student. The locker number will be assigned and you will be taken back to the Edit 
Student Profile – Additional tab. Be sure and click Save on the Additional tab to save this new 
locker information.

Change Series link – Click on the change series link to select a combination series.

Locker Selection Wizard
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Student Locker Information
Click on the Series and/or Combination link to select this Combination Series. Once selected, the 
Combination Series will be highlighted in orange.

Select a Different Locker link – This link will take you back to the initial Locker Selection Wizard 
screen.

Locker Bulk Assignment

Navigation: Home - Management - Ad-Hoc Updates - Locker Bulk Assignment

The Bulk Locker Assignment allows lockers to be assigned to groups of students with a single 
input screen. Various selection criteria and assignment methods can be specified. 

Changing Locker Combination Series

Selected Locker Combination Series
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Student Locker Information
Students Tab
Navigation: Home - Management - Ad-Hoc Updates - Locker Bulk Assignment - Students 
Tab

The Students tab of the Locker Bulk Assignment screen allows you to select students by search 
criteria, student IDs or ad-hoc membership.

Select Students by Search Criteria

Last Name (optional) – Filter by student last name. Check the box to use the wildcard filter. For 
example, entering “sm” in the Last Name field and checking the box will return “smith,” “smythe,” 
and “smalley.” If the box is unchecked, the filter will perform a strict match.

First Name (optional) – Filter by student first name. Check the box to use the wildcard filter. For 
example, entering “sa” in the First Name field and checking the box will return “sam”, “sally”, and 
“samantha.” If the box is unchecked, the filter will perform a strict match. 

Homeroom Assignment (optional) – Homeroom assignment is not valid for this filter since only 
students without homerooms will be returned.

Gender (optional) – Filter by the selected gender from the drop-down list.

Program (optional) – Filter by the selected program from the drop-down list.

Team (optional) – Filter by the selected team from the drop-down list.

Student Status (optional) – Select one or more Student Statuses to filter. If no Student Statuses 
are selected, then Student Status will not be used as a filter.

Grade Level (optional) – Select one or more Grade Levels to filter. If no Grade Levels are 
selected, then Grade Level will not be used as a filter.

Locker Bulk Assignment Screen
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Student Locker Information
Cancel – Cancel Locker Bulk Assignment and return to Ad-Hoc Updates menu.

Next> – Process the student selection and proceed to the Assignment Method tab.

Select Students by Student IDs

Student ID box (required) – Enter the Student IDs separated by a comma.

Cancel – Cancel Locker Bulk Assignment and return to Ad-Hoc Updates menu.

Next> – Process the student selection and proceed to the Assignment Method tab.

Select Students by Ad-Hoc Membership

Ad-Hoc Membership (required) – Select from the pre-defined Ad-Hoc Memberships listed.

Browse Button – Find/Build an Ad-Hoc Membership. Refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation 
Getting Started Guide for more details about ad-hoc memberships.

Cancel – Cancel Locker Bulk Assignment and return to Ad-Hoc Updates menu.

Next> – Process the student selection and proceed to the Assignment Method tab.

Locker Bulk Assignment by Student IDs

Locker Bulk Assignment by Ad-Hoc Membership

Browse Button
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Student Locker Information
Assignment Method Tab
Navigation: Home - Management - Ad-Hoc Updates - Locker Bulk Assignment - 
Assignment Method Tab

The Assignment Method tab of the Locker Bulk Assignment screen allows you to specify how you 
will assign lockers to the selected students.

Assignment Method (required) – Choose Grade Level, Homeroom, Class Period, Random or 
Clear.

Cancel – Cancel Locker Bulk Assignment and return to Ad-Hoc Updates menu.

<Back – Cancel out of the current tab and go back to the previous tab.

Next> – Process the current tab and proceed to the next tab.

Assignment Method – Grade Level

The Grade Level assignment method will assign lockers to students by selecting random lockers 
for students based on the student's grade level. StudentInformation will attempt to assign all 
students to lockers configured for the students' grade levels. 

Assign Remaining Students at Random (optional) – In some situations, there won't be enough 
lockers defined for a grade level and some students won't get a locker assigned to them. If 
desired, these students can be assigned a locker at random by selecting the Assign Remaining 
Students at Random option. This option will result in more complete assignment of lockers. 

Note: If your school does not have any lockers designated to grade levels and 
you try to bulk assign lockers by grade level, no lockers will be assigned. 
However, if you select the Assign Remaining Students at Random option, all 
students will be assigned lockers alphabetically by Grade Level.

Assignment Method Tab on the Locker Bulk Assignment Screen
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Assignment Method – Homeroom

The Homeroom assignment method will assign lockers to students by selecting random lockers 
for students based on the students' homeroom location. StudentInformation will attempt to assign 
all students to lockers configured with a reference location that matches the students' homeroom 
locations.

Homeroom Term (required) – In order to assign lockers based on homeroom, you must select a 
homeroom term to use for looking up homeroom assignments for students. Grade levels of 
students and lockers will be matched where possible. Students not assigned to homerooms will 
not get locker assignments.

Assign Remaining Students at Random (optional) – In some situations, there won't be enough 
lockers defined for a homeroom location and some students won't get a locker assigned to them. 
If desired, these students can be assigned a locker at random by selecting the Assign Remaining 
Students at Random option. This option will result in more complete assignment of lockers.

Homeroom Assignment Method on the Locker Bulk Assignment Screen
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Assignment Method – Class Period

The Class Period assignment method will assign lockers to students by selecting random lockers 
for students based on the students' class period assignment. StudentInformation will attempt to 
assign all students to lockers configured with a reference location that matches the students' 
classroom location during the period of the day selected.

Calendar Date (required) and Period of the Day (required) – In order to assign lockers based on 
class period, you must select a calendar date and a period of the day to use for looking up 
classroom assignments for students. Grade levels of students and lockers will be matched where 
possible. Students not assigned to a course section during the period of the day selected will not 
get locker assignments.

Assign Remaining Students at Random (optional) – In some situations, there won't be enough 
lockers defined for a classroom location and some students won't get a locker assigned to them. 
If desired, these students can be assigned a locker at random by selecting the Assign Remaining 
Students at Random option. This option will result in more complete assignment of lockers.

Assignment Method – Alphabetical

Class Period Assignment Method on the Locker Bulk Assignment Screen

Alphabetical Assignment Method on the Locker Bulk Assignment Screen
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The Alphabetical assignment method will assign lockers to students in a alphabetical fashion by 
student last name. Grade levels of students and all reference locations will be ignored and locker 
will be assigned in ascending order.

Assignment Method – Random

The Random assignment method will assign lockers to students in a random fashion. Grade levels 
of students and lockers will be ignored, as will all reference locations.

Assignment Method – Clear

The Clear process will clear locker assignments. No new locker assignments will be made, 
although the student lockers to be cleared are filtered by the student search options already 
selected as well as additional options selected on the next tab. 

Options Tab
Navigation: Home - Management - Ad-Hoc Updates - Locker Bulk Assignment - Options Tab

The Options tab of the Locker Bulk Assignment screen provides various options on how the locker 
bulk assignment will function.

Grade Level, Homeroom, Class Period or Random Assignment Method

Random Assignment Method on the Locker Bulk Assignment Screen

Clear Assignment Method on the Locker Bulk Assignment Screen
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Clear Assignment Method

Students to Include (required) – Choose one from the following:

• Students without a primary locker assignment (default) – Only include students that have 
no primary locker assignment.

• Students without an locker assignments – Only include students that have no locker 
assignment at all

Options Tab on the Locker Bulk Assignment Screen

Options Tab When Clear Assignment Method Selected
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• Students with number of assignments fewer than x – Only include students that have a 
total number of locker assignments fewer than the selected number

• All Students (no limit on number of locker assignments) – Include all students

Lockers to Include (required) – Choose one from the following:

• Academic lockers only (default)

• Non-Academic lockers only

• Both Academic and non-academic lockers

Create Assignments as (required) – Choose one from the following:

• Primary locker assignments (default)

• Secondary locker assignments

Existing Locker Assignments (required) – Choose one from the following:

• Remove primary assignments only (default)

• Remove all assignments

• Keep assignments (update as secondary assignments if new assignments are primary)

Cancel – Cancel Locker Bulk Assignment and return to Ad-Hoc Updates menu.

<Back – Cancel out of the Options tab and go back to the Assignment Method tab.

Next> – Process the options and proceed to the Confirmation tab.

Confirmation Tab
Navigation: Home - Management - Ad-Hoc Updates - Locker Bulk Assignment - 
Confirmation Tab

The Confirmation tab of the Locker Bulk Assignment screen allows you to view your locker bulk 
assignment selections before actually processing the results.

Grade Level Assignment Method

09 - 09 – You can click on the linked Grade Level to go to the Locker Grade Level Assignment 
screen.
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Homeroom or Class Period Assignment Method

Include statistics for locations with insufficient capacity only – If this check box is checked, 
only those locations which do not have enough lockers for the students assigned to them will be 
displayed (column totals will still be displayed).

Random Assignment Method

Physical Lockers – Number of physical lockers defined for this building.

Total Capacity – Total student capacity of these physical lockers. Please note that lockers can 
be defined to have capacity greater than 1.

Existing Assignments – Number of existing locker assignments.

Remaining Capacity – Total Capacity minus Existing Assignments.

Matching Students – For those Assignment Methods that have varying locations, number of 
students matching each location or grade level.

Students to be Assigned – Number of students to be assigned to free lockers.

Insufficiency – Listing of students that cannot be assigned to lockers.

Locker Assignment Confirmation - Homeroom or Class Period Method

Locker Bulk Assignment Confirmation - Random Method
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Cancel – Cancel Locker Bulk Assignment and return to Ad-Hoc Updates menu.

<Back – Cancel out of the Confirmation tab and go back to the Options tab.

Finish – Process locker bulk assignments and proceed to the Results tab.

Results Tab 
Navigation: Home - Management - Ad-Hoc Updates - Locker Bulk Assignment - Results Tab

The Results tab of the Locker Bulk Assignment screen allows you to view your locker bulk 
assignments by student and locker number.

Student – Name of student assigned to locker.

Locker – Locker number assigned to student.

Action Taken – Description of bulk locker assignment. Options include:

• Added assignment as primary locker

• Added assignment as secondary locker

Start Over – Create and assign additional Locker Bulk Assignments.

Results Tab on the Locker Bulk Assignment Screen
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Reports

Locker Combinations Report (Report Builder)

Navigation: Home – Local – Report Builder Links – Report Builder Reports

The Locker Combinations report lists the locker combinations for which one or more combination 
series are assigned.

1. With the school or district for which you want to run the report in context, on the Report 
Builder screen, click the run icon in the View Report column for the Locker Combinations 
report.

The StudentInformation Report Viewer screen displays.

Locker Combinations Report on the Report Builder Reports Screen

Run Icon
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2. In the Report Header field, modify the heading as you want it to display at the top of the 
report, if desired.

3. In the Select Required Parameters area, select one of the Show Active Lockers Only 
options:

• Yes – Displays only lockers with a status of active on the generated report.

• No – Displays all lockers regardless of status on the generated report.

4. If you would like to apply an additional filter to the report results, in the Set Optional Filters 
area, perform the following steps:

a. In the Field Name drop-down list, select the field on which you want to filter the 
report.

b. In the Operation drop-down list, select the operation you want to apply to the filter. 
The available options may vary depending on the field you selected in the Field Name 
drop-down list. For more information about the filter operations, refer to ProgressBook 
StudentInformation Report Builder User Guide.

c. In the Value field, enter or select the appropriate value, if applicable.

Note: The available options and acceptable values vary depending on the option 
you selected in the Field Name drop-down list. If you selected an option that 
requires a date, a calendar is available in the Value field. If you selected Has a 
Value or Does Not Have a Value in the Operation drop-down list, then the Value 
field is unavailable.

d. To add an additional filter, repeat step 4(a) through step 4(c) in the line below the 
previous filter.

5. Click View Report.

The report displays at the bottom of the window.

Locker Combination Report on the Report Viewer Screen
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6. To save the report with your selected parameters and filters, perform the following steps:

a. Click Save Setup As.

b. In the New report name field, enter a unique report name.

c. In the New description field, enter a description of the report.

d. Click Save.

The following message displays at the bottom of the screen: “Report setup saved 
successfully.”

The report is saved. You can now run it directly from the User Reports area on the 
Report Builder Reports screen.

7. To close the Report Viewer screen and return to the Report Builder Reports screen, 
click the close button.

Locker Combinations Report
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Change Log

The following Change Log explains by Product Version, Heading, Page and Reason where 
changes in the ProgressBook StudentInformation Student Medical Guide have been made.

Product
Version

Heading Page Reason

14.4.0 Global N/A Converted source files to FrameMaker. 

Updated formatting/structure to match ProgressBook 
Suite.

Rewrote topics using procedural steps.
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Overview

You can use StudentInformation to manage the medical records of your students; maintain 
medical contact information; create medical alerts; track medications, screenings and visits to the 
school’s health clinic; and run reports.

Refer to the appropriate section as follows:

• For information on maintaining medical codes in StudentInformation, see “Medical 
Codes.”

• For information on collecting and recording student medical data, see “Medical Records.”

• For information on the medical reports available in StudentInformation, see “Reports.”
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Medical Codes

Before you can collect and record medical data for students, you must first set up different types 
of medical codes. See the appropriate topics as follows:

• To maintain codes for commonly taken medications, see “Maintain Medication Codes.”

• To maintain codes for common immunizations, see “Maintain Immunization Codes.”

• To maintain codes describing reasons a student visited the school’s health clinic, see 
“Maintain Reason Codes.”

• To maintain codes describing the care a student received at the school’s health clinic, see 
“Maintain Care Type Codes.”

• To maintain codes describing how a student was handled or dismissed after the student 
visited the school’s health clinic, see “Maintain Disposition Codes.”

Maintain Medication Codes

You can maintain medication codes in StudentInformation in the following ways:

• To enter a new medication code, see “Add Medication Codes.”

• To edit an existing medication code, see “Edit Medication Codes.”

• To delete a medication code, see “Delete Medication Codes.”

Note: You can create medication codes at the ITC, district or building level. If  
icons display at the beginning of the row, this indicates the record was created at 
a higher level, and you can only edit or delete it at that higher level.

Add Medication Codes
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Medical Office 
Administration – Common Medications

1. On the Common Medications Maintenance screen, click Add Common Medications.
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Medical Codes
The add-edit version of the screen displays.

2. In the Code field, enter a medication code of up to four alphanumeric characters.

3. In the Name field, enter the name of the medication.

4. Optional: If you do not want this medication code to be active at this point, deselect the Is 
Active check box.

Note: You cannot use inactive medication codes on new student medical records.

5. Click Save. Or, to continue adding medication codes, click Save and New.

A confirmation message displays, and the new medication code displays in the list.

Add Medication Codes

Add Medication Code
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Medical Codes
Note: Inactive medication codes (indicated with a  icon in the Active column) 
display only if you deselect the Show Active Only check box.

Edit Medication Codes
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Medical Office 
Administration – Common Medications

1. On the Common Medications Maintenance screen, in the row of the medication code 

you want to edit, click .

The add-edit version of the screen displays.

2. Make any desired changes, and click Save.

Confirmation of Added Medication Code

Edit Medication Codes
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Medical Codes
Note: For more information about the fields on this screen, see “Add Medication 
Codes.”

A confirmation message displays, and the edited medication code displays in the list.

Delete Medication Codes
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Medical Office 
Administration – Common Medications

1. On the Common Medications Maintenance screen, in the row of the medication code 

you want to delete, click .

Edit Medication Code

Confirmation of Edited Medication Code
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Medical Codes
A message displays, asking if you are sure you want to delete the medication code.

2. Click Ok.

A confirmation message displays, and the medication code no longer displays in the list.

Delete Medication Codes

Confirm Delete

Confirmation of Deleted Medication Code
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Maintain Immunization Codes

You can maintain immunization codes in StudentInformation in the following ways:

• To enter a new immunization code, see “Add Immunization Codes.”

• To edit an existing immunization code, see “Edit Immunization Codes.”

• To delete an immunization code, see “Delete Immunization Codes.”

Note: You can create immunization codes at the ITC, district or building level. If 

 icons display at the beginning of the row, this indicates the record was 
created at a higher level, and you can only edit or delete it at that higher level.

Add Immunization Codes
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Medical Office 
Administration – Common Immunizations

1. On the Common Immunization Codes Maintenance screen, click Add Immunization 
Code.

The add-edit version of the screen displays.

2. In the Code field, enter an immunization code of up to four alphanumeric characters.

3. In the Name field, enter the name of the immunization.

4. Optional: If you do not want this immunization code to be active at this point, deselect the 
Is Active check box.

Add Immunization Codes
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Medical Codes
Note: You cannot use inactive immunization codes on new student medical 
records.

5. Click Save. Or, to continue adding immunization codes, click Save and New.

A confirmation message displays, and the new immunization code displays in the list.

Note: Inactive immunization codes (indicated with a  icon in the Active 
column) display only if you deselect the Show Active Only check box.

Add Immunization Code

Confirmation of Added Immunization Code
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Edit Immunization Codes
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Medical Office 
Administration – Common Immunizations

1. On the Common Immunization Codes Maintenance screen, in the row of the 

immunization code you want to edit, click .

The add-edit version of the screen displays.

2. Make any desired changes, and click Save.

Note: For more information about the fields on this screen, see “Add 
Immunization Codes.”

A confirmation message displays, and the edited immunization code displays in the list.

Edit Immunization Codes

Edit Immunization Code
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Delete Immunization Codes
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Medical Office 
Administration – Common Immunizations

1. On the Common Immunization Codes Maintenance screen, in the row of the 

immunization code you want to delete, click .

Confirmation of Edited Immunization Code
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Medical Codes
A message displays, asking if you are sure you want to delete the immunization code.

2. Click Ok.

A confirmation message displays, and the immunization code no longer displays in the list.

Delete Immunization Codes

Confirm Delete
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Maintain Reason Codes

When adding a student medical health log record in StudentInformation, you have the option to 
indicate the reason the student visited the school’s health clinic. The reason codes you set up 
display as check box options on the Student Medical Health Log. (See “Maintain Student Health 
Logs.”) You can maintain reason codes in StudentInformation in the following ways:

• To enter a new reason code, see “Add Reason Codes.”

• To edit an existing reason code, see “Edit Reason Codes.”

• To delete a reason code, see “Delete Reason Codes.”

Note: You can create reason codes at the ITC, district or building level. If  
icons display at the beginning of the row, this indicates the record was created at 
a higher level, and you can only edit or delete it at that higher level.

Add Reason Codes
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Medical Office 
Administration – Health Log Reason Codes

1. On the Health Log Reason Codes screen, click Add Reason Code.

Confirmation of Deleted Immunization Code
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The add-edit version of the screen displays.

2. In the Code field, enter a reason code of up to four alphanumeric characters.

3. In the Name field, enter a name for the reason code.

4. Optional: In the Description field, enter a description of this code.

5. Optional: If you do not want this reason code to be active at this point, deselect the Is 
Active check box.

Note: You cannot use inactive reason codes on new student medical records.

6. Click Save. Or, to continue adding reason codes, click Save and New.

A confirmation message displays, and the new reason code displays in the list.

Add Reason Codes

Add Reason Code
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Note: Inactive reason codes (indicated with a  icon in the Active column) 
display only if you deselect the Show Active Only check box.

Edit Reason Codes
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Medical Office 
Administration – Health Log Reason Codes

1. On the Health Log Reason Codes screen, in the row of the reason code you want to edit, 

click .

The add-edit version of the screen displays.

2. Make any desired changes, and click Save.

Note: For more information about the fields on this screen, see “Add Reason 
Codes.”

Confirmation of Added Reason Code

Edit Reason Codes
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A confirmation message displays, and the edited reason code displays in the list.

Delete Reason Codes
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Medical Office 
Administration – Health Log Reason Codes

1. On the Health Log Reason Codes screen, in the row of the reason code you want to 

delete, click .

Edit Reason Code

Confirmation of Edited Reason Code
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A message displays, asking if you are sure you want to delete the reason code.

2. Click Ok.

A confirmation message displays, and the reason code no longer displays in the list.

Delete Reason Codes

Confirm Delete

Confirmation of Deleted Reason Code
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Maintain Care Type Codes

When adding a student medical health log record in StudentInformation, you have the option to 
indicate the type of healthcare given to a student. The care type codes you set up display as check 
box options on the Student Medical Health Log. (See “Maintain Student Health Logs.”) You can 
maintain care type codes in StudentInformation in the following ways:

• To enter a new care type code, see “Add Care Type Codes.”

• To edit an existing care type code, see “Edit Care Type Codes.”

• To delete a care type code, see “Delete Care Type Codes.”

Note: You can create care type codes at the ITC, district or building level. If  
icons display at the beginning of the row, this indicates the record was created at 
a higher level, and you can only edit or delete it at that higher level.

Add Care Type Codes
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Medical Office 
Administration – Care Type Codes

1. On the Care Type Code Maintenance screen, click Add Care Type Code.

The add-edit version of the screen displays.

Add Care Type Codes
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2. In the Code field, enter a care type code of up to four alphanumeric characters.

3. In the Name field, enter a name for the care type code.

4. Optional: In the Description field, enter a description of this code.

5. Optional: If you do not want this care type code to be active at this point, deselect the Is 
Active check box.

Note: You cannot use inactive care type codes on new student medical records.

6. Click Save. Or, to continue adding care type codes, click Save and New.

A confirmation message displays, and the new care type code displays in the list.

Add Care Type Code
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Note: Inactive care type codes (indicated with a  icon in the Active column) 
display only if you deselect the Show Active Only check box.

Edit Care Type Codes
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Medical Office 
Administration – Care Type Codes

1. On the Care Type Code Maintenance screen, in the row of the care type code you want 

to edit, click .

Confirmation of Added Care Type Code
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The add-edit version of the screen displays.

2. Make any desired changes, and click Save.

Note: For more information about the fields on this screen, see “Add Care Type 
Codes.”

Edit Care Type Codes

Edit Care Type Code
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A confirmation message displays, and the edited care type code displays in the list.

Delete Care Type Codes
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Medical Office 
Administration – Care Type Codes

1. On the Care Type Code Maintenance screen, in the row of the care type code you want 

to delete, click .

Confirmation of Edited Care Type Code
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A message displays, asking if you are sure you want to delete the care type code.

2. Click Ok.

A confirmation message displays, and the care type code no longer displays in the list.

Delete Care Type Codes

Confirm Delete
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Maintain Disposition Codes

When adding a student medical health log record in StudentInformation, you have the option to 
indicate how a student was handled or dismissed after the student visited the school’s health 
clinic. (See “Maintain Student Health Logs.”) You can maintain disposition codes in 
StudentInformation in the following ways:

• To enter a new disposition code, see “Add Disposition Codes.”

• To edit an existing disposition code, see “Edit Disposition Codes.”

• To delete a disposition code, see “Delete Disposition Codes.”

Note: You can create disposition codes at the ITC, district or building level. If  
icons display at the beginning of the row, this indicates the record was created at 
a higher level, and you can only edit or delete it at that higher level.

Add Disposition Codes
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Medical Office 
Administration – Disposition Codes

1. On the Disposition Codes screen, click Add Disposition Code.

Confirmation of Deleted Care Type Code
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The add-edit version of the screen displays.

2. In the Code field, enter a disposition code of up to four alphanumeric characters.

3. In the Name field, enter a name for the disposition code.

4. Optional: In the Description field, enter a description of this code.

5. Optional: If you do not want this disposition code to be active at this point, deselect the Is 
Active check box.

Note: You cannot use inactive disposition codes on new student medical records.

6. Click Save. Or, to continue adding disposition codes, click Save and New.

A confirmation message displays, and the new disposition code displays in the list.

Add Disposition Codes

Add Disposition Code
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Note: Inactive disposition codes (indicated with a  icon in the Active column) 
display only if you deselect the Show Active Only check box.

Edit Disposition Codes
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Medical Office 
Administration – Disposition Codes

1. On the Disposition Codes screen, in the row of the disposition code you want to edit, 

click .

The add-edit version of the screen displays.

2. Make any desired changes, and click Save.

Confirmation of Added Disposition Code

Edit Disposition Codes
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Note: For more information about the fields on this screen, see “Add Disposition 
Codes.”

A confirmation message displays, and the edited disposition code displays in the list.

Delete Disposition Codes
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Medical Office 
Administration – Disposition Codes

1. On the Disposition Codes screen, in the row of the disposition code you want to delete, 

click .

Edit Disposition Code

Confirmation of Edited Disposition Code
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A message displays, asking if you are sure you want to delete the disposition code.

2. Click Ok.

A confirmation message displays, and the disposition code no longer displays in the list.

Delete Disposition Codes

Confirm Delete

Confirmation of Deleted Disposition Code
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Medical Records

StudentInformation lets you collect and record student medical data. See the appropriate topics 
as follows:

• To maintain student medical alerts, see “Maintain Student Medical Alerts.”

• To view a student’s medical contact information, see “View Student’s Medical Contacts.”

• To maintain records of medication a student needs to take at school, see “Maintain 
Student Medication Records.”

• To maintain records of health screenings given to students at your school’s health clinic, 
see “Maintain Student Health Screening Records.”

• To maintain student immunization records, see “Maintain Student Immunization Records.”

• To maintain records of student visits to your school’s health clinic, see “Maintain Student 
Health Logs.”

Maintain Student Medical Alerts

You can maintain student medical alert information in the following ways:

• To view any medical alerts for a student, see “View Student’s Medical Alerts.”

• To enter a new medical alert, see “Add Medical Alerts.”

• To edit a medical alert, see “Edit Medical Alerts.”

• To delete a medical alert, see “Delete Medical Alerts.”

View Student’s Medical Alerts

In the student in context area of the banner, if a student has one or more medical alerts, a  icon 
displays. 

Note: Medical alerts are not year-specific. They display indefinitely or until the 
specified Ending Date.

To open the medical alert, click .

The Medical Alerts screen displays, and you can review the student’s medical alert details.

Student with Medical Alert
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Note: If this alert is life threatening, a  icon displays in the Life Threatening 
column.

Add Medical Alerts
Navigation: SIS – Student – Medical – Medical Alerts

1. With the appropriate student in context, on the Medical Alerts screen, click Add Medical 
Alert.

The add-edit version of the screen displays.

2. In the Priority drop-down list, select the priority order in which this alert should appear in 
the list of this student’s medical alerts. Priority ranges from 1 (highest) to 10 (lowest).

3. Optional: In the Starting Date and/or Ending Date fields, enter dates to define the starting 
and/or ending time period during which this alert should actively display for the student, or 
select a date or dates from the calendar date picker.

4. In the Medical Alert Condition field, define the condition causing this alert.

5. Optional: If the alert is life threatening, select the Life Threatening check box.

6. Optional: If you do not want this medical alert to be active at this point, deselect the Is 
Active check box.

7. Click Save. Or, to continue adding medical alerts, click Save and New.

Medical Alert Details

Add Medical Alerts
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A confirmation message displays, and the new medical alert displays in the list.

Note: Inactive medical alerts (indicated with a  icon in the Active column) 
display only if you deselect the Show Active Only check box.

Edit Medical Alerts
Navigation: SIS – Student – Medical – Medical Alerts

1. With the appropriate student in context, on the Medical Alerts screen, in the row of the 

medical alert you want to edit, click .

Add Medical Alert

Confirmation of Added Medical Alert
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The add-edit version of the screen displays.

2. Make any desired changes, and click Save.

Note: For more information about the fields on this screen, see “Add Medical 
Alerts.”

A confirmation message displays, and the edited medical alert displays in the list.

Edit Medical Alerts

Edit Medical Alert
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Delete Medical Alerts
Navigation: SIS – Student – Medical – Medical Alerts

1. With the appropriate student in context, on the Medical Alerts screen, in the row of the 

medical alert you want to delete, click .

A message displays, asking if you are sure you want to delete the medical alert.

2. Click Ok.

A confirmation message displays, and the medical alert no longer displays in the list.

Confirmation of Edited Medical Alert

Delete Medical Alerts

Confirm Delete
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View Student’s Medical Contacts

Navigation: SIS – Student – Medical – Medical Contacts

With the appropriate student in context, the Medical Contacts (view only) screen lists the 
individuals designated as the student’s medical contacts.

Note: For information on setting up medical contacts for a student, see 
ProgressBook StudentInformation Student and Registration Guide.

Confirmation of Deleted Medical Alert

Medical Contacts Screen
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Maintain Student Medication Records

You can maintain information about medications students need to take at school in the following 
ways:

• To view any medications a student needs to take at school, see “View Student’s 
Medications.”

• To enter a new medication, see “Add Medications.”

• To edit a medication, see “Edit Medications.”

• To delete a medication, see “Delete Medications.”

• To track specific instances of administering medication to a student, see “Maintain 
Student Health Logs.”

View Student’s Medications
Navigation: SIS – Student – Medical – Student Medication

With the appropriate student in context, the Student Medication screen displays all medications 
the student needs to take at school.

Note: If a medication requires refrigeration, a  icon displays in the Requires 
Refrigeration column.

Add Medications
Navigation: SIS – Student – Medical – Student Medication

1. With the appropriate student in context, on the Student Medication screen, click Add 
Medication.

Student Medication Screen
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The add-edit version of the screen displays.

2. In the Date Received field, enter the date you received the medication to store at the 
school’s health clinic for this student, or select a date from the calendar date picker. 

3. Optional: If this medication expires, in the Expiration Date field, enter or select the 
expiration date on which you should throw the medication away.

4. In the Medication drop-down list, select one of the defined common medications, if 
applicable. If the medication does not appear in the list, select “Other” and then enter the 
name of the medication in the Medication Name field.

Note: For information on maintaining the common medications included in this 
list, see “Maintain Medication Codes.”

5. In the Dosage field, enter how much of the medication the student needs to take each time 
you administer it.

6. In the Doctor field, enter the name of the doctor who prescribed this medication.

Note: If this is not a prescription medication, enter other details, such as “N/A,” 
“mother,” “over the counter,” etc.

7. Optional: If you need to enter any other information, enter it in the Comments field. 

8. Optional: If this medication requires refrigeration, select the Requires Refrigeration 
check box.

9. Optional: If you do not want this medication record to be active at this point, deselect the 
Is Active check box.

Note: You cannot use inactive medications on new student medical records.

10. Click Save. Or, to continue adding medications, click Save and New.

Add Medications
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A confirmation message displays, and the new medication displays in the list.

Note: Inactive medications (indicated with a  icon in the Active column) display 
only if you deselect the Show Active Only check box.

Edit Medications
Navigation: SIS – Student – Medical – Student Medication

1. With the appropriate student in context, on the Student Medication screen, in the row of 

the medication you want to edit, click .

Add Medication

Confirmation of Added Medication
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The add-edit version of the screen displays.

2. Make any desired changes, and click Save.

Note: For more information about the fields on this screen, see “Add 
Medications.”

A confirmation message displays, and the edited medication displays in the list.

Edit Medications

Edit Medication
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Delete Medications
Navigation: SIS – Student – Medical – Student Medication

1. With the appropriate student in context, on the Student Medication screen, in the row of 

the medication you want to delete, click .

A message displays, asking if you are sure you want to delete the medication.

2. Click Ok.

A confirmation message displays, and the medication no longer displays in the list.

Confirmation of Edited Medication

Delete Medications

Confirm Delete
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Maintain Student Immunization Records

You can maintain information about student immunizations in the following ways:

• To view a student’s immunizations, see “View Student’s Immunizations.”

• To enter a new immunization record for a student, see “Add Immunizations.”

• To edit an immunization record, see “Edit Immunizations.”

• To delete an immunization record, see “Delete Immunizations.”

View Student’s Immunizations
Navigation: SIS – Student – Medical – Immunizations

With the appropriate student in context, the Immunizations screen displays all of the student’s 
immunization records.

Confirmation of Deleted Medication

Immunizations Screen
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Add Immunizations
Navigation: SIS – Student – Medical – Immunizations

1. With the appropriate student in context, on the Immunizations screen, click Add 
Immunization.

The add-edit version of the screen displays.

2. In the Date field, enter the date of the immunization, or select a date from the calendar 
date picker. 

3. In the Immunization Type drop-down list, select one of the defined common 
immunizations.

Note: For information on maintaining the common immunizations included in this 
list, see “Maintain Immunization Codes.”

4. Optional: If the immunization is done as part of a series, in the Series field, enter the 
number in the series of this immunization.

5. Optional: If you need to enter any other information, enter it in the Comments field. 

6. Optional: If the student has received a waiver for this immunization, select the Waiver 
check box.

7. Click Save. Or, to continue adding immunizations, click Save and New.

Add Immunizations
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A confirmation message displays, and the new immunization displays in the list.

Edit Immunizations
Navigation: SIS – Student – Medical – Immunizations

1. With the appropriate student in context, on the Immunizations screen, in the row of the 

immunization you want to edit, click .

Add Immunization

Confirmation of Added Immunization
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The add-edit version of the screen displays.

2. Make any desired changes, and click Save.

Note: For more information about the fields on this screen, see “Add 
Immunizations.”

A confirmation message displays, and the edited immunization displays in the list.

Edit Immunizations

Edit Immunization
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Delete Immunizations
Navigation: SIS – Student – Medical – Immunizations

1. With the appropriate student in context, on the Immunizations screen, in the row of the 

immunization you want to delete, click .

A message displays, asking if you are sure you want to delete the immunization.

2. Click Ok.

Confirmation of Edited Immunization

Delete Immunizations
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A confirmation message displays, and the immunization no longer displays in the list.

Maintain Student Health Screening Records

StudentInformation lets you track several types of health screenings given to students in your 
school’s health clinic. This topic covers all of the screening records available in the product. You 
can maintain information about student health screenings in the following ways:

• To view a student’s health screenings, see “View Student’s Health Screenings.”

• To enter a new health screening record for a student, see “Add Health Screenings.”

• To edit a health screening record, see “Edit Health Screenings.”

• To delete a health screening record, see “Delete Health Screenings.”

Confirm Delete

Confirmation of Deleted Immunization
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View Student’s Health Screenings
With the appropriate student in context, you can view all of the student’s health screening records 
by selecting the appropriate navigation for each screening type as shown:

Navigation: SIS – Student – Medical – Vision Screening

Navigation: SIS – Student – Medical – Dental Screening

Navigation: SIS – Student – Medical – Hearing Screening

Navigation: SIS – Student – Medical – Growth Screening

Vision Screening

Dental Screening

Hearing Screening

Growth Screening
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Navigation: SIS – Student – Medical – Scoliosis Screening

Add Health Screenings
Navigation: SIS – Student – Medical – <Screening Type> Screening

Note: You can use this procedure to add all of the available types of student 
health screening records.

1. With the appropriate student in context, navigate to the appropriate screening type screen. 
(See “View Student’s Health Screenings.”)

2. Click Add Screening.

The add-edit version of the screen displays.

3. Enter information about this record based on the screening type as follows:

Vision Screening:

• Exam Date – Date the vision screening took place

• Glasses/Contacts – Select if the student wears “Glasses,” “Contacts” or “None.”

• Right Eyesight – Visual acuity of the right eye (e.g., 20/30)

• Left Eyesight – Visual acuity of the left eye (e.g., 20/30)

• Optional fields:

• Plus Lenses – Student’s vision test results with the use of lenses

• Near Sighted – Student’s near sighted screening results

• Far SIghted – Student’s far sighted screening results

• Color Blindness – Student’s color blindness screening results

• Stereopsis – Student’s stereopsis (eye alignment-depth perception) 
screening results

Scoliosis Screening

Add Screenings
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• Comments – Any additional information related to this screening

Dental Screening:

• Exam Date – Date the dental screening took place

• Optional fields:

• Referral Date – Date of referral to another health provider

• Special Services Rendered – Any special services provided during this 
dental screening

• Findings – Any findings as a result of this screening

• Mouthwash – Select check box if student used mouthwash during this 
screening.

Hearing Screening:

• Exam Date – Date the hearing screening took place

• Result Code – Student’s hearing test results

• (Optional): Comments – Any additional information related to this screening

Growth Screening:

• Exam Date – Date the growth screening took place

• Height – Student’s height in inches

• Weight – Student’s weight in pounds

• (Optional): Comments – Any additional information related to this screening

Scoliosis Screening:

• Exam Date – Date the scoliosis screening took place

• Result Code – Student’s scoliosis test results

• (Optional): Comments – Any additional information related to this screening

4. Click Save. Or, to continue adding screenings, click Save and New.

Add Screening
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A confirmation message displays, and the new screening displays in the list.

Edit Health Screenings
Navigation: SIS – Student – Medical – <Screening Type> Screening

Note: You can use this procedure to edit all of the available types of student 
health screening records.

1. With the appropriate student in context, navigate to the appropriate screening type screen. 
(See “View Student’s Health Screenings.”)

2. In the row of the screening you want to edit, click .

The add-edit version of the screen displays.

3. Make any desired changes, and click Save.

Note: For more information about the fields on this screen, see “Add Health 
Screenings.”

Confirmation of Added Screening

Edit Screenings
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A confirmation message displays, and the edited screening displays in the list.

Delete Health Screenings
Navigation: SIS – Student – Medical – <Screening Type> Screening

Note: You can use this procedure to delete all of the available types of student 
health screening records.

1. With the appropriate student in context, navigate to the appropriate screening type screen. 
(See “View Student’s Health Screenings.”)

2. In the row of the screening you want to edit, click .

Edit Immunization

Confirmation of Edited Screening
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A message displays, asking if you are sure you want to delete the screening.

3. Click Ok.

A confirmation message displays, and the screening no longer displays in the list.

Maintain Student Health Logs

Student health logs provide information about students’ visits to your school’s health clinic. You 
can maintain health log information in the following ways:

• To view a student’s health log, see “View Student’s Health Log.”

• To create a new entry in the health log for a student, see “Add Health Log Entries.”

• To edit a health log entry, see “Edit Health Log Entries.”

• To delete a health log entry, see “Delete Health Log Entries.”

Delete Screenings

Confirm Delete

Confirmation of Deleted Screening
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View Student’s Health Log
You can access a student’s health log in either of the following ways:

• With the appropriate student in context, navigate to SIS – Student – Medical – Health 
Log.

• On the student’s View Profile screen, in the I want to... drop-down list, select “View The 
Medical Health Log.” 

The Student Medical Health Log screen displays all of the student’s visits to the school’s 
health clinic during the current school year. 

Note: To view previous years’ history, select the Show Visits from All Years 
check box.

To view details of a clinic visit, in the row of the visit, click .

View Profile Screen 

Student Medical Health Log Screen
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Add Health Log Entries
Navigation: SIS – Student – Medical – Health Log

1. With the appropriate student in context, on the Student Medical Health Log screen, click 
Add Entry.

The add-edit version of the screen displays.

2. In the Date of Visit field, enter the date the student visited the health clinic, or select the 
date from the calendar date picker.

3. In the Time In field, enter the time the student arrived at the health clinic, or select the time 
from the drop-down time picker. (As a shortcut, you can enter time as 10A for 10:00 A.M. 
or 3:02P for 3:02 P.M.)

Health Log Entry Details

Add Health Log Entries
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4. Optional: To record the time the student left the health clinic, in the Time Out field, enter 
the time or select it from the drop-down time picker. (As a shortcut, you can enter time as 
10A for 10:00 A.M. or 3:02P for 3:02 P.M.)

5. In the Care By drop-down list, select the staff member who attended to the student in the 
clinic.

6. Optional: To record the reason for the student’s visit to the clinic, in the Reason option, 
select the check box(es) to indicate the reason(s).

Note: For information on maintaining the reason codes included in this list, see 
“Maintain Reason Codes.”

7. In the Location drop-down list, select the location in the school where the student became 
injured or ill.

8. Optional: To record the student’s temperature, in the Temperature field, enter a numeric 
temperature of 2-3 digits in the range of 90-110.

9. Optional: To record details of anyone you contacted regarding the student’s condition, 
enter this information in the Contacted field.

10. Optional: To record how you handled or dismissed the student or where you sent the 
student after the clinic visit, in the Disposition drop-down list, select the appropriate 
option.

Note: For information on maintaining the disposition codes included in this list, 
see “Maintain Disposition Codes.”

11. Optional: To record the care you gave to the student during the clinic visit, in the Care 
Given option, select the check box(es) to indicate the care method(s).

Note: For information on maintaining the care type codes included in this list, see 
“Maintain Care Type Codes.”

12. Optional: If you need to enter any other information, enter it in the Comments field. 

13. Optional: To record any documentation related to this clinic visit, select the Note Sent 
Home, Note Sent to Teacher (to inform the teacher that the student went home) and/or 
Accident Report check boxes, as appropriate. 

14. Click Save. Or, to continue adding health log entries, click Save and New.
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A confirmation message displays, and the new health log entry displays in the list.

Add Health Log Entry

Confirmation of Added Health Log Entry
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Edit Health Log Entries
Navigation: SIS – Student – Medical – Health Log

1. With the appropriate student in context, on the Student Medical Health Log screen, in 

the row of the health log entry you want to edit, click .

The add-edit version of the screen displays.

2. Make any desired changes, and click Save.

Note: For more information about the fields on this screen, see “Add Health Log 
Entries.”

Edit Health Log Entries
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A confirmation message displays, and the edited health log entry displays in the list.

Edit Health Log Entry

Confirmation of Edited Health Log Entry
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Delete Health Log Entries
Navigation: SIS – Student – Medical – Health Log

With the appropriate student in context, on the Student Medical Health Log screen, in the row 

of the health log entry you want to delete, click .

Note: There is no confirmation screen and no undo. Before deleting this record, 
be sure this is the action you want to take.

The health log entry no longer displays in the list.

Delete Health Log Entries

Health Log Entry Deleted
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The following reports are available in StudentInformation to help you manage your student 
medical data:

• “Download Student Medical History” 

• “Health Screening Report (SCRN)” 

• “Daily Health Log (HLOG)” 

• “Student Immunization Report” 

• “Medications Class List” 

• “Medical Alert Class List” 

For information on running reports, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide.

Download Student Medical History

Navigation: Home – EZ Query – Reports – Download Student Medical History

This report lets you download student medical history to use in other applications and reports.

Download Student Medical History
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Health Screening Report (SCRN)

Navigation: Home − SIS − Medical − Medical Reports − Health Screening Report (SCRN)

This report displays information on student health screenings.

Daily Health Log (HLOG)

Navigation: Home − SIS − Medical − Medical Reports − Daily Health Log (HLOG)

This report displays all health log entries for a specified date range.

Health Screening Report (SCRN)

Daily Health Log (HLOG)
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Student Immunization Report

Navigation: Home − SIS − Medical − Medical Reports − Student Immunization Report

This report displays all student immunizations for a specified date range.

Student Immunization Report
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Medications Class List

Navigation: Home – Teacher Menu – Medications

This list lets you quickly review prescription medications for students by course section.

Note: You must have the correct security access to view this screen.

Medications Class List
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Medical Alert Class List

Navigation: Home – Teacher Menu – Medical Alerts

This list lets you quickly review medical alerts for students by course section.

Note: You must have the correct security access to view this screen.

Medical Alert Class List
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Change Log

The following Change Log explains by Product Version, Heading, Page and Reason where 
changes in the ProgressBook StudentInformation EZ Query Guide have been made.

Product
Version

Heading Page Reason

14.7.0 “View Student’s Discipline 
Records”

14 Updated procedure and images to reflect new screen 
design showing all discipline data for a student in a 
single view.

14.6.7 “View Student’s EMIS Reportable 
Data”

14 Update image of “FN - Attributes” selection to show 
removal of the Choose a Reporting Period drop-down 
list and removed text referring to selecting a reporting 
period.

14.6.4 “View Student’s EMIS Reportable 
Data”

14 Updated image of “FN - Attributes” view to show 
Updated December 1st IEP Outcome field renamed to 
Oct Childcount IEP Outcome.

14.6.4 “Compare Student’s Home 
School and JVS Data”

23 Updated image of “EMIS - FN” view to show Updated 
December 1st IEP Outcome field renamed to Oct 
Childcount IEP Outcome.

14.6.0 “View Student’s EMIS Reportable 
Data”

14 Updated image of “FD - Attributes” selection to show 
new Reporting Calendar field.

14.6.0 “Compare Student’s Home 
School and JVS Data”

23 Updated image of “EMIS - FD” selection to show new 
Reporting Calendar and Attendance Pattern fields.

14.4.3 “Compare Student’s Home 
School and JVS Data”

23 Removed reference to Reporting Period drop-down list 
for the “EMIS - FN” option and updated image. 

14.4.3 “SIS Student Search” 65 Updated image of Summary tab to remove Effective 
Reporting Period.

14.4.0 Global N/A Converted source files to FrameMaker. 

Updated formatting/structure to match ProgressBook 
Suite.

Rewrote topics using procedural steps.

14.4.0 “Testing” N/A Removed entire section since these options are no 
longer available in StudentInformation.
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Overview

The EZ Query menu provides access to StudentInformation data in read-only format. 

Note: Some of these options may not be available to you based on the security 
setup of your user account. For example, if you do not have the teacher role 
assigned in StudentInformation security, you may need to have staff member 
impersonations or permission to view students in EZ Query set up for your 
account. For more information, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Security 
Guide.

• To view data for a single student, see “Individual Student Data.”

• To view classroom management resources, see “Tools.”

• To view reports, see “Reports.”
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Individual Student Data

EZ Query’s EZ Students screens let you view data for an individual student. 

Note: If you have the job function of teacher in StudentInformation security, you 
can see data for all students (even those not assigned to your course sections). If 
you have any other job function or no job function assigned, your user account 
must be set up either with the associated staff member impersonations or the 
option to Allow Staff Member to view all Students in EZ Query in order for you 
to see this data. For more information, see ProgressBook StudentInformation 
Security Guide.

Refer to the appropriate topic as follows:

• “View Student’s Attendance” 

• “View Student’s Contacts” 

• “View Student’s Course History” 

• “View Student’s Course Requests” 

• “View Student’s Demographic Data” 

• “View Student’s Discipline Records” 

• “View Student’s EMIS Reportable Data” 

• “View Student’s Enrollment History” 

• “View Student’s School Medical Records” 

• “View Student’s Memberships and Special Education Services” 

• “View Student’s Schedule” 

• “Compare Student’s Home School and JVS Data” 

• “View Student’s Fees” 

• “View Student’s Marks” 

View Student’s Attendance

Note: For detailed information about student attendance, see ProgressBook 
StudentInformation Attendance and Calendar Guide.

Navigation: Home – EZ Query – EZ Students – Attendance

With a student in context, the Attendance screen displays the student’s overall attendance rate 
and attendance incidents broken out by attendance code in both pie chart and table format.

To view the student’s absence history for previous school years and buildings, click View 
Absence History.
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Attendance
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Individual Student Data
View Student’s Contacts

Note: For detailed information about student contacts, see ProgressBook 
StudentInformation Student and Registration Guide.

Navigation: Home – EZ Query – EZ Students – Contact

1. With a student in context, on the Contact screen drop-down list, select the format in which 
you want to display information about the student’s contacts.

2. Optional: If you want this screen to default to your display format selection each time, click 
Set As Default.

The contact information displays based on the display format you selected as follows:

Absence History

Contacts
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Display Format – AddressLabels

Display Format – AddressLine
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Individual Student Data
Display Format – AddressLine2

Display Format – AddressLineGrid
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View Student’s Course History

Note: For detailed information about student course history, see ProgressBook 
StudentInformation Course History, Class Rank and Transcripts Guide.

Navigation: Home – EZ Query – EZ Students – Course History

1. With a student in context, on the Course History screen drop-down list, select the format 
in which you want to display information about the student’s course history.

2. Optional: If you want this screen to default to your display format selection each time, click 
Set As Default.

Display Format – ExpandedAddress
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The course history information displays based on the display format you selected as 
follows:

Course History

Display Format – CourseHistoryGradesGrid
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Display Format – CourseHistoryGradesGridFinal
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View Student’s Course Requests

Note: For detailed information about student course history, see ProgressBook 
StudentInformation Scheduling Guide.

Navigation: Home – EZ Query – EZ Students – Course Requests

With a student in context, the Course Requests screen displays the student’s current course 
requests. 

Display Format – CourseHistoryMainGrid
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View Student’s Demographic Data

Note: For detailed information about student demographics, see ProgressBook 
StudentInformation Student and Registration Guide.

Navigation: Home – EZ Query – EZ Students – Demographic

With a student in context, the Demographic screen displays the student’s picture, basic 
demographic data and admission data. 

Course Requests
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Demographics
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Individual Student Data
View Student’s Discipline Records

Note: For detailed information about discipline, see ProgressBook 
StudentInformation Discipline Guide.

Navigation: StudentInformation – EZ Query – EZ Students – Discipline

With a student in context on the Discipline screen, review the student’s discipline data.

View Student’s EMIS Reportable Data

Note: EMIS reportable data for years prior to FY09 is not available on this screen.

Note: For detailed information about student EMIS reportable data, see 
ProgressBook StudentInformation Student and Registration Guide.

Navigation: StudentInformation – EZ Query – EZ Students – EMIS Demographic

With a student in context, on the EMIS Demographic screen, in the Choose data to view 
drop-down list, select the type of EMIS data you want to display for the student. The selections, 
with the exception of “EMIS - Student,” are based on student profile tabs containing EMIS 
reportable data.

The EMIS information displays based on your selection as follows:

Discipline
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Individual Student Data
EMIS Reportable Data – From FS - Standing Tab of Profile

EMIS Reportable Data – From FS - Attendance Tab of Profile
ProgressBook StudentInformation EZ Query Guide 15



Individual Student Data
EMIS Reportable Data – From FD - Attributes Tab of Profile

EMIS Reportable Data – From FN - Attributes Tab of Profile
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Individual Student Data
View Student’s Enrollment History

Note: EMIS enrollment data for years prior to FY09 is not available on this screen.

Note: For detailed information about student enrollment, see ProgressBook 
StudentInformation Student and Registration Guide.

Navigation: Home – EZ Query – EZ Students – Enrollment

With a student in context, the Enrollment screen displays the student’s enrollment history for all 
school years for which the student was enrolled in a school or district using StudentInformation.

EMIS Reportable Data – From FN - Graduate Tab of Profile

EMIS Reportable Data – EMIS - Student (Not From Profile)
ProgressBook StudentInformation EZ Query Guide 17



Individual Student Data
View Student’s School Medical Records

Note: For detailed information about student medical information, see 
ProgressBook StudentInformation Student Medical Guide.

Navigation: Home – EZ Query – EZ Students – Medical

With a student in context, the Medical screen displays any information about the student’s 
medical alerts, medication to be taken at school, health screening done by the school and 
immunization records.

Enrollment History
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Individual Student Data
View Student’s Memberships and Special Education Services

Note: For detailed information about student memberships, see ProgressBook 
StudentInformation Student and Registration Guide.

Navigation: Home – EZ Query – EZ Students – Membership/Service

1. With a student in context, on the Membership/Service screen, in the Select a Display 
Format From List drop-down list, select the format in which you want to display 
information about the student’s memberships and special education services:

• MembershipGrid – Sorts by membership or special education service code 
(ascending), then by school year (for multiple memberships with the same code)

Medical Records
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Individual Student Data
• MembershipGridByMembership – Sorts by membership or special education 
service code (descending), then by school year (for multiple memberships with the 
same code)

• MembershipGridSchoolYearDesc – Sorts by school year (descending), then by 
membership or special education service code (descending).

Note: If FY12 or earlier is in context, this screen is named Membership.

2. Optional: If you want this screen to default to your display format selection each time, click 
Set As Default.

Memberships and Special Education Services
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Individual Student Data
The membership/special education information displays based on the display format you 
selected as follows:

Memberships and Special Education Services – MembershipGrid

Memberships and Special Education Services – 
MembershipGridByMembership
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Individual Student Data
View Student’s Schedule

Note: For detailed information about student schedules, see ProgressBook 
StudentInformation Student and Registration Guide and ProgressBook 
StudentInformation Scheduling Guide.

Navigation: Home – EZ Query – EZ Students – Schedule

1. With a student in context, on the Schedule screen, select the Type(s) of course section 
assignments you want to view for this student and the Fields to Display in the grid.

2. Click Display.

Memberships and Special Education Services – 
MembershipGridSchoolYearDesc
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Individual Student Data
The student’s current course schedule displays based on the options you selected.

Compare Student’s Home School and JVS Data

Note: Before you can view and compare data from the JVS, your school district 
must set up the JVS as a trusted district. For information on this setup, see “Add 
District Trusts.”

Note: Data for years prior to FY09 is not available on this screen.

Navigation: StudentInformation – EZ Query – EZ Students – Shared Student Data 
(JVS/Home)

1. With a student in context, on the Shared Student Data (JVS/Home) screen, in the 
Choose trusted district and school drop-down list, select the student’s JVS district for 
which you want to view data about the student.

Schedule
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Individual Student Data
2. In the Choose data to review drop-down list, select one of the following types of data that 
you want to compare for the student:

• Addresses and Primary Contact

• Daily Absences

• General/Additional

• EMIS - FS

• EMIS - FD

• EMIS - FN

• EMIS - Graduate

• Schedule

• Assessments

• Course History

• Special Education Events

The data from both your school and the student’s JVS school displays for the school year 
in context, based on the type of data you selected to compare. 

Shared Student Data (JVS/Home)
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Individual Student Data
If you select “Addresses and Primary Contact,” comparative residence address data displays. You 
can view mailing address information or primary contact information by selecting the appropriate 
option in the Address or Primary Contact drop-down list and then clicking Filter.

Shared Student Data (JVS/Home) – Addresses and Primary 
Contact
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Individual Student Data
If you select “Daily Absences,” comparative absence data displays for the period from the 
calendar master start date to today’s date. You can select a different date range by entering or 
selecting different dates in the Absences From and Absences To fields and then clicking Filter.

Note: This screen does not display period absences.

Shared Student Data (JVS/Home) – Daily Absences
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Shared Student Data (JVS/Home) – General/Additional
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Individual Student Data
If you select “EMIS - FS,” comparative data about the student’s FS record displays for a particular 
effective date during the school year in context. To view this comparative data for a different date 
on which the student’s FS record changed, in the Effective Date drop-down list, select a different 
date. 

Shared Student Data (JVS/Home) – EMIS - FS
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Individual Student Data
If you select “EMIS - FD,” comparative data about the student’s FD record displays for a particular 
effective date during the school year in context. To view this comparative data for a different date 
on which the student’s FD record changed, in the Effective Date drop-down list, select a different 
date. 

Shared Student Data (JVS/Home) – EMIS - FD
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Individual Student Data
Shared Student Data (JVS/Home) – EMIS - FN

Shared Student Data (JVS/Home) – EMIS - Graduate
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Individual Student Data
If you select “Schedule,” comparative schedule data for the student displays. If you want to filter 
the display, click Show Filter & Display Options. Then select the Type(s) of course section 
assignments you want to view for this student and the Fields to Display in the grid, and click 
Display.

Shared Student Data (JVS/Home) – Schedule

Show Filter & Display Options
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Individual Student Data
If you select “Assessments,” comparative assessment score data for the student displays. If you 
want to filter the display, deselect the check box beside each assessment score you do not want 
to view, and click Display.

Shared Student Data (JVS/Home) – Assessments
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If you select “Course History,” comparative course history data for the student displays for all 
school years and credit types. If you want to filter the display, select the school year(s) and credit 
type(s) to include by moving them from the associated multiselect lists on the left to the ones on 
the right, select the check box beside each type of manual course record you want to view (“Is 
High School Credit,” “Include in GPA” and/or “Include in Total Credits”), and click Display.

Shared Student Data (JVS/Home) – Course History
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Individual Student Data
If you select “Special Education Events,” comparative special education event data displays for 
the student. You can select a different date range by entering or selecting different dates in the 
From Date and To Date fields. You can also show previous years or inactive events by 
deselecting the Show Current Year Only or Active Events check boxes, respectively. Then click 
Display.

Add District Trusts
Navigation: Home – Management – District Administration – District Trusts

District trusts are relationships you set up at the district level to designate another district (such as 
a JVS) as a trusted district. This type of relationship provides a read-only “window” for districts to 
share data about students they have in common.

Note: The only screen where districts can view information about students in 
common is the Shared Student Data (JVS/Home) screen. (See “Compare 
Student’s Home School and JVS Data.”)

1. On the District Trusts screen, click Add District Trust.

Shared Student Data (JVS/Home) – Special Education Events
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Individual Student Data
The add-edit version of the screen opens.

2. In the Trusted District drop-down list, select the district that you want to allow to view data 
for your students in common.

3. In the Trust Type field, select the EZ Query check box.

4. Click Save. Or to continue adding district trusts, click Save and New.

Add District Trusts

Add District Trust
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Individual Student Data
A confirmation message displays, and the district now appears in the list of district trusts.

View Student’s Fees

Note: For detailed information about student fees, see ProgressBook 
StudentInformation Fees Guide.

Navigation: Home – EZ Query – EZ Students – Student Fees

With a student in context, the Student Fees screen displays fee information for the student. If you 
want to hide certain types of fees, in the Fee Options area, deselect the fees type(s). 

District Trust Added
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Individual Student Data
View Student’s Marks

Note: For detailed information about student current courses and marks, see 
ProgressBook StudentInformation Scheduling Guide and ProgressBook 
StudentInformation Marks Guide.

Navigation: Home – EZ Query – EZ Students – Student Marks

With a student in context, the Student Marks screen displays the student’s marks for each current 
course based on the finalized schedule of the school and school year in context.

You can select different course terms to display by moving them from the Course Terms 
multiselect list on the left to the Selected list on the right and clicking View.

Fees

Marks
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Tools

EZ Query’s Tools screens provide a collection of classroom management resources.

Note: If you do not have access to these screens on the site map, these options 
do not display. If you do, you can access all students regardless of your job 
function and without using staff impersonations. For more information, see 
ProgressBook StudentInformation Security Guide.

Refer to the appropriate topic as follows:

• “View My Class Schedule” 

• “Generate Student List” 

• “Maintain Seating Charts” 

• “Generate Absence List” 

• “View Teacher Directory” 

• “View Upcoming Student Birthdays” 

View My Class Schedule

Navigation: Home – EZ Query – Tools – Teacher Class Schedule

On the Teacher Class Schedule screen, you can see your own schedule or that of another 
teacher by class period. Select the Teacher, Term and at least one Day Of The Week, and click 
View Schedule.

Teacher Class Schedule
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Tools
Generate Student List

Navigation: Home – EZ Query – Tools – Student List

Note: If you do not have the job function of teacher in StudentInformation security, 
to use this option, you must have the permission to Allow Staff Member to view 
all Students in EZ Query. For more information, see ProgressBook 
StudentInformation Security Guide.

On the Student List screen, you can view and download a list of students assigned to specific 
course sections as a detailed list or picture list. Select your criteria, and click Build List.

Note: For information on running reports, see ProgressBook StudentInformation 
Getting Started Guide.

Student List – Select Criteria
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If you select “Detailed Information,” student demographic details display. To view additional 
information about a student, click the student’s name.

Student List – Detailed Information
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Tools
Maintain Seating Charts

You can maintain classroom seating charts in StudentInformation in the following ways:

• To view an existing seating chart, see “View Seating Charts.”

• To create a new seating chart, see “Create Seating Charts.”

• To assign seats to students, see “Assign Seats.”

• To edit the setup of an existing seating chart, see “Edit Seating Charts.”

• To delete a seating chart, see “Delete Seating Charts.”

View Seating Charts
Navigation: Home – EZ Query – Tools – Seating Chart

You can see classroom seating charts for your own classes or those of another teacher. 

1. On the Seating Chart screen, select the Teacher and Date, and click Go.

A list of seating charts for the indicated teacher and date displays.

Student List – Picture List
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Tools
2.  Click the name of the seating chart you want to view.

The selected seating chart displays.

Note: For information on assigning seats to students, see “Assign Seats.”

Select Seating Chart

View Seating Chart
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Tools
Create Seating Charts
Navigation: Home – EZ Query – Tools – Seating Chart

You can create one or more classroom seating charts per course section for your own classes or 
those of another teacher.

1. On the Seating Chart screen, select the Teacher and Date.

2. Click Add Seating Chart.

View Seating Chart
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The add-edit version of the screen displays.

3. In the Period drop-down list, select a class period (course section) specific to the teacher 
for whom you are creating the seating chart.

4. For the Start In Corner option, select the radio button that corresponds to the physical 
corner of the room where you wish to start creating the seating chart (i.e., top left, top right, 
bottom left or bottom right).

5. Optional: Specify a number of Columns for the seating chart.

Note: If you leave this field blank, StudentInformation calculates the number of 
columns based on the number of students.

6. In the Pictures drop-down list, select the scaling of the student picture size (from 10% to 
200% of original size). 

7. To make the student pictures display on the seating chart, select the Show check box. To 
hide them, deselect the check box.

8. Optional: Select a Collision Mode to determine what should happen if you move a student 
into a seat that displaces another student:

• Switch target with source – Switches the two students

• Move target to end – Moves displaced student to the end of the seating chart

9. If the Location drop-down list is activated (i.e., not grayed out), select the course section 
location.

10. In the Render drop-down list, select how you want to arrange the student names and/or 
pictures on the seating chart (“Across” or “Up and Down”).

11. In the Sort By drop-down list, select how you want to sort the student names and/or 
pictures on the seating chart (“Student Name Ascending,” “Student Name Descending” or 
“Random”). 

12. Optional: Specify a number of Rows for the seating chart.

Note: If you leave this field blank, StudentInformation calculates the number of 
rows based on the number of students.

Create Seating Charts
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Tools
13. Select the Perspective of the student seats:

• In Seats – Prints the front of the classroom at the top, as if you are sitting in one of the 
seats

• Facing Seats – Prints the front of the classroom at the bottom, as if you are standing 
at the front of the classroom and facing the seats

14. Optional: If you want the seat number drop-down list to display on the seating chart, select 
the Move Drop Down check box.

15. Click Generate.

The screen expands to display more options.

16. Optional: If you need to make any changes to the original fields you completed, make the 
changes and click Update.

17. Enter a Name for this seating chart.

18. Optional: If you do not want this seating chart to be currently active, deselect the Is Active 
check box.

19. Click Save.

Create Seating Chart
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Tools
The new seating chart displays on the Seating Chart screen.

Note: You still need to assign seats to students. For information on this 
procedure, see “Assign Seats.”

Assign Seats
Navigation: Home – EZ Query – Tools – Seating Chart

You can assign seats to students immediately after creating the seating chart (See “Create 
Seating Charts.”) or at a later time if new students join your class or you want to reassign seats.

1. On the Seating Chart screen, select the Teacher and Date, and click Go.

A list of seating charts matching your criteria displays.

2. Click the name of the seating chart.

Create Seating Chart – Expanded View

Seating Chart Created
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Tools
The seat assignment version of the screen displays.

3. For any student who is new or unassigned to a seat, in the associated New Student 
drop-down list, select a seat number for the student.

View Seating Charts

Assign Seats
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Tools
StudentInformation assigns the seat(s) to the student(s).

Edit Seating Charts
Navigation: Home – EZ Query – Tools – Seating Chart

You can edit the setup of an existing seating chart.

1. On the Seating Chart screen, select the Teacher and Date, and click Go.

A list of seating charts matching your criteria displays. 

Seats Assigned
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2. In the row of the seating chart you want to edit, click .

The add-edit version of the screen displays.

3. Make any desired changes, and click Save.

Note: For more information about the fields on this screen, see “Create Seating 
Charts.”

Search for Seating Chart

Edit Seating Charts

Edit Seating Chart
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Delete Seating Charts
Navigation: Home – EZ Query – Tools – Seating Chart

1. On the Seating Chart screen, select the Teacher and Date, and click Go.

A list of seating charts matching your criteria displays. 

2. In the row of the seating chart you want to delete, click .

A message displays, asking if you are sure you want to delete the seating chart.

3. Click Ok.

Search for Seating Chart

Delete Seating Charts

Confirm Delete
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Tools
The seating chart no longer displays on the Seating Chart screen.

Generate Absence List

Navigation: Home – EZ Query – Tools – Absence List

On the Absence List screen, you can view and download a list of all student absences by date 
for the school in context. Select your criteria, and click View.

Note: For information on running reports, see ProgressBook StudentInformation 
Getting Started Guide.

Note: The Absence Reason, Absence Note and Absence Comments column 
options do not display if your school, district or ITC has chosen to make them 
unavailable. For more information, see ProgressBook StudentInformation School 
Year Setup and Configuration Guide.

Seating Chart Deleted
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Absence List – Select Criteria
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Tools
View Teacher Directory

On the Teacher Directory screen, you can look up contact information for a specific teacher by 
selecting the Teacher and clicking Lookup Teacher.

Absence List

Teacher Directory
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Tools
View Upcoming Student Birthdays

Navigation: Home – EZ Query – Tools – Upcoming Birthdays

Note: If you do not have the job function of teacher in StudentInformation security, 
to use this option, you must have the permission to Allow Staff Member to view 
all Students in EZ Query. For more information, see ProgressBook 
StudentInformation Security Guide.

You can view upcoming student birthdays by school in both list and calendar formats. See the 
appropriate topic as follows:

• “View Birthday List” 

• “View Birthday Calendar” 

View Birthday List
1. On the Upcoming Birthdays screen, in the drop-down list, select the school for which you 

want to view student birthdays. 

2. Select the “List” format.

3. Click Submit.

The screen displays a list of all birthdays of active students coming up in the next week.

4. Optional: To change the date range of birthdays in the list, in the Birthdate Date Range 
fields, enter or select a beginning and ending date, and click Refresh.

View Birthday List

Birthday List
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The screen refreshes to display the upcoming birthdays for the selected date range.

View Birthday Calendar
1. On the Upcoming Birthdays screen, in the drop-down list, select the school for which you 

want to view student birthdays. 

2. Select the “Calendar” format.

3. Click Submit.

The screen displays a calendar showing birthdays of all active students for the current 
month.

4. Optional: To display the previous or next month’s birthday calendar, click  or , 
respectively.

Updated Birthday List

View Birthday Calendar
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 Birthday Calendar
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The screen refreshes to display the birthdays for the selected month.

Updated Birthday Calendar
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Reports

EZ Query reports provide multiple ways to display and download student data. For information on 
running reports, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide.

Note: If you do not have access to these screens on the site map, these options 
do not display. If you do, you can access all students regardless of your job 
function and without using staff impersonations. For more information, see 
ProgressBook StudentInformation Security Guide.

Refer to the appropriate topic as follows:

• “Absence Graph” 

• “Battelle For Kids Download” 

• “Download Class List” 

• “Download Student Address” 

• “Download Student Medical History” 

• “Medicaid Eligibility Rate (MER) Download” 

• “SIS Student Search” 

• “Student Membership/Services Search” 

• “List of Students Without Disciplinary Incidents” 

• “Weekday Attendance Percentage” 

Absence Graph

Navigation: Home – EZ Query – Reports – Absence Graph

You can view absences or tardies for the current school year in graph or list format.

1. On the Absence Graph screen, in the drop-down list, select the school for which you want 
to view absences or tardies.

2. Optional: Select a Grade and/or Gender to filter results by those criteria.

3. For the Absence Type option, select whether to display “Absent” or “Tardy” records.

4. Select how you want to view the absence or tardy data as follows:

• Display Graph – Displays in graphical format

• Display Data – Displays in list format
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If you select “Display Graph,” the absence or tardy data from the beginning of the school 
year until the current date displays in graphical format using the following data points:

• Headcount – Total number of active status students

• ADM – Average daily membership

• Total Absent Type – Total number of absences or tardies

• Percent Present – Percent of students present

Absence Graph Selection Criteria

Absences in Graphical Format
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If you select “Display Data,” the absence or tardy data from the beginning of the school 
year until the current date displays in list format by date using the following data points:

• Date – Date of the school day for which absence or tardy data is reported 

• Head Count – Total number of active status students

• ADM – Average daily membership

• Total – Total number of absences or tardies

• Average – Average attendance

Note: Averages for the entire date range display at the bottom of the list.

Battelle For Kids Download

Navigation: Home – EZ Query – Reports – Battelle For Kids Download

This report creates an Excel file with the necessary Battelle for Kids data. It includes proficiency, 
achievement, OGT and off-year proficiency test results. 

In the drop-down list, select a school district, and click Create Download File.

Absences in List Format
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Download Class List

Navigation: Home – EZ Query – Download Class List

Note: If you do not have the job function of teacher in StudentInformation security, 
to use this option, you must have the permission to Allow Staff Member to view 
all Students in EZ Query. For more information, see ProgressBook 
StudentInformation Security Guide.

This report displays a list of the school’s students and their schedules that you can further process 
and include in other applications.

Battelle For Kids Download

Battelle For Kids Download File
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Note: The State Student ID only appears in the output file if you have the proper 
security in Extra System Permissions – EMIS – View/Update State Student ID. 
For more information, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Security Guide.

Download Student Address

Navigation: Home – EZ Query – Reports – Download Student Address

This report displays a list of students and their addresses that you can further process and include 
in other applications. You can download all contact addresses for each student or just the primary 
address.

Download Class List

Download Student Address – All Addresses

Download Student Address – Primary Address Only
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Download Student Medical History

For information on this report, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Student Medical Guide.

Medicaid Eligibility Rate (MER) Download

Navigation: Home – EZ Query – Reports – Medicaid Eligibility Rate (MER) Download

You can use this download to collect and report Medicaid eligibility information from the previous 
school year. This report creates a file that includes all students eligible for Medicaid who were 
enrolled at some point during reporting week of the school year in context.

1. Select the correct school to put it in context.

2. Select the correct year to be in context. This should be the year designated by your 
third-party billing agent.

3. On the Medicaid Eligibility Rate (MER) Download screen, in the drop-down list, select 
the school district, and click Create Download File.

StudentInformation generates a fixed length export file using spaces for padding. The file 
includes the following fields (with starting position and length indicated in parentheses):

• Student First Name (1, 20)

• Student Last Name (21, 30)

• Student Residence Zip Code (51, 5)

• Student Birth Date (56, 8) – in mmddyyyy format

• District IRN (64, 6)

• Special Education Eligibility (70, 1) – in Y/N format

 Medicaid Eligibility Rate (MER) Download
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SIS Student Search

Navigation: Home – EZ Query – Reports – SIS Student Search

Note: If you do not have the job function of teacher in StudentInformation security, 
to use this option, you must have the permission to Allow Staff Member to view 
all Students in EZ Query. For more information, see ProgressBook 
StudentInformation Security Guide.

On the SIS Student Search screen, you can search for students using a variety of filter criteria 
and download the results with numerous output field options. This screen is available at both the 
district level and the building level.

Note: StudentInformation uses the current date as the effective date when 
searching EMIS records. Before the school year begins, it uses the maximum 
calendar master start date; after the school year ends, it uses the minimum 
calendar master stop date. 

1. Select your search criteria as you tab through each of the options and subtabs.

Medicaid Eligibility Rate (MER) Download File
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Following are important notes regarding the SIS Student Search options.

• Filter Criteria tab’s Ad Hoc subtab – If you select an ad-hoc membership as part of 
your search criteria, StudentInformation ignores all other filters on all other subtabs. 

• Filter Criteria tab’s Students subtab:

• To enter only part of the name in any of the name fields, enter the first couple 
letters followed by %. (For example, to see all names starting with “Sa,” enter 
sa%.)

• Enter Student Numbers, Social Security Number and EMIS ID separated by 
commas.

• Filter Criteria tab’s EMIS subtab – Enter SSID, District of Residence IRN, Sent To 
IRN, How Received IRN, Attending Building IRN, Admitted From IRN and 
Withdrawn to IRN separated by commas.

• Field Selection tab’s EMIS subtab – The State Student ID and Free/Reduced 
Lunch Status check boxes only display if you have the proper security permissions. 
(For more information, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Security Guide.)

2. On the Summary tab, review the summary of your selection criteria.

3. Select your file download options and click Finish.

SIS Student Search
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The output file returns the students and fields matching your selection criteria.

SIS Student Search – Summary Tab

SIS Student Search Results
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Student Membership/Services Search

Navigation: Home – EZ Query – Reports – Student Membership/Services Search

You can search for specific memberships and services and the students who are associated with 
them.

On the Student Membership/Services Search screen, select your criteria, and click View List.

Note: The Special Education Services multiselect list only displays if FY13 or 
later is in context. For prior years, you enter special education services on the 
Edit Student Memberships screen and select them for this report in the 
Membership Code multiselect list.

 

A list of memberships/services and associated students displays at the bottom of the 
screen.

 

Student Membership/Services Search

Student Membership/Services Search Results
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List of Students Without Disciplinary Incidents

Navigation: Home – EZ Query – Reports – Students Without Disciplinary Incident

You can view and download a list of all students without any disciplinary incidents.

1. On the List Of Students Without Disciplinary Incidents screen, in the drop-down list, 
select the school.

2. Select whether you want to view only “Active Students” or “All Students.”

3. Optional: Select your file download options.

Note: If you do not select any file download options, the list displays at the bottom 
of the screen.

4. Click View Summary.

 

List of Students Without Disciplinary Incidents
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Reports
The students with no disciplinary incidents who match your search criteria display in a 
report or on screen, based on your selections.

 

Students Without Disciplinary Incidents – Viewed on Screen
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Reports
 

Weekday Attendance Percentage

Navigation: Home – EZ Query – Reports – Weekday Attendance Percentage

You can view a school’s absence and tardy percentages broken out by day of the week so you 
can track student absence trends.

1. On the Weekday Attendance Percentage screen, in the drop-down list, select the school 
for which you want to view absence or tardy percentages.

2. Optional: Select a Grade and/or Gender to filter results by those criteria.

3. For the Absence Type option, select whether to display “Absent” or “Tardy” percentages.

4. Click Display.

Students Without Disciplinary Incidents – 
Download File

Weekday Attendance Percentage Selection Criteria
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Reports
The absence or tardy percentages for the school and school year in context display in a 
bar graph and chart showing each day of the week and the attendance or tardy 
percentage.

Weekday Attendance Percentage Bar Graph and Chart
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Change Log 
The following Change Log explains by Product Version, Heading, Page and Reason 
where changes in the ProgressBook StudentInformation Import Export Guide have been 
made. 
Product 
Version Heading Page Reason 

14.7.0 Entire Guide N/A Removed/updated references to the 
retired ProgressBook 
StudentInformation General Use Guide. 

14.6.7 “PreIdent for Science and Social 
Studies” 

111 Updated procedure and image to show 
new option to Create Separate Files 
for AASWD and OCBA and new File 
Download Options section. 

14.6.5 “PreIdent for PARCC” 106 Added note indicating which courses 
display in the multi-select lists. 

14.6.5 “PreIdent for PARCC Student 
Registration File” 

N/A Removed section. 

14.6.4 “PreIdent for Science and Social 
Studies” 

111 Added section. 

14.6.2 “PreIdent for PARCC Student 
Registration File” 

N/A Added section. 

14.5.2 “PreIdent for KRA” 109 Added section. 

14.5.0 “STUFEES Export” 121 Updated image to show renamed 
multiselect lists. 

14.4.3 “Home School Import – Course 
History” 

12 Corrected file format errors. 

14.4.3 “Special Education Import (SpS)” 24 Removed Reporting Period field 
description and updated image. 

14.4.3 “Home School Export – Course 
History” 

49 Corrected file format errors. 

14.3.0 “Home School Import – Course 
History” 

12 Added IsDualCredit and 
IsCollegePrep rows to file layout. 

14.3.0 “Home School Export – Course 
History” 

49 Added IsDualCredit and 
IsCollegePrep rows to file layout. 

14.3.0 “eTranscripts” 155 Updated image and procedure to reflect 
change in menu structure.  

Added sections for new GPA Set 
Options (FJ) screen and Graduation 
Core Summary Record (GC) screen. 

14.2.2 “PreIdent for Ohio Online Field 
Test” 

107 Added section. 

14.2.1 “Pre-Identification Export” 86 Added general explanation of pre-
identification exports. 
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Product 
Version Heading Page Reason 

14.2.1 “PreIdent for PARCC” 106 Added section. 

14.2.0 Global N/A Updated Heading 1, 2 and 3 formats to 
match ProgressBook Suite formatting. 

Removed outline numbers to conform to 
heading format of the ProgressBook 
Suite. 

Removed import/export icons to match 
ProgressBook Suite formatting. 

14.2.0 “Import/Export Documentation 
Key” 

N/A Removed section because the icons are 
no longer included in the guide. 

14.2.0 “Pre-Identification Export” 86 Updated Riverside ITBS export section 
to reflect new screen shots and rewrote 
section as procedural steps. 

14.2.0 “eTranscripts” 155 Added section. 

14.0.0 "Special Education Import (SpS) 
– Student Attributes (FD)” 

27 Updated section to include Section 504 
information. 
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Import/Export Overview 
StudentInformation needs to be able to exchange data in order to provide both import 
and export capabilities. The method of data exchange selected for each import/export 
will be based on the best method for the task to be accomplished. The following 
methods are ways that data can be exchanged using StudentInformation. 

File Upload – Import 
End user can use their web browser to upload a file from their computer into 
StudentInformation. The file can then either be processed immediately or made 
available to an ITC staff member for processing. 
An example of this would be where a school uses an electronic grade book package. 
The school uses the mechanism provided by the grade book package to generate a text 
file containing student marks in the LOAGRADE format. Once this file is created, the 
user would go into StudentInformation and navigate to the import student marks page. 
They would be prompted to upload their file. StudentInformation would take the 
uploaded file then process it and load the marks. The user would be provided with a 
report of the completed process. 

File Download – Export 
The end user can download a file directly to their computer from StudentInformation. 
This action requires no interaction from an ITC staff member. 
An example of this could be that a user needs to have student demographic data 
information to use in a customized report they are creating. They would navigate to the 
student demographic data page, use the filters to select the desired students, specify 
the format of the file and specify the fields to be included in the download file. 

 

Understanding the Import/Export Module 
StudentInformation will support the following export formats: 

• Comma Separated 

• Tab delimited 

• Excel (HTML) 

• Fixed Length 

• XML 
COMMA SEPARATED is usually used as a delimited character to separate each field in 
a file. With this format, the default option is to place quotes around fields that contain 
text values. These files will end with the extension of CSV as the default but the user 
may change the extension to his/her specification. 
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TAB DELIMITED formatted files use a TAB character to separate each field within the 
file. These files end in the extension TXT as the default but the user may change the 
extension to one of their own choosing. 
NEW VERSIONS of Microsoft Excel can successfully import data stored in an HTML 
table format. For this reason and greater flexibility, the Excel export format will be done 
using HTML table tags. These files will end with the extension XLS. If deemed 
necessary at a later time, this option can be revisited and additional formats such as 
XML or native Excel formats can be added to the list of available download options. 
FIXED LENGTH export format is used for a number of legacy applications expecting to 
import and export data in a fixed length format. In this format each line of the file is the 
same length (padded with spaces if necessary) and each field in the file has a 
designated starting position and length. The padding will default to spaces being used 
but the user may choose a different character/number to be used as padding. The 
padding will be on the right by default but the user may change it to default to the left if 
needed. If the data in StudentInformation exceeds the available length for the field, then 
the data is truncated. These files will end with the extension SEQ as the default but the 
extension may be changed by the user to the user’s specification. Many of the EMIS 
data files are formatted in this way. 
XML format produces a file with the necessary XML tags. 

Miscellaneous Items 
Data in many of the exported data fields may contain carriage return and/or line feed 
characters. In addition apostrophes and commas may be present in data fields as well. 
The presence of any of these characters may cause problems in the importation of data 
by a third party and/or external application. Therefore, any such characters must be 
removed in these instances, as they conflict with the file format and will result in errors 
for the application processing the file or the vendor receiving the file. 

Specific Export File Formats 
Several file formats that have been used in SIS and DSL in the past will continue to be 
supported. Those file formats have specific fields, and formatting for their particular 
needs. Those formats that have been included at the time of the release will be listed 
here, but the list will continue to grow as StudentInformation continues development. 

 

Import Formats 

ATT2SIS Import 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – ATT2SIS Import 
The ATT2SIS Import format will be used to load data from a sequential file to 
attendance records. Schools take attendance in a variety of ways outside of the existing 
StudentInformation application. Therefore there needs to be a way available to import 
the attendance information from those outside applications. If the applications can 
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produce a file in the following format, then the file can be imported into 
StudentInformation. 
The file needs to be of fixed width, left justified with spaces for padding. The user needs 
to be able to assign the filename of ATT2SIS.TXT to the file. The import will include all 
records found in the external application. The ATT2SIS Import accepts the following 
format with the starting points and lengths of fields in parentheses. 

• Student ID (1, 9) 
• Absence Date (10, 8) (format is yyyymmdd) 
• Absence Type (18, 4) (up to four-letter Absence Type Code, defined in 

StudentInformation) 
• Absence Time (22, 8) (format is HH:MM followed by a space and AM or PM) 
• Absence A.M./P.M. (30, 1) (valid values are A [a.m.], P [p.m.] and space [full 

day]) 
• Absence Reason (31, 1) (only importing if Absence Reason Code is one letter) 
• Absence Note (32, 1) (one-letter Absence Note Code, defined in 

StudentInformation) 
The ATT2SIS Import also accepts the following format: 

• Student ID (1, 9) 
• Absence Date (10, 8) (format is yyyymmdd) 
• Absence Type (18, 1) (one-letter Absence Type Code, defined in 

StudentInformation) 
• Absence Time (19, 8) (format is HH:MM followed by a space and AM or PM) 
• Absence A.M./P.M. (27, 1) (valid values are A [a.m.], P [p.m.] and space [full 

day]) 
• Absence Reason (28, 1) (only importing if Absence Reason Code is one letter) 
• Absence Note (29, 1) (one-letter Absence Note Code, defined in 

StudentInformation) 

Step One 

Daily Absence Only – Please note that this import can only be run for daily 
absence file. Attempting to process this import for period absence records will 
result in invalid records. 
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File Name:/Browse – Browse to the location of the File Name to be imported. 
Next> – Process the file selected and go to Step Two. 

Step Two 
In Step Two, you will be presented with the List of Errors on Import. If no errors are 
found, you will skip Step Two and proceed directly to Step Three. 

 
Type – Indicates the Type of error. Step Two will check for valid data for Student ID, 
Absence Date, Absence Type, Absence Time and Absence Reason. Error Types 
include: 

• No Student Number Found 
• No Absence Type Found 
• No Absence Reason Found 

Value – Value of Student ID, Absence Date, Absence Type, Absence Time or Absence 
Reason that is causing the error. 
Start Over – Start Over and go back to Step One. You must correct the errors in the 
ATT2SIS.txt file before you can go to Step Three of the ATT2SIS Import. 

Step Three 
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Step three will show you the attendance record(s) that have been processed. 

 
Start Over – Start Over and go back to Step One to process another ATT2SIS.txt file. 
Attendance records processed through the ATT2SIS Import process will be notated as 
“Record created by data import process” in the Student’s School Absences. 

 

State Student ID Import 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – State Student ID Import 
All students in the state of Ohio must have a state assigned unique identifier number to 
facilitate anonymous reporting when districts report data to the state EMIS reporting 
system. The state wide ID provided by a third party system reports an existing ID for a 
student if one exists and creates new identifiers for students that cannot be matched to 
existing records in its system. 
StudentInformation will create an export file (see section 2A. State Student ID Export for 
the file format) to be sent to the third party for processing. The vendor processes the 
file, provides the student with a State Student ID in the original file and returns the file 
for importing. The State Student ID is appended at the first position in the file for each 
student row. 
The file layout is a comma delimited file, left justified. The default name given to the file 
by the third party vendor will be in the format of: (ITC name OR School District IRN) 
(Date as yyyymmdd). An example of the filename would be NOACSC20040203.TXT. 
The user can then import this file and the State Student IDs from the third party vendor 
will be imported into StudentInformation. 
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FS Records and Missing SSIDs 
Students could have multiple FS records with missing SSIDs. The State Student ID 
Import will update multiple FS records if: 

• The most recent FS record is missing SSID. 
• The record prior to the most recent FS record is also missing an SSID. 
• All records prior to the most recent record missing an SSID until it finds a record 

with a non-blank value for SSID. 
Example 1:  In this example, the 8/1 FS record and 7/15 FS record would get the SSID 
loaded when the import is processed: 

• 8/1/2008 FS record – no SSID 

• 7/15/2008 FS record – no SSID 

• 7/1/2008 FS record – SSID 
Example 2: In this example, only the 8/1 FS record would get the SSID loaded when the 
SSID Import is processed because the 7/15 FS record already has an SSID. The 7/1 FS 
record is missing an SSID, however the SSID that should be filled in there is the one 
from the 7/15 record. This will need to be corrected manually. 

• 8/1/2008 FS record – no SSID 
• 7/15/2008 FS record – SSID 
• 7/1/2008 FS record – no SSID 

 
File name:/Browse – Browse to the location of the File Name to be imported. 
Verify – Execute the Import. The verification messages will include a Result Code 
(translation shown in the following table). The most current result codes can be found in 
the SSID User Manual located at https://www.ohiossid.com/ssid_help_control.asp . 
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Result 
Code 

Description Possible Reason for Outcome 

A No Match Exists – New SID 
Assigned 

Attributes provided do not match existing 
record. 

B One Match Exists – SID Returned Attributes provided match one existing 
record. 

C Multiple Matches Exist – New SID Not 
Assigned 

Attributes provided match two or more 
existing records and uniqueness cannot 
be determined. 

D SID and 4 attributes Do Not Exist – No 
Records Updated 

Attributes provided do not match existing 
record. 

E One Match Exists – SID Record 
Updated 

Attributes provided match one existing 
record and attributes are updated. 

F Missing or Invalid Data One or more edit check failures. 
M SID Inactive – Correct SID Returned SID submitted is inactive and valid SID is 

returned. 
N Attributes of the Valid SID do not 

match the Inactive SID 
SID submitted is inactive and valid SID 
exists; however, last name, first name, 
date of birth or gender in the file do not 
match the attributes of the active (Valid 
SID). 

P No Match Exists – SID Not Returned Attributes provided do not match existing 
record for those records with an Existing 
Student Code of Y. 

R New SID not assigned – Invalid 
Admission Reason Code. 

Attributes provided do not match existing 
record; however new SID is not assigned 
because invalid Admission Reason Code 
submitted (6 or 7). 

X SID Inactivated SID provided has been inactivated. 

LOAGRADE Import 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – LOAGRADE Import 
Schools use a variety of third party grade book packages external to the 
StudentInformation application. Data may be transferred to StudentInformation if the 
grade book program can create a file in the following format. This process was called 
LOAGRADE in SIS and was used to convert the file created by the external grade book 
package into the CLIS records. 
The file needs to be of fixed width and left justified with spaces for padding. The import 
will include all records found in the external application. The file layout will be as follows 
with the starting point of that field and the length in parenthesis. 
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• Marks – Course ID (1, 15) 
• Marks – Course Section (16, 2) 
• Filler – (18, 2) 
• Marks – Student ID (20, 9) 
• Marks – Comment One (29, 3) 
• Marks – Comment Two (32, 3) 
• Marks – Attendance (35, 3) 

• Mark – One (38, 3) 
• Mark – Two (41, 3) 
• Mark – Three (44, 3) 
• Mark – Four (47, 3) 
• Marks – Work Habit (50, 1) 
• Marks – Citizenship (51, 1)

Step One – Reporting Term and File Name 

 
Reporting Term – Choose the correct Reporting Term from the drop-down list. The 
Reporting Terms are defined by building. 
File name:/Browse – Browse to the location of the File Name to be imported. The file 
does not need a specific file name or extension. 
Ignore Load Errors – If checked, the import process will display errors in Step Two and 
allow you to continue (which will load any records in the import file that do not have 
errors). If unchecked, the import process will not allow you to continue past Step Two if 
any records in the import file have errors. 
Next> – Process the file selected and go to Step Two (or Step Three, if no errors are 
found). 

Step Two – Errors 
In Step Two, you will be presented with the List of Errors on Import. If no errors are 
found, you will skip Step Two and proceed directly to Step Three. 
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Type – Indicates the Type of error. Step Two will check for valid data for Course 
Sections, Course Section Marking Patterns, Students, Mark Values, Teacher 
Comments and Work Habits. 
 

Error Type Cause 

No Course Section Found 

The course section listed is not a valid, active course 

section in the current building and school year OR The 

course listed is not a valid, active course in the current 

building and school year. 

No Student Number Found 
The student number listed is not enrolled in the current 

building and school year. 

No Student Course Section 

Assignment Found 

The student number listed is not enrolled in the course 

section listed 

No Mark Found 
The mark listed is not a valid, active mark in the current 

building. 

No General Comment One Found 
The Comment listed is not a valid, active General Comment 

in the current building. 

No General Comment Two Found 
The Comment listed is not a valid, active General Comment 

in the current building. 

 
Value – Indicates the value which caused the listed error. 
Line Number – Indicates which line in the file included the listed value. 
Please Note – If you did not check Ignore Load Errors, these errors must be fixed in the 
input file before you can proceed to Step Three. If you did check Ignore Load Errors, 
any errors listed will cause those records not to be loaded. Records without errors will 
be loaded. 
Start Over – Start Over and go back to Step One 
Next> – Ignore the records containing the listed errors, and process the remaining 
records. This button is only visible if you checked Ignore Load Errors in Step One. 
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Step Three – Marking Patterns 
In Step Three, you will be asked to verify the Marking Patterns and make adjustments 
as necessary. 

 
Marking Pattern – The Marking Pattern assigned to the Course Sections that are being 
imported. There could be multiple Marking Patterns present in a single LOAGRADE 
Import – All Year courses, Semester courses, Quarter courses, etc. 
Course Section Count – The number of Course Sections listed in the import file which 
are linked to this particular Marking Pattern 
Mark One – Import the first Mark in the import file into the selected Mark for the listed 
Marking Pattern. 
Mark Two – Import the second Mark in the import file into the selected Mark for the 
listed Marking Pattern. 
Mark Three – Import the third Mark in the import file into the selected Mark for the listed 
Marking Pattern. 
Mark Four – Import the fourth Mark in the import file into the selected Mark for the listed 
Marking Pattern. 

Note: The Mark One, Mark Two, Mark Three, and Mark Four can be changed as 
needed by choosing the correct mark from the dropdown list (this list is populated 
by default from the Marking Patterns defined in StudentInformation; see the 
ProgressBook StudentInformation Marks Guide for details). 

Import marks for dropped assignments (optional) – If checked, marks will be 
imported for students’ dropped course section assignments. Note:  Marks for removed 
course section assignments are not imported. 
Reporting Term for Comments (optional) – Select a Reporting Term from this pull-
down. Comments included in the LOAGRADE Import file will be loaded as Comments 
linked to the selected Reporting Term. 
Mark Type for Comments (required) – Select the proper Mark Type for Comments. 
The Mark Type for Comments drop down will be populated with values that correspond 
with the chosen Reporting Term for Comments. 
Start Over – Start Over and go back to Step One 
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Next> – Process the file selected and go to Step Four. The processing step may take a 
few minutes – please notice the progress bar. 

Step Four – Results 
While the Import is processing, the user will see the following screen: 

 
Once processing is complete, the user will be presented with on-screen results of the 
import. These results will also be stored in a log file that the ITC will be able to access if 
needed. 

 
Blank Values in Import File – This area will display any records that contained blank 
values for student or course section. If marks selected for import are blank, they will be 
imported as blank marks in StudentInformation. 
Values Replaced From Import File – Will display the records that were processed and 
marks updated. This will display any old marks that were replaced by the new marks, 
and the reporting period to which those marks were imported. 
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Start Over – Start Over and go back to Step One 
Once the LOAGRADE Import has run successfully, the specific marks are updated on 
the student records. You can now proceed with any or all of the following:  R703 
Verification Sheets, Required Marks Entry, R702 Transcripts, R700 Report Cards, 
viewing grades on student records, etc. 

Note: If the LOAGRADE process imports marks for a student who has been 
withdrawn from a particular course section, StudentInformation will not prevent 
those marks from being applied to that student and that course section. 

Home School Import 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Home School Import 
Home School Import is used to transfer Course History, Attendance and Students data 
from a JVS to a Home School. Any school (not just Home Schools) can use the Home 
School Import. 
StudentInformation will create an export file that can be imported to StudentInformation 
(see Home School Export), or a SIS extract can be performed and imported to 
StudentInformation. The file layouts are fixed width files with a header row (if exporting 
from StudentInformation). Note that some programs that generate files in these formats 
may use “@” as Filler instead of a space. Filler can consist of any character, so this will 
still work correctly. 
Before beginning the import make sure you have a clear understanding of which marks 
are in the file. Open the file from the JVS and compare the file’s content to the file layout 
so you know marks are contained in the file before importing the file. 
Important note to Home School districts with multiple high schools:  If a district has 
several high school buildings, the export file sent by the JVS will need to be separated 
into a separate file for each building. The file sent by the JVS is already sub-divided by 
building, so all you need to do is cut and paste into separate files.   

Home School Import – Course History 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Home School Import – Course 
History Tab 
The Course History file layout must be as follows with the starting point of that field and 
the length in parenthesis. Default names are likely to be StudentMarks000000.SEQ 
(DASL) or ALIEN_MARK_XXXX.SEQ (JVSGRADASL), where 000000 is the Home 
School District IRN or XXXX is the home school four-letter code. 
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File Format 
Field Name Position Description 
StudentNumber 1 - 9  
GradeLevelCode 10 - 11  
LastName 12 - 29  
FirstName 30 - 43  
CalledName 44 - 51  
SSIDOrEMISID 52 - 60  
HomeSchoolCode 61 - 64  
SchoolYear 65 - 68  
Abbreviation 69 - 76  
SectionNumber 77 - 78  
CourseShortName 79 - 93  
CompletionDate 94 - 99 [Date, formatted yyyymm] 
SchoolCode 100 - 103  
-- BLANK -- 104 - 109 [Filler Field for School Abbreviation] 
CourseGradeLevelCode 110 - 111  
-- BLANK -- 112 [Filler Field for Course Grade Level Count] 
InCumGPA 113 [Boolean, Y or N] 
InCumCredit 114 [Boolean, Y or N] 
-- BLANK -- 115 [Filler Field for Language Code] 
-- BLANK -- 116 - 118 [Filler Field for Hours of Instructions] 
-- BLANK -- 119 [Filler Field for Level of Difficulty] 
AreaOfStudy 120 - 122  
SubjectArea 123 - 125  
TransferCode 126  
MarkAlpha1 127 - 129  
MarkNumeric1 130 - 135  
AttemptedCredit1 136 - 146 [Decimal, formatted ###0.000000, right 

justified] 
EarnedCredit1 147 - 157 [Decimal, formatted ###0.000000, right 

justified] 
MarkAlpha2 158 - 160  
MarkNumeric2 161 - 166  
AttemptedCredit2 167 - 177 [Decimal, formatted ###0.000000, right 

justified] 
EarnedCredit2 178 - 188 [Decimal, formatted ###0.000000, right 

justified] 
MarkAlpha3 189 - 191  
MarkNumeric3 192 - 197  
AttemptedCredit3 198 - 208 [Decimal, formatted ###0.000000, right 

justified] 
EarnedCredit3 209 - 219 [Decimal, formatted ###0.000000, right 

justified] 
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Field Name Position Description 
MarkAlpha4 220 - 222  
MarkNumeric4 223 - 228  
AttemptedCredit4 229 - 239 [Decimal, formatted ###0.000000, right 

justified] 
EarnedCredit4 240 - 250 [Decimal, formatted ###0.000000, right 

justified] 
-- BLANK -- 251 - 253 [Filler Field for Cumulative Mark] 
-- BLANK -- 254 - 256 [Filler Field for Exam Mark] 
-- BLANK -- 257 - 259 [Filler Field for Average Mark] 
MarkAlpha5 260 - 262  
MarkNumeric5 263 - 268  
AttemptedCredit5 269 - 279 [Decimal, formatted ###0.000000, right 

justified] 
EarnedCredit5 280 - 290 [Decimal, formatted ###0.000000, right 

justified] 
LevelOfDifficulty 291 - 298  
CourseCode 299 - 314  
EMISSubject 315 - 320  
-- BLANK -- 321 - 322 Filler 
EMISSubjectAreaCredit 323 - 325  
-- BLANK -- 326 - 330 Filler 
CORESubjectArea 331 - 333  
-- BLANK -- 334 - 341 Filler 
CourseCredit 342 - 349 [Decimal, formatted 0.000000, right 

justified] 
-- BLANK -- 350 - 357 Filler 
CreditRatioDenominator 358 - 360 [Integer, formatted ###0, right justified] 
CreditFlex 361  
IsDualCredit 362 “Y” = 1 

“N” = 0 
“*” = null (blank) 

IsCollegePrep 363 “Y” = 1 
“N” = 0 
“*” = null (blank) 
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Select Reporting Term, Mark Type and Credit Type to use for each marks record 
imported. Note that when importing files created by the JVSGRADASL program in 
SIS/POISE, there is only rarely a Term 3 or Term 4 mark, and the Final is Term 5. 
Import Mode (required) – You must choose one of the following Import Mode options: 

• Perform Import and Create Verification File – Processing will import all valid 
records and also create the import verification file. The verification file will be 
named StudentMarksVerificationFile_xxxx.txt where xxxx is your building code. 

• Create Verification File Only, Do Not Perform Import – Processing will only 
create the import verification file and not actually do any imports. The verification 
file will be named StudentMarksVerificationFile_xxxx.txt where xxxx is your 
building code. This option allows you to view the errors in the file and correct the 
errors before performing the actual import. IMPORTANT! It is strongly suggested 
that you run this option first to check for errors. This option will also perform the 
student identifier check. 

• Perform Student Identifier Check Only, Do Not Perform Import or Create 
Verification File – Processing will only check the import records for a student 
match and show any students that did not match onscreen. It will not produce a 
verification file or import any records.   
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Primary Student Identifier for Import (required) – Choose State Student ID (SSID) or 
EMIS ID. The default is SSID. If the user chooses SSID, then the import will first try to 
match the student on SSID and if no match is found, it will try to find a match on the 
EMIS ID. If the user chooses EMIS ID, then the import will first try to match the student 
on EMIS ID and if not match is found, it will try to find a match on the SSID. If no SSID 
or EMIS ID match is found, the record is not imported, and an error record is added to 
the onscreen summary or verification file, depending on which option the user has 
chosen. IMPORTANT! Your selection will be determined by which ID the JVS used in 
the export file. You will want to import on the same selection that the JVS exported. 
Marks Import Option (optional) – You may select one or more (or none) of these 
options: 

• Ignore Area of Study If No Match To Existing Values – If selected, records 
with no match on Area of Study will still be imported, Area of Study will be left 
blank and an import verification message will be included. If not selected, records 
with no match on Area of Study will not be imported and an import verification 
message will be included. 

• Ignore Subject Areas If No Match To Existing Values – If selected, records 
with no match on Subject Areas will still be imported, Subject Area will be left 
blank and an import verification message will be included. If not selected, records 
with no match on Subject Area will not be imported and an import verification 
message will be included. 

• Remove Pluses and Minuses from Imported Alpha Marks – if selected, the 
import will “strip” the + or – from any imported alpha marks. For example, an A+ 
will become an A 

Sending School IRN (required) – Enter the IRN of the school providing the Marks data 
to be imported. The entity name associated with the IRN will show in the adjacent 

disabled textbox. Click   to open the ODE IRN Search page to browse for an IRN at 
ODE’s website. 
Import File (required) – Browse to the location of the file that you received from the JVS 
and save to your computer. 
Import – Import Marks data from the import file. You must confirm (click OK) that you 
really want to import this information before the import completes. 

Error Message Cause/Resolution 

Student not found 

This is most frequently due to an EMIS ID or SSID mismatch 
between the JVS and home school. Change the incorrect 
EMIS ID or SSID at the incorrect building and re-export (or 
change the EMIS ID or SSID in the import file and re-import). 

Note: If you ignore this error and continue on with the 
import, this student’s marks will not be imported 
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Error Message Cause/Resolution 

No matching mark found: X- 

This is most frequently due to a JVS using plus and minus 
marks, and the home school using only letter marks. The 
usual resolution is to change the mismatched mark to a valid 
mark for the home school. 

No matching Subject Area found: XYZ 

This is most frequently due to a JVS having a subject area 
that the home school does not. The usual resolution for this is 
for the home school to add this subject area, and only use it 
in Home School Import for that JVS. 

Could not calculate credit ratio for term # 
This error means that the credit ratios cannot be calculated 
for the listed Terms. You may need to place these lines in a 
different file for importing into a single reporting term. 

 
Note: If the grades imported from the JVS are numeric marks, the export file from 
the JVS will contain the numeric mark and alpha equivalent according to the 
Marks Maintenance scale set up at the JVS. So, if a student receives a numeric 
grade of 90.00 at the JVS and a 90.00 is equivalent to a mark of A at the JVS but 
a mark of B+ at the Home School, the 90.00 will be imported into the Home 
School equivalent to an A. In other words, the Home School Marks Maintenance 
scale is ignored. 

Note: The Home School Import will now match on course code and abbreviation 
when determining whether an incoming record matches an existing record. 

Home School Import – Attendance 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Home School Import – 
Attendance Tab 
The Attendance file layout must be as follows with the starting point of that field and the 
length in parenthesis. Default names are likely to be StudentAttendance000000.SEQ 
(DASL) or ALIEN_ATTENDANCE_XXXX.SEQ (JVSGRADASL), where 000000 is the 
Home School District IRN or XXXX is the home school four-letter code. 

• State Student ID (SSID) or EMIS ID – depending on ‘Primary Student Id for 
Export’ option selected (1, 9) 

• School Year (10, 4) 
• Report Term Code or Report Term Export Code – depending on ‘Home School 

Term Format’ option selected (14, 3) 
• Absence Type (17, 1) 
• Full Day Absences (18, 3) 
• Half Day Absences (21, 3) 
• Tardies (24, 3) 
• Filler (27,12) 
• Student Name (39, 30) 
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Import Mode (required) – You must choose one of the following Import Mode options: 

• Perform Import and Create Verification File – Processing will import all valid 
records and also create the import verification file. The verification file will be 
named StudentAttendanceVerificationFile_xxxx.txt where xxxx is your building 
code. 

• Create Verification File Only, Do Not Perform Import – Processing will only 
create the import verification file and not actually do any imports. The verification 
file will be named StudentAttendanceVerificationFile_xxxx.txt where xxxx is your 
building code. IMPORTANT! It is strongly suggested that you run this option first 
to check for errors. This option will also perform the student identifier check. 

• Perform Student Identifier Check Only, Do Not Perform Import or Create 
Verification File – Processing will only check the import records for a student 
match and show any students that did not match onscreen. It will not produce a 
verification file or import any records.   

 
Primary Student Identifier for Import (required) – Choose State Student ID (SSID) or 
EMIS ID. The default is SSID. If the user chooses SSID, then the import will first try to 
match the student on SSID and if no match is found, it will try to find a match on the 
EMIS ID. If the user chooses EMIS ID, then the import will first try to match the student 
on EMIS ID and if not match is found, it will try to find a match on the SSID. If no SSID 
or EMIS ID match is found, the record is not imported, and an error record is added to 
the onscreen summary or verification file, depending on which option the user has 
chosen. 

Your selection will be determined by which ID the JVS used in the export file. If 
the JVS exported by SSID, then you will need to do the import by SSID. 
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Sending School IRN (required) – Enter the IRN of the school providing the Attendance 
data to be imported. The entity name associated with the IRN will show in the adjacent 

disabled textbox. Click   to open the ODE IRN Search page to browse for an IRN at 
ODE’s website. 
Import File (required) – Browse to the location of the File Name to be imported. 
Import – Import Attendance data from the import file. You must confirm (click OK) that 
you really want to import this information before the import completes. 
Error Message Cause/Resolution 

Student not found 

This is most frequently due to an EMIS ID or SSID mismatch 
between the JVS and home school. Change the incorrect 
EMIS ID or SSID at the incorrect building and re-export (or 
change the EMIS ID or SSID in the import file and re-import). 

Note:  If you ignore this error and continue on with the import, 
this student’s attendance will not be imported. 

Home School Import – Students 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Home School Import – 
Students Tab 
The Students file layout must be as follows in tab-delimited (.txt file) format.   
Column Title Characters Comments 

Social Security number  Numeric, xxxxxxxx format 
Filler   
Last name 40 Required, alphanumeric 
First name 40 Required, alphanumeric 
Filler   
Filler   
Sex 1 Required, valid options are M or F 
Birth date  Required, MM/DD/YYYY format 
Local ethnicity 40 Alphanumeric, must match ethnicity name of 

receiving school 
Grade  Required, XX format 
Filler   
Filler   
Street address 40 Required, alphanumeric 
City 40 Required, alphanumeric  
State 2 Required, alphabetic, XX format, must be capital 

letters 
Zip code 9 Required, numeric, 5 or 9 numbers 
Phone 10 Numeric, (xxxxxxxxxx) or (xxx)xxx-xxxx format 
Filler   
Contact type 40 Alphanumeric, must match contact type name of 

receiving school 
Filler   
Contact name 40 Alphanumeric, will load into Last Name field only 
Contact title  Valid options are Mr., Mrs., Ms. or Dr. 
Filler   
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Column Title Characters Comments 

Filler   
Filler   
Contact street address 40 Alphanumeric 
Contact city 40 Alphanumeric 
Contact state 2 Alphabetic, must be capital letters 
Contact Zip code 9 Numeric, 5 or 9 numbers can be used 
State student ID 9 2 alphabetic and 7 numeric, must be capital letters 
Filler   
Filler 6  
Filler   
Native language  XXX format, must be capital letters 
Disadvantagement  Valid options are **, 1, 2 or 3 
Filler   
Filler   
Filler   
Filler   
Filler   
Filler 6 Required, enter 123456 
Filler   
Disability Code  Required; valid options are **, 01, 02, 03, 04, 05, 

06, 08, 09, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, or 16 
Filler   
Home Language 4 XXX format, must be capital letters 
Hispanic/Latino 1 Y or N; case sensitive 
Race White 5 True or False, case sensitive 
Race Black 5 True or False, case sensitive 
Race Asian 5 True or False, case sensitive 
Race American Indian 5 True or False, case sensitive 
Race Pacific Islander 5 True or False, case sensitive 
Summative Race 1 Required; valid options are H, M, W, B, A, I, or P; 

case sensitive 
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Smart Logic has been built into the page to perform checks on the field values based on 
the selected EMIS Situation. SMART Logic is indicated by a light colored background 
and the text “(changed by SMART)” and it assists the user in providing the correct field 
data. 
Import Mode (required) – You must choose one of the following Import Mode options: 

• Perform Import and Create Verification File – Processing will import all valid 
records and also create the import verification file. The verification file will be 
named StudentVerificationFile_xxxx.txt where xxxx is your building code. 

• Create Verification File Only, Do Not Perform Import – Processing will only 
create the import verification file and not actually do any imports. The verification 
file will be named StudentVerificationFile_xxxx.txt where xxxx is your building 
code. 

IMPORTANT! It is strongly suggested that you run this option first to check for 
errors. This option will also perform the student identifier check. 

Note: Changes made to EMIS Situation and the remaining fields on this tab are 
saved to the profiles of the imported students. 

Admission Date (required) – Choose the date the students will be admitted. This date 
must be between the first and last day of the school calendar year in context. 
Admission Reason (required) – Select the reason the students will be admitted. If you 
select one of the following codes, you must enter a value in the Admitted From IRN field 
per EMIS requirements: 
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• 3 – Student transferred from nonpublic school in Ohio 

• 6 – Transferred from other Ohio public district/community school 

• 7 – Not newly enrolled in this school district 
Otherwise, the Admitted From IRN field is not editable and defaults to ******. 
Student Status (required) – Choose the appropriate status for the students.  
EMIS Situation (required) – Choose from a drop-down list (or use the EMIS situation 
Wizard) validated against EMIS options file of all valid EMIS situations. Both the EMIS 

Situation number and description are displayed. If necessary, click  to use the EMIS 
Situation Decision Tree Wizard to choose the correct situation. EMIS Situation defaults 
to the EMIS situation specified in the registration defaults for the building in context. If a 
district is in context, EMIS situation defaults to the EMIS situation specified in the 
registration defaults for the district. If no registration defaults are available, EMIS 
situation defaults to situation 5 (for regular districts or nonpublic schools), 302 (for JVS 
schools), 386 (for ESCs) or 258 (for community schools).  
Admitted From IRN – If you selected 3, 6 or 7 in the Admission Reason field, enter the 
district in which the students were previously enrolled. Otherwise, if you selected any 
other value in the Admission Reason field, the Admitted From IRN field is not editable 
and defaults to ******. 

Click   to open the ODE IRN Search page. SMART logic will be invoked to help 
determine the correct value. 
District Relationship (optional) – Select the appropriate educational relationship 
between the students being imported and the district. SMART logic will be invoked to 
help determine the correct value. 
District of Residence (optional) – Enter the district of the legal residence of the 

students being imported. Click   to open the ODE IRN Search page. SMART logic will 
be invoked to help determine the correct value. 
How Received (optional) – Select how the students being imported arrived at the 
district. Smart validation requires that How Received be selected. 
How Received IRN (optional) – Enter the district from which the students being 
imported are received. SMART logic will be invoked to help determine the correct value. 
Percent of Time (optional) – Enter the average percent of time, for the week, that the 
students being imported participate in any instruction provided by a certified/licensed 
employee. 
Tuition Type (optional) – Select the appropriate manner in which the students being 
imported are paying tuition to the reporting district. SMART logic will be invoked to help 
determine the correct value. 
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Attending Building IRN (required) – Enter the IRN of the building within the district that 
the students being imported attend between the effective dates, inclusive, of the record 

being reported. Click   to open the ODE IRN Search page. SMART logic will be 
invoked to help determine the correct value. The Attending Building IRN can be a 
District IRN only when the value of How Received is one of the following: 

6 – Non-Public (Services Only) 
F – Career Assessment Only 
I – Non-instructional, Supplementary, or Related Services 
P – Court Placed Students, Excluding foster Care 
T – Students Placed in Institutions, Non-Court Ordered 
V – Pre-school, Evaluated Only, Found Ineligible 

Assigned Building IRN (optional) – Enter the IRN of the building the students being 
imported would normally attend according to the standard district attendance policy. 

Click   to open the ODE IRN Search page. SMART logic will be invoked to help 
determine the correct value. 
Sent To 1 Reason (optional) – Select the reason the students being imported are sent 
to another district. SMART logic will be invoked to help determine the correct value. 
Sent To 1 IRN (optional) – Enter the district to which the students being imported are 

sent. Click   to open the ODE IRN Search page. SMART logic will be invoked to help 
determine the correct value. 
Sent To 1 Percent of Time (optional) – Enter the average percent of time for the week 
that the students being imported participate in any instruction provided by an employee 
at a non-EMIS reporting entity. 
Sent To 2 Reason (optional) – Select the reasons the students being imported are sent 
to another district if the student is sent to a second district. 
Sent To 2 IRN (optional) – Enter the district to which the students being imported are 

sent if the student is simultaneously being sent to a second district. Click   to open 
the ODE IRN Search page. SMART logic will be invoked to help determine the correct 
value. 
Sent To 2 Percent of Time (optional) – Enter the average percent of time for the week 
that the student participates in any instruction provided by an employee at a non-EMIS 
reporting entity. 
Import File (required) – Browse to the location of the File Name to be imported. 
Import – Import Attendance data from the import file. You must confirm (click OK) that 
you really want to import this information before the import completes.  
A list of all students in the import file that could not be imported is displayed. Trying to 
import students whose SSN or EMIS ID already exist in the school or district causes the 
import of those students to fail.  
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Special Education Import (SpS) 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Special Education Import 
(SpS) 
The Special Education Import program will load data, extracted from a special services 
application, into StudentInformation. The Special Education Import will be processed 
primarily by the EMIS coordinator in each district. The special services application will 
provide one file that contains the records as outlined in the following figures – the file 
bundles all of the records together. The special services application will use the EMIS 
Import file layouts from Chapter 5 of the ODE EMIS Manual to construct each portion of 
the import file. The Special Education Import will check for a valid effective date and if 
there is no valid effective date, an error will be issued and the invalid record will be 
rejected. 

 
District – Defaults to the district in context. Only districts can perform the Special 
Education Import function. You will receive the following message if a district is not in 
context: 

 
School Year – Defaults to the school year in context. 
File name (required) – Browse to the Special Education Import file to be imported. 
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Run Options (required) – Choose one or more Special Education Import file options. 
The Special Education Import will process the Special Education Import files that are 
checked. See the following sections for detailed explanation and file layouts of each 
Run Option: 

• Student Attributes (FD) 
• Student Program (GQ) 
• Student Special Education (GE) 
• Student Special Education Graduation Requirement (FE) 
• Student Achievement Test 
• Student Ohio Graduation Test 
• Student Kindergarten Readiness Assessment 

If no Run Options are selected, you will receive the following message: 

 
Import – Import the checked Special Education Import files. The Special Education 
Import will display the following message if the import file is successfully loaded to 
StudentInformation without errors. 

 
If errors are found in the import file, the Special Education Import will display the 
following message and the specific error records with errors. The Special Education 
Import will not stop when an error is encountered – it will continue and load all records 
except those with errors. 

 
Typical error messages displayed would include: 

• Student EMIS ID not found. 
• Student EMIS ID not found; not able to match student achievement test record in 

StudentInformation. 
• Not able to match student achievement test record in StudentInformation. 
• Membership already exists for student, not saved. 

File Download Options 
Select a File Type – Choose from CSV (.csv), HTML (.html) and TAB (.txt). 
Select A Download Method – Choose from Download or Email. Download will create a 
dasl_data.xls, dasl_data.csv or dasl_data.txt file depending on the file type you choose. 
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You may save this file to any location available. Email will send the selected File Type 
as an email attachment to the email address specified for this StudentInformation user.    
Click Download Error List to create the error list. 

 
Save the file to your hard drive or network drive for further processing. 

 

Special Education Import – Header and Trailer Records 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Special Education Import 
(SpS) – any Run Option 

Header Record 
10.3.0 .16150 and later, the Special Education Import will no longer expect a header 
record at the top of the import file. The import will now expect the first line of import files 
to be a valid record. 
Prior to 10.3.0.16150, the first record in the file will be a header record. This record 
contains specific attributes of the file that must be validated before proceeding with the 
processing of the rest of the file. Each file (batch) that is transmitted to a designated 
Information Technology Center must contain a header and trailer record. These records 
assist the Information Technology Center in validating the reporting district and batch of 
records. 
The information in the Header record must match the EMIS Reporting Period the data is 
being loaded into. If no match exists, an error will appear indicating that the EMIS 
Reporting Periods do not match and the import will not continue any further. 
The import file layout of the Header record will be formatted in the EMIS file record 
layout as defined in Chapter 5 of the ODE EMIS Manual. 
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NOTE: The Filler size at the end of the record depends on the record size of the 
records included in the batch. The size of the header record must match the size 
of the records being reported in the batch. 

Trailer Record 
The Trailer record will contain a record count of all the records in the file. The Trailer 
record will be ignored. 
The import file layout of the Trailer record will be formatted in the EMIS file record layout 
as defined in Chapter 5 of the ODE EMIS Manual. 

NOTE: The Filler size at the end of the record depends on the size of the records 
included in the batch. The size of the trailer record must match the size of the 
records being reported in the batch. 

Special Education Import (SpS) – Student Attributes (FD) 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Special Education Import 
(SpS) – Student Attributes Run Option 

Student Attributes Record – Sort Type FD 
The Student Attributes import differs from other areas of the import in that no complete 
student record is imported. Only specific fields from the Student Attributes record are 
updated. Other fields in the Student Attributes record are filled with @. When the import 
encounters this character in any field, the field value is ignored and not imported. 
All files are in the Chapter 5 format. 

Student Attributes FD Record – Special Education Import Logic 
1. If the import file contains an FD record with the same disability condition and the 

same effective start date as the open FD record in StudentInformation, the 
StudentInformation import does not load the record. 

2. If the import file contains an FD record with the same disability condition as the 
open FD record in StudentInformation but a different effective start date, the 
StudentInformation import does not load the record and flags an error on the 
Import screen. 

3. If the import file contains an FD record with a different disability condition than 
the open FD record in StudentInformation, regardless of start date, the 
StudentInformation import loads the imported disability condition over the existing 
disability using the imported effective start date (closing any appropriate records 
as needed).  
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4. If the import file contains an FD record with a different Section 504 value than the 
open FD record in StudentInformation, regardless of start date, the 
StudentInformation import loads the imported Section 504 value over the existing 
value using the imported effective start date (closing any appropriate records as 
needed). 

You should import student attribute records for EMIS Reporting Periods K and N. 

Special Education Import (SpS) – Student Program (GQ) 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Special Education Import 
(SpS) – Student Program Run Option 

Student Program Record – Sort Type GQ 
For the purpose of this section, program codes will equate to membership codes in 
StudentInformation for the student membership import functionality. 
The district/building will be responsible for making sure that the membership groups and 
codes are defined in StudentInformation prior to the import being processed. The 
building will also be responsible for assigning the proper EMIS code value to the 
membership code record prior to the Special Education Import. The memberships will 
work under the premise that the membership group will be equal to the first two digits of 
the program code. This standard was decided on by all ITCs. 
The import file layout of the Student Program record will be formatted in the EMIS file 
record layout as defined in Chapter 5 of the ODE EMIS Manual. 
The Student Program record import serves as both an import of new records if no match 
exists or an update if a match is found. 
As of 10.2.0, new validations were implemented requiring each record to be in a certain 
format: 

• Fiscal Year must be present and match the current school year in context. 
• EMIS ID, Building IRN and Program Codes must be valid active values for the 

school/school year in context. 
• Start and End Dates must be valid dates and be present in the file. 
• End Date must be less than 1 full year past the Start Date. 

Student Program GQ Record – Special Education Import Logic 
1. If the import file contains a GQ record (any code) with effective start date in the 

next school year, StudentInformation will not load the record and flag an error on 
the Import screen. 

2. If the import file contains a GQ record (215xxx), StudentInformation loads the 
records to the Services tab on the Special Education screen using the following 
logic: 
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• If the imported record has the same program code, effective start date and 
effective end date, StudentInformation will not load the record. 

• If the imported record has the same program code and same effective 
start date, but a different effective end date, StudentInformation updates 
the record. 

• If the imported record has the same program code and different effective 
start date, StudentInformation adds the record. 

• If the imported record has a different program code, regardless of effective 
start date, StudentInformation adds the record. 

3. If the import file contains a GQ record (220100), StudentInformation loads the 
records to the Student Memberships screen using the following logic: 

• If the imported record has the same program code and effective start date, 
StudentInformation does not load the record. 

• If the imported record has the same program code and different effective 
start date, StudentInformation updates the start date of the record. 

• If the imported record has a different program code (did not exist 
previously), regardless of effective start date, StudentInformation adds the 
record. 

StudentInformation imports the end date for GQ records with a program code that 
begins with 215 or 220 if the end date falls outside of the fiscal year of the record. If the 
program code is 220100, or any other code, the end date is imported and saved to the 
student’s record regardless of the fiscal year. 
StudentInformation uses the enrollment end date during EMIS processing when 
determining what records are sent to EMIS for the reporting period. 
*Program codes should be imported for October (K) and Period (N) June. 
 

Special Education Import (SpS) – Student Special Education (GE) 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Special Education Import 
(SpS) – Student Special Education Run Option 

Student Special Education Record – Sort Type GE 
The Student Special Education record import will serve as both an import of new 
records if no match exists or an update if a match is found.   
The import file layout of the Student Special Education record will be formatted in the 
EMIS file record layout as defined in Chapter 5 of the ODE EMIS Manual. 

Student Special Education GE Record – Special Education Import Logic 
1. If same date type and same event date, StudentInformation will load (update) the 

record with applicable fields. 
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2. If same date type and different event date, StudentInformation will load (add) the 
record with applicable fields. 

3. If different date type (new record) regardless of date, StudentInformation will load 
(add) the record with applicable fields. 

*Special Education event records should be imported for Periods K and N. Imports may 
be done at any time during the school year. 

Special Education Import (SpS) – Student Special Education Graduation 
Requirement (FE) 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Special Education Import 
(SpS) – Student Special Education Graduation Requirement (FE) Run Option 

Student Special Education Graduation Requirement Record – Sort Type FE 
The Student Special Education Graduation Requirement record import will serve as an 
import of new records if no match exists or an update if a match is found.   
The import file layout of the Student Special Education Graduation Requirement record 
will be formatted in the FE file record layout as defined in Chapter 5 of the ODE EMIS 
Manual. 

Student Special Education Graduation Requirement FE Record – Special 
Education Import Logic 
1. If the same date type, event date and assessment area code, StudentInformation 

will load (update) the record with applicable fields. 
2. If an exact match of date type, event date and assessment area code is not found, 

StudentInformation will load (import) the record with applicable fields. 
*Student Special Education Graduation Requirement records should be imported for 
Periods K and N. Imports may be done at any time during the school year. 

Special Education Import (SpS) – Student Achievement Test (FA, GA Record 
Type) 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Special Education Import 
(SpS) – Student Achievement Test Run Option 

Student Achievement Test Record – Sort Type FA 
The Student Achievement Test record import will serve as an update if a match is 
found. 
The import file layout of the Student Achievement Test record will be formatted in the 
FA file record layout as defined in Chapter 5 of the ODE EMIS Manual. 
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Student Achievement Test FA Record – Special Education Import Logic 
1. If the same test date, assessment area code, assessment type code (GA), required 

test type and existing accommodation equals No, StudentInformation will load 
(update) the record with the accommodation value from the import file. 

2. If no matching FA records exist, no records are imported. 
* Imports may be done at any time during the school year. 

Special Education Import (SpS) – Student Ohio Graduation Test (FA, GX Record 
Type) 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Special Education Import 
(SpS) – Student Ohio Graduation Test Run Option 

Student Ohio Graduation Test Record – Sort Type FA 
The Student Ohio Graduation Test record import will serve as an update if a match is 
found. 
The import file layout of the Student Ohio Graduation Test record will be formatted in 
the FA file record layout as defined in Chapter 5 of the ODE EMIS Manual. 

Student Ohio Graduation Test FA Record – Special Education Import Logic 
1. If same test date, required test part, assessment type code (GX) and existing 

accommodation equals No, StudentInformation will load (update) the record with the 
accommodation value from the import file. 

2. If no matching FA records exist, no records are imported. 
* Imports may be done at any time during the school year. 

Special Education Import (SpS) – Student Kindergarten Readiness Assessment 
(FA, GO Record Type) 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Special Education Import 
(SpS) – Student Kindergarten Readiness Assessment Run Option 

Student Kindergarten Readiness Assessment Record – Sort Type FA 
The Student Kindergarten Readiness Assessment record import will serve as an update 
if a match is found. 
The import file layout of the Student Kindergarten Readiness Assessment record will be 
formatted in the FA file record layout as defined in Chapter 5 of the ODE EMIS Manual. 
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Student Kindergarten Readiness Assessment FA Record – Special Education 
Import Logic 
1. If the same test date, required test part, assessment type code (GO) and existing 

accommodation equals No, StudentInformation will load (update) the record with the 
accommodation value from the import file. 

2. If no matching FA records exist, no records are imported. 
* Imports may be done at any time during the school year. 

 

Export Formats 

State Student ID Export 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – State Student ID Export 
All students in the state of Ohio are required to have a state assigned unique identifier 
number to facilitate anonymous reporting of student data to ODE for EMIS purposes. 
This statewide ID is provided by a third party system that reports an existing ID for a 
student if one exists and creates new identifiers for students that cannot be matched to 
existing records in the system. 
This program/export will be processed once a year or as requested. There will also be 
the ability to initiate the program on a scheduled basis to run automatically. When run in 
batch it will include all buildings within an ITC. 
Regardless of whether the ITC or a specific district is in context, the Ethnicity, Native 
Language and Legal Name values are pulled from the Live record from the Student 
EMIS Time Period table. The Live record from the Student EMIS Time Period table is 
the one for which the reporting period is equal to the Live reporting period for the 
student’s district. The State Student ID Export uses a student’s nearest future FS/FD 
record if no current FS/FD record exists for the selected school year.  
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IBM User ID (required) – Enter the IBM User ID of the person who will be submitting the 
file. This is used in the Header row of the file. Important: Do not use your 
StudentInformation User ID for this field. 
Source Building IRN (required) – Enter the IRN of the Building used in the export. This 
field defaults to the IRN of the school building in context. This is used in the Header row 
of the file. If this is an ITC, enter the ITC’s IRN. 
Source District IRN (required) – Enter the IRN of the District used in the export. This 
field defaults to the IRN of the district to which the school building in context belongs. 
This is used in the Header row of the file. If this is an ITC, enter the ITC’s IRN. 
Schools (required) – If no Schools are selected, the report will not include any Schools. 
You can also filter by selecting specific Schools for your export. 
Social Security Number (required) – Choose the format of SSN to be included in the 

Export. 

Existing Student Code (required) – Choose how the Student Code should be 
generated. Note that the Y option indicates that a student code exists, and a new 
student code should not be generated. 
Student Options (required) – Choose the students to export. 
Export – Execute the Export process. 
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StudentInformation creates an export file to be sent to the third party vendor for 
processing. The file is comma delimited, and each data value is enclosed in double 
quotation marks. Each file record will be delimited by a carriage return and line feed. 
The first record of the file will contain a header row listing the following fields: 

• IBM User ID entered 
• Date and time the file was created, formatted as mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss 
• Source building IRN entered 
• Source district IRN entered 

The header row will conform to the same field layout as the rest of the file with the 
header row data fields mapping to the following primary data fields respectively: 

• First Name 
• Date of Birth 
• Building IRN 
• District IRN 

The required state student id file has a large number of fields that are not actually 
submitted to the third party vendor. The following fields are the fields that are required to 
be included in this export. 

• First Name 
• Last Name 
• Date of Birth 
• Gender 
• SSN (to be populated based on settings – entire SSN, last 4 digits, or blank) 
• Existing Student Code (to be populated based on settings) 
• Native Language 
• Ethnicity (calculated from Local Ethnicity Category, Hispanic/Latino and Racial 

Groups field values; similar to Summative Race field value) 
• Birthplace City 
• Legal Middle Name 
• Admission Reason (for students with no SSID) 

The following additional fields will be included as well: 
• Current Building IRN 
• Current District IRN 
• Vendor ID 

If the Student is missing data in any of these fields, a warning page will display. 
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Refresh – Reload this page. 
Brewer, Sean Conory – Click on the hyperlinked student names to open a new window 
with that student’s Edit Profile page displayed, so you can enter any missing data.  
Continue – Process the export, without any of the listed students included. 
Cancel – Do not process the export, and return to the State Student ID Export page. 

 
Save – Save this file to your hard drive or network drive 

Sample Output 
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INFOhio Export 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – INFOhio Export 
INFOhio is the statewide library software system. The system maintains student records 
in order to track automated library resource sharing and materials checkout. The 
INFOhio system will receive a feed of student data from the StudentInformation 
application to populate its student information data store. 
The INFOhio Export is usually performed on a nightly basis to send demographic data 
from StudentInformation to INFOhio for use in the Patron files in the library software. 
Most ITCs set up the exports to run automatically at night for each of their buildings. 
Three separate options are available in Options (INFOhio Export tab) for the homeroom 
assignment to include in the record for each building – administrative, period, or 
department. Please see the School Setup and Configuration End User Guide for the 
DASL Options – INFOhio Export details. 
If the nightly extracts fail to complete, the file created from StudentInformation does not 
get loaded into the Library system. When no record comes over from 
StudentInformation for a student, regardless of the reason, the student automatically 
gets changed to Expired in INFOhio. If a new record is loaded for a student to correct 
the issue, the student’s status will be updated automatically. 

ITC Considerations 
ITC Staff should check the logs daily to ensure that the extracts and loads completed 
successfully. If logs are checked first thing in the morning and it is discovered that a 
load failed, once the issue is identified and the resolution found, extracts can be 
reprocessed and the files reloaded to quickly resolve the issue. Log files for the 
StudentInformation extractions reside in the _Log direction on the Alpha. 
StudentInformation Support staff should notify INFOhio support when a 
StudentInformation update is applied in case something changes that has an effect on 
the data extracted nightly. This would be an especially important time to check those 
nightly logs to make sure there are no problems as a result of the update. 
For any of the homeroom options used, it is possible that the value of a student’s 
homeroom may change at the end of the semester or quarter. Make sure the files are 
checked at that time to ensure all necessary homeroom information is there. If a student 
is missing homeroom information in the record, the student’s homeroom will be changed 
to unknown in the library software. The INFOhio Export will only use the finalized 
schedule. 
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Export Fields – The Export Fields will be defaulted, uncheck those fields that you do 
not want to export. In the export file, each field will be enclosed in quotation marks, and 
separated from other fields by the | character. Check with your librarians to determine 
which fields they wish to have included in the export file. 
Homeroom checkbox –The Homeroom checkbox can be configured to use 
Administrative Homeroom, Period Homeroom or Department Homeroom on the 
INFOhio Export tab of the DASL Options screen. See the ProgressBook 
StudentInformation School Setup and Configuration Guide for the DASL Options – 
INFOhio Export details. 
Annual Record Note:  In order for a student to be included in the file, the student must 
have an annual record in the current school year as well as a LIVE EMIS time period 
record. EMIS time period records are created for all students regardless of whether a 
district reports to EMIS or not. If a student is not included in the file and it is not because 
of the student’s status code, then the user should check the student’s admission history 
detail records to make sure that the student has a record for the current school year. 
Navigate to Home – SIS – Student – Admission History – Edit History Details and check 
for a record in the current school year. 
Student Status Note:  Student status codes play a big part in which students get 
included in the file. On the student status code maintenance page, any status code 
defined with an internal status of Inactive or Delete will not be included in the file. This 
may include students who are residents attending elsewhere if they use a separate 
status code for these students and make them inactive internally. Navigate to Home – 
Management – School Administration – School Codes Administration – Student Status 
Codes to check to see how the status codes are configured. 
Export – Execute the Export process. 
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Save – Save this file to your hard drive or network drive. Please send the file to the 
INFOhio support person for further processing. 
The following figure shows an example of the INFOhio Export file. 

 

Special Notes on the Export File 
• The Name field is a combination of last name, first name, called name. 
• The Middle Name field will show blank if a student has a middle name of * 

because of a missing legal middle name. 
• The Email field shows both the email address from the Student Profile and the 

email address from the Primary Contact, separated by a comma and a space. 
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Discipline Letter Export (DISCDT) 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Discipline Letter Export 
(DISCDT) 
This process will create an export file for students requiring Discipline letters. The 
Discipline Letter Export (DISCDT) will only look at the Year selected, and not include 
incidents from prior years. This tab-delimited export file can then be used with Microsoft 
Word as a mail merge document. The file can be loaded in Microsoft Word as a data file 
for a form letter. The first row in this file is a header row containing all field names. 

 
Preview Data – Preview Discipline letter data. Students who have  
checked on any Discipline Incident(s) will have their Discipline records previewed as 
shown in the following figure. 

 
Export – Execute the Export process. 
Update – Reset the  box as unchecked on each Discipline Incident. 
Cancel – Cancel the Export process. 
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Save – Save this file to your hard drive or network drive for use in Microsoft Word mail 
merge. 
The following figure shows an example of the Discipline Letter Export file. 

 

Creating the form letters in Word using Mail Merge 
If you need to create the initial form letter, use the following instructions: 

1. Open Word. 

2. Click on Tools. 

• Mail Merge 

• Create 

• Form Letters 

• Active Window 

• Get Data 

• Open Data Source 

• Check the box labeled Select Method 

• Down arrow in the box labeled Files of type: 

• Text Files 

3. Open the Export file (such as DAHS.txt). 
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4. In the Confirm Data Source box, select Text Files (*.txt) and click OK 

5. Click on Edit Main Document 

You should now be back to your blank document with a mail merge tool bar across the 
top. 
Begin typing your letter. 
At locations where you would like to use data from the DAHS.txt file, place your cursor 
in the appropriate position and click Insert Merge Field. This will list all fields available 
(listed in the following table). Click on the field you want and a token will be placed in 
your letter. Continue to type letter and place tokens until the letter is finished. 
Click on Mail Merge Helper (the icon on your mail merge tool bar that looks like two 
documents and + sign). 
If you would like to use just specific records from the file (for example expulsions only) 
or sort the data, click on Query Options. 
To use only specific records, select Filter Records. In the first Field, click the down 
arrow and select the field you want to use. Fill in the Comparison field and the Compare 
to value. 
For example, if your letter is specific to Expulsions, define the filter as follows. 
ActionCode Equal to 1 
To sort the records, select the field you want to use for sorting by clicking the down 
arrow. 
Finally, click on OK. 
To merge your letter and discipline data, click on Merge. I suggest you merge to new 
document (so you can look over the results before printing), merge all records and do 
not print blank lines when data fields are empty (this keeps an empty line from printing 
for address line 2 if it is blank). Click Merge again. Your merged letter will be displayed 
on the screen. Scroll through to check it and then print. 
When you click X to close out of the letters, it will ask if you want to save the file. If you 
have already printed the letters and/or do not have a need to save the merged letters, 
click No. If there is some reason you want to save the merged letters, click Yes. 
When you are back at the letter containing tokens, use Save As to save the document 
and name as you wish. 
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If your form letter has already been defined, use the following instructions to create 
letters with student discipline data: 

• Open Word. 
• Click on File. 
• Click on Open. 
• Click on (or open) the document you wish to use. 
• Click on Merge to New Document. (You will find the icon on your top menu bar. It 

will show two small documents with a right arrow pointing to a larger single 
document.) 

• Check and print. 
The following fields are in the Export file (such as DAHS.TXT) and available for use in 
your letters. Reminder – if an incident contains multiple actions, the file will contain one 
record per action. 
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DISCDT Field Names Description of Field Names 
StudentID Student SIS ID 
Bldg Building from Discipline Record 
LastName Student Last Name 
FirstName Student First Name 
ParentName Parent Name 
Addr1 Address Line 1 
Addr2 Address Line 2 
City City 
State State 
Zip Zip 
IncidentDate Date incident occurred (format YYYYMMDD – 

example: 20000927) 
IncidentDateFull Full date incident occurred (format Month DD, 

YYYY – example: 

September 27, 2000) 
IncidentDesc Description of incident 
IncidentPeriod Period 
InfractionCodes Infraction codes separated by comma, up to 

seven 
InfractionDescs Description of infraction codes separated by 

comma, up to 7 
InfractionTeacs Names of those referring infraction, up to 

seven 
ActionCode Action code – You may want to use this field in 

the Filter if you have action specific letters. 
ActionDesc Description of action code 
ActionDays Number of days assigned for action 
ActionStart Full action starting date (format Month DD, 

YYYY – example: September 27, 2000) 
ActionEnd Full action ending date (format Month DD, 

YYYY – example: September 27, 2000)  
ActionDemerits Demerits (includes decimal point) 
ActionOnDate Full action on date (format Month DD, YYYY – 

example: September 27, 2000) 
PolicyDescs Description of policies separated by comma, up 

to four 

Gradebook Export 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Gradebook Export 
In SIS (McSIS/Poise), the GRBK screen is used to create an export file for grade book 
packages such as Grade Machine and GradeQuick. This export file is used to import 
and populate these programs for grade reporting. Building-level personnel produce the 
file and then FTP the file to their server so that the file can then be imported into the 
grade book program. 
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The only limitations placed on users is that their Grade Book software must be able to 
import the SIS_GRBK export file and that their Grade Book software can export a file in 
the designated format and naming convention for use as an import file for the 
LOAGRADE program. 
There are two Gradebook exports available in StudentInformation, Original Format and 
Extended Format. 

 

Original Gradebook Export 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Gradebook Export 
Select Original Format from the drop-down menu. 

 
Building – Will default to current building 
Term (required) – Choose the Term for which the Export is to be created. 
Reporting Period (required) – Choose the Reporting Period for which the Export is to 
be created. 
Teachers Excluded / Teachers Included (required) – Choose the teachers to be 
included or excluded in the Export. 
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Export Fields – The Export Fields will be defaulted, uncheck those fields that you do 

not want to export. 

Export – Execute the Export process. 

 
Save – Save this file to your hard drive or network drive. 
The export file is of fixed width columns, is left justified and uses spaces for padding. All 
students in the working school for the current school year are included in the export if 
they have class list records. Following are the fields included (starting position and field 
length are in parentheses). 

• Form Code (1, 3) (Always x01) 
• Student ID (4, 9) 
• Student Name (13, 20) 
• Course ID (33, 15) 
• Course Section Number (48, 2) 
• Teacher ID (50, 4) 
• Student Gender (54, 1) 
• Phone (55, 8) (formatted as nnn-nnnn) 
• Birthdate (63, 8) (formatted as mm/dd/yy) 
• Grade (71, 2) 
• Homeroom (73, 4) 

This export file then will be imported into the grade book packages mentioned above. 
When grades are ready to be submitted for grade card processing, the grade book 
package will create an export file with the grades and/or attendance to be imported back 
into the StudentInformation application. That import process is covered in 1C. 
LOAGRADE Import. 
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The following figure shows an example of the Original Gradebook Export file. 

 
 

Extended Gradebook Export 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Gradebook Export 
Select Extended Format from the drop-down menu. 

 
Building – Will default to current building. 
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Term (required) – Choose the Term for which the Export is to be created. 
Reporting Period (required) – Choose the Reporting Period for which the Export is to 
be created. 
Teachers Excluded / Teachers Included (required) – Choose the teachers to be 
included or excluded in the Export. 
Export Fields – The Export Fields will be defaulted, uncheck those fields that you do 
not want to export. 
Export – Execute the Export process. 

 
Save – Save this file to your hard drive or network drive. 
The export file is of fixed width columns, is left justified and uses spaces for padding. All 
students in the working school for the current school year are included in the export if 
they have class list records. Following are the fields included (starting position and field 
length are in parentheses). 

• Form Code (1, 3) (Always x01) 
• Student ID (4, 9) 
• Student Name (13, 20) 
• Course ID (33, 15) 
• Course Section Number (48, 2) 
• Teacher ID (50, 4) 
• Student Gender (54, 1) 
• Phone (55, 8) (formatted as nnn-nnnn) 
• Birthdate (63, 8) (formatted as mm/dd/yy) 
• Grade (71, 2) 
• Homeroom (73, 4) 
• Parent Name (77, 25) 
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• Counselor (102, 25) 
• Student SSN (127, 9) 
• Student Address (136, 30) 
• Student City (161, 18) 
• Student State (179, 4) 
• Student Zip Code (183, 9) 
• Student First Name (192, 9) 
• Student Last Name (201, 22) 
• Credit Units (223, 4) 
• Period of the Day (227, 2) 
• Course Name (229, 15) 

This export file then will be imported into the grade book packages mentioned above. 
When grades are ready to be submitted for grade card processing, the grade book 
package will create an export file with the grades and/or attendance to be imported back 
into the StudentInformation application. That import process is covered in 1C. 
LOAGRADE Import. 
The following figures show an example of the Extended Gradebook Export file. 
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Home School Export 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Home School Export 
The Home School Export is the process used by the JVS to export the marks and 
attendance data out of the JVS to the home schools. This process will create export 
files to be processed in SIS. 

Home School Export – Course History 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Home School Export – Course 
History Tab 
This is commonly referred to as the JVS Grades Export. Any school (not just JVSes) 
can use the Home School Export. The Home School Export will only export students 
with marks in courses with a Course Type of Class, Post-Secondary Course, or 
Vocational as defined on the Courses – Miscellaneous tab.  
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Marking Pattern Mark Types - For each Marking Pattern active in StudentInformation, 
enter up to five Term Mark Types (based on the Marking Pattern Rules) to use for the 
exported marks. The dropdowns will be filled in according to the Marking Pattern Rules 
at the JVS. Please consult the Home School to determine which marks they want sent 
over. Since a separate export file is created for each Home School, the JVS can tailor 
each file to the Home School’s specific needs. 

NOTE: When you Import, you will be selecting a single Reporting Term, Mark 
Type and Credit Type for each Term that will apply to all Marking Patterns, so be 
sure to use marks that will have the same Mark Type and Credit Type regardless 
of Marking Pattern. 

NOTE: Marking patterns with no rules selected will not export. 

NOTE: An error message will display reminding users that at least one mark 
must be selected for one row (or they will get an empty file). 

 

Primary Student Id for Export (required) – Choose State Student ID (SSID) or EMIS 
ID. The default is the SSID. If SSID is chosen and a student does not have an SSID, 
then the EMIS ID will be included in the export record. If EMIS ID is chosen and a 
student does not have an EMIS ID, then the SSID will be included in the export record. 
If the student does not have an SSID or an EMIS ID, then the SSID/EMIS ID field will be 
left blank in the export record. 
Whenever possible choose to export by SSID versus EMIS ID. A student in multiple 
districts must have the same SSID but can have varying EMIS IDs at each district. An 
exception to this would be if the home school is a non-public school and does not use 
SSIDs – the JVS would want to do the export by EMIS ID. If they chose SSID for the 
export file, then nothing would be imported to the non-public school since they do not 
use SSIDs. 
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Home District (required) – Choose the IRN of the Home School district to which this 
data applies. The Home District drop-down list is populated based on the building Home 
School IRN field on the Student Profile – General tab.   
Note for Home Districts with multiple high schools:  The export creates a single 
export file for the district selected for exporting, which includes all records for each 
building in the selected district where one or more students had their home school set to 
that building. If the selected Home District contains multiple high schools then the 
Export file will contain a separate section for each high school in the district. The district 
Export file must be manually separated in order to create an Export file for each High 
School. 
Export – A file is created. After opening this file and verifying the date, email the file to 
the Home School if necessary. 
The Course History file layout will be as follows with the starting point of that field and 
the length in parenthesis. The output file defaults to the name 
StudentMarks000000.SEQ, where 000000 is the Home School District IRN. The file is a 
fixed width file with a header row. 
File Format 
Field Name Position Description 
StudentNumber 1 - 9  
GradeLevelCode 10 - 11  
LastName 12 - 29  
FirstName 30 - 43  
CalledName 44 - 51  
SSIDOrEMISID 52 - 60  
HomeSchoolCode 61 - 64  
SchoolYear 65 - 68  
Abbreviation 69 - 76  
SectionNumber 77 - 78  
CourseShortName 79 - 93  
CompletionDate 94 - 99 [Date, formatted yyyymm] 
SchoolCode 100 - 103  
-- BLANK -- 104 - 109 [Filler Field for School Abbreviation] 
CourseGradeLevelCode 110 - 111  
-- BLANK -- 112 [Filler Field for Course Grade Level Count] 
InCumGPA 113 [Boolean, Y or N] 
InCumCredit 114 [Boolean, Y or N] 
-- BLANK -- 115 [Filler Field for Language Code] 
-- BLANK -- 116 - 118 [Filler Field for Hours of Instructions] 
-- BLANK -- 119 [Filler Field for Level of Difficulty] 
AreaOfStudy 120 - 122  
SubjectArea 123 - 125  
TransferCode 126  
MarkAlpha1 127 - 129  
MarkNumeric1 130 - 135  
AttemptedCredit1 136 - 146 [Decimal, formatted ###0.000000, right justified] 
EarnedCredit1 147 - 157 [Decimal, formatted ###0.000000, right justified] 
MarkAlpha2 158 - 160  
MarkNumeric2 161 - 166  
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Field Name Position Description 
AttemptedCredit2 167 - 177 [Decimal, formatted ###0.000000, right justified] 
EarnedCredit2 178 - 188 [Decimal, formatted ###0.000000, right justified] 
MarkAlpha3 189 - 191  
MarkNumeric3 192 - 197  
AttemptedCredit3 198 - 208 [Decimal, formatted ###0.000000, right justified] 
EarnedCredit3 209 - 219 [Decimal, formatted ###0.000000, right justified] 
MarkAlpha4 220 - 222  
MarkNumeric4 223 - 228  
AttemptedCredit4 229 - 239 [Decimal, formatted ###0.000000, right justified] 
EarnedCredit4 240 - 250 [Decimal, formatted ###0.000000, right justified] 
-- BLANK -- 251 - 253 [Filler Field for Cumulative Mark] 
-- BLANK -- 254 - 256 [Filler Field for Exam Mark] 
-- BLANK -- 257 - 259 [Filler Field for Average Mark] 
MarkAlpha5 260 - 262  
MarkNumeric5 263 - 268  
AttemptedCredit5 269 - 279 [Decimal, formatted ###0.000000, right justified] 
EarnedCredit5 280 - 290 [Decimal, formatted ###0.000000, right justified] 
LevelOfDifficulty 291 - 298  
CourseCode 299 - 314  
EMISSubject 315 - 320  
-- BLANK -- 321 - 322 Filler 
EMISSubjectAreaCredit 323 - 325  
-- BLANK -- 326 - 330 Filler 
CORESubjectArea 331 - 333  
-- BLANK -- 334 - 341 Filler 
CourseCredit 342 - 349 [Decimal, formatted 0.000000, right justified] 
-- BLANK -- 350 - 357 Filler 
CreditRatioDenominator 358 - 360 [Integer, formatted ###0, right justified] 
CreditFlex 361  
IsDualCredit 362 “Y” = 1 

“N” = 0 
“*” = null (blank) 

IsCollegePrep 363 “Y” = 1 
“N” = 0 
“*” = null (blank) 
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Home School Export – Attendance 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Home School Export – EMIS 
Attendance tab 
The JVS typically exports attendance at midyear and at the end of the year. When the 
JVS attendance is imported into the Home School an entry is created on the student’s 
External Absences page in StudentInformation. As of 10.3.0.16150, the Attendance 
export function includes Days Attended and will split absences into excused and 
unexcused. 

 
Primary Student Id for Export (required) - Choose State Student ID (SSID) or EMIS 
ID. The default is the SSID. If SSID is chosen and a student does not have an SSID, 
then the EMIS ID will be included in the export record. If EMIS ID is chosen and a 
student does not have an EMIS ID, then the SSID will be included in the export record. 
If the student does not have an SSID or an EMIS ID, then the SSID/EMIS ID field will be 
left blank in the export record. 
Whenever possible choose to export by SSID versus EMIS ID. A student in multiple 
districts must have the same SSID but can have varying EMIS IDs at each district. An 
exception to this would be if the home school is a non-public school and does not use 
SSIDs – the JVS would want to do the export by EMIS ID. If they chose SSID for the 
export file, then nothing would be imported to the non-public school since they do not 
use SSIDs. 
Home District (required) – Choose the IRN of the Home School district this data 
applies to. The Home District dropdown list is populated based on the building Home 
School IRN field on the Student Profile – General tab.  
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Note for Home Districts with multiple high schools:  The export creates a single export 
file for the district selected for exporting, which includes all records for each building in 
the selected district where one or more students had their home school set to that 
building. If the selected Home District contains multiple high schools then the Export file 
will contain a separate section for each high school in the district. The district Export file 
must be manually separated in order to create an Export file for each High School. 
Student Status (optional) – Choose the Student Status of the students to include in the 
Home School Attendance Export. If no Student Status is selected, then students with all 
Student Statuses will be exported. 
Ad-hoc (optional) – Specify an Ad-Hoc Membership Group to limit the report to the 
students in this group. All other selection criteria will be ignored.   
Check the Public and Private checkbox to see Memberships created by other users in 
your drop-down list. 
Export – Export Attendance data. After opening this file and verifying the date, email 
the file to the Home School if necessary. 
10.3.0.16150 and after - The Attendance file layout will be as follows:  The output file 
defaults to the name StudentAttendance000000.SEQ, where 000000 is the Home 
School District IRN. The file is fixed width files with a header row. 

NOTE: The Attended, Absence Excused, Absence Unexcused and Tardy values 
are right justified. 
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Field Start 
Position/End 
Position 

Length Comments 

SSID / EMIS Id 1/9 9 State Student Id or EMIS Id. When user chooses to export 
SSID, the process will use the SSID if the SSID is present 
or the EMIS Id if the SSID is not present. When user 
chooses to export EMIS Id, the process will use the EMIS 
Id if the EMIS Id is present or the SSID if the EMIS Id is not 
present 

Attended 10/19 
right justified 

10 The sum of the days attended as indicated on the student’s 
calendar day actual days minus the absence level of any 
absences on the calendar day. Examples: 1. Student’s 
calendar day indicates 1 actual day of attendance, student 
does not have an absence record on calendar day, and 
then the student will be given 1 actual day of attendance. 2. 
Student’s calendar day indicates 0.5 actual days, and 
student does not have an absence record, student will be 
given 0.5 days attendance for the calendar day. 3. 
Student’s calendar indicates 1 actual day of attendance, 
student has an absence record indicating 0.5 days 
absence then the student will be given 1 – 0.5 days 
attendance (or 0.5 days attendance) on the calendar day. 

Absence 
Excused 

20/29 
right justified 

10 Sum of the absence levels on all student absences marked 
as excused. 

Absence 
Unexcused 

30/39 
right justified 

10 Sum of the absence levels on all student absences marked 
as unexcused. 

Tardy 40/49  
right justified 

10 The number of absence records marked tardy. 

School Year 54/57 4 School year of absence data. This is not the fiscal year of 
the absence data. 

Student Name 62 32 Student name. Last name, first name 
 
The following figure shows an example of the Home School Export – Attendance file. 

 
Prior to 10.3.0.16150, the Attendance file layout will be as follows with the starting point 
of that field and the length in parenthesis. The output file defaults to the name 
StudentAttendance000000.SEQ, where 000000 is the Home School District IRN. The 
file is fixed width files with a header row. 
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• State Student ID (SSID) or EMIS ID – depending on ‘Primary Student Id for 
Export’ option selected (1, 9) 

• School Year (10, 4) 
• Report Term Code or Report Term Export Code – depending on ‘Home School 

Term Format’ option selected (14, 3) 
• Absence Type (17, 1) 
• Full Day Absences (18, 3) 
• Half Day Absences (21, 3) 
• Tardies (24, 3) 
• Filler (27,12) 
• Student Name (39, 30) 

NOTE: The Home School Import will accept either file layout (pre-10.3 or 10.3-
after). 

Findlay Dialer Export 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Findlay Dialer Export 
This export is a specific format for schools that use an auto dialer program or third party 
program to dial home for students that are listed in the export file as absent for the 
current date. 

 
There are two formats currently that are created for the district’s use. 
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PHON Version 1 

 
PHON version 1 returns students absent any period of the date for the current 
processing date. 
This file is comma delimited, left-justified, and contains the following fields: 

• Area Code and Phone Number 
• Student ID 
• Student Last Name, First Name (Called Name) 
• 1st Period Absence Type 
• 2nd Period Absence Type 
• 3rd Period Absence Type 
• Grade Level 
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PHON Version 2 

 
PHON version 2 returns students absent period 1 for the current processing date. 

This file is comma delimited, left-justified, and contains the following fields: 
• Phone Number 
• Student ID 
• Student Last Name, First Name (Called Name) 
• 1st Period Absence Type 
• Period Absence Reason 
• Period Absence Note 
• User Defined Field 1 (Data Flag 2) 
• User Defined Field 2 (Data Flag 3) 

Export Fields – The Export Fields will be defaulted, uncheck those fields that you do 
not want to export. 
Export – Execute the Export process. 
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Save – Save this file to your hard drive or network drive. 

These exports are run daily, but are not automated. The export must be manually 
processed by the building. The file is comma delimited and left justified. 

Edulog Export 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Edulog Export 
Several districts use Edulog transportation software for bus routing. The file described in 
the following sections is the required format for import student data into Edulog. Each 
district using Edulog and importing student data from StudentInformation, presently has 
different requirements for address formatting and determining various codes in the file. 
The export will give the districts various selections for formatting of the export files. See 
also “Ad Hoc Reporting”. 

Note:  As of DASL v10.0, when the Edulog Export is run before the first day of 
school, it uses the first day of school to look up the EMIS FS and FD data. 
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Elida Edulog 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Edulog Export – ELIDA 
EDULOG 

 
Action (required) – Choose All Students or only Students updated since a specified last 
run date. Can also choose whether to include the deleted students since last school 
year. 
Export – Execute the Export process. 

 
Save – Save this file to your hard drive or network drive. 
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The file is fixed width, left justified, with spaces for padding. The file layout will be as 
follows with the starting point of that field and the length in parenthesis. 

• Student ID (1, 9) 
• Student Last Name (10, 15) 
• Student First Name (25, 14) 
• School Code (39, 3) (Edulog school code, not StudentInformation school code) 
• Grade Code (42, 3) (Edulog school code, not StudentInformation school code) 
• Resident Address (45, 25) 
• Mailing Address (70, 25) 
• City (95, 18) 
• Zip (113, 9) 
• Parent (122, 25) 
• Phone (147, 10) 
• Date of Birth (157, 8) (formatted as mmddyyyy) 
• Student Status (165, 1) (StudentInformation status code) 
• Withdrawal Date (166, 8) (formatted as mmddyyyy) 

Note that, for the Status code at position 165, any student on a non-attending calendar 
will have the code "D" listed, unless their Student Profile has Data Flag 3 set to "J". 
The following figure shows an example of the ELIDA EDULOG Export file. 
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BATH Edulog 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Edulog Export – Bath 
EDULOG 

 
Action (required) – Choose All Students or only Students updated since a specified last 
run date. Can also choose whether to include the deleted students since last school 
year. 
Export – Execute the Export process. 

 
Save – Save this file to your hard drive or network drive. 
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The file is fixed width, left justified, with spaces for padding. The file layout will be as 
follows with the starting point of that field and the length in parenthesis. 

• Student ID (1, 9) 
• Student Last Name (10, 15) 
• Student First Name (25, 14) 
• School Code (39, 3) (Edulog school code, not StudentInformation school code) 
• Grade Code (42, 3) (Edulog school code, not StudentInformation school code) 
• Resident Address (45, 25) 
• Mailing Address (70, 25) 
• City (95, 18) 
• Zip (113, 9) 
• Parent (122, 25) 
• Phone (147, 10) 
• Date of Birth (157, 8) (formatted as mmddyyyy) 
• Student Status (165, 1) (StudentInformation status code) 
• Withdrawal Date (166, 8) (formatted as mmddyyyy) 

Note that, for the Status code at position 165, any student on a non-attending calendar 
will have the code D listed, unless their Student Profile has Data Flag 3 set to J. 
The following figure shows an example of the BATH Edulog Export file. 
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Wayne Trace/Lima City Edulog 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Edulog Export – WAYNE 
TRACE/LIMA CITY EDULOG 

 
Action (required) – Choose All Students or only Students updated since a specified last 
run date. Can also choose whether to include the deleted students since last school 
year. 
Export – Execute the Export process. 

 
Save – Save this file to your hard drive or network drive. 
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The file is fixed width, left justified, with spaces for padding. The file layout will be as 
follows with the starting point of that field and the length in parenthesis. 

• Student ID (1, 9) 
• Student Last Name (10, 18) 
• Student Given Name (28, 14) 
• Student Called Name (42, 8) 
• Resident Address (50, 25) 
• Mailing Address (75, 25) 
• City (100, 18) 
• State (118, 4) 
• Zip (122, 9) 
• Area Code (131, 3) 
• Phone (134, 7) 
• Parent/Guardian (141, 25) 
• Sex (166, 1) 
• Birth Century (167, 2) 
• Birth Year (169, 2) 
• Birth Month (171, 2) 
• Birth Day (173, 2) 
• Social Security Number (175, 

9) 
• Counselor (184, 25) 
• Student Status (209, 1) 
• Grade Level (210, 2) 
• School Year (212, 4) 
• Homeroom (216, 4) 
• Program Code (220, 2) 
• Disability Code (222, 2) 
• Locker (224, 4) 
• Locker Combination (228, 8) 
• Previous School (236, 4) 
• Admission Century (240, 2) 
• Admission Year (242, 2) 

• Admission Month (244, 2) 
• Admission Day (246, 2) 
• Admission Code High (248, 1) 
• Admission Code Low (249, 1) 
• Withdrawal Century (250, 2) 
• Withdrawal Year (252, 2) 
• Withdrawal Month (254, 2) 
• Withdrawal Day (256, 2) 
• Withdrawal Code High (258, 1) 
• Withdrawal Code Low (259, 1) 
• Transfer to School (260, 4) 
• Transfer Date (264, 8) (formatted as 

yyyymmdd) 
• Diploma Century (272, 2) 
• Diploma Year (274, 2) 
• Diploma Month (276, 2) 
• Diploma Day (278, 2) 
• Ethnic Code (280, 2) 
• Filler (282, 23) (First 5 positions are 

data flags, next 10 positions are 
scheduling flags, last 8 positions are the 
last date the student’s schedule was 
changed) 

• Listed/Unlisted Code (305, 1) 
• Parent/Guardian Relationship (306, 1) 
• Filler (307, 2) (First position contains 

birth date verification code, second 
position contains the file received flag) 

• Calendar (309, 1) 
• Filler (310, 7) (First position contains file 

sent flag, second position contains 
graduation rule code, last 5 positions 
contain report flags) 

• New Homeroom (317, 4) 
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• Residency Code (321, 4) 
• Special Ed Code (325, 3) 
• Attendance Code (328, 1) 

• Filler (329, 22) (First 8 positions contain 
the last date the STUD record was 
modified, ninth position contains the 
scheduling priority code) 

• Edulog School Code (351, 4) 
(StudentInformation School Code

The following figures show an example of the Wayne Trace/Lima City Edulog export file. 
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General Edulog Format 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Edulog Export – GENERAL 
EDULOG FORMAT 

 
Effective/Homeroom Date (required) – This date tells the system what FS and FD 
records to look for and also what date to look up homerooms for.  
Action (required) – Choose All Students or only Students updated since a specified last 
run date. Can also choose whether to include the deleted students since last school 
year. 
Export Fields – Choose the export fields for your General Edulog Export. These fields 
include: 
Export – Execute the Export process. 
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Save – Save this file to your hard drive or network drive. 
The file is fixed width, left justified, with spaces for padding. The file layout is currently 
under development (bug 3743). 
The following figures show an example of the General Edulog export file. 
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Lunch Export 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Lunch Export 
This export is a specific format for four different cafeteria point of sales programs as 
shown in the following figure. The export information will be used to populate these 
programs for lunch cards and accounts. 
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Lunch Export for WAPAK City Schools 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Lunch Export – Lunch Export 
for WAPAK City Schools 

 
Student Statuses Excluded / Student Statuses Included (required) – Choose the 
Student Statuses to be included or excluded in the Export. 
Export Fields – The Export Fields will be defaulted, uncheck those fields that you do 
not want to export. These export fields all refer to information found on the Student 
Profile. The Teacher Code refers to the student’s Homeroom Teacher Code. 
Export – Execute the Export process. 

 
Save – Save this file to your hard drive or network drive. The default name of this file is 
DAHS.txt – you may rename it when you save the file. 
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The file is fixed width, left justified, with spaces for padding. The file layout will be as 
follows with the starting point of that field and the length in parenthesis. 

• Student ID (1, 9) 
• Student Last Name (10, 18) 
• Student First Name (Middle) (28, 14) 
• Address 1 (42, 25) 
• Address 2 (67, 25) 
• City (92, 18) 
• State (110, 4) 
• Zip (114, 9) 
• Area Code (123, 3) 
• Phone (126, 7) 
• Parent (133, 25) 
• Sex (158, 1) 
• Birthdate (159, 8) (formatted as yyyymmdd) 
• Grade (167, 2) 
• Homeroom Teacher Code (169, 4) – will be blank if the student has no 

homeroom 
• Student Social Security Number (173, 9) 
• School Code (182, 4) 

The following figure shows an example of the Lunch Export for WAPAK City Schools 
export file. 
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Meals Plus Point of Sale Version 1 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Lunch Export – Meals Plus 
Point of Sale Version 1 

 
Student Statuses Excluded / Student Statuses Included (required) – Choose the 
Student Statuses to be included or excluded in the Export. 
Export Fields – The Export Fields will be defaulted, uncheck those fields that you do 
not want to export. 
Export – Execute the Export process. 

 
Save – Save this file to your hard drive or network drive. 
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The file is fixed width, left justified, with spaces for padding. The file layout will be as 
follows with the starting point of that field and the length in parenthesis. 

• Student ID (1, 9) 
• Student First Name (10, 15) 
• Student Middle Name (25, 15) 
• Student Last Name (40, 15) 
• Date of Birth (55, 8) (formatted as mmddyyyy) 
• Teacher Last Name (63, 15) 
• Student Grade (78, 2) 
• Parent (80, 30) 
• Student Address 1 (110, 30) 
• Student Address 2 (140, 30) 
• Student Address 3 (170, 30) 

The following figure shows an example of the Meals Plus Point of Sale Version 1 export 
file. 
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Meals Plus Point of Sale Version 2 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Lunch Export – Meals Plus 
Point of Sale Version 2 

 
Student Statuses Excluded / Student Statuses Included (required) – Choose the 
Student Statuses to be included or excluded in the Export. 
Export Fields – The Export Fields will be defaulted, uncheck those fields that you do 
not want to export. 
Export – Execute the Export process. 

 
Save – Save this file to your hard drive or network drive. 
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The file is fixed width, left justified, with spaces for padding. The file layout will be as 
follows with the starting point of that field and the length in parenthesis. 

• Student ID (1, 9) 
• Student First Name (10, 15) 
• Student Middle Name (25, 15) 
• Student Last Name (40, 15) 
• Date of Birth (55, 8) (formatted as mmddyyyy) 
• Student Gender (63, 1) 
• Student Race (64, 4) 
• Teacher Last Name (68, 15) 
• Student Grade Level (83, 2) 
• Student Primary Contact (85, 30) 
• Student Address 1 (115, 30) 
• Student Address 2 (145, 30) 
• Student Address 3 (175, 30) 

The following figure shows an example of the Meals Plus Point of Sale Version 2 export 
file. 
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WIN-MCM Lunch Program 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Lunch Export – WIN-MCM 
Lunch Program 

 
Student Statuses Excluded / Student Statuses Included (required) – Choose the 
Student Statuses to be included or excluded in the Export. 
Campus Number (optional) – The Campus Number expected by the WIN-MCM Lunch 
Program. 
Export Fields – The Export Fields will be defaulted, uncheck those fields that you do 
not want to export. 
Export – Execute the Export process. 

 
Save – Save this file to your hard drive or network drive. 
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The file is fixed width, left justified, with spaces for padding. The file layout will be as 
follows with the starting point of that field and the length in parenthesis. 

• Campus Number (1, 3) 
• Student ID (4, 15) 
• Student First Name (19, 16) 
• Student Last Name (35, 16) 
• Grade Level (51, 2) 
• Home Room (53, 6) 

The following figure shows an example of the WIN-MCM Lunch Program export file. 

 

Excelsior Export 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Excelsior Export 
Many schools use a grade book package named Excelsior. Student records in the 
Excelsior application may be populated by importing data from the StudentInformation 
application. Six separate files are required for this export and those files then are used 
to populate the Excelsior grade book package with updated information on a daily basis. 
The six files (with their default name) are files that include data for the following: 
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Each file is a comma delimited file, left justified with a CSV extension. The files can be 
produced one at a time, by choosing the file export format from the dropdown list. 

Please Note:  StudentInformation allows this export to be run on a scheduled 
basis. Please see the Maintaining StudentInformation section of the ITC 
documentation for further details. 

 
Save – Save this file to your hard drive or network drive for FTP to Excelsior as needed. 

Course Detail Information Format 
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Artificial Course – Filter exported data by artificial course status, or select Filter Not 
Used. 
Course Type – Filter exported data by course type, or select Filter Not Used. 
Get scheduling info based on current Schedule Term – Check this box to use the 
current Schedule Term’s scheduling information. 
Export – Execute the Export process. 
Fields included in the export are the following: 

• Teacher ID 
• Course ID 
• Course Section Number 
• Course From/To Period 
• Course Room ID 

The following figure shows an example of the Course Detail Information Excelsior 
Export file. 
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Course Information Format 

 
Artificial Course – Filter exported data by artificial course status, or select Filter Not 
Used. 
Course Type – Filter exported data by course type, or select Filter Not Used. 
Export – Execute the Export process. 
Fields included in the export are the following: 

• Course ID 
• Course Credit Units 
• Course Hours of Instruction 
• Course Short Text 

The following figure shows an example of the Course Information Excelsior Export file. 
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Student Data Format 

 
Student Statuses Excluded/Included – Select the Student Statuses to be filtered on 
and move them to the Included box in the dual-select box. If no Student Statuses are 
moved, the export will not filter on Student Status, and all Student Statuses will be 
included. 
Export – Execute the Export process. 
Fields included in the export are the following: 

• Student ID 
• Student Name (30 characters, allows commas, formatted Last, First [Called]) 
• Student Grade Level 
• Student Birthdate 
• Student Gender 
• Student Parent 
• Student Address1 
• Student City (this field is appended into one field with Province/State and Zip) 
• Student Province/State (this field is appended into one field with City and Zip) 
• Student Zip (this field is appended into one field with City and Province/State) 
• Student Phone 
• Student Program Code 
• Student Previous School 
• Student Social Security Number (formatted xxx-xx-xxxx) 
• Student Admission Date (formatted mm/dd/yyyy) 
• Student Withdrawal Date (formatted mm/dd/yyyy) 
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The following figure shows an example of the Student Data Excelsior Export file. 

 

Student Schedule Information Format 

 
Artificial Course – Filter exported data by artificial course status, or select Filter Not 
Used. 
Course Type – Filter exported data by course type, or select Filter Not Used. 
Get scheduling info based on current Schedule Term – Check this box to use the 
current Schedule Term’s scheduling information. 
Export – Execute the Export process. 
Fields included in the export are the following: 

• Student ID 
• Course ID 
• Course Section Number 
• Course Term (Calculated as the number of course terms for the current school 

year that ended before today - @EffDate date, PLUS 1.) 
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For instance, if a school has the following terms defined: 

• Quarter 1  

• Quarter 2  

• Semester 1  

• Quarter 3 

• Quarter 4  

• Semester 2  

• All Year 

In this example, the following CourseTerm values would be returned: 
• During Quarter 1: CourseTerm = 1  

• During Quarter 2: CourseTerm = 2  

• During Quarter 3: CourseTerm = 4  

• During Quarter 4: CourseTerm = 5 

Notice that the 3rd and 4th quarters, the CourseTerm values seem to be 1 to 
high. This is because the Semester 1 course term has now ended, and it would 
be included in the count of previous terms that have ended.  
For instance, if a school has the following terms defined:   

• Semester 1  

• Semester 2  

• All Year 
In this example, the following CourseTerm values would be returned:  

• During Semester 1: CourseTerm = 1 

• During Semester 2: CourseTerm = 2 
The following figure shows an example of the Student Schedule Information Excelsior 
Export file. 
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Teacher Information Format 

 
This export format has no options and includes information about all teachers listing a 
Social Security Number in their staff member records. 
Export – Execute the Export process. 
Fields included in the export are the following: 

• Teacher ID 
• Teacher Social Security Number 
• Teacher Last Name and Teacher Title/Initial 
• Empty Field (“  ”, two spaces inside double quotes) 
• Teacher Address 
• Teacher City, State, Zip 
• Empty Field (“ ”, one space inside double quotes) 

The following figure shows an example of the Teacher Information Excelsior Export file. 
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Student Data Extended 

 
Homeroom Date – Enter the date to be used to determine the student’s homeroom. 
Reporting Term - Determines the time range used for calculating Marking Period. 
Marking Period GPA Set - Determines the Marking Period GPA and Marking Period 
Credits Earned. 
Cumulative GPA Set - used to determine the Cum GPA and Cum GPA Credits Earned. 
Student Status Excluded/Included – Select the students you wish to include 
Export – Execute the Export process. 
Fields included in the export include:  
Student Data Extended Export has 10 additional fields compared to the Student Data 
Export. The index indicates the column position. Index is zero-based. Columns with 
index 0-14 are exactly the same as Student Data Export.  
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Index Column  

15 Homeroom  

16 School Code  

17 Marking Period Absence  

18 Full Year Absence  

19 Marking Period Tardy  

20 Full Year Tardy  

21 Marking Period GPA  

22 Marking Period Credits Earned  

23 Cum GPA  

24 Cum Credits Earned 

The following figure shows an example of the Student Data Extended Excelsior Export 
file. 

 

Pre-Identification Export 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Pre-Identification Export 
Each pre-identification export includes properly formatted student data required by the 
assessment provider prior to the assessment. Providers later use this information to 
aggregate and interpret scores using meaningful breakdowns based on several criteria. 
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Riverside ITBS Pre-Identification Export 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Pre-Identification Export – 
Riverside ITBS Pre-Identification Export dropdown 
You can only run this export at the district level. The export file is comma delimited. 
There are two layout options: 

Long Layout 

 
The long layout includes the following fields: 

• Last Name 
• First Name 
• Birthdate 
• Gender 
• Grade 
• Building (as you enter it in the Building Name field) 
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Short Layout 

 
The short layout includes the following fields: 

• Last Name 

• First Name 

• Birthdate 

• Gender 

• Grade 

• Building (as you enter it in the Building Name field) 

• Logramos Form 

• Logramos Level 

• CogAT Form 

• CogAT Level 
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1. At the top of the screen, select the school(s) to include in the export by moving 
them from the Available Schools in District multi-select list to the Selected 
Schools list. A single export file will contain data for all selected schools.  

2. In the Export Format drop-down list, select “Riverside ITBS Pre-Identification 
Export.” 

3. Select the appropriate Grade Level. 
4. Enter the Building Name. 
5. For the Layout option, select a “Long” or “Short” layout format. 
6. If you chose a “Short” layout, select the correct Logramos (ITBS) Form, 

Logramos (ITBS) Level, CogAT Form and CogAT Level. 
7. Click Export, and save the file.  

 

PreIdent for Pearson Educational Measurement Export 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Pre-Identification Export – 
PreIdent for Pearson Educational Measurement Export dropdown 
StudentInformation returns course information in the Ohio Achievement Assessment 
and Ohio Graduation Test export files based on the value in the EMIS Subject Code 
field on the EMIS Override tab for a course section, if defined; otherwise, 
StudentInformation returns course information based on the value in the EMIS Subject 
Code field on the EMIS tab for the course. 

OAA (Ohio Achievement Assessment) 
The Ohio Achievement Pre-identification export process is performed whenever there is 
a need to create Pre-identification labels to submit to the testing company prior to a test 
administration.   
The Achievement Pre-Ident will include the following students in the file: 

• Any student in 3rd grade through 8th grade who is actively enrolled and is 
attending the district. 

• Any student in any other grade level that has an acceleration record for a test 
part in a specific grade level test other than their current grade level. 

A student’s admission history records are checked to determine whether he is actively 
enrolled in the district or not. 
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The Pre-Identification file layout was changed this year with the addition of new fields to 
collect data to be used by the D3A2 project when test results are loaded into that 
application. Classroom information on subjects taken by the student, which are relevant 
to the Achievement Assessment subject areas, is included in the records along with 
Teacher information identifying the student’s teacher for each of the subject areas. 
Because of this request, it was necessary to load the Staff Credential ID’s into the 
StudentInformation Staff records for inclusion on the records. Because of this option, it 
is important that schools make sure that student schedules are up to date when they 
create the file so that the results will be returned to the correct teacher once the vendor 
sends the test results back to the districts. 
Previously, Pre-Ident was only including students who had an overall internal student 
status of Active. This has been changed in the 8.2.0 release to now include actively 
enrolled students regardless of their status code. Therefore, it is no longer necessary to 
change the internal value of your status codes for students to be included in the file. 
As of DASL 9.0.1.8507, the OAA Pre-Ident is only accessible by districts. If the OAA 
Pre-Ident is accessed with a building in context, the following message will be 
displayed. 

 
As of 10.3.0.16150, students without SSIDs will display in a list at the bottom of the 
page and give the user the option to continue (excluded the students in this list from the 
export) or cancel. The user can also click on the student information and have a window 
pop-up with the Student Profile Edit screen. 
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Available Schools in District (required) – Select the schools that are to be included in 
the export file. One export file will be created that will contain data for all selected 
schools. 
Export Format (required) – Select the PreIdent For Pearson Educational Measurement 
Export. 
Test (required) – Select the Ohio Achievement Assessment. 
Include the following grades (optional) – Select which grade levels should be included 
in the OAA Pre-Ident export file. 
Return Only These Students (optional) – enter specific Student IDs (separated by 
commas) to return in the export. This can be used when creating pre-identification 
export files for alternate assessments. 
Any 10th grade student who is actively enrolled and has not yet taken the OGT test. 

OGT (Ohio Graduation Test) 
The OGT Pre-identification export process is performed whenever there is a need to 
create Pre-identification labels to submit to the testing company prior to a test 
administration. 
The OGT Pre-Ident will include the following students in the file: 

1. Include students who are actively enrolled at the time pre-ident is processed. 

2. Include all 10th grade students with percent of time greater than zero except for: 
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• FTE = 0 or 

• FTE = 0  and Sent Reason on FS Student Standing  =  ES, JV, MR, PS, 
OS, PI, CI, NI 

3. Students in grades 11,12,13 
a. FTE > 0 or 
b. FTE = 0 and Sent Reason on FS Student Standing = ES, JV, MR, PS, OS, PI, 

CI, NI 
c. Student does not have a passing score for at least one part of the OGT test on 

an existing test record. Non-passing scores are as follows: 
 

Test Part STR ALT 
Social Studies/Citizenship 400 120 
Math 400 120 
Reading 400 120 
Science 400 130 
Writing 400 120 

4. If student’s Grade level is UG, then examine the value in the State Equivalent 
Grade field on the latest Student FD record for the value of the student grade 
level.  

As of 10.3.0.16150, JVS students are determined by saying that only students who had 
JVS as their Sent To or Alt Sent To reason AND had 0 for their attendance percentage 
were considered JVS for purposes of this selection. The same kind of logic was used for 
Contract Vocational Out students (with CT as the Sent To or Alt Sent To reason). 
A student’s admission history records are checked to determine whether he is actively 
enrolled in the district or not.   
Course section information for the courses a student is enrolled, which are related to the 
test subject areas, is also included in the record. Previously, Pre-Ident was only 
including students who had an overall internal student status of Active. This has been 
changed in the 8.2.0 release to now include actively enrolled students regardless of 
their status code. Therefore, it is no longer necessary to change the internal value of 
your status codes for students to be included in the file. 
As of DASL 9.0.1.8507, the OGT Pre-Ident is only accessible by districts. If the OGT 
Pre-Ident is accessed with a building in context, the following message will be 
displayed. 
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As of 10.3.0.16150, students without SSIDs will display in a list at the bottom of the 
page and give the user the option to continue (excluded the students in this list from the 
export) or cancel. The user can also click on the student information and have a window 
pop-up with the Student Profile Edit screen. 

 
Available Schools in District (required) – Select the schools that are to be included in 
the export file. One export file will be created that will contain data for all selected 
schools. 
Export Format (required) – Select the PreIdent For Pearson Educational Measurement 
Export. 
Test (required) – Select the Ohio Graduation Test. 
Include only required students (optional) – When this checkbox is checked, the 
export will only include those students in the file that still need to take the test or have 
yet to pass all parts of the OGT. 
Include the following grades (optional) – Select which grade levels should be included 
in the OGT Pre-Ident export file. 
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Include the following students (optional) – Check those options that apply; indicates 
whether you wish to include students attending elsewhere as Contract Vocational – In, 
Contract Vocational – Out, or JVS Students in your file. 

Contract Vocational-In – Students that are non-residents of your district attending 
as a contract vocational student. 
Contract Vocational-Out – Students that are residents of your district attending 
another district as a contract vocational student.   
If the district is testing these students and wishes to have the results returned to 
their district, then include these students in your file. 

Include CVI home school information (optional): 
Hint for non-Home Schools:  If you’re not the resident district and you want the 
information sent back to the home school AND you’ve checked to include Contract 
Vocational – In students, then you will need to check Include CVI Home School 
Information.   
Hint for Home Schools:  If you are the Home School, do not check the Include CVI 
Home School Information. If you do, any Contract Vocational – In students in your file 
will generate an error and you will not be able to upload the file.  
Include JVS home school information (optional): 
Hint for non-Home Schools:  If you’re not the resident district and you want the 
information sent back to the home school AND you’ve checked to include JVS students, 
then you will need to check Include JVS Home School Information.   
Hint for Home Schools:  If you are the Home School, do not check the Include JVS 
Home School Information. If you do, any JVS students in your file will generate an error 
and you will not be able to upload the file.  
Return Only These Students (optional) – enter specific Student IDs (separated by 
commas) to return in the export. This can be used when creating pre-identification 
export files for alternate assessments. Please Note:  When using this option, the grade 
level(s) of the students entered still need to be checked or the entered students will not 
be included in the file. 
Export – Execute the Export process. 

Note:  If any students are encountered without SSID’s, a grid will display below 
the Export button listing the students with errors. If the students listed do not 
need to be included in the file you are creating, click the Continue button to 
create the file. 
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Save – Save this file to your hard drive or network drive. 
The export file is fixed-width, with spaces for padding. The file layout from ODE (District 
Test Coordinator Newsletter K-8 Assessments December 2007) is detailed in the 
following figure. 

In this export file, course codes longer than 10 characters are truncated to 10 
characters by removing the necessary number of characters from the right side 
of the course code. 
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At this time, the export file will only contain one course section for each subject 
category. Note that courses are only included in the export file if their EMIS tab contains 
an EMIS Subject Code that matches an EMIS subject code for the listed subject. 
Reading and Writing courses will first look for matches on a Reading EMIS subject code 
(050102, 050104, 050106, 050119, 050300) or a Writing EMIS subject code (050014, 
050220, 050400, 050403, 050500, 059920) as appropriate, and if there are no matches 
on these, the export will look for a match on a Reading/Writing EMIS subject code 
(050152, 050154, 050156, 050160, 050170, 050180, 050190, 050545, 051905, 059930, 
059999) before leaving the course blank. 

PreIdent for OTELA Export 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Pre-Identification Export – 
PreIdent for Otela Export Format 
Please use this export only for the OTELA (Ohio Test of English Language Acquisition) 
exports. This export can only be accessed by Districts and will not include withdrawn 
students. It will only include students whose FS record has a District Withdrawal 
Reason of **. 

Note: The export will check for the existence of an SSID on the student’s FS 
records so the correct students will be returned in the export. 

 
Available Schools in District (required) – Select the schools that are to be included in 
the export file. One export file will be created that will contain data for all selected 
schools. 
Export Format (required) – Select the Pre-Ident for OTELA Export. 
Grades Levels (required) – Select the grade level(s) to include in the export. 
Export – Execute the Export process. 
If there are students that do not have SSIDs, they will be displayed. 
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Click the hyperlinked student name   to go to the Student Profile Edit 
Screen for this student. 
Click Refresh to reload the list. 
Click Cancel to return to the Pre-Ident for OTELA Export selection screen. 
Click Continue if you would like to create the export file without these students. 

 
Save – Save this file to your hard drive or network drive. 
The export file is fixed-width, with spaces for padding. The file layout from ODE (District 
Test Coordinator Newsletter K-8 Assessments December 2007) is detailed in the 
following figure. 

In this export file, course codes longer than 10 characters are truncated to 10 
characters by removing the necessary number of characters from the right side 
of the course code. 
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At this time, the export file will only contain one course section for each subject 
category. Note that courses are only included in the export file if their EMIS tab contains 
an EMIS Subject Code that matches an EMIS subject code for the listed subject. 
Reading and Writing courses will first look for matches on a Reading EMIS subject code 
(050102, 050104, 050106, 050119, 050300) or a Writing EMIS subject code (050014, 
050220, 050400, 050403, 050500, 059920) as appropriate, and if there are no matches 
on these, the export will look for a match on a Reading/Writing EMIS subject code 
(050152, 050154, 050156, 050160, 050170, 050180, 050190, 050545, 051905, 059930, 
059999) before leaving the course blank. 

Note: Prior to 10.3.016150, the OTELA Pre-Id Export was looking at courses and 
teachers by Subject Area For Credit, not EMIS Subject Type. As a result, since 
the Subject Area For Credit is always ** for non-high school courses, middle 
school and elementary courses were not getting picked up. As of 10.3.0.16150, 
the code was modified to match on EMIS Subject Type, not Subject Area for 
Credit. 

PreIdent for OLSAT 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Pre-Identification Export – 
PreIdent for OLSAT dropdown 
Please use this export only for the OLSAT (Otis-Lennon School Ability Test) exports. 
This export can only be accessed for Districts. 

 
Available Schools in District (required) – Select the schools that are to be included in 
the export file. One export file will be created that will contain data for all selected 
schools. 
Export Format (required) – Select the Pre-Ident for OLSAT. 
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Grade Levels (required) – Select the grade level(s) to include in the export. 
Return Only These Students (optional) – enter specific Student IDs (separated by 
commas) to return in the export. This can be used when creating pre-identification 
export files for alternate assessments. Please Note:  When using this option, the grade 
level(s) of the students entered still need to be checked or the entered students will not 
be included in the file. 
Export – Execute the Export process. 

 
Save – Save this file to your hard drive or network drive. 
The export file is fixed-width, with spaces for padding. An example of the output is 
shown in the following figure. 
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PreIdent for PARCC 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Pre-Identification Export – 
PreIdent For PARCC dropdown 
You can only run this export at the district level. The export file is in .CSV format.  

 
1. At the top of the screen, select the school(s) to include in the export by moving 

them from the Available Schools in District multi-select list to the Selected 
Schools list. A single export file will contain data for all selected schools.  

2. In the Export Format drop-down list, select “PreIdent For PARCC.” 
3. In both the English & Language Arts (ELA) and Mathematics (MAT) sections, 

select the course(s) to include in the export by moving them from the Subject 
Codes Available multi-select list to the Subject Codes Selected list. 
Note: Courses with the following EMIS Subject Codes display in the lists: 

• ELA – 05XXXX and 06XXXX 

• MAT – 11XXXX 
4. In the Test Taken drop-down list, select the format of the test the students will 

take – either “Paper” or “Online.” 
5. Click Export, and save the file.  
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PreIdent for Ohio Online Field Test 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Pre-Identification Export – 
PreIdent For Ohio Online Field Test dropdown 
You can only run this export at the district level. The export file is in .txt format.  
StudentInformation includes students in the export based on the following rules: 

• 04-08 graders: 
o included regardless of whether they are in an “SOC” or “SCI” course 
o course information included for “SOC” and “SCI” courses (otherwise left 

blank) 

• High school students: 
o only included if they are currently taking a course with the specified EMIS 

Subject Codes: 150300, 150308, 159950, 150810, 152300, 132230, and 
132220 

o course information always included 

 
1. At the top of the screen, select the school(s) to include in the export by moving 

them from the Available Schools in District multi-select list to the Selected 
Schools list. A single export file will contain data for all selected schools.  

2. In the Export Format drop-down list, select “PreIdent For Ohio Online Field 
Test.” 

3. Optional: In the Include the following grades option, select the check box 
beside each grade level to include in the export file. 
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4. Optional: To include high school students, select the Include High School 
Students check box. 

5. Optional: In the Include the following students option, select any of the 
following options to include students with these conditions: 

• Contract Vocational - In – students that are non-residents of your district 

attending as a contract vocational student 

• Contract Vocational - Out – students that are residents of your district 

attending another district as a contract vocational student 
Note: If your district is testing these students and you want to receive the 
results, you should include these students in your file. 

6. Optional: If you want to include contract vocational home school information on 
the export, select the Include CVI home school information check box. 
Note for non-home schools: If you are not the resident district, you want the 
home school to receive the information and you selected to include Contract 
Vocational - In students in step 5, you should select this check box. 

Note for home schools: If you are the home school, do not select this check 
box. If you do, any Contract Vocational - In students in your file will generate an 
error, and you will not be able to upload the file. 

7. Optional: If you want to include JVS students in the export, select the JVS check 
box. 

8. Optional: If you want to include JVS home school information on the export, 
select the Include JVS home school information check box. 
Note for non-home schools: If you are not the resident district, you want the 
home school to receive the information and you selected to include JVS students 
in step 7, you should select this check box. 

Note for home schools: If you are the home school, do not select this check 
box. If you do, any JVS students in your file will generate an error, and you will 
not be able to upload the file. 

Note: The Return only these students feature is not currently functional. 

9. Click Export, and save the file.  
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PreIdent for KRA 
Navigation: StudentInformation – Management – Import/Export – Pre-
Identification Export – PreIdent For KRA dropdown 
You can only run this export at the district level. Only students with state student IDs 
(SSIDs) are included in the export files. The files are in .csv format and contain the 
following information: 

• Student export – Kindergarten students 

• Teacher export – Teachers with students in their kindergarten reading course 
(EMIS subject code of 050102 Reading K-3) or kindergarten language arts 
course (EMIS subject code of 050152 Integrated English Language Arts K-3) 

• Enrollment export – Students assigned to a kindergarten reading course (EMIS 
subject code of 050102 Reading K-3) or kindergarten language arts course 
(EMIS subject code of 050152 Integrated English Language Arts K-3), along with 
their teacher information 

 
1. At the top of the screen, select the school(s) to include in the export by moving 

them from the Available Schools in District multi-select list to the Selected 
Schools list. A single export file (for each type selected of “Student,” “Teacher” 
and “Enrollment”) will contain data for all selected schools.  

2. In the Export Format drop-down list, select “PreIdent For KRA.” 
3. In the Choose KRA Pre-ID Type to Export drop-down list, select “Student.” 
4. Click Export. 

If any kindergarten student does not have a state student ID (SSID), the student 
displays in a grid. 
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5. Optional: To add a missing SSID for a student so the student is included in the 

export: 
a. Click the student’s name. 
b. On the Edit Student Profile screen FS-Standing tab, in the State 

Student ID (SSID) field, enter the student’s SSID. 
c. Click Save. 
d. On the Pre-Identification Export screen, click Refresh. 

The student name no longer displays in the list, and the student will now 
be included in the export. 

e. Repeat step 5 as needed to include all students in the export. 
6. If any student displayed in the grid, click Continue. 

Note: Any students remaining in the grid are excluded from the export file. 

7. Save the .csv file.  
8. If any student displayed in the grid, click Cancel to return to the main view. 
9. In the Choose KRA Pre-ID Type to Export drop-down list, select “Teacher.” 
10. Repeat steps 4 through 8 to create and save the teacher export file. 
11. In the Choose KRA Pre-ID Type to Export drop-down list, select “Enrollment.” 
12. Repeat steps 4 through 8 to create and save the enrollment export file. 
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PreIdent for Science and Social Studies 
Navigation: StudentInformation – Management – Import/Export –  
Pre-Identification Export – PreIdent For AASWD and OCBA dropdown 
This pre-identification export is for the following science and social studies 
assessments: 

• Ohio Computer Based Assessments (OCBA) in Science and Social Studies 

• Alternate Assessment for Students with Significant Cognitive Disabilities 
(AASCD/AASWD) 

You can only run this export at the district level. You can choose to create a single 
export file containing students for both assessments, or you can create separate files for 
each assessment. The export files are in .txt (or “fixed”) format and only include 
students with state student IDs (SSIDs). 

Note: If you have students who will take the alternate assessment, you need to 
create an ad-hoc membership for them prior to running this export. (For more 
information on ad-hoc groups, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting 
Started Guide.)  
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1. At the top of the screen, select the school(s) to include in the export by moving 
them from the Available Schools in District multi-select list to the Selected 
Schools list. A single export file will contain data for all selected schools.  

2. In the Export Format drop-down list, select “PreIdent For AASWD and OCBA.” 
3. In the Include assessments option, select the check box beside each grade 

level/subject to include in the export file. 
Note: Both regular and accelerated students are included in the grade-specific 
options. 

4. Optional: If you have students who will take the alternate assessment: 
a. Select the Include the Following Students as AASWD check box. 
b. In the Ad-Hoc Membership drop-down list, select the ad-hoc membership 

containing these students. This will update the testing value to Alternate 
for these students. 

c. Optional: To make both public and private memberships display in the list, 
select the Public And Private check box. 

5. Optional: In the Include the following students option, select any of the 
following options to include students with these conditions: 

• Contract Vocational - In – students who are non-residents of your district 
attending as a contract vocational student 

• Contract Vocational - Out – students who are residents of your district 
attending another district as a contract vocational student 
Note: If your district is testing these students and you want to receive the 
results, you should include these students in your file. 

6. Optional: If you want to include contract vocational home school information on 
the export, select the Include CVI home school information check box. 
Note for non-home schools: If you are not the resident district, you want the 
home school to receive the information and you selected to include Contract 
Vocational - In students, you should select this check box. 

Note for home schools: If you are the home school, do not select this check 
box. If you do, any Contract Vocational - In students in your file will generate an 
error, and you will not be able to upload the file. 

7. Optional: If you want to include JVS students in the export, select the JVS check 
box. 

8. Optional: If you want to include JVS home school information on the export, 
select the Include JVS home school information check box. 
Note for non-home schools: If you are not the resident district, you want the 
home school to receive the information and you selected to include JVS 
students, you should select this check box. 
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Note for home schools: If you are the home school, do not select this check 
box. If you do, any JVS students in your file will generate an error, and you will 
not be able to upload the file. 

9. Optional: To include only specific students in the export file, in the Return only 
these students field, enter the student IDs separated by commas. 
Note: When using this option, you still need to select the appropriate Include 
assessments grade/subject check boxes, or the students will not be included in 
the file. 

10. In the Paper / Online drop-down list, if students will take these assessments in 
paper booklet form, select “Paper.” If students are taking these assessments 
online, select “Online.” 

11. Optional: If you want to create separate export files for regular and alternate 
assessments, select the Separate Files for AASWD and OCBA check box. 

12. In the File Download Options section, select a download method. 
Note: There is only one file type option, which is .txt or “FIXED.” 

13. Click Export.  
If all students have a state student ID (SSID), the file download begins.  
Note: If any student does not have an ID, the student displays in a grid. You can 
access the student’s profile from the grid and add the ID. If you do not, the 
student will be excluded from the export.  
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14. Optional: To add a missing SSID for a student so the student is included in the 
export: 

a. Click the student’s name. 
b. On the Edit Student Profile screen FS-Standing tab, in the State 

Student ID (SSID) field, enter the student’s SSID. 
c. Click Save. 
d. On the Pre-Identification Export screen, click Refresh. 

The student name no longer displays in the list, and the student will now 
be included in the export. 

e. Repeat as needed to include all students in the export. 
15. If any student displayed in the grid, click Continue. 

Note: Any students remaining in the grid are excluded from the export file. 

16. Save the export file(s).  

Photo Export 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Photo Export 
Several photo exports are available in StudentInformation. These photo exports are 
used by the photo companies to generate student photos on CD. 

 
Note: StudentInformation State Support recommends using SIS Student Search 
in place of the Photo Exports to get the needed data out of StudentInformation. 
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Fostoria Life Touch Photo Export 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Photo Export – Fostoria Life 
Touch Photo 
The Fostoria Life Touch Photo Export is shown in the following figures. They use this 
export file to generate bar codes for the schools and produce a CD containing the 
student pictures and associated student information. 

 
Student Statuses Excluded / Student Statuses Included (required) – Choose the 
Student Statuses to be included or excluded in the Export. 
Export Fields – The Export Fields will be defaulted, uncheck those fields that you do 
not want to export. 
Export – Execute the Export process. 

 
Save – Save this file to your hard drive or network drive 
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This file is comma delimited, left justified, with spaces as padding characters. Fields 
included in the export are the following: 

• Student ID 
• Student Last Name 
• Student First/Given Name 
• Student Grade 
• Student Homeroom 
• Homeroom Teacher Last Name 
• Student Address 1 
• Student Address 2 
• Student City 
• Student State 
• Student Zip Code 
• Student Area Code 
• Student Phone 1 
• Student Phone 2 

The following figure shows an example of the Fostoria Life Touch Photo Export file. 

 

Lange Photo Export 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Photo Export – Lange Photo 
The Lange Photo Export is shown in the following figures. They use this export file to 
generate bar codes for the schools and then produce a CD containing the student 
pictures and associated student information. 
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Student Statuses Excluded / Student Statuses Included (required) – Choose the 
Student Statuses to be included or excluded in the Export. 
Export Fields – The Export Fields will be defaulted, uncheck those fields that you do 
not want to export. 
Export– Execute Export process. 

 
Save – Save this file to your hard drive or network drive 
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This file is comma-delimited and left justified. The following fields are included in the 
export: 

• Student ID 
• Student Last Name 
• Student First/Given Name 
• Student Gender 
• Student Birthdate 
• Student Grade 
• Student Homeroom 
• Homeroom Teacher Last Name 
• Student Address 1 
• Student Address 2 
• Student City 
• Student State 
• Student Zip Code 
• Student Area Code 
• Student Phone 1 
• Student Phone 2 
• Student Parent 

The following figure shows an example of the Lange Photo Export file. 
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Lima Life Touch Photo Export 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Photo Export – Lima Life 
Touch Photo 
The Lima Life Touch Photo Export is shown in the following figure. They use this export 
file to generate bar codes for the schools and then produce a CD containing the student 
pictures and associated student information. 

 

Student Statuses Excluded / Student Statuses Included (required) – Choose the 
Student Statuses to be included or excluded in the Export. 
Export Fields – The Export Fields will be defaulted, uncheck those fields that you do 
not want to export. 
Export – Execute the Export process. 

 
Save – Save this file to your hard drive or network drive. 
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This file is comma delimited, left justified, with spaces as padding characters. Fields 
included in the export are the following: 

• Student ID 
• Student Last Name 
• Student First/Given Name 
• Student Grade 
• Student Homeroom 
• Homeroom Teacher Last Name 
• Student Address 1 
• Student Address 2 
• Student City 
• Student State 
• Student Zip Code 
• Student Area Code 
• Student Phone 1 
• Student Phone 2 
• Student Parent Name 

The following figure shows an example of the Lima Life Touch Photo Export file. 
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STUFEES Export 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – STUFEES Export 
The STUFEES Export is shown in the following figure. This export can be used to 
export student fees data for a specific file format. 

 
Activity Start Date (required) – Select the activity start date for the export process. 
Activity Stop Date (required) – Select the activity stop date for the export process. 
Activity Type(s) (optional) – Select available activity types to be included in the export 
process. 
Payment Type(s) (optional) – Select available payment types to be included in the 
export process. 
Accounting Code(s) (optional) – Select available accounting codes to be included in 
the export process. Please Note that these are the actual Allocation Codes as defined in 
Accounting Codes Maintenance, not the Accounting Codes.   
Export – Execute the export process. 
Cancel – Cancel the export process. 
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Save – Save this file to your hard drive or network drive 
The file format is CSV (Comma Separated Values). The file layout is as follows: 

• Accounting Code (enclosed in quotes) – Please note that the Accounting Code 
can be defined as up to 8 characters in Accounting Code Maintenance. However, 
the USAS STUFEES Import only accepts 6 character Accounting Codes. If you 
are using the StudentInformation STUFEES Export with the USAS STUFEES 
Import, you will want to change your Accounting Codes to a maximum of 6 
characters in Accounting Code Maintenance.   

• Amount 
• Student Number 
• Student Name (enclosed in quotes) 
• Date – YYYYMMDD format 
• Comments (enclosed in quotes) 

The following figure shows an example of the STUFEES Export file. 
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AIR Export 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – AIR Export 
On August 22, 2007, a memorandum was sent by the Office of Career Technical and 
Adult Education stating the following:  “The Ohio Department of Education is aware that 
JVSD’s must obtain OGT score data on incoming students as early as possible…ODE’s 
vendor for the OGT now has a provision to allow the American Institutes for Research 
(AIR) to share student OGT scores directly with JVSDs for students enrolled in a JVSD 
when permission is granted to share such data.. The process being developed requires 
written permission from the parent/guardian (or student if older than age 18).” An 
extraction is available in StudentInformation to provide this file to the JVSD for 
submission to AIR. 
The AIR Export is processed at the district level. However, the AIR Export functions 
differently if the school in context is a JVSD versus a home school district. 

AIR Export – Home School District in Context 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – AIR Export (Home School 
District in context) 
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JVS District (required) – If the school in context is not a JVSD, a district IRN value for 
the JVS must be entered or selected from the dropdown list. If the file is being created 
by the home school because the students are not yet enrolled in the JVS, the home 
district will need to create a separate file for each JVS building students will be 
attending in the upcoming school year. 
JVS (required) –If the school in context is not a JVSD, a building IRN value for the JVS 
must be entered or selected from the dropdown list. The dropdown will list all JVS 
school IRNs associated with the selected JVS District IRN. 

Choose students by filters 

 
Schools Available (optional) – Move one or more schools from the Schools Available 
select box to the Schools Chosen select box. If no schools are moved to the Schools 
Chosen select box, all schools will be selected.   
Grade Levels Available (optional) – Move one or more grade levels from the Grade 
Levels Available select box to the Grade Levels Chosen select box. If no grade levels 
are moved to the Grade Levels Chosen select box, all grade levels will be selected. 
Student Statuses Available (optional) – Move one or more student statuses from the 
Student Statuses Available select box to the Student Statuses Chosen select box. If no 
student statuses are moved to the Student Statuses Chosen select box, all student 
statuses will be selected. 

IMPORTANT:  Students must have an SSID on their current FS record to be 
included in the extract. 
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Choose students by student numbers 

 
Enter a comma separated list of student numbers to include in the extract 
(required) – as in the example above, enter student numbers separated by a comma. 
Click Validate Student Numbers. 

You will receive the following message if any of the student numbers are invalid. 

 
If the student numbers are valid, you will receive validation as follows. 

 
Click Edit Student Numbers to further edit the student numbers before Export. 

IMPORTANT:  Students must have an SSID on their current FS record to be 
included in the extract. 

Choose students by ad-hoc membership 
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If the students have not been enrolled at the JVSD yet for the future school year, the 
home school can create a file using an ad-hoc membership group including students 
who are planning on attending the JVS in the next school year. The file would then be 
sent to the JVS staff for submission to AIR. 
Ad-Hoc Membership (required) – Specify an Ad-Hoc Membership Group to limit the 
report to the students in this group. All other selection criteria will be ignored.   

Click  to create a new ad-hoc membership. You will be taken to the Ad Hoc 
Memberships where you can create a new ad-hoc membership and return to the Air 
Export – Choose students by ad-hoc membership tab. 
Check Public and to see Memberships created by other users in your drop-down list. 

IMPORTANT:  Students must have an SSID on their current FS record to be 
included in the extract. 

Export 
Export – Execute the export process with the filters selected. 
Cancel – Cancel the export process. 

 
Save – Save this file to your hard drive or network drive. 
The following figure shows an example of the AIR Export file when a home school 
district is in context. 
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The file is a fixed length file. The following is the file layout for the extraction file: 
OHIO TEST 

Record Description for Student Data Files 
Start 
Position 

End 
Position 

Field 
Length 

Field Name Comments/Description  

1 6 6 JVSD IRN Required field. Six-digit district IRN; contains only 
numeric values (0-9). Enter the IRN of the JVSD. 
Use the value specified in the JVS District IRN 
prompt selected on the requesting page. 

7 12 6 JVS School IRN Required field. Six-digit School IRN; contains only 
numeric values (0-9). Enter the IRN of the joint 
vocational school. Use the building IRN specified 
in the JVS school building selected on the 
requesting page. 

13 42 30 JVSD Name Optional field. Alpha/numeric. Must correspond to 
JVSD IRN. Use the name associated with the 
District JVS IRN selected on the requesting page. 

43 72 30 JV School Name Optional field. Alpha/numeric. Must correspond to 
JV School IRN. Use the name associated with the 
JVS school IRN selected on the requesting page. 

73 78 6 Home District IRN Required field. Six-digit District IRN; contains only 
numeric values (0-9). Enter the IRN of the school 
where the student was last tested for the OGT. 
Use the district IRN of the current district in 
context. 

79 84 6 Home School IRN Required field. Size-digit school IRN; contains 
only numeric values (0-9). Enter the IRN of the 
school where the student was last tested for the 
OGT. Use the value of the Attending IRN 
specified on the latest FS record for the student in 
the district in context. 

85 114 30 Home district 
Name 

Optional field. Alpha/numeric. Must correspond to 
home district IRN. Use the district name 
associated with the district IRN in context. 

115 144 30 Home School 
Name 

Optional field. Alpha/numeric. Must correspond to 
Home School IRN. Use the name of the school 
associated with the value of Attending building on 
the latest FS record. 

145 164 20 Student Last 
Name 

Required field. Alpha. The last name of the 
student. 

165 184 20 Student First 
Name 

Required field. Alpha. The given name of the 
student.  

185 185 1 Student Middle 
Initial 

Alpha; leave blank if the student does not have a 
middle name. 

186 187 2 Date of Birth 
month 

Required field. Two-digit numeric  

188 189 2 Date of Birth Day 
(DD) 

Required field. Two-digit numeric 

190 193 4 Date of Birth Year 
(YYYY) 

Required field. Four-digit numeric 

194 194 1 Gender Required field. Alpha F = female, M = Male 
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OHIO TEST 
Record Description for Student Data Files 

Start 
Position 

End 
Position 

Field 
Length 

Field Name Comments/Description  

195 203 9 Statewide 
Student Identifier 
(SSID) 

Required field between September 15 and April 
30th of every year. State assigned Student ID only. 
Combination of alpha and numeric; must start with 
two alphas followed by numeric 0-9. SSID of the 
student as specified on the latest FS record for 
the student. 

AIR Export – JVS District in Context 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – AIR Export (JVS District in 
context) 

 
The extraction file created by the JVSD will select all students for the specified home 
school who are also enrolled in the JVSD. 
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Choose students by filters 

 
Schools Available (optional) – Move one or more schools from the Schools Available 
select box to the Schools Chosen select box. If no schools are moved to the Schools 
Chosen select box, all schools will be selected. 
Grade Levels Available (optional) – Move one or more grade levels from the Grade 
Levels Available select box to the Grade Levels Chosen select box. If no grade levels 
are moved to the Grade Levels Chosen select box, all grade levels will be selected. 
Student Statuses Available (optional) – Move one or more student statuses from the 
Student Statuses Available select box to the Student Statuses Chosen select box. If no 
student statuses are moved to the Student Statuses Chosen select box, all student 
statuses will be selected. 
Home Schools Chosen (optional) – Move one or more home schools from the Home 
Schools Available select box to the Home Schools Chosen select box. If no home 
schools are moved to the Home Schools Chosen select box, all home schools will be 
selected. 
Include only students admitted after: (optional) – Enter a date in order to include 
students only enrolled after this date. This allows the JVS to create a file periodically 
after the school year starts to only pick up newly enrolled students that may not have 
been in the original file uploaded. 
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IMPORTANT: Students must have an SSID on their current FS record to be 
included in the extract. Students also must have a Home School IRN set on the 
student profile to be included in the extract. 

Choose students by student numbers 

 
Enter a comma separated list of student numbers to include in the extract 
(required) – as in the example above, enter student numbers separated by a comma. 
Click Validate Student Numbers  

You will receive the following message if any of the student numbers are invalid. 

 
If the student numbers are valid, you will receive validation as follows. 

 
Click Edit Student Numbers to further edit the student numbers before Export. 

IMPORTANT: Students must have an SSID on their current FS record to be 
included in the extract. Students also must have a Home School IRN set on the 
student profile to be included in the extract. 
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Choose students by ad-hoc membership 

 
Ad-Hoc Membership (required) – Specify an Ad-Hoc Membership Group to limit the 
report to the students in this group. All other selection criteria will be ignored.   

Click  to create a new ad-hoc membership. You will be taken to the Ad Hoc 
Memberships where you can create a new ad-hoc membership and then return to the 
Air Export – Choose students by ad-hoc membership tab. 
Check the Public And Private checkbox to see Memberships created by other users in 
your drop-down list. 

IMPORTANT:  Students must have an SSID on their current FS record to be 
included in the extract. Students also must have a Home School IRN set on the 
student profile to be included in the extract. 
Export – Execute the export process with the filters selected. 
Cancel – Cancel the export process. 

 
Save – Save this file to your hard drive or network drive. 
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The following figure shows an example of the AIR Export file when a JVS district is in 
context. 

 
The file is a fixed length file. The following is the file layout for the extraction file: 

OHIO TEST 
Record Description for Student Data Files 

Start 
Position 

End 
Position 

Field 
Length 

Field Name Comments/Description  

1 6 6 JVSD IRN Required field. Six-digit district IRN; contains only 
numeric values (0-9). Enter the IRN of the JVSD. 
Use the district IRN from the JVS. 

7 12 6 JVS School IRN Required field. Six-digit School IRN; contains only 
numeric values (0-9). Enter the IRN of the joint 
vocational school. Use the building associated 
with the value of Attending building on the latest 
FS record. 

13 42 30 JVSD Name Optional field. Alpha/numeric. Must correspond to 
JVSD IRN. Use the name associated with the 
district IRN of the JVS in context. 

43 72 30 JV School Name Optional field. Alpha/numeric. Must correspond to 
JV School IRN. Use the name associated with the 
building specified in the attending building IRN 
field on the student’s latest FS record. 

73 78 6 Home District 
IRN 

Required field. Six-digit District IRN; contains only 
numeric values (0-9). Enter the IRN of the school 
where the student was last tested for the OGT. 
Use the district IRN associated with the school 
IRN specified in the Home School IRN field on the 
Student Profile – General tab 

79 84 6 Home School 
IRN 

Required field. Size-digit school IRN; contains 
only numeric values (0-9). Enter the IRN of the 
school where the student was last tested for the 
OGT. Use the value of the Home School IRN field 
on the Student Profile – General tab. 

85 114 30 Home district 
Name 

Optional field. Alpha/numeric. Must correspond to 
home district IRN. Use the district IRN associated 
with the school IRN specified in the Home School 
IRN field on the Student Profile – General tab. 

115 144 30 Home School 
Name 

Optional field. Alpha/numeric. Must correspond to 
Home School IRN. Use the name associated with 
the School IRN specified in the Home School IRN 
field on the Student Profile – General tab. 

145 164 20 Student Last 
Name 

Required field. Alpha. The last name of the 
student. 

165 184 20 Student First 
Name 

Required field. Alpha. The given name of the 
student. 

185 185 1 Student Middle 
Initial 

Alpha. Leave blank if the student does not have a 
middle name. 
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OHIO TEST 
Record Description for Student Data Files 

Start 
Position 

End 
Position 

Field 
Length 

Field Name Comments/Description  

186 187 2 Date of Birth 
month 

Required field. Two-digit numeric  

188 189 2 Date of Birth Day 
(DD) 

Required field. Two-digit numeric 

190 193 4 Date of Birth 
Year (YYYY) 

Required field. Four-digit numeric 

194 194 1 Gender Required field. Alpha F = female, M = Male 
195 203 9 Statewide 

Student Identifier 
(SSID) 

Required field between September 15 and April 
30th of every year. State assigned Student ID only. 
Combination of alpha and numeric; must start with 
two alphas followed by numeric 0-9. SSID of the 
student as specified on the latest FS record for 
the student. 

Terra Nova Export 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Terra Nova Export 
The Terra Nova Export is used to create a pre-identification export file for the Terra 
Nova assessments. The Terra Nova Export can be accessed only with a District in 
context. If you do not have a district in context, you will receive this message. 

 
With a District in context, the Terra Nova Export will display the School/Grade Summary 
List. A single export file is created for the District based on the individual School/Grade 
Configurations in the School/Grade Summary List. 
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Note: The Terra Nova Export does not save School/Grade Configurations once 
you navigate away from the Terra Nova Export screen. The School/Grade 
Summary List will always be unpopulated when you enter the Terra Nova Export 
screen. You must add your specific School/Grade Configurations each time you 
run the Terra Nova Export. This is required to make sure the correct 
School/Grade Configurations are added each time for the export. 

Note: To include the district IRN in the export file, enter the district IRN in the 
Special Code field under the formatting options on the submission page. 

Terra Nova Export – School/Grade Summary List 

 
The School/Grade Summary List will show any School/Grade Configurations already 
added to the list. This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record 
controls. 
Click Add New to enter a new School/Grade Configuration. 
Click Export to process the export. A single District export file will be created for all of 
the School/Grade Configurations listed. 
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Save – Save this file to your hard drive or network drive. 

Terra Nova Export File Format (Cat/5, 1st Edition, 2nd Edition and 3rd Edition) 
1-13 District Name, alpha/numeric. 
14-15 State Name, two-character postal abbreviation. 
16-30  School Name, alpha/numeric. 
31-32 Grade: numeric - fill leading space with zero, 05 for Grade 5 for example; for Kindergarten 

use 57, for Ungraded use 00. 
33-34 Blank 
35-49 Teacher's Name, alpha/numeric. 
50-60 Student Last Name, alpha. 
61-64 Blank. 
65-71 Student First Name. 
72-74 Blank. 
75 Student Middle Initial. 
76-77 Blank. 
78-83 Birth Date: numeric format, as for example: 010364 for January 3, 1964. 
84 Sex: F for Female, M for Male. 
85-94 Student ID Number. 
95-104 Special Codes field, numeric or blank. The customer specifies which (if any) Special 

Codes are to be considered critical. Critical Special Codes must be numeric; others can 
be numeric or blank. The number of codes used depends on the test. Note the following: 
 
NOTE: To include the district IRN in the export file, enter the district IRN in the Special 
Code field. 
 
Test -- No. of Codes – Positions 
CAT/5 – 9 – 95-103 
SABE/2 – 8 – 95-102 
Terra Nova – 10 – 95-104 
Terra Nova 2nd Edition – 10 – 95-104 
Terra Nova Algebra – 10 – 95-104 
InView – 10 – 95-104 
 
Note: If you order the CAT/5 MAP report, and you use the CAT/5 Listening and Speaking 
Checklist, you may have teachers encode Listening and Speaking scores on each 
student’s CAT/5 answer document (answer sheet, Student Information Form, or the 
biographical data page of a machine-scorable booklet) and have this score reported on 
the MAP. 
 
To reserve a column for this score, specify that the column must be blank in your 
precoding file. The normal column for this score is column S (byte 103); however you can 
reserve any column in the range K through S (bytes 95-103) for this purpose. 

105-110 Blank 
111-113 Test ID, numeric 

The test ID codes are as follows: 
CAT/5 Survey- 028 
CAT/5 Survey with TCS/2* - 029 
CAT/5 Complete Battery - 030 
CAT/5 Complete Battery with TCS/2* - 031 
CAT/5 Short Form - 032 
CAT/5 Short Form with TCS/2* - -033 
SABE/2 Levels 1-6 - 034 
SISS Student Information & Score Sheet - 039 
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Terra Nova Complete Battery - 040 
Terra Nova Complete Battery TCS/2 - 041 
Terra Nova Complete Battery Plus - 042 
Terra Nova Complete Battery Plus TCS/2 – 043 
Terra Nova Survey – 044 
Terra Nova Survey TCS/2 – 045 
Terra Nova Survey Plus – 046 
Terra Nova Survey Plus TCS/2 – 047 
Terra Nova Multiple Assessments – 048 
Terra Nova M.A. TCS/2 – 049 
Terra Nova M.A. Plus – 051 
Terra M.A. TCS/2 & Plus – 052 
Supera Multiple Assessments – 053 
Supera Multiple Assessments with Plus – 054 
Terra Nova Supera Survey – 055 
Terra Nova Super Plus – 056 
Terra Nova Supera with Plus – 057 
Terra Nova Complete Battery 2nd Edition – 058 
Terra Nova Complete Battery Plus 2nd Edition – 059 
Terra Nova Complete Battery InView 2nd Edition – 060 
Terra Nova Complete Battery Plus InView 2nd Edition – 061 
Terra Nova Survey 2nd Edition – 062 
Terra Nova Survey Plus 2nd Edition – 063 
Terra Nova Survey InView 2nd Edition – 064 
Terra Nova Survey Plus InView 2nd Edition – 065 
Detroit Terra Nova Survey 2nd Edition Level 13 – 076 
Missouri Slip Sheet – 079 
Spanish Star Sabe – 080 
South Carolina TN Survey – 081 
Washoe NV. TN Level 13 – 082 
Kentucky CTBS / 5 – 083 
Terra Nova Algebra 2nd Edition – 084 
Terra Nova Multiple Assessments 2nd Edition – 091 
Terra Nova M.A. with InView 2nd Edition – 092 
Terra Nova M.A. Plus 2nd Edition – 093 
Terra Nova M.A. InView & Plus 2nd Edition – 094 
InView Terra Nova 2nd Edition – 095 
Terra Nova 3rd Edition Complete Battery – 097 
Terra Nova 3rd Edition Complete Battery Plus– 098 
Terra Nova 3rd Edition Complete Battery InView – 099 
Terra Nova 3rd Edition Complete Battery Plus with InView – 100 
Terra Nova 3rd Edition Survey – 101 
Terra Nova 3rd Edition Survey Plus – 102 
Terra Nova 3rd Edition Survey with InView – 103 
Terra Nova 3rd Edition Survey Plus with InView – 104 
Terra Nova 3rd Edition Multiple Assessments – 105 
Terra Nova 3rd Edition Multiple Assessments with InView – 106 
Terra Nova 3rd Edition Multiple Assessments Plus – 107 
Terra Nova 3rd Edition Multiple Assessments Plus with InView - 108 

114-122 Blank 
123 Test Form 

Cat/5 – “A” 
Terra Nova 1st Edition – “A” 
Terra Nova 2nd Edition – “C” 
Terra Nova 3rd Edition – “G” 
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124-128 Achievement Test Level, for instance Level 11 for grade 1, 12 for grade 2, 13 for grade 3, 
etc. 

129 InView or TCS/2 Level – 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 
130 A scorable booklet? Y or N 

 
This response determines whether the answer document is a scorable booklet (Y) with a 
pre-coded Student Information Sheet, or an answer sheet or folder (N) which does not 
require a Student Information Sheet 

131-132 Sort type: numeric 
 
All tapes are first sorted according to scorable booklets (Y or N), by test ID, and by sort 
type in order to separate the input into homogeneous processing sets. 
 
Within this order, one of seven sort orders must be specified: 
01 – UNSORTED – output is same sequence as input 
02 – NAME within GRADE within SCHOOL 
03 – NAME within TEACHER within SCHOOL 
04 – NAME within TEACHER within GRADE within SCHOOL 
05 – NAME within LEVEL within GRADE within SCHOOL 
06 – NAME within LEVEL within TEACHER within SCHOOL 
07 – NAME within LEVEL within SCHOOL 

133-138 Blank 
139 Blank 
140 Bypass bubbling of name: Y or blank 
141-142 Blank 
143 Y: student will take Performance Assessment. Thus, a pre-coded SISS for Performance 

Assessment is required 
144 Blank 
145 Y: Student will take Writing Assessment, and the Writing score will appear on the CAT/5 

MAP report. A pre-coded SISS is required for the Writing Assessment. 
146 Terra Nova 2nd Edition AA IEP, Y = Yes, Blank = No   
147 Terra Nova 2nd Edition AA 504, Y = Yes, Blank = No  
148 Terra Nova 2nd Edition AA LEP, Y = Yes, Blank = No  
149 Terra Nova 2nd Edition BB RLA, Blank, 1, 2, or 3  
150 Terra Nova 2nd Edition BB MA, Blank, 1, 2, or 3 
151 Terra Nova 2nd Edition BB SC, Blank, 1, 2, or 3 
152 Terra Nova 2nd Edition BB SS, Blank, 1, 2, or 3 
153 Terra Nova 2nd Edition BB InView, Blank, 1, 2, or 3 
154 Terra Nova 2nd Edition BB Algebra, Blank, 1, 2, or 3 
155-250 Blank, for CTB use only 
 

Terra Nova Export File Format (3rd Edition Barcode Layouts) 
1-13 District Name, alpha/numeric 
14-23 Blank, for CTB use only 
24-25 State Name, two-character postal abbreviation 
26-40  School Name, alpha/numeric 
41-50 School Number, alpha/numeric or blank 
51-52 Grade: numeric - fill leading space with zero, 05 for Grade 5 for example; for Kindergarten 

use KG, for Ungraded use 00 
53-67 Teacher's Name, alpha/numeric or blank 
68-87 Student Last Name, alpha 
88-102 Student First Name, alpha 
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103 Student Middle Initial alpha or blank 
104-111 Birth Date: numeric format, as for example: 010364 for January 3, 1964 
112 Gender: F for Female, M for Male 
113-122 Student ID Number, alpha/numeric or blank 
123-128 Special Codes field, numeric or blank. To include the district IRN in the export file, enter 

the district IRN in the Special Code field 
129 Program IEP, Y = yes, blank = no 
130 Program 504, Y = yes, blank = no 
131 Program LEP/ELL, Y = yes, blank = no 
132-134 Test ID, numeric 

The test ID codes are as follows: 
Terra Nova 3rd Edition Complete Battery – 097 
Terra Nova 3rd Edition Complete Battery Plus– 098 
Terra Nova 3rd Edition Complete Battery InView or PTCS – 099 
Terra Nova 3rd Edition Complete Battery Plus with InView or PTCS – 100 
Terra Nova 3rd Edition Survey – 101 
Terra Nova 3rd Edition Survey Plus – 102 
Terra Nova 3rd Edition Survey with InView – 103 
Terra Nova 3rd Edition Survey Plus with InView – 104 
Terra Nova 3rd Edition Multiple Assessments – 105 
Terra Nova 3rd Edition Multiple Assessments with InView or PTCS – 106 
Terra Nova 3rd Edition Multiple Assessments Plus – 107 
Terra Nova 3rd Edition Multiple Assessments Plus with InView or PTCS – 108 

135-136 Test Form 
Terra Nova 3rd Edition Barcode Layout – “G” 

137-138 Achievement Test Level: 
Level 10 for grade K, Level 11 for grade 1, Level 12 for grade 2, Level 13 for grade 3, 
Level 14 for grade 4, Level 15 for grade 5, Level 16 for grade 6, Level 17 for grade 7, 
Level 18 for grade 8, Level 19 for grade 9, Level 20 for grade 10, Level 21 for grades 11 
and 12 

139-143 Blank, for CTB use only 
144 Ethnicity: 

1 = American Indian, 2 = African American or Black (and not Hispanic), 3 = Asian, 4 = 
Pacifica Islander, 5 = Hispanic or Latino, 6 = White (and not Hispanic), 7 = Multiethnic, 8 = 
Other   

145-146 Home Language Code, numeric or blank 
147 InView or PTCS Level. The InView or PTCS level will only be used if the test code 

selected is for a combination test. Numeric or blank. 
148 Blank, for CTB use only 
149-150 Blank, for CTB use only 
151 Blank, for CTB use only 
152 Accom R 1, Y = yes, blank = no  
153 Accom R 2, Y = yes, blank = no  
154 Accom R 3, Y = yes, blank = no 
155 Accom L 1, Y = yes, blank = no 
156 Accom L 2, Y = yes, blank = no 
157 Accom L 3, Y = yes, blank = no 
158 Accom MA 1, Y = yes, blank = no 
159 Accom MA 2, Y = yes, blank = no 
160 Accom MA 3, Y = yes, blank = no 
161 Accom SC 1, Y = yes, blank = no 
162 Accom SC 2, Y = yes, blank = no 
163 Accom SC 3, Y = yes, blank = no 
164 Accom SS 1, Y = yes, blank = no 
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165 Accom SS 2, Y = yes, blank = no 
166 Accom SS 3, Y = yes, blank = no 
167 Accom InView 1, Y = yes, blank = no 
168 Accom InView 2, Y = yes, blank = no 
169 Accom InView 3, Y = yes, blank = no 
170-250 Blank, for CTB use only 
 

Terra Nova Export – School/Grade Configuration 
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Filters 

School (required) – Select the school from the district in context to include in the export 
file. 
Available Student Statuses (required) – Select one or more student statuses to 
include in the export file.   

Formatting Options for the Terra Nova 
Grade Level (required) – Select the grade level for this Terra Nova configuration. 
Achievement Test Level (required) – Select the achievement test level for this Terra 
Nova configuration. 
Test Form (required) – Select the test form that this School/Grade Level will be taking. 
Choices include CAT/5, Terra Nova 1st edition, Terra Nova 2nd edition, Terra Nova 3rd 
edition or Terra Nova 3rd edition Barcode Layout. Defaults to CAT/5. 
Test Id (required) – Select the specific test ID that this School/Grade Level will be 
taking. There are multiple choices available. Defaults to CAT/5 Survey. 
Sort Order (required) – Select the sort order for the export file. Options are: 

• UNSORTED – Output is same sequence as input (default) 
• Name within Grade within School 
• Name within Teacher within School 
• Name within Teacher within Grade within School 
• Name within Level within Grade within School 
• Name within Level within Teacher within School 
• Name within Level within School 

Testing Date (required) – Enter the date on which the test will be administered in 
MMDDYY format. 
Teacher (required) – Choose Homeroom Teacher, Homeroom Name or Period Teacher 
for the Teacher value in the export file. 
Testing Period (required only if Period Teacher is selected above) – Select a class 
period to use for extracting the Teacher value in the export file. 
Student Number (required) – Choose SSID, SSN or EMIS Id for the Student Number 
value in the export file. 
Special Code (optional) – Please see the previously outlined Terra Nova Export File 
Format for details on this parameter. To include the district IRN in the export file, enter 
the district IRN in the Special Code field.  
Inview (optional) – Please see the previously outlined Terra Nova Export File Format 
for details on this parameter. 
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Scorable Booklet (optional) – Please see the previously outlined Terra Nova Export 
File Format for details on this parameter. 
ByPass Bubbling of Name (optional) – Please see the previously outlined Terra Nova 
Export File Format for details on this parameter. 
Performance Assessment (optional) – Please see the previously outlined Terra Nova 
Export File Format for details on this parameter. 
Writing Assessment (optional) - Please see the previously outlined Terra Nova Export 
File Format for details on this parameter. 
Formatting Options for the Terra Nova 2nd Edition 
Please see the previously outlined Terra Nova Export File Format for details on these 
parameters. 
Formatting Options for the Terra Nova 3rd Edition Barcode Label Layout 
Please see the previously outlined Terra Nova Export File Format for details on these 
parameters. 
Save − Save this Terra Nova School/Grade Configuration and return to the Terra Nova 
School/Grade Summary List. You will receive the following message. Please note that 
the School/Grade Configurations are only saved until you navigate away from the Terra 
Nova Export screen. You will need to enter the proper School/Grade Configurations 
each time you execute the Terra Nova Export. 

 
Save & New – Save this Terra Nova School/Grade Configuration and enter an 
additional Terra Nova School/Grade Configuration. Please note that the School/Grade 
Configurations are only saved until you navigate away from the Terra Nova Export 
screen. You will need to enter the proper School/Grade Configurations each time you 
execute the Terra Nova Export. 
Cancel – Do not save this Terra Nova School/Grade Configuration and return to the 
Terra Nova School/Grade Summary List. 
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SAS Pre-Identification Export 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – SAS Pre-Identification Export 
The SAS Pre-Identification Export fulfills ODE’s request for a pre-identification file for 
districts participating in the SAS Project. The designated contact person at each ITC will 
send one file to ODE containing the information for their designated districts 
participating in the SAS Project. The SAS Pre-Identification Export can only be 
processed at the ITC level. Students enrolled in multiple schools are only reported by 
the school at which they spend the largest percentage of time. If the reason a student is 
attending multiple schools is AU, ES, JV, MR or PS, then the student is reported by the 
attending school specified on the FS-Standing tab of the Edit Student Profile screen. 
The SAS Pre-Identification Export may also be known as the EVAAS Extraction. 
The SAS Pre-Identification Export returns all students in all grade levels enrolled in the 
current school year.   

 
Include Districts - Choose Select All Districts to check all districts in the ITC. Choose 
Clear All District to uncheck all districts in the ITC. 
Districts (required) – All districts for the ITC are listed. Check one or more individual 
district checkboxes to process only for those districts. 
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Click Cancel to cancel the SAS Pre-Identification Export.  
Click Export to create a single SAS Pre-Identification Export file for all districts checked. 

 
Save – Save this file to your hard drive or network drive. 
The SAS Pre-Identification Export creates an Excel file including the following fields: 

• Ohio District IRN (current year in context) 
• School IRN (current year in context) 
• Student Grade (current year in context) 
• Student SSID 

The following figure shows an example of the SAS Pre-Identification Export file. 
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WebXam Export 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – WebXam Export 
At different points in the school year, the JVS has the need to create a pre-identification 
file to send to the vendor containing the students who are scheduled to take an exam. 
Previously there was a program on the Alpha provided by SSDT that created the file 
based on the student subject records and staff class master record data on the Alpha. 
Since the Alpha is no longer being used, the program is no longer available. The 
WebXam Export is available in StudentInformation for this use. 

Note:  A WebXam report listing the details of the students included in the export 
file will be available in a future StudentInformation release. 

The WebXam Export is only available for districts. You will receive the following 
message if you do not have a district in context. 

 
You can choose to filter using the Ad-Hoc Selection tab or the Filter Selection tab. 

Ad-Hoc Selection Tab 

 
Ad-Hoc Membership (required) – Specify an Ad-Hoc Membership Group to limit the 
WebXam Export to the students in this group. 
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Click  to create a new ad-hoc membership. You will be taken to the Ad Hoc 
Memberships screen where you can create a new ad-hoc membership and then return 
to the WebXam Export. 
Check the Public And Private checkbox to see Ad-Hoc Memberships created by other 
users in your drop-down list. 
CTE Program Area (required) – Choose a Program area for the CTE Program of 
Concentration element. 
CTE Program of Concentration (required) – Choose a default element that designates 
the program of concentration for a CTE concentrator that will be assigned to any 
student that does not have a CTE Program of Concentration set on their Period N 
record. The list of available values in the CTE Program of Concentration dropdown is 
dependent on the value selected for the CTE Program Area. 
Preview - A Preview button is available that will display all the students that will be 
included in the export prior to creating the export file. The students Legal Last, First and 
Middle Name will be used if provided for the student. Records in the Preview grid will be 
flagged if a Default Assessment Coordinator has not been chosen on the WebXam 
Assessment Coordinator Records page; however those records will still be included in 
the export file. Once the Preview button is clicked and Preview grid displays, an Export 
button is available. Clicking the Export button will create a precta.seq file in the proper 
file layout which can be saved. 

Filter Selection Tab 
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Schools (required) – All schools for the district are listed. Select one or more schools 
by moving the school from the left dual select box to the right dual select box. 
CTE Program of Concentration (required) – Choose a default element that designates 
the program of concentration for a CTE concentrator that will be assigned to any 
student that does not have a CTE Program of Concentration set on their Period N 
record. 
Assessment Coordinator (required) – Choose the Use Default Assessment 
Coordinator for Program of Concentration or Use Teacher of Record from applicable 
courses. 
If the Use the Default Assessment Coordinator for Program of Concentration is 
selected, the Default Assessment Coordinator that was chosen on the WebXam 
Assessment Coordinator Records screen is exported as the Assessment Coordinator. 
If the Use Teacher of record from applicable courses is selected, the teacher of record 
for the course section is exported as the Assessment Coordinator. To determine the 
course section from which to extract the teacher of record, StudentInformation checks 
for valid values in the Curriculum Code (begins with “V”) and the EMIS Subject Code 
fields on the EMIS Override tab for the course section, if defined; otherwise, 
StudentInformation checks for valid values in the Curriculum Code and EMIS Subject 
Code fields on the EMIS tab for the course. 
Include Tech Prep Completer Students without CTE Program of Concentration 
(optional) – If this option is selected, you will be able to set the default CTE Program of 
Concentration. This will be used for any student that has their Tech Prep Completer flag 
set to ‘Y’ on their Period N record, but does not have a CTE Program of Concentration 
saved. 
Preview - A Preview button is available that will display all the students that will be 
included in the export prior to creating the export file. The students Legal Last, First and 
Middle Name will be used if provided for the student. Records in the Preview grid will be 
flagged if a Default Assessment Coordinator has not been chosen on the WebXam 
Assessment Coordinator Records page or if the student is not in a course that matches 
the filter criteria; however those records will still be included in the export file. Once the 
Preview button is clicked and Preview grid displays, an Export button is available.   

 
Clicking the Export button will create a precta.seq file in the proper file layout which can 
be saved. 
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Save – Save this file to your hard drive or network drive. 

Export File Format 
The pre-ident file is named precta.seq with the following fixed length format: 

Position Field 
1 - 5 Record number incremented by 1 
6 - 15 StudentInformation SIS Student ID 
16 - 44 Student Given Name 
45 - 74 Middle Name 
75 - 104 Last Name 
105 - 110 School IRN 
111 - 116 District of Residence IRN 
117 - 118 Grade Level 
119 Ethnicity 
120 Gender 
121 - 128 Filler 
129 - 134 EMIS Subject Code 
135 - 143 Staff Local ID 
144 - 164 Teacher LastName, FirstName, MiddleInitial 

 
The following figure shows an example of the WebXam Export file. 

 
 

DataMap Export 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – DataMap Export 
This export is specifically for use by the DataMap application. The DataMap application 
performs in-depth analysis of this export data and student assessment data. The 
DataMap Export function can be accessed only with a district in context. If you do not 
have a district in context, you will receive the following message.   
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With a district in context, the DataMap Export will create an export file for each of the 
export options (Class List, Staff List, Student List and KRA-L List). 

 
Select All Exports (optional) – Selects all four exports to be created. Individual export 
files are created with the names DataMap_Class.csv, DataMap_Staff.csv, 
DataMap_Student.csv and DataMap_Kral.csv. 
Schools (optional) – Choose the schools to be included in or excluded from the export 
Grade (optional) – Choose the grades to be included in or excluded from the export. 
This option is used by Class List, Staff List and Student List exports only. 
School Year (optional) – Choose the school years to be included in or excluded from 
the export. This option is used by the KRA-L List export only. 
Export – Execute the export process. 
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Class List 

The Class List option creates the DataMap_Class.csv export file. 
StudentInformation returns records for the DataMap_Class.csv export file based on the 
value in the EMIS Subject Code field on the EMIS Override tab for the course section, if 
defined; otherwise, StudentInformation returns records based on the value in the EMIS 
Subject Code field on the EMIS tab for the course. 
The DataMap_Class.csv export includes the following columns: 

• Subject Area 
• School Code 
• Student ID 
• Student State ID 
• First Name 
• Last Name 
• Gender 
• Grade Level Code 
• Home School IRN 
• Home School 
• Program Code 
• Program Name Code 
• Status 
• Student Status Code 
• Course Code 
• Course Name 
• Course Type Code 
• Course Type Description 
• Section Number 
• Term Code 
• Term Name 
• Location Ex 
• Teacher Code 
• Calendar Period Days 
• Rotation Days 
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• Teacher’s First Name 
• Teacher’s Last Name 

The following figure shows an example of the Class List output file. 

 

Staff List 

The Staff List option creates the DataMap_Staff.csv export file. 
The DataMap_Staff.csv export file contains the following columns: 

• Staff Name 
• Staff Code 
• State Staff ID 
• Job Function 
• Address 
• Address Line 2 
• City 
• State 
• ZipCode 
• Telephone 

The following figure shows an example of the Staff List output file. 
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Student List 

The Student List option creates the DataMap_Student.csv export file. 
The DataMap_Student.csv export file contains the following columns: 

• First Name 
• Middle Name 
• Last Name 
• First Name 
• Called Name 
• Student Number 
• SSN 
• Birth Date 
• Ethnicity 
• Gender 
• Locker 
• Locker Combination 
• Status 
• Special Education 
• Grade 
• Address 
• Address 2 
• City 
• State 
• ZipCode 
• Telephone 
• Primary Contact Type 
• Primary Contact First Name 
• Primary Contact Last Name 
• State Student ID 
• District Admission Date 
• Disability Condition 
• Free/Reduced Lunch 
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• Building IRN 
• District IRN 
• State Reporting ID 

The following figure shows an example of the Student List output file. 

 

KRA-L List 

The KRA-L List option creates the DataMap_Kral.csv export file. 
The DataMap_Kral.csv export file contains the following columns: 

• Last Name 
• First Name 
• Middle Name 
• State ID 
• Test Date 
• Score 
• Score Not Reported 
• Accommodations 
• School Year 

The following figure shows an example of the KRA-L List output file. 
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District Roster for Medicaid Billing Export 
Navigation:  Home – Management – Import/Export – District Roster for Medicaid 
Billing Export 
This export creates a file that includes all students in a district that are eligible for 
Medicaid and only includes students enrolled at some point during the reporting week 
for the school year in context. This export is used when collecting and reporting 
Medicaid eligibility information from the previous school year. 
To collect pertinent Medicaid eligibility information from the previous school year: 

1. Place a school (Xxxxxxx High School for example) in context that is within the 

school district (ABCD – Xxxxxxx City Schools for example) for which the 

Medicaid billing export is being run. 

2. Change the school year in context from the current school year (2011/2012 for 

example) to the previous school year (2010/2011 for example). 

3. Select Management > Import/Export > District Roster for Medicaid Billing. 

4. Select the school district for which the Medicaid billing export is being run in the 

District Roster for Medicaid Billing screen. 

 
5. Click Create Download File. 

6. Click Save in the File Download window. 

 
7. Select the appropriate directory and click Save in the Save As window. 
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This file contains comma separated values and has a CSV file extension. The fields 
included in this file are: 

• Student Last Name 
• Student First Name (does not include middle name or initial) 
• Student ID Number 
• Birthday (in mm/dd/yyyy format) 
• Social Security Number (without dashes or spaces between numbers) 
• Address 1 (house number and street name, can include apartment number or 

building name) 
• Address 2 (apartment number or building name) 
• City 
• State 
• ZIP Code 
• Grade Level (includes preschool, kindergarten and out-of-district) 
• School Building Name 
• School Building Code 
• School Building IRN 

The following figure shows an example of DASL_DistrictRoster-

MedicaidBilling_Download.csv 

 
 

Battelle For Kids Export 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – Battelle For Kids Export 
The Battelle For Kids Export extracts the data for reporting to Battelle For Kids. The 
Battelle For Kids Export produces the following four extract files in Microsoft Excel 
format: 

• School Information – Exports information about each school in the district 

• Employee Information – Exports information about every employee in the 
district 

• Student Information – Exports information about every student in the district 
regardless of whether they are withdrawn or actively enrolled 
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• Class Roster Information – Exports information about each course section 
assignment—including dropped course sections—for the students in the district 
for the school year. Only the latest instance of a single course section is reported 
for a student 

 

eTranscripts 
The eTranscript Transfer extracts students’ high school transcript data that you can then 
submit electronically to U.S. colleges and universities participating in the eTranscript 
initiative.  
When preparing to transfer eTranscript data, you can use the following screens to select 
options and see the data you are sending before you send it: 
GPA Set Options (FJ) Screen 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – eTranscript – GPA Set 
Options (FJ) 
If you plan to send Student Academic Performance Summary (FJ) records in the 
transfer, in the Cumulative GPA Sets and Single Year Only multi-select lists, select 
the cumulative and/or single year GPA sets you want to include in the FJ transfer, and 
click Submit. 
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Graduation Core Summary Record (GC) Screen 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – eTranscript – Graduation Core 
Summary Record (GC) 
If you plan to send Student Core Summary (GC) records in the transfer, you can view 
each student’s GC record information on this screen. 

Note: If you have not yet created GC records, you must click Update to create 
these records to include in the eTranscript transfer. A grid displays a list of 
students with GC records created.  

To view a student’s GC record, in the row of the student, click Details. 

 
The student’s GC record details display. To view credit information for a particular 
CORE area, in the row of the area, click Select. 

 
At the bottom of the window is a listing of courses by CORE area code that the student 
has taken, is taking or is scheduled to take, along with their credit values. 
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eTranscript Transfer 
Navigation: Home – Management – Import/Export – eTranscript – eTranscript 
Transfer 

1. On the Request Type tab, click Next. 

 
2. On the Program Selection tab, select the check box beside each student and/or 

staff record you want to include in the transfer. Or, to include all records, select 

the Select all transfers check box. 

3. In the Transfer Type section, select a file transfer type as follows: 

• Flat file transfer – Creates a flat file that you must manually load into the Data 
Collector 
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• Flat file transfer for Data Collector – Creates a flat file, moves the flat file into 
the Data Collector and stores it in a subdirectory named with your district’s 
unique district code. (This is the most commonly selected option.) 

4. Click Submit. 

 
A confirmation message displays, indicating the eTranscript job has been submitted.  
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Change Log

The following Change Log explains by Product Version, Heading, Page and Reason where 
changes in the ProgressBook StudentInformation Report Builder User Guide have been made.

Product
Version

Heading Page Reason

13.3.1 “Period G Student Core Summary 
Report”

N/A Removed section. (Moved to ProgressBook 
StudentInformation EMIS Guide.)

13.3.1 “Period K Non-Graduate Core 
Summary Report”

N/A Removed section. (Moved to ProgressBook 
StudentInformation EMIS Guide.)

13.3.1 “Class Master Schedule with 
Disabilities (R407) Report”

N/A Removed section. (Moved to ProgressBook 
StudentInformation Scheduling Guide.)

13.3.1 “Outstanding Fee Balances by 
Account Code”

N/A Removed section. (Moved to ProgressBook 
StudentInformation Fees Guide.)

13.3.1 “Report Builder Reports” 1 Added text.

13.1.1 “Period G Student Core Summary 
Report”

11 Added new section about running the Period G Student 
Core Summary report.

13.1.1 “Period K Non-Graduate Core 
Summary Report”

13 Added new section about running the Period K 
Non-Graduate Core Summary report.

13.1.0 “Save Reports” 6 Added new section for saving a report.

13.1.0 “Class Master Schedule with 
Disabilities (R407) Report”

7 Removed substeps for saving a report and added 
reference to “Save Reports.”

13.1.0 “Outstanding Fee Balances by 
Account Code”

9 Added new section about running the Outstanding Fee 
Balances by Account Code report.

12.6.0 Entire Guide N/A Created guide.
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Report Builder Reports

Report Builder reports are available from the Report Builder screen if they have been enabled for 
your district and you have the appropriate user privileges. You can select required parameters and 
numerous optional filters and columns for displaying desired report results. Once you have 
selected the desired settings, you can save the report with those settings to use in the future. 

For more information about running a specific Report Builder report, refer to the guide for that 
module.

For information on managing Report Builder reports and users’ access to the reports, as well as 
guidelines for creating custom reports in Microsoft SQL Server Report Builder 2.0 for use in 
StudentInformation, refer to the ProgressBook Report Builder Management Guide.

Report Builder Screen

The Report Builder screen lists the reports available to you and any reports the you have 
previously saved. You can access the Report Builder screen using the following path.

Home > Local > Report Builder > Report Builder Reports

On the Report Builder screen, Regular Reports are those Report Builder reports available for you 
to run based on the school building in context and the StudentInformation role assigned to you. 
To hide the Regular Reports list, click Hide Regular Reports.

User Reports are those reports you have previously saved. For more information on saving a 
report, refer to “Save Reports.” To hide the User Reports list, click Hide User Reports.

When you click the View Report button in the row of a report, the StudentInformation Report 
Viewer screen displays. 

Report Builder Screen

Available Reports Saved User Reports
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Report Builder Reports
Each report has a different set of parameters, available filters and columns to select or remove 
from the report. You can save the report with the most frequently used parameters, and it will 
display in the User Reports section of the Report Builder screen. You can then run the 
user-defined report directly from the Report Builder screen without having to complete the 
parameters before running the report.

StudentInformation Report Viewer Screen

All Report Builder Reports are run from StudentInformation Report Viewer screen, which displays 
when you click a the View Report button for a report on the Report Builder screen. Though each 
report has its own parameters, filters and columns, the Report Viewer screen is composed of the 
following four areas:

• Update Report Headers

• Select Required Parameters

• Set Optional Filters

• Add & Remove Columns

StudentInformation Report Viewer Screen

Click to save selected report parameters.
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Report Builder Reports
Update Report Headers Area
Some reports display the Report Header field in the Update Report Headers area of the 
StudentInformation Report Viewer screen. The Report Header defines the value that displays in 
the report header at the top of the report. The header, by default, is set with a value. You can 
change the value in the Report Header field to display the text you want.

Select Required Parameters Area
Each report has unique parameters in the Select Required Parameters area of the 
StudentInformation Report Viewer screen depending on the information the report will display. 
Required parameters may display as text entry fields, drop-down selection lists, radio buttons or 
check boxes. You have to complete the Select Required Parameters area to run the report.

Set Optional Filters Area
In the Set Optional Filters area of the StudentInformation Report Viewer screen, you can define 
filters to further narrow the report results. The Set Optional Filters area consists of the following 
three fields:

• Field Name – Lists the fields by which you can filter the report.

• Operation – Lists the available operations you can perform on the field. The values that 
appear in this list depend on the type of values the field you selected in the Field Name 
list contains.

• Value – Enables you to enter or select a value, if applicable to the selected value in the 
Operation list. For example, if the field you selected in the Field Name list is a date, you 
could type a date or select a date from the calendar that displays when you click in the 
Value field. This field is not available when Has A Value or Does Not Have A Value is 
selected in the Operation list.

You can add multiple filters; however, StudentInformation applies all of the filters you enter to the 
report. If you create too many filters, the report will become too specific and, therefore, the 
generated report may not display any records. 

Update Report Headers Area

Select Required Parameters Area
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Report Builder Reports
To delete a filter, click . The line that contains the filter is removed.

Operation List Options

The following table describes the available options in the Operations list.

 Set Optional Filters Area

Operation List Options

Operation Description

Is Equal To
Returns records on the report where the values exactly match the value entered in the 
Value field. 

Is Not Equal To 
Returns records on the report where the values do not match the value entered in the 
Value field.

Is Before
Returns records on the report where the date is before the date entered in the Value field. 
This option is only available when a date field is selected in the Field Name list.

Is Before or On
Returns records on the report where the date matches or is before the date entered in 
the Value field. This option is only available when a date field is selected in the Field 
Name list.

Is After
Returns records on the report where the date is after the date you select in the Value 
field. This option is only available when a date field is selected in the Field Name list.

Is After or On
Returns records on the report where the date matches or is after the date entered in the 
Value field. This option is only available when a date field is selected in the Field Name 
list.

Is Greater Than
Returns records on the report where the value is greater than the value entered in the 
Value field. This option is only available when a numeric field is selected in the Field 
Name list.

Is Greater Than or Equal 
To

Returns records on the report where the value matches or is greater than the value 
entered in the Value field. This option is only available when a numeric field is selected in 
the Field Name list.

Is Less Than
Returns records on the report where the value is less than the value entered in the Value 
field. This option is only available when a numeric field is selected in the Field Name list.

Is Less Than or Equal To
Returns records on the report where the value matches or is less than the value entered 
in the Value field. This option is only available when a numeric field is selected in the 
Field Name list.

Is One Of
Returns records on the report where the value matches the value(s) selected from a list 
in the Value field. This option is only available for certain fields you select in the Field 
Name list.

Deletes a filter.
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Report Builder Reports
Begins With

Returns records on the report where the beginning part of the value matches the 
characters entered in the Value field. For example, if you are filtering the Class Master 
Schedule with Disabilities (R407) report by the CourseName field, and you type geo in 
the Value field, StudentInformation will return all records where the course name begins 
with “geo” such as Geology, Geometry and Geography.

This option is only available when an alphanumeric field is selected in the Field Name 
list.

Does Not Begin With

Returns records on the report where the beginning part of the value does not match the 
characters entered in the Value field. For example, if you are filtering the Class Master 
Schedule with Disabilities (R407) by the CourseName field, and you type geo in the 
Value field, StudentInformation will return all records where the course name does not 
begin with “geo” such as Biology, Algebra and English Literature.

This option is only available when an alphanumeric field is selected in the Field Name 
list.

Ends With

Returns records on the report where the end part of the value matches the characters 
entered in the Value field. For example, if you are filtering the Class Master Schedule 
with Disabilities (R407) report by the CourseName field, and you type logy, 
StudentInformation will return all records where the course name ends with “logy” such 
as Geology, Biology and Mythology.

This option is only available when an alphanumeric field is selected in the Field Name 
list.

Does Not End With 

Returns records on the report where the end part of the value does not match the 
characters entered in the Value field. For example, if you are filtering the Class Master 
Schedule with Disabilities (R407) report by the CourseName field, and you type logy, 
StudentInformation will return all records where the course name does not end with 
“logy” such as Chemistry, Algebra and English Literature.

This option is only available when an alphanumeric field is selected in the Field Name 
list.

Contains

Returns records on the report where any part of the value contains the characters 
entered in the Value field. For example, if you are filtering the Class Master Schedule 
with Disabilities (R407) report by the CourseName field, and you type art, 
StudentInformation will return all records where the course name contains “art” such as 
Arts & Crafts, Industrial Arts and Earth Science.

This option is only available when an alphanumeric field is selected in the Field Name 
list.

Does Not Contain

Returns records on the report where any part of the value does not contain the 
characters entered in the Value field. For example, if you are filtering the Class Master 
Schedule with Disabilities (R407) report by the CourseName field, and you type art, 
StudentInformation will return all records where the course does not contain “art” such as 
Biology, Mathematics and Mythology.

This option is only available when an alphanumeric field is selected in the Field Name 
list.

Has a Value
Returns records on the report where the field selected in the Field Name list contains a 
value. When this operation is selected, the Value field is not editable.

Does Not Have a Value
Returns records on the report where the field selected in the Field Name list does not 
contain a value. When this operation is selected, the Value field is not editable.

Operation List Options

Operation Description
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Add & Remove Columns Area
Some reports enable you to select the columns you want to display on the report in the Add & 
Remove Columns area of the StudentInformation Report Viewer screen. Fields are selected, by 
default, in the Columns field; however, additional fields may be available. If available, select the 
fields you want include, or deselect the fields you want to exclude in the Columns field.

Save Reports
You can save reports you frequently run to bypass completing the Update Report Headers, Select 
Required Parameters, Set Optional Filters and/or Add & Remove Columns sections of the Report 
Viewer every time you want to run a specific report. When you save a report, the saved report 
displays in the User Reports section of the Report Builder screen, and you can then run it directly 
from that link.

1. With the report you want to save displayed on the StudentInformation Report Builder 
screen and the parameters completed that you want to save, click Save Setup As.

2. Enter a unique report name in the New report name field.

3. Enter the description of the report in the New description field. The description will display 
in the Description field in the User Reports grid on the Report Builder screen.

Add & Remove Columns Area

Save Setup As Screen
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4. Click Save.

The following message displays at the bottom of the screen: “Report setup saved 
successfully.”

The report is saved. You can now run it directly from the User Reports area on the Report 
Builder screen.

Report Builder Reports Available Features

On the StudentInformation Report Viewer screen, once you have selected required parameters 
and optional filters to create customized reports, you can save the report with those settings to 
use in the future. Once you have generated the report, numerous features are available as shown 
in the following table.

Features for Report Builder Reports

Feature Description

Click this icon to view the report.

Click this button to view the report.

Click this icon to show report headers, required parameters, optional filters and 
columns.

Click this icon to hide report headers, required parameters, optional filters and 
columns.

Click this icon to save the report with the selected parameters, filters and 
columns; type the unique report name in the New report name field; and click 
Save.

Click this icon to navigate to the next page in the report.

Click this icon to navigate to the last page in the report.

Click this icon to navigate to the previous page.

Click this icon to navigate to the first page.

Type the page number in the field, and then press Enter.
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Select the desired percentage in the list that represents the display size. This 
feature is only available when using Internet Explorer.

Type the word or phrase in the blank field next to Find, and click Find. Click Next 
to search for next instance of the word or phrase. This feature is only available 
when using Internet Explorer.

Select the desired format in the list, and click Export. When prompted, click either 
Open or Save. If you select Open, the report opens in the software application 
associated with the file format you selected. You must have the appropriate 
application installed on your computer to read and modify the report file. The 
following file formats are available:

• XML File with report data - Extensible Markup Language file format viewed in a 
Web browser with only data; there is no page formatting, headers, footers, lines 
or graphic images.

• CSV - Comma-separated values file format in plain text format.

• Acrobat (PDF) file - Portable document file format than can be viewed in Adobe 
Reader but not edited.

• MHTML (Web archive) - Short for MIME HTML file format and also referred to 
as MHT. This is a Web page archive format used to bind images, Flash 
animations, Java applets, audio files, etc., together with HTML code into a 
single file. This file format can be viewed in a Web browser and is supported in 
the following browser versions: Internet Explorer 5.5 and later, Firefox 1.5 and 
later and Safari 3.0 and later.

• Excel - Format provides full functionality of Microsoft Excel.

• TIFF - Large graphic file format that may take longer to open than other file 
types and cannot be edited.

• Word - Format provides full functionality of Microsoft Word.

Click this icon to print the report. If prompted to install SQL Server Reporting 
Services 2008 ActiveX control, continue to install it on the computer, so you can 
print the report. The print feature is only available when using Internet Explorer. If 
you are not able to install the ActiveX control, proceed to export the report to an 
acceptable file format, and then print the report from that software application.

Click this icon to sort the columns in ascending or descending order.

Click this icon to close the StudentInformation Report Viewer window.

Click this icon to view Help for Report Builder reports if available.

Features for Report Builder Reports

Feature Description
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Change Log

The following Change Log explains by Product Version, Heading, Page and Reason where 
changes in the ProgressBook StudentInformation EMIS Guide have been made.

Product
Version

Heading Page Reason

14.9.0 “Verify Assessment Data” 133 Updated image to show newly enabled ELA, OTELA, 
and KRA verifies.

14.9.0 “Verify EMIS Run Requests for 
Assessment Data”

134 Updated image to show that all required transfers and 
verifies are now enabled.

14.9.0 “Transfer Assessment Data” 137 Updated image to show multiple newly enabled 
transfers.

14.9.0 “Graduate Reporting Period (G)” 163 Updated text in several areas to reflect the change in the 
criteria by which StudentInformation includes students in 
Period G reporting. 

14.9.0 “Verify Graduate Demographic / 
Attributes”

164 Updated image of verify results screen to crop out 
obsolete FNG05E error.

14.7.0 “Maintain EMIS Term Dates” 16 Added section.

14.7.0 “Verify Student Data” 111 Updated all images of Student Verify/Update - 
Collection (S) screen to show renamed “Verify/Update - 
Student Attendance (ATTUPEMIS) option and reordering 
of options. 

14.7.0 “Update Student Attendance” 127 Added section.

14.6.7 “View Student Discipline Records” 22 Added section.

14.6.7 “Verify Student Data” 111 Updated all images of Student Verify/Update - 
Collection (S) screen to show newly enabled “Verify - 
Discipline (DISCEMIS)” option.

14.6.7 “Verify EMIS Run Requests for 
Student Data”

111 Updated image of EMIS Run Requests (CHECK_EMIS) 
screen to show newly activated Discipline (DISCEMIS) 
verify process and District Testing (DT), Student 
Acceleration (FB), Student Discipline (GD) and Student 
Gifted Education (GG) transfer processes in the 
Required section.

14.6.7 “Verify Discipline Information” 115 Added section.

14.6.7 “Transfer Student Data” 130 Updated image of Program Selection tab to show newly 
enabled “Transfer - District Testing (DT),” “Transfer - 
Student Acceleration (FB),” “Transfer - Student Discipline 
(GD)” and “Transfer - Student Gifted Education (GG)” 
options.

14.6.7 “Verify Assessment Data” 133 Update image of Verify Assessment screen to show 
“Verify - KRA (GO)” option temporarily disabled.
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14.6.7 “Verify EMIS Run Requests for 
Course Data”

139 Updated image of Program Selection tab to show newly 
enabled “Verify - Reportable Courses” and “Verify - 
Subject Codes (INVSUBJ)” options. Also updated image 
of EMIS Run Requests (CHECK_EMIS) screen to show 
these newly activated verify processes in the Required 
section.

14.6.7 “Verify Reportable Courses” 142 Added section.

14.6.7 “Verify Subject Codes” 146 Added section.

14.6.7 “Verify/Update Course and Class 
List”

148 Updated image of Program Selection tab to show newly 
enabled “Verify - Reportable Courses” and “Verify - 
Subject Codes (INVSUBJ)” options.

14.6.7 “Reporting Collection S” 189 Added C_STUEEPOL attribute to Organization 
General Information Record (DN) table.

Added SOES Transportation (FP) table.

14.6.7 “Reporting Collection C” 202 Added Organization General Information Record (DN) 
table.

14.6.4 “Maintain District Organization 
Info (DN) Records”

7 Updated image to show new SOES only section.

14.6.4 “Maintain Mapped Local 
Classroom Codes”

17 Added section.

14.6.4 “Maintain Vocational Correlated 
Records”

31 Added section.

14.6.4 “View Course Records” 45 Added section.

14.6.4 “View a Student's Subject 
Records”

46 Added section.

14.6.4 “View Student Subject Records by 
Class”

47 Added section.

14.6.4 “Add Special Education Events” 50 Added note for NIEP event type.

14.6.4 “Transfer Student Data” 130 Updated topic and image to show new “Transfer - 
Student Transportation (FP)” option, which is for 
community schools only.

Added NIEP event to the table.

14.6.4 “Staff/Course Reporting Collection 
(L)”

139 Added chapter.

14.6.4 “Calendar Reporting Collection 
(C)”

151 Added note about updating subcalendar start and end 
dates.

14.6.0 “EMIS Verify Programs” N/A Removed chapter.

14.6.0 “Bulk Update Courses” 90 Updated topic title, procedure and images to reflect 
renamed screen and addition of I want to update option.

14.6.0 “Bulk Update Manual Courses” 94 Updated topic title, procedure and images to reflect 
renamed screen and addition of I want to update option 
and new Dual Credit column on the View courses and 
update records tab.

14.6.0 “Verify Student Data” 111 Added section.

14.6.0 “Transfer Student Data” 130 Updated procedure and image of Request Type tab to 
reflect addition of “Verify Student Data” option.

Product
Version

Heading Page Reason
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14.6.0 “Verify Assessment Data” 133 Added section.

14.6.0 “Verify EMIS Run Requests for 
Assessment Data”

134 Added section.

14.6.0 “Transfer Assessment Data” 137 Updated procedure and image of Request Type tab to 
reflect addition of “Verify Assessment Data” option.

Updated image of Program Selection tab to reflect 
newly enabled transfer options for the OGT, Preschool 
ASQ/SE, Preschool ECO and Preschool GGG 
assessments. 

14.6.0 “Verify EMIS Run Requests for 
Calendar Data”

158 Added section.

14.6.0 “Transfer Calendar Data” 160 Updated procedure and image of Request Type tab to 
reflect addition of “Verify Calendar Data” option.

Updated procedure and image of Program Selection 
tab to reflect addition of “Select all transfers” option.

14.6.0 “Verify Graduate Demographic / 
Attributes”

164 Removed table of LCE Checks since the errors are 
self-explanatory.

14.5.0 N/A N/A Updated “reporting period” references for Assessment 
Reporting Collection A and Calendar Reporting 
Collection C to “reporting collection” and updated 
associated images.

14.5.0 “Overview” 1 Added reference to new “Assessment Reporting 
Collection (A)” chapter.

14.5.0 “EMIS Maintenance” 3 Added reference to new “Maintain Attendance Patterns” 
section.

14.5.0 “Maintain Attendance Patterns” 40 Added section

14.5.0 “Assessment Reporting Collection 
(A)”

133 Added chapter.

14.5.0 “Calendar Reporting Collection 
(C)”

151 Added reference to new “Maintain Manual Exception 
Days” section.

14.5.0 “Maintain Manual Exception Days” 151 Added section.

14.5.0 “Transfer Graduate Data” 170 Update image of Program Selection tab to show 
renamed “Transfer - Student Assessment” option.

14.4.3 N/A N/A Rewrote guide for FY15 and later to reflect change in 
ODE reporting requirements to year-round reporting 
model.

Product
Version

Heading Page Reason
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Overview

This guide explains how to use StudentInformation at the district level to gather student-related 
EMIS data and transfer the data to the Ohio Department of Education (ODE) to complete your 
district’s EMIS reporting requirements. 

Note: For specific details regarding your EMIS reporting requirements, refer to the 
EMIS Manual on ODE’s website. If you have questions, please contact your ITC.

Note: Users at other levels in StudentInformation perform different EMIS 
functions. For example, at the school level, users can maintain EMIS information 
within each student’s profile. For more information, see ProgressBook 
StudentInformation Student and Registration Guide. Additionally, users at the ITC 
level have processes available to perform data cleanups and maintain EMIS 
codes. For information on ITC-level EMIS functions, see ProgressBook 
StudentInformation ITC EMIS Guide.

Refer to the appropriate section as follows:

• To maintain EMIS records, see “EMIS Maintenance.”

• To maintain special education records, see “Special Education.”

• To maintain student gifted records, see “Gifted Education.”

• To make bulk updates of EMIS information, see “Ad-Hoc Updates.”

• For Highly Qualified Teacher reporting, see “Highly Qualified Teacher.”

• For information on Student Reporting Collection (S), see
 “Student Reporting Collection (S).”

• For information on Assessment Reporting Collection (A), see
“Assessment Reporting Collection (A).”

• For information on Calendar Reporting Collection (C), see
 “Calendar Reporting Collection (C).”

• For information on Graduate Reporting Period (G), see “Graduate Reporting Period (G).”

• To mass withdraw graduated students, see “Power Withdraw.”

• For a list of EMIS elements and where they reside in StudentInformation, see 
“Appendix A – StudentInformation Crosswalk.”
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EMIS Maintenance

You can view and maintain records in StudentInformation for EMIS reporting purposes. Refer to 
the appropriate section as follows:

• “Maintain District and Building Information” 

• “Maintain EMIS Term Dates” 

• “Maintain Mapped Local Classroom Codes” 

• “View Student Discipline Records” 

• “Maintain Student Missing Override Records” 

• “Maintain Teacher History Records” 

• “Maintain Vocational Correlated Records” 

• “Maintain Student Acceleration (FB) Records” 

• “Maintain Attendance Patterns” 

• “View Course Records” 

• “View a Student's Subject Records” 

• “View Student Subject Records by Class” 

Maintain District and Building Information

To view and maintain district and building EMIS records, refer to the appropriate section as 
follows:

• “Maintain District Testing - Year End (DT) Records” 

• “Maintain District Organization Info (DN) Records” 

• “Maintain Building Organization Info (DN) Records” 

Maintain District Testing - Year End (DT) Records
You can maintain district testing - year end (DT) records in the following ways:

• To view DT records, see “View DT Records.”

• To add a new DT record, see “Add DT Records.”

• To edit an existing DT record, see “Edit DT Records.”

• To delete a DT record, see “Delete DT Records.”

View DT Records

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Maintenance – District and Building Information

On the District and Building Information screen District Testing - Year End (DT) tab, you can 
review the DT record information. 
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Add DT Records

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Maintenance – District and Building Information

1. On the District and Building Information screen District Testing - Year End (DT) tab, 
click Add Information.

The add version of the screen displays.

2. Enter information in the appropriate fields.

3. Click Save.

View DT Records

Add DT Records

District Testing - Year End (DT) Record Information
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A confirmation message displays, and the DT record displays in the list.

Edit DT Records

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Maintenance – District and Building Information

1. On the District and Building Information screen District Testing - Year End (DT) tab, 

in the row of the record you want to edit, click .

The edit version of the screen displays.

2. Make any desired changes, and click Save.

DT Record Added

Edit DT Records

Edit DT Record
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A confirmation message displays, and the edited DT record displays in the list.

Delete DT Records

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Maintenance – District and Building Information

1. On the District and Building Information screen District Testing - Year End (DT) tab, 

in the row of the record you want to delete, click .

A message displays, asking if you are sure you want to delete the record.

2. Click Ok.

The DT record no longer displays in the list.

Confirmation of Edited DT Record

Delete DT Record

Confirm Delete

DT Record Deleted
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Maintain District Organization Info (DN) Records

Navigation: StudentInformation – EMIS – Maintenance – District and Building Information

On the District and Building Information screen District Organization Info (DN) tab, you can 
view and edit DN record information about your district. 

1. In the Reporting ITC IRN drop-down list, confirm or select the correct ITC.

2. Review the information on the screen. 
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District Organization Info (DN) Record Information
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3. Optional: Make any needed updates as follows:

• To add information, in the correct field(s) or drop-down list(s), enter or select the 
information.

• To add preschool special education agreement information:

i. In the Preschool Special Education Agreements section, click Add New.

ii. Enter the IRN information, using the search tool if needed.

iii. Click Add. 

• To edit information, clear it from the field or drop-down list, and then enter or select 
the correct information.

• To delete information, clear it from the field or drop-down list.

4. Click Save.

A confirmation message displays.

Maintain Building Organization Info (DN) Records
You can maintain building organization information (DN) records in the following ways:

• To view building DN records, see “View Building DN Records.”

• To add a new building DN record, see “Add Building DN Records.”

• To edit a building DN record, see “Edit Building DN Records.”

• To delete a building DN record, see “Delete Building DN Records.”

Add Preschool Special Ed Agreements

Add Preschool Special Ed Agreement

Confirmation of Edited District DN Record
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View Building DN Records

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Maintenance – District and Building Information

1. On the District and Building Information screen Building Organization Info (DN) tab, 

in the row of the record you want to view, click  . 

The edit version of the screen displays.

2. Review the information on the screen.

Note: Values in the Teacher Group and Calamity Group sections should be 
blank as these are no longer reported from this screen. Instead they are included 
in calendar reporting. [See “Calendar Reporting Collection (C).”]

View Building DN Records
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Add Building DN Records

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Maintenance – District and Building Information

1. On the District and Building Information screen Building Organization Info (DN) tab, 
click Add New.

View Building DN Record

Add Building DN Records
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The add version of the screen displays.

2. In the School drop-down list, select the building for which you want to enter DN record 
information.

3. Enter information in the appropriate fields.

Note: Values in the Teacher Group and Calamity Group sections should be 
blank as these are no longer reported from this screen. Instead they are included 
in calendar reporting. [See “Calendar Reporting Collection (C).”]

4. Click Save.

Add Building DN Record
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A confirmation message displays, and the building DN record displays in the list.

Edit Building DN Records

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Maintenance – District and Building Information

1. On the District and Building Information screen Building Organization Info (DN) tab, 

in the row of the record you want to edit, click .

Building DN Record Added

Edit Building DN Records
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The edit version of the screen displays.

2. Make any desired changes, and click Save.

Note: Values in the Teacher Group and Calamity Group sections should be 
blank as these are no longer reported from this screen. Instead they are included 
in calendar reporting. [See “Calendar Reporting Collection (C).”]

Edit Building DN Record
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A confirmation message displays, and the edited building DN record displays in the list.

Delete Building DN Records

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Maintenance – District and Building Information

1. On the District and Building Information screen Building Organization Info (DN) tab, 

in the row of the record you want to delete, click .

A message displays, asking if you are sure you want to delete the record.

2. Click Ok.

The building DN record no longer displays in the list.

Confirmation of Edited Building DN Record

Delete Building DN Record

Confirm Delete
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Maintain EMIS Term Dates

Navigation: StudentInformation – EMIS – Maintenance – EMIS Term Dates

You can define alternative start and stop dates for course terms that are used in the verify and 
update course and class list (CTRMEMIS) processes.

1. With a district in context on the EMIS Term Dates screen, in the row of the school/course 

term whose date(s) you want to change, click .

Building DN Record Deleted

Edit EMIS Term Dates
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The Start Date and Stop Date fields for the term become enabled for editing.

2. In the Start Date and/or Stop Date fields, enter or select alternate term dates for EMIS 
reporting purposes.

3. Click Update.

A confirmation message displays, and the dates are updated.

Note: The verify and update course and class list (CTRMEMIS) processes will 
now use these alternate dates instead of the course term dates.

Maintain Mapped Local Classroom Codes

Mapped local classroom codes are records that map (that is, combine) students from two or more 
classes to look like a single class for EMIS reporting purposes. 

Note: The CTRMEMIS update process creates these records. If no records exist, 
run CTRMEMIS in update mode, and then try again. (See “Verify/Update Course 
and Class List.”)

To maintain mapped local classroom codes, refer to the appropriate topic:

• “Understand Mapped Local Classroom Codes” 

• “View Mapped Local Classroom Codes” 

• “Add Mapped Local Classroom Codes” 

• “Edit Mapped Local Classroom Codes” 

• “Delete Mapped Local Classroom Codes” 

Update EMIS Term Dates

EMIS Term Dates Updated
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Understand Mapped Local Classroom Codes
When you map (or combine/merge) students from one class to another class, the students are 
then reported to EMIS as part of the new classroom. The rules for mapping local classroom codes 
are as follows:

• Both classes must have the same building IRN.

• Both classes must have the same values in the following elements:

• Subject Code

• Curriculum Element

• Employee ID

• Delivery Method

• Educational Option

• Student Population

• The mapping process is only for classes with a semester code of “1,” “2” or “3.

You can map classes together in the following scenarios. (Based on the semester code of both 
classes, the mapping process automatically determines the type of mapping to use.)

• Mapping two classes from the same semester that should be reported as one class (For 
example, juniors and seniors scheduled separately for a class that is truly one class 
taught by the same teacher in the same period)

• Mapping first and second semester classes together (For example, a year-long class 
scheduled in two parts that is reported as an all year class)

• Combination (For example, combining two first semester classes into one class, two 
second semester classes into another class and then mapping the combined classes into 
a single all year class)

Note: A class can only appear once as a “from” class but can appear multiple 
times as a “to” class, and you can map a class that you have already mapped into 
to another class.

View Mapped Local Classroom Codes
Navigation: StudentInformation – EMIS – Maintenance – Mapped Local Classroom Codes

On the Mapped Local Classroom Codes screen, you can review the classroom codes that are 
mapped together. 

View Mapped Local Classroom Codes
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Add Mapped Local Classroom Codes
Navigation: StudentInformation – EMIS – Maintenance – Mapped Local Classroom Codes

1. On the Mapped Local Classroom Codes screen, click Add Mapped Local Classroom 
Code.

The add version of the screen displays.

2. In the Mapped From Classroom Code drop-down list, select the class from which you 
want to merge students with another class for EMIS reporting.

3. In the Mapped To Classroom Code drop-down list, select the class to which you want to 
merge students.

4. Click Save. Or, to continue mapping classroom codes, click Save and New.

A confirmation message displays, and the mapped local classroom code record displays 
in the list. The students that were previously reported in the Mapped From Classroom 
are now moved to the Mapped To Classroom and reported in that classroom.

Add Mapped Local Classroom Code Records

Add Mapped Local Classroom Code Record

Mapped Local Classroom Code Record Added
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Edit Mapped Local Classroom Codes
Navigation: StudentInformation – EMIS – Maintenance – Mapped Local Classroom Codes

1. On the Mapped Local Classroom Codes screen, in the row of the record you want to edit, 

click .

The edit version of the screen displays.

2. Make any desired changes, and click Save.

Note: For more information about the fields on this screen, see “Add Mapped 
Local Classroom Codes.”

A confirmation message displays, and the edited mapped local classroom code record 
displays in the list.

Edit Mapped Local Classroom Code Records

Edit Mapped Local Classroom Code Record

Confirmation of Edited Mapped Local Classroom Code Record
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Delete Mapped Local Classroom Codes
Navigation: StudentInformation – EMIS – Maintenance – Mapped Local Classroom Codes

1. On the Mapped Local Classroom Codes screen, in the row of the record you want to 

delete, click .

A message displays, asking if you are sure you want to delete the record.

2. Click Ok.

The mapped local classroom code record no longer displays in the list.

Delete Mapped Local Classroom Code Record

Confirm Delete

Mapped Local Classroom Code Record Deleted
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View Student Discipline Records

Navigation: StudentInformation – EMIS – Maintenance – Student Discipline Record

With a student in context on the Student Discipline Record screen, you can review the student’s 
discipline records.

Maintain Student Missing Override Records

Student missing override records (FC records) report students who were withdrawn in a prior year 
but not reported as withdrawn. To view and maintain student missing override records, refer to the 
appropriate section as follows:

• To view student missing override records, see “View Student Missing Override Records.”

• To add a new student missing override record, see “Add Student Missing Override 
Records.”

• To edit an existing student missing override record, see “Edit Student Missing Override 
Records.”

• To delete a student missing override record, see “Delete Student Missing Override 
Records.”

View Student Missing Override Records
Navigation: Home – EMIS – Maintenance – Student Missing Override Record

With the district in context, on the Student Missing Override Record screen, you can review the 
missing override records entered in the school year in context.

View Student Discipline Records

View Student Missing Override Records
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Add Student Missing Override Records
Navigation: Home – EMIS – Maintenance – Student Missing Override Record

Note: This screen does not validate against records in StudentInformation; you 
can enter records for students who are not enrolled in the current school year.

1. With the district in context, on the Student Missing Override Record screen, click Add 
Student Missing Override Record.

The add-edit version of the screen displays.

2. In the SSID field, enter the student’s State Student ID.

3. Optional: In the Student Last Name field, enter the student’s last name.

4. Optional: In the Student First Name field, enter the student’s first name.

5. In the Withdrawal Date field, enter or select the date the student withdrew from the district.

6. In the Withdrawal Reason drop-down list, select the reason the student withdrew from the 
district.

7. Optional: If you want to enter any comments about the withdrawal, enter them in the 
Comment field.

8. Click Save. Or, to continue adding student missing override records, click Save and New.

Add Student Missing Override Records

Add Student Missing Override Record
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A confirmation message displays, and the new student missing override record displays 
in the list.

Edit Student Missing Override Records
Navigation: Home – EMIS – Maintenance – Student Missing Override Record

1. With the district in context, on the Student Missing Override Record screen, in the row 

of the record you want to edit, click .

The add-edit version of the screen displays.

2. Make any desired changes, and click Save.

Note: For more information about the fields on this screen, see “Add Student 
Missing Override Records.”

Confirmation of Added Student Missing Override Record

Edit Student Missing Override Records
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A confirmation message displays, and the edited student missing override record displays 
in the list.

Delete Student Missing Override Records
Navigation: Home – EMIS – Maintenance – Student Missing Override Record

1. With the district in context, on the Student Missing Override Record screen, in the row 

of the record you want to delete, click .

Edit Student Missing Override Record

Confirmation of Edited Student Missing Override Record

Delete Student Missing Override Record
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A message displays, asking if you are sure you want to delete the record.

2. Click Ok.

A confirmation message displays, and the student missing override record no longer 
displays in the list.

Maintain Teacher History Records

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Maintenance – Teacher History Maintenance

You can mass update the teacher history records for course sections in the following ways:

• To change the start or stop date of teacher history records, see “Edit Teacher History 
Dates.”

• To delete existing teacher history records and create new records, see “Recreate 
Teacher History Records.”

• To add teacher history records for course sections that are missing them, see “Add 
Missing Teacher History Records.”

Edit Teacher History Dates
Navigation: Home – EMIS – Maintenance – Teacher History Maintenance

You can change the start and stop dates of the teacher history records for course sections. 

1. On the Teacher History Maintenance screen Start and Stop Dates tab, select the 
school(s) of the course(s) whose teacher history you want to edit. Or to select all schools, 
select the check box in the header.

Confirm Delete

Confirmation of Deleted Student Missing Override Record
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Note: If you have a building in context, the building is selected automatically.

2. Enter or select new teacher history start and/or stop date(s) on course section records in 
the selected school(s) as follows:

• To change the start date:

i. In the Start Date to Change field, enter or select the date currently on record as 
the start date. 

ii. In the New Start Date field, enter or select the new start date.

• To change the stop date:

i. In the Stop Date to Change field, enter or select the date currently on record as 
the stop date. 

ii. In the New Stop Date field, enter or select the new stop date.

3. Click Submit. 

Edit Teacher History Dates

Click to select 
all schools.
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A message displays, asking if you are sure you want to edit the dates.

4. Click Ok.

A confirmation message displays the number of updated records. 

Note: This process updates the Start Date and/or End Date fields on the 
Teacher History tab of the course section records.

Recreate Teacher History Records
Navigation: Home – EMIS – Maintenance – Teacher History Maintenance

If needed, you can delete all existing course section teacher history records and recreate them.

Note: This process does not update any course section with missing meeting 
times. You must first add the meeting times. Then refer to “Add Missing Teacher 
History Records.”

1. On the Teacher History Maintenance screen Wipe And New tab, select the school(s) for 
which you want to recreate teacher history records. Or to select all schools, select the 
check box in the header.

Note: If you have a building in context, the building is selected automatically.

Note: Before you can run this process, the building’s schedule must be finalized 
(as indicated by  in the Finalized Schedule column).

2. Click Wipe And New. 

Confirm Edit

Confirmation of Edited Teacher History Dates
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A message displays, asking if you are sure you want to recreate the records (“Wipe And 
New”).

3. Click Ok.

A confirmation message displays the number of recreated records. 

Recreate Teacher History Records

Confirm Recreate Records

Confirmation of Recreated Teacher History Records

Click to select 
all schools.
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Add Missing Teacher History Records
Navigation: Home – EMIS – Maintenance – Teacher History Maintenance

You can add teacher history records for course sections that do not have them.

Note: This process does not update any course section with missing meeting 
times. You must add the meeting times before performing these steps.

1.  On the Teacher History Maintenance screen Add Missing tab, select the school(s) for 
which you want to create new teacher history records. Or to select all schools, select the 
check box in the header.

Note: If you have a building in context, the building is selected automatically.

Note: Before you can run this process, the building’s schedule must be finalized 
(as indicated by  in the Finalized Schedule column).

2. Click Add Missing.

Add Missing Teacher History Records

Click to select 
all schools.
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A message displays, asking if you are sure you want to add the missing teacher history 
records.

3. Click Ok.

A confirmation message displays the number of added records. 

Maintain Vocational Correlated Records

Vocational correlated records are used by the CTE (career-technical education) department of 
ODE to show the courses that tie together to form a vocational program. 

Note: The CTRMEMIS update process creates these records. If no records exist, 
run CTRMEMIS in update mode, and then try again. (See “Verify/Update Course 
and Class List.”)

To maintain vocational correlated records, refer to the appropriate topic:

• “View Vocational Correlated Records” 

• “Add Vocational Correlated Records” 

• “Edit Vocational Correlated Records” 

• “Delete Vocational Correlated Records” 

Confirm Add Missing Records

Confirmation of Added Teacher History Records
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View Vocational Correlated Records
Navigation: StudentInformation – EMIS – Maintenance – Vocational Correlated Records

On the Vocational Correlated Records screen, you can review the courses that tie together to 
form a vocational program. 

Add Vocational Correlated Records
Navigation: StudentInformation – EMIS – Maintenance – Vocational Correlated Records

1. On the Vocational Correlated Records screen, click Add Vocational Correlated 
Record.

The add version of the screen displays. The drop-down lists on this screen only contain 
courses with the EMIS allowable curriculum value.

2. In the Anchor/Lab/Co-op LCC drop-down list, select the course to which you want to tie 
one or more other courses to form a vocational program.

View Vocational Correlated Records

Add Vocational Correlated Records
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3. In the 1st Correlated Academic or tech related LCC drop-down list, select a course to 
tie to the selected anchor course.

4. Optional: To tie another course to the anchor course, in the 2nd Correlated Academic or 
tech related LCC drop-down list, select the course.

5. Click Save. Or, to continue tying courses together, click Save and New.

A confirmation message displays, and the vocational correlated record displays in the list.

Edit Vocational Correlated Records
Navigation: StudentInformation – EMIS – Maintenance – Vocational Correlated Records

1. On the Vocational Correlated Records screen, in the row of the record you want to edit, 

click .

Add Vocational Correlated Record

Vocational Correlated Record Added
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The edit version of the screen displays.

2. Make any desired changes, and click Save.

Note: For more information about the fields on this screen, see “Add Vocational 
Correlated Records.”

Edit Vocational Correlated Records

Edit Vocational Correlated Record
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A confirmation message displays, and the edited vocational correlated record displays in 
the list.

Delete Vocational Correlated Records
Navigation: StudentInformation – EMIS – Maintenance – Vocational Correlated Records

1. On the Vocational Correlated Records screen, in the row of the record you want to 

delete, click .

Confirmation of Edited Vocational Correlated Record

Delete Vocational Correlated Record
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A message displays, asking if you are sure you want to delete the record.

2. Click Ok.

The vocational correlated record no longer displays in the list.

Maintain Student Acceleration (FB) Records

You can maintain student acceleration (FB) records in the following ways:

• To view FB records, see “View FB Records.”

• To add a new FB record, see “Add FB Records.”

• To edit an existing FB record, see “Edit FB Records.”

• To delete a FB record, see “Delete FB Records.”

Confirm Delete

 Vocational Correlated Record Deleted
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View FB Records
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Assessment – Student Acceleration (FB)

With a student in context on the Student Acceleration (FB) screen, you can review the student’s 
acceleration (FB) records.

Add FB Records
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Assessment – Student Acceleration (FB)

1. With a student in context on the Student Acceleration (FB) screen, click Add a Student 
Acceleration Record.

The add version of the screen displays.

2. In the Assessment Area drop-down list, select the subject for which the student was 
accelerated.

3. In the Accelerated Level Count drop-down list, select the number of year(s) the student 
was accelerated for the selected subject.

4. In the Accelerated Assessment Flag drop-down list, indicate whether the student is 
taking an assessment in the selected subject at a grade level higher than the student’s 
overall grade level.

5. Optional: If the student is taking an accelerated assessment at a building other than the 
student’s home school (for example, an 8th grader taking a 9th grade assessment at the 
high school building), in the Accelerated Assessment Accountability IRN field, enter the 
IRN of that building. 

Note: If the student is not taking an accelerated assessment, or if the student is 
taking the assessment at his/her home school, leave the asterisks (******).

View Student’s FB Records

Add FB Records
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6. Click Save. Or, to continue adding FB records for this student, click Save and New.

A confirmation message displays, and the student’s new FB record displays in the list.

Edit FB Records
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Assessment – Student Acceleration (FB)

1. With a student in context on the Student Acceleration (FB) screen, in the row of the 

record you want to edit, click .

Add FB Record

FB Record Added

Edit FB Records
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The edit version of the screen displays.

2. Make any desired changes, and click Save.

A confirmation message displays, and the edited FB record displays in the list.

Delete FB Records
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Assessment – Student Acceleration (FB)

1. With a student in context on the Student Acceleration (FB) screen, in the row of the 

record you want to delete, click .

Edit FB Record

Confirmation of Edited FB Record

Delete FB Record
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A message displays, asking if you are sure you want to delete the record.

2. Click Ok.

A confirmation message displays, and the FB record no longer displays in the list.

Maintain Attendance Patterns

You can maintain attendance patterns in the following ways:

• To view attendance patterns, see “View Attendance Patterns.”

• To add a new attendance pattern, see “Add Attendance Patterns.”

• To edit an existing attendance pattern, see “Edit Attendance Patterns.”

Confirm Delete

FB Record Deleted
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View Attendance Patterns
Navigation: StudentInformation – Management – School Administration – EMIS – 
Attendance Pattern Maintenance

With the district in context on the Attendance Pattern Maintenance screen, you can review your 
attendance patterns.

Note: Inactive attendance patterns (indicated with a  icon in the Is Active 
column) display only if you deselect the Show Active Only check box.

Add Attendance Patterns
Navigation: StudentInformation – Management – School Administration – EMIS – 
Attendance Pattern Maintenance

1. With the district in context on the Attendance Pattern Maintenance screen, click Add 
Attendance Pattern.

View Attendance Patterns
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The add version of the screen displays.

2. In the Attendance Pattern Code field, enter a two-character code for this attendance 
pattern.

Note: Once you save this attendance pattern, you cannot edit the Attendance 
Pattern Code.

3. Optional: In the Attendance Pattern Description field, enter a description of the code.

4. Optional: If you do not want this attendance pattern to be active at this point, deselect the 
Is Active check box.

Note: You cannot assign inactive attendance patterns to calendars.

5. Click Save. 

Add Attendance Patterns

Add Attendance Pattern
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A confirmation message displays, and the new attendance pattern displays in the list.

Edit Attendance Patterns
Navigation: StudentInformation – Management – School Administration – EMIS – 
Attendance Pattern Maintenance

1. With the district in context on the Attendance Pattern Maintenance screen, in the row of 

the attendance pattern you want to edit, click .

Confirmation of Added Attendance Pattern

Edit Attendance Patterns
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The edit version of the screen displays.

2. Update the description and/or change the active status of the code, and click Save.

Note: You cannot change the Attendance Pattern Code.

A confirmation message displays, and the edited attendance pattern displays in the list.

Edit Attendance Pattern

Confirmation of Edited Attendance Pattern
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View Course Records

Navigation: StudentInformation – EMIS – Maintenance – Student Staff Classroom

You can look up and view Course Master (CN) and Staff Course (CU) records.

Note: The CTRMEMIS update process creates these records. If no records exist, 
run CTRMEMIS in update mode, and then try again. (See “Verify/Update Course 
and Class List.”) 

Note: You should only use the process described in this topic to view the records. 
If you need to edit the records, make the changes in the source data (course 
sections, course maintenance, HQT maintenance and course terms) instead of 
here.

1. On the Student Staff Classroom screen, select either the “Teacher” or “Local Classroom 
Code” option, depending on how you want to search for records.

2. In the corresponding drop-down list, select the teacher or course, as appropriate.

3. Click Search.

The first course record matching your search criteria displays.

4. Optional: To review additional course records matching your search criteria, page through 
the results using the Previous and Next buttons as needed.

Look Up Course Records
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View a Student's Subject Records

Navigation: StudentInformation – EMIS – Maintenance – Student Subject Record

With a student in context on the Student Subject Record screen, you can view the student’s 
current subject records.

Note: The CTRMEMIS update process creates these records. If no records exist, 
run CTRMEMIS in update mode, and then try again. (See “Verify/Update Course 
and Class List.”) 

Note: You should only use the process described in this topic to view the records. 
If you need to edit the records, make the changes in the source data (course 
section assignments) instead of here.

View Course Records

View a Student's Subject Records
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View Student Subject Records by Class

Navigation: StudentInformation – EMIS – Maintenance – Student Subject Record By Class

You can look up and view student subject records by class.

Note: The CTRMEMIS update process creates these records. If no records exist, 
run CTRMEMIS in update mode, and then try again. (See “Verify/Update Course 
and Class List.”)

Note: You should only use the process described in this topic to view the records. 
If you need to edit the records, make the changes in the source data (course 
section assignments) instead of here.

1. On the Student Subject Record By Class screen, select either the “Teacher” or “Local 
Classroom Code” option, depending on how you want to search for records.

2. In the corresponding drop-down list, select the teacher or course, as appropriate.

3. Click Search.

The student subject record matching your search criteria displays.

4. Optional: To view a particular student’s EMIS student subject records, in the row of the 

student, click the first  icon. (For more information on individual student subject 
records, see “View a Student's Subject Records.”)

5. Optional: To view a particular student’s course section assignments, click the second  
icon. (For more information on course section assignments, see ProgressBook 
StudentInformation Scheduling Guide.)

Look Up Student Subject Records By Class
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View Student Subject Records By Class

Opens 
student’s 
student 
subject 
records

Opens student’s 
course section 
assignments
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You can view and maintain special education (“special ed”) records in StudentInformation for 
EMIS reporting purposes. These include special education events, graduation requirements and 
service records for special ed students.

Refer to the appropriate section as follows:

• “Maintain Special Education Events” 

• “Maintain Special Education Graduation Requirements” 

• “Maintain Special Education Services” 

Maintain Special Education Events

To view and maintain special education event records for a student, refer to the appropriate 
section as follows:

• To view a student’s special education events, see “View Special Education Events.”

• To add a new special education event, see “Add Special Education Events.”

• To edit an existing special education event, see “Edit Special Education Events.”

• To delete a special education event, see “Delete Special Education Events.”

View Special Education Events
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Special Education

1. With the appropriate student in context, on the Special Education screen Events tab, 
review the student’s special education events.

View Special Education Events
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Note: Inactive special education events (indicated with a  icon in the Active 
column) display only if you deselect the Show Active Events Only check box.

2. Optional: To sort the grid by any column, click the column heading.

3. Optional: To narrow the list to a particular event date range, enter or select the range of 
event dates in the From Date and To fields, and then click Go.

The list updates to display the special education events with event dates falling within the 
date range you entered.

4. Optional: To narrow the list to the current school year, select the Show Current Year Only 
check box.

The list updates to display only the special education events for the current school year.

Add Special Education Events
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Special Education

1. With the appropriate student in context, on the Special Education screen Events tab, 
click Add Event.

View Special Education Events for Specified Date Range

View Special Education Events for Current School Year
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The add-edit version of the screen displays.

2. In the Event Date field, enter or select the date the special education event occurred.

3. In the Date Type drop-down list, select the type of event.

4. In the Outcome Id drop-down list, select the outcome of the event. 

5. In the Outcome Begin Date and Outcome End Date fields, select the effective start and 
end dates of the outcome.

Note: The Outcome End Date is optional for the NIEP event type.

6. For IEPs only:

a. In the IEP Test Type drop-down list, select the format of the test the student is 
required to take for all tests (such as an alternate version or standard version of 
tests).

b. In the Secondary Planning drop-down list, select the result of transition planning on 
the IEP for students age 14 and above.

7. In the Non-Compliance Id drop-down list, select the code identifier for the reason the 
event has not met federally mandated time lines, if applicable.

8. Optional: In the Event field, enter details about the special education event for this student. 

9. Click Save. 

Add Special Education Events
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The new special education event displays in the list.

Add Special Education Event

Special Education Event Added
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Edit Special Education Events
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Special Education

1. With the appropriate student in context, on the Special Education screen Events tab, in 

the row of the special education event you want to edit, click .

The add-edit version of the screen displays.

2. Make any desired changes, and click Save.

Note: For more information about the fields on this screen, see “Add Special 
Education Events.”

Edit Special Education Events
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The edited special education event displays in the list.

Edit Special Education Event

Special Education Event Edited
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Delete Special Education Events
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Special Education

1. With the appropriate student in context, on the Special Education screen Events tab, in 

the row of the special education event you want to delete, click .

A message displays, asking if you are sure you want to delete the event.

2. Click Ok.

Delete Special Education Event

Confirm Delete
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A confirmation message displays, and the special education event is inactivated and no 
longer displays in the list.

Maintain Special Education Graduation Requirements

Special education students may have graduation requirements specific to the special education 
services they are receiving. To view and maintain special education graduation requirements for 
a student, refer to the appropriate section as follows:

• To view a student’s special education graduation requirements, see “View Special 
Education Graduation Requirements.”

• To add a new special education graduation requirement, see “Add Special Education 
Graduation Requirements.”

• To edit an existing special education graduation requirement, see “Edit Special Education 
Graduation Requirements.”

• To delete a special education graduation requirement, see “Delete Special Education 
Graduation Requirements.”

View Special Education Graduation Requirements
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Special Education

1. With the appropriate student in context, on the Special Education screen Grad 
Requirement tab, review the student’s special education graduation requirements.

2. Optional: To sort the grid by any column, click the column heading.

Confirmation of Deleted Special Education Event
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Note: Inactive graduation requirements (indicated with a  icon in the Active 
column) display only if you deselect the Show Active Requirements Only check 
box.

Add Special Education Graduation Requirements
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Special Education

1. With the appropriate student in context, on the Special Education screen Grad 
Requirement tab, click Add Requirement.

View Special Education Graduation Requirements

Add Special Education Graduation Requirements
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The add-edit version of the screen displays.

2. In the IEP Date field, enter or select the date this student’s IEP was created.

3. In the Date Type drop-down list, select the type of IEP.

4. In the Assessment Area drop-down list, select the assessment area to be covered by this 
IEP graduation requirement.

5. In the Exemption Flag drop-down list, select an exemption choice indicating whether the 
student does or does not need to pass this assessment area in order to graduate.

6. Click Save.

A confirmation message displays, and the new special education graduation requirement 
displays in the list.

Add Special Education Graduation Requirement

Confirmation of Added Special Education Graduation Requirement
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Edit Special Education Graduation Requirements
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Special Education

1. With the appropriate student in context, on the Special Education screen Grad 
Requirement tab, in the row of the special education graduation requirement you want to 

edit, click .

The add-edit version of the screen displays.

2. Make any desired changes, and click Save.

Note: For more information about the fields on this screen, see “Add Special 
Education Graduation Requirements.”

Edit Special Education Graduation Requirements

Edit Special Education Graduation Requirement
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A confirmation message displays, and the edited special education graduation 
requirement displays in the list.

Delete Special Education Graduation Requirements
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Special Education

1. With the appropriate student in context, on the Special Education screen Grad 
Requirement tab, in the row of the special education graduation requirement you want to 

delete, click .

Confirmation of Edited Special Education Graduation Requirement
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A message displays, asking if you are sure you want to delete the graduation requirement.

2. Click Ok.

Delete Special Education Graduation Requirement

Confirm Delete
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A confirmation message displays, and the special education graduation requirement no 
longer displays in the list.

Maintain Special Education Services

To view, assign and maintain students’ special education services (215xxx codes), refer to the 
appropriate section as follows:

• To set default values for a special education service, see “Set Up Special Education 
Service Defaults.”

• To inactivate default values for a special education service, see “Inactivate Special 
Education Service Defaults.”

• To view a student’s special education services, see “View Special Education Services.”

• To add a new special education service, see “Add Special Education Services.”

• To edit an existing special education service, see “Edit Special Education Services.”

• To delete a special education service, see “Delete Special Education Services.”

Set Up Special Education Service Defaults
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Service Defaults

You can set up the default staff member and program provider IRN that display when a user 
selects a 215xxx service on the Special Education screen Services tab, as shown in the 
following example: 

Confirmation of Deleted Special Education Graduation Requirement
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1. With the appropriate building in context, on the Service Defaults screen, in the row of the 

service whose defaults you want to set, click .

The row you selected becomes active, which is indicated by yellow highlighting.

2. Optional: In the Default Staff Member column for the selected service, select the default 
staff member.

An example of how the service defaults enter the default value on the Services tab

Active Row on the Services Defaults Screen
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3. In the Default Program Provider IRN column, enter the default program provider’s IRN. 

4. Click  to save the defaults for the service.

A confirmation message displays.

Inactivate Special Education Service Defaults
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Service Defaults

If you no longer want to apply default values to a particular special education service, you can set 
it as inactive. 

1. With the appropriate building in context, on the Service Defaults screen, in the row of the 

service you want to set as inactive, click .

The row you selected becomes active, which is indicated by yellow highlighting.

2. Deselect the check box in the Active column.

Active Service Default on the Service Defaults Screen

Active Check Box on the Service Defaults Screen
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3. Click  to save the defaults for the service.

A confirmation message displays, and the service default record is now inactive. The Staff 
Member and Program Provider IRN fields on the Services tab on the Special 
Education screen no longer default to the specified values when a user selects the 
modified service.

View Special Education Services
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Special Education

With the appropriate student in context, on the Special Education screen Services tab, review 
the student’s special education services.

Add Special Education Services
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Special Education

1. With the appropriate student in context, on the Special Education screen Services tab, 
click Add Service.

Inactivated Service Default on the Service Defaults Screen

View Student’s Special Education Services
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The add-edit version of the screen displays.

2. In the Service drop-down list, select the service you want to assign to the student.

3. In the Start Date field, enter the start date for the service.

4. Optional: In the Stop Date field, enter the end date for the service.

5. Optional: In the Staff Member drop-down list, select the staff member that will provide the 
service.

6. In the Program Provider IRN field, enter the IRN of the school or district where the student 
will receive the service. (The value in this field defaults to ******.) To search for an IRN, 

click  to open ODE’s Organization Search page.

7. Click Save. 

Add Special Education Services

Add Special Education Service
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A confirmation message displays, and the new special education service displays in the 
list.

Edit Special Education Services
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Special Education

1. With the appropriate student in context, on the Special Education screen Services tab, 

in the row of the special education service you want to edit, click .

The add-edit version of the screen displays.

2. Make any desired changes, and click Save.

Note: For more information about the fields on this screen, see “Add Special 
Education Services.”

Confirmation of Added Special Education Service

Edit Special Education Services
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A confirmation message displays, and the edited special education service displays in the 
list.

Delete Special Education Services
Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Special Education

1. With the appropriate student in context, on the Special Education screen Services tab, 

in the row of the special education service you want to delete, click .

Edit Special Education Service

Confirmation of Edited Special Education Service
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A message displays, asking if you are sure you want to delete the service.

2. Click Ok.

A confirmation message displays, and the special education service no longer displays in 
the list.

Delete Special Education Service

Confirm Delete

Confirmation of Deleted Special Education Service
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You can view and maintain student gifted records in StudentInformation for EMIS reporting 
purposes. Generally, the process is as follows:

1. Set up the appropriate gifted rules (default record values) for your district and/or building. 
See “Maintain Gifted Rules.”

2. Set initial values for the school year. See “Mass Update Student Gifted Records.”

3. Adjust individual student gifted records as necessary for EMIS reporting. See “Maintain 
Student Gifted Records.”

4. At the end of the school year, copy the Served value from all student gifted records to the 
next school year. See “Copy Served Values to Next School Year.”

Note: There are several reports in StudentInformation to help you manage your 
gifted student data. See “Run Gifted Student Reports.”

Maintain Gifted Rules

Gifted rules are the default values used for mass updating student gifted records. You can set up 
and run gifted rules at the district or building level and for one grade level or all grade levels. 

Note: Building level rules override district level rules.

Following are ways to set up your gifted rules and some recommended best practices:

• Default rule to create a blank gifted record:

• Every district should have a default rule set up with a blank Grade Level and no 
Screening or Assessment check boxes selected.

• Use for any student not screened or assessed (no gifted record) including new 
students coming into the district.

• District/Grade level rules – Use when every student in a district/grade level is screened 
and/or assessed in certain gifted areas.

• Building/Grade level rules – Use when every student in a building/grade level is 
screened and/or assessed in certain gifted areas.

Note: As a general rule, almost all other gifted rules for district, building and/or 
grade level should have only the Screening check boxes selected. The 
exceptions to this would be if you have an entire building and/or grade level with 
assessed gifted students.
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To view and maintain gifted rules, refer to the appropriate section as follows:

• To view your district or building’s gifted rules, see “View Gifted Rules.”

• To add a new gifted rule, see “Add Gifted Rules.”

• To edit an existing gifted rule, see “Edit Gifted Rules.”

• To delete a gifted rule, see “Delete Gifted Rules.”

Note: You can create gifted rules at the district or building level. If  icons 
display at the beginning of the row, this indicates the rule was created at a higher 
level, and you can only edit or delete it at that higher level.

View Gifted Rules
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – EMIS – Gifted – Gifted Rules 
Maintenance

1. With the appropriate district or building in context, on the Gifted Rules Maintenance 
screen, review the list of gifted rules.

Note: If a school building is in context, all school level as well as all district level 
rules display. 

Note: Inactive gifted rules (indicated with a  icon in the Active column) display 
only if you deselect the Show Active Only check box.

2. In the row of the rule you want to view, click .

View Gifted Rules
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The rule detail version of the screen opens in view-only format. 

Add Gifted Rules
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – EMIS – Gifted – Gifted Rules 
Maintenance

1. With the appropriate district or building in context, on the Gifted Rules Maintenance 
screen, click Add Gifted Rule.

The add-edit version of the screen displays.

2. In the Rule Name field, enter a descriptive name for the rule you are creating.

View Gifted Rule Detail

Add Gifted Rules
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3. Optional: To specify the grade level to which this gifted rules applies, in the Grade Level 
drop-down list, select the grade level. (To apply this rule to all grade levels, leave this field 
blank.)

4. Optional: If you do not want this rule to be active at this point, deselect the Active check 
box.

Note: You cannot use inactive gifted rules on new student gifted records.

5. Optional: If students have been screened in any gifted area(s), enter details as follows:

a. In the row of the gifted area, select the Screening check box. 

b. In the Screened Date field, enter or select the date the screening took place.

c. If students have been assessed in the gifted area, select the Assessment check box.

6. Click Save. 

Add Gifted Rule
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The new gifted rule displays in the list.

Edit Gifted Rules
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – EMIS – Gifted – Gifted Rules 
Maintenance

1. With the appropriate district or building in context, on the Gifted Rules Maintenance 

screen, in the row of the gifted rule you want to edit, click .

The add-edit version of the screen displays.

2. Make any desired changes, and click Save.

Note: For more information about the fields on this screen, see “Add Gifted 
Rules.”

Gifted Rule Added

Edit Gifted Rules
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The edited gifted rule displays in the list.

Edit Gifted Rule

Gifted Rule Edited
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Delete Gifted Rules
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – EMIS – Gifted – Gifted Rules 
Maintenance

1. With the appropriate district or building in context, on the Gifted Rules Maintenance 

screen, in the row of the gifted rule you want to delete, click .

A message displays, asking if you are sure you want to delete the rule.

2. Click Ok.

Delete Gifted Rule

Confirm Delete
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A confirmation message displays, and the gifted rule is inactivated and no longer displays 
in the list.

Mass Update Student Gifted Records

Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – EMIS – Gifted – Gifted Mass 
Update

You can use the gifted mass update process to apply the default values from your gifted rules to 
student gifted records and create a record for any student who is missing one. You typically run 
this process on a yearly basis to set initial values for the school year or to restore students to the 
gifted rule default Screening and Assessment values for the specific district, building and/or 
grade level.

Following are examples of how to use the mass update:

• Run to apply the district default rule to establish a blank gifted record.

• Run annually to apply a rule that your 2nd grade students are always screened and 
assessed for science.

To perform the mass update:

1. With the appropriate district or building in context, on the Gifted Mass Update screen, in 
the Gifted Rules area, select the rules you want to apply in this mass update by moving 
them from the multi-select list on the left to the list on the right.

Note: Grade level rules take precedence over non-grade level rules. 

Note: If a student is enrolled in more than one building, the rule for the student’s 
primary building or grade level/building is used.

2. Optional: If you want to override values on existing gifted records, select the Overwrite 
Existing Student Gifted records check box.

Confirmation of Deleted Gifted Rule
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Note: Use caution if selecting this option as it overwrites student gifted records 
with the Screening and Assessment values from the applicable gifted rules. 
(However, the Identified and Served values remain the same.)

3. Optional: If you want to run the process without displaying the resulting changes, deselect 
the Display results check box.

4. Click Submit.

Mass Update Student Gifted Records
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A confirmation message displays. If you ran the process with Display results selected, 
the updated or newly created records also display in a grid beneath the selection criteria.

Note: The gifted mass update only updates student gifted records for students 
enrolled in the school as of the indicated Screened Date on the gifted rule. If a 
student has enrolled since you ran the initial mass update (and was not enrolled 
as of the Screened Date), run this process again with Overwrite Existing 
Student Gifted Records deselected to create a gifted record with blank values 
for the recently enrolled student.

Student Gifted Records Mass Updated
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5. Optional: If you want to reset the Served value on student gifted records, do the following:

a. In the Grade Level drop-down list, select the appropriate grade level of the students 
whose Served value you want to reset. To reset the Served value for all grade levels, 
leave this field blank.

b. Click Reset Served.

A message displays, asking if you are sure you want to reset the Served value for students 
in the selected grade level (or all grade levels, depending on your selection).

6. Click Ok.

Reset Served Values

Confirm Reset
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A confirmation message displays, and the system resets the Served value for students in 
the specified grade level (or all grade levels, depending on your selection).

Maintain Student Gifted Records

Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Gifted – Student Gifted Record

You can maintain gifted records for a student from year to year within the same district. The 
records are school year specific with the exception of the Identified and Served values.

While you can use the gifted mass update process to create records for new students (see “Mass 
Update Student Gifted Records” ), you can also manually create these records using the 
procedure described here. This topic is also relevant if you have already run the mass update but 
need to adjust individual student gifted records for EMIS reporting.

1. With the correct student in context, on the Student Gifted Record screen, review the 
student’s gifted record.

2. Make any desired changes to the following fields:

• Screening – Select if this student has been screened in each specific gifted area.

• Assessment – Select if this student has been assessed in each specific gifted area.

• Identified – Select if this student has been identified as gifted in each specific gifted 
area. If you select Identified in any gifted area, in that area’s Identified Date field, 
enter or select the date the student was identified as gifted in the specific area.

• Served – Select if this student is being served for each specific gifted area.

3. Optional: To cancel the changes you have made on screen before saving, click Discard 
Changes. 

Note: If you made any selections in the Identified fields or entered any dates in 
the Identified Date fields, you must manually restore the values. The Discard 
Changes button does not reset these fields.

4. Optional: To restore the student’s record to your district or building level gifted rule default 
values for Screening and Assessment, click Restore Default. Then, on the confirmation 
screen, click Ok. 

Note: If you made any selections in the Identified fields or entered any dates in 
the Identified Date fields, you must manually restore these values. The Restore 
Default button does not reset these fields.

Confirmation of Reset Served Values
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Note: To reset Served values, use the gifted mass update.

5. Click Save.

A confirmation message displays, and the record is updated with your changes.

Maintain Student Gifted Record

 Student Gifted Record Updated
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Copy Served Values to Next School Year

Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – EMIS – Gifted – Gifted 
Initialization

At the end of the school year, you can copy the Served value on all student gifted records to the 
next school year.

Note: You should run this process at the building level. It does not work correctly 
at the district level!

1. Open the Gifted Initialization screen with the building in context and the school year set 
to the year to which you want to copy the previous year’s student gifted record Served 
values.

2. In the Copy From School Year, select the previous year (year from which you want to 
copy student gifted record Served values).

3. In the Grade Levels to Copy area, select the grade levels for which you want to copy 
student gifted record Served values by moving them from the multi-select list on the left to 
the list on the right.

4. Optional: To reset all values before submitting, click Reset Form, and then make new 
selections.

5. Click Submit.

Copy Served Values to Next School Year
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The Served values of all student gifted records are copied to the school year in context, 
and a confirmation message indicates how many records were created and updated. 

Run Gifted Student Reports

The following reports are available in StudentInformation to help you manage your gifted student 
data:

• “Gifted Area Students Report” 

• “Gifted Student Courses Report” 

• “Gifted Student Detail Report” 

• “Gifted Students Missing Records Report” 

For information on running reports, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide.

Gifted Area Students Report

Navigation: Home – SIS – School – Student Reports – Gifted Area Students

This report displays details about gifted students, including their area of giftedness, school, grade 
level, date they were identified as gifted and whether they are being served.

Confirmation of Copied Served Values

Gifted Area Students Report
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Gifted Student Courses Report
Navigation: Home – SIS – School – Student Reports – Gifted Student Courses

This report displays the courses (schedule) for the selected students along with their areas of 
giftedness.

Gifted Student Courses Report
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Gifted Student Detail Report
Navigation: Home – SIS – School – Student Reports – Gifted Student Detail Report

This report displays detailed gifted area information for each student selected.

 

Gifted Students Missing Records Report
Navigation: Home – SIS – School – Student Reports – Gifted Student Missing Records

This report displays a list of students who are missing a gifted record.

Gifted Student Detail Report

 Gifted Students Missing Records Report
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Ad-Hoc Updates

Ad-hoc updates update the StudentInformation database and create a report with results for you 
to verify. You can make the following types of ad-hoc updates related to your EMIS data:

• “Bulk Update Graduation Date” 

• “Bulk Update Diploma Type” 

• “Copy Student Memberships” 

• “Bulk Update Courses” 

• “Bulk Update Manual Courses” 

• “Bulk Update Fall Initialization Blocks” 

Bulk Update Graduation Date

Navigation: Home – Management – Ad-Hoc Updates – Update Graduation Date

You can apply a graduation date to all 12th grade students with a given status or all students in 
an ad-hoc membership (for example, an ad-hoc membership group for 12th grade students).

For detailed information on bulk updating graduation dates, see ProgressBook 
StudentInformation Ad-Hoc Updates Guide.

Bulk Update Diploma Type

Navigation: Home – Management – Ad-Hoc Updates – Update Diploma Type

You can bulk update the diploma type for all students with a given graduation date.

For detailed information on bulk updating diploma types, see ProgressBook StudentInformation 
Ad-Hoc Updates Guide.

Copy Student Memberships

Navigation: Home – Management – Ad-Hoc Updates – Student Membership Copy

You can copy student membership assignments from the previous school year to the current year 
in context.

For detailed information on copying student memberships, see ProgressBook StudentInformation 
Ad-Hoc Updates Guide.
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Bulk Update Courses

Navigation: StudentInformation – Management – Ad-Hoc Updates – Bulk Course Update

You can bulk update courses with a core subject area and/or dual credit indicator. You report this 
information on the GC-Student Graduation-Core Summary record.

1. On the Bulk Course Update screen, find the courses you want to bulk update by entering 
search criteria in any/all of the following fields:

• Department

• Area of Study

• Subject Area

• Is High School Credit Only – Select this check box to only search for courses 
marked Is High School Credit.

• EMIS Subject Area For Credit

• Report To EMIS Only – Select this check box to only search for courses marked 
Report to EMIS.

• EMIS Subject Codes – Options are filtered based on your selection in the EMIS 
Subject Area For Credit drop-down list. Select one or more subject codes by moving 
them from the multi-select list on the left to the list on the right.

2. Click Preview Courses.

Search for Courses to Update
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Courses matching your search criteria display in the course preview list at the bottom of 
the screen.

3. Optional: If you only want to view in the list courses that have no core subject area 
assigned, select the Show Only Courses with no CORE Subject Area check box.

4. Optional: If you want to bulk update the courses for any school years in addition to the 
school year in context, in the Update Directives section School Years multi-select list, 
select the school years and move them to the School Years To Update list on the right.

Note: Courses are automatically updated for the school year in context.

5. Optional: To change the sort order of the course preview listing:

a. In the Sort Courses section Course Sorting Options multi-select list, move one or 
more sort options to the Selected Course Sorting Options list on the right.

Note: If you select multiple sort options, the system sorts the list first by the first 
option and then by the subsequent option(s).

b. Click Sort Courses.

6. For the I want to update option, select what you want to bulk update for the selected 
courses.

• To update the core subject area:

i. Select “Core Subject Area.”

ii. In the CORE Subject Area drop-down list, select the core subject area to assign 
to the courses. Or to clear the core subject area for the selected courses, select 
the blank option.
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• To update the dual credit status of a course:

i. Select “Dual Credit.”

ii. Select or deselect the Dual Credit check box to indicate that the courses 
should/should not have a dual credit status.

Bulk Update Courses – Core Subject Area
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7. In the Course Preview list, select the courses you want to bulk update. To select all 
courses in the list, select the check box at the top of the grid.

8. Important: Review your selections and ensure these are the correct courses you want to 
bulk update and that you have made the correct selections.

9. Click Update Selected Courses.

A confirmation message displays, and the system updates the selected courses with your 
selections.

Bulk Update Courses – Dual Credit
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Bulk Update Manual Courses

Navigation: StudentInformation – Management – Ad-Hoc Updates – Bulk Manual Course 
Update

You can bulk update manually entered courses with a core subject area and/or dual credit 
indicator. 

Note: All manually entered course history records that are marked Is High 
School Credit need a core subject area value. For all courses in which high 
school credit is earned, you must update the core subject area for the current 
year, the future year (if you have already completed school year initialization) and 
prior years, regardless of where the course was taken (JVS, post-secondary 
institution, another district or middle school). 

1. On the Bulk Manual Course Update screen Choose school years tab, indicate the 
school year(s) for which you want to update manually entered courses by selecting them 
in the Manually Entered Course School Years multi-select list on the left and moving 
them to the Chosen list on the right.

2. Click Next.

3. On the Choose originating schools tab, select the originating school(s) of the manually 
entered courses by selecting them in the Manually Entered Course Originating Schools 
multi-select list on the left and moving them to the Chosen list on the right.

Note: It is recommended that you run the update process for one originating 
school at a time.

4. Optional: If you want to view and update all manually entered courses (and not just those 
that are marked Is High School Credit), deselect the High School Credit Manually 
Entered Courses Only check box.

Choose School Years to Bulk Update Manual Courses
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Note: If you are bulk updating the core subject area, you should typically leave 
this check box selected (which is the default) since these are the courses that 
require a core subject area.

5. Click Next.

6. Optional: To limit the manually entered courses that you want to view and update to those 
with specific field value(s), on the Choose Filters tab, select the values by moving them 
from the multi-select lists on the left to the respective Chosen list on the right.

Note: Instead of choosing a specific value for a filter, you can also enter text in the 
Or like field to filter the courses based on the first few letters of the value. For 
example, if you enter alg in the Or like field for Subject Areas, the system filters 
the courses to potentially include manual courses with subject areas of ALG, 
ALG2, ALGEBRA I, and ALGEBRA II.

7. Click Next.

Choose Originating Schools to Bulk Update Manual Courses
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8. On the View courses and update records tab, review the list of courses matching your 
search criteria.

Note: The Records column displays the number of course history records that 
will be updated for each course. 

9. Optional: If you only want to view in the list manually entered courses that have no core 
subject area assigned, select the Show Manually Entered Courses Missing CORE 
Subject Area Only check box.

10. Select the check box beside each manually entered course that you want to update. To 
select all courses in the list, select the Select All check box.

Choose Additional Filters to Bulk Update Manual Courses
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11. For the I want to update option, select what you want to bulk update for the selected 
manual courses.

• To update the core subject area:

i. Select “Core Subject Area.”

ii. In the CORE Subject Area drop-down list, select the core subject area to assign 
to the manual courses. Or to clear the core subject area for the selected manual 
courses, select “[Clear CORE Subject Area].”

• To update the dual credit status of a manual course:

i. Select “Dual Credit.”

ii. Select or deselect the Dual Credit check box to indicate that the manual courses 
should/should not have a dual credit status.

Bulk Update Manual Courses – Core Subject Area
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12. Click Update Selected Records.

The list of manual courses updates to display your selected changes.

13. Click Next.

Bulk Update Manual Courses – Dual Credit

Manual Courses Updated
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On the View summary tab, a summary of manual course records displays for each 
originating school, including the number of records with a core subject area still missing, if 
applicable.

Summary of Manual Course Records
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Bulk Update Fall Initialization Blocks

Navigation: Home – Management – Ad-Hoc Updates – Bulk Update Fall Initialization Blocks

You can perform a bulk update for a collection of students using ad-hoc membership groups to 
set/unset the options on the student profile to exclude FS, FD and FN records from fall initialization 
updates.

1. On the Bulk Update Fall Initialization Blocks screen with the school in context, in the 
Ad-Hoc Membership drop-down list, select the ad-hoc group.

Note: To find or build an ad-hoc membership, click . (For more information on 
setting up ad-hoc memberships, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting 
Started Guide.)

2. Optional: To expand the available ad-hoc membership groups in the Ad-Hoc 
Membership drop-down list to include both public and private groups, select the Public 
And Private check box.

3. In the row of each type of record for which you want to set a value on the student profile, 
select the Update check box. Then, in the New Value column, select either “Exclude 
Student” or “Include Student.”

4. Click Submit.

Bulk Update Fall Initialization Blocks
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A confirmation message displays the number of student profiles updated.

The update selects or deselects the following check box options on the student profile 
based on your selections:

Confirmation of Updated Fall Initialization Blocks

Student Profile Tab Check Box Option

FS-Standing Exclude FS Records from Fall Initialization Updates

FD-Attributes Exclude FD Records from Fall Initialization Updates

FN-Attributes Exclude FN Records from Fall Initialization Updates
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Highly Qualified Teacher

StudentInformation provides the following tools to help you in your EMIS reporting of highly 
qualified teachers (HQT). Refer to the appropriate section as follows:

• For a report showing a list of teachers who are required to enter HQT data, see “Run 
Highly Qualified Teacher Report.”

• For a verification worksheet to provide to your HQT teachers, see “Print Highly Qualified 
Teacher Worksheet.”

• To update the HQT definition for teachers, see “Update Highly Qualified Teacher 
Definitions.”

Run Highly Qualified Teacher Report

Navigation: Home – SIS – School – Highly Qualified Teacher Report

This report generates a list of teachers who are required to report HQT data and their associated 
core courses.

For information on running reports, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide.
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Highly Qualified Teacher
Print Highly Qualified Teacher Worksheet

Navigation: Home – SIS – School – Highly Qualified Teacher Worksheet

This is a verification worksheet that you can print for teachers who are required to report HQT data 
for their core courses (as defined by the federal No Child Left Behind Act). Each teacher’s data 
prints on a separate page, and teachers must verify the data for each of their core courses (or 
indicate the required changes) and then sign the worksheet. You can then make any required 
updates to the HQT data. (See “Update Highly Qualified Teacher Definitions.”)

For information on running reports, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Getting Started Guide.

Note: Refer to the ODE website for instructions for completing the Highly 
Qualified Teacher Worksheet.

Highly Qualified Teacher Report
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Highly Qualified Teacher
 

Update Highly Qualified Teacher Definitions

You can make any needed updates to HQT data based on changes that teachers have submitted 
on their HQT worksheet. (See “Print Highly Qualified Teacher Worksheet.”) This process updates 
the HQT definition for a teacher’s course sections.

Note: To update a teacher’s HQT definition for a course, the teacher must be 
selected as the Teacher of Record on the Teacher History tab of the course 
section record.

Refer to the appropriate section as follows:

• To add a new HQT definition, see “Add HQT Definitions.”

• To edit an existing HQT definition, see “Edit HQT Definitions.”

• To delete an HQT definition, see “Delete HQT Definitions.”

Highly Qualified Teacher Worksheet
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Highly Qualified Teacher
Add HQT Definitions
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling Administration – 
Highly Qualified Teacher Update

1. On the Highly Qualified Teacher Update Maintenance screen, in the Filter By Teacher 
drop-down list, select the teacher for whom you want to add HQT definitions.

The screen refreshes to display the teacher’s core courses with HQT definitions.

2. Click Add HQT Definition.

The add version of the screen displays.

3. In the EMIS Definition drop-down list, select a unique combination of EMIS 
Subject/Curriculum/Delivery Method/Student Population taught by the selected teacher.

Note: These options are populated from the EMIS Override tab of the course 
section record. If the teacher already has an HQT definition for a unique 
combination in the school and school year in context, that unique combination 
does not display in the drop-down list. Only unique combinations that do not have 
HQT definitions display.

Select Teacher to Add HQT Definitions

Add HQT Definitions

Select EMIS Definition
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Highly Qualified Teacher
Based on your selection, codes and descriptions display in read-only format in the EMIS 
Subject, Curriculum, Delivery Method and Student Population fields.

4. In the How the teacher meets highly qualified definition drop-down list, select an HQT 
definition.

Note: If one or more of the following is true, you should select option “I - Not core 
course OR type of course isn’t eval. for HQT”:

• Curriculum Element = PS, PI or OC

• Delivery Method = CC, ET, OL, and Ed option = YS

• Delivery Method = ID, IM, TO or CI

• Student Population = D8, DP or PR

5. Click Save.

A confirmation message displays, and the new HQT definition displays in the list.

Add HQT Definition

HQT Definition Added
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Highly Qualified Teacher
Edit HQT Definitions
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling Administration – 
Highly Qualified Teacher Update

1. On the Highly Qualified Teacher Update Maintenance screen, in the Filter By Teacher 
drop-down list, select the teacher whose HQT definitions you want to edit.

The screen refreshes to display the teacher’s core courses with HQT definitions.

2. In the row of the HQT definition that you want to edit, click .

The edit version of the screen displays.

3. Make any desired changes, and click Save.

Note: For more information about the fields on this screen, see “Add HQT 
Definitions.”

Select Teacher to Edit HQT Definitions

Edit HQT Definitions

Edit HQT Definition
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Highly Qualified Teacher
The edited HQT definition displays in the list.

Delete HQT Definitions
Navigation: Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling Administration – 
Highly Qualified Teacher Update

1. On the Highly Qualified Teacher Update Maintenance screen, in the Filter By Teacher 
drop-down list, select the teacher whose HQT definitions you want to delete.

The screen refreshes to display the teacher’s core courses with HQT definitions.

2. In the row of the HQT definition that you want to delete, click .

HQT Definition Edited

Select Teacher to Delete HQT Definitions

Delete HQT Definition
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Highly Qualified Teacher
A confirmation message displays, and the HQT definition no longer displays in the list.

Confirmation of Deleted HQT Definition
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Student Reporting Collection (S)

Use Student Reporting Collection S to report student data to the state during the required 
collection windows throughout the year. This process includes reporting not only for traditional 
schools but also for community schools, which must include additional file types as part of SOES 
(School Options Enrollment System) reporting. Refer to the appropriate section:

• To verify the completeness of the student data you plan to report to EMIS, see “Verify 
Student Data.”

• To create the extract to transfer your student data, see “Transfer Student Data.”

Verify Student Data

You can verify different types of student data before transferring it to the state. Refer to the 
appropriate section as follows:

• “Verify EMIS Run Requests for Student Data” 

• “Verify Discipline Information” 

• “Verify Membership Programs” 

• “Verify Special Education Services” 

• “Verify Non-reportable Students” 

• “Verify Student Demographic” 

• “Verify Student Special Education” 

• “Update Student Attendance” 

Verify EMIS Run Requests for Student Data
You can run this verify process at any time to monitor your district’s outstanding EMIS processes 
and transfers of student data. This process reports on the history of these processes, showing 
when they were run and who ran them.

Navigation: StudentInformation – EMIS – Student Reporting Collection (S)

1. On the Student Transfer - Collection (S) screen Request Type tab, select “Verify 
Student Data.”

2. Click Next.
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Student Reporting Collection (S)
3. On the Program Selection tab, select “Verify - EMIS Run Requests (CHECK_EMIS).”

4. Click Next.

5. On the EMIS Run Requests (CHECK_EMIS) screen, in the District section, select the 
check box beside each building for which you want to run this process. (You can also 
select the option to “Select All Buildings” or “Clear All Buildings” as needed.)

6. Select whether to view those processes that are “Not Run,” “Already Run” (lists the last 
time each process was run) or a “History” (lists every time each process was run) for this 
reporting collection.

7. Optional: If you selected “Not Run,” and you want to exclude verifications and/or transfers 
from the results, deselect the “Verification Not Run” and/or “Transfer Not Run” options as 
appropriate.

8. Optional: For any of the process options, if you want to exclude from the results processes 
run prior to a specific date, in the Exclude Runs Prior To field, enter or select that date.

9. Click Submit.

Verify Student Data

Verify EMIS Run Requests
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Student Reporting Collection (S)
Submit EMIS Run Requests
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Student Reporting Collection (S)
Results display in a grid at the bottom of the screen based on your selections. (See 
examples that follow.)

EMIS Requests Not Run

EMIS Requests Already Run
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Student Reporting Collection (S)
Verify Discipline Information
Navigation: StudentInformation – EMIS – Student Reporting Collection (S)

1. On the Student Transfer - Collection (S) screen Request Type tab, select “Verify 
Student Data.”

2. Click Next.

3. On the Program Selection tab, select “Verify - Discipline (DISCEMIS).”

4. Click Next.

History of EMIS Run Requests

Verify Student Data
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Student Reporting Collection (S)
5. On the Verify Discipline Information screen, select the check box beside each building 
for which you want to run this process. (You can also select the option to “Select All 
Buildings” or “Clear All Buildings” as needed.)

6. Optional: If you want to generate a file containing the student discipline information, in the 
File Download Options section, make the following selections:

a. Select A File Type – Select either “CSV,” “HTML” or “TAB” format.

b. Select A Download Method – Select to either “Download” or “Email” the file.

7. Click Submit.

Verify Discipline Information

Verify Discipline Information – Select Options
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Student Reporting Collection (S)
Any errors from the verify process display in a grid at the bottom of the screen and (if you 
selected file download options) in the generated file.

8. Optional: If errors display, in the row of each error, click the incident link, and make the 
needed correction(s).

Verify Membership Programs
Navigation: StudentInformation – EMIS – Student Reporting Collection (S)

1. On the Student Transfer - Collection (S) screen Request Type tab, select “Verify 
Student Data.”

2. Click Next.

3. On the Program Selection tab, select “Verify - Membership Programs (MEMBEMIS).”

4. Click Next.

Errors – Verify Discipline Information

Verify Student Data
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Student Reporting Collection (S)
5. On the Verify/Update Memberships screen, in the Run Type option, select “Verify 
Memberships.”

6. Optional: If you want to generate a file containing the memberships of all students in the 
district, in the File Download Options section, make the following selections:

a. Select A File Type – Select either “CSV,” “HTML” or “TAB” format.

b. Select A Download Method – Select to either “Download” or “Email” the file.

7. Click Submit.

Any errors from the verify process display in a grid at the bottom of the screen and (if you 
selected file download options) in the generated file.

8. Optional: If errors display, in the row of each error, click the Memb. Name link, and make 
the needed correction(s).

Verify Membership Programs

Verify Memberships
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Student Reporting Collection (S)
Verify Special Education Services
Navigation: StudentInformation – EMIS – Student Reporting Collection (S)

1. On the Student Transfer - Collection (S) screen Request Type tab, select “Verify 
Student Data.”

2. Click Next.

3. On the Program Selection tab, select “Verify - Membership Programs (MEMBEMIS).”

4. Click Next.

Errors – Verify Membership

Verify Student Data
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Student Reporting Collection (S)
5. On the Verify/Update Memberships screen, in the Run Type option, select “Verify 
Special Education Services.”

6. Optional: If you want to generate a file containing all special education service records, in 
the File Download Options section, make the following selections:

a. Select A File Type – Select either “CSV,” “HTML” or “TAB” format.

b. Select A Download Method – Select to either “Download” or “Email” the file.

7. Click Submit.

Any errors from the verify process display in a grid at the bottom of the screen and (if you 
selected file download options) in the generated file.

8. Optional: If errors display, in the row of each error, click the service code link, and make 
the needed correction(s).

Verify Membership Programs

Verify Special Education Services
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Student Reporting Collection (S)
Verify Non-reportable Students
Navigation: StudentInformation – EMIS – Student Reporting Collection (S)

1. On the Student Transfer - Collection (S) screen Request Type tab, select “Verify 
Student Data.”

2. Click Next.

3. On the Program Selection tab, select “Verify - Non-reportable Students.”

4. Click Next.

Errors – Verify Special Education Services

Verify Student Data
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Student Reporting Collection (S)
5. On the Verify Non-Reportable Students screen, select the check box beside each 
building for which you want to run this process. (You can also select the option to “Select 
All Buildings” or “Clear All Buildings” as needed.)

6. Click Verify.

Any errors from the verify process display in a grid at the bottom of the screen.

7. Optional: If errors display, correct them using the following options as needed:

• To correct a student’s profile, in the row of the error, click the student name link, and 
make any needed corrections.

• To indicate a student should be reported to EMIS:

i. In the row of the student, select the Report to EMIS check box. (Or to select all 
students, select the Select all students check box.)

ii. Click Save Report to EMIS.

Verify Non-reportable Students

Verify Non-reportable Students – Select Schools
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Student Reporting Collection (S)
Verify Student Demographic
Navigation: StudentInformation – EMIS – Student Reporting Collection (S)

1. On the Student Transfer - Collection (S) screen Request Type tab, select “Verify 
Student Data.”

2. Click Next.

3. On the Program Selection tab, select “Verify - Student Demographic (UNCLEMIS).”

4. Click Next.

Errors – Verify Non-reportable Students

Verify Student Data

Verify Student Demographic
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Student Reporting Collection (S)
5. On the Verify Student Demographics screen, in the Include Buildings section, select 
the check box beside each building for which you want to run this process. (You can also 
select the option to “Select All Buildings” or “Clear All Buildings” as needed.)

6. Optional: To change the number of students who display per page from the default value 
of 50, in the Number of Students Per Page drop-down list, select a different value.

7. Optional: If you do not want the system to ignore a warning about students with 
overlapping history records, deselect the Ignore “Student has overlapping admission 
history records” check box.

8. Click Verify.

Any errors from the verify process display in a grid at the bottom of the screen.

9. Optional: If errors display, in the row of each error, click the student name link, and make 
the needed corrections on the student profile.

Verify Student Demographics

Errors – Verify Student Demographics
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Student Reporting Collection (S)
Verify Student Special Education
Navigation: StudentInformation – EMIS – Student Reporting Collection (S)

1. On the Student Transfer - Collection (S) screen Request Type tab, select “Verify 
Student Data.”

2. Click Next.

3. On the Program Selection tab, select “Verify - Student Special Education.”

4. Click Next.

5. On the Verify Special Education screen, in the Include Buildings section, select the 
check box beside each building for which you want to run this process. (You can also 
select the option to “Select All Buildings” or “Clear All Buildings” as needed.)

6. Optional: To run this process for a date other than today, in the Run Date field, enter or 
select a different date.

7. Optional: To change the number of students who display per page from the default value 
of 50, in the Number of students per page drop-down list, select a different value.

8. Optional: If you want to generate a file containing the results of this verify process, in the 
File output section, make the following selections:

Verify Student Data

Verify Student Special Education
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Student Reporting Collection (S)
a. Download File – Select whether you want the download file to contain “Verification 
messages,” “Student Special Ed. Events” or “Student Special Ed. Grad. Req.” 
(graduation requirements).

Note: Regardless of which option you select, when you submit this verify process 
request, all verification messages display in a grid at the bottom of the screen. 
The Download File option only controls what is included in the download file.

b. If you selected “Student Special Ed. Events,” in the Event range date fields, enter or 
select dates representing the range of special education events to include in the 
download file.

c. Select A File Type – Select either “CSV,” “HTML” or “TAB” format.

d. Select A Download Method – Select to either “Download” or “Email” the file.

9. Click Submit.

Any errors from the verify process display in a grid at the bottom of the screen.

10. Optional: If errors display, in the row of each error, click the Click Here to Add link, and 
make the needed corrections on the Special Education screen.

Verify Special Education
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Student Reporting Collection (S)
Update Student Attendance
Navigation: StudentInformation – EMIS – Student Reporting Collection (S)

1. On the Student Transfer - Collection (S) screen Request Type tab, select “Verify 
Student Data.”

2. Click Next.

3. On the Program Selection tab, select “Verify/Update - Student Attendance 
(ATTUPEMIS).”

4. Click Next.

Errors – Verify Special Education

Verify Student Data
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Student Reporting Collection (S)
5. On the Verify/Update Student Attendance (ATTUPEMIS) screen, leave the “Select All 
Buildings” option selected.

6. In the Run Type option, select “Update Attendance.”

7. Click Submit.

Verify/Update Student Attendance

Update Attendance
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Student Reporting Collection (S)
A confirmation message displays.

Note: Any errors from the update process display in a grid at the bottom of the 
screen.

Confirmation of Updated Student Attendance
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Student Reporting Collection (S)
The update attendance process updates the attendance Hours fields (Current Entity 
section) on the FS-Attendance tab of each student’s profile.

Transfer Student Data

Navigation: StudentInformation – EMIS – Student Reporting Collection (S)

1. On the Student Transfer - Collection (S) screen Request Type tab, select “Transfer 
Student Data.”

2. Click Next.

3. On the Program Selection tab, select the transfer(s) of student data that you want to run. 
Or to select all available transfers, click Select all transfers.

Edit Student Profile - FS-Attendance Tab

Student Transfer Collection (S) Screen – Request Type Tab

Populated by Update 
Student Attendance 
(ATTUPEMIS) Process
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Student Reporting Collection (S)
Note: The Student Contact (FF), Student Contact Address (FG) and Student 
Transportation (FP) options only display for community schools.

4. In the Transfer Type option, select how you want to transfer the extracted data:

• Flat file transfer – Creates a flat file that you can manually transfer into the Data 
Collector

• Flat file transfer for Data Collector – Creates a flat file for use with the Data 
Collector and stores it in a subdirectory named with your district’s unique district code 

Note: If you are not sure which Transfer Type to choose, please contact your 
ITC.

5. Click Submit.

The extract creates a file with the selected student record data. 

The transfer includes the following student special education information:

Program Selection Tab

Community schools 
report FF, FG and FP 
records as part of 
SOES (School 
Options Enrollment 
System).
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Student Reporting Collection (S)
• Student Special Ed. Graduation Requirement (FE) Records: All FE records per 
assessment area

• Student Special Education (GE) Records:

Events Outcome IDs

IIEP IENS, IEPR, IEDP and IE13-IE72

RIEP IENS, IEPR, IEDP and IE13-IE72

TIEP IE13-IE72

NIEP IENS, IEPR, IEDP and IE13-IE72

CIEP IEPR

AIEP IE13-IE72

RISP IE39

IISP IE39

IETR ETNE, ETDP and ET01-ET16

RETR ETEX, ETDP and ET01-ET16

TETR ET01-ET16

PSTC ****

RFRL ****

CNST CNGI, CNGO, CNGR, CNGT, CNRF, CNNR 
and CNDP
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Assessment Reporting Collection (A)

Use Assessment Reporting Collection A to report assessment data to EMIS. Refer to the 
appropriate section:

• To verify the completeness of the assessment data you plan to report to EMIS, see “Verify 
Assessment Data.”

• To monitor your district’s EMIS processes and transfers of assessment data, see “Verify 
EMIS Run Requests for Assessment Data.”

• To create the extract to transfer your assessment data, see “Transfer Assessment Data.”

Verify Assessment Data

You can verify different types of assessment data before transferring it to the state. 

Navigation: StudentInformation – EMIS – Assessment Reporting Collection (A)

1. On the Assessment Transfer - Collection (A) screen Request Type tab, select “Verify 
Assessment Data.”

2. Click Next.

3. On the Program Selection tab, in the Include Buildings section, select the check box 
beside each building for which you want to run this process. (You can also select the option 
to “Select All Buildings” or “Clear All Buildings” as needed.)

4. For the Test Type option, select the assessment for which you want to run the verify 
process.

5. Click Verify.

Verify Assessment Data
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Assessment Reporting Collection (A)
Any errors from the verify process display in a grid at the bottom of the screen.

6. Optional: If errors display, correct them before running the verify process again.

Verify EMIS Run Requests for Assessment Data

You can run this verify process at any time to monitor your district’s outstanding EMIS processes 
and transfers of assessment data. This process reports on the history of these processes, 
showing when they were run and who ran them.

Navigation: StudentInformation – EMIS – Verify EMIS Run Requests

1. On the EMIS Run Requests (CHECK_EMIS) screen, in the Reporting Collection 
drop-down list, select “A.”

2. In the District section, select the check box beside each building for which you want to run 
this process. (You can also select the option to “Select All Buildings” or “Clear All 
Buildings” as needed.)

Verify Assessment

Errors – Verify Assessment
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Assessment Reporting Collection (A)
3. Select whether to view those processes that are “Not Run,” “Already Run” (lists the last 
time each process was run) or a “History” (lists every time each process was run) for this 
reporting collection.

4. Optional: If you selected “Not Run,” and you want to exclude verifications and/or transfers 
from the results, deselect the “Verification Not Run” and/or “Transfer Not Run” options as 
appropriate.

5. Optional: For any of the process options, if you want to exclude from the results processes 
run prior to a specific date, in the Exclude Runs Prior To field, enter or select that date.

6. Click Submit.

Submit EMIS Run Requests
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Assessment Reporting Collection (A)
Results display in a grid at the bottom of the screen based on your selections. (See 
examples that follow.)

EMIS Requests Not Run

EMIS Requests Already Run
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Assessment Reporting Collection (A)
Transfer Assessment Data

Navigation: StudentInformation – EMIS – Assessment Reporting Collection (A)

1. On the Assessment Transfer - Collection (A) screen Request Type tab, select 
“Transfer Assessment Data.”

2. Click Next.

3. On the Program Selection tab, select the transfer(s) of assessment data that you want to 
run. Or to select all available transfers, click Select all transfers.

Note: The transfer options that are grayed out are not currently functional.

History of EMIS Run Requests

Assessment Transfer Screen – Request Type Tab
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Assessment Reporting Collection (A)
4. In the Transfer Type option, select how you want to transfer the extracted data:

• Flat file transfer – Creates a flat file that you can manually transfer into the Data 
Collector

• Flat file transfer for Data Collector – Creates a flat file for use with the Data 
Collector and stores it in a subdirectory named with your district’s unique district code 

Note: If you are not sure which Transfer Type to choose, please contact your 
ITC.

5. Click Submit.

The extract creates a file with the appropriate assessment records.

Program Selection Tab
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Staff/Course Reporting Collection (L)

Use Staff/Course Reporting Collection (L) to report course data to the state during the required 
collection windows throughout the year. This includes relationship information between courses, 
classes, staff and students.

• To verify the completeness of the course data you plan to report to EMIS, see “Verify 
Course Data.”

• To create the extract to transfer your course data, see “Transfer Course Data.”

Verify Course Data

You can verify different types of course data before transferring it to the state. Refer to the 
appropriate section as follows:

• “Verify EMIS Run Requests for Course Data” 

• “Verify Reportable Courses” 

• “Verify Subject Codes” 

• “Verify/Update Course and Class List” 

Verify EMIS Run Requests for Course Data
You can run this verify process at any time to monitor your district’s outstanding EMIS processes 
and transfers of course data. This process reports on the history of these processes, showing 
when they were run and who ran them.

Navigation: StudentInformation – EMIS – Staff/Course Reporting Collection (L)

1. On the Staff/Course Transfer - Collection (L) screen Request Type tab, select “Verify 
Staff/Course Data.”

2. Click Next.

3. On the Program Selection tab, select “Verify - EMIS Run Requests (CHECK_EMIS).”

4. Click Next.

Verify Course Data
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Staff/Course Reporting Collection (L)
5. On the EMIS Run Requests (CHECK_EMIS) screen, in the District section, select the 
check box beside each building for which you want to run this process. (You can also 
select the option to “Select All Buildings” or “Clear All Buildings” as needed.)

6. Select whether to view those processes that are “Not Run,” “Already Run” (lists the last 
time each process was run) or a “History” (lists every time each process was run) for this 
reporting collection.

7. Optional: If you selected “Not Run,” and you want to exclude verifications and/or transfers 
from the results, deselect the “Verification Not Run” and/or “Transfer Not Run” options as 
appropriate.

8. Optional: For any of the process options, if you want to exclude from the results processes 
run prior to a specific date, in the Exclude Runs Prior To field, enter or select that date.

9. Click Submit.

Verify EMIS Run Requests
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Staff/Course Reporting Collection (L)
Results display in a grid at the bottom of the screen based on your selections. (See 
examples that follow.)

Submit EMIS Run Requests

EMIS Requests Not Run
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Staff/Course Reporting Collection (L)
Verify Reportable Courses
This process verifies the Report to EMIS value on the course records in the building(s) you select 
and lets you update this value if it is incorrect for any course.

Navigation: StudentInformation – EMIS – Staff/Course Reporting Collection (L)

1. On the Staff/Course Transfer - Collection (L) screen Request Type tab, select “Verify 
Staff/Course Data.”

2. Click Next.

EMIS Requests Already Run

History of EMIS Run Requests
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Staff/Course Reporting Collection (L)
3. On the Program Selection tab, select “Verify - Reportable Courses.”

4. Click Next.

5. On the Verify Reportable Courses - (L) screen, select the check box beside each 
building for which you want to run this process. (You can also select the option to “Select 
All Buildings” or “Clear All Buildings” as needed.)

6. Select a run option for this process from the following options:

• All Courses – Returns all courses for the selected building(s); courses reportable to 
EMIS have the Report to EMIS check box selected by default

• Only Reportable Courses – Returns only courses marked as reportable to EMIS

• Only Non-Reportable Courses – Returns only courses marked as not reportable to 
EMIS

7. Click Verify.

Verify Course Data

Verify Reportable Courses
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Staff/Course Reporting Collection (L)
Courses matching your run type selection display.

8. Optional: To open a course record, in the row of the course, click the Course Code link.

9. Optional: To update whether a course in the list is reportable to EMIS:

a. In the row of the course, select or deselect the Report to EMIS check box. (To select 
or deselect all courses in the list at once, select the Select all courses check box at 
the bottom of the screen.)

b. Click Save Report to EMIS.

Select Run Option – Verify Reportable Courses
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Staff/Course Reporting Collection (L)
A confirmation message displays, and the Report to EMIS value of the selected course(s) 
is updated.

Update Report to EMIS

Confirmation of Report to EMIS Updated
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Staff/Course Reporting Collection (L)
Verify Subject Codes
This process reports any EMIS reportable courses or course section overrides that are tied to 
invalid subject codes.

Navigation: StudentInformation – EMIS – Staff/Course Reporting Collection (L)

1. On the Staff/Course Transfer - Collection (L) screen Request Type tab, select “Verify 
Staff/Course Data.”

2. Click Next.

3. On the Program Selection tab, select “Verify - Subject Codes (INVSUBJ).”

4. Click Next.

5. On the Identify Invalid Subjects - (L) screen, select the check box beside each building 
for which you want to run this process. (You can also select the option to “Select All 
Buildings” or “Clear All Buildings” as needed.)

6. Click Submit.

Verify Course Data

Verify Subject Codes
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If any EMIS reportable course is tied to an invalid subject code, it displays in the Course 
Subjects grid. If any EMIS reportable course section override is tied to an invalid subject 
code, it displays in the Course Section Override Subjects grid.

Identify Invalid Subjects

Invalid Subject Codes
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Verify/Update Course and Class List
Navigation: StudentInformation – EMIS – Staff/Course Reporting Collection (L)

1. On the Staff/Course Transfer - Collection (L) screen Request Type tab, select “Verify 
Staff/Course Data.”

2. Click Next.

3. On the Program Selection tab, select “Verify/Update - Course and Class List 
(CLISEMIS/CTRMEMIS).”

4. Click Next.

5. On the Verify/Update Course Terms & Class List - (L) screen, in the Include Buildings 
section, select the check box beside each building for which you want to run this process. 
(You can also select the option to “Select All Buildings” or “Clear All Buildings” as needed.)

6. In the Run Type option, select either to simply “Verify EMIS Reportable only” records or 
to “Update (Delete all and create)” new records.

7. Optional: If you selected the verify process and want to change the number of courses that 
display on each page of the verify results, in the Number of Courses Per Page drop-down 
list, select the number (or “All” students).

8. Click Submit.

Verify Course Data

Verify/Update Course and Class List
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If you selected the verify process, results display in a grid at the bottom of the screen.

9. Optional: If errors display in the verify results, in the row of each error, click the Course 
Code or Course Name link, and make the needed correction(s).

Transfer Course Data

Navigation: StudentInformation – EMIS – Staff/Course Reporting Collection (L)

1. On the Staff/Course Transfer - Collection (L) screen Request Type tab, select “Transfer 
Staff/Course Data.”

2. Click Next.

Verify/Update Courses

Errors – Verify Courses
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3. On the Program Selection tab, select the transfer(s) of course data that you want to run. 
Or, to select all available transfers, click Select all transfers.

4. In the Transfer Type option, select how you want to transfer the extracted data:

• Flat file transfer – Creates a flat file that you can manually transfer into the Data 
Collector

• Flat file transfer for Data Collector – Creates a flat file for use with the Data 
Collector and stores it in a subdirectory named with your district’s unique district code 

Note: If you are not sure which Transfer Type to choose, please contact your 
ITC.

5. Click Submit.

The extract creates a file with the selected course record data. 

Transfer Course Data

Program Selection Tab
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Use Calendar Reporting Collection (C) to report district or building calendar information for the 
next school year. The state uses the calendar to validate building days in session and student 
attendance. Refer to the appropriate section:

• To maintain manual exception days that fall outside the school year, see “Maintain 
Manual Exception Days.”

• To monitor your district’s EMIS processes and transfers of calendar data, see “Verify 
EMIS Run Requests for Calendar Data.”

• To create the extract to transfer your calendar data, see “Transfer Calendar Data.”

Note: You can update the subcalendar start and end dates, and the updated 
dates will be reflected in the DL transfer that is part of the calendar reporting. (For 
more information, see ProgressBook StudentInformation Attendance and 
Calendar Guide.)

Maintain Manual Exception Days

Manual exception days are days that fall outside the school year (such as teachers coming to 
school in August before the start of school). You can maintain manual exception days in the 
following ways:

• To view manual exception days, see “View Manual Exception Days.”

• To add a new manual exception day, see “Add Manual Exception Days.”

• To edit an existing manual exception day, see “Edit Manual Exception Days.”

• To delete a manual exception day, see “Delete Manual Exception Days.”

View Manual Exception Days
Navigation: StudentInformation – EMIS – Calendar Reporting Collection (C) – Manual 
Exception Days

With the district in context on the Manual Exception Days screen, in the drop-down list, select 
the school/subcalendar for which you want to view manual exception days.

Note: You would typically select the default calendar for the school.
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The sub-calendar’s manual exception days display.

Add Manual Exception Days
Navigation: StudentInformation – EMIS – Calendar Reporting Collection (C) – Manual 
Exception Days

1. With the district in context on the Manual Exception Days screen, in the drop-down list, 
select the school/subcalendar for which you want to add a manual exception day. 

Note: You would typically select the default calendar for the school.

Select Subcalendar

View Manual Exception Days
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2. Click Add New.

The add version of the screen displays.

3. In the Date field, enter or select the date of the exception day you want to add.

4. In the Exception Type drop-down list, select the EMIS-defined category that describes 
the reason for the exception day.

5. In the Hours field, enter the number of hours related to the exception day activity.

6. Click Save.

A confirmation message displays, and the new manual exception day displays in the list.

Select Subcalendar

Add Manual Exception Days

Add Manual Exception Day
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Edit Manual Exception Days
Navigation: StudentInformation – EMIS – Calendar Reporting Collection (C) – Manual 
Exception Days

1. With the district in context on the Manual Exception Days screen, in the drop-down list, 
select the school/subcalendar for which you want to edit a manual exception day.

2. In the row of the manual exception day you want to edit, click .

Confirmation of Added Manual Exception Day

Select Subcalendar
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The edit version of the screen displays.

3. Make any needed changes, and click Save.

Note: You cannot change the Date.

Edit Manual Exception Days

Edit Manual Exception Day
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A confirmation message displays, and the edited manual exception day displays in the list.

Delete Manual Exception Days
Navigation: StudentInformation – EMIS – Calendar Reporting Collection (C) – Manual 
Exception Days

1. With the district in context on the Manual Exception Days screen, in the drop-down list, 
select the school/subcalendar for which you want to delete a manual exception day.

2. In the row of the manual exception day you want to delete, click .

Confirmation of Edited Manual Exception Day

Select Subcalendar
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A message displays, asking if you are sure you want to delete the manual exception day.

3. Click Delete.

A confirmation message displays, and the manual exception day no longer displays in the 
list.

Delete Manual Exception Day

Confirm Delete

Confirmation of Deleted Manual Exception Day
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Verify EMIS Run Requests for Calendar Data

You can run this verify process at any time to monitor your district’s outstanding EMIS processes 
and transfers of calendar data. This process reports on the history of these processes, showing 
when they were run and who ran them.

Navigation: StudentInformation – EMIS – Calendar Reporting Collection (C) – Calendar 
Collection Transfer

1. On the Calendar Transfer - Reporting Collection (C) screen Request Type tab, select 
“Verify Calendar Data.”

2. Click Next.

3. On the Program Selection tab, select “Verify - EMIS Run Requests (CHECK_EMIS).”

4. Click Next.

5. On the EMIS Run Requests (CHECK_EMIS) screen, in the District section, select the 
check box beside each building for which you want to run this process. (You can also 
select the option to “Select All Buildings” or “Clear All Buildings” as needed.)

6. Select whether to view those processes that are “Not Run,” “Already Run” (lists the last 
time each process was run) or a “History” (lists every time each process was run) for this 
reporting collection.

7. Optional: If you selected “Not Run,” and you want to exclude verifications and/or transfers 
from the results, deselect the “Verification Not Run” and/or “Transfer Not Run” options as 
appropriate.

Verify Calendar Data

Verify EMIS Run Requests
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8. Optional: For any of the process options, if you want to exclude from the results processes 
run prior to a specific date, in the Exclude Runs Prior To field, enter or select that date.

9. Click Submit.

Results display in a grid at the bottom of the screen based on your selections. (See 
examples that follow.)

Submit EMIS Run Requests

EMIS Requests Not Run
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Transfer Calendar Data

Navigation: StudentInformation – EMIS – Calendar Reporting Collection (C) – Calendar 
Collection Transfer

1. On the Calendar Transfer - Reporting Collection (C) screen Request Type tab, select 
“Transfer Calendar Data.”

2. Click Next.

EMIS Requests Already Run

History of EMIS Run Requests
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3. On the Program Selection tab, select the transfer(s) of calendar data that you want to run. 
Or to select all available transfers, click Select all transfers.”

4. In the Transfer Type option, select how you want to transfer the extracted data:

• Flat file transfer – Creates a flat file that you can manually transfer into the Data 
Collector

• Flat file transfer for Data Collector – Creates a flat file for use with the Data 
Collector and stores it in a subdirectory named with your district’s unique district code 

Note: If you are not sure which Transfer Type to choose, please contact your 
ITC.

5. Click Submit.

The extract creates a file with the selected assessment record data.

Calendar Transfer Reporting Collection (C) Screen – Request Type 
Tab

Program Selection Tab
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Use Graduate Reporting Period (G) to report details about students who were enrolled at any point 
during the school year and graduated. This includes both regular graduates and summer 
graduates. Specifically, these students’ latest FN record has a Graduation Date that is between 
the first day of school in the current school year and the day before the first day of school in the 
next school year. 

You must report this information between late May and mid-November in the following school 
year.

Refer to the appropriate section as follows:

• To verify the graduate data that you plan to report, see “Verify and Update Graduate 
Data.”

• To transfer graduate data to the Data Collector, see “Transfer Graduate Data.”

• To review a history of the district’s Period G EMIS processes and transfers and those that 
are still outstanding, see “Review Period G Process Runs.”

• To maintain EMIS GC-Student Graduation-CORE Summary records for spring or summer 
graduates, see “Maintain Graduate CORE Summary Records.”

• To run a report showing graduating students and their credits, see “Run Period G Student 
Core Summary Report.”

Verify and Update Graduate Data

Before transferring graduate data, you can verify and/or update the following types of information 
for each graduating student:

• Demographics (GI record) (See “Verify Graduate Demographic / Attributes.”)

• Graduate attributes (a limited subset of fields on the FN record) – Mostly data that you 
report only once upon a student’s graduation. You enter this data on the Student 
Profile – FN-Graduate tab. This data is not school year or reporting period specific, as 
you may start collecting some data items as early as the 7th grade. (See “Verify Graduate 
Demographic / Attributes.”)

• Ohio Graduation Test (OGT) (FA record) – Reported for students who took an OGT test 
during the summer and qualified for graduation (that is, certain summer graduates). (See 
“Verify Student Ohio Graduation Test.”)

• Student Graduation-CORE Summary Records (GC record) – New records providing a 
student’s total credits by CORE Subject Area that the student has accumulated over the 
years to qualify for graduation. (See “Verify/Update Graduate CORE Summary.”)
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Verify Graduate Demographic / Attributes
Navigation: Home – EMIS – Graduate Reporting Period (G) – Verify Update/Transfer 
Period (G)

The Verify Graduate Demographic / Attributes process includes the following groups of 
students:

Students withdrawn as graduating:

• Enrolled at some point during the enrollment window (current school year)

• Graduation Date is within the graduation window (first day of current school year up to 
the day before the first day of school in the next school year)

• How Received value does not = 2 (in-state, non-resident, career-technical contract 
student)

Students with a graduation date but not correctly withdrawn as graduating:

• Enrolled at some point during the enrollment window (current school year)

• Graduation Date is within the graduation window (first day of current school year up to 
the day before the first day of school in the next school year)

To run the verify process:

1. With the correct school year in context, on the EMIS - Verify/Update and Transfer Period 
(G) screen Request Type tab, select “Verify/Update DASL EMIS (G).”

2. Click Next.

3. On the Program Selection tab, select “Verify - Graduate Demographic / Attributes.”

4. Click Next.

Verify/Update DASL EMIS (G)

Verify - Graduate Demographic/Attributes Option
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5. On the Graduate Demographic / Attributes Verify screen, in the Include Buildings 
section, select the check box beside each building whose graduate data you want to verify. 
Or, to include all buildings, select the “Select All Buildings” option.

6. Optional: To change the number of students that display on each page of the verify results, 
in the Number of Students Per Page drop-down list, select the number (or “All” students).

7. Click Verify.

Any error or warning messages appear at the bottom of the screen. Following is an 
example:

“FNG06E - Student has a Diploma Date, has been withdrawn as graduating but the 
Withdraw Date is not within the correct time frame” indicates:

• FNG – Record Type

• 06– Error Number

• E – Error; W = Warning

• Error Message – Student has a Diploma Date, has been withdrawn as graduating 
but the Withdraw Date is not within the correct time frame.

8. Optional: To access a student’s profile to correct an error or review a warning, click the 
student’s name.

Note: If there is no calendar master defined for the next school year, a warning 
displays, and the verify process uses the last day of the current school year to 
prevent summer graduates from being considered with no next year calendar 
master.

Graduate Demographic / Attributes Verify Screen

Example Graduate Demographic/Attributes Verify Results
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Verify Student Ohio Graduation Test
Navigation: Home – EMIS – Graduate Reporting Period (G) – Verify Update/Transfer 
Period (G)

Caution: The Graduate/Summer OGT Verify process currently is not functional 
and does not verify Graduate/Summer OGT results.

1. With the correct school year in context, on the EMIS - Verify/Update and Transfer Period 
(G) screen Request Type tab, select “Verify/Update DASL EMIS (G).”

2. Click Next.

3. On the Program Selection tab, select “Verify - Student Ohio Graduation Test.”

4. Click Next.

5. On the Graduate/Summary OGT Verify screen, in the Include Buildings section, select 
the check box beside each building whose graduate data you want to verify. Or, to include 
all buildings, select the “Select All Buildings” option.

6. Click Verify.

Verify/Update DASL EMIS (G)

Verify - Student Ohio Graduation Test Option
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Verify/Update Graduate CORE Summary
Navigation: Home – EMIS – Graduate Reporting Period (G) – Verify Update/Transfer 
Period (G)

Note: Prior to running the verification process, you should run the Bulk Update 
Course Core Subject Area and Bulk Update Manual Course Core Subject 
Area processes as needed. These two ad-hoc updates allow you to update the 
CORE subject area on courses and manually entered course records. (See “Bulk 
Update Courses” and/or “Bulk Update Manual Courses.”)

1. With the correct school year in context, on the EMIS - Verify/Update and Transfer Period 
(G) screen Request Type tab, select “Verify/Update DASL EMIS (G).”

2. Click Next.

3. On the Program Selection tab, select “Verify/Update - Graduate CORE Summary.”

4. Click Next.

Graduate/Summary OGT Verify Screen

Verify/Update DASL EMIS (G)
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5. On the Graduate CORE Summary OGT Verify / Update screen, in the Include 
Buildings section, select the check box beside each building whose graduate data you 
want to verify/update. Or, to include all buildings, select the “Select All Buildings” option.

6. For the Run Type option, select either to simply “Verify” records or to “Update” (delete and 
create new) records.

7. Optional: To change the number of courses or student records that display on each page 
of the verify/update results, in the Number of Courses/Students Per Page drop-down 
list, select the number (or “All” courses or students).

8. For the Verify Mode option, to verify course records, select “Course Verify.” Or, to verify 
student records, select “Student Verify.”

9. Optional: If you selected a Verify Mode of “Course Verify” and you want to verify courses 
for school years in addition to the school year in context, select the school year(s) in the 
School Years multiselect list and move to the School Years to Verify list.

10. Click Submit.

Verify/Update - Graduate CORE Summary Option

Graduate CORE Summary Verify / Update Screen
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The update process creates an EMIS CORE summary record for Period G for each 
graduating student by summing the earned credits by CORE subject area for each 
student, from both:

• Manually entered courses where Is High School Credit is selected.

• Course section assignments for students where the course has Is High School 
Credit selected, for all school years.

Note: For manually entered course records and course section assignments that 
have Is High School Credit selected but no CORE subject area, the course 
credit is not included in the summary.

Any error or warning messages appear at the bottom of the screen. For guidance on 
interpreting these messages, refer to the following example:

“GC01E - CORE Subject Area not specified” indicates:

• GC – Record Type

• 01– Error Number

• E – Error; W = Warning

• Error Message – CORE Subject Area not specified

11. Optional: To review a warning or correct an error, do the following:

• Course verify – To access a course in the indicated school year, click the school year.

Example Course Verify Results
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• Student verify – To access a student’s profile, click the student’s name.

Note: Course groups do not require a CORE Subject Area, although the courses 
inside the course group may require a CORE Subject Area.

Transfer Graduate Data

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Graduate Reporting Period (G) – Verify Update/Transfer 
Period (G)

1. With the correct school year in context, on the EMIS - Verify/Update and Transfer Period 
(G) screen Request Type tab, select “Transfer EMIS Data (G).”

2. Click Next.

3. On the Program Selection tab, select the check box beside the type of data you want to 
transfer. Or, to select all types, select the “Select all transfers” check box.

4. In the Transfer Type option, select how you want to transfer the extracted data:

• Flat file transfer – Creates a flat file that you can manually transfer into the Data 
Collector

• Flat file transfer for Data Collector – Creates a flat file for use with the Data 
Collector and stores it in a subdirectory named with your district’s unique district code 

Note: If you are not sure which Transfer Type to choose, please contact your ITC 
or see the appropriate reporting period checklist.

Example Student Verify Results

Transfer EMIS Data (G)
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5. Click Submit.

The graduate data transfer process creates records for students based on rules specific to 
the type of data being transferred.

The Transfer - Student Graduate Demographic/Attributes process creates one Period G 
GI record and one Period G FN record for students withdrawn as graduating, based on the 
following criteria:

• Enrolled at some point during the enrollment window (current school year)

• Graduation Date is within the graduation window (first day of current school year up 
to the day before the first day of school in the next school year)

• How Received value does not = 2 (in-state, non-resident, career-technical contract 
student)

Transfer Graduate Data
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Fields Included on the GI-Student Demographics Record in Period G

Number Position Name PIC/Size

GI001 1-7 Record Number PIC 9(7)

GI005 8 Record Status PIC X

 A - Add/Update  

GI010 9-10 Sort Type PIC X(2)

 Always “GI”  

GI015 11 Record Format Indicator PIC X

 “K” to indicate Format K  

GI020 12-15 Fiscal Year, e.g., 2009 (CCYY) PIC X(4)

GI030 16 Reporting Period (G-Graduate) PIC X

GI040 17-22 Building IRN (use the Attending Building IRN from the most recent 
FS record, regardless of school year)

PIC X(6)

GI050 23-31 EMIS Student ID Number PIC X(9)

42-64 Filler PIC X(23)

68-85 Filler PIC X(18)

GI330 86-115 First Name (Optional) PIC X(30)

GI340 116-145 Middle Name (Optional) PIC X(30)

GI350 146-175 Last Name (Optional) PIC X(30)

206-300 Filler PIC X(95)

Fields Included on the FN – Student Attributes – No Date Record in Period G

Number Position Name PIC/Size

1-8 Filler PIC 9(8)

FN010 9-10 Sort Type (always “FN”) PIC X(2)

11 Filler PIC X

FN020 12-15 Fiscal Year, e.g., 2009 (CCYY) PIC X(4)

FN030 16 Reporting Period:

G - Graduate

N - Yearend

K - October

PIC X

FN040 17-22 District IRN PIC X(6)

FN050 23-31 EMIS Student ID Number PIC X(9)

32-35 Filler PIC X(4)

FN090 36-43 Diploma Date:

00000000 - Not applicable

CCYYMMDD Date

PIC 9(8)
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The Transfer - Student Assessment process creates one Period G FA record including 
assessment records with a summer test date for students who are considered summer 
graduates based on the following criteria:

• Have an enrollment in the next school year (within the district) and have a district 
withdrawal date between July 1 of the fiscal year and the day before the earliest first day 
of any school enrollments next year (found by looking at the student’s next school year 
enrollments and looking at the first day of the master calendar).

• Graduation Date is before the first day of school in the next school year

Note: The assessment transfer process for period G includes only summer test 
results for summer graduates.  All other test results for seniors who had passed 
all parts as of the end of the school year were reported in a previous period.

FN100 44 Diploma Type:

* - Not Applicable

1 - Regular Diploma

2 - Diploma with Honors

3 - Diploma received in another state via Military Compact

PIC X

FN110 45-48 Fiscal year student began 9th grade (from the Period N time-period 
record in the current school year):

0000 - Not applicable

CCYY - Fiscal year

PIC 9(4)

FN120 49 OGT Graduation Alternative:

0 - Not used 

1 - Used for one test not yet passed

PIC 9

50-78 Filler PIC X(29)

FN230 79-87 Yearend Reported State Student ID (SSID) Element (use the SSID 
from the most recent FS record, regardless of school year)

PIC X(9)

FN240 88 CORE Economics and Financial Literacy Requirement Met PIC X

FN250 89 CORE Fine Arts Requirement Met PIC X

FN260 90 Exempted from Physical Education Graduation Requirement PIC X

91-97 Filler PIC X(7)

FN300 98 CORE Graduation Requirement Exception PIC X

FN310 99 Military Compact Graduation Alternative PIC 9

100-300 Filler PIC X(200)

Fields Included on the FN – Student Attributes – No Date Record in Period G

Number Position Name PIC/Size
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The Transfer - Student Graduate CORE Summary process creates one Period G GC 
record for each graduating student. Following is the GC record layout:

Student Graduation – Core Summary Record (GC) Layout

Number Position Name PIC/Size

GC001 1-8 Filler PIC 9 (8)

GC010 9-10 Sort Type (always “GC”) PIC X (2)

11 Filler PIC X

GC020 12-15 Fiscal Year, e.g., 2009 (CCYY) PIC X (4)

GC030 16 Reporting Period:

K – October

G – Graduate

PIC X

GC040 17-22 District IRN PIC X (6)

GC050 23-31 EMIS Student ID Number: PIC X (9)

GC060 32-34 CORE Area Code

BUS – Business units

CTA – Career/Technical units

ELE – Elective units

ENG – English Language Arts units

FAR – Fine Arts units

FLR – Foreign Language units

HEC – Family and Consumer Sciences (Non- Career-Technical) 
units

HTH – Health Education units

JTC – JROTC - Junior Reserve Office Training Corps

MTA – Mathematics - Algebra II or Equivalent units

MTO – Mathematics units Other than Algebra II or Equivalent

PHE – Physical Education units

SCA – Science - Advanced Science units

SCL – Science - Life Science units

SCO – Science units Other than Physical, Life, or Advanced 
Science

SCP – Science - Physical Science units

SOG – Social Studies- American Government units

SOH – Social Studies- American History units

SOO – Social Studies units Other than American History & 
Government

TEC – Technology Education/Computer Science units

PIC X (3)

GC070 35-38 CORE Area Count PIC 99V99

39-300 Filler PIC X (262)
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Review Period G Process Runs

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Graduate Reporting Period (G) – Review District EMIS Run 
Requests

You can review a history of a district’s Period (G) processes and transfers and those that are still 
outstanding. This is useful if you are an EMIS coordinator or ITC staff who has placed the 
responsibility for running some of these processes at the building level. This tool shows a history 
of who ran each process and when.

1. With the correct school year in context on the Review District EMIS Run Requests 
screen, ensure that “G” is selected as the Reporting Period.

2. In the District section, select the check box beside each building for which you want to 
review Period G process run requests. Or, to include all buildings, select the “Select All 
Buildings” option.

3. Select whether to view those processes that are “Not Run,” those that are “Already Run” 
or a “History” showing all processes run for the selected building(s), including the user and 
run date/time.

4. Only if you selected to view the processes that are “Not Run,” in the Include the 
Following Potential Problems area, select the check box beside each problem situation 
to include in the results:

• Verification Not Run – Process not run in Verify mode

• Update Not Run – Process not run in Update mode

• Transfer Not Run – Transfer not processed to transfer records from 
StudentInformation to EMIS

• Transfer Not Run After Update – Update process to create the records has been 
run, but new records have not been transferred to EMIS

• Run Too Early – Process run prior to when it should be

5. Optional: To limit your results to a period from a certain start date to the present, in the 
Exclude Runs Prior To field, enter or select a start date.

6. Click Submit.
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Results based on your selections display in a grid beneath the selection criteria.

Sample Output for Not Run Option

Review District EMIS Run Requests Screen

EMIS Not Run Results
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Sample Output for Already Run Option

Sample Output for History Option

Maintain Graduate CORE Summary Records

CORE summary records report the CORE subject areas in which a student has earned graduation 
credits/units. This data is populated based on the student’s manual course history records as well 
as courses the student has taken in the district. However, you can add, change or delete these 
records for summer graduates and for students who graduated with their class in the spring.

Note: Use the processes described here only for graduated students for Period G 
reporting, not to maintain CORE records for other students in grades 9-12.

Refer to the appropriate section as follows:

• To add a new CORE summary record, see “Add Graduate CORE Summary Records.”

• To edit an existing CORE summary record, see “Edit Graduate CORE Summary 
Records.”

• To delete a CORE summary record, see “Delete Graduate CORE Summary Records.”

EMIS Already Run Results

EMIS History Results
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Add Graduate CORE Summary Records
Navigation: Home – EMIS – Graduate Reporting Period (G) – Student Graduate CORE 
Summary Maint

1. With the appropriate student in context, on the Student Graduate CORE Summary 
Maintenance screen, click Add CORE Summary Record.

The add-edit version of the screen displays.

2. In the CORE Subject Area drop-down list, select the CORE subject area for which you 
are creating the record.

3. In the Total Credits/Units Earned field, enter the total number of credits or units the 
student has earned for this CORE subject area. 

Note: A student can have only one summary record for each CORE subject area, 
so you must total the credits for each area into one record.

4. Click Save. Or, to continue adding CORE summary records, click Save and New.

Add Graduate CORE Summary Records

Add Graduate CORE Summary Record
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Graduate Reporting Period (G)
A confirmation message displays, and the new graduate CORE summary record displays 
in the list.

Edit Graduate CORE Summary Records
Navigation: Home – EMIS – Graduate Reporting Period (G) – Student Graduate CORE 
Summary Maint

1. With the appropriate student in context, on the Student Graduate CORE Summary 
Maintenance screen, in the row of the graduate CORE summary record you want to edit, 

click .

The add-edit version of the screen displays.

2. Make any desired changes, and click Save.

Note: For more information about the fields on this screen, see “Add Graduate 
CORE Summary Records.”

Confirmation of Added Graduate CORE Summary Record

Edit Graduate CORE Summary Records
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Graduate Reporting Period (G)
A confirmation message displays, and the edited graduate CORE summary record 
displays in the list.

Delete Graduate CORE Summary Records
Navigation: Home – EMIS – Graduate Reporting Period (G) – Student Graduate CORE 
Summary Maint

1. With the appropriate student in context, on the Student Graduate CORE Summary 
Maintenance screen, in the row of the graduate CORE summary record you want to 

delete, click .

Edit Graduate CORE Summary Record

Confirmation of Edited Graduate CORE Summary Record

Delete Graduate CORE Summary Record
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Graduate Reporting Period (G)
A message displays, asking if you are sure you want to delete the graduate CORE 
summary record.

2. Click Ok.

A confirmation message displays, and the graduate CORE summary record no longer 
displays in the list.

Run Period G Student Core Summary Report

Navigation: Home – Local – Report Builder Links – Report Builder Reports

The Period G Student Core Summary Report lists the students graduating in period G and the 
credits they received for each core area by district and school.

Note: For information on running Report Builder reports, see ProgressBook 
StudentInformation Report Builder User Guide.

Confirm Delete

Confirmation of Deleted Graduate CORE Summary Record
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Graduate Reporting Period (G)
Period G Student Core Summary Report
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Graduate Reporting Period (G)
Period G Student Core Summary Report Filtered by BUS Core Area Code
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Power Withdraw

The Power Withdraw function in StudentInformation lets you perform a mass withdrawal of 
students from a school (for instance, to withdraw all graduated students). See “Mass Withdraw 
Graduated Students.”

Mass Withdraw Graduated Students

Navigation: Home – Management – Power Withdraw

You can perform a mass withdrawal of graduated students from a school.

1. On the Power Withdraw screen, in the School drop-down list, select the school attended 
by the graduated students you want to mass withdraw.

2. In the Withdraw Reason drop-down list, select “99” (completed graduation requirements).

3. In the Withdraw Date field, enter or select the students’ graduation date.

4. Search for students to include in the mass withdrawal as follows:

a. Select either or both of the following Search Mode options:

• Search Criteria – Use as many fields as necessary to find students.

• Student Ids – Enter student ID numbers separated by a comma.

b. Optional: To change whether students returned in the search are initially selected for 
inclusion in the mass withdrawal, select or deselect the Students Selected by 
Default check box.

c. Click Search.
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Power Withdraw
Students matching your search criteria display in a grid at the bottom of the screen.

5. Review the matching students. If necessary, select the check box beside a student to 
include the student in the mass withdrawal. Or deselect the check box to exclude the 
student.

6. To add the selected students to the mass withdrawal, click Withdraw.

Caution: Use extreme caution when using this functionality. Be sure that ONLY 
the students you want to mass withdraw are selected! If you have not made the 
right selections, you could inadvertently mass withdraw all students!

 

Mass Withdraw Graduated Students on Power Withdraw Screen
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Power Withdraw
A confirmation message displays.

Note: This process updates the District Withdraw Reason and District 
Withdraw Date on the student profile FS-Standing tab to the values you selected 
on the Power Withdraw screen. In the case of graduated students (Withdraw 
Code of “99”), the District Withdraw Date on the student profile is automatically 
set to the last date of the school year.

 

Withdraw Selected Students

 

Confirmation of Withdrawn Students
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Appendix A – StudentInformation 
Crosswalk

The following sections list all EMIS elements and where they reside in StudentInformation by 
reporting period or reporting collection. Refer to the appropriate section as follows:

• “Reporting Collection S” 

• “Reporting Collection A” 

• “Reporting Period L” 

• “Reporting Collection C” 

• “Reporting Period R” 

• “Reporting Period G” 

Reporting Collection S

Student Demographic Record (GI)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

These elements are located on various student profile tab(s) as listed 
below.

Building IRN Additional – Primary Building
AND
FS-Standing – Attending Building IRN

EMIS Student ID Number FS-Standing

Date of Birth General – Birthdate

Gender General – Gender

Racial/Ethnic Group General – Summative Race

Native Language General – Native Language

First Name General – First Name

and/or

Private – Legal First Name

Middle Name General – Middle Name

and/or

Private – Legal Middle Name

Last Name General – Last Name

and/or

Private – Legal Last Name

Student Birth Place City General – Birthplace City

Student Home Language General – Home Language

Hispanic/Latino General – Hispanic/Latino
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Student Demographic - Race Detail Record (GJ)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

EMIS Student ID Number FS Standing

Racial Group General – Racial Groups (1 record created for each group checked)

Student Standing Record (FS)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

These elements are located on various student profile tab(s) as listed 
below.

Effective Start Date FS-Standing – Effective Start Date

Admission Date FS-Standing – District Admission Date

Student Admission Reason FS-Standing – Admission Reason

Admitted From IRN FS-Standing – Admitted From IRN

Effective End Date FS-Standing – Effective End Date

Withdrawal Reason FS-Standing – Withdraw Reason

Withdrawn To IRN FS-Standing – Withdrawn To IRN

State Student ID (SSID) FS-Standing – State Student ID (SSID)

Student Percent of Time FS-Standing – Percent of Time

Tuition Type FS-Standing – Tuition Type

District Relationship FS-Standing – District Relationship

Legal District of Residence FS-Standing – District of Residence

Attending Building IRN FS-Standing – Attending Building IRN

Assigned Building Area IRN FS-Standing – Assigned Building IRN

How Received FS-Standing – How Received

How Received IRN FS-Standing – How Received IRN

Sent Reason 1 FS-Standing – Sent To Reason 1

Sent To IRN 1 FS-Standing – Sent to IRN 1

Sent To Percent of Time 1 FS-Standing – Percent of Time 1

Sent Reason 2 FS-Standing – Sent To Reason 2

Sent To IRN 2 FS-Standing – Sent To IRN 2

Sent To Percent of Time 2 FS-Standing – Sent To Percent of Time 2

County of Residence FS-Standing – County of Residence

October Count Week Attendance Days FS-Attendance – October CW: Attendance Days

October Count Week Excused Absence 
Days

FS-Attendance – October CW: Excused Absence Days

October Count Week Unexcused Absence 
Days

FS-Attendance – October CW: Unexcused Absence Days

School Year Attendance Days FS-Attendance – School Year: Attendance Days

School Year Excused Absence Days FS-Attendance – School Year: Excused Absence Days

School Year Unexcused Absence Days FS-Attendance – School Year: Unexcused Absence Days
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Student Attributes – Effective Date Record (FD)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

These elements are located on various student profile tab(s) as listed 
below.

Effective Start Date FD-Attributes – Effective Start Date

Effective End Date FD-Attributes

Grade Level FD-Attributes – EMIS Grade Level

State Equivalent Grade Level FD-Attributes – State Equivalent Grade

Attendance Pattern FD-Attributes – Attendance Pattern

Disadvantagement FD-Attributes – Disadvantagement

Preschool Poverty Level FD-Attributes – Preschool Poverty Level

Disability Condition FD-Attributes – Disability Condition

Student being served by 504 Plan FD-Attributes – Section 504 Plan

Homeless Status FD-Attributes – Homeless Status

Homeless Unaccompanied Youth FD-Attributes – Homeless Unaccompanied Youth

Limited English Proficiency FD-Attributes – Limited English Proficiency

Migrant Status FD-Attributes – Migrant Status

Foreign Exchange Student Graduation 
Plan

FD-Attributes – Foreign Exchange Graduation Plan

Immigrant Status FD-Attributes – Immigrant Status

Student Attributes – No Date Record (FN)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

These elements are located on various student profile tab(s) as listed 
below.

Non-Attending Reason FS-Attendance – October CW: Non-Attending Reason

Retained Status FN-Attributes – Retained Status

Fiscal year student began 9th grade FN-Attributes – Fiscal Year Began 9th

Accountability IRN FN-Attributes – Accountability IRN

Attending Building IRN Next Year FN-Attributes – Attending Building IRN Next Year

Third Grade Reading Guarantee FN-Attributes – Third Grade Reading Guarantee

Limited English Proficient Reclassification 
Date

FD-Attributes – LEP Reclass Date

Majority of Attendance IRN FN-Attributes – Majority of Attendance IRN

CORE Economics and Financial Literacy 
Requirement Met

FN-Graduate – Economics and Financial Literacy Requirement Met

CORE Fine Arts Requirement Met FN-Graduate – Fine Arts Requirement Met

CORE Graduation Requirement Exemption 
Code

FN-Graduate – CORE Graduation Requirement Exemption

Exempted from Physical Education 
Graduation Requirement

FN-Graduate – Exempted from Physical Education Graduation 
Requirement
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Diploma Date FN-Graduate – Graduation Date

Diploma Type FN-Graduate – Diploma Type

OGT Graduation Alternative FN-Graduate – OGT Graduation Alternative

Military Compact Graduation Alternative 
Count

FN-Graduate – Military Compact Graduation Alternative

Updated Dec 1 IEP Outcome FN-Attributes – Updated Dec 1 IEP Outcome

Tech Prep Completer FN-Attributes – Tech Prep Completer

CTE Program of Concentration FN-Attributes – CTE Program of Concentration

Attending District IRN Last October FN-Attributes – Attending District IRN Last October

Student Acceleration Record (FB)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

These elements are located on the Student Acceleration (FB) screen.

Subject Area Code Student Acceleration (FB) – Assessment Area Code

Accelerated Level Count Student Acceleration (FB) – Accelerated Level Count

Accelerated Assessment Flag Student Acceleration (FB) – Accelerated Assessment Flag

Accelerated Assessment Accountability 
IRN

Student Acceleration (FB) – Accelerated Assessment Accountability 
IRN

Student Special Education Graduation Requirement Record (FE)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

District IRN District IRN

EMIS Student ID Number FS – EMIS ID

IEP Date Type Special Education – Grad Requirement – Date Type

IEP Date Special Education – Grad Requirement – IEP Date

Assessment Type Code Always “STR”.

Assessment Area Code Special Education – Grad Requirement – Assessment – Assessment 
Area

Exemption Flag Special Education – Grad Requirement – Assessment – Exemption 
Flag

Student Program Record (GQ)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

Program Code Student Memberships – EMIS Program Code
Note(s): The 215xxx codes that are reported as part of the GQ record are also located on 
the Services tab on the Special Education screen.

Employee ID The ID comes from the Staff record in Security based on the Student 
Memberships – Staff Member.

Program Provider IRN Student Memberships – Program Provider IRN

Student Attributes – No Date Record (FN)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation
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Program Enrollment Start Date Student Memberships – Start Date

Program Enrollment End Date Student Memberships – Stop Date

Student Gifted Education Record (GG)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All elements are on the Student Gifted Record screen.

Gifted Screening – Superior Cognitive 
ability

Screening: Superior Cognitive Ability

Gifted Screening – (SAA) - Mathematics Screening: Specific Academic Ability – Math

Gifted Screening – (SAA) - Science Screening: Specific Academic Ability – Science

Gifted Screening – (SAA) - Reading/Writing Screening: Specific Academic Ability – Reading/Writing

Gifted Screening – (SAA) - Social Studies Screening: Specific Academic Ability – Social Studies

Gifted Screening – Creative Thinking Ability Screening: Creative Thinking Ability

Gifted Screening – Visual/Performing Arts Screening: Visual/Performing Arts

Gifted Assessment – Superior Cognitive 
Ability

Assessment: Superior Cognitive Ability

Gifted Assessment – (SAA) – Mathematics Assessment: Specific Academic Ability – Math

Gifted Assessment – (SAA) – Science Assessment: Specific Academic Ability – Science

Gifted Assessment – (SAA) – Reading, 
Writing

Assessment: Specific Academic Ability – Reading/Writing

Gifted Assessment – (SAA) - Social 
Studies

Assessment: Specific Academic Ability – Social Studies

Gifted Assessment – Creative Thinking 
Ability

Assessment: Creative Thinking Ability

Gifted Assessment – Visual/Performing 
Arts

Assessment: Visual/Performing Arts

Gifted Identification – Superior Cognitive 
Ability

Identified: Superior Cognitive Ability

Gifted Identification – (SAA) – Mathematics Identified: Specific Academic Ability – Math

Gifted Identification – (SAA) – Science Identified: Specific Academic Ability – Science

Gifted Identification – (SAA) – 
Reading/Writing

Identified: Specific Academic Ability – Reading/Writing

Gifted Identification v (SAA) – Social 
Studies

Identified: Specific Academic Ability – Social Studies

Gifted Identification – Creative Thinking 
Ability

Identified: Creative Thinking Ability

Gifted Identification – Visual/Performing 
Arts

Identified: Visual/Performing Arts

Gifted Identification Date – Superior 
Cognitive Ability

Identified Date: Superior Cognitive Ability

Gifted Identification Date – (SAA) – 
Mathematics

Identified Date: Specific Academic Ability – Math

Student Program Record (GQ)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation
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Gifted Identification Date – (SAA) - Science Identified Date: Specific Academic Ability – Science

Gifted Identification Date – (SAA) – 
Reading/Writing

Identified Date: Specific Academic Ability – Reading/Writing

Gifted Identification Date – (SAA) – Social 
Studies

Identified Date: Specific Academic Ability – Social Studies

Gifted Identification Date – Creative 
Thinking Ability

Identified Date: Creative Thinking Ability

Gifted Identification Date – Visual / 
Performing Arts

Identified Date: Visual/Performing Arts

Gifted Served - Superior Cognitive Ability Gifted Served: Superior Cognitive Ability

Gifted Served – (SAA) – Mathematics Gifted Served: Specific Academic Ability – Math

Gifted Served – (SAA) – Science Gifted Served: Specific Academic Ability – Science

Gifted Served – (SAA) – Reading/Writing Gifted Served: Specific Academic Ability – Reading/Writing

Gifted Served – (SAA) – Social Studies Gifted Served: Specific Academic Ability – Social Studies

Gifted Served – Creative Thinking Ability Gifted Served: Creative Thinking Ability

Gifted Served – Visual/Performing Arts Gifted Served: Visual/Performing Arts

Student Special Education Record (GE)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All elements are on the Student – Special Education screen

Date Type Date Type

Date Event Date

Outcome ID Outcome Id

Non-compliance ID Non-Compliance Id

Outcome Beginning Date Outcome Begin Date

Outcome End Date Outcome End Date

IEP Test Type IEP Test Type

Secondary Planning Secondary Planning

Student Discipline Record (GD)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

Date of Discipline Discipline Incidents – Action record – Action Start Date

Type of Discipline Discipline Incidents – Action Incident – Action Type

Discipline Reason Discipline Incidents – Infraction Record – Infraction Type. Up to 5 
reasons may be reported. If more than 5 exist on the infraction record, 
the first 5 will be reported.

Discipline Sequence number Calculated based on multiple actions with the same date and action 
type.

Total Discipline Days Discipline Incidents –Student Incident – Action record – Number of 
Days

Discipline Modified Discipline Incidents – Student Incident – Action record – Modified

Student Gifted Education Record (GG)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation
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Referred for Alternate Educational Services Discipline Incidents – Student Incident – Action record – Alternative 
Program

Building IRN where discipline incident took 
place

Discipline Incidents – Building IRN where discipline incident took place

District Testing – Yearend Record (DT)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All elements are on the District and Building Information screen – 
District Testing - Year End (DT) tab

Grade Level Assessed Grade Level Assessed

Local Assessment Number Local Assessment Number

Number Of Students Taking Assessment Number Of Students Taking Assessment

Assessed Students With Disabilities Head 
Count

Assessed Students With Disabilities Head Count

Administered with 
Accommodations/Modifications

Administered with Accommodations/Modifications

Accommodations/Modifications Head 
Count

Accommodations/Modifications Head Count

Alternate Assessments Provided Alternate Assessments Provided

Alternate Assessment Head Count Alternate Assessment Head Count

Organization General Information Record (DN)

Attribute EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All elements are on the District and Building Information screen – District 
Organization Info (DN) tab and Building Organization Info (DN) tab

INFOTECIRN Attribute Name Reporting ITC IRN

STUKGBRDAY Attribute Name Date student is required to be five years old to be admitted into 
kindergarten

STUHOMESCL Attribute Name Count of home schooled resident students

STUELGEXAC Attribute Name Amount of time a student is required to attend district to be eligible for 
extracurricular activities

STUNPNTSRV Attribute Name Count of resident and non-resident nonpublic students within district 
boundaries eligible for Special Education services but not being served by 
the district

CWDAYSOPEN Attribute Text Count week days open

FEEDERSCHL Attribute Text Feeder school

PRFSNLMEET Attribute Text

Attribute Number

Professional teacher meetings FTE

PTCONFERNC Attribute Text

Attribute Number

Parent-teacher conference FTE

PRFSNLMEET Attribute Text

Attribute Number

Professional teacher meeting hours (community schools only)

Student Discipline Record (GD)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation
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PTCONFERNC Attribute Text

Attribute Number

Parent-teacher conference hours (community schools only)

STUNPNTELG Attribute Name Count of resident and non-resident nonpublic students within district 
boundaries evaluated and determined ineligible for special education 
services

STUPSTCBTR Attribute Name Count of preschool transition conferences held by 3rd birthday, no disability 
suspected, no additional evaluation

STUPSTCATR Attribute Name Count of preschool transition conferences held after 3rd birthday, no 
disability suspected, no additional evaluation

SIGEXTNDYR Attribute Number Increased learning time by extending the school year

SIGEXTNDDY Attribute Number Increased learning time by extending the school day

SIGBEFNAFT Attribute Number Increased learning time in before and after school settings

SIGWEEKEND Attribute Number Increased learning time on the weekend

SIGSUMRSCH Attribute Number Increased learning time in summer school

SIGOTHERTM Attribute Number Increased learning time in some other time frame not listed above

CLMTYTAKEN Attribute Number Calamity days taken

SHORTENWEA Attribute Number Shortened days due to weather

CLMTYMDEUP Attribute Number Calamity days made up

SHORTENOTH Attribute Number Shortened days, non-weather

FRSTNEXTYR Attribute Name First day next year

C_STUEEPOL Attribute Text Early Entrance for KG (community schools only)

SOES Transportation (FP)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All elements are on the Edit Student Profile screen – Transportation 
tab.

Student Transported Monday of 
Countweek

Countweek Transportation Days – Monday

Student Transported Tuesday of 
Countweek

Countweek Transportation Days – Tuesday

Student Transported Wednesday of 
Countweek

Countweek Transportation Days – Wednesday

Student Transported Thursday of 
Countweek

Countweek Transportation Days – Thursday

Student Transported Friday of Countweek Countweek Transportation Days – Friday

Distance Transported Countweek Transportation Days – Distance Transported

Organization General Information Record (DN)

Attribute EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation
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Reporting Collection A

Student Achievement Test Record (FA-GA)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All elements are stored on the Assessment – Student Achievement 
screen.

Assessment Type Code Always “GA”

Test Grade Level Test Grade

Assessment Area Code Part

Test Date Test Date

Required Test Type Reqd Test Type

Grade Level of Student at Time of Test Grade at time of test

Type of Accommodations Accomm

Score Not Reported Score Not Reported

Score Scaled Score for (STE), Raw Score for (ALT)

Student Ohio Graduation Test (OGT) Record (FA-GX)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All elements located on the Assessment – Student Assessment – OGT 
Assessment screen.

Assessment Type Code Always “GX”

Test Grade Level Always “10”

Assessment Area Code Part

Test Date Test Date

Required Test Type Test Type

Grade Level of Student at Time of Test Grade at Test Time

Type of Accommodations Accomm

Score Not Reported Score Not Reported

Score Scaled Score (for STR Test Type), Raw Score (for ALT Test Type)

CTE Student Assessment Record (FA-GY)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All elements located on the Assessment – Student Assessment – CTE 
Student Assessment Record screen.

Assessment Type Code Always “GY”

Test Grade Level Always “**”

Assessment Area Code CTE Student Assessment Code from CTE Student Assessment screen
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Test Date Always Jan 1

Required Test Type Always “STR”

Grade Level of Student at Time of Test Always “**”

Type of Accommodations Always “**”

Score Not Reported Always “*”

Score CTE Technical Score 

If Assessment Area code = “14TP” then CTE Teaching Professions 
Portfolio Score

Student Kindergarten Readiness Assessment Record (FA-GO)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All elements located on the Assessment – Student Assessment – 
K-RAL Assessment screen

Assessment Type Code Always “GO”

Test Grade Level Always “KG”

Assessment Area Code Always “R” for Reading

Test Date Test Date

Required Test Type Always “STR”

Grade Level of Student at Time of Test Always “KG”

Type of Accommodations Accommodations

Score Not Reported Score Not Reported

Score Test Score

Student Preschool Assessment Record (FA-GB)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All elements located on the Assessment – Preschool GGG screen

Assessment Type Code Always “GB”

Test Grade Level Always “PS”

Assessment Area Code Assessment – Preschool GGG – Picture Naming, Rhyming, Alliteration

Test Date Test Date

Required Test Type Always “STR”

Grade Level of Student at Time of Test Always “PS”

Type of Accommodations Accommodations

Score Not Reported Score Not Reported

Score Picture Naming Score (PCNM)

Rhyming Score (RHYM)

Alliteration Score (ALLT)

CTE Student Assessment Record (FA-GY)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation
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Student Preschool ASQ/SE Assessment Record (FA-GS)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All elements located on the Assessment – Preschool ASQ/SE screen

Assessment Type Code Always “GS”

Test Grade Level Always “PS”

Assessment Area Code Test Level (03, 04, 05, 30)

Test Date Test Date

Required Test Type Always “STR”

Grade Level of Student at Time of Test Always “PS”

Type of Accommodations Always “**”

Score Not Reported Score Not Reported

Score Score

Student Preschool ECO Assessment Record (FA-GM)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All elements located on the Assessment – Preschool ECO screen

Assessment Type Code Always “GM”

Test Grade Level Always “PS”

Assessment Area Code E - Social Emotional Skills (EPRG)

K - Acquiring and Using Knowledge & Skills (KPRG)

T - Taking Appropriate Action to Meet Needs (TPRG)

EPRG - Social Emotional Skills Progress

KRPG - Acquiring and Using Knowledge * Skills

TRPG - Taking Appropriate Action to Meet Needs

Test Date Test Date

Required Test Type Always “STR”

Grade Level of Student at Time of Test Always “PS”

Type of Accommodations Always “**”

Score Not Reported Score Not Reported

Score Score (where Assessment Area Code = E, K or T)

Progress (where Assessment Area Code = EPRT, KPRG, TPRG)
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Reporting Period L

Ohio Test of English Language Acquisition Assessment Record (FA-GF)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All Elements on the Assessment – OTELA Assessment screen

Assessment Type Code Always “GF”

Test Grade Level Always “**”

Assessment Area Code Reading (R)

Writing (W)

Listening (LIST)

Speaking (SPKG)

Test Date Test Date

Required Test Type Always “STR”

Grade Level of Student at Time of Test Grade Level at Time of Test

Type of Accommodations Accommodations

Score Not Reported Score Not Reported

Score Reading Scaled Score (R)

Writing Scaled Score (W)

Listening Scaled Score (LIST)

Speaking Scaled Score (SPKG)

Student CTE Industry Assessment Record (FA-GU)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All elements located on the Assessment – CTE Industry Assessment 
screen

Assessment Type Code Always “GU”

Test Grade Level Always “**”

Assessment Area Code CTE Student Assessment Code

Test Date Always Jan 1

Required Test Type Always “STR”

Grade Level of Student at Time of Test Always “**”

Type of Accommodations Always “**”

Score Not Reported Always “**”

Score CTE Industry Assessment Result

Student Course Record (GN)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

Local Classroom Code Constructed by CTRMEMIS using School Code + Course ID + Section

High School Credit Earned Student Subject Record – High School Credit Earned
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Partial/Override Credit Student Subject Record – High School Credit Amount

Course Enrollment Start Date Student Subject Record – Course Start Date

Course Enrollment End Date Student Subject Record – Course Stop Date

Course Master Record (CN)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

Course Master Records are made up of elements from Courses, 
Course Sections, Security Staff, and Highly Qualified Teacher data.

District IRN District IRN

Subject Code Courses – EMIS tab – EMIS Subject Code

Local Classroom Code Constructed by CTRMEMIS – School code + Course ID + Section 
(from course sections)

Course Level Courses – EMIS tab – EMIS Course Level

Semester Code Course Section - Course Term

Length of Scheduled Instruction Courses - EMIS tab

Location IRN number Courses – EMIS tab – EMIS Location IRN

High School Credit Student Subject Record – High School Credit Amount

Subject Area for Credit Courses – EMIS tab – EMIS Subject Area for Credit

Language Used in Teaching Course Courses – EMIS tab – EMIS Language Used

Course Start Date Course Terms – Start Date for term assigned to course section

Course End Date Course Terms – Stop Date for term assigned to course section

CTE College Credit Courses – EMIS tab – CTE College Credit

Curriculum Courses – EMIS tab – Curriculum

Delivery Method Courses – EMIS tab – Delivery Method

Educational Option Courses – EMIS tab – Educational Option

Student Population Courses – EMIS tab – Student Population

Credit Flexibility Courses – EMIS tab – Credit Flex

Career-Technical Education Correlated Class Record (CV)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All elements are on the Vocational Correlated Records screen

Anchor/Lab/Co-op Local Classroom Code Anchor Classroom

First Correlated Academic or Technical 
Related Local Classroom Code

First Correlated Classroom

Second Correlated Academic or Technical 
Related Local Classroom Code

Second Correlated Classroom

Student Course Record (GN)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation
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Reporting Collection C

Mapped Local Classroom Code Record (CM)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All elements are on the Mapped Local Classroom Codes screen

Mapped From Local Classroom Code Mapped From Classroom Code

Mapped To Local Classroom Code Mapped To Classroom Code

Staff Course Record (CU)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

Staff Course Records are made up of elements from Courses, Course 
Sections, Security, and Highly Qualified Teacher data.

District IRN District IRN

Employee ID Security – Staff – State Staff ID associated with the staff member 
assigned on Course Sections

Local Classroom Code Constructed by CTRMEMIS - School code + Course ID + Section (from 
course sections)

Staff Course Start Date Course Sections – Teacher History – Start Date

Staff Course End Date Course Sections – Teacher History – Stop Date

Staff Role Code Course Sections – Teacher History – Role

HQT Definition Highly Qualified Teacher Update Maintenance – HQ Definition

Highly Qualified Teacher IRN Courses – EMIS tab – Highly Qualified Teacher IRN

Staff Provider IRN Courses – EMIS tab – EMIS Staff Provider IRN

Grade Schedule Record (DL)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

Building IRN Building IRN

Grade Code State Grade Code

Attendance Pattern Attendance Pattern Code

First day of school First Day of School

Last day of school Last Day of School

Hours Per Day Hours Per Day

Annual Days in Session Annual Days in Session

Annual Hours in Session Annual Hours in Session

Date of Spring Administration – Math Test Date of Spring Administration Math Test
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Appendix A – StudentInformation Crosswalk
Reporting Period R

Organization General Information Record (DN)

Attribute EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All elements are on the Sub-Calendar Maintenance screen.

CLDRTYPE Attribute Text Indicates if the calendar is hours or days 

PRFLMEET Attribute Text

Attribute Number

Professional teacher meeting hours this day

PTCONFRC Attribute Text

Attribute Number

Parent-teacher conference hours this day

DCMTYTKN Attribute Number Calamity days taken

DPLANNED Attribute Number Planned day off

DNOTPLAN Attribute Number Unplanned day off, excluding calamity days

DBLZZARD Attribute Number Unplanned “Blizzard Bag” day

YWKENDSA Attribute Number Students regularly attending on Saturdays

YWKENDSU Attribute Number Students regularly attending on Sundays

YWKDAYMN Attribute Number Students not regularly attending on Mondays

YWKDAYTU Attribute Number Students not regularly attending on Tuesdays

YWKDAYWD Attribute Number Students not regularly attending on Wednesdays

YWKDAYTH Attribute Number Students not regularly attending on Thursdays

YWKDAYFR Attribute Number Students not regularly attending on Fridays

HRSWKEND Attribute Number Students attending on weekend who do not regularly attend on 
weekends

HSHRTWEA Attribute Number Hours interrupted by weather

HSHRTPLN Attribute Number Hours shortened for planned reason other than weather

HSHRTNOP Attribute Number Hours shortened for unplanned reason other than weather

HRSLNGTH Attribute Number Actual hours in session for calamity makeup or other reason added 
to scheduled hours

Student Graduation - Core Summary Record (GC) - Period R

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

District IRN District IRN

EMIS Student ID Number FS Standing – EMIS

CORE Area Code EMIS Maintenance – Student Non-Graduate Core Summary – CORE 
Area Code

CORE Area Count EMIS Maintenance – Student Non-Graduate Core Summary – CORE 
Count
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Appendix A – StudentInformation Crosswalk
Reporting Period G

Non Reporting Period Specific

Student Graduation - Core Summary Record (GC) - Period G

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

District IRN District IRN

EMIS Student ID Number FS Standing – EMIS ID

CORE Area Code Graduate Reporting Period (G) – Student Graduate Core Summary 
Maintenance – Student Non-Graduate Core Summary – CORE Area 
Code

CORE Area Count Graduate Reporting Period (G) – Student Graduate Core Summary 
Maintenance – Student Non-Graduate Core Summary – CORE Count

Graduation-Only Test Record (GP)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

This record is not currently stored in StudentInformation.

CTE Workforce Development Follow-up Record (GV)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

This record is not currently stored in StudentInformation.
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Change Log
Change Log

The following Change Log explains by Product Version, Heading, Page and Reason where 
changes in the ProgressBook StudentInformation EMIS Guide have been made.

Product
Version

Heading Page Reason

14.4.0 Throughout Guide N/A Updated dates to be generic with regards to school year.

14.4.0 “EMIS Overview” 5 Updated image of Maintenance screen by adding the 
Student Summer Withdrawal Record option, which 
had been missing.

14.4.0 “Student Assessment Transfer 
(FA)”

56 Added ACT, AP, SAT and IB to list of assessment 
records included in the transfer. Added transfer rules for 
ACT, AP and SAT.

14.4.0 “Verify – Student Special 
Education and Student Special 
Education Graduation 
Requirement”

68 Added new warning message for students with disability 
outcome but no disability condition on profile.

14.4.0 “Student Ohio Graduation Test 
Verify and Transfer”

78 Updated images and text to eliminate deprecated 
Transfer to Alpha option and show missing Transfer - 
Student Special Ed. Graduation Requirement option.

14.4.0 “Graduate CORE Summary 
Verify/Update and Transfer”

81 Updated images and text to eliminate deprecated 
Transfer to Alpha option and show missing Transfer - 
Student Special Ed. Graduation Requirement option.

14.4.0 “Graduate Demographic/Attributes 
Verify/Update and Transfer”

88 Updated images and text to eliminate deprecated 
Transfer to Alpha option and show missing Transfer - 
Student Special Ed. Graduation Requirement option.

14.4.0 “Calendar Reporting Period (C)” 101 Added section.

14.4.0 “District Organization Information 
(DN) – Period N”

122 Updated image to show new Comprehensive Eye 
Exams section.

14.2.0 “Student Demographics 
(UNCLEMIS)” 

15 Added new situations for the FN22W UNCLEMIS check.

14.2.0 “Building Organization Information 
(DN) – Period K” 

123 Updated screen shot to reflect removed PE 
Performance Measures section.

14.1.1 “District Organization Information 
(DN) – Period K” 

121 Updated screen shot to show new Preschool Special 
Education Agreements and District Transportation 
sections.

14.1.0 “EMIS – Transfer EMIS Data” 9 Updated screen shot and removed references to Alpha 
transfer type.

14.1.0 “Non-Reportable Students” 65 Updated screen shot of Non-Reportable Students report 
to show the added Admission Date and Withdrawal 
Date columns.

14.1.0 “District Organization Information 
(DN) – Period N” 

122 Updated screen shot of District Organization Information 
in Period N to show added Free and Reduced Lunch 
fields.
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14.1.0 “District Organization Information 
(DN) – Period K” 

121 Updated screen shot of District Organization Information 
in Period K to show added Free and Reduced Lunch 
fields.

14.0.0 “Student Membership Copy” 197 Updated image of Student Memberships screen to 
remove 215xxx code and added note that the codes are 
not available to copy in this process.

13.6.0 “Student Demographics 
(UNCLEMIS)” 

15 Added description of verification checks for invalid 
Attending Building IRN Next Year and Third Grade 
Reading Guarantee fields.

13.6.0 “Building Organization Information 
(DN) – Period K” 

123 Updated screen shot to show revised PE Performance 
Measures informational text.

13.6.0 “Building Organization Information 
(DN) – Period N” 

124 Updated screen shot to show revised PE Performance 
Measures informational text.

13.5.0 “Student Special Education Events 
and Student Special Education 
Graduation Requirement (FE)” 

68 Added new Grade Level column to the file outputs and 
replaced example results screen shot.

13.5.0 “District Organization Information 
(DN) – Period K” 

121 Updated image to show new Local Wellness Policy 
section.

13.5.0 “District Organization Information 
(DN) – Period N” 

122 Updated image to show new Local Wellness Policy 
section.

13.5.0 “Building Organization Information 
(DN) – Period K” 

123 Updated image to show new PE Performance Measures 
section. 

13.5.0 “Building Organization Information 
(DN) – Period N” 

124 Updated image to show new PE Performance Measures 
section. 

13.5.0 “Student Attributes – No Date 
Record (FN)” 

209 Added Attending Building IRN Next Year and Third 
Grade Reading Guarantee to table.

Product
Version

Heading Page Reason
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StudentInformation EMIS Guide 
Overview

The StudentInformation EMIS module is used by school personnel to enter EMIS information for 
student-related data. Once the EMIS data has been gathered, formatted and checked for errors, 
it can then be moved to EMIS to be submitted to the Ohio Department of Education (ODE) to 
complete a district’s EMIS reporting requirements.

Buildings and/or districts are required to report detailed EMIS records for students in all grade 
levels. The data requested in these records is required to meet the reporting requirements of 
federal and state laws for all students, including those with disabilities. School personnel should 
refer to the EMIS Manual found at ODE’s website for specific details regarding reporting 
requirements. Questions should be directed to ITC personnel.

Many EMIS functions within StudentInformation are accomplished by users at the school level 
through the daily maintenance of student records and validation of those records to insure 
accuracy. When it comes time to start gathering this information together for reporting to ODE, 
processes are run at the district data in preparation for the transfer to the Data Collector. Some 
ITC level functions exist to assist the ITC staff in providing the necessary processes for each EMIS 
reporting period, performing cleanups of the data in preparation for the next reporting period as 
well as EMIS code maintenance. 

This document explains the functions most often performed by building and/or district-level 
personnel. The ProgressBook StudentInformation ITC EMIS Guide discusses functions normally 
performed by ITC personnel.

Understanding the EMIS Module

EMIS and SIS are integrated within StudentInformation. The Demographic information is part of 
the Student Profile screens. Course Section Override screens provide the user the ability to 
modify fields which are specifically needed for EMIS reporting of courses. These are just some 
examples of how the two are intertwined.

The EMIS Maintenance module provides the user the ability to view data in preparation for 
submitting to ODE. Data from the SIS side of StudentInformation is used to create the records in 
the EMIS Maintenance module. The district should run the update programs to populate data in 
these areas. For example, running the Discipline update (DISCEMIS), will fill in the EMIS 
Maintenance record for Student Discipline. If corrections are needed, the user should make them 
at the appropriate StudentInformation SIS source. If an update program should not be re-run 
(either due to the time of year or because other manual changes have been made in the 
corresponding Maintenance screen), then the user will need to make corrections in both 
StudentInformation SIS and the EMIS Maintenance screen. 

The EMIS module has four main areas – the FS/FD/FN tabs on the Student Profile Screen, 
Verify/Update programs, EMIS Maintenance, and Transfer. 
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StudentInformation EMIS Guide Overview
EMIS Outline and Flow

1. EMIS Overview

a. EMIS Home Page – Main EMIS menu for running Verify/Update and Transfer 
programs.

i. Verify/Update StudentInformation EMIS

ii. Transfer EMIS Data

b. Selection of StudentInformation Reporting Period – How to change the Working 
School, School Year, or Reporting Period.

c. Common Functionality – Show common functionality in StudentInformation EMIS.

2. EMIS Verify/Update Programs

a. Student Demographics (UNCLEMIS) – Verify StudentInformation EMIS Demographic 
and Attendance data.

b. Course and Class List (CLISEMIS, CTRMEMIS) – Verify StudentInformation Course 
and Class List data and update to EMIS. Staff Course records (CU) are created and 
updated.

c. Subject Codes (INVSUBJ) – Identify and correct invalid course subject codes.

d. Membership Programs (MEMBEMIS) – Verify StudentInformation Student 
Memberships and update to EMIS.

e. Student Attendance (ATTUPEMIS) – Verify StudentInformation Student Attendance 
and update to the FS-Attendance tab on the student profile.

f. Discipline (DISCEMIS) – Verify StudentInformation Student Discipline and update to 
EMIS.

g. Majority of Attendance (MAJOREMIS) – Verify and update the Majority of Attendance 
IRN EMIS field on student records.

h. Review District EMIS Run Requests (CHECK_EMIS) – Review history of programs 
processed and see what needs to be run.

i. Student Assessment – Verify StudentInformation Student Assessment.

j. Non-Reportable Students – Check Students not marked “Report to EMIS”, and 
update that flag if needed.

k. Reportable Courses – Check course “Report to EMIS” flags, and update if needed.

l. Student Special Education Events – Verify Student Special Education events.

m. Student Gifted Records – Verify Student Gifted Records.

3. Graduate Reporting Period (G)

a. Graduate/Summer OGT Verify and Transfer - Verify and Transfer StudentInformation 
EMIS Graduate/Summer OGT data.

b. CORE Summary Verify/Update and Transfer – Verify and Transfer StudentInformation 
EMIS Core Summary Student and Course data.

c. Graduate Demographic/Attributes Verify/Update and Transfer – Verify and Transfer 
StudentInformation EMIS Graduate Demographic/Attributes data.
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StudentInformation EMIS Guide Overview
d. Review District EMIS Run Requests (G) – Review history of Reporting Period (G) 
processes and see what needs to be run.

4. EMIS Maintenance

a. Student Staff Classroom – View and Edit Student Staff Classroom Record in EMIS.

b. Student Subject Record by Class – View and Edit Student Subject (Course) Records 
by Class in EMIS.

c. Student Program Record – View and Edit Student Program Records in EMIS.

d. Student Discipline Record – View and Edit Student Discipline Records in EMIS.

e. Student Subject Record – View and Edit Student Subject (Course) Records in EMIS 
by student.

f. Vocational Correlated Records – View and Edit Vocational Correlated Records in 
EMIS.

g. Mapped Local Classroom Codes – View and Edit Mapped Local Classroom Code 
Records in EMIS.

h. Student Non-Graduate CORE Summary – View and Edit Student Non-Graduate 
CORE Summary Records in EMIS.

i. District and Building Information – View and Edit District and Building Records in 
EMIS.

j. Teacher History Maintenance – Modify the start and/or stop date in the teacher history 
for all course sections by a specified start and/or stop date.

5. Student Special Education - View and Edit Student Special Education Event records.

6. Power Withdraw – Allows you to perform a mass withdrawal of selected students.

7. Gifted

a. A. Gifted Rules Maintenance – Allows you to define default Gifted values for one 
grade level or all grade levels at a district or building.

b. B. Gifted Mass Updates – Restore Student Gifted Records to the Gifted Rules 
defaults for the specific district, building, and/or grade level.

c. C. Student Gifted Record – Allows you to maintain a single student’s Gifted records 
for the district.

d. D. Gifted Initialization – This screen allows Student Gifted Served values to be copied 
from one school year to the next.

8. HQT

a. A. Highly Qualified Teacher Worksheet – The Highly Qualified Teacher Worksheet will 
produce the teacher’s HQT Worksheet. This report is a listing of the teachers that are 
required to report HQT data and is intended to be used as a verification sheet for the 
teachers.

b. B. Highly Qualified Teacher Report – The Highly Qualified Teacher Report will 
generate a listing of the teachers that are required to enter the Highly Qualified 
Teacher data.

9. Ad-Hoc Updates
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a. Update Graduation Date – Allows you to apply a graduation date to all 12th grade 
students with a given status or all students in an Ad-Hoc Membership.

b. Update Diploma Type – Allows you to update the EMIS Diploma Type for all students 
with a given graduation date.

c. Bulk Update Course Core Subject Area – This screen is used to bulk update the 
CORE Subject Area for courses in the context school and selected school years.

d. Bulk Update Manual Course Core Subject Area – Allows you to bulk update the 
CORE Subject Area for manually entered courses. 

e. Bulk Update Fall Initialization Blocks - Allows you to perform a bulk update to 
set/unset the “Exclude from Fall Initialization” flags on the Student Profile – FS, FD, 
and FN tabs.

f. Student Membership Copy – Allows you to copy selected student membership 
assignments from the previous school year to the current year in context.
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The EMIS FS Student Standing, FS Student Attendance, FD Student Attributes Effective Date, 
and FN Student Attributes No Date data is found on separate tabs on the SIS – Student – Edit 
Profile Screen.

In StudentInformation EMIS, there are EMIS Maintenance screens for the other types of EMIS 
data, such as the Student Staff Classroom, Student Subject Records, Program Codes, Discipline, 
and Vocational Correlated Records. The information found in the EMIS Maintenance screens will 
normally come from data input into StudentInformation SIS. Then an Update program will be run 
to move the information from StudentInformation SIS into the EMIS Maintenance screens. 

Edit Student Profile Screen

EMIS Maintenance Menu
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EMIS Menu

Navigation: Home – EMIS

The EMIS Menu provides access to EMIS functionality. See the following sections in the 
ProgressBook StudentInformation EMIS Guide for additional details.

• Graduate Reporting Period (G) – See “Graduate Reporting Period (G)” 

• Maintenance – See “EMIS Maintenance” 

• Student Verification – See “Student Demographics (UNCLEMIS)” 

• Verify Special Education – See “Student Special Education Events and Student Special 
Education Graduation Requirement (FE)” 

• Verify/Update and Transfer – See “EMIS Verify/Update Programs” 

Verify/Update DASL EMIS
Navigation: Home – EMIS – Verify/Update and Transfer – Verify/Update DASL EMIS

The Verify/Update and Transfer and Transfer EMIS Data menus provide the user with the 
necessary processes to complete EMIS reporting requirements for each period. As a school 
completes its reporting requirements throughout the year, the options on the menus change 
depending on the EMIS reporting period in context. This ensures that the user runs the correct 
processes for the reporting period and does not process something that is not needed.

The Verify/Update DASL EMIS menu includes the programs the user must process to complete 
reporting requirements. Once the data has been updated, the user will move to the Transfer EMIS 
Data menu to transfer the data to the Data Collector to submit to the Ohio Department of 
Education (ODE).

Note: Period G (Graduate) Verify/Update and Transfers are handled separately 
from the EMIS – Graduate Reporting Period (G) Menu. See “Graduate Reporting 
Period (G)”  for more information.

EMIS Menu
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Request Type Tab

Selecting the Verify/Update DASL EMIS option and clicking Next> will take you to the 
Update/Verify DASL EMIS Menu on the Program Selection tab.

Program Selection Tab 

The Program Selection tab lists programs applicable to the EMIS reporting period in context. 
These options are controlled by the ITC. Each of the programs enables you to verify the data prior 
to updating it. Different options display in each EMIS reporting period.

The user may select a different reporting period by clicking the drop-down list and choosing 
another available period. The choices of programs to be verified or updated will depend on the 
reporting period selected and the settings chosen by your ITC (see the ProgressBook 

Request Type Tab on the EMIS – Verify/Update and Transfer Screen

Program Selection Tab on the EMIS – Verify/Update DASL EMIS 
Screen
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StudentInformation ITC EMIS Guide for more information on program selection).

When you are ready to run one of the verify or update processes, select the process you want to 
run. Click Next> or click <Back if you wish to go back to the Request Type tab. Click Cancel if 
you want to cancel this EMIS procedure.

Most verify and update processes will have the same prompts on each page. Here are the 
common prompts available for the verify and update processes. They will not be repeated on each 
program page in the documentation.

Include Buildings (required) – You may select all buildings, clear all buildings, or select individual 
buildings for a run of the verify/update program by clicking on the appropriate buttons and/or 
boxes. When processing a program in Update mode, all buildings must be selected.

Number of Students Per Page (required) – Enter the number of students to display per page. 
The default value is 50. If printing all errors generated, you may want to select the “All” option.

Verify – Run the program as selected in verify mode only. This is the error checking run. No 
updates are performed in Verify mode. It is important to verify and correct errors prior to rerunning 
a program in Update mode.

Cancel – Do not run the program.

Caution: When a program is running, you will see a processing icon that 
indicates that the program is processing. Wait until the program has finished 
processing before performing any other actions.

Note: Some programs in the Verify/Update menu only verify data and do not do 
any updating. These processes may be run any time without any consequences 
to the data. UNCLEMIS is an example of a program that can only be run in Verify 
Mode. Other programs can be run in either Verify or Update Mode. With most 
programs, you will be required to process the program in verify mode before you 
are allowed to proceed to Update mode. Update mode assumes that you have 
already corrected errors and are ready to create records in StudentInformation 
EMIS maintenance for further processing.

Verify Student Demographics Screen
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EMIS – Transfer EMIS Data
Navigation: Home – EMIS – Verify/Update and Transfer – Transfer EMIS Data

Once the user has verified data and updated it to StudentInformation EMIS Maintenance, the 
EMIS data must be transferred to be reported. FY11G is the last reporting period in which you can 
transfer EMIS data to the Alpha EMIS. Starting with the FY12K reporting period, data in all future 
reporting periods will be reported to the Ohio Department of Education (ODE) through the Data 
Collector. The transfer file, also known as a flat file, is created in StudentInformation and then 
transferred from StudentInformation to the Data Collector. The data is transferred “as is” meaning 
that no data elements are manipulated in the flat file creation process.

Request Type Tab

Select the Transfer EMIS Data option and then click Next> to open the Program Selection tab on 
the EMIS – Create Flat Files – Select Files screen. The options available on the Program 
Selection tab correspond to the required data elements to be reported for the selected reporting 
period. Select the Select all transfers option and the Flat File for Data Collector transfer type 
option. Selecting the Select all transfers option ensures that all the listed options are included in 
the flat file transfer to the Data Collector. 

Request Type Tab on the EMIS – Verify/Update and Transfer Screen
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Program Selection Tab

Reporting Period (required) – Select the reporting period that needs to be transferred from the 
drop-down list.

Options – The records available for transfer depend on the reporting period selected and your 
ITC’s program selection settings. See the ProgressBook StudentInformation ITC EMIS Guide for 
more information on program selection. Select the files that you want to transfer. Options may 
include:

• Course Master and Staff Course (K, N)

• District and Building Information (K, N)

• CORE Summary (K)

• Student Gifted Education (N)

• Student Missing Override Record (K, N)

• Student Discipline (N)

• Student Program (K, N)

• Student Special Education (K, N)

• Student Special Ed Graduation Requirement (K, N)

• Student Demographics/Standing/Attributes (K, N)

• Student Acceleration (N)

• Student Assessment (K, N)

Program Selection Tab on
the EMIS – Create Flat Files – Select Files Screen
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EMIS Overview
• Vocational Correlated Records (K, N)

• Mapped Local Classroom Codes (N)

• Summer Withdrawal (K)

Note: When using the “Flat file transfer” option with the Data Collector, it is 
recommended that you select all appropriate transfer options for that reporting 
period, so only one flat file is created. If you create separate flat files for each 
record type, you will need to append all the files together into one file or load each 
file separately into the Data Collector. StudentInformation State Support 
recommends creating one flat file per reporting period for use with the Data 
Collector.

Transfer Type (required) – Choose one of the following options:

• Flat file transfer – Creates a flat file to be manually loaded into the Data Collector.

• Flat file transfer for Data Collector – Creates a flat file, moves the flat file into the Data 
Collector and stores it in a subdirectory named with the district’s unique district code. 
Please contact your ITC, or see the appropriate Reporting Period Checklist if you are not 
sure which transfer type should be collected.

Flat files created by the Flat file transfer and Flat file transfer for Data Collector options are named 
in the convention “[District Code]_[YearEMISReportingPeriod]_[Date Time Stamp].txt.” An 
example flat file name is ASHC_11N_2011-02-15-11-58-57.txt 

Submit – Submit the specified transfer process.

<Back – Go back to the Request Type tab.

Cancel – Cancel this EMIS process.

You will receive a message on the submission page that your process has been successfully 
submitted. If you have chosen the Flat file transfer option, a job will be submitted to the Mgmt 
screen. Once the job is completed, open the file that was created and save it to the location of 
your choice with a meaningful name – i.e. PeriodKStudentData091609 – that signifies the 
reporting period, type of data, and the date. This file is now ready to use with the Data Collector. 
Flat files created using the Flat file transfer for Data Collector option can also be renamed and 
saved to a location of your choice if desired.

Note: Please see the appropriate Reporting Period Checklist for details on how to 
use the Data Collector.

Selection of StudentInformation Reporting Period

Navigation: Home

Click on the working school or school year/reporting period found in the upper right corner of the 
screen.
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Note: The Graduate Reporting Period (G) will never be displayed as a live 
reporting period. See “Graduate Reporting Period (G)” for more information.

As of FY09 and after, the reporting period is no longer selected on the Change Working School 
screen.

Finished – Make changes to Working School and School Year as specified.

Cancel – Do not make changes.

Selection of StudentInformation Reporting Period Prior to FY09
Navigation: Home

Reporting period selection allows the user to specify which reporting period they wish to work with. 
Prior to a snapshot, the user will be working in (LIVE) as a preparation period for the upcoming 
snapshot. Once the snapshot has been taken for an EMIS reporting period, the reporting period 
will be available for selection on the EMIS reporting period menu. You must select the reporting 
period you wish to work with in order for your changes to be made in the proper record set.

Click on the Working School or reporting period in the upper right corner of the screen.

Change Working School Screen
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On the Change Working School screen, you can select the reporting period. The Transfer page 
reporting period will default to the reporting period you selected in context, however, a different 
reporting period may be selected from the drop-down list.

Finished – Make changes to Working School, School Year, and/or EMIS Reporting Period as 
specified.

Cancel – Do not make changes.

Common Functionality

Some features are common on a number of the EMIS screens.

Selection of Buildings
The functionality to select all or specific buildings is on many screens.

You can select all buildings or clear all buildings, and also select or deselect individual buildings.

Back, Next and Cancel Buttons

<Back – Return to the previous screen or tab.

Next> – Proceed to the next screen or tab.

Cancel – Return to the menu.

Change Working School Screen

Include Buildings Area
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EMIS Verify/Update Programs

Please note that most of the EMIS Verify/Update Programs present the error and warning 
messages online. Clicking on the interactive link takes you to the proper record (student, EMIS, 
etc.) to correct the error. In order for the interactive link to work properly, please make sure that 
pop-up blockers are turned off and that your browser is properly configured to handle pop-ups. 

For example, in Internet Explorer 9:

• Select Tools > Internet Options.

• Click Settings in the Tabs area of the General tab.

• Choose the proper option in the When a pop-up is encountered section. It is suggested to 
choose one of the following options: Always open pop-ups in a new window or Always 
open pop-ups in a new tab.

Student Demographics (UNCLEMIS)

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Verify/Update and Transfer - Verify- Student Demographics 
(UNCLEMIS)

The Student Demographics verification process is used to verify the student’s EMIS data prior to 
transferring the data to State EMIS. This process may be run as many times as needed to ensure 
the accuracy of your data. The UNCLEMIS process looks only at the data stored on the Student 
Profile page to perform error checking. Student Demographic and Attendance information is 
entered through the FS-Standing, FS-Attendance, FD-Attributes, and FN-Attributes tabs on the 
Student Profile.

As of DASL v10.3.0, UNCLEMIS excludes students that have no Admission History, FS, FD, or 
FN records. In that case, the student is assumed to not have been registered.

UNCLEMIS performs three different types of checks:

• EMIS Validation Errors – Validates the values being reported for EMIS fields. These 
checks were created to check for specific situations in the data that may be incorrect. 
Some checks may be performed between multiple fields to ensure that the correct values 
are reported.

• LCE Validation Errors – These checks ensure that the codes used are valid for the 
current fiscal year. If a field has a blank value, an LCE error will occur if blank is not an 
acceptable response.

• SMART Validation Errors – The Smart validation errors check to ensure that a student is 
coded correctly for the EMIS situation that has been assigned to him. Smart validations 
concentrate on the values in the student’s District of Residence, How Received, How 
Received IRN, Sent To Reason 1, Sent To IRN 1, District Relationship, and Tuition Type. 
These are the elements that make up a student’s EMIS situation. A table exists internally 
within StudentInformation that contains each EMIS situation available for selection as well 
as the allowed values for each of these fields. If a field contains a value which is not 
correct for the EMIS situation assigned to him, a SMART validation error will occur. 

It is important to note that none of the errors listed on the Student Verification report will keep a 
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EMIS Verify/Update Programs
student’s data from being included in the transfer files that are submitted to the Ohio Department 
of Education. Ultimately, it is the district’s responsibility to ensure that their data is accurate. 
UNCLEMIS is only a tool to assist the user in verifying the data.

As of FY13 and beyond, the student’s county of residence is required in the FS record. The 
following verification warning and error are provided to ensure this information is included in each 
student’s FS record:

• FS - [Date] - ERROR: County of Residence not specified. – Indicates that the County 
of Residence list is blank or null in the student’s profile.

• FS33E - [Date] - Warning: County of Residence is incorrect on the student’s 
residence zip code. – Indicates the zip code in the student’s address is not within the 
county selected in the County of Residence list. This warning also displays if the value in 
the County of Residence field is ** but the zip code in the student’s address is in Ohio.

Note: UNCLEMIS does not generate this warning if the student’s zip code 
belongs to more than one county as long as the zip code is in one of the 
applicable counties.

As of the v14.2.0 release, the following UNCLEMIS checks are added:

• FN22W - Warning: Invalid Attending Building IRN Next Year for student grade 
level – This warning displays in the following circumstances:

• A student is not withdrawn, does not have a State Equivalent Grade of “GR” (on the 
FD-Attributes tab of the student profile) and has the Attending Building IRN Next 
Year set to “******.”

• A student is not withdrawn, has a State Equivalent Grade of “12” (on the 
FD-Attributes tab of the student profile), does not have an EMIS Grade Next Year of 
“GR” (on the FN-Attributes tab of the student profile) and has the Attending 
Building IRN Next Year set to “******.”

• District Relationship = 1, regardless of Sent To 1 and Sent To 2 and Attending 
Building IRN Next Year set to “******.”

• Sent To 1 = (CT, JV, MR, OS, PI), regardless of District Relationship and Sent To 2 
and Attending Building IRN Next Year set to “******.”

• Sent To 2 = (CT, JV, MR, OS, PI), regardless of District Relationship and Sent To 1 
and Attending Building IRN Next Year set to “******”.

Note: The FN22W check is not run for JVSDs or ESCs as they do not report a 
value for this field.

• FN19E - ERROR: Invalid math diagnostics score value for student grade 
level – Indicates that a student with a state equivalent grade level higher than 3rd grade 
does not have the required Math Diagnostic Result Code of “** - Not Required.”

• FN20E - ERROR: Invalid reading diagnostics score value for student grade 
level – Indicates that a student with a state equivalent grade level higher than 3rd grade 
does not have the required Reading Diagnostic Result Code of “** - Not Required.”

• FN21E - ERROR: Invalid writing diagnostics score value for student grade 
level – Indicates that a student with a state equivalent grade level higher than 3rd grade 
does not have the required Writing Diagnostic Result Code of “** - Not Required.”

Select Verify - Student Demographics (UNCLEMIS)
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Click Next>.

Include Buildings (required) – You may select all buildings, clear all buildings, and turn individual 
buildings “on” or “off” for this process by clicking on the appropriate buttons and/or boxes. You 
must select at least one building.

Number of Students Per Page (required) – Enter the number of students to display per page. 
The default value is 50.

Verify – Run the verification selected.

Cancel – Do not run the verification.

Once required fields are completed, click on Verify to run the procedure. If there are errors found 
when verifying the Demographic or Attendance record, the user will be provided with an 
interactive report of errors to work with. Click on one of the students in error and you will be taken 
to the Edit Student Profile page with the student you selected in context. Corrections can be made 
and then the user can go back to the report to choose another student who was in error. Please 
refer to the UNCLEMIS Error Resolution document which is located on the web documentation 
page - Procedural Checklists – EMIS section.

Verify Student Demographics Screen
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Click on a student’s name to go to that student’s Edit Student Profile screen.

The error and warning messages are grouped by UNCLEMIS, LCE, and SMART. The error 
message is preceded by an error code that signifies the record type, error number, error type, and 
effective date of the record in error.

Example: FS10E above indicates:

• FS – Record Type

• 10 – Error Number

• E – Error; W = Warning

• 8/25/08 – Effective Date of FS Record in question

• Error Message

Example Verify Student Demographics Verify Result
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Once the demographic information has been verified, it is ready to be included in the transfer of 
flat files to the state reporting package for viewing, correction of Level 1 errors, and eventually for 
submission to ODE. (See the sections on Verify/Update and Transfer in this document.)

Caution:  Each time the flat files are moved into the state reporting package and 
then submitted to ODE, the newly submitted data replaces the data that was 
previously stored at ODE.

Course & Class List (CLISEMIS/CTRMEMIS)

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Verify/Update and Transfer – Verify/Update - Course and Class 
List (CLISEMIS/CTRMEMIS)

CTRMEMIS
The Course Information in StudentInformation in the Courses records, Course Sections, Highly 
Qualified Teacher data and the Student Course Section Assignments is used by the 
CLISEMIS/CTRMEMIS process. Two separate processes are actually performed.

General Tab on Edit Student Profile Screen
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The CTRMEMIS portion deals with the Course records, the Course Sections and the Teacher 
Highly Qualified Teacher data to create the Staff Course records in EMIS Maintenance. All these 
records are maintained on the SIS side of StudentInformation as part of regular daily procedures 
and maintenance.

Staff Course records are created if the following conditions exist:

• The Report to EMIS field is selected on the Course record.

• A valid subject code is selected in the EMIS Subject Code field on the EMIS Override tab 
for the course section, if defined; otherwise, a valid subject code is selected in the EMIS 
Subject Code field on the EMIS tab for the course

• For vocational courses (Curriculum value begins with V), CTRMEMIS creates a record 
regardless of whether or not students are assigned to the course section. Additionally, 
non-vocational courses where the EMIS Override tab has a Curriculum value that begins 
with V for a particular section, CTRMEMIS creates a record whether or not the students 
are assigned to that course section.

Each course section must have at least one teacher of record specified on the Course Section 
record. If multiple teachers of record are flagged on a course section, then multiple Staff Course 
records will be created – one for each teacher, but only one Course Master record will be created.

The Teacher EMIS ID is stored on the Staff record, which can be updated under the security 
module. Each Staff member has a Credential ID that is stored in the State Staff ID field. 
CTRMEMIS uses the Credential ID when creating Staff Classroom records for new course 
sections. Verify with your payroll department that they have specified the Credential ID as the 
EMIS ID when moving staff data over to EMIS. If provider IRN contains an IRN outside the district, 
this indicates a contracted staff member, and the Credential ID will be used automatically for that 
Staff Course record.

CTRMEMIS Verify logic checks for the existence of a credential ID on any staff member assigned 
to a course section that is EMIS reportable. If the credential ID is blank, a message (Warning – 
Staff Member is missing a Credential ID on Staff record.) displays along with the Course ID and 
Section, Course Name, and Teacher Name.

The CTRMEMIS process uses the School code, Course ID code (10 characters) and Course 
Section number to create a Local Classroom code. Due to EMIS reporting requirements, Course 
ID codes are truncated to 10 characters before being used. For this reason, use Course ID codes 
that are no longer than 10 characters, when setting up courses in systems where the CTRMEMIS 
process will be used.

Two courses reportable to EMIS for the same school in which the first ten characters of the course 
code match generates the following error: “First 10 characters of course code are not unique. 
CTRMEMIS UPDATE PROCESS WILL NOT RUN.”

The Credit Flexibility value is part of the Course Master record (CN) and the Course Master 
Transfer.

The Staff Course Record (CU) is part of the Course Master Transfer and includes the staff 
information that was previously included in the Course Master Record (CN).
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CTRMEMIS Processing by Reporting Period

CTRMEMIS processes differently for each reporting period. Because of the ever changing of the 
records throughout the year, reporting staff class master records is an on-going process.

For Period K – CTRMEMIS starts fresh creating staff class master records for any course section 
that fits the previous criteria. All course sections, regardless of when they meet during the school 
year, will be reported. This means that Second Semester courses, which have not started yet, will 
be reported. This is especially important for CTE funding. Prior to processing CTRMEMIS for 
period K, it is important that the following records have been created/updated:

• Course – All values on the EMIS tab for each EMIS reportable course be updated to the 
correct values.

• Course Sections – The course section be completely defined and at least one teacher of 
record assigned. If any of the following EMIS values for the course section differ from 
those defined for the corresponding course, you must define those values on the EMIS 
Override tab for the course section: EMIS Staff Provider IRN, EMIS Subject Code, 
Curriculum, Delivery Method, Student Population and Highly Qualified Teacher IRN.

• Highly Qualified Teacher – The correct highly qualified values entered for each subject 
code of the course sections or courses each teacher (listed on the Teacher History tab) is 
teaching. 

• Staff record updated with State Staff ID.

Failure to complete any of these requirements may result in records not being created when 
CTRMEMIS is processed in Update Mode.

For Period N – CTRMEMIS processes all course sections for the school year.

Student Staff Classroom Screen
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When running CTRMEMIS in update mode for period N:

• Course sections scheduled and reported in period K and then removed are reported in 
period N with a stop date equal to the start date.

• Course sections added again after being scheduled and reported in period K and then 
removed are reported in period N with the correct start and stop dates.

• Course sections added again after being scheduled and reported in period K and then 
removed are not reported twice for the student in the period N transfer if the removed and 
added course section student records have the same start dates.

• Course sections added again after being scheduled and reported in period K and then 
removed are reported twice for the student in the period N transfer if the removed and 
added course section student records have different start dates.

Course sections, reported in period K but removed from students before the course sections 
began in period N, are given a stop date equal to the start date.

CLISEMIS
The CLISEMIS portion of the process has the task of creating the student subject records. Student 
subject records are a result of the student Course Section Assignments for which the student is 
scheduled. Student subject records are only created for courses that are EMIS reportable courses 
(“Report to EMIS” field selected). The Report to EMIS field must also be selected for the student 
on the Student Profile record.

Student Course (GN) records are created for all course section drops regardless of when in the 
school year they occur.

Two GN records with the same local classroom code but different start and stop dates for a single 
student are allowed.

GN records for a student now contain start and/or stop dates for course sections if they differ from 
the standard course section start and stop dates.

Duplicate GN records are not created when two or more co-teachers are marked as teacher of 
record. The multiple teachers are associated with one set of GN records.

CLISEMIS Processing by Reporting Period

CLISEMIS processes differently depending on the EMIS reporting period being processed.

For Period K – CLISEMIS creates student subject records for any EMIS reportable course 
section the student is scheduled into regardless of when it meets. For example, a student is 
scheduled into second semester only classes, which have not begun yet. Even though the course 
section has not begun yet, it is assumed that the student will take and complete the course.

For Period N – CLISEMIS creates subject records for any EMIS reportable course section the 
student took at any time during the school year. At this point, all course sections are completed, 
however, this does not mean that the student completed the course section. If the student dropped 
the course section prior to the ending date of the course, a student subject record will still be 
reported but with an effective stop date of the date the student dropped the course, meaning the 
student did not complete the course.
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Since courses and class lists are tied together, there is one screen to use for verifications and 
processing these records. The user should run a verification of the Class Master and Student 
Subject records. When each record is error free, an update should be processed at which time the 
these records will be ready to be included in the complete transfer of flat files to the Data Collector 
for viewing, correction of Level 1 errors, and eventually submission to the Ohio Department of 
Education.

PS and KG-23 Students

The CTRMEMIS/CLISEMIS Update process uses the following logic for determining which 
Student Subject records are created by the update:

• For PS students, if the student is enrolled as of 12/1 (a withdraw on 12/1 counts as 
enrolled on 12/1) or was enrolled at any time in the school year prior to 12/1, then report 
the Student Subject records.

• For KG-23 students, if the student is enrolled as of count week Friday (a withdraw on 
count week Friday counts as enrolled) and a course is not dropped prior to count week 
Friday, then report the course. This applies to Period K.

• Removed courses are not reported.

Select Verify/Update - Course and Class List (CLISEMIS/CTRMEMIS). Click Next>.

Verify/Update – Course and Class List (CLISEMIS/CTRMEMIS) 
Option
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Include Buildings (required) – You may select all buildings, clear all buildings, and turn individual 
buildings “on” or “off” for this process by clicking on the appropriate buttons and/or boxes.

Run Type (required) – Choose whether you would like to Verify EMIS Reportable information only 
or Update Records (which deletes all records and re-creates them). The verification run of 
CTRMEMIS/CLISEMIS will produce an interactive error report. The user may work with this page 
to correct all errors before updating. The process must be run in Verify mode first before it may be 
processed in Update mode. No listing of errors will be produced when processing in Update mode.

Note: Specific vocational courses also require that each student’s status as a 
CTE Concentrator indicator be reported for the June period.

CLISEMIS will update all of this information into the EMIS Maintenance Student Subject Record 
screens. CLISEMIS creates a subject record for each student in the class for the course and two 
Staff Course (CU) records for the local classroom code—one for each teacher of record. If multiple 
teachers are assigned to the course, each teacher is listed as a co-teacher on their respective CU 
record.

Number of Courses Per Page (required) – Enter the number of courses to display per page. The 
default value is 10. This field is not used for Update. If you are planning to print a screen shot of 
all of the errors, you may want to set the number higher.

Submit – Run the procedure.

Caution: This procedure will delete all Class Master and Student Subject 
Records for the entire district on the alpha, then reload with information from 
StudentInformation.

Cancel – Do not run the procedure.

Verify/Update Course Terms & Class List Screen
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Teacher History Assignment Checks
One of the verification mode checks performed by the CLISEMIS/CTRMEMIS process is for the 
following invalid teacher history assignment scenarios:

• More than one lead teacher assigned to a course section. (Only one lead teacher or 
multiple co-teachers allowed.)

• A lead and co-teacher assigned to a course section. (Only one lead teacher or multiple 
co-teachers allowed.)

• Only one co-teacher assigned to a course section. (Only one lead teacher or multiple 
co-teachers allowed.)

• No teacher assigned to a course section.

• No teacher assigned to a course section for a course term.

• No teacher assigned to a course section on Friday of count week.

• No teacher assigned to a preschool course section on the first day of December.

• The start date of a replacement lead teacher precedes the end date of the replaced lead 
teacher. (Only one lead teacher allowed at any time.)

If any of these scenarios are found, the CLISEMIS/CTRMEMIS process fails and generates a 
unique error for each of the scenarios found. Resolve the problems, and perform this process 
again.

Example CLISEMIS/CTRMEMIS Verify Mode Results
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Invalid Subject (INVSUBJ)

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Verify/Update and Transfer – Verify - Subject Codes (INVSUBJ)

INVSUBJ checks for missing or invalid course subject codes for all EMIS reportable courses and 
course sections defined for the school year. Course subject codes must be selected from a list of 
valid codes defined by the Ohio Department of Education (ODE) each year. The list of valid course 
codes is relatively static from year to year, but codes may be added or rescinded each year. The 
ODE provides a list of codes to be removed, and these will be validated against the course subject 
codes used in StudentInformation. Courses or course sections defined with these old subject 
codes must be updated with a valid course subject code. INVSUBJ does not update any records; 
it only locates and lists the courses and course sections with codes that are no longer valid.

INVSUBJ may be executed any time after the list of rescinded course subject codes is updated 
for the present EMIS fiscal year. INVSUBJ is available for periods K and N.

Select Verify - Subject Codes (INVSUBJ). Click Next>.

Verify – Subject Codes (INVSUBJ) Option
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Include Buildings (required) – You may select all buildings, clear all buildings, and turn individual 
buildings “on” or “off” for this process by clicking on the appropriate buttons and/or boxes.

Submit – Run the procedure.

The Verify - Subject Codes (INVSUBJ) process returns invalid subject code records in the 
following two grids on the Identify Invalid Subjects screen:

• Course Subjects – Displays those courses in which an invalid value exists in the EMIS 
Subject Code field on the EMIS tab for the course.

• Course Section Override Subjects – Displays those course sections in which an invalid 
value exists in the EMIS Subject Code field on the EMIS Override tab for a course 
section.

Identify Invalid Subjects Screen

Identify Invalid Subjects Screen
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You can then select the correct value for the current school year in the EMIS Subject Code field 
on the EMIS tab for the course or on the EMIS Override tab for the course section, whichever is 
applicable to the returned error. If the course is not EMIS reportable, then deselect Report To 
EMIS for the course.

Memberships (MEMBEMIS)

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Verify/Update and Transfer – Verify/Update - Membership 
Programs (MEMBEMIS)

MEMBEMIS creates Student Program records in EMIS Maintenance from Student memberships 
in StudentInformation. When Membership Group Member codes are defined, the user may 
indicate that the membership code is one that gets reported to EMIS. The corresponding EMIS 
program code number is defined at that point for the membership. Any student with a student 
membership record for this EMIS reportable membership will get a student program record 
created when MEMBEMIS is processed in update mode. For FY11 and beyond, the October 
Reporting Period K was updated so student program records are generated for school age 
students with a disability for any membership with a start date on or before December 1. Student 
Programs define the services a student is receiving or special activities they are participating in.

EMIS Subject Code Field on Courses Screen
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For certain Program codes, EMIS requires that a staff member be reported to indicate the staff 
member providing the service. The Membership Group Member codes page allows the user to 
assign a default staff member to the membership code. An additional check box on the record 
indicates whether a staff member ID is required or not. If specified, the default staff member will 
be reported on the Student Program record of any student with a corresponding membership 
record. If provider IRN contains an IRN outside the district, this indicates a contracted staff 
member, and the Credential ID will be used automatically for that student program record (GQ).

Student membership records are not EMIS reporting period specific, however, the Student 
program records that get created by MEMBEMIS when processing in Update mode are specific 
to the reporting period being processed. Not every membership is reported in every reporting 
period. Your ITC will code the membership for the proper reporting period per the EMIS Manual.

MEMBEMIS Update/Transfer Rules as of DASL v9.1.3.10290

• Select only EMIS Memberships for the current school year where the Membership Code 
is active (ignore Start and Stop Dates at this point.) Note: Memberships in Inactive groups 
should be included.

• Narrow down to those Program Codes that have to be reported in the selected Reporting 
Period

• Narrow these further to those with a Start Date on or before the Reporting Period Cutoff 
Date (note Period K has various cutoff dates depending upon the Program Code and 
student’s Grade, see below).

• Select candidate programs to be reported:

• For all Program Codes, if there are duplicates then the process will choose the 
Program Code with the most recent Start Date (only one must be reported)

• For Program Code 220100, report the Start and End Date from the Membership 
record, for all other Program Codes report the Start and End Date as “00000000”.

Assumptions

Memberships are pulled from every (selected) school within the district in which a student is or 
was enrolled during the current school year, without considering primary vs. non-primary.

Reporting Period Cutoff Dates

Period Period Cutoff Date

K (all other programs) Grades PS-23 - December 1

N End of Fiscal Year
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Select Verify/Update – Membership Programs (MEMBEMIS). Click Next>.

Verify/Update – Membership Programs (MEMBEMIS)

Verify/Update Memberships Screen
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Run Type – Select whether you want to Verify Memberships, Verify Special Education Services, 
or Update Memberships for EMIS. It is suggested that you verify first and correct any problems 
prior to updating.

Caution: When you run this procedure in Update mode, StudentInformation will 
delete all Student Programs records in EMIS Maintenance for the entire district 
and overwrite them with the new data.

Note: The Verify Special Education Services option only displays on the 
Verify/Update - Memberships screen if FY13 and later is in context. In prior years, 
Special Education services are verified using the Verify Memberships option.

File Download Options – An interactive report is generated to assist the user in correcting errors. 
You can also choose File Type CSV, HTML, or TAB and Download Method of Download or Email.

Submit – Run the procedure and generate an online report.

Cancel – Do not run the procedure.

When running Verify Memberships, three possible types of error messages are produced for 
assisting the user in cleaning up errors:

• Program codes that are marked on the Membership Group Maintenance screen as 
requiring an Employee ID, yet no Employee ID has been filled in.

• Program codes that are shown as mapped to an EMIS program code, yet that EMIS 
program code is not valid for the current school year. This can also be corrected through 
the Membership Group Maintenance screen. An error message (Membership is mapped 
to an invalid EMIS Program code) is displayed.

• Student memberships that are outside of the current fiscal year – an error message 
(Student Membership outside the range of the fiscal year.) is displayed. To find these 
student memberships, go to SIS – School – Membership Members. Select the 
Membership Group and Membership with the Show Members option using blank From 
and To dates. This will provide you with a list of students in that membership with dates 
that can be reviewed.

Note: When the Verify Memberships option is selected in FY13 and after, 
StudentInformation does not verify memberships containing 215xxx codes 
(Special Education services).

Example Verify Memberships Results
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Note: When Verify/Update Memberships is run in Update mode in FY13 and after, 
StudentInformation does not update membership records for the 215xxx codes 
(Special Education services). The 215xxx service codes are now located on the 
Services tab on Special Education screen. The transfer will pull the data for the 
215xxx service codes from this screen to include in the Programs (GQ) transfer 
file.

Clicking on the Membership Name will take you to the Memberships Maintenance screen. Adjust 
the information on this screen as necessary.

• Check the box Required Staff Member if a staff member is required to be reported. If a 
staff member is required, select a default staff member from the Default Staff Member 
drop down. If more than one staff member provides the service, specify one staff member 
as a default and then select the appropriate staff member who is providing the service on 
the individual student membership record.

• If the code is not EMIS reportable, change the “EMIS Program Code” box to show a 
blank.

When running Verify Special Education Services, errors are returned in the Special Education 
Services grid on the Verify/Update Memberships screen. StudentInformation checks Special 
Education services for the following types of errors:

• Program Provider IRN is invalid.

• A Service is mapped to an invalid EMIS Program code.

• Duplicate service records exist for the same EMIS ID, Service Code, and Start Date.

Returned errors contain a link that navigates to the Services tab on the Special Education screen 
for the student, enabling users to immediately correct the error.

The File Download option will provide a list of the students with 215xxx codes on the Services tab 
of the Special Education screen.

Memberships Maintenance Screen
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Attendance (ATTUPEMIS)

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Verify/Update and Transfer – Verify/Update - Student 
Attendance (ATTUPEMIS)

ATTUPEMIS calculates attendance information for all students and updates each student’s FS 
record for the effective start date to end date range. For each reporting period, the YTD 
attendance fields are updated on each closed student FS record. The process will produce an 
output file describing the attendance field updates to be performed. The process should be run in 
verify mode first and attendance checked for accuracy. At the appropriate time, the program 
should be run in Update mode to update the attendance and absence fields on the Student 
Profile – FS Attendance tab.

ATTUPEMIS uses the daily attendance records to report EMIS attendance for all students. If a 
school is keeping period attendance, StudentInformation creates daily attendance records 
throughout the school year as period attendance records are maintained. If changes are made on 
a student’s period absence records that may change the student from having a full or half day 
absence to no absence, the daily absence records are adjusted at the time the period absence 
records are corrected or deleted.

DASL Options
For each reporting period, a specified time period is used to calculate the attendance. For period 
K, the state’s official count week is used unless the school specifies an alternate count week in 
DASL options. If the school uses the official count week specified by Ohio Department of 
Education, no entry in DASL options is necessary.

Special Education Services Errors on Verify/Update Memberships Screen
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For period N, attendance is calculated for the entire school year. No entry in DASL Options is used 
for this period.

Absence Type Maintenance
ATTUPEMIS checks the absence type codes defined in each school to determine which student 
absences to include in the totals for reporting to EMIS. The Absence type code records contain 
flags that must be set for the absence to be counted properly.

• Is Excused – Indicates whether the absence is an authorized or unauthorized absence. 
If “Is Excused” Is checked, an absence counts as an authorized absence.

• Report to EMIS – Must be checked for an absence type to be included in the calculation 
of days absent. It is not necessary to mark Tardies/Lates as Report to EMIS since these 
types of absences are not reported.

EMIS Options Tab on DASL Options Screen

Absence Type Maintenance Screen
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Verify/Update – Student Attendance (ATTUPEMIS)
Each building has the ability to first verify their absence totals. Students who have been enrolled 
in more than one building within the district will be included on the report created for each building 
indicating the total number of absences and days present for that specific building. When 
processed for the entire district, the student will appear on the report once for each FS record, 
however, attendance from all buildings will be combined when updating the attendance fields on 
the student profile record.

ATTUPEMIS depends on combination of the student’s calendar history and the FS effective start 
and end date ranges to determine exactly how many days the student attended during the school 
year. No attendance days accumulate for the time a student is assigned to a non-attending 
calendar.

DASL v10.1.0.14806 changed the selection of students and buildings to select only students who 
were enrolled at least one day in the school year for the building.

Select Verify/Update - Student Attendance (ATTUPEMIS). Click Next>.

Verify/Update – Student Attendance (ATTUPEMIS) Option
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Include Buildings (required) – You may select all buildings, clear all buildings, and turn individual 
buildings “on” or “off” for this process by selecting the appropriate options.

Note: The Apply Percent of Time to Days Attended and Apply Percent of Time to 
Absences columns are updated on the Sub-Calendar Maintenance.

Run Type – Select whether you want to Verify Attendance or Update Attendance for EMIS. You 
must first verify attendance data and correct any problems prior to updating. All buildings should 
be selected when running Update Attendance.

Choosing the Update option will update the attendance and absence fields on the 
Student Profile – FS-Attendance tab.

File Download Options – ATTUPEMIS generates both interactive error messages and an 
Attendance Summary Report output file. Select CSV, HTML, or TAB as your file option for the 
output file.

Submit – Run the procedure and generate the interactive error messages and submit the batch 
report that will generate the output file.

Cancel – Do not run the procedure.

Interactive Report of Error and Informational Messages

Error messages will appear on the interactive report. This interactive report also generates 
informational messages that require no correction (Student is active in more than one building so 
attendance is being calculated for all buildings. for example).

Verify/Update Student Attendance Screen
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Output File

A DASL_EMIS_EXTRACT job (as shown below) will be submitted to the Batch/Report 
Management screen. This job will generate the Attendance Summary Report output file. Once the 
Job Status is Complete, click on the job name to view the output file.

Example Interactive Report

Batch/Report Management Screen
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The Output File contains the following fields:

• Student Number

• EMISId

• DisplayName

• EffectiveDate

• EffectiveEndDate

• IRN

• Building

• DaysEnrolled

• TotalDaysAttended

• TotalExcusedAbsences

• TotalUnexcusedAbsences

• OctDaysAttended

• OctExcusedAbsences

• OctUnexcusedAbsences

• GradeLevel

• PercentOfTime

• Message

There are two sections of this report. A summary section at the beginning of the downloaded file 
(highlighted in yellow) lists a single record for every student with their total attendance information. 
A detail section at the end of the downloaded file (highlighted in green) shows each student’s FS 
record along with a summary of all FS records for that student. A student will always have at least 
two records in the detail section of the report and additional records if the student has more than 
one FS record.

Manually Added Attendance

You can manually enter attendance for non-preschool students who attend the Educational 
Service Center (ESC) and Mental Retardation/Developmentally Disabled (MRDD), as well as for 
post-secondary and non-public students who are placed at district expense. Enter manually 
added attendance information at the end of the year for Period N on the Student Profile screen, 
on the FS-Attendance tab in the Other Entity School Year: section as shown in the following figure. 
The values in the Other Entity School Year section do not change when you run ATTUPEMIS in 
update mode. Therefore, you can enter attendance values in this section at any time.

Example DASL_EMIS_EXTRACT Report
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Discipline (DISCEMIS)

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Verify/Update and Transfer – Verify/Update - Discipline 
(DISCEMIS)

Note: All districts and buildings will utilize the discipline module as the source for 
entering discipline information.

Student Discipline records report discipline incident information to EMIS for period N. Student 
discipline records report the details of a student’s infractions and actions as they relate to a 
specific incident. Other details, such as the date, infractions that occurred, discipline action taken 
against the student and duration of the punishment are also reported as part of the record. Only 
those incidents where at least one Infraction is flagged as reportable to EMIS, and the action is 
reportable to EMIS, are reported. Discipline incidents having an EMIS-reportable action code but 
not an EMIS-reportable infraction code generate errors during the verify process and are not 
included in the transfer file. Assign an EMIS-reportable infraction code to these discipline 
incidents, which causes them to be included in the transfer files after the update has completed. 
Discipline incidents having action codes that are not EMIS reportable are not reported to EMIS. 
Student discipline records are building level records. If a student attends more than one building 
within the district during a school year, the student could have records from each building he/she 
has attended. The data is to be reported by the building administering the discipline. Discipline 
records are also school year specific. Student EMIS discipline records on EMIS maintenance will 
be created by the DISCEMIS program.

If a student receives two discipline actions for the same incident, only one action may be reported 
per incident for EMIS. The DISCEMIS program will report the most severe punishment the student 
received. This is determined by the severity order as defined in the Ohio Department of 
Education’s EMIS Guide. Refer to Ohio Department of Education’s EMIS Guide for the rules for 
reporting incidents.

Infraction codes are defined in Discipline Maintenance in each school. Any infraction code with an 
EMIS code value listed in the EMIS code column becomes an EMIS-reportable infraction.

Other Entity School Year Area of FS-Standing Tab
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Each year, schools should review the codes they have defined to ensure that they are capturing 
all EMIS reportable infractions.

DISCEMIS uses the Action codes defined in Discipline Maintenance to determine which actions 
are EMIS reportable actions.

If a code has an EMIS code assigned to it, this is considered an EMIS reportable action code.

Infraction Codes Maintenance Screen

Action Codes Maintenance Screen
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Select Verify/Update - Discipline (DISCEMIS). Click Next>.

Verify/Update – Discipline (DISCEMIS) Option
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Include Buildings (required) – You may select all buildings, clear all buildings, and turn individual 
buildings “on” or “off” for this process by selecting the appropriate options.

Run Type (required) – Select whether you want to Verify or Update for EMIS. It is suggested that 
you verify first and correct any problems prior to updating. Update mode will update the Student 
Discipline Record found under EMIS Maintenance.

Number of Students Per Page (required) – Enter the number of students that you wish to appear 
on the interactive report

File Download Options
Select a File Type – Choose from CSV (.csv), HTML (.html), TAB (.txt).

Select A Download Method – Choose from Download or Email. Download will create a 
dasl_data.xls, dasl_data.csv, or dasl_data.txt file depending on the file type you choose. You may 
save this file to any location available. Email will send the selected File Type as an email 
attachment to the email address specified for this StudentInformation user.

The Downloadable report provides information as to what incidents will be updated when 
DISCEMIS is run in update mode.

Verify/Update Discipline Information Screen
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Submit – Run the procedure and generate an online report.

The online report will show students that may not be reported and the various reasons why they 
may not be reported. If necessary, these students’ discipline records can be updated and 
corrected. By clicking a student’s name the user will be taken to a pop-up screen to proceed to 
make changes to that student’s discipline record.

Caution: When Updating, this procedure will delete all Student Discipline records 
for the entire district in EMIS Maintenance. This means that if one school enters 
records manually in ProgressBook StudentInformation EMIS Maintenance, they 
must wait until after DISCEMIS has been processed in Update mode for the other 
buildings that are using the discipline incident records in StudentInformation SIS, 
to enter their manual records. Once the manual records are entered, DISCEMIS 
should not be rerun in Update mode. This is not the recommended way to 
complete reporting requirements.

The discipline sequence number generated for the report is always one except when two or more 
separate incidents occur on the same day for the same student and the same disciplinary action 
is used. In this case, the sequence number increments by one each time. For example, when two 
incidents occur on the same day for the same student but different disciplinary actions are used, 
each incident receives a disciplinary sequence number of one.

Cancel – Do not run the procedure.

Example Downloadable Report Results

Example Online Report Results
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Majority of Attendance (MAJOREMIS)

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Verify/Update and Transfer – Verify/Update - Majority of 
Attendance IRN (MAJOREMIS)

The Majority of Attendance IRN is reported at yearend. The program MAJOREMIS is run to help 
districts verify and then update the Majority of Attendance IRN field which is found under the 
Student Profile – FN-Attributes tab.

MAJOREMIS uses admission history. It uses the FS date ranges and EMIS situation changes to 
determine whether a student has been continuously enrolled. MAJOREMIS uses the dates 
specified for each grade level in the EMIS guide as the time period for determining enrollment. If 
there are any breaks in the enrollment time period recorded on the FS Date Effective records, the 
program examines each record to determine whether or not the break counts against the student 
in the calculation. Students who are taking the alternate assessment use a different ending date 
range for the time period used to calculate continuous enrollment. 

Caution: MAJOREMIS does the best that it can with the information stored in 
StudentInformation for each student to determine Majority of attendance, 
however, not all situations may be accounted for in StudentInformation. It is 
important that each district examine the values calculated for each student to 
determine whether or not it is accurate.

MAJOREMIS now takes Attendance Percentage and Sent To Reasons 1 and 2 into consideration 
when determining whether students were continuously enrolled. For students taking an alternate 
assessment, a different date range, as defined in the EMIS Manual, is to be used to determine 
continuous enrollment. To accomplish this, an ad-hoc membership group must be created of all 
students who took an alternate assessment. Then when processing MAJOREMIS, select the 
ad-hoc membership group. For any student included in this group, MAJOREMIS will use the 
alternate date range for calculation of continuous enrollment. MAJOREMIS uses the grade level 
from the most recent FD record and is aware of Count Week Overrides when calculating the 
Majority of Attendance period.
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Select Verify/Update - Majority of Attendance IRN (MAJOREMIS). Click Next>.

Verify/Update – Majority of Attendance IRN (MAJOREMIS) Option
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Include Buildings (required) – You may select Select All buildings, Clear All Buildings, and turn 
individual buildings “on” or “off” for this process by selecting on the appropriate options. When you 
run this process in update mode, you must select Select All Buildings.

Ad-Hoc Membership (required if using Alternate Assessment) – You may select an Ad-Hoc 
Membership to use in this run. If you select an Ad-Hoc Membership, the MAJOREMIS calculation 
will use the appropriate dates for students who took alternate assessment.

Note: In FY07, ODE changed the date range to be used determining Majority of 
attendance for students taking an alternate assessment. It is important that you 
define an ad-hoc membership group specifically for these students and use it 
when running MAJOREMIS.

Note: All students in the district will be included in each processing of 
MAJOREMIS. Only those students in the specified ad-hoc group will have the 
alternate date range used for their calculation.

Public And Private – Yes or No. Include public Ad-Hoc Memberships in the Ad-Hoc Membership 
drop-down menu.

Verify/Update Majority of Attendance IRN Screen
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Run Type – Select whether you want to Verify or Update for EMIS. The user may run the program 
in Verify mode for one or more buildings. It is suggested that all buildings run MAJOREMIS in 
Verify Mode to check the data prior to running the program in Update Mode. If Verify is chosen, a 
file download method must be selected. All buildings must be checked in order to run the program 
in Update mode. 

File Download Options
Select a File Type – Choose from CSV (.csv), HTML (.html), TAB (.txt).

Select A Download Method – Choose Download or Email. Download will create a dasl_data.xls, 
dasl_data.csv, or dasl_data.txt file depending on the file type you choose. You may save this file 
to any location available. Email will send the selected File Type as an email attachment to the 
email address specified for this StudentInformation user.

Submit – Run the procedure.

Cancel – Do not run the procedure.

If Run Type = Verify and a file type / download method is selected, the results will be output to the 
selected file type as follows.

Output File Fields

• Student Number

• EMIS ID

• Display Name – formatted “Last name, First name (Nickname)”

• Building IRN

• Building Code

• State Equivalent Grade Level

• Taking Alternate Assessment

• Majority of Attendance IRN

• Match Type ID

1.The student is continuously enrolled in the district during the MOA enrollment time period 
(i.e. does not withdraw) and the Attending Building IRN does not change. Attending 
Building IRN.

2.The student is continuously enrolled in the district during the MOA enrollment time period 
(i.e. does not withdraw) but the Attending Building IRN changes. District IRN.

3.All other situations “******”.

Example Verify Majority of Attendance Results
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Review District EMIS Runs (CHECK_EMIS)

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Verify/Update and Transfer – Verify - Review District EMIS Run 
Requests (CHECK_EMIS)

CHECK_EMIS is a program that allows the EMIS coordinator, or ITC staff to monitor the EMIS 
processes and transfers that need to be completed for each reporting period. When programs are 
processed multiple times, it is sometimes hard to keep track whether all the proper steps have 
been taken or not. And when districts place the responsibility of running some of these EMIS 
processes at the building level, it helps to have a tool that shows the history of these processes, 
when they were run and who ran the process. There are times when a process maybe be run too 
early for the reporting cycle, or has not been processed by all buildings within the district. 
CHECK_EMIS assists the user by providing the needed history.

It is also helpful to make sure that all the necessary transfers for state reporting were performed 
after an update process was run.

Note: There is a separate Review District EMIS Run Requests for Graduate 
Report Period (G). Please see Section 3) Graduate Reporting Period (G) for more 
information.

CHECK_EMIS can be processed at any time during the reporting period and will help with the 
following:

• School EMIS personnel will be able to view the programs they must run and the status of 
those programs for the current reporting period.

• District EMIS Coordinators will be able to monitor the programs that must be run by all 
schools in the district and the status of those programs for each school for the current 
reporting period.

• ITC staff will be able to view the programs that must be run by each district in the ITC and 
each school in each district and the status of those programs for each district and school 
for the current reporting period.

• User will be able to view just the programs that have been run or run too soon.

• User will be able to view just the programs that still must be run.

• CHECK_EMIS will be able to provide historical information to identify the user that 
executed a specific instance of a program.

• CHECK_EMIS will be able to provide historical information to identify the version number 
of each program execution.

• CHECK_EMIS will be able to provide historical information to identify the date/time each 
program execution was performed.

• CHECK_EMIS will be able to provide historical information to identify the mode 
(Verify/Update) that each execution of a specific program performed.

• Application will provide a list of all required programs that have not been run for any 
district or building within a ITC.
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• Select Verify Review District EMIS Run Requests (CHECK_EMIS).

• Click Next>.

Verify – Review District EMIS Run 
Requests (CHECK_EMIS) Option
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District (required) – You may select all buildings, clear all buildings, and turn individual buildings 
“on” or “off” for this process by selecting the appropriate options.

Run Options (required) – There are a number of options for how the user would like to run 
CHECK_EMIS. Choose Not Run, Already Run, or History.

Include the Following Potential Problems (optional) – Choose one or more potential problems 
to be highlighted.

The Verification Not Run option shows any process for the selected reporting period that where 
the program has not been processed in Verify mode.

The Update Not Run option shows any process for the selected reporting period where the 
process has not been run in Update mode.

The Transfer Not Run option will indicate any transfer that has not been processed to transfer 
EMIS records from StudentInformation to State EMIS

The Transfer Not Run After Update will indicate any transfer where the Update process that 
creates the records has been run, however, those new records have not yet been transferred to 
the data collector for processing and submission to the Ohio Department of Education.

The Run Too Early will show programs that were run, but prior to when they should be run.

Exclude Runs Prior To (optional) – Enter a date to exclude programs that were run prior to a 
specific date.

Review District EMIS Run Requests Screen
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Submit – Run the procedure and generate an online report. 

Cancel – Do not run the procedure.

Sample Report for History Option

Example History Option Results
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Sample Report for Not Run Option

Example Not Run Option Results
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Sample Report for Already Run Option

Assessment

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Verify/Update and Transfer – Verify - Student Assessment

The following student assessment records are stored and maintained under SIS – Student – 
Assessment:

• Achievement

• Ohio Graduation Test (OGT)

• KRA-L

• OTELA

• Preschool ECO

• Preschool GGG 

• Preschool ASQ/SE

• Preschool Assessment (not available on EMIS-Verify Student Assessment)

• CTE Industry Assessment (not available on EMIS-Verify Student Assessment)

• CTE Student Assessment (OCTCA) (not available on EMIS-Verify Student Assessment)

The user may run a verification process on these records, as shown in the image below. The 
verification process checks to make sure that students have the required records to be reported. 
It also checks for some error conditions. Please note that Proficiency assessments will no longer 
be verified and reported in FY10 and beyond.

Example Already Run Option Results
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Select Verify Student Assessment. Click Next>.

Verify – Student Assessment Option

Verify Assessment Screen
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Include Buildings (required) – You may select all buildings, clear all buildings, and turn individual 
buildings “on” or “off” for this process by selecting the appropriate options.

Test Type – Select Student Achievement, Student Ohio Graduation Test, Kindergarten 
Readiness Assessment (KRA-L), OTELA, Preschool ECO, Preschool GGG and Preschool 
ASQ/SE.

Verify – Run the Verify procedure. 

Cancel – Do not run the procedure.

Once the user clicks Verify, a report will be generated with any validation errors – invalid options 

found on the records. For example, if a student is showing as being in 3rd grade at the time of the 

4th grade Achievement test, an error message (Student Grade Level at time of test has an invalid 
option specified: 03()). will be generated.

Note: Once the user is ready, the Assessment records must be transferred to the 
data collector for processing and submission to the Ohio Department of 
Education.

Starting in period N of FY12, all assessment records are transferred in one file using the 
Transfer – Student Assessment (FA) option.

The Assessment Error Resolution v12.0.0 document is available to explain the various warning 
and error messages. It is available with the StudentInformation Procedural Checklists under the 
EMIS section.

Example Verify Assessment Results
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Student Assessment Transfer (FA)
Navigation: Home – EMIS – Verify/Update and Transfer – Transfer EMIS Data

The Student Assessment (FA) Transfer reports the following assessment records for a district 
when run in the indicated reporting periods:

• Student Achievement Assessment (GA) (Period N)

• Ohio Test of English Language Acquisition (GF) (Period N)

• Student Ohio Graduation Test (GX) (Periods N and G)

• Student Preschool ASQ/SE Assessment (GS) (Periods K and N)

• Student Kindergarten Readiness Assessment – Literacy (GO) (Period K)

• Student Preschool GGG Assessment (GB) (Periods K and N)

• Student Preschool ECO Assessment (GM) (Periods K and N)

• Student CTE Industry Assessment (GU) (Period N)

• CTE Student Assessment (GY) (Period N)

• ACT Assessment (Period N)

• AP Exam (Period N)

• SAT Assessment (Period N)

• International Baccalaureate (IB) Assessment (Period N)
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Assessment records are listed in the transfer file in the following format:

• Sort Type

• Fiscal Year

• Reporting Period

• District IRN

• EMIS Student ID

• Assessment Type

• Test Grade Level

• Assessment Area

• Test Date

• Required Test Type

• Grade Level at Time of Test

• Accommodations

• Score Not Reported

• Score

Transfer – Student Assessment (FA) Option
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KRA-L

All student Kindergarten Readiness Assessment (KRA-L) records for a district are transferred.

Kindergarten Readiness Assessment Transfer Rules

• KRA-L is only reported for Reporting Period K.

• If the student has more than one KRA-L record, only the record with the earliest test date 
for each test part will be included.

• If the student has a retained status of “1” on his student EMIS record, the KRA-L record 
will not be included in the transfer file.

• KRA-L has to be administered to students no earlier than four weeks prior to the first day 
of school and no later than the first day of October. Only records within the date range of 
July 1 – October 1 will be transferred.

• If the FD State Equivalent Grade Level field is set to “KG”, the student will be included in 
the K-RAL EMIS Transfer.

OAA

All Student Achievement (OAA) records for a district are transferred.

Ohio Achievement Assessment (OAA) Transfer Rules

• The OAA is only reported during Period N and will only be included in the FA Assessment 
transfer file during Period N.

• All records will be transferred (even if there are records for spring and fall) with test dates 
that fall during the school year.

• If there are duplicate records for the same test date and test part, the transfer will use the 
assessment record with the most recent Modified Date.

• Because accelerated placement, it is possible that records for a test grade level may exist 

beyond grade 08. If a student is accelerated to the 9th grade for math, a 9th grade 

achievement test record must be reported, even though there is no actual 9th grade 
achievement test. Valid test grade levels are 03, 04, 05, 06, 07, 08, 09, 10, 11 and 12.

• The scaled score in the GA record is reported as the score when the required test type is 
set to STR.

• The raw score in the GA record is reported as the score when the required test type is set 
to ALT.

OTELA

All OTELA records for a district are transferred.

Ohio Test of English Language Acquisition (OTELA) Transfer Rules

• This process currently uses the same transfer logic as the Student Achievement (OAA) 
Transfer.

• OTELA is only taken once per year. Only one record is to be submitted by the district that 
administers the OTELA test.

• OTELA scores must be right-justified and require leading zeroes.
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OGT

All Period N Ohio Graduation Test (OGT) records for a district are transferred.

Note: OGT Transfers for Graduate Reporting Period (G) are available under the 
EMIS – Graduate Reporting Period (G) Menu. See “Graduate Reporting Period 
(G)”  for more information.

Period N - Student Ohio Graduation Test (OGT) Transfer Rules

StudentInformation transfers OGT files based on the following:

• Student’s primary building enrollment for StudentInformation logic

• Student’s EMIS records effective on 6/30 of current school year

• The Report To EMIS flag is set to true for the student

• Student’s EMIS Grade Level/State Equivalent Grade Level = 10, 11, 12, 13 or 23

Records to send:

• Current School Year Records must have a testing date between June 1 of the prior year 
and May 31 of the current year. All records with testing dates in this date range are sent.

• Prior School Year OGT records will no longer be included in the transfer of OGT 
assessment records.

• Students should have at least 1 record for each of the 5 test parts not passed during an 
earlier school year, but may have more if the student took the test part more than once 
during the current school year.

• Only OGT records for the current school are transferred. OGT records for JVS students 
are transferred if the student is directly enrolled in the JVS in context when this feature is 
used.

As of DASL 10.4.0, the OGT EMIS Transfer will include any records marked for re-reporting for 
the Fiscal Year in Period G. This “Re-report Time Period” field is found on the SIS – Student – 
Assessment – OGT screen.

Other rules:

• The scaled score in the GX record is reported as the score when the required test type is 
set to STR.

• The raw score in the GX record is reported as the score when the required test type is set 
to ALT.

Preschool ASQ/SE

All Student Preschool ASQ/SE records for a district are transferred.

Student Preschool ASQ/SE Transfer Rules

Preschool ASQ/SE records are transferred for Reporting Period K and N.
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Reporting Period K

• All Preschool ASQ/SE records taken between July 1 and December 1 (inclusive) will be 
transferred for all students that have an FD record indicating disability between 7/1 and 
12/1. If the date is prior to July 1, only records with test level element value = 30 will be 
transferred.

 If the student was enrolled last year, the most recent score inside these dates will be 
reported.

 If the student was not enrolled last year, the first score within these dates will be 
reported.

• Preschool students ages three through five (as of December 1) with disabilities and any 
of the following conditions that must report an ASQ/SE record:

 Enrolled in a preschool Special Education center based program

 Receiving itinerate worker services

 Receiving only Special Education services

 Enrolled in a state funded Early Childhood Education (ECE) program

• Preschool students without disabilities enrolled in an ECE program are required to report 
an ASQ/SE record during period K if the student was enrolled for one or more days 
between the first day of school and December 1.

• Typically-developing preschool students that are enrolled in the Special Education 
program and are being counted as eligible under the district’s ECE program are reporting 
ASQ/SE records.

Reporting Period N

• Reporting Period N – All Preschool ASQ/SE records taken between December 2 and 
May 15 (inclusive) will be transferred with the following conditions:

 If the student has score for period K (July 1 – December 1 of this school year), the 
most recent score will be reported.

 If the student has no scores reported for K, the earliest score will be reported.

• Preschool students ages three through five (as of end of school year) with disabilities and 
any of the following conditions that must report an ASQ/SE record:

 Enrolled in a preschool Special Education center based program

 Receiving itinerate worker services

 Receiving only Special Education services

 Enrolled in a state funded Early Childhood Education (ECE) program

• Preschool students without disabilities enrolled in an ECE program are required to report 
an ASQ/SE record during period K if the student was enrolled for one or more days 
between the end of period K and the end of the school year (How Received value = E).
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Preschool (GGG)

All Student Preschool Assessment (GGG) records for a district are transferred.

Student Preschool Assessment Transfer Rules

• Preschool records are transferred for Reporting Period K and N.

• Reporting Period K – Transfer all Preschool records dated from the first day of school 
through November 14 (inclusive). 

• Reporting Period N – Transfer all Preschool records dated from March 23 through May 1 
(inclusive).

• If a student has multiple fall or spring results for any test part, only records with the 
earliest test date on the assessment record will be included in the transfer file.

• Preschool (GGG) scores must be right justified with leading zeros.

Preschool ECO

All Student Preschool ECO records for a district are transferred.

Student Preschool ECO Assessment Transfer Rules

• Records are required only for Preschool students with a disability condition not = “**”. 
Preschool students with a disability = “**” may have a record, but their results are not 
reported to EMIS.

• Any Preschool student with a disability condition other than “**” enrolled for one or more 
days between the first day of the district’s October count week and December 1 will be 
required to have a test record reported in October. Likewise, if a preschool child with a 
disability condition other than “**” is enrolled one or more days after December 1, a test 
record will be reported during the period N Yearend Reporting Period.

 If a child is enrolled for one or more days between the first day of the district’s count 
week and December 1, the student’s assessment record will be included in the 
transfer file for Reporting Period K.

 If a child is enrolled one or more days after December 1, a test record will be reported 
during the June period N Reporting Period. 

 If multiple test records exist between the time period of July 1 and December 1, the 
following applies for records to be included in the transfer file:

• For a student enrolled starting in FY09, report only the first set of scores in the 
transfer file.

• For a child enrolled the previous year, report the score from the most recent 
assessment (or last score) as of December 1.

 If the assessment is given multiple times between December 2 and year end, the 
following applies:

• For a student enrolled starting in FY09, report only the first set of scores.

• For a student enrolled prior to December 2 who has fall scores reported in the 
October (K) reporting period, report the final score as of May 15.

• If a student was withdrawn and then re-enrolled during the school year, report an ECO 
score during reporting period N.

• Students are excluded if they were withdrawn before the first day of school.
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CTE Industry

• All Student CTE Industry records for a district are transferred.

• A student must have a CTE Program of Concentration Area other than “**” for Period N 
for the CTE Industry Assessment to be included in the FA Assessment transfer.

CTE Industry Transfer Rules

• When multiple CTE Industry Assessment records exist for the same assessment code, 
the latest record is transferred. 

• All transferred CTE Industry Assessment records are given a test date of January 1.

CTE Student

All CTE Student records for a district are transferred. 

CTE Student Transfer Rules

• CTE Technical Score and CTE Teaching Professions Portfolio Score field values are 
reported as separate records in the FA transfer file. CTE Technical Scores are reported 
as a separate record with the correct assessment code. CTE Teaching Professions 
Portfolio Scores are reported as a separate records with an assessment code of 14TP. 

• If the Reason Portfolio Score not Reported value is set to F, a separate FA record with an 
assessment code of 14TP and portfolio score of *** is included in the transfer. 

• When multiple CTE Student Assessment (OCTCA) records exist for the same 
assessment code, the latest record is transferred. 

• All transferred CTE Student Assessment records are given a test date of January 1.

ACT

All Period N ACT records for a district are transferred.

ACT Transfer Rules

• The following subjects are included: 

• Reading

• Mathematics

• Writing

• English

• Science

• Subscores are not included.
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AP

All Period N AP records for a district are transferred.

AP Transfer Rules

• Only May test dates are included in the transfer.

• Past scores for the following subjects are excluded: 

• Computer Science AB

• French Literature

• Latin Literature

• Latin: Vergil

• MT AURAL Component Subscore

• MT Nonaural Component Subscore

• Physics C

• Studio Art

SAT

All Period N SAT records for a district are transferred.

SAT Transfer Rules

• The following subjects are included: 

• Reading

• Writing

• Math

• Subscores are not included.

Student Acceleration Transfer (FB)
Navigation: Home – EMIS – Verify/Update and Transfer – Transfer EMIS Data

This process will transfer all Student Acceleration records for a district.

Student Acceleration Transfer Rules

• Student Acceleration records are transferred for Reporting Period N.

• Only one record per assessment area can be transferred per year.

The following Acceleration options are available:

• Writing

• Math

• Science

• Reading

• Social Studies
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Assessment Transfer – Student Proficiency
Navigation: Home – EMIS – Verify/Update and Transfer – Transfer EMIS Data

This process will transfer all Student Proficiency records for a district.

IMPORTANT! This Transfer is no longer valid for FY10 and forward.

Transfer – Student Acceleration (FB) Option
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Non-Reportable Students

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Verify/Update and Transfer – Verify - Non-Reportable Students

The user may run a verification process to find any students not marked “Report to EMIS” and to 
verify or mark these students.

Select Verify - Non-Reportable Students. Click Next>.

Include Buildings (required) – You may select all buildings, clear all buildings, and turn individual 
buildings “on” or “off” for this process by selecting the appropriate options.

Verify – Non-Reportable Students Option

Verify Non-Reportable Students Screen
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Verify – Run the Verify procedure.

Cancel – Do not run the procedure.

Once the user clicks Verify, a report will be generated with any students not marked as “Report 
to EMIS”.

Report to EMIS – Check this box to mark this student as “Report to EMIS”.

Select all students – Check this box to mark all students as “Report to EMIS”.

Student Name – Click on a student’s name to edit that student’s profile in a new window.

Save Report to EMIS – Click this button to save any changes you made to the students’ “Report 
to EMIS” status. You will see a confirmation message:

Reportable Courses

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Verify/Update and Transfer – Verify - Reportable Courses

The user may run a verification process to find any courses marked or not marked “Report to 
EMIS”, and verify or mark/unmark these courses.

1. Select Verify/Update DASL EMIS in the Request type tab.

2. Click Next>.

Example Verify Non-Reportable Students Screen

Request Type Tab on EMIS – Verify/Update 
and Transfer Screen
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3. Select Verify – Reportable Courses.

4. Click Next>.

Include Buildings (required) – You may select all buildings, clear all buildings, and turn individual 
buildings “on” or “off” for this process by selecting the appropriate options.

Course Type – Select All Courses, Only Reportable Courses, or Only Non-Reportable Courses.

Verify – Run the Verify procedure.

Cancel – Do not run the procedure.

Once the user clicks Verify, a report will be generated listing any courses of the selected type.

Program Selection Tab on EMIS – Verify/Update DASL EMIS 
Screen

Verify Reportable Courses Screen
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Report to EMIS – Check this box to mark this course as “Report to EMIS”.

Select all courses – Check this box to mark all courses listed as “Report to EMIS”.

 – Click on a course code to edit that course record in a new window.

Save Report to EMIS – Click this button to save any changes you made to the classes’ “Report 
to EMIS” status. You will see a confirmation message:

Student Special Education Events and
Student Special Education Graduation Requirement (FE)

Verify – Student Special Education and Student Special Education 
Graduation Requirement
Navigation: Home – EMIS – Verify/Update and Transfer – Verify - Student Special Education

The user may run a verification process on student Special Education events and Student 
Special Education Graduation Requirements. Special Education status and records will be 
evaluated during the verification process for the following students:

• All students who have a student annual record in the current school year and one of the 
selected schools.

• All students whose live EMIS record is marked as Report to EMIS.

• All students with events that fall within the proper date range regardless of whether or not 
the students have a disability condition.

To run the Student Special Education verification process, click Verify - Student Special 
Education on the EMIS - Verify/Update DASL EMIS screen, and then click Next>.

Example Verify Reportable Courses Results
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The Verify Special Education screen displays.

Include Buildings (required) – You may select all buildings, clear all buildings and turn individual 
buildings on or off for this process by selecting the appropriate options.

Verify – Student Special Education Option

Verify Special Education Screen
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Run Date (required) – Minimum date allowed is June 1 of the school year. Maximum date allowed 
is May 31 of the fiscal year. The date will default to today’s date. If you are running Verify Special 
Education for a specific reporting period, such as Period K, populate the Run Date with the last 
reportable date for that period. For reporting period K, the last reportable date would be 12/1/XX 
(current school year).

Number of Students Per Page (required) – Enter the number of students that you wish to appear 
on the online interactive report.

Download File – Choose to include Verification messages, Student Special Ed Events or Student 
Special Ed Grad Reg in a download file. 

Event Range (required if Student Special Ed Events is chosen as the Download File) – If Student 
Special Ed Events is chosen for the Download File, enter the date range for those Student Special 
Ed Events. This field does not display if Verification Messages or Student Special Ed. Grad. Req. 
selections are chosen as the Download File. 

Note: The event range filters on the Event Date, not the Start Date or End Date of 
the Special Education Event.

File Download Options
Select a File Type – Choose CSV (.csv), HTML (.html) or TAB (.txt). This will generate an output 
file with either the Verification Messages, Student Special Ed Events or Student Special Education 
Graduation Requirements in addition to the online interactive report.

Select A Download Method – Choose Download or Email. Download will create a 
dasl_data.html, dasl_data.csv or dasl_data.txt file depending on the file type you choose. You 
may save this file to any location available. Email will send the selected File Type as an e-mail 
attachment to the e-mail address specified for this StudentInformation user.

Submit – Run the procedure and display the results on the screen and optionally generate a 
download file if chosen.

Cancel – Do not run the procedure.

The data will display on the screen. By clicking on a student’s name on the screen’s error listing, 
the user will be taken to the Special Education screen for that student so that the error can be 
corrected.

Warning messages include:

• A Special Education event is required when student has handicap condition.

• Special Education Event is missing the date.

• Date Type is missing or is invalid.

• OutComeID is missing or is invalid.

• Non-Compliance ID is missing or is invalid.

• No matching special education event for a graduation exemption requirement record.

• An active special education event is required when student has a disability condition.

• Student has an event record with date type {RETR, IETR or TETR} and no disability 
condition.
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Click  to add the appropriate Special Education Event for that student. You will be 
taken to SIS – Student – Special Education – Special Education screen for that student so the 
errors can be fixed.

File Outputs
If a download file is generated, the following file layouts are used:

Verification Messages (sorted by Building ascending, Last Name/First Name ascending):

• Student Last Name, Student First Name

• EMIS ID

• Student Number

• Building

• IRN

• Verification Message

• Grade Level.

Example Verify Special Education Results
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Student Special Education Events (sorted by Building ascending, Last Name/First Name 
ascending, Event Date ascending):

• IRN Attending Building

• Building

• School Name

• First Name

• Middle Name

• Last Name

• Student Number

• EMIS ID

• Date

• Date Indicator

• Outcome ID

• Noncompliance ID

• Description

• Outcome Begin Date

• Outcome End Date

• IEP Test Type

• Secondary Planning

• Grade Level.

Student Special Education Graduation Requirements:

• IRN Attending Building

• Building

• School Name

• First Name

• Middle Name

• Last Name

• Student Number

• EMIS ID

• Fiscal Year

• Reporting Period

• District IRN

• IEP Date Type

• IEP Date

• Assessment Area

• Exemption Flag

• Grade Level.
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Transfer - Student Special Education (GE)
Navigation: Home – EMIS – Verify/Update and Transfer – Transfer - Student Special 
Education

StudentInformation generates a Student Special Education (GE) record for students who have 
Special Education events regardless of whether or not the student has a disability condition based 
on the following conditions:

• For non-public students with events June 1 through December 1 in Period K or June 1 
through May 31 in Period N.

• For newly enrolled students in the current school year and will include events dating back 
to September 1 of the previous school year.

The student’s Report to EMIS flag must be checked on the Student Profile – General tab.

Special Education events are not transferred for non-public students who receive services only 
(Situation 12, 139 and 123). Use EMIS Situation 407 for non-public students receiving services 
only and create a valid Date Type event. These special education events will transfer.

Special Education events are included for newly enrolled students in the current school year from 
July 1 of the previous school year through the last date of the current reporting period.

All Special Education events for Preschool students are included in the transfer, even events from 
prior year(s) up to and including event dates through the last date of the current reporting period.

Note: For the following Event and Outcome situations, the Special Education 
record Transfer will copy the Event Date to both the Outcome Begin Date and the 
Outcome End Date in the record:

• IEP events with Outcome IDs IENS, IEPR, and IEDP

• RIEP events with Outcome IDs IENS, IEPR, IEDP, and IEEX

• TIEP events with Outcome IDs IENS, IEPR, and IEDP

• AIEP events with Outcome IDs IENS, IEPR, and IEDP

• RISP events with Outcome IDs IENS, IEPR, and IEDP

• IISP events with Outcome IDs IENS, IEPR, and IEDP

Transfer – Student Special Ed Graduation Requirement (FE)
Navigation: Home – EMIS – Verify/Update and Transfer – Transfer - Student Special Ed 
Graduation Requirement

StudentInformation generates the Student Special Education Graduation Requirement record 
(FE) for students with a Special Education Graduation Requirement record. The FE records that 
are transferred depend on the reporting period for which the transfer is run as described below:

• For Period K, the most recent record per assessment area on or before December 1 is 
transferred.

• For Period N, the most recent record per assessment area is transferred.
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Student Gifted Records

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Verify/Update and Transfer – Verify - Student Gifted Records

The Gifted transfer will create a transfer file to take the gifted records from StudentInformation to 
the data collector for processing and submission to the Ohio Department of Education. Gifted 
records will only be transferred for those students in grades KG through 12 that have an FTE 
greater than 0. The exception to this is students who are attending elsewhere full time at a JVS, 
ESC, or post secondary institution, MRDD students, autism scholarship program students, and 
non-public at district expense students.

Note: The Gifted Transfer allows student gifted records to be transferred for any 
EMIS reporting period.

Select Verify – Student Gifted Records. Click Next>.

Verify – Student Gifted Records Option
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Include Buildings (required) – You may select all buildings, clear all buildings, and turn individual 
buildings “on” or “off” for this process by selecting the appropriate options.

Verify - Will display the default Gifted Rule that applies to each grade level in each building 
selected for verification and the number of students affected. This can be used to verify that the 
necessary default Gifted Rules are defined for each grade level.

Verify Student Gifted Screen

Example Verify Student Gifted Results
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Navigation: Home – EMIS – Graduate Reporting Period (G)

The purpose of this reporting period is to report details about graduating students, both regular 
graduates (previously reported in Period N) and summer graduates (previously reported in the 
following year’s Period K).

The reporting window for Period G is late May through mid November in the following school year. 
This window overlaps all of Period N and much of the following year’s Period K. Because of this, 
a specific Period G that can be set to live will not be implemented in StudentInformation. 
Users will be able to perform the maintenance, verify, update and transfer tasks for Period 
G independent of the Period that is currently live. However, the correct school year must be 
in context to perform these tasks correctly. So for this first reporting of Period G data the 08-09 
school year must be in context as this data is for Period 09G.

The following details are reported for each graduating student in Period G:

• Demographics (GI record)

• Graduate Attributes (a limited subset of fields on the FN record) - Mostly data that is only 
reported once upon a student graduating. This data will be entered on the Student 
Profile – FN-Graduate tab which is not school year or reporting period specific, as some 

data items may start being collected as early as the 7th grade.

• Student Graduation-CORE Summary Records (GC record) - New records providing a 
student’s total credits by CORE Subject Area that have been accumulated over the years 
to qualify for graduation.

• Ohio Graduation Test (OGT) (FA record) - Reported for students who took an OGT test 
during summer and qualified for graduation (i.e. certain summer graduates).

There is now a new option under the EMIS Menu for Graduate Reporting Period (G).

The Graduate Reporting Period (G) menu contains the verify, update and transfer processes for 
Period G. All verification and transfers will be performed from this menu for the school year in 
context. Please note that this may require that you change the school year in context once you 
have set your live period to the new school year. For example, if your live period is Period K in 
FY11-12, you will need to change your school year to FY10-11 for Graduate Reporting Period (G) 
verification and transfers.

Graduate Reporting Period (G) Menu Option
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Student Ohio Graduation Test Verify and Transfer

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Graduate Reporting Period (G) – Verify Update/Transfer 
Period (G) – Verify/Update DASL EMIS (G) – Verify - Student Ohio Graduation Test

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Graduate Reporting Period (G) – Verify Update/Transfer 
Period (G) – Transfer EMIS Data (G) – Transfer - Student Ohio Graduation Test

The summer OGT scores for summer graduates are now submitted in Period G. They are no 
longer submitted in Period K. 

FY09 Period G OGT Verify and Transfer Changes

For students who are summer graduates (i.e. Withdraw Reason = 99 and Withdraw Date between 
July 1 in the following fiscal year and the day before the first day of school in the next fiscal year), 
any OGT records with a Test Date after June 1 need to be verified and transferred in Period G. 

FY10 Period K OGT Verify and Transfer Changes

The summer OGT records for summer graduates (i.e. Withdraw Reason = 99 and Withdraw Date 
between July 1 in the following fiscal year and the day before the first day of school in the following 
fiscal year) are no longer transferred in Period K.

Period G – Student Ohio Graduation Test (OGT) Transfer Rules

Students whose OGT records are included in the transfer:

• Student must also have an enrollment in the next school year (within the district) and 
student must have a district withdrawal date between July 1 of the fiscal year and the day 
before the earliest first day of any school enrollments next year (this is found by looking at 
the student’s next school year enrollments and looking at the first day of the master 
calendar).

• The student’s withdrawal reason must be 99.

Records to Send:

• Only those OGT test records with a summer test date will be included for summer 
graduates.

Graduate Reporting Period (G) Menu
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Note: The OGT assessment transfer process for period G ONLY includes 
summer OGT test results for Summer graduates.  All other OGT test results for 
seniors who had passed all parts as of the end of the school year were reported in 
period 09N.  ODE requested that for period G, we only report the test records for 
those parts taken in the summer that resulted in a student graduating over the 
summer as ODE has all their prior test results already on file.

Note: The transfer file format for the OGT records has been updated to the FA 
Assessment Record format.

The Verify - Student Ohio Graduation Test option is located in the following path: EMIS – Graduate 
Reporting Period (G) – Verify Update/Transfer Period (G). On the EMIS - Verify/Update and 
Transfer Period (G) screen, select Verify/Update DASL EMIS (G), and then click Next.

The Transfer - Student Ohio Graduation Test option is located in the following path: EMIS – 
Graduate Reporting Period (G) – Verify Update/Transfer Period (G). On the EMIS - Verify/Update 
and Transfer Period (G) screen, select Transfer EMIS Data (G), and then click Next.

Verify - Student Ohio Graduation Test Option

Transfer - Student Ohio Graduation Test Option
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Verify

Include Buildings (required) – You may select all buildings, clear all buildings, and turn individual 
buildings “on” or “off” for this process by selecting the appropriate options. You must select at least 
one building.

Verify – Run the verification as selected.

Caution: The Graduate/Summer OGT Verify process currently is not functional 
and does not verify Graduate/Summer OGT results.

Cancel – Do not run the verification.

Transfer

Graduate/Summer OGT Verify Screen

Transfer - Student Ohio Graduation Test Option
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Select all Transfers – Selects all transfer programs for Period G. To create the transfer file for 
student OGT scores in Period G, you must at least select Transfer - Student Ohio Graduation 
Test.

Transfer Type (required) – Choose one of the following options:

• Flat file transfer – Creates a flat file for use with the Data Collector and manually moves 
that file into the Data Collector.

• Flat file transfer for Data Collector – Creates a flat file for use with the Data Collector 
and stores it in a subdirectory named with the district’s unique district code. Please 
contact your ITC or see the appropriate Reporting Period Checklist if you are not sure 
which Transfer Type should be collected.

Flat files created by the “Flat file transfer” and “Flat file transfer for Data Collector” option are 
named in the convention “[District Code]_[YearEMISReportingPeriod]_[Date Time Stamp].txt.” An 
example flat file name is ASHC_11N_2011-02-15-11-58-57.txt.

<Back – Return to the EMIS - Verify/Update and Transfer Period (G) screen.

Submit – Process the transfer.

Cancel – Cancel this transfer.  

Graduate CORE Summary Verify/Update and Transfer

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Graduate Reporting Period (G) – Verify Update/Transfer 
Period (G) – Verify/Update - Student Graduate CORE Summary

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Graduate Reporting Period (G) – Verify Update/Transfer 
Period (G) – Transfer EMIS Data (G) – Transfer - Graduate CORE Summary

Students to be included in the Verify and Update processes in Period G are those students that 
were enrolled at any point during the current school year and graduated; this includes both regular 
and summer graduates. Specifically these student’s latest FS record (regardless of school year 
will have a District Withdraw Reason = “99” and a Withdraw Date that is between the first day of 
school in the current school year and the day before the first day of school in the next school year. 
For example, this time period might extend from around 8/28/XX (first day of school in the current 
school year) to somewhere around 8/26/XX (day before the first day of school in the new school 
year). The exact dates will vary by district and building.

The Verify screen will allow the user to:

• Choose which schools to verify.

• Choose either to verify Course records (Course Groups are not verified) or Student 
Records.

• Choose which School Years to verify (only an option when verifying courses).

The Update process will create an EMIS CORE Summary Record for Period G for each 
graduating student. This is done by summing the earned credits by CORE Subject Area, for each 
student, from both:

• Manually Entered Courses where Is High School Credit is selected.

• Course section assignments for students where the course has Is High School Credit is 
selected, for all school years.
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If a Manually Entered Course record or Course Section Assignment for a course is found that has 
“Is High School Credit” is checked, but no CORE Subject Area, then the course credit will not be 
included in the summary.

Prior to running these verification and transfers, the Bulk Update Course Core Subject Area and 
Bulk Update Manual Course Core Subj Area processes should have been run as needed. These 
two Ad-Hoc Updates will allow the user to update the CORE Subject Area on courses and 
manually entered course records. See the Step by Step Checklists for these processes for more 
information.

The Verify/Update - Graduate Core Summary option is located in the following path: EMIS – 
Graduate Reporting Period (G) – Verify Update/Transfer Period (G). On the EMIS - Verify/Update 
DASL EMIS Period (G) screen, select Verify/Update DASL EMIS (G), and then click Next.

The Transfer - Graduate Core Summary option is located in the following path: EMIS – Graduate 
Reporting Period (G) – Verify Update/Transfer Period (G). On the EMIS - Verify/Update DASL 
EMIS Period (G) screen, select Transfer EMIS Data (G), and then click Next.

Verify/Update Graduate CORE Summary

Transfer - Student Graduate CORE Summary Option
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Course Verify

Include Buildings (required) – You may select all buildings, clear all buildings, and turn individual 
buildings “on” or “off” for this process by selecting the appropriate options. You must select at least 
one building. In almost all cases, only the High School Building will be included.

Run Type (required) – Choose to run in Verify mode (course or student) or in Update mode.

Number of Courses/Students Per Page (required) – Enter the number of students or courses to 
display per page. The default value is 10.

Verify Mode (required) – If verifying courses, select Course Verify.

School Years To Verify (optional) – The Course Verify will automatically perform the verifications 
for all courses within in the context school year. To verify additional school years, move the 
appropriate year(s) from the School Years side of the dual select box to the School Years to Verify.

Verify – Run the verification as selected.

Course Verify Option on Graduate CORE Summary Verify/Update Screen
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Click on a school year to go to the Courses screen in that School Year where you can correct the 
error or review the warning. The error message is preceded by an error code that signifies the 
record type, error number, error type, and error message. Course Groups do not require a CORE 
Subject Area, although the courses inside the course group may require a CORE Subject Area.

Example: GC01E above indicates:

• GC – Record Type

• 01 – Error Number

• E – Error; W = Warning

• Error Message – “CORE Subject Area not specified”

Cancel – Do not run the verification.

Example Course Verify Results
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Student Verify

Include Buildings (required) – You may select all buildings, clear all buildings, and turn individual 
buildings “on” or “off” for this process by selecting the appropriate options. You must select at least 
one building.

Run Type (required) - Choose to run in Verify mode (course or student) or in Update mode.

Number of Courses/Students Per Page (required) – Enter the number of students or courses to 
display per page. The default value is 10.

Verify Mode (required) – If verifying students, select Student Verify.

Verify – Run the verification as selected.

Click on a manually entered course link to go to the Manually Entered Courses screen in that 
school year where you can correct the error or review the warning. The error message is preceded 
by an error code that signifies the record type, error number, error type, and error message.

Student Verify Option on Graduate CORE Summary Verify/Update Screen

Example Student Verify Results
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Example: GC10E above indicates:

• GC – Record Type

• 10 – Error Number

• E – Error; W = Warning

• Error Message – “CORE Subject Area not specified”

Cancel – Do not run the verification.

Transfer

Select all Transfers – Selects all transfer programs for Period G. To create the transfer file for 
Period G Student Graduate CORE Summary, you must at least select Transfer - Student 
Graduate CORE Summary.

Transfer Type (required) – Choose one of the following options:

• Flat file transfer – Creates a flat file for use with the Data Collector and manually moves 
that file into the Data Collector.

• Flat file transfer for Data Collector – Creates a flat file for use with the Data Collector 
and stores it in a subdirectory named with the district’s unique district code. Please 
contact your ITC or see the appropriate Reporting Period Checklist if you are not sure 
which Transfer Type should be collected.

Flat files created by the Flat file transfer and Flat file transfer for Data Collector options are named 
in the convention “[District Code]_[YearEMISReportingPeriod]_[Date Time Stamp].txt.” An 
example flat file name is ASHC_11N_2011-02-15-11-58-57.txt.

<Back – Return to the EMIS - Verify/Update and Transfer Period (G) screen.

Submit – Process the transfer.

Cancel – Cancel this transfer.

Transfer - Student Graduate Core Summary Option
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Student Graduation – Core Summary Record (GC) Layout

Number Position Name PIC/Size

GC001 1-8 Filler PIC 9 (8)

GC010 9-10 Sort Type (always “GC”) PIC X (2)

11 Filler PIC X

GC020 12-15 Fiscal Year, e.g., 2009 (CCYY) PIC X (4)

GC030 16 Reporting Period:

K – October

G – Graduate

PIC X

GC040 17-22 District IRN PIC X (6)

GC050 23-31 EMIS Student ID Number: PIC X (9)

GC060 32-34 CORE Area Code

BUS – Business units

CTA – Career/Technical units

ELE – Elective units

ENG – English Language Arts units

FAR – Fine Arts units

FLR – Foreign Language units

HEC – Family and Consumer Sciences (Non- Career-Technical) 
units

HTH – Health Education units

JTC – JROTC - Junior Reserve Office Training Corps

MTA – Mathematics - Algebra II or Equivalent units

MTO – Mathematics units Other than Algebra II or Equivalent

PHE – Physical Education units

SCA – Science - Advanced Science units

SCL – Science - Life Science units

SCO – Science units Other than Physical, Life, or Advanced 
Science

SCP – Science - Physical Science units

SOG – Social Studies- American Government units

SOH – Social Studies- American History units

SOO – Social Studies units Other than American History & 
Government

TEC – Technology Education/Computer Science units

PIC X (3)

GC070 35-38 CORE Area Count PIC 99V99

39-300 Filler PIC X (262)
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Graduate Demographic/Attributes Verify/Update and Transfer

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Graduate Reporting Period (G) – Verify Update/Transfer 
Period (G) – Verify/Update DASL EMIS (G) – Verify - Graduate Demographic / Attributes

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Graduate Reporting Period (G) – Verify Update/Transfer 
Period (G) – Transfer EMIS Data (G) – Transfer - Student Graduate Demographic / Attributes

For the purpose of describing the students that must be considered by the Period G Graduate 
Demographic/Attributes verify and transfer processes there are two date ranges that are 
significant:

• Graduation Window – This is from the first day of school in the current school year up to 
the day before the first day of school in the next school year, inclusive. For example, this 
time period might extend from around 8/28/XX (first day of school in the current school 
year) through to somewhere around 8/26/XX (day before the first day of school in the new 
school year).The exact dates will vary by district and building.

• Enrollment Window – This is from the first day of school in the current school year 
through to the last day, inclusive.

There are then two groups of students that must be considered by the verify process (groups 1 
and 2) and one by the transfer process (group 1):

1. Students Withdrawn as Graduating – These students were enrolled at some point 
during the Enrollment Window and the most recent FS record (regardless of school year) 
has a Withdraw Date within the Graduation Window and a Withdraw Reason = 99 (i.e. 
graduated). Students with How Received = 2 (in-state, non-resident, career-technical 
contract student) will be excluded.

2. Students with a Diploma Date but not correctly Withdrawn as Graduating – These 
students were enrolled at some point during the Enrollment Window, have a Diploma Date 
within the Graduation Window but the most recent FS record (regardless of school year) 
indicates that:

• The student has not been withdrawn (i.e. Withdraw Reason = **).

• The student has been withdrawn with a Withdraw Date during the Graduation 
Window but not with Withdraw Reason = 99.

• The student has been withdrawn (i.e. Withdraw Reason not = **) but the Withdraw 
Date is not within the Graduation Window.

The Verify - Graduate Demographic/Attributes option is located in the following path: Home – 
EMIS – Graduate Reporting Period (G) – Verify Update/Transfer Period (G). On the EMIS - 
Verify/Update and Transfer Period (G) screen, select Verify/Update DASL EMIS, and then click 
Next.
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The Transfer - Graduate Demographic/Attributes option is located in the following path: Home – 
EMIS – Graduate Reporting Period (G) – Verify Update/Transfer Period (G). On the EMIS - 
Verify/Update and Transfer Period (G) screen, click Transfer EMIS Data (G), and then click Next.

Verify - Graduate Demographic/Attributes Option

Transfer - Student Graduate Demographic/Attributes Option
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Verify

Include Buildings (required) – You may select all buildings, clear all buildings, and turn individual 
buildings “on” or “off” for this process by selecting the appropriate options. You must select at least 
one building.

Number of Students Per Page (required) – Enter the number of students or courses to display 
per page. The default value is 50.

Verify – Run the verification as selected. Please note that the verify will run if there is no calendar 
master for the future year, however, a warning message will appear stating that there is no 
calendar master for the next school year. The verify will use the last day of the current school year 
to prevent summer graduates from being considered with no next year calendar master.

Warning and error messages will appear at the bottom of the screen.

Click on a student name to go to the student’s edit profile where you can correct the error or review 
the warning. The error message is preceded by an error code that signifies the record type, error 
number, error type, and error message.

Graduate Demographic/Attributes Verify Screen

Example Graduate Demographic/Attributes Verify Results
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Example: FNG06E above indicates:

• FNG – Record Type

• 06– Error Number

• E – Error; W = Warning

• Error Message – Student has a Diploma Date, has been withdrawn as graduating but the 
Withdraw Date is not within the correct time frame.

Cancel – Do not run the verification.

Helpful Hint: If you are transferring Student Demographics/Attributes for period G but your 
transfer file is empty, the school may not have their master calendar defined in the new school 
year yet.  The student transfer depends on the master calendar to exist in new school year to 
determine the day before the first day of school for summer graduates.  Here is a list of all the 
things the transfer uses to determine which students to include in the transfer:

• GradWindowStart = previous school year calendar master start date

• GradWindowStop  = new school year calendar master start date minus 1 day

• EnrollWindowStart = previous school year calendar master start date

• EnrollWindowStop = previous school year calendar master stop date

Examine each student’s FS records from schools in my district where the following is true:

• Any FS effective date between EnrollWindowStart and EnrollWindowStop (student 
 was enrolled this year)

• Most recent FS Attending Building IRN is the same as the School IRN

• Most recent FS District Withdrawal Reason is “99”

• Most recent FS District Withdrawal Date is between GradWindowStart and 
GradWindowStop

• Most recent FS How Received must not be “2”.

• The Verify process reviews students in both groups 1 and 2 as described above and 
performs the specified LCE checks.
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LCE Checks

Nbr./Type Check
Warn/
Error

Message Period

LCE Perform LCE checks on the following fields:

FN090-Graduation Date

FN100-Diploma Type

FN110-Fiscal Year Began 9th (on the Time 
Period record)

FN120-OGT Graduation Alternative

FN240-CORE Economics and Financial 
Literacy Requirement Met

FN250-CORE Fine Arts Requirement Met

FN260-Exempted from Physical Education 
Graduation Requirement

E LCE: Field Name has an invalid 
value.

(or however UNCLEMIS shows 
these messages)

G

FNG01E If Diploma Date = null

(Applies to group 1 only)

(replaces FN03E and FN04E)

E Diploma Date must be specified for 
a graduating student

G

FNG02E If Diploma Date not null and not within the 
Graduation Window (Applies to group 1 only)

E Diploma Date is not within the 
correct time frame

G

FNG03E If Diploma Type = *

(Applies to group 1 and 2)

(replaces FN03E and FN04E)

E Diploma Type must not = * for a 
graduating student.

G

FNG04E If Diploma Date not = null and most recent 
FS record (regardless of school year) has 
Withdraw Reason = **

(Applies to group 2 only)

(replaces FN13W)

E Student has a Diploma Date but is 
still enrolled

G

FNG05E If Diploma Date not = null and most recent 
FS record (regardless of school year) has 
Withdraw Reason not = 99 and Withdraw 
Date within the Graduation Window

(Applies to group 2 only)

E Student has a Diploma Date but 
has not been withdrawn as 
graduating (Withdraw Reason = 99)

G

FNG06E If Diploma Date not = null and most recent 
FS record (regardless of school year) has 
Withdraw Reason = 99 but the Withdraw 
Date is outside the Graduation Window

(Applies to group 2 only)

E Student has a Diploma Date, has 
been withdrawn as graduating but 
the Withdraw Date is not within the 
correct time frame

G

FNG07E If Diploma Date not = null and most recent 
FS record (regardless of school year) has 
Withdraw Reason not = 99 (do not include 
reason ** either) and the Withdraw Date is 
outside the Graduation Window

(Applies to group 2 only)

E Student has a Diploma Date, has 
been withdrawn as other than 
graduating and the Withdraw Date 
is not within the correct time frame

G
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Transfer

Select all Transfers – Selects all transfer programs for Period G. To create the transfer file for 
Period G Student Graduate Demographic/Attributes, you must at least select Transfer - Student 
Graduate Demographic/Attributes.

Transfer Type (required) – Choose one of the following options:

• Flat file transfer – Creates a flat file for use with the Data Collector and manually moves 
that file into the Data Collector.

• Flat file transfer for Data Collector – Creates a flat file for use with the Data Collector 
and stores it in a subdirectory named with the district’s unique district code. Please 
contact your ITC or see the appropriate Reporting Period Checklist if you are not sure 
which Transfer Type should be collected.

Flat files created by the Flat file transfer and Flat file transfer for Data Collector options are named 
in the convention “[District Code]_[YearEMISReportingPeriod]_[Date Time Stamp].txt.” An 
example flat file name is ASHC_11N_2011-02-15-11-58-57.txt 

The Transfer process will create one Period G GI record and one Period G FN record for each 
student in group 1.

<Back – Return to the EMIS - Verify/Update and Transfer Period (G) screen.

Submit – Process the Transfer.

Cancel – Cancel this transfer.

Graduate Demographic/Attributes Transfer Options Screen
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Fields to be Included on the GI-Student Demographics Record in Period G

Number Position Name PIC/Size

GI001 1-7 Record Number PIC 9(7)

GI005 8 Record Status PIC X

 A - Add/Update  

GI010 9-10 Sort Type PIC X(2)

 Always “GI”  

GI015 11 Record Format Indicator PIC X

 “K” to indicate Format K  

GI020 12-15 Fiscal Year, e.g., 2009 (CCYY) PIC X(4)

GI030 16 Reporting Period (G-Graduate) PIC X

GI040 17-22 Building IRN (use the Attending Building IRN from the most recent 
FS record, regardless of school year)

PIC X(6)

GI050 23-31 EMIS Student ID Number PIC X(9)

42-64 Filler PIC X(23)

68-85 Filler PIC X(18)

GI330 86-115 First Name (Optional) PIC X(30)

GI340 116-145 Middle Name (Optional) PIC X(30)

GI350 146-175 Last Name (Optional) PIC X(30)

206-300 Filler PIC X(95)

Fields to be Included on the FN – Student Attributes – No Date Record in Period G

Number Position Name PIC/Size

1-8 Filler PIC 9(8)

FN010 9-10 Sort Type (always “FN”) PIC X(2)

11 Filler PIC X

FN020 12-15 Fiscal Year, e.g., 2009 (CCYY) PIC X(4)

FN030 16 Reporting Period:

G - Graduate

N - Yearend

K - October

PIC X

FN040 17-22 District IRN PIC X(6)

FN050 23-31 EMIS Student ID Number PIC X(9)

32-35 FIller PIC X(4)

FN090 36-43 Diploma Date:

00000000 - Not applicable

CCYYMMDD Date

PIC 9(8)
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Graduate Reporting Period (G)
Review District EMIS Run Requests (G)

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Graduate Reporting Period (G) – Review District EMIS Run 
Requests

The Review District EMIS Run Requests (G) allows the EMIS coordinator, or ITC staff to monitor 
the Graduate Reporting Period EMIS processes and transfers that need to be completed for 
Period G. When programs are processed multiple times, it is sometimes hard to keep track 
whether all the proper steps have been taken or not. And when districts place the responsibility of 
running some of these EMIS processes at the building level, it helps to have a tool that shows the 
history of these processes, when they were run and who ran the process. There are times when 
a process maybe be run too early for the reporting cycle, or has not been processed by all 
buildings within the district. Review District EMIS Run Requests (G) assists the user by providing 
the needed history.

It is also helpful to make sure that all the necessary transfers to State EMIS were performed after 
an update process was run. 

FN100 44 Diploma Type:

* - Not Applicable

1 - Regular Diploma

2 - Diploma with Honors

3 - Diploma received in another state via Military Compact

PIC X

FN110 45-48 Fiscal year student began 9th grade (from the Period N time-period 
record in the current school year):

0000 - Not applicable

CCYY - Fiscal year

PIC 9(4)

FN120 49 OGT Graduation Alternative:

0 - Not used 

1 - Used for one test not yet passed

PIC 9

50-78 Filler PIC X(29)

FN230 79-87 Yearend Reported State Student ID (SSID) Element (use the SSID 
from the most recent FS record, regardless of school year)

PIC X(9)

FN240 88 CORE Economics and Financial Literacy Requirement Met PIC X

FN250 89 CORE Fine Arts Requirement Met PIC X

FN260 90 Exempted from Physical Education Graduation Requirement PIC X

91-97 Filler PIC X(7)

FN300 98 CORE Graduation Requirement Exception PIC X

FN310 99 Military Compact Graduation Alternative PIC 9

100-300 Filler PIC X(200)

Fields to be Included on the FN – Student Attributes – No Date Record in Period G

Number Position Name PIC/Size
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Review District EMIS Run Requests (G) will help with the following:

• School EMIS personnel will be able to view the programs they must run and the status of 
those programs for the current reporting period.

• District EMIS Coordinators will be able to monitor the programs that must be run by all 
schools in the district and the status of those programs for each school for the current 
reporting period.

• ITC staff will be able to view the programs that must be run by each district in the ITC and 
each school in each district and the status of those programs for each district and school 
for the current reporting period.

• User will be able to view just the programs that have been run or run too soon.

• User will be able to view just the programs that still must be run.

• Review District EMIS Run Requests (G) will be able to provide historical information to 
identify the user that executed a specific instance of a program.

• Review District EMIS Run Requests (G) will be able to provide historical information to 
identify the version number of each program execution.

• Review District EMIS Run Requests (G) will be able to provide historical information to 
identify the date/time each program execution was performed.

• Review District EMIS Run Requests (G) will be able to provide historical information to 
identify the mode (Verify/Update) that each execution of a specific program performed.

• Application will provide a list of all required programs that have not been run for any 
district or building within a ITC.

The Review District EMIS Run Requests for Reporting Period G is a menu option under EMIS – 
Graduate Reporting Period (G).

Review District EMIS Run Requests Menu Option
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Reporting Period (required) – Any reporting period can be chosen to review the District EMIS 
Run Requests. However, the examples in this section pertain to Reporting Period G.

District (required) – You may select all buildings, clear all buildings, and turn individual buildings 
“on” or “off” for this process by selecting the appropriate options. 

Run Options (required) – There are a number of options for how the user would like to run the 
Review District EMIS Run Requests (G). Choose Not Run, Already Run or History.

Include the Following Potential Problems (optional) – Choose one or more potential problems 
to be highlighted.

• The Verification Not Run option shows any process for the selected reporting period 
where the program has not been processed in Verify mode.

• The Update Not Run option shows any process for the selected reporting period where 
the process has not been run in Update mode.

• The Transfer Not Run option will indicate any transfer that has not been processed to 
transfer EMIS records from StudentInformation to State EMIS.

• The Transfer Not Run After Update will indicate any transfer where the Update process 
that creates the records has been run, however, those new records have not yet been 
transferred to State EMIS.

• The Run Too Early will show programs that were run, but prior to when they should be 
run.

Exclude Runs Prior To (optional) – Enter a date to look for processes that were run prior to a 
specific date.

Submit – Run the procedure and generate an online report.

Cancel – Do not run the procedure.

Review District EMIS Run Requests Screen
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Sample Output for Not Run Option

Sample Output for Already Run Option

Example Not Run Option Results

Example Already Run Option Results
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Sample Output for History Option

Student Graduate CORE Summary Maintenance

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Graduate Reporting Period (G) – Student Graduate CORE 
Summary Maint

The Student Graduate CORE Summary Maintenance screen allows a user to add, change, or 
delete the EMIS GC-Student Graduation-CORE Summary records for summer graduates or for 
students who graduated with their class in the spring. The CORE Summary records are used to 
report the CORE Subject Areas in which a student has earned graduation credits/units. Each 
CORE Subject Area may only appear once for a student. The Student Graduate CORE Summary 
Maintenance data is populated based on the CORE values in the student’s manual course history 
records and courses they have taken in the district.

The Student Graduate CORE Summary Maintenance screen is only for graduated students for 
Period G reporting. The CORE records for students in 9-12 for Period K reporting are located 
under EMIS – Maintenance – Student CORE Summary Record.

This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. Refer to ProgressBook 
StudentInformation General Use Guide for more information.

Add CORE Summary Record – Add a new CORE Summary Record.

Example History Option Results

Student Graduate CORE Summary Maintenance Screen
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Add CORE Summary Record

Core Subject Area (required) – Select the Core Subject Area from the drop-down list.

Total Credits / Units Earned (required) – Enter the total credits/units earned for this CORE 
Subject Area. Each CORE Subject Area may only appear once for a student.

Add Student Graduate CORE Summary Maintenance Screen
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The purpose of Calendar Reporting Period C is to report district or building calendar information 
for the next school year. This information must be reported by May of the current school year. The 
state uses the calendar to validate building days in session and student attendance. The calendar 
information is combined with the building grade schedule first and last days of school to provide a 
complete picture of the school calendar for an individual student.

Calendar Transfer

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Calendar Reporting Period (C) – Calendar Transfer

The calendar extract in StudentInformation contains DL and DN records.

On the Calendar Transfer - Reporting Period (C) screen, the option on the Request 
Type tab to “Transfer Calendar Data (C)” is automatically selected. 

1. Click Next.

On the Program Selection tab, the option to “Transfer - Building and Grade Calendar 
(DN/DL)” is automatically selected. 

2. In the Transfer Type option, select how you want to transfer the extracted data:

• Flat file transfer – Creates a flat file for use with the Data Collector and manually 
moves that file into the Data Collector.

• Flat file transfer for Data Collector – Creates a flat file for use with the Data 
Collector and stores it in a subdirectory named with the district’s unique district code. 

Note: If you are not sure which Transfer Type to choose, please contact your ITC 
or see the appropriate reporting period checklist.

3. Click Submit.

Calendar Transfer Screen – Request Type Tab
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The extract creates a file with DN and DL record data.

Program Selection Tab
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EMIS Maintenance

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Maintenance

The EMIS Maintenance screens will normally be populated by running the appropriate Update 
program. For example, running MEMBEMIS in update mode will pull information from the 
StudentInformation SIS Membership screens to the Student Program Record in EMIS 
Maintenance. Users are encouraged to update the source data and run the Update. This is the 
preferred method so that both the source data and the EMIS screens are updated with the same 
information. 

Caution: Due to the EMIS Redesign, it is very important to no longer make 
manual updates to certain EMIS Maintenance records. Do NOT make corrections 
on the EMIS Maintenance screens, except for the following records: Mapped 
Local Classroom Codes, Student Non-graduate CORE Summary, Vocational 
Correlated Records, and District and Building Records

Student Staff Classroom

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Maintenance – Student Staff Classroom

Caution: Due to the EMIS Redesign, it is very important to no longer make 
manual updates to the Student Staff Classroom Records. Make all corrections to 
the source data (Course Sections, Course Maintenance, HQT Maintenance, and 
Course Terms). The EMIS – Maintenance – Student Staff Classroom Record 
should only be used to view these records.

From this screen, the user may access the Student Staff Classroom records, which include the 
Course Master (CN) and Staff Course (CU) records. The user can choose to look up courses by 
teacher or local classroom code.

Student Staff Classroom Menu Option
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Teacher
Teacher – If the Teacher option is selected, the user can click on the teacher drop-down list and 
select a teacher. Click Search to display the first Staff Classroom record for that teacher. The 
Teacher Name, Staff Role Code, Highly Qualified Teacher Definition, Highly Qualified Teacher 
IRN and Staff Provider IRN [which is part of the Staff Course (CU) record] display in a grid under 
the main portion of the screen.

 

Local Classroom Code
Local Classroom Code – If the Local classroom code button is marked, the user can click on 
classroom code drop-down list and select a course. Click Search to display the selected course. 
The Teacher Name, Staff Role Code, Highly Qualified Teacher Definition, Highly Qualified 
Teacher IRN and Staff Provider IRN (which is part of the Staff Course (CU) record) displays in a 
grid under the main portion of the screen.

Teacher Option on Student Staff Classroom Screen
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<Previous – Look back to the previous course.

Next> – Look ahead to the next course.

Note: The original course selected in the Local Classroom Code list does not 
change, but the course being accessed does (top right-hand side of the course 
box).

Student Subject Record By Class

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Maintenance – Student Subject Record By Class

Caution: Due to the EMIS Redesign, it is very important to no longer make 
manual updates to the Student Subject Records by Class. Make all corrections to 

Local Classroom Code Option on Student Staff Classroom Screen

Student Subject Record By Class Menu Option
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EMIS Maintenance
the source data (Course Section Assignments). The EMIS – Maintenance – 
Student Subject Records by Class should only be used to view these records.

Teacher button – If the Teacher button is marked, the user can click on the teacher drop-down 
list and select a teacher.

Local Classroom Code button – If the Local Classroom Code button is marked, the user can 
click on classroom code drop-down list and select a course. 

Click Search to display the selected Teacher or Course.

Teacher Option on Student Subject Record By Class Screen

Search Results on Student Subject Record By Class Screen
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Note: As of FY11 and beyond, the CBIP and Concentrator columns were 
removed from the display.

Click the first  icon to view that particular student’s EMIS Student Subject Records. 

For example, by clicking on the left-hand magnifying glass on the first line above, the student’s 
EMIS Student Subject records appear as shown in the following figure. 

Please see section 3E. Student Subject Records for additional information on using this screen.

Student Subject Record Screen

Search Results on Student Subject Record Screen
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Click the second  icon to view that particular student’s course section assignments.

Please see the ProgressBook StudentInformation Scheduling Guide for additional information on 
using the Course Section Assignment screen.

Student Program Record

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Maintenance – Student Program Record

Caution: Due to the EMIS Redesign, it is very important to no longer make 
manual updates to the Student Program Records. Make all corrections to the 

Student Course Section Assignment Details Screen

Student Program Record Menu Option
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source data (Student Memberships). The EMIS – Maintenance – Student 
Program Record should only be used to view these records.

After selecting the Student Program Record, the user will be presented with a student search 
screen and will need to select a student (if a student has not already been selected). The Student 
Program Record will show which reporting period the user is pointing to and this may be changed 
in the Reporting Period field.

The screen will display any program codes that a student currently has.

Reporting Period: – Change EMIS reporting period in context.

Student Discipline Record

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Maintenance – Student Discipline Record

Caution: Due to the EMIS Redesign, it is very important to no longer make 
manual updates to the Student Discipline Records. Make all corrections to the 
source data (SIS – Student - Discipline). The EMIS – Maintenance – Student 
Discipline Record should only be used to view these records.

Student Program Record Screen

Student Discipline Record Menu Option
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After selecting the Student Discipline Record, the user will be presented with a student search 
screen and will need to select a student. The Student Discipline Record will show which reporting 
period the user is pointing to and this may be changed by clicking in the Reporting Period field.

The screen will display any Discipline records that a student currently has.

Reporting Period: N – Discipline is only reported in Reporting Period N.

Student Subject Record

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Maintenance – Student Subject Record

Caution: Due to the EMIS Redesign, it is very important to no longer make 
manual updates to the Student Subject Records. Make all corrections to the 
source data (Course Section Assignments). The EMIS – Maintenance – Student 
Subject Record should only be used to view these records.

After selecting the Student Subject Record, the user will be presented with a student search 
screen and will need to select a student. The Student Subject Record will show which reporting 
period the user is pointing to and this may be changed by clicking in the Reporting Period field.

The screen will display any subject records that a student currently has.

Note: As of FY11 and beyond, the CTAE Concentrator column was removed from 
the display.

Student Discipline Record Screen

Student Subject Record Menu Option
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Reporting Period: – Change EMIS reporting period in context.

Vocational Correlated Records

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Maintenance – Vocational Correlated Records

From this screen, the user may access the Vocational Correlated Records. Vocational Correlated 
records are used by the CTE department of ODE to show the courses which tie together to create 
a vocational Program. These records are required for some vocational courses. All records will 
need to be added manually and are no longer reporting period specific. Once a record is added, 
it is used for Period N also. The values for each of the three fields use the local classroom codes 
created by the CTRMEMIS/CLISEMIS process. Once CTRMEMIS/CLISEMIS has been 
processed in Update mode, the correlated records drop-down lists will be populated from the 
Listing of local classroom codes in EMIS Maintenance – Student Staff Classroom records. 

Student Subject Record Screen

Vocational Correlated Records Menu Option
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This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. Refer to ProgressBook 
StudentInformation General Use Guide for more information.

Add Vocational Correlated Record – Add a new Vocational Correlated Record.

Add/Edit Vocational Correlated Record

Note: Only courses with the allowable Curriculum value, according to the EMIS 
manual, will be available in the drop-down lists.

Vocational Correlated Records Screen

Add/Edit Vocational Correlated Records Screen
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Mapped Local Classroom Codes

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Maintenance –Mapped Local Classroom Codes

The Mapped Local Classroom Codes record allows a district to map (combine) the students from 
a specific class into another class. Mapping means combining (merging) students from two or 
more classes in EMIS to look like a single class.

Note: CTRMEMIS is not using the mapping records when creating staff 
classroom and student subject records. CTRMEMIS must first be processed in 
update mode before creating mapping records.

When the user first navigates to the screen, a check that CTRMEMIS has been run is performed 
to ensure that Student Staff Classroom records exist for the district in context. If the records do 
not exist, an error message (Student Staff Classroom records do not exist for the current reporting 
period. CTRMEMIS must be run for the current reporting period before Mapped Local Classroom 
Code Records can be maintained.) displays.

This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. Refer to ProgressBook 
StudentInformation General Use Guide for more information.

Mapped Local Classroom Codes Menu Option

Mapped Local Classroom Codes Screen
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Add Mapped Local Classroom Code – Add a new Mapped Local Classroom Code Record. 
Please note that as of DASL v10.3, Mapped Local Classroom Codes will no longer require that 
mapped courses be in the same building. However, it will require them to have the same Building 
IRN.

Mapped From Classroom Code (required) – Select the classroom code from which students will 
be mapped. 

Mapped To Classroom Code (required) – Select the classroom code to which students will be 
mapped.

The students that are reported in the Mapped from Local Classroom Code field will be mapped 
(moved to the “Mapped To Local Classroom Code” and for EMIS reporting will no longer exist in 
the Mapped From Local Classroom Code field.

In order to map classes together, both classes must have the same values in the following 
elements:

• Subject Code

• Curriculum Element

• Employee ID

• Delivery Method

• Educational Option

• Student Population

Only classes with a Semester Code of “1”, “2” or “3” will be eligible to be included in the mapping 
process.

Types of Mapping
There are two types of mapping which can be accomplished using the “mapping process.”

• Mapping two classes from the same semester

• Mapping first and second semester classes together

The mapping process will automatically determine which type of mapping is used based on the 
semester code of both classes.

Add Mapped Local Classroom Code SCreen
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Mapping Two Classes from the Same Semester

This type of mapping is used to combine two classes from the same semester which should be 
reported as one class. For example, juniors and seniors were scheduled separately for a class 
which is truly one class (taught by the same teacher during the same period), the classes should 
be reported as a single class. If a student is enrolled in both classes then the student is only 
included once in the combined class.

Mapping First and Second Semester Classes Together

This form of mapping may be used when a school district schedules a year long class in two parts 
(a first and a second semester class). For Vocational Education, some of these classes are 
required to be reported as a single all year class. A first and a second semester class may be 
mapped together for reporting to ODE. When this occurs, the mapping process will automatically 
combine the classes and convert the class into an “All Year” class. The length of scheduled 
instruction from both classes will be added together and used for the “All Year” class. Students 
which are enrolled in both the first and second semester classes will only be included once in the 
combined class. 

Combinations

It is possible to do combinations of the above mappings with a set of classes. For instance, it may 
be necessary to combine two first semester classes into one class, also combine two second 
semester classes into one class, and then map the combined classes into a single all year class. 
In this type of situation the district should map all first semester classes into one class and all 
second semester classes into one class then map the one first semester class into the one second 
semester class. A class can only appear once as a “From” class. However, a class can appear 
multiple times in the “To” field, and a class that has been mapped into can also be mapped to 
another class.

Student Non-graduate CORE Summary

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Maintenance –Student Non-graduate CORE Summary

Student Non-Graduate CORE Summary Menu Option
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The Student Non-graduate CORE Summary screen allows a user to add, change, or delete the 
EMIS GC-Student Graduation-CORE Summary records for students in grades 9 and above, 
reportable in Period K. The CORE Summary records are used to report the CORE Subject Areas 
in which a student has earned graduation credits/units. Each CORE Subject Area may only 
appear once for a student. The Student Non-graduate CORE Summary data is populated based 
on the CORE values in the student’s manual course history records and courses they have taken 
in the district.

The Student Non-graduate CORE Summary screen is only for students in grades 9 - 12 for Period 
K reporting. The CORE records for summer graduates and students who graduated with their 
class in the spring are located under EMIS – Graduate Reporting (G) – Student Graduate CORE 
Summary Maint.

This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. Refer ProgressBook 
StudentInformation General Use Guide for more information.

Add CORE Summary Record – Add a new CORE Summary Record.

Add CORE Summary Record

Student Non-Graduate CORE Summary Screen

Add Student Non-Graduate CORE Summary Screen
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Core Subject Area (required) – Select the Core Subject Area from the drop-down list.

Total Credits / Units Earned (required) – Enter the total credits/units earned for this CORE 
Subject Area. Each CORE Subject Area may only appear once for a student.

District and Building Information

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Maintenance – District and Building Information

The District and Building Information menu is used to enter the following District and Building 
EMIS records:

• Grade Schedule (DL) – Periods K, N

• District Testing – Yearend (DT) – Period N 

• Organization General Information (DN) – Periods K, N

See sections 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 in the EMIS Manual for the specific requirements and elements 
for each of these records.

District and Building Information Menu Option

District and Building Information Screen
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Grade Schedule (DL)

The Building Grade Schedule – (DL) tab correlates to the Grade Schedule Record (DL). Users 
can add, edit and delete district and grade level records. Users can add records for any building 
in the school district. Information saved in reporting period K is not available in reporting period N. 
Information saved in reporting period N is not available in reporting period K. All necessary grade 
levels and information associated with each must be added. See sections 5.1 and 5.2 in the EMIS 
Manual for the specific requirements and elements for this record.

Click Add New to add a (DL) record.

Copy Grade Schedule (DL) Records to Period N

If “N” is selected in the Reporting Period field on the District and Building Information screen, the 
Copy records from reporting period K button displays which enables you to copy Building Grade 
Schedule (DL) records from period K to period N.

Building Grade Schedule (DL) Tab on District and Building Information Screen
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To copy DL records to period N:

1. Click Copy records from reporting period K.

At the top of the screen, the following message displays: “Are you sure you want to copy 
records from reporting period K?”

2. Click Ok.

When the following message displays, the DL records from Period K have been 
successfully copied to Period N: “Records have been copied from reporting period K 
successfully.”

Copy records from reporting period K Button on District and Building Information Screen

Confirmation Message on District and Building Information Screen
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District Testing – Yearend – (DT)

The District Testing - Year End – (DT) tab correlates to the District Testing – Yearend Record 
(DT). Users can add, edit and delete district testing records; however the District Testing – Year 
End (DT) tab is available only in reporting period N. See sections 5.1 and 5.4 in the EMIS Manual 
for the specific requirements and elements for each of these records.

Click Add Information above the District Testing - Year End (DT) grid to add a (DT) record.

District Testing - Year End (DT) Tab on District and Building Information Screen
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District Organization Information (DN) – Period K

District Organization Info (DN) Tab on District and Building Information Screen 
for Period K
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District Organization Information (DN) – Period N

The District Organization Info – (DN) tab correlates to the Organization General Information 
Record (DN). Different fields display on the District Organization Info (DN) tab depending on the 
reporting period. Information saved in reporting period K is not available in reporting period N and 
information saved in reporting period N is not available in reporting period K. See sections 5.1 and 
5.2 in the EMIS Manual for the specific requirements and elements for each of these records.

District Organization Info (DN) Tab on District and Building Information Screen for Period N
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Building Organization Information (DN) – Period K

Building Organization Info (DN) Tab on District and Building Information Screen for Period K
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Building Organization Information (DN) – Period N

The Building Organization Info – (DN) tab correlates to the Organization General Information 
Record (DN). Different fields display on the Building Organization Info (DN) tab depending on the 
reporting period. See sections 5.1 and 5.3 in the EMIS Manual for the specific requirements and 
elements for this record.

Building Organization Info (DN) Tab on District and Building Information Screen for Period N
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Teacher History Maintenance

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Maintenance – Teacher History Maintenance

The Teacher History Maintenance screen enables you to mass update the teacher history records 
for course sections using the described functions on the following three tabs:

• Start and Stop Dates – Changes the start or stop date of the teacher history records for 
the selected building(s).

• Wipe And New – Deletes the existing teacher history records and creates new teacher 
history records for the course sections in the selected building(s). You can only run the 
Wipe And New process for buildings in which the schedule has been finalized.

• Add Missing – Adds teacher history records for any course sections that do not have a 
teacher history record for the selected building(s). You can only run the Add Missing 
process for buildings in which the schedule has been finalized.

If a district is in context, all three tabs list the buildings in the district, and you can select the 
building(s) for which you want to run the process. To select all of the buildings, select the check 
box in the heading column of the grid.

If a building is in context, all three tabs list only the building in context, and the building is 
automatically selected, as shown in the following figure.

Teacher History Maintenance Screen

Click to select 
all schools.
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Note: Once you have completed the Start and Stop Dates, Wipe And New and/or 
Add Missing processes, you must run the Verify/Update - Course and Class List 
feature to update the EMIS CU records. See “Course & Class List 
(CLISEMIS/CTRMEMIS)” .

Modify Teacher History Start and Stop Dates
The Start and Stop Dates tab enables you to mass update the Start Date and/or Stop Date fields 
on the Teacher History tab of any course sections matching the value entered in the Start Date to 
Change field and/or Stop Date to Change fields. 

1. On the Start and Stop Dates tab on the Teacher History Maintenance screen, select the 
school(s) for which you want to change the teacher history records.

Note: If a building is in context, the building is already selected.

2. Enter the date you want to modify for all of the teacher course history records in the Start 
Date to Change and/or Stop Date to Change fields.

3. Enter the date to which you want to change all of the teacher history records in the New 
Start Date and/or New Stop Date fields.

Note: Only complete the field for which you entered a date in the corresponding 
...to Change field. For example, if you only entered a date in the Start Date to 
Change field, then you only need to enter a date in the New Start Date field. You 
do not have to modify both the Start Date and Stop Date fields when you run this 
process.

Start and Stop Dates Tab on the Teacher History Maintenance Screen
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4. Click Submit. 

StudentInformation changes all of the teacher course history records for the date you 
entered in the Start Date to Change and/or Stop Date to Change field to the date you 
entered in the New Start Date and/or New Stop Date field. Once the process is complete, 
a message at the top of the page that indicates the number of teacher history records that 
were updated or, if none, the message indicates that no teacher history records were 
updated.

Recreate Teacher History Records
The Wipe and New process deletes all of the existing teacher history records and creates new 
teacher history records for the selected building(s). Any course section with missing meeting times 
is not updated through this process. Once the meeting times information has been added to a 
course section, you can then run the Add Missing process to create teacher history records for 
course sections without a teacher history record. 

You can only run the Wipe and New process for buildings in which the schedule has been 
finalized. The Finalized Schedule column indicates whether or not the schedule has been finalized 
for the building:

• A green check indicates that the schedule has been finalized.

• A red exclamation point indicates that the schedule has not been finalized.

1. On the Wipe And New tab on the Teacher History Maintenance screen, select the 
school(s) for which you want to recreate the teacher history records.

Note: If a building is in context, the building is already selected.

Wipe And New Tab on Teacher History Maintenance Screen

Indicates whether or not the 
schedule has been finalized.
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2. Click Wipe And New.

When the Wipe And New process is completed, StudentInformation displays a message 
at the top of the page that indicates the number of teacher history records that were 
created.

Add Missing Records
The Add Missing process adds teacher history records for any course sections that do not have 
a teacher history record for the selected building(s). The Add Missing process will not create 
teacher history records for course sections with missing meeting times.

You can only run the Add Missing process for buildings in which the schedule has been finalized. 
The Finalized Schedule column indicates whether or not the schedule has been finalized for the 
building:

• A green check indicates that the schedule has been finalized.

• A red exclamation point indicates that the schedule has not been finalized.

1. On the Add Missing tab on the Teacher History Maintenance screen, select the school(s) 
for which you want to create new teacher history records.

Note: If a building is in context, the building is already selected.

2. Click Add Missing.

When the Add Missing process is completed, StudentInformation displays a message at 
the top of the page that indicates the number of teacher history records that were created, 
or if none, the message indicates that no teacher history records were created.

Add Missing Tab on Teacher History Maintenance Screen

Indicates whether or not the 
schedule has been finalized.
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Student Missing Override Record

Navigation: Home – EMIS – Maintenance – Student Missing Override Record

The Student Missing Override Record screen enables you to enter the information for students 
who were withdrawn in a prior year but were not reported as withdrawn in period N. You can then 
run the Transfer - Student Override Record (FC) process to create the FC transfer file for EMIS 
reporting. For more information, see “Transfer - Student Missing Override Record (FC).”

The Student Missing Override Record screen only displays the missing override records 
entered in the school year in context.

Note: This screen does not validate against records in StudentInformation; you 
can enter records for students who are not enrolled in the current school year.

Add a Student Missing Override Record
1. On the Student Missing Override Record screen, click Add Student Missing Override 

Record.

The Add/Edit Student Missing Override Record screen displays.

Student Missing Override Record Screen

Add/Edit Student Missing Override Record Screen
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2. In the Report in Reporting Period drop-down list, select the EMIS reporting period in 
which you want to report the student, if applicable.

Note: The Report in Reporting Period drop-down list defaults to the reporting 
period currently set as live for the district.

3. In the SSID field, enter the student’s State Student ID.

4. In the Student Last Name field, enter the student’s last name.

5. In the Student First Name field, enter the student’s first name.

6. In the Withdrawal Date field, enter the date the student was withdrawn from the district.

7. In the Withdrawal Reason drop-down list, select the reason the student was withdrawn 
from the district.

8. In the Comment field, enter a comment about the withdrawal, if desired.

9. Click Save to save the record and return to the Student Missing Override Record screen, 
or click Save and New to save the record and create another missing override record for 
a student.

The following message displays: “The student missing override was successfully saved.”

Edit a Student Missing Override Record
1. On the Student Missing Override Record screen, click the edit icon in the row of the 

record you want to modify.

The Add/Edit Student Missing Override Record screen displays.

2. You can perform any of the following tasks:

• Modify the EMIS reporting period in which you want to report the student in the 
Report in Reporting Period drop-down list.

• Modify the State Student ID in the SSID field.

• Modify the student’s last name in the Student Last Name field.

• Modify the student’s first name in the Student First Name field.

• Modify the date the student was withdrawn from the district in the Withdrawal Date 
field.

• Modify the reason the student was withdrawn from the district in the Withdrawal 
Reason drop-down list.

• Modify the comment in the Comment field.

3. Click Save to save the record and return to the Student Missing Override Record screen, 
or click Save and New to save the record and create another missing override record for 
a student.

The following message displays: “The student missing override was successfully saved.”
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Delete a Student Missing Override Record
1. On the Student Missing Override Record screen, click the delete icon in the row of the 

record you want to delete.

The deletion confirmation message displays.

2. Click Ok.

The following message displays: “The selected student missing override was deleted 
successfully.”

Transfer - Student Missing Override Record (FC)
The Student Missing Override Record (FC) transfer creates the transfer file for the records 
entered on the Student Missing Override Record screen for the district in the school year in 
context.

Deletion Confirmation Message
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StudentInformation generates the Student Missing Override Record (FC) transfer file in the format 
shown in the following figure.

Transfer - Student Missing Override Record (FC) Option

Student Missing Override Record (FC) Transfer File Layout

Record Type

School Year

Reporting 
Period

State Student ID
Withdrawal 
Reason Code

Withdrawal DateDistrict IRN
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Navigation: Home – SIS – Student – Special Education – Special Education

The Special Education screen is used to track Special Education Event, Graduation Requirement 
and Service records for students. The records are then reported to the state for EMIS reporting 
purposes.

Events Tab

This screen has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. Refer to 
ProgressBook StudentInformation General Use Guide for more information.

Records on this screen are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. Refer to ProgressBook 
StudentInformation General Use Guide for more information.

Last Modified – Date and time a user last added a new record or deleted or modified an existing 
record.

by User – User who last added a new record or deleted or modified an existing record.

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Event Date, Date Type, Start Date, End Date, IEP Test 
Type, Secondary Planning, Outcome ID Non-Compliance ID and Active) in ascending or 
descending order by clicking on the column header.

From Date (optional) – Enter a start date from which to filter Special Education Events.

To (optional) – Enter an end date to filter Special Education Events.

Go – Refresh the data grid, showing only Special Education Events within the specified date 
range.

 – Active Special Education Event entry.

 – Inactive Special Education Event entry.

Special Education Screen
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Show Current Year Only – If checked, only Special Education Event entries from the current year 
will be displayed.

Show Active Events Only – If checked, will show only active Special Education Events; if not 
checked, will show both active and inactive Special Education Events.

Add Event – Add a new Special Education Event entry.

Add Special Education Event

Event Date (required) – Enter the date the Special Education event occurred in MM/DD/YYY 
format.

Date Type (required) – From the drop-down list, select the Date Type element for this Special 
Education event. 

Outcome Id (required) – From the drop-down list, select the outcome of this Special Education 
event.

Outcome Begin Date (optional) – Enter the date on which the outcome of the event became 
effective in MM/DD/YYYY format.

Outcome End Date (optional) – Enter the last date on which the outcome of the event will be 
effective in MM/DD/YYYY format.

IEP Test Type (optional) – From the drop-down list, select the format of the test the student is 
required to take for all tests.

Secondary Planning (optional) – From the drop-down list, select the result of transition planning 
on the IEP for students age 14 and above.

Non-Compliance ID (required) – From the drop-down list, select the code identifier for the reason 
an event has not met federally mandated time lines.

Events Tab on Special Education Screen
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Event (optional) – Enter the details of the Special Education event for this student.

Please see the ODE EMIS Manual, Chapter 2 for specifics on the Student Special Education 
record.

Grad Requirement Tab

This screen has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. Refer to 
ProgressBook StudentInformation General Use Guide for more information.

Records on this screen are not deleted but are inactivated instead. Refer to ProgressBook 
StudentInformation General Use Guide for more information.

Last Modified – Date and time a user last added a new record or deleted or modified an existing 
record.

by User – User who last added a new record or deleted or modified an existing record.

Sorting – You may sort by any column (IEP Date, Date Type, Assessment Area, Exemption Flag, 
Event Match and Active) in ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header.

 – Active Graduation Requirement entry

 – Inactive Graduation Requirement entry

Show Active Requirements Only – If checked, will show only active Graduation Requirements; 
if not checked, will show both active and inactive Graduation Requirements.

Add Requirement – Add a new Graduation Requirement entry.

Grad Requirement Tab on Special Education Screen
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Add Student Special Ed Graduation Requirement Record

IEP Date (required) – Enter the date the IEP was created in MM/DD/YYYY format.

Date Type (required) – From the drop-down list, select the Date Type element for this IEP. 

Assessment Area (required) – From the drop-down list, select the assessment area of this IEP.

Exemption Flag (required) – Select if this student does or does not need to pass this IEP in order 
to graduate.

Services Tab

The Services tab on the Special Education screen enables you to assign Special Education 
services (215xxx codes) to the student. This screen has standard add record, edit record and 
delete record controls. Refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation General Use Guide for more 
information.

Note: The Services tab only displays on the Special Education screen if FY13 and 
later is in context. In prior years, you must enter the Special Education services on 
the Edit Student Memberships screen.

Grad Requirement Tab on Special Education Screen

Services Tab on the Special Education Screen
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Add Special Education Services
1. On the Services tab on the Special Education screen, click Add Service.

The Add/Edit Services screen displays on the Services tab.

2. In the Service drop-down list, select the service you want to assign to the student.

3. In the Start Date field, enter the start date for the service. This field is required.

4. In the Stop Date field, enter the end date for the service.

5. In the Staff Member drop-down list, select the staff member associated to the service.

6. In the Program Provider IRN field, enter the IRN of the school or district where the student 
will receive the service. The value in this field is required and defaults to ******.

Note: Click  to open the Ohio Department of Education’s Organization 
Search page where you can look up an IRN.

7. Click Save.

Add/Edit Services Screen on the Services Tab
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The new service displays in the grid on the Services tab.

Setting Special Education Service Defaults

The Services Defaults screen enables you to set up the default staff member and program 
provider IRN to display when a user selects a 215xxx service on the Services tab on the Special 
Education screen.

Note: You can only access this screen when a building is in context.

The Service Defaults screen is located in the following path: Home > Management > School 
Administration > Service Defaults.

New Service on the Services Tab
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1. On the Service Defaults screen, click the edit icon in the row of the service for which you 
want to set the default staff member and program provider IRN.

The row you selected becomes active, which is indicated by the yellow highlighting.

Note: When you edit a service default, the record is automatically set as active, 
as indicated by the check box in the Active column.

2. In the Default Staff Member column for the selected service, select the default staff 
member, if applicable.

An example of how the service defaults enter the default value on the Services tab.

Active Row on the Services Defaults Screen
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3. In the Default Program Provider IRN column, enter the default program provider’s IRN. 

Note: A value is required in this field. 

4. Click the green check icon to save the defaults for the service.

The following message displays: “The Service Default record was saved successfully.”

Set a Service Default to Inactive
If you no longer want to apply default values to a particular special education service, you can set 
it as inactive. 

1. On the Service Defaults screen, click the edit icon in the row of the service you want to 
set as inactive.

The row you selected becomes active, which is indicated by the yellow highlighting.

2. Deselect the check box in the Active column.

Active Service Default on the Service Defaults Screen

Active Check Box on the Service Defaults Screen
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3. Click the green check icon to save the defaults for the service.

The following message displays: “The Service Default record was saved successfully.”

The service default record is now inactive. The Staff Member and Program Provider IRN 
fields on the Services tab on the Special Education screen no longer default to the 
specified values when a user selects the modified service.

Deactivated Service Default on the Service Defaults Screen
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Power Withdraw

Navigation: Management – Power Withdraw 

Power Withdraw allows the user to perform a mass withdrawal of students from the district. A 
typical use will be withdrawing all graduated seniors. The Power Withdraw will update the selected 
students’ District Withdraw Code and District Withdraw Date on the student’s open FS-Standing 
record which is viewable via the Student Profile – FS Standing tab.

 

School (required) – Choose the school you wish to withdraw students from.

Withdraw Reason (required) – Choose the appropriate withdraw reason.

Withdraw Date (required) – Enter the withdraw date in MM/DD/YYYY format.

Withdrawn to IRN – If a value of 41, 42 or 45 is selected in the Withdraw Reason list, enter the 
valid IRN of the school to which the students have withdrawn in the Withdrawn to IRN field. If any 
other value has been selected in the Withdraw Reason list, the default value of ****** displays in 
the Withdrawn to IRN field and cannot be edited. If the school or district in context is an 
educational service center (ESC) or joint vocational school district (JVSD), the default value of 
****** displays in the Withdrawn to IRN field and cannot be edited.

Search Mode (required) – Choose to search by one or more criteria or by entering student IDs.

 

Power Withdraw Screen
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Search Mode – Search Criteria

Grade Level (optional) – Choose the Grade Level to filter from the drop-down list.

Grade Next Year (optional) – Choose the student’s next years grade level to filter from the 
drop-down list.

Home School IRN (optional) – Choose the IRN of the student’s home school to filter from the 
drop-down list.

Homeroom (optional) – Choose the Homeroom to filter from the drop-down list.

Homeroom Date (optional) – Enter the Homeroom Date by which the homeroom will be 
determined.

Teacher (optional) – Choose the Teacher to filter from the drop-down list.

Course Section (optional) – Enter the Course Section to filter. Or use the ellipse button to search 
for the course section.

Ad-Hoc Memberships (optional) – Choose the Ad-Hoc memberships to filter from the drop-down 
list.

Membership Group (optional) – Choose the Membership Group to filter from the drop-down list.

Membership (optional) – Choose the Membership to filter from the drop-down list based on the 
chosen Membership Group.

EMIS Situation (optional) – From the drop-down list, choose a EMIS Situation to use as a filter.

How Received (optional) – From the drop-down list, choose a How Received code to use as a 
filter.

Students Selected by Default – If this box is checked, any students selected and displayed will 
have their selection box checked. If this box is unchecked, any students selected and displayed 
will have their selection box unchecked.

Search – Search for students with the selected criteria.

 

Search Criteria Search Mode Fields
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 – Student Selection. If checked, this student is chosen for withdrawal. If unchecked, this student 
will not be withdrawn.

Caution: This is really powerful, so be sure you have made selections so that 
ONLY those students who should be Power Withdrawn will be selected! If you 
have not made the right selections, you could end up Power Withdrawing all 
students!

Withdraw – Process the Power Withdraw. You will receive the message below.

District Withdraw Code – All students selected will have the District Withdraw Reason on the 
open FS-Standing record (Student Profile – FS-Standing tab) set to the Withdraw Code selected 
in the Power Withdraw screen.

District Withdraw Date – All students selected will have the District Withdraw Date on the open 
FS-Standing record (Student Profile – FS-Standing tab) set to the Withdraw Date entered in the 
Power Withdraw screen. If Withdraw Code 99 “Completed Graduation Requirements” is selected, 
then the District Withdraw Date on the open FS-Standing record (Student Profile – FS-Standing 
tab) will automatically be set to the last date for the active school year in the active school.

 

Example Search Criteria Results
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Search Mode – Student IDs

Enter Student ID(s) in the open text box – separated by commas.

Students Selected by Default – If this box is checked, any students selected and displayed will 
have their selection box checked. If this box is unchecked, any students selected and displayed 
will have their selection box unchecked.

Search – Search for students with the selected criteria.

 – Student Selection. If checked, this student is chosen for withdraw. If unchecked, this student 
will not be withdrawn.

Withdraw – Process the Power Withdraw. You will receive the message below.

 

Student IDs Search Mode Field

 

Example Student IDs Reset
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District Withdraw Code – All students selected will have the District Withdraw Reason on the 
open FS-Standing record (Student Profile – FS-Standing tab) set to the Withdraw Code selected 
in the Power Withdraw screen.

District Withdraw Date – All students selected will have the District Withdraw Date on the open 
FS-Standing record (Student Profile – FS-Standing tab) set to the Withdraw Date entered in the 
Power Withdraw screen.
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Gifted

The Gifted module allows school and district staff to maintain Gifted information for each student 
to satisfy their EMIS reporting requirements, and consists of default Gifted Rules, the Gifted Mass 
Update, Gifted Initialization and the individual Student Gifted Records. The updates are meant to 
be a bulk update prior to any manual updates. Once manual updates are made, manual updates 
may be overwritten.

To properly use the Gifted Module:

1. Set up the appropriate Gifted Rules Maintenance for a district. These rules can be set up 
and run at the beginning of the school year and then used as the default values for the 
Gifted Mass Update.

• Default rule to create a blank Gifted record – Use for any student not screened or 
assessed, or for new students .

• District/Grade level rules – Use when every student in a grade level is screened 
and/or assessed in certain Gifted areas.

• Building/Grade level rules – Use when every student in a building/grade level is 
screened and/or assessed in certain Gifted areas.

2. Use the Gifted Mass Update process to set initial values for the school year or to restore 
students to the Gifted Rule defaults for screening, assessment, and served by district, 
building, and/or grade level. This is normally done on a yearly basis. This process will undo 
any screened or assessed values on the student’s gifted record if “Overwrite Existing 
Student Gifted records” is chosen. If the Reset Served option is chosen, the served values 
will be reset for the specified grade level. If you have already begun updating records for 
the current school year, these options will reset anything the districts have done. ITCs can 
perform this step for the districts or allow the districts to perform this step for themselves. 
As a district, please check with your ITC StudentInformation Support Staff before 
proceeding with this step.

 

Gifted Mass Update Screen
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3. Adjust individual Student Gifted Records as necessary in preparation for the EMIS Gifted 
Verification and Transfer.

Gifted Rules Maintenance

Navigation: Management – School Administration – EMIS – Gifted – Gifted Rules 
Maintenance

This page allows the user to set default values to be used when running the Gifted Mass Update. 
A default record may be defined at the district level or at the building level for each grade level, or 
for all grade levels. Building level rules override district level rules and building level grade level 
rules override district level grade level rules.

The Gifted Mass Update will apply the default values in the Gifted Rules Maintenance to the 
student gifted records. It is very important to have the proper Gifted Rules set up to prevent 
aggregate errors during the EMIS validation and aggregation process.

Best Practices

• Every district should have a district default rule set up with a blank grade level and 
nothing checked for Screening or Assessed. This will be the default rule for all students 
who do not have a gifted record for the school year including new students coming in to 
the district. When the Gifted Mass Update rules are processed, any student missing a 
record will have a record created for them according to the rules processed. In addition, 
grade level rules may also be defined to update the screening performed for the year. 
Once the mass update has been applied, rules may be changed if students enrolled after 
the initial mass update has taken place. These students should receive a record with 
nothing checked because they were not enrolled at the time of the district wide screening, 
in essence, a blank gifted record. To do this, make sure to deselect “Overwrite Existing 
Student Gifted Records”.

• Student gifted records are school year specific with the exception of the identified dates 
and the served values.

• These Gifted Rules will be set up based on the screening practices for your district and 
building. As a general rule, almost all other Gifted Rules for district, building, and/or grade 
level will only have the Screening boxes selected. The exceptions to this would be if you 
have an entire building and/or grade level with assessed Gifted students. 

District Level
 

District Level Gifted Rule
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If a district is in context, only district level rules will be displayed. District level rules are editable 
only at the district level. In this case, the default values would apply to all students in all buildings.

Note: Once a Screening is checked, the Screened Date becomes a required field.

 

Building Level
 

District Rule Gifted Rules Details Screen

Building Level Gifted Rule
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If a school building is in context, all school level as well as all district level rules will display. As 
shown above, district level rules cannot be managed from the school level. The edit and delete 
icons will be locked. The user may still view the district level rule using the magnifying glass. The 
rules will be ordered by grade level – with rules not having a specified grade level displaying first. 

This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. Refer to ProgressBook 
StudentInformation General Use Guide for more information on these controls.

The School Code column identifies the district or building where the rule was created, and is 
automatically populated when a rule is created.

In the above example, default values on the building level rule for 9th grade would overrule any 
district 9th grade rules (if there were any).

Edit/Add Gifted Rule
 

Note: Once a Screening is checked, the Screened Date becomes a required field.

Rule Name (required) – Descriptive name for this Gifted Rule.

Grade Level (optional) – Specific grade level that this Gifted Rule applies to. Leave this field blank 
to apply to all grade levels.

Active (optional) – Check indicates this Gifted Rule is active and usable.

Screening (optional) – Check the options that apply to the specific Gifted Rule.

Assessment (optional) – Check the options that apply to the specific Gifted Rule.

Building Rule Gifted Rules Details Screen
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Screened Date (required if Screening is checked) – The Gifted Mass Update will only update 
student gifted records if the student was enrolled in the school as of the Screened Date for each 
gifted area. If the student was not enrolled as of the Screened Date, a student gifted record with 
blank values is created.

View Gifted Rules Detail (Click Magnifying Glass)

 

Gifted Rules Maintenance Screen

Gifted Rules Details Screen
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Gifted Mass Update

Navigation: Management – School Administration – EMIS – Gifted – Gifted Mass Update

This page allows the user to restore or set Student Gifted Records to the appropriate screening 
and assessment defaults by district, building, and/or grade level. Served may be reset by grade 
level or for all grade levels. The resetting of Screening, Assessment, and Served defaults on 
Student Gifted Records is performed on an annual basis. Please note that Identified and Identified 
Date are never reset.

The Gifted Mass Update screen consists of two parts:

Mass Update of Gifted Rules – Used to restore the Screening and Assessment values to 
the appropriate defaults, i.e., this would be the District Default Rule to establish a blank gifted 
record, or if your 2nd grade students are always screened and assessed for Science, then 
you want to run this rule annually also.

Reset Served Values – Used to reset the Served values for all grade levels or a specific 
grade level.

Note: This process will undo any screened or assessed values on the student’s 
gifted record if “Overwrite Existing Student Gifted records” is chosen. The 
Identified and Served fields will remain the same. If the Reset Served option is 
chosen, the served values will be reset as unchecked for the specified grade 
level. If you have already begun updating records for the current school year, 
these options will reset anything the districts have done manually. ITCs normally 
do this step for the districts. As a district, please check with your ITC 
StudentInformation Support Staff before proceeding with this step.

Screened Date

The Gifted Mass Update will only update student gifted records if the student was enrolled in the 
school as of the Screened Date for each gifted area. The Screened Date is located on the Gifted 
Rules Maintenance screen. If the student was not enrolled in the school as of the Screened Date 
for a gifted area, a default gifted record will be created.

Best Practices

ITCs may want to limit access to the Gifted Mass Update process since it can be used to restore 
all selected students to default Gifted Rules by district, building, and/or grade level – overriding 
manual screening, assessment, and served Gifted entries if they have already been made.
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Mass Update of Gifted Rules
 

Gifted Rules (required) – Select (by moving to the right) the Gifted Rule(s) that you wish to use 
for the Gifted Mass Update. If a District is in context, District Gifted Rules will display and be 
available. If a Building is in context, Building Gifted Rules will display and be available. Grade level 
rules will take precedence over non-grade level rules. If a student is enrolled in more than one 
building, the rule for the student’s primary building or grade level/building will be used.

Overwrite Existing Student Gifted records (optional) – If checked, will overwrite Student Gifted 
records with the Screening and Assessment values from the applicable Gifted Rules. If not 
checked, existing Student Gifted records will not be updated. The Identified and Served fields will 
remain the same. 

Display Results (optional) – If checked, results of the update will be displayed on the screen.

Submit – Process the Gifted Mass Update using the selected Gifted Rules. This banner message 
will appear if no student gifted records were updated

This banner message will appear if student gifted records were successfully updated.

Gifted Mass Update Screen
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If the Display results option was selected, students will be displayed on the screen as follows:

Status

• Updated – Indicates a student who had an existing record whose values were updated 
as part of the Gifted Mass Update.

• Created – Indicates a student who did not have a record and the record was created by 
the Gifted Mass Update.

Reset Served Values
 

The Reset Served section of the Gifted Mass Update screen can be used to reset the Served 
values on the student gifted records. It resets only the Served values.

Grade Level – If left blank, Served values for all students will be reset. If a Grade Level is 
specified, the Served Values for students in that grade will be reset.

Reset Served – Reset the Served values for the students in the selected Grade Level or for all 
students if no Grade Level is selected. You will receive a confirmation message for resetting 
served values for All Grades or a specific Grade Level. 

 

Example Display Results

Reset Saved Values Area of Gifted Mass Update Screen
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Click Ok to process the Served reset. You will receive a successful message for either All Grades 
or a specific Grade Level.

Student Gifted Record

Navigation: SIS – Student – Gifted – Student Gifted Record

The student Gifted record is district-specific, allowing EMIS coordinators and other district 
personnel with appropriate security to maintain Gifted records for a student from year to year. The 
Student Gifted Record page will load the student gifted grid. 

Identified values are not school year specific. If the student has an existing gifted record, these 
values will be used to populate the student gifted grid. 

If a student does not have an existing gifted record for the school year in context, the student gifted 
grid will not be populated with any data. A banner message appears.

 

A Student Gifted Record should be set up manually for new students or the Gifted Mass Update 
can be ran with the District Gifted Rule (all blanks). “Overwrite Existing Student Gifted records” 
should be unchecked if the Gifted Mass Update is being run for only new students or students 
without an existing Student Gifted record.
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Screening – Check if the student has been screened for a specific Gifted category.

Assessment – Check if the student has been assessed for a specific Gifted category.

Identified – Check if the student has been identified for a specific Gifted category. If Identified is 
checked, an Identified Date must be entered. If an Identified Date is entered, then Identified must 
be checked.

Served – Check if the student is being served for this specific Gifted category.

Identified Date – Enter the date in each Gifted category that the student was identified in. If 
Identified is checked, an Identified Date must be entered. If an Identified Date is entered, Identified 
must be checked. Please note that the Identified Date is entered as MM/DD/YYYY. However the 
EMIS transfer will only use the month and year for processing purposes – the day will be ignored.

Special Note concerning dates before 2000

For students identified prior to 2000 with an unknown identified date, enter a date of 1/1/1900. The 
EMIS Transfer process will translate this date to all asterisks (******). Any existing student gifted 
records with Identified Dates of ****** will display as 1/1/1900 and will be translated to ****** during 
the EMIS Transfer process.

Save – Save changes to this student’s Gifted values. You will receive this message.

Discard Changes – Discard any changes since the last save or will restore the default if pressed 
after the “Restore Default” button was clicked since the last save. This is the same as Cancel. 
Please note that any Identified checks or dates entered will need to be manually removed as the 
Discard Changes option does not reset identified fields.

Student Gifted Record Screen
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Restore Default – Restore the default Screening and Assessment values from the district or 
building level Gifted Rule defaults. Please Note: Identified checks and Identified Dates will never 
be reset or restored. Served values are reset using the Gifted Mass Update screen. 

A confirmation message will appear asking if you are sure you want to restore the Gifted Record 
to the Screening and Assessment Gifted Rules defaults.

 After clicking OK, you will receive the following message,

 

Gifted Initialization

Navigation: Management – School Administration – EMIS – Gifted – Gifted Initialization

This screen allows Student Gifted Served values to be copied from one school year to the next. 
This process needs to be run at the Building level, not the District level. It will not work correctly if 
run at the District level.

 

Copy From School Year (required) – Choose the year from which you want to copy the Student 
Gifted Served values from. These Student Gifted Served values will be copied to the school year 
in context. Please Note: The Copy From School Year cannot match the school year in context.

Grade Levels to Copy (required) – Move one or more grade levels to the right side of the dual 
select box. Students in these grade levels will have their Student Gifted Served values copied 
from the Copy From School Year to the school year in context.

Gifted Initialization Screen
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Submit – Process the Gifted Initialization. A confirmation message will appear that indicates how 
many Student Gifted Records were created and how many Student Gifted Records were updated.

Reset Form – Do not process the Gifted Initialization and reset the form to the original values.

Report – Gifted Area Students

Navigation: SIS – School – Student Reports – Gifted Area Students

The Gifted Area Students report displays the selected students by gifted area, school, and grade 
level. It shows the identified date and served flag for each gifted area that was selected. The 
output is grouped by school, and grade level. Subtotals on the report included totals by grade 
level, school, and by gifted area. Detail output on the report includes student number, student 
name, gender, ethnicity, FTE, identified date, and served flag for each gifted area.

 

School (optional) – Choose one or more schools to include in your report. If a school is in context, 
then only that school will be listed. If a district is in context, all schools in that district will be listed. 

Gifted Area Students Screen
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If no School(s) are selected, all Schools will be included in the report.

Grade (optional) – Choose one or more grade levels to include in your report. The list will include 
all grade levels configured for the school in the school year in context. If no Grades are selected, 
all Grades will be included in the report.

Gifted Area (optional) – Choose one or more gifted areas to include in your report. Any students 
identified as gifted in the selected areas (and who match other filters) will be included in the report. 
If no Gifted Areas are selected, all Gifted Areas will be included in the report.

Sorting Options (optional) – Choose a sort option for your report. The report will automatically 
sort by grade level (ascending) and school name (ascending).

Delivery Method (required) – Refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation General Use Guide for 
more information.

Email Address – (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile).

Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, Excel 
Spreadsheet or HTML output.

Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen.

Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Refer to 
ProgressBook StudentInformation General Use Guide for more information.

 

Example Gifted Area Students Report
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Report – Gifted Student Courses

Navigation: SIS – School – Student Reports – Gifted Student Courses

The Gifted Student Courses report displays the courses (schedule) for the selected students 
along with the gifted area flags. Sorting options include student name, grade, or 
teacher/homeroom. Grouping options include homeroom, teacher, or grade level. Detail output on 
the report includes student name, student number, gifted area flags, course name, course section, 
credits, teacher, meeting time, EMIS Subject Code, and Core Subject Area. The total student 
credits are also displayed. This report is run at the building level.

 

Gifted Student Courses Screen (Upper Part)
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Homeroom Date (required) – Enter the effective Homeroom Date to be used in the Teacher and 
Period filters. Defaults to today’s date.

Homeroom (optional) – Choose one or more homerooms to include in your report. The list will 
include all homerooms configured for the school in the school year in context. The report will 
include all students assigned to the selected homerooms on the Homeroom Date entered. If no 
Homerooms are selected, all Homerooms will be included in the report.

Teacher (optional) – Choose one or more teachers to include in your report. The list will include 
all teachers that are actively configured for the school in the school year in context. The report will 
include all students assigned to the selected teachers on the Homeroom Date entered. If no 
Teachers are selected, all Teachers will be included in the report.

Gifted Student Courses Screen (Lower Part)
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Period (optional) – Choose one or more periods to include in your report. The list will include all 
periods configured for the school in the school year in context. The report will include all students 
assigned to the selected Teacher in the selected Period on the Homeroom Date selected. If no 
Periods are selected, all Periods will be included in the report.

Grade Level (optional) – Choose one or more grade levels to include in your report. The list will 
include all grade levels configured for the school in the school year in context. If no Grade Levels 
are selected, all Grade Levels will be included in the report.

Ethnicity (optional) – Choose one or more ethnicities to include in your report. The list will include 
all ethnicities defined for the school in the school year in context. If no Ethnicities are selected, all 
Ethnicities will be included in the report.

Disability Condition (optional) – Choose one or more disability conditions to include in your 
report. If no Disability Conditions are selected, all Disability Conditions will be included in the 
report.

Screened Only – Choose one or more Gifted Areas to include in your report. All students that are 
screened only in the selected Gifted Areas will be selected. Only selected values will be filtered on.

Assessed Only – Choose one or more Gifted Areas to include in your report. All students that are 
assessed only in the selected Gifted Areas will be selected. Only selected values will be filtered 
on.

Identified – Choose one or more Gifted Areas to include in your report. All students that are 
identified in the selected Gifted Areas will be selected. Only selected values will be filtered on.

Served – Choose one or more Gifted Areas to include in your report. All students that are served 
in the selected Gifted Areas will be selected. Only selected values will be filtered on.

Group By (optional) – Select from Homeroom, Teacher, or Grade Level. 

Homeroom – The report will be grouped and sorted first by Homeroom, and the students within 
each Homeroom will be sorted based on the selected Sorting Options below.

Teacher – The report will be grouped and sorted first by Teacher, and the students within each 
Teacher will be sorted based on the selected Sorting Options below.

Grade Level – The report will be grouped and sorted first by Grade Level, and the students within 
each Grade Level will be sorted based on the selected Sorting Options below.

Sorting Options (optional) – Choose a sort option for your report. The report will be grouped and 
sorted first by the selected in Group By, and the students within each Group By selection will then 
be sorted based on the selected Sorting Options.

Delivery Method (required) – Refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation General Use Guide for 
more information.

Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile)

Report Format - Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, Excel 
Spreadsheet or HTML output.

Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen.

Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Refer to 
ProgressBook StudentInformation General Use Guide for more information.
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Report – Gifted Student Detail Report

Navigation: SIS – School – Student Reports – Gifted Student Detail Report

The Gifted Student Detail Report displays the detailed gifted area information for each student 
selected.    Sorting options include student name, grade, or teacher/homeroom. Grouping options 
include homeroom, teacher, or grade level. Detail output on the report includes student name, 
student number, grade, ethnicity, disability condition, gifted area and screen, assessed, identified, 
served, and identified date for each gifted area. This report is run at the building level.

Example Gifted Student Courses Report
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Gifted Student Detail Report Screen
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Schedule (required) – Select the Schedule to be used for this report. If the Schedule has been 
finalized on the DASL Options-Scheduling tab, then this will not be available for selection as the 
finalized Schedule will be used for this report.

Schedule Result (required) – Select the Schedule Result to be used for this report. If the 
Schedule has been finalized on DASL Options-Scheduling tab, then this will not be available for 
selection as the finalized Schedule Result will be used for this report.

Homeroom Date (required) – Enter the effective Homeroom Date to be used in the Teacher and 
Period filters. Defaults to today’s date.

Homeroom (optional) – Choose one or more homerooms to include in your report. The list will 
include all homerooms configured for the school in the school year in context. The report will 
include all students assigned to the selected homerooms on the Homeroom Date entered. If no 
Homerooms are selected, all Homerooms will be included in the report.

Teacher (optional) – Choose one or more teachers to include in your report. The list will include 
all teachers that are actively configured for the school in the school year in context. The report will 
include all students assigned to the selected teachers on the Homeroom Date entered. If no 
Teachers are selected, all Teachers will be included in the report.

Period (optional) – Choose one or more periods to include in your report. The list will include all 
periods configured for the school in the school year in context. The report will include all students 
assigned to the selected Teacher in the selected Period on the Homeroom Date selected. If no 
Periods are selected, all Periods will be included in the report.

Grade Level (optional) – Choose one or more grade levels to include in your report. The list will 
include all grade levels configured for the school in the school year in context. If no Grade Levels 
are selected, all Grade Levels will be included in the report.

Ethnicity (optional) – Choose one or more ethnicities to include in your report. The list will include 
all ethnicities defined for the school in the school year in context. If no Ethnicities are selected, all 
Ethnicities will be included in the report.

Disability Condition (optional) – Choose one or more disability conditions to include in your 
report. If no Disability Conditions are selected, all Disability Conditions will be included in the 
report.

Screened Only – Choose one or more Gifted Areas to include in your report. All students that are 
screened only in the selected Gifted Areas will be selected. Only selected values will be filtered on.

Assessed Only – Choose one or more Gifted Areas to include in your report. All students that are 
assessed only in the selected Gifted Areas will be selected. Only selected values will be filtered 
on.

Identified – Choose one or more Gifted Areas to include in your report. All students that are 
identified in the selected Gifted Areas will be selected. Only selected values will be filtered on.

Served – Choose one or more Gifted Areas to include in your report. All students that are served 
in the selected Gifted Areas will be selected. Only selected values will be filtered on.
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Group By (optional) – Select from Homeroom, Teacher, or Grade Level. 

• Homeroom – The report will be grouped and sorted first by Homeroom, and the students 
within each Homeroom will be sorted based on the selected Sorting Options below.

• Teacher – The report will be grouped and sorted first by Teacher, and the students within 
each Teacher will be sorted based on the selected Sorting Options below.

• Grade Level – The report will be grouped and sorted first by Grade Level, and the 
students within each Grade Level will be sorted based on the selected Sorting Options 
below.

Sorting Options (optional) – Choose a sort option for your report. The report will be grouped and 
sorted first by the selected in Group By, and the students within each Group By selection will then 
be sorted based on the selected Sorting Options.

Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for further 
details.

Email Address (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile)

Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, Excel 
Spreadsheet or HTML output.

Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen.

Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Refer to 
ProgressBook StudentInformation General Use Guide for more information.

 

Example Gifted Student Detail Report
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Report – Gifted Students Missing Records

Navigation: SIS – School – Student Reports – Gifted Student Missing Records

The Gifted Students Missing Records report displays a list of students who are missing a gifted 
record. Sorting options include student name, grade level, ethnicity, and sent to IRN. Detail output 
on the report includes school code, school name, school IRN, student name, student number, 
grade, gender, ethnicity, FTE, sent to IRN, admission date, and withdrawal date. The Gifted 
Students Missing Records report will return all students who are missing a yearly gifted record, 
whether they have identified data or not. This report can be run at the district or building level.

 

School (optional) – Choose one or more schools to include in your report. If a school is in context, 
then only that school will be listed. If a district is in context, all schools in that district will be listed. 
If no School(s) are selected, all School(s) will be included in the report.

Sorting Options (optional) – Choose a sort option for your report. 

Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for further 
details.

Email Address – (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile).

Report Format - Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, Excel 
Spreadsheet or HTML output.

Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen.

Gifted Students Missing Records Screen
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Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please see the 
Batch/Report Management documentation for further details.

 

Example Gifted Students Missing Records Report
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Highly Qualified Teacher Worksheet

Navigation: SIS – School – Highly Qualified Teacher Worksheet

The Highly Qualified Teacher Worksheet will produce the teacher’s HQT Worksheet. This report 
is a listing of the teachers that are required to report HQT data for their courses and is intended to 
be used as a verification sheet for the teachers. Each teacher's information is printed on a 
separate page. The report can then be used as a form to be handed out to the teachers for them 
to review and verify if the information is correct or if any updates or changes need to be made. A 
signature line is included at the bottom of the page for the teachers to sign off on the report 
certifying the information is correct prior to being returned to the building principal.

Refer to “Highly Qualified Teacher Instruction Sheet” for an instruction sheet that can be printed 
to use with the Highly Qualified Teacher Worksheet.

  

School (required) – Select one or more school(s) for your report.

Highly Qualified Teacher Worksheet Screen
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Teacher SSNs (optional) – Enter the Social Security numbers of the teachers you wish to include 
on the report. The Social Security numbers must be separated by a comma. Any selected teacher 
with at least one course section assigned to them where the corresponding subject code is 
considered a core subject area for HQT will be included in the report.

If no Social Security numbers are entered, all teachers in the buildings selected with at least one 
course section assigned to them where the corresponding subject code is considered a core 
subject area for HQT will be included in the report.

Show teacher SSN on report (optional) – Check to show teacher Social Security numbers (EMIS 
ID from staff record) on the report; if unchecked Social Security numbers will not be displayed.

Show teacher Credential ID on report (optional) – Check to show teacher Credential ID (state 
staff ID) on the report; if unchecked, Credential IDs will not be displayed.

Sort Order 1 (required) – Choose a primary sort option for your report.

Sort Order 2 (required) – Choose a secondary sort option for your report.

Delivery Method (required) – See the Batch/Report Management documentation for further 
details.

Email Address – (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile).

Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, Excel 
Spreadsheet or HTML output.

Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen.

Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please see the 
Batch/Report Management documentation for further details.

Note: As shown in the following figure, the Highly Qualified Teacher Worksheet 
Report lists course sections separately if the course section has different values 
selected in the EMIS Subject Code, Curriculum, Delivery Method or Student 
Population fields on the EMIS Override tab than those values selected in the 
same fields on the EMIS tab for the course.
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Example Highly Qualified Teacher Worksheet
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Highly Qualified Teacher Instruction Sheet

This instruction sheet can be found on the Ohio Department of Education Web site and printed for 
use with the Highly Qualified Teacher Worksheet.

 

Highly Qualified Teacher Instruction Sheet
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Highly Qualified Teacher Report

Navigation: SIS – School – Highly Qualified Teacher Report

The Highly Qualified Teacher Report will generate a listing of the teachers that are required to 
enter the Highly Qualified Teacher data. The report will list the teacher’s social security numbers 
and/or credential IDs, subject codes/description, courses, course types and the HQT field. The 
HQT Report is intended to be only an informational report that can be printed to list all HQT 
information for a teacher.

 

School (required) – Select one or more school(s) for your report.

Teacher SSNs (optional) – Enter the Social Security numbers of the teachers you wish to include 
on the report. The teachers Social Security numbers must be separated by a comma. Any 
selected teacher with at least one course section assigned to them where the corresponding 
subject code is considered a core subject area for HQT will be included in the report.

If no teachers Social Security numbers are entered, all teachers in the buildings selected with at 
least one course section assigned to them where the corresponding subject code is considered a 
core subject area for HQT will be included in the report.

Included SSN (optional) – Check to show teacher social security numbers (EMIS ID from staff 
record) on the report; if unchecked social security numbers will not be displayed.

Highly Qualified Teacher Report Screen
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Included Credential ID (optional) – check to show teacher Credential ID (state staff ID) on the 
report; if unchecked, Credential IDs will not be displayed.

Sort Order 1 (required) – Choose a primary sort option for your report.

Sort Order 2 (required) – Choose a secondary sort option for your report.

Delivery Method (required) – Refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation General Use Guide for 
more information.

Email Address – (auto populated from your StudentInformation profile).

Report Format – Select output format from Adobe PDF, Rich Text File (RTF), Text, Excel 
Spreadsheet or HTML output.

Description (optional) – If entered, will show on the Batch/Report Management screen 

Submit – Will submit this report to the Batch/Report Management application. Please see the 
Batch/Report Management documentation for further details.

Note: As shown in the following figure, the Highly Qualified Teacher Report lists 
course sections separately if the course section has different values selected in 
the EMIS Subject Code, Curriculum, Delivery Method or Student Population fields 
on the EMIS Override tab than those values selected in the same fields on the 
EMIS tab for the course.
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Highly Qualified Teacher Update Maintenance

Navigation: Management – School Administration – Scheduling Administration – Highly 
Qualified Teacher Update

The Highly Qualified Teacher Update Maintenance is used to update the Highly Qualified 
Definition for each teacher. The Highly Qualified Teacher Update Maintenance screen will only 
allow users to create records for course sections where the teacher is the Teacher of Record as 
noted on the Course Section record.

Example Highly Qualified Teacher Report
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This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. Refer to ProgressBook 
StudentInformation General Use Guide for more information on these controls.

Filter by Teacher (required) – Select the teacher from the drop down list.

Add HQT Definition – Click to add a Highly Qualified Definition for a unique EMIS 
Subject/Curriculum /Delivery Method/Student Population combination for this teacher.

Highly Qualified Definition Grid

A list of the selected teacher’s EMIS Subject/Curriculum/Delivery Method/Student Population 
combinations with the assigned Highly Qualified Definition is displayed. These are for course 
sections where the teacher selected is designated as the Teacher of Record on the Teacher 
History tab.

Add/Edit Highly Qualified Teacher Update Record
 

EMIS Definition – The options for this drop-down list will be derived from the Teacher History tab 
of the selected teacher’s course section for which the teacher has been marked as the Teacher 
of Record. There will be one option for each unique EMIS Subject/Curriculum/Delivery 
Method/Student Population combination taught by the selected teacher. If the teacher already has 
a Highly Qualified Definition for a unique combination in the school and school year in context, 
then the unique combination will not be available in the list. This means that only unique 
combinations that do not have Highly Qualified Definitions will be available in the list.

EMIS Subject, Curriculum, Delivery Method, Student Population – The code and description 
for these read-only fields are displayed from the values selected on the EMIS Override tab for the 
course section, if defined, or the values selected on the EMIS tab for the course record. 

Highly Qualified Teacher Update Maintenance Screen

Add/Edit Highly Qualified Teacher Update Record Screen
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How the teacher meets highly qualified definition (required) – Select from the drop-down list. 
This field indicates specifically how the teacher meets the highly qualified definition and is derived 
from element CU100 on the Staff Course (CU) record.

Note: Use option “I – Not core course OR course type is not eval. For HQT” when 
one or more of the following is true:
Curriculum Element = PS, PI or OC
Delivery Method = CC, ET, OL, and Ed option =YS or Delivery Method = ID, IM, 
TO, or CI
Student Population = D8, DP or PR

Delete Highly Qualified Teacher Update Record
 

When deleting a Highly Qualified Definition, a confirmation of the delete will be shown as in the 
following figure. This confirmation will display all the courses that a teacher teachers and is 
marked as the Teacher of Record that matches the EMIS Subject/Curriculum/Delivery 
Method/Student Population combinations.

 

Continue – Delete the Highly Qualified Definition record. A confirmation screen will be displayed. 

Cancel – Do not delete the record and return to the initial Highly Qualified Teacher Update 
Maintenance screen.

Highly Qualified Teacher Update Maintenance Screen

Delete Highly Qualified Teacher Record Screen
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Ad-Hoc Updates

Navigation: Home – Management – Ad-Hoc Updates

There are six Ad-Hoc Updates available to bulk update various StudentInformation EMIS data.

• Update Graduation Date

• Update Diploma Type

• Bulk Update Course Core Subject Area

• Bulk Update Manual Course Core Subj Area

• Bulk Update Fall Initialization Blocks

• Student Membership Copy

Update Graduation Date

Navigation: Home – Management – Ad-Hoc Updates – Update Graduation Date

This screen allows a building to update selected Grade 12 students (seniors) with a specific 
graduation date. District personnel will then need to modify the graduation date on any exception 
students that should not have this specific graduation date. Graduation Date is located on the 
Student Profile – FN-Graduate tab.

You have two options to update Graduation Dates – use the Status Search tab or Ad-Hoc 
Membership tab.

Ad-Hoc Updates Menu - Bulk Options
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Status Search Tab

Select the Student Statuses to be included (required) – Select one or more Student Statuses 
to use when selecting students for the bulk update. The Status Search selection will only include 
Grade 12 students with the selected Student Status(es).

Select a File Type – Select from CSV, HTML (.html), or TAB (tab-delimited text file). If verifying 
(not updating), you must select a file type.

Select a Download Method – Select Download (download to your PC or file server) or Email 
(email as an attachment to yourself or someone else). If verifying (not updating), you must select 
a download method.

Graduation Date (required) – Enter the Graduation Date for this year’s seniors. All 12th-grade 
students with the selected status will be updated with this date on the student profile – 
FN-Graduate tab.

Override Existing (optional) – Check this box if the “new” Graduation Date should override any 
existing graduation dates for the selected students. If this box is unchecked, any selected student 
with a graduation date already entered will not be overridden with the “new” Graduation Date.

Run Type (required) – Verify will allow you to view the list and no updates will take place; Update 
will update the student graduation date for each selected student.

Caution: Please Run in the verify mode first. There is no “Undo” button.

Submit – Run the Verify or Update option selected. If updating (not verifying), you will see a 
confirmation message telling you how many records were updated.

Status Search Tab on Bulk Update of Student Graduation Date Screen
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Ad-Hoc Membership Tab
Student Graduation Dates can also be updated for students in a specific Ad-Hoc Membership 
group.

Select Ad-Hoc Membership (required) – Select an existing Ad-Hoc Membership from the 

drop-down list or click  to create a new Ad-Hoc Membership list. See “Creating an Ad-Hoc 
Membership for the Seniors” at the end of this section for more information.

Select a File Type – Select from CSV, HTML (.html), or TAB (tab-delimited text file). If verifying 
(not updating), you must select a file type.

Select a Download Method – Select Download (download to your PC or file server) or Email 
(email as an attachment to yourself or someone else). If verifying (not updating), you must select 
a download method.

Graduation Date (required) – Enter the Graduation Date for this year’s seniors. All seniors with 
the selected ad-hoc membership group will be updated with this date.

Override Existing (optional) – Check this box if the “new” Graduation Date should override any 
existing graduation dates for the selected students. If this box is unchecked, any selected student 
with a graduation date already entered will not be overridden with the “new” Graduation Date.

Run Type (required) – Verify will allow you to view the list and no updates will take place. Update 
will update the student graduation date for each selected student.

Caution: Please run in the VERIFY mode first - there is no “un-do” button.

Submit – Run the Verify or Update option selected. If updating (not verifying), you will see a 
confirmation message telling you how many records were updated.

Ad-Hoc Memberships Tab on Bulk Update of Student Graduation 
Date Screen
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Create Ad-Hoc Membership Group for Seniors
 

Select Ad-Hoc Membership (required) – Click  to create a new Ad-Hoc Membership list.

Click Add New Ad-Hoc Membership to add a new Ad-Hoc Membership for seniors.

 

Ad-Hoc Memberships Tab on Bulk Update of Student Graduation 
Date Screen

Add New Ad-Hoc Membership Button
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Membership Name (required) – Enter your Ad-Hoc Membership Name.

Search Mode (required) – Make sure the Search Criteria button is selected.

Grade (optional) – Select Grade 12.

Check the “Students Selected by Default” check box and click Search to search for all students 
in Grade 12.

Student List - All of your students in Grade 12 will be displayed – all marked as selected. If any 

of these students should not be reported as your graduates, deselect their selection box. (12th 
graders who are withdrawn will also show on this list, but you can ignore them. They will not show 
on your Download Report and will not be updated.)

Click Add Selected Students to add the selected students to the Membership.

Click Save to save the Membership.

Click the  icon for the new Membership to use it on the Bulk Update for Graduation Date 
screen. Choose the Ad-Hoc tab and enter the name of the Ad-Hoc Membership you created. 
Complete the rest of the options, choosing Verify and review the report. If the listing is correct, 
rerun in Update mode.

Add Ad Hoc Memberships Screen
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Update Diploma Type

Navigation: Home – Management – Ad-Hoc Updates – Update Diploma Type

With StudentInformation, all students graduating will have had their graduation date field updated 
with a specific graduation date. The school then will need to process the Update Diploma Type to 
update those students’ Diploma Type for EMIS reporting. The Bulk Update of Student Diploma 
Type will update selected students Diploma Type (Student Profile – FN-Graduate tab) to “1” – the 
most common diploma type issued. District personnel will then need to modify the diploma type 
on any exception students that should not be a diploma type “1”.

 

All Graduation Dates – The left side of this dual-select box lists all graduation dates currently 
displayed on the FN-Graduate tab of any student’s profile for the current school year.

Assigned Graduation Dates (optional) – Select one or more of Graduation Dates. The process 
will only update Diploma Type for students with the selected Graduation Dates. At least one 
Graduation Date must be selected.

Set diploma type to (required) – Select the diploma type to assign to the students. The Diploma 
Type is found on the student profile – FN-Graduate tab.

for students passing rule (optional) – If selected, only those students that pass the selected 
Graduation/Eligibility Rule will have their Diploma Type updated.

Recalculate student rule data (optional) – If selected, students’ Graduation/Eligibility Rule status 
will be recalculated as part of the update process.

Override current diploma type (optional) – If selected, existing already-selected Diploma Types 
will be replaced by the selected Diploma Type. If not selected, any existing Diploma Type will 
remain unchanged.

Bulk Update of Student Diploma Type Screen
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Save – Process the Student Diploma Type update. You will receive a confirmation message:

Cancel – Do not process the Student Diploma Type update.

Bulk Update Course Core Subject Area

Navigation: Management – Ad-Hoc Updates – Bulk Update Course Core Subject Area

This screen is used to bulk update the CORE Subject Area for courses in the context school and 
selected school years. The GC-Student Graduation-Core Summary is an EMIS record that is 
reported in two situations.

• Period G – For graduating seniors (regular and summer). A CORE Summary record is 
required for each CORE Subject Area in which a student has accumulated credits/units.

• Period K – For any students in grades 9 through 12 who are enrolled in the current 
school year that have earned accumulated credits/units in a CORE Subject Area in prior 
years.

 

Bulk Update Course Core Subject Area Screen
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The following four sections are located on this screen:

• Course Filters

• Update Directives

• Sort Courses

• Course Preview

Course Filters
Use Hide Course Filters and Show Course Filters to toggle between showing and hiding the 
Course Filters.

 

The Course Filter options will allow you to bulk update courses that match search criteria. You will 
be able to preview courses that match your search, and select/deselect courses for updating with 
the CORE Subject Area chosen.

Department (optional) – Select a specific Department to use as a filter.

Area of Study (optional) – Select a specific “Area of Study” to use as a filter.

Subject Area (optional) – Select a specific “Subject Area” to use as a filter.

Is High School Credit Only (optional) – This check box allows the user to specify that only 
courses with the Is High School Credit option selected will appear in the list.

EMIS Subject Area for Credit (optional) – Select a specific “EMIS Subject Area for Credit” to use 
as a filter. If an item is selected in the “EMIS Subject Area for Credit” drop-down list, the “EMIS 
Subject Code” dual select is refreshed to include only the EMIS Subject Codes that are associated 
with the selected “EMIS Subject Area for Credit”.

Report to EMIS Only (optional) – This check box allows the user to specify that only courses with 
the Report to EMIS option selected will appear in the list.

EMIS Subject Codes (optional) – One or more “EMIS Subject Codes” can be selected to use as 
filter criteria. If no “EMIS Subject Codes” are selected, then there will be no filter on “EMIS Subject 
Codes”. If an item is selected in the “EMIS Subject Area for Credit” drop-down list, the “EMIS 
Subject Code” dual select is refreshed to include only the EMIS Subject Codes that are associated 
with the selected “EMIS Subject Area for Credit”. 

Course Filters Area on Bulk Update Course Core Subject Area Screen
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Preview Courses – This button will refresh the Course Preview list in the bottom section of the 
screen with the courses that meet the filter criteria chosen at the top of the screen.

 

Update Directives
Use Hide Update Directives and Show Updated Directives to toggle between showing and 
hiding the update directives (i.e. School Years to Update).

 

The Update Directives options will allow you to provide additional direction for the bulk update of 
courses.

School Years (optional) – The bulk update will assign the CORE Subject Area to selected 
courses within all school years chosen in the “School Years to Update” dual select. The dual select 
will contain all school years other than the context year, including both past and future years. The 
courses will automatically be updated in the context school year.

Sort Courses
Use Hide Sort Courses and Show Sort Courses to toggle between showing and hiding the 
course sorting options.

Course Preview Area with Courses Selected

Update Directives Area on Bulk Update Course Core Subject Area Screen
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Course Sorting Options (optional) – This dual select control allows the user to select the sort 
order of the courses in the Course Preview list among the fields shown in the list. The Sort 
Courses button will resort the Course List with the chosen sort options.

Select All (optional) – If checked, this will automatically select all courses in the list.

CORE Subject Area (required) – Select the CORE Subject Area that will be assigned to the 
selected courses.

Update Selected Courses – Perform the Bulk Update of the selected CORE Subject Area to all 
selected courses in all selected school years and the context year. Do not click this button until 
you are sure you have the proper courses selected in the Course Preview list below.

Course Preview
Use Hide Course Preview and Show Course Preview to toggle between showing and hiding the 
Course Preview list.

The Course Preview list is populated when you choose specific filters and click Preview Courses.

 

Select the Courses that you wish to have bulk updated with the Core Subject Area selected in a 
previous area. 

Sort Courses Area on Bulk Update Course Core Subject Area Screen

Course Preview Area on Bulk Update Course Core Subject Area Screen

Course Preview Area with Courses Selected
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Show Only Courses with no CORE Subject Area (optional) – If checked, only courses in the 
list that do not yet have a CORE Subject Area will display. If unchecked, all courses will be 
returned. This allows the user to change pre-existing CORE Subject Area values with the bulk 
update.

Bulk Update Manual Course Core Subject Area

Navigation: Management – Ad-Hoc Updates – Bulk Update Manual Course Core Subj Area

This screen allows you to bulk update the CORE Subject Area for manually entered courses. All 
manual course history records that are marked as “Is High School Credit” need a CORE Subject 
Area value. All courses in which high school credit is earned need to have the CORE Subject Area 
updated for the current year, the future year (if School Year Initialization is already complete), and 
prior years – regardless of where the course was taken (JVS, post-secondary institution, another 
district, or middle school).

Choose School Years Tab
 

This tab allows you to choose the school years you want to view and update manually entered 
courses.

Manually Entered Course School Years – The school years for which the school in context has 
manually entered courses will be displayed.

Chosen – Select the school years you want to filter and view manually entered courses.

Next> – Process the Choose schools years tab and proceed to the Choose originating schools 
tab.

Summary>> – Proceed directly to the View summary tab. 

Choose School Years Tab on Bulk Update Manual Course Core Subject Area Screen
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Choose Originating Schools Tab
 

This tab allows the you to choose the originating schools for which you want to view manually 
entered courses.

 High School Credit Manually Entered Courses Only– When checked, only manually entered 
courses that are marked as “Is High School Credit” will be returned. This will default to checked 
and normally, you will want to leave it as checked since these courses require a CORE Subject 
Area.

Manually Entered Course Originating Schools – This side of the dual select box lists the 
originating schools of the manually entered courses at the school for all of the selected school 
years. 

Chosen – Select the originating schools for which you want to filter and view manually entered 
courses. StudentInformation State Support recommends running the update process for one 
originating school at a time.

Next> – Process the Choose originating schools tab and proceed to the Choose filters tab.

<Prev – Return to the Choose school years tab.

Summary>> – Proceed directly to the View summary tab. 

Choose Originating Schools Tab on Bulk Update Manual Course Core Subject Area Screen
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Choose Filters Tab
 

This tab allows you to choose additional filters to limit the manually entered courses to view and 
update.

Subject Areas, Areas of Study, Course Codes, Course Short Names and Course Names 
– The filters contain a district list of values from the manually entered courses in the school years 
and originating school years chosen in previous tabs. 

Chosen – Select one or more values on which to filter the select manual courses. To view all 
courses for the selected school years and originating school years chosen in previous tabs, do not 
select any filters. If filters are chosen, only records matching the filters will be returned.

Or Like – Instead of choosing specific values for each filter, the “Or like” filter can be used. Enter 
a character string that will be used to filter based on the beginning of the value. For example, 
entering “alg” for the Subject Area “Or like” filter will return manual courses with Subject Areas of 
ALG, ALG2, ALGEBRA I, and ALGEBRA II, etc.

Next> – Process the Choose filters tab and proceed to the View courses and update records tab.

<Prev – Return to the Choose originating schools tab.

Summary>> – Proceed directly to the View summary tab.

Choose Filters Tab on Bulk Update Manual Course Core Subject Area Screen
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View Courses and Update Records Tab
 

This tab allows you to view and update the manually entered courses based on the school years, 
originating schools and filters chosen. All manual course history records that match the selected 
school years, originating schools, and filters are listed. 

The manual course history list can be sorted by Code in ascending or descending order. The Core 
Subject Area column shows the existing CORE Subject Area (if any) assigned that specific 
manual course history record. The Records column shows how many manual course history 
records will be affected if the update is completed.

Core Subject Area column – From the drop-down list, choose to [Clear CORE Subject Area] or 
choose the CORE Subject Area for which to update all of the selected manual courses. Choosing 
[Clear CORE Subject Area] will blank out the CORE Subject Area for the selected manually 
entered courses.

Select All – Selecting this box will select all of the courses listed.

Select the check box next to the course to select specific manual course history records. Place 
a check in the box next to the courses that you want to be updated with the CORE Subject Area 
chosen.

Show Manually Entered Courses Missing CORE Subject Area Only – Selecting this box will 
show only manually entered courses that currently have a blank (or missing) CORE Subject Area.

Update Selected Records – Clicking this button will process the bulk update of the CORE 
Subject Area for the manual course history records that have been selected. Only manual course 
history records that are selected will be updated. After the update, the same list of courses will be 
displayed with the updated CORE Subject Area now displayed.

Next> – Proceed to the View summary tab.

View Courses and Update Records Tab on Bulk Update Manual Course Core Subject Area Screen
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<Prev – Return to the Choose filters tab.

Summary>> – Proceed directly to the View summary tab.

View summary Tab
 

This summary tab shows counts by originating school and high school credit in addition to total 
counts. Counts are for the manually entered courses that match the school years, originating 
school, and high school credit options chosen on the previous tabs. The summary can be used to 
view the number of manual course records with the CORE Subject Area still missing and the 
CORE Subject Area set by the update just processed. 

<Prev – Return to the View courses and update records tab.

<<Start Over – Start over and return to the Choose school years tab.

Bulk Update Fall Initialization Blocks

Navigation: Management – Ad-Hoc Updates – Bulk Update Fall Initialization Blocks

This screen allows the user to perform a bulk update to set/unset the “Exclude from Fall 
Initialization” flags on the Student Profile – FS, FD and FN tabs.

View Summary Tab on Bulk Update Manual Course Core Subject Area Screen
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Ad-Hoc Membership (optional) – You may select an Ad-Hoc Membership to use when updating 
the “Exclude Fall Initialization Flags” on the Student Profile. If an Ad-Hoc Membership is selected, 
only the students included in the Ad-Hoc Membership will have their “Exclude Fall Initialization 

Flags” updated as specified. Click  to add a new Ad-Hoc Membership.

Public And Private – If checked, both public and private Ad-Hoc Memberships will be included 
in the Ad-Hoc Membership drop-down menu.

 

Update – Check the Update check box next to the specific Setting that is to be updated. The 
appropriate Student Profile flag will be updated as follows:

Bulk Update Fall Initialization Blocks Screen

Update Check Box

Settings That Can Be Updated

Setting Action

Process FS Records The “Exclude FS Records from Fall Initialization Updates” flag on the Student Profile-FS tab 
will be updated

Process FD Records The “Exclude FD Records from Fall Initialization Updates” flag on the Student Profile-FD 
tab will be updated

Process FN Records The “Exclude FN Records from Fall Initialization Updates” flag on the Student Profile-FN 
tab will be updated
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New Value

If the Exclude Student option is selected, the Exclude Records from Fall Initialization Updates 
option will be selected on the appropriate Student Profile tab as specified by the Setting.

If the Include Student option is selected, the Exclude Records from Fall Initialization Updates 
option will be unchecked on the appropriate Student Profile tab as specified by the Setting.

Submit – Execute the Bulk Update Fall Initialization Blocks with the selected Settings and Values. 
The user will receive a message that indicates how many students were updated.

Cancel – Do not execute the Bulk Update Fall Initialization Blocks.

Student Membership Copy

Navigation: Management – Ad-Hoc Updates – Student Membership Copy

This screen allows you to copy selected student membership assignments from the previous 
school year to the current year in context. Refer to ProgressBook StudentInformation Student and 
Registration Guide for more information.

Note: The 215XXX codes are not available for you to copy in this process. These 
codes are now stored on the Services tab of the Special Education screen.

The memberships that have been copied for the selected student display on the Student 
Memberships screen.

 

After the Memberships (MEMBEMIS) update process has been run, Student Program Records 
(GQ) are created for memberships that have an EMIS Program Code. See “Memberships 
(MEMBEMIS)”  for further details.

Student Memberships Screen
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Student Program Record Screen
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Reports

Period G Student Core Summary Report

The Period G Student Core Summary report lists the students graduating in period G and the 
credits they received for each core area by district and school.

The Period G Student Core Summary Report is a Report Builder report and is located in the 
following path: Home > Local > Report Builder Links > Report Builder Reports.

1. With the school or district for which you want to run the report in context, on the Report 
Builder screen, click the run icon in the View Report column for the Period G Student Core 
Summary report.

Period G Student Core Summary Report on the Report Builder Reports Screen

Run Icon
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The report displays on the StudentInformation Report Viewer screen.

2. If you would like to apply an additional filter to the report results, click Show Setup, and 
then in the Set Optional Filters area:

a. In the Field Name drop-down list, select the field on which you want to filter the 
report.

b. In the Operation drop-down list, select the operation you want to apply to the filter. 
The available options may vary depending on the field you selected in the Field 
Name drop-down list. For more information about filter operations, refer to 
ProgressBook StudentInformation Report Builder User Guide.

c. In the Value field, enter or select the appropriate value, if applicable.

Note: The available options and acceptable values vary depending on the option 
you selected in the Field Name drop-down list. You may be able to enter only 
alphabetical or only numeric characters depending on the option you selected in 
the Field Name drop-down list. If you selected an option in the Field Name 
drop-down list that requires a date, a calendar becomes available in the Value 
field. If you selected Has a Value or Does Not Have a Value in the Operation 
drop-down list, then the Value field is unavailable.

d. To add an additional filter, repeat step 2(a) through step 2(c) in the line below the 
previous filter.

Period G Student Core Summary Report
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e. Click View Report to apply the filter(s) to the report.

The report displays a second time with the filters you defined applied. The following 
figure shows the report filtered by the Core Area Code of BUS.

3. To save the report with your selected parameters and filters, perform the following steps:

a. Click Save Setup As.

b. In the New report name field, enter a unique report name.

c. In the New description field, enter a description of the report.

d. Click Save.

The following message displays at the bottom of the screen: “Report setup saved 
successfully.”

The report is saved. You can now run it directly from the User Reports area on the 
Report Builder Reports screen.

4. Click the close button to close the StudentInformation Report Viewer screen and return to 
the Report Builder screen.

Period G Student Core Summary Report Filtered by BUS Core Area Code
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Period K Non-Graduate Core Summary Report

The Period K Non-Graduate Core Summary report lists the students and the credits received for 
each core area in period K by district and school.

The Period K Non-Graduate Core Summary Report is a Report Builder report and is located in the 
following path: Home > Local > Report Builder Links > Report Builder Reports.

1. With the school or district for which you want to run the report in context, on the Report 
Builder screen, click the run icon in the View Report column for the Period K 
Non-Graduate Core Summary report.

Period K Non-Graduate Core Summary Report on the Report Builder Reports Screen

Run 
Icon
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The report displays on the StudentInformation Report Viewer screen.

2. If you would like to apply an additional filter to the report results, click Show Setup, and 
then in the Set Optional Filters area:

a. In the Field Name drop-down list, select the field on which you want to filter the 
report.

b. In the Operation drop-down list, select the operation you want to apply to the filter. 
The available options may vary depending on the field you selected in the Field Name 
list. For more information about the filter operations, refer to ProgressBook 
StudentInformation Report Builder User Guide.

c. In the Value field, enter or select the appropriate value, if applicable.

Note: The available options and acceptable values vary depending on the option 
you selected in the Field Name drop-down list. You may be able to enter only 
alphabetical or only numeric characters depending on the option you selected in 
the Field Name drop-down list. If you selected an option in the Field Name 
drop-down list that requires a date, a calendar becomes available in the Value 
field. If you selected Has a Value or Does Not Have a Value in the Operation 
drop-down list, then the Value field is unavailable.

d. To add an additional filter, repeat step 2(a) through step 2(c) in the line below the 
previous filter.

Period K Non-Graduate Core Summary Report
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e. Click View Report to apply the filter(s) to the report.

The report displays a second time with the filters you defined applied. The following 
figure shows an example of the report filtered by the Core Area Code of BUS.

3. To save the report with your selected parameters and filters, perform the following steps:

a. Click Save Setup As.

b. In the New report name field, enter a unique report name.

c. In the New description field, enter a description of the report.

d. Click Save.

The following message displays at the bottom of the screen: “Report setup saved 
successfully.”

The report is saved. You can now run it directly from the User Reports area on the 
Report Builder Reports screen.

4. Click the close button to close the StudentInformation Report Viewer screen and return to 
the Report Builder screen.

Period K Non-Graduate Core Summary Report Filtered by BUS Core Area Code
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Appendix A – Student Registration and 
Withdrawal Scenarios

Please refer to the 12/13 Withdrawal Scenarios document, which is located on the Web 
documentation page (Procedural Checklists - EMIS section).
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Appendix B – StudentInformation 
Crosswalk

The following table lists all EMIS elements based on the state EMIS Manual Chapter 5 and where 
they reside in StudentInformation.

Student Demographic Record (GI)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

These elements are located on various Student Profile tab(s) as listed 
below.

Building IRN Additional – Primary Building
AND
FS-Standing – Attending Building IRN

EMIS Student ID Number FS-Standing

Date of Birth General – Birthdate

Gender General – Gender

Racial/Ethnic Group General - Summative Race

Native Language General – Native Language

First Name General – First Name

and/or

Private – Legal First Name

Middle Name General – Middle Name

and/or

Private – Legal Middle Name

Last Name General – Last Name

and/or

Private – Legal Last Name

Student Birth Place City General – Birthplace City

Student Home Language General - Home Language

Hispanic/Latino General - Hispanic/Latino

Student Demographic - Race Detail Record (GJ)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

EMIS Student ID Number FS Standing

Racial Group General - Racial Groups (1 record created for each group checked)
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Student Standing Record (FS)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

These elements are located on various Student Profile tab(s) as listed 
below.

Effective Start Date FS-Standing – Effective Start Date

Admission Date FS-Standing – District Admission Date

Student Admission Reason FS-Standing – Admission Reason

Admitted From IRN FS-Standing – Admitted From IRN

Effective End Date FS-Standing – Effective End Date

Withdrawal Reason FS-Standing – Withdraw Reason

Withdrawn To IRN FS-Standing – Withdrawn To IRN

State Student ID (SSID) FS-Standing – State Student ID (SSID)

Student Percent of Time FS-Standing – Percent of Time

Tuition Type FS-Standing – Tuition Type

District Relationship FS-Standing – District Relationship

Legal District of Residence FS-Standing – District of Residence

Attending Building IRN FS-Standing – Attending Building IRN

Assigned Building Area IRN FS-Standing – Assigned Building IRN

How Received FS-Standing – How Received

How Received IRN FS-Standing – How Received IRN

Sent Reason 1 FS-Standing – Sent To Reason 1

Sent To IRN 1 FS-Standing – Sent to IRN 1

Sent To Percent of Time 1 FS-Standing – Percent of Time 1

Sent Reason 2 FS-Standing – Sent To Reason 2

Sent To IRN 2 FS-Standing – Sent To IRN 2

Sent To Percent of Time 2 FS-Standing – Sent To Percent of Time 2

County of Residence FS-Standing – County of Residence

October Count Week Attendance Days FS-Attendance – October CW: Attendance Days

October Count Week Excused Absence 
Days

FS-Attendance – October CW: Excused Absence Days

October Count Week Unexcused Absence 
Days

FS-Attendance – October CW: Unexcused Absence Days

School Year Attendance Days FS-Attendance – School Year: Attendance Days

School Year Excused Absence Days FS-Attendance – School Year: Excused Absence Days

School Year Unexcused Absence Days FS-Attendance – School Year: Unexcused Absence Days
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Student Attributes – Effective Date Record (FD)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

These elements are located on various Student Profile tab(s) as listed 
below.

Effective Start Date FD-Attributes – Effective Start Date

Effective End Date FD-Attributes

Grade Level FD-Attributes – EMIS Grade Level

State Equivalent Grade Level FD-Attributes – State Equivalent Grade

Attendance Pattern FD-Attributes – Attendance Pattern

Disadvantagement FD-Attributes – Disadvantagement

Preschool Poverty Level FD-Attributes – Preschool Poverty Level

Disability Condition FD-Attributes – Disability Condition

Student being served by 504 Plan FD-Attributes – Section 504 Plan

Homeless Status FD-Attributes – Homeless Status

Homeless Unaccompanied Youth FD-Attributes – Homeless Unaccompanied Youth

Limited English Proficiency FD-Attributes – Limited English Proficiency

Migrant Status FD-Attributes – Migrant Status

Foreign Exchange Student Graduation 
Plan

FD-Attributes – Foreign Exchange Graduation Plan

Immigrant Status FD-Attributes – Immigrant Status

Student Attributes – No Date Record (FN)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

These elements are located on various Student Profile tab(s) as listed 
below.

Non-Attending Reason FS-Attendance – October CW: Non-Attending Reason

Retained Status FN-Attributes – Retained Status

Fiscal year student began 9th grade FN-Attributes – Fiscal Year Began 9th

Accountability IRN FN-Attributes – Accountability IRN

Attending Building IRN Next Year FN-Attributes – Attending Building IRN Next Year

Third Grade Reading Guarantee FN-Attributes – Third Grade Reading Guarantee

Limited English Proficient Reclassification 
Date

FD-Attributes – LEP Reclass Date

Majority of Attendance IRN FN-Attributes – Majority of Attendance IRN

CORE Economics and Financial Literacy 
Requirement Met

FN-Graduate – Economics and Financial Literacy Requirement Met

CORE Fine Arts Requirement Met FN-Graduate – Fine Arts Requirement Met

CORE Graduation Requirement Exemption 
Code

FN-Graduate – CORE Graduation Requirement Exemption

Exempted from Physical Education 
Graduation Requirement

FN-Graduate – Exempted from Physical Education Graduation 
Requirement
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Diploma Date FN-Graduate– Graduation Date

Diploma Type FN-Graduate – Diploma Type

OGT Graduation Alternative FN-Graduate – OGT Graduation Alternative

Military Compact Graduation Alternative 
Count

FN-Graduate – Military Compact Graduation Alternative

Updated Dec 1 IEP Outcome FN-Attributes – Updated Dec 1 IEP Outcome

Tech Prep Completer FN-Attributes – Tech Prep Completer

CTE Program of Concentration FN-Attributes – CTE Program of Concentration

Student Acceleration Record (FB)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

These elements are located on the Student Acceleration (FB) page.

Subject Area Code Student Acceleration (FB) – Assessment Area Code

Accelerated Level Count Student Acceleration (FB) – Accelerated Level Count

Accelerated Assessment Flag Student Acceleration (FB) – Accelerated Assessment Flag

Accelerated Assessment Accountability 
IRN

Student Acceleration (FB) – Accelerated Assessment Accountability 
IRN

Student Graduation - Core Summary Record (GC) - Period K

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

District IRN District IRN

EMIS Student ID Number FS Standing – EMIS

CORE Area Code EMIS Maintenance – Student Non-Graduate Core Summary – CORE 
Area Code

CORE Area Count EMIS Maintenance – Student Non-Graduate Core Summary – CORE 
Count

Student Graduation - Core Summary Record (GC) - Period G

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

District IRN District IRN

EMIS Student ID Number FS Standing – EMIS ID

CORE Area Code Graduate Reporting Period (G) – Student Graduate Core Summary 
Maintenance – Student Non-Graduate Core Summary – CORE Area 
Code

CORE Area Count Graduate Reporting Period (G) – Student Graduate Core Summary 
Maintenance – Student Non-Graduate Core Summary – CORE Count

Student Attributes – No Date Record (FN)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation
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Student Special Education Graduation Requirement Record (FE)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

District IRN District IRN

EMIS Student ID Number FS – EMIS ID

IEP Date Type Special Education – Grad Requirement – Date Type

IEP Date Special Education – Grad Requirement – IEP Date

Assessment Type Code Always “STR”.

Assessment Area Code Special Education – Grad Requirement – Assessment – Assessment 
Area

Exemption Flag Special Education – Grad Requirement – Assessment – Exemption 
Flag

Student Course Record (GN)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

Local Classroom Code Constructed by CTRMEMIS using School Code + Course ID + Section

High School Credit Earned Student Subject Record – High School Credit Earned

Partial/Override Credit Student Subject Record – High School Credit Amount

Course Enrollment Start Date Student Subject Record – Course Start Date

Course Enrollment End Date Student Subject Record – Course Stop Date

Student Program Record (GQ)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

Program Code Student Memberships – EMIS Program Code
Note(s): The 215xxx codes that are reported as part of the GQ record are also located on 
the Services tab on the Special Education screen.

Employee ID The ID comes from the Staff record in Security based on the Student 
Memberships – Staff Member.

Program Provider IRN Student Memberships – Program Provider IRN

Program Enrollment Start Date Student Memberships – Start Date

Program Enrollment End Date Student Memberships – Stop Date

Graduation-Only Test Record (GP)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

This record is not currently stored in StudentInformation.

Student Achievement Test Record (GA)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All elements are on the Student Achievement page.

Test Grade Level Test

Subject Type Part

Test Date Test date
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Required Test Type Test

Grade Level of Student at time of Test Grade at time of test

Type of Accommodation Accommodations

Scaled Score Scaled score

Score Not Reported Reason Test Not Taken

Raw Score Raw score

Building IRN - Spring Test Administration Spring administration IRN

Student Ohio Graduation Test (OGT) Record (GX)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All elements are on the Ohio Graduation Test page.

Subject Part

Test Date Test Date

Required Test Type Test Type

Grade Level of Student at time of test Grade at Time of Test

Type of Accommodation Accommodations

Scaled Score Scaled Score

Score Not Reported Score Not Reported

Raw Score Raw Score

Test Required for Graduation Required for Graduation

Building IRN – Spring Test Administration March Administration Building IRN

CTE Student Assessment Record (GY)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

This record is not currently stored in StudentInformation.

Student Kindergarten Readiness Assessment – Literacy Record (GO)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All elements are on the Kindergarten Readiness Assessment – 
Literacy (KRA-L) Record page.

Test Date Test Date

Type of Accommodation Accommodations

Score Not Reported Reason Test Not Taken

Total Score Total Score

Student Achievement Test Record (GA)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation
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Student Preschool Assessment Record (GB)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All elements are on the Preschool Assessment Record page.

Test Date Test Date

Type of Accommodations to Standard Test 
Type

Accommodations

Score Not Reported Reason Test Not Taken

Picture Naming Score Picture Naming Score

Rhyming Score Rhyming Score

Alliteration Score Alliteration Score

Student Preschool ASQ/SE Assessment Record (GS)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All elements are on the Preschool ASQ/SE Assessment Record page.

Test Level Test Level

Test Date Test Date

Score Not Reported Reason Test Not Taken

Score Score

Student Preschool ECO Assessment Record (GM)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All elements are on the Preschool ECO Assessment Record page.

Assessment Area Test Part

Test Date Test Date

Score Not Reported Reason Test Not Taken

Score Score

Progress Progress

Ohio Test of English Language Acquisition Record (GF)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All elements are on the Ohio Test of English Language Acquisition 
(OTELA) page.

Test Date Test Date

Grade Level of Student at Time of Test Grade Level at Time of Test

Type of Accommodations Accommodations

Score Not Reported Reason Test Not Taken

Reading Domain Score Reading Scaled Score

Writing Domain Score Writing Scaled Score

Listening Domain Score Listening Scaled Score

Speaking Domain Score Speaking Scaled Score
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Comprehension Domain Score Comprehension Scaled Score

Composite Performance Level Comprehension Performance Level

Student Gifted Education Record (GG)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All elements are on the Student Gifted Record page.

Gifted Screening – Superior Cognitive 
ability

Screening: Superior Cognitive Ability

Gifted Screening – (SAA) - Mathematics Screening: Specific Academic Ability – Math

Gifted Screening – (SAA) - Science Screening: Specific Academic Ability – Science

Gifted Screening – (SAA) - Reading/Writing Screening: Specific Academic Ability – Reading/Writing

Gifted Screening – (SAA) - Social Studies Screening: Specific Academic Ability – Social Studies

Gifted Screening – Creative Thinking Ability Screening: Creative Thinking Ability

Gifted Screening – Visual/Performing Arts Screening: Visual/Performing Arts

Gifted Assessment – Superior Cognitive 
Ability

Assessment: Superior Cognitive Ability

Gifted Assessment – (SAA) – Mathematics Assessment: Specific Academic Ability – Math

Gifted Assessment – (SAA) – Science Assessment: Specific Academic Ability – Science

Gifted Assessment – (SAA) – Reading, 
Writing

Assessment: Specific Academic Ability – Reading/Writing

Gifted Assessment – (SAA) - Social 
Studies

Assessment: Specific Academic Ability – Social Studies

Gifted Assessment – Creative Thinking 
Ability

Assessment: Creative Thinking Ability

Gifted Assessment – Visual/Performing 
Arts

Assessment: Visual/Performing Arts

Gifted Identification – Superior Cognitive 
Ability

Identified: Superior Cognitive Ability

Gifted Identification – (SAA) – Mathematics Identified: Specific Academic Ability – Math

Gifted Identification – (SAA) – Science Identified: Specific Academic Ability – Science

Gifted Identification – (SAA) – 
Reading/Writing

Identified: Specific Academic Ability – Reading/Writing

Gifted Identification v (SAA) – Social 
Studies

Identified: Specific Academic Ability – Social Studies

Gifted Identification – Creative Thinking 
Ability

Identified: Creative Thinking Ability

Gifted Identification – Visual/Performing 
Arts

Identified: Visual/Performing Arts

Gifted Identification Date – Superior 
Cognitive Ability

Identified Date: Superior Cognitive Ability

Gifted Identification Date – (SAA) – 
Mathematics

Identified Date: Specific Academic Ability – Math

Ohio Test of English Language Acquisition Record (GF)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation
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Gifted Identification Date – (SAA) - Science Identified Date: Specific Academic Ability – Science

Gifted Identification Date – (SAA) – 
Reading/Writing

Identified Date: Specific Academic Ability – Reading/Writing

Gifted Identification Date – (SAA) – Social 
Studies

Identified Date: Specific Academic Ability – Social Studies

Gifted Identification Date – Creative 
Thinking Ability

Identified Date: Creative Thinking Ability

Gifted Identification Date – Visual / 
Performing Arts

Identified Date: Visual/Performing Arts

Gifted Served - Superior Cognitive Ability Gifted Served: Superior Cognitive Ability

Gifted Served – (SAA) – Mathematics Gifted Served: Specific Academic Ability – Math

Gifted Served – (SAA) – Science Gifted Served: Specific Academic Ability – Science

Gifted Served – (SAA) – Reading/Writing Gifted Served: Specific Academic Ability – Reading/Writing

Gifted Served – (SAA) – Social Studies Gifted Served: Specific Academic Ability – Social Studies

Gifted Served – Creative Thinking Ability Gifted Served: Creative Thinking Ability

Gifted Served – Visual/Performing Arts Gifted Served: Visual/Performing Arts

Student Special Education Record (GE)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All elements are on the Student – Special Education page

Date Type Date Type

Date Event Date

Outcome ID Outcome Id

Non-compliance ID Non-Compliance Id

Outcome Beginning Date Outcome Begin Date

Outcome End Date Outcome End Date

IEP Test Type IEP Test Type

Secondary Planning Secondary Planning

Student Discipline Record (GD)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

Date of Discipline Discipline Incidents – Action record – Action Start Date

Type of Discipline Discipline Incidents – Action Incident – Action Type

Discipline Reason Discipline Incidents – Infraction Record – Infraction Type. Up to 5 
reasons may be reported. If more than 5 exist on the infraction record, 
the first 5 will be reported.

Discipline Sequence number Calculated based on multiple actions with the same date and action 
type.

Total Discipline Days Discipline Incidents –Student Incident – Action record – Number of 
Days

Student Gifted Education Record (GG)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation
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Discipline Modified Discipline Incidents – Student Incident – Action record – Modified

Referred for Alternate Educational Services Discipline Incidents – Student Incident – Action record – Alternative 
Program

Building IRN where discipline incident took 
place

Discipline Incidents – Building IRN where Discipline Incident took place

CTE Workforce Development Follow-up Record (GV)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

This record is not currently stored in StudentInformation

Course Master Record (CN)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

Course Master Records are made up of elements from Courses, 
Course Sections, Security Staff, and Highly Qualified Teacher data.

District IRN District IRN

Subject Code Courses – EMIS tab – EMIS Subject Code

Local Classroom Code Constructed by CTRMEMIS – School code + Course ID + Section 
(from course sections)

Course Level Courses – EMIS tab – EMIS Course Level

Semester Code Course Section - Course Term

Length of Scheduled Instruction Courses - EMIS tab

Location IRN number Courses – EMIS tab – EMIS Location IRN

High School Credit Student Subject Record – High School Credit Amount

Subject Area for Credit Courses – EMIS tab – EMIS Subject Area for Credit

Language used in Teaching course Courses – EMIS tab – EMIS Language Used

Course Start Date Course Terms – Start Date for term assigned to course section

Course End Date Course Terms – Stop Date for term assigned to course section

CTE College Credit Courses - EMIS tab – CTE College Credit

Curriculum Courses - EMIS tab – Curriculum

Delivery Method Courses - EMIS tab – Delivery Method

Educational Option Courses - EMIS tab – Educational Option

Student Population Courses - EMIS tab – Student Population

Credit Flexibility Courses - EMIS tab – Credit Flex

Career-Technical Education Correlated Class Record (CV)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All elements are on the Vocational Correlated Records page

Anchor/Lab/Co-op Local Classroom Code Anchor Classroom

Student Discipline Record (GD)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation
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First Correlated Academic or Technical 
Related Local Classroom Code

First Correlated Classroom

Second Correlated Academic or Technical 
Related Local Classroom Code

Second Correlated Classroom

Mapped Local Classroom Code Record (CM)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All elements are on the Mapped Local Classroom Codes page

Mapped From Local Classroom Code Mapped From Classroom Code

Mapped To Local Classroom Code Mapped To Classroom Code

Staff Course Record (CU)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

Staff Course Records are made up of elements from Courses, Course 
Sections, Security, and Highly Qualified Teacher data.

District IRN District IRN

Employee ID Security – Staff – State Staff ID associated with the staff member 
assigned on Course Sections

Local Classroom Code Constructed by CTRMEMIS - School code + Course ID + Section (from 
course sections)

Staff Course Start Date Course Sections – Teacher History – Start Date

Staff Course End Date Course Sections – Teacher History – Stop Date

Staff Role Code Course Sections – Teacher History – Role

HQT Definition Highly Qualified Teacher Update Maintenance – HQ Definition

Highly Qualified Teacher IRN Courses – EMIS tab – Highly Qualified Teacher IRN

Staff Provider IRN Courses – EMIS tab – EMIS Staff Provider IRN

Student Achievement Test Record (FA)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All elements are stored on the Assessment – Student Achievement 
screen.

Assessment Type Code Always “GA”.

Test Grade Level Test Grade

Assessment Area Code Part

Test Date Test Date

Required Test Type Reqd Test Type

Grade Level of Student at Time of Test Grade at time of test

Type of Accommodations Accomm

Score Not Reported Score Not Reported

Score Scaled Score for (STE), Raw Score for (ALT)

Career-Technical Education Correlated Class Record (CV)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation
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Student Ohio Graduation Test (OGT) Record (FA)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All elements located on the Assessment – Student Assessment – OGT 
Assessment screen.

Assessment Type Code Always “GX”.

Test Grade Level Always “10”.

Assessment Area Code Part

Test Date Test Date

Required Test Type Test Type

Grade Level of Student at Time of Test Grade at Test Time

Type of Accommodations Accomm

Score Not Reported Score Not Reported

Score Scaled Score (for STR Test Type), Raw Score (for ALT Test Type)

CTE Student Assessment Record (FA)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All elements located on the Assessment – Student Assessment – CTE 
Student Assessment Record screen.

Assessment Type Code Always “GY”.

Test Grade Level Always “**”.

Assessment Area Code CTE Student Assessment Code from CTE Student Assessment 
screen.

Test Date Always Jan 1.

Required Test Type Always “STR”.

Grade Level of Student at Time of Test Always “**”.

Type of Accommodations Always “**”.

Score Not Reported Always “*”.

Score CTE Technical Score 

If Assessment Area code = “14TP” then CTE Teaching Professions 
Portfolio Score

Student Kindergarten Readiness Assessment Record (FA)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All elements located on the Assessment – Student Assessment – 
K-RAL Assessment screen.

Assessment Type Code Always “GO”.

Test Grade Level Always “KG”.

Assessment Area Code Always “R” for Reading.
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Test Date Test Date

Required Test Type Always “STR”.

Grade Level of Student at Time of Test Always “KG”.

Type of Accommodations Accommodations

Score Not Reported Score Not Reported

Score Test Score

Student Preschool Assessment Record (FA)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All elements located on the Assessment – Preschool GGG page.

Assessment Type Code Always “GB”.

Test Grade Level Always “PS”.

Assessment Area Code Assessment – Preschool GGG – Picture Naming, Rhyming, Alliteration

Test Date Test Date

Required Test Type Always “STR”.

Grade Level of Student at Time of Test Always “PS”.

Type of Accommodations Accommodations

Score Not Reported Score Not Reported

Score Picture Naming Score (PCNM)

Rhyming Score (RHYM)

Alliteration Score (ALLT)

Student Preschool ASQ/SE Assessment Record (FA)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All elements located on the Assessment – Preschool ASQ/SE screen.

Assessment Type Code Always “GS”.

Test Grade Level Always “PS”

Assessment Area Code Test Level (03, 04, 05, 30)

Test Date TEst Date

Required Test Type Always “STR”.

Grade Level of Student at Time of Test Always “PS”.

Type of Accommodations Always “**”.

Score Not Reported Score Not Reported

Score Score

Student Kindergarten Readiness Assessment Record (FA)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation
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Student Preschool ECO Assessment Record (FA)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All elements located on the Assessment – Preschool ECO screen.

Assessment Type Code Always “GM”.

Test Grade Level Always “PS”

Assessment Area Code E - Social Emotional Skills (EPRG)

K - Acquiring and Using Knowledge & Skills (KPRG)

T - Taking Appropriate Action to Meet Needs (TPRG)

EPRG - Social Emotional Skills Progress

KRPG - Acquiring and Using Knowledge * Skills

TRPG - Taking Appropriate Action to Meet Needs

Test Date Test Date

Required Test Type Always “STR”.

Grade Level of Student at Time of Test Always “PS”.

Type of Accommodations Always “**”.

Score Not Reported Score Not Reported

Score Score (where Assessment Area Code = E, K or T)

Progress (where Assessment Area Code = EPRT, KPRG, TPRG)

Ohio Test of English Language Acquisition Assessment Record (GF)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All Elements on the Assessment – OTELA Assessment screen.

Assessment Type Code Always “GF”.

Test Grade Level Always “**”

Assessment Area Code Reading (R)

Writing (W)

Listening (LIST)

Speaking (SPKG)

Test Date Test Date

Required Test Type Always “STR”.

Grade Level of Student at Time of Test Grade Level at Time of Test

Type of Accommodations Accommodations

Score Not Reported Score Not Reported

Score Reading Scaled Score (R)

Writing Scaled Score (W)

Listening Scaled Score (LIST)

Speaking Scaled Score (SPKG)
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Student CTE Industry Assessment Record (FA)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All elements located on the Assessment – CTE Industry Assessment 
screen.

Assessment Type Code Always “GU”.

Test Grade Level Always “**”.

Assessment Area Code CTE Student Assessment Code

Test Date Always Jan 1.

Required Test Type Always “STR”.

Grade Level of Student at Time of Test Always “**”.

Type of Accommodations Always “**”.

Score Not Reported Always “**”.

Score CTE Industry Assessment Result

Grade Schedule Record (DL)

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All elements are on the District and Building Information page – 
Building Grade Schedule (DL) tab

Building IRN Building IRN

Grade Code State Grade Code

Attendance Pattern Attendance Pattern Code

First day of school First Day of School

Last day of school Last Day of School

Hours Per Day Hours Per Day

Annual Days in Session Annual Days in Session

Annual Hours in Session Annual Hours in Session

Date of Spring Administration – Math Test Date of Spring Administration Math Test
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District Testing – Yearend Record (DT) for Reporting Period N

EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All elements are on the District and Building Information page – District 
Testing - Year End (DT) tab

Grade Level Assessed Grade Level Assessed

Local Assessment Number Local Assessment Number

Number Of Students Taking Assessment Number Of Students Taking Assessment

Assessed Students With Disabilities Head 
Count

Assessed Students With Disabilities Head Count

Administered with 
Accommodations/Modifications

Administered with Accommodations/Modifications

Accommodations/Modifications Head 
Count

Accommodations/Modifications Head Count

Alternate Assessments Provided Alternate Assessments Provided

Alternate Assessment Head Count Alternate Assessment Head Count

Organization General Information Record (DN) for Reporting Period K

Attribute EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All elements are on the District and Building Information page – District 
Organization Info (DN) tab

INFOTECIRN Attribute Name Reporting ITC IRN

STUKGBRDAY Attribute Name Date student is required to be five years old to be admitted into 
kindergarten

STUHOMESCL Attribute Name Count of home schooled resident students

STUELGEXAC Attribute Name Amount of time a student is required to attend district to be eligible for 
extracurricular activities

STUNPNTSRV Attribute Name Count of resident and non-resident nonpublic students within district 
boundaries eligible for Special Education services but not being served by 
the district

CWDAYSOPEN Attribute Text Count Week Days Open

FEEDERSCHL Attribute Text Feeder School

PRFSNLMEET Attribute Text

Attribute Number

Professional Teacher Meetings FTE

PTCONFERNC Attribute Text

Attribute Number

Parent/Teacher conference FTE

PRFSNLMEET Attribute Text

Attribute Number

Professional Teacher Meetings hours (community schools only)

PTCONFERNC Attribute Text

Attribute Number

Parent/Teacher conference hours (community schools only)
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Organization General Information Record (DN) for Reporting Period N

Attribute EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

INFOTECIRN Attribute Name Reporting ITC IRN

STUNPNTELG Attribute Name Count of resident and non-resident nonpublic students within district 
boundaries evaluated and determined ineligible for Special Education 
services

STUPSTCBTR Attribute Name Count of preschool transition conferences held by 3rd birthday, no disability 
suspected, no additional evaluation

STUPSTCATR Attribute Name Count of preschool transition conferences held after 3rd birthday, no 
disability suspected, no additional evaluation

PRFSNLMEET Attribute Text

Attribute Number

Professional Teacher Meetings FTE

PTCONFERNC Attribute Text

Attribute Number

Parent/Teacher conference FTE

PRFSNLMEET Attribute Text

Attribute Number

Professional Teacher Meetings hours

PTCONFERNC Attribute Text

Attribute Number

Parent/Teacher conference hours

CLMTYTAKEN Attribute Number Calamity days taken

SHORTENWEA Attribute Number Shortened days due to weather

CLMTYMDEUP Attribute Number Calamity days made up

SHORTENOTH Attribute Number Shortened days, non-weather

Organization General Information Record (DN) for Reporting Period K

Attribute EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

All elements are on the District and Building Information page – Building 
Organization Info (DN) tab

CWDAYSOPEN Attribute Text Count Week Days Open

FEEDERSCHL Attribute Text Feeder School

PRFSNLMEET Attribute Text

Attribute Number

Professional Teacher Meetings FTE

PTCONFERNC Attribute Text

Attribute Number

Parent/Teacher conference FTE

PRFSNLMEET Attribute Text

Attribute Number

Professional Teacher Meetings hours (community schools only)

PTCONFERNC Attribute Text

Attribute Number

Parent/Teacher conference hours (community schools only)

SIGEXTNDYR Attribute Number Increased learning time by extending the school year

SIGEXTNDDY Attribute Number Increased learning time by extending the school day

SIGBEFNAFT Attribute Number Increased learning time in before and after school settings

SIGWEEKEND Attribute Number Increased learning time on the week end
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SIGSUMRSCH Attribute Number Increased learning time in summer school

SIGOTHERTM Attribute Number Increased learning time in some other time frame not listed above

Organization General Information Record (DN) for Reporting Period N

Attribute EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation

FEEDERSCHL Attribute Text Feeder School

PRFSNLMEET Attribute Text

Attribute Number

Professional Teacher Meetings FTE

PTCONFERNC Attribute Text

Attribute Number

Parent/Teacher conference FTE

PRFSNLMEET Attribute Text

Attribute Number

Professional Teacher Meetings hours

PTCONFERNC Attribute Text

Attribute Number

Parent/Teacher conference hours

CLMTYTAKEN Attribute Number Calamity days taken

SHORTENWEA Attribute Number Shortened days due to weather

CLMTYMDEUP Attribute Number Calamity days made up

SHORTENOTH Attribute Number Shortened days, non-weather

FRSTNEXTYR Attribute Name First Day Next Year

SIGEXTNDYR Attribute Number Increased learning time by extending the school year

SIGEXTNDDY Attribute Number Increased learning time by extending the school day

SIGBEFNAFT Attribute Number Increased learning time in before and after school settings

SIGWEEKEND Attribute Number Increased learning time on the week end

SIGSUMRSCH Attribute Number Increased learning time in summer school

SIGOTHERTM Attribute Number Increased learning time in some other time frame not listed above

Organization General Information Record (DN) for Reporting Period K

Attribute EMIS Element Location in StudentInformation
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(prior to FY09)

Navigation: Home - SIS - Student - EMIS Situation History

THIS SCREEN IS NOT AVAILABLE IN FY09 (08-09) AND LATER

The EMIS Situation History screen is used to track a student’s EMIS Situation in each EMIS 
Reporting Period, and make any necessary changes. Records are automatically added each time 
changes are made to the EMIS situation, FTE and District of Residence on student profile.

This page has standard add record, edit record and delete record controls. Refer to ProgressBook 
StudentInformation General Use Guide for more information on these controls.

Note: Records on this page are not deleted, but are inactivated instead. Refer to 
ProgressBook StudentInformation General Use Guide for more information on 
active/inactive records and re-activation.

Sorting – You may sort by any column (Date, Reporting Period, EMIS Situation, Status, FTE, 
District of Residence, Attending/Home IRN, Attending/Home IRN Indicator, Active) in ascending 
or descending order by clicking on the column header.

From Date (optional) – Enter a start date from which to filter EMIS Situations.

To (optional) – Enter an end date to filter EMIS Situations.

Go – Refresh the data grid, showing only EMIS Situations within the specified date range.

 – Active EMIS Situation History entry.

 – Inactive EMIS Situation History entry.

Show Current Year Only – If checked, only EMIS Situation History entries from the current year 
will be displayed.

EMIS Situation History Screen
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Show Active Events Only – If checked, will show only active EMIS Situation History events; if 
not checked, will show both active and inactive EMIS Situation History events.

Add – Add a new EMIS Situation History entry.

Add/Edit EMIS Situation History Record

Submit – Save EMIS Situation History. This banner message will display:

Special Security Note: By default EMIS Situation History cannot be updated (edited or deleted) 
if the specified EMIS Reporting Period is closed. This can be overridden by using the Extra 
System Permissions in Security. Opening the “Override ‘Closed’ on Situation History” setting in 
the Sitemap Access allows the Role and User/Groups assigned this Role to update EMIS 
Situation History in closed EMIS Reporting Periods.

Add EMIS Situation History Screen

Extra System Permissions
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StudentInformation to Data Collector Element Crosswalk 

 

 

 

Change Log 

Date Section Number/Name Change Description 

6/10/2013 FY13 Updates Added DL attributes, Added FS and FN elements, 
FC record, Updated GQ for Services 

4/25/2012 Inserted new record types Added FE, FB, CU records 

4/25/2012 Assessment Tables Updated to reference FA file format  

4/23/2012 Entire document FY12 Updates 

1/13/2012 Entire document FY12 Updates 

11/29/10 Student Course Record (GN) Remove GN130 CTE Concentrator 

1/20/10 District General Information – Yearend (DT) Corrected Alternate Assessment Provided (DT110) 

11/5/09 Entire document Reformatted document and removed obsolete field 
explanations 

9/3/09 Document Created  
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All tables in this document following the same general outline.  Tables are grouped together based on data content.   

Field 

Number 
Description in Chapter 5 Location in DASL / DASL Field Name 

 

Staff & Course Related Records 

 

Mapped Local Classroom Code Record (CM) 

    Home  » EMIS  » Maintenance  » Mapped Local Classroom Codes  

CM050 Mapped From Local Classroom Code Mapped From Classroom Code 

CM060 Mapped to Local Classroom Code Mapped To Classroom Code 

 

 

Course Master Record (CN) 

   Home  » Management  » School Administration  » Scheduling Administration  » Course 
Maintenance  »  Or use the EMIS override values for some fields on the Course Sections 
Maintenance Page > EMIS tab 

CN050 Subject Code Courses/EMIS Tab/EMIS Subject Code OR 
Course Sections / EMIS Tab 
 

CN060 Local Classroom Code Course Sections / General Tab / Course and Section Number  {pulls school code of reporting 
building} 
 

CN080 Course Level Courses /EMIS Tab/EMIS Course Level 

 

CN090 Semester Code Course Sections / General Tab /Course Term 

CN100 Length of Scheduled Instruction Courses / General Tab / Hours of Instruction 

CN110 Location IRN Courses /EMIS Tab / EMIS Location IRN  

CN200 High School Credit Courses /General Tab/Is High School Credit 

CN210 Subject Area for Credit Courses /EMIS Tab/EMIS Subject Area for Credit 

http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/EMIS/DefaultMenu.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/EMIS/Maintenance/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/EMIS/Maintenance/MappedLocalClassroomCode.aspx
http://dev-web1/Future/Default.aspx
http://dev-web1/Future/Management/Default.aspx
http://dev-web1/Future/SIS/Maintenance/Default.aspx
http://dev-web1/Future/SIS/Maintenance/Scheduling/Default.aspx
http://dev-web1/Future/SIS/Maintenance/Scheduling/CourseMenu.aspx
http://dev-web1/Future/SIS/Maintenance/Scheduling/CourseMenu.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Scheduling/CourseSections.aspx
http://dev-web1/Future/SIS/Scheduling/Courses.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Scheduling/CourseSections.aspx
http://dev-web1/Future/SIS/Scheduling/Courses.aspx
http://dev-web1/Future/SIS/Scheduling/Courses.aspx
http://dev-web1/Future/SIS/Scheduling/Courses.aspx
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CN220 Language Used in Teaching Course  Courses/ EMIS Tab/EMIS Language Used 

CN280 Course Start Date CCYYMMDD Home  » Management  » School Administration  » Scheduling Administration  » Initialization 
 » Course Terms /Start Date   

CN290 Course End Date CCYYMMDD Home  » Management  » School Administration  » Scheduling Administration  » Initialization 

 » Course Terms /End Date   

CN300 CTE College Credit  Courses /EMIS Tab/CTE College Credit 

CN310 Curriculum  Courses /EMIS Tab/Curriculum OR Course Sections / EMIS Tab 

CN320 Delivery Method  Courses/ EMIS Tab/Delivery Method OR Course Sections / EMIS Tab 

CN330 Educational Option  Courses/ EMIS Tab/Educational Option  

CN340 Student Population  Courses /EMIS Tab/Student Population OR Course Sections / EMIS Tab 

CN350 Credit Flexibility Code Courses/EMIS Tab/Credit Flex 

 

Staff Course Record (CU) 

   Home  » Management  » School Administration  » Scheduling Administration  » Course 
Maintenance  »  Or use the EMIS override values for some fields on the Course Sections 
Maintenance Page > EMIS tab 

CU050 Employee ID Home  » Management  » Security  » View Staff Members  » Add/Edit Staff Member / State Staff 
ID 

CU060 Local Classroom Code Course Sections / General Tab / Course and Section Number  {pulls school code of reporting 
building} 

 

CU070 Staff Course Start Date CCYYMMDD Course Sections / Teacher History Tab /Start Date 

CU080 Staff Course End Date CCYYMMDD Course Sections / Teacher History Tab /Stop Date 

CU090 Staff Role Code  Course Sections – Teacher History Tab/Role  

CU100 Highly Qualified Teacher Home  » Management  » School Administration  » Scheduling Administration  » Highly Qualified 
Teacher Update  / How the teacher meets highly qualified definition  

 

CU110 Highly Qualified Teacher IRN  Courses /EMIS Tab/Highly Qualified Teacher IRN OR Course Sections / EMIS Tab 

CU120 Staff Provider IRN Courses /EMIS Tab/EMIS Program Provider IRN OR Course Sections / EMIS Tab 

 

 

http://dev-web1/Future/SIS/Scheduling/Courses.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/Management/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Maintenance/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Maintenance/Scheduling/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Maintenance/Scheduling/InitializationMenu.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Maintenance/Scheduling/CourseTerms.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/Management/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Maintenance/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Maintenance/Scheduling/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Maintenance/Scheduling/InitializationMenu.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Maintenance/Scheduling/CourseTerms.aspx
http://dev-web1/Future/SIS/Scheduling/Courses.aspx
http://dev-web1/Future/SIS/Scheduling/Courses.aspx
http://dev-web1/Future/SIS/Scheduling/Courses.aspx
http://dev-web1/Future/SIS/Scheduling/Courses.aspx
http://dev-web1/Future/SIS/Scheduling/Courses.aspx
http://dev-web1/Future/Default.aspx
http://dev-web1/Future/Management/Default.aspx
http://dev-web1/Future/SIS/Maintenance/Default.aspx
http://dev-web1/Future/SIS/Maintenance/Scheduling/Default.aspx
http://dev-web1/Future/SIS/Maintenance/Scheduling/CourseMenu.aspx
http://dev-web1/Future/SIS/Maintenance/Scheduling/CourseMenu.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/Management/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/Security/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/Security/ViewStaffMembers.aspx
javascript:void(null);
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Scheduling/CourseSections.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Scheduling/CourseSections.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Scheduling/CourseSections.aspx
https://future.dsst.noacsc.org/SIS/Scheduling/CourseSections.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/Management/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Maintenance/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Maintenance/Scheduling/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Maintenance/Scheduling/HighlyQualifiedTeacherUpdate.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Maintenance/Scheduling/HighlyQualifiedTeacherUpdate.aspx
http://dev-web1/Future/SIS/Scheduling/Courses.aspx
http://dev-web1/Future/SIS/Scheduling/Courses.aspx
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Career-Technical Education Correlated Class Record (CV) 

   Home  » EMIS  » Maintenance  » Vocational Correlated Records 

CV060 Anchor/Lab/Co-op Local Classroom Code Anchor/Lab/Co-op LCC  

CV070 First Correlated Academic or Technical Related 
Local Classroom Code 

1st Correlated Academic or tech related LCC 

CV080 Second Correlated Academic or Technical 
Related Local Classroom Code 

2nd Correlated Academic or tech related LCC 

  

http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/EMIS/DefaultMenu.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/EMIS/Maintenance/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/EMIS/Maintenance/VocationalCorrelatedRecords.aspx
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District & Building Records 
 

Organization General Information – October & Yearend (DN) 

DN records are formatted differently than other records.  Attributes are used rather than a fixed file.  Only attributes 

for which a building or district has a response are included as individual records in the table.  The following table 

indicates where the value for each attribute is in Maintenance. 

 Element Attribute Name Home  » EMIS  » Maintenance  » District 

Organization Info (DN) & Building Organization Info 

(DN) 

DN050 Organization IRN  Building DN Tab: School 

DN060 Information Technology Center 
Group: ITC IRN 

INFOTECIRN (Periods K & N) District DN Tab: Reporting ITC IRN 

DN060 Student Group: Count of resident 
and non-resident nonpublic students 
within district boundaries evaluated 

and determined ineligible for special 
education services 

STUNPNTELG (Period N) District DN Tab:  Count of resident and non-resident 
students within district boundaries evaluated and 
determined eligible for special education services 

DN060 Student Group: Student Group 
Count of Preschool transition 
conferences held by 3rd birthday, no 

disability suspected, no additional 
evaluation. 

STUPSTCBTR (Period N) District DN Tab: Count of preschool transition conferences 
held by 3rd birthday, no disability suspected, no additional 
evaluation.   

DN060 Student Group:  Count of Preschool 
transition conferences held after 3rd 
birthday, no disability suspected, no 

additional evaluation 

STUPSTCATR (Period N) District DN Tab:  Count of Preschool transition 
conferences held after 3rd birthday, no disability suspected, 
no additional evaluation. 

DN060 Student Group:  Date student is 
required to be five years old to be 
admitted to Kindergarten 

STUKGBRDAY (Period K) District DN Tab: Date student is required to be five years 
old to be admitted into kindergarten 

DN060 Student Group:  Count of home 
schooled resident students 

STUHOMESCL (Period K) District DN Tab:  Count of home schooled resident 
students. 

DN060 Student Group:  Amount of time a 

student is required to attend the 
district to be eligible for 

extracurricular activities 

STUELGEXAC (Period K) District DN Tab:  Amount of time a student is required to 

attend district to be eligible for extracurricular activities. 

DN060 Student Group:  Count of resident 
and non-resident nonpublic students 
within district boundaries eligible for 
special education services but not 

being served by the district 

STUNPNTSRV (Period K & N) District DN Tab:  Count of resident and non-resident 
nonpublic students within district boundaries eligible for 
special education services but not being served by the 
district 

http://dev-web1.noacsc.org/Future/Default.aspx
http://dev-web1.noacsc.org/Future/EMIS/DefaultMenu.aspx
http://dev-web1.noacsc.org/Future/EMIS/Maintenance/Default.aspx
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DN0060 Local Wellness Policy Group: 
Indicates whether or not the 

district has ad 

  

DN060 Count Week Days Group:  Count 
Week Days Open 

CWDAYSOPEN (Period K) Building Organization Info Tab:  Count Week Days 
Open 

DN060 Feeder School Group:  Feeder 

School 

FEEDERSCHL (Period K & N) Building Organization Info Tab:  Feeder School 

DN060 Teacher Group:  Professional 
Teacher Meeting FTE 

PRFSNLMEET + FTE (Period K & N) Building Organization Info Tab:  Professional Teacher 
meetings FTE 

DN060 Teacher Group:  Parent/Teacher 
Conference FTE 

PTCONFERNC + FTE (Period K & N) Building Organization Info Tab:  Parent/Teacher 
Conference FTE 

DN060 Teacher Group: Professional 
Teacher Meetings Hours (Community 
Schools) 

PRFSNLMEET + HOURS (Period K 
& N) 

Building Organization Info Tab:  Professional Teacher 
meetings hours 

DN060 Teacher Group:  Parent/Teacher 
Conference Hours (Community 

Schools) 

PTCONFERNC + HOURS (Period K 
& N) 

Building Organization Info Tab:  Parent/Teacher 
Conference hours 

DN060 SIG Time Extended Group: 
Increased learning time by extending 
school year 

SIGEXTNDYR (Period K & N) Building Organization Info Tab:  Increased learning 
time by extending the school year 

DN060 SIG Time Extended Group: 
Increased learning time by extending 
the school day 

SIGEXTNDDY (Period K & N) Building Organization Info Tab:  Increased learning 
time by extending the school day 

DN060 SIG Time Extended Group: 

Increased learning time in before 
and after school settings 

SIGBEFNAFT (Period K & N) Building Organization Info Tab:  Increased learning 

time in before and after school settings 

DN060 SIG Time Extended Group: 
Increased learning time on the week 
end 

SIGWEEKEND (Period K & N) Building Organization Info Tab:  Increased learning 
time on the weekend 

DN060 SIG Time Extended Group: 
Increased learning time in summer 
school 

SIGSUMRSCH (Period K & N) Building Organization Info Tab:  Increased learning 
time in summer school 

DN060 SIG Time Extended Group:  

Increased learning time in some 
other time frame not listed above. 

SIGOTHERTM (Period K & N) Building Organization Info Tab:  Increased learning 

time in some other time frame not listed above. 

DN060 Calamity Group:  Calamity days 
taken 

CLMTYTAKEN (Period N) Building Organization Info Tab:  Calamity days taken 

DN060 Calamity Group:  Calamity days 
made up 

CLMTYMDEUP (Period N) Building Organization Info Tab:  Calamity days made up 

DN060 Calamity Group:  Shortened days 
due to weather 

SHORTENWEA (Period N) Building Organization Info Tab:  Shortened days due to 
weather 

DN060 Calamity Group:  Shortened days, 

non-weather 

SHORTENOTH (Period N) Building Organization Info Tab:  Shortened days, non- 

weather 

DN060 First Day Next Year Group: First 
Day Next Year 

FRSTNEXTYR (Period N) Building Organization Info Tab:  First Day Next Year  
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DN060 PhysED Evaluation Group: PE 
Evaluation – Band KG-02 Limited 

Progress 

PHYSEDLMKG Building Organization Info Tab: KG-01 Total Students 
scoring Limited 

DN060 PhysED Evaluation Group: PE 
Evaluation – Band KG-02 Proficient 
Progress 

PHYSEDPFKG Building Organization Info Tab: KG-01 Total Students 

scoring Proficient 

DN060 PhysED Evaluation Group: PE 
Evaluation – Band KG-02 Advanced 
Progress 

PHYSEDADKG Building Organization Info Tab: KG-01 Total Students 

scoring Advanced 

DN060 PhysED Evaluation Group: PE 

Evaluation – Band KG-02 Not 
evaluated 

PHYSEDNEKG Building Organization Info Tab: KG-01 Total Students 

not evaluated 

DN060 PhysED Evaluation Group: PE 
Evaluation – Band KG-02 evaluation 

not conducted at this grade band for 
the building 

PHYSED**KG Building Organization Info Tab: KG-01 Total Students 

not applicable 

DN060 PhysED Evaluation Group: PE 

Evaluation – Band 03-05 Limited 
Progress 

PHYSEDLM03 Building Organization Info Tab: 03-05 Total Students 

scoring Limited 

DN060 PhysED Evaluation Group: PE 
Evaluation – Band 03-05 Proficient 
Progress 

PHYSEDPF03 Building Organization Info Tab: 03-05 Total Students 

scoring Proficient 

DN060 PhysED Evaluation Group: PE 

Evaluation – Band 03-05 Advanced 
Progress 

PHYSEDAD03 Building Organization Info Tab: 03-05 Total Students 

scoring Advanced 

DN060 PhysED Evaluation Group: PE 
Evaluation – Band 03-05 Not 
evaluated 

PHYSEDNE03 Building Organization Info Tab: 03-05 Total Students 

not evaluated 

DN060 PhysED Evaluation Group: PE 
Evaluation – Band 03-05 evaluation 
not conducted at this grade band for 
the building 

PHYSED**03 Building Organization Info Tab: 03-05 Total Students 

not applicable 

DN060 PhysED Evaluation Group: PE 
Evaluation – Band 06-08 Limited 
Progress 

PHYSEDLM06 Building Organization Info Tab: 06-08 Total Students 
scoring Limited 

DN060 PhysED Evaluation Group: PE 

Evaluation – Band 06-08 Proficient 

Progress 

PHYSEDPF06 Building Organization Info Tab: 06-08 Total Students 

scoring Proficient 

DN060 PhysED Evaluation Group: PE 
Evaluation – Band 06-08 Advanced 
Progress 

PHYSEDAD06 Building Organization Info Tab: 06-08 Total Students 

scoring Advanced 

DN060 PhysED Evaluation Group: PE 
Evaluation – Band 06-08 Not 
evaluated 

PHYSEDNE06 Building Organization Info Tab: 06-08 Total Students 

not evaluated 
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DN060 PhysED Evaluation Group: PE 
Evaluation – Band 06-08 evaluation 

not conducted at this grade band for 
the building 

PHYSED**06 Building Organization Info Tab: 09-12 Total Students 

not applicable 

DN060 PhysED Evaluation Group: PE 
Evaluation – Band 09-12 Limited 
Progress 

PHYSEDLM09 Building Organization Info Tab: 09-12 Total Students 
scoring Limited 

DN060 PhysED Evaluation Group: PE 
Evaluation – Band 09-12 Proficient 
Progress 

PHYSEDPF09 Building Organization Info Tab: 09-12 Total Students 

scoring Proficient 

DN060 PhysED Evaluation Group: PE 
Evaluation – Band 09-12 Advanced 
Progress 

PHYSEDAD09 Building Organization Info Tab: 09-12 Total Students 

scoring Advanced 

DN060 PhysED Evaluation Group: PE 

Evaluation – Band 09-12 Not 

evaluated 

PHYSEDNE09 Building Organization Info Tab: 09-12 Total Students 

not evaluated 

DN060 PhysED Evaluation Group: PE 
Evaluation – Band 09-12 evaluation 
not conducted at this grade band for 
the building 

PHYSED**09 Building Organization Info Tab: 09-12 Total Students 

not applicable 

 

 

 

 

Grade Schedule Record – October & Yearend (DL) 

  Home  » EMIS  » Maintenance  » District and Building Information/Building Grade 
Schedule/ Period K & N (DL) tab 

DL050 Building IRN Building IRN  

DL060 Grade Code Grade Code 

DL070 Attendance Pattern Code Attendance Pattern 

DL080 First day of school First Day of school 

DL090 Last day of school Last day of School 

DL100 Hours Per Day Hours Per Day 

DL110 Annual Hours in Session Annual Hours in Session 

DL120 Annual Days in Session Annual Days in Session 

DL130 Date of Spring Administration – Math Test Date of Spring Administration Math Test 

http://dev-web1.noacsc.org/Future/Default.aspx
http://dev-web1.noacsc.org/Future/EMIS/DefaultMenu.aspx
http://dev-web1.noacsc.org/Future/EMIS/Maintenance/Default.aspx
http://dev-web1.noacsc.org/Future/EMIS/Maintenance/DistrictBuildingInformation.aspx
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District General Information – Yearend (DT) 

  Home  » EMIS  » Maintenance  » District and Building Information/Period N (DR/DT) 
tab 

DT050 Grade Level Assessed  Grade Level Assessed 

DT060  Local Assessment Number  Local Assessment Number 

DT070 Number of Students Taking Assessment  Number of Students Taking Assessment 

DT080 Assessed Students with Disabilities Headcount Assessed Students with Disabilities Headcount 

DT090 Administered with 
Accommodations/Modifications 

Administered with Accommodations/Modifications 

DT100 Accommodations/Modifications Headcount Accommodations/Modifications Headcount 

DT110 Alternate Assessments Provided Alternate Assessments Provided 

DT120 Alternate Assessment Headcount Alternate Assessment Headcount 

http://dev-web1.noacsc.org/Test/Default.aspx
http://dev-web1.noacsc.org/Test/EMIS/DefaultMenu.aspx
http://dev-web1.noacsc.org/Test/EMIS/Maintenance/Default.aspx
http://dev-web1.noacsc.org/Test/EMIS/Maintenance/DistrictBuildingInformation.aspx
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Student Demographics/Standing/Attributes/Race 

Student Demographic Record (GI) 

  Home  » SIS  » Student  » Edit Profile FY09 

GI040 Building IRN FS Standing Tab/Primary Building IRN 

GI050 EMIS Student ID Number FS Standing Tab/ EMIS ID 

GI070 Date of Birth (CCYYMMDD) General Tab/Birth date 

GI080 Gender General Tab/Gender 

GI090 Summative Racial/Ethnic Group General Tab/Summative Race 

GI270 Native Language General Tab/Native Language 

GI330 First Name (Optional) General Tab/First Name 

GI340 Middle Name (Optional) General Tab/Middle Name 

GI350 Last Name (Optional) General Tab/Last Name 

GI360 Student Birth Place City (Optional) General Tab/Birthplace City 

GI570 Student Home Language General Tab/Home Language 

GI580 Hispanic/Latino General Tab/Hispanic/Latino 

 

 

Student Race Detail Record (GJ) 

  Home  » SIS  » Student  » Edit Profile FY09 

GJ050 EMIS Student ID Number FS Standing Tab/ EMIS ID 

GJ060 Racial Group General Tab/Racial Group(s) (1 record created for each box checked) 

  

 

Student Attributes – Effective Date Record (FD) 

  Home  » SIS  » Student  » Edit Profile FY09 / FD Attributes Tab 

FD060 Effective Start Date  Effective Start Date 

FD070 Effective End Date District Withdraw Date 

FD090 State Equivalent Grade Level State Equivalent Grade 

FD100 Attendance Pattern Attendance Pattern 

FD110 Disadvantagement Disadvantagement 

FD120 Preschool Poverty Level Preschool Poverty Level 

FD130 Disability Condition Disability Condition 

http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Student/Default.aspx
javascript:void(null);
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Student/Default.aspx
javascript:void(null);
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Student/Default.aspx
javascript:void(null);
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FD140 Student being served by 504 Plan  Section 504 Plan 

FD150 Homeless Status Homeless Status 

FD160 Homeless Unaccompanied Youth Homeless Unaccompanied Youth 

FD170 Limited English Proficiency Limited English Proficiency 

FD180 Migrant Status  Migrant Status 

FD190 Foreign Exchange Student Graduation Plan Foreign Exchange Graduation Plan 

FD200 Immigrant Status  Immigrant Status 

Student Attributes – No Date Record (FN) 

  Home  » SIS  » Student  » Edit Profile FY09  

FN030 Reporting Period FN/Attributes Tab/ Reporting Period 

FN060 Non-Attending Reason FS Attendance Tab/Non-Attending Reason 

FN070 Retained Status FN Attributes Tab/Retained Status 

FN080 Grade Level, Next Year FN Attributes Tab/EMIS Grade Next Year 

FN090 Diploma Date FN Graduate Tab/Graduation Date 

FN100 Diploma Type FN Graduate Tab/Diploma Type 

FN110 Fiscal Year student began 9th grade FN Attributes Tab/Fiscal Year Began 9th 

FN120 OGT Graduation Alternative FN Graduate Tab/OGT Graduation Alternative 

FN140 Accountability IRN FN Attributes Tab/Accountability IRN 

FN210 Limited English Proficient Reclassification Date FD Attributes Tab/LEP Reclass Date 

FN220 Majority of Attendance IRN FN Attributes Tab/Majority of Attendance IRN 

FN230 Yearend Reported State Student ID FS Student Standing – SSID on latest record 

FN240 CORE Economics and Financial Literacy 

Requirement Met 

FN Graduate Tab/ CORE Economics and Financial Literacy Requirement Met 

FN250 CORE Fine Arts Requirement Met FN Graduate Tab/ CORE Fine Arts Requirement Met 
FN260 Exempted from Physical Education Graduation 

Requirement 
FN Graduate Tab/ Exempted from Physical Education Graduation Requirement 

FN270 Updated December 1 IEP Outcome FN Attributes Tab/Updated December 1 IEP Outcome 

FN280 Tech Prep Completer FN Attributes Tab/Tech Prep Completer 

FN290 CTE Program of Concentration FN Attributes Tab/CTE Program of concentration (must choose CTE program Area first) 

FN300 Core Graduation Requirement Exemption Code FN Graduate Tab/Core Graduation Requirement Exemption 

FN310 Military Compact Graduation Alternative Count FN Graduate Tab/Military Compact Graduation Alternative 

FN360 Math Diagnostic Result Code FN Attributes Tab/Math Diagnostic Result Code 

FN370 Reading Diagnostic Result Code FN Attributes Tab/Reading Diagnostic Result Code 

FN380  Writing Diagnostic Result Code FN Attributes Tab/Writing Diagnostic Result Code 

FN390 Attending Building IRN Next Year FN Attributes Tab/Attending Building IRN Next Year 

 

http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Student/Default.aspx
javascript:void(null);
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Student Standing Record (FS) 

  Home  » SIS  » Student  » Edit Profile FY09 

FS050 EMIS Student ID Number FS Standing Tab/EMIS ID 

FS060 Effective Start Date FS Standing Tab/Effective Start Date 

FS070 Admission Date DDYYMMDD FS Standing Tab/District Admission Date 

FS080 Student Admission Reason FS Standing Tab/Admission Reason 

FS090 Effective End Date FS Standing Tab/District Withdraw Date 

FS100 Withdrawal Reason FS Standing Tab/Withdraw Reason 

FS110 State Student ID (SSID) FS Standing Tab/State Student ID (SSID) 

FS120 Student Percent of Time FS Standing Tab/Percent of Time 

FS130 Tuition Type FS Standing Tab/Tuition Type 

FS140 District Relationship FS Standing Tab/District Relationship 

FS150 Legal District of Residence FS Standing Tab/District of Residence 

FS160 Attending Building IRN FS Standing Tab/Attending Building IRN 

FS170 Assigned Building Area IRN FS Standing Tab/Assigned Building IRN 

FS180 How Received FS Standing Tab/How Received 

FS190 How Received IRN FS Standing Tab/How Received IRN 

FS200 Sent Reason 1 FS Standing Tab/Sent To 1:  Reason 

FS210 Sent to IRN 1 FS Standing Tab/Sent To 1:  IRN 

FS220 Sent to Percent of Time 1 FS Standing Tab/Sent To 1:  Percent of Time 

FS230 Sent To Reason 2 FS Standing Tab/Sent To 2:  Reason 

FS240 Sent To IRN 2 FS Standing Tab/Sent To 2  IRN 

FS250 Sent To Percent of Time 2 FS Standing Tab/Sent To 2:  Percent of Time 

FS260 October Count Week Attendance Days FS Attendance Tab/October CW:  Attendance Days 

FS270 October Count Week Excused Absence Days FS Attendance Tab October CW:  Excused Absence Days 

FS280 October Count Week Unexcused  Absence Days FS Attendance Tab October CW:  Unexcused Absence Days 

FS320 School Year Attendance Days FS Attendance Tab School Year: Attendance Days 

FS330 School Year Excused Absence Days FS Attendance Tab School Year: Excused Absence Days 

FS340 School Year Unexcused Absence Days FS Attendance Tab School Year: Unexcused Absence Days 

FS350 Admitted From IRN FS Standing Tab/Admitted from IRN 

FS360 Withdrawn To IRN FS Standing Tab/Withdrawn to IRN 

FS370 County of Residence FS Standing Tab/County of Residence 

 

 

 

http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Student/Default.aspx
javascript:void(null);
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Assessment Records 

Note:  Beginning in Period N, all Assessments will be reported under the FA Record type Rules.  Each individual assessment 

record is still maintained on a separate assessment maintenance page in StudentInformation.  Individual assessment records 

will be reported for each student/test according to the number of test parts for each test. 

Student Achievement Test Record (Test Type Code GA) 

  Home  » SIS  » Student  » Assessment  » Student Achievement 

FA060 Assessment Type Code GA used for Achievement Tests 

FA200 Test Grade Level Test Grade 

FA205 Assessment Area Code 

C – Social Studies 
M – Mathematics 
R – Reading 
S – Science 
W – Writing 

Part 

FA210 Test Date (CCYYMM) Test date 

FA215 Required Test Type Reqd Test Type 

FA220 Grade Level of Student at time of Test Grade at time of test 

FA225 Type of Accommodations Accomm 

FA235 Score Not Reported Score Not Reported 

FA240 Score Scaled Score for (STR), (ALT) 

 

 

Student Preschool Assessment Record (Assessment Type GB)  

  Home  » SIS  » Student  » Assessment  » Preschool GGG 

FA060 Assessment Type Code GB used for Preschool Assessment Records 

FA200 Test Grade Level Always ‘PS’ 

FA205 Assessment Area Code Picture Naming (PCNM) 

Rhyming (RHYM) 
Alliteration (ALLT) 

FA210 Test Date (CCYYMM) Test Date 

FA215 Required Test Type Always ‘STR’ 

FA220 Grade Level of Student at time of Test Always ‘PS’ 

FA225 Type of Accommodations Accommodations 

FA235 Score Not Reported Score Not Reported 

FA240 Score Picture Naming Score (PCNM) 
Rhyming Score (RHYM) 

http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Student/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Student/Assessment/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Assessment/StudentAchievement.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Student/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Student/Assessment/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Assessment/Preschool.aspx
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  Home  » SIS  » Student  » Assessment  » Preschool GGG 

Alliteration Score (ALLT) 

 

 

Ohio Test of English Language Acquisition Record (Assessment Type GF) 

GF  Home  » SIS  » Student  » Assessment  » OTELA 

FA060 Assessment Type Code GF used for OTELA Assessment Records 

FA200 Test Grade Level Always ‘**’ 

FA205 Assessment Area Code Reading (R) 

Writing (W) 
Listening (LIST) 
Speaking (SPKG) 

FA210 Test Date Test Date 

FA215 Required Test Type Always ‘STR’ 

FA220 Grade Level of Student at time of Test Grade Level at Time of Test 

FA225 Type of Accommodations Accommodations 

FA235 Score Not Reported Score Not Reported 

FA240 Score Reading Scaled Score (R) 
Writing Scaled Score (W) 

Listening Scaled Score (LIST) 
Speaking Scaled Score (SPKG) 

 

 

Student Preschool ECO Assessment Record (Record Type GM) 

  Home  » SIS  » Student  » Assessment  » Preschool ECO 

FA060 Assessment Type Code GM used for ECO Assessment Records 

FA200 Test Grade Level Always ‘PS’ 

FA205 Assessment Area Code E – Social Emotional Skills (EPRG) 
K – Acquiring and Using Knowledge & Skills (KPRG) 

T – Taking Appropriate Action to meet needs (TPRG) 
EPRG -  Social Emotional Skills Progress 
KRPG – Acquiring and Using Knowledge * Skills 
TRPG – Taking Appropriate Action to meet needs 

FA210 Test Date Test Date 

FA215 Required Test Type Always ‘STR’ 

FA220 Grade Level of Student at time of Test Always ‘PS’ 

FA225 Type of Accommodations Always ‘**’ 

FA235 Score Not Reported Score Not Reported 

http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Student/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Student/Assessment/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Assessment/Preschool.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Student/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Student/Assessment/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Assessment/OTELA.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Student/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Student/Assessment/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Assessment/PreschoolECO.aspx
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  Home  » SIS  » Student  » Assessment  » Preschool ECO 

FA240 Score Score (where Assessment Area Code = E,K or T) 

Progress (where Assessment Area Code = EPRG, KPRG, TPRG) 

 

 

Student Kindergarten Readiness Assessment – Literacy Record (Record Type GO) 

  Home  » SIS  » Student  » Assessment  » KRA-L 

FA060 Assessment Type Code GO used for KRAL Assessment Records 

FA200 Test Grade Level Always ‘KG’ 

FA205 Assessment Area Code Reading (R) 

FA210 Test Date Test Date 

FA215 Required Test Type Always ‘STR’ 

FA220 Grade Level of Student at time of Test Always ‘KG’ 

FA225 Type of Accommodations Accommodations 

FA235 Score Not Reported Score Not Reported 

FA240 Score Total Score 

 

Student Preschool ASQ/SE Assessment Record (Record Type GS) 

  Home  » SIS  » Student  » Assessment  » Preschool ASQ/SE 

FA060 Assessment Type Code GS used for PS ASQ/SE Assessment Records 

FA200 Test Grade Level Always ‘PS’ 

FA205 Assessment Area Code Test Level (03, 04, 05, 30) 

FA210 Test Date Test Date 

FA215 Required Test Type Always ‘STR’ 

FA220 Grade Level of Student at time of Test Always ‘PS’ 

FA225 Type of Accommodations Always ‘**’ 

FA235 Score Not Reported Score Not Reported 

FA240 Score Score 

 

 

 

 

http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Student/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Student/Assessment/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Assessment/PreschoolECO.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Student/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Student/Assessment/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Assessment/KRAL.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Student/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Student/Assessment/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Assessment/PreschoolASQSE.aspx
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Student CTE Industry Assessment Record (Record Type GU) 

  TBD 

FA060 Assessment Type Code GU used for CTE Industry Assessment Records 

FA200 Test Grade Level Always ‘**” 

FA205 Assessment Area Code CTE Industry Assessment Code 

FA210 Test Date Always Jan 1 

FA215 Required Test Type Always ‘STR’ 

FA220 Grade Level of Student at time of Test Always ‘**’ 

FA225 Type of Accommodations Always ‘**’ 

FA235 Score Not Reported Always ‘**’ 

FA240 Score CTE Industry Assessment Result 

 

  

Student Ohio Graduation Test (OGT) Record (Record Type GX) 

  Home  » SIS  » Student  » Assessment  » OGT 

FA060 Assessment Type Code GX used for OGT Assessment Records 

FA200 Test Grade Level Always ‘10’ 

FA205 Assessment Area Code 
C – Social Studies 
M – Mathematics 

R – Reading 
S – Science 

W – Writing 

Part 

FA210 Test Date Test Date 

FA215 Required Test Type Test Type 

FA220 Grade Level of Student at time of Test Grade at Test Time 

FA225 Type of Accommodations Accomm 

FA235 Score Not Reported Score Not Reported 

FA240 Score Scaled Score (for STR & Alt Test Type for Assessments taking in FY13) 
Raw Score (for ALT Test Type if test date prior to FY13) 

 

 

CTE Student Assessment Record (Record Type GY) 

  CTE OCTCA maintenance now has two tabs, one for CTE Technical Score and a second 
for CTE Portfolio Score (used only for the CTE Teaching Professionals) 

FA060 Assessment Type Code GY used for CTE Student Technical Assessment Records 

FA200 Test Grade Level Always ‘**’ 

http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Student/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Student/Assessment/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Assessment/OhioGraduationTest.aspx
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FA205 Assessment Area Code CTE Student Assessment Code 

FA210 Test Date Always Jan 1 

FA215 Required Test Type Always ‘STR’ 

FA220 Grade Level of Student at time of Test Always ‘**’ 

FA225 Type of Accommodations Always ‘**’ 

FA235 Score Not Reported Always ‘*’ 

FA240 Score CTE Technical Score 
If Assessment Area code = ‘CPTP’ then CTE Teaching Professions Portfolio Score 

 

Graduation-Only Test Record (GP) (Not in StudentInformation, must use FF Editor) 

   

GP040 IRN of Building giving test Use FF Editor 

GP050 EMIS Student ID Number Use FF Editor 

GP060 Student Name Use FF Editor 

GP070 Gender Use FF Editor 

GP080 Racial/Ethnic Group Use FF Editor 

GP090 Courses Completed Date (CCYYMM) Use FF Editor 

GP100 Courses Completed IRN (Where student 
completed course requirements) 

Use FF Editor 

GP110 Reading Test Score Use FF Editor 

GP120 Writing Test Score Use FF Editor 

GP130 Mathematics Test Score Use FF Editor 

GP140 Social Studies/Citizenship Text Score Use FF Editor 

GP150 Science Test Score Use FF Editor 

GP160 Diploma Date (CCYYMMDD) Use FF Editor 

GP170 Reading Scaled Score Use FF Editor 

GP180 Writing Scaled Score Use FF Editor 

GP190 Mathematics Use FF Editor 

GP200 Social Studies/Citizenship Scaled Score Use FF Editor 

GP210 Science Score Use FF Editor 

GP220 State Student ID (SSID) Use FF Editor 

 

 

Student Acceleration Record (FB) 

   Home  » SIS  » Student  » Assessment » Student Acceleration (FB) 

FB040 District ID IRN from District in Context 

FB050 EMIS Student ID Number EMIS ID of student in Context from FS record 

http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Student/Default.aspx
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FB060 Subject Area Code Assessment Area 

FB070 Accelerated Level Count Accelerated Level Count 

FB080 Accelerated Assessment Flag Accelerated Assessment Flag 

FB090 Accelerated Assessment Accountability IRN Accelerated Assessment Accountability IRN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Student Special Education Records 

Student Special Education Record (GE) 

   Home  » SIS  » Student  » Special Education 

GE100 Date Type Date Type 

GE110 Date (CCYYMMDD) Event Date 

http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Student/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Student/SpecialEducation/StudentSpecialEducation.aspx
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GE120 Outcome ID Outcome ID 

GE130 Non-compliance ID Non-Compliance Id 

GE140 Outcome Beginning Date Element 
(CCYYMMDD) 

Outcome Begin Date 

GE150 Outcome End Date Element (CCYYMMDD) Outcome End Date 

GE160 IEP Test Type Element IEP Test Type 

GE170 Secondary Planning Element Secondary Planning 

Student Special Education Graduation Record (FE) 

   Home  » SIS  » Student  » Special Education  » Grad Requirement  

FE040 District IRN IRN of the district in context 

FE050 EMIS Student ID Number EMIS ID from FS record 

FE060 IEP Date Type Date Type 

FE070 IEP Date IEP Date 

FE080 Assessment Type Code Defaults to ‘GX’ in the output file 

FE090 Assessment Area Code Assessment Area  

FE100 Exemption Flag Exemption Flag 

 

 

Student Gifted Education Record (GG) 

  Home  » SIS  » Student  » Gifted  » Student Gifted Record 

GG060 Gifted Screening – Superior Cognitive Ability Screening-Superior Cognitive Ability/Screening checkbox 

GG070 Gifted Screening – Mathematics Screening-Specific Academic Ability-Math/Screening checkbox 

GG080 Gifted Screening – Science Screening-Specific Academic Ability-Science/Screening checkbox 

GG090 Gifted Screening – Reading/Writing Screening-Specific Academic Ability-Reading/Writing/Screening checkbox 

GG100 Gifted Screening – Social Studies Screening-Specific Academic Ability-Social Studies/Screening checkbox 

GG110 Gifted Screening – Creative Thinking Ability Screening-Creative Thinking Ability/Screening checkbox 

GG120 Gifted Screening – Visual/Performing Arts Screening-Visual/Performing Arts/Screening checkbox 

GG130 Gifted Assessment – Superior Cognitive Ability Assessment-Superior Cognitive Ability/Assessment checkbox 

GG140 Gifted Assessment – Mathematics Assessment-Specific Academic Ability-Math/Assessment checkbox 

GG150 Gifted Assessment – Science Assessment Specific Academic Ability-Science/Assessment checkbox 

GG160 Gifted Assessment – Reading, Writing Assessment-Specific Academic Ability-Reading/Writing/Assessment checkbox 

GG170 Gifted Assessment – Social Studies  Assessment-Specific Academic Ability-Social Studies/Assessment checkbox 

GG180 Gifted Assessment – Creative Thinking Ability Assessment-Creative Thinking Ability/Assessment checkbox 

GG190 Gifted Assessment – Visual/Performing Arts Assessment-Visual/Performing Arts/Assessment checkbox 

GG200 Gifted Identification – Superior Cognitive 
Ability 

Identified-Superior cognitive Ability/Identified checkbox 

GG210 Gifted Identification – Mathematics Identified-Specific Academic Ability-Math/Identified checkbox 

GG220 Gifted Identification – Science Specific Academic Ability-Science/Identified checkbox 

GG230 Gifted Identification – Reading/Writing Identified-Specific Academic Ability-Reading/Writing/Identified checkbox 

http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Student/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Student/SpecialEducation/StudentSpecialEducation.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Student/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Student/Gifted/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/EMIS/Gifted/StudentGiftedRecord.aspx
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GG240 Gifted Identification – Social Studies Identified-Specific Academic Ability-Social Studies/Identified checkbox 

GG250 Gifted Identification – Creative Thinking Ability Identified-Creative Thinking Ability/Identified checkbox 

GG260 Gifted Identification – Visual/Performing Arts Identified-Visual/Performing Arts/Identified checkbox 

GG430 Gifted Identification Date– Superior Cognitive 
Ability 

Identified Date-Superior cognitive Ability/Identified Date field 

GG440 Gifted Identification Date– Mathematics Identified Date-Specific Academic Ability-Math/Identified Date field 

GG450 Gifted Identification Date– Science Identified Date-Specific Academic Ability-Science/Identified Date field 

GG460 Gifted Identification Date– Reading/Writing Identified Date-Specific Academic Ability-Reading/Writing/Identified Date field 

GG470 Gifted Identification Date– Social Studies Identified Date-Specific Academic Ability-Social Studies/Identified Date field 

GG480 Gifted Identification Date– Creative Thinking 
Ability 

Identified Date-Creative Thinking Ability/Identified Date field 

GG490 Gifted Identification Date– Visual/Performing 
Arts 

Identified Date-Visual/Performing Arts/Identified Date field 

GG510 Gifted Served – Superior Cognitive Ability Served-Superior cognitive Ability/Served checkbox 

GG520 Gifted Served – Mathematics Served-Specific Academic Ability-Math/Served checkbox 

GG530 Gifted Served – Science Served-Specific Academic Ability-Science/Served checkbox 

GG540 Gifted Served – Reading, Writing Served-Specific Academic Ability-Reading/Writing/Served checkbox 

GG550 Gifted Served – Social Studies Served-Specific Academic Ability-Social Studies/Served checkbox 

GG560 Gifted Served – Creative Thinking Ability Served-Creative Thinking Ability/Served checkbox/Served checkbox 

GG570 Gifted Served – Visual/Performing Arts Served-Visual/Performing Arts/Served checkbox 

 

 

 

 

Other Student Records 

 

Student Graduation – Core Summary Record (GC) 

  Home  » EMIS  » Maintenance  » Student CORE Summary Record 

GC060 CORE Area Code CORE Subject Area 

GC070 CORE Area Count Total Credits/Units Earned 

 

 

http://dev-web1.noacsc.org/Test/Default.aspx
http://dev-web1.noacsc.org/Test/EMIS/DefaultMenu.aspx
http://dev-web1.noacsc.org/Test/EMIS/Maintenance/Default.aspx
http://dev-web1.noacsc.org/Test/EMIS/Maintenance/StudentCORESummaryMaintenance.aspx
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Student Course Record (GN) 

   

GN080 Local Classroom Code Home  » SIS  » Scheduling  » Course Section Assignments / Course/Section 

GN150 High School Credit Earned Calculated based on credit earned for course 

GN152 Partial/Override Credit Calculated based on credit earned for course 

GN160 Course Enrollment Start Date (CCYYMMDD) Home  » SIS  » Scheduling  » Course Section Assignments / Assignment Start Date 

GN170 Course Enrollment End Date (CCYYMMDD) Home  » SIS  » Scheduling  » Course Section Assignments / Assignment Stop Date 

 

 

Student Program Record (GQ) 

  Home  » SIS  » Student  » Edit Memberships and 
Home  » SIS  » Student  » Special Education » Services Tab (215XXX Programs Only) 

GQ060 Program Code (See Appendix E) Membership Group & Membership 

GQ070 Employee ID Staff Member 

GQ090 Program Provider IRN Program Provider IRN 

GQ100 Program Enrollment Start Date CCYYMMDD Start Date 

GQ110 Program Enrollment End Date CCYYMMDD Stop Date 

 

 

 

 

Student Discipline Record (GD) 

  Home  » SIS  » Student  » Discipline  

GD060 Date of Discipline (CCYYMMDD)  Incident/ Date 

GD070 Type of Discipline  Incident record/ Action /Action Type 

GD080 Discipline Reason (Can have multiple reasons)  Incident record/ Infraction/Infraction Type 

GD085 Discipline Sequence Calculated by DISCEMIS based on multiple incidents on the same date with same Action 

GD090 Total Discipline Days  Incident record/ Action/Number of Days 

GD100 Discipline Modified  Incident record/Action/Modified  

GD110 Referred for Alternate Educational Services  Incident record/ Action/Alternate Program 

GD120 Building IRN where Discipline Incident Took 

Place 

 incident/ Building IRN where Discipline Incident Took Place 

 

http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Scheduling/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Scheduling/CourseSectionAssignments.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Scheduling/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Scheduling/CourseSectionAssignments.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Scheduling/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Scheduling/CourseSectionAssignments.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Student/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Student/StudentMembershipStaffMembers.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Default.aspx
http://dasl.noacsc.org/DASL/SIS/Student/Default.aspx
http://dev-web1.noacsc.org/Future/Default.aspx
http://dev-web1.noacsc.org/Future/SIS/Default.aspx
http://dev-web1.noacsc.org/Future/SIS/Student/Default.aspx
http://dev-web1.noacsc.org/Future/SIS/Discipline/StudentIncidents.aspx
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Student Missing Override Record (FC) 

  Home  » EMIS  » Maintenance  » Student Missing Override Record  

FC050 State Student ID (SSID) previous Reporting 
period 

 SSID 

FC060 Withdrawal Date (CCYYMMDD) Withdrawal Date 

FC070 Withdrawal Reason  Withdrawal Reason 

 

http://dev-web1.noacsc.org/Future/Default.aspx
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2. Introduction 
Intended Audience 

This guide is intended for users of the Data Collector at Local Educational Authorities 
(LEAs). 

This guide provides basic descriptions of the Data Collector User Interface (UI), and 
simple instructions for creating, certifying, and submitting data collections.  This 
document also references the Report Collector, the other main part of the Vertical 
Reporting Framework (VRF), which is documented separately. 

Note:  The instructions in this guide assume that the Data Collector is running, and that the user or 

administrator is logged in with sufficient permissions.  

Definitions of Terms 

Collection Request: State-issued specifications for requesting data (also known as a 
Report Manifest in the Schools Interoperability Framework (SIF) standard). 

Data Collection SIF Zones: These are the SIF Zone(s) to which the Data Collector 
connects to request SIF objects, in the process of collecting data. 

Report Authority:  An entity that publishes collection requests and subsequently 
accepts data submissions. The Ohio Department of Education is the Report Authority 
for EMIS reporting.  

Report Submitter: The organization (not the person) that submits data collections to 
the Report Authority—for example, a school district could be a report submitter. 

SIF Zones: A distributed system that consists of a Zone Integration Server and one or 
more SIF-enabled software applications (software applications that have a SIF Agent) 
that share or report one or more SIF objects over a network. 

Introduction to SIFWorks Vertical Reporting Framework™ (VRF) 

The governing idea behind the SIFWorks Vertical Reporting Framework® is that the 
state requires data. The state sends out the specification for these data requirements 
with their accompanying deadlines, and each Report Submitter fills the data 
requirements and submits the data. VRF calls the specification for these data 
requirements a Collection Request. 

To accomplish these purposes, the SIFWorks VRF™ includes two applications: the 
Report Collector (RC), which operates centrally at the state level, collecting the data 
submitted by the Report Submitters, and the Data Collector (DC), distributed to 
regional sites (Information Technology Centers, or ITCs), which produce data for each 
Report Submitter and submits these data to the RC.  The following diagram illustrates 
how these two applications and their high-level components fit together.  
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Vertical Reporting Framework Structure 
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3. VRF Applications 
Data Collector 

The Data Collector is an application that can collect data from multiple sources, 
including SIF-enabled applications, such as DASL and eSIS, and non-SIF-enabled 
applications, such as CSV files. 

The Data Collector’s web-based console allows users to:  

� Collect data in accordance with the Collection Request requirements. 

� Preview the collected data. 

� Review validation errors. 

� Certify and submit data. 

� Receive responses from the Report Collector regarding the status of the 

submission. 

Using the Data Collector, report submitters that participate in the SIFWorks Vertical 
Reporting Framework deployment receive collection requests and are able to collect 
data to prepare, preview, and submit data collections.  

Report Collector 

The Report Collector is an application that runs at the state level to publish collection 
requests and receive data from the Data Collectors. As data are received over the 
secure statewide (or regional) SIF infrastructure, the Report Collector stores the data 
received in a repository, where it is then further processed and validated. Information 
is then returned to the Data Collector for school district review.   

The Report Collector’s web-based console facilitates monitoring data preparation at 
the Data Collectors, and the submission of the data by each Report Submitter by the 
State. 
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4. Organization of the Data 
Collector User Interface 

The Data Collector user interface displays login information; the ID of the current 
submitter; tabs for navigating and operating the Data Collector; menus and operators, 
conventions, for each tab or screen; and sub-menus or sidebars for each tab or screen. 

How It Looks 

 

A.  Login / Logout 

B.  Data Collector Tabs 

C.  Data Collector Screens 

D.  Data Collector Conventions 

E.  Data Collector Sidebar or Sub-menus 
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A.  Login / Logout  

 

The current user’s ID and the logout link are located in the upper right of the Data 
Collector screen. 

 

B.  Data Collector Tabs 

 

The screens in the Data Collector web console are organized into six tabs. These tabs 
are the means by which the Data Collector is operated.  Click on each tab to navigate 
to a corresponding screen.  

Tabs on the Left (Collection and Submission) 

The three tabs on the left—Collection Requests, Collection Status, and Submissions—
are used to create and submit the data required by the selected Collection Request.   

 

� From the Collection Requests tab, you can see what data need to be collected 
and submitted, and deadlines associated with those data collections. You can 
also start and stop data collection using this tab.  

 
� The Collection Status tab allows you to view progress for the data collections 

that are currently taking place.  
 

� The Submissions tab displays the status of submissions—the date, status, and 
action, if any, on any individual submission.   
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Tabs on the Right (Primarily Administrative) 

 

The three tabs on the right of the Data Collector main screen—Data Sources, Agencies, 
and Settings—are primarily for administrative use, for configuring the Data Collector 
and the Report Submitter.  The availability of these tabs depends upon the access 
privileges of the user logging into the Data Collector; specifically, the Agencies and 
Settings tabs are visible only to the ITCs, who use these tabs when setting up member 
districts in the Vertical Reporting Framework.   

Data Sources tab 

Note:  The Data Collector gathers data from SIF Zone(s) as well as from “Other Data Sources” (EMIS 
formatted files) through the Data Sources tab.   

The Data Sources tab lists the SIF zones and other data sources from which the 
Data Collector can gather data. SIF zones and other data sources can be added or 
removed through this tab.   ITCs can manage data sources, and districts can 
upload flat files, through the Data Sources tab. Please note that only ITCs can 
manage data sources. 

Agencies and Settings tab 

Note:  The Agencies and Settings tabs are accessible only by users with administrative privileges.  Primarily, 
these tabs are used by ITCs.  

The Agencies tab lists the Report Authority with which the Data Collector is 
registered.  From this tab, ITCs can register and unregister with the Report 
Authority, change how the Data Collector connects to the Report Authority, and 
view collection requests published by the Report Authority.  

The Settings tab allows ITCs to manage report submitters and their role 
mappings. Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) configuration is 
performed from this screen. Global settings for the Data Collector can also be 
viewed and edited from this tab. 
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D.  Data Collector Tabs 

Below are the screens or pages corresponding to the tabs in the Data Collector.  (The 
screens and pages corresponding to the Progress, Agencies and Settings tabs are not 
shown, since those screens and pages are only for ITC use.) 

 

This screen corresponds with the Collection Requests tab, the launching point for data 
collections. 
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This screen corresponds with the Collection Status tab, from which collections can be 
monitored. 
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This screen corresponds with the Submissions tab, which shows submissions sent to 
the State (ODE). 

 

 

This screen corresponds with the Data Sources tab. It shows the status of the SIF zone 
and allows you to select the Other Data Sources link, which redirects to the screen 
where files can be uploaded. 
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Note that only users with administrative privileges can add or remove SIF zones or 
other data sources. 

E.  Data Collector Conventions 

The Data Collector pages and screens are navigated and operated through the use of 
links, radio buttons, data fields, drop-down lists, check-boxes, and expand/collapse 
lists.  Generally, these operators execute commands specific to the page or sub-menu 
on which they’re found, and behave in the following ways. 

� Links—Usually underscored in a color that contrasts with the surrounding 
page or screen; perform named operations and actions; accept or allow 
options, edits or changes entered through data fields or radio buttons; 
advance to the next page or to a subsequent step in a process (in which case, 
the selected link becomes “grayed out” or unavailable).  Following are some 
of the links you will see in the Data Collector screens: 

   

   

Note:  The Refresh link is displayed on various pages and screens in the Data Collector.  The Data 
Collector pages and screens are static; that is, you must click on the Refresh link to apply options or 

filters you might have selected, or to update the current page with the latest “behind-the-scenes” 

information (the status of a collection, for example).   

� Radio buttons—Allow the selection (or de-selection) of options.  (In most 
cases, the radio button options are not accepted until a “Save” or “Accept” 
button or link is then selected.)  

 

� Data fields—Accommodate the entry of information, such as URLs.   
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� Drop-down lists—Provide choices specific to the current page, screen, or sub-
menu.   
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� Check-boxes—Allow the selection of options to filter or manage Data 
Collector actions 

 

� Expand/Collapse lists—Determine the scope of a selected list (to include 
more or less information, as needed). 

 

� Status Icons—Through the Data Collector, these symbols are used to indicate 
the progress or status of selected actions:  

   Action completed or connection sound. 

   Warning; indicates a potential for error or a need to repeat a step 
or action. 

   Unexpected errors were encountered during the current phase of 
the collection process. 
 

Note:  The appearance of the “red X” error icon beside the folder icon in the Collection Requests Summary 

page (Collection Requests tab) indicates that unexpected errors were encountered during the current phase 

of the collection process (Collection, Prepare, or Certify & Submit).  Validation errors are not attended by this 

icon. 

  Action (collection or submission, for example) in progress. 
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F.  Data Collector Sidebar 

To the right of most screens in the Data Collector are sidebars—links, check-boxes, or 
radio buttons—that may be used to set up, filter, or otherwise assist in data collection. 
Like the tabs in the Data Collector screen tabs, the availability of the sub-menus is 
contingent upon user permissions.  

 

About Built-in Collections:  In the sidebar menu of the Collection Requests Summary 
page shown above, the “Don’t show built-in collections” box is unchecked.  If you 
want to use “built-in” collections, that is, “test” collections, leave this box unchecked.  
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5. Data Collection  
Data Flow 

The following flowchart illustrates the process for creating a data collection in the 
SIFWorks Vertical Reporting Framework® Data Collector.  

 

The general design of the SIFWorks VRF places the data collection and submission 
impetus on Local Education Agency (LEA) users, who control starting the data 
collection for a collection request, certifying that the data is correct, and submitting 
data to the state. The process is organized into a structured workflow through which 
the collection and submission of data is carried out.  
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The Data Collector (DC) guides users through each phase: 

1. Collecting the data for the Collection Request 

2. Preparing and validating the data 

3. Previewing data 

4. Certifying and submitting the data 

5. Receiving responses from the Report Collector regarding the status of the 

submission 

The first three steps—collecting data; preparing and validating data; and previewing 
the data—can be repeated multiple times in an effort to correct errors that are 
identified in the collection process before the data is certified and sent to the state. 
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Logging In 

To access the Data Collector, open your web browser. In the browser window, enter 
the appropriate URL. The URL will differ for each ITC. The ITC will provide access 
instructions for the Data Collector. 

The following screen will display. 

 

Enter your username and password.  
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Responding to a Collection Request  

The following sections will take you through the phases of Data Collection:  
Collection; Preparation; Preview; and Submission. 

Before You Begin  

Before starting a collection, it’s helpful to identify all the types and locations of the 
data sources you’re likely to need for the collection.  (For instructions on uploading 
flat files (non-SIF data sources), see “Uploading Flat Files.”) 

Fields on the Collection Requests Summary Screen:  

Submissions: Period during which data for this collection can be submitted. 
 
Expiration Date:  The last date by which the Report Authority (ODE) will 
accept the collection.   
 
Collection Request (Version):  This is the number assigned to the Collection 
Request by its originator.  When the Collection Request author creates the 
Collection Request document, the author assigns the number ‘1’ as the 
Collection Request Version.  When the Collection Request document needs to 
be altered or updated the Collection Request Version is incremented.  The 
purpose of the Collection Request version is to track the different versions of 
the collection request, as it undergoes changes.  The version number has no 
other meaning or purpose. 
 

Note:  The Collection Request version numbers are not necessarily consecutive.  This can happen when the 

Collection Request is changed more than once before your ITC receives the update (or before you see the 

update).  A greater number indicates a more recent collection request than a smaller number (e.g., collection 

request version 5 was released after collection request version 2).  The changes to the Collection Request 

almost always involve only changes to the “Prepare” step.  

Status:  The disposition of the collection.  In the following status messages, 
the text within the angle brackets <> will be replaced by actual values, e.g., 
July 8, 2010 instead of <date>.  The status messages are shown in italics, with 
explanations next to them in parenthesis: 
 

This collection has never been submitted. (this status is displayed for a 
new collection request for which a collection has not yet been started)  

Data Collection starting. (displayed while the Data Collector is in the 
process of starting the Data Collection – usually lasts only a few seconds) 

Data Collection is in progress. (displayed until collecting data 
completes) 

Data Collection completed successfully <today> (or on <date>) at <time>. 
(for example, Data Collection completed successfully today at 8:15AM) 

Data Collection completed with errors or warnings < today> (or on <date>) 
at <time>. (make sure to check the cause of the errors or warnings by clicking 
on the link next to Errors & Messages)  

Data Collection stopped by <user id>.  You must take action to cancel the 
collection, or start the collection over. (displayed when someone stops the 
collection – the <user id> identifies the user who stopped it) 

The collection has been prepared <today> (or on <date>) at <time> and is 
available for preview or certification. (displayed after the prepare step completes) 
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The collection has been prepared on <date> at <time> and is available for 
preview.  You need to re-prepare to make it available for certification. (a “prepare” 
of the collection is valid only for 24 hours, because validation tables can be 
automatically updated on a nightly basis; so if you do not certify & submit a 
collection within 24 hours of preparing it, you need to re-prepare – the only 
difference between this status and the one above it is that in this case the 
prepare step completed more than 24 hours ago, and in the previous status 
the prepare step completed today). 

Preparation <today> (or on <date>) at <time> resulted in one or more 
errors.  You may correct the errors and recollect the data, prepare the collection again 
from current data, or cancel the collection. (make sure to check the cause of the 
errors or warnings by clicking on the link next to Errors & Messages) 

The collection is currently being sent to Ohio Department of Education. 
(displayed while the collection is being submitted) 

The collection was submitted <today> (or on < date>) at <time> by <user 
id>. (displayed after the Report Collector receives the submission) 

 
Submission Number:  Sequential number assigned to submissions; the 
Submission Number indicates the number of times that a collection is 
submitted, including the “pending submission” – when you start a collection 
for a collection request for the first time the submission number starts at 1, not 
0. 
 
Attempts: In parentheses next to the submission number, another number, 
followed by the word “attempts”, appears. This number indicates the number 
of times that data has been prepared, for the current submission. The number 
of attempts is not visible to the state. It is only for Data Collector users’ 
reference. Unlike the submission number the attempt number starts at 0 – it 
shows you how many times you have run the prepare step, during the 
current submission cycle. The attempt number becomes 1 after the first time 
you run the prepare step. 

Actions:  The operations that are executable from links in the Actions section 
of the Collection Requests Summary page include: 
 Start Collection 

Prepare 
Preview 
Certify and Submit 
View Submission Results 
Review Data 
Add New Scheduled Collection 

Data Collector Roles  

The Data Collector has three different roles, which control what an LEA user of a Data 
Collector can do. A single user account (login) can have multiple roles. Your ITC 
controls the roles associated with your account. Contact your ITC if you think you do 
not have the correct role(s) assigned for your LEA. 

Data Collector roles: 

� LEA Collector: can collect, prepare and preview, but cannot submit the 
collection. You need the LEA Collector role to see the Data Sources tab and to 
be able to upload EMIS files to the Data Collector. 
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� LEA Submitter: can review or preview the collection, and can submit the 
collection, but cannot start the collection or prepare a collection for preview. 
Also cannot upload EMIS files for data collection. You need someone with the 
LEA Collector role to start a data collection for you. 

� LEA Reviewer: can only view things – e.g. preview the results of the 
collection, review a submitted collection, view validation exception reports, 
etc. Cannot start a collection or submit it. 

If you have both the LEA Collector role and the LEA Submitter role then you can do 
all of data collection, prepare, preview and submit tasks for your LEA – you do not 
need the LEA Reviewer role. 

 

Starting a Data Collection 

1. Log in to the Data Collector. 

2. The Collection Requests page is displayed. 

 

3. Click the Start Collection link.  
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4. The Start Collection page is displayed.   (Note that, in the following screen 
shot, the district is set up to use both SIF and non-SIF data sources – EMIS 
Formatted Files. For instructions on using EMIS Formatted Files data sources, 
see “Uploading a Flat File.” For collections that only use EMIS files, the SIF 
zone will not appear. Also note that this screen shot shows two SIF zones and 
multiple EMIS formatted files data sources – in all likelihood you will see at 
most one SIF zone and only one EMIS Formatted Files data source.)  

 

In the SIF Zones section of the Start Collection page, note that the available 
SIF Zone shows a Zone Status of “Connected.” The Collection Status for this 
Zone is “Not Started.” 

In the EMIS Formatted Files section, there is a data source(s) listed; the 
availability of this source is “Ready,” meaning that the EMIS formatted files 
at the data source are accessible.   

5. Select the data sources that will be used in this collection. 

6. Click on the link, Start Data Collection for all items checked below.   
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7. Between the time when you click the Start Collection link and the time when 
the actual collection process begins, you will not have any actions available, 
however the Status field will inform you that data collection is starting. 

 

8. Once the collection has started the Actions section will show Start/Stop and 
Cancel links; to monitor the progress of the collection, click on the Collection 
Status tab.  (See “Monitoring Data Collection.”) 

Note:  The Data Collector can perform multiple collections simultaneously; simply go back to the 
Collection Requests Summary page, and click the “Start Collection” link for each required 

collection request. 

Stopping vs. Canceling a Data Collection 

In the Actions section of the Collection Requests Summary page, there are links for 
executing operations on the current collection request.  Depending upon the status of 
the selected collection request, these links can include Stopping or Canceling a 
Collection. 

 

Stopping a Collection 

You stop a collection by data source, e.g., by the SIF zone or the EMIS formatted files 
data source. Stopping is not synonymous with “pausing” – when you stop a collection 
in a SIF zone and later restart it, you restart collecting the data from the beginning, not 
from the point where you stopped it. When you stop a collection, the data collected so 
far will not be discarded until the collection is restarted. Stopping a collection allows 
you to stop collecting from one data source without stopping collecting from the other 
one. For example, you realize that you did not upload the latest set of EMIS formatted 
files before you started collection from both the SIF zone and from EMIS formatted 
files. You can stop collecting from the EMIS files, upload the latest EMIS files, and 
restart data collection from the EMIS files, without disturbing the on-going collection 
from the SIF zone. 

Canceling a Collection 

Canceling a collection immediately discards all the data collected so far, from all data 
sources, and eradicates any indication on the collection requests page that the 
collection had ever started.  

Warning: You can stop or cancel the collection from the point of view of the Data Collector; however, in a SIF 

zone, you cannot undo the effect of having started a collection. The application from which data is collected 

through SIF will continue to send responses (which the Data Collector discards immediately upon receipt). 

Repeatedly starting and canceling (or stopping) a collection in a SIF zone will stress the resources of your 
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ITC. When you eventually start the collection (without stopping or cancelling it this time) receiving data may 

be delayed while the Data Collector continues to discard the data received in response to the previous 

(cancelled) collections. 

What’s the Difference? 

Data management:  Cancel immediately discards data; Stop discards data only when 
the collection is restarted. When you start data collection after you cancelled the 
previous one, the collecting of data can start immediately (even though the Data 
Collector may still be cancelling the previous collection “in the background”). When 
you restart data collection after stopping the previous one the Data Collector has to 
finish discarding the data previously collected before it starts the new data collection. 

Scope:  Cancel applies to the entire collection; Stop applies only to a single data 
source. 

Note:  If you are collecting data from more than one source and need to discard an entire collection, then 

“Cancel” is more efficient than “Stop.”  If you are collecting from the SIF zone and from EMIS files, and 

need to stop the SIF collection, then “Cancel” is still more efficient than “Stop” – even though cancelling 

will discard the data collected from EMIS files as well as data collected from SIF (EMIS files collection is 

much faster). On the other hand you can “Stop” collecting from the EMIS files and later restart collecting 

data from them, without affecting a collection from the SIF zone already in progress. 

Collecting from SIF and EMIS Files Data Sources 

All collection requests support collecting from EMIS files because not all LEAs are 
currently set up to collect data from a SIF zone. In addition not all data can be 
collected from the SIF zone. For example, as of this writing, CC and CJ records can 
only be collected from EMIS files. 

You may often be in a position where you will collect data from the SIF zone and from 
the EMIS Files data source. The collection request defines how to handle the situation 
when the same data is collected from a SIF zone and an EMIS file. For example, you 
may have inadvertently left an EMIS file with GI records in the EMIS files data source, 
while collecting all student data from your SIF-enabled SIS. Or you may have added 
EMIS files for CI and CK records for employees who are not recorded in your USPS 
system, only to discover that some of these employees are in your USPS system after 
all. 

In most cases the collection request definition ensures that duplicate records are not 
inserted into the previews. When duplicate records are collected from multiple data 
sources, the duplicates result in validation exceptions and the Data Collector will 
exclude the data for the student or the staff from submission to ODE. In some cases, 
you may find additional previews which inform you of such duplicate data collected 
from SIF and EMIS files data sources.  

The specification of the handling of such duplicate data can change over time and 
from one collection request to another. 
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Monitoring Data Collection 

The Collection Status tab allows you to verify the progress of data collection(s) by 
collection request.   

Before You Begin 

Auto-refresh link------This drop-down menu is displayed in the banner at the top of the 
Data Collector screen when the Collection Status tab is open.  The Auto-refresh link 
allows you to set the intervals between automatic refreshes for the Collection Status 
page. Mouse over the auto-refresh link to bring up the menu. (The default is 30 
seconds.) 

 
Refresh link------Select the Refresh link to update the page according to the options 
selected in the filter drop-downs and the latest available information on the 
collection(s). 

 

Drop-down lists and links------Filter the Collection Status view by Collection Request 
(selecting All Collection Requests or an individual Collection Request from the drop-
down list). 

 

Filter the Collection Status view by Progress (selecting Collections that are In 
Progress or Complete). 
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Collections by Collection Request 

To view the progress of Collection Requests: 

1. Click on the Collection Status tab. 

2. The Collection Status tab opens at Collections by Collection Request.  

 

The Collection Status > Collections by Collection Request screen looks and 
behaves in the following ways: 

The first column in the SIF Zones section of the Collection Status > Collections by 
Collection Request page includes: 

 
Collection: Current Collection Request 
SIF Zone: Name of the zone(s) participating in the collection. 
Request: An indication of the SIF object requested (some SIF objects 

correspond closely to EMIS record types, others do not) 

The subsequent columns in the SIF Zones section include: 
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Records: Number of SIF objects (records) collected. 
Packets: Number of packets collected; a packet is how the 
SIF bundles records as they are sent across the network. 
Start: Timestamp of when the Data Collector sent a SIF request for the 
record. 
Elapsed: Number of minutes/seconds that have passed since the 
SIF record was requested. 
Status: Disposition of the current collection,  
For individual records: 

In progress 
Complete  

For entire SIF Zone: 
x of y complete (e.g. 12 of 18 complete indicates that 12 types of 
records, out of 18types requested, completed collection) 
 

Columns in the EMIS Formatted Files section of the Collection Status > Collections 
by Collection Request page include: 

Collection:  Current collection(s).   
Data Source:  Name of the non-SIF data source(s). The detailed list 
under the data source shows the EMIS record type collected, and the 
name of the file from which these records were collected.  
Records: Number of records collected from this source – rows read 
from the file 
Start: Timestamp when the Data Collector started reading the EMIS 
file. 
Elapsed: Number of minutes / seconds that have passed since the 
Data Collector started reading the EMIS file.  
Status: Disposition of the current collection, including: 

In Progress 
Complete 
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You click on the arrows to expand and collapse additional detail. 

  

When the data collection is complete, the progress animation disappears and the 
collection status changes to Complete. 

Add New Scheduled Collection 

Data collections can be scheduled to occur automatically at selected intervals, or just once –
making it possible to collect data overnight, regularly on a weekday, or over a weekend, for 
example.  Scheduled collections save time and resources because they can run unattended. 

The following section explains how to schedule a collection. 
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In the Actions section of the Collection Requests page, there are links for executing operations 
on the current Collection.  The Add New Scheduled Collection link opens the Add Scheduled 
Collection page, where you can choose the starting date for a scheduled collection, the 
intervals at which you want data collection to recur, and the data sources to include in the 
scheduled collection.  

To add a new scheduled collection, take the following steps: 

1. Click on the Collection Requests tab, and navigate to the one for which you would 
like to schedule a collection. 

 

2. In the Actions section of the Collection Request, click on the Add New Scheduled 
Collection link. 

3. The Add Scheduled Collection page is displayed. 
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4. In the Schedule section of the Add Scheduled Collection page, enter the Start Date, 
and Start Time. (Be sure to follow the “MM/DD/YYYY” and “HH:MM AM” formats; 
otherwise, you cannot proceed with scheduling the collection.) 

5. From the drop-down list in the Scheduled Action field, choose the action you want to 
schedule.    

 

The actions you can schedule include: 

• Collect Only—The collection will occur at the selected time and interval, but 
subsequent processes (Preparing, Previewing, Submitting, etc.) will have to 
be manually initiated. 

• Collect and Prepare—The collection will occur at the selected time and 
interval, and the “Prepare” process will occur; subsequent submission of the 
collected data will have to be manually initiated. 

• Collect, Prepare and Submit—For collection requests that allow automatic 
submission, this action allows the scheduled collection to run from collection 
through submission; note that if this option is selected, the collection will be 
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submitted regardless of whether any validation exceptions were found, or 
any system errors took place.   

• Collect, Prepare and Submit if no errors—This action applies only to 
collection requests that allow automatic submissions.  Select this action if you 
want the collection to be submitted only if it is error-free.  

Note:  Most collection requests do not allow automatic submissions; if you select “Collect, Prepare, and 

Submit” or “Collect, Prepare, and Submit if no errors” for a collection requests that does not allow 

automatic submissions, a reminder is displayed just below the Scheduled Action drop-down list, as shown in 

the following screen capture. 

 

6. In most cases you will check the box to “Skip scheduled collection when a prior 
collection is in progress but not yet submitted.”  If this box is left blank, the scheduled 
collection will start, regardless of whether there is a prior collection in progress, 
cancelling the prior collection. This check box allows you to schedule a collection, e.g. 
for off-shift hours, on the assumption that you will submit (or cancel) the current 
collection before you leave for the night. If the current collection has not been 
submitted, the scheduled collection will not start, as long as this box is checked (if the 
box is not checked the scheduled collection will cancel the current collection, and start 
a new collection as per the schedule). 

7. Select the Data Sources from which to collect the data – SIF Zones and/or EMIS 
Formatted Files. 
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8. Go to the sidebar menu of the Add Scheduled Collection page, where you will find 
the Recurring Collection interval options.  
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9. Choose the interval at which you would like the selected action to repeat. 

 

• One Time Only—The collection will occur only once. 

• Daily—The collection will occur every day (including weekdays and weekends, if 
that option is selected) at the appointed time. 

• Weekly—The collection will occur once a week at the appointed time. 

• Monthly—The collection will occur once a month at the appointed time. 

• Include Weekdays—The collection interval will include weekdays (Monday 
through Friday, if the schedule falls on a weekday). 

• Include Weekends—The collection interval will include weekends (Saturday and 
Sunday). 

10. Click on the Schedule Collection link at the bottom of the Add Scheduled page. 

11. The Collection Request page returns. 
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12. Note that this icon, (the folder with the alarm clock), is displayed beside 
the collection request for which you scheduled a collection. This icon indicates that 
you have a scheduled collection associated with this collection request, regardless of 
whether the scheduled collection was set up to run periodically or to run only once. 
When a collection was scheduled to run once the alarm icon continues to appear even 
after the collection had run – it serves as a reminder that you have a scheduled 
collection associated with this collection request. You can edit a scheduled collection 
(as described in the next section), instead of creating a new one. To eliminate the icon 
you can delete the scheduled collection. 
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Managing Scheduled Collections 

View and manage scheduled collections through the Manage scheduled collections 
link in the sidebar menu on the Collection Requests tab. 

 

Viewing the List of Scheduled Collections  

To view the list of collections scheduled for the current submitter: 

1. Open the Collection Requests tab; navigate to the sidebar menu. 

 

2. Click on the Manage Scheduled Collections link. 
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3. The Manage Scheduled Collections page is displayed. 

 

4. The Manage Scheduled Collections page provides information about the scheduled 
collections for the current submitter: 

• Links to each scheduled collection are found in the Start Date & Time column of 
the table. 

• The frequency or intervals at which scheduled collections will occur is found in 
the Recurrence column. 

• The Scheduled Action column displays the selected collection action(s): Collect 
Only; Collect and Prepare; Collect, Prepare & Submit; Collect, Prepare & Submit 
with no errors. The Collect, Prepare & Submit action indicates that the collection 
will be submitted, even if there were collect or prepare errors. Note that the 
collection request has to authorize the ability to submit a scheduled collection 
automatically after the prepare step, without a manual certification of the 
collection. Most collection requests require someone to preview and certify the 
results of the collection, so automatic submission does not apply to these 
collection requests.  

• Information in the If in Progress column is drawn from the “Skip scheduled…” 
box when a collection is scheduled.  If the “Skip a scheduled collection…” box is 
selected, the scheduled collection will be skipped in deference to a prior collection 
already in progress (but not yet submitted).  If the “Skip a scheduled collection…” 
box was not selected, then the scheduled collection will cancel any prior collection 
– even if the prior collection was ready for submission to ODE. 

• The date in the Last Started column reports the date that the scheduled collection 
was last launched.  (“N/A” in this column means that the scheduled collection 
has not yet started.)  

. 
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Editing or Updating a Scheduled Collection 

You can modify a scheduled collection by selecting it from the Manage Scheduled 
Collections page.  

To edit a scheduled collection: 

1. Open the Collection Requests tab; navigate to the sidebar menu. 

2. Click on the Manage Scheduled Collections link 
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The Manage Scheduled Collections page is displayed. 

 

3. Click on the link for the scheduled collection you want to edit. 

4. The Edit Scheduled Collection page displays details for the selected scheduled collection.  
From this page, you can change the schedule details, interval, and the data sources to 
include in the scheduled collection.   

 

5. Make any necessary changes to the scheduled collection. 

6. Click the Update Collection link.   

7. The Manage Scheduled Collections page is returned, showing the updated information 
for the selected scheduled collection. 
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Deleting a Scheduled Collection 

You can delete any scheduled collection by accessing the same Edit Scheduled 
Collection page you use for editing or updating a scheduled collection. 

To delete a scheduled collection: 

1. Open the Collection Requests tab; navigate to the sidebar menu. 

 

 

2. Click on the Manage scheduled collections link. 

3. The Manage Scheduled Collections page opens. 
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4. Select the scheduled collection(s) you want to delete.    

5. Select the scheduled collection(s) you want to delete. 

6. Click on the Delete Selected link. 

7. A confirmation dialog is displayed. 

 

8. Click OK to confirm the deletion. 

9. The Manage Scheduled Collections page is refreshed, and the list is updated. 

10. After you delete all scheduled collections for a collection request, the “alarm 
clock” icon will disappear (from its place beside the folder icon) on the collection 
request. 
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Managing SIF Zones  

ITCs can manage the messaging mode, SIF version, and maximum buffer size of a 
selected SIF Zone. Administrative users at ITCs can configure a SIF Zone’s ID, URL, 
and connection properties.  

LEA users can test whether or not a SIF Zone is connected, and if you have LEA 
Collector authorization you can try to re-establish the connection if an existing zone 
has become disconnected. LEA users do not have access privileges to complete tasks 
specified for ITCs. Many of the tasks described in this section are for ITC reference 
and do not apply to LEA users. 

Managing SIF Zone Properties 

See the VRF Data Collector Administrator’s Guide for further information about 
managing SIF Zones. 

Checking SIF Zone Status 

1. Log in to the Data Collector. 

2. Click on the Data Sources tab. 

 

3. You can click on the “Connected” link to re-direct to the Zone Status page, to 
check that the zone responds to a “Ping.” If the connectivity status is 
“Disconnected,” notify your ITC. 
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4. The Zone Status screen is displayed. 

 

 

5. Click the Ping link to send a request to the Zone, to verify that the Data 
Collector and the Zone are connected and communicating.  
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Managing EMIS Formatted Files (Other Data Sources) 

In Ohio non-SIF, or “other” data sources are synonymous with EMIS formatted files. 
These are the files formatted according to Chapter 5 of the ODE EMIS Manual. You 
need the LEA Collector role to see or use the Data Sources tab.  

Viewing EMIS Files Data Sources 

1. Go to the Data Sources tab and click on Other Data Sources.   

2. The Other Data Sources page is displayed. 

 

3. Click on the Manage link.  
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4. The Manage Files page is displayed. 

 

5. From links on this page, you can edit, delete, or upload EMIS formatted files.  
(Detailed instructions on these operations are available in subsequent sections 
of this guide.)  

Note:  Clicking on the Select All link will check all files in the list; conversely, the Select None 

link will unselect all files in the list.   
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Uploading EMIS Files (Other Data Sources) 

Your ITC sets up the “other data source” for you – a location on the Data Collector 
server where you can upload the EMIS formatted files.  

The following instructions include steps for simultaneously uploading multiple flat 
files—which requires the use of Google Gears™.  In addition to the necessary 
administrative permissions within Data Collector, your local system or network may 
require permissions for downloading or updating software.  Verify with your system 
administrator that you have the necessary administrative permissions for 
downloading and installing Google Gears™ on your machine.  

To upload flat files (non-SIF data sources): 

Note:  At the district level, the only role that can upload flat files is the LEA Collector.   

1. Click on the Other Data Sources link. 

 

2. Click on the Manage link (in the Actions column) to select and manage a non-
SIF data source. 
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3. The Manage Files screen is displayed. On this screen, the following columns 
are displayed: File Name, Upload Date, and Size. The File Name column lists 
the names of the files. The Upload Date column lists the month, day, year, 
and time that the file was uploaded. The Size column shows the size of each 
file in bytes. Also, please note that if this screen lists a file or files that you no 
longer need, you can click the checkbox, then click the “Delete Selected” link 
to remove the unneeded file or files. 

 

4. To upload a file, click on Upload File. 

5.  The File Upload screen is displayed.  

 

6. Choose a file to upload. Enter a file path, or click on Browse to locate a file. 
(The appearance of this screen may vary, depending on the browser you are 
using.) 

7. Click the Upload link. 
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8. The uploaded file appears with the Other Data Sources, under the data 
source listed in the target UNC Location. 

The default setting allows you to upload one file at a time. This is in keeping with 
most browsers’ security protocols. Please keep in mind that, depending on which 
software and extract process you are using, you might only have one file to upload 
(for example, with DASL). Alternatively, you might have multiple files to upload, as 
with eSIS, which generates multiple files, by record type. For circumstances in which 
multiple files must be uploaded, there is an option for uploading multiple files at a 
time. Those who wish to upload more than one file at a time may do so through the 
use of Google Gears™.  

Note:  Simultaneously uploading multiple flat files requires the use of Google Gears™.  Your local system or 

network may require permissions for downloading or updating software.  Verify with your system 

administrator that you have the necessary administrative permissions for downloading and installing Google 

Gears™ on your machine.   

Installing Google Gears™ is not required. Google Gears™ is a freeware beta product. 
Network policies that do not allow freeware or beta software cannot use Google 
Gears™.  Those who are able to use Google Gears™ and wish to do so can download 
and install that software as per its instructions. If Google Gears™ is not installed on 
your system, a prompt with a link to download it will be visible from the file upload 
page. 
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When Google Gears™ is installed, the File Upload screen appearance changes – the 
“Upload File” link is instead named “Select Upload Files”, since you will be able to 
upload multiple files at once.  When you click on the Upload Files link in the Manage 
Files dialog: 

 

and you have Google Gears installed, the File Upload dialog will look like this: 
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This brings up the File Upload screen. 

 

Click on the “Select Upload Files” link (circled in the screenshot above) to bring up a 
browse window. Select the files you wish to upload, then click “Open.”  

When you have finished uploading files, click on the “Done” link to finish and return 
to the Manage Files page. 

 

Deleting EMIS Files (Other Data Sources) 

1. Click on the Data Sources tab; then select Other Data Sources > Manage Files.  

2. The Manage Files screen is displayed. 

 

3. Select the file from the list (by checking the box next to the file path / name). 
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4. Click the Delete Selected link.  A confirmation dialog is displayed. 

 

5.  Click OK to continue the deletion of selected file(s), or Cancel to stop the 
operation. 

Cancel  

Clicking Cancel (at the bottom of the page) before either the upload or delete link has 
been selected will cancel the operation and return to the previous screen.   The option 
to cancel is also provided in confirmation dialogs displayed after the selection of 
either the file upload or delete link; clicking Cancel here will terminate the operation 
and restore the current page. 

When a Collection Completes 

You can tell that the data collection has completed because the Actions offer a Prepare 
link, and the Status informs you when the data collection has completed. If your ITC 
has signed you up for email notification, you may also receive an email from the Data 
Collector informing you that the data collection has completed. 

 

The Status section also indicates whether there were any errors or warnings during 
the data collection. Note that errors or warnings differ from Level 1 validation 
exceptions (sometimes also called Level 1 validation errors). Validation exceptions 
indicate data issues and require you to correct the data. The link next to the “Errors & 
Messages” indicates a processing problem, such as a configuration error.  

The background color of the collection request section turns orange if you have either 
errors and warnings, or Level 1 validation exceptions. The orange color serves as a 
visual cue that there is something to check, and possibly correct, before moving to the 
next step of collection processing. 
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If there are any errors or warnings, the background of the collection request turns 
orange and there is an Errors & Messages link: 

 

Clicking on the link next to the Errors & Warnings redirects you to the Errors & 
Warnings page (see the “Errors and Warnings” chapter).  

The Data Collector displays the count of errors, warnings and informational messages 
(or simply “messages”) relevant to the phase of collection processing just completed. 
That is, after the collection completes the Errors & Messages section displays the 
number of errors, warnings, and messages the Data Collector encountered during the 
data collection. After a “Prepare” the Errors & Messages section displays the number 
of errors, warnings, and messages the Data Collector encountered during the 
preparation of the collection for preview.  

Important: Always check whether you have received any errors or warnings at the end of a processing step 

before you move on to the next step. For example, when you see the Errors & Warnings link after the 

collection completes check the errors and warnings you received, before moving on to the Prepare step – 

some collection errors can result with no data to preview after the prepare step completes. 

If you ignore the above recommendation, and move to the next step of collection’s 
processing, despite having received errors or warnings in the previous step, you will 
still have a chance to view the errors or warnings from the previous phase. The Errors 
& Warnings section will display the Other Errors link – this means that there were no 
errors or warnings in this phase of the collection’s processing, but there are some 
errors or warnings from the prior phase(s).  
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For example, clicking the Prepare link in the above dialog resulted in the following 
state at the end of the Prepare step: 

 

Clicking on the Other Errors link still takes you to the Errors and Warnings page: 

 

These warnings indicate that the Data Collector found more than one file with QF and 
QN record types in the EMIS files data source. Checking the “Extended description 
for all” shows the additional information (extended description) with each warning – 
in this case which of the two files was ignored when collecting data from the EMIS 
files data source. 
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Preparing and Validating Collections 

After data collection completed for a collection request, options appear on the 
Collection Requests screen, under that request, to prepare or cancel the data 
collection. 

To prepare and validate a data collection: 

1. Click on the Collection Requests tab. 

2. On the Collection Requests Summary page, scroll to the Collection Request 
you wish to prepare. 

 

3.  Click on the Prepare link (circled in the screenshot above) in the Status field. 

4. The screen that appears will show a series of messages that show youthe 
preparation’s progress. 

� The first step executes the prepare request, preparing the collected 
data for validation. 
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� The second step runs validation checks on the prepared records 

 

� The third step runs record dependency checks 
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� Depending on the collection request, there may be a fourth step. 
When the fourth step appears, it states: “Step 4 of 4: Creating post 
validation reports/summaries – x of y done”. The collection request 
controls whether or not this fourth step is present. If you are 
preparing a collection that allows four steps, this will be reflected in 
the other three steps also; they will say Step 1 of 4, Step 2 of 4, and so 
on. 

 
 

5. When preparation is complete, and no validation exceptions (data errors) are 
found, click OK and return to the Collection Requests Summary page; 
proceed with the Previewing and Submitting steps.  Otherwise, continue to 
the next step. 
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6. When preparation is complete, and validation exceptions are found during 
the preparation and validation process, a link to a validation report is 
displayed.   

 

7. Click on the View Level 1 Validation Report link to view the Validation 
Exceptions now, or click on the OK button to return to the Collection 
Requests page – you will still be able to view the Validation Exceptions from 
the Collection Requests page. 

8. Whether you viewed the Level 1 Validation exceptions first, or went directly 
to the Collection Requests page, make sure you check whether or not the 
Prepare processing created any errors or warning. If you do see a link next to 
the Errors & Warnings, check what errors or warnings you have from the 
Prepare processing. 

Special Cases 

There are two special cases that you might see in the course of a preparation.  

If the Data Collector is busy and cannot start the prepare processing right away, you 
will see the message shown below.  
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If the Data Collector service is terminated while the Prepare processing is running, a 
popup screen appears. 

 

 
 

If this popup screen appears, click OK, then click on the Collection Requests tab. If 
your browser can no longer connect to the Data Collector, the Data Collector service is 
no longer running. 
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Validation Exceptions 

After a collection has been prepared, the Collection Requests Summary includes a 
Validation Status field, providing a link to the Validation Exceptions report. 
Validation exceptions are part of normal Data Collection operation – they indicate 
errors in the collected data. Even though they are a normal part of collection 
processing (and are not errors) they do merit a look – the background color turns 
orange to remind you that there is something to check before certifying and 
submitting the collection. 

Click on the Validation Status link to view the Validation Exceptions report. 

 

Level 1 Validation and Exceptions Report 

Level 1 Validation is an evaluation of data that has not yet been submitted.  Level 1 
Validation prevents submitting invalid records in the collection to the ODE.  Each 
collection request includes a set of validation rules, which are executed at the end of 
the Prepare step of collection processing – when you click on the Prepare link you 
both prepare and validate the records in the collection.  

A sample Level 1 Validation exceptions screen shot, with an explanation of each 
column: 

 

Error Number:  The unique identifier of the validation check which found the 
validation exception 
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Error Level:  Each validation exception has been classified by ODE as having one of 
four error severities: 

� Fatal:   This is the only error level highlighted in red when it appears in the 
Validation report.  The red color indicates that the record will not be 
submitted if you submit the collection as it is right now. You need to fix all 
the data errors which cause the fatal validation errors, before all the collected 
records will be submitted to ODE.  Most of the validations checks defined by 
ODE check for fatal errors. All other validation error levels (see below) do not 
prevent the record with the error from being sent to ODE when you submit 
the collection. 

� Critical:  Data error should be corrected, but the record will be included in the 
submission.  

� Warning:  An error probably occurred, and should be investigated.  
� Informational:  The least significant of all validation error levels; may or may 

not be an error (but was worth mentioning). 
 

Message:  A short summary of the error. 

Description:  Details about the cause of the error 

Record Identifying Fields:  This shows the actual data in the record which contains an 
error.  Use the values in these fields to identify which records were flagged by the 
validations as incorrect. At this point you need to determine whether to submit the data 
(excluding records which have been identified with fatal errors) or to correct the data at 
the source and restart the data collection process.  
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Previewing Data Collections 

After the data is prepared and validated, and before it is certified and submitted to the 
Report Authority, it is strongly recommended that you preview the data before you 
approve it for submission to ODE.  

Important: After the prepare step (just as when the collection completes) check whether you have received 

any prepare errors or warnings. See the “Errors and Warnings” section. 

Prepare errors, if any, result from errors in the collection request the ITC received 
from ODE. If you do find any prepare errors, notify the ITC. Prepare errors can have 
severe repercussions, such as the preview missing all the data for some record types. 

Note: Whenever you take a screen shot of the Errors & Warnings page always show the Extended Description 

(by clicking on the clipboard icon on the right, or selecting the “Extended description for all” checkbox. 

Click on the link next to the Errors & Messages, on the Collection Requests tab, to redirect to the Errors & 

Warnings page. 

To preview the results of the prepare processing: 

1. Open the Collection Requests Tab, and scroll to the Collection Request you 
want to preview.  In the selected Collection Request, the Actions section 
displays the following links: 

 

2. Click on the Preview link. 

3. The Generate Preview page is displayed for the selected Collection Request. 
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4. Select the options for generating the preview. 

Preview Types 

Views:  Initially (as of this writing) you will only see a Details 
checkbox, which will be pre-selected. The “Details” preview shows 
you the detailed EMIS records, as they will be submitted to ODE. 
Eventually ODE will offer additional types of previews, with a longer 
explanation of each preview type. Once there are multiple preview 
types you can select the ones you want to view. 
 

Output Options 

Zip File:  Selecting the “Download file as a compressed .zip” option 
saves multiple files into one compressed file for faster downloading. 
For more information on downloading a compressed .zip file, please 
see the section, “Extracting a .Zip File to Preview a Report”. 

 
Note:  The Windows Extraction Wizard (for compressed or “zipped” files) cannot open the 

.zip file generated by the VRF.  A third-party utility, such as WinZip or 7-Zip, is required for 

extracting compressed reports.  Verify that such a utility has been installed on the machine or 

server where the file will be downloaded and extracted. 

File Format: select to preview in CSV or HTML format: 

• CSV: (recommended for analysis purposes) Comma 
Separated Values format; this type of file can be sorted or 
manipulated in an external spreadsheet program, such as 
EXCEL. 

• HTML: (recommended for viewing purposes only) Hypertext 
Markup Language format; recommended for viewing in a 
web browser. 

 
5. Click on the Generate Preview link at the bottom of the page.   
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6. The page now displays a list of the views, one per record type (or view type), 
in the file format selected in the Download Report sections. 

 

For collections from EMIS Files the Excluded Records view lists individual 
records that were collected from EMIS files but excluded from the preview. The 
collection request from ODE includes rules defining which records to exclude 
from EMIS files collections and why. Records that are excluded appear in the 
Excluded Records document, with columns listing the Record Type, the record’s 
ID, the Building IRN, and a description of the reason it was excluded. In the 
example shown below, an FN record (Student Attribute No Date) with ID 
123456789 from Building IRN 0000 was excluded from a preview because no GI 
(Student Demographic) record was found for this student (ID 123456789).  
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The collection request’s validity checks specify that a record must exist in both 
Student Attributes and Student Demographic, and because this example record 
did not, it was excluded from the preview. 

 

Other documents (CSV files or HTML views) list the records for the record type(s) 
that are stated in the file name. For example, the Student Attributes No Date 
(FN).csv file contains the collected and prepared FN records. (Personal data has 
been removed from this screenshot for security purposes.) 

 

7. Click on the file(s) you wish to view or save. 

8. Examine the records in the previews to determine which records have errors, 
and whether all records were collected. Keep in mind that fatal Level 1 
Validation exceptions will cause records to be suppressed from the 
submission to ODE. You will need to correct the errors in the source – the 
application which produced the EMIS files or supplied the data to the SIF 
collection, and go through another iteration of collect/prepare/preview. Of 
course you decide whether to submit the data to ODE as is, e.g. when enough 
records pass validation and are displayed in the previews.  

 
Note:  In previews (both HTML and CSV) numbers appear without the leading zeroes. This differs from 

what you are used to in the EMIS formatted files, where each field is padded on the left with zeroes. 

For example, a numeric value which accepts numbers in the range 0000 to 9999 (according to the 

EMIS specification) may display in preview simply as 0. 0, as a number, is equivalent to 0000. 
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Invalid Records 

When you generate the previews, the page which lists the previews also shows you 
the number of valid and invalid records (the last line shows the totals for all selected 
preview types): 

 

Every invalid record, accounted for in the Invalid column in the screen shot above, is 
invalid because the record received a fatal error during Level 1 Validations (is directly 
invalid), or because the record has a dependency on an invalid record. The Invalid 
column shows the count of all the records considered invalid. Invalid records are 
filtered out of the submission to ODE. 

Some records may be considered invalid, not because they received a fatal error 
during Level 1 Validation, but because they depend upon an invalid record. For 
example, when a Student Demographic (GI) record is invalid for a student, no records 
at all are sent to ODE for this student. In such a case, we say that the GI record is 
directly invalid, while the other records for the student are invalid because of a 
dependency (they might be invalid directly also, but the dependency invalidation is 
enough to suppress them from the submission to ODE). All directly invalid records 
have a fatal error (at least one) in the Level 1Validation Exception Report.  

The previews distinguish between these two types of invalid records – directly 
invalid records and records invalid because of a dependency. This is crucial because 
when you correct the data, turning a (directly) invalid record into a valid record, you 
also make valid the records which were invalid because of the dependency on this 
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invalid record. By correcting all the data errors which caused the fatal errors in the 
Level 1 Validation exception report you make all the records in the collection valid.  A 
record which is simultaneously directly invalid, and invalid because of a dependency, 
displays as a directly invalid record. 

In HTML previews, the directly invalid records are shaded red (the same color as in 
the Error Level in the Level 1 Validation report). Records that are invalid because of a 
dependency are shaded in peach color.  (Personal data has been removed from this 
screenshot for security purposes.) 

 

In CSV previews the directly invalid records have “No” as the value in the Record Is 
Valid column. Records that are invalid because of a dependency have “Dep” in this 
same column.  (Personal data has been removed from this screenshot for security 
purposes.) 

 

Finding the Cause of the Directly Invalid Records 

Every directly invalid record failed some Level 1 Validation check and is marked 
“fatal” in the Level 1 Validation exception report. For example, if you are looking at 
the HTML preview for the Special Education (GE) record type, and see 10 red-colored 
records, and 15 peach colored records (or if you are viewing the CSV report, and see 
10 “No” entries and 15 “Dep” entries in the Record Is Valid column), you can expect to 
find the 10 fatal errors in the Level 1 Validation exception report which caused the 10 
GE records to “turn red”. These validation errors can usually be found in the 
validation exception report by searching for error codes that start with “GE.” 
However, this is not always the case, because Multiple Record validations also 
directly invalidate some records.   

The Multiple Record validations use data from more than one record type to perform 
the validation. Their error codes start with the string “MR.” They still invalidate an 
individual record – for example MR.0007 invalidates a GE record. Hence you may 
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need to check the MR error codes in the Level 1 Validation exception report to find all 
the fatal errors that turned some rows red in the html preview.  

Note that direct invalidation takes precedence over dependency invalidation. For 
example when one of the FD records for a student and the GI record for the student 
both receive a Level 1 Validation exception, both will show up in the Level 1 
Validation exception report, and both will have red shaded rows in the preview – if 
the other FD records for the student pass validation on their own they will have the 
peach shaded rows, because of the dependency invalidation. 

Downloading a .Zip File with the Generated Previews 

Note:  The Windows Extraction Wizard (for compressed or “zipped” files) cannot open the .zip file generated 

by the VRF.  A third-party utility, such as WinZip or 7-Zip, is required for extracting compressed reports.  

Verify that such a utility has been installed on the machine or server where the file will be downloaded and 

extracted. 

In addition to previewing records in HTML format in a web browser, or CSV files, 
you can create a .zip file with all the previews and download the .zip file to your 
computer.  

1. Click on the Collection Requests tab.  The Collection Request Summary 
page is displayed. 

 

2. Click on the Preview link. 

3. The Preview page is displayed.  
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4. Select the options for generating the preview. For more information on these 
options, please refer to the previous section. Make sure to select the checkbox 
“Download file as a compressed .zip”, as shown below. 

 

5. Click on the Generate Preview link at the bottom of the page.   

6. The Report Output section of the Preview page displays a link to the 
compressed file. The name of this file will be unique each time you generate 
the preview .zip file, so you do not need to rename it after downloading, The 
name consists of, separated with underscores: LEA IRN, collection request 
code, collection request version, submission number, attempt number, day of 
year (CCYYMMDD), time of day (HHMMSS).zip 

 

7. Click on this link to start the download. 

8. A File Download dialog is displayed.   
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9. Click Save.   

10. A Save As window is displayed. 

 

11. Choose the location where the file will be stored, and click Save. 

12.  The file is saved in the selected folder, and the Collection Requests > 
Preview page is returned. 

13. Navigate to the .zip file location for viewing. 
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Certifying and Submitting a Collection  

Once you are satisfied with the data in previews, take the following steps to certify 
and submit the collection to ODE.  

1. Click on the Certify & Submit link, available in either of the following 
locations: 

� In the sidebar, to the right of the Preview screen.   

-or- 

� In the Collection Requests Summary of the selected Collection 
Request (the Collection Requests tab). 
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2. The Certify and Submit page is displayed.   

 

3. The Submission Details section displays the Collection name, date and time 
of submission, and submission number.  

The Statement of Certification section is where you confirm that you have previewed 
the data and approve its contents.  Check the “I certify this Collection” box.   

The Comments section will accommodate notes you may want to keep about the 
submission.  The notes are for your use only and will not be included in the 
submission to the State (ODE).   

 

4. Click on the Certify & Submit link at the bottom of the page.  The 
Submissions screen (in the Submissions tab) is displayed, and shows the 
progress of the submission.  

5. The Submissions tab will display the Submissions screen, which lists 
submission(s), and the status of submission(s) for each collection request. You 
can click on the “Refresh” link to update the status displayed on the screen, as 
the screen will not automatically refresh itself.  
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Submission Status 

The following screen shots show submissions with some of the more common status 
messages you are likely to see at this point in the process.  

The screen below shows a Submission in “Preparing…” status. This status means that 
the Data Collector is preparing the submission to ODE. The time it takes to prepare 
the submission depends on the number of records submitted and the speed of the 
Data Collector server. Typical times can range from seconds to several minutes.  
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The screen below shows a Submission “Waiting for report authority…” This could 
indicate a break in the connection to the report authority (ODE), in which case you 
should consult your ITC. It could also indicate that the Report Collector at ODE is 
backed up with many districts submitting collections around the same time, and your 
notification that the submission is ready is queued at the Report Collector. Or it could 
indicate that the Data Collector is waiting for information over a slow internet 
connection. If the “Waiting…” message persists for an unreasonable length of time, 
contact your ITC.  

The length of time needed to submit a report varies depending on the size of the report, so there is no one-

size-fits-all length of time that you should wait before contacting your ITC. After you have submitted a report 

once or twice, you will know about how long it should take. 
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The following screen shows a Submission status of “Transmission completed…” This 
status message indicates that the submission has been received by the Report 
Collector. The submitted data may not yet have been processed by ODE. (Use the 
View Submission Results link, from the Collection Requests tab, to check whether the 
submitted data has been processed). 

 

Submissions Page Columns 

The Submissions page is divided into three columns: Report (meaning submission), 
Submitted, and Status.   

Report  

The Report column displays the name of the collection request. ”Yearend (N) 
Reporting Period” in the screen shots above. 

Submitted 

The Submitted column shows the date of the submission. For example “07/09/2010”.   

Status 

The progress of a submission is displayed in the Status column, as shown in the 
previous screen shots. 

Submissions Page Refresh Links  

The Refresh links are found at the top and bottom of the Submissions screen.  When 
the Refresh link is selected, the Submissions screens will refresh and provide updated 
status (if any).  
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Submission Details  

As you make repeated submissions to ODE all submissions will appear on the 
Submissions screen. To view details of a specific submission, click on the submission 
link.  
 

 
 

Clicking on a submission link brings up the Submission Report Info screen. 

 

On this screen, you can view details regarding the submission. You can also click on 
the Download Record Count File link, on the right side of the screen, to download a 
document showing the count of records submitted, by record type. This count should 
match exactly the number of Valid records you saw in the Preview, when you 
previewed this collection prior to submission. 
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The document, when opened, will show each record type and the number of records 
included in the submission, as shown below. The number of records for each record 
type matches the number of valid records displayed in preview. 
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Receiving Submission Status from the Report Collector  

When the Report Collector processes your submission (at ODE) it sends a status 
message to tell the Data Collector the results of this processing.  The processing at 
ODE includes cross-district and cross-year validations.  These validations are called 
Level 2 validations --- they can only be done at ODE because of their cross-district and 
cross-year nature (the Level 1 validations, done at the end of the prepare step, 
validate the data collected from the single LEA).  
 
You can tell that the Data Collector received the response to the submission, because a 
‘‘Submission Status’’ is displayed above the ‘‘Submission Number’’ in the main 
Collection Requests tab.  
 

 
 

The submission status shows what happened when the submission was 
processed at ODE, and includes the following:  

Not Started—this status appears before the Report Collector starts 
processing the received submission. 

Pending Processing—this status indicates that the Report Collector 
successfully received all of the submitted data and completed the first 
processing step. The Level 2 validations are done at the end of the second 
processing step at ODE. 

Processing Completed------this status indicates that ODE finished 
processing the second (and final) phase of processing the submission. If there 
were any Level 2 validation errors identified you will see a Level 2 Validation 
link under the “Validation Status”. 

Pending Processing (with errors) —this status indicates that the Report 
Collector encountered processing errors, and not all the data in the 
submission was able to reach the database at ODE.  Notify the ITC if you ever 
see this status – the errors need to be investigated by ODE. 

Accepted—this status only applies to submissions for the Diagnostic 
collection requests. If you are not submitting for a Diagnostic collection 
request, you will not see this message. 
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You can have your ITC set up email notification for you so the Data Collector will 
send you an email when it receives the notification that the Report Collector finished 
processing the submission (with or without Level 2 validation errors). 
 
In addition to the statuses listed above, very rarely, you may see a status called 
Internal Error. This indicates that your submission was not processed because of an 
error at ODE. Please notify your ITC and have the ITC notify ODE, so that ODE can 
correct the problem. 
 

Tracking Submission Status from the Report Collector  

During the submission process, you can view the communication status between the 
Data Collector and the Report Collector from the Submission tab, as described in the 
previous section. Once your submission has been received and processed by the 
Report Collector you can view, in the Collection Requests tab, the results of the 
processing of the submission.  

After the submission has been processed at ODE, the Actions field displays links to 
View Submission Results, or Start Collection (which will start a new collection for 
this Collection Request.)   Click on the View Submission Results link to see detailed 
information about submission processing, including the final status for each of the 
submissions (in case you submitted more than once). 
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The Submission Results page is displayed.  Each line displays the submission 
number, the status of the submission, and when the Data Collector was notified of the 
submission results by the Report Collector. When there is a Level 2 Validation 
Exception report you will see a link, in the attachments column. Click on the link to 
view the level 2 exceptions. 
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Level 2 Validation Exception Report  

Level 2 Validation is an evaluation of data that have been processed by ODE.  Level 2 
Validation compares data across LEAs and across multiple years. To view this report, 
click on the View Level 2 Validation Report link in the Attachments column of the 
Submission Results page.  

You can also view the most recent Level 2 Validation Report from the main Collection 
Requests page. 
 

 

To view older validation reports, click on the View Submission Results link. 
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Clicking on the View Submission Results link takes you to a screen from which you 
can select any of the received Level 2 Validation Exception Reports . 

 

Sometimes you may receive multiple Level 2 Validation Reports for one submission. 
The link in the Collection Requests will show you only the latest report. Use the 
Submission Results page to view all the Level 2 Validation Reports for the 
submission.
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The Level 2 Validation Exception report has the same format as the Level 1 Validation 
Exception report. Here is an example of how a Level 2 Validation Exception report 
appears. Personal information has been grayed out for security. 

 

You can access the latest Level 2 validation report for the submission from the 
Collection Requests tab. In the Submission Results tab you will see the links for all the 
Level 2 validation reports. Since Level 2 validation errors come from cross-LEA 
checks, your LEA can continue to receive new Level 2 reports for the last submission, 
even when you make no additional submissions. As other LEAs submit, the 
processing of their submissions can create Level 2 reports for your LEA. Similarly, a 
new submission by another LEA can cause some of the Level 2 errors to disappear 
from the Level 2 report for your LEA.  

 

Submission Archives  

Whenever you submit a collection to ODE the Data Collector automatically archives 
the submission. The Data Collector creates two .zip files for each submission – one 
.zip file contains the CSV previews of the submission. The other file contains the data 
exactly as submitted to ODE. The content of the two sets of files is the same, except 
that: 
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� The files submitted to ODE do not include any invalid records. The 
“preview” files do include invalid records – with a “No” or “Dep” in 
the Is Record Valid column 

� While the content of the valid records is the same the preview files 
have more columns – for example all student records include the 
EMIS ID and the name of the student and these are not sent to ODE. 

 

Submissions Tab > Archived Submissions 

 

Users can view or manage archive files by clicking on the “Manage Archives” link, 
found in the “Archived Submissions” section of the Submissions tab sidebar. While 
the Data Collector automatically creates an archive of each submission, these are kept 
for a short time (otherwise the Data Collector server may run out of disk space). You 
can always retrieve the archive of the latest submission, and the previous submission, 
for each collection request. You can download these to your computer, in case you 
want to preserve the archive. 

Viewing and Managing Archived Submissions  

To view and save archived submissions: 

1. Log into the Data Collector. 

2. Click on Submissions tab. 

3. In the sidebar menu, click on the “Manage Archives” link. 

4. The Manage Archives page is displayed. 
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5. In the “Filter Options” section of the page, select a collection request from the 
Collection Request drop-down list. 

 

6.  In the “Filter Options” section of the page, select an Archive Type from the 
drop-down list.  Options include Submissions Only, Previews Only, or 
Submissions & Previews. 

Archive Types 

• Submissions—Contain exactly what the LEA sent to the state 

• Previews—Contain what the LEA user saw when they certified the 

collection. Previews may have additional columns to aid readability 
(e.g., student’s name), and previews contain any records that failed 
validation and were therefore not submitted. 

 

7. After Collection Request and Archive Type filters have been selected, note the 
checkbox, “Combine all archived files into a single .zip file.” If you wish to 
combine all files into a single zip file, check this box; otherwise, leave it 
unchecked so that archived files are listed individually. 

8. Click on the List Archives link. 
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9. The Manage Archives page displays an archived file(s) section.   

 

10. The columns in the Archive Files section include: 

• Archive File Name—the archived file name  

• Type—the archive type selected (Submissions Only; Previews Only; or 
Submissions & Previews)  

• Submission—the submission number and attempt number. 

• Version—the collection request version with which this submission was 
prepared. 

• Date Archived—the date that the Data Collector stored this archive file. 

• File Size—the size of the file (in bytes) 

11. Select a file to view or manage by clicking on the file link. 
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12. A file download confirmation dialog is displayed. 

13. Cancel the download, Open or Save the file. 

a. To terminate the operation and return to the Manage Archives page, 
click Cancel. 

or 

b. To  open and view the file, click Open; a zip extraction utility displays 
a list of files to be opened or extracted; select from this list the file you 
wish to view; the file is displayed in spreadsheet format. 

or 

c. To save the file, click Save.  The Save As, or other file management 
dialog, is displayed.   

 

d. Navigate to the destination folder, and click Save. 

 

To delete archived submissions: 

1. Log into the Data Collector. 

2. Click on Submissions tab. 

3. In the sidebar menu, click on the “Manage Archives” link. 
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4. The Manage Archives page is displayed. 

 

5. In the “Filter Options” section of the page, select a collection request from the 
Collection Request drop-down list. 

 

6.  In the “Filter Options” section of the page, select an Archive Type from the 
drop-down list.  Options include Submissions Only, Previews Only, or 
Submissions & Previews. 
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Archive Types 

• Submissions—Contain exactly what the LEA sent to the state 

• Previews—Contain what the LEA user saw when they certified the 

collection. Previews may have additional columns to aid readability 
(e.g., student’s name), and previews contain any records that failed 
validation and were therefore not submitted. 

7. After Collection Request and Archive Type filters have been selected, note the 
checkbox, “Combine all archived files into a single .zip file.” If you wish to 
combine all files into a single zip file, check this box; otherwise, leave it 
unchecked so that archived files are listed individually. 

8. Click on the List Archives link. 

 

9. The Manage Archives page displays an archived file(s) section.   

 

Note:  The Delete option is not available when the “Combine all archived files…” option is selected, because 

the zipped output is an aggregation of archives. 

10. To delete an archive file, check the box beside the file name or, to delete all 
displayed archive files, click the Select All link. 
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11. Click the Delete Selected link.  

12. A confirmation dialog is displayed. 

 

13. The Manage Archives page is returned; the selected archive file has been 
deleted.  
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6. Troubleshooting and 
Monitoring 

This section describes some of the errors you could encounter in running the Data 
Collector, and how to remedy those errors.   Troubleshooting or diagnosing basic 
errors in the Data Collector is accomplished through the use of the screens and pages 
designed to monitor the data collection process.    

Common Errors 

Some of the most common error messages are generated as a result of connectivity 
issues-- with the ZIS or a particular Zone or Agent, with the Report Collector, or with 
the Agency. 

 If you see this… It could mean…  To correct the problem… 

“SIF query 
thrown…” 

The ZIS is down. Go to the Data Sources tab, 
and click on the Connection 
icon for the zone you’re 
working with; when the 
Zones page is displayed, click 
on the “Ping” link.  If the 
Zone is not connected, 
contact your ITC. 

Collection Status 
Page doesn’t update 
or show progress, 
after you hit the 
Refresh link. 

The Agency is down; the 
connection to the ZIS is 
broken; or connections to 
other data sources are broken. 

Contact your ITC. 

“Waiting for report 
authority…” on 
Submissions page. 

The Report Collector is down.  Contact your ITC. 
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Database Connection Error 

The following error message is displayed when the connection to the database is terminated; 
contact your system administrator. 
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Monitoring Data Collection through the Collection Status Tab 

The Collection Status tab allows you to verify the progress of data collection(s) through 
screens that organize the view by collection request (the Collections by Collection Request 
page).   

Collection Status Screen 

Detailed information about the way the Collection Status screen looks and behaves is 
available in a previous section of this guide, “Monitoring Data Collection.”  
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Errors and Warnings 

Another tool for diagnosing and responding to errors and warnings is found on the 
Collection Requests Summary page, through a link to issues or potential problems 
that the Data Collector has encountered during a collection, prepare, or submission.   

Note:  Errors and warnings differ from the Level 1 Validation Exception Report produced when the report 

contains validation errors.  The Errors & Warnings screen displays errors that took place while processing the 

report, not those found during data validation. 

Normally errors and warnings indicate something beyond your control – such as a 
system problem, network problem, or an error in the collection request – something 
which you need to contact your ITC to address. However sometimes data problems 
may show up as errors or warnings, rather than in the validation exception reports 
(where they are usually displayed). For example, if you have more than one EMIS file 
with the same record type for the same collection request, year and reporting period, 
the Data Collector will choose the most recent file from which to collect these records, 
and give you a warning for the duplicate file(s) with the same record type. 

 

To access the Errors & Warnings screen, click on the Errors & Messages link.  

The Errors & Warnings screen is displayed.    
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The Errors & Warnings screen provides options for filtering by Category and 
Display.   

 

 

 

Selecting Extended description for all (checked in the following screen capture) 
results in the display of detailed information about the error(s).   
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Click on the clipboard icon  to extend or collapse the description of a single error.  

 

Note:  Always display the Extended Description of the error(s) or warning(s) when taking screen captures to 

report to the ITC. The extended description contains crucial technical information, without which the screen 

captures has a lot less use. 

Export the information to a file, by selecting the Export to file link.  

 

Note that the errors and warnings differ from the Validation Report produced when 
the request contains validation errors.  The Errors & Warnings screen displays errors 
that took place while processing the request, not those found during data validation. 

Read the extended description of an error for more technical information regarding 
what took place (it may not make much sense to you; it may be more useful to the ITC 
or support). 

Error diagnoses and troubleshooting questions beyond the basic information 
provided in this guide should be directed to your ITC.  
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DASL ProgressBook Conversion Overview 

 
 

 
The Progressbook Conversion document covers the following instructions: 
 

 Web services integration steps. 
 

 DASL to Progressbook data integration setup 
 

 Progressbook Play database creation and cutover steps. 
 
 

IMPORTANT: 
 
These steps cannot take place until after Progressbook version 5.20 has been installed.  

If you have any questions regarding any part of this document please contact 

dasl_help@noacsc.org. 
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1. One-Time Procedures for Preparing 
ProgressBook to Receive DASL Data 

 

1A. Install ProgressBook 

 
 
Review and use the installation notes and instructions included with ProgressBook 
version 5.20. 
 
 

1B. Update WebServices 

 
 
DASL uses WebServices to integrate with ProgressBook.  Information about the 

WebService must be set up in ProgressBook in order for attendance and grading to 

work.  Once the WebServices have been set up (using software and procedures 

received from the DASL team), the following action is required to inform ProgressBook 

of the location and required security (credentials) needed to access the WebServices.  

More information on setting up the DASL GradeBook WebServices interface can be 

found at the following website: 

http://dsldemo.mcoecn.org/dasladmin/ 

 
 

 Set Up Default 
 

ProgressBook needs to know the URL, user id, and password of the default 

WebService.  If you do not know these settings, you should contact your DASL support 

person. 

 

Go to SQL Query Analyzer, and run the following command using your settings: 

 
Execute pb_master.dbo.UpdateDASLWebService ‘<YourURL>’, ‘<YourUserID>’, 

‘<YourPassword>’ 
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 Set Up Individual District (optional) 
 

If you would like an individual district to use a different WebService from the default (as 

would be the case with a “DASL Play” database), go into SQL Query Analyzer and run 

the following command: 

 
Execute pb_master.dbo.UpdateDistrictWebService ‘<YourURL>’, 

‘<YourUserID>’, ‘<YourPassword>’, ‘<YourDistrictID>’ 

 
 

 Remove Individual District Setting (optional) 
 

If you have previously set up a district to use a different WebService and you would now 

like it to use the default WebService, you can remove the special settings by running the 

following command in SQL Query Analyzer: 

 
Execute pb_master.dbo.RemoveDistrictWebService ‘<YourDistrictID>’ 
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1C. Set Up the Nightly Integration Job 

 
 
This task uses software from the DASL ProgressBook team.  A setup program is 

available to help install the nightly integration job.  This only needs to be set up once, 

and will not need to be repeated when adding additional districts to DASL. 

 
 

 Copy Import Software 
 

Copy the file PbBackOfficeImport.msi to your SQL server. You can download this 

file from: 
 
https://www.progressbook.com/Downloads/Major Releases/ProgressBook/5.2.0 (1109) Product Release/Dasl Sites/ 

 
 

 Run Import Software 
 

Double-click on the file PbBackOfficeImport.msi, and answer the prompts. 

 

If you receive the following message, be sure to uninstall the existing 

PbBackOfficeImport software using Add/Remove Programs in Control Panel.  Then 

simply re-install by double clicking on the new PbBackOfficeImport.msi file and 

continue by answering the prompts. 
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When you get to the “Select Installation Folder” page, be sure to choose the “Everyone” 

option.  It is recommended that you keep the default installation folder. 

 

 
 

 

Select your SQL server.  In most cases, when installing this package on the SQL 

server, selecting the (local) SQL server is sufficient (the exception is when installing in a 

clustered environment).  Also choose the top-level folder that DASL uses to store the 

nightly extract files.  (If you are not sure of the location of this folder, contact your DASL 

support person.)  
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If your installation was successful, you should see the following screen: 
 

 
 
 

Start the PbBackOfficeImport service.  On the SQLServer, go to Start >> 

Administrative Tools >> Services.  Right-click on the PbBackOfficeImport service, 

and select Properties from the menu. 
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In the Properties dialog box, change the Startup Type to Automatic by selecting that 

option from the dropdown list and clicking the OK button.  Click the Start button if the 

service is stopped. 

 

 
 

Important Note: Additional documentation on the batch import can be found by viewing 

the file pbbackofficeimport.chm, which is located in the installation folder. 

 

If any errors occur during the execution of the extract and import, first refer to the 

“Troubleshoot the DASL GBWS Virtual Directory” topic in found in the Installing DASL 

>> Web Server folder of the administration documentation, at: 

http://dsldemo.mcoecn.org/dasladmin/ 

 

http://dsldemo.mcoecn.org/dasladmin/
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2. Create ‘Play’ ProgressBook Database 

 
 
Software Answers strongly recommends setting up a test environment for any district 

that will be converted from SIS to DASL with these Conversion procedures.  This is 

called setting up a ProgressBook ‘Play’ database.  (See additional information about 

setting up a ‘play’ database at the end of this document). 

 
Conversion of a ProgressBook database from SIS to DASL can be a complicated 

undertaking.  In recognition of this fact, Software Answers strongly advises its 

customers to set up a test (‘Play’) database for each district to be converted.  If this test 

database is a copy of the current production ProgressBook database, it can be 

converted to work with DASL, and the results of the conversion can be verified against 

the production version. 

 

It is highly recommended that a ProgressBook PLAY and DASL PLAY database is set 

up and utilized for testing for every district before going live on DASL/PB.  This is 

recommended due to: 1) the many differences in district’s Marking Pattern 

configurations; 2) The number and scheduling of DASL/PB go-lives; and 3) the fact that 

if the DASL/PB conversion fails, then the district cannot go-live on DASL. 

Testing in a ProgressBook PLAY and DASL PLAY environment is imperative to a clean 

and successful go-live. 
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 Execute MakePbPlay Script 
 

Software Answers has provided a script that will automate the steps to set up a play 

ProgressBook database for use in testing the DASL ProgressBook Conversion process.  

You can download this script from the ProgressBook site: 

 http://www.progressbook.com/ 

 

Navigate to: Downloads / Major Releases / ProgressBook / 5.2.0 (1109) Product 
Release / Dasl Sites 
 

This script performs the following steps: 

 

 Makes a backup copy of the production database using a different name for 

the database. For example, a Production database named pb_SA would be 

backed up and restored onto the system with the name of pb_SA_DASL. 

 

 Makes an entry into the DistrictLogin table in the Pb_Master database for the 

play database set up in step 1.  Following the example from the previous 

step, an entry for a district named SA_DASL will be inserted into the 

DistrictLogin table. 

 

 Updates the new entry in the DistrictLogin table with the DistrictIrn and Web 

Service URL information supplied to the script from command line 

parameters. 

 

 Turns the IntegrationEnabled column in the DistrictLogin table on for the play 

district.  This tells the system that this database should be loaded from DASL. 

 

http://www.progressbook.com/
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Here is an example of how to run this script: 

 

Start a DOS Command prompt. 

 

Navigate to the folder where the MakePbPlay.vbs script file was downloaded. Execute 

MakePbPlay, supplying three command line parameters: 

 the name of the production database to be copied 

 the DistrictIrn number for the district. 

 the Web Service Url for the Grade Book Web Services associated with the 

DASL ‘Play’ area. 

 

 

 
 

The script will 
prompt the user 
at each step to 
continue.  
 

Step 1. Click Ok. 
 

 

Step 2. Click OK. 
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Step 3. Click OK. 

 

 
Step 4. Click OK. 

 

 
Step 5. Click OK. 

 

 
Step 6. Choose to save or delete the backup file 

created in Step 3. 

 
 

 
Step 7. Successful completion. Click OK. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 Load the ‘Play’ Database from DASL 
 

The ProgressBook ‘Play’ database is now ready for the initial data load from DASL.  

During this initial load, the actual Conversion takes place.  The initial load is 

triggered when the DASL XML load files are created by the DASL batch job. 

 

*** Very Important: Make sure the initial load is processed as a full extract 

from DASL instead of a partial extract, and make sure the load completes 
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successfully before continuing on with the instructions for configuring the 

ProgressBook ‘Play’ database. *** 

 

The progress of the load can be tracked by examining the log files for the 

ProgressBook Nightly Integration Job.  These log files are located in the Logs folder 

underneath the folder where the software was installed. 

 

The default location for installation of the software is: 

 

C:\Program Files\Software Answers\PbBackOfficeImport\ 

 

Important Note:  Make sure that when you set up the batch job to load this database, 

the XML files are created in a folder below the top level folder specified during the 

installation of the ProgressBook Nightly Integration Job (see step 1C in this 

document for details).   

 

Create a folder for the ‘Play’ database beneath this top level folder. If you previously 

configured ProgressBook databases to be integrated with DASL, you will see folders for 

those databases already there.  All the XML files for one district should go in the same 

folder. The name of the folder is not significant. A sample configuration is shown below.  

In this case, the top level folder that was specified during the installation of the 

ProgressBook Nightly Integration Job was: 

C:\ProgressBook\Imports\ 
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 Change DistrictSchoolID in the School Table 

 
The School table holds the SIS ‘bunny’ code in a column called 

DistrictSchoolID.  This column was used to link the files from a school in the 

SIS system to a school in ProgressBook.  *** Very Important: We need to break 

that link in the ‘Play’ database.  Change these ‘bunny code’ values in the 

School table. ***  These can be anything, as long as they are not already-valid 

bunny codes. 

 

 
Example: Old ‘Bunny’ codes in DistrictSchoolID table. 

 

 
Example: New ‘Bunny’ codes. 

 

Make a new entry in the ImportLocation table in the pb_dataintegration 

database that has the same ‘bunny code’. 

 

 
 

Example: ImportLocation rows for production schools in 

pb_dataintegration database. 
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Example: New rows in ImportLocation for ‘Play’ database. Note: these can 

be reused for all ‘play’ databases. 
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3. Set Up DASL District for ProgressBook 
 

 
IMPORTANT: 
 

1) For a District to use ProgressBook, they must first have data entered into DASL. 
 
2) You must have selected a Final Schedule Result in DASL before you import data to 

ProgressBook. 
 
 

 Verify/Define Mark Types 
 

Define Mark Types if needed, and make sure all needed Mark Types are displayed.  

You must define a Mark Type if you wish to give that type of Mark during the year.  

Mark Type Weight is not imported to ProgressBook. 

 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Marks 
Administration Menu – Mark Types 
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 Verify/Define Reporting Terms 
 

Define Reporting Terms as needed, and make sure all needed Reporting Terms are 

displayed.  Marks Cutoff Date is not imported to ProgressBook. 

 

Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling 
Administration – Initialization – Reporting Terms Maintenance 
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 Verify/Define Marking Patterns and Rules 
 

Define Marking Patterns and Rules if needed for course term(s), and make sure all 

needed Marking Patterns are present and correct.  Marking patterns define specific 

mark types that must be created for specific course terms for each reporting period, and 

must be defined to include all Marks you are collecting in a school year.  This also 

determines how student marks will be grouped for averaging, and if they are included in 

GPA.  Each course is associated with a marking pattern rule and course marks will be 

gathered according to the rules defined for the course term.  The gold star icon notes 

which Course Term is set as default for each Marking Pattern. 

 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Marks 
Administration Menu – Marking Patterns 
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Significance, Sequence and Credit Percentages are not imported to ProgressBook. 
 
Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Marks 
Administration Menu – Marking Patterns – Marking Pattern Rules link 

 

 
 

If you use a Marking Pattern that does not have clean percentages (Trimesters), you 

can set the Marking Pattern to use “Ratio”, and set the Ratio Denominator.  You can 

use Ratio even if your Marking Pattern has clean percentages.  The example below 

uses Trimesters, and a Ratio Denominator of 3. 
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 Verify/Define Marks 
 

Define Marks as needed. Marks are also commonly referred to as grades and may be 

defined by alpha or numeric values.  The Average Point Threshold is the midpoint 

between point values.  There should be no gaps between Min Numeric Mark of one 

Mark and Max Numeric Mark of the next Mark down.  You may have to clean up past 

years’ Marks Maintenance screens.  “Credit Earned” is used to represent which Marks 

result in Credit for a course; un-check for Fail, Incomplete, Withdraw and similar Marks.  

“Is Alt Mark” is used to flag Alpha Marks that can be used by buildings with Numeric 

Marks set.  “Include in GPA” determines which Marks will be included when performing 

GPA Calculations.  “Credit Multiplier” increases the Credit Ratio or Credit Percentage 

for a specific Mark. 

 

Navigation:  Home – Management – School Administration – Marks 
Administration Menu – Marks 
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 Verify Course Sections – Teacher of Record 
 

Make sure the Teacher of Record box is checked for at least one teacher for each 

course section.  If this box is not checked, the teacher will not be able to see the class in 

ProgressBook.  (Basic Meeting Times only have one teacher, and that teacher is 

automatically marked as the Teacher of Record.  To confirm that a teacher is marked, 

switch to Intermediate, and edit the sole Meeting Time record.  Once you’re sure the 

teacher is marked, hit “Cancel Changes”.) 

 
Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling Administration – 
Initialization – Master Schedule – Course Sections link – Meeting Times tab 
 

 
 

Home – Management – School Administration – Scheduling Administration – 
Initialization – Master Schedule – Course Sections link – Meeting Times tab – 
Add Meeting Times button or Edit icon (After clicking “Advanced”) 
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 Verify Staff Members 
 

Make sure all Staff members are associated with a Teacher Code (Staff Code in DASL). 
 
Navigation:  Home – Management – Security – View Staff Members 

 

 
 
 

Navigation:  Home – Management – Security – View Staff Members – Edit (pencil) 
icon 
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 Verify Users 
 

Make sure all Staff members that will be using ProgressBook have a User account. 
 
Navigation:  Home – Management – Security – View Users 
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 Set Up Staff Association 
 

Make sure all Staff members are associated with a Teacher Code (Staff Code in DASL). 
 
Navigation:  Home – Management – Security – View/Edit Staff Member 
Associations 
 

 
 

Navigation:  Home – Management – Security – View/Edit Staff Member 
Associations – View Details button 
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Make sure each teacher that will be using ProgressBook has their User record linked to 

their Staff record.  Click on the User’s magnifying glass icon to assign that User to that 

Staff member. 

 
Navigation:  Home – Management – Security – View/Edit Staff Member 
Associations – View Details button – enter criteria – Search button 
 

 
 

Navigation:  Home – Management – Security – View/Edit Staff Member 
Associations – View Details button – enter criteria – Search button – click on 
Magnifying glass icon to assign User 
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 Set ProgressBook Data Integration Status 
 

Important: Before you continue with the conversion, we highly recommend randomly 

choosing several classes, and several students, and produce both Student Progress 

Reports, and Class Progress Reports for the district. After the conversion, you can 

produce the same exact reports, and perform a side-by-side comparison.   

 

Log into ProgressBook and click on the “Data Integration Status” link from the 

Administrator Home Page 

 

Important: Once you have set the ProgressBook Integration System to DASL, the first 

import of DASL data starts the conversion process. 

 

Change the Integration System to DASL for all schools that will be integrated with 

DASL.  The nightly integration job will not load the data from DASL until this has been 

done. 

 

ProgressBook provides both Live and Batch updates of Daily Attendance information to 

DASL.  Select “On” for live update of attendance or “Off” for batch update of 

Attendance. 
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 Update and Map ProgressBook Reporting Periods to DASL Reporting 
Periods 
 
Important: Since this is a conversion which, by definition, means the district has been 

using ProgressBook up until now, you will continue to use the existing ProgressBook 

reporting periods.  However, you must update these reporting periods by removing any 

references to SIS reporting periods, and mapping them to DASL reporting periods. 

 

 

 

Click the “Edit” link next to a reporting period on the Reporting Period Page or click the 

“Cross Reference” link from the Home Page. 

 

If your schools have been set to use DASL integration, and you have completed at least 

one data import into ProgressBook, you will see a drop down list in the External 

Term/Period column.  This list contains all of the school’s reporting periods from DASL.  

Choose the DASL period that corresponds to the ProgressBook period. 

 

Important: 

 The list of DASL reporting periods will be empty until the nightly integration job 

has imported DASL data at least once. 

 Classes will not have reporting periods in ProgressBook until the reporting 

periods have been mapped to DASL, and a second nightly integration job has 

imported DASL data. 
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 You can update by Reporting Period: 

 

or by School: 

 
 

 Update Report Cards (Recommended for Conversion) 
 

Important: 
 The DASL marking pattern list will be empty until the nightly integration job has 

run at least once. 
 For the conversion, it is recommended that you update the existing report cards 

rather then create new report cards. This will ensure that marks received earlier 
in the year will print on the same report card. 

 It is not necessary to create separate report cards for 1st semester classes, 2nd 
semester classes, and year long classes.  It is best to build one report card using 
the year long marking pattern. 

 
Adjustments will be needed to the report card after it has been imported from DASL. 
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 Click on the report card in the list to edit the setup. 
 

 Go to the General Page of the Report Card Setup.  Verify that all of the 
settings are correct. 

 

Important: Report cards that are integrated with DASL must select “Use Advanced 

Calculations”. 

 

 
 

Go to the Assessments tab.  Change the External References for all marks and 

comments to the new DASL references.  For all Mark Types that use lists, change the 

Mark Types to the new DASL Mark Types. 

 

 
 
Go to the Requirements tab.  Verify that the information is still correct and make 

adjustments if needed.  (Most SIS report cards report exams and finals under the mark 

assessment while many DASL report cards have been set up with separate 

assessments for exams and finals.) 
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Go to the Advanced Calcs tab.  This page is only used when the “Average Calculation 

Method” is set to “Advanced”.  Select the method used to populate each mark.  The 

table below describes the methods. 

 

Type of Data Option to Choose 

Marks that are populated from the grade book Pull from grade book 

Attendance totals for a reporting period Pull Attendance 

Marks that are manually entered by the teacher Manual Entry 

Semester Average, Final Average System Calculation 

YTD or Semester Attendance Totals System Calculation 

 

 
 
Go to the System Calcs tab.  This tab is similar to the “Average Calcs” tab except that 

all calculations are set up using a combination of the reporting period and the 

assessment. 

• Choose a calculation to set up.  (Notice that the choices in the list are the items 

that were set to “System Calculation” on the “Advanced Calcs” page.) 

• Select the periods/assessments for the calculation and assign a weight. 

• Choose a calculation method: 

“Use Grades (from Report Card)” calculates from the grade recorded on 

report card. 

“Use Averages (from Grade book)” calculates from the grade book average. 
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Go to the Report Card List tab, and click the Compile icon for your report card.  If a 

severe or critical error is reported, you must correct the problems before the report card 

can be used. 
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 Update Batch Attendance (optional) 
 

If a district has chosen to update attendance in batch mode, an Attendance Export page 

is available from the Admin Home Page.  Select one or more schools to update and 

enter the dates to process. 
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General Data Verification in ProgressBook 
 
Check this information in the PLAY testing environment, and in the Production 

environment immediately after Go-Live, to test the success of the Go-Live and 

Conversion procedures. 

 

 Verify that ALL reporting periods, for all schools, have been updated in ProgressBook to 

point the DASL Marking Patterns. 

 

 Verify ALL of your Named Codes in Progress Book (especially your Absence Types and 

Student Status Codes). 

 

 Verify Staff Data – make sure all staff have Staff ID’s (If they do not, check the View 

Staff Member record in DASL – Staff Code). 

 

 Verify Rooms. 

 

 Verify Homerooms. 

 

 Verify Student Data. 

 

 Verify that the appropriate Features are selected. 

 

 Verify Classes. (Check to see if the teachers’ names are next to their classes.  If the 

teacher name is not there make sure the Teacher of Record box is checked on Course 

Sections in DASL). 

 

 Verify Class Reporting Periods (spot check). 

 

 Verify Mark Types and Grading Scales.  (There will be new Mark Types that are building 

specific imported from DASL.  You will see the building code – underscore – Mark Type 

(SCHS_General_Comments, SCHS_Marks, etc.)  The SIS Mark Types (the ones with a 

* next to them) will no longer be used. 
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Teacher Data Verification 

 

 Verify Student Data. 

 

a. Run Student Progress Report – reconcile with previously generated reports printed 

while SIS was integrated with ProgressBook. 

 

b. Run Class Progress Report - reconcile with previously generated reports printed 

while SIS was integrated with ProgressBook. 

 

c. View the Gradebook Grid to confirm correct Averages are displaying. 
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4. Activate ‘Production’ ProgressBook Database 

 
 

Activating a Production database for the conversion involves a few steps originally 

performed by the MakePbPlay script in section 2, “Create ‘Play’ ProgressBook 

Database”.  Please perform the steps below, in order. 

 

 Turn on Integration for ‘Production’ Database 

Set the column called IntegrationEnabled in the table to ‘1’ for the ‘Production’ 

database row. This tells the loading program that this database should be loaded 

from DASL. 
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 Set Up District IRN Linking 

Determine the 6 digit State code (DistrictIRN) for the district to be loaded from 

DASL. 

 

Using Enterprise Manager on the SQL server, open the Districts table in the 

pb_Master database. 

 

Locate the DistrictIRN in the DistrictExtIdentifier field to make sure you 

have the correct district.  Copy the corresponding Districts_DBID field from the 

same row in the table.  Close the Districts table. 

 

 

 

Open the DistrictLogin table in the pb_Master database. Locate the row that has 

the database that is to be integrated to DASL.  Paste the Districts_DBID value from 

the Districts table into the Districts_DBID column of that row. 
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 Load the ‘Production’ Database from DASL 

The ProgressBook ‘Production’ database is now ready for the initial data load from 

DASL.  During this initial load, the actual Conversion takes place. The initial load is 

triggered when the DASL XML load files are created by the DASL batch job. 

 

*** Very Important: Make sure the initial load is processed as a full extract 

from DASL instead of a partial extract, and make sure the load completes 

successfully before continuing on with the instructions for configuring the 

ProgressBook ‘Production’ database. *** 

 

The progress of the load can be tracked by examining the log files for the 

ProgressBook Nightly Integration Job.   These log files are located in the 

Logs folder underneath the folder where the software was installed.  The default 

location for installation of the software is: 

 

C:\Program Files\Software Answers\PbBackOfficeImport\ 

 

Important Note:  Make sure that when you set up the batch job to load this database, 

the XML files are created in a folder below the top level folder specified during the 

installation of the ProgressBook Nightly Integration Job (see step 1C in this 

document for details).   

 

Create a folder for the ‘Production’ database beneath this top level folder. If 

you previously configured ProgressBook databases to be integrated with DASL, you will 

see folders for those databases already there.  All the XML files for one district should 

go in the same folder. The name of the folder is not significant. 

 

A sample configuration is shown below.  In this case, the top level folder that was 

specified during the installation of the ProgressBook Nightly Integration Job was: 

C:\ProgressBook\Imports\ 
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5. ProgressBook Integration Differences 

 
 

 

Function Behavior in SIS Behavior in DASL 

Report Card data entry 
screens. 

There is no functional 
difference between entering 
grades on report cards. The 
DASL Web Services support 
both Inserts and Updates of 
marks and comments. 

There is no functional 
difference between entering 
grades on report cards. The 
DASL Web Services support 
both Inserts and Updates of 
marks and comments. 

Attendance Totaling A job attached to the nightly 
batch import runs after the 
import to synchronize the 
absence data in both SIS and 
ProgressBook. The purpose 
of this job is to pick up on any 
absence code changes made 
on the SIS screens. After this 
job is run, an Attendance 
Totaling batch job runs in the 
early afternoon so that 
Attendance Totals are 
accurate each day. 

There is no job that 
synchronizes ProgressBook 
Attendance with DASL 
Attendance. Therefore, 
Attendance Totaling with 
DASL integrated districts is 
incorrect. Though this does not 
affect Secondary Report 
Cards, Elementary Report 
Cards printed from 
ProgressBook may have 
incorrect totals. The current 
option is to have teachers 
collect a student’s homeroom 
attendance totals, and 
manually enter the data in the 
report card screen. 
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Teacher Attendance Screens 

(Homeroom Attendance 

Screen, and Seating Chart). 

There is no functional 

difference between systems 

when using these teacher 

screens. Homeroom 

Attendance ‘Inserts’ are 

supported by DASL Web 

Services. 

There is no functional 

difference between systems 

when using these teacher 

screens. Homeroom 

Attendance ‘Inserts’ are 

supported by DASL Web 

Services. 

Attendance Clerk Attendance 

Screens (Absence by 

Student List, Absence 

Queue). 

These attendance clerk 

screens, when used to modify 

attendance, simultaneously 

update both ProgressBook 

and SIS. Each day at the 

conclusion of entering 

attendance within these 

screens, SIS and 

ProgressBook have identical 

attendance information. 

There is no provision with the 

DASL Web Services to accept 

‘Updates’ to Homeroom 

Attendance data through the 

Attendance Clerk screens at 

this time. 
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6. Known Issues 
Issue Resolution Resolved 

Report Card Setup. Every Comment 

and Mark List referenced on a Report 

Card that is integrated with DASL, 

must have come from DASL. Using 

older SIS or manually created lists 

may cause invalid data to be sent to 

DASL. 

Report Card Compiler will 

identify comments that are set 

up incorrectly. 

Report Card 

compiler released 

with Progress Book 

5.2.0 

Updates made to the Administrative 

ProgressBook Attendance Screens do 

not update DASL at this time. 

None at this time.  
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6A. Conversion Failure Recovery 

 
 
Follow these steps to recover from a failed Conversion. 

 

 Restore Database 

Restore the ProgressBook database that was created as a backup prior to the 

Conversion. 

 

 Restore ProgressBook – SIS Linking 

Restore SIS as the production back office system.  Steps to accomplish this include: 

 

1. Set the Data Integration method back to SIS for all schools in the district. 

 

2. Set the IntegrationEnabled flag back to 0 in the DistrictLogin table for the district. 

 

 Re-Enter Data in SIS 

Re-enter any data into SIS that was entered into DASL. 

 

 Re-Enter Data in ProgressBook 

Re-enter any data into ProgressBook that was entered after the backup was created 

(the backup will only have data entered up to the point the backup was made). 

 

 Document and Communicate 

Thoroughly document the problems you experienced, and communicate these problems 

with Software Answers and the DASL Team.  Supply as much information as possible 

when documenting any problems.  If one district has a problem, it’s very likely that other 

districts will encounter the same problem.  Damage assessments should be 

immediately executed for other districts that have converted to date, to determine if they 

will need to roll back to SIS as well. 
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